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PROBLEMS IN URBAN CENTERS-WASHINGTON,
D.C., AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE -

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in room

1310, Longvv,orth House Office Building, Hon. Ronald V. Dellums
(chairman of the committee)' presiding.

Members present: Representatives Dellums, Leland, and Fen-
wick.

Also present: Donn G. Davis and Dietra L. Gerald, staff assistants;
Dale Maclver, staff counsel; Harry M. Singleton, minority chief
counsel; and Hugh Van A. Starkey, minority research analyst.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Chair would like to first indicate that due to the fact that we

are beginning these hearings a few minutes late, I will suspend
with the reading of my entire opening statement, although for
those who wish a copy of it, you may obtain that at the desk.

In lieu of a lengthy opening statement, the Chair would simply
like to state as succinctly as possible the purpos.,e of these hearings.
Washington, D.C., the Nation's Capital, is a city that, aside from 'its
unique relationship to and experience with the Federal. Govern-
ment, is in nearly every other respect a prototype of America's
major urban central cities. It is affected by the same socioeconomic
problems that trouble other. major American cities. Recent events
indicate some of the most serious of these- urban problems are
rapidly worsening.

The purpose of these hearings is to compare past and present
conditions in Washington, D.C. and other American cities, to
surveybhow Federal assistance has helped or hindered the ability of
cities to address urban problems, and to explore with national
authoiities on cities how the resources of theFederal Government
can best aid cities with their problems.

Today's witnesses are particularly well-placed observers of the
problems of urban centers. The witnesses include Dr. Arthur Flem-
ming, former Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and
adviser to numerous Presidents and national commissions. Dr.
Flemming is presently Chairman of the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, a commission established by the Congress in 1957, which
reports regularly to the President and the Congress on its assess-
ment of the status of civil rights.

(1)
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On behalf of myself and members of the committee, the Chair
would like to welcome you, Doctor, before these proceedings, and
you may proceed in any fashion you choose.

[Mr. Dellums' complete' opening statement, together with that of
Mr. McKinney, follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF RONALD' V. DELLUMS, CHAIRMAN

I would first of all like to thank the members of the Committee and the witnesses
for the tolerance and understanding that you have shown in responding to later
than usual notice regarding these hearings on Urban Centers, Washington, D.C.,
and the Federal Role. This is, of course, a rather large and extremelLsignfficant
undertaking; one which we would ordinarily like to plan over a much Wnger period
of time, but your response has left me reassured that there is general agreement on'
the urgent need to take a serious look at the unchecked and debilitating progression
of a number of problems that are rending the urban nucleus of out' society and

, imperiling our future survival. I am speaking of course of what some observers- have
described in general terms as the urban crisis, but our concerns here are much
more particular. Specifically, I am hopeful that we can focus our attention on a
number, of special problems with a view toward comparing their character and
dimensions here in the nation's capital with the same in, other American cities,
Quite naturally, we hope that, in addition to further enlightenm'ent and new per-
spectives on these problems' that we will better conceive their solutions lind have
rekindled the will to bring,about their eradication.

All the evidence available to us suggests that this will come about only as a result
of a well-conceived and well-coordinated joint effort`involving national, State and
local governments. Hardly any major city in America has sufficient resources to
independely solve the worst of its:problems. It is therefore evident that any serious
attempt to solve major urban problemsbe they in Washington, D.C., or else-
whereeffective measures and meaningful results cannot be expected unless the
federal government takes the problems of America's cities as being what they are:
national', and therefore of ; as much concern to the federal government as the
lbcalities in which they thrive.

LOCAL URBAN PROBLEMS

For well over a decade now since the middle 1960's when the late President
Lyndon Johnson declared a W4r on Poverty,in America, the federal government,
with-measured reluctance, has ffinde ohe half-hearted attempt after another to aid
in the solution of local:urban problems. I say this in the manner that I do because
there is no need to try to avoid or discount the widespread belief of many people
that federal aid to our cities' is not only inadequate and often misguided, but'also
designed to achieve sbmething less than full success. Whether this is the case or not,
one thing is certain, and thatis fhe fact that a frightening malestrom of problems
have continued to ravish the cities of America, and the difference (where there is
any) in the manner in which they are affected may be measurable only in the
smallest degrees. The litany of American urban problems is as recognizable, as our
flag:

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

Outrageously high unem 1 yment exists among the nation's minority youths. The
national average surpassed 0 percent In 1971 and continued to climb and now
hovers near 50 percent. In some cities, such as Washington, D.C. and Detroit,
Michigan, this figure has reached the appalling leveleof 60 percent. (This, of course,
is not only a national disgrace, but it is certain to dim the hopes of an entire
generation of youths. and consign them to lives marked by pits of despair and
anguish.)

We-have failed miserably in most cities to provide citizens with enough decent,
" affordable housing. The huge chunk of our population who were not fortunate

enough ,to be able to purchase homes some years ago now see that part of the
American divam fading into a cruel thirage. In fact, with the recent onslaught of
condominium conversions, many of our people are now just as wistful over the
prospect of being able to occupy an affordable, apartment as they are over the
possibility of owning 'a home.

Taking further toll on those who are least prepared to defend themselves, is the-
ongoing' movement of urban pioneering, the movement of the more affluent back to
our cities and the subsequent displacement of those with less economic wherewithal.

HOUSING
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LAW ENFORCEMENT

Certainly not the lesser of our major urban problems is the constant friction
between some urban dwellers and those who police urban communities.. On nearly
every occasion where violence has erupted, the most immediateEause has usually
been some incident where citizens questioned a 'police tactic, which they deemed
abusive or violative of their rights ,or physical being. This has produced a nerve
racking economy of violence which forever threatens to ignite the powder keg that
we have allowed our cities to become.

Our schools are in trouble and children all over the country suffer as ,a result.
I could go, on, because many more of our problems are-just hs evident, but I shall

pause here and open these hearings with the expressed hope that some of the.
observations made and things said here .will start us in the direction of first
recognizing more clearly the nature of our urban problems, what must be do e, and
then hastily toward the making of policies and decisions that will h9pefu y solve
the many problems we face.

Today s witnesses are particula-rly well-placed observers of the problem urban
centers. The witnesses include Dr. Arthur Flemming, former Secretary of W:and
advisor to numerous Presidents and natilpal commissions. Dr. Fleinthi is Chair-
man of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The Commission was est4 Imbed by
Congress in 1957 and reports regularly to the President and the Congress on its
assessment of the status of civilights. -

The second 'witness is Dr. Marvin Dunn; Associate Vice President-of Univirsity
Outreach and Service at Florida International University in Miami, !Florida. Dr.
Dunn has staled and written about the Black community in Dade County, Florida .

and has directed several federally funded programa related to racial and ethnic
minorities in the Miami area. Dr. Dunn has several .observations and insights about
the national implications, of the Mianii experience that we want him to share with
the Committee.

Do any of my colleagues wish to make a statement at this time?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEWART B. MCKINNEY

Mr. Chairman: There is a popular line of thought which often pervades govern-,
ment thinking that if you ignore a problem long enough, then perhaps it will go
away, The are many people in this room who feel that we in the Congress Save not
given all- due attention to the ,problems of the cities and that any failures. of
accomplishment in this field represent a planned policy of neglect. Let me assure
you, nothing could be further from the truth.

As an active member 'of the Subcommittee on the Cities, the SUbcommittee on
Housing and Community Development, and the Economic Stabilization Subcommit-
tee of the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, I have probably sat
through as many hours of testimony on the problems of the cities as anyone here in
this room. However, brie does not have to be an expert on the cities to realize that
our urban problems are constantly recurring because the answers to these problems
are not clearly defined. It is my understanding that we are convening this series of
hearings, not necessarily to produce those evasive answers, but rather to re-focus
the attention the Congress, as well as the American people, on the plight of
America's cities.,

While Congress has a long history of responding to urban problems with funds for
Housing, transportation, educations, employment, and myriad other problems, you
might say that the current philosophy of dealing with the urban crisis stems from
the Watts riots in 1965. Fifteen years later, following a considerable investment of
federal dolltfrs we find ourselves witnessing the Miami riots of 1980., These recent
riots mirror the same frustrations, the same anger, the same economic deprevation .
festering in our inner cities which triggered the outbursts of the sixties. Thus, the
question we must ask, ourselves is whether) it has all been in vain.

The answers we seek in the coming days will probably turn out to be as evasive as
those we have sought in the past fifteen ears. This stems from the fact that while
we tackle the problems of the cities as a singular issue, we cannot escape the fact

that all cities ae not identical. Certainly, ashington, D.C.; Bridgeport, Connecticut;
and' Oakland, California share common roblems. However; try as we might, is it
possible for us sitting here on Capitol ill to come up with a singular housing
prescription which is a cure-all for each of these citie's ills. I hope that you will
agree with me that the answer i9'no. It has taken us a number of yeais, but I do
think that the federal government has finally realized that Uncle Sam stands
powerless in applying our loosely written national policiesunless those policies are
readily converted into action by strong, effecive and most, importantly, healthy local
government.
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I pride myself, in being a strong advocate of the cities. I happen to represent
Bridgeport, Connecticut the largest city in my home state. Because of the proximity
of my district to the City of New York I can safely say that the well-being of my.
Congressional District is directly: tied to the continued well-being and fiscal integrity
of the City of New York.- As the Ranking 111inority Member of the Economic
Stabilization Subcommittee of the House CAommittee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs, I had the opportunity to obtain an intensive education and under-
standing of the state of the American city when we dealth with the issue of federal
loan guaranteep to New York in 1977-78.

We learned quite a bit from the New York experience. However in recent months
we have seen that New York is not alone in facing a future of fiscal uncertainty.
Already, Cleveland, Ohio and Newark, New Jersey have been added to that list, and
Ave should perhaps face up to the fact that with out some radical changes here in
the nation's capital, Washington, D.C. is an active candidate to join their company
sometime in the near future. With the New York and Washington experiences in
mind, perhaps a portion of the focus of these hearings should be the local govern-
mentsthemselves and their roles as the foundations upon which federal policy must
be built.

Mr. Chairman, the list of witnesses which you have gathered to discuss these
issues is impressive. I will be interested in listening to,-reading, and reviewing their
comments as these hearings progress. A knowledgeable as many of us think we
already are on this issue, we cannot help but be served by exposure to new ideas,
and sharing new thoughts.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR S. FLEMMING, CHAIRMAN, U.S.
COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, ACCOMPANIED BY LOUIS
NUNEZ, STAFF DIRECTOR, AND LUCY EDWARDS, HEAD, CON-
GRESSIONAL LIAISON OFFICE
Dr. FLEMMING. Mr. Chairman, members of the. committee, may I

express our deep pleasure for the opportunity of appearing before
the committee to discuss this very important issue.

I am accompanied today by Mr. Louis Nunez, who is the Staff
Director of the Commission, and Ms. Lucy Edwards, the head of
our Congressional Liaison Office.

The CHAIRMAN. We would like to welcome both of your col-
leagues.

DIALOG OF RECONCILIATION

Dr. FLEMMING. A story in the Washington Star from Miami, Fla.,
written by Kenneth R. Walker, reads as follows:

Following the restoration of an Uncertain peace in this racially tripartite and
troubled city, political, business and community leaders have begun a dialogue of

reconciliation.
Although reluctant to volunteer the sentiment, most white, Latin and black

figures concede that it took the most violent American race riot in over a decade to
launch attempts at solving long-festering grievances. "We all, ,just sat on our middle-
class complacencies and hoped the problems would go away, Mayor Maurice Ferre
saiff in an interview.

In Boston, it took a shooting of a black high school player during
a football garhe to launch a city-wide covenant of racial justice,
equality and harmony.

Will the "dialogue of-reconciliation" in Miami and the "covenant
of racial justice, equality and harmony" in Boston result in prog-
ress in the areas of equal employment, fair housing, equality of
education and the administration of justice in those two cities?

Our experiences during the, past 20 years with similar reactions
to similar events lead to two conclusions:

1. There will be temporary, sporadic improvement.
2. In a very short period of time complacency will set in and

grievances will continue to fester.
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In community after community we have failed to use the capac-
ity that we have to achieve community goals in such a manner as
to move forward in a consistent and significant manner in the field
of civil rights.

Jon Nordheimer, in an article in the New York Times written
from Miami, identified the basic issue when he wrote:

When it comes to putting on a spectacular New Year's Day football game and
parade, the civic leadership in Miami is a juggernaut of talent, efficiency and
community-wide pride. The Orange Bowl Committee, with direct links to every
power base in Dade County, with 1.6 million citizens of every racial and regional
origin, works throughout the year to project the glamorous Miami image around the
world on one day.

But when the city erupted in racial violence last Weekend, many Miamians said
the area's leadership was as hard to find as a pair of seats on the 50-yard line in the
Orange Bowl on New Year's afternoon.

There were police chiefs and National Guard commanders in evidence, and silver
editorials in the local newspapers, but the leadership never emerged in significant
ways from the board rooms and luncheon clubs where the city's majqr initiatives
are taken.

This story is just one illustration of many that could be provided
of our failure to take seriously the finding of the National Advisory
Committee on ,Civil Disorders in 1968 that:

Only if all the institutions of the communitythose outside of government as well
as those inside the structureare implicated in the problems of the ghetto, can the
alienation and distrust of disadvantaged citizens be overcome.

NEED FOR COMMUNITY AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS

In community after community, private and public leaders must
,, develop and implement community-wide affirmative action pro-

grams designed to reach civil rights goals in the areas of employ-
ment, housing, education, and the administration of justice.

In each one _of these areas these leaders need to set goals and
timetables for achieving the goals. In each one of these areas they
need to develop community-wide action programs that, if imple-
mented effectively, will make it possible to achieve the goals that
have been set. These action programs must spell of it the duties and
responsibilities that must be discharged by Fec, eral, State, and
local public agencies, and that must be accepted by both institu-
tions and individuals within the private sector.

These community-wide affirmative action programs should be
developed with a sense of urgencya sense of urgency growing out
of a realization that the only way in which to replace alienation,
distrust, and despair with hope in the lives of those who have been
and are the victims of discrimination is to substitute action for
rhetoric.

CIVIL RIGHTS GOALS

In community after community we have not given a top priority
to the achievement of civil rights goals. As a result, our Nation is
confronted with a serious lack of progress in achieving the overall
goal of equality of opportunity.

Two years ago; for example, our Commission released a study
entitled, "Social Indicators of Equality for Minorities and Women."
In transmitting the report to the President and to the Congress, we
said:-
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The "social indicators of equality" presented in this report directly compare the
level of well being of the minority and female population to that of the majority
male population, and, thus, assess the nation's progress toward achieving evality.

Our findings and recommendations regarding levels of equality
are based on measures in the areas of education, occupation, em-
ployment, income, poVerty, and housing developed from State
Public Use Samples Tapes of the 1960 and 1970 census and from
the 1976 Survey of Income and Education Public Use Sample
Tapes. Our findings show that for every indicator reported here,
women and minority men have a long way to go to reach equality
with majority men, and, in' many instances, are relatively further
from equality in 1976 than they were in 1960.

Following the riot in Miami there have been a number of articles
written relative to the current state of civil rights in some of our
metropolitan areas. These articles all reach the same conclusiqn,
namely, that the "alienation and distrust of disadvantaged citi-
zens" identified by the National Advisory Committee on Civil Dis-
orders in 1968 continues to be the rule rather than the exception.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT

Take the area of equal employthent. Our Commission, in our
1979 annual report, said: -

The employment status of minorities an women has long lagged significantly
behind that of white men. As shown in the Commission's 1978 report "Social
Indicators of Equality for Minorities and Women" the disparities in the unemploy-
ment rates of minorities and women and of white males increased between 1970 and
1976. According to recent statistics, these disparities continue toprevail in 1979.

Private and public leaders in the communities of the Nation
should be concerned and alarmed by these continuing disparities.
Thep have persisted during a period when, except for the past few
months, the total number of jobs has been increasing. They are the
single most important reason for festering grievances and ,mount-
ing frustrations.

Private and, public leaders for a community can ascertain what
the disparity is in the unemployment rates of minorities and
women and of white males in their particular community. They
can set a goal for narrowing that disparity over a, specified period
of time.

Then an action program can be developed designed to harness all
of the resources of the community in order to achieve the goal. The
action program can include pressuring the Federal Government to
allocate resources for job training and new job opportunities. It can
include support for a vigorous enforcement of equal opportunity
laws.

It can also include plans for a communitywide drive designed to
persuade both public and private employers to voluntarily develop
and implement affirmative action plans for their organizations. It
can also include, for example, a pooling of resources with the end
in view of helping small business concerns to participate in affirm-
ative action plans.

Every effort can and should be made to rally public support for
the. plan. Those who successfully discharge their duties and respon-
sibilities should be recognized. Those who do not, should have
attention called to their failures.

16.
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Community pride has been appealed to time and again in the
history of our Nation in the interest of achieving what leaders in
the life of the com'munity have regarded as important goals.

We have the capacity to develop and implement communitywide
affirmative action goals in the area of equal employment. The
question is: Do public and private leaders in the community have
the commitment to human rights which will result in their con-
cluding that this is one important goal for their community? If
they do not, we are sitting on kegs of dynamite:
, Comm unitywide, affirmative action programs in the area of equal

employment are not being proposed as a ,substitute for vigorous
Federal action.

There must .be effective, enforcement of Federal equal employ-
ment opportunity laws. We have been moving in-the right direc-
tion. Additional resources are required.

Communities must know what they can count on in the way of
Federal resources for job training, job placement, and job opportu-
nities. The Federal Government must set high long-term goals for
assistance in these areas and then stay with them. In making hard
decisions on Federal appropriations' these are 'areas which should
be close to the top of the Nation's list of prtiorities. We do not
believe that an adequate commitment of resoukes has been made.

Once again, however, we want to underline our conviction that
the Federal Government cannot do the job by itself. No matter
what it does in the area of equal employment opportunity laws and
the enforcement of those laws, and no matter what it does in the
area of providing resources for job training, job, placement and-new
job_opportunities, we will not achieve equal employment opportuni-
ty goalswe will not eradicate alienation and distrustunless
community leaders. decide that they are going to marshal all avail-'
able resources within their community in order to deal with the
serious disparity between the unemployment rates of minorities
and women and white males.,

Similar approaches can and should be taken in the area of hous-
ing and education.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

We all recognize, however, that one area to which both public
and private leaders in a community must give constant attention is
the area of administration of justice. Experience has taught us that
if there is any denial of civil rights in this area, it can become the
straw that breaks the camel's back and can lead to some form of
violent action.

Here again this is an area where public and private leaders of
the community should set goals. Likewise, they should agree on
action plans designed to reach the goals. -

POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The area of police-community relations is one which the Commis-
sion has studied for many years. In addition to many reports
prepared by our State advisory committees, we have heard the
views of experts in the field at our 1978 Consultation on Police
Practices and the Preservation of Civil Rights, and have conducted

66-925 0 - 81 -
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subsequent field- studies and public hearings on police practices in
Philadelphia,'Pa.; and Houston, Tex.

Based on this experience, the Commission believes that commu-
nitywide goals should be set relative to those police practices that
most directly affect public trust and confidence. Recruitments ef-
forts should be directed at the minority community, and hiring
standards set in a way that will fairly assess applicants from all
segments of the community, so that those hired will not only be
well qualified but will reflect the racial and ethnic spectrum served
by the police force.

Community leaders should insist that officers are trained in
service, sensitivity, and protection of civil rights as well as in the
detection of crime and the apprehension of criminals. Perhaps most
important of all, a process for the receipt of citizen complaints and
the investigation and discipline of alleged police misconduct must
be established that is, in fact and in appearance; fair and respon-
sive to Ibgitimate citizen concerns.

If communitywide goals were set in these areas and commu-
nitywide support developed for action programs designed to achieve
the goals, real progress would be made in the direction of assuring
that the police are perceived as the allies rather than the enemies
of the community as a whole.

ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The Federal Government can and should provide support to com-
munity leaders who adopt such community action plans with
regard to the administration of justice. It can furnish this support
by LEAA financial assistance for the training and direction of
police officers, and by the aggressive investigation and prosecution
of law enforcement officers who violate the civil rights of citizens.

It can also assist troubled communities in resolving racial and
ethnic disputes through the mediation and conciliation skills of the
Community Relations Service: This backup assistance can be very
effective, but it will always be secondary to what the informed and
concerned leaders of a community can accomplish through a well-
thought-out and vigorously implemented community action plan.

HUMAN RIGHTS

The longer I work in this area, the more I am inclined to empha-
size human rights as contrasted with civil rights. To0 often in our
discussions and actions on civil rights issues, in and out of Govern-
ment, we seem to lose sight of the fact that we are dealing with the
cleams, the hopes, the aspirations of people.

How else can we explain the fact ithat Congress continues to
attach antibusing amendments to appropriations bills in the field
of education and by so doing deliberately denies equal educational
opportunities to some minority children?

How else can we explain riders to the Treasury Department
appropriations bill which force the Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue to grant tax-exempt status to schools that are Jdesigned to
undermine the Nation's commitment to a policy of desegregation in
the field of educationa policy which grows out of a recognition of
the fact that "segregation is inherently unequal."
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How else can we explain the well-organized opposition to the
current efforts to amend the fair housing law in such a manner as
to put teeth into its enforcement provisions?

How else do we explain the failure of public and private leaders
in our communities to even include, let alone putting at the top of
their list- of priorities, the development and implementation of
action programs designed to move their communities forward in
areas such as equEil employment, fair, housing, desegregation of
educational programs, and the administration of justice?

The motto that was picked for the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare in 1953 was ",Hope, the Anchor of Life."

That motto could become a reality- in the life of any community
where the public and private leaders decided to set goals' -for prog-
ress in the areas of.equar employment, fair housing, desegregation
of educational programs, and administration of justice and then
decided to dedicate the resources of the community including thobe
made available by the Federal Government, to achieve those goals.
In this way and only in this way can we substitute hope Tor the
"alienation and distrust of disadvantaged citizens" which was wide-
spread in 1968 and is still widespread today.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Flemming, I would like to thank you very

much for an outstanding opening statement, and prior to going to
questions, the Chair would first like to request unanimous consent
that the ranking minority member of the committee, Mr. McKin-
ney, have his opening statement placed in the record immediately
following the statement by. the Chair.

[The statement appears on p. 3.]
The CUAIRMAN. Dr. Flemming, you say, on page 6 of your testi-

mony, that "once again, however, we want to underline our convic -.
tion that the Federal Government cannot do the job by itself."

I would tend to agree with you, but against the backdrop of that
ztatement I would like to ask you the following two questions.

FEDERAL RESOURCES REQUIRED

Where do you perceive Federal resources to be needed at the
national level to help Federal agencies carry out their responsibil-
ities?. Even though we can agree that the Federal Government may
not be able to do the job all by itself, where do you see the
resources of the Federal Government ,going to 'enhance our capac-
ity? -

Dr. FLEMMING. As I indicated in my opening statement, first-of
all, we believe, that the Federal Government can well afford to
invest additional resources in the enforcement of equal employ-
ment opportunity laws. There isn't any question in our minds at all
but that if we are going to make progress in that particular area,
there has to be vigorous enforcement of the equal employment
opportunity laws. That is the only way we are going to get the
attention of some of the community leaders to which I have re-
ferred.

Also, there isn't any doubt in our mind but that the Federal
Government can and should make additional resources available in
the area of job training, job placements and providing new job
opportunities: We are concerned about the fact that that whole

10.
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area is not being treated in such a way as to convey to the country
the fact that it has a top priority as far as the Federal Government
is concerned.

The President did submit a program which, as I recall it, called
initially, in his budget for around $2,200 million for a program of
both training and creating job opportunities designed to deal with
this situation. His revised budget reduced that by $100 million or
so. If I understand the sii uation correctly, however, the budget
resolution that has been agreed upon by the House and the Senate,
is considerably under the figure that was even included in the
President's revised budget. That sends the ,Wrong signal in this
particular area.

Also, in the area of the administration of justice, I am very
concerned about the fact that apparently the trend seems to be in
the direction of phasing out the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration. I appreciate the fact that that has been a controver-
sial program, and I appreciate the fact that undoubtedly at times
the program has not been handled as effectively as it might be, but
nevertheless it is a program under which the Federal Government
has been providing some resources particularly to communities
that have been interested in introducing into their communities
more effective training programs and more effective recruiting pro-
grams designed to strengthen the whole law enforcement area.

Also, we feel that there has always been a tendency to treat the
community relation Service of the Department of Justice as a step-
child, and we feel that they, by and large, have had a gocd record,
and that they should have additional resources.

While I am focusing on the Department of Justice, we likewise
have the feeling that there should be additional resources made
available to the Office of Civil Rights under the direction of Assist-
ant Attorney General Drew Days. There seems to be a tendency to
put more and more responsibility on that office in terms of initiat-
ing cases, whether it is in the housing field or in the field of
education, and yet you take a look at their resources, and you
know- that they can't possibly keep up with that load.

So in all of those areas, it seems to me that we have to keep the
pressure on for additional resources. As we see it, this isn't an
either/or proposition; it is both/and, I have emphasized the impor-
tance, however, of when the resources are available, if they are
going to be used in such a way as to achieve these objectives, then
the ball has to be picked up .by some leaders at the community
level, public and private. To put it another way, the establishment
within the community has to say this is our top priority, and we
are going to get back of it and see to it that something is done.

And as we see it, relying on report:s\ from our State advisory
committees, and other sources, that isn't happening in this country
at the ) present time, and that is what we are concerned about.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I appreciate yotir response, and let me
follow. We presently find ourselves in an atmosphere of balanced
budget, inflation fighting, and I would daresay that the raison
d'etre of this particular Congress is to balance the budget and not
to solve the human problems of this country.

Now, given the fact that our effort to fight inflation has traded
off millions of unemployed people for some insignificant drop in

2 4)_
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the inflation rate, I would like for you to comment on what you
perceive to be the future for this country if we continue to go down
this road of fighting inflation against a backdrop of ever-increasing
and mounting unemployment.

UNEMPLOYMENT OF MINORITIES

Dr. FLEMMING. Mr. Chairman, there is no question in my mind
at all but that it is absolutely essential for us to deyelop positive,
aggressive programs designed to increase and to open up new job
opportunities. Otherwise, these feelings of frustration are going to
continue.

Having said that, I would again like to emphasize the point that
I tried to emphasize in my testimony: We have gone through a
period in our history where the unemployment rate has been too
high. There isn't, any question about that. But, as you and I both
appreciate, except for the last few months, we have 'kept adding
jobs in the labor market, and yet the gap, between the unemploy-
ment rate of minorities and women and white males has remained
theikame or even widened to some extent. This shows that we
'haVen't got effective affirmative action programs underway that
would make it possible for us to take advantage ofadditional jobs.

This is the thing that really concerns me. There isn't any doubt
e can't settle he kind of a situation that

imet the prese terms of unemployment;
in my mind but that
we find ourselves in
that has got to be i - ,

But then I ask the question, if it is impr
narrowing that gap between the unemplo
ities and women and the white males.-

ved, will that result in..
ent rate of the minor-

n the basis of what has
happened from 1960 down to the present time, the answer is no. it
wouldn't narrow it; it will stay where it is or maybe even widen. I
think we have to address ourselves to the question of how we get
that gap narrowed.

In other words, you make additional jobs available and, by and
large, they go to white males; they don't go to minorities and
women.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I see that we have a vote on, and I would
like to just ask one additional question, and then we will suspend
for 10 minutes..

MANPOWER PROGRAMS

You mention in your opening statement, and again you just
repeated in response to my question, your concern for jobs and
more specifically, job training. Many of my colleagues are very,
very critical of a number of manpower programs. CETA, for exam-
ple, comes under tremendous attack from some of my more conser-
vative colleagues who view these manpower programs as a way of
waiting Federal resources. and to demonstrate that the Federal
Go ernment .does not have the capacity to address human prob-
lems.

I maintain that one of the inherent problems in our manpower
programs is that for a number of years we have traded off numbers
for substances, and we decided to go for higher numbers rather
than substantive training, and that we are only training people for
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 weeks, which in no way provides the capacity for
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human beings to develop meaningful skills that would allow them
to function in this complex and rapidly, changing society.

Do you agree with that comment, and would you like to amplify '

on that comment?
Dr. FLEMMING. I definitely agree with it. I think you shave put

your finger on a very fundamental" problem as far as these pro-
grams are concerned. I believe we must invest in training pro-
grams of this kind. For example, one opportunity that I 'think we
are missing along this particular lineI am now drawing'on .my 5
years as Commissioner on Agingis that of injecting into the
progiams older persons who not only could be helpful to the youn-
ger persons in terms of transmitting skills, and so on, but could be
extremely helpful in introducing them to the world' of work. You
and I know that many of these young persons have never had any
opportunity to get acquainted with the world of work, and all that
that implies. If we could only be more creative and imaginative, we
would be utilizing more effectively a resource that we have in older
persons, and we would be utilizing it for the purpose of really
making it possible for these yoimger people to become involved in
the workforce ina significant way.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor..
I yield to my distinguished colleague.
Mrs. FENWICK. I thank my. chairman for yielding.

CETA PROGRAMS

We have our green thumb for employment of older people, and I
am very much in favor of it, but I do wish we could keep our CETA
programs for the young and do something. It is an 18-month train-
ing piogram. It isn't taken seriously by anybody, and I,am going to,
when I have time later, ask you to cooperate.
. We get something going for these young people, and it is torpe-
doed by the Labor Department. We need your help. We try to get
small businesses to employ minorities. But what do you getform
MB J., 22 different ethnic origins, 6 different types of specific is-
landers, Guamanians, Samoans. It is ridiculous; 'every barrier is
put before the small business.

It seems to me all you would have to do would be to say white
male, white female, Hispanic, and other. There are six different
kinds of native Eskimos and Aleutians included that you have to
be sure to enumerate. I have never seen more barriers put by a
bureaucratic governmentbetween the employment of somebody u
the minority.

I am very anxious to talk later.
We might vote now, shall we, Chairman, and then we will be

back?
The CHAIRMAN. The comm. ittee will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Recess for Members to vote.]

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will resume it's business.
Dr. Flemming, you note in your testimony that a recent study of

Income and education comparing indicators for women, minority
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men, majority men, showed that in many instances women and
minority men were relatively further from equality in 1976 than
they were in 1960.

My first question is, and you may have answered this, but' I
would appreciate it for the record here, would you say that this
relative distance from equality has continued to increase since 1976
and if so, are there any particular causes for this as you see it
from your vantage point?

Dr. FLEMMING. The one indicator that we have brought up to
date since 1976 is the indicator-for employment and,. as I indicated
in my testimony, when we took a look at that in 1979' in connection
with our annual report for 1979, we found that that gap had
persisted from 1976 to 1979.

I personally feel that is very serious, that we as a Nation have
not given that the attention that we should.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION"

The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe that the Supreme Court decision
in the Weber case will lead to any lessening of employer resistance
to affirmative action programs, or is continued litigation more
likely?

Dr. FLEMMING. We feel the Weber case does represent a step
forward. There is no doubt about that at all.

For' example, prior to the Weber case the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission issued affirmative action guidelines under
which employers could on a voluntary basis move in and develop
and implement affirmative action plans.

The Webi,r case certainly put those guidelines on a good solid
legal foundation. In fact,.there was a reference to those guidelines
by the Court in its opinion.

I suppose there will be additional litigation in this area, but we
think that Court is headed in the right direction, as indicated
by the Weber decision.

The CHAIRMAN., Doctor, in your opinion, is there a need for large-
scale federally sponsored .initiatives to encourage employers to hire
women and minorities in numbers great enough to reduce the
present disparities between women, minorities and white male
Americans?

Dr. FLEMMING. There is no doubt ein our mind at all but the
Government must deal with this unemployment situation in a
positive manner but, as I indicated earlier, the thing that concerns
us is that if the additional resources are made available, on the
basis of .our past experience, the experiences since 1960, this gap in
the unemployment rate' will continue between minorities, and
women and the white males, unless as we see it, that somehow or
other we can get public and private leaders at the community level
concerned about it and interested in the development of commun-
itywide affirmative action plans.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I feel one of the great concepts that has .;

come out of the civil rights movement is the concept o affirmative
action. We tend to apply it almost exclusively to the field of em-
ployment and almost exclusively to employers, public or private. ,

We believe that that concept can be Iplied and should be ap-
plied on a commnitywide basis in the a a of equal employment,
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' and that there ought to be communitywide goals for closing the
gap between the unemployment rates of minorities and women,
and white rate, and action plans designed to achieve those goals.

FAIR HOUSING

We also feel that the same principle can 'be applied in the.area of
fair housing. In that area we tackle it on a case-by-case basis, but I
don't know of any situation where public and private leaders in a
community have gotten together and said, look, this is the kind of
a goal that we want to achieve' in the area of fair housing on a
communitywide basis, and here is how we intend to go about it.

A desegregation plan is in reality an affirmative action plan
because it does have `goals and timetables and there is an action
program designed ibsachieve those goals, so it really is a commun-
itywide affirmative action program.

Going back to the field of employment, our feeling is if we are
really going to get some momentum in this country going designed
to close the gap, between the unemployment rates iof minorities
and women, and white rate, somehow or 'Other we have got to
arouse the public aria private leaders in the community and get
them to develop communitywide affirmative action programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Just to pursue your latter statement, do you
think that we can, encourage community leaders, 'both public and
private, at the local level to do just- as you indicate aggressively if
their view of the Federal Government is such that they don't
perceive that kind of leadership emanating from this arena?

Dr. FLEMMING. I think it is absolutely essential for the Federal
Government to set the right kind of example, and that is why in

the closing part of my statement I indicated our concern, for exam-
ple, over the fact that we keep getting antibusing riArs, for an
example, on appropriation bills.'

As you and I both know,, they tend to undermine the Whole civil
rights 'movement Now, they are bad'in and of themselves-in terms
of what they do to specific programs, but they'are particillarly bad
becauie of the message that they convey.

As I go over the country and talk with leaders in the community,
they say, well, the country isn't as concerned about civil rights;-
,they are not as interested in it as they were in the sixties, other-
'wise they would not be putting these riders on.

Personally, I was delighted that .the House passed the afnend-
ments to the fair . housing law. It was a close squeeze on one
significant vote. I certainly hope that the Senate will do likewise,
because that will help to convey the other kind of a message to
community leaders. , But for the last few years they have been

-. getting negative messages as far as these appropriation riders are
concerned;

What worries me is that when something like the EagletOn-Bided
rider gets attached to an appropriation bill it is very, very difficult
to even get the issue raised again in such a way as to get rid of it
and, somehow or other, I don't think those of us who were a part of '

the ctvil rights movement have devised effective Ways and means
of creating the kind of public demand for a repeal of that rider
that we should develop.
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POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The- CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I just have a couple more questions. I
would like to go to another area and ask you to comment more on
the police community, relations project of the Commission and in
the course of your remarks I. would appreciate if you would indi-
cate what cities the 'projects are in.

Dr. FLEMMING. As your question indicates, one of our. major
projects at the present time is the police community relation proj-
ect. That is in its rinal stages. -

A draft of the'statutory report containing our recommendations
to the President and the Congress will be before us in a few weeks.

In terms of public hearings on the part of, the Commission, as I
indicated in my testimony, we have held -hearings in Philadelphia
and Houston, and 'some of our State advisory committees have
taken a look-at situations in other cities.

. For example, the Tennessee State advisory committee took a
,very close look at the situation in. Memphis. They ran into some
difficulty in terms of being able to get some evidence that .they
needed, so two of us as members of the Commission went down and
held a special hearing there to exercise our power to subpena
witnesses and subpena documents and round out their record.

They filed an excellent report' and that report has led to some
\ very positive and very cOnstrugtive results.

Also, the 'Florida State aclibory committee did take a look 4
years ago at the Miami 'situation, and at Jacksonville. The Kansas .

City advisory committee has looked at the situation in- Kansas City,
and also in Wichita, and so on. e

I don't have the complete list 'with me here. I will furnish that
for the record' so that the record will -show the complete list of
cities.

The CHAIRMAN. We would appreciate that.' .
[The information requested follows:]

U. S. COMMISSION ON CM IL RIGHTS,
Washington, D.C, July 30, 1980.

Hon. RONALD V. DELLUMS,
Chairman, Committee on District of Columbia,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN DELLUMS: I recently reviewed the heering4ranicript of my June
25, 1980 testimony before the House Committee on District of Columbia concerning
the issue of Urban Centers. As you will recall, during our colloquy following my
prepared statement, I *agreed to provide a complete list of cities which have been
studied in recent police-community publications by this Commission and its State
Advisory Committees (SAC'S). The list, which follows, is A compilation of locations
where this Commission has reviewed issues of police misconduct and its effect on
particular minority groups, as well as the lack of minority and, in some cases,
female representation in individual police departments.

Philadelphia, Pa.; Houston, Tex.; Flagstaff, Ariz.; Memphis, Tenn.; Jacksonville,
Fla.; San Jose, Calif.; Wichita, Kans.; Miami, Fla.; Rapid City, S. Dak.; Bismarck, N.
Dak.; Albuquerque, N. Mex.; Santa Fe, N. Mex.

This,information should be inserted in page 31 of the hearing record. If you have
any questions concerning this information, or if the Commission can be helpful to
your Committee in any' way, do not hesitate to contact me or Lucy Edwards,
Director of our Congressional Liaison Division 254-6626.

Sincerely,
- ARTHUR S. FLEMMING,

Chairman.

R.5
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MIAMI RIOTS

:The CHAIRMAN. With respect to Miami, are you at this particular
moment attempting to update the data on Miami?

Dr. FLEMMING. Through our regional` qffice in Atlanta and work-
ing with the State advisory committee, we haVe received reports on
the developments that h'ave taken place there during the past few
weeks:

Neither the Florida advisory committee nor the committee have
attempted to hold any hearings on the situation there as of the
present moment.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I would like to go into one additional
area before yielding to my distinguished colleague from New
Jersey.

All of your testimony this mocning has spoken to, the issue of
civil rights, raising the question of ideals and principles, a sense of
justice and equity.

KU KLUX KLAN

At this very moment we are/experiencing in this country at least
an apparent resurgence of organizations such as the Ku Klux Klan:

I would appreciate it if you cotild comment as to why' you believe
this apparent resurgence, and what do you think it is related to
from your vantage point?

Dr., FLEMMING. Well, we have been very much concerned about
the resurgence of the Klan. and the American Nazi Party. By
utilizing our State'advisory committees we have attempted to 'keep
current as to developments in that particular area.

. I think it is very difficult to pinpoint any one particular reason
for this reiurgende. I think we had reached the place where we
thought we as a Nation were beyond the kinds of activities that are
represented by the Klan, the fact, however, that there is this
resurgence, the fact that they ,have been able to gain the support
that they have been. able to gain indicates that this is still a very
serious problem. -

We feel that it is very important for law enforcement officers
beginning at the Federal level and moving' to the State and local
levels to keep on top of this situation and to indicate by their
actions That they are not .going to tolerate this kind of activity.

Weralso hope that the law enforcement agencies, Federal, State,
and local, can coordinate their activities in such a manner that
they' can detect the possibility of violence growing out of these
activities and can take steps designed to prevent that violence. -We
feel that it is a development that should be taken very, very
seriously by this country. -

This ties back into everything else-that I have said. People could
very well ask, why is it over a period of 20 years the gap between
the unemployment rate of minorities and women and white males
has not been narrowed?

Well, many reasons can be assigned; but I think we are fooling
ourselves if we do not recognize that we are dealing with
racism and sexism in this country and that our programs haVe got
to be based on the fact that those basic issues- still exist and that
we ha'! -got to deal with them head on.

V
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The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much for your responses to my
questions.

The Chair now yields to the., gentlewoman from New Jersey.
Mrs. FENWICK. Thank you.
I think the large part of this terrible resurgence of the Ku Klux

Klan is because we are going into a recession and if we are not
careful and if we do not exercise real interest in the problem we
are going to get what happened in Germany.

When there is trouble, you look for a scapegoat. It is a terrible
human capacity, and that is what we are going to get if we are not
careful.

The amount of publicity the Klan receives has got to be consid-
ered, and I hope the newspapers will exercise a sense of responsi-
bility in that regard. The more that group is publicized the more
recruits they get. There are many unhappy people, feeling a sense
of disorientation 'and disaffection. This occurs just as much among
the whites as it does among the blacks. That is what it feeds on.

CETA

I would like to talk to some of the things that we need your help
on. For example, let's just take a job'training program' like CETA.
What happens to it?

We have an unhappy little thing in my county where 'the admin-
istrator is receiving $78,000 a year. How does that look to the
people who are paying their taxes and supporting the program?;

The Community Action program runs CETA in that county.
Many of these people that are getting CETA wages are laid-off
policemen. They are not trained as the law should require.

When we do get a program blessed by the AFL-CIO labor in the
county. and the CETA administrator with a good company, which
has a union company with good wages and pensions, everybody is
in favor of it. Young people who had never had good jobs were
going to be on their way, and trained.

The Labor Department killed it because they insisted that a
company should certify that no profit was going to creep down to
the company from the work of those trainees. You can't guarantee
that. There may be a terrible loss and-it may spoil a whole lot of
material which will have to be done over, but you cannot be sure
they are not going to contribute to some degree to productivity.

So the telegram went out, this is advisory only, and of course the
lawyer, they had luckily a lawyer which many small businesses
have not, and the lawyer said, you can't accept this promise, you
can't make that promise, and the whole thing has gone dolvn the
drain.

I am working on that with Chairman Hawkins to see if we
cannot do something. This is the problem.

The sons And nephews of pojiticians are getting in on it, who do
no mere need that 18 months of training than I do. Colleague after
colleague comes up to me and say, "I don't know what CETA is
like in your district, but in my State it is a mess."

In my district I am proud; we have fine administrators in both
the counties in the major part of my district, and if it were all like
that you could sell this program to the. Congress and to the public,
but when this kind of thing happens, when some fancy administra-

2
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(or is getting $78,000, in addition to a pension as a disabled ,fire-
man from the city of New York, what do people think?

I worked for ,15 years as a volunteer on the New Jersey commis -
sion. I wrote the employment and housing reports and voting and
many others, and when anybody tries to say that there is no
change, there is a big change, and we all know it, but it isn't
enough and above all, I agree with you that justice is the most
sensitive thing.

We had complaint after complaint when the people of the 7th
ward knew about a certain magistrate. Nobody would pay any
attention. I took it to the attention of the authorities and the
courts and testified in three, four rent strikes on behalf of the
tenants in those high-rise, buildings, and at the same time I
brought to the attention of the authorities what those people
thought of this particular magistrate.

It was not until we got a new' U.S. Attorney that we obtained
some resolution to the problem. Nobody listens to the people;
nobody listens to the people who are trying to live in the conditions
that we have created for them with this horrible public housing
and this misuse of the programs that are supposed to be devised for
their help.

What do they think? They know what is going on; nobody fools
them. The people who are supposed to be doing the training in the
CETA programs don't turn up until 9 o'clock. What makes them
not turn up at 8? Work is not taken seriously. There is no training
in it. All they wait for is a Friday payoff. It isn't enough just to
have a big program, half of which is going to stick in some agency
in Washington.

Another big section of it is going to stick in some agency with
these kinds of wages, the people ontop. We really need help, and if
you could make some investigation into some of the operations of
these programs and bring them to the attention of the Congress
and to the public, it would be tremendous.

We could really move together.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentlewoman yield briefly?
Mrs. FENWICK. You bet.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the gentlewoman seeking a look into the struc-

tural problems that have created unemployment that do not pro-
vide the necessary training for human beings, or is the gentlewom-
an talking about aberrations of abuse and fraud, or are you really
talking about answering the question of how do we develop the
capacity to train and 3mploy millions of human beings who are not
employed?

Which view are you trying to take?
Mrs. FENWICK. I am sorry that my questions were not clear.
What I mean, and what I am saying is that large sums are

devoted to these programs and the structure of the program is so
faulty that they are over and over again misused.

Now, the number of people that are not being trained is clear
from the subsequent scandal that has erupted, this is the Surbur-
ban Record, one of our best papers in the State. This was the New
York Times actually, but the new one is the Suburban Record.
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We are going to have to do something, and we need the help of
your prestigious Commission, because somewhere we have got to
have people that mean it.

I was very anxious as a member of your CommiSsion who wanted
to study education because it seemed to me that they were tragical-
ly losing one generation after another with inadequate education.

We get somebody like Kenneth Clark and his plan for teaching
children, which was particularly addressed to the schools of the
District, Hispanic, and I bought many copies of this and dissemi-
nated it, hoping it would be used in Newark. It was not.

Voices that could tell us how to spend- the enormous /sums that
we are spending are not listened to, and this is what I think it
starts with, education. Education leads to jobs, and there is where
the hope is, certainly, as you say, because without `hope, if the
parents don't push .their children, we are in trouble.

I have been in the high-rise low-income housing project in
Newark, a family with 10 children, oldest boy in college, another
two headed on their way. When I was there the children were
studying their homework. There is, a family on their way. How do
they *do it under those conditions? That family is heroic. But we
don't support them. We give them places where people can't live
properly at enormous expense to the taxpayer.

I have some questions: Could you help us, do you think, in this
business of pointing the use of those job training and placement
programs which. are so importanti the misuse of those funds, or is
that the kind of thing your Commission really could not under-
take?

Dr. FLEMMING. Congresswoman Fenwick, may I say first of all
the Civil Rights Commission deeply appreciates the outstanding
service that you rendered as a member of our New Jersey State
Advisory Committee over a period of 15 years, and I know that you
do understand what our opportunities are and also what our limi-
tations are.

We have a real interest in the CETA program, because of the
fact that we feel that a properly administered CETA program will
open up new job opportunities for minorities and for women.

We feel that without .a CETA program, many young people par-
ticularly would be denied the opportunity for moving into the labor
market, therefore, we do, have the right to ask questions as to
whether or not the objective that we are concerned about and
interested in is being achieved.

Personally, I like what I gather is your appi.oach. As a result of
my experiences in Government over a period of 40 years, I recog-
nize that there is always a tendency on the part of Government to
get a new program under way, to run into some difficulties, aban-
don it, and start something else in its plate.,

I would much rather have Government, the legislative and ex-
ecutive branches, stay with the CETA program in concept and do
everything we possibly can to make it wofk and make it possible to
achieve the kinds of objectives that we lwant to have it achieve.

We will ask questions relative to CEPA with that objective in
mind.

Mrs. FeNwicx. That would be wonderful, because the new uproiir
in my State is that so many, over half the papers said, I am not
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sure if this was just a newspaper report, were not young people at
all who were employed in city jobs that were not being trained.

ETHNIC PROBLEMS

I think also it would be helpful if you could give some guidelines
in this minority small business. thrust. I was thinking about it in
the trolley going over, if we could say white male, Hispanic, or
white female, Hispanic, then we wouldn't subject these small busi-
nesses to these very complicated ethnic divisions, like deciding
whether someone is a Samoan or Guamanian. They would be nei-
ther white nor black nor Hispanic, they would be something else,
some "other" minority.

We have to include the Hispanics because in so many parts of
this, country they have suffered under disadvantages that were not
fair. If we just did that, then you would get the categories as to
who is involved in that business without subjecting the business to
something that really drives them crazy.

There are so many things like that that we do with good inten-
tions but which are structurally counterproductive.

Dr. FLEMMING. Well, the Commission has been taking a look at
the Euro-ethnic problem, for example, and we recognize the pres-
sures that are put on the departments and agencies to come up
with information as to what is happening to this particular group
or that group.

It is altogether possible the pendulum has swung too far in the
direction of obtaining detailed information and it is possible for it
to swing back and still accomplish the objective that all of us want
to accomplish. We don't want any group in this society denied
equal opportunity by reason of their national origin or by reason of
race or creed. That is the objective that all of us have in mind.

Mrs. FENWICK. Don't you think that would' be enough if we said,
what do you employ in the way of white males, black males,
Hispanic males, other, white females, black females, Hispanic fe-
males, other? Could you care whether it is a Samoan of a Guaman-
ian? It makes no difference.

We are trying to find out whether this business qualifies for
some kind of minority business or whatever.

Dr. FLEMMING. That is something we will take a look at.
Mrs. FENWICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Has the gentlewoman concluded her questions?
Mrs. FENWICK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor Flemming, I would like to thank you very

much for your contribution to the hearing here and I would cer-
tainly like to thank you on behalf of myself and my colleagues.

If any additional questions occur to us we would ask that we
submit them to you and ask you to submit these in writing because
we will more than likely keep these hearings open for a number of
days:

-Dr. FLEMMING. I want to express our appreciation for the leader-
ship that you are exercising in holding these hearings at this very
critical point in the history of our Nation.

It is very encouraging to us and we will be delighted to cooperate
with you in any way we can.

3Q
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The CHAIRMAN. It is simply the thought of the Chair that many
of the principles that we espoused in the sixties and seventies will
come under significant challenge in the 1980's and perhaps only
the committed and only the strong will stand up in the decade of
the 1980's, given the incredible pressures both internationally and
domestically that impinge upon human beings.

In the midst of this incredible pressure, the plight and problems
of millions nf human beings trapped in the urban centers of Amer-
ica and those who are not is being looked at, so this is our feeble
effort to try to get our colleagues in this country to realize balanc-
ing the budget is only one miniscule aspect of our business here.

Most importantly, it is to address the problems where millions of
human beings live.

Dr. FLEMMING. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The second witness this morninkis Dr. Marvin

Dunn, Florida International University, Miami, Fla.
Dr. Dunn has studied and written about the black community in

Dade County, Fla., and has directed several federally funded pro-
grams related to racial and ethnic minorities in the Miami area.

Dr. Dunn has several observations and insights about the nation-
al implications of the Miami experience and we welcome you 'in the
hopes that you would share those thoughts and ideas with mem-
bers of the committee this morning.

STATEMENT OF DR. MARVIN DUNN, FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY, MIAMI, FLA.

Dr, DUNN. I appreciate the -opportunity to appear before the
committee and very, much appreciatie the fact that these, hearings
are being conducted.

PROBLEM AREAS

have submitted written testimony which sets forth a number of
problem areas confronting urban America.

I mention the apparent fact that we are a Nation which has been
unable to put millions of our people to work while at the same
time insisting that everyone who is able must work.

I have pointed out' that in my view millions of black Americans
particularly are ill-prepared and 'ill- equipped to meet the various
job requirements in an moreasingly technological society.

My written testimony pr sents my view that our welfare system
is a national disgrace, that 't solves,few problems while degrading
the people who are Obliged to sepred by that system.

. We have had the' rampant Aolence in our cities and the bank-
ruptcy of our criminal justice system, and indicated in my view
that justice is for sale in America, and only a few black and other
minorities are able to pay the price.

I noted my view that our concept and practice of rehabilitation
of offenders is a cruel joke. The black family is in crisis. The social
scientists may no longer deny that. The figures are overwhelming.
Over 49 percent of the black children in this country live with both
their parents. More than 39 percent of the black women of this
country who have children are rearing those children alone.

These figures have serious implications. indeed. In my written
testimony I mention the sad state of child care in our country. It is
as if we as a Nation do . not care that millions of young children
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have no place to go after school except the homes without adults.
Yet we complain about their involvement in some cases in crime.

We call those fife latch-key children. Thousands of them injure
themselves each year, some fatally.

In American cities we have run out ofdecent places for people to
live decades ago. Health care for the poor has improved but still.is
pathetic..

There does exist a double standard of health care, one for the
rich, one for the poor, and just as justice can be° bought in this
country so can life, itself, if we have a price.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES

I made a number of recommendations regarding those problems'
to the committee. I ask that once and for all somebody stop the
three-ring circus in Washington. Sit down and dev,elop a long-term
viable domestic policy.

I ask that we stop throwing good money after bad anti evaluatd
the impact of the present programs you fund. We might find that
many, if not most, have little or no impact on the problems they
are supposed to address and that if indeed change is necessrry we
must. institute that change.

Frankly, I. am not sure but the Members of Congress may be a
major problem in trying to get these reevaluations done, since
some Members support those programs for purely political reasons,
whether they work or not.

Also, in terms of recommendations, I noted that since we must
have a President, let us elect him once for a -6-year term in order to
allow the President to stand by what `-he thinks is right and is
needed rather than- for what might get him re-elected to a second
term.

If the Constitution must be amended, then so be it.
I ask that you finally make it worthwhile for private business to

go to the aid of our cities and the millions of miserable souls who
are trapped there. I ask that you develop programs and incentives
to attract middle-income whites and blacks back into the inner core
of our cities.

I think this could be done and at the same time I suggest that we
must assist in relocating many of out citizens who are now unable
to move out of the urban core to areas closer to jobs which may be
available to them.

Finally, I urge the Government to take bold action, innovative
action, by making the innercity the focal point for the development
of new forms of energy.

I ask that you fund through low-interest, 1.611g-term loans, com-
munity-based for prof t groups which can organize and hire thou-
sands of people in this endeavor. If we have an energy crisis-and a
human crisis why not solve both probems at once?

If the oil companies cannot find enough oil and since the technol-
ogy to produce the gasohol and other alternate forms of energy is
available, in fact by some estimates in the next two decades or
more, almost half of our autsomobile energy needs could be met
through gasohol.

Why not let the poor people produce it? It Could not only regen-
erate their lives but the life of our country.
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Now, members of the committee, I have no illusions: I know I
was invited here in good faith, but I must tell-you,i think this will
come to naught. Why should the Congress now, at this point in our
history, respond to the urban crisis? ,

Why should it be expected to' do now what it Would not do in
1970 at a time when inflation and recession gravely threaten-our
economy, at a time when conservatism is growing in America.
Indeed, it is as popular now to be a conservative as it was in 1960
to be-a liberal, if ever being a liberal was popular.

-Why should those things be. done now? Why should the Congress
listen to the screams from Miami when it was deaf to those from
Newark and from Detroit and Cleveland?

I fear the Congress,would not hear; I feel the Congress would not
respond; I feel the Congress would not care, and I think that this is
so because really the people of America don't care about the cities
or'about the poor or about the blacks.

People care about the hostages, because that is the stuff of which
movies are made. The rights of the citizens, the plight of blacks,
most people say here today:

What plight of the blacks? The Indians are supposedly. the only ones who have a
plight. We solved your probleins back in the sixties, don't you remember, the war on
poverty, civil rights bill, affirmative action. You darkies ought to be doing pretty
good these days, certainly better than white folks whose jobs you keep taking.

We did a study a few weeks ago before the riots andfound tWo-
thirds of the white people felt that bla jcs were doing as good if not
better than white people.

I think that the heart of these. feelings is not shared by the
people in Congress. I can see no other: treason for such inaction.
Surely, it is not 'because the Members'X this body do not know
that this Nation is going to hell fast .downhill rollercoaster,
and n1ost of us on it have our eyes closed.

MIAMI RIOTS

Now, with respect to the Miami riots, much has already been
written about this event. I am a,person who lived through it on the
streets for virtually all of the 4 days of our nightmare. I do not find
it easy to speak of it or write of it; and my rview will be brief.

The so-called McDuffie riots were gruesome, spbntaneous in their
eruption, catching the vast majority of the community by complete
surprise. They came as a direct result of the verdicts in the McDuf-
.fie case, which was a notorious and bizarre case but, nonetheless,
could. have occurred in any city in this country.

The case involved the brutal killing of a black insurance execu-
tive by several white police officers, all of whom were acquitted by
an all-white jury on the .17th of May in Tampa.

The;ease had been tried after a thange of venue was granted. At
least 16 people were killed, most of them black, and the damage
estimates exceed $200 million, making this the most costly civil
disturbance in American history.

Of course, the question 'persists; why,did these riots occur?
The answer to that -question, and there are indeed several an-

swers; may be found in the so-called Kerner Commission Report of
1968 on civil disorders.

66-925 0 - 81 - 3
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There is nothing new except perhaps ir slightly different conclu-
sion which I have reached relative to how factors may be
interpreted.

The efforts by the administration and even by the President to
paint Miami as a unique community with spec; a1 circumstances is
sheer folly. Miami's tragedy is America's tragedy. What happened
in Miami could have happened any, place in this country, given in
1980 the existence, perhaps to an even more serious degree, of the
problems of America as outlined so thoroughly in the Kerner
Report.

It was not the refugee problem. It was not the failure of the local
black leadership. It was not competition between blacks and Hi-

, spanics, not the press coverage of the case, not the weather. It was
not the tooth .fairy. It was the utter collapse of our system of
justice and the widespread belief in the community that a vicious
crime against an innocent black person had gone unpunished.

The McDuffie killing was a thing taken quite personally by
many black people in Miami, including Myself, merely because it
reaffirmed our individual and collective vulnerability.

It said to us all, "This could have happened to you and I think
that this explains at least in part the particularly heinous nature
of the riot.

It was an act of revenge. The white people who were killed in
this riot were not killed because they got in the way or provoked a
confrontation. They were killed because they were there and be-
cause they were white.

I did hear people in the course of the riot speaking of several
other racially sensitive cases which had preceded the McDuffie
verdict. Feelings ran high about those cases, too. Their occurrence
cannot be separated from the riot, and probably substantially con-
tributed to the riot.

I heard some discussions too about the perceived and actual
duplicity in U.S. immigration policy with respect to the Haitians
and the so-called Cuban boat people who were then flooding our
south Florida shores in great numbers, but those indicators in no
way compare to the extent of the outrage expressed in the course
of the violence about the McDuffie case itself.

There have been discussions subsequent to the 'riot about the
long-standing plight, of Miami's black population as a contributing
factor, especially with respect to jobs or adequate housing, things
such as those.

If those were the real reasons, and the. McDuffie case a mere
spark, then Miami's riot of 1980 was the first time that I know of
in which blacks have rioted for those reasons per se.

If the lack of jobs and such did in fact lead to rioting, black
people in this country would be in a constant riotous state. These
factors, in my view, were important only to the degree that such
factors contribute to the evolution of a black subculture in which
rioting is accepted as a legitimate form of social protest.

This is quite a different thing from rioting because one is poor or
out of work or even hungry. Actually, the position that I advance is
moot, whether people rioted because of these factors -or because-

--these-factorsled-tbsoclarainditions which condoned rioting.
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In the final analysis, it does not matter. It remains, nonetheless,
imperative that those conditions be removed, lest we see even more
violence in our inner cities.

In closing, I think for Miami, ruthless as it was, God gave Noah
the'rainbow sign; no more water, the fire next time.

That concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman.
[Dr. Dunn's complete' testimony follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF DE. MARVIN DUNN, FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION

This testimony outlines in Section I several problem areas in urban America and
discusses their implications for domestic policy development. A number of recom-
mendations are submitted in Section II with brief discussions following each item.
Section III discusses the Miami Riot of 1980. Addenda ace includedfollowing Section
III.
%The reader will note the deliberate effort not to present this as a statistical

repor4. It is pointed out however, that statistical documentation of much, if not most
of the conclusions presented here can be found in "The Social and Economic Status
of the Black Populatjon in the United States: An Historical View: 1790-1978",
published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

I. URBAN PROBLEMS

A. We are a country which is unable to put millions of our people to work 'yet we
cling tenaciously to a work ethic which demands that those of us who are able to
work, must work. For many citizens, white and black, this dilemma is resolved by
assuming that those whO are not working are not working because they choose not
to work. Whereas this conclusion is appropriate in some cases, it is both inaccurate
and unfair to apply the assumption in the pervasive and virtually all inclusive,
fashion in which we do.

B. Black Americans in extraordinary numbers are ill prepared and equipped to
meet the various job requirements in an increasingly technological 'society. RaciSl
discrimination is not necessarily the primary reason so many of us are unemployed.
The unavailability of jobs is not in itself the reason. These and other reasons must
be combined with the stark reality that our educational system has failed, is failing,
-and will most likely continue to fail literally millions of children each year, many of
them being urban black children ivho most urgently need basic skills. Basic literacy
is no longer sufficient for survival, yet even this minimum level of educational
attainment is not reached by disproportionately high numbers of black youths. Even
a great many who finish high school are unable to read their own diplomas. These
young people add to the growing urban American underclass, a group which lacks
the skills to compete and eventually even the will to try. Ultimately, they swell our
welfare roles to intolerable limits with little or no hope of becoming self-sufficient
contributing citizens. Their existence antagonizes those citizens (white and black)
who must bear the burden of supporting such massive numbers of people, a few of
whom abuse the system. In so doing, welfare cheaters,' upoti being discovered,
convince the larger society that most welfare recipients are abusers of that system
and therefore are undeserving of public support. All of this adds to a growing
political conservatism in Anierica which finds public generosity an ever increasing
pain in the national neck.

C. Our welfare system itself is a public disgrace. The accuracy of this assessment
is hardly debated. Even those who administer our welfare programs seem to accept
this very sad fact. Yet, the corrective measures needed are very very slow in making
the scene.. It is as if everyone knows that we have patients who are gravely,
although probably not terminally ill, yet we lack the courage and tools necessary to
save their lives. And so they lie in their collective misery as we administer transfu-
sions which keep them alive but do not go to the heart of the problem. The healers
in the operating room grow in their frustration and sense of helplessness.

Eventually, their role evolves and they become mere monitors of very sick pa-
tients. Those who are paying the hospital bills become disappointed and angry as
they receive larger and larger bills for more and -more such patients. Eventually,
those who pay become convinced that the patients are faking. Finally, the patients
themselves become-frustrated-in their-urrendintmisernErthey-tegin to resent both
those who merely monitor them instead of curing them and their insensitive spon-
sors who pay their bills but who do not or will not understand.
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D. American cities are becoming desperately violent places in which to live. ,

America itself is becoming a nation of individuals, each of whom live in their own
little domestic fortress. We have locked ourselves in with the 'hope that we have
locked the criminals out. But they are too many and we become their victims in
spite of ourselves and our locks. To exist from day to day with an inescapable' ense
of personal danger is an unhealty state of affairs. Most of us have adjusted to this
reality but we have done so at great psychological and personal cost. We know that
those who pose the greatest threat are those who comprise the great urban under-
classthe bulk of which is black. But, what should we have expected? Given the
virtual failure of our public institutions, from education to welfare to the failure of
our economic system itself, it would have been sheer national folly to have expected
that many of those who have been failed by our institutional systems would not
sooner or later turn upon us. What surprises me is not that our crime rate is so
high, given the cancerous condition of the American city, but that it is go low. There
is reassurance, little though it is, in the fact that despite the obstacles they face and
the condition of their existence, most people who are poor and black, including our
young people, do not turn to a life of crime.

E. Cur criminal justice system is a marvel of failure. Justice seems less a matter
of guilt or innocence, right vs. wrong, than a question of how much money one is
able to spend to protect one's interests. The poor and minorities are often victims of
the very system which is supposed to protect their rights as citizens of this country.
Consequently many, especially young minority people, lack confidence that the
system will give them a fair shake. There is evidence which suggests that blacks
receive longer sentences than whites for similar offenses; that public defenders do
not have the time, resources or inclination to aggressively provide for their defense;
that our jury selection system often leads to the dismissal of their peers in the
consideration of their cases; that the U.S. Department of Justice is slow and pro-
ceeds in an after-the-fact fashion in the protection of civil rights; that the concept
and practice of rehabilitation of offenders is a cruel joke; that prison reform ought
to be one of our top priorities; that white collar crime is not effectively prosecuted
while the kinds of offenses that blacks most often commit are pursued to the full or
necr-full extent of the law; and the list goes on and on. The problems with the
justice system are so acute vis a vis blacks because blacks are so disproportionately
involved in the system for reasons which should be apparent from points made
earlier in this paper. It is a crisis of confidence. Whereas blacks may be willing to
compromise on many other issues and problems, there is no room for.compromise
when it comes to the question of justice.

F. The black family is in trouble Problems affecting the black family have
reached crisis dimensions. Today most black children do not live in homes with both
of their parents. The figures are startling. Only 49 percent of all black children live
in homes in which both parents are present, while 86 percent of all white children
do. Thirty-nine percent of the black women of this country who have children are
rearing those children by themselverf, while only 11 percent of the white women
who have children are rearing their children alone. A very large percentage of these
single parent families are poor. Most live in central cities. There are, many factors
which account for the numerous problems which impact upon the black family,
many of which have already been presented, yet many white Americans seem to
prefer to believe that the only thing wrong with the black family is black people
themselves. It is a classic example of blaming the victim.

G. Child care or rather tke lack thereof is a major 'problem which effects urban
America, poor people in particular and blacks especially. The so-called "latch key
children" (youngsters who go Borne from school to houses without adult supervision)
are legend. It is a dangerous situation to gay the least, with thousands upon
thousands of these children injuring themselves each year, many of them fatally.

'. The pathetic level of federal support through Title XX ought lo be an embarrass-
ment to every member of Congress. The fact that urban streets are filled each day
with legions of children who have no adult supervision adds to their rate of involve-
ment in illegal activities-petty crimes at first which escalate over time to serious
criminal involvement. The financial strain of providing for the care of their children
on mothers who,are already losing the battle against inflation helps to keep them
locked in the grip of poverty.

H. There is an increasingly difficult problem in providing adequate housing for
the urban poor. Overcrowding in the ghetto is an accepted fact. Documentation
through HUD is easily obtainable; we long ago ran out of decent plc in which to
live. The waiting lists for public housing require families to wait for onths, if not

________yearsr-to-get-Anto-public- housing, much of which is nklrundown._ _dangerous
Over 55 percent of our people live in central cities and for all intents a d purposes,
we are trapped there.
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1. Health care as provided through public facilities represents aclouble standard
of treatment for the poor. All of our citizens should.be entitled to the best possible
health care available today, yet just as money buys justice, it buys all else including
life itself. The conditions in many, if not most public hospitals and clinics are such
that lives are unnecessarily lost in a health care system which is overwhelmed,
understaffed, ill equipped and inadequately supported. All of these prOblems are
well known in Congress. There are many more, but one is hit with a sense of what's
the use? It is a veritable deja vu; it has all been said before and many times at that.
What is needed now is not a re-examination of the problems and not even a search
for solutions since many solutions are already known. What is lacking is fi commit-
ment to apply the solutions we already know to exist. How many more hearings
must we haverbefore that commitment is obtained?

It seems to. me that Congress is not committed because Pie people of our country
are not committed. In an age of growing domestic conservatism, especially in the
face of yet another major economic recession, the likelihood of getting that commit-
ment is very small indeed. Nevertheless, I shall endeavor to submit a series of broad
recommendations with respect to the development of a domestic policy Which I feel
to be appropriate in addressing these problems. The details would, of course, consti-
tute an extended paper, indeed volumes could be written at that level.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS

. A. The Development of a Long -.Term Comprehensive, Bipartisan National Domes-
tic Agenda Which Addresses the Problems of Urban America and Which Applies
the Resources Necessary to Eliminate those Problems: I fear that our political
system may work against such a development. We seem to go from administration
to administration and from Congress to Congress as a national ship without a
domestic rudder, plowing again and again the same sea of issues and problems with
little or no resolution and with even less direction and leadership. There is no
discernible domestic policy today.

B. Extensive Program Evaluation: In the resolution of our massive dom' 'ic crisis,
more of the same simply will A. do. We must first determine with some degree of
certainty which of our present approaches are working with a reasonable degree of
success and which ones are not effective. Millions upon millions of federal, state and
local dollars are wasted on programs which are both costly and ineffective. There is
no shortage of 'places of start, although the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act (CETA) programs are as good a place as any. In education, the effectiveness
of Title I programs should be reviewed .in great detail. There are many, many
others, including LEAA programs, SBA, even the sacrosanct Head Start program.
These evaluations should not be conducted as hatchet jobs with the end result being
the elimination of support in terms of federal dollars, although that is often the
outcome of program evaluations. Impartial entities which are external to the gov-
ernment, such as universities and foundations, should be utilized in the conduct of
these in-depth evaluations. Objectivity and fairness is absolutely essential. These
assessments simply must be done if we are."to avoid "throwing good money after
bad." It will soon be discovered that when it comes to evaluating programs, the
members of Congress themselves may be their own worst enemy. Elected officials
tend to have their own pet, projects which they seem bent upon funding whether
they work or not.

C. The Constitution of the United States should be Amended to Allow for the
Election of a President for One Six Year term: Such a change would remove a great
deal of politicking from domestic (and foreign) policy development and implementa-
tion. It could provide more stable lehdership in the executive branch which would
be more immune to the political considerations involved in the re-election of the
President.

D. The Private Business Sector Must be Centrally Involved In, and Committed to
the Resolution of Our Urban Crisis: Government should provide the incentives
necessary to obtain this commitment and involvement. This could be done pdrticu-
larly through the provision of substantial tax credits and other incentive programs
designed to make the effort well worth the while for the business community. We
cannot and must not depend upon government alone to solve these problems. It is
especially important that we stem the tide of industrial technology which unneces-
sarily replaces people with machines merely for monetary. profit. If technology leads
to new jobs and industrial expansion and' this is coupled with a determination to
train and hire the poor, the national interest is well served. If such technology leads
simply to higher profits, limited expansion and reinvestment of capital and fewer
jobs, the national interest is jeopardized. Government must help show the way.

E:-Middle-and Upper-Income Citizens-Must -be; Re-Attracted --to.the-Inner .City:
order to accomplish this, the city must again become a safe. clean, attractive place
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\t. in which to live. Governmental support for middle income housing and overall
. upgrading of the quality of life in our cities is necessary. Obviously, people will not

return unless this is accomplished. Massive tax credits should be given to middle
income people who remain in central cities. The fact that one could save thousands
of dollar per year by living in our near the central city could be a strong draw
,especially if housing is made available through governmental support at a signifi-
cant level. Although in the short term the government may suffer some loss of tax
revenue, in the long term, less rather than more tax money would be required to
support citizens in the central city as welfare, crime and other drains on, the federal
purse strings are rdlieved.

F. Many of those Now Trapped in the Central City Must be Helped to Move Out:
This would improve access to jobs in industries which have left the central city. It
would also help to make room for middle income people who must be brought back.
Such an effort is sure to encounter considerable resistance from those who have fled
the central-city in an effort to escape contact with poor urban blacks. So be it, but
strong national leadership must resist these pressures and move assertively ahead
in dismantling to sdme degree the huge pockets of urban poor who now residein the

"inner city. We- would do well to try to effect these residential patterns in a few
demonstration cities in order to establish the fact that if properly implemented,

, these efforts' can be successful with very few of us losing anything in the long run.
G. Untold Millions of Federal Dollars which could be Used for Domestic Programs

Are Lost Through the Fraudulent Misuse of Public Funds: The federal government
may well be the biggest sucker in Ole world. Many of the dollars which Congress
claims it lacks are siphoned off by virtually anyone with the determination and
opportunity to steal from the government. While millions of people are outraged by
the relatively small amount of money obtained by welfare cheats, well educated
citizens including professional people in both private and public life steal millions
upon millions from the government principally through overcharges. The problem is
rampant in the health care industry and doctors are among the biggest thieves.
Overcharging, massive cost overruns, and outright graft is widespread in the de-
fense department. If the extensive frauds could be minimized, Congress would find
itself with a great deal more money to apply to domestic problems. The federal
apparatus to contain' and substantially reduce this problem must be instituted and
the task pursued as a matter of national policy.

H. Our Criminal Justice System Must be Overhauled from Top to Bottom: The
U.S. Department of Justice and other relevant agencies should be charged with the
task of doing so. They should be provided the resources necessary to carry out this
important task. Congress must enact the necessary legislation to correct the prob-
lems inherrent in this system.

1. Since it is Generally Recognized that Our Welfare System Does Not Work, That
System Too Must be Thoroughly Revamped: People on welfare who have the capa-
bility of ultimately becoming self-sufficient must be given the guidance and support
necessary to escape &pin a system which not only maintains them in poverty, but
which degrades them as well.

J. Government Should Go into the Gasahol Business in a Big Way, Training and
Using Low Income Urban Dwellers in Particular to Produce this Product or a
Similar One, in order to Significantly Help Ease the Nation's Energy Shortage: A
possible role could be for the federal government to provide large sums of money on
a very low interest basis to minority people, possible organized as community-based
for - profit groups, to build and generate these plants in the inner cities. Inner cities
could become centers for the production of new forms of energy. Gasahol is suggest-
ed since it has been estimated that within the next few decades most cars in this
country will have the capability of running on gasahol. Since (a) private oil compa-
nies are desperately trying to keep up with this country's insatiable appetite and
therefore can hardly complain about competition from gasahol, (b) since we are
trying to end our dependence on foreign oil and (c) since gasahol would be produced
irom Anierican grown grain, consequently helping the farmers of this country who

icould be rewarded for using people relocated from the cities (as described in an
earlier recommendation) to produce the product (as opposed to an overuse of ma-
chines), it seems that many people would benefit from the whole process. (Alright
if you don't like this idea, come up with something on your own, but it is going to
take bold, new and big ideas to solve the gigantic problems that we face in trying to
save the cities of this country and the people in them. More of the same old, tired,
ineffective approaches just won't get it).

These are only some of the broad recommendations which are very much needed
and which should be addressed through anew era in domestic policy development

----and implementation.-I -must-express-my-view that -that-these-suggestions-will
most likely fall upon deaf ears. It would appear that Congress does not care because
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the people do not care. Most Americans seem content to await the inevitable
collapse of our way of life which will surely come if too little or nothing is changed.

III. THE MIAMI RIOT OF 1980

Much has already been written about this event. As a person who lived through
it, on the streets for virtually all of the four day nightmare, I do not find it easy to
speak or write of it. This review will be brief.

The so called Mc Duffie Riots were gruesome. They were spontaneous in their
eruption, catching the vast majority- of the- community by complete surprise. They
came as a direct result of the verdicts in the McDuffie case which was a notorious
and bizarre case, but nonetheless, one which could have occurred in any city in this
country. The case involved the brutal killing of a black insurance executive by
several white police officers, all of whom were acquitted by an all white jury on
May 17th in Tampa, Florida, where the case had been tried after a change of venue
was granted.

At least sixteen people were killed, mostiof them black, and damage estimates
exceed two hundred million dollars, making this the most costly civil disturbance in
American history.

Of cbuige;the question persists: Why did these riots occur? The answers to.that
question, and there are indeed several answers, may be found in the so called
Kerner Commission Report of 1968 on civil disorders in this country. There is
nothing new, except perhaps a somewhat different conclusion which I have reached,
relative to how these factors may be interpreted. This will be discussed later. The
efforts by the Administration and even by the President himself to paint Miami as
unique community with special circumstances is sheer folly. Miami's tragedy is
America's tragedy. What happened here could have happened any place in this
country, given in 1980 existence, perhaps to an even more serious degree, of
problems in America as outlined so thoroughly in the Kerner report. It was not the
refugee problem. It was not a failure of the local black leadership. It was not
competition between blacks and Hispanics. It wa's not the press coverage of the case.
It Was not the weather nor tlinvth fairy.

It was the utter collapse of ourThsystem of justice and the widespread belief in the
black community that a vicious crime against an innocent black personjhad gone
unpunished. The McDuffie killing was a thing taken quite personally by a great
many black people in Miami, including myself, merely because it reaffirmed our
individual and collective vulnerability. 'It said to us all, "This could have happened
to you." I think that this explains, at least in part, the particularly heinous nature
of the riot. It was an act of revenge. The white people who were killed, in this riot
were not killed because they got in the way or because they provoked a confronta-
tion. They were killed because they were there and because they were white.

I did hear people, in the course of the riot, speak of several other racially
sensitive cases which had preceeded the McDuffie verdict. Feelings ran high about
those cases too and their 'occurrence cannot be separated from the riot in that they
were, most probably, substantially contributing factors. I heard some discussions too
about the perceived (and I think actual) duplicity in U.S. Ithmigration policy with
respect to the Haitians and the so-called Cuban boat people who were then flooding
our South Florida shores in great numbers. Btit these indicators in no way compare
to the extent of the outrage, expressed in the course of the violence about the
McDuffie case itself.

There have been discussions subsequent to the riot about the long standing plight
of Miami's black population as a contributing factor, especially with respect to jobs,
housing and so forth. Frankly, I c16 not believe that our people took to the streets
because they did not have gobs or adequate Abusing 'and such things as these. If
these were the real reasons and the McDuffie case a mere spark, then Miami's riot
of 1980 was the first time that I know of in which blac have rioted for those
reasons per se. If the lack of jobs and such did in fact lead rioting, black people in
this country would be in a constant riotous state. These fac , my view, were
important only to the degree that such factors contribute to the evolution of a black
sub-culture in which rioting is accepted as a legitimate form of social protest. This is
quite a different thing from rioting because one is poor or out of work or even
hungry. Actually, the position I advance is moot. Whether people rioted because of
these factors or because these factors or because there factors led to social condi-
tions which condoned, if not welcomed, the act of rioting doesn't matter in the final
analysis. It remains nonetheless imperative that these conditions be removed less
we see even more violence in our inner cities.
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s.= the Miami Herald. Jan. 19801

THE MCDUFFIE KILLINGA BLACK LEADER CRIES OUT: WHAT'S NEXT?

(By Marvin Dunn)
Arthur McDuffie, 33, divorced father of three children, insurance executive,

former military policeman, died Dec. 21. He allegedly, was attacked after being
stopped on a traffic violatipn. Four officers of the Metro Public Safety Department
have been charged with killing McDuffie and a fifth with helping them to cover up
the incident. Here is one response to McDuffie's death, written for The Herald by
Dr. Marvin Dunn, associate vice president of Florida International University.

1 sat through the McDuffie funeral in a pew next to the family. Mostly I watched
Mc Duffle's 8-year-Old daughter, Shederica. She seemed to be reacting alternately
between bewilderment and grief, her pretty face serarching about the church for
some sense of meaning and understanding of the intensely emotional events that
were rapidly occurring around her; screams, people fainting, a few hurling their
bodies toward the flag-draped casket. Then she would withdraw, clutching her
mother, and I could see her lips moving. "My daddy, my daddy," she seemed to be
calling.

I have a 7-year-old daughter. I kept thinking, "My God, that could be my little
girl." And it could have been. That is one of the things about the McDuffie killing
that reaches down into the very marrow of every black person in Dade County
"my God, it could have bebn me." It might have been just a little bit easier to adjust
to emotionally if McDuffie had been -a small-time hoodlum, a pimp, ,a unkle
anything. But he wasn't. He was as good a man as any of us and probably a bit
better than most.

So what were we all doing in that churqh and why is it that now Shederica and
the memberi of her family must face life *ithout this man whom they all loved so
well?

Earlier in the day, I had gone tp the McDuffie home. I spoke briefly with his
mother, a woman whose grief-stricken face this community knpws so well. I wanted
to tell her that the community was with her, that we would not let it drop after
Arthur was buried. When she entered the room, I was surprised. She was compOsed,
almost calm, a tower of strength, I thought. "Son," she said to me after I stumbled
through my less-than-arti,"late reassurances, "you all young people have to remem,
ber, that could have beer ay one of y'all that they done this to.' I had known her
to be Right before she had said it, but coming froM her it had a special significance.

Sitting now in the small crowded church, almost within reaching distance of the
casket, watching Shederica, the significance of it was overpowering.

When it was all over, driving home, I had this intense need for a triple shot of
scotch and a quiet place to think. This McDuffie thing is going to be with us for
months: the investigations, the trials, the appeals, the yft-to-be-scheduled forums,
meetings and debates about how to keep it from happening again. All of us, black
and white, would do well to get geared up for it. A triple shot' of scotch is as good a
way to begin as any.

Many whites are about to learn what most blacks have known all along: there are
good reasons, even in 1980, for black people to be leery of at least some white police
officers. Because we don't know in advance which ones represent a real threat to
our lives, most of us are suspicous, if not afraid, of all of them. Perhaps some
progress was being made to reas:Jure blacks that the police are not todbe feared, but
the McDuffie killing has rekindled the fire. The road back to sdme degree of
cooperation and understanding between blacks and police officers is going to be a
long one.

A part of the problem is that cries of "police brutality" have been coming from
the black community for years. They are almost always dismissed as self-serving or
unsubstantiated. When it boils down to the word of an individual citizen versus that
of a police officer, the officer is given the benefit of the doubt, if not simply assumed
to be telling the truth. Of course the McDuffie case won't change that. It won't
change it because in this case McDuffie hasn't said anything. McDuffie is dead. It's
the medical examiner's word against that of the officers involved. It is unsettling to
think that if McDuffie had livedcrippled or brain damaged perhaps, but alivehis
case would probably not have gotten very far either. Had he lived it would have
simply been his word against that of a dozen police officers.

This is yet another of the peculiarities of the case whi:h so enrages blacks. Why
did McDuffie have to die in order to get his day in court? What about the many who
have lived to tell their stories, only .to have their accounts dismissed through the
police internal re, iew process?

In the days since the killing and the shock waves of publicity which have fol-
lowed, the mood of the black community has not been difficult to fathom. Outrage,
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certainly, but a sort of lingering numbness, too, that just won't leave. Many are
depressed. sullen. cynical. fatalistic; others are agitated but with no sense of what to
do. There is no single event which. con stun a community of black. people more
profoundly thin the_u_njustifietLand_yiejons killing oi' a black person by police _
officers. At the very heart of it, for many blacks, is the : ense that there is no one to
protect us: that even the police are our killers. I have 11.!ard- many, many'people say
this. Actually, I don't really believe that this is true. Most police officers do not go
around killing black people as a matter of course. To assume that they all do, or
that most of them do, is very unfair to the many who are as shocked and saddened
by all of this as we are. But the cynicism persists and the anger gwells.

But just as I 'have difficulty believing that most or all police officers represerit
threat to us, I have just as much difficulty accepting ihe,proposition that the ones
accused in the McDuffie incidentare really "bad apples" and that there is little if
anything for blacks to fear from other officers. This simply isn't true. Quite apart
from the McDuffie incident, there are dangerous violent and racist pcilice officers in
Dade County's Public Safety Department (PSD). There are some with the City of
Miami department, too, and with South Miami, Coral Gables, Hialeah and with
practically every police organization in this community. How shall we be protected
from them? These must be, identified and weeded out if they are policemen already
and kept out if they are applicants. It is this problem which stands as the ultimate
challenge to this communityras a result of the McDuffie slaying. ,

The moods of the black community will now be determined by what happens with
the case against the accused officers. The filing of manslaughter charges against the
officers has been seen as adding insult to injury. I agree. It could be pointed out that
it is possible for someone convicted of manslaughter to be out of jail in a matter of
months. Some people who have been convicted of manslaughter haven't gone to jail
at all. The question of whether manslaughter or second-degree murdel charges were
to be brought ,-ins to have hinged on the issue of whether McDuffie took a couple
of swings of ice, presumably before the melee started. Whether McDuffie, a
man of ve. JO, build, took a swing or not should be irrelevant: The man was
surrounded , v ' -.vral police officers who undoubtedly knew how tosubdue and
-handcuff a small man without necessarily having to strike a single blow.

Something other than McDuffie's potential danger to them set these officers off in
a frenzy of beating. If the charges prove true, the result should be' a conviction'of
murder, not manslaughter. Whether McDuffie took an initial poke should be irrele-
vant. Many of us are asking: If the victim had been a white man surrounded and
brutally murdered by several black police officers, would the charge still be man-
slaughter? If those involved had been black, would they be free and sitting at home
watching football playoff games?

To return now to the question which so many blacks are asking: can this happen
again? Clearly the answer is "yes." It is certainly true that acting director Bobby
Jones and his top officers have responded swiftly and responsibly. The word on the
street seems to be that they are worthy of the respect'of the black community. But
there is a question which refuses to go away: how many others are there in the PSD
and elsewhere who could and would do.such a thing? Are we really safe from the
police?

Frankly, I do not believe that police officers all of a sudden become brutal killers.
Surely hints are given along the way that instability, poor judgment, hostile racial
attitudes and a proclivity to inflict injury exists in certain officers. Knowing this as
surely they must, what can PSD, and other police bodies do to remove such persons
at least from potentially explosive confrontations with the public? Beyond this, how
can some be removed from the department entirely? How can psychologically un-
suitable applicants be screened more effectively? What is the kind of training that
aside from firing weapons, writing tickets and emergency-rescue procedurespolice
officers need? It seems to me that the true test of a good police officer does not
necessarily involve any of these things, but rather how well the officer is able to
handle severe emotional stress over a professional lifetime. What does he or she
know about people and how to handle them? Finally, what about the police internal
review process itself? Does it only work in the most extreme cases? Should the
public and the media have open access to internal review records? Will the watered-
down panel approach, recently adopted by Dade County, really serve the public
purpose in the large number of cases which will never receive. the kind of focus
whic'i the McDuffie case will obtain? These are the long-term questions which the
McDuffie killing must cause us to address.

Reassurances and expressions of regret will not be enough. Imprisonment of the
guilty ones in this case will not be enough. Every police organization in Dade or
Broward counties must come together with the black community and work towards
an effective resolution of these and related questions. For any police organization in
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Dade to assume that it is a PDS problem is the essence of self-deception. All of
them, in one way or another, confront the same problem with at least some of their
officers.

In the meantime, it will be quite some time before things return to normal in the
btack-earrrmurrity: In a sense;This sorrof-thingis-rrever-real ly-forgotterz7eertainly----
Shederica will never forget the last brief glimpse she got of her father as they
gently rolled his casket over to her,seat for one last look. Her lips werestill moving;
"My daddy, my daddy?" she was still saying.

It was at that point that I started to cry, too.

[From the New York Times. May 20, 1980)

MIAMI'S EXPLOSION ISN'T MIAMI'S ALONE

the'riots of the 1960's, white America has been lulled into believ-
ing that racial violence is no longer a real possibility in this country. America
embraced this conclusion despite obvious, ominous sips that urban conditions ,
especially economic conditionshave been deteriorating rapidly in the last few
years. The eruption here, which has resulted in at least 15 deaths and 370 injuries
as well as property damage in the millions of dollars, brings a sudden shock that
America remains a racial powderkeg. The public is now confronted with an uncom-
fortable question: Could it happen in my community? The Miami experience sug-
gests the answer is yes.

To fully comprehend the implications of Miami for America, it is necesary to
begin with an assessment of the Carter Administration's role in dealing with urban
problems. The Administration has never had a true commitment to resolving the
key urban problems. It has been particularly nonresponsive to deteriorating eco-
nomic conditions in our cities. There has been much talk but little action. Most
Americans do not even know the identities of the key Administration figures who
develop and direct national domestic policy. The result has been a domestic non-
policyand even certain approaches, for example in social welfare, that have hurt
cities more than they have helped.

President Carter's recent open-arms and open-heart statement on the flood of
Cuban immigrants into southern Florida is an example of such a deleterious policy.
There seems to have been very little, if any, appreciation of the impact of crowding
tens of thousands of immigrants into -an already ethnically explosive community
indeed, a community in which blacks have 'consistently complained of severe eco-
nomic and political displacement by a huge Hispanic community that already
resides here. The flickering flames of discontent were further fueled in recent weeks
by the perception in the black community that black Haitian refugees were being
welcomed. In Miami's riot-torn streets on Saturday night, a cry against unfair
immigration policies was audible.and bitter.

But the primary spark was the beating to death on Dec. 17 of Arthur McDuffie, a
black Miami insurance executive, and an all-white jury's acquitan, in Tampa on
Saturday, of the four white police officers charged in that traffic case. Only the
most cynical were prepared for acquittals. Soon after the news flash, white people
were dead in Miami streets. The McDuffie affair was simply the last straw in a
series' of failures of the criminal-justice system to respond effectively to blacks. The
case represented only one instance in which blacks have been victimized by white
police officers who every time have escaped substantive, punitive action. The fact
that the jury in this and other highly sensitiv..1 and potentially volatile cases was
all-white added insult to injury. It defies belief that in 1980 theie yet exists in
America such an insensitivity to the potential dangers of all-white juries' hearing
highly explosive cases such as this one.

In Miami today, the situation remains tense. Nothing has been resolved. The
violence has been merely controlledfor the moment. Dade County's black commu-
nity, some 220,000 people, awaits some sign of an effective response to the underly-
ing cause of its most recent tragedy. But what should such a response be. And to
whom should such a response be. And to whom should we look?

Upon the restoration of order, it is clear that there are at least two things that
must be addressed in the long term.

One is the realization that local judicial systems cannot be depended upon to
deliver justice in cases of police abuse of power, especially when such cases result in
the loss of life, This is not merely a black problem; had Mr. McDuffie been white, he
would still have been beaten to death. It is also clear that after-the-fact intervention
of the United States Justice Department here, and potentially, elsewhere, is not an,,
adequate response in such cases. What is needed is development of a continuing-
mechanism of early intervention by the department in extreme cases of local abuse
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of police power, especially those that result in the loss of life--whether the citizens
involved are white or black.

The second step that must be taken at the Federal level is a complete rexamins-
tien_of_the_laws_that-determfne-the-jury-selection-proces drid-trclarificaticm-of-the
concept "a jury of one's peers." This must be done to assure that black people who
are accused before the bar of justice are not tried by all white juries; it must also be
assured that cases involving blacks who are victims of crimes are not tried by all-
white juries.

In the meantime, in Miami a shocked and saddened community of White, black,
and Hispanic citizens anxiously awaits relief from the long horror that grips this
beautiful place in the sun. The civil-rights problems that produced Miami's riots are
national, not local. Just the clear understanding in Washington of that fact would
be a first step in the right direction.

From the Miami Herald, June tH, 19SOI

JUDGE: JUVENILE SYSTEM FAILS

(By Al.esserschmidt)
The juvenile court system is doing nothing to help repeat offenders, said a Circuit

Court judge who described the system Tuesday as "at best a holding pattern."
"At worst, its some sort of imagery for the public so they think something

important is happening to the juvenile delinquent,' said Judge Seymour Gelber. In
truth, that is not so.

In a detailed, statistical report, Gelber profiles the hard-core juvenile delinquent
and concludes that "the kids who really need the help get little, if any."

The hard-core offender is from a .poverty-income family, lives with a divorced
mother, is unemployed and is a truant, Gelber's report states.

If the offender is Latin, he steals cars. If he's white; he burglarizes homes. If he is
black, he prefers robberies and often assault.4 his victims.

In 1977, Gelber, a juvenile. court judge since 1974, wrote ,a similar ;report. That
report described the relationship between juvenile crime and the school system.
"Our rehabilitative emphasis has been misplaced," Gelber said then.

"Today, our youth are veterans of the court system," said Gelber in the current
report. "They seem to thrive as they continue to practice their criminal activity,
apparently untouched by involvement with the system."

To prepare the report, Gelber examined the cases of 495 juveniles. All appeared
before Gelozfacing serious charges, between September 1979 and April of this
year.

Gelber's statistics show that:
Black and white juvenile crime decreased, but Latin juvenile crime "rose steadily

over the three-year period" since his 1977 report. Blacks were involved in 55 percent
of juvenile crime in 1977 and 52 per cent in 1980; Latins committed 14 percent of
juvenile crime in 1977 and 20 percent in 1980; and whites committed 30 percent in
1977 and 28 percent in 1980.

Black juveniles committed "over half of all serious juvenile crime in Dade
County" although blacks are only 15 percent of the county population. Black juve-
niles commit 90 percent of all robberies, 54 percent of assaults and nearly 56
percent of home and business burglaries.

Latin youths commit more than 41 percent of teenage crimes involving vehicles.
Almost half live below the poverty level. The crime rate among Latins in Gelber's
court has increased 6 percentage points since 1977.

White juveniles "prefer burglary, but more particularly household burglary as
their specialty." More than 43 percent of crimes committed by white juveniles are
residential burglaries.

"Poverty, plus family break-up, followed by a female heading the household, add
up to delinquency for black children," said Gelber.

Nearly 83 percent of blek juvenile delinquents live in one-parent homes, he said.
Nearly 73 percent of white juvenile offenders live in broken homes.

The addition of a new parent "will likely worsen rather than improve the situa-
tion." he said. In 60 percent of cases betbre Gelber, substitute parents were "in
serious conflict with the delinquent child."

About 78 percent of black delinquents live in a family of four or more thatJhas an
income of less than $10,000 a year. About half of Latin juvenile offenders are
members of poverty families. -The fiction that Anglo delinquents come from com-
fortable middle-class homes is somewhat dispelled by the fact that 38 percent are in
the below-poverty-level category," the judge ..2;c1.
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Recidivismthe same juveniles' committing crimes again and again"is the- most _
damning indictment of our juvenile s stem," Gelber said.

Of-cases Inc u . I in e j : e s study, nearirftalliveru es vb-been
arrested 10 times, and some as many as 20 times, between 1977 and 1980.

Gelber said that the first three months following a juvenile arrest are a "danger
period" when the hardcore offender is arrested and re-arrested again and again.
Sixty percent of juvaniks appearing before Gelber were arrested again within three
months, according to tfitIljudge. Nearly 20 percent committed another offense within
two weeks.

The high'early recurrence may 6e due to the slowness of the criminal justice
system in, responding to the problems of the delinquent," Gelber said. Court continu-
ances and delays create "a vacuum for the delinquent that is often filled by. new
offenses."

"I think the system as it's developed can't deal any better," said Gelber in an
interview. "It's not structured to be more responsive. The best you can do is to try
to skim the cream, to get the marginal kid."

In the name of rehabilitation, large numbers of first and second offenders avoid
prosecution and are referred to social agencies with little follow-up, Gelber said.

The judge offered one suggestion to improve the system: Lower the juvenile age
from 18 years old to 17 or 16 years old.

Eliminate the ."so-called mature juvenile or set up criteria where older juveniles
committing serious crimes will be transferred for prosecution in adult court," he
said. .

The Dade County Grand jury, in a May 14 report that was critical of the juvenile
justiceisystem, offered the same recommendation.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Dunn, I would like to thank you for Ervery
powerful and dramatic opening statement.

You mention near the end of your statement that Miami is not
unique, and that Miami's tragedy is indeed America's tragedy, and
I agree with that.

I also agree, given these particular hearings, that many people
look at Washington, D.C., as if it is indeed a unique urban center,
and I don't believe that it is unique, and I believe that Washington,
D.C., is experiencing an incredible tragedy, at this very moment
and that that tragedy is also America's tragedy, and so,. to' that
extent, the tragedy of every urban center in this country is Ameri-
ca's tragedy.

Now, against that backdrop, I would like to comment on one
other statement you made and then go to some questions. You
have indicated that, in effect, with all due respect, these hearings
will probably come to naught, to use your term. I am in absolute'
agreement with you, that given the Congress of the United States
at this moment, and given the leadership of this country at the
moment, that is probably the case.

And the question that we have to deal with in developing the
motivation to go forward even in this incredibly insane, insensitive,
reactionary atmosphere and climate that we find ourselves in at
this moment is to simply say even if we are alone in raising these
questions, then we have to go it alone. Even if it means cutting
against the grain of our colleagues, its you so 'aptly stated, who are
more interested in being labeled conservative, because that is a red
badge of couragemaybe they don't want to use the term red, but
it is a badge of courage for them we decided that even if.it were a
feeble voice, that someone .had to demand that the political process
have some integrity and that means that issue orientation has to
be considered.

The press deals with America's politics in personality terms. On
the international level, I saw the other' day CBS did a story on the
President's trip to Europe, and it was like the Super Bowl; ie said
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the President _versus the allies. An I sat there thinking how
_incredihly-tragic-,-what-a blatant-disreg for-my intellectrassum

ing that the problems of this country are President Carter's prob-
lem and I am not his ally, his great friend, but in that situation I
thought that was insane, but that is the media's approach to
America's problem.

In some cases it is political; it is the President's personality. You
look at these most recent campaigns; it has been Jimmy Carter,
Ted Kennedy, John Anderson, et cetera, and the only time anyone
ever looked at an issue was when all hell broke loose in Miami and
people said maybe there are still some problems around.

We are holding these hearings to underscore the notion that
there are problems around and they are in the urban centers, and
you may be right that nothing is going to happen. But I think at
least history will record ,somewhere along the way some group of
people took the time to say: First, these are the problems; second,
these are the ways you can go about solving those problems, and
herebis the cost; and third, here is the cost of not addressing those
problems.

If this society chooses not to deal with it, let it choose not to deal
with it in the open light of day and not be ignorant about that.

'COST TO THE. COUNTRY

With respect to that latter comment; Dr. Dunn, I would appreci-
ate it very much if you would comment on what you perceive to be
the cost to this country of not addressing the myriad of human
problems, you articulately laid out in your opening presentation.

Dr. DuNN. Well, it is very easyxfor me to conceive of the inner-
cities of our country being fortresses in which black people would
be literally locked up, occupied .by troops in order to keep down the
rebellion. I think that it cannot possibly be that this country can
endure indefinitely with conditions existing as they are in our
inner-cities' and without an ultimate violent rebellion across this
country in response to those conditions. To' deny that is a very
likely possibility eventually in this country is dangerous.

I think the response by Government, once that, happens, if
indeed it happens, will be oppressive, perhaps understandably so,
and that is why I see our inner-cities being occupied by troops
ultimately, if i of totally cleared of the people who live there.

That is a ver dire prediction, but I can see few, if any, indica-
tions that we a e not moving in that direction eventually, and I
think thatI am trying to keep my mind open, and I think the
members of this committee arebut for most of the people in the
country to stick their head in the sand and ignore the fact that is
the way, we are going, adds to the problem. ,

. But, as I think of it in terms of worse-case possibilities, I see the
occupation of the city, the removal of massive numbers of people
into detention camps; I see the complete separation on the races; I
see reactionary, very, very conservative government coming to the
dominant fore, and those are the kinds of things that I foresee.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
I have another' rather broad question that I would like you to

address.
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recalLearlier_this_morning_Lmentioned_to_Dr._Elemming
' that we are operating within the framework ofa particular set of

budget priorities that speak to the balanced budget and speak to
fighting inflation, and a rapidly rising military budget that contem-
plates the spending of over a trillion dollars in the next' 5 years.

My question is, does it seem likely that the most serious prob-
lems faced by Miami, Washington, D.C., or other cities of this
country can today be solved within the framework of our Nation's
present budget priorities?

Dr. Durmi. Absolutely not. I think the President is ill advised to
pursue this course, and if the Congress folloiva him in it, I think
the Congress is also ill advised.

It won't make a lot of difference whether the budget is balanced,
as I understand it, in terms of trying to address the kind of prob.:
lems the President intends to address with this process. It is in
complete contradiction of the realities of the day, and although I
think I understand for political reasons why. it is necessary for the
President and others to insist on a balanced budget, I think that in
response to your question, it does not fit; it cannot fit with what
has to be done if this country is to be saved.

The CHAIRMAN. I yield to my_distinguished colleague.
Mrs. FENWICK. Thank you, Mr.. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE FENWICK

RECOMMENDED CHANGZS

I think, everybody present was deeply moved by what you said. I
think you certainly addressed some of the most important ques-
tions, and I must say almost without exception I agree with every
single one of your recommendations. We can go step by step
through what you have recommended, and, see what happens.

Businesses in the central cities: What do we need in the way of
employment in the central cities? That is section (d) of your recom-
mendation. Excellent. What happened ?. We had in the. South Bronx
a very fine group, Latin Hispanic mixed-group, 'Tying to do some
rehabilitation of housing. They sent a list to the :dew York Times,
where it was published, of 10 things thatGovernment was doing to
frustrate them.

I circulated that list among some of my colleagues here. What
did it run to, special interest groups, realtors, labor, any one of a
number .of groups that would not allow what this self-help group
said they needed in order to be able to pursue their efforts at
rehabilitation and get this housing at some cost people could
afford.

You are so right about gasohol. It is interesting you. brought that
up. Mayor Gibson, of Newark, an old friend of mine for many
years, said to me, "I don't weep when 120 Ph. D's leave Newark; I
weep for *my breweries." What we should be doing with tax incen-
tives and anything else we can do is develop within the cities the
kind of employment people can use at once.

a

PRISON REFORM

Every single one of your examplesprison reform, for example
I worked as a president of a prisoners' aid group in New Jersey for
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Thprr- t Prii0/17-in-M-31,71...%t6 I haven4t----beerrin.
You are right; we are not paying any attention. The 'public is
absolutely unwilling to put up the money for any kind of new or
different. Prison that would be constructed in a different way.

When the business gets a good training program in the prison so
we can have some jobs for the people who get out, it is torpedoed
by professionals who want to be employed.

So much of this is done not from malevolence, but from igno-
- rance, pushed sometimes by self-interests of specific grouPs, there
is 'no doubt. I don't know where we are going to go with ithow we
are going to get what you so rightly say is ,essential. There is no
way of dodging it. These are things that are going to have to be
done.

HOUSING

The question of middle-income housing, for example, that you
bring up, in the cities, so that we would have .a mix everywhere, is
what we should have everywhere; you can't ge't that.

There was some plan to have in'the Housing Subcommittee of
the Banking Committee, here, some money put- aside toward
middle-income housing. That was cut out so it was entirely low -'
income housing. If we,built proper low-income housing, it wouldn't
be so bad. But despite the Colonel Lindsay report of 1958, which
says no family should be put in high rises, we continue to build
them.

Sometimes you despair. You wonder whether Government is to-
tally operated blindly. And these enormous sumsProfessor Dunn,
I don't know how we get them properly addressed, and when you
say evaluation of programs, you are so right. It is an endless
struggle against a whole bureaucratic tangle which has developed
with laws that protect certain groups and sometimes done for good
reason. I think what you have addressed is so absolutely important.

I am going to see if you have any extra copies of these recom-
mendations so that we can disseminate them athong'bur colleagues
here on the floor; that is what I plan to do. If you have no extra
copies, I will Xerox it, because there is scarcely one thing you have
mentioned that I have not been trying to do.

With respect 'to the criminal justice system: you are so right,
equal justice under law is supposed to be the absolutely definitive
reason for our self-respect in this country. Not to have equal justice
under law is 'a disgrace, and the sense of injustice that producds.
You are so right, people can say maybe I am hungry because I
messed up that last job or something, but equal justice under law is
absolutely the burning feeling inside; that is ,what makes the' trou-
ble.

I don't know, Dr. Dunn, if you have any other suggestions along .

the lines you would like to develop in these recommendations. How
the private sector must be involved, I couldn't agree with you
more. I was speaking just the other day to see if we couldn't get , -

the Ways and Means Committee to have some arrangement in
some of these things to have tax exemptions for businesses that
would set up employing at least 75 percent of local people, and give
them some tax breaks the Way we do for Puerto Rico, you know.
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if_you._have_any_specific_suggestions, it would be most helpful,
and you may be sure that I will push these as hard as I can with

- the committees of the Congress..
Is. there anything you could add now?

'Dr. DUNN. I would not add, Mrs. Fenwick, any additional ones,
although I am sure there are many areas I did not touch uponI.
think that the chairman of, the committee put it very eloqqently,
and that is at least input ought to be solicited and at least issues
should be raised, and if they be ignored, they be ignored at our
peril; that we at 'least know we; are not addressing these issues.

CONGRESS

Far be it from me to criticize the Congress of the United. Statei,
but I think the Congress is a. big part of our problem, and I think
the way in which it is structured, the way in which it is organized,
the way in which power is broken up hereI am just a guy from
Miami. I .don't come here very often. But it seems to 'me it is
organized in such a way as to work against itself and against
decisions being made and against commitments being made, and
against things being decided on the basis of their worth as opposed
to being decided on the basis of political office and so on.

I think if Congress wishes to clean up the country, it must first
depend on cleaning up the Halls of Congress, itself, and the way it
operates. Those of us who are invited to come and piesoat ideas
and are willing to do that, may get only'as far as the hearing table,
and if the members of the committeethis committee and other
committeescannot solve the structural endemic problems of the
Congress, themselvescannot pick up these things and runikkrith
themI think the examination must begin with this body. /

Mrs. FENWICK.. You see the problem, for example, with the hous-
ing. I am sure that the members of the committee who voted. that
out wee well intentioned, if you see what I mean. They said
middle inco'me. Why would we be doing middle-income housing
when we need so much crir low-income housing? They haven't
heard you. They haven't iived and studied the questions.- It isn't
malevolence very often that makes for' the bad; it 'is ignorance.
They don't know what the effect is going to be.

Dr. DUNN. I don't mer-1 to be facetious,, but ignorance in the
Halls of Congress?

Mrs. FENWICK. Everywhere. Look at it' in V.Teneral.Motors as to
what kind of cars they ir-oduce, and You find ignorance every-
where.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
I would like to go back to a couple of questions, Dr. Dunn.

RETURN Gr ,:a!VIZENS TO INNER CITY

You me.Itioned ',a yr recommendations middle- and upper-
income citizens mu .Je reattracted to the imiercity. Now, we have
developed some preliminary data which all of the members of the
committee will have soon, but that data indicates, for ,example
and I am sorry I don't have the figure off the top-7-but a rather
small percei4age of the population in Washington, D.C., actually
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_have- families,-and-that-of-the-people-in-Washington, D.C, who-

have families, they tend to fall into two categories: people who
earn $10,000 a year and less, or people who earn $35,000 a year and
over, which means that the young person, young man, or woman,
comes into Washington, D.C., because of the job opportunities from
early 20's to approximately 34, 35 years of age; in that pertOu of
time, if they choose to marry, and have a family, whether they are
black or white, they leave Washington, D.C., never to returri again;
never to return.

So that group of people earning over $10,000 a year and under
$35,000 a year with children almost doesn't exist in Washington,
D.C.,

. Now, when one looks at the school system in relationship to that,
89 percent of all the children in Washington, D.C., are black. Only
11 percent of the children who live in VVashington; D.C., are non-
black children. And a great percentage of those 89/percent who are
black children tend to come from either familieS who are well-to-
do, or familes who are very poor.

The families who are very poor have 'nowhere to go, and the
families who are rather affluent choose not to go anywhere .because
they have the wherewithal to survive and function. This family
group of people in the middle have been loit by Washington, D.C.,
into the suburbs.

Given that reality
Mrs. FENWICK. That is fascinating. /We have a town in New:.

Jersey like that. And it is the school that isdoing it. You see, when
the educational system gets out of whack, you can't get those 10 to
35.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Given that information, d appreciate it if you would com-

ment further on your recom dation with -respect to: First, the
ramifications of the significant population of family people moving
outside into the suburbs, and/second, the implicatioris of your rec-
ommendations for bringing them back into the city.

Dr. DUNN. Yes. Well, I think already you both pointed out one of
the major problems, that being the condition of the schools. I have
a conception which goes something like this: I believe that one of
the reasons that it is so expensive\to operate cities is related to the
high cost involved :xi trying to dearvdth these very serious human
problems, and if we could solve those problems, the cost of operat-
ing,.a city_would-be considerably less:--I-think the cost of welfare
support and those kinds of things would be considerably less; so
that moneys could be available in the long term to shift into other,
areas.

HOUSING

I think in the immediate term, middle-income housing support
from the Government is critical. I think for young couples starting
out with children, et cetera, if housing could be provided close to
the inner-city, with indeed Government support, if necessary, in-
centives, maybe through tax credits, not just for white, but middle-
income white and black families to stay in,- and near the. central
cities, a lot of people would do that, but the incentive to do that is
not present, plus the conditions to which they would be returning .,

I'
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are, to many,unattractive; so it requires a rather broad approach
to all of those things.

SCHOOLS

I think some of the best schools in this country could be operated
in the inner cities if we were committed to that. I think our cities
could tie cleaned up if we were committed to that. I think the
reality is that there are people who are so far gone in terms of a
commitment to crime and to antisocial behavior, small in popula-
tion though they may be, they are there, and _they are dangerous,
and that is a reality..Yes, a lot of them are black, and I think we
have to deal with the threat that that very small segment of the
populationr-

The CHAIRMAN. Would you yield at that particulai point?
Dr. DUNN. Certainly.

ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The CHAIRMAN. If your assertion is correct, and that is that we
could develop exemplary educational institutions and other institu-
tions to serve people in the cities is correct, do you see a role for
the Federal Government in moving us to that point? Can local
cities do it alone?

Dr. DUNN. I don't think they can do it alone; I think they have to
have support from the Federal level. I think they have to have
guidance in terms of policy recommendations and suggestions, and
expertise, such as may exist from thr. Federal level, and I think
other kinds of incentives. that might be brought to bear through
the Federal system to promote and encourage these kinds of things
to happen must be a part of it. Local governments will simply
suffer, through from one crisis to the next as things deteriorate
over time. The Federal ,Gb-v-ernmeht must have a strong and active
role.

Mrs.. FENWICK. Would the chairman yield on that?
The CHAIRMAN. I yield to the gentlewoman.
Mrs,. FENWICK. Wouldn't it be a question of policy, also? New

York City had those four magnificent intellectual high schools
. you know the ones I am referring toand they were done by the

city, but they were for the brilliant student, and they were a great
magnet, and it was very prestigious to get into them. We could do
that in Washington; we could do that if we are willing. It sounds
elitist, but as one of my black friends once said to me,* why
shouldn't we have elite, too? Why not? Why shouldn't we have
black elite, brilliant black student children?

Dr. DUNN. I think that is taking a good idea and going to an /-
extreme with it. Of course, we have to have schools for the very
gifted children, but the children missing, I think, most in the
_public education are the children who are just average. Fortunate-
ly, special education for the children who have special gifts is not
as archaic as it used to be; there are programs for them primarily

\through Federal support, and, yes, programs now developing for
livery gifted children.

Kids who are just average, who have nothing to make them
exemplary, are the ones I am talking about in terms of building
good, effective strong schools that can meet their needs.
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But,-I-think-the Chairman particularly pointed- out -the necessity
to have this kind of an approach be a broad-based approach in
which education and other problems are solved at the.same time as
you are trying to attract people back into the city, and that we
make sure thatprocess of bringing middle income 'people back into

' the cities is not a process that displaces unduly low income people
who are already there.

Oue , of the reasons it is not working now is because it is not
planned, and there are no public, policies to direct it, and it is an
exploited. process through which a few' people make a great deal of
money and.a lot of people are left out in the cold.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr., Dunn, yoU spoke of the extreme gravity of
problems facing the black 'family, and you honed in rather specifi-
cally on the female head of household. Can you think of any
particular kind of Federal grogram or policy 'approach that would
address this problem, or is it simply strengthening and expanding
title XX assistance for them?

Dr. DUNN. I don't think it is just strengthening title XX. I think
child care is critical. It is one of the things that gradually eats
away at the capacity of a.single woman trying to, rear children. We
have to do much more in that area than we have done in the past.

;-
PARENT DESERTIONS'

I think the problem of the high desertion rate of black women is
related certainly to unemployment, and a lot of times I am sure
the problems are personal, ones you and others here know about.
These problems are interrelated and the high desertion rate is
certainly affected by that.

But I think, toothis is one area in which I feel particularly
strongly aboutI think that we as black people have some prob-
lems we cannot blame on white people, and I think one of the
things we have to look at is our own contribution to this desertion
rate, and our own value system about family; and I think black
men have a lot of soul-searching to do in that regard.

Maybe we have been perhaps more cavalier than we should have
been, and perhaps we have not taken our role as fathers and as
providers as seriously as we could have and as seriously as we
should have.

Yes, there are problems I think can be addressed through ex-
panded Federal programi, such as title XX, and through day care
support for women' trying to raise children alone and for

but t there
is only so much that Federal programing can do in terms of these
very, very personal human problems, in terms of attitudes, commit-
ment, values, and what-have-you, and maybe one of the things that
we as social scientists have to finally stop saying is that white
people are totally responsible for this. We have to force ourselves
as a people to look at-our own contribution to the problem.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Dunn, I would like to thank you. I just have
one additional question before we conclhde.

, n5
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REVENUE SHARING. - J.

Your statement criticizes a number, of Federal grants-in-aid prof
grams. Are you in favor, for example, of some form of revenue-
sharing formula, some block-grant approach that allows local gov-
ernment the option to design and implement programs to meet
their specific local needs?

Dr. DuNN. It is a question of some revenue-sharing allocation
formula or block grant. I tend to be very suspicious about block
grants to the local government. I think these, have been misused in
far too many cases, and I think local governments have failed to
follow through in using those block grants in the direction that
Congress intended. s .

One example is the purchase of riot equipment, even tanks, by
police departments through block grants and LEAA funds, and
that' sort of thing. So I think a better approach is through revenue-
sharing on occasions more closely controlled by, the Congress, to
make sure those funds are used in accordance with the' intent of
Congress.

The...CHAIRMAN. Dr. Dunn, again; I would like to thank you for a
very powerful opening statement. I thank you for the responses to
our various questions. I realize that coming to Washington, or
traveling even to a number of other cities as you have been recent-
ly requested to do to speak about the plight of Black America in
general, and the plight of Miami, in specific, and what that does in
recalling these painful events, but, as I am sure you know, in this
rather cavalier society, a few of us for a fleeting moment are on
the center ,stage and in those fleeting moments maybe we have to
endure the pain to make the 'world a better place for our children
and our children's children.

So I would like to personally thank you very much.for just being
able to come here and to raise these kinds of issues, k kowing from
a personal point of view and from the staff how very di icult this
really is. As I said, we only have a moment to try to aw ken this
country, and if they don't awaken, it is not because you and I

, didn't try.
I thank you very much.
Dr. DuNN Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand in recess until 1:30 this

afternoon. i

[Whereupon, at 12:26 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 1:30 p.m. this same day.] .

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN The committee will resume its business for pur-
poses of the continuation of the hearings on the conditions of urban
centers elsewhere. and in Washington, D.C. and the role of the
Federal Government in solution of these problems.

The witnesses this afternoon will help the, committee with its
inquiry into the critical urban problems facing the average citizen
and how Federal assistance has helped or failed to help these
problems.

Our first witness this afternoon is the distinguished councilwom-
an, Willie Hardy, member of the District of Columbia City Council,
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who years ago earned the title of activist for the civil rights move-
ment in the 1950's and 1960's, both here in the community locally
as well as nationally.

I would like to welcome our distinguiShed witness, Councilwom-
an Willie Hardy.

The Chair would like to first apologize for beginning these pro-
ceedings late this afternoon. We had a yote at 1:30, and I am very
sorry. --

STATEMENT OF WILLIE J. HARDY, MEMBER, CITY COUNCIL,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Ms. HARDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I certain-
ly understand the delay of getting hearings started again once you
had to stop them. I had a committee meeting this morning, and I
left it. It was very exciting in the beginning, and then got to be
very dull.

I would like to say good evening, Mr. Chairman, and staff, and to
any of the members who may have an opportunity to join you, that
I am highly honored to have been asked to participate in these
historic hearings. The urban problems of the eighties are the 15- to
20-year culmination of situations that have been studied to death,
of mistakes of the Federal Government, of bandaid approaches that
have grown to body-cast proportions and of a master plan by the
few to control the masses.

The scenario of the mid-60s was set in the cities restless with
more than a decade of televised, media-inspired and actual frustra-
tions. The hopelessness .and helplessness which was brewed in a
black kettle of despair had only one saving ray of hope for many
a leader named Dr. Martin -Luther King. The flame was high, the
pot was boiling over, and when Dr. King was killed, the lid blew
off, exploding the contents of hopelessness into .rage. Too much was
just too much.

The late 1960's was a time when the Federal Government was
attempting to keep the body breathing with artificial life supports,
while the heart kept dying. And now, almost 20 years later, the
question arises: should the plug be pulled, or should we try to get
the heart going again with new and innovative measures designed
for total rebirth?

Visionless programs sprang up from the seeds of seemingly well-
meaning think tanks.' Its time now to look at a few of them and at
the effect they ha,e -had on our lives.

One of the basic foundations of American life is the family
structure. Without a firm family foundation, or even the concept of
a firm faMily foundation, our communities are but confused, crum-
bling heaps. Federal prOgrams should be designed to help strength-
en family ties and to create a self-help attitude, instead of what has
become a morbid dependence upon the-government.

UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT

Let me, Mr. Chairman, if you will, talk a little about the unem-
ployment and the underemployment.

The Federal Government has designed programs that put par-
ents' salaries in competition with the salaries of their children.
Youth job programs are earmarked for low- income youths. The



reason they are low-income is because their parents are low-
income. Many of these parents are unemployed or underemployed.
But instead of a program designed to maintain the traditional role
of the head-of-household breadwinner, programs are funded to give
jobs to the children. Thus, that unemployed or underemployed
father, already dejected by being, unable to obtain adequate em-
ployment and thus unable to support his family, this man receives
an additional blow to his ego because his child .earns .now more
money than he does. Compounding the situation are other pro-
grams and Dr,. Spock-isms that defend- the rights of children with-
out regard for the rights of the parents. Thus, a role reversal
occurs which causes a breakdown in the family life: the child
becomes breadwinner under some of those programs, and the
parent becomes the dependent, and sometimes one must questi n:
Was this by design?

J0)3 TRAINING PROGRAMS

Further, in countless cases, future families are also threatened
by these same youth job programs of today. The work ethic is not
taught on many of these job sites. Insteall of job-work performance-
pay, it's only job-pay, with no work performance required. This
merely says to the youth that the Federal Government wants to
give, you some moneyto pay you to stay off of the streets, or to
keep you quietthe same approach taken after the burning. To
delude youths in this way does ,not prepare them to take their
rightful, responsible, contributing place in our society. For when
they become too old to participate in these youth programs and
lear:. that the real world is not that way, their frustration in-
creases and they realize that they have been duped. The result?
Anger and less respect for the system, which will be passed on to
their own children.

The obvious answer is indeed more job training programs for
heads of households first with job slots waiting at the end of the
training.

Training programs, for young adults and for heads of households
should be administered, I think, by local governments with only
funding from the Federal Government. Local governments should
be given free rein to design and implement programs which meet
the needs of the specific locality.

As an example, the needs of the seventh ward of the District of
Columbia are vastly, different from the needs of the third ward
here in the same city. How much more different are the needs of
Colorado than are the needs of the District of Columbia, and yet'
the same Federal programs apply with the same guidelines. Each
locality should survey the kinds of skills it needs in its community
before training programs are established.'

I think all training programs should lead to jobs. The failure of
past training programs was that too often an individual was
trained for a job that never existed. A new program should be
geared to create not only employees, but small business owners, to
create capitalists among the economically disadvantaged popula-
tion. Training could include such things a lot of people think are
not very popular but are needed in a community, and that is shoe
repair, air-conditioning mechanic, et cetera, training individuals to

54(
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be their own bosses who can, in turn, hire and train other individ-
uals to fill the basic needs in their community.

DETRIMENTAL GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman, oftentimes you see the government as the parent.
I suggest there are still other Federal programs that have abetted
the breakdown of the family. One which bears mentioning here is
designed to give medical treatment, including abortions to children
without their parents' consent or their parents even being in-_
:Ormed, and this is not only true with the Federal Government, but
some local programs, in the interest of children's rights; that is the
guise that is used.

The Federal Government at this point is the parent. Yet when a
medical emergency arises and the parent is asked to provide a
medical history of the child, the government's secret treatment
could mean death for the child because of what the parent does not
know about the child. Government should stop playingparent, for
doing so has further crumbled the family unit.

Another program which has been detrimental to the family has
been the program to give jobs US dropouts. This appeals to the
short-term desire of the child to obtain money, instead of support-
ing the parents' desire that the child gets education for long-term
goals.. It does something else, too: It halts the education process;
then when the child realizes what he has done is harmful to
himself, he will enter into yet another program, one called GED, to
get a high school equivalency diplonia, which is stigmatized-and is
discerned on job application forms. I note on the form 171 there is
a question NO. 5 which says; did you graduate., or do you have a
.GED?

, It does not, apparently, rate with the high school diploma, for if
it did, there would be no specific 4ueStion about it on the Federal
job application. forms. The incentive ought to be -created. so the
child will stay in school, not .to earn money by :dropping out.

Mr. Chairman, crime in Capitol, as in ,other :Urban
areas, is a complex problem with no easy solutions. It represents a
challenge to every American in the Nation, and it has many roots.
Whereas Many years ago the. word "crime" was ,associated with
organized. crime activities, big. bank robberies, and, that kind of
thing, today the .word. "crime" equates .to 'parsonal 'fear. Fear that
stalks one step behind each one of us.

Again, let's start with the family.
In the late 1950s.and early 1960s, a trend emerged, developed

child psychologists, that changed the .nature of discipline for chil-
dren. The "spare, the rod and Spoil the child" philosophy by which
most of us in previous generations were raised; gave to "talk-
ing to the child," "reasoning with the child," "I'm OK; you're OK,",
and a multitude of other approaches to looking at the roles of
family, members and how they act, interact, and react to each
other.

Moreoyer, mandatory school attendance ends at age 16 when the
child is still dependent upon the parent. The law merely says you
'must stay in school until you are 16, but the child is still depend-
ent on the parent.
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The law says a child can cease education at age 16, with 2 more
years to the age of majority, and with whatever he has learned in
school, be on his own for the rest.of his life. At .a e 16, a child is
still living at home, is still eating at home, still needs clean clothes,
still needs everything he needed when he was 12. If he is allowed
to quit school at age. 16, he becomes the eternal dependentde:
pendent either on family or on Government institutions, anc' often-
.times turning to a life of crime "to get. over." I think that should
change.

A deeper cause of crime is a lack of parental 'responsibility. For
generations, it was a given 'that "good training begins at home,"
and today that has changed. Many of today's parents, however,
seem to think their responsibility to raise and train their children
ends when the child enters school. Then it becomes the Govern-
ment's responsibility to raise, to teach, to love the childthe love
including teaching respect and responsibility, and doling out disci-
pline:

Our children really cry out for parental discipline: They test our
limits; and -when- they fnd none, -- become -.as -
roaming aimlessly through jungles of confusion, and where there
are no jungles, developing their own to fit their unrestricted life-
styles.

Parents, in not. providing limitations for their children, have in
effect turned them over to the Government's institutionssome to
jails and prisons. For where else but in the home are children to
learn to respect the rights of others?

Our Federal Government has fostered this attitude. In what
other democratic society, for example, can you find the kinds of
programs which say to parents: "Your having given birth is all you
are required to do. We have programs to support all that yo.ur child
wants, for your child has rights." And says to children: "You have
the right ever, 'to take your parents to court for malpractice of
parenting," if Vie parent asserts the traditional parenting role at
all.

Then, in the face -of untrained, unskilled, unemployed youths,lhe
Federal Government comes. along with programs to aid persons in
jail and ex-offenders. I would suggest, how very attractive:

Just keep committing Crimes .until you are caught; and getting caught ain't all
that bad anymore, because now you have these programs to choose from that you
v,,ouldn't have access to here on the streets. The work-release program can help you
get yourself on your feet

Federal programs should. be established, instead, for those who
have not violated anyone else's rights, but have tried and succeed-
ed in, keeping out of trouble. -I believe that if more Federal dollars
were used in this wayas -a reward for doing your best, instead of
as a, reward for doing your worst crime would. decrease drasti-
cally.

NEEDED GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

I know that there are some who would argue that the programs
I'm speaking of aid in the rehabilitation of offenders, but I am of
the firm belief .that programs should be developed, instead, to
prevent the offense from occurring in the first place.

As an example, the drug'traffic in the United States is a scandal.
With all the modern technology available to us, we still allow
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illegal driags to enter our country. Then wheu they reach our
children, we se.id up a war cry and arrest the small-time seller
with the thousand-dollar cache to soothe our consciences. The deal-
ers with he multi-billion-dollar caches are allowed to continue
bringing drugs into our country. It is inconceivable that they are
allowed tc do so with the rationale we are unable to stop them. I
fear 't tat the same attitude which pumped money into our streets
tc keep the masses quiet, now prevents efficient elimination of
large-scale drug traffic, to keep our people docile. -

HOUSING

The lackhof decent and affordable housing is another significant
problem. Federt. honeys need to be poured into cities so that local '
governments can develop housing for everyone who needs it. Hous:
ing is a basic right. Senator Proxmire will verify that Federal
moneys 'have been used to study why monkeys clench their teeth.
Is this more impor4.ant than proving seniorcitizens who have

Elood, sweat, and tears to help form this Nationa
decent and affordable place to live? The present condo craze which
is'sweeping the country may never have occurred in the first place
if the housing supply was adequate.

The Federal Government must streamline its housing programs.
It 'must clarify and simplify' the maze of Federal regulations .which
apply to these programs. Many local developers, both profit and
nonprofit, have said to me that they will not involve themselves in
these programs because of the confusion as to what they must do
they are never very clear on thatand because of the paperwork
and time involved once they have decided to use a program. I also
suggest that the. Federal Government loan money directly and not
use the lending institutions as.intermediaries.

Public housing construction, in its present form, must cease, and
present public housing must begin to take on a different look and
feel, for public housing projects are like slave quarters on a planta-
tionGovernment-owned. Dignity and pride can become essential
ingredients of living in Government-owned housing, if it is planned
for limited mixed use, thereby fostering upward mobility.

I just feel that all Government programs should have the
common goal of rendering themselves useless by giving individuals
the opportunity to ultimately stand on their own. Only then should
a program be seen as worthwhile. I can think of no Fedkral Gov-
ernment programand to be honest I can't think of any local
program, reallythat has worked themselves out of a job without
having to be replaced by another program.

Again, public housing is an example. of this when we know
families who have lived in Government-owned housing for 30 years
or more. For there has been no program, no effort on the part of
the. Federal Government, to help those families raise their stand-
ards of living. Instead, the Government has seemed to have intend-
ed to "keep poor people in thpir place"on plantationsdependent
upon the Federal Government-Tor public assistance, public housing,
public medical insurances, public food aid, with nothing better to
look forward to.
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RESTRUCTURING FAMILIES

In conclusion, I would suggest that Federal programs'be rede-
signed and redirected toward restructuring and supporting our
familiesthe traditional, old-fashioned families that, worked so
well years ago, when we could walk the streets and not be afraid of
our children. Traditional families that worked so well, you could
drive up the street at night with your car windows down, without
fear of being kidnapped. Families that worked so well, children
respected and obeyed every adult in the neighborhood: Families
that worked so well beCause heads of household felt esteemed' and
supported by heir society, for they could earn money and raise
their children, instead of ,vice versa. Families that worked so well
because parents took a deep interest in their children's education
and looked over teachers' shoulders, demanding quality of both
teachef and child. Families that worked so well that jail wash'
stigma instead of a way to succeed. Families that worked so well

...becauseJ.Ove_and_respect,_love_and_responsibility,love ..and_caring,
blinded the_children to their poverty, lack of luxuries and having
every whim met.

Our Nation needs to get back to basics, .Mr. Chairman.. For
without what we used to have, we will always have what we have
got, never attaining what we need and deserve.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Hardy, I thank you very much for your

opening statement. It goes without saying you raise a number of
very controversial issues, a few of them I would like to go into with
you.

You first of all suggest that some federally-sponsored youth em-
ployment prograins contribute in your terms to the dissolution of
already troubled- families by raising the status of the young people
as against that of their parents:

Ms. HARDY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you suggest that it is the parents, who

should be trained. But in' the course of your remarks, you also
make a very ,favorable reference to the issue the work ethic, and I
am trying to understand whether that is not a contradiction, for,
on the one hand, you suggested parents should be trained to work
instead of the youth. Would this not run "counter to the whole
question of the work ethic because you suggest in one p'art of your
testimony that young people are not learning the necessary habits
for the development of a work ethic? p

Could you reconcile those?
Ms. HARDY. Yes, sir; what I was doinglet me speak to what I

think is the most important one, and then I will go to the non-
training on the jobs,

I am talking about programs that are set up. I have, if you would
permit me, Mr. Chairman, to talk about a personal issue.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Ms. HARDY. I am the'mother of seven children. The most unfor-

tunate thing happened to me; my husband died 10 years ago. Ptior
to my husbAd's death, he purchased some cemetery lots, as all of
us have to go that way. He numbered those graves. I have a very
brilliant daughter; I think she is very brilliant. My No. 2 daughter,
who was in high school at that time, was in the 11th grade, at
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which time she said to us, not arrogant, just sitting talking, she
said, "You know the government loves me more than you do."

Mr. Chairman, she said:
The Government has set up a level of income that you may make before I can get

a job. A lot of my friends are getting jobs this summer, but I can't get a job because
you have filed your income taxes, and you have put on this form and you put $100
over the poverty level, and I cannot get a job.

But she said, "I found out there was another program that if I
drop out of school, I can get a job."

PROGRAMING SCHOOL DROPOUTS

And she was very smart, so she figured 3 months off for the
summer and until December she would have been out 16 months
required by that program, and she could get a job, and that, I
think, is where the Government encourages dropouts. '

Then, I say, the other part is if we. had made $100 less in our
income,-whatneededto- hi:wen was that either FEeeded to be

aided to make- more money, or my husband raised to a higher
income level, because when the 'child gets a summer job because a
parent's income is lowand I have known in some of these pro-
grams that the child will bring home in the summer more money
than the father was making if there was a rainy week, and that is
what I am talking about.

Not instead of hiring the youth, but I am saying make that the
preference and make reallytraditionally, as you and Lboth_know,
to work is a right in this American society, not a privilege.

So what we have done nqw with these kinds of programs is you
have right now a neighbor's daughter who is the same age as my
daughter, whose family is receiving public aid. My daughter cannot
get a job because of the income level and, the little young lady who
is receiving public aid refuses to take the job because that is a
stigma.

So what I am saying is if we could design programs and tell
people that to work is a right and not a privilege because of your
income and certainly see that if the income of the family is going

- to be the criteria for a child getting a job, that then we are saying
those parents who have struggled very hard to raise their income
$100 above what I think is a very false poverty line, then the child
is denied the same right of a child who happens to be poor. It is not
a contradiction at all. I am saying if we are using parents income,
I think that is the wrong criteria to use. I think work is a right,
and then we get the cesspool of persons who want to work, and
then we may find where a person who needs to work more than
others, but you will find across the countrymy relatives are in St.
Louis, Mo., and I spoke with my cousins a few days ago, and they
say a lot of youngsters there are not applying for jobs because of
low income stigma there. But I believe it is the family head that
needs that.

The other part of the program -is it doesn't go far enough
aheadit is called a jobs program, but it is a slot program. The
child fits into a slot, cei tainly not in your office, Mr. Chairman, or
certainly not mine, but-in some offices we have had the opportuni-
ty of seeing there are two slots here; let's hire two poor kids; they
fill the slot, and they get' a check. That is bad, and not part of the

,
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poor world., It may sound contradictive,' but I think it is a top
priority for seeing the family and the criteria for -work needs a
change rather than family income.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me focus on two points that you raised. No.
1, I appreciate the personal reference, and that personal situation
notwithstanding, the interesting thing is when you look at youth
employment programs nationally it is -interesting that it is hot the
out of school youth that is benefited from these programs and not
the dropout.

For the most part, data will indicate, and we are trying now to
get the data from the District of Columbia manpower program, and
I am sure it will underscore this, that the overwhelming majority
of young people served by these programs are in-school youth, and
that school dropouts are not being helped for the most part by any
of these programs, only on a microscopic basis. Out-of-school young
people ate_nst_benefiting from:these programs. So the people that
are alluded to as being out of employment and on the streets are
indeed out of employment and on the streets, and there are very
few opportunities.

Now, your particular personal situation may be in diametric
contradiction to that, and I don't challenge it, but on the national
basis the story is ironically just the reverse.

Ms. HARDY. Mr. Chairman, I think what I ram saying is no, the
school dropout program is not the master plan now. What I am
basically trying to get you to understand is that has been 11 years.
ago, and it has been more recent than that, but had that. child'
dropped out of school,, those children that dropped out Of school, 8
1u, 12 years ago, are the underemployed, unskilled persons today. I
am saying, as you recall certainly, that was indeed a yery highly
recognized program, a program, for dropouts,, if you recall, some
years ago.

What we are doing now is that we are feeling the result of that
high program at this time. You are quite right that we do not, have
a program that we are waving the banner, saying, if you drop out
of school now, you can get help. I am saying we begin to talk about
unemployed, and these children, who, 11, 12 years ago, are now
parents, and they-are unskilled because they dropped out.

I was'talking about a long-rangetoday, you will find, while we
are not servicing those, the programs that we are servicing mostly
are the summer programs, where the FederaLmoney comes in to
hire thechild and, namely, still in school, 'that is just a short-term
thing. Blt what. I am saying to you, Mr. Chairman, and I.. know,
that there are man: people who:will disagree because people don't
quite move back to where I am willing to come from, to say that in
3 months, if you can aid that parent'to make more money, rather
than 'paying the child so much. You see, we start out now with the ,

summer programs having to pay the child who is a child, 14 to 21,
minimum salary. I am not sure what that is;. I. don't have the
figure, but whatever the salary is and many times you have to
remember there are parents who do not make that. They work in
private industry or they work as waitresses and should get, tips and
this kind' of thing. -

I think sometimes, and if you hear me saying do not hire young
people, that is not at all what I am saying. Being the mother of

60
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seven, I would not say that. I am saying that indeed I think the
priority is being placed in the wrong field, but yet all of these
youngsters that we are hiring this summer, last summer, and for
the nextnow, for the past summers that program goes from age
14 to 21, and I would ask you what unskilled program or what
skilled programs are we putting strong emkasis on to 'pick that,
person up from age 22 on. You understand \what I am saying?

There is a young man in Lorton Reformator3%who used to work
in the summer prOgrams; and he said, look, I got to be 22 years old,
and I was too old to work in those programs, and .I just went out
and stole because nobody would hire me. He was one of those
persons who dropped out of school.

What I am really saying, Mr. Chairman, is that it is necessary to
look at all the past programs to see where our problems are today,
also.

MANPOWER PROGRAMS

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate your testimony. I think one of the
most significant points that you make really goes to a critical
evaluation of manpower programs in this country at this moment
across the board, and it has to do with the fact that both in the
Congress and in the administration we have opted to play games
with numbers, and so we have opted to serve a substantial number
of people with a minimum amount of money, which means that we
have in many instances excluded training altogether, or that we
have attempted to delude ourselves into believing that we can
effectively train a human being for the complexities of the 1980's
Sand the 1990's with 2 and 3 and 4 weeks of training, and that in
this fiscally conservative atmosphere we have significantly cut
back on any efforts to truly train human beings. This summer, for
example, we will pour a few hundred million dollars into the cities
because we are concerned about young people hanging around in
the summer, but when. September comes, the interest in those
young people is gone when many of them will still be there In
September and will not be, back in school.

So we have those kinds of problems with young people as well as
adults. So one of the important contributions that it seems to me
you make to these proceedings is to look at the incredible ineptness
and inadequacy of our present approach to manpower programs.

The unfortunate thing is that our colleagues tend to look at
these issues along with isolated instances of fraud and abuse and
take it to the floor as examples of how to cut these programs back
or cut them out without ever posing any significant alternative.

Ms. HARDY. I would agree with you. I certainly share that. We
have to do something, and I an just attempting to point out those
ills.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Leland, do you have any questions?
Mr. LELAND. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions from the council?
Ms. Hardy, we would like to thank you very much for your

testimony and responses to our 'questions, and we are deeply appre-
ciative.

'Ms. HARDY. Mr. Chairman, if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
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MS. HARDY. One of my 'concerns, as we begin to talk about
businesses; young people or older people in businesses, and this
may or may not be the appropriate place to raise it, but I see it as
one of the problems in Washington, D.C., and even though I am a
local legislator, I am not so sure how you can correct this.

SMALL BUSINESSES

We have something called SBA, Small Business Administration.
I chair, as you know, the Committee on Housing and Economic
Development, and I am finding that while people are prepared to
go through and get loans from DCDC or SBA, the loans are not
nearly enough to keep the people afloat.

__SBA -has_r-number- of dollars- that -they- will-loan. There -is nobody
to really suggest that this bu 'tress-rdiry not-work in this neighbor-
hood. They cannot do t . somehow when we set up programs
to help minorities, we really are not helping them.

If I want to open a shoe repair shop in this building, you or
somebody should be able to tell me that it is not going to flourish; I
probably need to be in a more bedroom community or near schools
or a. bus stop, or something else, and the amount of money they
oweI have, and I would like very much to share with you, just to
look at maybe; I have now statistics that tell me how many loans
were made by both of these institutions in the last 10 years and
how many of these businesses have closed up, and we now know
why. The amount is not enough and something needs to be dony
about that. While we are putting minorities in business, we are
really putting them out of business.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you provide the comthittee with the data
you have? We would appreciate it and make it a permanent ?art of

these proceedings.
Ms. HARDY. I would like to do that very much. It wasn't really

part of what I planned to get into today, but I thought I would
always take an opportunity because we need to 10-'- at that, and
across. the country there are more businesses goik 1. Some busi-
nesses stay in business 8 or 9 months and then they are out, and
the cases for collecting that debt, the courts are full of those cases
that are being taken by both those lending institutions because the
people cannot pay the loans back because they didn't get the right
kind of help in the beginning on were not loaned enough money to
put them in business, so they quickly went under.

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that very much. Le' me add one
additional thought.

HOUSING

We are presently working on data on the District of Columbia,
including housing data I would like very much to make available
toyou and your committee. Just for a moment, for example, some
of our preliminary data indicates that substantial number of young
people, men and women, come into this city between the ages of,'
say, 25 and 34 for the professional Opportunities, and when those.
people decide to get married and have a family, black or white,"
they tend to leave the District.

MS. HARDY. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. So we now are ifft with a rather small percent-
age of families with children in the District of Columbia, and they
tend to be families that earn less than $10,000 a year or families
that earn over $35,000 a year. So our data indicates that that is a
group in the middle, earning between $10,000 and $35,000 a year,
who have families, who have now left the District of Columbia. So
that we are, in effect, the families here tendlto be families ofpoor
people,. or families of relatively affluent people although at this
particular moment, given inflation, $35,000 is not affluent. But we
have got this.

Other' data begins to indicate? for example, that our Federal
taxing taws do not support people renting, and that the issue of
rent is becoming an increasing problem, that we are now beginning
to force people into buying because laws support buying of homes,
support people taking their property and making them condomin-
iums, so they can take advantage of profit, and tax writeoffs, so we
are squeezing human beings in this city, and, as I understand it,
other cities in a similar fashion throughout the country, and that
the housing problem looming as perhaps the most explosive
urban problem in this country, and there is virtually nothing being
done about it.

I would like very much to provide this data when we get it to;
you. Most recently, for example, the Brookings Institute did a very
important study on housing, and they '.ame to the unfortunate
conclusion that maybe the problem is so sigificant that there is
nothing that can be done. I would like to not take that cynical
view. I would like to hope there is a role that can be played, and
these hearings are an effort to at least say to my colleagues and
peOple who are prepared to listen, that there are significant prob-
lems that are going unnoticed, that are not being addressed or-
dealt with in this rather conservative atmosphere of fighting infla-
tion and balancing the budget.
' So that is what we are trying to do in these hearings, to show the
people that the prOblems of the District of Columbia are the prob-
lems of urban America, and that it is not unique simply to the
District of Columbia, and the tragedy of urban America is the
tragedy of this entire country, so if we are not prepared to deal
with the problems of Washington, D.C., we are saying ipso facto we
are not prepared to deal with the problems of this country, and we
better be prepared to pay the incredible price of not being willing
to do it, and if politicians whb live in this city are not prepared to
help this city address its problems, then what makes anyone think
we are going to deal with the problems of cities where they don't
live.

That is one of the points we are trying to make here. So I will
get that data to you.

Ms. HARDY. I would appreciate it very much. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

_ Our second witness-this afternoon is Judge Al Green, justice of
the peace, Houston, Tex.

Judge Green brings to the committee firsthand accounts of police
community relations and the criminal justice system in, a major
urban center, that is, Houston, Tex.
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We are happy to have this witness with us, and I would like to
take the opportunity to welcome you before the committee, Judge
Green. We have your formal statement, and prior to yielding to
you, I would like to yield to my distinguished colleague, Mr.
Leland. the gentleman from Houston, Tex.

Mr. LELAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly commend to
you the testimony given by my friend and my colleague in his
struggles in Houston against police brutality, harassment and
murder, and the person who is a champion of human rights in the
city of Houston, Judge Green.

Judge Green has gone beyond the responsibility of justice of the
peace, which he is duly elected to be in the city of Houston,
extending himself beyond the call of duty on behalf of the people of

the city of Houston, principally grassroots people.
Mr. Chairman, Judge Green also had the experience of going to

Miami to see the aftermath of the so-called riots there and could be
an invaluable witness in relating to us the kind of information that
you are seeking in comparing the problems in the District of Co-
lumbia, with those things that are happening in other parts of the
country.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Leland, thank you for your opening re-
marks. Judge Green, you may proceed, and we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF HON: ALEXANDER GREEN, JUSTICE OF THE
PEACE, HOUSTON, TEX.

Judge GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee, I have been introduced, so I will dispense with indicat-
ing who I am, but ',would like to continue with my statement and
start with that portion which indicates that a radio newsman in
Houston recently referred to me as the "Colored" justice of the
peace. A quote from the publication for the annual Houston
NAACP 'freedom fund dinner states that I am "motivated by a
desire to rectify civil and political wrongs." In response to publi-
cize.1 statements of my concerns about the overt racism within the
Houston Police Department, a former Houston chief of police has
remarked that I better get a better sense of fair play and justice or
I will write my ticket for removal as a community spokesman.

Mr. Chairman, obviously, opinions about me vary.
But r see myself merely as a concerned American attempting to

expose and correct injustices and inequalities within our society.
At this time, please allow me to take this opportunity to express

my appreciation to this committee, especially the chairman of the
committee, Congressman Dellums, and, of course, to my good friend
Congressinan, Mickey Leland, for allowing me to appear before you
today. I am truly honored to be here at this time.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS

As I understand that time is of the essence, I shall attempt to
focus my remarks on the areas of concern delineated in your
correspondence. However, I must confess I find it extremely diffi-
cult to attempt to discuss police relations with the minority com-
munity without discussing the total criminal justice system. There-
fore, I beg your indulgence while I' tersely comment on how three
major components of the criminal justice system, the district attor-
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ney, the grand jury, and the courts have a most negative impact on
police- community relations.

The district attorney; who is generally whitein.fact, in Hous-
ton, we have never had a district' attorney who was of any other
coloris perceived as the person who directs the actions of the
police, grand jury, and court. District attorneys present the appear-
ance of being on the same team as the judge; and perhaps they are,
since approximately 90 percent of criminal judges in Harris County
are former district attorneys.

The grand jury is perceived by the community as, the "Klan
Jury." It appears that way because the selection process permits
and allows it to be basically of the all white middle- and upper-

, class clan. It is seen as a rubber stamp for the white prosecutor
and his witnesses, who are generally white police officers.

The court has the most negative - impact on police-community
relations. It perpetuates and perpetuates individualized and institu-
tionalized racism. The actors in this criminal injustice system gen-
erally consist of a white judge, a white court reporter, a white
clerk, a white bailiff, police officers who .are generally white, and,
of course, the prosecutor is generally white. Minorities, therefore,
very easily perceive the other parties in the criminal justice system
to be "just us."

It is, therefore, no wonder that the minority community con-
cludes that there is a legal conspiracy among the courts, the police,
and the district attorney's office.

HOUSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

Now, with reference to the Houston Police Department's rela-
tions with the minority community, I find the -principal problem to
be racism. Statistical information indicates that the most signifi-
cant thing about minority persons in the police department is that
they are insignificant.

To even the most casual observer, the Houston Police Depart-
ment presents itself as a racist institution. Specifically, no black

;has ever held any rank above sergeant; and of the approximately
260 sergeants, only 7 are black. Of the more than 3,000 officers on
the force, only approximately 200 are black. Given these statistics,
it is not difficult to understand why Houston's 30 percent minority
population does not say our police department, but rather say the

.police department.
The racism starts at the top with Police Chief B. K. Johnson. Mr.

Johnson has been denounced as a racist by both black and brown
leaders. A white city councilman, Lance Taylor, has tagged him c.,
a racist and a sexist.

Chief Johnson's racist attitude has been revealed publicly on
several occasions. At a press conference in December of 1979, then
Assistant Chief Johnson stated that he did not know what goes on
in the heads of blacks, why they could not study and pass a test
and be promoted with the police department.

It should be noted at this point that Chief Johnson entered the
department in the 1950's with a GED, at a time when a black could
not enter with a Ph..D.

Chief Johnson's solution to the lack of black, brown and female
.persons in top positions is to permit some to be appointed to higher
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ranks on a tempora basis, and thereby serve as role models for
those Officers with aspirations of attaining higher positions. Tnis
has becOme known by some as. Chief iJohnson's "Nigger for a,Day"
plan, and if you would take a look at-exhibit A, which is attached
to the presentation, I would want to read to you that section that I
have drawn a line around, and it reads: "Blacks who make up a
larger percentage of Nouston's population than Mexican-Ameri-
cans, are even more underrepresented." And they are talking
about the police .department now, and this is an article for the
record from the Houston Post. It is dated March 6, 1980. This is
page 26-A, and it is titled "Police Promotions."

Going on with the article, it reads:
There are seven black detectives, six black sergeants, and no black women in those

ranks.
What' McConn and other politicians in other years have proposed is that the

mayor be allowed to appoint assistant and deputy police chiefs.
Instead, Johnson said Wedriesday after his confirmation as chief he prefers a

"more understandable, palatable" change ip the law which would allow the mayor
to appoint one person each to the positions of assistant chief, deputy chief, captaiq
and lieutenant on a temporary basis. That person must have been a Texas police
officer for the last five years, he stipulated.

The temporary status would be to satisfy the black communityfor black cadets
to have somebody they can "look up to and see that they can attain that rank," he
said.

The minority people serving in those appointed positions would "serve as a role
model" and include black, brown and women officers, he said."

This good-ole-boy attitude has infested itself throughout the de-
partment, and on the streets it has transgressed into police brutal-
ity and deadly force racism.

This brutality and deadly force racism goes unchecked as the
Houston Police Department does exactly what most other police
departments do; that is, police themselves. This causes the minor-
ity community to think that little can be done about police miscon-
duct. Because of this type of feeling, it is very difficult to convince
minority persons to report Houston police officers to Houston
police officers.

One of Houston's infamous deadly force cases, which drew na-
tional attention, is that of Joe Campos Torres. In that incident,
police officers threw a physically 'injured man into a bayou. As a
result, Joe Campos Torres died. Because of the injustices in the.
criminal justice system, these officers received only a year and a
day in' jail *as' punishment. The same criminal justice system that
gives a guilty citizen a sentence of death for killing.a police officer,
will give a guilty police officer probation for unjustifiably killing a
Citizen, especially a minority citizen.

Of course, police brutality does not limit itself to minority per-
sons, and if you would look at exhibit, B, A would point out that a
very good friend of Chief Johnson has alleged that he was brutal-
ized by a police officer.

POI:ICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS

Police-community relations With nonminorities are also very
poor. The local news media in Houston has contributed greatly to
perpetuating the attitude among police officers of shoot first and
ask questions later. This is done by playing up' what appears to.be
a legitimate killing by a police officer and playing down what
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seems to be an illegal act of violence by an officer, and I would
certainly beg that you look at exhibits C and D. I think they are
extremely important.

Exhibit C, in particular, which is a news article from the Hous-
ton Post, dated ,June 23, 1980, Monday, and this article is titled
"County officer kills fourth suspect in 15 months, nearly loses life."
"A good copa real pro."

I considered that a part of the newspaper way of causing officers
to feel that they are being applauded when they are able to shoot x
number of citizens within a specific amount of time as this officer
seems to be commended.

I would also point to the exhibit D, which is an article from the
Houston Post from the front page, dated June 9, 1980, and it is
titled "City policeman charged in connection with fires," and the

'first two paragraphs read:
A Houston policeman was charged early Monday with burglary and arson in theSunday fire of a junior high school, the Harris County District Attorney's Officesaid.
Police said patrolman T. E. Smith, 27, a 4-year veteran who works at the Beech-

nut substation, confessed to about 30 fires in southwest Houston which arson
investigators have attributed to the "Southwest Arsonist."

Now, you would have to live in Houston to really appreciate how
insignificant this article is, because for months the newspapers
played up the fact that there was some firebug known as the
Southwest Arsonist who was going around setting fires, and when
they caught this person in a police uniform running away from the
scene of one of the fires, you would think that this would be much
more newsworthy than this particular article indicates:

And, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, please do
not be misled by the photograph that is right adjacent to this news
article, because it in no way relates to.the news article. This is not
a photograph of the officer who is accused of committing the of-
fense. That is a photograph of Henry Miller, who had just passed,
who was an American author.

So I would want to point out that the newspaper has a very nice
way of playing down these illegal acts of polite officers, and let me
say this, Mr. Chairman, I support police departments, and my
police department. I support law enforcement, but I happen to be
crazy enough to believe that all persons should be treated equally
under the law and for some reason I think that police officers and
judges should not be an exception, especially judges and police
officers, because of the positions that we hold. I think that we have
a higher duty of care to the, public and certainly that we should be
punished with as much vigor as the law permits.

HOUSTON AND MIAMI

If I may go on now to continue, acts of police brutality and racist
deadly force are real and eminent dangers in Houston, Tex. They
are the kinds of dangers that can be the last straw and cause a
reaction in this rapidly expanding city that could be comparable to
the recent reaction in Miami. Because of the obvious parallels
between Houston and Miami, it has been predicted that Houston's
minority citizens could possibly react to further social injustices as
did Miami's oppressed minorities.
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The similarity of the problems facing Miami and Houston are
frightening even to the most unconcerned citizen. These concerns
are obviously shared by the Houston Police Department, as a spe-
cial strike force was established on June 22, 1980, to train -officers
to respond swiftly to civil disturbances and disaster situations.
Exhibit E deals with that special strike force and without going
through it in its entirety, I would point out that it appears that the
city fathers have concluded that at this time the way to deal with
what is commonly called a riot, but what we know as a reaction to
injustice and inequality, i to set up a better force within the police
force to handle that kin of problem, should it ever arise.

I was with Congress an Mickey Leland and other black leaders
in Miami during the cent unrest, and I will attempt to outline
for you my perception of the similarities that presently exist be-
tween-Houston and Miami, with most of the similarities applying
to other large cities, and I do believe that most of.them apply to
this city. I had a very interesting conversation with the cabdriver
on my way in today, and from talking to him, I was almost con-
vinced that I was back in Houston.

But continuing, both cities have a high influx of minority per-
sons from another country: In Miami, the Cubans; in Houston, the
Mexican-Americans. A great concern exists in the black communi-
ty, whether justified or not, for jobs being lost to these new citi-
zens, thereby causing a belief that the economic system is failing
them.

Both cities blacks are echoing a eed for more black leadership
at a time when they are experiencing the pains of watching black
leaders prosecuted criminally. These prosecutions are viewed as
unjust.

Both cities are experiencing substantial voter apathy because
minority citizens believe that the political system is failing them.

The black community in both cities has expressed displeasure
with the failure of the district attorney's office to get indictments
in cases where it appears that indictments should have been re-
turned.

The percentage of black police officers in each city is not propor-
tionate to the percentage of black people. Few black police officers
are in decisionmaking positions. And both police departments are
allowed to investigate themselves.

Both black communities are displeased with their transit au-
thorities.

The criminal justice systems in Miami and Houston are causing
blacks to be tried and convicted by all white juries, while whites
are being tried and released by these same all white juries.

The totality of these circumstances produces a sense of hopeless-
ness, resulting from the belief that the political, economic, and
judicial systems have failed. This, in and of itself, does not usually
cause a civil disturbance in my opinion. Many times citizens will be
protesting unjust conditions when police misconduct will provoke
the protesterS. This act of provocation then starts a disturbance
which will be called a riot, which is in reality a reaction to a
feeling of hopelessness and the police misconduct.

The disturbing thing about the poor status of police-community
relations is that little has been done over the last decade; and little'
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is being done to resolve the real problem. City leaders seem to
think that tougher cops, meaner dogs, more sophisticated weapons
and tactics, will solve the problem. In reality, this can only at best
temporarily suppress the effects of the problem.

Of course, the Justice Department has done much to relieve
some of the problems of police-community friction. However, much
more is needed. We must start with a publicly announced Commit-
ment-by all community leaders, coupled with a national program
for ,waging a war on racism:This commitment should start with
the President of the United *States.

I have appeared before you today desiring to explain the intu-
itively obvious. I am convinced 'that we have covered very little
new ground. Howeyer, I know that it is necessary for us to contin-
ually acknowlJdge that racism makes our justice system criminal
at best. There is little wonder why minority persons see the system,
as more criminal than just. What else ,would you call a 'racist
justice system that punishes the victims of racism for the effects,of
racism.

I pray that the suggestions and ideas echoed here will not be
used to find new ways to placate and pacify oppressed people,
Because we want to resolve these problems, I trust that out of
these hearings we shall move closer to a justice system where the
politically strong white race shall be just; where politically weak
minority races shall be able to participate; and, where, as, a result,
the peace will be preserved.

[The attachments to Judge Green's statement follow:]
EXHIBIT A.

From the Houston Post, Mar. 6, 19801

' POLICE: PROMOTIONS: MINORITY ADVANCEMENT CITED AS DEBATE OVER
CONTROVERSIAL 1269M SWIRLS

N (Ed Jahn and Mark Carreau)

Thirty-three years ago,-when job security in many Texas law offices depended on .

whom you knew and how well you knew them, a change to civil service meant an
end to cronyism and patronage.

Now some politicians want to change certain promotion provisions under that
law. called 1269M, in order to prevent a problem they say the law createdthe
restriction of minorities from advancement into the higher levels of management.

During last year's mayoral campaign in. Houston and more recently thoughout
the nomination and council approval of Police Chief B. K. Johnson, changes in
1.269M again became a political hot potato.

Over the protests of high-ranking police officers and 'police Ikangups, Mayor Jim
McConn campaigned on a pledge to include more minorities in the operation of the
police department:.

Law 1269M should be changed, he said, it would allow him to circumvent parts of
the police-promotion rules by appointing minorities to temporary command posi-'
tions. It would mean minorities will realize they have a chance for advancement
and would have "role models" to encourage, recruitment, the Mayor said.

Of the 3,017 officers in the department at the end of February there were just one
Mexican-American captain, three Mexican-American Lieutenants, 11 Mexican-
American detectivesone of whom is a womanand 13 Mexican-American ser-
geants.

Blacks, who make up a larger percentage of Houston's population than Mexican-
Americans, are even more underrepresented. There are seven black detectives. six'
black sergeants and no black women in thoge,anks.

What McConn and other politicians, in other years have proposed is that the
mayor be allowed to appoint assistant and deputy police chiefs.

Instead, Johnson said Wednesday 'after his confirmation as chief he prefers a
"more understandable, palatable" change in the law which would allow the mayor

.
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to appoint one person each to the positions of assistant chief, deputy chief, captain

and lieutenant un a temporary basis. That person must have been a Texas police

officer for the Last five years, he stipulated.
The temporary status would be to satisfy the black communityfor black cadets

to Dave. somebody they can "look up to and see thit they can attain that rank,' he
said.

The minority people serving in those appointed, positions woud "serve as a role
model" and include black, brown and women officers, he said.-

E. M. Knight, head of the black Harris County Council of Organizations (HCCO),

said of Johnson's remarks, "There's just so much a chief can do. It's the mayor who

sets'policy."
Told that McConn has often spoken in favor of such as change, Knight s.tid, "He

may have but it's not in writing. You get a lot of lip service but that doesn't get
anything done.".

Officer David Collier, president of the Houston Police Officers Association, said he
hasn't seen any specific legislative proposals regarding changes in the often-contro-
versial 12(WM section of state 'ivil service laws. But he said the HPOK would be
opposed to any appointment of these high-ranking positions."

He said, "I've tried to make it clear that we in the association want to see
minorities in the upper ranks of the police department. as ) uch as anyone else.

"But we just feel it should come through the promotion system that we have. And
it can be done. 1 know it can be done.

"They (minority officers) are going to have to really buckle down and study (for

the promotional examinations). With the exception of seniority points, every man
walks in there with the same possibilities on that exam. If he has done his home-
work and really and truly studiedand I mean studied, hardhe will come out on
that exam.

The current civil service law still allows for ..he discretion of the police chief in
hiring. If the chief considers a person qualified by intelligence but lacking in
command ability, he can pass over that person and choose the next most-qualified

candidate.
However, the Chief also must give the civil service board of assessors his reasons

fiSr passing over the candidate. And the candidate can appeal the decision of the
chief.

Under 1269M, all Texas cities over 10,000 population (except Dallas, which has it:,
own civil service system) must make their choices, in this manner.

In Dallas' department of 2,009 officers, one captain, one lieutenant and two
sergeants are Mexican-Americans. Three sergeants are black and there is one black

deputy chief.
San Antonio has 1,145 police ()Mars and about 40 percent are Mexican-American

and 10 percent are black. However', as' six officers in deputy-chief or inspector
positions are white and minorities hold. few positions above the rank of sergeant,
according to that.department's persoanel director.

In 1977, then-Houston police chief B. G. "Peppy" Bond unsuccessfully encouraged
legislation chanting 1269M so that he could have at least one top assistant that was
answerable to him.

State Rep. Chase Untermeyer said he and State Rep. Al Edwards co-sponsored a
similar change for the same reason. Untermeyer said that although the change
made it out of the House Intergovernmental Affairs Committee, he quit backing it
and time ran out on the change in the House on the last day of the Session.

"I realized that the change would probaL.y politicize the,department and give the
mayor the chance to put in his cronies." he said. "I still think it's useful for the
chief to have a deputy chief who feels how he feels and who he can confide in."

EXHIBIT B .

[From the Houston Poet, May 15, 1980]

PALICE SUPPORTER ALLEGES OFFICER MISTREATED ,HIM

(By Tom Kennedy and Fred King)

A man who is a Masonic brother 'of :'olice Chief B. K. Johnson and has bought an
advertisement endorsing higher salaries for police Wednesday told City Council a
Houston policeman "attacked me like a r .d dog" last month.

The policeman said he )elieves he hanuled the man's arrest "properly and to the

best of my ability." A deputy constable also involved said the man was a "sorehead"
and had not been mistr ated.
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Joel G. Friedel, 41,,chairman of the board of Quality Ser.vice Mauls Co., said the
policemanB A. Eichenberg, although Friedel did not identify himslammed him
Op against his car, sr -1 him around, cursed him and said, "Don't you know I can
kill you?" before aski : for his driver's license.

The poNceman then put handcuffs tightly around Friedel's wrist and tcok him to
the lice station where he was detained for six hours before charges were filed,
Friedel said:

';ilice-records show Friedel was arrested at 6 p.m., booked into the Jail at 8:30
p.m. and bonded out at 10:45 p.. I. Friedel goes to _trial Tuesday on disorderly
conduct and failure to ideatify himself to a police officer.

The chief said he knows Friedel, but the case is not being investigated since
Friedel has not made a formal complaint. Asked his opinion et' the case, Johnson
said, "I assume e'll go to court when necessary." .

Friedel said the April 16 "nightmare" started when he was traveling north on
Shepherd heading toward his office and swerved to avoid a collision with a large
truck being escorted by. C. E. Child, a Precinct 6 deputy constable.

He said he cautioned' Child, who was on a motorcycle, to be more careful, only to
witness a similar n.ar accident at Shepherd and Washington Avenue.

",I ..,gain cautioned him," Friedel told council members, "I believe I said Jomething
like, 'If ,you keep operating that damn thing like that you are going to get someone
killed.'

The constable stoppesl him, asked for his driver's 'license and ordergd him to
"move it," Friedel said. He said he told Child that was impossible since tip consta-
ble had his motorcycle parked in front of his automobile as well as possession of the
keys'to the ignition.

Chili said Friedel used "abusive and profane language" in yelling at him several
times "over a period of about 10 blocks, about nine blocks longer than I am used to"
and radioed for a Houston police officer. About then, Friedel said he was calling
Chief Johnson's office and was told a sergeant would come to the scene.

Eichenberg arrived first and, Friedel said, before he could tell Eichenberg his
version of the constable's allegedly erratic escort of the truck, Eichenberg had him
in ha.icicuffs and radioed to the statics that he "had a DWrand needed assistance."

Eichenberg said this is the first big complaint against him in seven years on the
torce. He would not comment on the details of Friedel's allegations but said he has
"handled ev..1vthing properly and to the best of my ability, and that includes this"
incident.

Friedel said hr had nerve damage from the tight handcuffs, but thinks he has
-recovered from it

He said his efforts to discuss the .,tatter with Johnson, a friend for nine years as a
member of the same lodge, have failed, prompting him to go before the council and
vow to take the case to the police Internal Affairs Division.

He showed reporters copies of a congratulatory letter sent Johnson shortly after
he was named chief in-March as well as a copy of a $189 advertisement in the
Northwes, Leader newspaper endorsing higher salaries for police officers.

Friedel's comments drew remailcs from two black councilmen, Ernest McGowen
and Anthony Hall. They said it was ironic that a white man Of Friedel's status fell
victim to the type of alleged brutality thet minorities have. suffered for many years.

"This is a reverse of what I would expect to see," McGowen said. "It's not just us."
, "I agree wi' II you, sir," Friedel said, "since that's why I'm here."

Friedel later said he still :-.upported the police department and higher salaries for
office' 3, saying, "we need a higher caliber officer so we can get this type of officer
out of uriform and get him off the street."

EXHIBIT C

COUNTY OFFICER KILLS 4Ttt Susam-r IN 15 ,,IONTHS, NEARLY LOSFS LIFE

(By Beroara Canetti and Rob Meckel)
Sgt. Steve S. Greeternarrowly escaping death when he was shot in the groin by

a man he stopped tn. a ',raffia complaintk.illod his fourth suspec: in the past 15
months Sunday.

Harris County detectives sea., Graeter, 39, was wounded about 4:30 a.m. by 19-
yea: -old Freddie F. Stovall Jr. of Avinger before Graeter shot al. killed Stovall in
self-defense.

Maj. Curl Mangognia said Greeter was at the scene of a fire in the 14600 block of
Lee. Road when Stovall sped by in a pickup trucl. and "nearly ran over another
officer at the scene."
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Defectives said Greeter chatied.Stoveil more than a mile to t!,e 13900 block of the
Eastek Freeway, wheie Stovall pulled to the roadside, stepped partially out of the
truck and fired a .22-magnum, pistol. , .

They said Graeter shot at Sti5vall three times with his .44-magnum pistol striking
him twice, in the face, hand and shoulder. Stovall was dead at the scene.

Investigators said Stovall's bullet 'passed through the sergeant's right abdomen,
inches belovi his bulletproof vest, and came out his left 'side. He was in Hermann
Hospital in fair condition following surgery.

Although Graeter named officer of the year in 1978 by the Exchange Club of
Houston'-has killed more people in the line of duty than anyone else in his
department, Sheriff pck Hearchsaid he "is a good copa real pro."

"There is no wation that he (Graeter) did anything wrong. The case is clean as
a whistle," Heard' said Sunday. ..

' Detectives said Stovall was driving a truck which earlier had been reported stolen
by his father. They said his father, Freddie F. Stovall Sr., told La Porte police that
his son, a recent parolee from Huntsville prison, was armed.

La Porfe police did not seek charges In the case because it involved a family
quarrel, detectives said. ,

Heard said he will speak with Graeter when he is feeling better, but has no
qualms about sending the sergeant back to the patrol division after he has recuper-
ated.
r"For Steve, it's a case of him being at the right place at the right timeor maybe

at the wrong place at the wrong time. I just hope this doesn't affect his dedication to
duty as a police officer," Heard said.

The case will be routinely referred to the sheriff's office Professional Standards
Un'tt for an in-house investigation, as well as a Harris County grand jury.

"We have no indication he did wrong. There is no question about it," Heard said. .

Mangognia also spoke with Greeter early Sunday, and said the sergeant% first
words were, "Why, major?"

"I think he was referring to "why" did that guy shoot me?'It's unfortunate," the
major said. .

Although Mangognia said he doesn't expect Graeter to .resign now, "We wouldn't
let him (resign). He s a professional policeman and highly respected."

Mangognia said Greeter's personnel evaluations have always been "above aver-
age. He has been/a Harris County deputy since September 1974 and was promoted
to the rank of sergeant in.March 1978. He attended the. FBI academy for a 12-week
training progratri in September 1979., .

Graeter was/no-billed by a grand jury in March 1979 after he shot and killed two
'teen-agers during the armed robbery of a McDonald's restaurant in the 3900 block
of Little York. Investigators said the youths were armed and pointed their weapon
at officers at the scene.

In October, Graeter shot a burglary suspect at the Academy Surplus Stor 11702
Eastex Freeway. The suspect had a large open knife in his hand and an unfired .38-
caliber ,Pistol on him, investigators said. Graeter was also no-billed in that case.

Graeter, who lives in Wils but grew up in Longview, has been described' by
femilimembersas a "gentle person.'

Hid motherrEdith Greeter, said tierson--"would-rather open-a-door and shoo c\rt. a
fly rather than kill it.

',It seems extraordinary to anyone who knows Steve that he is a policeman. He is
so,gentle and doesn't seem the type, 7 she said. She said her son, who is 6-foot-4 and
w sighs 220 pounds, is very popular and likable.

Childnext month.
He is the father of two small children. His wife, Judy, is expecting their third

/
Mangognia emphatically said the series of shootings should not lead people to

believe the sergeant is trigger-happy: "Greeter is a coolheaded individual. He used
his fire-arm only because his life was endangered," the-major said.

He added that Graeter is veil serious about his work, and very direct, factualdand
to the point. "lie is one of our top-qualified field: sergeants," Mangognia said.

Ironically, one of Greeter's pet peeves and.special warnings to officers concerns
the need to be cautious when approaching vehicles during traffic stops at night.

"He always advises his officers to use caution because you don't know who .you
are 'stopping. From what we can see, he did it professionally," Mangognia said.

Mangognia said he interviewed Graeter after the earlier shootings. "He had been
concerned, very concerned . . . not that he shot someone, but that he had taken a
young life," the major said. "He has thecapabilitty to make rational judgments and
on-the-spot decisions."
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"He's out to protect the citizens of this county. Steve Greeter is a professional,",
Mangognia said.

EXHIBIT D

[From the Houston Post, June 9, 19801;

CITY POLICEMAN CHARGED IN CONNECTION WITH FIRES

(By Mike Ave los)
,

A Houston policeman was charged early Monday With burglary and arson in the
Sunday fire of a junior high school, the Harris County District' Attorney's Office
said.

Police Said patrolman T. E. Smith, 27, a four-year veteran who works at the
Beechnut substation, confessed to about 30 fires in southwest Hbuston which arson
investigators have attributed to the "Southwest Arsonist."

Smith was arrested about 6 a.m. Sunday in the 7700 block of Creekbend after a
chase of about six blocks, said J. N. Witt, arson investigator.

Smith. was charged with burglary.and arson in the Sunday morning fire at the
Louie Welch Junior High, 11544 S. Gesaner. Bonds totaled $10.000.

Witt said that although Smith confessed to about 30 fires, more then 100 have
been set in apartments, trash bins, boats, laundries and buildings over the laSt.four
months. ..

Witt said Smith told him he had beer; having mar,ital problems.
Smith was being questioned by detectives from the Internal Affairs Division of the

Houston Police Depar,tment.
The person setting the fires has become 'known as the "Southwest Arsonist" by

investigators. because the fires have been in an area roughly bounded by San Felipe,
Richmond, Chimney Rock and Fondren.

Before dawn Sunday,two uniformed officers saw a.man running from the scene of
the fire at Louie Welch Junior Highs get into a car and flee at a high rate of speed
without lights, Witt said.

He Said the officers arrested Sinith about half .a mile from, his home.'
A one alarm filre at the school destroyed a school storage building, Witt said. He

said the blaze, set with gasoline, was extinguished in about 30 minutes

EXHIBIT E

[From the Houston Poet, June 22, 19801

POLICE "STRIKE FORCE" To AID IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

(By Rob Meckel)

The Houston Police Department is grooming 130 officers into a special "strike
force" trained to respond swiftly to civil disturbances anddisasteesituations.

Deputy Chief Fred B. Bankston said the Special .Operations Division, which
evolved from what ;had previously been the' Point Control Division, consists of
volunteers, six of them women, whose classroom and physical training requieemerits
are about 25 percent higher than regular training for police.'

"The division is set up like.a task squad, so it can be moved into anyplace at any
time when somethingipicial-comes-upr_Bankston said ItWill provide traffic and
crowd control, help in evacuations and preventhicifingduringimajor-fires, explo-

' sions, riots, demonstrations and other emergency situations, he said.
fore creation of the new division in April, such emergencies were handled

par y by the Point Control Division and . partly by policemen "borrowed" from
districts in which emergencies occurred, Bankston said.

This "robbing Peter to pay Paul" shifting of personnel was undesirable because it
left portions of the district unprotected, he said. The new approach was part of a "
restructuring moveby new Chief B. K. Johnson to improve response time, he said.

"We figured it'd take at least four months to get it into the type of operation we
want," he said.

When they are not undergoing training, division personnel work as a g..odp in
high crime areas as a supplementary force to police in those districts, T.Sankston
said. The department's crime analysis section "tells us, where the extra help is
needed," he said.
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Like other police, they issue traffic tickets, respond to dispatched calls and patrol
the city's streets. But at the same time, they are on reserve for special service, he
said.

Already, members of the unit have undergone special training in municipal, state,
liquor and other laws and in firearms use, Bankston said. Soon they will begin
baton training (for use in crowd control) and an 18:week physical training program,
he said.

Although the division's physical tra;ning requirements are higher than for other
police, they "are not anywhere near" those of the Special Weapons and Tactical
Squad, which include running six miles daily, maintaining "marksman" scores in
firearms use and undergoing anti-terrorist training, he said.

The Special Operations Division police "have a level of physical shape they have
to maintain. If they can't maintain the level, they can't work in that division,"
Bankston said.We expect some crybabiesthe ones that feel they can't do itto say it
shouldn't be done. Those are the ones who knoy, they can't make it. There will
always be a small percentage of those," he said.

Division 'personnel get no extra pay for their higher training requirements, Bank-
ston said.

JUDGE ALEXANDER GREEN

Texas history will document the date, September 1, 1977, as being a 'significant
date, particularly to Black Houstonians of Harris Courfty, Texas. On that date, at
the new Student Life Center of Vices Southern University, Alexander Green was
sworn in as Justice of the Peace for Precinct 7, Pcsition 2. He became -the third
Black to serve as Justice of the Peace in Harris County, Texas.

Formerly an attorney and law school instructor, Green was honored at the swear-
ing-in ceremony by a wide cross-section of community leaders who gave testimony to
his legal qualifications, impeccable character, and apparent innate ability to com-
municate skillfully with people of diverse backgrounds. It was those qualities that
landed Green the z'udgeship and the support of gib community, recently, when he
embarked upon a crusade to correct injustices existing in the Houston Police
Department.

The youthful Judge Green, motivated by a desire to rectify civil and political
wrongs, has taken on the highly controversial task of focusing the attention of the
community on the hiring and promotion practices of the Houston Police Depart-
ment, the issue of police brutality, and the apparent jack of sensitivity of city
officials in taking significant positive steps to improve he department's image in
those areas.

Realizing that criticism of any law enforcement agency is risky to life and limb,
Judge Green, a great admirer of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., explains that he has
learned to live with fear for his life. Like a true'civil libertarian, he states simply,
"My fear is counter-balanced by my desire to do something about a bad situation. It
is m3 desire to correct a real injustice. Therefore, I am compelled to do what fear

, tells me not'to do. I cannoncern myself any longer with fear."
Judge Green is the reftient of many honors and awards, including the Distin-

guished Service Award from the Houston Citizens Chamber of Commerce and the
Outstanding Young Man of America :Award from the United States Jaycees in
recognition of his outstanding professional achievement, superior leadership ability
and exceptional service to the community.

He holds professional membership in various local, state and federal bar associ-
ations and spends his leisure time as a volunteer in Little League Baseball and the
YMCA Football. .

The CHAIRMAN. Judge Green, I thank you for- your.opening state-
ment.

Our first question is this: You stated in your opening remarks
that overt racism is the principal problem with respect to the
relationship between the Houston Police Department and the mi-
nority community.

To what extent does this Same problem, as you perceive it, exist
in other cities?

Judge GREEN. I have found that generally speaking in most
cities, as I indicated in my statement, the significant thing about
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minority persons. within police departments is that .they are insig-
nificant. '

Most police departments have very few minority persons holding
any decisionmaking positions. In fact, minority persons are just
getting into many of the.police departments in our country.

I am of the opinion that because we hold very few .decisionmak-
ing positions within police departments, and because our numbers
are not in proportion to our .numbers in the various cities, that this
is an indication of racism within those departments.

The CHAIRMAN. That then leads me to raise the obvious second
question, and that is, would a subStantial change from your per-
spective in racial composition of the justice system across the
board, police to judges, lead to meaningful change in the operation
of the system as it affects blacks and other minorities?

POLICE BRUTALITY

aldgBeGREEN: I believe that it would., but I would also be cau-
tious enough' to-Say that some black police officers have proven to
be-as brutal/as white police officers.

Brutality seems to emanate from a type of mentality, and I have
found that black. persons can possess that type of mentality as
easily as white persons can :and I find that the persons who are
within the police department are very careful to permit only those
persons who have a certain type of mentality..

In Houston we call, it the "good old boy" mentality to get into the
police department and, as a result of that, I don't know that there
is a great deal of differenCe between the black officer and the white
officer, but I would say to you that, yes, an increase in numbers'
would make a difference because yOu see it is not enough, Mr.
Chairman, in my opinion, for things to be right.

They also have to look right and to the citizens, the minorif-v
citizens of this country,. things do not look fight in the
department, in the courts of this country where a black man
into the court and he sees a white judge, white prOsecutor, white
bailiff, white court reporter and a white jury, and that doesn't ioak
right:

Because it does not look right, it isn't right, and wouit; .F6y is
you that I talked to many white judges and they have told me
under no. conditions or no terms would they permit themsc:vt?s to
bs,tried in a courtroom where the judge was black, the j. ry was
Rack, the prosecutor was black and the court reporter wat

That is' ridiculous and asinine, but we have learned to ace:.;?nt
a reality what others would not accept under any terms or .t!..nel.
tions.

A change in the racial composition of the criminal justice syLzem
would cause us to no longer perceive it as a criminal injustice
system. Truly if. is a criminal injustice system because of the way it
is being operated at this time.

The change of the perception would be very positive for us in
terms of the feeling are 'being treated unjustly.

The CHAIRMAN. Can I conclude then, at least iti one aspect' of
your response that in terms of police communit relations that the
factor of race only compounds the issue, but there are alz.9 struc-



tural problems that continue to create friction between these tvre
segments of our society?

Judge GREEN. Yes; that is true, and the issue of racism, as
is one of paramount importance, but then there are other issues
that help to permit the racism which becomes a brutality on the
streets; there are other 'issues that help to promulgate the hr;ltal-
ity.

For example, the whole issue of whether or not a police Tart-
ment should be permitted to investigate itself. I am of the :.,.pinion
that unless an independent agency is established in Houstoti, Tex.,
to investigate allegations of police misconduct, the o e them-
selves will continue, and I believe that they do feel that iucv have
a license to WI and they will continue to believe that th,:,?. have a
license to kill.,

When I initially got involved with this, I used to that it
was just a small portion of the police department that :.ad this
mentality:

have been convinced now that it is a majority of our police
department and that probably this mentality exists in most police,
departments.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, what do you think of citizen.rev;.:7/ boards
and do you think they offer any hope for chanxt., in t,erms of.
constructively addressing the problems with police community rela-
tions?

Judge GREEN. I-try not to use that term, citizens revie' boarc3,
because it has taken on a very negative connotation.

NEED INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATIVE AGENCY

I call it an independent,,agency established to investigate alicga-
tions of police misconduct, and I think that if it is properly struc-
tured, it can cause some change.

I don't believe that citizens want to have some agency estab-
lished where you run down on the corner and pick up a eritple of
preaChers and i,wo or three teachers to corrie,in and tr,, to investi-
gate some allegation of police misconduct. \

That is a very colored way of doing business, an we don't want
to do ,business that way. We want an agency that has within it
persons who are trained to investigate allegatipm, of police miscon-
duct, persons who have degrees from various ecAleges and universi-
ties, persons who are paid to do this type of worn, and persons who
are in no way connected or affiliated with they police department
itself.

If a particular person who is within this agency should marry a
police officer, then it should be stipulated frbm the outset that at
that point you can no longer be associa,:d with\ this agency. You
cannot be related to police officers in some iieg,ree of blood. There
should be some specific blood linkage that is set \forth initially at
the time persons apply for the job so we will have that understand-
ing.

I believe if this agency is autonomous and if this agency is
'permitted to investigate allegations -''hf police rclisConduct, it will
cause the citizens to at least accept tile findings that result from
the investigation, 'Whereas at this point the citizens are of the
opinion that you are permitting Frank to investigate Jesse, which
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doesn't really make a lot of sense, because they all work together
and we can expect one to support the other.

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that.
It seems to me when one looks at the issue you raised in Hous-

ton, Miami, interestingly in San Francisco, people often don't talk
about that; but the gay community in San Francisco reacted very
violently to an expression of the judicial process when it came to
the issue of the death of one of the members of the board of
supervisors.

My contention is that as we proceed through the decade of the
1980's that decisions that are going to be made at the local level,
virtually every level, but certainly at the local level, are going to
become increasingly difficult, and that the one thing that may very
well keep our various communities around the country from liter-
ally exploding in our faces, if their people must perceive the proc -.
ess by which decisions get made as a process of having integrity, it
must include all citizenry and it must be a process that exudes
equality, justice and respect, and these decisions are going to be
very painful.

The process in Miami lacked integrity and it exploded. In San
Franciso the process lacked intregity and it exploded, and in Hous-
ton people perceived the process not to have integrity and it ex-
ploded.

In every city as we begin to cut back on Federal, dollars and
move away from our collective responsiblity for each other, as .the
tensions become unbearable, it would seem to me it is going to
exacerbate police community relations and other factors, and as
people perceive the judgments and decisions made at that level
'they establish the climate for the socialdichotomy and the explo-
sion to take place.

Would you comment on that?
Judge GREEN. Yes, sir; I suppose the best comment that I could

make on that is that I would agree with you 100 percent. I cannot
overly emphasize the need for things not only being right but also
looking right, and.that is the problem.

Let us assume that in Mia.ai that that jury was absolutely right
in vindicating those police officers.. The perception of the system is
what created the problem, because the jury was all white,because
the police officers were white and the judge was white, the citizens
felt that there was an injustice created and it is that perception, as
you have indicated so eloquently, it is that perception that we must
start to deal with.

If we do not deal with that perception, the perception will deal
with us as it did in Miami. I would want to make one more point in
terms of, excuse me=--

The CHAIRMAN. I yirid to my colleague.
Mr. LELAND. I app' .ate your yielding.
Judge Green, let me ask you about the perception and whether

or not you are talking about truly perception.
If in fact justice is done it seems tome that a jury or the judicial

system and the whole process should. reflect what the whole com-
munity represents anyway.

Therefore, if in fact the perpetrators of the -death of a citizen,
whatever color that person is, if the perpetrator of the death of
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that citizen is tried throughout the process by the judicial system
that reflects the community, then that is a just system.

An unjust system is one where the judicial system does not
reflect the characteristics of the community itself.

Do you agree with that?
Judge GREEN. I agree certainly that the judicial system, namely,

the components of it, talking about the jury, should have a cross
section of the community. I think that we should have blacks,
browns and female judges, particularly in Houston 'Where we have
large populations of blacks; browns and female persons.

But what I was trying to indicate, and I believe what the chair-
man was indicating, was that let us assume that all was well and
we just went one step beyond that to the point where we assume
everything was done as it propeily should have been done, because
we were not properly represented wiOin the structure of the judi-
ciary, that perception in and of itself made it wrong, and that is a
very strong point to deal with becauseXgranted, sometimes in my
opinion all white juries bring back the\ proper verdict when the
judge is white and everybody else in the courtroom is 'white, I
believe the proper xerdict can come back but because that is
perceived as an unfair way of running a court system that creates
a problem.

Mr. LELAND. However, what I am trying to 'say, even though the
verdict might be right, is it not true, or could e nota.consider that
the conclusion should be, that the verdict shoul be assumed to be
a reflection of what the ,community represents?

In other words, I understand what you are lking about in
terms of perception, perhaps is more powerful than reality, but in
the instance of Miami and in most instances in Hous on and other
places with which we are somewhat familiar, the fac is that the
judicial system is racist, is discriminatory, does not al ow for mi-
norities particularly to participate in the system itself ail , there-
fore, the system itself is not just perceived as being wron but is
wrong, in fact.

Judge GREEN. Yes, sir; without question.
Mr. LELAND. Thank you..
Judge GREEN. I am with. you 100 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman suspend at this point? We

have a significant vote.
The committee will stand in recess for 10 minutes. .

[A brief recess was taken.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will reconvene.
Judge Green, I would like to ask certainly this question:

r
POLICE USE OF FORCE

You have spoken to the issue of the use of force and we have
seen graphic illustration after graphic illustration of the incredible
abuse of force on the part of many police departments, police
officers in police departments around the country.

Traditionally, the police function has been a local function. In
your estimation, is it necessary for the Federal Government to
begin to define as a policy matter limits on the use of force by local
police departments, or is this an appropriate consideration at the
Federal level?
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Judge GREEN. I realize, Mr. Chairman, that the local folks are
very much in favor of home rule, and that they would disagree
very much with what I am about to say but, eyes, I think that the
Federal Government, because of the severity of the problem, will
indeed have to settle guidelines and some parameters for deadly
force..behavior.

. If it is not done, then we will continue to have police chiefs like
bur former Chief Harry Caldwell, who stated at a press conference
that he permits his officers to use a 44-magnum, because it is the
biggest damn gun they could get,.and if he could he would let them
use napalm.

I think there are some police . departments that would use
napalm if they could get it, and at some point the Federal Govern-
ment is going to have to say this far is far enough and you should
not exceed that. .

If not but for the Federal Government in Houston, Tex., in the
person of Tony Canales. the U.S. attorney, we probably would not
have uncovered the throw-down gun in the Billy Keith Joyvies
case; you may have read about that, and a number of cases where
the Federal Government has been able to do more than the local
district attorney's office.

So Federal intervention is an absolute must, and I regret that
Tony Canales will be leaving the Houston area, because the next
U.S. attorney does not have to place emphasis on civil rights. That
could be very well be a function of the Department here in Wash-
ington.

He could not decide that he wants to take up that kind of fight.
He could place emphasis on social security, for example, as opposed
to civil rights and civil rights violations, so I think we have to have
that Federal Government intervention.

The CHAIRMAN. So that if it is your notion that in terms of the
issue of the use of force that there should be a Federal policy.

ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Going beyond that, what do you perceive to be an .appropriate
role of the Federal Government in addressing a number of the
problems that you enunciated in your opening statement, and are
there specific programs which need to be implemented?

Judge GREEN. Yes, sir; I think that the Federal Government
should encourage the notion of having some sort of independent
agency to investigate allegations of police misconduct. I think the
Federal Government should take a more active role in causing
local police departments to realize that they must hire and pro-
mote blacks, browns, and females to all levels of the departments
or they will' lose Federal dollars.

Presently, that can be done, but it, requires . a monumental
amount of effort, and it places the police officers themselves in the
'position, the minority police officers, in the position of having to
bring a lawsuit which causes them to be in a sense between a rock
and a hard place.

So I think the Federal Government should take affirmative
action to cause the police departments to realize that they must
totally integrate and that they must do this at all levels within the
department.
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Those are just a couple of things that come to mind quickly, but I
think that that would be a darn good start. ,

FEDERAL FUNDS AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. To what extent, given your knowledge, has the
Houston Police Department made use of Federal funds to enhance,
improve or alter the quality of community relations visa -vis the
police?

Judge GREEN. To be quite frank with you, I don't know of any
real indications of the police department having used Federal
funds to better police community relations. I just don't know of
that. Maybe it has happened.

In Houston, I have indicated and Many other persons have that
problem with the department, or part of the problem is its image.
They are trying to recruit minority persons into the department
and they contend that they have a difficult time finding persons.

I think in part 'that is true. I don't agree with it totally, but the
reason that they have a difficult .tirrie recruiting minority person
is,in part because of the image of the ,police department, and when
this was echoed to the mayor and the city council and the police
department by way of a press conference, they immediately decided
that to change the image they would put up billboards saying,
Houston police officers are good people, or something to that effect,
so they want'to PR the problemaway and you cannot PR this type
of negative image away.

You have to do some very positive .and constructive things;
namely, you have to start to give those persons. who are already in
the department an oppo'rtunity to advance, and it is through doing
that that you start to change the department's image. You have to
stop suing citizens. In Houston, our police department will sue you,
pardon me, the police officers will sue you quickly for slanderous
statements, libelous statements.

We have a deputy, well, a constable, Constable Martinez who has
been sued b5N police officers for statements he made before a meet-
ing of the city council in reference to the police department.

Those kinds of acts indicate a hostility that exists within the
police department and the _citizens who might normally want to
join the police department would avoid it because they don't want
to be part of that kind of an organization.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you for your responses.
Are there any questions from counsel?
Mr. DAVIS. No questions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

HOW RIOTS START

JudgeGREEN. Mr. Chairman, there was one thing that I did not
get a chance to finish. It was a point that I was about to make
before We took the break, and that was that most of the time I
have found from my personal experience, riots, as they are called,
are not deliberately stark&

I have found that most l.fines, as with Miami, I was in Tallahas-
see. when there was some so-called rioting going on and I was in
Washington, D.C. in the sixties when we had riots, and I have been
to many places and in the Midst of what were called riots, but I

8U
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found that most of the times these so-called riots do not start
because citizens get together and plan and conspire and say, "Let's
have a riot."

Usually, citizens are out protesting for one reason or another. It
can be something relating to the economic system or it could be
related to just about anything, but they are protesting, and usually
the police themselves become the provocateurs in that they are not
properly trained or they don't care about the way they will ap-
proach protestors and, as a result of the intericr,ton between per-
sons who are peacefully protesting many tinv:)s and the police
officers who are there to in fact protect the protesters, that is the
spark, that final thing.

The very last! thing that happens that many times will cause
what is called a riot when, in fact, if the police officers themselves
used a bit more tact, if they had been a bit more discrete, it never
would have occurred.

I saw that actually happen once where the citizens were just
protesting and probably nothing would have ever occurred but for
the way a police officer placed his hands on a young lady who was
walking out of line, and that caused the whole thing to erupt, so
those persons, I think, just did not go' downtown with the intent of
breaking windows and disrupting the peace.

Many things start to happen once the initial act takes place, but
I contend that many times the police department through its acts
will cause what is called a riot.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much.
r have one additional question to which we would like to have .a

response for the record.

POLICE MISCONDUCT

To your knowledge, has any police officer in Houston been effec-
tively prosecuted for alleged misconduct? -4-

Judge GREEN. Yes, sir; we have had some police officers who
were prosecuted. It seems that the black officers are the ones who
usually are prosecuted successfully and who are usually indicted.

It also seems that officers are generally going to be prosecuted
for a misdemeanor offene, notwithstanding the fact that a person
may have been killed. The Torres case is a typical example. Those
"officers were convicted of misdemeanors in Harris County, and
when they were tried in the Federal courts it was a violation of
civil rights.

We have not had a police officer:in Houston who has been placed
in jail for murder, notwithstanding the fact that persons have been
killed who were unarmed, handcuffed, and notwithstanding ithe
fact that we have had officers who testify that throw-down guns
were used to justify the killing of the particular citizen.

So we do have prosecutions, but I would consider it a token of a
prosecution, nut an aggressive and vigorous prosecution, and that is
primarily because the district attorney's office works very closely
with the police department, they work together.

They are agents, allies, andJ see it as very difficult for one to
investigate or prosecute the other, and that is why I have indicated
that there should be some independent agency whose specific pur-

1./8
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pose and task and duty is that of investigating allegations of police
misconduct.

The CHAIRMAN. Judge Green, I would like to thank you very
much for your testimony and your responses to our questions, and
we certainly appreciate your traveling some great distances to
make a contribution to, these proceedings.

On behalf of myself and the committee and members of the staff,
we thank you very much.

Judge GREEN. Well, I thank you very much for permitting me to
be here.

I, only regret that we, are not able to do this sort of thing in
Houston, because the problem is there as well as here, but we
really need you in Houston.

If you can find some way to come to Houston to help us out, we
would appreciate that.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will work on that.
The hearings will stand in adjournment until tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m. the Committee on the District of Co-

lumbia adjourned, to reconvene Thursday, June 26, 1980, at 9 a.m.]



PROBLEMS IN URBAN CENTERS-WASHINGTON,
D,C AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

THURSDAY, JUNE 26, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, '
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF:COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
13r0, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Ronald V. Dellums
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Delluins and Barnes.
Also present: Edward C. Sylvester, staff director; Donn G. Davis,

and Dietra L. Gerald, staff assistants; Dale Madver, staff counsel;

Harry M. Singleton, minority chief counsel; and Hugh Van A.

Starkey, minority research analyst.
The CHAIRMAN. The House Committee on.the District of Colum-

bia will be in order for the continuation of the hearings on the
conditions of urban centers, including Washington, D.C., and the
Federal Government's role in the solution of their problems.

Today our inquiry will focus on national urban policy toward
cities and the question of how Federal aid to cities helps or hinders
in the solution of these'problems.

Two of our witnesses this morning are most distinguished, na-
tionally renowned authorities of Federal 'policies to,..ard cities.

The first witness is Ralph Widner, president of the Academy for
Contemporary Problems, a public policy and research center, estab-
lished by the seven national organizations of State, county, and
municipal officials, including the National Governors Conference,
the National League of Cities, and U.S. Conference of Mayors.

Mr. Widner is the author of many studies on urban and regional
development in the United States and Europe, and we are very
happy to have him join us and look foward to his testimony.

Mr. Widner, you may come forward. We welcome you before the
committee this morning.

STATEMENT OF RALPH WIDNER, PRESIDENT, ACADEMY FOR
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WIDNER. I would like to submit for-the record the prepared

testimony.
The CHAIRMAN.,Without objection, so ordered.
[Mr. Widner's prepared statement follows at the end of his verbal

refnarksd
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RALPH R. WIDNER, PRESIDENT, THE ACADEMY FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY PROBLEMS, ON CONDITIONS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND OTHER AMERICAN
Cams

. 1 am Ralph,R. Widner, President of thy Academy for Contemporary_Problems, a

research and training foundation operatet by seven national orraoizations of

state, county. and city officials. In this capacity, the Academy continually

monitors conditions in the nation's states, regions, and communities and

atrempts to.identify way% to de.al with probldms, arising out of those conditions.

I am happy to respond to the Committee's request for a description of the

conditions in America's cities today and to relate them to conditions here in

the District, of Columbia.

I ow, a considerable debt of gratitude to my colleague, Dr. Herrington

Bryce, Vice President of the Academy, for some of the comparison. I can share

with the Gnmnittee coda. . Several years -ago, Dr. Bryce conducted a special

stmly of the District for the Tax Revision Commission.

Inere are SUIlle important differences in the conditions affecting cities

tho we perceived at the time of the lIernec Commission Report 'in the

Two years ago, the Academy had the honor to assist the Departm2nt of

taw and Prhan Development in preparing the background materials for the

ident's I97S National Urban Policy Report. The president's Report to'

':,its out that we are entering a new stage in the patterns of urban
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dvloOment in the country. The District of Columbia is feeling these changes

in advance of many cities in the United States. Let us consider some of the

background.

Between 1920. and 1960, our nation passed through an agricultural transition

in which many Americansblack and whitewere forced to leave the rural ,reas

and smaller communities for the cities because the mechanization of agriculture

substituted machinery for human labor. Those displacements were largely

completed by the early 1960s and the large migrations:of rural people into the

cities came to an end during that decade. You will recall that the Kerner

Commidsion, the Cormlission on Population Crowth and the American Future, and the

reports of other distinguished. bodies during the 1960s, were preoccupied with

the consequences of rural' migration to the cities, both from the point of view

of the areas loft behind and the cities receiving the new migrants.

hut during the 1970s, we came to realize that that phase of our history was

behind us and that we had entered a new one. Today we are in a manufacturing

transition quite similar in several respects to the earlier'agricultural tran-

sition. In most of our traditional manufacturing, machines are steadily

ri.placing human labor so that employment. in many of these industries is stagnant

or dcclining. Equally important, the locatios of new plants in many of these

manufacturing industries is no longer restricted to the cities. Instead, as we

all know, an increasingly large percentage of these new plants are locating in

ndrletropolitan areas along interstate highways, out beyond the suburbs and

remaved trom any metropolitan areas. Most of the new growth in

ut comes, not from the growing of food and fiber or the m:::lufacturing of

from the delivery of services.

41,
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IMP, many of the blank and white migrants who moved to the cities from

total Alv. in earth of jobs following Wora.kar 11 arrived just in time to sees

many of the jobs to which they could aspire departing for the suburbs and the

countrNsid. beyond. This left tuncentrated in the suburban centers a growing

pool of un.s.ployed minority youth increasingly isolated from the mainstream of

the econe,y--the most diffisult and intractable domestic problem that the nation

le the Vistrict of Columbia has never been a manufacturing city, the

trios of change within the District, nevertheless, reflect the large number

1-.110, affecting, cities across the nation.

1:.popolation of the District more than tripled between 1900 and World

From 279,0A people in 1900, it roseto a peak or900,600 but, as is

the case witn nearly all American cities, the population of the District has-

destined ever since. In 1977, the population of the District was just under

loss of pspulation in the District reflected, in part, a national

shift from central cities to suburbs and also 4 drop-off in the numbers moving

in from elsewheri,. Between 1960 and 1976, the central city population in the

coontrary declined by 3.4 percent, but the District declined by twice that

rate--7,2 pc:teat. but while the District's population declined, the population

et suburban areas expanded. In the 15 years between 1960 and 1975, more than

on' million people were added to the suburban population in Washington. The

nary:and suburbs grew during that periOd mostly because of migration (including

blarl, mii.ration) from the District. Virginia's suburbs grew mostly from migra2

tip ns fro, el,a!,ere, particularly Virginia itself.

by /:'41, ti,, population of the District began to decline. hp 19741. ,

:.isttict, while containing only 0 percent of the ..otal metropolitan popula-

8 6
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tion, accounted for 64 percent of its black population.. 'liv the middl' of the

next decade, the District of Columbia was among the leading cities in "hi-

country in the percentage of b;..ck citizens.

but, as twi Committee knows, these patterns
of three decades have begun to

change. A recent report by George Crier indicates that the influx of you.'.g

whites into the District has been exceeding the flow of young blacks into the

city, while the pace of black suburbanization is pirPing up. Other analyses '

have found that, as incomes in black households improve, there is the same tend-

to move up and out as we have seen in white households in the past.

buburhanization seams to be economically motivated, not solely racially

motivated. These patterns are occurring in most of the advarccd indastrial

reentries.

My 'guess is that, while the District is experiencing this phenomenon more

strdhgly than most other cities, it
is a bellwether of changes to cone in many

cities during the 1980s and 1990s when black
suburbanization will be occ,rinti

in the face of white re-discovery of the
virtues of c San li.ing.

The cause for this possible.turnabout
willbe the changirz social r.: ,cture

of househc.ds in : le U.S. Despite the declining rate of nat.ral population

increase, the number of household formations in the United States win.remain

h'gh through the 1980s because of the large numbers from the post-war generatiOn

entering adulthood. But these households will be much smaller than they have

been in the past and distinctly different in character. There are many more

4!1

households of si .gles, of'two
breadwinners'wit'.'no children, of one-parent

familie and of other t usual obmbinations. We can thai a growing per-

of the.e new households will opt for urbanneizhborhooa rather than

87
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suburban housing as in the past. Some will also choose small communities in

nonmetropolitan areas. While the greatest number of whites moving ino minority

neighborhoods arc those who previously resided in some other part of the city,

it is quite probable chat young adults moving to the Washington metropolitan

area in the coming years, particularly singles and two-breadwinner families with

no young children; will be attracted to urban housing. This is likely to occur

even as a grrewin,.. number of black households will suburbanize as incomes rise.

and they are able to purchase better housing outside the District.

This raises the vitally important problem of how to 1 ,11,so still iso-

lated from the benefits of these shifts, ..e., the poor and,- lamployed.

The shift on the national lev61 from manufacturing inta .nd

government means that the current District economy, with its low , ion of

employmvnt in manufacturing as compared to services and rovernment. ;

runner of the future employment mix of the national economy.

Seventy-one percent of all workers in the Washington metrypol t .--a fall

into the professional, technical, managerial, sales, and clarical eatt,Aories.

So other major meti,pDlitan area comes close to this .perceirtage, the next

highest being the Denver- Boulder area with 62 percent. By contrast the

national pi portion of white-collar workers is 49 percent.

The Washington metropolitan area is dominated by industries that employ

large proportions of white-collar workers.- Thirty-eight percent of all metro-

politan area employment is. in government, 23 p.!rcent is in services, and 19 per-
,:

cent is in trade. Within the District itsuif these industries dominate,

althe:'h thL government and service sector.; pr,..ide greater proplirtion of _abs

while trade has a smaller share than in the mt:roitan area.

-4 88
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As is the case nationwide, white residents
in the Dtatrict of Columbia are

relatively more concentrated in high-paying occupations. FeT etample, 73 per-

cent.ofr:11 white men working in the District are employed es pro:essional,

technical, or managerial workers, compared to 17 percent of black'men. Fifty-

three percent of all white women are employed in these occupations, compared to

24 percent of black women.
But-68st craftsmen who'reside in the District (81

percent) are black men.

The concentration of any sizable group in a few occopati.Jas 'las economic

Implications. The impact falls both' on wages and employment. Wages 4n the

excluded occupattons'remain
artificially high in the short run, whil%.wages in

those occupations in which blacks are'
overrepresented are kept artificially

low. The point is that discrimination in
employment either against minorit'as.

(which comprise a sizable percentage of the
District's population) or against

women (who outnumber men, as discussed earlier) makes it difficult fcr the labor

market to function smoothly.
It reduces mobility of labor among occupations,

''causes unemployment to be arcificially,high, and makes earnings lifllercatials

artificially large as workers are unable to move from one occuption ,a another

with relative ease. More importantly over the'long4ron, it makes 'entry into

occupations extremely difficult.
The fewer the people who enter, the more arti-

ficially high are the earnings.

These conditions mean that the District has, is, and will contint to

experience the problems of a large
population isolated from the mainstr,,am of

its economy;
tka

olicet4tv,,,SY4.1.,40

Even though the: District of Colur?ia
ranks second in the nationrin its per

capita income, the rate of poverty among
residents of the District af Columbia

is 12.5 percent, as compared with
11.4 percent for the nation as a whole. At

9
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the time of the 1970 Census, 90 percent Of the poor people in the District were

black, although blacks only accounted for 74 percent of all families. Although

this is a high-income metropolitan area, the median family income4in the

District was $10,8000 in the last decade compared to $12,341 for Central cities

in Standard Metropolitan. Statistical Areas of one million or more across the

nation.

Between 1960 and 1976, employment increased in the suburbs by 218 percent,

while it increased.in the,District only by lif percent. While this is con-

siderably better than such cities as Jersey City, New York', and Buffalo, it is

symbolic of major prOblems the District faces along with most 'other central 1

cities in the U.S.

There are implications for the tax base. Even though the central business

district is booming, many parts of the District are not. This has fiscal

implications.

THE DISTRICT AS CITY, COUNTY, AND STATE

Because of its singular status, the District of Columbia must Eviction as

if it were a city, a county,.. and a state. The impact of these triple roles is

felt in the budget. The District must provide many services and therefore make

expenditures than in other "cities" are often left to other levels of

.,,nment

0
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It has been estimated, for example, that state services that the Pis.rict

finances amount to several hundred million dollars. These services ilude

Medicaid, Air to Families with Dependent Children, corrections, Courts,

institutional care, and higher education.

Furthermore, many cities receive intergovernmental transfers of lands froth

states as well as from the Federal government. Hence, to some extent the

Federal transfer to the District might be viewed partly as a substitute for the

transfers that the District faill to get because it is not a conventional city

within a state.

The budgets of many. cities are love: than they would be if many functions

were discharged by them rather than by spec6i districts. Such districts are

independent taxing and spending authdrities and may take the form of independent

school districts and water, sewer, and sanitation authorities. Since the

District of Columbia does not have any special districts,'the full costs of all

such services are reflected in its budget.

Furthermore, many cities enter into interjurisdictional agreements which

share and reduce costs. The District of Columbia articipates in only one such

agreementsthe transportation authority, though it, does participate in a

regional council of governments.

Conclusions

Bathot than being unique among America's cities, the Di..,triet of Columbia

oably a bellwether. Because the District's econny :effects the post-

Hal world into which all of our cities are cl3vjng, 'what happens here is

91
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an indication of changes and problems to come in other cities. The higher rates'

of black suburbanization
and of new White household

formation in the city are

but reflections of things to core in many other American cities.

As we watch these
changes, it seems to me that the most

intractable and

critical problem is that of the strue(urally unemployed
minority youths isolated

and alienated frOm the mainstream of the economy. That is the District's and

the nation's preeminent domestic problem.

And while it may be hackneyed to say it, the
main solutions .0 this problem

lie with our education and
training programs and. their

relationship to the

realtties of the job market.

In a large number of
American cities, we have an urban education system

that is little more than a processing plant.

Our occupational training
and public service job progiams have been little

more than holding
tanks with no lung term relevance to jobr.

.
And in a majority of large

cities, there is no direct link or relevance

between the'real job market and these programs.

We can no longer afford
the human and financial waste this represents.

During the decade of the
'80s we must crack this problem.

OurOur schools must be made
relevant, 'our trai'ning. programs

must be linked

d'rectly to jobs. Our job market must be operated so that these isolated young

adults can share a stake in the economy now emerging.
In the '801, these can no

be idle words.

It is true that, by themselves,
the schools and our traininr programs can-

t,: the prOlilem.
The issues involve far more than the schools. Lilt they
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are certainly a critical part of the solution. And experience in other cities

around the country certainly indicates what good school administration and

teaching can do for the student.

I would like permission to submit for the record a series of articles

appearing in the Cincinnati Post last February on making our urban schools work.

A Post reporter, Robert Benjamin, found examples of schools in other cities

across the country that are succeeding in their job. In Chicago; Houston; the

Bronx; Madison Heights; Michigan; Louisville; and Modesto, California, he found

exaMplesof rigorous school administration and teaching that, concentrated on the

t,ajor mission: make the kids learn. The results are extraordinary.

Our task is to replicate these efforts in schools across the country and

Mere in the District.

As for our occupational training programs, President Carter has already

ordered the first step toward relating them directly to the job market and local:

economic developmen: through the Unemployment Initiatives program. But thE

vocational education programs of the U.S. Department of Education are still out-

side this effort.

From 1965 to 1972, I 'served as Executive Director of the Appalachian

6egional Commission. TheGo'vernors on that 13-state commission required voca-I

ticnal and technical education schools to tailor their training to occupational

projections developed by the Commission and to relate the education they offeed

to.real jobs. Up until that time, most Appalachian vocational students were

being training in vocational agriculture and hone econqmics. Yet only .6 per-

rent of the lobs in Appalachia were in vocational agricultUre. The Und

in vo.:ational educatibn and occupational training has been one of the gr,at ,suc-

toss stories in the Southern Appal'achian states. "Customized" training -- chat
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is, training for specific employers -- is a critically important element in the

success of economic development eifOrts in that pert of Appalachia.

Unless our education and training systems are capable of providing

employee-candidates with basic skills, only a few companies will be able to hire

them and absorb the basic training costs required to make them capable of func-

tioning in a job. This has been a major problem on the national agenda for over

15 years'. It remains there. And we must solve it. For that reason, I believe

it is the top priority for the District as well as for all of America's cities.

t4, have valiant examples to learn from: the OpportUnity Induscrialf;ation

Centers started by Rev; Leon Sullivan; the individual efforts of teachers, prin-

cipal;, and schools; special programs in a number of private companies; the

efforts of Rev. Jesse Jackson.

Rut we must now multiply such examples many times over into a broadly-based

national commitment that puts the future of these wasting young talents ahead of

the .sluggish imperatives of bureaucracyand 9 to 5 insensitivity. Craftmanship,

accountability, and dedication must return to our civic enterprise, beginning

with education and training.

The future well-being of the District depends on it. The future of

America's cities depends on it. The future of the nation depends on it.

. , 9 4



APPENDIX

IdhIu I, hivoIalln ol ihe Ud5hinglon Hdropo111an Arc, oI Colum14, dod Saabs, 1;auu

WauhluEton He1rovillan Area1 an.In. -tlamlInE
*Irk 01 ColuNbla Suburbs

d Rot'
Population Percuotoge Popoldilun Pereentage Pupulatlou Percentage

alrpm.

101.11 I ,41)0,1189 100,0 8112,111i 100,0 658,911 100.0

1,117,910 76.6 517,865 64.6 601,065 91,2

!,owhite 142,159 23.4 264,113 35,4 51,846 6,11

1q10

Wt.(' 2,001,691 100.0 761,956 , 100,0 1,237,941 100.0

1,502,429 15.0 345,263 45,2 1,157,166 ,93.5

499,468 25,0 418,691 54.8 80,715 6.5

1111

101.11 2,661,102 100.0 756,492 10E0 2,104,610 100.0

White ,2,131,043 14,5 210,863 21.9 1,920,180 91.2

liouwhite 730,059 25.5 545,629 72.1 184,430 8.8

1..tl 3,061,000 100,0 722,300 100.0 2,338,700 100,0

IJI[lc . 2,171,600,. 71.0 19h,000 27.0 1,918,600 64,6

NoNwhIle 856,400 27:9 51R,600 r11.8 337,800 14,4

Nol kepuri 31,000 1,0 6,700 1.2 22,300 1.0

11,S. bureau of the Census, Census of Poiulatiuu, 1950, 1960, aud 1970; and District of Culum.61a,

0,11.11tmai of Naupwer, 11dlifj4er Information fur AffIrt_lire Salm Prual Fiscal Year 106 WaiihIn.tun

ILt):111!Ilitdo Area

BLST CaR k211111
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Table 2. Population in Households by San and RaZ'e,
Washington Metropolitan Area, 1970-74

Type of Household 1970 1974

1970-74 Change
Number 'Percentage

Total Household Population 2,821,821 2,975,100 153,300 5,4

White 2,093,340 2,131,400 38,100 1.8

Nonwhite 728,340 843,600 115,260 15.8

Total Female household
Population 1,466,857 1,547,300 80,500 5.5

White* 1,081,701 1,104,200 22,500 2.1
Black '368,343 414,800 46,500 12.6

Other Minority** 16,808. 28,300 11,500 68.4

Spanish Language Population+ 36,716 62,400 25,700 70.0

Total Male Household
Population 1,354,869 1,427,700 72,800

White* 1,011,730 1,027,200 15,400 1.5

Black 328,485 373,501. 45,000 13.7

Other Minority** 14,604 27,000 12,400 84.9

Spanish Lon;;uag,e Population+ 32,728 57,600 24,900 76.1

ThQse who 1,.ntified themselves as "Spanish Heritage" were included in
:he white population.

"Other Minority" includes American Oriental, Indian, Hawaiian, Korean,
Aleut, Eskimo, Malayan, Polynesian, etc.

-Snanish Language" figures should not be added into the totals since
members of the Spanish language population who did not so identify
themselvesiare included in the white and minority statistics.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1970; and District

of D.1partment of Manpower, Manpower Information for gffirmative Action

Frc,r7s, Fiscal Year 1976, Wa,,hineton !:etropolitan Area. Figures adjusted.

(
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Table 3. Population in Households by Sex and
Race, District of Columbia, 1970-74

Type.orI Household 1970 1974

1970-74.Chanste

Number Percentage

Total Household Population 715,392 681,200. -34,200 -4.8

White 181,309 169,100 -12,209 -6.7
:;onwhite 534,083 512,200 -21,883

Total Female Household
Population 387.303 367,900 -19,400 -5.0

trnite. 102,904 91,500 -11,400 -:I.1

Black 279,823 271,200 -8,600 -3.1

Other Minority*. 4,5762 5,300 700 15.3

Langu...ge

8,517 11,800 3,300 35.5

Total Xxle Household
Population 325,089 313,300 14,500

'
78,405 77,600 -800 -1.0

-Black 245,198 233,500 , -11,702

Other Minority.* 4,486 2,200 7.2,300 -51.3

Spanish Language
Population' 6,476 9,200 2,70C

Those who identified themselves as "Spanish Heritage" were included in the
wire population.

'i!..ther Minority" includes Orientals, American Indian, Hawaiian, Korean, Aleut,

Eskimo, Malayan, Polynesian, etc.

Spanish I-Inguage" figures should not be added into the totals since 7e7:7,ers
Spanish lansuage population who did not so identify themselves',:re included

in the whi:e and minority statistics.

:.S. Zureau of the Census, Cersus Ponul.ati.)n, .:5 70; a:1d

i:e7art7.ent of Manpol!er, Manscwer
'ear 1976. ':ashinTton Y.etrc731itan

BEST COPY AMBLE
97,

66-925 0 - 81 - 7



Table 4, Population by Age and Hue lor the Washington Area,

District of Colnmbla, and Suburbs, 1970

MalImpmMallimolemoywara g - ....=1....=.11 nol.......1.14.04.....1. ..,

Washington Metropolitan Area
District of -Columbia .

Suburbs

Total

All Ages 2,861,102

11e1.contilge, 100,0

Under 5 8,9

5-14 20.2

15-19
a 8.9

Ill -24 9.G

25.34 15.2

15-44 12.5

/15-54
11.6

r)..59
4,2

0 a4 3,2

16 11 .d over 6,0

White Nonwhite

,2,131,043 . 730,059

100,0 100,0

8.5 10.1

19.6 21.9

8.7 9,4

9,3 9,4

15,2 15,3

12.6 12,1

12.1 9.9'

4.3 3.8

3.3 2,9

6,4 5.1

I

Total White Nonwhite 'Total White , Nonwhite.

756,492

100,0

7,9

17,0

8,9

10.2

14.8

11.3

11.1

5.0

4.3

9.4

210,863

1110,11

545,629

100,0

J2,104,610

100,0

1,920,180

100.0

184,430f

100.0

3.4 9,6 9.3 9.0 11.6

6.5 21.2 21.4 21,1 24.3

6.8 9.7 8.9 8.9 8.6

12.5 9.4 9,0 9,0 9,5

15,2 14.6 15.4 15,2 1 17',3

9.8 11.9 12.9 13.0 12.7

12.3 10.1 11.7 12.1 7.8

7.1 4.2 3.9 4.0 2.6

7,2 3.2 2,8 2.8 2,0'

19,2 5.6 4.8 4,9 3.6

Suorce: U.S, Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1970,

IBT
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Table 5. Total Nonfarm Wages 'and Salary Employment for the
Washington Metropolitan Xrea, District of Columbia,
and Suburbs, Selected Years (In Thousands)

Year
Washington Metropolitan Area District of Columbia Suburbs

Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage

1960 744.3 100.0 502.4 67.5 241.9 32.5

1970 I 1,182.6 100.0 564..6 47.8 618.0 52.3

Ch nge 438.3 58.9 62.2 12.4 376.1 . 155.5

1970 1.182.6 100.0 564.6 47.7 618.0 52.3

1976 1.352.7 100.0 582.0 43.0 770.7 57.0

C ange 170.1 14.4 17.4 3.1 152.7 24.7

19617 744 3 100.0 502.4 67.5 241.9 32.5

'197 1,352.7 100.0 582.0 43.0 770.7 57.0

Change 608.4 81.7 79.6 15.8 528.8 218.6

/
-c

Source: District of Columbia, Department of Manpower.

7
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Table 6. Nonfarm Employment by Industry.
District of Columbia (In Thousands)

Industry 1960 1970 1976

Percentage*hange
1960-70 '1970 -76

TOTAL WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT 502.4 564.6 582.0 12.4 3.1

Manufacturing 20.2 18.6 16.0 . -7.9 -14.0

Food 5.4 2.6 1.2 -51.9 -53.9

Printing and Publishing 11.3 13.0 '12.5 15.0 -3.9

Other 3.5 3.0 2.3 -14.3 -23.4

Construction 20.8 19.5 19.9 -6.3 2.L

Transportation, Communications, and
Public Utilities 28.2 30.7 28.7 8.9 -6.6

Trasportation 15.0 11.3 11.7 -24.7 3.5

Communications and Public

Utilities 13.2 19.4 17.0 -12.4

Trade 84.0 79.9 66.5 -4.9 -'.6.8

Wholesale 19.5 19.1 14.2 -2.1

Retail 64.5 60.9 52.3 -5.6 -14.2

General Merchandise 14.1 11.1 9.7 -21.2 -12.7

Food 6.1 5.4

Automotive 6.8 : 5.2 3.6 -22.6 -20.8

Apparel and Accessories 5.4 5.1 4.4 -5.6 -13.8.

Eating and Drinking Places 16.7 19.4 19.1 It.: -1.6

Miscellaneous 15.4 14.7 10.9 .6 -25.9

Finance. Insurance, and Real Estate 21.5 33.3 32.9 21.1 -1.3

Service 92.8. 135.6 149.1 46.1 10.0

Hotels and Lodging Places 8.7 9.5 13.7 9.2 -E.5

Personal Services 9.5 7.8 5.2 -17.9 -23.4

Other 74.6 118.3 135.2 58.6 14.3

Governmen: 228.9 246.9 269.0 7.9 9.0

Federal 203.0 200.3 221.2 -1.3 10.4

Lccal 25.9 46.6 47.8 :.e

:'iAirict of Columbia. Department of I:znpower.

1

100
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Table 7. Nonfarm Employment
and District of Colt

i Metropolitan
(stribution

Area

Industry Washington Hetropol. District of Columbia
1960 1970 1960 1970 1976

TOTAL WAGE AND SALARY CIPLOYMENT 744.3 1182.6 135.. 502.4 564.6 582.0
(In Thousands)

Percentage 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Manufacturing 4.7 3.8 .5 4.0 3.3 2.7

Food 1.0 0.6 1.1 0.5 0.2

Printing and Publishing 1.8 1.6 S 2.2 2.3 2.1

Other 1.9 1.7 0.7 0.5 0.4

Construction 5.7 5.9 4.1 3.5 3.4

Transportation, Communications, and
Puhl:c Utilities 6.0 5.2 4.7 5.6 5.4 4.9

Transportation 3.6 '2.5 2.4 3.0 2.0
Communications and Public Utilities 2.4 2.6 2.3 2.6 3.4 2.9

Trade 0 19.8 19.4 19.2 16.7 14.2 11.4

Wholkhale 3.6 3.3 3.1' 3.9 1.4 :.4

Retail 16.2 16.1 16.1- 12.8 10.8 9.0

General Merchandise 3.1 - 3.1 3.1 2.8 2.0 1.7

Food 2.3 2.4 2.2 1.2 1.0 .0.8

Automotive 2.2 2.2 2.1 '1.4 0.9 0.6

Apparel and Accessories 1":2 1.1. 1.0 1.1 0.9 o.s

Eating and Drinking- Places 3.8 3.8 . 4.4 3.3 3.4 3.3

Miscellaneous .3.7 3.5 3.3 3.1 2.6 1.9

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 5.5 5.8 5.8 5.5 5.9 5.7

Service 18.3 21.5 23.1 18.5 24.0 25.6

Hotels and Lodging Places 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.5

Fersonal Services 2.1 1.6 1.2 1.9 1.4 / 0.9

Other t 15.0 18.7 . 20.7 14.8 21.0 23.2

Government 39.0 38.5 38.3 45.6 43.7 46.2

Federal 31.7 27.1 26.1 40.4 . 35.3 38.0

State.and Local 7.3 11.4 12.2 5.2 8.3 8.2

Source: District of Columbia. Dep-rtment of Manpc,er. mimeo.
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Table 8. Employment by Indus:ry in the Washington
Metropolitan Area, 1974 and Projected to 1985

Industry
Actual
1974

Projected
1985

?ercentage
Change
1974-85

ALL INDUSTRIES 1,416,660 1,795,290 26.7

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 9,730 8,220 -15.5

Mining 1,100 1,020 -7.3

Construction 106,940 127,680: 19.4

General Building 29,090 33,030 13.5

General Contractors, except Building 25,000 31,080 24.4

Special Trade Contractors 52,850 63,560 20.3

::anuiacturing 65,250 14,160 13.7

Durable Goods 20,640 24,230 17.4

Nondurable Goods 44,610 49,930 11.9

Printing and Publishing 34,020 41,320 18.6

Other \ 9,790 8,610 -12.1

Transportation. Communications,
and Walic Utilities 79,260 99,000 24.9

Transportation 39,660. 47,860 20.7?1

. Communications 20,960 26,330 25.0,
"Dtilities and Sanitary Services 18,640 . 24,810 33.2

Vholesale and Retail Trade .
259,790 328,030 26.3

Wholesale Trade 42,760 54,000 , 26.3

Retail Trade 217,030 274,030 26.3

General Merchandise 46,730 59,990 28.4

Food and Dairy Stores 28,710 36,870 28.4

Auto Dealers and Gas Stations 26,030 34,740 33.5

Apparel and Accessories 16,420 18,180 26.1

Furniture and Appliances 10,760 13,810 28.3

Eating and Drinking Places 54,410 0,290 23.7

Miscellaneous Retail Stores 35,970 43,160 ,20.0

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 87220 ,118.280 35.6

Finance 31,680 43,510 39.2

Insurance 20,190 26,990 33.7

Real Estate 35.560 47,780 34.4

102
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Table 8. (GONTINVED3

Industry

Actual
1974

Projected
f 1985 .

Percentage
Change
1974-85

Services
Hotels and Lodging Places
Personal Services
izsiness Services
Auto and Other Repair Services

456,920
17,010
20,300
67,780
11,350

601,790
22,020
21,950

100,310
15.090

31.7
29.5
8.1
45.0

33.0

!"otion Pictures and Other Entertainment 12,020 14,780 23.0

edical and Other Eealth Services 36,730 1.0,230 61.7

1.e;a1 Services 16,120 21,940 36.1

Educational Services, 101,870 119:650 17.5

::n,:eums, Art Galleries. and Zoos 2,830 3.670 29.7

Nonprofit Organizations 59,890 70,200 17.2

En;ineering, Accounting. and Other
Professional Services 38,150 56,110 46.7

,
.. ,

Ocvernmen.: 350.450 437.110 24.7

7eaeral 308,390 386.880 25.5

Stat. ' 21,180 24,760 16.9

Local 20,880 25,470 2-',0

32nice: District of Columbia. Department of Manpower, Industrial and Oc'cuoational

;..c.7:0vment to 1985, Jolv 1977.

1
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Table 9. Distribution of Employment by Industry for the Washington Metropolitan

Area and the United States, Projections to 1985

Industry

Washington Metropolitan Area United States

1974 1985 1973 1985

TOTAL 1,41C,660 1,795,290 89,654,000 .109,565,000

PERCENTAGE 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

:griculture 0.7 0.5 3.8 2.1

Mining 0.1 0.1 0.8 , 0.8

Construction 7.5 7.1 5.4 5.3

Manufacturing 4.6 4.1 22.8 20.6

Durable Goods 1.5 1.3 13.5 12:3

Nondurable Goods 3.1 2.8 9.4 8.2

Transportation and Public
5.6 5.5 5.4 4.9

.Trade 18.3 18.3 21.7 21.2

wholesale 3.0 3.0 4.9 4.7

Retail 15.3 15.3 16.7 16.5

Finance, insurance, and Real,
Estate 6.2 6.6 5.0 5.4

Service 32.3 33.5 19.8 22.1

Government 24.7 24,3. 15.3 17.7

Federal 21.8 21.5 3.0 2.7

State and Local 3.0 2.8 12.4 14.9

Scories: :istrict of Columbia, Department of Manpower (see alsb Table 9); a'in

r,z,as Z. Ncone and John' H. Tchetret, "Revised industry Projections to 1.985."

Labor Review (November 1976):6.

ok21
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!111:111..illimil

City
1968 1969 1910 1971 1972 1971 1974 1975 :4!t

Ac1.inta
111,221 109,664 105,518 100,116 96,006 08,125 05,290 04,300 26,927Lltimorii
192,171 191,123 '192,450 190,715 106,501 le2,113 102,1)) 171,451 21,672hston
94,174 94,007 96,696 96,581 96,239 91,641 111,169 76,065 n, 002

butfalo
12,t15 71,441 10,305 60,217 64,152 ' 60,152 50,950 56,679 15,236,

Cblcago
502,211

502,011 517,679 571,415 551;142 , 519,36S 530,180 510,000 52,:14
Cleveland 156,054 150,7)0 153,619 148,054 145,196 117,569 112,020 121,123 20,5)1
IA! County

232,465. 244,016 24,447 244,16i 241,009 244,395 246,548 244,439 2,109
Imiamt)

Nllas
159,924 162,41A 164,716 157,799 154,581 153,519' 119,510 142,034 27,102

Denver 96,517 96,614 97,920 94,808 91,616 07,620 79,670 16,501 21,425
Detroit

296,017' 200,103 204,196 202,076 276,655 263,950 257,196 246,561 49,116
on Beath 72,065 70,472 6 x,921 69,205 61,830 62,413 62,139 59,271 12,19;
LO5 Angeles 653,549 654,654 612,895 633,551 610,659 611,220 598,111 609,615 15,009
hepplis 125,011 114,190 148,204 145,901 138,714 119,542 120,186 1l6, 267 10,011
Milvaukee 110,445

hinneapolis
70,006

132,462

68,278

132,149

66,930

111,015

15,201

127,986

61,565.

123,221

50,033

110,414,

56,161

115,700 16,762

51,191 16,215
Nashville 93,120 95,021 95,311 10,190 05,406 03,521 00,110 00,231 15,550
crew Orleans

.110,181 110,664 109,856 108,969 101,819 90,020 93,927 95,729 15,054
York City1,063,787 1

'115,070 1,1$359 111314511 11125,149 1,104,920 1,103,406 1,102,905 17,154
Oakland 64,102

61,6 67,810 67,121 65,189 60,103 61,559 54,700 13,062
Philadelphia 282,617

201,209, 219,029 273,458 282,965 267,902 266500 262,500 20,709
Pittsburgh 16,268 73,500 13,461 71,502 70,000 68,414 66,106 63,629 12,639
Portland ' 18,111 11,806 '76,206 12,694 68,612 66,325 61,514 62,002 16,411
St. LOIJii

115,502 111,374 111,231 107,906 105,611 98,850 93,320 06,999 20,581
San Diego

120,914 120,531 128,783 120,127 124,481 123;466 123,114 122,000 7,531
San Francisco

91,154 93,139 91,150 83,504 01,910 18,010 61,119 70,771.23,177
Toledo

61,684 62,965 61,699 61,511 61,694 59,911 59,049 56,941 6,022
Washington,

140,725 144,911 145,110 141,006 140,000 136,036 130,801 .130,685 18,246

t 4Q'

cre44,e

24.2%

11.2%

19,91

21,11

9.01.

10.51

0.91

11.7r

21.01

16.61

11,81

20,)1

12,6%

21.21

16.2%

ILEA

1,21

19.3%

7.31

16,81

7031

24.71

5,81

24,51

9.61

12:21

Net Loss the difference
between the 1975

enrollment figure and the maximum
enrollment figure during'the time period 1968

to 1975.

SOURCE; Office of Civil Rights:
Educational Research System Bulletin, 1575 Fall Enrollment

Data andCouncil Member School
DIstricul Fall Enrollment Data 1568.7h.

Compild by Council of the Great City Schools,
Washington, 1,C., Januar'? 1976,
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(0s..,)Elson.ni the Number of Title I Yquth 4nd AFDC Children in Selected Cltio and Correspondiy,

..,;;t.b!1.L:0?!Nroll,..nt in and Stated-7:j

1 - 11
State City,

Stuul System 'Enrollment Enrollment

City

Enrollment 0State City

% of State 'lltle 1 Title i

Enrollment Children Children

City Tltle I

Eligibles as

% of City

School

Enrollment

State

Schdbl-Age AFOC

Children as

of State

Enrollment

City Title I

Eligibles as

% of State

AFDC

Children

Atlanta, Ca, 1',090,292 84,300 7,7 291,516 25,290 30.0 21.3 8.5

Baltimore, Md. 000,927 166,370 10.9 ! 128,50) 54,736 32.9 14,6 42,6

Boston, Ness, 1,150,410

Buffalo, N.Y. 3,401,214

76,005

56,879

6.3

1,7

1,55,208

719,971

14,114

30,260

49,1

53.2

13,0

22.9

22,4

3.9

a

Chicago, Ill. 1,269,052 526,716 23,2 397,602 213,320 40.5 17.5 53.7

Cleveland, Ohio 2,292,647 128,127 5.6 292,068 44,204 14,5 12,7 15,1

Dade County, Fla 1,551,37) 244,439
15.8 )051551 46,443 19.0

R.
' 19.7 15.2

Dallas, Tx 2:012,080 142,034 5.0 645,142 43,036 13.3 22.0 6.7

Denver, Coto. 569,120 76,503 13,4 79,711 107 26,1 14,0 25,0

Detroit, filch 2,073,18 246,900 ' 11.9 311,549 91,630 37,1
15.0 29.4

Long Elvch, Cal 4,419,571 59,211 1.3 712,390 10,669 18.0 16.1 1,5

Los Angeles, Cal 4,419,571 609,645 13,8 712,390 151,192 211,8 16.1 21.2

Oempills, Tenn' 876,926 110,267 13.5 247,910 49,435 41,0 28.3 ,19,9

nliwauke,, Wls 964,219 115,676 12,0 *126,609 32,389 28,0 13.1

hinneapolis, Minn 879,944 51,791 6,1 118,582 14,039 '26.1 13.) 11.0

Nashville, Tend 076,926 80,231 9,1 147,910 16,608 10.1 28.3 6.7

New Orleans, La 847,202

licw York City 3,401,214

95,729 .

1,102,505

11.3 ,

32.4

312,211

779,971

54,218

505,110

5(1,7

45,8

36.9

22.9

17.4

611.8

Norfolk, ,tid '0' ' '0' '0' "0' -0- -1)- -0- -0.

Oakland, Cal 4,419,571 54,768 1.2 712,190 t 20,209 16.9 16.1 2.8

Philadelphia, Pa 2,246,218 265,674 11,6 )68,354 114,505. 43.1 16.4 31.1

Pittsburgh, Pa ,1,2'6,212 63,629 2,0 168,154 24,052 37.8 16.4 6.5

Purtland, Ore 471,559 62,002 11.0 ' 65,075 11,144 21,2 13.6 20.2

St. Louis, no 965,360 06,995 9.0 :,1176,961 31,062 42.6 18.5 20.7

San Diego, Cal 4,419,571 121,957 2.8 20l000 16,4 16;1 2,0

''San Francisco 4,419671 , 70,777 1.6

,712,390

.12,390 2'5,267 35,7 10,1 3,5

'Toldeo, Ohio '2,292,647 56,943 2,5 '.'44,178 10,876 19.1 12.7 3.7

washinnton D,C 131 625 130,685 100.0 i' 44,178 44,178 33.8 333 100.0

Cumplted by the Colleen of the Great City Schools, 1973 11u

cr)
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incuina
Saturday maiming, Fabrurary 9:1980

Making
schools

"A free public school system knows no
dlstlnctlon of rich and poor; of bond and
free. or between those who, In the Imperfect
1:2111 of this world, are meting, through dlf-
ferent avenues. to reach the gate of heaven.

Horace Mann;likil

THE DREAM of Horace Mann, the fa-
,

User of American public education, remains

Contrary to the persistent myth of
equality, America's public schools have never
equipped the children of the poor for any-
thing bet a second-class role In this coun-
try's society.

Educators like nothing better than to
point to singular examples of poor kids
who've made it, but the public s, hoots every-
where amplify more often than they reduce
the economic and social inequitim of
American life.

Compare the average reading achieve-
ment test scores at schools In your area alts
the average family incomes of their students
More than likely, the two go hand -in -hand.

Indeed, the most extensive examination
of student achievement ever conducted in
this country, .lamas Coleman's IOW "Equal

.,Educarnsnal Opportunity Survey," con-
Liuded: "The inequities Imposed on children

Robert
Benjamin

or
by their home, neighborhood and peer envi-
ronment are carried along to become the
inequities with which they confront adult'
life at the end of schoOL"

Bo great is the achievement gap between
low-income and middle-class students Una
recent Carnegie Foundation report on youth
and schools awned: 'We are In danger of
developing permanent underclass, a self -
perpetuating culture Of poverty, a substan-
tial and continuing lumpen-proletarlat. In
the home at opportunity where every man is
the equal of every other man."

There are two common explanations for
why schools usually don't make much differ-
cue In the lins of low-Income children:

The most prevalent view places the
blame on the students, pointing to their
family and social environments or to their
supposed limited abilities. This view often
espoused by educators excuses school sys-
tems from responsibility.

The second view blames the system of
Americin education Itself. pointing to the
middle-class values embodied by educators
and to Ingrained racism and Classlun. This
view simply dismisses any hope that public
education can do much for those who are
most dependent on it.

Urban school systems fate higher per-
centage of low-Income students with each
new school year. Boating this Cycle of fall.
ure Ls public education's challenge in the
1980s.

The Cincinnati Post witInsupport from
the Ford Foundation and the Institute of
Educational Leadership at George Washing-
ton University sought some of the solu-
tion. Reporter Robert Benjamin spent three
months I:milling coast -to -coast in search of
the most etive elementary schools and
programs In urban America.

Here is the Mao( his reports

Back to basics:
First of seven articles
By Rogers Benjamin

Pool fson Olyarw
ucrv+nee n. Cs

. -
CHICAGO, IllNo time f 6r talking. not a

momeni to spare. A new school day Is dawning at
the Beasley Academic Center, and Maggie Brown
Thompson); third - graders silenUy stream In. ready
to work-

They take their appointed seats In Room 239
wtth businesslike dispatch and attentive posture".
Last night's homeworktwo hours of o Id-taahlon ed
grammaremerges from dog -eared folders for
grading

No one's at the pencil sharpener. The corridors

- -7

are clear. A sensed( organized urgency pervade
air.

The nuts and bolts of reading are all afuund.
Paragraph and sentence drills fill the front board:
short essay questions line the board In the back-
Atop each dealt area piece of paper, a worksheet en
preftses and books that teach the still of gettiAg
the main Idea tram reading wasps.

Atter 30 seconds of direction; etch of the 32
black children attacks the mornings Lasts.

its DIE, and evsryone knows what to do, what's
expected.

'The first thing is you can't waste engPme at
all," explains Mrs. Thompson, tall, thin black
woman so strong- minded shelf send shivers up the
spines of most of her colleagueihcros; the country.

ha

1 0
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The Ondrwel Pop, spetreer, Petrirwry k mw

These kids can learn'

,

'Kid. clan% aim by thsonehes Yoe Cesiactleeris tt

*51111

am armload- The average child work* De-
anne ecootothInn expected. brcause therek agate'

ACROSS State Street-deep In the heart.qf
the south Aldo of this clty-,day breaks, too for the
teen-agers budding in the grettittmettrect vesti-
bules of the twenty-0n 10-storp towers In the
'mold.' Wiest homing PtoJecL But dawn at the
Robert Taylor Homed portends oats another round

At dim expectations and Pimpled rata.
A high-rise ghetto stretching for mqe than two

mt/es. musive. prinon-like present a
stark landscaPe. a nightmare of public Manning
well deterring their local Ppithet. wand's larg
eat mistake." More than *050 people -all black.

Inn. out of Wen weltelsZens itockplied. here In
about 41:03 apartment' .paced along outdoor hall-
yaws myriad In dire

Cops won't go Inside. Satan/ the elevator can
mean an haul wait: the stairwells are for mug-
gings. At night. the sound of gunfire miners with
the slamming of hundreds of Mors Ft: hit the
children In Rocco 279, It Is home.

giSOMEOHE t.alking." }Irk ThomPlon saY
pHateals. She puta her hand on her hip and loots
across the classroom. striking figure In her gym
high-collared panteulL "I should only hear tile per-
son to whom I have directed question.'

See PROVING. Page IA

izAg -72,7,77,-5i7rrly,.,173=5,- .t.,- ..'.;,c"-ld

. . ..i
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Black English Is not spoken
; herr distractrans are not totem'-
: ed. And reading Is Not 1:

Student* get phonics drills;
listen-and-WM mantises twice
daY and high-speed question.

L and-answer madam In the Ught
half-circles of their reading-
groupie They brae timed tests on
shills such as looking
words up In the dletionery and
subiectmerb agreement And they
read aloud idth
the periods, &Mmes. question
murrain their volesa

There is reading until at least
7:20 p.m. leaving but an hour a
day for everything elm

1: And Sierras the IndomItabte
Mrs. Thompson Is pushing, driv-
tng these very able, willing chil-
dren over what she calls -the
hump": reading at grade level by
mid-year. Atter all, the tests are
in Apra

-Everything I do, I have a rea-
son." ahe says...Everything that's
on the board realm to the skills
on the testa. I don't particularly
believe in tests, but this is life,
and they have to take them and
pass them In order to te pro-
moted.

"So we don't sit around match-
ing words; we read I don't care
how good a teacher you are, If
you're not zeroing on what the
child Is to know, then you're not
teaching.

I can't get every child to
read, I need help.

'YOU can't sit around In your
room and do nothing In Chicago,
you 'can get away with that But..
not In this school.-

TV ELCOME to the Beasley
Elementary 8choolno, the
Beasley Academic Center, Chica-
go's first "back.to.the-bealeri.
school.

The morning's first recess
begin.; neat, no-nonsense tines of
young students file quietly down
the Merit-long hallway. A group
of eighth-graders p to the
next classroom arranged by
height, from the smallest to the
tallest. "It looks nicer that
way ...and the kilo like it," their
teacher allow..

A fifth-ander spire two boys
walking down the hall ahead of
her, harmlessly scratching a cap -
bed pen along the concrete wal
they should be out of .rials
school,' she offers, clearly embar-
rassed.

Welcome to Beasley, the school
that has come to be known in UM
city that used no work as the
-school that works.* Or, as one
local paper dubbed it, the school
that Is "almost too good to be
true.'

First.gradera crowd, around a
large chart In their room, check-
ing and compering their reading
skills.

An eighth -grade discussion
grows heated. "I'm going to prove
my point," challenges their
teacher. "You've got to prove
yours."

. An p1- year -old ignores his free
lunch for a moment to reflect

- There's everytning ut this
school.' And his buddies chime
in -Yeah you're suppowd to act
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1Th.
real sraark they make you real
smart."

Welcome to the highest
eighth-grade reading scores In
the nation 's. - largest school
riatea

To Milieu attendance rate In
like City.

To a public sebool with a wait-
ing hat for both student* and
trachora

To the flaphra of District 13,
the very poorest area In Chicago,
with the very lowest student
achievement secure

To the vivid product of Alice
Blair's continuing struggle to
show that `these ids can learn."

A
At= BLAiR, a plucky, 83-

year-old grandmother, came
home to had District 13 In 1976,
Marine a hard-wOn reputation as
a miracle worker and an educa-
tional philosophy expressed by
the slyn.bn her office wall: "U
Ood had wanted permissrienesk
he woN111 have given the Sug-
gestions."

Blair's childhood home was

"We don't sit around
matching words; we
read. I don't care how
good a teother you
are, if you're not
zeroing on what the
child is to know, then
you're not teaching,

torn down when the Taylor
Homes were built; She attended
DuSable Hig11, where her office Is
today. BefOre becoming superin-
tendent of the 13,000-pupil sub-
district, one of 27 within Chicago,
ahe.had spept flee mars cleaning
up perhaps the roughest elemen-
tary school in the city, right
across the street from ;nailer
dismal housing project.

"I Met never Ulm, Mere was
such a problem getting kids to -I
read," she said " We Just taught
them. Now, you hear It every-
misers: These kids can't learn.'

I -rit's self-fuliiiiIng prophecy",
I don't buy it My biggest Mb here
has been getting teachers and
Frincipals to believe all kids can

"I didn't. Sant them sitting
around talking about the Melo-

aconomIc situation of the it hit-
dren, what they had for breakfast
and all that I wanted tram to
know the skills they were tttttyyyya1teach
and to give all the kids allot of
practice in those skills."

ND 80 Blair laid down a
series of mandates. not:ell of
them written or entirely in line
with the rullo of the Chicago
*Omni,

Mehra Peet Larder. Peer Cry 9011

Every single ebbs In District 13
would be reading at 9:30
morning. Teachers would go over
phonics Dettersound usoels-.
tion) chart, end give &elation,
Oraterf-usd-write eserelead
Every school would use the earns
series pf readers. Very mincipal
would report monthly on each of
his classes' progress: A cadre of
reading ConsultantsMe Storm
troopers"would float around,
monitoring teachem

Every parent was sent a pam-
phlet, °Utilising her "Passport to
&tmliemee Plus" plan: renewed
emphasis on the three Rs, dem
behavior end- dress codes, regular
homework and minimum read-
ing achievement standard for
promotion to high school Hater
adoptedwere Mealiest largel, Par,
ants were astern to sign "con-
tracts" Indicating their
ment and support.

And then came Beasley, her
showcase.

No one wanted to send his kids
to school at Bind end Booth &ate
streets, ammo from the Taylor
Homes. No white Mechem would
come to work there. The proposed
school had been on the drawing
boards for 10 years with no action.

But Blair was determined, and
hshaave rn thlaayd baclol sorts o" f B gM ames to

called
It a "kindergarten through sixth-
grade school with a middle.
school Component" She called it

"magnet school.. She called It
anything that the powers down-
town wanted to hear.

The name didn't matter. What
counted was a greater.thass-nor-
mai degree of control over w ho
would work there.

IS LA
MY IDEA," she said.

-was that, if you could take a cer-
tain rind of principal committed
to taste education, as many out-
standing teachers as you could
f Ind and

is
parenral Involve

ment, then you could create an
outstanding schoolno m a
where it mu"

Beasley opened In the fall of
1978 with 13111 McNerney
plump.prale-Uke man with a
quiet demeanor and a Marp eye ,

for Judging teaching talentas
that `Certain kind of principal."
Armed with the special right to
select two-thirds of his staf f
tw ice the normMcNerney set
out to find and develop what he

'calls his -superman." teachers
like Maggie Brown Thompson.

Don't look for McNerney In his
office; he spends his time wan.
dering Beeslers balls, watching
and listening, particularly to that
new Muller, that problem teeth:.
er. Or het' setting In a classroom
in another Chicago school, re-
cruiting.

-The first thing I look n r:' he
said, "Is a pleasant quality ut
the classroomsnot born' out
not a stillness either. I want pot-
pie who talk softly, who I nA
have to yell. And then themA ,111,
raising their hands, papers r),-1
of recent work, quick?), gr..ded
workall of which says, 'I e,
e r what you do important:

"It's easy.' he said, his
narrowing , his hands going up : "r
empheste-Usualty. they're island 1
of sanity In their schools." .

LASTLY, Blair rieriul en
other critical ingredient at Br.,
ley:She put out a dtatric Vivid e call
Int the best students

10 9
1
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Proving a point:
All kids can learn

Alice Blair, superintendent of
Chicago's District 13, brought
the Beasley Academic Center to

Distlict 13 principals didn't
relish giving up what Blair calls
their "sparkpluge" In some cases,
they sent primary-grade kids who
didn't even know their names,
about 70 children were sent back
within a couple of months. Beas-
ley ended up with about 1 000
pupils Its tint year all black. SO
percent from District 13, 65 per-
cent from the TaylOr Homes and

'the lowest achieving not too. far
below grade level

In lts second year. Beasely
tightened its entrance require-
ments with its own reading test.
And its enrollment from Dist Net
13 and Inc Taylor Homes has

dropped about 10 b 15 percent. It
Is becoming what a principal in
another city calls a "no-nurci"
school, a private public school
And for that it has come under
fire.

"Beasley Is fraud," said one
Chicago school °theta. "gerticu.

stlytemiten"tUaroutrt vrg WI° tnclecakhealla

kids. It's not an examine of a suc-
cessful school; it's en example of
successful learners being lumped
together.

"Blair Is encoureghig parents

along.

"Beasley

if they Can get their kid
Into Beasley, hall become gent.
us. It they can get their kid into
Beasley, the kid was learning all

"Beasley may he taking kids
out of an environment of (allure
at other schools, but it's creating
nightmares in the schools from
which it's Writhing the best stu-
dents."

INDEED, the tragic side of
Beasley may be that It wortsin
part because the last place that
both its students and teachen.
want to return Is their neighbor-
hood school, like the Terrell
School, -two blocks away. 'where

children teat wildly down paper -.
littered halls and spray paint
decorates the outside walls.

Terrell's principal Is digNomat-
le when asked about liming more
than 50 of her top students to
Bessie/, but it Is cleat that all
Blabs mandates have not auto.
mencally Improved the situation
there. 'We say, 'Hats off in the
building and don't chew gum;
but, lf the kids don't do It, we
can't send them someplace else
like Beasley can: the principal
said. "We have to deal with the
problems."

DiZtrict 13 test data show that
its students are now gaining each
year at about the citywide average
in reading. But the achievement
scores at Terrell and many other
area schools hare dropped since
-Beasiers birth.

These criticisms are "cop -
out," Blair said, noting that 103 of
the 110 pupils in Seeders system -
leading eighth-grade were from
poverty-ridden District Il "Many
of thee, youngsters were not
doing so well before Beasley. They
weren't challenged to work up to
their capacities, to demonstrate
how bright they could be

"No one ever recognised that
there were any bright students in
this district before. Everyone
automatically assumed that Dis-
trict 13 was the wont: well, we're
not anymore.

"BO the charge of elitism does-

WI, bother me. Wnen a scnool tn
Diatney, a begins to be called
'clite,1 say that's something.

"If nothing else. I've shoom
what these kW can do."

As one Ion/time °Merger of
the mersthellningly segregated
Chicago schools put it: "People
here figured u you had a school ,

that's ruled with poor black Ride
it would be mesa HIsles Mown
that's simply not trace

SO TILE FIRST lesson
Beasley If Wit then are kids out
there who win!, to to work, who
want wrist In Infective school can
offer even amid what one teach-
er calls -the worst living situation
imaginable

There are kids out there tike
eighth -grader, Orlando Ruin, who
reads as well IS an 11th - grader
but whose mother had to kick
him out of WIN ninth-floor Tay"

"for Homes &Pub:Mint each day to
get him to attend his last school

"It's better here." he said.
They expect Mere you do more.

They trust, you here. It's not that
hard if you ottn17, if you want to
make N.'

And thee are superb teachers
out there. too, even within
'heavily Unionized, finambsil7
troubled, battle -weary system like
=ago% 11111-nceed,
anyan taarthen like Ilre T6eu30-
son and Arletta Cason, who
"couldn't, stand" her prseions
school, "where trearynna was say"
IMF the elakirs11 were dumb.-
don't bother teaching anything .

bemuse they wen% learn any...1-
'ms blows I Intot. to be"

But periuMs the overriding les-
son of Heasia7particularly for
those tesisPia to WO up on the
frustrating challanges facing the
public scDoomls that It Is still
possible, to create a school In
Maids teerthere are personally ac-
countable for bow they spend
their Masan= Lime.

am.



BEABLEY-3 staff has one
priority: the basic skills, reading
in particular. And the schoolday
nes been restructured to provide
more timealmost all day. If
necessaryto achieve that goal.
Pupils aren't even allowed to at-
tend music and art classes unless
they are at grade level in reading.

It would seem unnecessary to
have to formally prove It. but
studies show that an Increase In
totalitime spent directly
academic

on
aeade subjects and textsas
opposed to related games, stories
or audio-visual aeUvitiesresulta
in significant gains in student'
achievement. The longtime advo.1
cites of less-structured Mammal
acUrlUes, however, have turned
many schools away from this
axiom.

In class, Beasley's teachers
don't mem around: they can't af-
ford to. Their conversaUens abotit
the school are peppered with
.stie...she...sbe"constant
references to Alice Blair breath-

. Mg down their necks.
-Btie's difficult ind demand-

ing,' the school's reading coordi,
nator said of Blair. -But she's
doing her job and she expects you
tone yours. Ton can't take men-
tal day off here: they don't leave !
you alone.

We've had lots of money in
the schools before, and machines
to teach reading, reading through
this and reading through that.
But we've never had this kind of
teee-ber contact with students. It's I
working, working because there's
leadership.'

IT IS WORICINO so well that
Blairs next challenge will be to
limit the hundreds of black
middle-class parents who, despite
their deep aversion to the Taylor
Homes area, are clamoring to pull !
their children out of their neigh-1
berhised public and parochial,
schools and put them on a bus Ifni
Beasley. Chicago's aldermen even,
have tiled to place calls on behalf
of some parents to Blair and
Daudet education members.

And about 20 white students
have found their nay to Beasley
now, a remarkable fact for Chica-
go. -It's unbelievable," said the;
parent of an eighth-grader. Mrs,:
Maxine Rautanen. who lives in
valet she called a "white strong
hOld" near the Indiana border
where a lot of Chicago's police,
officers also live.

'We had to put up with let of
static Trom the neighbors tor!
sending him to school on the
WW1 side. But the schools here
are a big joke: the teachers, stu-
dents, principal all think it's Mato
so funny..They called him a
behavior problem at his old
sCh00l, why is he acting so much
better now7-

As for those living across the,
street in the Tarter Mmes. "ell
the parents say the same thing.
Beasley's the best,- said Orlando
Rule's mother, Mrs. Laura Duck
mirth. "I meet them in the gro-
cery store, and they say Beasley
kids are getting something extra,
the teachers are giving more.

-Everyone's trying to get their
Inds Into Beasley."

MONDAY: Mastery Learning in
(blear.°
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Looking at your school
The best way to begin to era/nate and improve

your elementary school is to spend some time
there..otherelng classroom manlike and talking
with The principal, teachers And students.

Each of the articles in this serlesbased on
similar school Mum saves the couni17is Worn-
panted by a short list.of questions Mat may serve
as a use ful guide in matins observations

Based on today's article on the Beasley Sea-
demle Canter in Chicagm

I, How well are the etudente at your school
achieving in reading and math as indicated by
their moat recent mores on a nationallybesed test
Hose do them scores compare with other schools in
the district Ask to see the school's stores tram
each Of the three previous yearn ars they IMprov-
lag or declining? Ask to grade -by -grade average
scores u days student achievement tall oft in
comparison 10 the standards for each grade u the
pupils get oldest

t Do the basic skills of reading and math come
first st your school, Does the school. haw a clear,
precUal pith to Improve student achievement in

the tasks, one written by the school's daft? Is the
school's sta ft fOlIOS upon this plan? Has the
echoolday been restructured to provide more time
for the Make Are students who are behind In the
basics allowed to spend Ume on other Latrine',

I How much total time Is spent each day di-
rectly on teaching reading skills? Are students
taught reading at the same time every day? ts any-
thing ever allowed 10 interfere with or replace this
set vosountotUmeT

4.1low much homework are students given
each night? Is It mostly on reading? Does it key
directly into the skills they are working co In their
classes? Is It serious PraCtIcew or merely busywork,
Is It quickly graded and returned to each student
'to correct,

5. Does your school have a simply written
behavior code, clearly underneath by sitidents. Pm-
onto and staff? Has your school tried any kind of
intern Contract, Involving student homework
and behavior commitments?

Looking at your sc
Each of the articles In this
series is accompanied by a
short list of questions that
may serve as s useful guide
In making obsernitions st
your elementarysehooL

Based on BMW' article
on the mastery learning
program at the May School
in Chicago:
I. How much stock do

teachers at your school
place In I.Q. testa, Are for-
mal Judgements about stn.
dente' potential for learning'
made In other ways? Ares
students grouped In classes
according to these Judge-
ments? For Instance, re
there high-ability and low-
ability classrooms for each
grade? Does your school
"ability group" within
classes also? During the
course of the schdol year, do .

students frequenUy move
among these groupings or
are they locked in once u-
signed?

1. Do the achievement
scores of the students with-
in the various groupings in
your school grew closer ot
further apart during the
course of the school year
and Min year to year? Do
wide differences In achieve-
ment among eludenta begin
W appear with each passing
school year? Whath your
principal's explanation for
this?

I Is classroom Instruction
at your school geared to
small groups or Is most of It
Individualised, Compare
how lessons are taught to
the "direct instruction*
model of teaching: small, se-
uencedsteps, great
mount of preens, work

mediated b1the teacher or a .
?workbook and many oppor-
tunities for students 10 ven-
ture answers and to find out
If they're right or wrong.
What happens to thine who
fall to master a lesson? Do
they get another chance
and more time to learn in a
different way? Do they tall

dla nostic tools 1 or the

How sae
test school asa at your school

teacher or as obstacles that
the children. must get
around?

4. How much do teachers
at your school rely on stand-
ard lerles of reading books
In teaching reading? How
much focus Is there on
specific feeding and think-
ing skills? What kinds of
materials are used to teach
these skills? How much
practice In clam do the chil-
dren get In these skills, Are
they tested on them regu-
larly, Arc their mistakes
corrected and Quickly ad-
dressed by their teachers?

Robert Benjamin
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Mr. WIDNER. I will simply use that as background and address
myself to the three questions that were in your letter inviting me
to testify.
..The first is to provide some general assessment of the conditions
in America's central cities and some' reference to the District.

Second would be to look at some social trends today and their
implications, and the third would be to focus on national urban
policy in the role of Federal assistance.

I ,understand theSecretary may come this morning, and I will
break off whenever you are ready, Mr. Chairman,

CONDITIONS IN AMERICA'S CITIES

Just to oversimplify, it seems to me there are some interesting'
differences in America's cities today compared to those in the early
1960's, or at least our perceptions of them, and we have to look at
the large picture to understand what has been happening.

Back around the turn of this century we began to mechanize
agriculture and to build .a great many manufacturing cities. As a
result, a large number of Americans were forced to move from
rural areas and small communities into the large tities in search of
the jobs.

That took place over about six to seven decades. As we all know,
at least as the white population grew more affluent, there was a
tendency for that population to seek improved housing, usually
individual housing, family housing, in the suburbs.

Now, one of the' interesting phenomena is that if we look around
the world at the other advanced industrial countries, this same
pattern has occurred, so it would be overly simplified for us to
assume that the suburbanization of the American metropolis oc-,
curred purely for racial reasons.

The pull of the affluence, as the white population and a small
segment of the minority population improved, and at the same
time this influx into the central areas that were being, left with
people who were essentially coming out of the rural areas of the'
country as mining and agriculture mechanization made their
impact.

As you know, in a very complicated society these movements just
don't stop instantaneously. After World War II we still had the tail
end of this rural influx occurring, even while there was this out-
movement from the central cities into the suburbg of the more
affluent levels of the population, and naturally those moving in
picked up the housing that was being left because, it was the
cheaper housing and the more available housing. /

We .wound up with a problem that we frequently deiliied in the
sixties as the minority core surrounded by a white more affluent
noose of suburbs. The interesting question which this committee is
now addressing is whether that is still an accurate description of
what we face, and whether that is likely to change over the next
decade.

You will get differences of views among those of us whose busi-
ness iis to monitor those changes. -

My own conviction is that the changes are the early stages of
another tranformation in the American urban place. Some will
disagree with me, but the tricky question, as you know, at the

66-925 0 - 81 - 8
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. beginning of a trend, when the data are not overwhelmingly obvi-
ous in making, themselves felt across the whole society, honorable
persons can disagree over whether it is the beginning of a trend or
whether it is just a fluke, and some are arguing it is a fluke and
some mite argaing that it is' the beginning of a trend, and it is
judgment that ultimately you have todepend upon.

What is different now from the early sixties and particularly bur
perception of the sixties is, first of all, of course, the dramatic drop
in the natural increase of population in the United States, in effect
turned down one source of population growth.

END OF RURAL INFLUX TO CITIES

The second was that the fact that the rural influx essentially
came to an end in the early sixties. We still have some, but it is
minor and not a major factor in the grossetki of .urban population
any longer, so that the agricultural transition of the country that
occurred over about seven decades is essentially completed, and we
are really into a new stage, a manufacturing transition, although it
involves much more than manufacturing.

But, essentially, the whole country is now able to decentralize
and disperse in the way it couldn't disperse in the early part of the
century, because our communication systems and transportation
systems made us much more mobile, and we don't have to be close
together to do some things that we used to have to be close togeth-
er to do.

A's a result, we are seeing in all the advanced industrial coun-
tries a dispersal in the patterns of growth, rather interesting
changes in the rate at which nonmetropolitan areas are growing in
terms of population and in some cases .employment. This isn't
peculiar to the United States. We see it-in Great Britain, Germany',
France; it is really a function of changing technologies.

One of the frustrations- in dialing with urban policy is the urban
organism keeps changing right under our nose, and just about the
time you get a set of approaches forMulated to deal with the
problems, they have changed.

One of our problems is to keep more up-to-date and clOser to
those changes so what we do attempt to do through Federal policy
is relevant to the real issues.

What we have todaythe District of Columbia, in my opinion,
while unique because it is the Nation's Capital and because it is
not primarily a manufacturing citythe manufacturing cities have
felt this more heavilyit still reflects all the problems of these
various stages in national development. '

At the same time, it is on the cutting edge of what is-happening
to other 'American cities, so frequently what is happening in the
District is the tip-off of what we are likely to see in other places 10
or 12 years out in time. We need to look at what is happening in
the District with great interest.

RISE IN MINORITY INCOME

The first phenomenon that we have to be interested in is the fact
that as the minority population of the District has been ablelarge
segments of it have been able to move up in terms of income; there

1 4
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has been some replication of the pattern toward suburbanization
that we have seen in other population groups in the past and that
rate has picked up.

You will get an honest' disagreement whether that is just the
peculiarity of the economic structure of the District or whether
that is a national trend. In about half the major metropolitan areas
we do see some increase in the rate of black population, even
though the other trend has made itself felt, and that is this tend-
ency on the part of nonminority households, particularly younger
households, to come into the urban neighborhoods and to settle
close,to the central business district.

The disagreement is whether that is a peculiarity in just certain
kinds of neighborhoods in a relatively small number of cities, or
whether that is an impcirtant new trend, so we have two currents
working.

MINORITY SUBURBANIZATION

One is the tendency for some part of the minority population to
suburbanization in the way other population groups did. You got
this counter current of new households forming in close to the
central district, and the question is whether over a 15-, or -20-year
period we might see some change in the old pattern of the last few
decades, a black core with the white noose surrounded.

Instead you 'might find just the opposite. Some leading urban
economists are speculating that by the end of the 1980s we might
very well see the inner suburban, housing we built in the 1950s,
because of the new houses and the war babies, et cetera, and fewer
young people coming along to form housing, there will be a glut of
housing in these inner suburbs and the relative price of that hous-
ing compared- to other housing will drop and it will become compet-
itive for minority home ownership.

We might see those inner suburbs rapidly becoming very attrac-
tive to minority owners, even while there is thi other current
occurring of the white young households moving in.

AMERICAN HOUSEHOLD CHANGES

Now in looking ,at that problem, and I know the committee has
already looked at this, the most extraordinary phenomenon that
we have to watch is the very dramatic change from the structure
of the American household.

I am an old fogy now. I came out of the Korean war generation,
and we were very predictable. Everybody knew we were going to
marry, settle down' and have kids, probably live in Levittown, and
it would be a one - breadwinner household.

Over half of our households now are only one- or two-person
households and all sorts of permeations, and the one-breadwinner
'household with children. is the slowest growing form of household
we have.

The behavior of those households will be very differekt from the
households we knew in the past, particularly for those that don't
have young children.

They will optparticularly as transportation costs go upthey
will opt in many cases, but not all, for closer-in housing. They are
more interested in the amenities that go with urban living.
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They want yeasty evening entertainment, the cultural life. They
want the excitement of living in a city as opposed to a suburb,
which is really in many ways a sort of nursery, so we can expect a
larger percentage of the new households now being formed to opt

. for that kind of housing compared to a generation or two ago.
There will be, however, another segment of that group that will

want to go out, into small communities and nonmetropolitan areas.
r That will not account for as large a percentage as in the 1960's, but

it will be a segment and the suburbs are likely to grow much more
slowly than they have in the past, but they will continue to be
attractive to a certain group of households, so we have a kind of
social cafeteria where there are many more choices and it makes it
much harder to predict.

The analyst can always predict the mechanical trends; he can
tell you once a group of babies has been born what the demands
will be for schools and maternity wards or hospital services, et
cetera, but what they can't predict is human behavior. We will
change our minds as we respond to than g conditions and that is
really not that predictable. We can specu te.

This then poses the major problem fo urban policy in the eight-
ies, and that is to try to'determine what is happening to the urban
place and what is happening to the people who are going to be
living in that place, and we need to look at those two problems
separately.

. FEDERAL URBAN POLICY

In looking at where Federal urban policy needs to go, I must say
from the outset I think this administration has begun to move us
iri the correct direction. Certainly in the 1980's we are not going to
be able to afford to do everything.

There are just too many demands on the available capital, so we
have to more carefully focus and target what we do in public policy
than we have ever done in the past.

We had the luxury in the 1960's of designing our objectives very
loosely and being very careless about what it was we were trying to.
accomplish. We would mollify an interest group by enacting a
program without 'worrying if it was going to, reach them. We can't
do that in the 1980's.
, If one looks at the fundamental issues that face us in urban
policies in the 1980's, it's the same fundamental problem We had in
the 1960's, and that is despite all these trends I have just described
there is a large block of the American population that is bypassed
by those transformations and in effect gets hurt by them when
they occur.

CORE GROUP: MINORITY YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS

' Essentially, it doesn't describe the whole group but the core of
that group that concerns us all the most are the Minority youth
and young adults who have been isolated from the main labor
market, from the opportunities that these social changes provide,
alienated by the fact that society has passed them by and, there-
fore, are outside the society as a whole.

That sits like an incubus in the 'middle of most of our cities as a
powder keg, as a profound fundamental concern that-society should
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have, and it is at grave risk to the integrity of our society if we
ignore that problem.

That has to be the No. 1 focus of any urban policy. In attempting
to develop a framework for urban policy, this administration has
justifiably talked about the need to target on such places, and that
kind of view is not greeted enthusiastically by those who represent
other kinds of constituencies.

It is a difficult thing to get preferential treatment, if you will, for
a black population, particularly at a time when resources are tight.

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Now, I think we have got to agree on what the fundamental
problems are we are trying to address and, in looking at that
particular problem and the structure that urban policy should have
in the 1980's, it seems to me that the first issue we need to insist
upon is a much firmer link between our education and training
and the labor market and jobs.

We can't afford to let the two systems operate totally indepen-
dently, if effect having the education and training run
by persons who are used to providing education and training in a
certain way without regard to what happens to the student once it
goes through that process, and we can't allow the labor market to
continue to operate as if this other problem of these people who
have been isolated by these changes let that just rest without any
attention.

So that is priority No. 1, it would seem to, me, in the next few
years, and you have already here in the Congress begun that step
and the administration has begun that step with a number of
efforts to link directly all of our training, occupational educational
programs directly to the labor market.

We have got to be able to say what it is the country is going to
need in terms of skills and occupations and put every effort we can
into the schools and into the training programs to link what they
do to those needs.

It can be done, because some years ago-8 years nowI was the
Director of the Appalachian program and 'we were governed by a
Commission of 13 Governors and a representative of the President.

The first decision they made was not to disburse any Federal
funds under that program for any vocational or technical education
purposes unless the curriculum in those facilities was tailored to
the job market needs that could be projected nationally and region-
ally, and the Commission developed those projections.

As a result, in 4 or 5 short years they turned around the quality
of vocational and technical education in that region dramatically,
so much so that in much of southern Appalachia that vocational
system is now the most potent tool they have for economic develop-
ment.

A firm can come in and say we need ,1,800 employees with the
following skill profiles; it will take us 24 months to build the plant;
here are the kinds of training we need. Immediately they can start
the training programs and have that labor force when the plant
opens and there is a direct Link between the training and the jobs,
customized training. That is not the only kind of training we need
to provide, but it is fundamental.
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As we look about this, it is fair for many people, particularly in
our education system, to say why is it every time we have a major
social problem somebody lays it on the schools?

That is a fair question, because certainly the schools didn't
create the whole problem and they can't deal with the whole
problem, but I would like to submit for the record and have given a
series of articles from the Cincinnati Post 'to staff which provides
you with some picture of the really exciting innovations that have
been occurring in cities across the country in urban education that
.prove that, regardless of family background, income group, regard-
less of. the neighborhoods out of which kids come, if you teach them
right and run the schools right, they get the skills and that trans-
lates itself fairly rapidly into jobs.

It seems to me that the _major task for our new Department of
Education is to assist the States and the-, local governments in
focusing in on that kind'of education and training.

If we can do that, we have begun 'the' first bridge to bring that
large block of young unemployed, predominantly minority adults
into the labor force, particularly those that are moving into the
labor force, so I would make that almost priority No. 1 in any
urban policy.

There are other points that I would add, Mr. Chairman but if
the Secretary has arrived--

The:CHAIRMAN. Mr. Widner, can you tell me about how long it
would take? I am fascinated by your testimony, and if it is a
matter of--

Mr. WIDNER. I will take 3 minutes and tick off the main points
that

1,

would have covered.
The CHAIRMAN. I would appreciate. it, becaused appreciate the

trend that you have developed arid I would not like to bleak the
continuity.-

URBAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Mr. WIDNER. The second major issue that it would seem to me
that should be in our urban policy and that the administration has
already focused a good deal of attention on, is to change our
approach to urban economic development and in fact' economic
development in general.

As you well know, Mr. Chairman, most of our State and local
governments for the last four or five decades, when they are en-
gaged in economic development, are essentially engaged in trying
to attract a plant from some other place. That is the whole case of,
most of our programs. That has nothing to do anymore with the
real national and economic problem nor, frankly, with the well
spring of urban economic development.

Our cities have always been the incubators of new enterprise and
when that develops into a certain scale,it spins out and goes out to
smaller communities in rural areas:

It is still happening and the problem economically for many of
our cities today is when something is spun out there is nothing
coming in to take its place. I am not talking about the central
business district office function but more manufacturing and
export service industries, and so on.

The real task is to try to rekindle the fires in this society for
creating new enterprises and for facilitating the ,modernization of
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our existing economic base. The emphasis at the State and local
level should be more in encouraging the modernization of enter-
prise, the retention of enterprise and the formation of new enter-
prise and not on attracting something from some other place.

There are problems in the Tax Code that relate to that, depreci-
ation schedules, a whole range of issues. And there are problems at
the State and local level in that they put together incentives that
are aimed at the wrong thing, and they have to be changed.

Some State and local governments are now working on this; but
the Fortune 500 firms do, not account for an appreciable amount of
employment growth in this country anymore.

It's the new firms capitalizing on new products, new .markets
where we are getting most of our employdient growth; and we have
dampened the fires of that new firm formation for a lot of reasons.

The- way we use capital today is much more cautious than it used
to be. The point. is we have taken the gambling money-out of the
economy and that is where the innovation, the birth of new firms
will come from. Cities are the logical place for most of that to
happen for the simple reason that if you have a branch plant of a
large corporation, it buys its lawyers and accountants and every-
thing else from the corporation, so we can locate in a nompetro-
politan area and buy these services from its parent.

'If you are small you have to buy them from other little firms
that purvey those services and that means urban places. The urban
place has to be our incubator for new enterprised. We have dam-,
pened that fire, and we have got to rekindle it.

The administration is making a number of moves in that direc-
tion, and I think a number of the. programs enacted in the last
couple of years are pointed in the right direction, but there is

mother area where much of our attention needs to be focused.

. NEED FOR LAND ASSEMBLY VICE URBAN RENEWAL

The third problem that has cropped up, Mr. Chairman, is a
sensitive one because of the implications it has held historically in
our minds because of urban renewal in the '1960's, Mit we hive in
many of the older, industrial cities land that is drifting into public
ownership through abandonment, tax, delinquency, in scattered,
parcels and very often they have to make transformations into a
bigger city if they are going to survive. .

That means physical rearrangement in some cases, but we don't
have at the Federal level anymore much assistance available for
land assembly, primarily because we didn't like what we did with
urban renewal at the State and local level, and we have some of
those powers still but they are fairly limited.

If you talk with people who are concerned about readapting the
physical structure, they will tell you we need some additional tools
to facilitate the assembly of land for economic redevelopment, -com-
mercial redevelopment and housing redevelopment. There is an
area that is open for reconsideration, despite the political problems
that are involved.
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NEED FOR RENOVATION MODERNIZATION VICE NEW FACILITIES

Finally, there is a body of concerns we have to have in the 1980's
that the administration has alieady made an appreciable dent in,
and that is, going into this administration, the body of Federal
policy \ essentially emphasized the construction of new facilities,
incentives for building new things in places that were newly devel-
oping, and we recognized at the beginning of the administration

. there was a need to change the direction, to emphasize the use of
what we had, renovation, modernization, wherever possible.

That is not always the cheap wt solution, but it is in many cases.
We need to continue that thrust of putting what'we already have
built /to better use before wesgo out and duplicate it in new con -

struction and, agaiii, this means a very thorough re-examination of
our Tax Code, including depreciation schedules, the way depreci-
ation is allowed. There is some discussion of the need for special
incentives for rehabilitation, and so on.

That is probably the other, area of emphasis.

RESTRUCTURING CITIES' FINANCIAL SUPPORT

/ There are two other areas that seem to fall on the State and_>
---- local governthents although the Federal GOvernment plays a criti-

cal role, particularly in the short term. We have got to find a way
to enable those cities to get through the financial ransition that is
involved in this metamorphosis, particularly those that are heavily
oriented:to their own economic base.

The Federal Government has come in and propped them up and
helped them. We will not have the resources in the 1980's to do
that on the same scale, so the State government will have to
restructure the financial support systems of the cities and at gthe
same time the responsiblities of the municipal governments diem-
selves.

That in such is where I would leave off, if you want to get to, the
'Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I am fascinated by your testimony, and I look forward to the

exch -ange.
Thank you very much.
Our second witness is Hon. Moon Landrieu, Secretary of the U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development.
He has been a nationally recognized spokesman for the needs of

the cities for many years while he was mayor of New Orleans.
He is now a member of the President's Cabinet, with major

responsibility for national urban policy, and we are most anxious
to haSre his testimony on the Federal role in the search for solu-
tions to the problems of our Nation's Urban centers.

would like to thank you very much for appearing before the
committee this morning.

We appreciate the advance copies of your testimony.
- You may proceed in, any fashion you choose. I note that you are
accompanied by a colleague.

Would you please identify the gentleman for the record'.
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STATEMENT OF HON. MOON LANDRIEU, SECRETARY, U.S. DE-
PARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, AC-
COMPANIED BY MARSHALL KAPLAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Secretary LANDRIEU. Thank you, Mr. Chairnan.
I have, with the Chair's permission, taken the liberty to invite

Marshall Kaplan. He is a Deputy Assistant Secretary for Commu-
nity Development, and to him I am indebted for much of the
testimony that we will give this morning.

He is a recognized national expert in the status and condition of
urban America today and perhaps the committee would be en-
riched by his views of those matters as we'proceed,

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to welcome you, Mr. Kaplan.
We go back a long way.
Secretary LANDRIEU. Chairman Dellums, I am pleased to be here

tod to discuss with you the health of our Nation's cities.
our efforts to assist our Nation's troubled urban areas revitalize

then' economies and promote a decent place to live for their resi-
dents are well known. In a similar vein, this committee's willing -
ness to address the problems faced by Washington, D.C., is appreci-
ated by this administration and by most AMericans who care about
the health and vitality of our Nation's Capital.

\It is our hope that we will continue to work together to boost the
long-term vitality of our great ciljs. Like you and others on this
committee, President Carter has refused to turn his back on our
troubled cities and their needy residents. This administration is
keenly aware that the welfare of all of us depends on the well-

s!being of our cities.

PRESIDENT'S COMPREHENSIVE URBAN POLICY

It was this awareness that led to President Carter's announce-
ment of the first comprehensive urban policy in 1978. This policy
reflected three principles which must continue to guide our efforts
to deal,with the problems of cities and their residents. .

First, limited, Federal resources should be carefully targeted to
benefit those people and places most in need..

Second, because Federal resources are not sufficient, working
alone, to resolve the economic, social, and environmental problems
of our cities, we must build creative-partnerships among all levels
of government, the private sector and community groups.

Third, the Federal Government must continue to take a leader-,
'ship role in addressing the needs of our urban areas.

ay, I would like to discuss with you the health of our cities
and th progress made by this administration in implementing the
1978 ur an policy. To the extent possible, I will compare the prob-
le aced by cities during the late 1960's and today. The data
pr ented in my testimony were developed for the 1980 National
Urb n Policy Report. This report will soon be released to the
Con eSs by President,Carter.

STATUS OF OUR NATION'S . CITIES

Much rogress has been made under President Carter's steward-
ship in m eting the needs of our cities. As I will indicate momen-
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tarily many Federal programs have been targeted to the poor and
to distre4sed cities. Major progress has been made in improving
housing conditions. Many,central cities are experiencing commer-
cial 'and neighborhood revitalization through new investments in
construction or rehabilitation in older business' centers and older

residential areas.
Yet this progress should not mask serious problems faced by

distressed cities and the poor people living in them. Many commu-
nities, particularly older, larger cities, 'continue to be burdened
with relatively high rates of poverty and joblessness.

Further, while the number of minorities who are working has
increased significantly. and, while in contrast to the late sixties,

minorities are now-represented in all types of jobs, blacks in cen-
tral cities remain unemployed at over twice the rate among`whites.
Similarly, black youth continue to suffer extraordinarily highs rates
of" unemployment.

Tight budgets and other fiscal constraints, often related to declin-
ing or at best stable tax bases, place limits on the ability of many
distressed cities to respond to increasing social burdens. Some cities

have had to cut back on critically needed services and infrastruc-
ture maintenance at a time when rising expenditures for both
would or should be the order of the day.

There is a table which may be helpful in analyzing those condi-
tions.

SPREADING OUT POPULATION AND JOBS

Shifts of population and economic activity among and within
regions, metropolitan areas and nonmetropolitan communities
have created a serious mismatch between the economic needs of
disadv,antaged city residents and the economic opportunities availa-
ble to them.

Most of our central cities face the continued lobs of people to
metropolitan fringe and nonmetropolitan areas. Between 1970 and

1978 net migration from the Nation's central cities to their suburbs
amounted to 9.7 million persons.

This is illustrat&I in another chart. The population leaving cities

tends to be the better educated and more affluent. Those remaining
behind in cities are disproportionately the poor and minorities.
Regrettably they are often those Most in need of the services of
their cities and least able to contribute to their cities' finances.

Jobs and employment opportunities have also shifted rapidly
during the 1970's. Many more central cities lost jobs in the 1970's

than in the decade earlier. While only 15 of the 57 largest central
cities lost jobs in the 1960's, 23 lost jobs in the 1970's. Those cities
which lost employment during both decades lost jobs at a double

rate in the 1970 s. Nine of the central cities which gained jobs
during the 1960's became job losers in the following decade. Those

cities which gained jobs during both decades gained them at an
increasingly high rate. -

Generally, our most troubled urban areas face increasing diffi-

culty in meting the job needs of the structurally unemployed. The

types of bite collar jobs which have traditionally provided careers
for persons with limited skills and education have declined in
central cities.
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Although central cities remain the headquarters of the Nation's
businesses and governments, the office industry which supports
these headquarters has not grown rapidly enough to replace the
employment opportunities lost in cities with the decline of manu-
facturing.

Regrettably a growing mismatch exists between the skills re-
quired for service jobs which are growing in some distressed cities
and the capacities of their low income residents.

POVERTY

The growth in income and noncash transfers since the turn of
the decade has reduced the deprivation faced by many poor people.
Increases in programs like food stamps, medicare, and medicaid
have not taken people out of poverty but they have made life a bit
easier for people in poverty. Clearly, unlike the sixties, low-income
people now have improved access to food and health care.

Just as clearly, the administration's expansion of job training
and economic development programs has increased the choices
available to many poor individuals.

But central cities continue to face relatively high rates of pov-
erty. This is especially true in the larger central cities of metropoli-
tan areas with over 1 million in population. Many of these needy
central cities have poverty rates which now exceed 20 percent, and
there is another table which goes into that in greater detail.

While poverty rates have declined markedly in nonmetropolitan
areas, from 19.3 percent in 1969 to 13.5 percent. in 1977 and while
poverty rates in suburbs were low in 1969, 8.1' percent, and have
fallen since then, poverty rates in large central cities increased

ifrom 14.8 percent in 1969 to nearly 17 percent currently. Even if
non-cash transfers were allocated to income, a difficult methodolog-
ical task, poverty in larger central cities would still exceed 1969
levels.

The urban poor do not represent a cross-section of this country.
Blacks comprise nearly 50 percent of the central city poor and that
number is increasing. More so than in'the sixties, ,the urban poor,
both black and white, also tend to be members of female-headed
households. This fact suggests a permanence to poverty which we
cannot accept and must work together to change. The number of
poor people in urban areas remains too high for a NatiOn which
prides itself in providing equity and justice.

DISCRIMINATION

The concentration of minorities in segregated .neighborhoods of
'needy central cities decreases the chances of minorities to take'
advantage of expanding :job and housing markets in suburban
areas. Although many minorities are leaving central cities, data
measuring this trend must be interpreted with great caution.

There is little movement of minorities to affluent suburbs. Most
urban minorities remain locked into. central City, ghettos. Most
minority suburbanites appear to move into older, segregated com-
munities.

This administration has done much, to overcome _housing and
employment discrimination against Minorities and women. Much
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more needs to be done to rid this Nation of discrimination. It is
now important for the Congress to speedily enact the new fair
housing legislation proposed by the President. It has just passed
the 'House nd' is now before the Senate. It will give HUD better
tools to ex nd housing opportunities for minorities.

HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS
4

Many of the programs of this administration have improved the
condition Of housing and the quality of neighborhoods in urban
communities. Every widely used indicator shows overall improve-
ment in the physical condition of the housing of central city resi-
dents since the 1960's. The improvement has been so great that
traditional measures of substandard housing are no longer mean-
ingful.

Ninety-seven percent of the rental units in central cities .have
complete plumbing facilides and 98 percent have 'private kitchens.
Only 7 percent of central city renters live in overcrowded condi-
tions, that is with more than one person per room.

Nevertheless, we face serious challenges to future housing prog-
ress. Low and moderate income residents of central cities as well as
suburbs are spending a larger and larger proportion of income on
housing. Over 85 percent of central city renters with annual in:

ecomeS less than $5,000 paid more than one-quarter of their incomes
for rent in 1977. Another three-fourths of these households pay
more than 35 percent of their incomes for rent.

Low incomes 'limit the ability of many city residents to pay for
adequate maintenance of their housing. Low incomes also preclude
the demand needed to sustain levels of housing p&duction required
to replace substandard housing. Rental housing shortages hav,e
appeared in many cities. These problems jeopardize the progress
we have - made in improving urban housing conditions. Housing
abandonment is a serious problem of many neighborhoods in dis-
tressed cities.

FISCAL CONDITIONS UsT CITIES

One of our continuing concerns has be6n to help the Nation's
cities strengthen their, fiscal position.' Fiscal problems can arise in
any municipality when the cost of providing needed public services
rises more rapidly than revenues. Fiscal problems, of course,
impact most heavily' on those communities with troubled econo-
mies, significant losses of middle-income citizens and an increasing
proportion of low-income residents who are heavily dependent on
public services.

City fiscal strain clearly threatens the quality of services and the
level of taxes in cities. Ninety perCent of increases in 'municipal.
expenditures between 1972 and 1977 were consumed by inflation in
costs rather than improvements in services. An increasing propor-;
tion of cities experienced operating deficits in 1978 and 1979.

Fiscally hard-pressed cities have, often cut back on their reinvest-
ment in their basic infrastructure of streets, highways, sewer and
water systems. Large distressed cities cut deeply into their capital
budgets between 1976 and 1977 as.a reaction to the 1975 recession.

Normal maintenance of infrastructure was reduced as well as
capital investment. For example, the city of Newark cut back its
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street maintenance work force by one-third between 1973 and 1978 ,

despite the fact that over 80 percent of its street systems was in
poor to fair condition. In the long run, deterioration in_ city infra-
structure would damage the viability of cities.

City awareness of their infrastructure needs is growing. Many -

cities, planned major increases in their capital spending for this
year, to make up for past cutbacks. High interest rates and the
current recession will forestall much of this needed investment.

FORCES AFFECTING CITIES IN THE 1980'S

Many of these trends I alluded to earlier will Continue to affect
cities in the 1980's. Unless the President's efforts to strengthen. the
economy are successful central cities and their residents will con-
tinue to be hardest hit by uneven national economic performance.
We must rein in inflation, increase national productivity, and in-
crease our national rate of economic growth.

Despite a number of hopeful signs for cities and their residents,
_the most likely prognoiis is that the movement of jobs and people
to the suburbs away from the problems of central cities will contin-
ue. Unless we are successful in breaking through this trend, minor-
ity groups and the poor will be increasingly concentrated in central
cities and inner suburbs. Many cities will have inadequate finan-
cial resources to meet the needs of their populations.

Energy can be expected to continue to rise rapidly in cost, and
international sources of supply will remain unstable and uncertain.
Many distressed communities will not be assured reasonable sup-
plies of energy unless the President's energy program is enacted.
The evidence shows that higher energy costs bear most heavily on
the poor. Disadvantaged city residents will thus bear disportionate
burdens from international energy inflation.

Federal, State, and local action, supported by the private sector,
is essential to meet the problems and the challenge of the coming
decade.

CARTER ADMINISTRATION'S PROGRESS UNDER THE 1978 URBAN POLICY

Before outlining some of the directions for national urban policy
in the 1980's, let me quickly describe some of the important accom-
plishments of the last 3 years.

Major urban legislative initiatives were proposed by the adminis-
tration and enacted by Congress even before President Carter, an-
nounced the first comprehensive urban policy. They included the
urban development action grant program, which provides assist-
ance for major community and economic development projects, in
distressed cities, and a $2.7 billion increase over a 3-year period in
the community development block grant program.

A change in the CDBG allocation formula targets more assist-
ance to older and declining cities. They also included enactment of
an economic stimulus package, including Anti-Recession Fiscal As-
sistance, Local Public Works, and CETA, which proVided almost $9
billion in additional aid to States and cities.

Nineteen legislative initiatives .resulted from the 1978 urban
policy. Fifteen have already been enacted into law. One of the most
v isible_and_significant ds_the_reauthorizationof-- CETA-, --
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including a new title creating the private sector initiatives pro-
gram.

This program establishes a partner ship among private in dustry
and Federal, State, and local governments to expand job opportuni-
ties for the disadvantaged. Another initiative, the targeted employ-
ment tax credit, provides an incentive to employers to hire disad-
vantaged youth and other targeted groups.

Two other initiatives have been submitted lb modified form and
are nearing passage in Congress. One incorporates many of the
economic development incentives of the proposed National Develop-
ment Bank into EDA's reauthoriziation legislation, and the other
proposes the creation of a targeted fiscal assistance program for
local governments with local unemployment rates of 6.5 percent or
more.

Exhibit 1 provides a status report on these legislative proposals.
There is an exhibit which proVides a status of that legislation.

In addition, President Carter has issued several Executive orders
to improve the coordination of Federal actions and the targeting of
Federal purchases and Federal facilities to distressed communities.

President Carter's Executive order requiring urban impact analy-
ses of new budgetary, legislative, and regulatory initiatives has
begun to work. New domestic policies and programs are subject to
impact analyses before they are initiated in order to measure their
effect on cities.

The community conservation guidelines reflect an extension of
the impact analyses process. All Federal agencies have agreed to
initiate community impact analyses, upon the request of local gov-
ernment, of pending 'Federal actions which local officials believe
will lead to major new commercial developments which will hurt
older downtowns and neighborhoods. Federal actions which- would
have these effects will be avoided when pOssible.

Administrative agencies, including our own agency, have taken
assertive action in modifying programs- and regulations to reflect
the urban policy. Many of these actions and initiatives have target-
ed significant new assistance to cities. For example, neW HUD
regulations for the community development block grant program
significantly improve the allocation of funds. As a result of HUD
actions, a minimum of an additional $400 million is now focused on
low and moderate income neighborhoods within existing appropri-
ations.

For the first time, the Federal Government is making substantial
investment in the long-run economic revitalization of distressed
cities. EDA, once primarily a rural development agencyAis now
devoting nearly one-half of its resources to urban areas. As indicat-
ed earlier, the President has proposed a major expansion of the
Economic Development Administration. It will provide new busi-
ness loans and grants as well as interest subsidies for distressed
areas. Both the House and the Senate have supported this initia-
tive, though final action remains to be taken by the Congress.
HUD's highly successful urban development action grant program
has already generated over $6 billion in commitments from the
private sector in distressed cities.

These investment commitments are projected to create, 180,000
new permanent jobs in the cities and save another 87,000 existing
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jobs in our cities. StQpporting these initiatives, President Carter's
Executive order on targeted procurement has resulted in a major
increase in the Federal purchase of goods and services from firms
in labor,surplus areas.

Successful implementation of the'urban policy requires increased
involvement of the private sector in central city development. Pri-
vate sector jobs are one key to dealing with the unemployment and
poverty . problems besetting city residents. On the President's rec-
ommendation, nearly $2.5 billion of investment credits, grants, and
loans are now in place to help distressed areas. Under the adminis-
tration's employment initiatives, more of the private sector jobs
created by federally-assisted economic development projects will go
to CETA-eligible persons.

The President's concern for improved social services in our urban
areas has been reflected in increased levels of funding for title XX
and ESEA. It is also reflected in his proposali for national health
care and welfare reform.

URBAN POLICY AGENDA FOR THE 1980'S

Clearly, in the 2 years since President Carter announced the
urban policy, considerable progress has been made in addressing
the Nation's most pressing urban problems. New partnerships have
been formed. More public sector resources have been targeted to
needy urban communities and disadvantaged people. More private
sector resources have been leveraged to revitalize -urban economies.
Federal program coordination has been improved, and sensitivity
to the urban impacts of Federal action has grown.

We are pleased that signs of revitalization and hope have
emejged in a growing number of urban areas. But more remains to
be done. The Federal Government must continue to help distressed
communities strengthen their economies. The Federal Government
must continue to provide increased economic opportunities for the
poor and minorities.

Tight budget constraints in the coming decade will make it es-
sential to conserve our resources. More efficient and equitable, use
of tax moneys will require increased targeting of funds to dis-
tressed places and people \We must continue our commitment to-
eliminate discrimination. Finally, it is essential to conserve energy
and preserve our environmen so that cities will be attractive and
healthy places to live.

Working in partnership with tate and local governments, the
private sector, and voluntary and neighborhood groups, this admin-
istration reaffirms its commitment to helping revitalize America's
cities and to helping their needy residents secure better housing,
jobs, education, and health services. Stating our goals as concisely
-as possible, the administration intends to work during the coming
years to accomplish the following policy objectives.

CONTINUE TO FOSTER STRONG URBAN ECONOMIES

Current programs initiated by the administration, like UDAG
and EDA's new reauthorization legislation, will provide distressed
cities with numerous opportunities to strengthen their economies.
Working with State and local government leaders, we wilt cAntInue

1
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to consider ways to help cities rebuild outmoded infrastructure and
'secure a predictable supply of energy necessary for industrial
growth.

Our policies will also consider ways to link what we do as a
nation' to help basic industries in trouble to the economic develop-
ment need, of communities in 'which their plants and workers are
located. Finally, we will review continuously the tax code and other
regulations so as to eliminate unnecessary biases or unfair tilts
which hurt urban communities.

CONTINUE TO EXPAND JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Second, strong action will be needed during the early 1980's to
assure expanded job- opportunities for minorities and 'poor people,
particularly among those who are structurally unemployed. I mep-
tioned earlier the changes we have made in the CETA program
directed at helping secure jobs for the long-term unemployed._ I also
alluded to the President's targeted job tax credit program and our
increased efforts to focus job creating procurement on distressed
areas.

We are now reviewing ways to further encourage job expansion
and mobility among the poor. The administration's youth employ-
ment initiatives when enacted by Congress, will increase job oppor-
tunities for those particularly burdened by unemployment. We will
also be reviewing current tax and welfare provisions inhibiting or
limiting the choices of the poor in searching for jobs.

PROMOTE FISCAL STABILITY IN URBAN COMMUNITIES

Third, the administration's efforts to help revitalize the econo-
mies of troubled communities will ultimately help them surmount
long-term fiscal problems. But for some communities other types of
assi§tance may be necessary. We are 'looking at ways to further
target existing aid to fiscally strained cities. The, President's target-
ed -fiscal assistance package is before the Congress, and, when
'enacted, will help distressed cities. The President has also reaf-
firmed his commitment; to the geheral revenue sharing program
and has suggested amendments to further target it to those local
communities most in need.

EXPAND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

Fourth, I am proud of this administration's efforts to combat
discrimination against minorities, women, and the handicapped.
Reorganization and strengthening of civil rights enforcement activ-
ities have led to significant improvements in implementing equal
employment opportunity. Still more can be done to further the
gains already made.

The promise of equal housing opportunity must become a reality.
We will continue to press for congressional passage of amendments
to the Civil Rights Act of 1968 that will strengthen_HUD's ability
to secure prompt and equitable compliance with the fair housing
provisions of title VIII.

Despite rapid inflation in housing costs and rising interest rates,
actions on the part of this administration have helped to maintain
new housing investment, make mortgage credit available, and
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assist low-income households to secure affordable financing. How-
ever, persistence of rapid inflation and the need for tight monetary
policy threaten the progress that has been made in expanding
housr,,g opportunities.

Improving the quality of social services has been and will contin7
ue to be a major urban policy commitment. Needy communities, in
particular, require continued Federal, State, and county assistance
to provide adequate community services.

Although budgetary limits place a cap on increases in key pro-
grams such as title XX and ESEA, they do not prevent the reform
of existing programs or consideration of new partnerships among

.Federal, State, county, and local governments to secure better serv-
ice delivery. I also urge the Congress to support the President's
health care initiatives.

ENCOURAGE ENERGY EFFICIENT URBAN DEVELOPMENT PLANS

Fifth, Mr. Chairman, the growth and development of urban com-
munities in the next decade will exert major influence on national
policy objectives regarding energy conservation, environmental im-
proveinent and the preservation of farmland: Patterns of growth
and change will also influenceand be affected byinfrastructure
investments, neighborhood quality and the production of various
types of housing.

While current growth patterns reflect the demands and needs of
most Americans, they have resulted in urban sprawl, and ineffi-
cient use of energy. Present patterns reflect a reliance on the-
private automobile; this has increased personal choice in the work-
home relationship bUt limits the mobility of those without. cars. It
also has contributed to deterioration of environmental quality and
to high levels of per capita energy use for transport and housing.
- The administration reaffirMs its 1978 urban policy commitment
to work with State and local -officials and the private sector to
encourage urban development patterns which are both energy -effi-
cient and environmentally sound and which will accommodate ex-
panded economic groWth, community development and household
mobility needs. With HUD assistance, the Urban Land Institute
has formed a Council on Development Choices 'fbr the Eighties
composed of State and local elected officials and leaders of the
development industry..

The Council is examining a series of measures designed in part
to encourage energy-efficient communities in new growth areas
and in revitalizing urban centers. Their recommendations this fall
will be directed toward changes in Federal, State, and local policies
as well as in private development practices.

RESPONSIBLE FEDERALISM

The decade of the 1980's will pose new and difficult- challenges
for the Federal system. Resource constraints will make it difficult
for national; State, and local government to respond 'to the public
services needs generated by an increasing population. In addition,
the appropriate roles and responsibilities of each level of govern-
ment must be reconsidered.'

, 129
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A sustained dialog is required among Federal, State, and local
officials and public interest groups regarding an equitable and
efficient assignment of functions and costs to each of the basic
levels of government.

That concludes the statement, Mr. Chairr.ian. Any questions we
can answer for the committee's benefit, we will be more than
happy to do so.

(The exhibits referred to in Secretary Landrieu's testimony
follow:]
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Figure 1
NET INTERREGIONAL MIGRATION: 1965-70, 1970-75, AND 1975-78

(Numbers in Thousands)
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Figure 2
NET RESIDENTIAL FLOWS AMONG CENTRAL CITIES, SUBURBS AND NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS
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and 331. 1975 and 1978.
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EXHIBIT 1

LEGISLOIVE INITIATIVES DEVELOPED IN THE 1978 URBAN POLICY PROCESS

. Legislation

LEGISLATION APPROVED BY THE CONGRESS

1. Neighborhood Self-Development Act

2. Livable Cities'

3. Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Concentration
Provision of Title I

4. Title XX Social Services (increased appropriation).'
5. inner City Health Initiative

6. Employment and Investment Tax Credits 's

7. Section 312 Housing Rehabilitation (increased appropriation)

8. Private Sector Jobs Initiative in CETA

9. Community Anti-Crime Program

10. Urban Volunteer Corps

11. New York City Guarantee Bill

12. Urban Parks and Recreation Recovery Act

13. Consumer Cooperative Bank Act

14. Urban Initiatives in Transportation

15. Targeted Tax Credit (modified to apply only to
rehabilitation of industrial structures)

LEGISLATION PENDING IN CONGRESS

16. National Public Works and Economic
Development Act

17. Targeted Fiscal Assistance Program

INITIATIVES NOT APPROVED BY CONGRESS

18., Labor Intensive Public Works

19. State Incentives Grants

'Program authorized, but funds not yet appropriated.

Administering Agency

Housing and Urban Development

Housing and Urban Development and National
Endoilment for the Arts

Department of Education

Health and Human Services

Health and Human Services

Labor and Treasury

,Housing and Urban Development

tabor

Justice (LEAA)

ACTION

Treasury

Interior

Treasury

Transportation

Treasury

Economic Development Administration
(Commerce)

Treafury

SOURCE; Urban Action.A New Partnership to Conserve America's Communities. The President's listengeUcy
Coordinating Council (Washington, D.C.: 1979).

1-4
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EXHIBIT II

KEY ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS TAKEN IN SUPPORT OF THE URBAN POLICY

PROGRAM CHANGES

- Economic Development
Administration (Commerce)

Economic.Development
- Administration (Commerce)

Health and Human Services

Housing and Urban DevelOpment

Minority; Eocene* Development: setting specific targets for aid to minority
groups in each program area.

Revolving Loan Fated: mining red tape in providing business loans through
local communities.

National He alth Service Corps: assign additional personnel to areas having
shortages of health personnel.

,CDBG Simplification: requirement for annual plans was put on a three.year
basis, cutting local paperwork, as well as other changes to coordinate HUD
and EDA planning requirements.

Housing and Urban Development Lepindei Local brolveniest in Section 312 Loans: localities were given
greater control over processing of loans for neighborhood housing
rehabilitation.

Housing and Urban Development Neighborhood Strategy Areas: localities were given discretion to target funds
in needy neighborhoods and to use Mein for a broader range of revitalization
activity in these areas.

Housing and Urban Development Targeted Tandem: provision of SI billion in 1978 and 1979 for below.
market rate monptes for middle income housing in UDACelisible cities.

..Envirortmental Protection Agency Waste Treatment Facility Planning: reduced the time horizons for planning
requirements, thus lowering the pressure to induce unplanned urban sprawl..

Transportation Urban Policy Guidance: guidelines to ensure that transportation invertments
enhance urban centers or that negative impacts are addressed. take eneriD.
impact into account and focus attention on repair and rehabilitation of
highway facilities,

Environmental Protection Agency Emission "Banking": allow cities more discretion in applying air quality
. regulations to expanding or new firms.

114.

DEMONSTRATION OR PILOT PROGRAMS

Environmental Protection Agency - Resource Recovery: pilot grants to states and localities.

Housing and Urban Development Moderate Rehabilitation: set aside for rehabilitation of housing involving
job creation.

Housing and Urban Development De-instInidonalization: funding for 59 special small group homes for the
mentally ILL

Small Butnen Administration Bank Certification: aid for 29 banks helping wall businesses obtain
guaranteed loans.

Economic Development Comprehensive Economic Development Strategies: assistance to cities &vet-

Administration (Commerce) e 'oping long term strategies foreconornic development.

Federal National Mortgage Urban Land Putkipation: expanded rtsidentia/ and mortgage loan capacity

Anociation central dtiet.

1-8



2NNIBIT II (continued)

Federal Home Loan Bank Board

Housing and Urban Development

General Services Administration

Department of Labor, Housing and
Urban Development, Economic
Development Administration.
Transportation, and Small
Bunness Administration

Environmental Protection Agency.
Housing and Urban Development.
Economic Development
Administration, and Transportation

Economic Development
Adnunistrat ion

Interior

Interior

Interior

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS

EPA, DOT

DOL, DOE, CSA

HUD. CSA

HUD, EDA

ma, DOC. EPA

Controller of the Currency, HUD,
SBA. EDA, and others

DOL, HUD, DOT, EDA, SBA.
CSA, FmHA

SBA, HUD. EDA

HUD, HES. DOL, and LEAA

LEAA, ACTION

125

Community Investment Fund: provide incentives to local savings and loan
Institutions to expand investment in central cities.

Urban University Partnership: involves seven national higher education
associations in urban revitalization strategies.

technical Assistance in Procurement: pilot project focused on fent cities
and local businesses in these cities.

Targeted Jobs Demonstration Program: grants to 14 localities to tie
together CETA training and jobs with community and economic
development programs.

Air Quality Technical Assistance Demonstration: provides technical
assistance to urban communities to help reconcile potential conflicts
between air pollution ind economic development goals.

Metropolitan Demonstration Program: planning assistance for regional
planning organizations addressing urban economic distress.

Land and Water Conservation Fund Urban Contingency Projects:
contingency fund earmarked to urban projects.

Rails to Trails Raliroad Revitalization: S5 million (or conversion of
abandoned railroad right of way for recreation use. All 10 projects in
urban areas.

National Park Seivice: Gateway parks in New York. San Francisco. and
the Cuyahoga Valley (near Cleveland) serve urban populations.

Federal Urban Noise Initiative

Solar Utilization, Economic Development. and Employment

Community Housing Partnership

Cooperation in Economic Development

Coordination of Population Projections

Task Force on Commercial Reinvestment

Employment Initiatives

NeighborhoodBusiness Revitalization

Assistance to Low Rent Public Housing

Urban Crime Prevention Program

135
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EICHIBTI II (continued)

CSA and National Credit Credit Union Development ha Low Income Communities

Union Adnunirtration

, HUD and Corps of En Oneen Urban Impact Analysis of Significant Actions

All Federal Agencies Community Conservation Guidelines

HORS Intenor, and ACTION Youth Employment Opportunities Ina ketrution

HCRS Interior. and HL'D 1.1eilbliorbood Rivitallsation/Rrereation

EPA. DOT Urban Air Quality Planning Grants

DOT. EDA Urban Rail Improvensets and Development

DOT. HUD Cpoperation on Flaky Investment

LEA.A. National File Association Arson Fontrol Assistance Program

Is

1-10
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TABLE III APPFIO A

A CITY REZRT CA OF TrIE 1970'3 FITHC MD FISCAL BASES

A

Annual Amara;
FatAnnual

Difference Caen'? Tax Effort
Fat.Annual

Beta Job and BLS
In Retail (8 Per $1000

Citiel With a Cliarce

Averaoe Job
000, population linerplorent Sales 1972- ,

pare)

Severe Problem 2112 121022 22Dgt Rate, 1919 771Constan4 ,s,1976

.

V OXFAM -0.8% 0.7% 1.5% 6.5% - $ 37

Imo( -2;2 -3.0 .0.8 11,7 -5.6% 77
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i
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.
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OAKLAND
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h-W--en-A-rinvrecre Tlike-tothan-k-you for your
opening statement.

There are a number of questions I would like to raise with you,
and first in a rather broad way without going to the merits of the
rationale for the establishment of the budgetary priorities by the
administration, the question I would- like to raise is, given the
reality of the devastation of the cities, do you thifik that we can do
the job that is necessary in meeting the needs of the people in the
cities in the 1980's, given the priorities as they are presently ex-
pressed in this budget and projected budget of the administration
over the next several years?

NEED FOR REINVESTMENT IN OUR CITIES

Secretary.LANDRIEu. Mr. Congressman, i. think one has to look at
the condiMis that existed in this country since its founding. I
believe that I have spoken as often and as loud, if not as eloquently
and as persuasively, as anyone else, for the need for reinvestment
in our cities, and I have not altered that view.

I believe cities are of the utmost importance to this Nation and
to the world. I believe that it would be an entirely different world,
and, in fact, a very sad world, without the kind of interchange
synergism one can get only in an urban environment.

But I also believe we have made great progress, and it has been
an ongoing process. If we view cities in a very narrow sense, and
that is either in terms of a neighborhood, within the political
boundaries of the cities or of the center city defined by its political
boundaries, then we can say that many cities are, in fact, worse off
than they have been.

If, on the other hand, we view cities in the economic sense, and
that is, as an area which is economically tied together, one which is
tied,together by transportation network of streets and bridges and
roads and mass transit, one in which there is an interchange of
recreation facilities and interchange of jobs between those living
within the-political boundaries of the innercities and those living
within the political boundaries of the suburban areas, if we view
the cities in that context, I think things have improved very sub-
stantially.

The problem basically is one of political structure. While there.
are some regional efficiencies and some regions of the country are
suffering, the fact f the matter is when looked at as a whole, but
for the fact that the e are some 38,000 jurisdictions out there, legal
jurisdictions, cities hen taken in their broad context, frankly have
made great improvements.,

I think this country has to ask itself what its priorities are. I
don't believe that any amount of money from the public sector, will
remake many of the central cities overnight. I think that requires
not only a capital investment from the public sector, but also a
'strong economy within the city, itself, in the private side, and it
also requires even after that great expenditure is made, a long-
term process of upgrading education, and that can't be done over-
night.

I do think that this administration has made a very significant
commitment to the. rebuilding of America's cities, and frankly,
that is evident in many, many cities today which we thought at
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one time were- LiTtiftilly-lost-to us-A-think as one went through
cities like New Orleans, Kansas City, Detroit, Cleveland, Baltimore,
Boston, back in the 1960's, mid-1960's, and in some instances the
early 1970's, one would have thought they were not going to sur-
vive. When you ,go back. today, and look at. the growth that has
taken place, that growth principally is <downtown growth, revital-
ization and in some instances housing rehabilitation in certain
neighborhoods, one, can't help but be a little more optimistic than
we were in the early part.

Those statistics which I cite are valid, and that is that the center
cities, themselves, in the political boundaries, are, in fact; becoming
poorer and essentially with greater crowding of minorities: But, as
I pointed out, that is a political problem as much as it is an
economic one.

CONTROL INFLATION
1-

I believe nations, Mr. Chairman, have to, do what is necessary at
any particular given time and as of this moment, the principal
threat facing this Nation is inflation, and I think it is absolutely
essential to the survival of our economic system and in the long
run the survival, of those living in the central- cities that inflation
be brought under control. Once that is done and the economy is
stimulated, and we improve our productivity and find alternative
fuel sources and conserve energy resources, I Believe we can then
build a bigger and better pot from which we can draw more money
in order to make greater investment within the center cities.-

I hope I have answered, to some extent, your question, Mr.
Chairman. Yes, I am quite optimistic about what is going to
happen in the cities-in the 1980's. I do think that we have to limit,
to an extent, our expectations. I don't think we can establish
unrealistic goals. I think we can have hopes that may not be
fulfilled, and it may take longer to fulfill those than the next 10
years, but I think we can reach realistic goals that are substantial
improvement over where we are today, vvi .) our present funding..

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, let me ask the obvious question
that concerns a number of people, and that is,'perhaps one of the
most significant urban problems that we face at this moment is the
social dynamite of literally tens of thousands of young people,
particularly minorities, unemployed in the center cities.

Now, isn't there a conflict in policy when, on the one hand, we
are pursuing ah effort to fight inflation, and the short-term reali-
ties of that is skyrocketing unemployment? Does that not contrib-
ute to the potential explosion in the center cities by enhancing the

'therate, particularly among young minority peOple in
-the inner cities of the country?

BETTER EDUCATION AND JOBS

Secretary LANDRIEU. No, I don't necessarily see it that way, Mr.
Chairman. I am as concerned as you are about those unemploy-
ment rates. And we have several initiatives to assist, but that
problem of youth unemployment is not directly attributable to the
current policies in terms of controlling inflation. That is -almost a
constant in our society. It grows worse in periods of, recession,
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which we are now in, but it is a constant factor,_and._the_expendi-
ture of Government dollars alone is not going to cure that.

What will cure Wet, Mr. Chairman, is a better educational
system, and 'more jab opportunities in the private sector, and it
seems to me that the latter is not going,to be available as long as
we have inflation running at rampant rates, which makes it impos-
sible for people to venture-capital and to expand their businesses.
' So, while I am concerned about it, I think that even a greater
threat, in all fairness, would be for this country to try to function
on an inflation rate of 15, or 20, or 25 percent. I don't believe the
economic system could stand that stress and would ultimately col-
lapse.

TRANSITION OF YOUTH FROki SCHOOLS TO JOBS

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask this question. If for the sake of this
discussion there is agreement that simply the expenditure of Feder-
al funds will not solve the problem of youth' unemployment, does
that preclude the Federal Government from establishing appropri-
ate policy?

Let me suggest this: To my knowledge, we are the only industri-
alized nation in the world that does hot have a national policy on
transition of young people from school-to the world of employMent.
Canada, many other nations in the world, have developed a nation-
al policy that provides a mechanism for young people to make that
transition froni school to employment.

This Nation is the only nation in the world that has not done
ta.t. So even if, on the one hand, we are prepared to agree that it
is not simply the expenditure of Federal funds, does that not re-
quire, then, the establishment of Federal policy to enhance the
role?

We have not even done anything to encourage private industry
to get involved, with the exception of a few of our Federal pro-
grams that I think we can criticize significantly in terms of their
ineptness in doing it, but we have not established policy. Does that
pieclude us from doing it, and if it doesn't, what should be a policy
approach in this area?

Secretary LANDRIEU. Mr: Chairman, first of all, let me quickly
say I am not an expert in anything, least of all in employment and
education. If I know anything, I think I know something about
cities and very little about that, and I think many. of us would have
to acknowledge it is a very complex subject.

I am not sure I accept, Mr."Chairman, the categoriCal criticism of
this country's system.

SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND ECONOMIC FACTORS

The CHAIRMAN. Let me give you a specific example. I am not
critical just to be criticial. I am trying to state facts. For example,
in Canada, in Swedenlet me take Sweden, for example. In
Sweden, there is a national policy that provides for every major
business to set aside one entry level position that trains young
people for a particular number of full-time jobs. That creates in the
private sector as a result of national policy a continuing number of
entry-level opportunities for young people..
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In-CanadaTfor -exampleTthere-is-a national-policy-dealing-with

the, issue of trade unions and trade unions' relationship to young
people, which'opens the opportunities for employment.

What I am suggesting here is not simply criticism, but the state-
ment of fact that we have not put in place policy either affecting
the public sector or the private sector that deals with the question
of the transition of young people from the world of school to the
world of Work.

Secretary LANDRIEU. I am not so familiar with the economic
systems, Mr. Chairman; perhaps Mr. Kaplan could' make a com-
parison between their systems and ours.

I will tell you this, that ham more pleased with our economic
system than I am with theirs, and I am more illeased with:the
progress this country has made than I am with theirs, and I belieVe
of all the nations in the world, despite the deficiencies in this
Nation, that at least the people have provided for themselves the
greatest lifestyle of any people in the history of the Earth and with
the greatest amount of individual freedom, and with the greatest
opportunity, and at the same time, Mr. Chairman, it has served
also as a protector, if you will, or a leading force in the preserva-
tion of peace throughout the world, and has helped virtually every
other nation in the world to achieve a little better way of life.

I am not so sure Sweden has done that, or that Canada, although
they are a great neighbor and a marvelous nation, has_ done that,
either. Everybody can't do everything.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not sure I am communicating successfully. I
am not discussing or comparing our economic systems. I am raising
a question of specific policy as it relates to young people, and it has
nothing to do with comparing economic systems.

I am simply suggesting that given this great economic system, we
still have not addressed the issue of policy as it regards young
people in employment, and I think we all agree that the social
dynamite in this country in every major city in sthe country is the
tens of thousands of 1....mployed young people, particularly black
and Third World young people. That is the only question.

I am not discussing capitalism versus socialism. I am simply
raising the questi'on of policy.

Secretary LANDR/EU. don't see how you can discuss that without
discussing the economic systems. I would take it that in socialistk
countries that there. is very little unemployment in socialist cOuW-,.-

tries. Some do recommc ,d that system. Y happen to disagree with
it.

When you are dealing in the private economy, there obviously is
going to be some unemployment. I think that goes with the system.

Now, 1 quickly say to 'ou that ,the unemployment levels are
unacceplable to me, a.' I know they are unacceptable to the
Presider.L 3tit it isn't :.ftis administration and other administra-
tions w'hicii haw. not ':dressed the issues. It becomes a far more
difficult thing ti uat, in the private sector those job, opportuni-
ties. So I think it is tied in with the economic system of countries.

It also is tied in with your immigration policies. It is also tied in
with your political .system, because if industry is, in fact, free to
move, and we cherish, that right, and industry does, in fact, relo-
cate when a plant wears out, or moves closer to new marketplaces,



ien-it-obviously creates-a-certain-disinvestmentin-the-place-which
it is,leaving and created -a vacuum. That vacuum can be' filled by.
finding new jobs in the private sector or expanding Government:

There are obviously limits on what the Government can do since
the Goirernment only gets its money out of the poc! ets of citizens
and business, and it seems to me we have to make those pockets a
litle bigger rather than just keep printing money in the /belief
somehow or the other there is never a day which we have ;to pay
the bill.

I would be happy to discuss anything ou want to discuss. You
know 10 times more than I do about th job business, so/I doubt I
can add anything to what you know ady; maybe Mr. Kaplan
can.

LINK BETWEEN EDUCATION AND JOBS

Mr. KAPLAN. I think what I would like to do, Mr. Congressman,
is view with you the initiatives the administration/has taken, and,
just as you suggest, this administration indeed has been the first
that harecognized the link between ,education and the job system,
and that link really hasn't existed in the past,/but the administra-
tion's new youth employment initiatives directly and specifically
link in the high school and vocational education sysigin to the
private sector and the job market.

I think that is an important new administration initiative. It is
the first time that has occurred. It is a recognition we can and

jshould do better in trying to link our ob placement and training
system into our educational programs. /

TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

The administration's targeted joh tax credit program specifically
.' encourages vocational education to the job market. It is just 1 year

old and is up for reauthorization shortly, and I hope the Congress
will ,reauthorize it as suggested by the President, but that is a
breakthrough in trying to tie our tax code in I terms .of linking kids
in vocational education to the'job market. )

CETA

The third change in reform that we have made is in the CETA
program, where, through the private initiatives program, we are
trying our best to link CETA placements and training from the ,
time a kid leaves school to the job market.

I might also call attention to the fact that in the foreign coun-
tries that you do quote, you are correct in saying that they have
added the slot in, the private sector for kids in school, but the
statistics indicate in those countries that the level of underemploy-
ment, or employment "below the level of the employee, is higher
than it is in this country, and the real problem in this country and
all European countries is that our technology is changing and our
educational system hasn't caught up, but the initiatives that the
President has begun for the first time take recognition of that.
' The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate your response. May I .add, Mr.
Kaplan, you would agree, then, with our previous witness,
Widner, who suggested that a major priority is to link all of our
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various manpower efforts and our educational systein closely to-
gether, so that-it reflects the needs oftlfe-lAber maiket?

Mr. KAPLAN. I think that is an essential, but I think the Con-
gress should recognize the changing nature of our real poverty in
this country, because some of that cannot be cured by the educa-
tional system.

The CHAIRMV. Since I have alluded to our previous witness, in
his testimony he indicated, for example, Washington, D.C., can be
seen as on the cutting edge of the problems of the cities.

FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS

Now, some of the preliminary data that wehave been looking at
indicates very interestingly that a rather small percentand I
think the gentleman's statement was that what is happening to
Washington, D.C., will be happening to other cities within a 10-
year timeframea rather small percent of household units in
Washington, P.C., are actually households with families.

When you look into that figure, it indicates that the people in
Washington, D.C. who have families are people who earn $10,000 a
year and less, or $35,000 a year and up.

This group that earns between $10,000 and $35,000 a year with
families tends not to exist in Washington, D.C., black or white, and
when people do come into Washington, D.C., for the opportunities
to work, when they get married and have families, the data indi-
cates they tend to move outthis is middle-class, middle-income
familiesinto the Washington-MarAand suburbs never to return,
and are replaced by new young people moving into the center city
for the job opportunities.

So Washington, D.C., on the one hand, 'is a city of one and two-
person units; it is a city of fewer' and fewer families; it is a city
where the families tend to be ppliaps families of poor people or,
before inflation, $35,000 a year was considered affluent, at this
point I am not sure as to whether they are just oh the upper end of
the poverty scalevictims of debt poverty; we will put it that way.

I would appreciate it if you would comment to that in terms of
what you perceive the role of HUD, or the role of the Federal.
Government, in addressing itself to the myriad of problems that
result from this.

For example, in the educational system, you have in Washington
families of poor people who have to work desperately to try to deal
with the ravages of the economic system, less 'able politically to
challenge the system to get it to respond to them. The affluent
families have their children in the private schools, so you leave the
school system where it is unsupported by a number of people in
inner cities where a majority of household units don't have chil-
dren, so they are not concerned about the schools.

We are in a situation, for example, in Washington, where the
schools may close in June and not open until late November,
because they don't have the financial resources available. I see this
trend not only existing in Washington, D.C., but I see this trend
beginning to take place in every major city in the United States.

The question. is, is it appropriate policy to try to attract these
families back into the central cities, or should it be policy to move
a number of lower-income people out into the suburbs?

.
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Secretary LANDRIEU. First of all, Mr. Chairman, 1 go; back to
what I said before, and I think all of us ignore the problem because
it is such a difficult one to solve, and that is the problem of
regionalization.

-WASHINGTON, D.C.

Would your feeling 'be any different cif Washington, D.C., instead
of being 10 miles square, was, in fact, a city that encompassed
northern Virginia and Maryland, so that all of the suburbs were in
what would then be the expane.A District of Columbia? Would
your feelings be any diRrent, and what would Washington, D.C.,
then look like?

Washington, D.C., would then be what you would have to say, I
, think; a balanced community. It would have families; it would 'mire

a number of smaller units for young professionals; it would have a
balance of poor as well as middle- and upper-income people; it
would be a relatively well-balanced city. - .

, That does not mean that it wouldn't have its problems and that
certain neighborhoods within that broad city wouldn't have prob-
lems, but the fact of the matter is the city would be changed
dramatically. Your statistics would all be changed.

So what we are dealing with basically is a political problem. We
could solve a great many of the structural problenis of cities if, in
fact, we could find an acceptable political solution to the 38,000
jurisdictions we have out there. Now, not finding that, which in ,my
judgment is one of the gut solutions, then you are going to deal

lv
with secondary solutions, and if we are going to take the political
jurisdictions as givens, then we have to ask ourse what func-
tions can the central city perform and what funs ns should the
suburban areas perforM.

I don't necessarily think they both should be required or expect-
ed to perform the same functions. Among some there is a feeling
that each unit of government or political jurisi iction ought to
perform identical functions. Each one of them should have some
manufacturing. Each of them should have hotels. Each should have
commercial, and each should have residential. I don't necessarily
think that is realistic.

I believe some cities 'will become commercial centers, hotels;
office buildings, not too many single-family homes, whereas subur-

' ban areas will become places, for- the most part, where the manu-
facturing and warehousing functions are located.

And there is reason for that. It can be done more economically
there, and in many instancesI-think it is a great mistake for
people to opt for things the' way they used- to be, because the
illusion is there, and things never were as good, Mr. Chairman, as
we thought they were. We have jtist forgotten some of what was
there.

Certain communities, in my judgment, are better equipped than
others to do certain things. The city of New Orleans, for instance,
because it was a port town, a great deal of manufacturing was
right there on the riverfront. it, was small manufacturing. The
railroad lines were located there, and all the warehousing was
located there. The streets are narrowerolow; and much too narrow
for the kind of trucks built today, the new technology, the new
equipment. The raiJfoads are having a difficult time moving their
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cars in and out of the traffic, and great_new -beautiful-suburban--
warehouse districts have developed.

Well, -why wouldn't the private sector essentially move an ineffi-
cient operation scattered over four or five buildings into one build-
ing with adequate parking and access to an interstate system? And
frankly, when it doesn't, the country as a whole loses, because if we
assume our resources are limited, then we ought to expect the
private sector to function in the most economical way; otherwise, it
functions in an uneconomical way, and then with government sub-
sidy.

Now, what has happened is that warehousing has left the city,
and if you can draw any parallels to Washington, D.C., perhaps
some of these can be drawn n-7411a property has been put to higher
and better usage. What was_ .,,a railroad yard and an old warehouse
district is now converted-Co -hotels, convention cenrs, to retailing,
to recreation facilities/for the community. The jobs, while they may
have left that particular warehousing job or that particular manu-
facturing job, may_ have left the downtown section of the city, it
doesn't mean that it the city entirely; it may be in another
section of the city or a suburban area, but the jobs are still availa-
ble to the people living in the center 'city. So it is performing
different functions.

I believe Washington, D.C., with its huge Federal investment, is
unlike any other city in America. I don't think we can compare
this city with any other city in America. I believe there are certain
parallels, certain lessons we can learn from one another, but' I
think it is a, very unique city. I alio happen to believe that Wash-
ington, D.C. is a far more beautiful city today than it has been at
any time in its past history, at least within my lifetime.

live right by HUD, Mr. Chairman, which is an old urban
renewal area. I have looked at pictures of that section just 15 years
ago; outdoor plumbing, wood shanties, a horrible section of the' city
in terms of the conditions of the housing. Obviously there has been
an enormous physical improvement, and I think the same can be
said of areas right around Capitol Hill that have come back
strongly.

That doesn't mean to say there has not been a painful displace-
ment of those in those areas. Hopefully they are in better housing
than they were before, but some may not be, and whether they are
or not, many people are uprooted from their neighborhood, and
that is certainly not to be treated lightly.

In terms of all cities, Mr. Chairman, Washington, D.C. is includ-
ed, because of the political jurisdictions and because cities do not
haye control of their own destiny, so to speak, either in terms of
what they tax or how they tax, and because we are performing a

' function which can't be performedthat is the center cityby
anybody else, then it seems to me it requires a State and Federal
contribution.

Now, we do that through the Federal system in' the way of
revenue sharing, community development, block grants, UDAG,
and many States do it also through State support of those local

,governments.
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Unfortunately,. not enough States do it, and those that do it do
not do it sufficiently enough, and, in most instances, the money is
not targeted to the greatest of need.

But, by and large, I think the programs that have been put in
place since the mid-1960's have been very ,effective. We are disap-
pointed when we look at the statistics because we thought that we
could do the job, frankly, inside of 10 years, and I think most of us
now 'looking back realize that was far too 'optimistic. I am not so
sure that the job will ever be completed, but I do know our expecta-
tions were too high.

I often say, Mr. Chairman, in speaking to groups, that we fail to
understand, and I am as guilty as any, how long it takes to do a
real estate development,. and basically when you think of cities,
you have the people and the real estate, and while it is the people
whO are the most important elements, obviously the real estate is a
very important aspect of it.

When we began to do the Dome Stadium in New Orleans, a State
project, it was 1966. Pan Am Life Insurance Co. was looking for a
new home office site. It is national in scope, but a locally domiciled
corporation. They are just now topping out their building. Fourteen
years it took them to decide, No. 1, that they wanted to build anew
home office, and then to decide where they were going, to put it,
and then on what piece of ground, and hOw to design it, and then
to build it-14 years.

The Canal Place project that I was working with before I came
here has been in process for 10 years, and only one building is up.
It is a very live, active project, but it has taken 10 years to
complete one building of a multifaceted project.

So for us to believe somehow or other as naively as we did that
all the deteriorations that have taken place in the ,cities, all of the
mistakes we made in 200 years of this Nation, that by passage of
some legislation, and the implementation of new programs that we
would automatically cure the problems, was rather naive.

We have experienced the same thing, Mr. Chairman, you and I,
and a number of others in civil rights legislation. The passage of
the law in itself, to many, was a great step forward, and we
thought that perhaps that in and of itself would end discrimina-
tion. Now we have been at Brown v. Board of Education since 1954,
and the progress, even though it is at all deliberate speed, is a lot
slower than any of us could have possibly imagined.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I would like to thank you. I have
a number of questions that we would like to submit, to you in.
writing and ask you to submit answers for the record.

HOUSING

I just have one additional question prior to taking a recess for
the vote. It goes to the question of housing.

As you know, a number of years ago, the rule-of-thumb. was an
individual not spend more than 25 percent of their, monthly income
on housing. But at this moment, in reading through the Brookings
Institution study on housing and some preliminary data we have
developed in housing, it indicates that our laws don't suppoit rent-
ers; that on an increasing basis it is becoming difficult for renters
to survive; it is becoming difficult for people who own rental prop-
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erty- to survive; -that our laws tend -to support homeownership and
that the trend is forcing people to purchase homes.

An article appeared in the Washington Post the other day that -
indicated a number of young single people are now finding them-
selves forced just to survive, to come together in groups to pur-
chase homes .because our society is now forcing these people into
homeownership.

The economy, on the one hand, and the laws, on the other hand,
are forcing people into homeownership simply to Suririve..Rental
housing over time is being constricted because there is no support
base for rental housing, and people who own rental property, for
example, just to survive, are now being placed in a position of
having to turn that property over to developers, who then turn it
into condominiums for the purposes of tax writeoff and profit, and
what we are ending up with is a horrible situation here where we
are forcing people, on the one hand, into purchasing homes and, on
the other hand, we are making hbusing so expensive that we may,
find ourselves in a situation where people are spending 50 ircent,
not 25 percentit is increasing now from 25 to maybe even. 35
percent of their income, and, as I understand it from experts, if
this country ever gets to the point where people are spending half
their money on housing, that the bottom of this economy is just
going to drop right out.

Do you have any comments to that, and are there any thoughts
as to what this, administration would recommend as a way of
giving support to people who are not interested in homeownership,
who want to be renters,-and don't want to live in condominiums or
pry .,te dwellings?

Secretary LANDRIEU. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I happen to be
one of those who thinks that homeownership is a very acceptable
lifestyle.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't quarrel with that Should everybody own
one, then?

Secretary LANDRIEU. Anybody who wants to own one I would
hope would own one. I am for letting folks do pretty much what
they want to do in this life, and I think home ownership is certain-
ly a healthy thing for the country.

I also believe that we have to have a certain amount of rental
opportunities Tor the people of this Nation who choose not to own a
home for whatever their reason and who want to rent. But we do
operate in a relatively free market system, and somebody has to
pay for that investment, or at least somebody has to make that
investment attractive enough to be made.

There are a number of factors, I think, that have to be measured.
We are concerned about the increased cost of housing, deeply con-
cerned about it. But in analyzing it we should understand that
several thing, have happened.

No. 1, we have increased tremendously the quality of housing so
that ppople are getting much better quality housing today, though
they may be paying a high Percentage of their income for that
housing. There isn't any doubt that as we read the figures, the
number of units todayI think the figure was 97 percent inner-city
rental units have complete plumbing. One might say: "My God,
you are bragging about having plumbing in this day and age." As a
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matter of fact, it is a fantastic achievement for this country. One
needs only look around the world and see how many people in
other economies and other nations are living without these bene-
fits. So I don't make light of how far we have come.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, could I interrupt for one second?
For example, the Brookings people indi"ate at their conclusion that
the issue -I laid out to you is rapidly becoming the most explosive
urban issue in the country. In fact, their conclusion is that we may
be so far down the road with this problem that there is nothing we
can do. about it. So I am talking about a problem of incredible
magnitude and that is the issue of the availability of housing for
substantial numbers of human beings who either don't have the
necessary wherewithal to purchase homes, they don't exist, or they
are being pushed out or forced into a situation where an extraordi-
nary amount of their income is going for housing in a society that
had as a rule of thumb no more -than one-fourth of .their income
going for housing.

So with a prestigious think-tank organization like Brookings In-
stitution and others pointing out this kind of problem is looming,
an incredible urban problem, I sense oa different -sense of urgency.

I guess that is the point I am trying to interject into this discus-
sion; that it is not a light thing. People are writing that the lack of
available housing and the cost of housing are becoming the incredi-
ble urban issue of the 1980's.

Secretary LANDRIEU. Mr. Chairman, I hope there wasn't any-
thing in my statement that led you to believe that I treated it
lightly. I think I told you we are deeply concerned about it, but
simply railing at the problem doesn't solve it. I think we have to
understand why the problem is there, and if we can understand
why we have the problem, we might go about solving it.

RENT CONTROL

If, on the other hand, we don't understand why we have the
problem, I don't see how we can develop any solutions to What we
are. facing. Many people, for instanceand I would love to spend
some time with you on this issuethink the way 'to do it is to go to
rent control and therefore you keep the rents down. That sounds
very, attractive, and it is politically popular. Except, when 'you do
that; Mr. Chairman, you completely destroy any incentive for the
private sector to invest in rental housing, and what may be a
temporary relief to those who are currently renting becomes an
absolute nightmare for those that follow, because there will be no
substitute housing built if there is not a reasonable return for an
investor to invest in that rental housing.

That certainly is one of the problems. I am not sa-ing that is a
national problem as of this moment, but the fear of rent control
certainly is, and that is one of the factors.

We have enough capacity in this country to build as much hous-
ing as this Nation needs. We have the capacity. We have the
capacity in the contracting business, and development business,
and the engineers; we can build as much housing as this Nation
needs. The question is, can we pay for the kind of housing that
people want, and my answer to you as of this moment -is no.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I have to suspend because I have
to go vote. I appreciate very much your testimony before the corn-.

mittee. I would simply add that I think you raise a significant
question when you talk about the issue of rent control at the local
level. My interpretation of that is that rent control initiatives at
the local level across the country is a local expression of the need
for national policy in this area, and that people attempting to deal

with this housing problem, jurisdiction-by-jursidiction is simply a
screaming of human beings around the country for the need for a
national policy in the area of housing, and rent control initiative
on the ballots in these various cities is the expression of human
beings saying we desperately need to address this issue as a nation-

al problem. .

I see more and more cities dealing with tnis matter on balance,

and I think you are right; it only deals with one aspect of the
problem. It doesn't take 'a comprehensive look at it, but- I think if
we -at the- Federal leVet view theserent-control initiatives- as-an
expression of local communities saying housing is a national prob-

lem, and we have got to develop a national policy toward it, then it
seems to me we can respond appropriately to what is -going on at
that level And don't have to argue the merits or the pros, and cons.
of -.rent control at the Federal level, but simply perceive it as an
outcry of human beings saying at the Federal level we think there
is desperate need for a national policy in the area of housing.

I see these rent control initiatives more in that regard.
Secretary LANDRIEU. I think we have an excellent national

policy, Mr. Chairman. I think we have more housing opportunities,
deeper investments being made by the Federal system today than
we have ever had before. The President just asked Congress for
another $5 billion for assisted housing alone in this Nation for this
coming year, which is a quantum jump, and is insisting upon that
level of funding even in the face of trying to balance the budget.

This administration has a terribly deep commitment to housing.
I simply say it is much too narrow an issue to hang it on rent
control. I mentioned as one aspect, to help understand, where 'there

is not sufficient investment taking place from the priVate. sector
out there. If the private sector is not going to make money in
automobiles, it will find a way to make money in widgets. and if

not in widgets, it will find a way to make money in something else,

unlike a government-controlled economy, where we can invest
whether it is profitable or not. If it is in need, then the Govern-

ment invests. But ultimately, unless we have a strong private

sector, the Government better be prepared to do.it, and I have not
yet found a goiernment where the housing policy is run and con-

trolled by the government that provides the kind of standard of
living this country has provided for it through the private sector

working in partnership with the private sector.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, .thank you very much- would

like to say to you these hearings are not designed- to develop a
platform to criticize this administration. My objective is more lofty.

My objective is to simply say to my colleagues in. America that
there are cities here, that there are matters that we need to look at

and bring the greatest intellectual competence and capability and
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political commitment and conviction that we can to resolve these
problems.

So I didn't raise thr!se hearings to put the administration in an
offensive or defensive position, but to allow us to engage in some
intellectual exchange with respect to the needs for certain kinds of
policy deyelopment as we move through the decade of the 1980's,
and I r'alize that Congress often is a place that tends to pit
M-nibers of Congress against the administration, back and forth.
These hearings are not designed to do that.

My "bjective is, as I said, much, more lofty; and that is to say
Washington, D.C., is one of those cities. I don't agree that it is a
unique city other than the fact it -is the capital. Beyond that fact, I

think : has The generic problems of any other major city in the
United states, and if we can focus on Washington, D.C., and begin
to address the problems of Washington, D.C., I .think we then have
the clues to the kind of shaping of the kind_of_policy_wecneed to,

address the problems of urban life throughout this country.
I hop I was communicating in this effort. 1 am not here to

challenge the Carter administration. These cities are going to he
here when the Carter administration is no longer around, and that
is my concern; what- happens to the cities in this country beyond
political personalities and .beyond individual administrations, and
so I wanted to say that for the record publicly so you could under-
stand my motivation here was not to set the administration up and
play games. We have a serious objective here.

Secretary LANDRIEU. I understand that,' Mr. Chairman. Some-
times in my discussions I am more of a passionate participant than
I should be, simply because I am interested in the subject matter. I
have been at this business now for 20 years, and I, am still learn-
ing, and I know of no administration in that whole period of time
that has done more for the cities of this Nation than has this
administration in the past 3 years. I certainly didn't assume what
we were doing war ,being critical. I just think it is a very deep iskie
that we tend to want to solve by either isolated, quick-fix, or by
some new gimmick.

The cities are inextricably tied up with the freedom and rights of
'people to live and to move where they want to, or where they don't
have that right, to make certain they do have that right. They are
tied up in the economic system; they are tied in with the political.
structure under the control of Stites. As I said, there are 38,000
jurisdictions, so it gets to be a terribly complex situation.

I agree with you that Washington, D.C., in some respects is like
other cities, but I think you will find, Mr. Chairman, that there
really- are not any two cities alike. Right now, many cities are
going through terrible unemployment. In Detroit, it is horrible
right now. You gu down to the city of New OrleanS, and while I am
not saying we are basking in the light of great prosperity, the
unemployment is relatively low, simply because the industrial base
of those cities are different. One is a manufacturing base' city; the
other one is' based on a port and tourism, and those economic
cycles are running out of synch-sight now.

So there are significant differences, and I do think you have to
treat Washington, D.C., quite differently than any other city in the
Nation. It is very different. And the mere presence of the Federal
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Government here, and this being the Nation's capital, and people
believing that this is the national city, it deserves special attention,
in my judgment.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much for your contribution,
and taking the time out of your busy schedule to appear before this
committee on these hearings. We appreciate it.

Secretary LANDRIEU. 'Monk you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Rezess for Members to vote].
The CHAIRMAN, The committee will reconvene its business.
Mr. Widner, thank you very. much for providing us the opportu-

nity to provide the Secretary time to meet his schedule. Again, as I
indicated I thought your opening presentation was fascinating and
I would like for us to discuss it a little bit. You were in the
audience when I alluded to some of the data with respect to the
District of` Colurnhiaaii, di find it very interesting when one looks
at the District of Columbia, we do see this middle income group of
people, black and white, leave the city never to return.

I would appreciate if you could comment to that.

PEOPLE MOVING TRENDS

Mr. WIDNER. It is because of data like that, Mr. Chairman, that I
think the District, while unique obviously in its role it plays in the
system, does reflect some trends that are likely to affect other
cities as the decade wears on. There are some special reasons, why
we see it first here, that we can talk about, if you wish. I think we
are going to see that pattern in many cities for the simple reason
that the people in the middle income bracket, the families in the
incbme bracket you menioned that leave the city, are essentially
moving into a stage of life from child rearing, and space around the
home, school considerations, a lot of other things enter the equa-
tion, and so they go to the suburbs. That is what drove them to the
suburbs after World War II, and at the same time as you indicated
we have these very young people in the lower income brackets who
did come into,the city, and I think at least for the next decade, and
probably for a short time after the end of this decade, that group
will be fairly sizeable, and will account for a good deal of this
movement that we are talking about, this gentrification that we
will see in the cities. The fact that upper income people can afford
the cost associated with urban housing would account for those
over $35,000. You are right, we may have to raise that a little bit
givRn inflation and everything else, but they can afford the tradeoff
costs involved in living inside so you get this maldistribution.

The further out on the urban pheriphery you go, the lower the
cost of the housing and the more expensive the commute gets to be.
It will be a factor, and therefore, there are some who think the
energy situation may change the pattern somewhat. I am a little
skeptical about that. I think it will have some influence on wheth-
er those' young people who come in in the early stages of their lives
when their income is still relatively modest, and they do not have a
family, they may decide not to move out because of the cost of
commuting, but I do not see people getting rid of their suburban
house and moving in because of the commuting; it would take a
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very, very substantial increase to make up the difference in cost to
them for that move.

I think that is a national picture. It probably will be with us for
the reason that the, Secretary alluded to, that we are trapped by a
political definition of the city.

There are cities, for example, the city in which I spend half of
every week, Columbus, Ohio. It is a city that was able to annex
territory very substantially over the last 17 years; in fact, it quad-
rupled its territory over the last 17 years, also a' lot of the subur-
ban territory is captured within the city boundaries. It is interest-
ing now that development is going out way beyond that even

because of a combination of housing costs, schools and so on.
The pattern'is not unique. It does cause us some concern because

of the maldistribution of the population and the taxpaying public
that it represents.

If we are looking for a solution to that, I think that the Secretary
is pointing in the right direction, and that is, it may be that we
have to change the way we finance' schools, and the way we define
political jurisdictions or services for some purposes. Even if we had
the boundaries in the right place, this kind of pattern would tend
to appear, but if we start financing our schools in a more sensible
way, then rve have been financing them, we can deal with that
maldistribution problem.

FINANCING SCHOOLS

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any thoughts with respect to the
financings of schools, because one of the concerns that I tried to
allude to with the Secretary is that if the inner cities, the center
city is overwhelmingly single families, then what is the motivation
for financing educational systems for a small percentage of people
in the city who have families, many of them low-income families?

Mr. WIDNER. Well, this is one place where the District does have
a unique situation that nobody else has.

Let me talk about the problem in general. Then we can deal with
the special problem of the District.

Throughout this country, there has been a recognition over the
last 10 or 12 years, and starting with your own State with the
Snoma _decision about the equity of school financing when we use
the property tax. And that has led to a growing recognition that a
child should not be penalized for being born in one jurisdiction
rather than another, that there is a fundamental, almost constitu-
tional right, at least under many State constitutions, to a quality of
education. For that reason, we are seeing shifts beginning to occur
that rely on State governments, by and large, to redistribute rev-
enues for the State as a whole back down to the school district, so
you get some equity in school financing across all the jurisdictions.
In my State of Ohio, we have gone through agony on this question
and really did not solve it politically, but one business group last
year made the extraordinary recommendation that we collect the
property tax at the State level, particularly for commercial and
industrial, property, and then redistribute it on the basis of some
formula that would recognize need among the school districts. That
then would begin to get you off this problem of people within a
jurisdiction not being interested in supporting schools because they
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do not have-childreri in the school. By the way, that may he more
conventional wisdom on our part. We found in one suburban juris-
diction we analyzed on a school levy, the heaviest vote against the
levy was among the families with kids in schools, because they
were the ones that were feeling the budget pinch the most, and the
older and younger people who had no kids voted in larger numbers
for it than the ones that had the kids in school.

The District situation, of course, is very unique, because you are.
a State, county and a city all in one fell swoop, so we wind up with
either a District o,r Federal responsibility. There is no other alter-
native in between. I am not an expert on the District. One of my
colleagues is a specialist on the District, and I asked him to come
today but he could not.

I do not know that I can'come up with an intelligent answer for
the particular problem in the District.

HOUSING

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I appreciate that. I will just move to an-
other area, because I think you have adequately responded to my
question. I wanted to ask you where in your list, I assume it was in
the number 3 recommendation, that is, the:redevelopment of land
but the question I want to raise was where do you see the housing
problem.in your list of priorities for the cities, as I said, Brookings
and other people who have begun to try to tackle this issue of
housing in the urban centers, are pointing to the notion that the
housing issue is rapidly becoming the number one crisis in the
country, the availability of housing, and the affordability of hous-
ing, and the pressure to move people to homeownership simply
because the laws of economics do not support any other apprOach.

,Mr. WIENER. Well, the housing problem is one, of the major
issues on the agenda right now in terms of its affordability, and
you have to look at it as if it were a bermuda onion, and you were
peeling away the layers, because there are several reasons for
those extraordinarily high costs. Compared to European countries
on the whole, we build a lot more housing per person or family at a
',lower cost than, the vast majority of our other countries compara-
ble to us. Housing is a lot cheaper in the United States than it is in
most of thosecountries, and we have always had a warp in public
policy that tends to favor housing over other forms' of capital
investment.

This experience we are having right now is an unaccustomed one
really for us, but it is a fairly traditional one for many of the.
European countries where you .really have to be extraordinarily
wealthy to have a privately owned single family house; but if we
look at it as.a bermuda onion, there are several factors that con-
tribute to the increasing 'costs. Of course, we can never forget the
'impact on the economy and the ramifying effects on the economy
of rising energy costs, and that works its way through the whole
system, and drove up the cost of money which had an effect on the
financing of houses, so there is one set of effects that are more a
matter of national and international policy. When we get down to
what we can actually do, there are two areas that we can start
looking, no, three, that we can start looking at.
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First of all, for perfectly good reason, we have required builders
to go through a great deal more procedural review in the construc-
tion of housing than they used to have to go through, and we have
underestimated the impact that has had on the costs of 'the
housing.

The amount of delay that that builds into construction, and the
inflation rates we have been having in the last\everal years, the
amount of costs that that adds to housing and construction of all
kinds is extraordinary.

If you would-like; we have just completed a paper on the cost of
delay in our economy. We call it, we named it after a song, "As
Time. Goes By."

The CHAIRMAN. We would appreciate that.
Mr. WIDNER. You might find it interesting because we look to a

--coupleprograms,the---cornmunity----blockgrant--program-,--and soo
forth, to see what the costs are for housing and various kinds of
construction, and that is a major factor. Most developers cannot sit
on the front end money that is required to build for long protracted
periods of time at today's inflation rates without really getting into
very serious cash flow problems so you got a problem there.

The second problem is that in many parts of the country and
here in Washington, particularly in the Virginia suburbs, we have
had an example of this. We have, in effect, rationed the housing
supply, for example., by declaring moratoria while we get our
sewage plants built or environmental protection measures,. the
Fairfax County moratorium of several years ago. Now, what that
does, it restricts supply versus demand which drives up price, and
we have been doing this, or things like this, across the country,.and
that has driven up the cost as well.

The third is that we sometimes intervene with public policies to
try to influence the price of housing, and in the process actually
drive it up higher without knowing it. I think all this boils down to
the fact that we now have to take a hard look at what we have
done in the past, not abandon our standards or criteria, but sim-.:
plify the procedures by means of which we implement them, so
that a builder does, not have to go through 16 different reviews
with 16 different agencies, etcetera. We got to cut the red tape out.
Second, we got _to be very careful about how we ration the supply
of land for new housing, or the cost of land for housing: And I

I think if we do those things and get the inflation rate under control
which is a fair task, that the costs of .housing will then come back
down to something like the tolerable range of 25 percent that you
were talking about. The difficulty will be that everybody, it is like
a mustard 'plastered on the problem and maybe make it worse and
we go to get at the' whole systemic root of it..

The CHAIRMAN. I have a few questions we prepared, and we
would like to get responses for the record.

RENT CONTROLS

Do you agree with me that various rent controls initiatives that
have come forward in a number 'of cities around the country are
really a manifestation of a national problem, an expression at the
local level of the need for national policy in the area of 'affordable
housing.
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Mr. WIDNER. First of all, think it is understandable why people
want rent control. It is a classic case of grabbing for a solution to
solve a problem, but maybe getting 'the opposite result of what you
are after. It does indicate, and iyon alluded to this earlier, in
American housing policy, the renter is out in left field. We have
done a number of surveys in the past. year around the country, and
find that this is a major concern on the part of many people. How
do you get fair treatment for the renter?

I think that is an area that we, as a nation, we have got to look
into it. If we decide that-housing in one way or another should be
assisted or subsidized, then it ought to be assisted equitably for all
kinds of households including those who rent. It is unfair for those
who decide to rent, they may be young adults, it may be unfair for
them to have to bear the brunt of an incentive system. That only
rewards-those-that-can-afford-to buy.

PEOPLE MOVING TRENDS

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr: Widmer, you mentioned earlier
in your presentation that suburbanization seems to be economically
motivated, and. I would like to draw a fine distinction. Are you
suggesting that those persons, people leave the center. city, do so
because they can no longer afford to live there, or are people
moving into the suburbs because they can afford to live there?

Mr. WIDNER. The affluence tends to pull toward housing, 'and
other amenities that they think they will find more readily availa--
ble in the suburbs. Until you reach a certain level, and ther, as
you have indicated, upper income people might swing back, and
that happens in every country, even in the Communist countries. It
was remarkable to me, for example, in Poland and Hungary, to
find that the Government, the political people in the Gc ernment,
felt that the,, population, by and large, measured its improvement
in its standard of living with two things, and two things only. No. 1
was housing, and No. 2 was-an automobile. So the .police, we were
over there, they committed themselves to a large number of auto-
mobiles, and because they could not put single f housing in a

,..city like Warsaw, they had to provide a natimal subsidy for a
second home in the country, and they provide a second home,
single family home iii the country, and they have a flat in the city.
This is a uniform phenomena. Even in black suburbanization, we
find the movement is an economic decision, and racism becomes a
factor in the way that'whole pattern gets shaped, but the decision
to suburbanize is made possibly by rising aspirations that are tied
to income.

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

The CHAIRMAN. You have anticipated one of my other questions.
When the District of Columbia's high youth unemployment rate is
viewed against a backdrop of the fact that 71 percent of all workers
in the District are professional, technical, or other white collar
types, what are the implications for program efforts to fight unem-
ployment?

Mr. WIDNER. Well, we have two cities. We have one city that is
caught up in -the mainstream that that 71 percent represents, and
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a.percent of the black population is in'that. And then we have this
other city that is almost totally isolated and alienated from the
larger mainstream around it, doesn't really get to participate in it,
gets ignored frequently, and that is the festering that is inside of
many, many of our cities:

What Washington doesn't have that many of the old industrial
cities have is that there is really a third city in4the old industrial
cities. You have this professional cadre that is expanding, that the
downtown office development is on, and then you have the blue-
collar workers being displaced as changes occur in the traditional
industries, and they are a special group, and then you .have the

; group that never got into either one of those, that is isolated.
In most of the American cities we have this block of folks that

are outside the system, and that is why I think thathas_to_be our
priority. No society can stay-h-e-althy for very long with that

condition existing. We just, have to get at it.

NATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICIES

The. CHAIRMAN. You were present when the Secretary and I
.engaged in a colloquy with respect to the national policy on youth
employment, and I would like your thoughts on it.

The thought I was trying to convey to the Secretary was simply
that virtually every other industrial society has in very specific
terms developed national policy dialing with the issue of the tran-
sition of young people from school to the world of employment, and
they have done it in the public Sector' as well as the private sector,
and there are a number of initiatives one can deal with.

First, I would like to ask, are we in agreement that this is one of
the industrial nations in the world that doesn't have the national
policy, and if we do, what do you perceive the national policy to be?

Mr. WIDNER. To oversimplify, I think it is fair to say in many of
the other industrialized countries economic policy really consists of
three pieces. This is oversimplifying. First, you have the aggregate
policy that deals with monetary and fiscal, policy, the sort of thing
we did with the Employment Act of 1946.

Second, they have' sectoral policies, worry about how specific
parts of the economy are operating. It can be the employment of
young adults or manpower adjustment as some industries get obso-
letethat is what you are referring to in Sweden, for example or
whether shipyards are obsolete and should' go into the business of
building oil rigs. But they are aimed at keeping their industrial
base up to date and competitive.

Then there is a third set of policies that are spatial, that worry
about places, whether there is too much concentration of employ-
ment in this part of the country and not enough in others, or
whether the cities or rural areas are in trouble, but they worry
about the distribution of employment and population.

Now, we really haven't had any formal consensus in the United
States, that kind of economic policy that worries about all three
dimensions. We have had mainly an aggregate one since the Em-
ployment Act of 1946 that worries about monetary and fiscal
policy. We have enacted-special programs, many of them to worry
about sectoral issues of one kind or another when they rise to
political attention because somebody is hollering, and they want
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attention. We have spatial policy, the urban policy, the regional
policy; and "So on. These have never been taken seriously as part of

the arching overall economic policy. In Sweden, the labor market
policy is a very sensitive part of their overall economic policy. If
they get a bottleneck developing in one part of the economy, where
there are too many people, they immediately take those folks,

retrain them and move them to another. sector of the economy, -so
the economy keeps operating smoothly, and there is not a manpow-
er bottleneck..

We have never done that. We respond to a call of help, and it is

a kind of reactive policy. Quite frankly, my colleagues and I have
concluded, and not alone, because now the papers and the maga-
zines are full of it about the reindustrialization of America, and so
on that we now really have to develop a set of economic policies
that worry about the sectoral performance within the economy,
including our manpower pool, and also worry about the spatial
policies, the problems of places that are affected by economic
changeand hitch them together seriously, not just as little place-
bo programs, to mollify an interest group or somebody who is
hollering for help.

My hunch is, Mr. Chairman, that the country is rapidly coming
to the same conclusion. If you take the media as any barometer of
what is happening, we are finding all of our papers and magazines
filled with articles about the reindustrialization of America, about
labor productivity, about the cost to the society of underutilization
of manpower and equipment, and so on. If that tide represents
anything, it seems to me there is a thrust there toward going the
next step beyond the Employment Act of 1946. It is not socialism; it
is just a better way of doing things than we have done in the past.

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that very, very much, Mr. Widner,
and on that note I would like to thank you on behalf of myself, the
members of the committee and staff, for your contributions to

these proceedings. I think your contribution has been significant
and important, and, frankly, extremely valuable to us.

If additional questions occur, we would like very much to be able
to submit them to you in writing and hopefully you would give us a

response back.
Mr. WIDNER. I would be happy to.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess until 1 p.m.
The Chair would like to apologize very much to our next witness,

but due to the structure of the morning, we were not able to get to
and I would like to not rush through the testimony, and if the

gentleman can come back at 1 p.m., we would appreciate it very
much.

[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at '1 p.m. this same day.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The full committee will come to order.
Mr. Laplois Ashford is the Director of the Southeast Neighbor-

hood. House. The Neighborhood House is a 50-year old social service
agency serving the residents of Washington, D.C., east of the Ana-
costia River.

It is a United Way affiliate organization and a United Planning
Organization delegate agency. UPO is the local Community Action
Agency fdr the Federal Government in the city.

We would like to welcome you, Mr. Ashford, and again apologize
for not being able to include you in this morning's witness list. We
would like to begin and you may proceed in any fashion you
choose:

STATEMENT OF LAPLOIS ASHFORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SOUTHEAST NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. ASHFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairfnan.
I want to thank you again and niembers of your staff and others

who have invited me here today.
I wane' to say just a little more about Southeast House.
In addition to being'established for 50 years, it is now one of the

larger. 'social service agencies in the city, if not the largest other
than UPO with a $2.2-plus million budget, 125-plus member staff,
very extensive and spread out over Andcostia and the far southeast
of Washington.

Before I begin addressing the issue today, I-want to relate that I
have made some changes, based on some of the conversation that I
heard this morning' which became quite interesting, and I made
some additional changes over lunch.

I would like an opportUnity when this is over to come back with
a fresh copy for your record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. ASHFORD. OK; likewise, I want to preclude my remarks with

some perspectives that I will be talking not from the role of others
that .I have heard today from an academic background or one who
considers himself an authority on this, that or the other, but be
'talking from the ,perspective of one who experiences problems
within a community that is affected by Federal funding on a day-
to-day basis.

Likewise, I will be talking in. perspective, because I have to
compare it with some other experiences that I have had as a vice
president of National Urban Coalition; I have had the opportunity
to travel to major urban centers in the Nation, and those experi-
ences I have behind me.

I was executive director of Urban Coalition in Chicago,and Roch-
ester, as well as national youth director for NAACP and other
things.

As I talk about the problems of Anacostia and the far southeast,
I cannot divorce those problems from those which I have seen
across our Nation, and I heartily agree with you that urban prob-
lems, no matter where they are, and our city problems, are essen-
tially the same.
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WACSHl'IGTON, D.C.

I heard the. Secretary of HUD this mornindsay that hington
is a beautiful city. I agree with him that it isa beautiful c ty; but I
think something different about Washington as compare with a
number of other cities that I have been in.

Cosmetically it is beautiful, but below the surface we find the
same festers and the same sores and the Same urban probleths
from housing to education that we find in most urban centers are
right here, and at times when I see the level of them here as
compared to a Chicago where it is bad and not only looks bpd,
things are bad here, and it looks so nice fiorn this building; if yrm
get higher to look across at Anacostia and see the view there and
vice versa, it looks so nice but right under our doorsteps, under the
Capitol, we have some of the most serious urban problems that can
be found in this Nation.

I want also, before .I begin to respond to your question, to
what I would say isn assessment of how People in the community
we serve view and feel about government in general, that is, the
D.C. government, the Federal and any'Others that might be in-
volved in between.

First, I would be remiss in characterizing these feelings as less
than utter frustration and hostility. Many of the organizations or
institutions which we provide services to the citizens in the far
southeast Washington are Government-supported in one way or
another.

Much of what can and cannot be provided is directly connected
with Government. We are in a community which is highly depend-
ent upon Government for its basic survival, looking from jobs to
housing and to food.

Likewise, it is a-' community which actively experiences the re-
sults of Federal decisions in funding as opposed to ju,st reading
about them and thinking about othem across othe table,ibecause it
appears with the high amount of government involvement that we
have in a community like far southeast Washington, especially the
Anaco'stia section, that whatever you do affects us one way or
another, because again this is a community that is highly depend-
ent upon Government.

The social demographics of the Anacostia and moving out of
Anacostia into?Congress Heights, it gets less as you move farther
south and farther east, butthe social demographics are as devastat-
ing or as serious as you could find anyWhere in the country.

I think' that we have something right at our doorsteps that is as
volatile as Mount St. Helens. With the dynamics that we experi-
ence on a da-y-tp-day basis, it is hard to say when something is not

. going to explode.
Right in the District Weekly this morning, and we participated

yesterday in .a march against drugs in that community, yesterday,
many people were hollering and talking about, we have got to get
out there and stand together, but as they marched for one block
they disappeared because a lot' of those folks against whom they
were marching standing on those corners were taking names and
consulting with each other, and they intimidated the people who
had been. asking the police to clear up this new pocket down ,on
14th Street on the corner of Calvert and Martin Luther King.
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It is the type of community that wants to be somebody and to be
something, yet the social problems all around are so great that it is
hard for someone-who has a little resources to do something, to
really accomplish anything.

LOCAL LEADERSHIP

I would say there is a great deal of disillusionment with our
political and nonpolitical leadership. Thus, there appears to be a
continuous search for local leadership which expresses political
directions and values related to the needs of the community.

Organizational and institutional leadership are also sought
which provide direction as well as the resources which are needed
in our community. .

Therefore, an organization like Southeast House must respond
not only to the mission statethents that we have in our bylaws, or
respond to the contracts that we may have with various agenCies pr
foundations to do a particular program, but we have to respond in
a very human way to the day-to-day needs of people which may not
be covered in any program or any type of funding that we have,
but we hay o have a commitment above and beyond the cause of
dealing some one syniptom.

We have got to have a holistic approach toward the programs
which we administer.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

From the perspective of one who directs a service-delivery agency
which is enmeshed in the various levels of funding from the Feder-
al Government, it is necessary, I think, that a brief description of
just what I feel about the Federal role in funding of local institu-
tions and affecting those funding mechanisms as they relate to the
day-to-day organizational institutional operation.

The main point which should be observed is that the local orga-
nizations suffer from an observation that you have made time and
time again this morning. They suffer from any lack of clear policy
in the domestic programs specifically.

We need some clear-cut policies around which we can plan and
coordinate, or else if we don't have it I think we are going to have
these piecemeal approaches which, as.I will talk about later on, are
too many times self-defeating.,

They are conflicting, self-defeating, and they are frustrating as
well, if I could say it, for an agency to try to administer them, and
I think we are probably in one way fortunate that we have the
agencies out there but not so fortunate that the agencies many
times are cooperating out of their intense desire to do something
and compromising at the same time, because they know what is
being done is not really meeting the issues but this is all they can
do so they cooperate with government.

I find myself in that position. I would rather try to do something
and make the best out of that something with a lot of changes, and
I will tell you very frankly, I don't always follow those guidelines
when they say somebody can't have food in certain programs; if
they are hungry they get fed, and we try to find a way.
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I would like to give two general examples. One is the nature of
the Federal commitment which has been tentative at best. OK, the
commitments which were Assumed by the Federal Government in
the midsixties resulted from thepressures iri the communities and
racial minorities have now been dissipated. These commitments
were based on fears as well as the concerns of middle and upPer
class citizens that we should do what is necessary to ease the
tensions caused by "those people."

The commitment seemed equally as, urgent to give them what
they want to shut them up as uch as any rear concern about,
their plight, because I have no seen any continuity of the initia-
tives that were started; The in' iatives again have been dissipated.

Included in those commitme is were also what I feel were politi-
cal indicators, and that is, give them a piece of the pie and perhaps
they won't be on your back too much. As I remember, the massive
Federal funding began with local initiatives. Later it moved to
State agencies and even later the Federal structure through which
the funding was to get to the communities was eliminated.

LOCAL LEADERSHIP

.Active leadership for community and racial minorities, primarily
black, was successfully preempted.. They were made part and
parcel in many ways of the structure which as doing the preempt-
ing.

To giVe you some examples, I have seen lfare mothers become
executives almost overnight. There is absolutely no training, noth-
ing to prepare them when this funding ceases to move laterally or
to at least move in another position in that field.

Those of us who have been involved in Federal programs, espe-
cially from the beginning, saw a great bonanza for an awful lot of
people. I always appreciated 'that, but I always likewise put,-condi-
tions on any position that I had.

I got, I think, the finest example that you can have. The State
director of community relation ; for the State of Illinois was a
member of my staff when I was in Chicago, a person who had not
really completed high school, but when I became executive director
of the Chicago Urbah League, I had to .say to her, "Listen, you
might be doing quit well here, but I don't need you if you are a
slave here. I don't nked anybody that has to stay here because they.
can't get a job anywhere else. You have got to train yourself.".

She has gotten her credentials and the results show for them-
selves. I saw far too many examples- and I can show you them right
now both in this city and other cities of the people who became a
part of this preemption and have never grown any from it. That is
not leadership, and that is not growth.

When these funds go they will be some of the first to be affected,
b cause they are not prepared to go anywhere else.

Likewise, I have found that the active leadership, as it was
p eempted, that priorities change, because an awful lot of people
learned many things from the civil rights movement of the blacks
in the sixties. The feminists' rights, the gays, even other minorities,
'and I can remember seeing films of people singing, "We shall
overcome" in Japan.
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An awful lot of people learned from that: As our black leadership
was preempted, other leadership came up to address other needs,
and government has been very fickle. It changes to what are the
pressures of today, as opposed to having any firm, well-planned
policy around which those who are in the delivery business can
deliver on some kind of sustained basis over x period of time.

You don't give somebody eternity, but you give them an opportu-
nity to do a job. This piecemeal, year-to-year thing, not knowing
where you stand, not knowing if this title is going to be funded this
year, is the worst disaster I have seen, and it makes for inefficiency
from every level, because nobody can really plan.

I have experienced too ,many times October 15, after a Federal
fiscal year has begun, just receiving a notification grant award, and
all of a sudden you have got to hurry up and catch up and spend
all the money because we don't want it to gd back, all that sort of
thing. It is self-defeating and stupid, as far as I am concerned.

Let me say something else about that black leadership, and I am.
talking about blacks because I am talking about black and; poor
right now. That is the community I serve, but having grown up in
the NAACP movement I believe in the rights of everybody, so don't
anybody get me wrong that I am talking for one interest group.

The black leadership which existed in the sixties has not as yet
been reestablished, essentially, again because some of the leaders
are now in different positions of leadership which are closely alined
with the status quo.

Iwould not go so far to characterize that leadership as well-outs
or to say we are now part and parcel- of the system in varying
degrees.

.1

I would say the change to the inside for many of us, and I have
to address this is k ue for myself, the change to going into govern-
ment as I went in government in Rochester, N.Y., as the deputy
commissioner of pub c safety, following the riots, they ran me out
of town before that, but when I went back there the changes that
you can make from the inside, many times you can make signifi-
cant changes, and I feel good about changes, that have been made,
but I think too many of us have fought to get inside and. not stayed
outside where we can be real advocates. ,

There is only so much you can do and I look at this and other
administrations where people have come with fantastic' reputations
for advocacy. Maybe they will stay a little while; they don't stay
too long if they stay committedto those very same principles that
they had when they went in. .

I see that among us; it is like crabs in the barrel out there and
fighting for the little crumbs that might be available..

The conclusion that I would want to make is that was we ap-
proach the 1980's with the experience of the 1960's and 1970's, and
especially with some among us who are becoming part of the haves
as opposed to the have-nots, we find a castration of present leader-
ship, even though it might be sincere and dedicated. The Federal
role appears to be based more on pressure than commitment.

The lack of similar pressures that existed in the 1960's and a lot
of those pressures existed because of the middle and upper class
concerns. Their children were involved in the civil rights move-
ment and many of their children were being arrested down there.
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-Many-of them-were breaking-ties-witirthe amily-to-fight fur-the
rights movement, although many of them are now a part and
parcel of the status quo and the system again, but the pressures
that were once felt by government are not felt asrmuch because we
have had so many interest groups that have taken the teachings of
that civil rights movement and used it for their own ends, although
the ends are good.

CHANGE IN PRIORITIES

I would say that another thing that characterizes the 'govern-
ment, and I have talked about it a little before, is the changes in
its priorities. In the absence of any concerted direction either by
the citizenry or our national legislators, other political leaders such
as in Lile executive branch have devised their own mechanism for
changing based on what they ascertain to be the priorities or the
desires of the people, again those who hold the power.

During the Nixon era there was a great deal of pressure per-,
ceived for substance abuse programs. Massive efforts were em-
barked upon only to be cut off when other priorities were per-
ceived. Concurrent with 0E0 funding and programs, there were a
number of model city type programs, and these prOgrams were
embarked on only to be cut off w1.3n other priorities again were
perceived.

LEAA type grants, educational legislative programs and supple-
mental education programs for the disadvantaged were among
those initiatiVes, and if we really sat and wanted to name them we
could name a whole lot of initiatives that have been started and
stopped like turning on a flucet and turning it off when we have
had just a little to drink.

Something else happened during this pdriod, these periods that
disturb me, and as a person who has to operate on a local basis,
because concurrent with the governinent's,flimsy-fiamsy, whimsical
ways in changing its priorities from year to year with a number of
behavioral theories' that were developed 'by social scientists, and
they seem to be developed to try and` justify or qualify in some
ways what government is doing.

For instance, we had Moynihan's "Benign Neglect" and 'Jensen's
"Theories of Intelligence," the minorities are not as intelligent,
Shockley's "Racial Support," et cetera.

Another conclusion that I would make is that the changes of
piiorities are similar to the articles that appeared in the Gannett
Rochester newspaper. They were entitled "Winds of Change."
Those papers are not known to be in any way liberal in Rochester,
and there are a lot of justifications, and you will find Eastman
Kodak did a lot of justifications of the types of employment policies
that they had and all this sort of thing.

Rochester was a very embarrassed citywhen it had riots and the
"Winds of Change" was a series of articles all of which were
designed in my mind to justify what happened in Rochester.

Those are not the regular Rochester citizens. Those are people
who came as migrants from Florida and what have you. I find that
those social scientists in some ,nays appear to be following what
are the whims of tl.e day.

If you want to do something you find somebody who is going to
support you and you got something based upon which to change
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----you-r-po licies-zagain :-Perh I7an-rptriT4-i- I Ere con fu in that
but we will .e a chante to dialogue hopefully.

A further L.J.iclusion based on "1 and 2 of the below" Was the
blatant evidence of the need for well-planned consistent and realis-,.
(..c Federal roles in funding which has commitments on a king-term
basis similar to what we do with our military and survival .as
oppOsed to that year to year seemingly whimsical approach to
domestic problems and programs.

This would allow for increased delivery baed on the planning
and coord:nation and organizations which are 'involved in the Fed-
eral rote ,-)t the service delivery process.

I was going to deal with answering your questions now; if I could
go on to do that, or do you ,w..nt ma to conclude and we dialog ovei
the questior4

[The questions referred to tollow:]
1. What has been the experience of yout agency in its efforts to secure federal

monies and resources for use aginst widespread community problems? Would you
say that the government has been-highly responsive; moderately so; only nominally;
or not at al: responsiVe?

2. Are the federal government's responses to your requests for aid usually pitpor-
tionate to the size of the problems you are dealing with? (If not), is what you usually
get only slightly less than what is needed; approximately half of what is needed; or
vastly less than what is needed? For example

:i. In the order of their seriousness and the urgency of the need to soh+e them,
what are the major problems you see ir. your community and are trying to deal
with?

1. Are there any very serious problems in your community which ycar agendy has
not been able toappreciably deal with at all because it lacks sufficient resources? (If
so). what are these?

5. Ho% do you expect your present efforts to be affected by proposed cuts in
federal programg should,they be carried out?

The CHAV:MAN. You may proceed, if you have additional opening
.statemerits.

Mr. ASHFORD. I will then leave the questions and go on to one
conclusion, because if you want to, I saw your style here, and you .

were addressing the questions.
I h zd answers, to them but, OK. You are right on target, the'

Mailgram that I received, I think; more succinctly outlined the
urban plight than anything I have' seen.

I have ree.'1 a number of recent articles. Now, from the perspec-
tive of a community service-delivery executive, the problems-again
which yoil enuncie.r.ed were right on target, but it is ironic that the.
Kcrner Commission predicted those conditions .with which we are
definitely traced and that the cutbacks in the Federal programs
which have been propoEed show to me a great lack of judgment and
a sen:;,_ of.priorities for the well-being of our Nation.

Likewise, if and --hen we adjust ')ur priorities to take care of
preparing Jur citizens to meet basic needs, We must do so in a
serious well-planned manner and not piecemeal as we have done.
Essentially, what I see happening now is a prelude to disaster and
more confusioi, among ns.

I ask everyone in .tn,', room just to ask themselves this qtestion:
How many societies have you seen in this v.' rld which have

folded as a result of their citizens not being able to meet the basic
necessities of life?

When you push people into hunger, nakedness, lack of shelter,
lack of education and training, underemployment, unemployment,
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crime and other extremities, and when you rush them in the

context of us being a so-called prosperous society, how much longer

can you expect for them to remain dooile?

They see the inequities on a day-to-day basis, and I can gu ran-

tee you that if you were in the same position that you would ome

up fighting with every resource that you have.

It is really stupid for me to sit out there in Anacostia and see all

of these things happen and to say what in the world are those

people thinking about? They are not dealing with animals. They

are dealing with thinking individuals.
You have given them so muchand then taken it away, then tried

to rationalize it, and give them so much; and I am fearful.

I saw the riots in the 1960's. That shocked me because I believed

in peace and all that sort of thing. I won't be shocked if something

were to happen right now.
I will close by saying I am not asking anybody to reinvent the

wheel. What I am asking is to stop operating under those darn

broken wheels. Every wheel' that I have seen is broken with some

type of inconsistency, either in the legislation or the, intent or the

resource, that-we really don't.get a job done.

I have not seen what I would call a very serious concerted effort

yet. I will give you two examples pf just what I am talking about.

In our title VI programs, which are public service employment,

you as in many instances local community organizations to apply

for and receive so many, participants. Let's take a small organiza-

tion that might have six participants; they plan their program

p around it because they' must present a proposal to CETA and what

have you.
Yet, if that organization does its job well and the main part of

the contract is to/ place that indivithial, train him and get him

placed, yet if that' organization trains and places that person then

it is in jeopardy of really meeting its program because you can't get

a replacement.
How many

organizations do you expect are going to ' out there

trying to placethose folks actively? What Tsee is a rusn for trying

to meet a quota of placement\and all of them are trying to do it at

the same time,_around the end of the program, because they can't
-

afford to lose that pereon.
T

Their programs are in jeopardy. As long as that money has been

budgeted, it would appear to me, and if an organization does a good

job in/itssplacements, let's not penalize them for doing what you

have asked them to do by affecting their programs.

When we take a look at CETA, title VI, you will find many

youth employment programs that allow, for training in building

trades and what have you, yet they don't allow for any education.

Most of those kids out there are not going to be reading more than

the seventh or eighth grade level at best. You have got to have a

GED to get into any building trades program; you have got to have

a high school diploma.
What are we doing? We train these kids; they are not realistical-

ly trained, because in most instances the standards are not such

that they can even compete when the, get out. The standards are

not such because the regulations don t even allow you to provide
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for such standards, and then what we end up doing is shifting that
same group into another program. ,

I have seen so many people that'have gone from one program to
another to another, and I don't see a seriousness about training.

The standards that we set at Southeast House, I think, are very
good. I think that overall, we are just a drop in the bucket. Overall,
in this town, we need some standards with which all of us can deal,
the type of starklards that will allow .for real training, .not the
Mickey Mouse stuff and the types of opportunities developed at the
end of that training that are going to allow somebody to go some-
where.

I can't say to you today that Federal funding has done anything
but provide a little Band-Aid,'because the cycles of Federal funding ,
that I see from welfare .to everything else seem to be designed more
for at least just putting a frosting on the problein for now and not
resolving the(problem.

I will stop at that and go to your questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ashford, I thank you for your opening re-,

marks.
We would appreciate it if you could get the amended version of

your opening statement to us to be included in total in the record.
[The revised statement follows:]
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OCIUT1-1EAST
HOUSE,

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAPPLOIS ASHORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SOUTHEAST
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee on the District of Columbia,

other officials present and interested citizens, thank you for inviting

me to testify in these hearings which address urban centers, Washington,

D.C. and the federal role,,

) My name is laplois Ashford and lam the Executive Director of .

Southeast Neighborhood House, which is the oldest D.C. social service

agency established to serve.memberb of the then minor.ity population.

Southeast Neighborhood House, Inc. (formerly tht Washington Welfare. °

Association, Inc.) was founded in June of 1929 by Dr. Dorothy Boulding

Ferebee as a center to provide recreational, cultural and day-care
,services to needy Black people in Southeast Washington.

In 1966 Southeast House moved from Capitol .Hill across the Anacostia

River to its pr.esent location in the Anacostia section of the District.

Now approaching its fifty-second (52nd) year of service, Southeast House

now provides comprehensive social service program', forvesidents of the

Anacostia-Congress Heights areas of Far Southeast Washington. Operating

at a current budget of approximately 2.2 million dollars, with seventy-

six (76) full-time and forty-two (42) part-time staff members, current

funding derives from three (3) principal sources: United Way of the

National Capital 'Area (11%); United Planning' Organization (22%); and

various components of the D.C..Government4(67%).

Mr. Chairman, I have made some changes to my written testimony this

morning. After having an opportunity to hear testimony this morning as

well as to digest that testimony and respond to some of the things which

were said, I felt itvnecessary to make some revisions.
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First, however, before I get into my\testimony, I want to establish

some perspectives relative to how I view the,urban problems of Washington,

D.C. My perspectives are based on experiences with urban problems both

while serving as the Natiunal Youth Director of the NAACP, Executive .

Director of the Urban League(s) in Rochester, New York and Chicago,

Illinois and as Vice President of the Urban Coalition. Thusly, I've had

an opportunity to-become familiar with a number of urbac centers on more

than a casual basis.

It was stated in earlier testimony that Washington is:a beautiful

city which does not have t s 'vere and intense urban problems which some

of the other larger citi havk. I would agree that. Washington is a

beautiful city but only c smeti ally. It is my.experience that the same

degree of, severity of urb n problems can be foundlin the District of

Columbia. Things might la a little better but the problems are just as

real. When we take a close look at the socj%al demographics of tte low-

income and poor areas of the District, we can find the same severity of

'urban problems which exists in any area of this nation.

Secondly, I would like it to be understood that.I did not come here

today attempting to be an authority on the severity of urban problems.

More importantly, it is my intention to attempt to relate to the serious-

ness of the problems which we face daily in an area like Anacostia and

Far Southeast, and hopefully, lo impress upon you the urgent'need for

addressing these problems in a constructive and comprehensive manner as

opposed to the confused piecemeal approaches which we can observe from

year to year based upon political and otherconsiderations.

Thelack of clear domestic policies around which to develop long-

range social programs is a definite hinderance to those of vs involved in

social service delivery. In my opiliion, the Chairman, Congressman Dellums,,

has been right on target in advocating for a domestic policy familiar to

those in Canada and Sweden which establishes mechanisms and priorities

for dealing With social problems and issues.

Before I respond to the five concerns as outlined in the letter

which I received from Mr. Sylvester, it is important to me that I c

you an assessment of how the people in the community which we serv-

about government in general -- D.C., federal, and otherwise.

First, I would be remiss 'in characterizing these feelings as

than utter frustration and hostility. Most of the organizaticcoinst)LJtion:

which provide services to citizens of Far Southeast Washington

"governmeht" supported in one way or another. Much of Aaeta, nr, canwt

be provided is directly connected with "government." It is a c.nevuoty

which is highly.dependent upon "government".fon its basic survivitl (jots,

housing, food, etc.) and likewise, a community which actually er-.,einc,-:s

(rather than reads"about items in newspapers) the results of t't, federal

role fn funding. Coupled with the widespread general attitude
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Anacostia and'Far Southeast are generally considered last for the least,
I am ,continually fearful of the violatile nature of community dyniimic..,
which are reminiscent of a St. Helena and can explode at any time.

There is a disillusionment with political and non-political is =r- .

ship.' Thusly, there appears to be a continuous search for local lEc...iership
which expresses political direction and values related to the needs of
the community. Organizational /Institutional leadership are alsp sought
which provide the direction as well as the resources, which are needcd.
Therefore,. an organization like Southeast House must repond, not
to mission statements or purposes, but to the day-to-day needs aoe

'frustrations of the citizens who are served. Our role is inherei;tly
difficult, and it becaies even.more difficult in the absence :if wund
and coordinated federal domestic policies and programs.

From the perspective of one who directs a service-delivery ayr.cy
which is ,enmeshed in the various levels of funding from the federal

4goVernment, it is necessary (from my perspective) that I give':. brief
cleStription of the federal role in funding local institutitns anJ the
effects of those funding mechanisms as they relate to' day-tr.-da} local
organizational/instituional operations.

Community Action Programs include the mechanisms devr,ec. to provide
funds and/or jobs'. within the community. An unsophisticaeo B:ack Elm-
munity initially received with open arms the jobs and temporary pro:perity.
However, the structure did not revesent any long-term commitment ether
to individuals or to the community. In each of these areas orogrims
were devised which encouraged maintenance at best and stagn.4i,n at
worst. The programs for youth provided a start but did m)t,pmvide
upward mobility. When innovation programs were offixed they were eitnE
ignored or underfunded.

There arc. several other issues involved which impact upon current
attempts by the SENH to provide more than just adequate service:

A. Curr'uit rules and regulations do not provide adequate funding
le.?ls to develop higher, level skill programs or to pea,
new needs.

B. While collaborative planning and efforts An ,ort,wag d,
technical 'assistance to implement these -ffort available
conditionally or not at all.

C. Funding levels don't allow for the retentv,n of skilled personnel,
for the introduction of new technology or iorlinvestment in
training or retraining. 1

)

?
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The main point which should be pbserved is that,local organizations
suffer from the confu,sion and lack of clear policies in all levels of
federal funding. I will name only two 'reasons and they are as follows:

1. The Nature of the Federal Commitment -- Tentative at Best

A. Commitments assumed by the federal government in the !

mid-sixties as a result 'of ptessures from the communities and racial
minorities have now been dissipated. These commitments were apparently
based on fears as well as on concerns of middle- and upper-class citizens ,

that we should do what is necessary to ease the tensions caused by
"those people.." The commitment seemed equally as urgent to "give them
what they want to shut them up" as much as any real concerns about
their.plight. Included in these commitments were political indicators;
that is, "give them a piece of the pie."

As I remember, massive federal funding began with local initiatives.
Later it was moved to state agencies, and even later,, the federal structures.
through which these fundi were funnelled was eliminated; that is, 0E0.

B. Active leadership for community'and racial minorities
(primarily Black) was successfuly preempted; that is, made part and
parcel of the structure which was doing the preempting. Yet as we
observe other movements which have followed the same modus operandi
(feminists rights, the handicapped, gays and even minorities of other
races and the disenfranchised in other nations) there was the same, type
of peaceful, non-violent methods of.persuasion of thd consciences for
recognition for causes SOW9 of which have become more skilled than the
%teachers.

The type of Black leadership which existed in the 60's has not as
yet been reestablished. Essdntially, it is because so many of those
who were leaders are now in different. positions of leadership which are
more closely aligned with the status quo. I would not necessarily
characterize that leadership as sell-outs or to pinpoint the fact that
many of us who were civil rights activisits are now part and parcel of
the "system" in varying degrees. Change from the inside has been less
effective.

C. As we approach the 80's with the experiences of the 60's
and 70', and especially with s0^2 among us who are becoming a part of
'the "haves" as opposed to the "have nots", we find a castration of.
present leadership even though it might be sincere and'dedicated.

Conclusion
t

Ion

federal role appeared to be based more on the pressures than
on commitments. The lack ofsimilar pressures at this time, as well as
the success of many domestic programs, has understandably brought

Pal r
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confusion among those who were strong supporters as well as those who
were doubters. Without the same leVels of pressures or concerns among
the middle- and upper-class citizens there appears to be a lack of
commitment to sustain federally funded programs.

2. Changes of Priorities

A. In the absence of any concerted direction by either the
citizenry or our, national legislators, other political leaders such as
those in the Executive Branch have devised their own mechanisms' for
change based on what they ascertained were the priorities or desires of
the people.

B. During the Nixon-era there was a great deal of pressure
'perceived for substance abuse programs. Massive p rams were embarked .

upon only to be cut-off when other priorities were pe eived.

C. Concurrent with 0E0 funding and programs here were a
number of model cities type programs. Massive programs were embarked
upon only to be cut-off when other priorities were perceived. LEAA,
educational legislative programs which provided pre-school education,
and supplemental programs for the disadvantaged were among those
initiatives.

3. Behavioral Theories

Concurrent with a number of changes in priorities, theotOes
by social scientists were developed to justify or at least to try'to
qualify some government reactions to various social programs and \

problems -- Monihan's 'Benign Neglect', Jenson's 'Theories of Intel-
ligence', Shockely'S 'Racial Superiority', etc.

Conclusion

The changes of priorites are similar to articles which appeared in
the 'Gannett-Rochester" newspaper entitled "Winds of Change."
Reasons were found to justify what those in authority wanted to do.

A further,conclusion based on 1 and 2 of the above was the blatant
evidence of the need for well-planned, consistent and realistic federal
roles in funding 6.nd commitments of a long-term basis, similar to what
we do with our military might and survival'as opposed'to ayear-to-year
seemingly whimsical approach to domestic problems and programs. This
would allow for increased delivery based on the planning and coordination
for levels of government and organizations which are involved in the
federal role of the service delivery process.

I would now like to take this opportunity to address the questions
which were listed in Mr. Sylvester's letter of June 19th:
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1. What has been the experience of your agency in its efforts to
secure federal monies and resources for use against widespread

community problems? Would you say that the government has
been highly responsive; moderately so; only nominally; or not

at all responsive?

The D.C. Government has been highly. responsive. Certain federal
funds, however, are monopolized by established agencies with long-
standing ties and/or arrangements. For example, CSA funds in the
District of Columbia, with few ekceptions, are controlled by the United

Planning Organization. Therefore, agencies such as the Southeast House
(which is included as part of the UPO family) never really have the
opportunity to show their wares and to deal competitively. Please note

that this is not to question the very good relationship which Southeast
House has with UPO, it is only to bring attention to the need for com-
petitiveness if one is to be the most imaginative in considering new
needs and priorites:

Likewise, this is not to contradict my concern for the urgency of
some type of long-range planning whereby the recipient agency can plan
a program which is not directly tied to year-to-year funding which is
tenuous because of political and other changes Aich might occur. Room

should be allowed for competition. The same applies to special interest
funds; that is, substance abuse, environment, public health, etc.

2. Are the federal government's responses to your requests for
aid usually .proportionate to the size of the problems 'you are

dealing with? (If not), is what you usually get only slightly
less than what is needed; approximately half of what is needed;
or vastly less than what is needed? For example - - -

? ? ? ? It is most difficult for an agency which is a community
service delivery agency to break the patterns of funding and to be
consiJered among those acceptable for federal funding of any substantial

matter. The established "war-horses" or "ponies" receive priority for .

consideration.

3. In the order of their seicusness and the urgency of the need
to solve them, what are the major problems,yo0 see io your
community and are trying to deal with?

I cannot answer this. How can one who works witn problems of
hunger, nakedness, lack of shelter, unemployment, juvenile delinquency,
underemployment, educational and training needs, the elderly, and so
forth, determine which is the most serious? They are. all interlocking

in relation to the viable functioning of a community.

4. There any very serious problems in your community which your
agency has not been able to appreciably deal with at all
because it lacks sufficient resources? If so, what are these?

All of the above as stated in answer to Question #3.
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5. How do you expect your present efforts to be affected by proposed

cuts in federal programs should they be carried out?

As stated above in this presentation, the residents of the Lmmunity .

which Southeast House serves are not the typessof people who just read
about the federal funding of social programs as opposed to feeling them
because it directly affects their lives.

In effect, the lack of federal policy coupled with cuts in federal
programs (those which deal directly or indirectly with our community
through the District of Columbia government) results in i great deal
more pressbre and time requirements by already overworked members of our
staff Lo at least maintain flickers of hope that the problems can and

will be resolved.

Conclusion

The mailgram which I received under Congressman Dellums' signature
explicitly points out the problems before us. I would only be repeating

what he has said if I tried to elaborate. My feelings are that he was

more eloquent in stating the problem.

From the perspective ofa community service deliver; agency, the
problems which Congressman Dellums elucidated make .it very much more
difficult for a community service delivery agency to perform because of
the limitations of .the degrees to which local remedies, alternWves,
and dwindling resources are affected. An appropriate federal role would

demand greater responsiveness to the needs of the communtiy as opposed
to what connunity residentS such as those in Anatostia might' perceive. as
responses to political changesl or whatever may be in the air at a given

point in time.

. it is ironic that the'Kerner Commission predicted the conditions
ana experiences with which we are very definitely faced. The cut-backs
in federal programs which have been proposed show a great lack of judgment
in a sense of priorities for the well-being of our nation. Likewise, if

and when we adjust our, priorities to take care of prFoaring our citizens
to meet basic needs we must do so in a serious wellplanned manner and
not piecemeal as we have done.

Essentially, what is happening now is a prelude to disaster and

more confusion among us. Just ask yourself this question: "How many

societies have folded as a result of their citizens not being able to

eet the basic' necessities of life?" When you push people into hunger,

akedness, lack of shelter, lack of education and training, unemployment,

. nderemployment, crime and other extermities in a so-called prosperous
society, how in the world can yod expect them to remain docile? I can.

guarantee that if you were forced into the same position, you would come
Lip fighting with whatever resources you have available to you.
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in closing, when we-see a great deal of game-playing (which is how

it has been characterized by community-level people) such as temporary
assignments to meet EEOC requirements, employment and training programs
that seem not to care about the individuals but bodies, urban redevelopment
programs which remove people from areas from which they have grown up
and will never have the opportunity to become a part of that community

again, it scales me.

In the 60's as an officer of the NAACP and an 2.1-dent non-violent°

civil rights activist, I was shocked by the violet, *:1 Jhich I experienced

in New York City and Rochester, New York where I up. Now I am even

more concerned that what we have experienced was orly a prelude to what
we could experience if we don't stop playing these nas..y games with

people's lives.

Thank }au for this opportunity to add my inputs.

The CHAIRMAN. You have answered a number of our very specif-'
is questions. We are under some time constraints, but I.would like
to engage in a few questions.

Before I do, I would like to comment to one ipt the statements you
mad and that is, how can we get people to hear us.

COMMITTEE'S OBJECTIVES

These hearings are in some ways our effort to scream but there
are not many people listening. There are very few people in the
audience and very few members of the press.

That is because we are screaming before backs are up against
the wall, and we are saying to people, all the symptoms are there,
all the factors are there, and as you pointed out, there is the
potential for urban, Mount St. Helens all over this country.

I am trying to use this committee to point to the fact that
Washington, D.C., is a major city and while it is the Capital of the
United States, behind the monuments there is a human dimension
here that is absolutely incredible, that a way of life here is extraor-
dinary for mahy people.

Washington, D.C., reflects the reality of urban America and the
cities of America reflect where this country is going in general.
The unfortunate and frustrating thing for me is how you make
people hear.

My colleagues are interested in balancing the budget, not solving
the human problems of this country.

My colleagues are committed to going home to get re- elected over
and over again, and if getting re-elected means balancing the
budget on the backs of human beings, engaging in debate devoid of
any human sensitivity, then so be it.

I believe that a society answers the questions that it asks, and at
this moment in time this tiny little committee and you and I are
trying to x some very significant human, questions about this
country; it is asking how can we build bigger missiles; how can we
frighten the hell out of the Soviet Union; how can we draft our
kids or placate the taxpayers.

How can we balance the budget, not how do we live together as
human beings in peace. How do we live together in the cities that
are rapidly becoming monuments to ow, madness rather than our
genius and sensitivity.
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I share your very same frustration, but here is our effort to try
to at least say, here is a podium; a young man yesterday, a witness
said, "With all due respect, these hearings probably will come to
naught", and I agreed with him.

But within that context, my belief is seriously that we have a
responsibility when they record hisiory, that somewhere at some
moment in timer in some tiny little place in some room on this
Hill, we try to say to our colleagues and to America: "All hell is
about to break loose in this country because we are dealing with
the human problems of Washington, D.C., and the cities of this
country." ,

If America chdoses to ignore that within the framework of our
political system, so 'be it; but at least we have tried to say to this
country, there is an alternative. Here are the problems; here are
potential solutions to those problems, and herc is the possible cost
of going down that road and here are the potential dangers and
potential costs of continuingto ignore these problems.

Miami was a classic case in point.
Mr. ASHFORD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. A few brief questions:

HOSTILITY TO GOVERNMENT

You mentioned in your testimony that members of the communi-
ty that you serve view every level of Government with hostility.
How does that hostility manifest itself from your vantage point?

Mr: ASHFORD. Well, we are a nonprofit, private agency, and
although we administer many Government programs we keep a
distance in terms of our role and our perception. We make very
sure that we appear as an advocate of the community wishes and
the directors of our board, and we have many advisory committees
and young adult councils.

It is a matter of their involvement with us, our stances that we
take, community meetings, testimony at the. D.C. City Council, and
other .things that we do in the community. We are perceived as a
friend as opposed to a government.

The CHAIRMAN. How is the community you serve, in other words,
how do you know that people in the community view the Govern-
ment with hostility? In some kind of way you learn about that?
How is it manifested?

Mr. ASHFORD. From community meetings, the-CY;es of protests
that are mounted down there. Many times the protests don't get
across the river. That is a r:,)the- isolated part of our community;
they don't get across the rive.

The types of little tabloids that are circulating; if you Attend a
welfare or go to Barry Farms where most of the people are on
welfare and attend community meetings there, it seems like every.
meeting is against in some way something the Government is
doing.

For example, there is a .feeling out in Anacostia that they are the
last for the least. We try to encourage them; hey, show up at those
polls more. That is a nonvoting area. They don't turn out too well,
yet they are intimidated with a large number of people on welfare
and public housing.
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I have seen so many, their parents who have come to us for help
whpn they are in trouble but their kid was caught smoking pot,
and so the housing authority is going to evict the whole family,
what have you. There is a lot of fear and intimidation by Govern-
ment and their lifeline depends on Government.

POTENTIAL FOR EXPLOSION

The CHAIRMAN. Is it your testimony that the explosion that
Washington D.C. experienced in the sixites, that the potential is
there for that to. reoccur?

Mr. ASHFORD. Definitely; much more than perhaps before,. be-
cause one of the things that has happened is that the folks have
gotten a little more sophisticated.

For instance, I attended several community meetings in and
around -the time the riots were going on in Miami, and there was
sort of like clapping-I see that they didn't knock out the mom and
pop stores. They didn't knock out our businesses. They got those
folks who were abusing us; it is going to be more directed the next
time, and even among the young,People there is talk about who are
we going to get if and when thingscome to that.

There is a liquor store that is half & block away from us; I fear
what is 'going to happen to them if and when it comes, because
they are hated. It is not' a community-owned thing and they have
been accused of abuses, and there are a couple other businesses
that are not a part .of the community where the community feels it
has abused teem.

. It won't hire them; it would be a more pointed thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Yesterday we had a witness, specifically a justice

of the peace from Houston, speaking to the issue of police commu-
nity relations in Houston and other cities.

Can you comment as to how the criminal justice system is
viewed through the eyes of people in Anacostia?

Mr. ASHFORD. I would say that here
The CHAIRMAN. To add one point, in Houston, yesterday the

gentleman was talking about all white police force, all white juries,
al: white judges, and in Washington we have a number of black
police officers, juries tend to have substantial numbers of blacks,
and we have a relatively significant number of black judges in the
process.

Mr. ASHFORD. I don't feel the hostility as intense as like in
Chicago, or Rochester, or New York City. Yet I don't feel what could
be called the Miami-Houston example of excluding one from a
process involving a jury of ones peers iswhat you have here.

We are in juvenile division restitution programs* where I have
seen very human treatment by the courts in the restitution and
other areas to keep them out of incarceration, and the perception
is that d have from parents as w'.41 as some of those who are
involved ir those programs who have to pay people back that
might have picked a pocketbook or somethinghey, at least We can
be given a chance.

Although-the relationships are'strained, it is not one of injustice.
It is two sides of the fence.
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II()USING

The CHAIRMAN. How does the issue of affordable housing mani-
fest itself in Anacostia? I mentioned earlier today at one point the
rule of thumb was no more than 25 percent of one's income, a
family's income went to housing. Now, it is up around 25 and 35,
close to :35 percent. In"some homes it may be as high as 50 percent.

Mr. ASHFORD. I would say on an avezage it is probably higher.
For instance, welfare recipients, I know some who are getting $262

a -month with two kids who have to pay $147 a month for a one-
bedroom apartment.

Then they, get some food stamps and what they have is the
housing takes up the major part of the budget, and right now at
the end of the month our staff is bringing truckload's of food in
every day' for distribution becatise people are out of food. This
happens every month.

Now, Friday, when is the first, they call that Mother's Day for
the welfare child, but we won't have those kinds of visits until
around the 15th of the month again.

The CHAIRMAN. Over 50 percent; when you factor in food stamps,
I guess, well over 35 percent, 45 percent of peopl_.'s income
going-

Mr. ASHFORD. I don't have a specific percentage, but it is well
over, I would say, 50 percent, where the welfare is concerned, and
when you take a look at the many senior citizens who are on fixed
incomes and our senior citizen's program, I can give you several
examples of where their check is $240 a month, between $240 and
$250, and they are paying $160, $185 for their rent.

I don!t know how they get along; you see, every day that we
serve lunches, we serve about 620 people on an average daily basis
in several locations east of the river. There are people, even when
they are sick, are going to come out and get those lunches, and
they wait around for stuff to carry home so they have snacks.

We will be opening a weekend program because we don't know
.what they do over the weekends, because they eat 5 days a week
and they have provisions to call us if they can't get out and we will
deliver at home. But some of those that get the home-bound meals
said that is not enough, because they get snacks and some people
don't want their apples or bananas or what have you and there
are some that take these things home every day.

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

The CHAIRMAN. I just have one final question.
When you look at the national data on youth employment, pro-

grams. two things manifest themselves:
One: Very little training takes place because we have established

a national appcoach to manpower that speaks to the gathering of
numbers rather than a meaningful intervention into people's lives
with respect to training and employment, so we hav' traded off the
figures so we say this year we served x hundred thousand people
and ,so that manifests itself.

,I would like you to- comment with respect to your experience and
the amount of, training and the significance of tha training in
moving young people into employment.
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Two: When you lOok at the national data, it indicates, that the
overwhelming majority of the resources for youth employment are
spent on school youth, when the pictures in the newspaper, the:
articles in the magazines, the TV shots are of young people out of
school.

Some of them are dropouts. Many of them either graduated from
high'school or who are out of school by virtue of being a drop-out,
yet a microscopic percentage of our Federal approach to dealing
with the problems of youth employment actually serve the out-of-
school youth, and we are really serving inschool young people
rather than, the young people that we write aoout as the potential
social dichotomy because they have no place to go.

Could you comment to those two observations from your vantage
.point serving the Anacostia community?

Mr. ASHFORD. will look at it more from a local perspective. I see
very little training going on in the District, real meaningful train-
ing.

Selond, I would agree with you that what we are doing is we are
playing chess with bodies. You can have, say, a building trades
program and what you get in terms of a referral or say the employ-
ment system refers youth to that program, there is no kind of
match-up with interest profiles or abilities or what have you.

It is like here we got a job for you and you go there, and that is
your job, and I can only surmise that that is one of the reasons
why so many of these youth are not going down there to take those
jobs that are offered to them, because I think that if'you are going
to really provide something that is meaningful, it has got to be
something that they would want to do or at least give them some
type of choice.

They are just sent, and you will noi;ce that here in the District
not Many have gone to claim those jobs that have been offered to
them.

More than likely, a week from now they will be called and
offered something else, so sometimes they have a wait-and-see atti-
tude. The predominance of programs, again, as you mentioned; are
.for the inschool youths, and those that are 16 to 21', ant you find
many 20- anJ 21-ye-r-olds still in school here in the Distri,t.

Yet if you are not in school it is extremely difficult. We can
enroll you and we do, but the concentration is not there. That' is
not where the major problem is.

I think it is those that are standing on the street corners.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ashford, I would like to thank you very

much for your contributions to these proceedings, and we deeply
appreciate your taking time out from your schedule to participate,
and ve apologize again for any inconvenience.

Mr. ASHFORD. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Our next witness this'afternoon is Dr. Richard Nathan, of Wood-

row, Wilson School, Princeton UniverSity, and senior fellow, Brook-
ings Institution, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Nathan is a nationally renowned author of numerous studies
of UsS. public policy, including publications cn general revenue-
sharing. We would like to welcome you and thank you for coming
before our committee, and' we thank you very much for waiting.
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As I understand it., vou are going to submit a written response
tbr the record later. Without objection, so ordered. You may pro-
ceed. .

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD P. NATHAN, PRINCETON.-
UNIVERSITY, AND SENIOR KE1.1.0W, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Dr. NATHAN. Thank you 'very much. I thought what I would do
today is talk about three subjects that are considered in the re-
seatrh that we are doing at Princeton University, and which I was
doing at the Brookings Institution, that are relevant to the subjects
of interest to your committee.

The three subjects I am going to cover are, first of all, what is
happening to citieswhat can we say about the conditions of cities
and the country as a whole.

The second subject; I want to talk about today is what is.happen-
ing to Federal grants-in-aid to cities; what is Federal policy doing
in respect to urban needs.

And the third subject that I want to talk about is strategies for
the futUre, what kind of ideas would I offerthese are personal
reflectionson ways in .which Federal policy could deal with the
conditions that I will discuss.

URBAN CONDITIONS INDEX

On the first subjectwhat about the urban conditions of our
Nationwhen I was on the staff of the Brookings Institution, we
observed that there are many people who are experts on one city.
They know a lot about Chicago; they know' a lot about New York;
they know a lot about Detroit, but the problem is, this is, of course,
a very big country, and there is a very complex set of relationships
and issues and conditions that one needs to consider when one
thinks about the Nation's urban condition.

And so, in what I would have to admit was a very crude and
preliminary piece of research, we developed something at Brook-
ings which we called the urban conditions index which took six
statistical factors having to do with unemployment, poverty, the
condition of housing, six social and economic factors about the
conditions of our communities, and we combined them into an
index that we could use to compare cities. How does Houston
compare to Detroit, Boston to Cleveland, and the generalization
that we would make from what we call our urban conditions index
is that the United States doesn't have today what you could call a
national urban crisis.

What we have is a situation in which some cities, older declining
cities, older industrial cities, cities often with a high proportion of
minorities and of older and very young persons, cities with these
conditions have what our data shows_are urban crisis conditions.

So to repeat the general theme, the United States does not have
a national urban crisis, but some cities, older ing cities with
high proportions of needy citizens, have urban cri,.'s conditions
Detroit, and Newark, and St. Louis, and Clevelan , and Buffalo,
and Camden, and Chester, Pa., among smaller cities; and some
southern cities as wellAtlanta and Birmingham, for example
higher up on this list, but not as high as' the first group I men-
tioned.

I. 1
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So I have, and I will leave for the committee, some data we have
developed that shows in a general way how to make this observa-
tion that yeti can use, I think, to compare the conditions of the
cities to understand that cities ffre different, and urban needs have
to be understood in a way that recognizes the special*, deep and
severe problems of particular cities and things al,ou,, the conditions
of those cities.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will make ,,hat part of the
permanent record.

[The material referred to appears on p. 858.]
Dr. NATHAN. Thank you very much.
The second subject I would like to talk about under the heading

of urban 'conditions ig that we read a lot, and I am often asked to
debate with people, about gentrification and urban reinvestment,
and how cities are coming back. There are many articles in the
newspaper where people go out and look at what we in our re-, search have been calling pockets of plenty and what ;n 'a story in a
newspaper recently I. referred to, maybe a little too frivolously, as
bourgeoisification, but there are many cities in this country where
indeed there are exciting, often visited, new centers of commercial,
industrial, and residential development.

Detroit has its Renaissance Center, and in the paper I will leave
for the committee, we mention many other place-, in some of the
older cities' neighborhoods that are doing better.

LACK OF EVIDENCE OF ABATEMENT OF DISTRESS IN CITIES

But the point that comes ou4- of our analysis in the paper that I
willleave for the committee to consider and useit is a very long
parer, but you could use it however you wanted in the testimony
the point that comes out of our analysis is that when you look at
whole cities, and when you look at all the data that we can bring
to bear to answer the questionare urban conditions getting better
in the cities with urban rroblemswe do no:. yet see from any data
that we can work with that the kinds of developments which, yes,
are favorable, ant., yes, are encouraging; that those developments
have affected whole citie .

So we have to conclude that the cities with the most serious
p: oblems in tl- a United States, at least on the basis of the statisti-
cal evidence, comparative evidence, evidence that affects whole
cities, on the basis of the statistics that we can use to present oUr
findings to this committee, we can see no general indications of
urban improvement and 'revitalization in the older and more dis-
tressed citief, and when we look closely at particular cities that
some people say indeed are breaking out of the older, declining and
distress patternsBoston and Baltimore, and perhaps even Chica-
gowhen we look at -those cities-and all:of the data that we have
for those cities, we do not see evidence-of urban revitalization on a
citywide basis. NAnd indeed that has a .lot to do with the testimony' you just
heard about parts of cities that people don't visit; about the south
side, and in Chicago the west side, about north St. Louis and'east
Cleveland, and cities that we have worked in and, visited.

So, to sum up, the cities in trouble are not all cities btii are some
cities, and while I would like to find evidence that in some of these
cities, those conditions of social and economic distress are abating,
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we don't have evidence to bring to you today, although we will be
studying the 1980 census data, to indicate that that is at least our
analysis of the current situation.

FEDERAL GRANTS-IN-AID

The second subject that I want to cover in my allotted is
what is happening to Federal grants-in-aid. To do this briefly, 1
make two initial points. First pf all, -in the post-war period in
United States, one thing that has to be noted is that there has
a tremendous growth in the amount of money which the Feder::
Government provides to State and local governments to deal with
their domestic conditions and needs.

As you commented, and many others have commented, that
growth is now plateauing, but indeed it his been a very impressive
growth.

The second point that I would make al,: Federal grants 'and
what has been happening to Federal -gian, ;n't as well knoWn,
and in my view is very important, and ti!:At i. More an4 more
Federal grantS' today go directly from WashiliFt.::. o the cities. It
used to be 20 years ago that most Federal gran; :.:tus went to the
States, and the cities indeed weren't involved !ti; Washington.

Today, Federal grants-in-aid are big-ticket its:. he budgets
of every city, not just the cities with the problem,. Mt every .city,
every local government in the nation.

The way I calculate, half of all Federal grants-init that are for
other than welfareAFDC and Medicaid purposes, half el all Feder-
al aids for nonvyelfare purposes today go from 'Nashington to local
governments. There has been a tremendous little.-noticed change.
Federal grants-in-aid, in short, as t.mentioned eal Tier, arcs now big-
ticket items in city .hall, and every City budget official knows his
Washington acronyms, CETA and UMTA, and PSE, and ARFAA.
Incidentally, ARFAA is the Anti-Recession and Fiscal Assikance
Act, and if it had been called the budgetary antirecession and fiscal
assistance act, it would have had the best.acronym of all, but,
anyway,, on to the next.

FEDERAL POLICY '7.2 URBAN NEEDS

What has been happening to urban rmlicy in the current period
and particularly going back in this 4 5eofs under the Carter ad-
ministration? Not very well known i:4 the fact that when the Carter
administration cam:, office in 1977, they had something that I
would call a real ,-,:ban policy. In Washington, of course, it web
known as ESP, th... 1:konomic Stimulus Package. President Carte
was voted $131k billion, in his ea:.ly months in office, half of it for
jobs, a quarter of ii tor local public works, and a quarter of it for
our friend, the Alit; AA program. Those were big bucks; they were
paid out rapidly, with the exception of the works money,
which pays out more _slowly, but even that money is now mostly
being spent.

The stimulus package consisted of $131/2 billion, of that amount
$10 billion went directly to loCal governments,' and indeed that
accentuated the trend toward more Federal aid to -cities, which a'
now pail of our fiscal landscape.
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And indeed in 1977, the new speak-word of urban policy first
came to, I think, national attention, the new code word for how to
think about cities and Federal grants, which is targeting. target
used to be just a noun, something you shoot at' with a bow, and

iarrow, or some other kind of weapon, but now targeting is a verb
and targeting refers to the ability of Rovernment, or the way in
which the national government concentrates Federal grants funds
on the places that, as I indicated earlier, have the most serious
needs: Detroit, St. Louis, Cleveland, B....falo, Newark, Camden,
Chester, Pa.conditions of the cities in the United States that face
social and economic distress conditions.

Now, the important thing about the stimulus program is that
just about a year later the Carter administMtion proposed what it
called an urban program, but what never materialized as an urban
program. In March of 1978, the administration marched up the hill
with a $13.6 billion program coincidentally, roughly the same

',amount as the stimulus package--but it marched up the hill, and
/ the response to the urban policy was downhill from the time it got
' here.

Two things happened to that urban policy. One is, the more
prominent. idea of targeting was made, the more other groups came
in and said target to us; target to the declining rural areas, target
to the growth areas, target to the suburban communities faced
with inflation and higher construction costs. Indeed, the achninis-
tration's urban policy, announced so boldly, opened a Pancinfa's
box of claims and caused a great deal of debate and, I think,
friction.
. But something else happened besides the debate on w::at urban
policy should be, and that was the enactment in California:ust a
few months after the program was submitted, of Proposition 13,
and it doesn't do. any good to go into a recitation of t7le facto that
now budgetary retrenchment and cutting is the mood of the day.
and the urban program is forgotten. It is not mr.-tioned any
documents of the administration. You can't find a -_,ference to it,
and the targeting idea has gone underground and only become, to
the extent it is aboveground, the source of much friction between
the sun belt and the frost belt.

That is not a pretty picture, Mr. Chairmad. That is to say, the
cities with .problems .still have problems. Grants are no's. going
down; inflation is going up; and our ability to target grants oh Mlle

cities that have the most severe needs, it seems to rye -÷,astimn-
ished, because the biggest cuts, I regret to tell you, ii. the budget
as I read the current situation, are in the best targeted programs
in terms of.urban and social need in rural and urban places in the
country.

SO I come to. you with a situation that emerges o; ii. )f our
research, which is not a very pretty picture or happy situation.

OPTIONS FOR FUTURE FEDERAL POLICY

So now I will turn briefly-I think I have aboutmy v..atcli says
five minutes more to make 20 minutes as a full amount of time for
the statement. I turn now to the third subject, and I
briefly about what I thinkthis is my personal view of t.,,e

' matterwhat I think are some of the options for people who c;.,re
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about these conditions, Who care about the fact that distress indeed
is concentrated, it 'is not all in the Notlh and the big West. There
are cities in the South that indeed are older industrial cities, with
the impaction of the poor and high proportions of low income
citizens, particularly low income minority citizens that look in
many ways like Cleveland or like St. Louis, and indeed there are
cities in the MidwestColumbus is one, I think; Indianapolis
should be mentionedthat look more like the newer cities Of the
Southwest and the West.

So it isn't just the sun belt; frost belt; it is really a matter of
where are the problems in terms of the impaction, of human need
as measured in the best ways that we can with the kinds of data
and analytical tools that in our work we have been using.

Now, as I said, let me soeak_briefly about some ideas, and you
know, on the cigarette pack there is a warning, be careful, this can
be dangerous to your fiealth. My favorite philosophy is H. L. Menc-
ken, and Mencken once said, for every human problem there is a
solution which is simple neat and wrong. So while I will -tise now 4
minutes to say something about solutions; I don't want to give the
impression that these are easy questions to deal with.

The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentleman suspend for a moment?
Dr. NATHAN, Sure.
The, CHAIRMAN. I am enthusiastic about your testimony. You

certainly can go beyond your 4 minutes if you have something
further to say that is substantive/I have all the time in the world.

Dr. NATHAN. Well, that is a very dangerous thing to say to a
professor.

The CHAIRMAN. Put some limit on it, then,
Dr. NATHAN. Knowing how useful the two witnesses behind me

will be to your committee, I will use both the invitation and some
restraint.

Let me now speak a little bit about, as I said2what kinds of
,ideas, what kind of strategies should we consider, can we consider,
Under the conditions described in my remarks.

The first thing I want to say is that, as I look at other countries,
and. indeed I want to do some research on the way other countries
allocate domestic moneys, domestic funds, I think that the whole
idea of targeting is central to our domestic policymaking, and yet
the word, particularly as it came up and as it was associated with
the administration's urban program which was not a success, has
now fallen into,' I think, bad repute. And, therefore, I would say

-that I think the targeting idea is fundamental, but I wish we could
use a different word, and I will propose a different word.

FORMULA FOR TARGETING FUNDS

To me in these times of a much more conservative period than
any I have lived inI am 44 years old, Mr. chairmanin these
.conservative times it seems to me that the word that would best
'characterize what maybe could win support for dealing with our
Nation's urban needs is efficiency solutions. That is to say, you can
spend less money to deal with domestic needs if we would concen-
trate the funds on the places that have the deepest needs.

You can spend less and get more, which it seems to me might
appeal also to fiscal conservatives, if you would- concentrate fund-
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Ing formulas, and now the name of the game of domestic pplicy
increasingly is formulas.

When I first came to Washington, I was, an aide to /a. Member of
Congress, and when you changed,a,formula, nobody lilew what you
were doing. Only one or two wizened old committer hands sitting
in the back of the room who never came out to , the daylight
knew what was really happening when you chang..xl the formula.
But today, every' time you vote on a formulaand there a' - more
formulaSevery Member has a printouthow much is my district
going to get; how much is my city going to get; how much is, the
city next door going to get; how much is the district next to mine
going to get.

Formulas are the name of the game in doNestic policy, and I
think on a fir4 level that I want to talk about, we have got to
continue to try and educate people to think about formulas which
are efficient but politically astute in terms of dealing with the
distress which is much mon; serious in some places than in others,
and which we have as a nation a responsibility to think about, and
worry about.

That is what t urban policy is really to me all about. And I
testified last month before the Senate Finance Committee, and
proposed to Senator Bradley and several members of the Senate
Finance Committee an efficient program, if you want- to call it
that, a formula for targeting funds on distressed places that I hope
could be considered, and Senator Bradley, I know, is interested in
this as an adjunct to revenue-sharing.

I would even make the radical proposal, Mr. Chairman, if the
headline in the newspapei today is right, that we are going to
consider in this Congress a $36 billion tax cut. Why don't you'
propose that 10 percent of this money be put into something called'
the communities' improvement fund, a fund that would deal with
the human and social and economic needs of the places in this
country that are worse off and adversely affected by this recession.
Ten percent would be $3.6 billionI am a mathematical wizardof
$36 billion, which is what the New York Tinies this morning said
Governor Reagan now proposes, and it is a 1-year tax cut, by the
way.

If the administration has been one-upped, and there is going to
be talk of a tax cut this year, I think either in' connection with a
tax-cutting or in connection with revenue-sharing, people who care
about public sector needs in distressed places where, as your previ-
ous witness indicated, the problems are such that indeed people are
extremely upset and rightly so, about diz,parities i. dying condi-
tions, of different groups in different areas of the nation, tha: this
kind of a strategy should be applied not in some great tui ?eted
program that is announced at the White House, but e. .ry time you
get a crack at it. Ever, time something comes up where your votes
are needed, why don't you try to get some portionI think there is
a universal law of targeting in the world, or efficiency formulas,
and that is if you include places that include one third of the
Nation's population, you can begin to get a political coalition to-
gether that will wprk.
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COMMUNITIES' IMPROVEMENT FUND

Our formula that I mentioned that I presented to Senator Brad-'
ley used UDAG eligibility and rural poverty and identified places
that would have been eligible in a way that was very simple, very
straightforward, and everybody would be familiar with it, and my
sense of the politics of it is that it was a pretty reasonable ap-
proach to relating need to the kind of constituency consideration
that goes into making formulas.

But, anyway, you can't get away from formulas. We should talk
about efficiency, and every time you get a chance, I think that
some way should be found to latch onto revenue-sharing, to latch
onto tax cuts, something calledwhatever you,wantcommunities'
improvement fund is not .a bad name, maybe funds.

Second of all; and this is the final subject on Strategy, again, the
question of what do you spend money for is not so much a question
of getting all the brightest people from Brookings = nstitution to
come and tell you what is most seriously an area of need. What we
have to think in terms of, I believe, is that policy is made according
to what people feel at a given time. If you want to spend money for
new sewers, if you want to spend money for water orks, if you
want to spend money.for getting the private sector i volvedthat
is the new-slice bread of urban policy; get the privet sector to do
it-7-if you want to spend money for mass transportatibn because of
higher energy cost, if you want to spend money for community
development, whatever it is, it seems to me that the question of
recognizing that some places have more severe needs and, more
limited capacity is something that we.should take into account on
every program, and you can t do it with press releases and lots of
hoopla.

You can only do it by having well-staffed caucuses of people who
know if you put more sewer money into refurbishing older sewers,
you help distressed communities more than if you put the money
into building new sewer lines and new water treatment plants, as
we have been doing. ,.,

So there are a lot of issues; and in every program the way you
define the need or the area, whatever area people feel is a matter-
of concern, can be done in a way if people are smart about the
issue and the formula that will take into account the fact, as I
started my testimony, that some of our nation's older declining
cities with high proportions of disadvantaged and particularly dis-
advantaged minority citizens have urban crisis conditions.

I have to end on this note. This is a real note, Mr. Chairman. I

wrote a book on revenue-sharing, as you said, "and after I wrote the
bdok, a womanI won't identify her by name, because this is
maybe slanderous to read her letter, but years and years ago she
was president of the Saratoga, Fla., League of Women Voters, and
she wrote: 'Can you send me information about revenue-sharing?"
And I was very prOud of my new book; it was actually my first
Brookings book, and I had a little extra money in those days, so I
sent her the book.

She wrote: "Thank you very much for the material you sent me
on revenue-sharing. I am still baffled but on a higher plane." That
is my small contribution.
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The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Nathan, I would like to thank you very
fruch for your piesentation.

NO NATIONAL URBAN CRISIS

To summarize, you are saying that the study you did using the
instruments that Brookings Institution developed indicates that
there is no national urban crisis?

Dr. NATHAN. Correct.

CRISES IN SIDME CITIES

The CHAIRMAN. That there are a number of cities in this country
that are experiencing an urban crisis and these tend to be the
older, industrialized Cities of the Nation?

Dr. NATHAN. Absolutely right.
The CHAIRMAN. And that within some of these cities there are

communities, as the gentleman from Anacostia spoke of, that have
a greater crisis than, other areas of the cities?

Dr. NATHAN. That is absolutely right, and that is why it isn't
enough to go and look. at. Watertower Square, if that is what they
call it ih Chicago, or. go to Ghiradelli Square, or to go to Renais-
sance Center, or Faneuil Hall in Boston and say isn't this a beauti-
ful city.

The 'city for the tourist is often beautiful, but those older cities,
Philadelphia, for instance, Society Hill is one'of my favorite places.
It is close to Princeton, and I often go there, but north central
Philadelphia, where I don't often go, but I do visit there, is a very
large and distressed area, very compactly settled, unlike some of
the distressed areas in the cities that had the biggest riots.

Those parts of the city which people don't know are parts of
cities which contain large number of the people left behind, and
the people left behind who can't so easily move to the suburbs or to
the- Southwest, now that we h,ave air conditioning everywhere in
'this land, and I think air conditioning had a lot more to do with ,
demographic trends than people give it credit for, and those people'
left behind are often old, and they are often minority citizens, and,
that is a condition that isthe whole history of our country, really;
is wrestling with that condition.

I was a member of the staff; I was actually associate director of
the staff of what in the old days we called the Kerner Commission;
the Civil Disorders Commission, and I have worked on these issues
for a long time, and I wouldn't want to testify here and not sa
indeed we have made progress. I mean, is the bottle half full r
half empty?

There has been progress. There are many people who hay' e
'gotten out, many people who have found that affirmative action
works, many people who found that opportunities are opening p.
But the problem isn't solved. And just because we are now worri d
about high-cost energy, inflation and a change in internatio al
order for our economies, doesn't change the fact that north cent al
Philadelphia, where people don't go, and lots of places like it, W st
Side in Chicago, are places in this country where a lot of pe le
who can't move so easily face very serious problems that we eal
with, but national urban policy really should, be about recogni ing

1
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that the problems are worse there, deeper there, than they are in
the newer cities built after the automobile so they are not so
isolated in their boundaries.

I think the best way to be a good city in Am'erica is to have
"San" as the first three letters of your name, like San Diego is a
very nice city, and other San-cities in this country. But the newer
cities in the West and South and indeed some newer cities like
Kansas City in the Midwest, don't have the conditions that are as
defined by boundaries.

You have to recognize that it is he boundaries of the old cities
that cause them to be jurisdictionally places that have very high
proportions-of problem areas and very little newer; area so they can

A.Curead the economic burdens of providing public service. In the
South and in the West, in the cities that were developed aftec_the
automobile, when you want to have a new housing development,
you have to annex the territory, and the cities grow and the fiscal
base of the city grows, but the cities that didn't grow Newark'
surrounded by Essex County, and Baltimore surrounded by Dalti-
more County, and Cleveland, which is overlaid by Cuyahoga
Countyin those outside county areas there are much better-off
communities, and those disparities are one of the factors at the
root pf this problem.

The CHAIRMAN. Given your latter comments with respect to
boundaries, then would you agree with me that rather than talking
about an urban policy, that we ought to be talking about the
developinent and evolution of an urban suburban policy?

Dr. NATHAN. Maybe I have been in Washington too long, or been
working on these issues too long, but my feeling is that a lot of
people say, well, the problem really is the old.isolated core city,
and what we need is metropolitan governments and regionaliza-
tion, and to change the boundaries so that the fiscal or financial
basin, you might say, for funding the services that are provided in
a particular core city is larger and stronger.

Intellectually, that is very appealing. Oh, yes, if we could only
put Newark and Essex County together, but, as a person who has
watched these issues develop now over 20 years, I think the stub-
bornness and most intractable issue in American urban policy
often is boundaries, and the resistance to regional government. A-
95 is a joke, and most of these regional arrangements that the
Federal Government forces on local governments are just not paid
attention to, and so if we could change boundaries the way the
European countries doMany of them are able to do thisbut you
have to remember that the European countries have a much more
homogeneous population, and it is much easier to deal with bound-
ary issues, and, indeed, the issues that are involved when you deal
with the differences that are so fundamental to American urban
policy' dilemmas.

URBAN BLIGHT

So my view is that we should concentrate on three ways of
dealing with 'urban blight in America. One is to give money to
people, a welfare strategy. I regret that, and I could say why.

No. 2 is change the boundaries. I just don't think we are going to
get very far in the very near term doing that, and third is to say
OK, these governments that are saddled with the most serious
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problems ought to get more help, and if you just give us 10 percent,
give us 5; I mean, if you could really target $1.8 billion, you could
make a big difference, I mean, if it was really set up in a way that
worked something like that plan I described a minute ago that we
proposed to Senator Bradley, it would be really big. Five percent,
21/2 percent, would be really big.

The CHAIRMAN. The major thrust of my question with respect to
urban/suburban policy was not to go directly to the question of
changing boundaries or necessarily regional government, but
simply the notion that in planning to deal with the problems of the
city that that cannot be done in isolation of the reality of the
suburbs as well, because one plays upon the other.

Dr. NATHAN. Absolutely. I took the opportunity to make a point
that went beyond your question, and I quite agree, and indeed one
of the things I want to study'with the new census data which may
eventually be available, like in two or three years, is what is
happening to some of these older suburbs. There are older suburbs
in this country that are beginning to look like some of our older
cities. I could name some. All of these places I talked about today I
have visited, and so, absolutely, it is important :to understand what
is happening in our urban conditions, not, just to the old and

t distressed core cities, but to some of the communities abutting.
All around the southern pail of Chicago, as Bill Cannon may

want to talk about, is a whole ring of 'very poor suburban, what we
would call in statistical .terms, suburban communities, but they
really are not. Chester, Pa., is my favorite. That is a south-lying
suburb of Philadelphia, and one of the most distressed small com-
munities I have ever been In.

The CHAIRMAN. I wanted to ask a couple other questions. To go
back to your original statement that there is no national crisis,
how do we handle the notion that is commonly believed by many of
us that there are issues that have become national that manifest
themselves in the urban milieu, housing, youth unemployment?
How did your study deal with those kinds of questions, that even
though there may well be cities that fall outside of the category of
older cities with crises, there may very well be newer cities not
defined as crisis-oriented, but in the midst of those cities there may
be high youth unemployment, minority, there may beI see hous-
ing as a major national issue looming large. How do you handle
those kinds of things?

Dr. NATHAN. I think about it this way: I think we ought to read
the newspapers about the job crisis and the housing crisis and the
crime crisis and the drug crisis. In order to get into the newspaper
sometimes you have to say crisis, no matter what it is.

CRISIS CONDITIONS

NoW, what I see is that these Lnds of crisis conditions again
really come together. It is in these older cities with the impaction
of social needs, or the concentration of social needs that you have
the job and housing qd crime and drug conditions that those
phrases refer to; so it is the coming together of problem conditions
in certain communitieb, and I guess I feel this way about it, Mr.
Chairman, and that is it is an educational question. I mean, the
Carter admini3tration used a lot of oui data, and they came and
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talked to us, and yet it seems to me they never really made the
point in a way that used the "bully pulpit," if I may be, pardoned to
say it that way, to get people to think in terms of what I was
arguing for.

Maybe it is politically unrealistic, but other countries do it, and
that is it is more efficient to concentrate your funding on where
your needs are the greatest if you want to spend less, and if we
could only educe people that some, places in this countrythe
States and the counties and the cities really do provide domestic
public services. The Federal role is kind of an overlay. It is an
overlay that particularly involves, I think, two or three things.

One thing it involves is welfare. Welfare and income transfers is
becoming more Federal. A second thing it involves is some interre-
gional problems that localities can't deal with; like air pollution, or
water pollution.

The third thing is the question of disparities, of looking at a
Nation where everybody is a citizen, but some people are not able
to enjoy the kinds of conditions that others do because of the
conditions of the jurisdiction in which they live.

Milton Friedman would say to you, don't worry about it; those
people can go someplace else. They don't have to live in Buffalo if
they don't want to, and they will leave and everything will be OK.
But I don't believe that is right, because I believe the people left
behind don't have thet,e options, and all through the history of our
country this has been at the root of what domestic policy should be
about, and is about, and now in a period of austerity, where big
new bucksin other words, to spend a dime in Detroit. if I have to
spend $3, I am not going to do' much more in Detroit, and, there-
fore, I think we have to find a way to put together the ideas and
the political cultivation, which could include some fiscal conserva-
tives.

I have always been a Republican. I don't know if you will ever
have me again, but I don't think this has to be just the liberals'
issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. The Chair will yield to
counsel for the committee momentarily to ask a few questions.

Mr. °DAVIS. Dr. Nathan, would you mind defining crisis for us
again in terms of how you indexed it during your studies?

Dr. NATHAN. What, I could do if you like, is I have this paper
that is the latest research paper that explainsI actually have two
papers, the data we have used for these index studies, and the only
thing- is I don't think you want to put all of them in the record,
because it is awfully long, so I would suggest you might want to
read through these papers, pick out' the sections that deal with the
index questions that you just asked me, and then just put a head-
ing on it saying that these statistical sections would be of interest.

Mr. DAvls._l_raise the question because it appears what the
Chairman might have been tryingtoreach was the question of
whether or not crisis is something which can be viewed as being
solely isolated to single sections- of the city -whether or. not if
they exist in any section of the city they don't alSo imperil those
parts or the city that remain healthy?

Dr. NATHAN. I think that is absolutely right. I think the national
government should worry about jurisdictions, and that Coleman
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Young should worry about where, in his jurisdiction, the priorities
are because he has to think of the tax base and the job attraction
capabilities and the social needs all together, so I happen to agree
with the iinplication of your question that the Fed should deal with
the legitimate political processes of incorporated places in the
nation, and I don't think we do very well when the Federal officials
start going around and saying your should spend money in the
South Bronx. I have been to the SOUth Bronx; I am doing some
work`there, and it isn't quite what yott think it is, or at least what
I thought it was.

There are some very nice neighborhoods in the South Bronx, but
I don't think Washington ought to .decide where Koch should set
his priority. That is sort of a. Republican view, I guess, and it is my
view.

Mr. DAVIS. Would you tell us, do you think where there are
crises as you define them that we stand any real chance of being
able to solve them or resolve them within the framework of the
present budget priorities of our country?

Dr. NATHAN. Yes; that is the ironic thing. If we would face up to
the question and spend $5 billionwhich doesn't sound like a lot of
money today when we have just been hearing about a $36 billion
tax cut, r don't think$5 billion that was allocated in a way that
recognized the special and more severe urban problems, and rural
distress problems, on the places that have those problems, if we
could only get people to accept it.

Mr. DAVIS. Your assumption is that we could, in fact, do it
, without great pain and suffering if we but had the resolve to do it?

Dr. NATHAN. Well, I do believe that, but I feel guilty coming here
and saying that, because it just sounds_ too easy, but I really do
believe that resolveyour word, and it is a good wordmakes a lot
of difference, and if we had more resolve and would educate our-
selves about the nature of these conditions, and about the fact that
the economic revival of the South was very much a function of
national policies, and now the problems are concentrated in other
regions, although not in a way that doesn't involve the South or
even the West, if we could only workI believe that it is a matter
of resolve and a matter of understanding.

Mr. DAVIS. That leads quite naturally into the last question, and
that is, do you think we are still in a period where we, in fact, have
the choice to decide not to solve these problems, or are we, in fact
inviting great peril if we do not move immediately to do some-
thing?

Dr. NATHAN. That is a question that gets a little bit out of my
area, and that is a question that involves the volatility of the areas
in which social problems are concentrated, and I guess I would
observe this to you, that the civil disorders that have occurred in
the United States have tended not to occur in relation to money,
and in relation to budget cuts, as much as they have been caused
by events and conditions relating to the politics of the community.

So/ I think my own view is that we ought to deal with these
conditions, and yet it isn't so much because we are threatened, but
because, in your term. we have the resolve as a nation to deal with
it.

The CHAIRMAN. Does that conclude your questions, counsel?
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Mr. DAVIS. Yes; thank you very much.

TARGETING

The CHAIRMAN. I have one additional question, 'Doctor, that goes
to the discussion of targeting, and efficiency. ,

My experience in the Congress has been that one of the signifi-
cant factors leading to the watering down, as it were, of the target-
ing process, -is the political consideration. My colleaguessomeone
will offer an amendmentif we came to the floor with a piece of
legislation -designed to deal with the significant employment prob-
lems of major cities; someone will offer an amendment that says
including cities o1 100,000 or more are eligible.

And then one of my other colleagues will say, but that means the
major cities in my area, which may be 50,000 people, won't be
included, and I want to be able to show them I brought something
home; so the next guy will offer a substitute amendment, saying all
cities of 50,000 and above shall be eligible, and someone else comes
in and says we should bring it down to 40,000 people because they
have a few cities to be eligible, and then you end up with every city

. in the Nation eligible, and some cities may be getting a monthly
check of $1,972.27, having nothing to do with impact.

Do you think that your notion about efficiency addresses that
, harsh political reality of how we end up watering down these

approaches?
Dr. NATHAN. That is a ver good statement of exactly what these

kinds of ideas come up ag t in no experience, both in govern-
ment and as a person who tudied Federal grant programs for now
a very long time, and I would make a couple comments by way of
response.

First of all, self-interest does make people act, but still our
country has often done generous things to deal with the needs of
people who are a minority electorally. We have welfare programs
today, and while there are a lot of problems with the welfare
programs, they are quite large, an,d for a family they provide
health, food, cash assistance, and other kinds of assistance.

It seems to me that when people are convinced that this is right
Ito do, because there are legitimate important national needs that
are involved, we shouldn't be too despairing of the usefulness of .
education afid exposition.

STAFFING

The second point I would make is that good staffing, is important,
too, that the people who are,concerned about social needs, if they
would get together, and if they knew the answers, and if they had
the best analyst trained at the Woodrow Wilson School of Prince-
ton University, all to figure .out formulas that will deal with social
needs better, and the third point to' be made is the intensity factor.

I mean, if you insist, I will do your $36 billion; just give me $2
billion. I care enough about my $2 billion, I am going to make it
damn hard for you to get your 36. It isn't always who has 51
percent of the voted on a question; it is often a matter of who
educates -best about the issue, who staffs best in the terrain, and
who has the intensity factor working for them in a way that gets
their coalition to be instrumental in making a difference. '
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So all of that said, I think that targetings to solutions are going
to have to includet of jurisdictions. I wouldn't worry about the
size cut-off. I would Melude every size jurisdiction; that is easier.
The better way to vary the amount of money is according to the
needs of different jurisdictions, not size of jurisdictions, and there
is a whole litany and almost semischolarship now that has grown
up about these formula issues; it is a living, and I think just
because it is tough, it seems to me it is so intrinsically related to
the kind of society we have that maybe we shouldn't give up.

I understand very well the kinds of political realities that "your
question covers, and there may be better strategies; there ma be
other strategies, but I have looked at a lot of options, and I don't
see any better options.

I mentioned the welfare option and the changing boundaries
option. I think you can get more bang-for-the-buck if you could get
some efficiency solutions enacted as your price for doing whatever
somebody wants you to do.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Nathan, I would like to thank you for your
contributions to these proceedings, and on behalf of myself and the
members of the committee and staff, I would like to thank you
again.

Dr. NATHAN. It was nice to be.here.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Dr. William Cannon, vice

president of the University of Chicago and former Chief of the
Office of Education, Manpower and Science of the U.S. Bureau of
the Budget.

We are pleased to have you here, Dr. Cannon.

STATEMENT

M. CANNON.. I
invitation to testif

The CHAIRMAN.

OF WILLIAM CANNON, VICE PRESIDENT,.
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

thank the Chair, and the committee, for the
Y.Thank you. We are very pleased to have you

here.
Mr. CANNON. I should make one correction, though. In addition

to being vice president, I am a tenured and full professor at the
University of Chicago. I am also one of those rare birds who is not
a doctor.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. CANNON. As I understand it, part of the committee's objec-

tive is to look forward by looking backward, to calculate the future
by reconstructing the past. Hence, I will spend some time looking
back to the midsixties and then try, to compare that era with the
present time to see what has changed, and what has not, and what
should be changed tcf deal with Short- and long-term urban prob-
lems.

I had extensive experience with urban' problems, and distur-
bances of the 1960's; first, through an involvement with the devel-
opment and implementation of .the war on poverty; then through
an assignment' in Watts, the year after the riots there, and in
Detroit during the riots, through trips to and analysis of conditions
in east Los Angeles, Atlanta, New York, Oakland, Toledo, Jackson,
Micriigan, Sheboygan, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul; and many
other cities.
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WATTS EXPERIENCE

I was sent to Watts to coordinate and to figure out how to have
an ongoing coordination of governmental problems in the Watts
area that could ease Watts' problems.

The idea behind the assignment was one which, in my judgment,
should be given new consideration in the light of contemporary
urban conditions and of Federal practices.

To use the hyperbolic language of the times, the i4.ea was that of
assigning a Federal official, which I then was, as an on-the-spot
czar, to knock Federal and even State and local heads together, to
get a sharp focus on the troubled Watts communityall this with a
very practical aim to be sure to present the governments being
held responsible for a repeat of the previous year's disturbance, but
also to deliver the goods to Watts.

Obviously,, I was not -a czara Federal program coordinator
would be a better description. My Budget Bureau colleagues and I
in our brief time there did manage to get the attention of Federal
and State agencies on Watts' problems, for example, the absence of
transportation, of health care services, and to get government
agencies at least to talk to one another to attempt to make a
comprehensive attack on Watts! needs..

Naturally, I reflected about Watts the year after the disturbance,
as I reflected about Detroit a year later in the middle of the riots,
what is it that leads large numbers of people to take to the streets?

One answer, one piece of an overall answer, was that governmen-
tal programs, both by their presence and absence, themselves con-
tributed to the frustration-aggression pattern. Watts certainly, De-
troit more subtly, Los Angeles in a complex way, Sheboygan's
simple way, each evidenced the symptoms of inefficient, inadequate
governments, either neglectful or positively harmful.

Watts, for all its collection of sunny California pastel bungalows,
was visibly a desert, isolated, almost walled in by freeways, bereft
of ordinary community institutions, including many ordinary com-
mercial enterprises, hospitals, clinics, of easy and rapid transit., and
so on.

All such governmental programs as were present seem to suffer
from the apparently intractable disease of making it very difficult
for those in need to find out about them; for those in need to find
their way through the maze of categoriCal programs with their
different eligibility rules; for some in need to find any program for
which they were eligible; and for all in need to find arty program
or mix of programs which would address the wholeaddress the
person, the neighborhood, the community.

The absence of effective government, with sufficient program
reach was the root cause. That was the conclusion of my reflections
on Watts and. Detroit, and other places.

This conclusion was confirmed in Detroit. I arrived there several
days aftef the riots began, but while they were still continuing,
with an 'assignment similar to Watts, but in this case to focus
Federal programs on the reconstruction, and to bring about such
synergism of Federal, State, and local programs as we could under
the gun. While not so visibly and intensively exuding the sense of
abandonment, the Detroit inner city areas, nevertheless, gave one
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the same feel ,v '.ts: The coming to a head of a long period of
being left ou

INF. '1ERNMENT, INADEQUATE RESOURCES

The same ph ineffective or neglectful government in
distressed city a !equate prograrh resourceswas present
in the other cities .1 lentioned.

My conclusion tho, contemporary government structure and
programs lay at the I_ of urban problems was also based on my
involvement with the wai on poverty program planning and imple-
mentation. The experience of the 900 or so 0E0 community action
agencies highlighted the deficiencies of contemporary structures
and programs.

They indicated the ,:otential for community institutions to 'pro-
vide organized action t I local communities on their own behalf, to
reduce isolation, from civic life and increase participa-
tion, to plan, to deliver.program services, and to coordinate govern-
mental structures and programs from the bottom up.

In short, they had the promise, and still do, in the different
forms which many are found today, of linking governmental plans,
programs, and structures with the real realities of local living.

Experience- with them suggested that urban problems would
remain ultimately insoluble even if welfare programs expanded
substantially, because of the lack of a local structure to coordinate,
and focus program resources on local problems; to facilitate syner-
gizing programs and to approach them from fle number of direc-
tions required for solution.

To illistrate the point betterI am saying, for example, that
direct cash payments will not solve urban problems, or jobs alone,
because the problem involves more than such 'elements, and be-
cause the nature of the problem affects the effectiveness of them;
and I am saying, hypothesizing, that systematic local community'
action is astructure which can 'facilitate approaching the urban
problems in the ground, because it deals with them not just from a
personal but an interactive or overall community point of view
and thus has a ohance of success in handling them.. It closes the
serious gap in our governmental structure with a hybrid organiza-
tion, linking the people and the government in a democratic fash-
ion.

Because I have dwelled so much on governmental structure and
processes, I want to backtrack and remind you that my basic
conclusion about a root cause of urban problems and disturbances
was not only the absence of effective governments, but of adequate
pjgram resources and reach.
'Though the effort to get the most out of programs as were then

available was important, it 'could not compensate for the inadequa-
cy of the programs, themselves. Every basic program was inad-
equate.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

The public assistance rolls had only recently been opened up,
principally by the Welfare Act Amendments of, 1962 and by a shift
in' Federal mood which almost went so far as to induce people to
apply for such aid, a mood rising probably from a sense of guilt
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that so many people in desperate need were eligible but not partici-
pating.

The degree to which the Federal public assistance program was
inadequate can be seen in the budget figures; $2.1 billion in 1960
compared to over $7 billion now, to which has to be added more
billions because of refinements and new programsSuch as food
stampssince 1960. Clearly, the failure of the phblic assistance
program to reach eligible persons in urban and other areas must
have been a source of problems, particularly as it must have
become apparent to urban inner city dwellers when the new mood
began to _ bite that a lot of unnecessary suffering had occurred.
Economic misery and a spreading sense of injustice can, I suppose,
fuel disturbancesat least at the policy level. I believe -that hy-,
Pothesis should be taken as a working principle.

HEALTH CARE

Health care was 'another vital area where the governmental
program reach was not only inadequate, but only minimally Availa-
ble before the mid-sixties. Federal-State medicaid-type payments
there wasn't medicaid thenwere $500 million in 1960, and today
the \Federal medicaid program alone has, reached the $15 billion
mark, while in Watts, I heard repeated references to the long
distances one had to travel to get even the simplest -form of medi-
cal aid, and the possibilities of, being sent back home to come
another day, or of rejection of applications for aid.

So these two vital areas of life conditions were left untended by
government at the time, and one tan reasonably hypothesize their
absence would lead to conditions which would cause. disturbances.

These remarks about program adequacy will have to suffice in
this brief review.

If there is validity in my approach to urban problems anddistur-
bances, which centers on the role of governmental structures and
programs, rather on historic 'trends or great sweeps and changes of
public mood and emotions, then what follows from it for rise now?

Taking up the program side first, some would conclude from
what I have said that governmental programs developed since the
early sixties have effectively, done all that can be done to solve
urban problems and to prevent urban disturbances, or stated an-
other way that for this summer their presence has daMpened way
down the potential for the widespread collective violence of the
sixties. There are, of course, several responses to this view. One is
obviously Miami, though that could be called into question as a
special case. Only time will tell.

Another response involves contentions over budget and econom-
ics. To be sure public assistance, old age health; and job and
unemployment programs have increased astronomically, far more
than the inflation since the 1960's; and the general standard of
living has risen for everybody since that time, although the rela-
tive position of the poor has probably not Amproved significantly.

But the question still remains, have they mproved enough to
dampen down significantly the sense of relative misery and per-
haps even more important, the sense of getting an unfair share of
the public pie, and how far willmore dollars take us?
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If you look at this question program by program, you get differ-
ent answers. Health care appears clearly to be Sufficiently. funded.
Not only are the dollar trends convincing, but studies and visual
inspection of city hospitals and emergency rooms bear out (he
thesis that access to health care has improved both absolutely and
relatively, yet it still remains that life expectancy for Chicago
blacks is 5 years less than for Chicago whites.

Nevertheless, even doubling or tripling health care appropri-
ations may not be as important as creating a new concept of public
health service in inner cities.

The social security program is another area where it is difficult
to believe that quantum jumps in funding would lead to quantum
gains on urban problems. But dollars are .not necessarily the only
way to make social security a more useful democratic servant in
urban life.

We ,need a new broader concept of social security which, takes
the term more literally and which overcomes defects such as pit-
ting and trading off the aged against the young.

Public assistance budgeting is more debatable. Nevertheless, the
rough senk is. that additional dollar inputs here, while highly
desirable, may have only ,marginal effects on the problem the
committee is addressing itself to. Here again the change needed to
pull the teeth of urban tensions is not so much dollars as an
attitude which removes suspicion and less than humane treatment
of the recipients.

Jobs involve a tangle of considerations. Though the current
rising unemployment is involving more heads or families, the job
deficit still resides mostly with youths. It may be there is room for
more funding here; certainly though much the often rightly criti-
cized, a large-scale summer job program, even largir than now, is
warranted.

I base some of my information on the youth employment demon-
stration program, with which I have been cochairman of the board
of a nonprofit intermediary agency named Youthwork, and we
have seen some very good projects go unfunded. However, there are
persistent, difficult problems with youth employment programs,
which might not affect a summer program, but certainly are in-
volved in long-term programs.

Perhaps foremost among them is the issue of real jobs and the
commitment of the youth themselves to a job, an interrelated issue.
Real job creation is not easy and though there are already succeo-
es, it will probably only be achieved through large-scale", planned
interaction and subsidy among private business, government, and
community action; and through, an alteration in the present basic
philosophy of job creation to shape jobs to the person rather than
the person to'the job.

As I survey these and other governmental programs, I come to
the conclusion, which forms the third response to my points; to
whether govermfiental programs, putting aside governmental
structure and processes, have now reached far enough 'toward the
soution of urban problems and disturbances.

I ask now whether present health care, social security, public
Assistance, and job programs, even if their funding were increased
to the level of one's heart's .desire, whether they will all do the
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trick, certainly they will do a great part of it. That is, is the
strategy of supplying an adequate level of so-called basic needs
enough, is bread alone enough to handle the complex of defects
that hide behind the terms "urban problems" and "disturbances"?

Or are things like humanness, knowledge, free association, and
status essential too? These now older programs represent genuine
gains in health, in income, in careers, but they do not involve all
the gains needed.

POLICIES, NOT DOLLARS ALONE

My conclusion is that more dollars alone is not enough. The
present times call for policies which deal effectively with more
subtle and intangible factors. The place to begin such a shift may
be with two older program areas, education and housing, which
have not developed as fully and as, rapidly as health care, but
which have a direct bearing on the subtle matters.

For the short term, the summer, usefulness of these programs is
obviously limited as a quick fix; but there is next summer and the
summer thereafter and it is on these that they may have-,a crucial
bearing.

EDUCATION

Education and housing for the poor or the inner-city dweller,
especially at the level of Federal programs, have not followed the
same spectacular rising curve' of support as health care or public
assistance.

After rising between 1965 and 1970, reaching 11.6 percent of the
total expenditures, the Federal share of national educational ex-
penditures had declined to 10.6' percent by 1976; this has been
offset by increases in the administration's budget of the past sever-
al years, but the trend is still not comparable to health and public
assistance trends as it, well could be and as during the 1960's it was
planned to be.

Thus, for example, the President's 1967 task. force on education
recommended a $10 billion, title I, which is the aid for education of
poor children program in 1967 dollars, for the mid to late 1970's.
By 1976 the program was funded at the $2 billion level. .

In my view here is a major gap; the Federal underfunding of
education of poor children has not been compensated for by State
and local action. While the effects of below-standard education are
slow to gather and subtle in their appearance, they are still real ,

and can create a range of problems from withdrawal to rebellion.
People may be fed and treated and worked, but that dbes not

offset an accumulation of resentment over denial of access to va-
luables that are important in themselves and that others have in
abundance. The Aristotelian conditions for revolt thrive in the area
of education.

ThiS committee might well want to consider a new look at and a
new definition of the concept of compensatory education, beginning
by repudiating the conventional wisdom that has ruled this field
since the issuance of the Office of Education's equality of educa-
tional opportunity in the 1960's, Which decreed that dollar inputs
have little effect on increasing reading skills and the like.
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I would think a better standard should be that no school in the
city should be worse than the best school in terms of jective
characteristics of teacher quality, class size, physical facili s, and
so on. If that standard which was emerging in the early 1960's had
not been cut down by the Coleman report, the committee would be
meeting on a different set of problems today, except for the hous-
ing issue.

HOUSING

There has been a diminution of Federal effort in the housing
area also, though it is harder to be a statistically categorical as for
education. Since 1970 Federal effort has declined from about 83
percent of the total effort to about 78 percent, but there has been a
small rise in State-local effort.

Regardless of statistics, any inhabitant or the city, such as I in
the south end of Chicago, knows there are three problems with
housing; housing in porn. areas is bad; there, is a lot of it, and it is
segregated. This is- surely a tinderbox combination which health
care; jobs, and public assistance may snot be able to ameliorate
completely. There is nothing like decrepit, segregated housing espe-
cially in a gold coast and slum context, where the contrast is visible
to add to overcrowded misery the injustice of unfair distribution of
the world's essentials rising in the housing context.
Adding to the immediate and long-term urban problem may be a
new factor in American life. Prof. William Wilson has pointed to
this in his book with the same title, "The Declining Significance of
Race." Many relatively well-to-do -minority persons- and families,
certainly in a city like Chicago and in some suburbs, can. live and
du.in nonsegregated areas; but this is not so. -for low-income per-
sons.

There may be a trend toward permanently segregating the city's
lowest income class, at present primarily minority. The effects of
this kind of segregation are something to ponder and I believe to
prevent. It is not the older way-station type segregation, but a fixed
solution.

The Federal objective still shoiild be economically and racially
integrated neighborhoods, not just for moral reasons but for practi-
cal reasons for making the country work. -

There is no pat or gimmicky solution to the segregation problem,
A number of. housing solutions have been tried from section 8
housing to FNMA, to economic incentives inmodel cities and disin-
centives, but it is clear that while the income characteristics of the
segregated may be changing the pervasive fact of segregation is
probably not.

Education is not taking. There are few grounds for hope. Appar-.
ently, only an act of political will, which is difficult, probably
impossible to achieve, can help.

The situation is probably hopeless unless it is altered by
Federal policy to require integration; for example, to require inte-
gration of schools and to provide the necessary housing, or to
acquire it, in the area of the schools, in other words, to make
school integration work by providing an integrated neighborhood.

Without' Bch strong governmental action, we should resign our-
selves to the long-term persistence of urban problems flaring up
into collective violence every so often.
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If, however, program measures such as I have just suggested
cannot be accomplished, there may be some hope by moving along
the structural route as I have just suggested. .

The President's 1981 budget message with its new emphasis on.
building "socially. viable" neighborhoods, and .the emerging thrust
to use a geographically based entity,- the neighborhood, to create
community is encouraging. Appropriate community action struc-
tures, substantive not administrative.decentralization, may provide
a handle to apparently insoluble problems like school and housing
segregation.

These cannot be handled without local community action and
communities-should be given the respqnsiblity for handling them,
rather than simply being made the objects of one-way outside
intervention. But, a prior step is for the Federal Government to
build or rebuild community competence and resources.

A persisting effort to revive and renew such governmental in-
struments as the ,Community Services Administration, to renew
existing CAP's .and reinforce the functions just listed, to use the '
District of Columbia as a model by building neighborhood staffs , .

and institutional competence t? run them, such are the kinds of
measures that could be examined.

I should stress that the other half of the localism, coin is that it
requiies poSitive, vigorous central government to en,courage it, sus-
tain, nct hold it accountable; to guide it, to reach its full develop-
ment as an effective and resourceful instrument of local, communi-
ty governance; td prevent it from declining into a mere social
service delivery system; and to coordinate the relationships BDIOng
communities and governments. .

Those are my prescriptions, Mr. Chairman..
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much:

,

. BUDGET PRIORITIES .
My first question is a rather broad question. It goes to the issue, ...

of budget priorities. . . .--.
Do you think that the problems that'you enunciate in your Pam

that we agree are realities in the urban cities in ,the country, can.
be addressed within the framework of our present budget prior'
ities, as reflected by the Congress?

Mr. CANNON. I do not think they axe being addressed within' the
present framework of our budget priorities. One of the points, and I.
don't think that point came through as clearly I wanted it to,
obviously, I don't think it is being addressed in -e areas'of educa- .

tion and housing.1That is No.. 1, and that is clea .
:

If what is being said is that the cause of riots in the mid-1960's
Was a lack of basic .pr °grains in the area of income, foodr and
health, then there is an argument that the present budget levels,
though inadequate, are sufficient to keep that from, happening.

OK; but they are obviously nbt adequate by any standkird o
prudence or wisdom.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you tell the 'committee which areas you
believe Can be improved through Federal, expendiPttres, on the one

. hand, and which areas-require from your vantage point a different
approach then simply Federal expenditures?
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Mr. CANNON. Well, I didn't in this kind of context, I did not have
enough time to work out that whole theory of local action,-but I see
a two-part interaction between a new entity, and it can take a
variety of different forms, which is a local community, and that is
not primarily a money issue, although money gets involved.

The issue is to get together at the local level as a way of doing
local business and of letting local people do their business.

The other end of it is the standards and accountability mecha-
nism at the central, at the Federal level, and that mechanism is -
essential regardless of budget levels.

As for what Federal resources should go into what problems, I do
not have any great feeling about the form of federalism which
operates to prevent the solution of problems in the cities. There-
fore, I am very pragmatic about what the Federal Government,
should do.

It should do what is necessary under the judgment of reasonable
people, such as the Congress, to solve the problems, but the prob-
lem has to be solved, therefo're, I see no particular constraints
either on dollar levels or in other areas.

Of course, we have in a sense crossed that bridge in the 1960's.
We went into many' new areas, education, police, and so on, the
Federal Government did, and did some practical judgment in what
will work.

SOCIAL SECURITY

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned in your statement this notion of
updating the concept of social security, and I am fascinated by
that, and I would appreciate if you would tell the committee what
you perceive to be the essential components of conducting the
concept of social security.

Mr. CANNON. The first component of it is really to redefine it,
social security, and define it to mean more than it means right
now, which is largely an old age disability support program.

I have got nothing against those programs, you understand, but
look behind those programs and see what we mean by social secu-
rity. Why did those programs come into being?.

The programs themselves, the monthly checks, and so on, are
simply manifestations of a theory that applied to social groups
back in the 1930's, which was the fact that yqd should not arriye at
age 65 and end up in a life of insecurity almost in a broad social,
psychological- senses .

I am looking for social security, and in fact what I am arguing for
in most of the things I am saying is that the

more
of the next

period, 10 years or whatever it is,' to look more deeply at those
older concepts of .public assistance, social security, and 'in the case
of social security to give it new dimensions, that is to say, to make

_governmental programs-which would-make people feel secure, and
they should be sensitive to the total lot of pepole and not simply
rest the definition of "social security" on providing adequate income.

So it requires much more subtle, broaderly based view of social
security, social security with what T-call a small "s."

Another angle is I am increasingly worried, and. I have been for
a long time, about trade-offs, especially budgetary and other kinds
of trade-offs between the young and the aged. 'That .is not a desir-
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able thing. We have made too much of these categories, the young
and the aged, and we are creating antagonistic social proofs.

I would fold in the sense social security for the youth into the
social security system. You provided social security to the en-
trances to society, as well as to those who are in a sense departing
from it.

You treat them under the same heading. You don't let age make
the distinction. You let the distinction be made on those people for
whom the Government has to take-special measures to make them
feel secure.

CLASS ANTAGONISMS

The CHAIRMAN. You mention those antagonisms that we have
developed by virtue of these #rbitrary cutoffs with respect to age.

Do you see that very same dynamic with respect to class? .

Me. CANNON. Yes; yes, if there, is any one threatening central
development over the past 10 years, it has been the rise of a kind
of Marxist view of society, that is to say, that society is divided into
two classes; and when I said in my remarks that I thought the
trend toward segregating the lower income class, that is whati had
in mind. .

I mentioned section § but I will teir yOu, despite section 8 provi-
sions for mixing on housing, there are ways around it and it just
isn't working.

We are getting a lot in some of the big cities, a lot of racial
integration, but although we are getting a lot of economic isolation
on the other ,side of the coin, so class politics, which has prevailed
in Europe; is now coming to prevail here.

At least,that is What I see over.the past 10 years.
The CHAntmArir3So that in the next 10 years as we look forward,

is it your thought then that ifs-indeed there is the kind of confronta-
tion we have come through in the past 20 years primarily based on
the issue of race,"that it'will now manifest itself at the level of
class?

Mr. CANNON. Yes; I think William Wilson's bobk, "The Declining
Significance of Race," compiles a lot of evidence. I know it is
controversial, but it compiles a lot of evidence, but I think the
main dynamism that is driving us toward a /class solution is that
there is considerable support in the academic and political commu-
nity for viewing society as composed of the class structures, and
that is gaining the acceptance almost willy-nilly and in subtle
ways, and legislation and other things are displaying it.

The CHAIRMAN. I. did not hear your last comment.
Mr. CANNON. I am saying, and I would have to prove this, which

I cannot at the moment, but it is my hypothesis that legislation
coming out of Congress, especially on the social welfare area, is
begininng to show the.earmarks of a class orientation.

One way and one evidence or one tone or atmosphere that sug-
gests this is the increasing emphasis on the economic solution to
welfare problems, I have got nothing against economics because I
deal with them all the time, but to center policy on economics is to
invite organizing society by class.

'The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions, from counsel from the'
minority?

Counsel from the committee have any questions?
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Mr. DAVIS. No. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cannon, we would like-to-thank you very

much for your contribution to.these 'Proceedings, and we thank you
for traveling a great distance to be with us today.

Mr. CANNON. Thank you.
The 'CHAIRMAN. Our last witness this .afternoon is Mrs. Maudine

Cooper., acting vice president of the National Urban League.
ICIrs. Cooper's testimony will share with the committee the find-

ings of the National Urban League's report on the "State pf Black
Americk"

We would like to welcome you here today, Mrs. Cooper
We would certainly like to extend on behalf of myself/ nd mem-

bers of the committee and my staff, concern for the expedient
recovery for our friend, and your colleague Vernon Jordan:-

STATEMENT OF MAUDINE COOPER, in-CE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE

Ms. COOPER. I will see that those remarks are in fact related. I
was very, very pleaied, to have been invited -here, and would hope
that I could get copies of the "State of Black America" to all of the
members of the committee for their own individual perusal.

The "State of Black America" report contains a large number of
recommendations in 'number of areas, so my testimony'this after-

.

noon will be rather broad and, hopefully, if there are some ques-
tions or concerns relative to that document that I can answer for
you this afternoon, I would be'glad to do so.

The National Urban League was created years ago in 1910 out of
a reform movement that swept the Nation at the beginning of this'
century, during the time when the first trickle of blacks leaving
the rural South for the brighter 'promise of northern cities would
turn into a migrational flood.

The newcomers to northern cities faced racial discrimination as
unmovable as that they had left, exclusion from jobs, housing and
education and exploitation at every turn. It was in this environ-
ment the league was born.

We celebrated our 70 anniversary in New York City. Our begin-
ing was in 'the city and our work remains there. We believe the
cities are in trouble, our constituents are in trouble.

The quality of life in many American cities has declined drasti-
cally over the last 20 years.

Those who espouse the philosphy of Roger Starr, former Co mission or of New
York City's Department of Hosing and Development, blame the city's ills on the
poor, min'ority and elderlyresidbnts of urban centers. For these critics, the fact that
theLcities must provide speciil services tb these residents negates the possibility that
these areas can be viable places to live nd do business'

In direct contrast to this philosoph , civil rights advocates and organizations
believe that past and present governor ntal policies and racial discrimination have
and do contribute to the decline of citie

Whenever we mention before a commissioner or a body that
there is in fact a large degree of racism still existing in communi-
ties, I sense that those that I am talking to don't believe me, that
they view my perception and perhaps the perception of many other
minorities or civil rights organizations as one of paranoia.

Jennifer Douglas, Civil Rights Digest, Winter Issue, 1979.
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MIAMI

I submit to you that those disbelievers or doubters have not ,been
watching the papers or reading the various scenarios about what is
happening across this country, and I submit, despite what I heard
earlier, that Miami might be viewed as an isolated incident, that it
is in fact not an isolated incident. We should be very conscious and
vigilant that Miami's are not brewing across this. country.

Federal policies toward the cities have encouraged urban sprawl
and suburban growth. The States' insensitivity to the needs of
cities caused and 'continue to cause the States to neglect to change
antiquated and ineffective budgetary and accounting systems they
require cities to use.

There are two specific areas that I will concentrate my testimony
on this afternoon, one of which, is education and the other is
housing.

EDUCATION

In the area of education, for example, enrollments in urban
public school systems continue to be overwhelmingly black, other
minorities and the poor. At the same tine; cities continue to spend
a smaller proportion of their total budget on education than their
suburban counterparts.

As a result, black and other minority children who attend public
schools in large urban areas are receiving diminished educational
programs as their districts are faced with huge budget deficits.
These deficits occur. despite school finance reforms in a number of
Stdtes, precisely because those reforms have ignored the unique
fiscal and educational problems of the cities.

In recent weeks, the Washington, D.C., school system has made
headlines almost daily because of its fiscal problems and pending
layoffs. Those of us who have supported the President's "Youth
Initiatives" have done, so reluctantly recognizing the fact that if we
don't have the $2 billion out there within the next 21/2 years, there,
may not be any moneys to help save what is left of the school
system which many of our children still have to attend.

The 'second area is housing.

HOUSING

As you know, housing is another, area of primary concern for
blacks in the cities. Our "1980.State of Black America" publication
refers to a housing survey of eight central cities in geographically
dispersed areas.

For the cities in which blabks constituted 30 percent or less of
the population, Philadelphia, Houston, Indianapolis, Los Angeles,
and Seattle, blacks are overrepresented in. the categories that indi-
cate housing disamenities.

For these cities, blacks constitute one-third to one-half of all
households in the following categories: Undesirable neighborhoods/
wish to move; inadequate neighborhood service/wish to move; lack-
ing some or all plumbing, 1.01 or more persons per room, shared or
no bath and share or no kitchen. That is indeed a terrible plight in
1980 for a large number of black people.
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Blacks tended to fare better in those cities in the percent-
age of black households ranged from 62.4 percent to 33.9 percent in
1970, . the cities of Atlanta, Washington, D.C., and St. Louis. Of
course, there we would al.() cite the burgeoning middle class as a
_reason for that disparity. ,

It is estimated that 24.5 million black persons live in America
and 55 percent of these black Americans reside in central cities.
Many of these black city dwellers live at or below the poverty level.
In 1977, approximately 8 of every 10 of the black unemployed were
metropolitan area residents, and 6 of every 10 made their homes in
central cities of the Nation.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Unemployment has remained a serious barrier to economic secu-
rity for the black community. First quarter 'figures for 1980 from
the U.S. Labor Department put black unemployment at 13.4 per-
cent in central cities, compared to an overall rate of 6.6 for the
population as a whole. In some inner cities, the unemployment rate
for black teenagers is more than 70 percent.

As you may also know, the National Urban' League has a formu-
la which is used to compute the unemployment rate using what is
called the discouraged and underemployed, so that whenever you
see the 6.6 percent as an example of unemployment, it is almost
automatic that. that figure is 'doubled for black people in this
country, so we are talking ahOut a 12 percent unemployment rate
for blacks.

It is for these reasons and many others that we dispute those
who would tell us- there is no longer an urban crisis, pointing to
new employment opportunities in the downtown areas and neigh-
borhood revitalization.

URBAN CRISIS CHANGE

The urban crisis has not gone awayit has merely changed
language and form. initially, it was caused by the movement of
jobs, the white middle-class and businesses to the suburbs and
rural communitiesalso, by the aforementioned Federal and State
policies that contributed to the decline of the cities.

With the -change in the nature of the urban crisis, there is a
national movement of urbn revitalization -which will ultimately
displace the poor, blacks, and elderly from their homes and neigh-
borhoods. We have heard gentrification, and it sounds very' nice.

Designed to attract the middle-class whites into the cities they
had 'deserted for the suburbs, the urban revitalization movement
pushes out present city occupants the disadvantaged who cannot
afford the high costa of "revitalized housing." Some new employ-
ment opportunities have been created, but many go to whites, the
segment of the population that the cities are trying to lure back.
Blacks, the poor and elderly city dwellers want,to participate in
the revitalization of their cities. However, those opportunities are
severely limited.

Instead, they are being displaced. Today, displacement is peob-
ably one of the most critical problems of our times. -
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Vernon Jordan, president of our organization, emphasize.] the
seriousness of the problem in his "To Be Equal" column last year,
a column I will also share with this committee when I send in the
copies of the "State of Black.America." In that column he said that
an urban plan which revives one neighborhood to the deterioration
of another is hardly a responsible solution to save the cities.

The NUL has recommended that the Federal Government adopt
a strong antidisplacement policy. In that regard, we have had
several meetings with the Secretary and others within the Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development.
In November of 1979, the U.S. Department of 'Housing and

Urban Development released a report stating that "No person shall
be displaced as the direct result of a HUD or HUD-assisted pro-
gram or activity unless an affordable, decent, safe, and sanitary
replacement dwelling is available."

The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentlewoman suspend? There is a
vote on, and we will suspend for 10 minutes, and we will recon-
vene.

Ms. COOPER. Fine.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will resume its business.
Ms. Cooper, you may proceed.
Ms. COOPER. Thank you.
On a final note on the displacement. issue, one of the rationale

often offered at least by HUD in saying that the problem is diffi-
cult and one that they cannot deal .effectively with is the issue of
private displacement, indicating most of the displacement occurs in
the private market.

We would strongly urge HUD to take a second look at that
position. Many of those private marketing efforts on the part of the
private ownership in the housing market is not as private as they'
would have us believe. Those individuals are either receiving some
form of financing from HUD or some form of assistance from the
State and local governments through a Federal program as it re-
lates to housing programs.

There are a number of recommendations that we have in this
testimony, and I would ask that they be submitted in total for the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The .National Urban League recommendations follow:]

LEFT UNTOUCHED WAS THE LARGER PROBLEM CAUSED BY PRIVATE DISPLACEMENT

NUL RECOMMENDATIONS

Among the recommendations the NUL has made that would directly affect life in
the city for millions of blacks are the following:

1. The Federal government provide funds to increase research and demonstration
efforts focused on the improvement of motivational counseling programs in urban
areas, particularly at the elementary and middle school level.

2. The urban policy of state governments should be designed to promote the
development of existing localities and :to discourage the sprawl of metropolitan
areas. States can do this by:

(a) Refusing to finance further sewer, water or highway extensions that are in
conflict With regional development plans.

(b) Prohibiting counties and municipalities from using their own tax exempt
bonds to finance sewer, water and road projects in conflict with regional Bevel-

. opment plans.
(c) Requiring Public Service Commissions: to increase utility rates in those

fringe areas which are costly to, serve.
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3. Local government/3 should pass legislation that would enable them to negotiate
directly with employers to provide suitable conditions for the expansion of- employ-
rhent in older neighborhoods by the granting of appropriate privileges (i.e., the
relaxing of zoning standards).

-- 4. A moratorium should be placed on all condominium conversions. The housing
supply is already tight for low-income families, and the recent spate of conversions
is exacerbating the problem. Similarly, federal assistance should be provided to low-
income renters to enable, them to bid on the purchase of units in which they reside
which are "gqing condo.'

5. Federal spending should not be slashed in areas that will hurt the poor.
6. There is a critical need for the modernization or rehabilitation of mass trans-

portation facilities. Low-income people have an inordinate dependence on mass
transportation. A recent study by the .NUL Research Department reports that
nearly half (47 percent) of all black households in the nation's central cities do not
have cars, while the percentage for the total number of central city households is 25
percent. Black central city dweller& depend heavily on public transportation and 43
percent of black poverty area residents use public transit to travel to work.

Ms. COOPER. In listening to the preceding witnesses there were a
couple of things that occurred to me I thought I should say before
closing out my statement.

When we look at this Nation's cities, and we talk in a one-liner,
if you will, about the Federal role and the Federal involvement in
the plight of today's /cities, we do not ,tak4 that statement very
much further.

MARSHALL PLAN FOR THE CITIES

If we were to take a careful look.at the transportation patterns,
at the housing patterns, at the educational systems, the prior codes
that prohibited or` not prohibited in many instances, but coln-
pelled blacks or minorities to move into certain areas and find
themselves ghetto-sizedwe would find the complicity there is far
more than the One-liner would indicate.

When we look at the employment patterns and practices within
the cities, at the encouragement that was offered to many to move
out of the inner cities in the suburbs, the way HUD, as an exam
ple, subsidized those new communities that did, in fact, draw the
middle-class Americans out of the inner city, when we look at all
those policies and all those practices, to say very simplistically that
we need more money for jobs programs, that we need more housing
units constructed within the inner city, does not approach the
problem as it should be approached in a kind of comprehensive
fashion.

Some years ago, you may recall that Whitney Young called for a
Marshall plan for the cities. If we could do that for Germany and
Vietnam, and all these other countries, to me it is amazing That we
could not do that for the inner cities in this country. I think we
haven't had the will; it is as simple as that.

We can put a person, man if you will, on the Moon. We can get
our spaceships headed for Pluto or Venus, whatever; we cannot
save a Chicago, or a New York, or a Boston, and to me that is
totally unacceptable.

MIAMI

I submit to you, and I am not a harbinger of doom and gloom,
but I submit that Miami was not an isolated incident. We had a
briefing from the Urban League executive director in Miami, and
the patterns of unhappiness, of disillusionment,' of just hopelessness
that existed in Miami exists in a lot of other cities.

66-925 0 - 81 - 14
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The final shooting and killing of Mc Duffy was, I believe, just the
straw that broke the camel's back. How .many straws it would take
to spark such an incident in Washington, I don't know. How many

-straws would it take to start that kind of rioting in Chicago or New
York, I don't know.

But what we have to be forever vigilant about is the fact that
those straws are not there, and it wou41 be naive, if not downright
stupid, for is to pretend such does not exist and view Miami as an,
isolated incident, or Greensboro, or other places where we have
had rioting and unjust deaths.

We have to look at our cities in a_ very realistic fashion and
realize that homogeneity 'is the, key. Cities should no be white,
black, rich, or poor. They should be heterogeneous in -terms of
class, in terms of incomes, in terms of ethnicity, and that is, to us
in the Urban League movemen't; critical.

I will entertain any questions you may have. 0.

The. CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
First, I would like to thank you very much for providing the

committee with a copy of the National Urban League's report,
"The State of Black America-1980," and without objection, it will
appear in its entirety as part of the record of these proceedings.

[Eicerpts from report appear on -p. 636.]
The CHAIRMAN. I have a couple questions -1 would like to ask, but

"I can't resist responding to one of the comments you just recently
made, anti, that is why are we not capable of providing the neces-
sary assistance to our major cities.

New York is a classic case in point. One of the thoughts that I
have always had about the New York tragedy is that it is not off
the coast of the United States,. because, if it were .off the coast of
the United.Stateb, it could negotiate a military hpise, and then New
York would get all the money it wanted, and, unfortunately, that is
part of the mentality of our country.

There have been a number of comments over the past several
days with respect to the problem of employment in thp major cities
of the United States, including Washington, and a number of com-
ments both pro and con, substantive and specific as well as broad
and general, with respect to the CETA approach, and I understand
you have some tho hts with respect to CETA, and I would like to
open that up and et your thoughts and views and comments.

TARGETING
<

Ms. COOPER. One of the .things said by a previous witness was the
reference to targeting. CETA was designed to help the, long-term
unemployed, the economically disadvantaged. As we look. at the
various provisions, within the law, we find that there are loopholes;
there are ways to get around those provisions so that there is a
little of something in there for everybody.

If we look at the programs for youth, the YEDPA, programs,
there are provisions which will allow young people" from middle-
income America, if you will, to participate in those programs. We
haveas a part of our political structure decided every program not
here virtually ought' to provide a little bit for my constituency and
your constituency, and so on.
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In that whole process the politics has obscured the evaluation,
the monitoring, the whole aspect of CETA follower-ship. We said
under the Nixon administration, for example, it is no problem; just
give them the money and keep the natives quiet.

What has happened since then is that mentality has stayed On
and many people still believe they can run the CETA program any
way they want to. And we in the Urban League movement have an
educational job to do to tell our affiliates, that is no longer true.
Many other community-based organizations are having the same
kind of educational progress going- on. CETA was designed to pro-
vide jobs for particular segments. The politics have far -outweighed
that goal.

In addition, what is happening today does not allow us to say kill
the system, kill the program. What we ought to be saying is the
goal was a good one, let us make the program fit the goal. We
traditionally do that in this country. We say there is a prOgram not
there; ,let's give a, little to everybody and then a couple years later
come back and say it.didn't quite work like we expected, so let's
kill it.

We say that about our housing program, our Welfare programs,
about our food stamps program. Whatever programs are out here,
the politics have often outweighed the well-intended program
thrust, and so I would submit to you CETA is no panacea, clearly,
for the unemployment problems in this country, but it is the only
show that we have today, and if you throw out CETA, let's make
sure that we have a well-placed program to come in and fill that
CETA gap.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Cooper.
I see I have a vote, and I would not require you to stay. We have

a couple other questions. What the. Chair would like to do is submit
those to you in writing and hope that you would respond to us in
writing. Would that be agreeable to you?

Ms. COOPER. I would be glad to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to then thank you very much for

your articulate presentation and keen observation and response to
our questions, and taking time out of your busy schedule to meet
before this committee.

Ms. COOPER. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand in adjournment until 9

a.m. tomorrow 'morning.
[Whereupon, at 4:03 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at 9 a.m. Friday, June 27, 1980.]
[Subsequently, the following material was received for the

record:]
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CONSERVIMONOrHUMANResoupces
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

!OCR>

est L

June 20, 1980

The Honorable Ronald V. Dellums
Chairman
House Committee on the District of Columbia
1310 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Dellums:

As I explained to your staff when they invited me to testify
before the House Committee on the District of Columbia which
you chain, I stay put on Martha's Vineyard during the summer
to study and write so that I may have something to contribute
during the rest of the year: But I did promise to send a
letter in lieu of appearing-in person. Here is my best effort
to address the issues, outlined in.your Mailgram of June iOth
addressed'to urbanologists. I have taken the liberty of
reformulating some of your questions in order to enable me to
provide you with sharper and more incisive replies in terms
of materials that I control.

I. What has happened to cities since the Kerner Commission
Report?

a) The central thrust of the Kerner Commission (K.C.) Report
was to warn about the division of the U.S.-into two
races in which hostility and fear rather than coop-
eration and assimilation would dominate. The heavy
concentration of blacks in most central cities charac-
terized by poor education, poor jobs, poor housing,
poor environment is a sharp reminder that the K.C.
was not far off the mark. On the other hand %t was
unduly pessimistic. A substantial number of blacks
born into and raised under disadvantageous conditions
are making it through the school system, up to and
including college, and are obtaining jobs that enable
them, surely if they have a'spouse who works, to earn
a satisfactory living.

b),The most unsettling evidence of the adverse circum-
stances in which many young blacks are, being reared
is the steep climb in female headed households, many
of which are below or at the poverty level; and the
correspondingly large numbers of teenage unmarried
blacks who have children. These young women frequently'
face family responsibilities before they have completed
high school or before they have acquired any skills
that would enable them to find a suitable job. Once
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-0aee- theyhave a child to care for they become less
able to be self-supporting and many of them settle
into a life on welfare.

c) In the years since the K.C. the employment experience
of young blacks has been particularly adverse reflect-
ing among other forces the demographic bulge, their
limited employability skills, discrimination in,the
job market, alienation and still other adverse factors.
I am enclosing a report of mine from the May Isdue
(1980) of Scientific American in which I review this
onerous development at length.

s

d) Under separate cover I am mailing a recent report,
Tell Me About Your School, that two of my students
and I prepared on education in the ghetto (New York
City) as seen through the eyes of black youngsters.
It is a sad story because so many of those youngsters
are eager to learn but the schools fail them.

e) Also under separate cover I am mailing a book-that I
recently edioEed and to which I contributed -- Employing
the Unemployed. The chapter by'Dr. Bernard Anderson
bears directly on matter of your concern.

f) I do not have any special knowledge of trends in
housing but on the basis of what I have been dbservingr
along the East Coast and particularly in New York, I
am impressed with the following:

--- Most ghettos seem to have been thinning out,
often as a result of arson.

- -- Middle and upper income blacks have apparently
been able 'to move into neighborhoods that were
previously. closed to them.

--- The suburbs have opened up, but only slightly.

--- The Aeterioration of the housing stock, espec-
ially where welfare clients are concentrated,
continues apace.

Gentrification will place pressure on many poor
urban blacks to relocate. The question is where?

g) I also have no, special knowledge of police-community
relations but as a participant observer in New York City '

as elsewhere, I am impressed by the following:

--- The uneven progress that has been made to increase
the proportion of minority personnel on the police
forces of the nation.
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- -- The importance of leadership. in the City, of
the police; and in the community to establish
and maintain reasonable relationu between
minorities'and the police.

--= The explosiveness that is visible even ina,
relatively calm community such as New York Mien
the police injure or kill a minority person with
what *appears to be unjustified response on their

--- In the face'of-multiple adverse pressures in
communities it is not surprising to

me that the local population periodically out
of-frustration reacts violently toward'law en-
forcement authorities who represent the !'estab-
lishment." The only long -term insuAnce against
such outbreaks would be a marked, improvement in
the condition of life for people living ,inthe
ghetto.

II. How Do Federal. Programs Aid or Hinder Solutions to Local'
Problems?

a) The racial problem eqmpounded by the stigmata of.poverty,
etc. represent an inheritance of over 350 years. No
city can on its own significantly alter in. the short run
the.rcumulative effect of such,long exploitation and
deprivation. The federal government can help through
making resources available but it too cannot easily

- wipe out such cumulative pathology..
4

b) The critical factors that woad make a significant
difference in my opinion are:

1 --- Public commitment to ch.anget This is weak on
both the federal and most local levels. Without
strong and sustained community commitment progress
is likelytobe two. steps ahead and one back.

- -- Suitable jobs: In my view no group can help to
raise Itself, and unless it does, outsiders can
help only a little, finless its members have
access to suitable jobs. A. high proportion of

' black males and teenagers have not had adequate
employability opportunities. I see much of the
weakness of the black family as a direct reflec-
tion of this inability of many blacks to work
and be self-supporting. '

- -- Effective 'Schoola:It is impossible in an increas-
ingly sophisticated economy requiring knowledge
and skills for young people to make their way
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V. Supplemental Observations

a) I must note for the. record that while my reply has
been Couched in terms of bladks, I am aware of the
fact that probably before,the end of the century
Hispanics will represent our largest minority.

.b) While Hispanics currently suffer many of the same
disabilities as blacks (and in thecase of education
the findings are even more unfavorable) their overall
status is more encouraging, in fact because they are
more heavily concentrated in the Southeast and West,
booming areas.

c) While there are differences of opinion among urban-
ologists as to whether urban concentrations will
weaken, stabilizetor strengthen, I consider it a
fair bet that with high energy costs many cities,
but by no.means all will make a comeback. That is
already happening. However, sdch a revival may not .

yield many immediate benefits to minorities and may,,
as noted aboye, complicate.their housing difficulties.

d) I consider it essAtial that all women have the oppor;..
tunity to secure an abortion'if they so desire and
that this is of critical importance for teenage blacks
so many of whom become pregnant.

Since Oy,

Eli ihal
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YO-uth Unemployment
Getting work has been increasingly difficult for young Americans.
ever since the 1950's. Among nonwhites more than a third of the

teenagers and a fifth of the young adults are currently unemployed

Ten years ago I served on task
force studying the problem of un-
employment among young black

Americana. We came to the conclusion
that the dimenaions and effects of black
youth unemployment constituted not
merely serious problem but a real cri.
ILL A decade later the crisis cellists. A
social and economic crisis of 10 yearn"
duration must surely be considered a ca-
taatrophe,

It will tome as no surprise that tin.

-

by Eli dinzbeis

employment weighs moat heavily on
blacks. For young white people the ata
tistics are less harming: the unemploy-
ment rates are lower. Even for young
whites, however, the rates are substan-
tially higher than they are for adults. To
want work and be unable to find 'it is
painful at any age, but youth unemploy-
ment has particular effects, both on the
individukl and on society. A lengthy pe-
riod of frustration and enforced idleness
when a person first enters the labor force

UNIMPLOYMINT 114U11ANCS ic jot arm at tie MO sari at
yea& anomplommt. The seam is a Opical aaaapar7.6.1.1esers

can disable him or her, paychological
ly and in tenni of experience. for later
employment, with the result that large
numbers of Americans fail to function
effectively in the economy.

Youth unemployment is nonetheless
one of those many national problems
with respect, to which presumably well-
qualified experts disagree, both about
what the facts. and figures mean and
about the solution- Pessimists pbint out
that unemployment, among teenagers

area la, fhb sea le Now Yak. Orbar mai 4 at youth on.:
Orynaat are arida% chase crime aml Ilauktara job Atrial:v.
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(from 16 through 19 years old) rose
percent in 1955 to more than

16 rcent in 1978, or from three times
pt rate for..adults (25 years old and

/over) to more than four times that rate.
Alarmists emphasize the skyrocketing
unemployment rate among. nonwhite
teenagers, which is now more than 40
percent for 16- and 17-year-olds. Yet
there are optimists who ref uacto be dis-
turbed by the statistics. Some experts
who acknowledge that youth unemploy-
ment is high and has risen sharply none-
theless think there is no need to be
alarmed since so much of the reported
unemployment ix"voltuitary," by which
they mean that many young workers are
quick to quit their jobs, simply because
they do not like the work or the boss or
expect-to find something better. Many
experts believe youth unemploym2nt
-is cured in time as teenagers become
adults. The pessimists retaliate by point-
.ng out that the official unemployment
figures are surely understated: they do
not include the many youngsters who
are nnv,actively looking for a job, in
many cases simply because they are
convinced they could not find one. ,

1 low is one to decide which group is
right? At the human level, at least, it
seems to me the answer is clear. When a
few years ago a distinguished-econortist
emphasized the curative qualities of
time, I pointed out that for some young
people his cure would not work: they
would'be.dead-as the result of homicide -
on the streets or would have been im-
prisoned and thereby scarred for life. To
evaluate the problem more coolly, as a
broad and economic issue, it is
necessary to look closely al what has
happened in the past 25 years to unem-
ployment rates for teenagers and young
adults (from 20 through 24 years old)._

The most important findings to be
extracted from the statistics for se-

lected nonrecession years point to an
absolute and relative increase in all
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teenagers unemployment and to mod-
est increases among young adults. As
far as young white men are concerned.
once one disregards the 16-and 17-year-
olds (the overwhelming proPortion of
whom are still in school) one cannot find
any significant increases, although the
unemployment rate is much worse than
the rate for men 25.yeara old and over.
Young white women'between the ages
of 18 and 24, on the other hand, did
experience a significant rise in their un-
employment rate. And among-young
blacks, both men and women, the un-
employment rite almost doubled and
in some cases almost tripled.
sl It it important to bear in mind that
between the mid1950's and the early
1970's the number of young people
reaching working age each year approx-
imately doubled, from'abdut two mil-
lion to about four million. The coming
of age of the bOy-boom generatioirco-
incided in part with another trend: the
entry into the labor forced millions of
women who had not sought work out-
side the home before. The conjunction
of the two trends confronted the econo-
my with a major challenge. The number
of Jobs did increase markedly with re-
spect to earlier decades, but the labor
forcethe part of the population work-
ing or actively seeking work increased
even more. Whereas the unemployment
rate reflects the failure of the labor mar-
ket to provide jobs for those who want

- to work, another measure. She ratio
of total employment to the population
aged 16 and over (the-El P ratio). reflects
the success of the labor. market in pro-
viding jobs.

In spite of the big influx of youngpeo-
Pk into the labor market, reflectidg the
demographic bulge, the American econ-
omy was able in the case of white teen-
agers to create enough new jobs td en-

.able the E/P ratio for that group to rise
to an all -time high. White' teenage fe-
males showed a one-third increase in
their E/P ratio, reaching a level not
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much below that of teerthge men. Young-
adult white women from 20 through 24
showed an even more pronounced gain
in their E/P ratio. Young -adult white
males lost a few percentage poihts for
reasons not immediately apparent: con-
sidering that their unemployment rate
increased hardly at all, a reasonable
guess o that the lower E/P ratio reflects
a changing style of life, with growing
proportion of this group wanting to
"knock around" before "settlingnown."
Once again one must note that the expe-
rience of young blacks of both sexes was
adverse. The E/P ratio for black teen-
agers declined and the trend for young
adults was not favorable.

To probe below the aurface of the la-
bor-force participation of young people
it is necessary to look at what propor-
tipn of them are enrolled in school. The
unemployment of a 16-year-old high
school junior may reflect no more than
that he has lost the job he held as a &liv-
ery boy and has not yet found another.
On the other hand, a 19-year-old high
school dropout or graduate who is not
currently enrolled in any educational or
training program is likely to want (and
need) a full-time job. The statistics on
school enrollment warrant close scruti-
ny. In the first place they reveal a decline
in the proportion of white men, both
teenagers Ind young adults, who attehd-
ed school in 1977 compared with the
mid- or late 1960's. (The figures confirni
my impression as a member of a uni-
versity faculty that in the 1960'3 many
young men stayed in school in order
to avoid military service during the Vi-
etnam war.) The experience of white
women has been quite different. In every
age category an increasing; proportion
of them enrolled in school.

The most striking gains are found.
however, among black men and

women. Contrary to a widespread im-
pression, over the three decades there
was a doubling or more in the propor-
tion of older blackteenagers enrolled
in school. There were also gains of
from three to seven limes among young
adults of college age. Without getting
sidetracked from the main concern, it
should- be emphasized that in 1977 a"
larger proportion of blacks than of
whites aged 18 through 24 were enrolled
in school. No other social indicator
linked to family income demonstrates
a more favorable condition for blacks
than for whites. The following figures
shed some light on this anomaly.

In 077 of the 30.5 million whites be-
tween the ages of 16 and 24, 18.6 million
were employed. for an E/P ratio of 61
percent; the unemployment rate among
this white group was 11.3 peMent The
figures for blacks were quite different.
Their E/ Pratio was only 37 percent and
their unemployment rate was 33 per-
cent. There is some support in these data
for the view that, confronted with poor



job prospects, more blacks prolong their
-education, but the fact is that school en-

' roliment has never been determined pri-
manly by employment opportunities.

Young people enrolled in school who
are. also in the labor force are over.
whelmingly interested in getting pan-
One or part.year employment. Their

, major commitment is to school. Hence
-What the differentially lower E/P ra-
tios and higher unemployment rates for
blacks compared with whites reflect is a

...shortfall in the ability of blacks to find
parttirne work. The situation is differ.
ent in the case of those who are no long.
er in school because they dropped out
or were graduated and who are not put,

' suing any formal education or training
program. The reasonable assumption is

. that most people in this group (although
not all) Are interested in finding a regu.
la job. U one looks at the employment
status of the nonenroUed group-between

. the ages of 16 and 24, several nobs!, be.
cbme clear: the strikingly lower E/P ra
no among dropouts than among gradu.1
ales, with only two in five of the black
dropouts holding a job; the relatively
low unemployMent rate for white grad.
uates, and the high rate (three times
higher) for black graduates.

A.review of the trend data and of
additional information reflecting condi.
tiohs in the labor market at the end
of.the 1970's reveals support for both
the pessimists who warn about the de.
teriorating position of young people in

, search of work and the optimists who
minimize the issue. As far as the teenage
population is concerned the unemploy-
ment rates have worsened, but the E/P

are at an alltirne high. For young
white adults the data show little deterio-
ration; for young white women the E/P
ratio rose by about a third in the past
two decades. On almost every score,
however, the situation of young blacks
(teenagers and young adults, men and
women) is worse in terms of the E/P
ratio, the unemployment rate or both.

iur any different (and often contradic
1Y5- tory) explanations are offered to
account for the trends reviewed above.
One with the widest currency holds that
a rise in the unemployment rate reflects

loss in the "work ethic." Young people
-cr are said to be less willing than their fa.

then and grandfathers were to take a
jobany jobthatis available.
however, this theoryeannotbe squared
with the rise in the E/P

Critics of the performance of the
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American economy emphasize that it
hat been :unclog slack for many years,
with an 'unempldynient level far above
the 3 or 4 nerkent said to define "full
employment." 10 their view this slack-
ness means there cannot be enough jobs
to go around and young people with the
least training and experience are likely
to be left at the hiring gate. Thcrc is
something to this view, but not a great
deal in the four years from early 1975
to 1979 the economy created 12 million
new jobs, and still youth unemployment
was high and black youth unemploy-
ment was very high.

Thcrc are those who believe the youth
uncmploy men' problem is largely a self-
inflicted wound reflecting a serious error
in public policy. the raising of the mina-
mum wage to a level where employers
no longer find it profitable to hire young
people This hypothesis explains too
much With the EH' ratio at an all-time
high employers are clearly hiring large
numbers of youths. Moreover, the We-
lion between what employers must pay
a young person and what they must pay
an adult has not changed in favor of the
young over the past several decades, and
it is (tie relative wage that determines
empffiyers' preferences. Thc only thing
one can say for the minimum wage in
this context is that it has not been help
f ul to some small number of young job
seekers.

Two more proposed explanations
should be noted briefly. Thc first stresses
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the lack of Orientation to wort. and the
limited competence that chfiracterize
many young people, particularly among
minority populations in the inner city.
Although some youngsters are indeed
poorly prepared for work, the striking
gains in the enrollment of blacks in
school must be cOnSidcred before plip
ing too much weight on this explanation.
Another hypothesis with wide currency
is that many inner-city youngsters pre-
fcr to work at a somewhat cpxstion-
able occupation rather than at a dirty,
low-paying job; they can earn more in
less time and do not have to submit to
the discipline of the work place. This
hypothesis cannot be squared wittv'the
minimum-wage explanation. If young
people prefer to work at a questionable
occupation rather than accepting a job
at the present minimum wage, surely
they would be even more likely to do
so if the available jobs paid less.

Clearly there are .more hypotheses
than there are' phenomena to be ex-
plained. Considering the large inflow
the doubling in the number of young
people reaching working agethe rise in
the El P ratio for all teenagers in the past
25 years must be put alongside the rise
in the unemployment rate. A nOthe very
small increase in the unemployment
rate for young white adults (20-24) sug-
gests that for most whites time does take
care of most of the problems stemming
from inability to find jobs as teenagers.
This relatively optimistic interpretation

surely does not hold for blacks, how-
ever. A great many young black men
and women arc having serious difficul-
ties in the labor market. This is the phe-
nomenon that requires close attention.

Let us look more closely at what the
statistics indicate about the employ'

meet problems of young blacks. Teen-
age black males have unemployment
rates of from 30 to 40 percent, more
than double the rates for whites. Young
black men and women (20-24) have
unemployment rates of about 20 per-
cent, from two and a half to three times
the rates for their white counterparts.
The E/ P ratio for tccnagc black males
dropped from 411 to 30 percent between
the late 1950's and the late (970's,
meanwhile the rate for whites increased
from 51 to 56 percent. Thc &Pratio for
teenage black females slipped from 23.2
to 23.5 percent over the past 23 years as
Mc rate for whites advanced from 36.9
to 48.7 percent. Among young adults
the El P ratios for whites average about
15 percentage poirts higher than those
of their black counterparts.

There is only one way to read Statis
tics such as these. A disproportionately
large number of young blacks are hay-
ing serious and prolonged difficulties.
gaining a foothold in the world of work.
What is worse is that many of those who
encounter serious difficulties in their
formative years (from 16 through 24)
fail to acquire the experience, training,
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competence! end credentials that would
earn them regular jbb yielding a rea-
sonable income in their adult years.

The long-term consequences or the
widespread difficulties encountered by
black teenagers and young adults in the
labor market are reflected in the lob ex-
perience or the age cohorts 25 through
29 and 25 through 34. In 1978 nine
white veterans in 10 between the ages or
25 and 29 were employes but only eight
in 10 black veterans. Of the nonveteran
population 92.5 percent or the white
men and only 80.4 percent or the black
men were employed. If one looks at the
work experience and earnings or 25- and
26.yearold noncollege men, one finds
that in the course or the year whites
worked 17 weeks and blacks worked 43;
the hourly pay of whites was almost half
again as much as it was ror blacks ($6.98
v. $4.79), and the estimated annual earn-
ings or white males or $13,100 were
about 60 percent higher than the $8,200
earned by black males.

If one broadens the perspective to
look at the income differentials ror the
entire cohort aged 25 through 34, one
finds that she mean earnings or white
men acre only $12,400 compared with
$10,200 ror blacks, spread or 18 per-
cent. The comparable data for those
who worked full time ror the full year
show earnings of $14,900 for white men
compared with $12,400 for black men,
spread of 16 percent.

Although many blacks have succeed-
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ed in the past two decades in moving out
or the less desirable occdpkticms (those
with the lowest pay, the highest unem-
ployment rates, the least security and
the fewest career opportunities), blacks
are still heavily overrepresented at the
lower end or the total distribution: one
in three is employed as a service worker
or laborer, and only one in. six whites.

AU these findings (and they could be
added to) point to one simple conclu-
sion: the poor experience or blacks in the
labor market during their late adoles-
cence and young adulthood leaves them
'permanently disadvantaged.

Although this emphasis on black
youths is justified by the appalling facts
about their high unemployment rates
and their low labor-force participation.
they are not the only Vulnerable group.
Young whites outnumber black and oth-
er minority young people by about nine
to one, which means that most or the
young people who are in trouble are
white. Moreover, young Hispanics also
have particular disabilities in the labor
market. Their experience, in terms or
wumploymeht and labor-force partici-
pation falls about midway between that
or whites and blacks, but the lack or
long -term data specifically for Hispan-
ics makes it impossible to analyze their
situation in more detail.

Prhe American economy is increasing-
' ly a service economy. Only about

one job in three is in the production of

goods, that is, in agriculture. manufac-
turina, mining or construction. Many, if
not most, jobs in the service sector re-
quire some literacy. facility with num-
bers and communications skills: com-
petences most young people acquire in
school. Approximately one black young-
ster in four currently rails to graduate
from high school. For many of them ef-
(relive schooling really stops long be-
fore they leave or are pushed out, since

significant proportion become truants
by the time they are 13sor 13 and many
who remain in school pay little or no at-'
mention to their studies. To make things
worse, many harassed teachers make
no serious effort to teach.

Many minority children, brought up
in homes without a rather, often by a
mother who cannot or ror other reasons
does not work, and 1 ving in neighbor-
hoods where few people xho do go to
work regularly have muchlo show ror
it, see little point in taking school seri-
ously or believing it can help them to get

job that will lead anywhere. If their
early job history and work experience
confirm their pessimistic expectations,
many give up. Many white youngsters
are introduced by a parent, a relative or

Wind to an employer who is looking
for workers. The.path is smoothed for
them; at least they will be interviewed.
This is not the case for those black
youngsters whose deviant dress, appear-
ance and speech are likely to prevent
their receiving an application form even
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if they can get to an office where em .
ployers are interviewing.

16-17
Although many large employers have

sought in recent years to increase the
proportion of minority people on their
payroll. that effort has surely not been
made by many smaller employers. Die-
crimination in the job market, althoulis
it is less blatant, is still strong, and it

15"19 adds markedly to the troubles young
blacks face, particularly if they have in.
ferior preparation for employment. And

20-24 the steady outnalEratioo of manufa.
hiring jobs from the inner cities, where .

large minority populations are con.
centrated. to the suburbs and beyond
has surely compounded the difficulties
many young blacks (particularly men)
fag in getting a job they would do and
that pays remonakly well.

to-I, The shift to services, poorpreparation
for work, lack of family support, em.
ployer discrimination and the relocation
of manufacturing jobs all add up to lug.

'gest to black teenagers a self.fulffiling
prophecy: Why bother? Society has no

16_10 place-for us.
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What has the country tried to do to
VV help these disadvantaged minority

20-24 youngsters get a better start in life? Be.

aginnsizaintleinsum1964ofCcnSrgumoney
cahacshp.rovmumideed,

(now in the SIbillion annktal range) to
provide work experience for disadvan-
taged young people of high school age.
The youngsters are assigned eight.week
jobs for which they arc Paid the mini*
mum wage. Some of them learn some.
thing, many learn little. Some learn the.
wrong thing: that they can be paid with.
out doing any productive work. Con .
gress has looked on the SummerYouth
Employment .Program primarily as a
way to "keep the cities cool."

Also started in 1964 was a small.
0,0 expensive program (originally about

$10,000 per person per year): the Job
Corps. It is intended for the most dis-
advantaged youths, some tens of thou.

20-24 sands of whom arc offered an .0PPor.
tunity every yea to enter a residential
center where they receive remedial edu .
cation, work orientatioff. skill instruc-
tion and help in pursuing further train

NONVoirrE wOMEN

ing or finding a }ob. In the case of those

tco ,-- T
1

, who arc mature enough to complete
Most or all of the program, various :wal-

..J1... ...................................... ta-i,
nations suggest that the Job Corps Is a
worthwhile experience for both the in.

50 r---, ... dividual and the nation. The Job Corps
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so many potential recipients that the
Federal funds come to be spread very
thin, with the result that shallow-serv.
ices are provided for most enrollees.

The enactment in 1973 of the Coin.
prehensive,Employment Training Agt .
(CETA) resulted in the consolidatan
of many Federally funded training and
employment programs, including those
intended for young people, usually,un'
der the authority of a state or local gov.
ernment acting as a "prime sponsor."
The prime sponsors appear to have im
proved considhrably the job experience
offered by the Summer Youth Employ.
men! Program last year. Clearly...how
ever, this is f limited program that can
at best provide temporary jobs for
small proportion of the young people
who need them.

Wrhat Wore can be done? Last Do.
VV cember, after a year and a half of

study, the National Commission for
Employment Policy made modest sug
gestions to the President and Congress

I. A substantial number of young
people, particularly those who come
from minority.group families with lor
income and who have failed to acquire a
high school diploma, face serious diffi
collies in making the transition from
scfiool to work. Unless their educational
deficits can be reduced and eliminated,
preferably while they are still in school.
many will not be able to find and hold a
regular job.

2. Only intensive programs, such as
the lob Corps, that provide a broad
range of services, including educational
remediasion. skill training and place.
ment assistance, can be expected to
reverse the cumulative disadvantages
young people who are out of school and
without the prospect of a job have faced
since birth.

The Equal Employment OPISortu
nib, Commission should direct the at.
tension of employers. who want to es.
nand their proportion of minority. and'
female employees to the continuing sup-
ply of young people who complete re
medial education and skill training. The
Federal GoVernment should explore the
potentialities of including in lutrant-in
aid pjpgrams and contracts an employ.
menlrrequirement that would involve a
commitment on the part of recipients to
hire percentage of job-ready disadvan
aged young people:

There is no one way, and surely no
easy way, to bring minority youth un.
employment down so an acceptable lev.
el, which is so say close to the level for
whites. If the American people do not
want to continue to pay the current high
cost of 'such unemployment in terms
of alienation, violence against people.
theft of property, arson and suicide, and
still higher coats to come, they surely
have no option but so focus on its reme
diction until is is no longer a national
scanda).
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BERNARD,E. ANDERSON

How Much Did the
Programs Help Minorities

and Youth?

low

INTRODUCTION

(EMPLOYMENT and training programs have been cha terized by contin-
uously changing objectives. At the time of their inception, uring the early
1960s, such programs were developed to provide new jo skills to help
reduce long-term unemployment among experienced members of the work
force who had lost their jobs as a result of automation and technological
change. In recent years, however, such programs have assumed increasing
importance as instruments to help reduce racial inequality in economic life.
This chapter will attempt to explain how much employment and training
programs have Contributed to improvement in the relative labor-market
status of minorites and youth, and why, despite large expenditures on
manpower programs, minorities and youth continue to occupy an unfavor-

able position in the labor market.
This discussion is based on a review of policy-development and program-

implementation experience and the evaluation literature that measures the

41
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Employing the Unemployed

impact of manpower programs on minorities and youth. Although programs
developed and implemented during the 19605 will' be discussed, Most
emphasis will be placed on the experience during the last decade.

The scope of the topic is broad and it is,difficult to distill froin the vast
literature the information specific to only a segment of the participant
population. For this reason, the discussion will focus on the most general
themes and the most clear-cut results..

Furthermore, because of serious limitations in the ayailability of data on
Hispanics 'and other non-black minority groups, many comments concern-
ing "minorities" will refer primarily to blacks. Hispanic minorities fce
some problems, such as language difficulties and the influence of recent
immigration, which make their labor-market experiences different than
those of other minorities. When viewed in broad perspective, however, the
labor-market experiences of the black and Hispanic minority groups are -
similar, that is, each is characterized by relatively high unemployment,
lower incomes, and less favorable occUpational' status than that among
Majority-group workers.

Based on a review of the evidence, several major conclusion% can be
stated:

Selective employment and training progratils are now widely recognized, and
accepted, as important social policy instruments for helping achieve the
objective of full employment. While fiscal and monetary policies still play the
major role in determining overall economic performance, employment and-
training programs are seen as necessary for achieving efficiency in labor:
market operations and equity in the distribution of employAnt opportunities
Minorities and youth have emerged as major target groups for participation in
government employment and training programs. In the last several years,
significant efforts have been made to direct an increasing flow of employment
and training resources toward the employment problems of minorities and
youth.
Government employment and training programs have helped improve the
economic status of many minority adults and youth, but how much such
programs have contributed to the improved economic status of these groups
relative to others inthe labor market is less clear. Still, the consensus of most
carefully designed and executed studies is that program benefits exceed costs,
suggesting that employment and training policy is a useful social investment.

The discussion below will provide support for these assertionsAt might
be useful, however, to comment upon some of the major trends and
institutional forces that influence the perception of racial inequality in
economic life and to set the framework for identifying "appropriate ways"
of dealing with the problem through labor-market policy. These features of
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Did the Programs Help Minorities and'Youth?

the policy-formulation ana program-implementation environment have
special significance in understanding the government's response to the
labor-market difficulties of minorities and youth.

POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR MINORITIES AND YOUTH

First, the rate of unemployment among minorities and youth significantly
exceeds that of other groups. In both good times and bad, the unemployment
rate among blacks has been about twice that of whites. A similar disparity is
evident in the unemployment experience of Hispanics, for whom the statisti-

cal evidence is not as complete as for blacks, but who are gaining increasing
attention from policymakers because of, among other reasons, their rapid
increase in numbers. Minority-youth unemployment rates are now and
have for many years been very high relative to both adults and other youth.
In addition, the withdrawal from participation in the labor market is a
serious.problem among a significant proportion of minority-group youth,
thereby making the reported unemployment rate an understatement of
wasted human resources.'

Second,' the minority and youth unemployment experience is substan-
tially affected by structural barriers in labor markets, as .compared with
deficiencies in the aggregate demand for labor. To a considerable extent,
minorities and youth are jobless because (1) they are disproportionately
concentrated in areas where job opportunities have declined as a result of
outmigration of industry1nd technological change; (2) their educational
attainment and job skills al incompatible with employer hiring require-
ments; and (3) they are the victims of racialand often age, discrimination.
These and still other factors contribute to structural unemployment, that is,
unemployment that tends to be long-term and persistent. Such unemploy-
ment is more likely to be responsive to selective remedial approaches than to

'generalized economic stimulus, especially when the latter policy is inhibited

because of high inflation.
Third, a widely accepted approach to dealing with problems of racial

inequality in economic life is to improve the opportunities for minorities to
compete in the marketplace. One alternative to this strategy, of course,
might be to Compensate minorities for past discrimination and to give them
a monetary payment sufficient to equalize their income and that of other
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persons of similar age, education, work experience, and family responsibil-
ities. The strategy of income equalization through monetary transfers,
however, has never been accepted as a legitimate anproach fol. reducing
racial,aisparities in income distribution. Large income transfers, moreover,
might have to be continued for a very long periOd before minorities Would
be able to competeeffectively for their share of the good lobs.

The preferred approach is to improve the investment in the human capital
of disadvantaged minorities in order to enable them to compete on more
equal terms in the labor market. This strategy is broad enough to encompass
a wide range of specifie program approaches. The common feature of such
programs, however, is their focus on improving the labor supply.

In recent years direct job-creation programs have become a major
component of employment and training policy. Such programs provide
for hiring the unemployed in temporary jobs in state and local govern-
ments. The jobs created by the programs can affect the minority and
youth unemployment rate, bu, only if the programs are heavily targeted
toward areas in which the minority and youth unemployed are concen-
trated. Experience has shown the difficulty in targeting'job:creation pro-
grams in ways that would have a major impact on minority and youth
unemployment.

Fourth, almost since the beginning of major federal initiatives in the
employment and training field, minorities have been heavily concentrated in
programs of short duration characterized by little substantive.' training
content. For example, during the'1960s the vast majority of minority youth
who participated in manpower programs were in work-experience pro;
grams, such as the Neighborhood Youth Corps. The training content of
such programs was very limited, or often nonexistent, and as a result, many
youth failed to acquire skills that would improve their labor-market posi-
tion. This experience reduced the potential for program participation to
contribute significantly to improvements in employment and earnings of,
minorities.

Finally, a major development affecting labor markets during the past two
decades was the rapid growth in labor-force participation among women,
especially married women. In 1962, the year in which the first major
manpower-training effort was initiated, somewhat more than one-third of
the female population was in the work force. Less than two decades later,
that proportion had increased to about one-half. During that period 18
million women entered the labor force, and by 1979, 16 million had joined'
the ranks of the employed.

Although the evidence on labor-market competition between women,
minorities, and youth is far from conclusive, it is likely that efforts to expand
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the job: oppoitunities of minorities and youth have been affected by the
rapid growth in female labor-force participation. Specifically, labor markets
were experiencing major adjustments to accommodate the increased paitic-
ipation of women at the same time employment and training programs were
turning toward a focus on minorities and youth. This development un-
doubtedly made more di'fficult the task of improving the relative labor-,
market position of minorities and'youth.

SHIFTING PROGRAM GOALS AND STRUCTURE

The Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 (MDTA), the
foundation of selective-employment policy, provided for training oppor-
tunities and labor-market services for the long-term unemployed, adminis-
tered largely through skills centers operating in cooperation with local
offices of the U.S. Employment Service. Relatively few minorities and youth
participated in the programs at that time, in large part because the unem-
ployment problems of these groups had not yet become an issue of major
national priority.

Civil Rights and the War on Poverty
The shift toward greater concern about the employment problems of

minorities and youth occurred in the wake of the civil-rights movement and
the increased Intefest during the mid-1960s in reducing poverty. Increas-
ingly, the MDTA programs were adjusted to be more responsive to the
national goal of equal employment opportunity, and new legislation, the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964; was enacted to speed the reduction in
poverty. These policy developments made available more resources for
attacking joblessness among minorities, but the scale of effort, and the
nature of training and job programs; were generally unequal to the task.

For example, between 1965 and 1972, there were about 1.8 million
participants in, the MDTA institutional and on-the-job training programs.
These were programs that placed the greatest emphasis on training for the
development of marketable job skills. Minorities represented about one-
third, and youth (that is, persons under age twenty two) about two-fifths of
the participants in such programs.

In comparison, during the, same period, there were about 5 million
participants in the in-school and out-of-school components of the Neigh-
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boyhood Youth Coips (NYC), a part-time work-experience program devel-
oped under the Economic Opportunity Act. In addition, each year during
this period approximately 500,000 youth participated in the summer NYC
programs with the number-of youth and programs increasing each year
from 1965 to 1972. These programs were more and more concentrated on
urban minority youth, especially after civil disorders erupted in 1966 and
1967. The universe of need, however, exceeded by several times the number
of training opportunities available in manpower programs.

As employment and training policy turned more toward the employment
problems of ' the disadvantaged, the content of the programs grael 'ally

waschanged. Relatively less emphasis was placed on institutional training the
type most prevalent when experienced workers were being retraine fors
new occupational careers. A much broader range of services, including
outreach, basic education, prevocational training, counseling, job develop-.
ment, and supportive services was offered. The more diverse service mix
was developed in response to.the _special problems of the disadvantaged,
many of whom had no previous work experience and often had inadequate
basic educatibnal skillsknd little motivation for participation in manpower
programs. The panoply of programs developed varied widely in service,
quality, and content, and many did not emphasize the acquisition of
marketable job skills.

The Job Cor
The Job Cot s was the first program with training content that was

, strongly focused on minorities. This program, created under the Economic
Opportunity Act, was intended to provide training opportunities for the
most disadvantaged low-income yolith, who were in serious need of basic
education, vocational training, work experience, and counseling. The early
Job Corps program emphasized residential skills centers where youth would
have theopportunity to receive training away from their community. The
residential centers, however, proved to be expensive to maintain and some-
what controversial when located in communities that were apprehensive
about the presence of large numbers of urban disadvantaged youths.
Because of .these difficulties, the U.S. Department of Labor shifted toward
greater emphasis on nonresidential centers during the early 1970s.

From its inception through 1972, the Job Corps had a 60 percent black
enrollment, with other minorities accounting for about 10 percent of the
participants. Program enrollment has continued to reflect similar minority
participation, even through the doubling in size of the Job Corps from
22,000 to about 44,000 available positions in 1978.
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Other Programs with Substantial. Minority Enrollment
In addition to their prominent participation in NYC and the Job Corps,

minorities also represented a sizable proportion of enrollees in the Concen-
trated Employment Program (CEP) (73 percent), National Alliance of Busi-
nessmen/Business Sector (NAB/JOBS) (69 percent), and the Work Incen-
tive Program (WIN) (44 percent) before 1973. These programs were
conceived in an environment of )lightened national attention to the prob-
lems of unemployment and poverty among the disadvantaged and concern
about ways to reduce welfare dependency.

The CEP program was designed to focus manpower training and employ-
ment services on disadvantaged persons located in areas with a high inci-
dence of poverty. It was heavily concentrated in sections of cities where
minorities represented a large proportion of the total population. The
objective was to improve the coordination among manpower service delivery
agencies in such communities iriorder to maximize the impact of available
'resources on persons in greatest need.

Similarly, the NAB/JOBS program was stimulated by the federal govern-
ment to persuade the privite-sector employers to hire more disadvantaged
persons. The program, like CEP, was focused strongly on ciiies with serious
problems of minority.and youth unemployment. Employers were encour-
aged to "hire, train, and retain" the disadvantaged unemployed with
financial subsidies from the federal government if 'necevary.

Likewise, the 'WIN program, authorized by an amendment to the Social
Security-Act of 1967, provided oppoitunities for job training, counseling,
and job placement for persons receiving aid to families with dependent
children. The goal of the program was to reduce welfare dependency by
increasing the employability of welfare recipients. Although most welfare
recipients were not members of minority groups, a dispropoftionare number
of minorities experienced welfare dependency. As a result, almost from its
inception, the WIN program included large numbers of minority women.

Finally, in 1968. the U.S. Department of Labor organized the Apprentice-
ship Outreach Program to increase the participation of minorities in the
apprenticeable skilled trades, especially in the construction industry. Studies
by F. Ray Marshall and Vernon M. Briggs analyzed the major barriers to
full participation of minority youth in the apprentice occupations, and they
also identified several program approaches that seemed useful in expanding
job opportunities for minorities. The major feature of AOP was the effort by
selected local community organizations to seek out interested and potentially
qualified minority youth and to help them meet the tequirements for
admission into apprentice programs. From the inception of AOP through
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1972, about :2,000 minorities, mostly under age twenty-two, participated
in the program. In all, about 700',000 black and other minorities participated
in CEP, WIN, and NAB/JOBS as of 1973. Hispanics, also participated in
these programs, but reliable data on their enrojlmcnt is not available.

Community-based Organizations
Another approach pursued in an effort to reach minorities was federal

government support of training andemployability-Clevelopment services
provided by community-based organizations. Such organizations typically
served a predominantly minority clientele, and, for that reason, could help
achieve the program targeting objectives, which increased in importance
during the late 1960s and the 197(Ss.

Some community-based organizations, such as the National Urban
League, had been in the employment service field for some time. Others,
such as the Opportunities Industrialization Centers, SER, and Recruitment
Program, were organized during the 1960s as expressions of the desire by
minority groups to play a larger role in designing and implementing pro-
grams to improve the status of their members. The role of such organizations
in the service-delivery system steadily increased, and toddy, the CBOs are
among the major providers of employment and training services for minor-
ity participants.

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)
In 1973, the Congress enacted a new employment and training policy that

reversed the preyious emphasis on categorical programs and moved toward
a decentralized system. Under CETA, state and local jurisdiction (prime
sponsors) gained the authority and responsibility to design employment-
and training:service plans for their communities. When approved by the
federal government, the plans were expected to be implemented through
services provided by the prime sponsor or by other agencies and organiza-
tions operating under contract with the prime sponsors, The central purpose
of the new policy was to make local, political leaders more responsible and
accountable for the expenditure of employment-training, funds in their
communities.

Program Mix
Although the administrative arrangements for implementing erriploy-

ment and training policy changed under CETA, a major change in the
content of programs occurred only in the job-creation component of the
new policy. Shortly after the new act was adopted, the nation entered a
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serious recession that led to a sharp rise in unemployment. In response to
this development, the'Congress passed the Emergency Jobs and Unemploy-
ment Assistance Act of 1974, authorizing expenditures for 300,000 public
service jobs. The jobs were distributed among, areas experiencing high
unemployment due to the recession and not to the joblessness that emerged
from structural imbalances in labor markets.

Comprehensive manpower services under CETA bore close similarity to
previous programs. There was a,mixture of classroom training, outreach,
counseling, remedial education, and supportive services. On-the-job train-
ing programs were less visible in comparison with pre-CETA practice, but
in general, the early CETA programs largely continued old practices in a
new administrative setting.

Most important for our purposes, tie participation of minorities in
CETA programs continued at levels similar to previous experience. (See
Table 3-1.)

Minorities accounted for about two-fifths of enrollees in comprehensive
manpower services. Likewise, minority participation (black and Hispanic)
in the Job Corps was about two-thirds, and in the counterstructural public
service employment program, about one - fourth both proportions similar
to minority enrollment in such programs before CETA.

Youth Employment Programs
In 1977, the Congress enacted the Youth Employment and Demonstration

Projects Act (YEDPA), authorizing the expenditure of $1.5 billion for
programs to serve about 200,000 unemployed youth. Under YEDBA, sev-
eral different approaches to youth employment problems were folloWed:

1. Youth Lncentivr Entitlement Pilot Project (YIEPP), an experimental program
in seventeen communities throughbut the nation to test the feasibility of
increasing school retention through guaranteed jobs.

2. Youth Community Conservation and Improvement Projects (YCCIP), to
prqvic.i.! disadvantaged, mainly out-of-school youth with opportunities for
job training through work or community-betterment projects.

3. Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC), for youth to perform conserva-
tion on public lands, and

4. Youth Employment and Training Program (YETP), to provide comprehen-
sive employability development services, mainly to school youth.

The purpose of YEDPA is -to test the effectiveness of the, alternative
approaches to youth employment problems in order to deterMine what
works best for whom. The act is being implemented primarily by prime
sponsors, but there is also a large experimental and demonstration compo-
nent funded out of the secretary of labor discretionary funds. In addition.to
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TAKE 3-1

Selected Enrd'llee Characteristics in Major Employment and Training Programs, Fiscal Year 1977

Percent

a. Application' taken

b. Minorities

SOURCES:

ii101MI11/
enticeships 255 9.4 Z.5. , 1.7 NA NA NA,

'4
4. Employment Service 15,617' 161 _ NA 44.7 ... 269, NA NAii101MI11/
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the development of the new programs listed above, the U.S Department of

Labor was authorized to double the size of the Job Corps:
As of mid-1979, program enrollment data revealed that blacks accounted

for about half of all persons participating in YEDPA programs. Black and
other minority enrollment was especially high in YIEPP and YCCIP. Rela-
tively fewer minorities participated in YACC, but the proportion was still
higher than the minority youth proportion of all unemployed youth. In
addition, programs funded under the secretary's discretionary funds were
heavily targeted toward black and Hispanic youth.

ASSESSING PROGRAM IMPACT ON MINORITIES AND YOUTH

Two factors are most important in assessing the impact of employment and
training programs on minorities and youth: (1) general trends in the

economy at:large, especially labor demand, and (2) the experiences of
minorities and youth enrollees compared with similar persons who did not
participate in such programs. Limited information about both factors make
it difficult to draw firm conclusions about howouch labor-market programs
helped minorities and youth.

Economic Conditions
Employment and training programs operated in somewhat different labor

market environments during the pre-CETA Cnd CETA periOds. Between
1966 and 1973; the period when increased concern with minority and youth
labor-market problems emerged, the rate of unemployment for the work
force at large averaged 4.5 percent; employment grew at an average of 1.9
million jobs per year; and the labor force grew by 17.1 percent. In compari-
son, frdm 1973 through 1977, the unemployment rate averaged 7.2 percent,
total employment grew by 1.5 million per year, and the labor force increased
by 9.8 percent. Thus, during the CETA years, the national economy has had
a relatively high rate of unemployment, but has also shown both vigorous
job-creation and labor-force growth. The dilemma in labor markets during
recent years has been the rapid growth in the number of persons who want
jobs (including minorities and youth), together with rapid growth in job
opportunities, but only modest improvement in the wide gap between the
unemployment experience of minorities and youth groups. During 1977,
for example, the economy produced slightly more than 3 million additional
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jobs. In that year, the black unemployment rate remained at 13.1 percent,
while unemployment among whites fell from 7.0 to 4.2 percent. Similarly,
unemployment among black youth showed little change despite the vigor-

..
ous job growth.

To a considerable degree, the'rMstence of unemployment among mi-
norities, and especially among minority youth, in an environment of rapid
job creation reflects the seriousness of structural barriers to greater,employ-
ment opportunity for the disadvantaged. The stickiness at a high level of
the mlrity and youth unemployment rate also reflects labor- force 'growth
among these groups that exceeds their rate of employment growth. Minority
youth, for example, had vigorous employment growth during 1978, but
their unemployment rate remained much higher than that of other youth.
Employment and training programs are likely to benefit such groups pri-
marily by targeting heavily upon them and improving their competitive
position for opportunities in the labor market relative to that of other
claimants.

One aspect of the problem that deserves increased attention is the location
of employment growth. Increasingly, studies of minority and youth employ-
ment problems have identified the limited job availability in inner city areas
as a major factor contributing to persistent unemployment among such

groups. Employment and training programs that have job-creationfeatures,
such as part-time work experience and public service employment, can help
ease minority and youth unemployment if_ they are aimed at areas where
such unemployment is concentrated. Indeed, some observers have suggested
that the-YEDPA and summer youth employment programs accounted for
the entire net growth in minority youth employment during 1978. One need
not accept such estimates uncritically to recognize the value of careful
targeting of employment and training opportunities as a device for improv-
ing the employment prospects for minorities and youth.

The Evaluation vidence
In order to dete pine the unique contribution of employment and training

programs toward' improving the labor- market status of any group, it is
necesssary to compare program enrollees in that group with similar persons
who did not participate in the programs: Unfortunately, only Milled
evidence of this type is available on minority and youth enrollees. Many
studies of employment and training programs either included no compari-
son group or included too few minorities and youth to permit a separate
evaluation of their relative benefits.

Most of the evidence on programs in operation before CET/ has been
summarized in dstail elsewhere and need not be reviewed here ,1 he general
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conclusion about the pre-CETA programs, however, is that those offering
skills training (institutional and O -J -T) showed some beneficial impacts for

minorities am" pprentice Outreach Programs showed significant earnings

gains.
Evidence from an analysis of program operating statistics showed that,

on average, blacks earned less than whites, and women less than men, when
posttraining hourly wages are considered. On the other hand, both blacks
and women experienced larger gains in hourly earningsover their pretrain-

ing level than did white males, with the largest relative gain recorded by
black women in CEP, WIN, and the Job Corps. Still, even after program
participation, black women, as a group, had the lowest earnings of either

race or sex group.
Furthermore, the evidence on pre-CETA programs suggests thatemploy-

ment and training prOgrams had a limited positive effect in reducing some of

the labor-market barriers facing minorities. For MDTA; AOP, Job Corps,

WIN, and NAB/JOBS, however, incomplete and often anecdotal data, while

not conclusive, still suggest that some minorities gained access to better-
paying, more stable jobs as a result of participation in these programs. The

full magnitude of these benefits, however, cannot be estimated because no

program operated with a carefully designed information system that would

make postprogram evaluation possible.
_.

Recent Evidence on Program Impact
In recent years, evaluation studies have been improved, both by including

large samples and by ig more appropriate benefit-measurement tech-

niques. These studies provide additional evidence about the impact o%
minorities and youth of a small number of programs.

A review of evaluation studies summarizing recent research on MDTA
and other pre-CETA programs concluded that adult blackmales generally

gained less than others from institutional retraining programs. Yet minority
earnings,' as reflected in social security data, did improve as a result of
training, especially among minority females. Review of the literature also

revealed gains for black males who participated in voional education
programs. Because the analysis, however, included a very small sample of

black you.th, the estimated effects have alow level oPreliability. .

Studies of WIN, CETA, and an expelimental program, the National
Supported-Work Demonstration, generally show improved labor-market
experiences by participants but very mixed findings when adjusted for

program and enrollee characteristics. Most studies of the postprogram
labor-market experiences, for example, show a decline in program effects
over time and significant variation in outcomes among those who completed
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3-2
Net Effects Estimated for Four Employment and. Training Programs: Program-Control Group Differentials

Program and Measurement Dates rnings Changes Employment Changes

SUPPORTED WORK 1975 to 1978 Monthly Earnings Increase (8) Percent Employed
° AFDC Ex-Addict .Ex-Offenders. Youth, AFDC Ex-Addict Ex-Offenders Youth

1 to 9 months (in-progrim) 351 201 205 240 62.9 47.9 i 38.9 48.4
16 to f8Inonths (postprogram) 78 1 29 2 . 10.4 2,6 3.6 5.3 ,

,.,
A

..,,

JOB CORPS 1977 to 1978 Weekly Earnings Increase (8) Percent Change in Employment
Males Females without Children Males Females without Children

Overall Change 31.31 . 20.55 .141 .096
Black 26.08 19.90 .119 .078
White 44.84 " 28.46 .178 .168 tD

tDHispanic 37.61 14.91 .252 .111 cr)
American Indian 12.17 10.28 .023 .107

Annual Earnings increase ($)
WIN 1974 to 1976 Males Females

A

Job Search.
Education
Training'
Subsidized Employment
All Services

White Black White Black
12 373 514 33

720 1667 145" 8
1024 390 537 451
2225 753 1641 1357

580 270 634 255

Sources:
WIN' B. Schilkr, -The Pay-01f to Training lor Blacks: Tlw WIN Experience." Review of Black Political Economy (Winter 19751, Table 2. p. 216.'
SUPPORTED WORK: R. Maynard. R. Brown. J. Schore, N ale The National Supported Work Demonstration: Effects During the first 18 Months After Enrollment. Report prepared by Matheinatica Policy

Research. Inc.. Princeton, NJ.. for the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (April 1979). Tabk 1, p. .

108 CORPS: C. Mallar. Evaluation of the Economic Impact of Ow lob Corps Program, First Follow-up Report. prepared by the Mithernatica Policy Research, Inc.. Princeton. N.) . Inc the Office of Program
Evaluation, Employment and Training Adminisiration. U.S. Department of Labor. Washington, D.C. (December 19711t. Tables V.5 and V.6. pp. 111 and 112.
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TABLE 3-3

Absolute Earnings Outcomes for CETA Twelve-month Terminees

Postpiogram Earningsb

Changes in Earnings'

CLASSROOM TRAINING
'Postprogram Earningst'

Change in Earnings

Absolute Annualized Earnings Increase'

Males " Females

White

$5,808

1;981
(52%)

$5,915

2,484
(72%)

Black

$4,699

1,683
(56%)

$4,353

1,703
(64%)

White

$3,376

1,637-
(94%)

$2,718

1,346
(85%)

Black

$3,142

1,640
(109%)

$2,653

1,485
(127%)

PUBLIC SERVICE
11,

EMPLOYMENT
Postprogram Earningsb $5,951 $4,856 $4,117- $3,861

Change in Earnings 1,758 1,781 1,868 1,715

(42%) (58%) (83%) (80%)

ADULT WORK EXPERIENCE
Postprogram Earningst' $4,401 $3,835 $2,892 $3,347

Change in Earnings 1,127 603: 1,454 1,592

(34%) (19%) (101%) (91%)

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
Postprugctam Earningst' $6,612 $6,088 $3,725 53,552

Change in Earnings 2,686 2,495 2,313 1,984

(68%)
(6946kS....e.

(164%)' (127%)

a. No control group.
b. Mean annualized earnings in fourth quarter after termination.

c. Annualized earnings change. where preprogram
earnings are measuredby the fourth quarter before program entry.

NOTE Percentage increases are shown in parenthises..

SOURCE DavidH. Finifter.."A Longitudinal Analysis
of CETA Participants' Earnings Initial Evidence from Sin CI.MS

Cohorts.- Office of Program Evaluation. Employment
and Training Administration. U.S. Department of Labor (lune 19701.

Table IV, p. 17.
.
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the program compared with others who did not. Only those who/completed
Job Corps programs have significantly higher postprogram earnings; partial
or early dropouts reported no increases in earnings or employment status
(Table 3-2). Similarly, recent estimates of earnings increases among CETA
enrollees vary from the 19 to 164 percent spread to the 151 to 448 percent
spread, depending on the time period assumed to represent the preprogram
earnings (Table 3-3). /

Job Corps
The studies reveal important race, sex, and program variations in postpro-

gram impact. Postprogram earnings experiences /
among Job Corps enrollees

showed black males ($26) somewhat below the average for all males ($31),in
weekly earnings gains relative to similar nonparticipants. White males
reported the highest weekly earnings increase ($45); about double the
increase among blacks. Black female Job COrps enrollees ($20) were close to
all childless female participants ($21) in earnings gains. Hispanic males
showed earnings improvement ($38) greater than that among black men,
but still lower than that for whites/In contrast, Hispanic females ($15)
lagged behind both black and white female enrollees in earnings gains
relative to the control group. The 'earnings differentials for females, how-
ever, while numerically measurable, are p'ot statistically significant.

A study of WIN estimated negligible returns for blacks from program's
designed to improve job search skills and education but significant returns
for them in subsidized employment. Gains for whites, however, were almost
double that of blacks overall. regaidless of 4x. A study of the Job Corps
program found similar racial differences. Pieliminary analysis of CETA
participants suggests some racial differences in earnings outconjes but until
further analysis is conducted, 'which takes into account control' group
behav,icir, these findings should be regarded as into lusive. Overall, black
males report similar earnings increase rates to that of white males (56 percent
versus 52 percent) but the raw data suggest significant racial variations may
be occurring by program. The National Supported-Work Demonstration,
on the other hand, utilizing randomized control groups, discerned no
significant postprogram earnings or employment 'effects among youth, the
great majority of whom were minorities.

A major conclusion which can be gleaned from a comparative review of
the major studies, is the need for strengthened evaluation, both in control
group analysis and longitudinal perspective. During the past ten'years,
sophisticated studies have been undertaken to provide answers to the
question of program impact. The studies suggest disparate Program effects

56
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that are novonclusive, but which, on balance, suggest that orities and

youth gain from some programs, while deriving little benefit f m others.

Some Lessons from Past Experkce
In addition to the conclusion drawn from the assessment of the eva tion

literature, several lessons can be drawn from past experience of minor' ies

and youth in employment and training 'programs. First, it is clear that

targeting on such groups, although difficult, can have beneficial effects in

helping larger numbers gain a othold in the labor market. Greater target-

ing, however, is limited by the r luctance of policymakers to tilt too far in

the direction of one population oup at the expense of others In need of

assistance. For example, while rn) ority youth have the highest unemploy-

ment rates, then also concern about the employment problems of major-

ity-group youth, many of whom also experience difficulties in making a

satisfactory entry into the world of work. The dilemma for policymakers is

how to strike a reasonable balance between limited resources available for

employment and training programs and the serious needs of different youth

groups, all of wl.om require labor-market services.
However the question of equity is resolved, it is important to recognize

that allocation formulas that emphasize labor - market difficulties (that is, the

inciance,and duration of unemployment and the employment/population

ratio) are likely to direct morinunds to minorities and youth than are
formulas that emphasize personal income variations. Also, experience with

past programs has shown that direct support of nongovernmental commu-
nity-based organizations contribute significantly to greater targeting toward

disadvantaged minorities.
Second, studies of th6 experience under YEDPA have illustrated the need

for greater efforts to enlist the services of school systems in improving the

labor-market preparation of youth. Improved quality of basic education,

together with school-based labor-market counseling and cooperative work

experience can help reduce the employment problems of minority youth.

The recently concluded American Assembly on Youth Employment recomc

mended a major role for the schools in better preparing youth for the world

of work. In particular, the assembly recognized the need for closer linkages

between schools, employers, and unions. Employability development can

be enhanced through 'active involvement of private-sector employers in

planning and implementing vocational education and cooperative education

programs for youth.
Finally, the experience of the recent past and the projections for the

immediate years ahead suggest continued competition among minorities,
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Employing the Unemployed \

youth, and others in the labor market. Most forecasts of economic activity
during the next several years are not optimistic about the growth of the
American economy. Jt is expected, however, that additional numbers of
women, youth, and minorities will seek employment. Although the increase
in the number of majority -group youth will decline somewhat by 1985, the
number of minority youth aged sixteen to twenty4our will continue to grow
rapidly,and will become a larger proportion of the youth workforce.

These projections will influence the potential for employment and train-
ing programs to help improve the relative status of minorities and youth. If
past experience is a guide, the programs will be under strong pressures
imposed by trends in the national economy, and only modest improvement
from the programs can be expected. At the same time, the projections offer
no support for efforts to diminish the role of employment and training
programs within the policy mix designed to achieve full employment.
Continued support for employment and training services, including both
skill enhancement and job-creation programs targeted toward minorities
and youth with serious labor-market problems, will undpubtedlycontribUte
to a reduction inloblessness that would otherwise result f om slow economic
growth and labor-market competition among differe pulation groups.

CONCLUDING. REMARKS

Minorities and youth are groups with serious' employment problems, and
the federal government has increasingly attempted to respond to such
problems through the development and implementation of employment and
training programs. The level of expenditures risen dramatically during
the past defack, Although idreal terms, the available dollars may purchase

--les-sthan iTrearlier years. The programs have broadened in-their scope of
services and in the range of service-delivery agents. By any measure,
employment and training policy must be judged a major form,of social
policy directed toward improving the relative economic status of minorities
and youth.

The scale of effort in the employment and training field insures a wide
pahoply of effects on individUaivarticipants and in local labor markets. In
general, however, the evidence about the impact of such programs on the
position of minorities relative to others, and youth relative to adults, is not
conclusive. Some programs such as the Job Corps and other programs
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Did the Programs Help Minorities and Youth?

emphasizing skills training seem to contribute relative gains of reasonable
value to minorities and youth. On the other hand, less specific training

programs, like work experience seem to offer little comparative advantage to

their participants in relation to similar nonparticipants. This conclusion,

however, must be tempered by the limitations of evaluation data, which all

too often are not adequate for assessing the postprogram experience of

participants.
What is clear is that employment and training programs as a whole

provide returns to society that exceed their cost. Moreover, the prevailing
view of policymakersand of the community at large, is that measures to

improve the earnings and employment opportunities of the disadvantaged

are much preferred over other strategies for reducing economic inequality
among racial groups. As I lg as that view prevails, there will be a major role

for employment and training programs in the social-policy mix.
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PROBLEMS IN URBAN CENTERS-- WASHINGTON,
D.C.,. AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,_
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.P.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:15 a.m., in

room 1310, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Ronald V. Del-
lums (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Del lums, Moffett, Gray, and
Fenwick. -

Also present: Edward C. Sylvester, Jr., staff director; Donn G.
Davis and Dietra L. Gerald, staff assistants; Dale Maclver, staff
counsel; Harry U. Singleton, minority chief counsel; and Hugh
Van A. Starkey, minority research analyst.

STATEMENT OF THE CHAIRMAN
The CfriAIRMAN. The House Committee on the District of Colum-

bia w be in order for the continuation of hearings on the condi-
tions of urban centers, including Washington, D.C., and the Federal
Government's role in the solution of these problems.

Today's inquiry will focus on identifying the most effective ways
in which policies and resources of the Federal Government can be
used to help urban centers.

In addition, we will inquire into the conditions that contribute to
urban disorder and what conditions might failure to deal with
these portend for the future.

The witnesses during the past 2 days of hearings have presented
the committee with fascinating insight into the nature of urban
problems and solutions. The issues they have raised suggest numer-
ous other areas of inquiry. For this reason we are scheduling 2
additional days of -hearings, July 23 and 24, 1980. At that time, we
will have witnesses from the District of Columbia government and
others. The record will remain open until those proceedings are
concluded.

On the subject of today's hearing, the noted social scientist and
public policy adviser, Eli Ginzbeig, has agreed to submit a state-
ment for the record. Members of the committee are invited to give
the Chair any questions you may wish Dr. Ginzberg to address.

The first witness this morning is my friend and colleague, Hon.
Norman Y. Mineta,. Member of Congress from the 13th District of
California. Congressman Mineta is a former mayor of San Jose d
brings this committee an extraordinarily important view of tie
urban Condition in America, both from the perspective of the 1 al
as well as the Federal level. He is a distinguished member of the
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House Budget Committee and will address the question of the
implications of national budget priorities for urban needs.

On behalf of myself and the members of the committee, .I would
like to welcome my friend and colleague, Norman Mineta.

Yoli may proceed in any fashion you choose.

STATEMENT OF HON. NORMAN Y. MINETA, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. MINETA. Thank you very much. I appreciate very much the
opportunity to be before you today and to submit my statement. It
is important, I think, to discuss the Nation's cities and the role of
the Federal Government in insuring their vitality.

So today I will be speaking from two principal perspectives:
First, as a Member of Congress serving on the Budget ComMittee,
and, second, as a former mayor of the city of San Jose, Calif.,
.where, during the one term I was mayor, the population went from
roughly 400,00% to about 560,000.

I also was very active as a member of the U:S. Conference of
Mayors, and was a member specifically of the Legislative Action
Committee, which was the lobbying arm of the U.S. Conference of
Mayors.

Now, in a sense, the frustration of the two jobs is similar because
it always seems that there are outside pressures overwhelming our
best efforts.

For example, on Budget Committee, despite the enormous,
even Herculean efforts we make to effect spending and revenues,
these effoits are miniscule compared to the impact on the budget
of outside factors, such as the economy, foreign events, national
disasters, et cetera.

So, in the same way, in the urban policy arena it always seems
that nongovernmental factorssuch as economic conditions, popu-
lation shifts, racial patterns, and social choices of one kind or
anotherhave more impact on the health of the cities than' any
combination of governmental actions.

Does this mean we must throw up. our hands in despair, that
Government cannot cope with the basic pressures in our society?
On reflection,1 think not. Aggressive and creative solutions exist if
we recognize certain basic trends we will face in the 1980's. I
believe Government actions can be found which will' effectively
fulfill society's needs.

In my testimony today I'd like to discuss three factors which will
affect our urban policies in very fundamental ways' over the next
decade. First, the general revolt against Government spending;
second, certain trends within the Federal budget, itself; and third,
the increasingly bitter growth of regionalism" within the Congress.

REVOLT AGAINST GOVERNMENT SPENDING
41/

First, the revolt against spending: This revoltfueled largely by
high rate of inflation of recent years--has potentially devastat-

ing effects on local governments in the-1980's.
I say "devastating" deliberately. Whether or not local govern-

ments are, in fact, wards of State governments or dependents of
Washington, they rely very heavily for their financial health on
them. In fiscal year 1981, for example, local governments will

1.1
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receive about two-thirds of the nearly $100 billion that the Federal
Government will disburse in grants-in-aid, and about $120 billion
in aid from State governments.

For cities of over 100,000 in population, "dependence" is truly
the right word, for currently 20 to 25 percent of their budgets
comes from Fee e.ral sources, and often an equal amount from the
State.
, Yet the spending revolt rages at both the Federal and State
levels. Why is this revolt so strong? The reason is clear, the Ameri-
can people regard Federal spending as a prime cause of inflation
and insist that the budget be balanced. In my opinion, without a
genuine, prolonged and realistic effort to restrain total' Govern-
ment spending we will face a similar Mandatory Federal spending
limitation proposal, as we have heard relative to the constitutional
amendments that are floating around.

FEDERAL BUDGET TRENDS

Let.' me skip to the second trend that involves certain salient
features of the Federal budget; itself. Sup'pose the spending revolt
miraculously abated; would it matter much to cities? I doubt it, for
the fact is that the Federal budget is, at least for the short term,
severely constrained.

On the revenue side the pressures for a tax cut are considerable,
and they are growing more and more each day. So we face pres-
sures to cut taxes to stimulate the economy, to stimufate productiv-
ity, to offset inflation-induced tax increases, and to compensate for
higher social security taxes. Clearly, we can't expect any substan-
tial increase in revenues to be available to fund urban programs.

Ye r, at the same time, the Federal Government is now responsi-
ble for fast growing public programs such as income maintenance
and health care. As you know, many of these are entitlement
programs whose growth squeezes out other kinds of discretionary
spendingsuch as housing, mass transit, CETA and the rest
these are programs on which cities depend. Moreover, if we see the
kinds of increases in the defense budget which seem likely, even
more pressures will be placed on the discretionary urban programs.

T,EGIONALISM AFFECTING URBAN PROGRAMS

The third and last trend I would like to discuss is the emergence
of an often bitter regionalism that affects urban aid proctrams.

During the past several yearsand particularly the last three
under the Carter administrationFederal urban policy has in-
creasingly adopted, as its main theme "targeting to places'of need."'
There is much to be said for this policy: Resources are scarce;
consequently, they should be g: yen to those most in need.

In fact, because a majority of the older deteriorating cities are in
the so-called frost belt States, targeting has meant relatively more
aid to the frost belt and less aid to the sun belt. At the risk of
raising the ire of my own State of California, I think such targeting
does make sense in many cases.

In California, we are facing a very healthy long-range Outlook:
Our economy is growing and our population is growing: Many
other States in the sun belt are in a similar position, but there are
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many areas in the frost belt, particularly in its inner cities, Where
the future is less sanguine, and I think that is where the targeting
strategically is rapidly needed and is something we all ought totake a look at.

Mr. Chairman, as I have indicated at the earlier partI know
we have a vote nowand you have the statement whic,h has beensubmitted for the record, and I think I will go ahead. and forego
further presentation of the statement because of the other needswe have.

Do, you want to go vote and come back? I would be willing tocome back.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to thank you for your opening

remarks, and, without objection, the total statement will appear inthe record, and the committee will suspend its business fnr 10minutes, and we will reconvene.
[Mr. Mineta's prepared statement follows:].

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN NORMAN Y. MINETA, DEMOCRAT FROM
CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I want to thank you for thisopportunity to appear before you today to discuss the Nation's cities and the role ofthe federal government in ensuring their vitality.
Today I will be speaking from two principal perspectives: first, as a Member ofCongress serving in the Budget Committee; and, second, as a former Mayor who also

served as the head of the U.S. Conference of Mayors.
In a sense, the frustration of the two jobs is similar, it always seems that there

are outside pressures overwhelming our best efforts, For example, on the BudgetCommittee, despite the enormous, even herculean efforts we make to effect spend-ing and revenues, these efforts are minisclue compared to the impact on the budget
of outside factorsthe economy, foreign events, national disasters, etc.In the same way, in the urban policy arena it always seems that non-governmen-tal factor'ssuch as economic conditions, population shifts,. racial patterns, andsocial choices of one kind or anotherhave more impact on the health of the cities.than any combination of governmental actions.

Does this mean we must throw up our hands in despair, that government cannot
cope with the basic pressures in our society? On reflection, I think not. Aggressiveand creative solutions exist, and if we recognize certain basic trends we will face inthe 1980's, I believe government actions can be found which will effectively fulfillsociety's needs. -

In my testimony today I'd like to discuss three factors which will,effect our urbanpolicies in very fundamental ways over the next decade. First, the general revolt
against government spending. Second. certain trends within the federal budgetitself. And, third, the increasingly bitter growth of regionalism in the Congress.

REVOLT AGAINST GOVERNMENT SPENDING

First, the revolt against spending. This revoltfueled largely by the high rate of.,.inflation of recent yearshas potentially devasting effects on local governments inthe 1980's.
say "devastating" deliberately. Whether or not local governments are, in fact,wards of state governments or dependents of Washington, they rely very heavily for

their financial health on them. In fiscal year 1981, for example, local governments
will receive about two-thirds of the nearly $100 billion that the federal governmentwill disburse in grants-in-aid (not to mention the many_ billions of dollars theirresidents will receive in various transfer payments); and about $120 billion in aidfrom state government.

For cities of over 100,000 population, "dependence" is truly the right word; cur-rently, 20-25 percent of their budgets (in some cases, as high as 50 percent) comes
from federal sources and often an equal =bunt from the state.

Yet the spending revolt rages at both the federal and state levels. As you know, itis so strong that a balanced budget resolution for 1981 was approved despite therapidly deteriorating state of the economy, Why is this revolt so strong? The reasonis clear, the American people regard federal spending as a prime cause of inflationand insist that the budget. be balanced. In'my opinion, without a genuine, prolonged
. .
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and realistic effort to restrain total government spendin will face a mandatory
federal spending limitation proposal.

The same is true at the state level. Since 1976, fifteen states (as well as hundreds
of localities) have enacted some type of tax or spending limit; and other states have
barely defeated similar efforts.

This revolt is likely to continue well into the 1980's particularly if efforts to
strengthen our national economy and reduce inflation continue on their futile
course.

For cities, this means a double impact: Firk, they can expect a sharp slowdown in
the growth of aid from both the federal and state governments, forcing them toward
increased reliance on the property tax (redall 'that the property tax was the primary .

cause of Proposition 13 in California); and second, they can expect continued efforts
by the federal and state governments to accomplish their purposes through regula-
tion, rather than financial aid.

FEDERAL BUDGET TRENDS

The second trend involves certain salient features of the federal budget itself.
Suppose the spending revolt miraculously abated; would it matter much to cities? I
doubt it, for the fact is that the federal budget is. at least for the short terra,
severely constrained.

On the revenue side the pressures for a tax cut are considerable. We face pres-
sures to cut taxes to stimulate the economy, to stimulate productivity, to offset
inflation-induced tax increases, and to compensate for higher Social Security taxes.
Clearly, we can't expect any substantial increase in revenues to be available to fund
urban programs.

At the same time, the federal government is now responsible for fast growing
public programs such as income maintenance and health care. As you know, many
of these are entitlement programs whose growth squeezes out discretionary spend-
ingsuch as housing, mass transit, CETA, and the rest=on which cities_depend.
Moreover, if we see the kinds of increases in the defense budget which sifem likely,
even more pressures will be placed on the discretionary urban programs.

REGIONALISM AFFECTING URBAN PROGRAMS

The third and last trend I want to discuss is the emergence of an often bitter
regionalism that affects urban aid programs.

During the past several yearsand particularly the last threefederal urban
policy has increasingly adopted' as its main theme "targeting to places of need."
There is much to be said for this policy: resources are scarce; consequently, they
should be given to those most in need.

In fact, because a majority of the older deteriorating cities are in the so-called
"frostbelt" states, targeting has meant relatively more aid to the frostbelt and less
aid to the sunbelt. At the risk of raising the ire of my own state of California, I
think such targeting makes sense in many cases.

In California we are facing a very healthy long range outlook: our economy is
growing and our population is growing. Many other states in the "sunbelt" are in a
similar position. In many, areas in the "frostbelt," (particularly its inner cities),
however, the future is much less sanguine. Substantial aid may be needed in those
areas:

Unfortunately, I think the targ4ing strategy is rapidly comingto an end even
though the frostbelt will probably need it more in the 1980's. During the past two
years the Congress has rejected, with little debate, three Presidential proposals that
would have targeted funds to the frostbelt--the National Development Bank, a
general fiscal assistance program, and a $500 million add-on to the-General Revenue
Sharing program. One of the reasons for the defeats was that aid was to be highly
targeted, not just to the frostbelt, but to a relatively few urban centers within the
fro-.kolt that simply were badly outnumbered with respect to political representa-
tion in the Congress.

The 1980 Census, in all likelihood, will further stack the deck against targeting
proposals. As you know, the sharp flow of population to the sunbelt, combined with
continuing relative poplation declines in frostbelt states and cities, will mean
greater representation in Congress for the sunbelt. New York and Pennsylvania, for
example, the frostbelt bellweathers, will lose seats to Texas, California, and others,
as well as to their own suburbs.

The result is likelj, to threaten special help for numerous cities that will sorely
need help in the 1980's.

Mr. Chairman, my remarks today have focused on the overall budgetary and
political context within which urbfkti policy changes will take place. Unfortunately, I
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am afraid I haven't sounded very optimistic. Nor have I offered very many answers.
Perhaps that's because I've had a lot of experience with answers that haven't
worked and I'm still struggling to find some that do.

However, the three trends I'cve discussed to day will be fundamental to any
consideration of urban policy. If they .are ignored they will be the undoing of even
the most brilliant new ideas.

I am hopeful that the work of thi's Committee can start to uncover some solutions.
I am happy to be here today, and I want to pledge myself to work with you to find
those answers.

[Recess for Members to vote.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will continue its business.

',?
TARGETING FEDERAL FUNDS

I would like to thank my colleague for his opening remarks, and
first I would like to go to the question of targeting. Yesterday, we
had a professor, Dr. Richard Nathan, of Princeton University, who
suggested that targeting of Federal funds is justified, and his justi-
fication was in order to spend less eventually, we must spend more
immediately, and that the most appropriate way to do that is
targeting.

Do you agree, with that, and if you do, could you ex pand upon it?
Mr. MINETA. Mr. Chairman, I do. Dr. Nathan is probably one of

the outstanding people in this whole area of urbanologyurban-
studiesbut, again, if I could go back to my own experience in
local government, and having been a member of the legislative
action committee, which was the lobby's arm of the U.S. Confer-
ence of Mayors, in the early 1970's, when we were trying to push
for general revenue sharing as an example- and my exposure to
seeing communities Uke Newark, N.J.; Gary, Ind.; Syracuse, N.Y.;
New York, itself; Afranta; New Orleansto me, the contrast was
just vivid in terms of cities that were in decay, and they would

Nclose their doors at 9 in the evening, praying that they would be
able to open at 8 or 9 the next morning.

Communities in the West, like the community I had the privilege
of being the mayor of, were growing. Our population, as I indicat-
ed, increased by ove; 150,006 in the 4 years I was mayor.

That brought usfanother kind of problem, but it wasn't the kind
of problem I saw in the eastern communities, and I was convinced d
then about targeting. and why there was a need for it, because of
the premise laid down by Dr. Nathan, where, if you do have
increased spending, maybe initially, that in the long run it will be
less costly. I think it is like general welfare reform. We have to
spend to get over that hump of making those reforms, but once
those reforms are in place, in the long run it will be cheaper for us,
and I think there is a validity to it.

But targeting in order to get the resources to where the needs
are, to me, is a basic premise that I work on today, as we see
programs coming through the Congress.

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL' RESPONSIBILITIES

The CHAIRMAN. Let me draw further on your experience, both as.
a mayor and as a Member of Congress, and ask whether or not
from your vantage point do you. perceive certain programs that are
presently financial'burdens on the cities of the county best han-
dled by the Federal Government, and, if so, what are those areas
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that you would see the Federal Government alleviating some of the
pressures?

Mr. MINETA. The biggest one is that of welfare and income
maintenance. That, to me, is a national responsibility, ought to be
borne by the Federal Government, but I think one of the things we
haven't done adequately here its the Congress or anywhere else,
really, is basically to sort out what is a local responsibility, a State
responsibility, a Federal responsibility, and, given what those re-
sponsibilities might be of each level of government, to try, then, to
build the financing mechanisms to relate to it.

I think our own experience, Mr. Chairman, in California, where')
we went through proposition 13, to me that was a Governor' who
cut out a lot of State programs, put it on the load of the local
government. In order for us to pick up that load at local govern-
ment, he jacked up our property taxes. In the meantime, he ends
up with a surplus in the State of California, and then Governor
Brown comes in and then 'builds further .to that surplus. In the
meantime, property taxes are going up like this at' the local level
and people look up at Sacramento, and say, hey, what is going on
with all that money sitting up there. And I think that is what
brought 13 on us in California.

But what happened, I think, at that point, was that we had a lot
of these programs being dumped on local governn;ient. The local
government doesn't have the proper fina ing base to be able to do
it.
. How does Ken Gibson, in Newark, try to inance the operation of
a city when 47 percent of it is off the tax rolls, or 58 percent of the
housing is boarded up? It can't be done, and yet he has the full
welfare load; he has all of these housing programs he has to try to
contend with in his community; he has a lot of recreation and
police problems, and the coffers are just not there. to take care of
all those things.

I think what we really have to do is step backpeople like Dr.
Raskin have written about things of this nature, about the role of
each level in terms of various responsibilitiesand I think we
really have to earnestly do that.

DEFENSE BUDGET

The CHAIRMAN. On page 5 of your testimony, you indicated if we
set the kinds of increases in the defense budget which seem likely,
even more pressures will be placed on the discretionary urban
programs.

As you know, to use. the budget authority figure, we are in fiscal
year 1981 in excess of $150 billion. One doesn't have to be much of
a mathematician to figure out with the real growth increase in the
military budget in excess of 4.6 percent over the next several years,
that by 1985 our military budget will be in excess of $240 billion,
using budget authority figures, maybe a quarter of a trillion dol-
lars, and over the first 5 years of the 1980's we will spend over a
trillion dollars, which means in the first 5 years we will spend cn
military functions alone more than we spent in the last 10 years,
and part of that time we were involved in prosecution of a war in
Indo-China.-
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Now, given that reality and that is that in the decade of the
1980's we will probably exceed $2 trillioncan we address our-
selves, on the one hand, to the significant problems of the urban
centers, or is this kind of massive increase in the military budget
over the next several years, and this tremendous 'pressure to bal-
ance the budget, is this really in effect waging war on the cities,
and rendering the city incapable of addressing itself to the myriad
problems you outline, and a number of other people have enumer-
ated before the committee?

1A,

CONTROLLABLE OR DISCRETIONARY BUDGET FUNDS

Mr. MINETA: Mr. Chairman, the brutal answer is yes, because
when you have this budget growing, and 75 percent of it is basical7
ly uncontrollable, so as you are trying to accommodate these in-
creases, all you have is that 25 percent discretionary pot' that you
can cut from. I think that is why there are so many here in the
Congress who want to put them as part of the entitlement pro-
gram, so it is not subject. to the appropriations process, and then
that brings it over here into the uncontrollable column, and I think
that is why, if you look at the programs today, since there is so
much pressure on direct spending, what do we have; we have loan
and loan guarantees, tax credits, entitlementseverything to try
and get programs out from tinder direct spending or under the
controllable or discretionary pot, because that is the one that is the
most subject to cuts.

And so as the pressure is there for increased defense spending, '
for a balanced budget, there is only one place that can give, and
that is in that discretionary pot. That discretionary pot, incidental-
ly, has gone down -from, as I recall the figure, 37 percent to about
25 percent now in about a 6-year period, so the pressures are even
greater on those existing, or the programs that are left that are
subject. to the discretionary portion of the budget.

Now, how do we get ourselves out of that dilemma? Part of it is
an economy that is going to be able to grow at, let's say, a 7 or _8
percent GNP, rather than either at the one percent that we
assumewe assumed- in our fiscal year 1981 a 1.1 percent growth
in GNP, but as we really look at what is happening right now, it
may even end up being in the negative column. When it is in the
negative column ,plus seeing unemployment increasing, that just
means less revenues coming into the,Federal coffers.

It also means more money being paid out in unemployment
compensation, food stamps, housing subsidies and the other kinds
of related benefits; so the only way we can get that thing turned
around is to have a thriving economy. A thriving economy re-
quires, to a very great extent, some kind of econoMtstimulus, and,
again, with the pressures that 'we have around here for a balanced
budget, I am not sure that we are going to be able to get to that
point.

But it seems to me from my limited perspective of looking at this
thing, that it is that kind .of shot-in-the-arm that is going to contin-
ue to be needed.

The .CHAIRMAN. I would like to expand on that for a moment. I
think you are absolutely correct. For example, when I first came to
Congress in 1971, the discretionary funds that the Congress was
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dealing with were approximately 35 percent. And in this fiscal year
1981 budget, 44 percent of this budget is mandatory programs, 14
percent is in entitlements, 17 percent i prior-year authorizations,prior -year
which comes to 75 percent of the budget, as as you correctly indicate,
outside of the immediate control of Mem rs of Congress, so the
discretionary funds are approximately 25 percent.

Of that 25 percent, the military budget is ih excess of 60 percent,
which means that we are now talking about a rather insignificant
amount' of money to go to solve the various problems of the cities.

If you and I agree that it is not likely that many of these
programs are going to become either mandatory or entitlements.,
but will co inue to be programs funded out of discretionary funds,
and with thi increased pressure of the military budget, I think you
are absolute correct, that the place where the press,ure is going to
come is in the nonentitlement, nonmilitary side of the budget,
which is going to become even smaller.

Now, if there is no improvement in the economy in the foresee-
able future, then is it your thought that the pressures of the cities
are simply going to increase?

Mr. MINETA. This is a fear that I have, and I think we saw a
prelude of this in Miami earlier, the kinds of venting of frustra-
tions that occur when you have black youths at 40 to 45 percent
unemployed. That pressure has to give somewhere. That is why, as
I see this pot receding, we have got to get those resources to where
they are most needed and not just like a cookie-cutter approach,
spread the margarine across the land. We can't afford to do that.

I think we have to take the shrinking resources that we have,
and in order to maximize the bang out of those bucks, is to do more
of this targeting, because otherwise we will be short-changing pro-
grams and people all across the board.

TARGETING

The CHAIRMAN. You know, as a practical matter, on the issue of
targeting, we focus our resources on where the needs are, and then
one of our colleagues will offer an amendment. For example, if it is
going to cities over 100,000, a number of our colleagues will look at
the formula because, as Dr. Nathan indicated yesterday, for a
number of years formulas were very secret matters and only a few
of the older distinguished members of the various committees un-.
derstood the impact of these formulas, and now, as you know, when
we walk on the floor, there is a printout for everyone on every
single formula that will tell you virtually to the penny how muclh
money a State or even a congressional district will receive.

So a Member looks and says if I am going to give my vote to this,
I have to make it palatable to my own district; so they offer an
amendment that will make cities 75,000 and above eligible, which
then included a numbt.n. of Members.

Then some other guy says, but I have 8 cities that are below
75,000, so they offer a substitute amendment that will include all
cities 25,000 and above, and then we- end up with cities around the
country receiving $1,257.15 per month, which doesn't help them,
but it detracts from the ability to target and impact in those areas
of need.
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How do we overcome that kind of politics on the floor or that
kind of regional competition'that, as you .pointed out, has become
very, very bitter and very, very divisive on the floor of the Con-
gress?

Mr. MINETA. Frankly, I am not really sure. Just as we, as Mem-
bers, are subjected to those one-issue special-interest groups that
come in and say, Mr. Congressman, you are doing a great job, but
because you don't agree with me on this one issue I am not going
to vote for you, somehow that also gets translated by Members
dealing with, let's say, CETA legislation on prime sponsorship.

We are at that point where I think the average salary cannot be
any less than $7,600, and then you have regional factors that might
take it, as it does in the ,Bay area, up to 8,200 for CETA employ-
ees. Yet, you can't find local government in Calif( rnia with an
entry level job paying $8,100. The city of San, Francisco just pulled
out of the CETA consortium, and I put that consortium together
back in 1971, I guess, when we went to the new CETA legislation
with prime sponsorship. We put a countywide, Santa. Clara Valley
Training Board together, and we were able to do that:

We did the same thing on the Regional Criminal Justice Plan-
ning Board, where we did Santa Clara County, as a whole, but as
those, factors changed, then everyone started bailing out on their
own.

I do'n't know how you get away from that kind of regionalism. I
guess the phrase we always hear around here is you ought to really
be a statesman and support this program, even though it may not
benefit your congressional district specifically, but, as many people
would say, Norm, no one from the 13th Congressional District in
California votes for me when you a- a Member of Congress from
South Carolina; so you go on your ow a way.

That is why it is very important that we try to keep talking
about addressing the resources to where the needs are because we
know that pot is shrinking, and as long as that pot is shrinking, we
can't continue with these kip of across-the-board programs.

TAX EXPENDITURES PROGRAMS

I chair the Budget Process Task Furce on the Budget Committee,
and we are looking at this whole area of entitlements, loan guaran-
tees. Another one that is just going to raise hackles is the area of
tax expenditures. There is a great deal of pressure about hew much
is being spent in terms of di ect spending programs, but do we
really know how much we are losing in terms of revenues through
tax expenditure programs, and as long as people say, well, let's go
ahead and give them a tax credit for doing this, or let's, instead of
a direct spending program, come up with a loan guarantee, as long
as we keep doing that, I think we just delude ourselves about what
we are creating in terms of economic activity through those kinds
of off-budget indirect spending programs.

In the meantime, we end up with that 40 percdnt of that 25
percent discretionary pot you were talking about and going down,
and we sit there and we fight with each other over those crumbs,
and to me if you give any kind of a straight-line projection to
where we are and to where we might be going, to me that is a very
dangerous picture. ,
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The CHAIRMAN. I would like to say to my colleague that I apprey
ciate very much your answer to the question, and, frankly, you
have anticipated another question. I realize that your schedule is
extraordinarily busy. I would ask one additional question. It is a
question we tried to ask virtually -all th# witnesses, crystal ball
gazing for a moment, but I think it is important.

What do you see as the consequence to the Nation if we do not
address the myriad problems that confront us in the urban centers
of the country over the next several years?

Mr."MINETA. I would say a replay of the late 1960's, Mr. Chair-
man. I think one of the things that just bothers me, having been on
the city council' in the late 1960s in. San Jose, and you were very
active in local government as well, but to me if we don't address
these issues, I see a replay of the 1960's, and part of this, I think,
comes about because in the 1970's, we went through this new
narcissistic of me-ism---what is init for me. If it is not there of a
direct benefit to me, then people were "against" it, and I really
have to think that is whefe we also got caught up in that web in
proposition 13, because you had people who are voting for it, and
then at local government, when they cut out the drug abuse pro-
gram, they would say I voted for 13, but I didn't want that cut out,
or I have kids, so -I want to have schools and education promoted,
whereas others who don't have children, they are all grown now,
and they say we ought to cut the school budget; we don t need that ,
program any more.

But I think that is a result of that me-ism, that new narcissisum
we went through in the 1970's. Somewhere we have to turn this
thing around attitudinally among the people, so that we are going
to be talking about is where the needs are, and maybe foregoing
something in order to make sure that the resources from even a
local perspective, if they are good in the west side, then maybe the
resources ought to ge to the east side of the city, or if they are good
in the State in the north, maybe the-resources ought to be going to
the south, or in the country as a whole, if the needs are in the frost
belt States in those inner cities. Then maybe those of us in a little
more fortunate circumstances are going to have to forgive a little
and say, "Yes, I am willing to vote for this program that is going to
target the moneys for urban mass transit, or for subsidized hous-
ing, into those areas, not to the neglect of the sunbelt States, or
other areas, because you can, I think, do a 'lot of this." We and
trying, for instance, in public work and transportation to weigh out
the factors of density, population density, as well' as revenue pas-
Senger miles, and all of these factors, to see where would be the
best mix of the formula kinds of programs that distribute the
money.

GRANTS AND FORMULA

Incidentally, that is another point where we are today, as com-
pared to 7 or 8 years ago. Grantsmanship was the name of the
game in the late.1960's and the early 1970's.

Today, we have gotten away from grantsmanship, and we have
gone to formula distribution. 'In 1973, in the city of. San Jose, we
had the largest, total dollars in Feileral aid coming into the city of
San Jose, because we were aggressiVe in going aft* those funds,
and we had a very good friend of .Mr. Murphy's as our city man-

25.5
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ager, Tom Fletcher, and Tom was a grants person; he was deputy
mayor right here in Washington, D.C., and I brought him to San
Jose when I became mayor.

He was aggressive, and he knew the infrastructure, and we went
after those Federal programs. In 1973 and 1974, the city of San
Jose was No. 1 in the State of California in grantsmanship.

That is no longer the case, because everything gets done by
formula. There are a fewUDAG grants and a few transportation
sector moneysbut maybe that is something we should take a look
at also, Mr. Chairman, and that is .the nature of what is happening
to our programs here, of how we are distributing those resources.

The CHAIRMAN. I would' like to thank my colleague and my
frientd for his outstanding contribution to these proceedings. As I
indicated earlier, the full text of your statement will appear in the
record,.and I would like to hope if there may be a couple additional
questions that we would like you to answer, because of your partic-
ular area of expertise, and we would submit them to you in writ-
ing--

Mr. MINETA. I would be glad to respond, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you very much for the opportunity to testify before your committee
and for your leadership on this issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for taking the time to
appear.

Our next witness this morning is Mr. Patrick Murphy, a nation-
ally recognized authority on police administration. Mr. Murphy
was appointed Public Safety Director of the District of Columbia in
1967. In 1968, he became Administrator of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, LEAA, of the U.S. Department of Jus-
tice. He has served as commissioner of police for the cities of New
York and Detroit. Since 1973, he has been the president of the
Police Foundation.

We would like to welcome you, Mr. Murphy. We are extremely
happy to have you before the committee this morning.

STATEMENT OF PATRICK MURPHY, PRESIDENT, POLICE FOUN-
DATION, WASHINGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY DR. JAMES J.
FYFE. AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, CONSULTANT TO THE POLICE
FOUNDATION

'Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed in any manner you choose.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to testify.,

before this distinguished committee, and I congratulate you, Mr.
Chairman, for providing a forum to discuss conditions which may
contribute to the 'possibility of urban disorders in this new decade.

POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS

I would like to address today that aspect of the urban condition
which is central to the maintenance of order. I refer to relations
between police and the community.

We learned in the sixties that, whatever festering social and
economic conditions underlay the urban riots of that era, almost
invariably a police action was the immediate cause of those riots. It
was a lesson which I believed that we in law enforcement would
never forget.
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Indeed, as the sixties came to a close and the seventies began,
the principal impetus of American policing was to improve rela-
tions between the police and the community, particularly members
of the minorities.

The lesson" was hammer,ed home to all of us in policing that we
must be more civil in our work, that we must be more sensitive to
cultural differences among the people we served; that we must not
be overly aggressive, shrill, or condescending with blacks, Hispanic
Americans, and other minorities as we sought to perform our
duties of controlling crime and maintaining order.

"Police-community relations" was the phrase on the lips of
almost every big city police administrator. New forms of training
were devised to make police officers more aware of their responsi-
bilities to citizens. The result of this concentration on police-com-
munity relations was that the police became more restrained and
evenhanded in dealing with all citizens, including members of mi-
norities. The police came to rely more on negotiations and patience
rather than snap decisions and arbitrary commands to establish
aid preserve order.

And it remains the case in 1980 that the police are more civil
and humane, more judicious and decent, in dealing with citizens
than they were in the sixties. It is my belief that the police are far
less brutal than they were 15 or so years ago.

'But, having said this, I regret to add that during the past few
years the emphasis on improved police-community relations and on
dealing fairly and humanely with all citizens has diminished. I
cannot prove' it with data, but it is my impression that we in
policing have become too complacent in believing that the lessons
of the sixties had taken hold and in believing that the changes of
attitudes that those lessons prompted were securely in place.

We in policing probably are not now spending the necessary time
and money on training and other efforts to make certain that the
young officers we put on the street are as restrained and civil as
they should be.

IMPACT OF FISCAL CRUNCH AND UNIONIZATION

Like the rest of society, policing is beset 'With fads. The crucial
emphasis placed on police-community relations in the late sixties
and early seventies faded abit from view by the midseventies. For
a while, many police administrators seemed to believe the most
important thing their department could possess was a SWAT team.
Lately, police administrators have been distracted from the empha-
sis on police-community relations by the fiscal crunch that in
recent years has affected all of local government and by the rapid
unionization of American policing to the point that, in some juris-
dictions, management prerogatives have been bargained away to
local police unions.

I believe that, if we are to ensure peace in our cities, it is vital
that city officials and police administrators renew police interest
and efforts in fostering successful police-community relations,built
on restraint and civility. A new generation of young men and
women are now patrolling American streets,. They must be trained
to optimum levels of patience and decency.
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This is so, not only to guard against incidents whi h spark civil
disorders but also as a prerequisite to controlling Arne. Crime
cannot be controlled in a community if the communit is estranged
from the police through an overly aggressive sty of policing,
through brutality, or through police disrespect of ci zens.

POLICE TRAINING PROGRAMS

So, Mr. Chairman, I believe it is vital that we survey the quality
and intensity of training in police-communiy relations in Ameri-
can poliCe departments. Where that training is found to be lacking
or inadequate, we must bring it to' a level sufficient to guarantee
that police behave in a professional, restrained, civil manner. I
should hate to think that this lesson can oni., be relearned at the
price of new riots and disorders. ,

Let me address another aspect of police conduct which can lead .

to explosions in our cities. I refer to the police use of deadly force;
and, Mr. Chairman, I brought with me today Dr. James Fyfe, of
American University, a consultant to the Police Foundation. In my
opinion, Dr. Fyfe is the outstanding expert in the Nation on police
use of deadly force.

The CHAIRMAN. We would like to welcome you.
Mr. MURPHY. He has had the benefit of :15 years with the New

York Police Department and several years of intensive research on
this critically important prbblem and if it is your pleasure, Mr.
Chairman, I am sure ,he would be happy to assist in responding to
any questions that I may not be able to respond to.

The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate that very. much.

USE OF FORCE

Mr. MURPHY. The most distinctive characteristic of policing is
the authority to use force. But with this authority comes the re-
sponsibility never to misuse it. This responsibility translates into
an imperative on the part of police Management to control police
discretion so that officers employ only that degree of force neces-
sary to do their, job fairly and humanely.

The use' of forde at its most extreme is the use of deadly force
which can be described as the decision of .a police officer- to point a
service revolver at another human being and fire it. This is the
most momentous decision a human being can maketo take an-
other life.

Limiting the frequency of such decisions -is one of the most
important goals for ,-the police chief and for the police agency. This
is so, not only to reduce death and injuries, but also to lessen the
often woeful impact that, police woundings and killings have on
citizen perceptions of the fairness and deeency of police agencies.

This last point is especially significant in our discussions on
urban tensions because police use of deadly force is disproportion-
ately high in black communities. Black males are particularly over-
represented among victims. Incidents of police shootings in recent
years have exacerbated tensions between the police and the black
community and deter both groups from working- together in
common purpose to reduce crime. Here I am saddened to note that
the precipitating incident of the tragedy of Liberty City can be

;
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traced to police misuse of force, to the fatal beating of a black
citizen.

The important thing to observe is that some' American police.
agencies are doing a much better job than others in reducing
police-citizen violence and lowering the rate of police shooting of
citizens. Research at the Police Foundation and by others shows
that 'much of the variation among police departments in shooting
rates is attributable to differing internal police organizational
strategies.

RESTRICTIVE POLICY RE POLICE USE OF REVOLVERS

The two most important things a police chief can do to eliminate
unnecessary shooting of citizens are the adoption of an enlightened,
restrictive policy which clearly delineates the circumstances under
which police officers may use their revolvers and the implementa-
tion of tough, consistent policy management to insure that officers
adhere to that,policY.

Itis--my experience, and research backs up this experience, that
estrictive shooting policy coupled with tough management not'

only reduces police shootings of civilians but does not result in any
increased danger to police officers or a rise in the crime rate. It
does result in a reduction of -iolice-citizen tensions and lessens
significantly the chances of civil disorders.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, it is time to get tough with police de-
partments which, inadvertently or deliberately, have not adopted
clear-cut, restrictive, humane policies on when police officers may
use their weaponsor any forceagainst citizens. The time is now
to get tough with police departments which may have reasonable
policies on force but which do not have effective management
practices to make sure those policies are followed.

The year is 1980. The police, through neglect of police-com-
munity relations or through neglect of the awesome responsibility
to control the discretion to use force, should not be in a position of
contributing the sparks which can lead to urban flareups or riots.
It is the job of the police to enhance order' in the community, not to
be the cause of disruption.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Murphy. I would like

to begin with this question. Your statement seems to suggest that
we may today be near where we were 15 years ago, rather than
moving forward.

What do you perceive to be the reason for this apparent digres-
sion rather than progression?

IMPACT,. OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Mr. MURPHY. It is my opinion, Mr. Chairman, that the underly-
ing causes of tension and perhaps lack of respect for police depart-
ments is caused to some extent by the social and economic prob-
lems which are the root cause of crime and disorder, unemploy-
ment, and the previous witness made reference to the terribly high
rates of unemployment in our innercities, especially among black
young men, and a failure of the police department in any city to be
sensitive to that tension and to take an approach of prevention, of

,
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doing all that is n6 ecessary to prevent that tensions from building up
to the point where it could explode, I think suggests to all of us
that in so many of our cities across the country, those underlying
causes exist, and the potential ic, there for them to get out of
control.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you happen to know how the number of
instances of police use of deadly force compares today with the
figures of the 1960's and th 1970's2

Mr. MURPHY. Perhaps . Fyfe could be helpful. Could he come
forward?

The CHAIRMAN. We wo d appreciate it very much.
Mr. MURPHY. Perhaps Dr. Fyfe, who is much more familiar with

the specific details than I am, could comment on it.
Dr. FYFE. I think, Mr. Chairman, that it is very difficult, to

generalize about the police use of deadly force, especially on a
national level. The major reason for that is that there are no
reliable national data available on the police use of deadly force.

The other day, for example, I was talking to a member of the
media who had some figures from the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion on police use of deadly force in the United States in 1979, and
when he checked those figures with 1 cal police departments, he
found they were not all accurate, T re were great numbers of
digcrepancies. So it is very difficult t determine whether it has
gone up or down or stayed the same. In some places it is evident
that it has decreased.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems.that the disorders of the 1960's. gave rise
to two rather basic approaches in the police departmentsone
group moved toward better training, and increasing sensitivity,
while the other group moved toward greater preparation for con-
frontation and the use of deadly force.

Do you believe it is the latter group which prevails, today as
against the former, which is to move toward better training, and
greater sensitivity? .

Dr. FYFE. I think, as Mr. Mineta commented, the frost-belt cities
are in very bad shape, and finally in police agencies the first thing
that goes is all Pie support services. In New York City, which I just
left last year, for example, the support strength of the department
has declined by 30 percent, yet the number of people on the street
are very much the same. The operations of the department that
have suffered are the training programs, and the community rela-
tions programs; they have declined very dramatically.

So I think although most police administrators recognize the
need for those thingsI say most, but not all some,, through
financial constraints, are really in a position not to do anything
about them.

The CHAIRMAN9I have just a couple other questions on the issue
of deadly force. Can you give us a rough idea, if you can't give us
the specific number or percentages, of those big city police depart-
ments that have adopted clear and humane policies with respect to
the use of deadly force?

Dr. FYFE. Yes, sir. New York City has. During Mr. Murphy's
tenure in 1972, the department adopted a policy which was largely
based on the recommendations of the President's Task Force on the
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Police, which was fi)rmulated by President Johnson following the
urban disturbances of the 1960's.

That department has. The most controversial police uses of
deadly force are probably shots at fleeing property criminals. Those
incidents have declined 75 percent in New York City since 1972,
Last year, with fnother member of the press, we looked` at shoot-
ings, in 10 cities, and we found that the rates vary tremendously.
San Francisco and Washington, D.C., along with New York City,
had wry, very low rates of police shoOtings. Other cities had much
higher rates of police shootings, and again it doesn't seem to be a
geographic kind of phenomenon. -

When I look 'at the numbers, some of the larger eastern cities,
New York, the District, Atlanta have very enlightened policies that
are very stringently enforced. Other agencies have ,policies. and
have been criticized by members of their own city governments for
not enforcing those policies. So the rates vary as much as 1,500
percent, which is quite interesting.

The CHAIRMAN. During the course of these hearings I raised a
question with one of the witnesses with respect to the issue of
national policy in this area. Do you think that there is need for a
national policy with respect to the issue of the use of deadly forCe?

I realize that traditionally in this country the police function has
been a local function, and not a national function, but in the area
9f policy with respect to the respect for life, use of deadly force, do
you think that there is need for a national policy?

LAW ENFORCEMENT A STATE RESPONSIBILITY

Dr. FYFE. Again, when you say that Jaw enforcement is the
State's responsibility, I think that-you are accurate. I' think the
best thin that the Congress could do would be to recommend very
strongly that national data on police use of deadly. force be pub-
lished. The only available national data presently come from the
U.S. vital statistics, which are reports of causes of mortality volun-
tarily submitted by coroners, and one of our colleagues at the .
foundation has done a study to check the accuracy of those figures,
and he finds for a variety of reasons that they are about half right.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation collects datafrom where I
don't knowon police shootings. While I was doing my research, I-
was never able" to locate anybody in the New Ybrk City Police
DepartMent, for example, who submitted data to the FBI on the
number of people shot, by the police.

DATA ON POLICE USE OF DEADLY FARCE

So it seems that the U.S. police shoot about two people a day
fatally, and that is probably about 30 percent of the total. I think
the best thing the Congress can do would be to, recommend very
strongly that the FBI collect data on police use of deadly force that
describes the rates Of shootings across various cities in the country.
and dekribes the circumstances and the individuals who are on the
wrong end of police deadly force.

I don't think that the law is the right place to control deadly
force. The right place to control deadly force for many reasons and
with all due respect to legislators, is at the agency level. The chief

26i
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has to come down very hard and very strong, and as we have seen
in the Miami case, for,example, despite what appeared to be a solid
case, juries seem to be reluctant to convict police officers for exces-
sive use of force in the line of duty. Prosecutors appear to be
reluctant to charge police officers for those actions. -s

The 'police chief is not-constrained by the 'same thing that con-
strains .prosecutors and juries. It seems to me that he should be
compelled, ,and a compilation- of the numbers of his agencies and.
some sort of index very much like the crime index in' the United
States would ?et him know where he'stands and might force him to
take some actions.

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Chairman, I completely agree with Dr. Fyfe
arid concur in every recommendation he has made.. If I could just
add to that, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, for 30 or 40 or
more years, has a very enlightened policy concerning the use of
deadly force. If that policy were the policy of every police depart-
ment.in this country, .and were enforced, the number of killings by
the police would drop dramatically, in my opinion. .

Wheh you raise the issue of a national standard, I think the
enormous respect and of the FBI exploited to

.encourage more jurisdictions, more cities, counties and States to
look clOsely at this policy of the FBI and seriously consider adopt-
ing it for their own.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Murphy, during the course of his remarks,
Dr. .Fyfe pointed' out that in this atmosphere of budgetary con-
straints, that the first thing that goes out the window are the
amenities, the support programs, the training programs, the sensi-
tivity programs, the community relations programs.

Now, in the 1960'sand early 1970's; we learned Very clearly that
one of the significant contributors to the explosions was-the insen-
sitivity. Can we construe froze` the ,statements made that if we
continue down this road toward greater budgetary constraints and
greater pressures on the budgets of local governments, that we are
going to be digreSsing back intothe era of insensitivity and diffi-
culty in terms of police community, relations by 'virtue of the fact
that we have removed all support and training efforti to get us out
of that bind?

Mr. MURPHY. I am afraid that is a very real possibility. Many
chiefs have remarked to me in the past year or two that we have
had to elin- inate frills and get down to the bare basics, which,
unfortunately, to many chiefs means patrol, and detective func-
tions, and in my view community relations and sensitivity are very
basic; they are not frills, but, unfortunately, many chiefs under the
pressure of budget constraint do eliminate these programs which
have made such a positive contribution.

REDUCED LEAA PROGRAMS

I can't tell you how distressed I am that the law enforcement
assistance program of the Federal Government is being reduced,
because, whatever its weaknesses, and there have been weaknesses
in that 12 oar-old program, I do believe it has encouraged training
and community relations programs that have been very elpful,
and the loss of those funds will also contribute to a possible gres-
sion to older methods and older weaknesses.

262
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The CHAIRMAN. Then is it appropriate to construe from' the
remarks that both of you gentlemen have made that the potential
is there for us to return to the sixties in terms of explosions in qur
cities, and greater conflict between the community and the police
by virtue of the fact that with these budgetary constraints are
goi-g to be contributing to these kinds of explosions, a la Miami in
the eighties?

Mr. MURPHY. I certainly hope and pray we are not going to be
living with long hot summers again, but the reality is that police
actions are what trigger these thingsthere are underlying
causesbut the spark in the eighties, and again we see in the
Miami case, was some kind of police action, and we have many
new police officers on the street now who did not live through
those difficult years when they learned from hard experience on
the street that they must be restrained and sensitive, and if the
training is not kept up, the programs are not kept up, it is a very
simple matter for some of those officers to overreact, and I think it
only takes a spark to ignite some of the conditions that we see in
our innercities Across the country, in hundreds of cities.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Fyfe, do you haVe any comments on that?

EFFECT OF 'BUDGETARY CONSTRAINTS

Dr. FYFE. I would just like to make a comment on budgetary
constraints in big cities, and another effect that they have'on police
agencies. In New York in 1975, I worked in the police academy
during .a time when we hired about 3,000 new officers and devel-
oped a new training program that ran 8 months, and taught them
sensitivity and human relations, and then we laid them all off. And
what bothered me about that much more than the immediate loss
of services to the city was the tremendous long-term impact-that
has on these 3,000 officers and everybody in the department.

They stop seeing themselves as being special and regard them-
selves as just another city employee and don't regard themselves as
having any special mission, and don't see themselves as supported
by the city, and I think for many, many years that will have an
effect on the qualityof police service in cities where those things
have occurred.

If was just a complete 'change in the definition of the police
officers job, and the jurisdiction's obligations to-him.

The -CHAIRMAN. I appreciate your responses to my questions. I
have a couple of additional questions to ask, and, Mr.' Murphy, I
will direct the first to you., In your estimation, what constitutes the
greatest obstacle at this moment to the recruiting and the reten-

, tion of the kind of police officers that you alluded to in your
opening statement?

NEED FOR .POLICE TO ,B1 COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE

14r. MURPHY. Mr. Chairman, one of the serious problems is that
our police service in the Uted States has had a long history of
not being I epresentative of the population served, which is to say
that the departments have been too will* there have not been
enough black officers, and one of the problems '0 recruiting, in my
opinion; one of the most serious problems, is that those depart-
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ments that can attract, With the salary. offered, a good person, a
person with the qualifications, those departments are not hiring
enough minority officers, enough women officers, because it has
been demonstrated that would mean officers have a unique contri-
bution of their own to make, and they can perform satisfactorily on
patrol.

,-So I think there are cities ,where salaries and working conditions,
are such that they are not 'able to attract the kind of candidate
they would like to have.

But the more important problem is the failure,' for whatever
reason, to be bringing our police departments reasonably soon
enough up to the point where they are representative of the com-
munities they serve, and, as Dr. Fyfe indicated, the varieties, the
variations from city to city, as much as 15 to 1 in shooting experi-
ence, so here,'some cities have done remarkably wellWashington,
D.C., Detroit, and we could point to some other eitiesAtlanta
that'have somehow solved this problem of recruiting enough quali-
fied people, and I underline qualified because so often the argu-
ment' is ,made by police unions and others that as affirmative
action programs are implemented, standards drop. I don't believe
that to be so at all, or it doesn't have to be so.

So I think other cities have just had miserable records by com-
parison, and once again the law enforcement assistance program of
the Federal Government has been Helpful to many cities, and the
Department of Justice has been very helpful in prodding, some-
times by legal means, cities to hire more fairly, to make their
police departments more representative, and I think the ideal is
that; no police department should haVe an officer who cannot func-
tion well in any,part of that city.,The reality is that in many of our
inner cities blabk police officers can perform more valuably. It is
just La fact. I often get in trouble for saying6that, but it is a reality,
and it is a very important reason why we must hire more minority
officers. z'

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Fyfe, would yot, like to comment?

POLICE CHIEF'S ROLE

Dr. YFE. Just that I think rthe chiefalso has something very
direct ,to do with the kind of people he gets into an agency, and I
think/if we think about different police agencies around the coun-
try, e find they have different reputations, and some of the agen-
cies/with the worst reputations, I think, are kind of limited in the
people who are drawn to them, so I think the chief sets the tone in
many of those agencies, and, of course, he is trying to keep a lot of
minorities out, and he is succeeding, and it just perpetuates an evil
situation.

ti The CHAIRMAN,. As both of you know,..there has been a great deal
of attention focused on the police departments of Houston, Tex.,
and Philadelphia, Pa.

Do you perceive those two departments as being representative
or as aberrations, as you look at big city police departments across
the country?

Mr. MURPHY. No; 1 don't think they are representative. I think
the police department in Philadelphia, which I knew to be a good
police department many years ago, I think that department and
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that city have suffered during the past several ears from the kind
of leadership that was unproductive.

The undistinguished former mayor of the ity of Philadelphia,
who was an undistinguished police commis oner in Philadelphia,
Frank Rizzo, I believe just provided the w ong kind of leadership
for that city and that department. I don' want to over tate that,
but I think the point Dr. -Fyfe made is of significant i ortance;
the kind of leadership at the head of the police department or the
city government sends a powerful message to police officers about
what they can do and what they can't do, and I 'think tragically in
Philadelphia in the past 8 years, there was a me'ssage coming down
that it was all right to be excessive in the use of force; it was all
right to be discourteOusior abusive in various ways, and we have
seen some of the tragedies that have resulted. -

Incidentally, a very important part of the tragedy is the impact
on -the police 'officer who has to live for the rest of his life with
possibly having killed someone' under circumstances that werenot
proper, and it is another tragedy that many,officers whp kill People
even under the most proper of circumstances, carry that burden,
very heavy burden, and many of them suffer mentally and emo-
tionally as a result.

Anyone in a ,position as- a police chief, commiSsioner, or mayor,
has an enormous responsibility to face up to this problem, to see to
it that all of the conditions are in plake, to hold to a very minimum
the use of force Jy the police, and to understand. what a failure in

. that regard can cost a city,' an individual police .officer or a police
department. -

Dr. FYFE, I agree totally with Mr. Murphy. I think Houston and
Philadelphia are probably the extreme examples' of some of the
issues we are talking about. Problems obviously are not limited to
Houston or Philadelphia, and when Mr. Murphy talked about
deadly force, I recall a couple weeks ago talking to a news reporter
on the telephone from another city, and he played a tape for me in
which he was interviewing the police chief, and the reason he was
interviewing the police chief was because a 14-year-old black kid
had been shot while running from a property front.

The shooting was, justified by the'law, and there was no depart-
ment policy that covered this shooting, and the reporter asked the
chief whether he thought police officers should be shooting fleeing
teenage unarmed property criminals' at 3 o'clock in the morning in
the rain, and the police chief said, "That is a-tough decision, and I
wouldn't want to make that fOr him."

So my reaction to that is that the chief is saying from the
comfort of his desk and in his leisure and with his legal advisers
that he can't determine a policy because that is a tough decision,
but that he will let the police officer make that decision at 3
o'clock in the morning in the rain with no guidance and live with
it for the rest of his life.

I think that is copping out, if yoterrill, on his responsibilities, and
that kind of omission exists in many Ameridan police departments.

Mr. MURPHY. I think following on that, the most important
lesson for us to le bout this is that the fault is not 'nearly as
much with individual o ricers, or officers as a group in the police
department, with its leadership,and -its management. Not only
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are they failing to fulfill their responsibilities when they don't set

policy and enforce those policies, as Dr. Fyfe points out, they are
being grossly unfair to the individual officer who is out there
without guidance, support, and "assistance, who may suffer what

just occurred in Baltimore yesterday, I believe, where the police
commissioner found it necessary to fire an Officer who was involved

in a .questionable case.

ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Murphy, Dr. Fyfe, both of you have alluded

in the course of your remarks to the role of the Federal Govern-
ment, but I -would like to, at this point for the record, ask you.
specifically to summarize your thoughts with respect to what you

perceive to be an appropriate role for the Federal Government in
addressing the problems that you have raised.

MURPHY, I think in our system of policing, Are have a kind of

unique system of policing in the United States among all of thd
advanced countries in the world. It is a system that is locally based'

and almost totally locally -based, with more than 17,000 polide

departments fragmented into what is really 4 nonsystem that does
er-not function very well, eith in controlling crime or minimizing

disorder, or reducing community tensions.
I think the States have neglected their responsibilities to set

standards for policing, to develop the mechanisms of coordination,
which, incidentally, was one of the goals of the Federal law en-,

forcemeht assistance program..I know we are impatient about a
program that is 12 years old that ,hasn't reduced crime, but I think

that is an absurd expectation. I hope, that program will continue. I

think it should grow.
At the Federal level, there must be coordination of the police

'apparatus in the country. I am not suggesting a national police

force. The FBI provides an enormous amount of assistance through
its training programs, its national Crime Information Center, its
fingerprint system, its criminal record system. All of these things

are fine. However, it is not enough; it is not nearly enough. The

Federal Government is failing in its responsibility to provide the
essential assistance to our States and local "Police departments to

do a better job of controlling crime.

LEAA PROGRAMS IMPORTANCE

Sod allude again to the law enforcement assistance program.
What the FBI has done, can 'do, and appropriately should do, will

'always be limited, in my opinion. There is the need for this law
enforceinent assistance program, attempting to develop good

models, and it has develooed many good models, rape crisis centers,

model community relations programs;, it has begun to do work on

deadly fore* but there is so much more' to be done, and I know

that crime and law and order are not the issues they were in 1968,

when they could help significantly to eledt a President, but I think

those problems are as important as inflation, and the other things
that most Americans are concerned about .,,.,

They are important, problems, too, and I hope that we can turn

our attention more seriously to those problemS'. If we ever return
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to long riot isummers, the enormous costs -will far oitweigh
what really a few more dollars relatively speaking, could do to
continue to help police departments to improve. 0

Dr. FYFE. I agree with Mr. Murphy. The United States is the
only country in the Western World that doesn't have at least an
essentially. coordinated police service, and I would never argue for
that,. but I think the Federal Government has a great role to play
in letting American police agencies know what other police agen-
cies are, doing successfully, for exMnple. Many of the people who
pass through the Police Foundation are

one
who are moving

from one department to another, and in one agency they will have
been operating. with some certain strategies, very success.-ully, and
be transferred to another agency, and the people there know noth-
ing about the strategy, so that.the Federal Government has a role
to play in disseminating information and dissemiLating research
findings, and'my particular interest is deadly force. -

I think that the FBI, which publishes just about everything you
want to know about crime in the United States, shduld also publish
figures on the circumstances in which people get killed and the
numbers of people killed by the police in each city in the. United
States.

The-CHAIRMAN. Mr. Murphy, Dr. Fyfe, would like tq thank both
of you very much for your contribution to these. prodeedings. On
behalf of myself and members of the committee and the staff, I
would like to thank you once again.

There may be questions that occur to us as a result of going over
the record of these proceedings, and, if so, we would like to submit
questions to you in writing with the hope that you world respond.
to them in writing.

Mr. MURPHY. It would be a pleasure .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very ,3npreciefe it.
Our next witness this morning is Di- Ras,:i.o, cofounder

of the Institute for Policy Studies, ant,inA-yiendentiresearch center
on public whey. 5

Dr. Raskin is the noted aut114:,. numerzis publications, includ-
ing editor of the book, "The Fe6!rai Budget and Social Reconstruc-
tion," This book is the result- of it study by Dr. Raskin and others
prepared at the request of 54 Members of U.S. Congress...

. I. would like to welcome my f erid and co .ague, Dr. Raskin; we
are deeply appreciative of your .;.;;TR....11Tanc, before this committee.

STATEMENT OF DR. MARCI."4 IN, SENIOR FELLOW:
INSTITUTE FOR POLICY S" WASHINGTON. D.C.

Dr. RASKIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I aln very sorry to have put the committee in

position to haveto wait for me, and I apologize for that.
TheTHAIRmAN. That, :s quite all right. We look forward t your

.contribution.
Dr. RASKIN. In listening to the discussion thisbmorning of

distinguished witnesses, certain questions came to my Hind which
perhaps would be a good place to begin. They raise qz:Ltions in a
way, which are somewhat more practical than I had ;at?..c.led to
consider as questions relating tc the crisis of the cities, I do
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think their having raised theni thi.3 asy, it would be useful to
continue in that direction.

CRISIS IN THE CITIES

The first point is the budget cris;s of the city is something which
peopleexpertshave known abo7A; for this last decade, and the
budgetary crisis indeed was predicted and comes from` certain clear
facts. .

One is the flight of business fr..tni the cities. Second is the flight
of the white middle and upper eaI.Rses from the cities. Third is the-
increased cost of social services ip the cities. Fourth is the'declin-
ing tax base within the cities as a .result. Fifth is the Movement
away from the cities of industry; ..,nd sixth is the leaving behind of
broken-spirited bodies and people as a result of industries leaving
the cities, and as a result of people who'have no place to turn or no
place to go..

So those turn out to be very, v(Ty fundamental in understanding,
I think, the crisis that we now face., And it is one which, in my
view, will not be solved very ca ,31y. Indeed, what I *ink we see is
that the \real- 'question is whhther we are g6r,g.to exacerbate the
problem, not whether itis going to be solved.

IMPACT OF Driii''ISE RI) rxarr . /
And on the exacerbation si6.. we SKt .797.1:sin points that could be

made. Here the increased defense budget, as you have pointed out,
is absorately critical in causing a dec...vy of the Northeast. While it
is the case that it may, in fact, help come of the industrieS. in the
South and the Southwest, the fact. of the\ matter is that the in-
creased defense budget will cause greater uneven development
within the United States to lead to a position where indeed war'
will bewaged on the cities.

In order to keep some sort t,f SErrnblance of eace in the city arid
- i

in order, to, keep some Liort of sembrd*e of low r, in quotes, "unem-
ployment rate, there v-4.11i bk. an attempt to draft young men-into
the Armed Forces for the purpose not only of d fense of the United
States, or not only fog the purpose of percei ed defense of theVi

national-international interests around the won d, whether or not
one agrees with those, out for the purpose -of keeping young people
off the streets. .. .

So it becomes an alternative means' of, keepin the cities qaiet.
-.This" is going to be, in my view, a horrendous error in judgment, in
policy judgment, on the part of those who may either consciously
or unconsciously pin sue this particular direction.

TAX EXPENDITURE PROBLEM

The s ?cond problem that we can see is exacerbating in,the situa-
tion of the cities is what was referred to as the tax expEigditure
problem. Well over $2(!i billion a year goes.into subsidy-or waste of
evading taxa::ion that are legal, and so forth, that -have to be
considered, and the reason for that is that it increases the imbal-
ance between'the rich and the poor of the society, and between the
middle classef: and the corporations, if you like, of the soci ty,
because the ones who can best take advantage of talc expenditu

.1 /
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are those who are best organized, as business entities. When that
happens, the business entities, with their army of lawyers and
accountants, and so forth, are the ones who are able fo drive an
even greater wedge between the rich and the poor of the society,
And that has derivatively a terrifying, terrible effect On'the cities,
themselves, where the older people; the very young, the. poor, the
black, are huddled together, and huddled, may T point out, in a
situation where there is very poor transportation for them and
where energy costs increase and where public transportation be-
comes more,and more of a problem itself.

So, ihdeed, the people of the cities, of the center cities, and of the
cities. theinselyes, find themselves, in-the Northeast, and in certain
parts of the Middle West, in a terrifying huddling situation.

Now, the question, then, is once we talk about- changing the
taxing structure, that is, attempting to deal with the tax' expepdi-
tare -problem and also undertaking to say to the corporations, to
the great international corporations that use the funds, the pension .

funds of public service employees as investment tools in Third
.World countries, where, in effect, the banks of the cities, the bank --

trustees of pensions funds use their power to invest abioad moneys
that are made in New York City or in Boston, or in Los Angeles,
wherever it may be; that what has to be looked at is an Attempt to
reinvest those funds here within our own cities, especially given
the fact so much of these funds are indeed public service funds,
that is, they are the investments, or they are the pension funds of
the public service employees.

This is not to say that public service employees should not be
protected in their investment, but there is something pecilliar
about a situation in which the banks and the very great corpora-
tions are able toPtake those funds, in effect, through trustees and ;
invest them for multinational corporate enterprises that do noth-
ing for the host countries abroad and cause even greater decay
within the United States because of capital shortages, within our

= own ,ities.
TAX EXEMPT PROPERTY

Beyond that, I would point out several other things. One is that
there 'has to be a way of looking at how much property within the
cities of this country falls in tax exempt status, and this would
mean a serious consideration by the chuiches of whether or not
certain church properties should remain tax exempt, university
properties, institute properties for that matter, in order to ascer-
tain whether at least a portion of the funds, either through the
discretion of theSe groups or through direct governmental mandate
has to go back into the development of those cities, themselves, or
the sustaining of various sorts of projects and activities that will
keep a certain level of decency within the cities, theinselves.

Now, all of this, may I add,' in terms of these, last points, are
secondary to a more basic point, in my view, that has to be made. I
don't believe that targeting is going to work, and the reason I say
that is that at this point of the United States is'a target,
and now when you begin to see that at least two-thirds of .the
United States is a target, /you really are talking about a fundamen-
tal question, not a particularistic one.

2 6f)
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It requires, therefore, a comprehensive approach, and that com-
prehensive approach does, relate, it seems to me, to the question of-
a balanced development and growth within the society itself. It
goes to the question ofand I am not the greatest supporter -in the
world of planning--but it does go to the question of whether the
society and the Federal Government, as a whole, is going to be able
to. plan a direction of balanced, investment` across this society,
which means, in effect, that it is going to have to guide the re-
tained earnings and begin to talk about worker community partici-
pation over major corporations in the United States in order to
guide the earnings and the investment policies of. those corpora-
tions.

INVESTMENT PO ICY

.There is no other way around this pro lem at this point except
to have very heavy taxing of those torpor tions, on the one hand,
or alternatively undertaking to develop or, undertaking to .guide
where the investment allocations of those corporations are going togo.

So, rather than move in the direction of the so-called marker
system, Which means that the corporations 'will follow where the
greatest profit is, end which, in effect, will dooni the cities of this
country, doom themthere is no question about tIltwe will have
to undertake' a very different policy which, in my \view, is in the
long term economically sound, but is one which sales there has to
be greater planning and greater direction of investmeii in terms of
what is to be made, and in . terms of where it is t be made:

Now, this also suggests to me certain points that ave been
covered in American history before, but which we have gotten.
The fact of the matter is that, in different parts of the nited
States, cities have had the responsibility of, in fact, making things,
so; for example, in Milwntikee there is a fertilizer business, Mil r-
ganite business, which is s..owned and run by the city of Milwauke
In the Dakotasand I assume it still existsthe grain storage
tanks are owned by the States themselves. So we have to move, in
effect, into a situation where the cities are more than the passive
recipients. of broken-spirited people; .they, themselves, have to be
active in terms of .the development of investment, and the owner-
ship of small businesses,,the ownership partner, if you like, with
neighborhoods -of various sorts of entrepreneurial activities
that do deirelop surpluses for the cities.

The question, therefore, of howithis Is going to occur, it seems to
me, cornea down to a matter of national policy.

The:CHAIRMAN. If the gentleman will suspend for a moment,
there is a vote On the floor, and we 'will recess for 10 minutes.

[Brief recess for members to vote.]
The CHAIRMAN. The. committee will resume its business.
Mr. Raskin, you may proceed. . 1p

Dr..RAsxmi. Thank you, Mr. Chairm-an. )_

The natio,nal policy that we have to' look at now is really very
different than 'the direction that Congress is now moving. The
Congress and the Executive more and, more move toward a princi-
ple of rhean- spirited budgets and, .in my view, misallocation within
the budgets of where priorities should be placed.
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UNDERSTANDING DEFENSE BUDGET.

Thisquestion, it seems to me, becomes one that has to be debated
at the city, and local level. So, for example, it would not, be the
worst thing in the world to begin debating the question of the \
defense budget, at least to get some understanding of the defense
budgets, within city councils and within mayors' of es, so that
they, themselves, those responsible for the actual caring of the
American people, begin to see where the funds are really going,
and how that is affecting their own situation locally in the short
and in the long term.

HOW TO DEVELOP BENEFICIAL INVESTMENT

Second; I would urge the consideration of a planning process
which would bring together groups of mayors to talk about how to
develop investment in such a way that it will benefit the entire
country as a whole. You have pointed out today the difficultyand
so has Congressman Minetathe difficult and regional antago-
nisms, that occur, Lind which, in fact, were masked over this last
generation: Historically, of course, this has always been ',rue of
what happened 'in Congress between the various regions struggling
with each other for industrial development or agricultural develop-
ment, or whatever, and indeed in the last generation this was
masked as a result of a relatively high employment rate and a
relatively high, decent income condition.

Unless other steps are taken as quickly as possible, the regional
conflicts Will become much worse in American society, and what
we will then see is .people using the military and national security
arguments as a way of solving those regional conflicts by moving
abroad, that is to say, the way to get people to rally around the
flag, so to speak, will be to talk about Iran as being the American
problem, cr what goes on abroad as being'our problem, rather than
attempting to deal with, the regional and'city conflicts that we now
have directly.

GOALS

That is a problem that in my view will get much worse unless we
set very. particular goals for the society which are quite different
than the ones that are now being set. In that sense, I would make
the argument that equity and fairness and cooperation are linked
principles that should be the purpose of government and which
would, therefore, cause us to rethink where the taxes of the society
should go; it would help us rethink what the defense budget should
be, and hoW we would develop a planning process for investment
and reinvestment in the society.

It is interesting to note that certain people, even Felix Rohatten,
who is a big city banker in New York, sees the craziness of the
overkill strategy which we follow militarily and sees how-indeed
New York City, itself, is decaying and dying as a result of the
national security strategy that is being followed and how other
cities now are being put in the same position.

His solutions are different, but the analysis really comes down to
the same thing. So I think there is no way to avoid the question of
where investment is to go by the major corporations, who is to
control that investment, and the order of priorities here in the
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Congress which puts greater and greater emphasis on national
defense and less and lees emphasis on social programs. That, in my
view, will turn out to be a very grievous error-for society...

CIVIL DISORDERS

In particular terms, What we will then see,is greater civil disor-
ders, and the police question will become 'a secondary question,
because what 'will happen, in my view, is that with .greater civil
disorders, the National Guard will be counted. on more and more to
control the activities of the cities, and especially what happens in
the ghettos of the cities, and so there will be greater civil conflict
in the society, and what we will'see, therefore, is a National Guard,
military policing of the cities as a matter of course, and where, in
effect, the cities will become reservations which was; of course, in
part predicted by the staff of the Kerner Commission in the 1960's.

In my view, this is a-time that iS different than ,the 1960's,
because there we had relatively high employment in the society,
where people, in fact, believed in the possibility and the potential-
ity ofthis country, even though there was a terrifying and terrible
war.

At this point, what we see is more and more glumneis, a sense
that very little car be done, that an 8-percent unemployment rate
is something that is accepted as a reasonable thing to have nation-
ally, that if we were to drop the unemployment rate of black youth
from 45 to 30 percent, that would be considered to, be a very great
reform and accomplishment.

In other words, we are in a situation now of hopelessness on the
one level where it comes out in spasmic disorders of the kind that
we see in Miami. '

RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVES

So my judgment get out from under thiswhat will be
required is the kind of national leadership, national programmatip
planning to suggest that there are alternatives that in art will
make 'a difference.

At the local level here in Washington, I would sUggh)st that
certain things could indeed be thought about and which could
Perhaps be used as a basis for spreading elsewhere. .

TAXES

One is that I think the people should be given their choice within
limits to ,decide whether to pay their taxes locally or nationally,
and by l'obally I. mean here specifically in the neighborhoods and
the cities, so they, in fact, have on their tax forms the possibility of
choice as to where to pay their taxes, rather than waiting for a
revenue-sharing formula to be worked out on the national level. I
think that would cause a redirection of the funding in the society
in a much more positive way.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BANKS

Second of all, I would see the possibility now of the establish-
ment of community development banks. We have made a start in
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that direction with the National Co-op Bank, but I would suggest
that more directly we should have community development banks,
possibly changing the credit unions of the society from being credit
unions that subsidize the consumer credit market to being credit
unions that were, in fact, instrumental in rebuilding the neighbor-
hoods of the society, therr,e'ves. That would change in effect their
charter and their purpose, but it would be something that would
cause a very great deal a excitement within the neighborhoods
and enter into a rebuilding process, themselves.

EDUCATION

Third, in a city like Washington, I would see the possibility of
the development of a program within the government service for
teaching, where, in effect, people with great skills in the bureauc-
racy or in the Congress would spend several hours teaching on a

ased-time basis in the schools, themselves, as assistance to the
scFlbols so that you would develop a different sort of relationship in
the schools to the government and to people with great- expertise.

This would, in my view, move toward the building of a model
school system here which would bring in more and more the uni-
versities of the area for that purpose.

FEDERAL PAYMENT' FORMULA

I would also think that the idea of a Federal payment which is
settled and which is not discretionary is a good one, but the prob-
lem here is to be sure that that Federal payment is predicated on
equity, not only on a numerical percentage of what is raised, but
there has to be a clear statement of why there should be this
Federal payment. One is that it is owed in the sense that the
Federal Government uses the -property, but. sacond, that there
should be d sense of equity for the people who live here and also
that becomes the principle upon which the Government, itself,
begins to operate in terms of the programs that it builds, and in
terms of its taxing mechanism, itis predicated on equity and
fairness and caring.

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Finally, I woulemake the argument that there ib no reason that
the District of Columbia couldn't have a full employment program
which would then become a model for other' places, and a full
employment program which would include the development of
public businesses, which is started by the city of Washington, itself,
so that enough capital is there for the employment of people in
these program's, and these -businesses would be both worker- and
community-owned.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

MILITARY BUDGET

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Raskin, I would like to thank you for your
opening remarks and go first to youestatement with respect to the
increase in the military budget. We both tend to agree with respect
to what the future holds if we continue to go down this particular
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road. You suggested in your remarks a local strategy that could be
developed to combat the mentality that presently exists in the
Congress which would suggest the expenditure, as I indicated earli-
er, of over $2 trillion in the next 10 years On. the military. function
alone. Can you amplify on the strategy you see?

Dr. RASKIN. I think there are two parts to the strategy. One
would be to take this committee and move from city to city; in
other, words, once you have the conclusions of this report, that you
could take the conclusions of this report with members of your
committee and go and test them,out on a city-by-city basis, and
also to present to them the effects that will happen to their city as
a result of the increased military budget, and specifically what it
means to have a decreasing amount of discretionary funds that
Congress is able to spend within the present frame of reference.

Now, what I have in mind there is to say that Congressman
Mineta was correct when he talked about the decreasing funds, and
the decreasing piece of the pie, and whatever one 'is now trying to
do is to decrease the power of Congress, in effect, by saying that
Congress should only have to deal with the smaller piece of the pie
and everything else should be set in concrete in terms of funds.

I would make the argument that this committee, and the discus-
sions that. this committee could hold with mayors and city council
people, would be"to talk about what should be discretionary and
what should not be in terms of expenditures. That is one thing.

Second of all, it could lay the basis of what a different taxing
policy could be for the cities of this country and, third, it could get
people, that is, the mayors and the city councils, to take testimony
on what an actual national security strategy should be for the
United States to be consistent with the needs of their own cities.

One could imagine if one were really just bbing more playful at
this point, of saying' to a city mayor and council, how many mis-
siles do you need to buy in order to feel protected?

What do the cities of Berkeley and San Francisco need in terms
of missiles, in terms of armaments? How much are you in fact
prepared to spend on that, if you were given a, budget. of x dollars
as against the needs that you have here?

My judgment is that we would come up with very different
numbers than what we get presently, and-hat we would find is
that if we were to add up what the various cities and :egions of
this country felt they needed actually for national security and
defenFz. it would be a number far less than what it .is that we
presentiy spend, and it would be quantatively far less in terms of
the numbers of missiles and nuclear weapons and men and women
under arms than we'now have or are presently.projecting.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a fascinating set of ideas. I' would
raise this question with you:

It has been my experience, not only as a member of this commit-
tee but also as a member of the Armed Services Committee, that
one can prepare oneself to address the critical foreign policies. You
can present the most rational and logical set of ideas, and I will
give you a specific example:

The one recent controversy with the MX missile. No one in the
Congress knows how much it will cost; no one knows what it will
look like. There have been 30 different changes and no one has any
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idea of what size it will be. That is dependent upon the Soviets'
' response to it and no one even knows if we have the necessary

resources to build it.
The GAO says we may not even have enough concrete in the

country to build the system. Here is a system where you don't
know how much it will cost, what it will look like, who it will
serve, yet my colleagues were prepared without question to vote in
support of. that.

If we came in with the social program to deal with the cities of
America and we couldn say how much it cost, how large it would
be, what ,it would look 'like, .whether we could,' 'construct such a
program, they would run us off the floor of Congress as flaming
idiots. Yet when it comes to the military, that same criteria does
not apply:

How do we handle that? My point being, my colleagues, when we
deal with the issue of military budget, tend to deal with the rare
area of perceptions and wave, the bloody red shirt, Which, then
becomes the rationale for the 'expenditure for an incredible amount
of money, but that same loose idea is not used when we talk about
social programs. .

How do we address my clear perception that, on the other side,
the arguments don't come rationally or logically, the .arguments
come with emotion and stays,ras I said, in the rare area of percep-
tions or the statement gets made sending messages.

Dr. RASKIN. Well,, it is very, very hard to reason with irrational-
ity, that is first of all, because in fact what you are dealing with is
a problem of pathological neurosis, fear rather than something that
can be dealt with in a reasonable way, in my view, so we shouldn't
kid ourselves.

I think that that is a piece of the ground upon which we stand
but; having said that, it does seem to' me that there are several
things that could conceivably be put forward in t ae debate, and
that will in a way happen.

When the GAO says there is not enough concrete in 'the country
tondo that, to build the MX missile, this in fact does begin to cause
some of the more rational national security manageis, and some of
the more clear- headed Members of Congress to say, hey,: wait .'a
minute, there is something wrong here.

Let me give you an experience of my own in 1961 ,which has
some sort of relevance. You will recall in 1961 civil defense was
thought to be absolutely critical to have for the United States, and
Life Magazine put out an issue saying 97 out of 100 people could be
saved by having a fallout shelter program.

CIVIL DEFENSE

At that time I was privileged to work for President Kennedy and
was advised when the civil defense shelter program got off the
ground that the only living things that would be left ,to inherit
after even a small-scale war in this country, nuclear war, would be
the rats, as it turned out a series of studies would .be done. to
suggest that the' rats would be the only living things that would
come-out of this.

I also suggested then and others had suggested that pressing.for
a civil defense program would cause a great deal of disharmony
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within the United State , :Ind you will also recall how the people
from California were treated by the people of Arizona and Nevada,
who said if' they ever came across the borders they would shoot to
kill. They would shoot to kill the people who came from California.

People began buying guns for that purpose in the possibility that
a nuclear war. would occur and there would not be enougn shelters
to go around. Therefore, what we:better do, people thought, is to
have enough guns to stop others from coming in.

Within a 6-month period the President turned around on the
question because he saw what was happening, fhat the body politic
itself. was beginning to go crazy, so what I think may happen witn
the MX and With others of these weapons is that.the material that
would be necessary to build them won't be there, and people will
begin to back off.

The CHAIRMAN. I can't hear you.
.Dr. RASKIN. The more egregious and foolish things will stop

because the c t will seem to be prohibitive, that he mr+erial
won't be there ecessarily to build the stuff, and that there will be
a certain bac ng away from the original position that is taken, so

would see tl e possibility that the MX, while. it would get started,
will never get finished and never be put in place because of the
madness of the scheme-itself.

Second of all, the budgets that former`President.Nixon talked
about in his rec.eat book, and what Governor P.Pagan is talking
about, between 10 and 20 percent increase a year in expenditure
will have to be paid by somebody, and it cannot be paid by the poor
and working class of this country any more, and .that will become
obvibus.

Then the question'is, will the great corporations be willing. to pay
for that 10 or 20 pet-bent increase by changing their tax schedules?

My guess is that the answer' is no, and so in fact what would
happen is that the multinational corporations -and largest corpo-
rate groups in society will say we are not picking Up the tab for
this stuff anymore, to that extent, so that will serve as a brake for
aperiod of time of wild excesses.

Now, the problem with goverinent.governing in this period of
time is that what appeared to be pathological and excessive, say, 5
years ago, now is accepted as the way of doing business today, and
what may appear to be pathological today. 5 or 10 years from now
will appear to be reasonable, and that is one of the great dangers.

That is why I would make the argument that the importance of
Members of Congress, your taking the leadership and others of us
taking some sort of leadership in suggesting an alternative way to

I go, because the country,- this society cannot continue to afford the
situation of pathology that we preSently have.

Finallyone other point, and this would be to suggest to Mem-
bers of Congress,, are they prepared to in fact go out and debate the
defense budget across this country by letting people choose what
they are prepared to pay in terms of the taxing scheme?

That is, that if you have a $100 tax bill, would a Member of
Congress go along with the notion that, within limits, each taxpay-
er would. have the right to choose whether to pay to a.Federal
facility, the Federal Government or locally to the city, or indeed to
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choose which department of the Federal Government that taxpayer
would be prepared to pay the funds to.

My judgment is that after a serious debate in the society Which
could then be held this way, that people would see the importance
of changing the taxing structure of this country and who really in
fact gets penalized, and also would undertake to change the entire
direction of the social programs as against the national security
defense programs of this society. .

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you for that answer, and I think this is a
terribly important area of concern, because most American people
when they see a budget of $613 billion or more, they assume that
there is an incredible amount of money to do all those great things,
and when you boil it down to the fact that the Congress is only in
real control' of approximately $150 billion and the Pentagon is
going to get 100 of that, you realize the small amount of money in
that budget that goes for these kinds of programs, so I think that

is area is terribly important. .,

I would like to go to one additional area with you in terms of,
well, you laid it out as an area of exacerbation and you alluded to
the drafting of young people into the military, and you made a
very interesting observation, that not simply a question of putting
young people in the military to fight wars, but to hold down the
unemployment rate, to take young people off the streets.

Dr. RASKIN. And to stop the possibility of civil conflict here.
The CHAIRMAN. You indicated, and I took note here, that this

would take the young people off the streets, but you thought that
this would ultimately be the wrong policy and that, that would
manifest itself.

Can you elaborate on that?
Dr. RASKIN. Yes; v here a country like the United States intends

to spend so much money on defense and national security, it is in a
way very similar to a person who has a golf club. He will wantto
use it and he will want to keep using it.

Now, the interventionist strategy for the United States will
-cause very great international pain to Vie United States, and the
proof of that is to just take a look at tiat has happened with two
major interventions over this last 25-year period.

The Korean intervention was one which was extremely costly in
terms of civil' liberties in the United States. It wasextremely costly
in terms of military or civilian control over the military, and also
it had the effect, while it had the effect of solving for a short period
of time the question of high .employmerit going into the war, there
was 9 percent unemployment; it also continued to skew the eco-
nomic development of the United States.

When you take a look at the Vietnam war, while it is the case
that it had the effect of having relatively low unemployment rates
during that period of time, it also split the society and showed
weaknes3 of, if you like, the American national security and. mili-
tary machine, and it again skewed the economic development of
the United States in part toward the South and Southwest.

The next time around, and then what finally happened, was that
thl war itself that continued inside the Armed Forces with all sorts
of international conflicts which came from the ranks, internal
insubordination, that continued the anger from the streets and the
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colleges and into the Armed Forces themselves, until finally the
United States found itself in a position where it was not able to fill
the harmony in Vietnam which came to be the major 'reason for
the.warsto stop.

If the United States ,uses draftees in an interventionary way in
any sort of long-term struggle, the same result in my view will
occur where in effect the war will just continue, that is, the conflict
which I said had occurred in Vietnam on the streets in the civil
side of the society would now continue militarily, that is, in the
military sector itself', the draftees will not go along with it.

One other reason that that would be true is that there now does
not seem to be any particular good reason to continue to believe' in
an American dream and American hope and American poSsibility,
especially because of the high unemployment rates, because of the
hopelessness and decay and confusion and. breakup that we see as
the standard now within American cities.

ENTITLEMENT PROGRAMS '

The CHAIRMAN. We have talked about the various entitlement
programs, which are outside of the immediate control of Congress,
and I have seen over the yearS a very interesting phenomenon.
That is, the way we tend to buy off groups is to place them in the
entitlement programs so they don't have to come to Washington to
engage in political protests or political challenges.

Each year fewer and fewer groups come to Congress to bring
their collective pressure on the 'body, because we tend to buy off
these groups individually by putting at least part of their hopes
and dreams in entitlement programs, so it becomes very difficult as
a practical matter to develop the kind of broad-based pcilitical
coalition capable of bringing pressure on this body to radically
alter the nature of its priorities or to significantly delve into solu-
tions to solve our critical problems.

How do we approach that particular problem? I think it is devas-
tating on the process.

Dr. RASKIN. I think what is going to happen is that if, say,
Reagan becomes President, there will be an attempt to open Up
those entitlement programs and to take them away from the var-
ious groups.

I think that the social security system will be in very deep
trouble in this regard; I think there will be a reexamination of all
the pension funds, and I think the people's pensions are in very
deep trouble in any case in this society.

One would have to go piece by piece to see what would happen. -
My guess though is that, well, to go beyond the entitlement pro-
gram is to go back to each group and say, look, it is not going to be
there for you anyway in the course of this decade and, therefore,
because it is not you are going to have to join with us in redefining
what you think is your entitlement and to begin to relate what you
think your entitlement is to a need of another group.

In this way, and this would take the most extraordinary sort of
political leadership, in this way there would be a possibility of
redefining what we mean by equity and fairness in society and
restore a leadership role to Congress itself.
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TARGETING

The CHAIRMAN. Now, yoef mentioned that targeting would not
work because two-thirds of 'le Nation is already targeted. You
suggested_ the need to develop balanced and planned development
having a significant impact on the corporate movement, because to
allOw the corporations to m,ve strictly on the basis of a profit
motive would doom the cities.

Would you amplify on that?
Dr. RASKIN. Well, in the last several months some major studies

have, been done at MIT and Boston College. The Harrison Blue-
stone report suggests the closing up of American industries in
major American cites in which a pattern is purSued. Thee is
movement from the Northeast to the South and Southwest, and
then frofn the South and Southwest out of the country.

The major corporations allow the pients to decay and leave
behind, if you like, the refuse or what they have done for the
communities to pick up. Now, this is a national, an international
,pat tern, and so if you only target in ohe or two or three places and
only help the people who are left behind, which I view as very
important, that is the unemployed worker or the brokea family or
whatever group is left behind that doesn't know how to deal with
the situation of the loss of employment or of a 'plant closing, you
are not getting. to the heart of the matter.

What we have to do is take a look at what industrial' develop-
ment Mould be it this Society, who is going to control it, and who
is going to move it in particular cirections.

That, it seems to me, is now a national responsibility and is not
one which can indeed IN left in the hands of the Fortune 500,or the
largest oil companies and car manufacturing companies.

In fact, w:iat will happen anyway is that if the profits of the
Fortune 500 begin +,0 decline; which in my view will happen in any
case because of bad inve:,..ment policy, they will come to the Fed-
eral Government anyway, and the Federal Government, as in the
case of Chrysler, will have to bail them out.

I air suggesting what must now be done is a preemptive strategy
and that strategy sayswe know where things Are going in terms of
American industry. We don't. like that directiOn and, therefore, we
are going tc enter into ea very different sort oflplanning and invest-
ment allocation process.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Counsel for the committee has a few questions he would like to.

raise.
THREATS FROM PRESENT TRENDS

Mr. DAVIS. Dr. Raskin, the picture that you paint suggests there
are in fact crises brewing that current national policies either
ignore or regard with such disdain and so lightly that they in fact
overlook the most immediate dangers in favor of dealing with
dangers probably more imagined than real, such as the external
threat that is supposed to exist by those whp support higher de-
fense spending.

Is it possible that a continuation of this kind of thinking, will
lead the country in the direction of ignoring what are in fact
greater internal dangers than any 'that exist outside the country?
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Dr. RAS IN. 1 think there is no doubt that that is what is going
to happen ,or this next period, if we continue to follow the direc-
tion in whit we are going, and if greater emphasis is placed on
increased defense expenditure, if there.; no economic policy except
that of turning over, of havi,.!, tax .curs ...,ich in fact benefit the
richest groups in the society, if' the majo.... -, -porations continue to
pay less and less taxes, if they continue wrest outside of the
United Statesor higher return, if there i- ..,. more of a.deskilling
going on ire the society where, in effect, the ..', -rican worker,does
not know how to make things in a way whi::- is.as efficientIas
people in or workers in other parts of the world, k:,' :;"1- is-the case
that we have larger and larger, numbers of pe,. ir ho define
themselves only as consumers, as people who don'I. be :.mselves
as productive; as talc., '; action to do things, then th..-!.. ould say
is a real threat in thi.. -..'ity and is one which will ' ,. .- :;..ter and
greater Avil conflict i..z. ,!;reater and greater hop.. - . -,:.-. ,: he
decade of the 1980s.

Mr. DAvis. In juxtapoEitio ',.- that very real thri2.._, rie . u C:"1ic
the countrS, remains, in li;.,.:. ,.:' that, more in fay,. 1' ,-.) pc.:icy
that leads us toward wiliir::7tel:!; to. police the prot),-ms that are
being created internally rt-4.-. an put forth the expenditures
that might be necessary to io .r: .t oolve them?

Dr. RASKIN. Well, at this uf.,.:i the appearance i..4 that the voters,
and I want to be very precis:- il)out this, Mr. Counsel, because it is
a very complicated question, it would be very easy to say, loo!:,
there is a move to the right in the United States that those people
who vote are very frightened of inflation, that they see their own
class position declining, and 'chat they want in one way or another
to stop that frOrn happening. Therefore, they will move to the right
and penali2.'e the organized and Unorgariiied workers of the country
and the very poor.

LEADERSHIP FAILURE

In my view, the failure which exists is indeed a failure ocleader-
ship and a failure to develop those sorts of programmatic alterna.
tives that people cah understand they could take their day to
day lives th-t ti-,ey could' believe ii; and take in their day to day
lives.

Our problem ; that the politician does not control the economy.
He is responsible for it but he does not control it, and so it is a very

e.liar situation that the American politician is faced with, that
while he is responsible for the economy he ha.. no control over the
economy, that while he is supposed to control e inflation, the fact

,!le matte: is that only in the most marginal ways is the Amer-
(an politician and/or-the American Goverment seemingly able or
willing to control commercial bank deposits and investment of
corporations and credii-, at::1 so forth, so 'ht; American voter is
confused about who is responsible, who is in charge

While it is the case that the America voter ,-no cont,1 over
the economy Except to decide what 'tie or she buys, then the ringer
is vented against the American politician and who himself ciofrs not
know what he or she can control.

Mr. DAVIS. Thankyop very much for your responses.
The CHAIRMAN. I Just have one additional nll,.:StiOn.
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SCOPE OF FURTHER 1-171RINGS

Mr. Raskin, you mentioned. in y r remarks the notion-of bring-
ing together groups of mayors and 1\got side-tracked for a moment,
and I would apprecEote it if you woul amplify upon the strategy of
bringing together the mayors for the purposes of looking at the
issue ofsinvestment in 111'6 cities of America.

Dr. RASKIN. This iE. .i question of jurisdiction in Congress, but I
should think that the continuation of these hearings would be to
take a look at plant closings, the allocation of investment by the
Major corporations in the society, whetter they intend to invest in
the cities of this country arid, if so, how, or they intend to invest

, abroad.
Also, I think there is a third thing, what sort of training pro-

grams and educational programs that will go on for American'
workers during this period of time and this decade, and so I would
see poSsibly doing it in the following way, that is, to bring together.
for a weekend a group of mayors and possible bankers and corpo-
rate leaders to talk about what they see as what they intend to do
over this next 5 to 10 years.

From that, you take a look at what alternative strategy is that
might be developed and go back to them and see whether or not
some of those at least would sign on to that alternative strategy.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to thank yor, Dr. Raskin, for your
contribution to these proceedings. I am' sure there are a number of
questions that we would not have, an oppoitunity to ask; we would
like to be able 'to submit them to Tv,' in writing in the hopes you
will respond to us.

Thank you very much for your creative ideas, your thoughts
have been very stimulating.

Dr. RASKIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Car', Holman,.the Secre-

tary of the National Black Leae rship F.:inn, a coalition of major
civil rights groups in the country.

He has been a public policy adviser to numerous U.S. Presidents,
served on a number of national boards and commissions, is thr
president of the National Urban Coa2:tion, and in that capadit3
been w major advocate for the growth rY.nd development of urban
centers for many years.

I would like to welcome my friend and lolleague, Carl' Holman,
before the committee this afternotp.

I note, Mr. Holman, that -you are accompanied by a colleague.
STATEMENT OF M. CARL HOL'1AN, ?R2SMENT, NATIONAL

URBAN COALITION, ACCOMPANr'n I, WILLIAM KAMELA,
STAFF ASSOCIATE, OFFICE OF GC V ti. RNYLENT AFFAIRS
Mr. HOLMAN. I am accompanied by Bill Kamela, who is a

member of our government affairs staff.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a pleasure to meet you and we welcome you

as well.
Mr. HOLMAN: I would like to thank and cong:atulate you on

calling these hearings.
I am one of the people who for a long time Jaye been urgily,!

there be a full fledged urban affairs comet ttee in the Congress,
and what we finally got was two small subcommittees.
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What has discodraged some of us for a long time is that the
United States is one of the most urbanized and suburbanized na-
tions in the world, and yet .we are one of the few nations, Western
and industrialized nations, that pays relatively little attention to
our cities and are in many ways extremely backward in terms of
doing that.

So I hope that this is just the beginning of a yery intensive
interest on yotir part.

Most of what I will have to say will have to do with the national
picture. There are certain things, which I am certain others hake
already said, which point out the differences between the District
of Columbia and most other cities, but what I see as I look at the
District is that in many cases you see compounded here, because of

the weakness of the support we get rrom the Congress, the Icings of
problems which can be found nationwide.

URBAN DISTRESSES PREDICTED

Back in 1973, the coalition issued a booklet called Counter
Budget and at that timeno, it was 1971we predicted the fist 1

distress that a number of cities 'were going to be experiencing.
We predicted the kinds of things that were going to happen to

New York City and, unfortunately though a number of people in
the Congress and the executive branch had copies on their desks,
none of the things that we were suggesting, in terms of a 5-year
period, saying if you are going to give .priority to cities you must do
it through the biggest mechanism you have to work with, which is

,the Federal budget, and you have to do that by making certain
critical choices in that budget year after year.

What has happened since, of course, is that business as usual has
occurred so that in terms of the cities we now find ourselves worse
off rather than better in terms of what has occurred.

The economic, social, and the fiscal conditions of our cities are in
crisis at this moment.

Some 3 or 4 weeks agp we called together representatives from
our local affiliates and the 50-odd, cities in which we have local
programs, to ask them to tell us what is happening in those cities,
what did you foresee for this summer and for this fall.

What we were told is that things were better, well, worse rather
than better since 1967. We were told that intterms of relations;
intergroup relations, tensions were stronger in the cities than they
had been before, and I learned some things I didn't know about.

REFUGEE PROBLEMS

For example, I found that in the city of Philadelphia, where
nobody .was talking about Cuban refugees but Vietnamese refugees,
and some of them were running very small businesses, sleeping in
the backs of their stores and all of that, and becoming the targets
of strong animosity from the Puerto Ricans, the blacks, and the
poor white communities, because we have created a situation in
the urban areas in which the poorest of the poor have to scramble
and fight each other over the scraps.

In New Jersey, our statewide affiliate of Puerto Ricans there said
in, two of their cities the latest Hispanics to come in Were now
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becoming those kinds of targets, not Ally in te'rms of the blacks
and the whites, but also in terms of Hispanics who had lived there
for a longer time.

When the Cuban refugee anti Haitian question was in the head-
lines in Minneapolis, the Gov( -tor of that State of Minnesota said,
"Don't send any Cuban refugees here, bP,^ause we hafe given at the
office", in essence. Oneof the religious :.laders from Southeast Asia
happened to move to Minneapolis, and then all of his followers had
come in there.

LACK OF NATIONAL POLICY RE POVERTY

It is absolutely appalling, it seems to me, that the National
Governnient has no over-reaching policy to deal with a number of 4-+

problems which are national rather than local in terms of their
true meaning.

Poverty is not Washington, D.C.'s problem or Detroit's problem
or Newark's problem. Poverty in the, United States is a national
problem which the Federal Government should be dealing with
and the same thing is true of housing and of this new revenue
problem which we hear a great deal about.

The riot corridors in this city have generally not been rebuilt,
despite the fact that as we pointed out 3 years ago in our report
which we call Displacement, other people talk about gentrification.

We were noticing that we finally get middle-income people
moving back into the cenral city and the older neighborhoods, as
this happens, they are pushing out elderly poor and they are
pushing out minority poor and creating, even over there in Balti-
more, a situation in which working class whites are fighting
against historic preservation designations, because they say this
becomes a way of pushing us out of our neighborhoods into parts of
the country where, first of all, they don't want us and where the.
housing is not thereto receive us.

In this city, if this city searches, you will find black families that
have traced in their lives the history of what it means to be poor
and black in Washington, D.C.' That is to say they. lived originally'
in Georgetown.

Georgetown became fashionable and faddish in the 1960's par-
tially because the Kennedys were living there; and as those houses
were rehabilitated they were pushed out of there and many of2
them into sections of the old southwest.

k, 'DISTRICT OF COLUM'T S URBAN RENEWAL

In southwest,Washington a Federal program, urban renewal,
typically moved people and forced peop. out, and then suddenly
we hear 2 years later that we am going to have a relocation, and
nol,ody in the relocation office h:;(1 gotten there, and the people
had moved into Anacostia and those. corridors which later became
the riot corridors, and some of them moved to C ipitol Hill, and it
was considered fairly safe to be there and it was . felt, that the
blacks who did move in there would be able to stay.

Now, the blacks are being pushed out of Capitol Hill and the
elderly are being pushed out, and they are being pushed either into
our most dilapidated sections in the city or they are, pushed out
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into the suburban counties, and when they move to the suburban
counties, typically a couple of things happen.

The counties begin changing their laws and ordinances. One of
the things they do is to change zoning regulations so that it be-
comes very difficult to get certain kinds of low-income housing
tlivre. They also change the rules in terms of how long yoli must be
a resident before you qualify for welfare and other kinds of relief.

It seems to me that when the President. first enunciated the
notion of a national urban policy, we thought that finally we 'night
be on the verge of seeing what we had asked for a very long time
that this country would begin to have a- national comprehensive
rational humane urban policy.

Instead, we marched- up the Hill and back down the Hill again,
because not only did ithe administration cut very sharply the
amount of money it had originally said it was oing to put into
those programts, and it is only urban programs that people think
you can run for free, but in addition to that one rogram, which I
will just say something about. We had an LIP which was this,
what some people called the soft public works pro ram. That would
have, given us a half million jobs for young peop e. We can never
get anything just for the targeted groups. We ad to split that
money so it would be split between those who needed it most and
those without whom you couldn't get the bill passed.

Had we passed soft public works. had we done that as early as
we intended to originally, first of all, Cie physical infrastructure of
our societies would have been under repair now for a period of 21/2
years rather than being 21/2 years in worse deterioration.

In addition to that, instead of having 55 percent of the young
blacks on the streets of Detroit,unemployed being joined there by
their parents who also are being laid off and unemployed, we
would have had those young people by this time either in the
public or private hector, having had the training and experience
which made it possible for them to work and get the work experi-
ence that..they needed.

Instead, what we did was the usual stop-go business of talking a
lot about throwing. money at problems, and we have not thrown a
whole lot of money.

People who live outside this city don't know the difference be-
tween the big dollars we announce for programs as over and
against what we appropriate, and then they don't understand
either what Mr. Nixon did and what was done by this administra-
tion until a few weeks ago, how you can by freezes and rescissions
not even pay out the money you have said you are going to pay out
for those programs.

We are urging, therefore, that we look at the cities not as wards
and not as burdens, but look on them as 'in terms of their potential.
Thirty of the largest cities in this country spend most of the money
that the States and Federal Government have anyhOw, so the
notion is we are giving money from the National Government to
the cities is wrong in the first place.

We are going to lose an international productivity race, unless in
that race we find some way of looking in our urban centers as
positive and looking particularly at the young people as positive
potentials.
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We know> that every time we add a million people to that em-

ployment list we add upwards of $20 billion in uncollected rev-
enues, yet despite the fact. that we know this is the policy that is
being followed currently in this country to have more unemploy-
ment and to claim that you are balancing a budget, which we are
opposed to in, the first place because there is no such thing, no
economist that we have seen has shown us any difference at all in
terms of the balanced budget.

If you balance the budget absolutely and perfectly, you would not 1

,2 touch by 0.03 percent the so-called question of the deficit.

IMPACT OF UNUSED POTENTIALS

The deficit in itself, in other words, is not what is causing the
problems of this country. The problems of this country are being,
caused by unused hUrnan potential and unused factory potential,'
unused invested-potential and we are not suggesting that we take!

. the Federal Government and make it the panacea, but we do think /
that. if we begin, for example, talking about tax cuts, we ought to '
be very careful what kinds of tax cuts we wind up with.

If you don't selectively carry out those tax cuts, you will not only
add to the basic inflation rate but you will do very little about
unemployment and you will do very little,to help the poor and very
little to help minorities.

The social security taxes are going to increase by 25 percent next
year over what they are today. When that happens there will be
higher labor costs, higher prices, reduced employment, lower earn-
ings, and that combination is going to be disastrous., It will be
disastrous unless the tax cut that this Congress comes up with is a
tax cut which is looked at very carefully in terms of whether it will

',actually target on where our greatest problems are.
Will it put to work the pbople who are now not working? If it is

aimed instead simply at the biggest corporations, if it is aimed
simply at the middle class instead, it will have very little value, it
seems to me.

The neighborhoods of our cities are important essential aspects
of what Federal policy ought to address, and yet we tend to look at
the cities as though all they have is commercial towns, and yotil can
look to Houston and Dallas and a number of other cities and you

night,. get those very beautiful downtown sections which die at
which provide some revenues' to the cities, but which take /land
which could be used for other kinds of purposes and which in many
cases give nothing at all to,the people who live in those neighbor-
hoods.

UDAGUDAG PROGRAMS

Take the UDAG program, the urban development action /grant
programs. We have got a number of skyscrapers built, a nu ber of
luxury hotels, but if you go into the neighborhoods of those cities,
your UDAG did very little for them., It is unconscionable t at we
keep talking about having one-third of the UDAG's neighb rhoods
and yet the neighborhood UDAG program ,is trailing far ehind
because you are asking for the kinds of 'matches that th can't
come up with.
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SMALL BUSINESS

It makes no sense at all to ask neighborhood groups, for example,
Jeff Vander Lou, where we have 'a neighborhood affiliate which
has done a better job than the city itself, has been putting 800
people into their own rehabilitated homes, they have a factory
there, one of the few inner city factories which is new and profit-
making and which staffed by people whc come out of those neigh-
borhoods, but to ask them when they stprt trying to put together
their own shopping center, to ask them to do that with the kind of
match which is now being asked, is impossible.

They cannot get a three to one private public match, and it
would be worth much more to us if we decided to revise that
program so that neighborhoods got much more support than they
are now getting. We have asked for full employment, as you have
and, of course, year after year we are told all the reasons why it
can't %happen and year aftei year we march back down the hill
again without that

It does seem to . cight to be possible in the new EDA
program, and I pushed -ogram not because I think it is
a perfect program, but because as we look in city after city in these
neighborhoods, one of the first things that indicates a neighborhood
is in decay is when you begin to see not just middle class people
moving out, that is not the critical thing; the critical thing that
happens is when that commercial strip, the pharmacist leaves, the
store owners, businesses, the small professional, when they move to
the outskirts of towns, then that neighborhobd collapses.

In one city we have a very sharp example of how this occurs. In
that particular city, there was a delicatessen and a hardware store.
The hardware owner owned the property that the delicatessen was
on. Despite the fact that it was a ghetto, a whole lot of people Arne
into that shopping area and the hardware store started making
more money than it had been making before.

The guy says, "I think I need my property back." He pushed the
deli out and when he did that suddenly those cars from all around
weren't coming in there anymore. If we gave as much help to the
business people in our central cities as we give to surburbia, there
is no doubt at all to me tliat we would be seeing in city after city
what you can see in a few cities like Portland and in Canadian
cities wherever yOu go.

It is very important that you work to defeat the regulations
which SBA has just set up. SBA has just come up with definitions
of small business under their regulations which will kill the minor-
ity small business movement altogether. The reason I know it will
kill the minority small businesses is that I see it killing also the
small businesses in terms of whites.

When we were out in Colorado the other day in our jobs in
energy conference, a white businessman from Golden, Colo.,
brought all the business people around from that area to protest
the small business, protest .these SBA regulations saying it will put
us out of business. If it will put him out of business, I know what it
is going to do to black small businesses.
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. TA:10E11NC

We have talked in the Congress about targeting, and what seems
to me very clear is that Congress has been dealing with this in a
pharmaceutical manner. Despite the writing of legislation which
says we will target to the areas of greatest need and the people in
greatest need, you just passed a bill a few months ago which 77
percent of the jurisdictions in this country will qualify for.

Well, that means that you can forget it in terms of Anacostia,
and in terms of the- far Northeast, because they are not going to be
able to compete with those other areas for this money.

I got a call a few days ago from one of the national leaders
asking would I come to Miami and take part in a press conference
to announce the possibility of a new urban coalition in Miami,
because it seems there had been no coalition ever there, and one of
the problems is that there is not any communication going on
between the white business and political leadership sufficiently and
the people in those communities.

We had a coalition in Miami and the coalition in Miami was
allowed to die because it was felt that it. was not needed anymore,
that they are only useful when riots were going on. Now they are
going to Detroit and calling Philadelphia and Calling us asking how
do these coalitions really work and what can we do about, that.

I tried to tell them some of the things you can do. First of all, the
Federal Government.has to do something better than to say don't
expect us to hail you out.

The Government helped to create a situation. The important
thing that you have to do is to look very carefully at what we are
doing in terms of relations between the police and the minority
communities.

MIAMI

We have been looking in the other direction for a long time.
Everybody talks about Miami, but 5 days before Miami erupted
those coalitions that came in to tell us what was going on to my
surprise pointed out again and again that for every case like that
case in Tampa, Fla., and it is interesting-we move a critical case
from Miami, the McDuffie case is moved from Miami to Tampa,
which already had people smoldering over the same kind of t

incident.
In the Squthwest :.'ou can go into community after community

and the Hispanics can tell you about cases that did not get as
much publicity as the beating to death of that young Hispanic by
law officers.

We have a sit uation in many cities in which it is literally true
t/hat the alarm... of the cities are afraid of the police establishment.
The' cannot control -it and one evidence of that is that when the
.ma,-or of the city of Mianii suggested that it was something less
than perfect behavior on the part of those law officers who were
alleged to have, and people had some pictures in some ewes, al-

' leged to have done some looting and vandalizing of their own.. the
police demonstrated in a most disorderly fashion the kind of thing
that would have gotten blacks arrested, and then those people were
taken off suspension and reinstated.
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There is no way of trying to make people understand what a
corrosive effect this has on young blacks and young Hispanics.

The contempt they have for the criminal justice system, because
they see it is operating 'in so clearly racist, so clearly classist a
fashionjwhich is why I was suggesting that the Attorney General
ought to be told that what he ought to begin doing is calling in
some of the State and local criminal justice and judiciary people
and letting them know that they are facing a very,, very terrible
crisis which is in part of their own making, because if you listen to
what young people are saying now, you begin to understand some
of .what I thought was the unbelievable kind of incident which
occurred.

Rarely do yOu see blacks doing the kinds of things that were
done there, because they had not learned as much as could be
learned by reading Walter White's "Rope and Faggot,'" in terms of
what has happened in general, and the lynching and degrading of
people.

. We have a bad situation here and political fear is causing people
in many cases not t- deal with it.

OUTLOOK FOR THE 1980'S

I would like to say briefly something about what you can see
projecting as you look tOward the 1980 census.

I would like td talk about a critical group of people, well, two
critical groups. One critical group is the group that is going to be
the dominant group in the mid-19S0's, middle age people and
elderly people. They do more voting than anybody else. Thcy are
better organized than a great number of other people, and these
are the peop who time after time are voting against the school
tax, who are the leaders of the so-called tax revolt.

They are going to be in the dominant descendency, but the most
critical group is going to.be the groups of blacks and Hispanics who
are going to he increasing in numbers in the 1980's. Which blacks ,
and Hispanics are these? I am not talking about middle class
blacks and Hispanics. The middle class people in this country are
moving toward zero population and what is happening, this 14
percent of the people who are between 16 and 24 in this country
are blacks, Hispanics or others.

By 198:.5 they will be 25 or 30 percent of this population. It will go
Up from that time, so what point does it make to talk about
productivity in this country unless you are talking about how do
you get education, skills training, jobs for those people, because we
are-going-to-lose-:'orevt-,Ldn every productivity race moving toward
the end of the century if we find some way of getting those
young people in a situation where- they have some choices other
than drugs and drug abuse, alcdhol and-alcohol abuse, the poorest
kind of schooling available, welfare or doing-what is happening in
Detroit and a number of other places now, joining the Army not
because they al'e anxious to fight but because this is the only way
they can find a job for themselves.
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NEEDS OF CITIES

I would just like to say that cities need money, and we all know
that is a problem. Cities need programs that work, and we know
that that is a problem. Cities also, it seems to me, need a couple of
other things.

They need what I would call the spirit of a city. They need
morale; they need a conviction that some of these problems can be
dealt with.

Now, why do I think that is important? I think it is important
because, as I go from city to city, I see cities in many cases that
have the same general statistics, but where the hope factor seems
to be higher, and I think there are reasons for it.

Washington, D.C., it seems to me, suffers more than many cities
from the fact we do not havein the case of a crisisthe kind of
spirit among the business leadership, among the civic leadership,
which New York City was able to call on as it put Big Mack
together and got the union to agree to go in their pension funds
and that whole Big Apple stuff may look just like symbolism, but it
is interesting to note a number of byproducts have taken place.

For example, we don't have a public amenities section in terms
of anybody who shall build here but if you are going to build in
New York City, you have to provide a part of that space for some
kind of public amenities and if yot; don't do that you are not
cleared to do the building.

Business people have looked into the school system which has
lots of problems, just as ours does, but they have put together task
forces that have tried to work with the school system, trying to get
them to understand a little more about what the world of business
is like, teaching them how to manage a little better with the
restricted funds because the funds aren't restricting that they are
getting.

The people in the neighborhoods are working there I think as
they are in a couple of other cities much more effectively with the
city to try to say, if you give us some of those jobs, putting those
young people in our communities, we will show you how they can
do useful work rather than simply pick up litter or mow the grass.

I think it is very important that at a time when accountability is
' used as a mask for cutting the budgets for clinics, cutting the
budgets for health, housing, for schoolsI think it is very important
that every effort be made to try to get two things done in terms of
that spirit, to get the people in the suburban areas to understand
that they cannot sit back and look at the core city dwindle, if they
-look, but if they do that they will be like St. Louis, where I grew
up, versus Kansas City, and Kansas City began to move out and St.
Louis, at the time when the surburban area decided .to let St. Louis
go its own way, and as the core city began to decline people began
to go to the Kansas City .metropolitan area rather than to St.

/
Louis.

They are working to reverse that. It is very important we have
that kind of spirit and we begin to get better than we are at
coalescing, because we are not strong enough as urban people to
win our battle alone,, so we will have to find ways of building
coalitions with other interest groups, and I am glad to see that our
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brothers and sisters in the Sun Belt are beginning to realize that
they have some Problems around revenue sharing, and so forth.

Unless we can put those kinds of coalitions together, I am very
much afraid if you have a hearing such as this 10 years from now,
instead of being better off than we are, we will be worse off than
we are.

I have filed a complete statement with you, and I would also like
to file later two other reports.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
[Mr. Holman's statement follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF M. CARL 'HOLMAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL URBAN
COALITION, ON URBAN AMERICA AND THE FEDERAL ROLE

URBAN CONDITIONS

Chairman Dellums, and members of the Committee, I am M. Carl Holman,
President of the National Urban Coalition. As you know, the Coalition came into
existence in the wake of the riots in the late 1960s with a convocation of business,
labor, city government, minority and community leaders who felt that their joint
efforts were necessary if the country's cities were to be restored to their past
vitality. The reminders of those days have been all too vividly recently. Indeed, four
days before the disturbances in Miami we brought together many of our more than
fifty affiliated and cooperating local organizations from coast to coast, to compare
notes on economic, social and fiscal conditionsin their citiesand on the prevailing
mood of their cities' resident:. What they report is that more than a decade since
our cities burned the prognosis for their continued recovery is far from assured.
True, we have pursued some policies which have admitted some more fortunate
Blacks and other minorities to better housing, scl_ools and jobs. True, we have
begun to revitalize some urban business districts and to improve some neighbor-
hoods. But we have also been condemning far too many poorly educated, poorly
housed minority youth in America's ghettos and barrios to empty futuresoutside
the private and public job markets and outside the larger possibilities of this society.

We have trapped family heads and the elderly in the coils of poverty which clamp
down more bitterly with each round of price increases and public policy shifts. Most
of all, despite the uneven application of countercyclical and revenue-sharing reme-
dies, we havemore than most other western nationsleft our cities to cope as best
they can with what are essentially national problems.

As an organization which from its beginnings has served as a bridge between the
public and private sectors and the urban poor,. the National Urban Coalition be-
lieves in the potential of effective private-public partnerships to improve the quality
of urban life. We believe, too, that America, can be both a more productive and
more just nation than it now is. We must regretfully report, however, that both the
Democratic and Republican Administrations have, in the last 15 years, a far from
inspiring record in creatively and consistently encouraging and supporting the kinds
of private-public partnerships that would result in a'n urban America as prodtictive
and as just as the nation and its people expect and desire.

As we enter the 1980s, we can say that as much as we have learned about how
Federal policies can complement local development efforts and how privale enter-
prise can be enlisted to meet common needs, we seem on the verge of throwing our
lessons and their promise aside for the chimera of a balanced budget, and for the
lure, in an election year, of what politicians think people wantgovernment to
serve those ..tlations and those areas which are already "making it." People are
talking abouttiincentrating public effort where private resources already are going,
thus further weighting the imbalance between those who have and those who have
not, and hardening the lines between the two groups. Those who advocate such
tacks do not seem to remember that it is, as one poor peoples' representative says,
the bottom of the rocket which provides the push necessary to lift the whole; that,
in other words, the economy will never truly recover so long as some of our citizens
are held outside it. If we persist in this wrong-headed strategy of trying to sweep
some problems, some kinds of people, aside in the name of expediency we will find
ourselves facing more Miamis; we will find ourselves right back where we were in
the 1960s but in a crueler time with more mouths to feed and less to divide.
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Flll,l. PRODUCTIVITY

It is time for the Fet 1 Government to implement a policy of full productivity
for central cities, which, as cores of their metropolitan areas, determine the vitality
of the urban areas where most Americans live. Because we are an urbanized nation,
few questions so thoroughly subsume our most pressing domestic problems as the
question of what kind of policy we adopt towards our cities. Urban revitalization
and development is a necessary theme if we wish to make all sectors of our economy
work, if we want to pursue the kind of productivity we need as a nation to support
our fiscal policies.

Say "fiscal Policy" in Washington these days and people immediately think "bal-
ance the budget." While a balanced budget is desirable, it has assumed a symbolic
importance out of all proportion to its real value in curbing inflation when the
whole economy is gravely out of balance. At a time when the economic recession is
upon us, when layoffs in the private sector are proceeding at alarmingly high rates,
we are talking about eliminating more than a half million and probably closer to
675,000 jobs generated by the domestic programs Congress wants to cut. Even
leaving aside the jobs indirectly lost.as a result, this kind of Federal withdrawal has
serious ramifications. Every one million people added to the unemployment lists
costs the Federal Government upwards of twenty billion dollars in uncollected
revenues, unemployment payments and other assistance.

Not only do those lost jol5s drain the Federal coffers of revenueneeded to keep the
budget in balance, but Federal fiscal restraint of the kind currently advocated
doesn't save money; it passes the buck by shifting service responsibilities to state
and local governments, forcing the to raise additional revenues to maintain these
services. The trouble is that some of those service burdens are created by national
rather than state or local policies. Congress has mandated more and more matching
programs for urban areas without. bothering 'to figure how cities are going to come
up with their share of the match. The revenue caps enacted by many states have
further weakeneji the ability of localities to provide schooling and other benefits
and services of the quality their people so desperately need. It is grossly unfair to
ask one jurisdictionlike, for example, Miamito pay for services when the in-
creased demand for those servicesin this case, from the Cuban refugeeshas been
created by a decision in Washington. Sotoo, poverty is a national problem; inflation
in energy, housing, health care and food costs is a national problem.

REWORKING FEDERAL PROGRAMS

I am not arguing for endless growth in government as a panacea; I am advoca%
tiong responding to the serious and complicated national problems we face by
reworking Federal programs, not swinging at them wildly I believe we can own up
to these national problems in Washington and still provide to localities the tools and
the resources necessary to devise essentially local responses. I believe that we can
contain the growth in government by making it work efficiently, by taking the
limited resources we have and making them available only where they are most
needed, only where private resources are not already flowing, in order to generate
activity in the private sector. With an emphasis on need as a criterion' for Federal
spending we can spend less and do more, but we must first be willing to resist the
overwhelming political pressures to give something to everyone. We may under-
stand that resources spread too thin don't buy much and yet time and time again as
the poverty of this strategy becomes apparent, Washington responds by damning
whole programseven denying the need for those programs. The rest of the country
can't keep up with the changing signals from Washington; local and state govern-
ments can't prepare their budgets because of the erratic nature of the Federal
commitment 'to policies and programs begun with the best of intentions, and aban-
doned.

TAXES

General tax cuts, while politically popular, can have disastrous results. In our
present economic circumstances, there is a distinct possibility that inflation might
be worsened by such a policy. It is quite likely that much of the freed-up spending
power would wind up being saved in one form or another, and not being respentat
least in the short run. Thus, what now appears to be the second worst recession
since World War II would only be exacerbated.

On the other hand, selective tax cuts can result in beneficial impacts on inflation,
employment and investment. For example, the timing of the next increase in social
security taxes, January 1, 1981, could occur when the economy is feebly making a
recovery from the current recession. Social security taxes will increase at maximum
covered earnings by 25 percent over what they are today. The effect, if not offset,
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will be higher labor costs, higher prices, reduced employment (especially of the low-
skilled) and lower earnings; the combination of which will be disastrous.. It is
possible to design a reduction in personal or corporate taxes or a tax credit for
social security taxes paid that would be clearly beneficial, and 1 urge you to consider
it.

We must insist that Federal programs be designed to achieve results through the
most efficient use of federal resources to revjve portions of our economy which just
plain aren't working at present and which act as a drag on the rest of the economy.

PRESIDENT'S URBAN POLICY

Many of us who fought long and hard for a better way of life for our cities's
residents were heartened in March of 1978 when President Carter presented his
Urban Policy--a package of fifteen legislative proposals and four executive orders
which were to develop "a new partnership to conserve America's communities." The
policies announced as a means of reaffirming the Administration's commitment to
our nation's cities were to provide financial incentives for job expansion and physi-
cal development to ,state and local governments, neighborhood groups and the
private sector, improve the administration of federal programs, increase job oppor-
tunities for the hard core undmploygd and disadvantaged, and target resources to
the people and places in the most economically distressed areas. Although President
Carter, in a report marking the first year accomplishments of his urban policy
program, pledged that, "with persistence, with a continuing commitment to our
urban centers, we can realize the dreams we share for safe and healthy neighbor-
hoods and cities, ' two years later the record is somewhat less than exemplary.
Neither the President nor Congress have shown the continuing perseverance neces-
sary to enact an adequate, comprehensive urban policy.

When one closely examines the Carter Administration's proposed urban programs
and compares them to those actually enacted, one can better understand urban
America's growing disillusionment with government. For instance, last year Presi-
dent Carter said that "the first thing we need is jobs. Unemployment and poverty
are at the heart of the urban problem," yet the President failed to resubmit, citing
lack of Congressional support, the Labor Intensive Public Works (LIPW) program.
This program would have created about 180,000 private sector jobs to renovate and
rehabilitate public facilities, half of which would have gone to the hard core unem-
ployed and economically disadvantaged. The House Public Works Committee did in
fact add such a program to the expanded EDA legislation currently in conference,
but the Administration lobbied strongly against LIPW, calling it "too inflationary."
At the same time that the President has expressed seeming indifference to CETA
Public Service Employment (PSE), the slot levels have dropped from a high of
625,000 during the 1974-75 recession, to an expected bottom of 350,000 slots by the
end of fiscal year 1981. The President's much ballyhooed comprehensive youth
employment initiative was sent to the Congress months late, received a cool recep-
tion on the Hill, and was cut severely for the sake of a balanced budget: All this at
a time when the overall unemployment has reached 7.8 percent, and is expected to
go higher, with some of our affiliate cities reporting the black youth unemployment
rate rising above 60 percent.

FULL EMPLOYMENT

We urge that the Federal government pursue a policy of full employment by
stimulating private sector job expansion through intensified economic development
assistance and through expansion of tax credits for hiring people now locked out of
the work force, and by creating and maintaining jobs in the public sector where
private sector jobs simply are not available and cannot be made available. Programs
such as LIPW, increased use of Public Service Employment through CETA, compre-
hensive youth employment programs that allow for an expanded role for Communi-
ty Based Organizations (CBOs), a workable targeted jobs tax credit and wise use of
the Private Sector Initiative Program (PSIP) are all viable means of controlling our
spiraling unemployment rate.

NEIGHBORHOODS AND SMALL BUSINESS

Each year a large proportion of the new private sector jobs are created by small
businesses. Yet in city after city, one of the surest signs of the imminent collapse of
neighborhoods is the disappearance of the smaller food and clothing stores, the
pharmacies, the repair and appliance shops, the restaurants and other modest but
vital commercial and professional enterprises which provide jobs and help hold
neighborhoods together. The eight-hour-a-day downtown office - building employees
alone cannot ensure the vitality of cities and the metropolitan areas of which they
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are a vital l ral government must not only strengthen and 'act upon its
pledges to 1,orhoods and small businesses, but must also give strong
support h. elopment policy. This policy should include providing
greater ac, job-producing investments in urban and rural Amer:
ica--inclucting .d areas which are hindrances rather than assets in the
international col greater productivity.

:PENDENT DEVELOPMENT BANK

We urge that the n, development policy have as its centerpiece creation of
anindependent develop-1u. bank, similar to the National Development Bank that
the President proposed as the cornerstone of his urban policy. The hank would be
able to solve the most crucial problems in distressed areasthe lack of access to
debt and equity capit It would work through a decentralized network of state,
local, public and privi,.r development finance intermediaries capable of following
the loans they make r.nd capable of providing technical assistance and grants
targeted on the smal. .usinesses in distressed communities. It is through these
small ra-kris that the st jobs are created in the private sector and the most
economic activity ca generated, and yet it is these very firms in the most
distressed areas which 'lie Present development programs, run out of Washington,
cannot now reach. Unfortunately, the original $17 billion development bank concept
has been drastically slashed by both the President and Congress and faces an
uncertain future having now been stalled in a conference committee for over six
months.

REVENUE SHARING FUNDS

We urge that a portion of our general revenue sharing funds be designated
strictly to areas in need so that those communities can have additional federal
resources to address the severe problems they experience in whatever way they
think most advantageous to their local situation. Also to further aid these distressed
localities we recommend reintroducing another ill-fated portion of the President's
urban policy-state incentive grants. This program would have made grants to states
that reallocate their resources and develop comprehensive state strategies to aid
urban areas, especially communities in decline or distress. The budget cutters also
seem to have determined that countercyclical fiscal assistance, another program
which has helped distressed cities, is expendable.

The $1 billion that was proposed in the President's January budget would have
provided direct fiscal assistance to local governments in areas with high unemploy-
ment or disproportionately slow growth. Though the bill was another piece of
Carter's urban policy, and though it has passed both Houses of Congress, it was one
of the first that the President cut in his revised March budget.

HOUSING

We urge that in the area of housing we move forwld to meet the very serious
housing shortage which now exists, expecially for low- and moderate-income people
lit is estimated that six million people currently live in substandard units). We urge
that we study the feasibility of a housing block giant program and that in the
interim we commit courselves to such strategies as direct subsidies and low-interest
loans for construction and rehabilitation, rent supplements, and mortgage supports.
We were encouraged by the Sen'ate's action last week to strike the middle income
housing subsidy program from the Housing and Community Development authoriza-
tion, allowing the program's dwindling resources to remain focused on those most in
need.

We urge the modification of the Federal tax provisions which, on the one hand,
discourage anyone earning less than $20,000 from taking itemized deductions' on
mortgage interest and local property taxes, and on the other hand encourage
middle- and upper-income Americans to overinvest in housing, effectively discourage
renting, and drain the federal treasury of sums which escalate each year. Housing is
the only form of investment where capital gains taxes never have to be paid as long
as the gains are reinvested. Overinvestment in housing results in leis capital being
available for other forms of investment. As it is, the benefits of homeownership are
unequally distribUted. We advocate establishing a tax credit system allowing of
maximum credit for any owner with the amounts of the credit and the level of the
cap set so that lower-income homeowners receive more benefit qnd middle-income
homeowners are not penalized by the change.

We urge that we'commit ourselves to repairing the infrastructure of our cities
which have so deterioriated as to represent a 'threat to the three trillion dollar
capital investment they represent, and pursuing this important opportunity to put
Americans back to work in the national interest.
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FUNDS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

We urge the Congress to adhere to its responsibility to appropriate sufficient
funds for the District of Columbia. The burden the Federal government places on
city services strains the capacity of the District to provide for the people who live
and work within its limits. I would like to have included in the record ,,a copy of a
letter sent to 300 prominent civic, labor and business leaders callint for their
support during the Distiict's budget crisis.

We urge that, as part of our national commitment to conserve energy we consign
ourselves to an intensified expansion of, and operating assistance for, our mass
transportation systems, to conservation programs ranging from home fuel uses to
more efficient..innercity links. For example, our Minneapolis affiliate has been able
to conserve energy through its weatherization program, and at the same time
provide jobs for a number of hard core unemployed. President Carter's urban
transportation initiative was designed to fund transit facilities and joint public -'
private development around transit stations. In 1979 Carter noted that "we cannot
continue to allow mass transit to languish and remain a stepchild. Mass transit can
serve as the means to encourage increased use of our cities as places of business,
shopping, entertainment." Yet the President and Congress have slashed mass tran-
sit's fiscal year 1981 budget by $2.1 billion.

We urge that while we emphasize putting people to work, we also recognize that
for those who cannot work there is a need for a single, uniform welfare program

-and, for the poorest, need for food stamps and energy assistance. At the same time,
we can do much to increase job opportunities for those currently locked in poverty
for example, we can improve day care programs so that single parents need not be
tied to full-time child care. We are disturbed to hear Of the President's decision to
delay his welfare reform proposal for an additional year and the substantial reduc-
tion in funding for the low income energy assistance program.

JUvENILES AND CRIME PREVENTION

We urge the strengthening of juvenile deliquency and crime prevention programs%
which involve citizen and community-based groups in addressing the problems of
young Americans. Our Detroit affiliate, through its Comprehensive Youth Training
and Community Involvement Program, has been successful with "forgotten youth,"
such as school dropouts; delinquents and runaways. The program has guided many
of these teenagers back into the mainstream of society, and we should encourage
similar programs which focus on thOse youngsters. These troubles are not limited to
the jobs and school needs of innercity youngsters. More devastating are the crimes
and delinquency, the drug and alcohol addiction, the teenage pregnancy and child
abuse, which are also increasingly baffling and burdening suburban and small-town
comm unj ties.

We urie.greater efforts to improve police-community 'relations. Police-community
tensions are at their most' ominous level in urban ghettos and barrios, but alien-
ation from, and disrespect for the ways courts dispense: justice is not confined to the
inner cities. We further support exchange between representatives of state and local
criminal justice agencies in order that they may deal forthrightly with a situation
which, if left unchecked or dealt with on an ad hoc, case-by-case basis, will severely
fray the social fabric of the nation. Most distressing during these times of unrest
was the decision by the Administration and Congress to eliminate the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration grants, particularly when programs like Communi-
ty Anti-Crime (another now seemingly defunct Carter urban initiative) were begin-
ning to make strides through the use of. CBOs in one-on-one counseling activities.

HEALTH

We urge the strengthing and adequate support of regional health planning. The
health systems agencies enable citizens at the local level to plan for the health
needs of their area and evaluate proposed health programs, Though they are rela-
tively new, they have already demonstrated the capacity to be cost effective. We
believe, therefore, that it is benficial and fiscally prudent to fund these agencies at a
level which permits them to function effectively. President. Carter, in his urban
policy, proposed a.$50 million increase in the Community Health budget to establish
additional community health facilities in distressed urban areas. Unfortunately, this
increase is only the tip of the iceberg. Community health programs in both urban
and rural areas currently serve only 4.3 million peoples while there remain 20
million people who don't receive care in medically underserved, high poverty areas,
11 million of whom live in cities. The President's urban policy also called. for an
increase of $150 million in Title XX Social Service spending, yet HR 3434 as
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reported out of conference calls for a $200 million reduction in spending from fiscal
year 1979 to fiscal year 19s1).

We urge a reshaping of national substance abuse policy to emphasize prevention
and rehabilitation resources to the major cities that are reservoirs for substance
abuse problems. There is also a need for flexibility in administering Medicare and
Medicaid for alcohol and drug treatment services.

We tfrge the federal government to commit itself to a policy of consulting with
neighborhood and community-based groups in both the. planning and implementa-
tion stages of federal programs. President Carter took an important first step in this
regard when he included programs such as Livable Cities, Neighborhood f-hborhood SelHelp,

inthe Urban. Volunteer Program and the Good Neighbor Fund n his urban policy.
Unfortunately, none of these programs fared very well it). the Congress, with only

Neighborhood Self-Help receiving an approphation. The ban 'Volunteer and Good
Neighbor Fund programs are to be started on a demontrati sis for the Director
of ACTION's discretionry funds. Livable Cities, though it survive tough authori-
zation fight, failed to get House approval of any funding. Programs such as these
are the lifeline of many neighborhood groups and CBOs who provide valuable
outreach services to the urban disadvantaged.

This list is far from complete, but it does mirror some fundamentaj concerns
expressed at the recent gathering of our local affiliates. They also argued that
affordable, accessible health care, close-to-home urban park and recreation opportu-
nities (urban parks having been another Carter urban policy program that fell prey
to the budget balancing mania), high quality, achievement-Oriented public education
Systems, and safe communities were essential public goals and they emphasized the
importance of involying local communities in determining how public resources
might best be harnessed to that effort. The successful community-based projects
which we and our other local affiliates run are testimony to the effectiveness of
neighborhood and nonprofit community development groups at moving from evalua-
tion of community needs to marshalling citizen involvement in and support for
necessary, solutions. This is a level of public commitment which federal dollars
cannot buy but which federal policies can certainly promote and we would like to
see it become a permanent adjunct to government as a way of augmenting national
programs and policies.

A sound national fiscal policy does not mean federal withdrawal from these
pressing nntional concerns. I think it means concentrating federal resources on
improving the productivity of our most distressed areas, tying the urban strategy to
a national development strategy, making the American economy as a whole more
vibrant, down to the neighborhood businesses or the small, new firms that emplOy
people who live nearby. "The problem," as the head of our affiliate in St. Louis said
when asked about local crime rates, "is not the crime rate but the lack of jobs.-

A sound national fiscal policy must be aimed at using federal resources to in-
crease employment as a means of slowing up inflation and even of balancing the
budget. We would, after all, have had a balanced budget next year had the national
unemployment rate remained at six percent.

Why emphasize the most efficient, direct application of federal funds to revitalize
our cities? Well, as the than said, You can pay me now or pay me Alter . . ." In
Detroit, one out of every four peOple is on.some form of public assistance and we
hear that ratio is expected to go to one in three; the youth unemployment rate
stands at 1;0 percent and is expected to go higher; crime is expected to rise wig
unemployment but because of a substantial loss of funding the city will have to ITy
off an additional 703 policemen this year.

When we hear that the population in state and federal prisons jumped 't percent
between 1973 and 1979 and that the country's largest state prison system in Texas
reported a .11i percent increase between 1975 and 1979 alone, we tend to wonder
whether the costs in lost productivity, foregone tax revenue's, increased unemploy-
ment and other public assistance, increased penal, correctional and law enforcement
costs: the costs in abandoned innercity areas, and in unemproyed, angry young
people are worth accepting. We have shown we do know how to give the private
sector a boost in distressed areas and that we can put people back to work. Any
fiscal policy we adopt will decide how we pay the bill but no matter whether we-
decide to do something about the parts of our economy which are clearly not
working or whether we try to pretend the dysfunctions aren't there, we will pay.

TIIF NATIONAL URBAN COALITION,
Washington. 11C. May l.i. Os°.

We are tiure that you share our concerns about the financial difficulties facing the
District of Columbia. The large deficit in this year's budget-and the approval by the
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Ilouse Appropriations Committee of only $28.8 million of the $61.8 million Supple-
mental Budget Request make it incumbent on us to speak out in support of the
city's full supplemental request.

Our city is unique in that deficit spending is illegal; the city is mandated to
operate within a balanced budget. As a solution to the potential deficit problem, the
Mayor has proposed a balanced program which consists of a reduction in the size of
the work force and an increase in some taxes, based on acquisition of our full
authorized federal payment. The Mayor has already instituted a savings plan that
projects a saving of $50 million this fiscal year. While some of us may totally agree,
and others may disagree in part with this approach and this program, we should all
support the concept that the federal government should pay its fair share.

Next week, the supplemental budget request will go before the Senate Appropri-
ations Committee. It is imperative that we rally to support our city. If the District
Government is unsuccessful in its effort to obtain the full request, our already
substantial taxes will have to be increased. Also, .:ven if the Mayor is able to make
additional reductions in the City government, there will surely be major reductions
in critical city services.

We have seen the declining urban condition as other,great cities have wrestled
with financial problems. You will recall the way a broad spectrum of New York's
civic, business, labor and community leadership rallied in support of NeW York City
in its hour of most :ritical fiscal need. We do not wish to stand by and not help our
city. We urge you to join us in petitioning the Senate Appropriations Committee by
calling Senator Patrick Leahy ('224 -4242) and Senator Charles Mathias (224-4654) to
grant the city's full request: You should call Sandy Solomon (331-2456) to report on
your conversation with the Senators. J

Time is of the essence; please call today. Thank you for your continuing support.
Yours in support of our city,

M. CARL HOLMAN.
JOHN HECHINGER.
R. ROBERT LINOWES.
WILLIAM LUCY.
WILLIAM SIMONS.
JULIA WALSH.

Mr. HOLMAN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Holman, I would like to thank you very

much for your opening remarks, and the Chair will now yield to
my distinguished colleague, Mr. Gray, to begin the questioning.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to hear the testimony of Mr. Holman and his

outstanding ability to see what is happening on the urban scene.

POLICE ABUSE

I would like to focus my attention on several areas that you
touched on. One, you talked about the problem of police abuse.

Is it in your opinion a rampant problem affecting minorities in
every major American city?

Mr. HOLMAN. I would say that I don't know any city' of auy size
which has a large minority population in which it is not felt and
seen as a problem.

Mr. GRAY. In the city of Philadelphia, you know the history
there; we have had a tremendous problem with police for a number
of years, so much so that the Justice Department last year filed a
historic and precedent-setting suit against the Philadelphia Police
Department.

That suit was thrown out of court and is now under appeal by
the Justice Department. Basically, in 1980, even though there has
been, a change of administration, there has been a continual out-
break of policy civilian problems.

Do you see that suit or that approach bringing any kind of
resolution or having any real impact?
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Mr. HOLMAN. I disagree with the court, not that they care, but I
think that the suit deals with a real problem, and I hope that there
will be further such lawsuits. We have got a situation, and I know
very well how tough the job of a policeman is. The police very often
say we take all the flak because they can't get to the other public
officials, and we are the expression of the establishment. But every
attempt that has been made, short of legal approaches, seems to
have been fought.

For example, there have been some cities in which people have
attempted to pass local ordinances saying if you are going to work
on the police force you must be certain that you live in the city,
within the city limits. Now, there is a reason for that.

It is very difficult, the whole notion of the way the young people
regard those as "occupation forces" is reinforced when a large
percentage of the law enforcement officers come into the town 6, 8,
sometimes 11 hours a day on special occasions, from suburbia and
go back out again.

They do not have the same feeling for the city that many people
who live there all the time do and, in addition to that, we tried
civilian review boards, because it has been found that the tendency
for police review boards is to do what any group will do, that is, to
slap its own members on the wrist and let them go, so unless we
can find some way of using the law as a way of doing something
about the lawlessness, and it is not a whole lot of the policemen
involved in many cases.

In Atlanta, we identified 10 policemen who were involved in the
greatest number of police abuse incidents, but they were protected
by the rest of the department, so I think the lawsuit makes sense,
and I disagree with, the Federal Government on the LEAA cuts.

We have been very much opposed to the old LEAA, which was
all hardware, but now that community-based groups are using
criminal justice, the crime prevention programs, now we decide to
cut that the very first time it is being used in an effective way. Not
much attention has been paid to it.

LEAA PROGRAMS

Mr. GRAY. I want to concur w'th your comment on LEAA. I
fought very hard to maintain the funding for the fiscal year 1981.
It does seem now that the funds are going into community-based
organizations and crime prevention programs rather than hard-
ware for SWAT teams, that there has been a different attitude
adopted both by the administration as well as by the House of
Representatives.

I know In the city of Philadelphia, with the gang warfare prob-
lem that existed there 4, 5 years ago, LEAA funds going to commu-
nity-based organizations has been very effective in cutting down
gang warfare and deaths resulting from gang warfare. We are
beginning to see in 1980 a reoccurrence of gang warfare, and I
wonder if you would comment on the police abuse matter and gang
warfare as perhaps really symbolic of deeper problems underlying
the urban scene, and I think that that was the direction of your
testimony, if I am correct.

Mr. HOLMAN. I think that whereas we don't make the simple
one, two relationship, 1 to 1 relationship and say if you have jobs
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then you'won't have crime. It is yeti, strange to note that every
time joblessness goes up, the crime rates-go up. In addition to that,
the society has a .split personality in terms of how it deals with
crimes, and the young people understiand that very well.

Economically, they understand in many cases that the way you
get around laws having to do with local gun control, for example, is
that guns are smuggled in or shipped in from those States that
don't have those kinds of laws and now the smart folks are giving
-those guns to teenagers and having them perform certain kinds of
criminal acts, because they can be handled under the juvenile,
justice system rather than the other system:

As to the police, I don't want to link the police and the Klan, but
I wanted to say something aboUt two different phenomena that you
can see. I,, don t believe that the Klan and other kinds of organiza-
tions will Sprout up again unless a climate exists for their doing
that, and all history shows that when certain kinds of signals are
given from the top for example, the urban crisis is over, or when
somebody said, you know, I don't argue that Mr. Moynihan didn't
mean what people thought he meant when he said what he did
about this whole question of benign neglect, just as when a
member of our Coalition . group, of all things, said, one day in a
hearing not so many months ago that if it means 'taking care of
pro,erty and carrying out your business1 can understand a little
police brutality. .

When a businessman says something like that, even if he says it
half-way in jest, it gives a certain kind of signal to the police.
When people see the, wrist-sl.apping that takes place when blacks
and Hispanics are treated in certain ways, the Klan types says
well, you know, maybe now it is sort of op,en season, and that kind
of thing is beginning to happen in this country.

How else do signals get given? If youjisten to speeches that have
been made by the political candidates, ris it not interesting how
raceless these speeches have become? Go'back and read the speech-
es that were being given two national elections ago, and notice that
nobody says anything about; blacks, and nobody says anything
about our poor Puerto Rican youngsters and all of that.

That is because the conception is that we are talking to a voting
electorate which does not like to heat that, an electorate which
thinks that blacks have been given too much, that they are doing
as well as they might.

I think all of these things insidiously begin to work and create
permissive atmospheres. Permissiveness has always been used to
talk about us. We have been too permissive, that is why the natives
ark as restless as they are.

One of the interesting things happening now is that- we are
getting very permissive ,in terms of what those people that deal
with the poor do, and I think that underlies a great deal of what
we are saying in terms of the relation between young people espe-
cially and the police.

o DISPLACEMENTS IN CITIES '

Mr. GRAY. Another point you mentioned was the issue of dig-
placement, which I have special concern about. As I traveled

. around urban America, I have seen very strong cases of displace-
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ment. In my own city of Philadelphia, we call it recycling, basically
taking the inner-city areas, allowing them to deteriorate, so they
can become the new areas for middle-income housing.

As you look at our urban policy, particularly from the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development, do you see any evidence
of an attempt by HUD to deal with the question of displacement,
gentrification, or as some know it, recycling?

Mr. HOLMAN. The Department of HUD has now a certain
number of studies; we just completed for HUD a displacement
workbook which indicates ways in which you can mitigate the
negative effects of displacement.

There is, I understand, though, in HUD, a kind of war that goes
on inside that agency that goes back to the previous Secretary's '
time and is still true in Moon's time, that Americans have .a great
love for hardware and so they say hardware programs are good, -
software programs are bad.

So that when we were trying to suggest that HUD should spend
much more time in displacement counselingfor example, let me
give a couple concrete examples. In Detroit, our coalition was work-
ing with General Motors, which decided it was going to try to
rehab some housing in that area; we said to them, if you rehab
those houses and if you rebuild and you do it in such a way as to
shove out all of the people that are there now, you are going to
have a very bad situation' to deal with. So we went in thei;e to talk
about some things that could be done. -

One of the examples we used comes. from Washington, D.C. It has
not been widely copied and is well known. It requires Federal
action as well as local action.

HOUSING

The problem with the whole gentrification notion was seen when
gentrification began in the Adams-Morgan area. The white, middle-
class affluent came in at the tops of the street and as 'such began
moving on down. Unfortunately, When the middle class conies in it
does not come in with the notion "Let's all live here together." It
comes in with the notion "Let's have the suburbs in town." In
other words, what it wants to do is move these other folks out
because of all the reasons they Can easily produce.

The Adams-Morgan organization looked for a way of fighting this
and got its chance when one of the savings and loans organizations
wanted to open a branch there. They were doing so much business
it was much more convenient to have a branch right there. They
fought Rutting the branch there and the tradeoff which, Occurred
was a tradeoff partially made possible-by the practice of pro bono
lawyers that worked with them, and they got an agreement where-
by first dibs on some of those rehab houses and apartments would
go to the long-time residents.

This was fought, fought by the Federal Government, as a matter
of fact, and when Mr. McKinney came in to head the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, we stalked to him about that, and when
the process had come, because people could see if-we, start doing
this in city after city the developers and the speculators say we are,
going to start losing money, or we could not make as much as we
otherwise would, McKinney's vote and anothei vote made it possi-
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ble to sustain the validity of that kind of arrangement. So that and
the 'circuitbreaker laws helped make that possible.

But in most cities people do not know what optiuns are theirs.
For example, in southwest Washington, where I live, there is a
section which is low-income housing or was low-income housing,
and they do not know that the District has a law which says you
cannot just move these people out,,that if you are trying to displace
them you.have to at least pay' them the 30 days, and up to 90 days.
But what happened? Somebody just came along with a little slip of
paper and said, "I am sorry, we need this property now and you
are going to have to move out." This was done very quietly, and
the pedple moved. They knew nothing at all about the fact that
there was a law on the books here that would protect them. So we
are trying to get that passed along.

We are going to get againthe people ask me what is going to
cause flareups other than a police episode such as has sparked
many, riots. I think the tensions that we see over housing and over
the displacement of people in housing. And why do I say that?.I
say it becausd we hale _seen already that in your own city there
were some Puerto Rican people who were being displaced, and
shortly thereafter one of the new families moving in found its place
was fire bombed. We do not know exactly why, but somebody
thought they knew why, because right after that, somebody fire
bombed the.office of this Puerto Rican organization.

I think that those kinds of things are going to increase unless the
Federal GoVernment moves into displacement, sees it as a phenom-
enon which is not naturalsome say this is the natural economics
working. It is not that.

We have some recommendations which we made to HUD, and I
think that we need to, see that displacement can become as sore an
issue, as difficult a problem as urban renewal was earlier.

Mr. GRAY. In terms of the specifics of displacement, and I gather
from your response you feel that HUD does not really have a

,policy to deal with displacement, would your organization recom-
mend a changing of the formula for new construction of section 8,
which is 50-50 nonimpacted versus impacted?

It seems to me that such a formula continues to support displace-
ment, because it will not provide even those meager resources to
rebuild in the inner-city areas.

Mr. HOLMAN. I spent more time than I like to think of on the
phone with a gentleman from the Post yesterday who kept telling
me that what I was saying differed from what he heard from
everybody else he talked to. I thought that was unfortunate, but he
was talking about ti4Very same thing.

The truth of the matter is that we haveand we will file this
with you as wellour task force has taken a position on this and
we have. indicated that we support fair housing. We certainly
worked very hard for the fair-housing legislation, but look at the
situation we have now created. We have created a situation in
which because we have this, What do they call it, in some cases it
operates 90 to 10. I do not know why it is 50-50. Some people do
not understand it then, because neighborhoodS argue with us and
say it is 90 to 10.. But you get a situation like this.
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What are we trying to give poor people, supposedly? Options. We
are trying to give them choices as other peOPle have them. It does
not give me an option if I am .a poor person and I am living in one
of these gentrified neighborhoods, other people are moving back in,
and the Federal Government will not give memoney to help me
buy in but will tell me if I want to go to the suburbs" I can.

it. seems to me that options should be actual options. Seldom-do-
poor people get freedom of. choice, so let us give them freedom of
choice: I think you will still get some moving to the sulArbs, but
the Federal Government ,I think should not be in a position of
saying middle-income people can come into this neighborhood
where they did not live before, but we will not support you because
you are in an impacted neighborhood. It is kind of crazy anyhow,
because the neighborhood is being deimpacted because middle-
income people are coming in. So that is the position we have taken.
It is not a popular position, I understand. Not only some of the
people at HUD but some of, the civil rights groups I think, misun-
derstand what is really-going on. But I suggest to them that they
go and talk to some of those poor blacks.

Mr. GRAY. I certainly want to concur with that position. I think
that one of the things that we have failed to understand, particu-
larly in urban America, and particularly in black America, is that
the battleground has changed from the 1960's to the 1980's. Where-
as in the 1960's we were trying to provide equal access opportunity
for blacks, the question now seems to me to be of blacks who live in
north Philadelphia, who can let us say reach upper-middle-income
status, can move to Chestnut Hill and buy homes, the real question
is what are we doing in terms of the low-income people, and I
certainly am thinking very strongly about, if necessary, legislation
that would regulate HUD's 50-50 formula even perhaps to 75-25,
particularly when you look at the decade of the 1980's and the
meager resources that will be coming from the Government.

And second, I concur with you on the, mobility program. A mobil-
ity program that does not have a strong antidisplacement or recy-
cling or gentrification program ends up not as freedom of choice,
because the only choice that those poor people will have is to move
out, and I certainly would like to see more done. in this. area.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you. I am sorry for extending the
time.

The CHAIRMAN. The time,of the gentleman has expired.
I would like to inquire of my friend as to the availability of, his

time. There is a vote on the fihal passage of a piece of legislation
that we should express ourself :on, and I certainly realize that your
schedule is extraordinarily buSy, so I would suggest either that we
suspend for 10 minutes and con-ie back, but if your time is precious
I would submit the questions to you in writing.

Mr. HOLMAN. It is up to the chairman, whatever you say.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to suspend for 10 minutes and come

back and ask you the questions.
Mr. HOLMAN. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[Recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will continue its business.
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THE BUDGET AND URBAN PROBLEMS

Mr. .Holman, .1 would like to begin with the question that is
. raised with virtually all of the witnesses, and that is, given the

present budget priorities as reflected in both the President's'budget
as well as the budget adopted by the/ U.S. Congress, can we effec-
tively deal with the problems confronting the urban centers of this
country?

Mr. HOLMAN. I think the shortest answer to that is no, if you are
talking about dealing effectively with them. I think the notion, for
example, 'that you can do anything aboutwe keep talking about
countercyclical problems, the notion being that every now and then
things are going to be bad for cities and therefore we will put a
triggering mechanism to deal with that.

'Co'untercyclical has no money in the budget; it has been stalled
in conference since February. It is very clear to me that the cities
that we are talking about, if they cannot get countercyclical fund-
ing, they begin to take 'money they should be putting into capital
expenditures and try to hold as much of their work force as they

- can with that. They cut services because they do not have the
funding to provide for it.

So I do not believe it can be done that way.'"The EDA legislation
has been tied up forever. It is very important that that legislation

( get passed because unless we giveand I would agree with Mr.
Royiton. We have been talking about a national development bank,

Jand Royiton talks about wha was the genesis of the rebirth eco-
nomically of our country in terms of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation which made it possible in the depths of the depression
for us to begin developing businesses, with some of them very big
businesses now, which provide jobs for people.

Fifty percent or more of the new jobs are provided by small
companies. If we cannot get money, if we cannot get access to
capital, debt and equity capital, for our poor people and our people
who are striving to start these new businessesand that calls for
money: The Government has to put funding in to make that possi-
ble, and they did 'not do it.

The CHAIRMAN. In the course of your remarks you alluded to the
cost that is being incurred by American people in our efforts to
balance the budget. I think a number of people 'in this country are
not aware of that and I would appreciate it very much if you would
amplify upon that comment.

IMPACT OF BUDGET CUTTING

Mr. HOLMAN. The thing' that is very difficult to understand is
why people feel that if you cut the budget and create more unem-
ployment you are saving money for the Government and you are
helping the economy oi~ the country. Nobody, even the conserva-
tives do not argue that when the unemployment rate goes up 1
percent you are adding $20 billion in a combination of lost rev-
enues that we do not get any more from taxes. I would rather have
those people working eyen on public service jobs, because those jobs
at least allow them to pay taxes and those taxes create revenues,
and those revenues make it possible for people to have schools and
housing and other things they need.
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In addition to that we have to pay unemployment compensation.
Why is it better to pay people unemployment compensation than
leave the money in there that will make it possible for them to
have the jobs? Or they go on welfare and we pay for that as well.

The whole notion really is so bankrupt as a notion it is very
difficult. Nobody argues really against those figures. Nobody really
says that it is not true that .the more unemployment you have
and the unemployment does come when you cut that budget in the
places they cut it. Nobody argues that. Just as nobody argues that
it does not cost the Government more to produce some of those
defense jobs than it does.a CETA job. But they never want to put
those figures together and compare them one against the other.

And that is why I think we need to put together city by city,
metropolitan area by metropolitan area, nationally, *a budget coali-
tion which is not just a one-time thing, but an urban coalition, and
I say urban-rural coalition, because I know in EDA for example
most of the people on that committee are people who originally are
from rural constituencies, so I never thought they were going to
pass an urban bank if you did not have in addition to that some-
thing which will take care of the other areas.

No, I think that proof of the wrongness of what these people are
saying is what the Congress itself has done. They do not brag about
this very much,' but it is interesting to me that this Congress was
off on this budget-cutting binge, and that the White House and the
Congress had agreed on the cuts and rescissions in the 1980 budget,
that is money between now and October. As a matter of fact, some
people had been thr "atened in terms of "You better not spend that
money that you have not already spent."

Now, the announcements by the President that they are going to
give some money to Miami and money will go into a number of
other critical cities is possible only because the Congress in the
midst of its cuttini; the budget did not get around to getting those
freezes and rescis ions in. Otherwise There would have been no
money even to do hat.

So I think it is a bankrupt.kind of policy and it is showing that it
is not working, because suddenly what' was to be a mild recession
has now become the deepest recession since the 1974-75, and we
have some of those figures which are worse than they have been at
any time since the depression.

The CHAIRMAN. That leads`to the obvious question then, if we
are presently. pursuing economic policies from the administration
and from the Congress that result in a deep recession, high unem-
ploy'ment, and high unemployment resulting in billions of dollars
not going to the coffers from tax revenues, and a number of studie
have been done, most recently by the Congressional Budget Office,
even if you cut between $20 and $25 billion from the budget you
only reduce the inflation rate by, two-tenths of 1 percent. The
question then is why are the powers that be pursding this particu-
lar course'?

Given the statement you have made, and a number of the other
witnesses have made, underscoring some very frightening predic-
tions with respect to where this country is going in the decade of
the 1980's if we continue to pursue this present course, the obvious
question is why, and I would like to get your answer to that.
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Mr. HOLMAN. I see two reasons. One is that there is a great deal
of public ignorance on these issues which has been played on by
people who can afford those big, glossy full-page misleading ads
that we see, supposedly discussing public issues but really in many
cases kind of misleading people.

As you and I know about half the myths about welfare people
are totally wrong, but that is what people believe. The interesting
-thing is that even in Mr. Reagan's camp I understand that there
are people, some of the economists, that are arguing that the other
economists that he is listening to are wrong, because they know
very well that you cannot, by simply saying you are going to
balance the Federal budgetfirst of all, the Federal budget, big
though it may look to people, in terms of a $3 trillion economy,
cutting a few billion dollars in terms of that budget is not going to
affect that economy in positive ways and the way they suggest.

Also they make the analogy everybody likes to listen to, which is
that it is like the family budget. The family budget and the Federal
budget are not one and the same thing.

And the impact of energyand th energy policy is being dealt
with in a very misleading fashion, sal that blacks, for example, to
whom I talk, in many cases do not seem .to understand that we
have a whole lot at stake here because if the decision in this
countryand it is a part of this same economic packaging they are
going onif the decision is that we will take the route of an energy
policy that will drive us further toward high-technology, capital-
intensive energy development rather than renewable resources,
and using labor-intensive ways, including conservation, that is
going to have job impact effects of a magnitude that nobody can
imagine.

But the tendency is, the middle class feels threatened right now.
,Politicians and the middle class are always somehow thought to
have like interests, and the interest of these economists would tell
us these kind of things are one and the same and they really are
not. Even middle-class blacks, most of whom are' in .the public
sector; we have more of our middle class in the public sector than
the private, and yet I was out in your State 2 days after proposition
13, and a couple young blacks were telling me they voted for
proposition 13 because they are tired of what is happening in terms
of their taxes, and as soon as summer school was over they were
going on a trip. There was no sumtner school because that was one
of the first things that was cut.

I think we have to demythicize,iand. that is a very tough job of
public education, the demythicizing that has to go on, and it it only
when we see, for example, what is the only answer now to the fact
that we have a recession, wbi gb. will be some kind of an across-the-
board tax cut. My problemlkith that is that anything which is
done across the board by definition alters according to the status
quo. So it means then that since the status quo is negative where
cities are concerned, negative where the poor are concerned, the

,best they can get is some part of that status quo.
There is the notion that all we have to do is stimulate business a

little bit, and then all of these poor people will have jobs and will
not need welfare. That is nonsense, but people believe that.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me extend that latter part of your com-
ments. If we are talking about on the one hand a tax cut, which
,neans limitation on revenues that we take in for the purposes of
Government; a balanced budget, which would limit the expenditure
of Government; and an extraordinary rapidly increasing military
budgetthe figures that I am using begin with fiscal year 1981 of
budget authority exceeding $164 billion per year, which Means by
1985 budget authority will exceed $240 billion, somewhere around a
quarter of a trillion dollars, well in excess of $1 trillion in the next
5 years.

So if on the one hand you have tax cuts which limit revenues,_
you have a balanced budget which limits expenditures, and you
have a rapidly increasing military budget and you put all of those
things together, what do you see happening over the next several
years given those realities?

Mr. HOLMAN. What I think is going to happen is that we either
are going to have a situation in which people are. going to finally
wake up, as in California they woke up on this last proposition, to
the fact that you are getting essential services cut, you are follow-
ing a pied piper leading you down the wrong ,path, or else we are
going to get that frightening kind of picture which some young
black intellectuals were going over with me the other night, which
is a situation in which they see more and more the poor and
elderly being shunted aside, in which they see this country redefin-
ing what its credo is, so that democracy and freedom and opportu-
nity is not for everybody, but just for some people, that you will
have flareups like Miami, but they see us coming into a situation
in which we continue to build more and more prisons, and we are
doing that already, in which we will force peopleI saw a colum-
nist I respect, a black columnist wrote a story the other day and
said something about the more generous the welfare allowances,
the more likely people are not going to try to get these jobs.

I do not think he can have looked at what people will .get on
welfare. And when a black writer says something like that he plays
into this other pernicious myth that you have a lot of folks who do
not want to work anyhow, and we are just keeping them, as it
were, in the laps of luxury.. ..

I see us either having to move toward a very restrictive, repres-
sive kind of country because people will not be happy with the
situation in which we are pushing those people who are downyou
have to keep the lid on the people you are pushing down to the
very bottom.

I see us losing the productivity race because the very people we
should be using as our potential, we have no answer for them
except the lower leir'els of the military or jail, or welffikre, and I see
a situation in which if you read that long piece on Ruksia in Time
magazine, it is very interesting how one of the things it points out
about Russia is that Russia has an enormous military machine and
it continues to build that machine, but that as it builds that
machine its own- people domestically have less and less and less.

Now, it seems to me that there is a lesson in there for us
somewhere, and I have tried to figure how--and we are not antide-
fense, but I thought the defense problem was a different one. I
thought they were saying one of the problems we had was that
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when you talk about the helicopters and all of that, that We are
losing our skilled people, we are losing the middle-level people who
train others, we are losing technicians, we have military people on
food stamps, but the big budget that was passed did not even
address that. It was basically a contractors' budget, and it therefore
addressed hardware, some of it so exotic that it is out of whack in 2
years.

So I think it is up to us. We have two scenarios. One will be a
very dismal one in which there is going to be very tough social
disintegration in this country, and my authority for that is no less
a person than Mr. Burns, formerly of the Federal Reserve, who
says if we keep adding to unemployment, adding to the number of
people who cannot get into the structure, the social fabric is going
to unravel in so many terrible ways, or we will move toward a
repressive state in which some people are doing very, very well and
the others have to be kept in hand because they are not.

And I think that maybe we are 4 years away from learning that
lesson, but it is a lesson that is going to have to be learned. You
cannot starve cities and starve the poor and block positive ways in
which young minorities can go without paying a very terrible price
for that. And ultimately I think that we either are going to recog-
nize that and deal with it in time or we will reap the whirlwind
that comes out of that.

CITY ANTAGONISMS

The CHAIRMAN. A number of policy decisions that we have made
in this country recently have called for a number of tradeoffs
which have exacerbated or created antagonisms between the old
and the young, a tradeoff one against the other, and one of the
witnesses yesterday alluded to this, and 1 then asked, do you see
the same antagonisms developing at the level of class, and his
response was, yes, that I see us moving in that direction.

Do you agree with that notion that in the context of your prog-
nostication that you see the struggles in the cities if we continue to
pursue this course, coming down along the lines of class?

Mr. HoLmAN. Well, you see I think I would agree, and I try not
to get into this argument that people love to have, is it race or is it
class? I would love to see my granddaughter live in the kind of
world that Martin was dreaming about in which race would not
mean anything. I do* not see that time actually occurring, so it is
futile, it seems to me, to try to prove that racism is real and that it
is still a problem. At the same time we have always known class is
the important thing. It is difficult to deal with that very often in
the Washington, D.C., context because race and class become one
and the same thing. In other words, if you have a school system
and you are trying to deal with race problems, and 97 percent of it
is black, you then begin to work toward seeing very clearly class
differences, and what is really happening here, I see at the present
the most militant class in the country is the middle class. It is
angry, angrier than anyone else seems to be at just this moment. It
has more weaponry with which to deal.

It is class that the politicians relate to because it is the voting
class, it is the decisionmaking class, and I shudder every time I see
a program voted on in Congress which says low and middle income
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or low or middle income, whatever, because whenever politicians
get a program coming into their citiesand we are working now in
several cities, about 38 cities, on a cpmmunity-block grant program,
showing them how they can use various ones of these various
programs, to do that unde'r the new rules the mayors have to sign
off on which community we can work in, so. in several cases we
have found that the community we thought We should-be working
in, the mayor disagreed on, and in many cases he disagreed basical-
ly in terms of class, because you really had the people you have to
worry about.

Anybody who has done a study of response to police calls, as we
used to do in the Civil Rights Commission, knows that your chance
of getting a fast response if you are in a middle-class neighborhood
is three, four, or five times as great than if you are in a low-
income, area. People know this as well. They know what kind of
hospitals they get, as against , 'others, they know what kind of
clinics they get. They know it is not the recreation centers of the
affluent people that get cut.

And it is creating some very, very difficult class tensions. Par-
ticularly . I note the way it is 'being played on by certain social
critics and certain people in the media where blacks are concerned,
that is there is a great deal suddenly that we read about the
inadequacy, the ineffectiveness of black political leadership, of
black private-sector leadership. "Don't you really think, Mr.
Holman, that this represents a failure of the black leadership
class?" and of course this intensifies the unhappiness.

I was looking at a show, one show here in town because I like to
hear this guy, and he has a lot of wisdom, not just folk wisdom,
just wisdom, and in the course of his talking about being unhappy
about these quellers, he said, "I am tired of these black leaders,
whenever something blows up they go into quelling," you see. As
he was saying this, he suddenly said, "and I got, a letter about
helping on the District budget, and I got this letter from' all these
big shots," and he named three or four white businessmen, then he
said, "and Carl Holman," and he says, "All those cats got lots of
money." It came as a great surprise to my family when he said
that. .

But there is an insidious way in'which this is not talked about in
the white community, that class business, but it is talked about a
great deal/as:a divisive kind of thing in the black community. I
think we are pitting class against class.

What happened in Gray's town was an example of that. Work-
ing-class people are being pitted against poor people, especially if
they are poor minorities. He had a neighborhood in 'which they
said we are going to build new housing, but in order to do this-we
are going to move the low-income people out, and other folks say
that is not so bad, now we have a neighborhood in which we did
not have to deal _with the blacks, Puerto Ricans,' and low-income
people.

So then you have a lawsuit, you have. the judge ruling, because
on the basis of class they were saying we'want to keep this kind of
neighborhood. That is why you can get zoning for certain kinds of
residences and not for others. That is why in any area where they
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are going to take any poor people, I can tell you the ones they will
take, they will take the elderly.

I think the class thing is very real, and I think it is not uncon-
scious that our policies actually move in that direction, and who is
my authority for that? My authority for that is a gentleman in the
Senate from the State of Texas who was sitting with us during the
time that Mr. Agnew was chairing meetings on urban policy, urban
growth, and he says we do not need urban growth, cities are too-big
already. But Mr. Tower said, "For 30 years I have sat here on the
Hill passing laws that were supposed to help the poor"I think he
said Negro"and white people, and for 30 years I have seen the
benefits move up to other folks."

We have not improved on that a great deal since that time.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Holman, I would like to thank you and your

colleague for appearing before this committee. You have made an
enormous contribution to these proceedings. If any additional ques-
tions occur to us we would like to feel free to submit them to you
in writing.

Mr. HOLMAN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in 'recess for 10 minutes. There is a

vote on the floor.
[Recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will resume its business.

. Our next witness is Dr. George Napper, who holds a Ph. D. in
criminology from the University of California, a former college
professor and has been for the last 2 years police chief of the city of
Atlanta, Ga.

He is one of the few police chiefs in the Nation who has an
advanced degree in 'criminology, and a personal friend, someone I
have known for a very long time and for a number of reasons, I am
very thankful, appreciative of your appearance before this commit-
tee, and would like to welcome you on behalf of myself and mem-
bers of the committee and members of the staff.

STATEMENT (W GEORGE NAPPER, POLICE CHIEF, ATLANTA
GA.

Mr. NAPPER. I am very honored to have been extended an invita-
tion by you and the committee to be here today to comment on the
issue at hand.

I have before you a general statement that I would like to read
and then after reading it I will engage in discussion.

As chief of police for the city of Atlanta,\the third largest con-
vention center in the United States, a city of nearly 500,000 citi-
zens, a city which represents the economic, commercial, banking,
communications'andtransportation center of the Southeast, I am
concerned about the quality of life in major urban centers.
Today, 12 years after Watts, Newark and Detroit gave birth to

the Kerner Commission report that warned us to clean up our act,
our country still faces many of the same problems mentioned in
that report. Those probiems were basically those describing the
miserable conditions of the ghettopoor housing, unemployment
and limited opportunities for the unskilled.
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URBAN PROBLEMS

America continues to have these problems and their existence
still has the potential oksending more of our cities up in flames.
Unemployment still is intolerable, particularly among black
Americans, America still has poor housing, but, worst of all, Amer-
ica still has a spreading indifference to the plight of the poor and
dispossessed in our Nation. This apathy toward many of the same
conditions that caused public unrest in the sixties can cause a
rerun in the eighties.

The recent riots in Miami, Fla. have sounded yet another warn-,
ing to America. We did not heed the fire last time.

Many of the rural black Americans who lost their livelihoods to
farm mechanization and moved to the big cities in the North have
now retuefined. They did not find the jobs in cities because many of
them did have the 'education and skills necessary to get these
jobs. Instead they found slums, welfare and in many cases a hostile
police force. These circumstances and others have in the past 10
years caused a wave of black migration back to'the South. Atlanta
alone has witnessed a significant number of blacks returning to
their birthplaces and birthplaces of their ancestors.

ATLANTA'S PROBLEMS

What they find in the South .is a repetition of many of the same
conditions they left in the Northunemployment, poor housing,
limited opportunities for the unskilled. And while Atlanta enjoys a
reputation as a great international city, it is not without many of
the problems that plague other urban centers. What I believe
distinguishes our city from many others is a quality of response
from city officials that generates an atmosphere of hope, a feeling
of being cared for and concerned' about.

Our city government consistently has demonstrated a concern
and a willingness to help those in our community who are less able
to help themselves. We are concerned about solutions to the sur-
vival problems facing our poor and our black citizens. We are
concerned about human needs, for we well know that to turn a
deaf ear to the cries of the masses is to invite civil unrest.

We know that to address human needs is not only the humane
thing to do; it is the smart thing to do. If people have difficulty
surviving in our affluent society, they will not feel a commitment
to its laws or have a vested interest in society's well-being.

In some-cases their frustrations, their anger and their needs may
lead some of them to steal or to rob their neighbors and others. In
other cases, that frustration turns inward and close friends and
loved ones become the targets of sudden anger and sudden vio-
lence. We can see this clearly in the fact that over half the homi-
cides committed in Atlanta in 1979 involved people who knew each
otherhusbands and wives, relatives, close friends, or, at least,
acquaintances. This is a pattern that is demonstrated throughout
the country. Therefore it is not unique to Atlanta.

CRIME CONTROL

As we speculate about the social conditions and their relation-
ship to crime, let me be very clear on one pointwe can offer no
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excuses for anyone committing any crime. Understanding why does
not excuse the, criminal act. There is no excuse for breaking the
law.

Black people, poOr people, teenagersthey have a right to be
angry about unemployment, aboul poor housing, about limited op-
portunities. They do not, however, have the right to rob, steal, to
assault or to attack members of their community, be they unern-
ployed or overemployed. They do not have the right to make fellow
citizens live in fear as they move through the streets to their jobs
and to their homes.

In Atlanta our police bureau strives to keep the city safe for all
its citizens, black and white, rich and poor, northside and south-
side, uptown and downtown, in neighborhoods and all over, home-
owners and renters alike.

Our police bureau is more than just a part of the criminal justice
system. Its responsibilities are not just confined to responding to
violators of the law. We see ourselves alska pArt of city govern-
ment.

In this role we have an obligation to provide services to our
citizens that are not related to law enforcement issues, but do have
implications for the city's quality of life. '

All of us are touched by crime. All of us suffer from the effects of
crime and the social conditions that cause crime in our city and

r cities across the Nation. All of us have to work together to allevi-
ate these negative social conditions thatshackle our cities.

As chief of police, I am concerned about the social, psychological,
and economic impact of crime on the people of Atlanta. I am
concerned about the prospect of the more difficult battle against
crime that lies ahead when one adds to rising national inflation
and unemployment an increasingly heavy traffic in' illegal drugs of
all kinds; a traffic which is concentrated most heavily in our dense-
ly populated urban areas throughout this country, including Atlan-
a, and when one observes the Federal Government's reluctance to
ban the importation, manufacture, sale, and possession of hand-
guns, when accidental deaths and injuries are so prevalent, and
when such a high number of homicides in this country are commit-
ted by handguns.

The lack. of progress in these areas is disturbing. But, being
disturbed alone is not enough. And while it is not my purpose to
lay the blame for complex social and economic factors entirely at
anyone's door, it is a' fact that Federal cutbacks in national employ-
ment programs; tuts of Federal money for local law enforcement
programs, have served to add fuel to the flames of a national crime
wave:

Atlanta alone is losing more than 1,100 CETA jobs in fiscal 1980.
That is bad news for the individual who will be out of work and
bad news for a city fighting crime. It is time for the Government to
understand that there is more than a casual relationship between
unemployment and crime.

In-the city of Atlanta, we realize that police agencies are limited
in their ability to control crime. If negative environmental condi-
tions aid in shaping the criminal, the ability of police agencies to
control crime is directly related to their ability to control those
social factors that produce crime, and, therefore, our limitations.
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Police agencies lave very little, if anything, to do with solVing
the Nation's economic, housing, education, and unemployment
problems. This, however, doe not mean that crime cannot be
better controlled, more manageable and reduced to more tolerable
levels. Indeed, doing so is one or the great challenges to this coun-
try, and especially our urban centers.

The city of Atlanta has taken a philosophical and programmatic
posture that states that police cannot solve the problems of crime
by themselves. We are involved in activities that educate citizens
regarding the importance of their role in fighting crime.

Traditional approaches to crime control have been characterized
by limited involvement from the public. Basically there has been
an overreliance by the public on the criminal justice system in
general and the police in particular for protection and for taking
care of crime problems.

I believe that the role of the police is to supplement the citizens'
basic responsibility for crime control; not to replace this responsi-
.bility. This is an important challenge tliat is being vigorously ur-
sued in Atlanta.

Citizens have a personal and immediate stake in the control of
crime. It is from their neighborhoods that the offender is spawned,
often known to them as their friend, neighbor or child. They know,
intimately what conditions in their neighborhoods perpetuate
crime, and to some extent how best to'- respond to them. It is they
who most ofteh must shoulder the full brunt of crimefrom per-
sonal property losses to insult, injury, and even death to them-
selves, their families and friends.

That they feel apathy, a sense of powerlessness, and engage in
efforts to isolate and protect themselves by hiding behind fortress-
like homes and offices is to some extent a measure to which they
have been excluded from active participation in crime control ef-
forts. n

As I have indicated before, Atlanta is not without its problems.
We feel that the distinguishing factor is the quality of leadership
that it provides. We feel this is true especially in the bureau of
police services. We believe that the role of a police officer in a
democratic society is that of a servant of the people who -respects
and is sensitive to the rights of every citizen in our city.

I believe that this concept is far more important than the legalis-
tic'wording of various rules, regulations, and policies.

Rules and policies are, of course, essential, but they are not
sufficient. The problems in, American cities where police, officers
have often become involved in presumably unimportant incidents
traffic stops, drunk-driving arrests, such as what occurred in
Wattsare covered substantially by rules and by procedures, but
until the police officers share a philosophy that human life is
sacred, that they are professionals, that their job requires profes-
sional standards, and until that police code of professionalism and
sensitivity is perceived by the larger community, especially poor
and black citizens, as characterizing law enforcement in their re-
spective cities, we will continue to experience dischord and strife.

Efforts to control crime and 'civil unrest cannot proceed effective-
ly without substantial community involvement and the sensitivity
of pblicymakers and law enforcement agencies.
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There are no simplistic solutions to the problems of crime or
urban unrest in American cities. Yet it seems to me that we know
enough about their relationship to such compelling conditions as
Unempleyment to make these conditions the targets of enlightened`
and meaningful social policy.
j I believe it is a sad commentary on America's commitments and
its memory that Wattses and Miami's apparently are needed to
/remind us of what is being done to treat, or not, is not being done
to treat the negative _conditions that characterize such a large

-I sector of the American community.
I -fzun not sure that as .a human intelligent society we can afford

this kindof amnesia.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nappei, I would like to thank you very -

much for your opening statement, and I do have a few' questions I
would like to.ask.

A couple of our previous witnesses today, Mr. Patrick Murphy,
he is the president of the police foundation, accompanied by one of,
his colleagues from the American University, indicated that during
..the disturbances of the sixties, many of thenztriggered by problems
in the police community relations, learned that there was a need to
train police officers to sensitize police officers to the minority com-
munity, black, Hispanic, etc., and that one of the great fears that
at this particular moment in history, confronted with the notion of
budget constraints that go all the way to the local level, where
police departments are also required to contribute .to that budget
constraint, that the first thingthat goes out the window` are the
programs that ,spoke to enhanding the quality of concern for
human life and professionalism of the polite department, namely,
training' programs, sensitivity programs. and that if we, continue
down in course of restricted budgets, that in throwing out these'
programs, that we will find ourselves back in the situation in the
eighties not unlike the, sixties, where many of our police depart-
ments around the country will no longer :reflect 'sensitivity and
understanding that is derived by these various support programs
and different amenities.

Do you agree with that and do you perceive this trend as bding
potentially very dangerous in the country?

Mr. NAPPER. First of all, I would agree with that evaluation of -

that assessment..
BUDGET CONSTRAINTS

It is not true with respect to what is going on in Atlanta; but, as
I have moved around this country and had the occasion to talk to
other chiefs of police and obServewhat is going on in their cities, it
does appear that that kind of mentality is characteristic of what is
going on in the city, so that as the police budget is impacted, then
the first programs to go are those that are very critical in terms of
enhancing police, community relations and in terms of trying to
minimize the kinds of hostilities that have historically character-
ized police, and especially the minority community. I like to think
the city of Atlanta is very enlightened with respect to the potential
problems that could ensue from cutting back, in these very key
areas.
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I think it is important for tha to be something that is shared
throughout the country because I_ think that the critical area, as I
suggested in my remarks, does not have to do with having rules
and regulations and maybe even great technologies and being effi-
cient with respect to international mechanisms how a police de-
partment operates, but the police have to deal with people, and the
extent to which they can carry out that responsibility and carry
out their mandate with an understanding of the fact that there are
other peoples with an understanding of the fact that there are
other cultures with some sensitivity about the kinds of problems
that characterize the various neighbors and various sectors of
towns and to the extent that the people themselves understand
that to be a commitment on the part of the police is going to help
the police to carry out their responsibilities.

I think if you to the extent that that is a trend, these kinds of
cutbacks in these particular areas, I think the lone picture has to
be seen as being very ominous in the context of other kinds of
problems being aggravated by cutbacks from the National Govern-
ment.

I think there is reason to beve at this point there-is going to be
,increasing Unemployment in Wirious sectors of the country. There
is going to be aggravated conditions of already, existing negative
problems, and to the extent that all of that happens, it will make it
much more difficult and more compelling because of that for the
police to have some basic understandings and to carry out- their
responsibilities in a professional way, understanding the impor-
tance of human life, and trying to diminish the possibility of an-
tagonistic confrontations when a police officer meets a citizen.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND CRIME

The CHAIRMAN: In the earlier part of your opening statement,
spoke'with clarity and eloquence with respeCt to the relation-

ship between the ,economic conditions of the country and rising
crime.

Some people have suggested that as the recession deepens, as our
economic problenis become more explosive, that crime will in-
crease.

As crime increases, tensions mount among the police officers
themselves because they begin to perceive their work site as a,
warground as crime begins to escalate, particularly in low income
communities, that they feel the ravages of the economics of the
country.

As police then begin to become -more uptight and greater ten-
sions as a result of having to deal with higher crime rates, that
this will tend to even further exacerbate the nature of the relation-
ship between the police on one hand; and the community on the
other, and that this together creates a potential for social dynamite
in our various cities.

Would you comment to that?
Mr. MAPPER. Again, Mr. Dellums, I would agree with that kind of

assessment. Too often people take a very narrow view with respect
to the role the police play with itespect to the crime situation. So I
try to suggest what we understand to be basic relationships or
basic social problemp that lead to crime conditions over which the
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police have little control. Even if you take a police department that
is viewed as being acceptable and even to some extent popular with
the citizens, to the extent that the unemployment picture contin-
ues and in the direction that it is goingthe people who are viewing
the police from a popular point of view, that situation cannot
sustain itself over a long period of time because I also believe that
it' people feel they cannot get a piece of the pie legitimately, they
are going to be involved in illegitimate kinds of activities to get
their piece of the pie, and as theyare compelled to move in that
direction because of what is going on in the economic Sphere,
increasingly .the police are going to be seen as their enemies be-
cause they are the ones who are trying to stop them from getting
their piece, of the pie.

To areal extent this whole thing becomes a very negative self -
fulfilling prophecy; that the police officers will anticipate this kind
of thing, the citizens who are being served by the police officer will
feel that this is going to happen, both are going to be prepared to
deal with the situation in a way that could indeed trigger some-
thing that nobody wants to see happen, so even under those condi-
tions, whatsometime8 is viewed as a routine stop could end up
being a Watts-like situation.

If you recall, the Watts situation was one where a person had
been stopped for a DWI, and in part because of the history of that
relationship between the LAPD and the citizens there, thereis no
such things as a routine stop. The likelihood of it happening in-
creases as the negative social conditions thatwe are talking about
existing in this country also are exacerbated' by policy decisions
that are made in Washington. ,

The CHAIRMAN. You just mentioned Watts and police practices,
the potential for explosion and escalation.

In that fegard I would like to ask, in your view are police
practicesthat is, in terms of their handling of both routine as
well is extraordinary situationsstill in your estimation a major
cause of friction and confrontations between themselves and the
minority community?

if so, why do you believe that? -

Mr. NAPPER. Most law enforcement people would be reluctant to
talk about or to define anything, as routine.

Usually we have seen a number of situations where homicides
have occurred because it was viewed as routine and in fact did not
end up being routine.

I would like to feel that there has been some progress in this
area over the last 10 or 15 years because of the fact that there has
been a focus on the importance of police community relations.

There has been an important focus on the need to recruit people
who are sensitive, who see policing as something other than adven-
turous and excitement but seeing it as an opportunity to be of
service to a community. I like to see that progress to the extent
that it exists as emanating from hopefully more enlightened train-
ing programs that exist for recruits oflce they come to the Acade-
my. and F think largely because of the thrust and the support that
wC have gotten from LEAA, and what I consider an enlightened
administration, putting money into areas that are imptirtant for
money to be put in in terms of here again enhancing not only

t
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police community relations, but also developing more innovative
ways and more professional and humane ways which police can
carry out their responsibility, but even in this area, if we assume
that there has been this progress, and maybe as greater or less,
depending on what city you are looking at, we like to feel in the
city of Atlanta; because of Mayor Jackson's posture, and his advo-
cacy for those. who are dispossessed, and for the kinds of things
that he stands for with respect to how police should carry out their
responsibilities, there has been an obvious turnaround of the kind
of thing that has historically gone on in the city of Atlanta Police
Department.

There has been substantial changes in that context.'
Again, as I have talked to both civilians and police officers in

other cities, specifically cities, there seems to be some progress that
is being made in those areas.

Again, however, 'I am concerned about what appears to be a
decision on the part of the Government to cut hack with LEAA
funds at a time when it is very desperate that we have a beacon to
continue to shine and give direction to those who want to be
progressive as police administrators and as police offifxrs, to make
available to them moneys to do various kinds of things that con-
tribute to the field, to make available to them information, experi-
ments and other kinds of things that have happened other cities
that otherwise we may not be aware of or have the opportunity to
be involved in.

The extent to which moneys have been poured into the communi-
ty anticrime program as part of LEAA is basic to the effectiveness
of 'the police; understanding that the police cannot do the job alone.
To the extent you can get people involved in helping the police, you
will have. a greater iinpact on dealing with the kind of problems
that confront any city. -

I am not at all certain why the kinds of decisions that are being
made are being made with respect to Cutting back in these very
critical and important areas.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to turn to another area.
. .

USE OF DEADLY FORCE

You spoke earlier about the worth and the value of human life.
Earlier today- we talked at some length on the issfte of the use of
deadly force and first I would like to get a sense of your police
bureau's policy with respect to the use of deadly force,,and, second,
whether or not you think that there ought to be, as one argument
was made, that the police chief has a great deal to do with shaping
the policy and the internationalizing of that policy on the part of
police in terms of the deadly force.

Another side of that says there ought to be a. uniform standard
or national policy with, respect to the use of deadly force.

I would like for you to comment to that later, whether you
believe we ought to have a national policy, national standard in
this area, or whether the notion of policy with respect to the use of
deadly force ought to continue to be at the local level and ought to
continue to stay in the, hands of local officials, police chiefs,
mayors, city councilmen, etc.?
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Mr. NAPPER. As a philosophy, I would be inclined to feel that
those kinds of decisions ought to be local decisions, since the people
who live in a given municipality are the ones who put up the
moneys to fund the police force and its activities; then those kinds
of decisions, by and large, should remain in the localities.

In teality the practices that exist throughout the country are
such that, it seems to me, that it is imperative that we establish
some uniform national standards with respect to the question of
the use of deadly force.

I have a certain bias with respect to what that policy ought to be,
and it should be one similar to what we do in the city of Atlanta,
where the use of deadly force is restricted to those circumstances
where a human life is endangered.

Other than that, there should not be a use of deadly force. What
.ve do find throughout the country are policies that give wide
discretion to police officers who in many cases have not gotten the
kind of training that we have already spoken to as being necessary,
or who do not understand the sacredness of human life and have
been using deadly force in a variety of circumstances that to me
are indeed quite criminal, and that has to be something that we
are all concerned about, and we look at the impact of those kinds
of circpmstances where deadly force has been used, even if it were
not discriminatory, it would be bad enough but there is obviously a
disproportionate impact, a disproportionate number of victims who
come from minority communities, and that just makes it all the
More compelling.

Even if that were not the case, there is a sacredness about
human life that has to be soemhow reflected in policies and stand-
ards that are put forth in anything dealing with the use of deadly
force.

NATIONAL POLICY RE USE OF DEADLY FORCE

The CHAIRMAN. Tell me this. Where do you see ,the national
standards in this area, from where would you see them emanating,
from the Congress, from national police chief organizations? Where
do you see the national policy emanating? Who should initiate Such
an effort? Should it be Members of Congress?

Mr. NAPPER. I haven't given a whole lot of thought to where it
should come from.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it a debate that is occurring among your
colleagues? Is it a debate that is occurring among police officers in
national organizations about the question of the standardization
policy?

Mr. NAPPER. As far as NOBLE, National Organization of Black
Law Enforcement Executives, which just completed yesterday its
annual meeting in Los Angeles, Calif., our position is that' there
should be a standard, a national standard and along the lines that
we just indicated.

I don't recall any discussion as to who should be the ones to
orchestrate that kind of thing. There has been some thought, at
least it seems reasonable that perhaps the Department of Justice
should have some role in that, and that there should be, maybe the
FBI or some other agency to monitor and see what goes on with
respect to cities in this area along with LEAA and others who are
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inclined to give, moneys and provide assistance ,to law enforcement
agencies.

There are i number of things that can be done to, try and
persuade those who are not in compliance, from a friendly position,
to get in line with what is humane and'in the best interests of the
profession and what is in the best interests of the citizens who are
being served by these police departments, but to be more specific
with respect to your question, I personally have not given a lot of
thought to where, who should be the ones to generate that. .'

My concern has been the fact that there needs to be that kind of
standard across the board throughout the. country.

The CHAIRMAN. I just have one additional question. It was a
question that we prepared in advance of your presentation and it
goes to the question of,the role of the Federal Government.

ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

In your estimation, how might the Federal Government, in terms
of policies, as .well as programs; render meaningful aid to the
efforts of big city police departments such as yours, to adopt and
initiate policies-and programs that advance "good" police work and
reduce the tensions between police and local communities?

Mr. NAPPER. I think to some extent, Mr.- Chairman, we have
responded to the concerns that are raised in that question.

I think, first of all, it is important to understand as we have
indicated that the police cannot impact on this problem by them-
selves.

Now, it is important to reiterate that becalise there are a
number of people who believe that it is up to the police to control
the crime situation, to contain the crime problem, to cool out the
situation in various cities, and it makes the job all the more easy
when we are convinced that there are enlightened policies that are
made with respect to understanding the relationship between un-
employment and poor housing and poor education and those kinds
of social ills and the problem of crime.

I believe that any police chief sitting in this seat would tell you if
they had all the answers, if they had the control that was neces-
sary to deal with crime in their giiien community, that they would
be inclined to resign from their position, to can it and sell it to
other police chiefs who have a similar problem. It is important to
understand that the police have very strong limitations with re-
spect to how they can impact on a criminal situation.

Ldw enforceinent is very reactive in its posture, does not do
anything until a crime has taken place. That is a posture that we
try to reverse in the city of Atlanta by being proactive, by doing
things of a crime preyention mode, to try to stop a crime before it
takes place rather than to try to get there in record time after it
has taken place, so there is something-about the -nature of what
law enforcement is all about in and of itself !that suggests limita-
tions on what it,can do to impact on the crime problem.

Those are issues that have to be dealt with by other institutions,
by policymakers such as yourself, to impact on those things that
we know are related to the problem of crime.

Now, with respect to what can be done to help the police to more
effectively and more efficiently carry out what they can do within
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its limitations, we have suggested already some movement in our
own direction with cutback's from LEAA.

I am convinced that the present leadership, for example, of
LEAA, Homer Broome, the .Administrator who is retired from law
enforcement, who-is a very capable person, has a sense of the kinds
of issues with respect to the kinds of problems that affect law
enforcement.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The kinds of programs that have been funded under his leader-
,. ship, the community, the crime program under Cornelius Cooper,
that is designed again to enhance the relationship between the
community and the police is money that is well spent because
especially with respect to the question of police and minorities,
there is a long history of antagonisms, mistrust, mutual mistrust
that have to be overcome if police are going to be effective, if cities
are going to be effective in dealing with crime problems.

To the extent that the police' are doing it by themselve.: increas-
ingly, they are going to be doing it more and more from a repres-
sive point of "view because we cannot get the cooperation and
involvement of citizens that we serve. This is a fantastic challenge
that we have to overcome.

Many minorities, especially black administrators, perhaps under-
stand this more than any others, but we are able to make appre-
hensions, and for the most part they come because somebody cared
enough and took enough time to say yes, I saw him; he was 6 feet 3
inches; he was wearing a red hat, driving a Chevrolet, or they were
concerned enough once they witnessed that situation-to come down
and to be a witness during the trial.

Now, to the extent that we cannot get that kind of involvement,
the police are going to be out there by themselves. There is, no
question about it in my mind, and they will be viewed increasingly
in much the same way as they have been viewed historically, as an
oppressive army out there to be the handmaiden;of the status quo.
I don't believe that is the role of the police, agency, and I don't
believe that police officers should be involved in that kind of role.

My concern is we continue to enhance the image of a police
Officer as being an advocate for the people that he serves, being
concerned not just about incidents where there is a violation or a
crime, or a criminal act, but also about issues of the quality of life,
so that he understands the concerns that exist in a given communi-
ty.

He understands, indeed, the politics, the actors, who are involved
in those communities and is working hand-in-glove with those-citi-
zens to bring about a better quality of life which in turn will have
some important impact on what the crime picture is all about.

It seems to me to take moneys away from or to diminish the role
of LEAA in terms of establishing standards across the board, giving
information to police agencies across the board, is making a-very
profound statement that the Government is not concerned ,about
playing that kind of role, about not enhancing that kind of rela-
tionship, about not developing that kind of enlightened progressive
humane police agency and police officer as a consequence of being
involved in that kind of agency and to the extent that that is the
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case, it seems to me we are going very quickly down a very dark
and ominous path.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions by counsel?
Mr. DAVIS. No. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Napper, I would like to thank you very much

for your contribution to these proceedings and it has been a privi-
lege to listen to you and to interact with you and it has been a
personal pleasure to see my friend again.

Who would have ever thought we would be sitting at this level
dealing with these kinds of issues a number of years ago, but it is a
special pleasure to see you and hear you, and I am deeply apprecia-
tive of your coming here and providing us an opportunity to make
a record in the hopes that somebody will understand that the
urban centers of this country are in trouble, and it would seem we
have some profound obligation to deal with those problems and to
the extent that we can get your message and the message of these
hearings out, we will endeavor to do so 'and I would like to thank
you very much for that.

Mr. NAPPER. Thank you, sir, it is my honor to be here, and it is
always great to see you.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our last witness today, the mayor of Miami just

called and notified the committee that he has a conflict in schedul-
ing and will not be able to appear.

Maybe at some point in the future we will have an opportunity
to meet with him again. Perhaps he will submit written testimony
for the record.

These hearings will stand in adjournment subject to call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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PROBLEMS IN URBAN CENTERS-WASHINGTON,
D.C., AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1980'

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant notice, at 9:55 a.m., in room

1310, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Ronald V. Dellums
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Dellums, Barnes. McKinney,
and Daniel.

Also present: Edward C. Sylvester, Jr., staff director; Elizabeth D.
Lunsford, general counsel; Donn G. Davis, Dietra L. Gerald, and
Robert B. Brauer, staff assistants; Harry M. Singleton, minority
chief counsel; and Hugh Van A. Starkey, minority research ana-
lyst.

STATEMENT OF THE CHAIRMAN
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee on the District of Columbia will

come to order. Today, the committee will resume hearings on the
conditions of the Nation's urban centers, 'including Washington,
D.C., and the Federal role in assisting these cities. The previous 3
days of hearings on this subject' have focused on a number of
specific problems and have comp#red the experience of other cities
with conditions in the Nation's Capital. The witnesses have includ-
ed some of the country's foremost experts on, and observers of,
urban centers. They have described the nature of the most urgent
problems, identified trends over the last 15 years affecting the
vitality of major urbane centers and suggested ways that Federal
aid to cities might best meet the needs of these cities.

As I have said before, I believe' that through these hearings and
this kind of inquiry we can'bring national attention to the nature
of these urban problems; we can perhaps find some new perspec-
tives of these old problems; we can explore new concepts of Federal
policy toward cities; and, most of all, we- can challenge national
leaders to renew the will to find solutions to these continuing
problems.

Outstanding ,witnesses such as Dr. Marvin Dunn, associate vice
president of Florida International University, warned the commit-

tee thal2Niamils_tragedy_is_America's_tragedy-'2W_hat_happened_
there could have happened any place in this country, given the fact
that in 1980 and perhaps to an even more serious degree, the
existence of the same problems in America that are outlined in the.
1968 Kerner Commission Report.
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Dr. Arthur Flemming, Chairman of the U.S.'Civil Rights Com-
mission, testified that during the past 20 years of dealing with
these problems, there are two typical responses by the general
public, the media, and government officials to the outbreak of
violence: First is the temporary, sporadic improvement. Second, in
a very short period of time complacency sets in and grievances will
continue to fester. Hopefully, the outcome of these hearings will
have a more lasting effect.

The Joint Economic Committee of the Congress published a
report in April 1980 entitled "Trends in the Fiscal Conditions of
Cities: 1978-1980." The report includes the results of a survey of
the fiscal condition of 302 cities. A major finding is that for all
cities current expenditures are rising faster than current revenues.

It is therefore evident that any serious attempt to solve these
problems both in Washington, D.C., and elsewhere must include a
national 'commitment to solutions that address the problems not as
the concern of competing jurisdictions, but as a national problem
requiring effective and efficient Federal policy to assist in the
growth and development of these urban centers.

In these fiscally conservative times, the most effective argument
for addressing these domestic needs and placing them high on the
list of budget prigorities is the fact that it is more cost efficient to
solve problems now than to pay the enormous social cost later.

We have found as a result of the previous hearings that this is a
very useful inquiry. The witnesses have provided fascinating in-_

sight into the conditions of urban America and have encouraged
the committee to go further with these hearings.

During the next 2 days of hearings the committee will receive
testimony from officials of the District of Columbia Government.
Opening today's hearings is the mayor of the District of-Columbia,
Mayor Marion Barry, accompanied by several members of his staff
and cabinet. I would like to welcome you, Mr. Mayor, here today,
and, as you know, our invitation to participate in these hearings
preceded your July 21 speech, which I congratulate you on, an-
nouncing the comprehensive financial plan for the District of Co-
lumbia. I expect that the committee and I will be working with the
city on this initiative in the weeks ahead. Without commenting on
the merits of any specific elements of- the plan announced on
Monday, I would like very much to compliment you on your bold
approach toward this critical problem and on your efforts to en-
courage all parties concerned, the residents' and employees of the
District of Columbia, the City Council, the Congress and the Feder-
al executive branch to face head on this severe financial problem.

Again, I would like to congratulate you on the 'bold steps you are
taking toward resolving these problems.

However, our purpose here today is to receive -from you testimo-
ny on your view of the overall urban crisis and what you perceive
as the appropriate Federal role in assisting cities, not only from
the point of view of Washington, D.C. and its unique relationship to
the Federal Government, but also in terms of its experience as a
major urban center with all the problems of other similar cities in
the Nation:
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We have your r epared 'remarks, Mr. Mayor. At this time, I
would appreciate ,c if you would introduce your colleagues for the
record, and you may proceed in any manner you find appropriate.

Mayor BARRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Before you proceed, Mr. Mayor; without objec-

tion, we would like to. include in the record at this point the
statement of my distinguished colleague and ranking minority
member, Mr. McKinney.

[The statement follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MCKINNEY

Mr. Chairman, last month, this committee sat through many hours of testimony
on the plight of the American city. Notable urban experts, from various back-
grounds and perspectives, came forth and painted what we must acknowledge to be
a bleak picture. Besides providing us with new perspectives on old problems which
are familiar to all of us today, these experts addressed the future and continually
reiterated a strong belief that things might well get worse before they get better
without a revived commitment to tackle the problems.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Today, we embark on another aspect of the same hearings by narrowing the scope
of our attention to singularly focus on our nation's capital. This time around, we do
not have to call in the academicians, federal officials and urban experts to learn
about the Problems confronting the District of Columbia. Rather, by keeping our
eyes -and ears open, by reading the front page of the local daily newspapers, and.by
calling forth the wealth of knowledge we have accumulated by sitting on this
committee over the years, we in Congress should already consider ourselves to be
experts on the problems of this city. Thus, I guess that I feel a shared frustration
with everyone in this room when I say that I am tired of being an expert on the
problemsI want to become an expert on solutions.

Today, we have befpre us the Mayor of the District of Columbia along with his
chief advisors and tomorrow we will hear from other city officials. I know that all of
these men and women are working overtime to try to find a way to bring this city
through a very trying time. We are all aware of the fact that this is not-an easy
task. There are political, social, economic and humanitarian forces pulling fro-m, all
directions on every major decision that will be made. we in the Congress, knowledg-
able of the fact that we still hold the budgetary strings, enjoy a certain luxury in
being insulated from the hard decisions. Those tough decisions will affect the life of
every citizen in the District and must be made by the officials who will come before
us during these hearings. I do not envy -them in this task.

Mr. Chairman, I. have a terrific amount of faith in the future of the District of
Columbia. Save fOr. this fiscal crunch, Which I hope-we can get a. handle on soon,
this city is very alive, Its downtown is not.dying, it is in.fact vibrant with construc-
tion, which is the envy of man, cities twice the size'of Washington. It is not isolated
from the suburbs, but rather it enjoys a limited partnership with neighboring
counties which serves as a model for other intergovernmental agencies throughout
the land. The rage of racial discontent which once tore this Tity apart has all but
disappeared and the energies once expended on destruction have now been har-
nessed to build a city in which its citizens take pride.

r1

DISTRICT PROBLEMS

That is not to say that this city is without problems, however. As much as we may
like to sometimes look at the nation's capital as a model city, we are not without
our housing, health care, environment and youth employment problems endemic to
Any city. But, I do not believe that these problems are intractible. With a concerted
effort, local and federal government and the private sector can play a major role in
bringing about solutions to these and other problems. However, as I said in my
opening remarks at our earlier set of hearinO, "Urfcle Sam stands powerless n
applying our loosely written national policies unless these policies' are readily con-
verted into action by strong, effective and most importantly, healthy local
government."

Thus, the task before us today is not to set forth on a visionary exploration as to
where this city will be in five years, ten years or at the turn of the century. Rather,
I would like to know where we will stand in one year or two years. Are we on the
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right track to that point when we can put that "healthy" label on the District

government. I certainly hope so, and.' look forward to hearing from our witnesses.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARION S. BARRY, JR., MAYOR OF THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ACCOMPANIED BY ELIJAH B:

ROGiMS, CITY ADMINISTRATOR; JAMES BUFORD, DIRECTOR,

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES; WILLIAM R. FORD, DI-

RECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES; BUR-

TELL JEFFERSON, CHIEF OF POLICE; AND ROBERT MOORE,

DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DE-

VELOPMENT
Mayor BARRY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you for,.

putting forth an effort to bring to bear some major discussion

about our cities. As you know, Washington is the 13th largest city

in America, and similar situations are occurring all over; so I think

the committee, in particular, has to be commended for continuing

the dialog and raising the issues and questions of what happens to

our cities in general. and what is happening to Washington, in

`particular, because we are in a sort of antiurban climate right now.

So, again,A want to indicate that.
I have with me Burtell Jefferson, ,.Chief of Police; Bob Moore,

Director of the Department of Housing and Community Develop-

. ment; Elijah Rogers, our City Administrator, who was once City

Manager in Berkeley, right down in part of your district; Bill Fprd,

Director of the Department of EMployment Services; and Jim
Bufbrd, Director of the Department of Human Resources.

Again, I appreciate this opportunity to come before you. I would

like to apologize for not being able to get here at your first round
of hearings. As you know, we had talked about it, but 'it was a
scheduling problem, and certainly I am desirous of being as helpful

as I can in theSe tough times.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee:
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was

the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it

was the season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was the spring of hope, it

was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us,

we were all going direct to heaven, we were all gbing direct the other wayin short, -

the period was so far like the present period, that some of its noisiest authorities

insisted on its being received, for good or for evil, in the superlative degree of

comparison only.

I am sure we all recognize the quotation- I have just recited as
the. opening lines from "A Tale of.Two Cities," written in 1859 by

Charles Dickens. But if you think about it, Mr. Chairman, it could

very well have been written as a description of the plight of Ameri-

can cities today in 1980, where these.are the worst of times and

these are the best of times, and it depends on who you are talking

about as to whether it is the worst or best pf time for all of us.

DISTRICT PROBLEMS.

Also, I am delighted to appear before you today to discuss the

critial socioeconomic problems facing the District of Columbia and

most major American cities. As you well know, these problems s-are

no different than they were more than 10 years ago. This' s docu-
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mented over and over agqin in the report of the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorder.

Mr. Chairman, if you look at any data, statistics of employment
or unemployment, of income gaps or infant mortality or death
rates, you find, as a whole, our city population statistically looks
the same way, in some instances worse in 1980, as they were in
1970. And we are not likely to get. a better view of socially directed
violence, what underlies it, what sets it off, how it runs its tour
what follows, and what solutions are needed to prevent such e
sions in the future.

MIAMI .

I believe that the recent disturbances in Miami should cause
each of us fo take a long, hard look at what has changed and what
has not changed since the turmoil that occurred in our cis over a
decade ago. F r too many 6 brothers and sisters in this coun-
try, nothing h changed. As we ook at our cities today, we see a
continuing and isturbing patter

Public offici Is in urban cen ers around this nation are being
challenged to ind solutions to serious social and economic prob-
lems with ever-diminishing resources. Mr. Chairman, let me say
that this is a problem that all of us big-city mayors-are constantly
discussing. A week and a half ago, I was talking on the phone to
Coleman Young, in Detroit, about the strike there and the fact that
he wanted very much to give employees an adequate cost-of-living
increase, but there was no money available to do so. The same is
true in Atlanta with Maynard,

of
Ken Gibson in Newark is in

much worse shape than most of us in terms of diminishing re-
sources and increasing expectations and increasing cost just to
provide the minimum services to our peopleno frills, no luxuries,
just the basicsso we are confronted with the situation where we
have to make some tough decisions, unpopular decisions, agonizing,
excruciating decisions, about what do you do with resources, and I
think'that is a key here. So, therefore, without question, additional
Federal assistance is nekded for this critical endeavor.

IMPLEMgNTING URBAN POLICIES

Unfortunately, the current state of the economy is an over-
whelming setback to the progress of cities. You know the debate
that went on around balancing the Federal budget and who took
the brunt of the reductions, social services, cities, and revenue
sharing, and, therefore, we must recognize that the District of
Columbia, as well as other urban centers, must endure in an an-
tiurban climate. While substantial progress has been made in de-

- veloping a national urban policy, we still have a long way to go
toward achieving the effective implementation of such a policy.

For example, welfare reform and national health insurance legis-
lation are postponed from year to year. The Humphrey-Hawkins
bill provides us with a policy frameWOrk for achieving full employ-
ment. However, we have moved away from specific programs
needed to implement the policy.

National jobs programs and housing programs are slashed. It has
been said that cities are America's most valuable resources. Large
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and small, in all locations, they comprise the results of efforts by
millions of people to sustain and improve the quality of their lives.

In recent years, the Nation has squandered too many cif its
urban resources and has decreased the productivity of too much of
its urban investment. The litany of specific "urban problems" is
familidr. In some cities the problem is precipitous. In others, the
problem-is uncontrolled growth. In most cities, decline and growth
exist paradoxically side by side.

Problems have spawned programs .rograms for housing, for
employment, for .the environment, ay. -. transportation. And yet
the problems continue to outdistanc he p' ograms.

The 1960's were a decade of co Bern fo cities.,There was consid-
erable outrage about the plight ci eS, although few solutions
were offered. Unfortunately, those jurisdictions which are relative-
ly free of urban problems did not want to share in the ,social and
economic burdens of the timesand they still do not. This attitude
may be characterized as an unenlightened self-interest, which
forces the cities to cope on their own.

JNEMPLOYMENT

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, in the District,
we have double the unemployment rate of the suburbs, triple the
crime rate, and four times the poverty rate.

Even these figures, as discouraging as they are, only tell part of
the story. People talk of an urban resurgence. What they mean is
that an affluent populdtion is moving back into many of our cities.
This trend is greeted with enthusiasm by, many. Yet, even though
the revenues are badly needed, such resurgence tends to hide other
problems.

Average income levels go up. But the number of unemployed and
those living in poverty may be just as many or more as existed
prior to the resurgence. Competition for available jobs increases.
The price of real estate is driven up.

Incidentally, as we well know, the average cost of a house in the.,
District is about $90,000 this year, and it would take an income,
according to most standards, of between $35,000 and $40,000 to
purchase an $80,000 house, assuming you could get the downpay-
ment in order to meet your mortgage notes, and that means our
own low income citizens are displaced and the housing shortage
becomes more acute.

All high-density cities are besieged ,.by a wide array' of urban
problems. In most jurisdictions, the affluent suburbs send revenues
to State treasuries,, which In turn redirect funds back to urban
centers. Even though these funds are inadequate, they do offer
some assistance to cities. For instance, if there is a displacement of
people or people who move from the city of Baltimore into Balti-
more County, the State -of Maryland still captures that revenue.
The same is. true with Richmond, and Prince Georges County, and
Montgomery County.
_HoweverT-in-the--District we gain-almost-zero -benefit from the

affluence which we generate for our suburbs. Suburban Maryland
and Virginia taxes are sent to Annapolis and to Richmond.

Also, .Mr. Chairman, this, is a favorite subject of-both of us, that
the District is also unique in that we are the only jurisdiction
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prohibited by Congress from taxing- non-resident income. We esti-
mate that is abovt $300 million of income for the District if we
were allowed to do as other States which have a State income tax
could do, that is, tax those who work here. In the District; Mr.
Chairman, 68 percent of all the income is earned by those who live
outside the city limits-68 percentwhich means, then, that we
can only use 32 percent 9f all income earned as our tax base, which
is a very, very narrow tax base.

Around the Nation, 51 cities have a nonresident income tax.
Moreover, every State in the Nation which has a State income tax
has the authority to tax the income of nonresidents which is
earned inside the State's borders.

FEDERAL LAND IN WASHINGTON

Also, Mr. Chairman, a huge proportion of the District's land is
held by the Federal and foreign governments and is therefore tak-
exempt. There is a mechanism, as we all know, for compensating
the District for all the property, sales and income tax exemptions
granted to the Federal and foreign governmentsthe Federal pay-
ment. We know the problem with that and the litany of concerns,
and again I want to offer my thanks to you and Congressman
Fauntroy for introducing and having held hearings and hopefully
try to get enacted our -fixed-formula Federal payment which is
predictable, which is tied to local revenues, and which will enable
us to plan better our own budget.

FEDERAL PAYMENT

Let me say for the record, Mr. Chairman, in that regard the city
government believes that the Federal payment is too low compared
to the revenue that we are losing because of the ownership of all
that land.

Also, Mr. Chairman, a lot of ours budgetary problems relate di-
rectly to the fact that the Federal payment has been as high as 50
percent of theiiistrict budget sometimes-and now is less than 20
percent.

Mr. Chairman, let me make it clear that I would prefer that the
District not be dependent upon the Federal Government as much
as it is. But because we have intense poverty problems, because .we
are prohibited from taxing nonresident income, and because we
have a small geographic area with serious social and economic
problems, we are dependent upon fair treatment by the Federal
Government.

DISTRIBUTION OF TAXES

Mr. Chairman, let me also say when you look at the Nation as a
whole, 20 years ago, only about 35 percent of all the taxes raised in
this country went to the Federal level and about 60 to 65 percent
stayed at the local levelState, county, and citywhereas if you
look at that situation now, it is just the reverse, about 60 t, 65
percent of all taxes levied in this country go to the Federal Govern-
ment and only about 35 or 40 percent stay at the local government,
which means that local governments have no choice except to ask
for, and rightfully request that the Federal Government would put
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beck into our jurisdiction a greater share of the money that they
take from us.

For instance, in the District we pay $1.4 billion in Federal
income taxes$1.4 billion. We get back, including our Federal
payment, our Federal grants, and everything, probably about $800
million. Not that we -should get back every penny we put out
because the idea is to take from 'those who have more and to
distribute it to those who don't, but, again, we are getting back a
little bit less. than two-thirds of what we put out.

Therefore, that is why we continually talk about the role of the
Federal Government in our cities in general and in the District in
particular, because Washington, as you know, Mr. Chairman, is the
only city in America that has been governed exclusively by the
Congress for the past 150 or more years; even though the Federal
Government includes whit happens in New York, or Philadelphia,
or Berkeley, or Oakland, or San Francisco, this is the only city that
has .been governed by the Federal Government; so it is only legiti-
mate discussion to say, go to those who are responsible for having
done that to ask for relief.

If I were in other cities, I probably would ask for a different form
of relief, but this is the Nation's Capital, governed still, as you
know, budgetarily, by, the Congress.

HOUSING

And so as we look at Washington, we find that the Nation
continues to be plagued with lack of adequate housing for low- and
moderate-income persons as well as the lack of comprehensive
national policies to correct this situation. Mr. Chairman, the fact
that 265,000 subsidized housing units were constructed in 1977 and
1978 offers little consolation to the thousands of families that must
make do with housing that is overcrowded, unsanitary, unsafe, and
overly expensive.

Too many forget that, nearly 60,000 housing units in this city
require major improvement. Again, the problem is money. That is
how you improve the housing stock, is money. If Bob Moore would
comment on our housing programs, we would find that it is-going
to cost us an average of $45,000 to $50,000 a year to renovate units
even for our public housing tenants. There are 5,000 families, on
the waiting list ,to get into our most subsidized housing, which is
public housing, some as long as 4 or 5 years. Again, this is not a
situation, Mr. Chairman, that we all enjoy being in and around,
but, again, the problem is money.

We still see vacant lots that stand as testimony to the civil.
disorders of the sixties lost housing, lost businesses, lost communi-
ties that we have only begun to replace.

I am happy to announce that for the next year, the District, with
the leadership of the Department of Housing and Community De-

_ velopment, isplanningto assist over 3,000 subsidized housing units.
This goal includes 400 units of new housing construction and 1,900
u-nits of rehabilitated housing.

But we have only touched the surface of the city's housing prob-
lems. Cuts in Federal housing programs not only hinder our prog-
ress, but may serve to reverse our progress to date.

.3 2
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Let me also say, as we talk about housing, Mr. Chairman, we are
finding that a significant number of low- to moderate-income
people don't really leave the District. They may leave Shaw or
Cordoza, but they move to Anacostia, the far northeast, or some-
place in the city, doubling up and tripling up with relatives and
friends. They are not going to Prince Georges County or Montgom-
ery County, or Virginia.The people who are leaving the District
are those with moderate-to middle income, commonly called the

-middle class people.
It is our view that 85.percent of those persons are blacks who

have income and take income with them and those without inceme
or with little income don't leave the District; they move around in
a circle, circle to circle, place to place, and that bothers Us a great
deal.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Also, unemployment touches. us in many different ways, and I
am particularly disturbed about the lack of available jobs for the
Nation's youth. In November 1979, 2,695,000 young people actively
looked for work for 15 weeks or more, but could not find it. Many
more were too discouraged to look.

In 1978, the average unemployment rate for...District labor force
participants 16 to 19 years of age was 39.9 percent, nearly four
times greater than the unemployment rate for all District of Co-
lumbia labor force participants in the same year and an increase of
almost 120 percent over the youth unemployment rate in 1970. The
unemployment rate among Minority youths is even 4nore drastic.
Almost half, Mr. Chairman, of these young people are being shut
out of the Mainstream of our society.

Weneed'a way to conceive of cities and city problems that leads
to feasible and effective solutions. We need to recommit ourselves
to address the conditions which give rise to violence and
destruction.

PRESIDENT'S NATIONAL URBAN POLICY

On March 27, 1978, Preside,nt Carter announced a comprehensive
national urban policy in response-to these needs and problems. It ,
involved a "new partnership to conserve America's communities."
The programs which have been implemented clearly demonstrate
that his administration has a concern for the welfare of- urban
Americans. But a number of the urban policy programs which
would provide even more relief to cities have not been implement-
ed. We have not solved, Mr. Chairman, the problems of cities. We
must continue our commitment of dealing with problems in a
consistent and comprehensive manner.

Urban policy requires a major new commitment to making devel-
opment of our urban centers a top priority. It requires targeting
funds for our least affluent citizens. Finally, it requires -a commit-
ment of resources to these priorities.

___Let me add, Mr. Chairman, as we very well lanow, this Nation
would rather spend mbney Td hose miSgiles-than to-house=people.----
And that is something that nor;: of us like to think about, but that
is a fact.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, Congress' must enact, and the Presi-
dent must approve programs for targeted fiscal assistance, for
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youth emplrtyment opportunities, for national health insurance, for
EDA loan guarantees, for emergency public works, and for expand-
ed housing and community development block grant programs.
Implementation of a full employment policy would have, in fact,
balanced the Federal budget, in our view, without causing the
human suffering of the loss of jobs and loss of hope by millions of
Americans.

Because these and many other actions of the Congress and the
President"so vitally affect our 'cities and the people who live there-
in, we must continue to press for their enactment and implementa-
tion.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
would like to quote the late President Johnson in his address to the
Nation on July 27, 1967, which states, in part:

. . . the only genuine, long-range solution for what has happened lies in an
attackmounted at every levelupon the conditions that breed despair and vio-
lence. All of us know what those conditions are: ignorance, discrimination, slums,
poverty, disease, not enough jobs. We should attack these conditionsnot because
we are frightened by conflict, but because we are fired by conscience. We should
attack them because there is simply no other way to achieve a decent and orderly
society in America.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, .again in this room with you and myself
and all at this table, it is almost like preaching to the saved,. but I
want to preach, anyway. Maybe the unsaved -will hear us and
something will happen.

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate very much, Mr.' Major, your open-
ing statement, and I think your latter comment,- it is outstanding. I
think that is one of the reasons for being here, that there are
others out there who hopefully will listen.

Before we get into the questions, I wanted to indicate to you. that
it is at least our tentative thought that we would proceed to mark
up the bill dealing with the formula for the Federal payment
sometime in August, with a view toward bringing it to the floor in
Septembe-.

As you know, it is anticipated that the Congress will adjourn the
first week in October sine die, so we expect ni-that last month,
September, that we would anticipate trying to bring the legi- ition
to the floor of Congress if we all have done`our homework and the
votes are there.

Mayor BARRY. We appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You, Mr. Mayor, pointed out in your opening

remarks that the District is not a State,' and that it lacks the
powers of States because it cannot tax nonresidents.

GUARANTEED REVENUES NEEDED

My first question is, does the District stand a chance from your
vantage point of solving its problems without either the power of a
State or revenues equal to those of States' guaranteed by the Fed-
eral Government?

Mayor BARRY. Mr. Chairman, the answer is, clearly no. There is
no way that the District . economy, and, our people who are now,
among the highest taxed in this country could find ways of genet.;
ating the additional $300 million;. thereabouts, that we could either
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--get-from nonresidents or we can get in the form of some long-range
Federal guarantees to give us cash to run the city.

Let me say, Mr. Chairman, about all these numbers that people
talk ,about, the numbers are real. They are developed not by this
administration, but by independent auditors, and you know audi-
tors are not. going to put their name oh something that is not. real.
Arthur Andersen is an outstanding auditing company. Lucas
Tucker, a minority firm, is an outstanding audit company. We
can't wish the numbers away; we can't talk them away; we can't
blow them away. They are there.

So the answer to your question is no; we cannot solve these
problems without this additional authority or without the addition-
al guarantees. On the other hand, we are prepared to do all we
have to do to give leadership to the solution, but the solution is not
in our hands by itself. It is in the hands of others that we have no
control over directly, only try to influence the direction of what
they do.

If I had the authority, Mr. Chairman, and had the full power, I
could very easily solve the District's problems. If I had the authori--
ty to determine the level of the Federal payment, I would do that,
and the Federal Government would send us a check, and that
would begin to solve our problems. If I had the authority to tax
nonresidents, I would do that, and if I had full taxing authority to
even tax our own people, we would selectively do that, and our
problem would be solved, in terms of. money, not in terms of
technology and the programmic thrust of getting everybody in a
job and into a house.

But for my immediate problems, if I had all the authority, we
would be in good shape now, but I don't have Lhat authority.

FEDERAL PAYMENT

The CHAIRMAN. When one looks at the figures with respect to
the Federal payment, there seems to be a difference of about 30
percent between the Federal payment to the District of Columbia
prior to home rule and Federal payment to the District of Colum-
bia since home rule. Can you comment on why this difference
exists? .

Mayor BARRY. Mr. Chairman, I think that the idea of the Feder-,
al payment goes back over a hundred years, as you very well knew;
that the Federal Government, and rightfully sothis is the Na-
tion's Capitalowns and controls a lot of land. The land relation-
ships have not changed significantly in the last 50 years; that is,
the Federal Government has owned and controlled for the last 50
to 60 years approximately 50 to 55 percent of all the taxable land'
in the city, and there is no logical reason why the payment ought
to shift up and down from year to year if the idea is to compensate
us for that land. If anything, it ought to go up, not to go down.

In the past 5 or 6 years, some Members of Congress have used
the Federal payment as a way of balancing the 'budget. That is
when we came in with our revenue increases. I remember that 3
years ago the District had about a $20 million to $30 million open
cash balance at that time in our 'old way of doing business, and the
Congress took' that $20 million to $30 million and used it and
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reduced the Federal payment by an equal amount up and down; so
there is no logic to it at all.

Let. me just say, in the pagt in the- House side of it, and Mr.
Natcher clearly points out and he is right,' that when he was
chairman of the-committee, he would always only save $3 million.
or $4 million of the Federal payinent for what he described as an
emergency and thegreat decline came in the Senate. If we look at
the history of it in the last 4 or 5 years, it started going down and
down in thO\ Senate and the compromises brought it up halfway.

There is nd logic for why the-payment is, oneyear, $238 million;
another year, $276 million. I think that is wrong. That is. why I*am
appreciativeof the fixed-formula payment approach. At least there
is logic to it, and you can predict and know exactly what you are
doing as opposed tO the arbitrary andthey are just not logical.

IMPNCT .OWN DISTRICT PROBLEMS OF SURROUNDING AREAS -

The CHAIRMAN. I haVe a couple other general questions. How do
you assess the impact of the, surrounding jurisdictions on the prob-
lems of the District of Columbia that you alluded to in your open-
ing remarks?

Mayor BARRY.. Mr. Chairman, I think when you look at the 16
jurisdictions which make up the Council of Government area, we
Probably have a better relationship than ever before, since I have
been Mayor, with the county executives in Montgomery, and
Prince Georges, and Fairfax, Arlington, Alexandria, Falls Church,
and others, because our relationships haVe gotten better since Jan-
uary of 1979, and we are working on some common problems, such
as sludge and transportation.

We have the. Baltimore/Washirigton corridor, which is an eco-
nomic development program, but what we have found, though, is
that the surrounding suburban jurisdictions are not yet willing to
take on what I call the poverty factor relationships: If you look at
all the subsidized housing in the region, and maybe Bob can speak
more specifically to it, we have a larger share of the subsidized
housing, section 8 public housing project.

We find that in jobs, bkpuse of transportation and other reasons,
the surrounding jurisdictions are not encouraging job development
for 9istrict of Columbia residents as much as I am trying to en-
courage job development for Distinct of Columbia residents, and the
same thing is true with health. So you don't have them taking on
the actual program needs that we need. Even though' there is a
willingness to discuss these (problems more than ever before, they
are not getting to the operational level where you see them taking
these on, and therefore we have a larger poverty level of need in
the District, that is, a larger percentage of our people have a need
for direct services, social services, housing services, job,-services, in
proportion to our population than is true in the other 16 areas.

It is my understanding from time to time these areas tuyfi back
section 8 kinds of funds and other kinds of job development funds,
CETA funds, because they have not yet taken on the situation.

Filially, I know in Prince Georges County, through Mr. Hogan's
lea....2rship, they are discouraging single-family apartment dwellers
to come to Prince Georges because it then means an additional
need for police services, schools and social services.
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With the TRIM movement out there, which limits the. county's
r tax authority, they said we would like to not have any more

growth in these areas. Those persons who want to purchase the
$200,000 houses and others, we welcome them, but those who want
Co rent and purchase low-cost housing, if you can find it, they are
not necessarily welcome. So we are here with people who have the.

'needs but not the resources to deal with it.

TREND FOR YOUNG-OLD CITY RESIDENTS

The CHAIRMAN. That is very interesting. You know, we have
done a housing. profile that we will certainly at some point give to
you:- Our preliminary report indicates, for example, that in the
District of Columbia, a. rather small percentage of the total house-
holds here are households with children, and that those households
that do have children are faMilies earning $10,000 and less, or
familiei that earn $35,000 and more. Those families earning be-.
tween $10,000 and $35,000 per Nr, whether they are black or
white; leaVe the city. Once they becbme married and start to have
children, they leave the District of Columbia.

In addition, other testimony during these hearings indicates that
if this trend continues, not only in Washington, but in other major

`urban.centers in the United State, that the cities of America might
in the not too distant future end up cities of young people, senior
citizens, and low-income minorities.

Would you comment, please?
Mayor BARRY. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. I think that is an accurate

reflection of what is happening. We are seeing it here where even-
tually the District will become as other cities, a place for the very
poor and the very rich, but nothing in between, a big void, and we
all ,know from our economic and sociological point of view, you
have to have that middle income family and group of people to
bridge that void between the very, very poor and the very, very r
rich.

What happens in our city, Mr. Chairman, is unusual because we
have probably the second highest per capita income in the Nation,
but that is distorted, because it is taking all of us, and it is taking
the salaries and dividing them into the population and giving a
distorted picture of how well off we appear to be, because when you
look beneath that second largest per capita in, the country, you find
people with no income.

DISTRICT'S SALARIED RESIDENTS

The' other thing which is interesting aboUt Washington is that
most of the people who have income in the District, who earn it, do
it primarily from salaries. We are a large salaried population, We
are not a population of great investment and .great wealth where
people take their money and make other money. Most of the people
in the District work for their money in the sense that they phys-r.
ically do labor of some kind as opposed to their money does work
for them as it is, in some industrialized cities, and that is another

-problem.
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That is why the economy affects us a great deal, too, because

when the income stream slows down, that means that affects-our
taxes and other kinds of development. 4

The other thing, Mr. Chairman, if we are not careful about, is
that we have to keep people who are mobile; that is, who can leave
the District and go other places; we have to make the District more

- attractive to keep, them here, from an economic point of view more
attractive, from a social, cultural, environmental point, of view, so
they can stay here, and I am urging everybody to stay.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, one thing that happens, the real estate
sales people don't help, either. They are interested in making a
commission,'and they will sell a house wherever they can, and`they
are not encouraging people to look in the Di Strict as much as I
want them to. I know in talking to a couple of people' in my
administration, they were looking for homes, and they have been
encouraged to look in Maryland and Virginia. They are not going
to do that because they can't work in this administration at the
levels where they are and live in Maryland or ,Virginia, but they
told me that is what is encouraged.

We have to get the real estate industry involved, saying, "Look,
let's try to make Washington from a real estate point of view more
attractive and push people into staying here."

The CHAIRMAN. One of the interesting things about this observa-
tion, that the cities of the country are rapidly becoming cities of
the very poor and the very rich, where the middle class, the angry
class for a variety of different reasonsand in Washington, D.C.,
this tends to be predominantly black or third worldmiddle-class-
blacks are moving out; where the, very wealthy don't tend to need
many of the public social institutions and the very poor have
extraordinary difficulty because of their powerlessness to make the
institutions respond to them; therefore, it is possible that there is
no advocate to make the institutions of government responsive to
the people. For example, in education, there are few here to put
the extraordinary pressure on that institution, and so it continues
to go downhill. ,

Do you get an sense of that here in the District?
Mayor BARRY To some extent, Mr. Chairman. Naturally,' those

of us in the loc 1 government administration constantly try to be
sensitive and tryito be compaisionate and try to respond and try to
keep our antennas out as to what some of these needs are, but I
think the school system is a good example of what you are talking
about.

I personally belieye very strongly in 'public education. I am a
product of it, and I find that increasingly a number, of middle-
income people in the District who have their children in public
schools, either after elementary school, sixth grade, take them out,
and put them in private or parochial schools, and they are not at
the school working with the principals and the teachers to try to n
improve that product.

The other thing which happens is that for whatever reason or
another, and I believe in an elective school board, a significant
number of people either think it doesn't do any good to go out and
get somebody elected on the board that is going to be responsive, or
they do&t have any --interest, they don t have children in the
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schools, and therefore they don't go out to worry abOut that. I
think the school system is an example of that phenomenom hap-
pening.

So what you have left are the people' who either don't under-
stand fully how to exercise leverage of power and pressure, or they
have given up, or they work all day -and they are tired when they
get home and don't-have the energies to go out to the school and
continue to fight for their rights of quality education:

I think the school system is an example of that, and it relates in
terms of the question, you may ask later, about vocational educa-
tion: I try to encourage the schools to have a variety of training
opportunities for young people, a variety of opportunities so that
when they finish high school, there is some employment skills in
them that they don't necessarily have to go to college or go to the
University of the District of Columbia, or et cetera. .I do see that
phenomena happening in our school system.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mayor, I would like to, turn to human rela-
tions and perhaps a representative from thd DHR might want to-
respond.

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES PROBLEMS

First of all, what are the serious problems, as you view/it, that
are presently facing the city's Department of Human Resources?

Mr. BUFORD. Mr. Chairman, perhaps one of the most outstanding
problems that we are presently confronted with is trying to iden-
tify strategy that we might use to maintain the levels of services
that we are presently providing.

A great majority of our population are citizens who are the most
vulnerable population in the District. They are our AFDC financial
aid type patients, c:.->nts, residents, and they also' constitute a large
segment of our rn.v.!.,cally needy population, in the sense of our
medicaid program.

The inflationary spiral that we are presently caught in has a
tremendous impact on the fact that we are unable to afford the
continuing rise in the medical care costs in this community.

Also, we are unable to continue to increase our payment levels to
our AFDC client. We are presently paying about 72 percent of the
1977 cost of living, which means that the continued escalating cost
of living here in the District and particularly in the Nation gener-

ally-is quickly exceeding our ability to keep up.
Therefore, we are unable to provide the kind of services or

unable to provide the kind of cash assistance that will enable this
population to continue to survive in a very inflated environment
such as the District of Columbia.

We are frying to -find ways to squeeze more services out of the
resources that are presently available. to us. We are trying to find
new ways to better manage during an austere,period.

In many ways, we probably have managed well during the period
of abundance. But by virtue of the fact that resources are presently
drying up, we now have to begin to extend ourselves to be more
creative, to be more innovative, to begin to better serve this popu-
lation by virtue of the fact that resources are beginning to dry up. I
think this is the major challenge we are confronted with today.
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The CHAIRMAN. If we continue in this atmosphere of servitude
appl-oach to our fiscal matters, do you perceive increasing deterio-
rationeein your capacity' to serve, and, if so, what are the real
ramifications? For example, you mention that inflation is not al-
lowing you to continue to provide the kind of quality medical care
that is needed, by the people ybu serve.. Does that mean that down
the road it is going to cost more money to the city, or the Nation,
by virtue of not addressing these health problems on this end, and
you have to address them somewhere down the road in even more
devastating terms?

Mr. BUFORD. I think the prognosis is that there will continue to
be an erosion of resources that are available to us. I think that we
Can predict an unpleasant situation that begins to develop as it
relates to health care. We will have to ,begin co look at ways to
reduce the services that are provided. We will have to begin to look
for ways to reduce the number of 'people that we are presently
serving. So, on the one hand, 'it has an impact, a tremendous
impact, on the population that we serve. But, on the other hand, it
also has a tremendous impact on the provider community.

In terms of the medicaid population; which is the majority of the
residents that we serve, for every dollar we spend, we receive a
Federal dollar. if, for example, we reduce our expenditure by $10
million, then we lose $10 million; therefore, we lose $20 million in
'the health delivery system in the District, which has a tremendous
impact on the scarcity of services that are provided.

I think, on the other hand, by not being able to continue to keep
up with inflation, by increasing our payments to our welfare recipi-
ents, then we put them in a situation where they are unable to
provide for the very basics, housing, clothing, food, and I think the
social peace that we are looking for will continue to escape us, and
I think that at that point the Iow income will be advocates for
themselves, and I think that it holds a promise we are not looking
for; it holds the promise that the mayor mentioned in the early
remarks regarding the early 1960's, and the middle 1.960's.

FEDERAL MINIMUM PAYMENT

The CHAIRMAN. How Would your efforts to assist the needy be
affected if there were a guaranteed Federal minimum payment?

Mr. BUFORD. If there was a Federal minimum payment, then it
would essentially reduce our welfare rolls to the extent that those
individuals who are presently eligible because they are unem-
ployed, but yet are capable of working, assuming that is the nature
of the program, that segment of our population would then be
eliminated from our rolls by virtue of the fact that they will have
become employed to the point that they would no longer be
eligible.

I think if you look at the mix of our population wherein excess of
60 percent of our rolls are children; and a larger percentage of
single family parents, women, it would have an impact, but not a
dramatic impact.

DRUG ABUSE

The CHAIRMAN. You hear a great deal of talk of increasing drug ,

abuse and deaths that relate to it. First of all, are these factors on
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the rise in the city of Washington, D.C., and what is being done to
deal with the development, and in 'your estimation are, your efforts
successful?

Mr. BUFORD. Well, indications are that there is an increase in
the use of drugs in the District. Our program is --

The CHAIRMAN. What about deaths related to drugs? Is that on
=the increase? .

Mr. BUFORD. It is my understanding that there has been a recent
increase in .deaths associated with the use of drugs.

Our programs are centrally treatment oriented, as opposed to
prevention. We do have a prevention component which is essential- -

ly an educational component. We have a network of drug treat-
ment centers throughout the city which are centrally community.
based, which intervene only after the problem has manifested"
itself.

I think we are having success. I do not have statistics to report to
you to indicate the degree of success.

In terms of the increase in drugs on the street, I am rick too sure
that our program can do much about that increase, but only to try

, to deal with that population that ,becomes affected afterward. But I
think our network of centers are maximizing our resources in
dealing with the problem as it presently exists.

Mayor BARRY. Mr. Chairman; I would like to ask the chief to
comment from the law enforcement viewpoint. From my own per.'
spective I have been, around Washingtonfor a lOng time. Whe I
was at Pride, I. worked with a lot of people who were addicts ,and
exaddicts, and I learned a lot about how that situation works, but I
think we are fast approaching a situation (we had around 1972,
when we really-had almost a dry* epidemic.

The chief will comment on A, but the quality and purity ofthe
di ugs are increasing. I met about 2 months ago with Ron Clark and
some others from RAP, and about 20\people who were awfully
concerned about this summer and what 's happening with what
they call the Golden Crescent. This is heroin from Afghanistan and .
Iran and Pakigian, and I think we are reaching' some serious
epidemic proportions with drugs. From where I sit, and what I -look
at herenow the chief can comment from a law enforcement poiht

view what we are doing to try to work on'that problembut it is.
worse in 1980 in terms of the amount of drugs on the street, and
the quality, and the number of people; in, my view, who are using
drugs, and I think the question you asked Mr; Buford, the end
- At is that it is my understanding that we measure some of that

:.y overdose deaths which have increased this year, and also the
evel of. people who come into our methadone maintenance and
reatment program. You can see it up and down, and I guess if you

graph it out, a lot of drugs are on the streets, and I guess you see a .-.

lot of people 'coming in becauSe they can't buy it every day, and
they come in to get methadone tq tide them over until they can get
back out there.

Mr. MCKINNEX. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add to that. It is
absolutely true in My cities that drugs are a problem. One of the
terrible problems I find with the methadone treatment centers is
that heroin is so easy to get now that people are not going to the
Methadone centers treatment. You can take a city such as Bridge-,

66-925 0 - 81 - 22
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port, which is a poor city, or Stamford, whichiis a rich city, and our
drug related death rate has doubled in the ast 6 months. It is a
terrible problem.

DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT

Chief JEFFERSON. Mr. Chairman, I would like tor support the
mayor in his assessment of the program here in the city as evi-
denced by two recent cases that our drug task force was able to
make. The first one involved an international ring that in an 18-
month period before the ring was broken, there was evidence that
indicated that $30 million worth of drugs were/imported into this
city alone.

The second case involved 'three Iranians that were involved in
the importation to this city of the drugs from the Golden Triangle,
so to speak, and upon their arrest, they were found to be in
possession of drugs that the street value' was estimated between
$30 million and $35 million, and the testing of those drugs indicat-
ed that there was a 97 percent purity to those drugs.

The other problem that we have is that commuo4ity attitudes and
community standards cause certain /Problems because there have
been efforts made on the part of certain. individuals to get the laws
involving the use of marihuana changed. I mean the community
feels that the use of marihuana is/such that the criminal standards
that we now have should not be imposed insofar as enforcement
and penalties are concerned, but studies and statistics show that 85
to '90 percent of the people who start off using marihuana later
eventually revert to the use of a needle.

In our efforts* to combat ,the drdg we cooperate with the Drug
Enforcement Administration by supplying manpower to their task
force. In addition tb our headquarters unit we also have in each.
one of our police districts a narcotic unit for enforcement, and, in
addition, we do have men who are assigned, supported by Federal
grants, to enforce the laws on forged J prescriptions. We work on .
that also because we know that is one of the problems, also; that is,
the forging of prescriptions and making available to persons pre-
scriptions that,ahould not be authorized by pharmacists. So it is a
majoproblem here in the city.

Mayor. BARRY. Mr. Chairman, may I also add that have not yet/
been able to put it together fully, but there has been some discus/ .

sion among some, of the countyjexecutives in Maryland and Vir-
ginia and myself as to how we can better tighten up our network
at a number of different levels as it relates to drug enforcement,
including prescriptions and other kinds of enforcement mecha-
nisms that don't exist now between these areas.

We have had a number of neighborhood campaignsI guess 14th
Street is the most famousbut the police department has had A
number of campaigns, Martin Luther King, Talbert, out in Tar
northeast, whereat best they try to at least, push it on ari'd disperse
people and make some arrests and at least let people know they
can t walk around and just do whatever they want to do, but it is
difficult.

What we really need, Mr. Chairman, is some national policy,

some national move to stop and slow down the 'importation_ of
drugs in this country. As talented as we are, it seems to me we
should be able to find some way to slow down all these drugs. W,e
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don't.grow them at 14th and T; we dOn't grow heroin there. So that
is the problem; it is coming in.

And Washington, from what I can gather, has been targeted
more than ever before. I think it used to be New Yoik and other
east coast cities, but now Washington and Atlanta have been tar-
geted as direct importation where it comes in here. As the chief
said, $30 million of drugs is a lot of drugs to have ready to be put
out here, and that is a lot of needles, and a lot of doses if you look
at it, and a lot of money involved in this, too.

FEDERAL EFFORTS RE DRUG ABUSE

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, Mr. Mayor, and then I have one
final question for Mr. Buford, what is the level of Federal effort in
dealing with the problems of drug abuse in the city?

Mayor BARRY. The chief can speak to it from the law enforce-
ment point.

Chief JEFFERSON. We have a joint task force with the Drug
Enforcement Administration, where I have supplied x number of'
police officers to serve on the enforcement, team, and it covers the
metropolitan area of Washington, Maryland, and Virginia. In addi-
tion, we hav, a Federal grant supplied for the enforcement of the
violation of the prescription law plus our own individual efforts
from our headquarters' narcotic units and individual units in our
seven police districts.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you._.
Are there any other agencSFThat use Federal' resources in deal-

ing withI assume, Mr. Buford, you have some programs in the
Department of Human Resources that are federally funded, or do
you?

Mr. BUFORD. Right. We have programs from the National Insti-
tute, on Drug Abuse that provide us primarily .planLing money. We
do have some operational money, which we match with appropri-
ated dollars. Our total budget for addressing alcoholism and drug
treatment programs is about $9 million.

Mayor BARRY. It is not enough, Mr. Chairman. I think we cer-
tainly need more. And I just think that since this is becoming more
of a national problem than ever before, there should be a look at
the national level' of additional dollars as well as the enforcement
part of this, too, to try to help bring this in control, because we
know that drug use in my view destroys the future and the minds
of too many young people that are being lost.

Let The also add, I tjlink there is about 65 percent now; a little
more of all the people who are arrested who take urine tests in our
court system indicate some drug use. I think that is about the
figure, which means that is serious.

HOMICIDE RATE INCREASE

Chief 'JEFFERSON. One other observation I would like to make,
Mr. Chairman, is also that the drug usage here has added to an
increase in our homicide rate here, because there is a drug war
that exists here in the city as to who is going to control the
importation and distribution in the drugs, so it has added signifi-
cantly to our homicide rate in the city.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very, much.
.. .

I would appreciate it, Chief, iflyou would supply the committee
with the data on. that. We would appreciate it.

Chief JEFFERSON. Yes, sir.
[The information requested follows:]

GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D.C.

HOD. RONALD V. DELLUMS, (
U.S. House O'f Representatives,
Washington, D.C,

DEAR CONGRESSMAN DELLUMS: Attached al per.your request of July 23, 1980, is a\report from Captain Charles E. Samarra, Commanding Officer of the Homicide
Branch, regarding narcotic activity as it pertains to death in the District of Colum-
bia.

Sincerely,

Attachment.

BURTELL M. JEFFERSON,
of Police.

METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT,
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION,

July,24, 1.980.

Memorandum to: Chief of Police.
Thr'u: Field Operations Officer, Field Operations Bureau.
Thru: Commanding Officer, Criminal. Investigations Division.
Subject: Narcotic drugs as they pertain to deaths within the District of Columbia.

There / s an alarming increase of deaths within this City. which are .directly
related tb or influenced by the use and traffic of "Hard Type" narcotics.

The proportion of this problem can best be demonstrated by examination of
statistical data pertaining to; (I) Narcotic Overdose Deaths, (II) Homicide Deaths
with Narcotic trafficking being the primary motive, (III) Purity Rate of available
narcotics (Heroin).

I. Narcotic Overdose Deaths: 1979 (12 months) 41, 1980 (6 months) 39. Projected
increase in narcotics overdose deaths, 190 percent.

II. Homicide Deaths with Narcotic Trafficking Being the Primary Motive: 1979 (12
months) 18, 1980 (6 months) 14.,Projected Increase, 156 percent.

III. Purity Rate of Available Narcotics (Heroin): 1979 (June) 2.8 percent, 1980
(July) 3.3 percent. Increase in Purity 0.5 percent.

These figures reflect the average purity of Heroinavailable to the addict.
To further emphasize the narcotics problem as it relates to Homicides, it should

be noted that of the current 20 open cases for 1980, six (6) or 30 percent are believed
to be execution type killings which were the direct result of conflicts arising from
the trafficking and sale of narcotic drugs.

While I do not believe that there is any type of "drug war'Ygoing on, I do believe
that the very nature of the "drug community" lends itself to an increase of violence
aathe-quantity of drugs and traffickers increase.

With such increases, territorial disputes are inevitable and so are resultant homi-
cides, overdose deaths and higher purity rate.

CHARLES E. SAMARRA,
Captain, Commander, Homicide Branch.

WELFARE SYNDROME

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Buford, as you know, there, has been a great
deal of discussion over the years with' respect to breaking people
out of the cycle of poverty or more specifically breaking people out
of the syndro of welfare, and in order to do that there needs to
be the expe iture of resources for preventive programs, support
services prog ams, training, et cetera.

In this fisdally conservative time are these programs going out
the 'Window first? If so, is one to conclude that it is becoming
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increasingly difficult to break people out of the syndrome of wel-
fare?

Mr. BUFORD.. Mr. Chairman, in many ways our hands are tied.
Until the economic health of the Nation in general, and the eco-
nomic health of the District in particular, improves, and the high
rate of unemployment is leveled off, then people really have no
option but to exercise the option of welfare.

Now, once our welfare rolls reach a level where we can continue
to provide the services with the resources^that are available, then
it is our job to try to, one, break the cycle; two, to try to raise the.
leVel of self-sufficiency that will enable the person to move toward
independence.

The total range of services that we provide are minimized during
this austere period. Our work-considered program continues to be
operative, vocational rehabilitation programs are operative; we are
able to do vocational counseling, education counseling, and we are
able to make referrals. .

In many instances, however, these activities, while they are oper-
ational, do'not necessarily lead to a job, and until they lead to a job
we cannot break the welfare syndrome or the welfare cycle:

And I think that during these austere periods, the success rate is
going to be very low. I don't think we can count on being tremen-
dously successful, given the periods as they preSently exist.

The CHAIRMAN. Just one thought occurred. to me. You mentioned
earlier in response to one of my questions, if we continue down the
present course that low-income people will become advocates for
themselves, to use your phrase, how do you see that advocacy
manifesting itself?

Mr. BUFORD. Through violence, through militancy, through ag-
gressive action, behavior, taking on the system. We have -,had
enough; we deserve *a little piece of the action; we do not have any
purchasing power; we cannot survive.

So I think it becomes a matter of survival, and when people are
placed in a position where it is a matter of survival, then I think
their behavior tends to. be pretty predictable in terms of what they
will do in manifesting their aggressions to survive.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Buford.
Mr. Ford, I have a few questions with respect to employment.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

First of all, in a rather general way, how would you assess the
strength and the viability of the city's present employment and
training programs? And I would appreciate it if you could comment
on that generally not only from the standpoint of adult employ-
ment programs but youth employment programs as well.

Mr. FORD. I would consider the strengths and the viability of the
city's present programs;. I would say it is probably as good as, as
bad as, those that are run anywhere in the country. .I would say
that our strengths are centered around the delivery system, for
delivering, those employment and training activities.

We have here in the District a Combination' of 125 private,
public, nonprofit organizations, public schools, private schools, the
District governmental agencies, all who participate in the delivery
of these employment and training activities.

- 3 4
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This is where 1 see the strength of the program. In doing this, we
have involved a multitude of individuals in the District, involved
them in those training activities. This I feel is a necessity.

I have served in the same capacity in another State much larger
than the District, where these kinds of activities were conducted
by, in most instances, the employment service agencies or by the
public schools exclusively, and I have felt that these organizations
or that particular organization had a great deal of problems in the
implementation of those programs at the neighborhood level.

We have bypassed that in the District. It causes a great deal of
problems at times, that mandate that we have a better monitoring
system. There_ is a mandate that we must manage effectively, and
we must monitor those activities of the neighborhood organizations
and our own organization effectively in order to do it.

SUMMER JOBS

That is the strength of the program in the. District in regards to
adult programs, as well as youth programs. In the youth area, as
the mayor has stated earlier, we have concentrated very heavily in
that area. .You have heard many comments, I am sure, over the
past week, about our inability to pay youngsters. However, I wish
that the press had taken the positive trend on that and talked
about the 14,000 or 15,000 youngsters that we did pay on time.

We have a summer program that involves the distribution and
the infusion of about $13.3 million in a '10-week periOd into the
Washington, D.C., area, involving anywhere from 20,000 to 21,000
young people between the 'ages of 14 and 21. These people were
registered, jobs were found .for them; they were matched to these
jobs. And on June 30 of this year, over 14,000 of those youngsters
reported to work, some for the first time, and we have attempted to
do something that was very, very difficult.'We attempted to pay
them after only 9 .days of employment for those. first 3 days of
employment, so that they would have money to go to and from
work, and we had a little difficulty with' about 500 to 600 young-
sters, but we successfully paid all but about 125 of them.

I think there was a positive aspect of that that you' were not
able, or the public was not able, to see in the press. All in all, I
think our youth efforts are as good as anyone's anywhere. We have
statistics to prove that the lasting effects of our employment for
o'u'r youth, those goals that we have set in the beginning; are met
throughout. Our programs, compared with the regional averages,
are better in many instances than the national average in regard
to job placement rate, in regard to average employment wage that
our youngsters end up with, and in regard to,retention, staying on
that particular job.

We have problems with our programs, but we are becoming
better managers.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask this: You know, when you look, at
national data, it indicates that with respect to youth employmeht
programs that the overwhelming percentage of reso rces tend to o
to in-school youth, and very few resources to t e out-of-sch ol
youth, the school dropout, in particular; very few resources to th se
persons who have graduated from high school. With respect to
Washington's program, is that similar, that most of the resour es
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tend to serve the in-school youth so those persons out of school and
out of Work tend not to be. the people who get the service, although
they are the people who need the service desperately? .

YOUTH PROGRAMS

Mr. FORD. The Federal moneys that we receive are geared
toward predominantly the in-school youth, when we talk about
youth programs.

However, the Mayor's initiative for 1981 has been to provide an
additional $5 million for youth programs for our youngsters in the
District. Of that $5 million, only $764,000 is being used for youths
in school. The rest is for out-of-school youths; that is, 16 years. and
older, and out of school.

We also have as part of the Mayor's initiatives, jobs for adults
with children, dealing with young people from 21 years of age and
above, which also hits some of that out-of-school youth population.

Mayor BARRY. Mr. Chairman, I think when we look at the over-
all amount of money being spent] in the CETA program, sometimes
people tend to overlook the fact that in title VI and title II --

Mr. FORD. And title IV.
Mayor, BARRY [continuing]. Those are exclusively programs for

people out of school. I think we are spending about $60 million.
Mr. FORD. Close to $38 million in those titles.
Mayor BARRY. Those are out-of-school people. I think the contro-

versy arises, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
around a philosophical question that has been around since I have
been in youth programs, and that is if you are going to spend
money, do you make it appear that if you quit school, you can get
more opportunities than staying in school. That is, if you drop out
at 16 or 17, and there are '10 or 15 training programs you can get
into and you can get $3.10 minimum wage stipend as you train, is
that more productive for the attitude of a young person than trying
to say if you stay in school here is the opportunity. That debate has
been going on since I was in Pride, whether or not 3 ou award
people who drop out by making training available, or do you try to
put money on those in schools and make it enticing to stay there,
and that is a debate I am sure Bill and others have heard. I have
heard it for the last 15 years, and there is no conclusion I. have
heard one way or another about it.

I get the impression that the nationa(I policy would tend to come
down on the side of trying to put moneys to keep people in school.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mayor. I have a
mcimber of other questions, in this area, but I will suspend for a few
moments and go to my distinguished colleague from Connecticut.

Mayor BARRY. Mk. Chairman, I would like to ask, is it possible-
that in the next 10 or 15 minutes that I leave, and my colleagues
and people here who have a lot more expertise in some specific
areas than I- do stay and dialog with you, if that is OK?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, we certainly understand that. We appreci-
ate the time that you have been able to spend with us.

Mr. MCKINNEY. I will be very brief, anyway, Mr. Chairman. I
have to testify in front of the Ways and Means Committee at a
given moment.

3 4 *--)
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I really am not going to ask many questions, Mr. Mayor. I think
you are well aware of the fact that I share marry of your concerns.
I have just a couple of statements I.would like to really get into the
record.

I don't see, Mr. Chairman, how a city that has to carry a poverty
load of an area can exist without the, other jurisdictions in some
way or other, be they Maryland or be they Virginia, contributing-
to, help carry that load. It is disproportionate, and there is no cross-
taxation system. As you know, I gave up my reciprocal nonresident
income tax idea this year for a few things called pension reform.
and Metro and bringing peace and balm across trbubled waters,
but I will be back there next year, God willing, because ip :can
happen.

The next problem is what does it cost to keep someone in Lorton- -
a year?

Mayor BARRY. About an average of $22,000.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING.

Mr. MCKINNEY. This is one of the things that I think, Mr.
Chairman, that this committee ought to look at. When I was first
elected to Congress, I tried to get the city of Bridgeport to take
over the abandoned Bridgeport Brass Co. We don't seem to have
enough computer operators, television repairmen, carpenters,
plumbers, or electricians in this country. Ask your wife, and she
will tell you. We estimate a shortage of a quarter million auto-
mobile mechanics in the United States, and to train someone in a
rnenningful trade so they know that the reward is a job, would cost
us about $7,000 to $8,000 a year. However, instead of training
&onvicts in a meaningful job, we allow the school system to become
boring and meaningless. Before you know it, the kids drop out of
school. Left with much time on their hands. and little money in
their pockets; crime can be tempting.

I can stand at Central High in Bridgeport and stare out the
window and I see a bunch of kids listening to civics staring out at
their friends who left arid are leaning against the post. When it
only costs i7,000 or $8,000 to educate someone in a trade, we teach
them Shakespeare and civics, and practicalities, and when they get
frustrated and angry and break the liquor store window and steal a
bottle, we put them in Lorton. for $22,000 apiece, which would send
two kids to Yale University. I don't know how we solve that one,
either.

HOUSING

The other thing, Mr. Mayo:-, I was going to get into was housing,
but being on the Housing Coinmittee and having about 31/2 pages of
questions, I will figure out a different way to get some of my ideas
through. I appreciate the time and apologize for my being tardy.

Mayor BARRY. Mr: McKinney, I would like to suggest that you
and Bob Moore and his staff have a good session. We have done it a
couple times with several people on the Hill here, and we certainly
would like very much, outside of this forum, probably, to sit and go
through ideas and concerns about it.

Back to the prison question, there are different opinions, and I
have my debates from time to time with my chief. Most police
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chiefs around the country, ind,our police chief is more progressive
than most, I just tell you that, and I have been around enough of
them, the police department attitude generally is, let's lock every-
body up who is committing a crime and keep them locked up, and
they are not out to.do anything else.

That is a traditional way of looking at itlock everybody up-who
is guilty and keep them in jail, and therefore you don't have to
worry about locking them up again when they do something else.. I
have tried to strike some middle ground.

We are going to, for- instance, close the old..District of Columbia
Jail annex, with about 500 people there, and I.have a theory as long' .

as you have jail cells, whether it is 5,00Q or 10,000, the courts will
find a way to fill them up.

And we have people, for instance, in the District of Columbia jail
who have committed what I call nonviolent crimes, misdemeanors,
pettylarcencY, :few traffic people over there, maybe 7 or 10. I
don't believe those kinds of people should be locked up in, the
District of Columbia jail: I think they should be doing other kinds
of things, cdmmunity serviced, or out doing things that are going to
rehabilitate whatever they did they should not have done.

That is a tough area, because -the 'public, generally speaking, is
demanding longer Jail terms; more stringent conditions, locking
people- up . longer, quick justice; so you have th't balance where
people are saying they want more people locked up, not less,
against the whole question of rehabilitation and the question of
starting early to keep people from going that route, which is very,
very difficult to identify.

Mr. MCKINNEY. I couldn't agree with you more on community
service. We -found, particularly with teenagers, it is tremendously
successful. You can't be a hero in the neighborhood sweeping the
streets because someone knows you 'letter sweep them and clean
them up or you are going to go to a can. Somehow you are not the
local youth hero if you are sweeping the streets. It does seem to
work.

YOUTH PAY DIFFERENTIAL

One last brief question: Do you think the youth differential in
the minimum wage would help the city as far as youth employ-
ment is concerned, ordo you think it would hurt? It is a big
argument we have had in Congress for years, and I don't know the
answer, myself.

Mayor BARRY. I don't, either. I have.mixed thoughts about it, Mr.
Chairman. There are some people who say if you have a youth
differential, the employers will not hire adults and hire youths to
do jobs that adults would do because it is cheaper to do, and I think
that is a valid concern.

Mr. MCKINNEY. What about a seasonal youth differential that
would only operate, say, from June through September?

Mayor BARRY. That might be an approach. -Again, you get a
problem; people say if a young peron's father is not working,-why
don't we put emphasis on the father working more than or certain-
ly as much as putting emphasis on the youth working. I think that -

is a valid kind of 'concern. Get the father working, then maybe the
father would be more influential with the youth in terms of image
and in terms of the environment that.will make the young person
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more involved with the family and more positive in his or her
direction, and therefore keep them out of Lorton and the Distict of
Columbia jail.

I get these mixed kind of philosophies. My own view I have said
over and over again, we should find a way in this countryand it
'is tough to put everybody to work. You don't have to argue about a
youth differential. Put everybody to work with a job and income. I
think that is the direction that has been lost. We talked a lot about
that, as you know, Mr. McKinney,.in the sixties, job income, but
even progressives don't talk a lot about it now. They just sort of
back off that. .

Mr. McKINNEy. Mr. Ford, would you like to comment on that?
Mr. FORD. I havle the same feeling as the Mayor about it.

can't-wim-Either-Way-it-goes,-you-have-a-ptotiletn.-We have many
calls from individuals saying, well, gee, if the kids won't come in
and take jobs, why don't you have the parents come in and take
the ceiling off?- There are a lot of parents out here who would like
to work for the minimum, wage of $3.10 an hour. But we are
dealing with a summer youth program; we are dealing with "a
minimum wage situation; and we paid all of our youngsters mini-
mum wage, and it is the type of situation that it is a no-win kind of
thing.

There are youngsters who need employment, but, however, if we
had the choice, if the father was unemployed or the parent who

.was the head of the household. was unemployed, I would certainly
think that the unemployed household head should be employed
rather than the youngster.

Chief JEFFERSON. May. I comment on that, also? I have found in
my contacts with certain youths that they have repeatedly said
that the level of wages that they receive under the Youth Employ-
ment Act is so little that it is more profitable for them to engage in
illegal activities, and that is the reason why .quite a few of our
youth between the ages of 16 and 21 are not being embraced by. the
program.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Barnes?
Mr. BARNES. Thank You, Mr. Chairman. I am like Mr. McKinney

and the Mayor, . I am supposed to be in another meeting. I left
there to come here, and I have to go back to it. I came over because
I wanted, Mr. Mayor, to publicly commend you on your historic j
speech earlier this week and the tones and sense of determination
that you set to begin the fight to solve the city's financial problems.

As one who represents a jurisdiction in the region, I have lohg
felt, as you know, that the city is the heart of the region, and so
long'as the heart is not healthy, the rest of the body is going to
have real problems, and I was very pleased by the tone of your
speech and in general terms the outline that you set for solving the
city's problems.

Obviously, there will be differences. 1 am sure there were differ-
ences within your administration as to what specific approach
should be taken and there will be differences in Congress as to
what answers are appropriate and reasonable. But I wanted to just
take a moment to say to you that I know there are a number of us
here who want to work with you actively to see to it that the
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direction that you set and the determination that you displayed is
successful.

I think, as a representative of a jurisdiction right here in the
area, it is crucial to my constituents that wa work closely with you,
to see that those problems be involved for all our benefit. I am
wondering if I might ask what kind of reaction are you getting as a
result of the speech from some of our colleagues on the Hill and
from others who will have to be involved in the process of making

.
some of the suggestjbns that you outlined possible?

Mayor BARRY. First of all, Congressman Barnes, certainly on
behalf of all the citizens of the District, I appreciate your com-
ments. I think the reaction is still settling in. Any time you lay out

_numbers_d_the-magnitude-that-we-have-had-to-lay-outand I said
earlier before you canne,thase numbers are not going to change,
whether people want" to change them or not, in terms of the ac-
countants' numbers and the analysis of what we need.

I think in terms of the city, I think people are relieved to at least
know the magnitude and extent of what we are going to do, and I
get the impression from people who I talk to, or who call me, or
who I see, they are glad to know we have some plans for 1981,
1982, and 1983 that are sd predictable, and they can look forward
to it.

I think the Hill reaction so far among people who are our friends
is from cautious to optimistic. There are those who, in my view,
will use any reason or any excuse not to support, but, as I said, I

- get the impression from my friends that it is cautious or optimistic,
, and most. of the people who are cautious ,want to wait to see what

the deta,ils are and what is happening with it.

FEDERAL FINANCING. BANK

One interesting thing, Congressman, is that the Federal Financ-
ing Bank has now become a very visible entity over at the Treas-
ury. I am not so sure they like that. Before we made this an-
nouncement, I had talked to Mr. Cook, who runs the Bank, and he
said, "I guess we will be on the front page," and I said, "Yes, you
will."

But we also discovered some 'interesting things. That same Bank
has about $177 million of Metro bonds, and people don't know that.
So we think it is going to take 4, 5, 6, 7 months for. people to
debate, to have dialog, to look at, examine this question,,and I am
optimistic from the final analysis, particularly the refinancing part
of this plan, it is the least painful for the Federal Government to
take on.

I think the most painful is the pensions. Chairman Dellums,
before, I think, your election, we have been working on this 5 or
years, that is going to be the toughest.;part of it for the .Govern-
ment to buy into, so again I don't expect instant reaction or accept-
ance. Just to put it out there, people can discuss it and debate it
and also to say if someone has a better idea, like Ford, bring it
forwardthat will solve the problem, not an idea that will prolong
the problem, but' will solve the problem, and that is much cash
needs, and, finally, I get the impression from members of the
governmentyou see Washington is unique. We have a number.'of
government employeesp, over 30,000, which really is larger than

1'
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some towns, and some cities, so I have two things to manage: one is
the employees, themselves, who make up a sizable number as

, though it were a town, and then to manage the city service deliv-
ery, itself, and we are doing that, I think, better than before.

DISTRICT'S CASH NEEDS
-

So I guess, in summary, there is mixed reaction here on the Hill.
But at least I am glad to hear even those who differ on the -

numbers acknowledge some Federal responsibility. I think every-
body now is beginning to say that, Senator Leahy, even though I
think he is mistaken about the numbers, they_are there_GAamill_
agree7We have a letter saying they agree with our numbers, acid
there is Federal responsibility, so at least we get the concept out
that there is Federal responsibility, and you can debate and negoti-
ate what should be the level of responsibility, which I think is a
new era here in that regard.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to take a moment to put
a letter in the record because apparently this morning in the paper
there was some question about the $115 million cash need vis-a-vis
the $90 million figure. It is a letter dated July 11 to the Honorable
Julian. C. Dixon, chairman of the Subcommittee on the District of
Columbia, Committee on Appropriations, House ofRepresentatives:

[The letter referred to follows:]
U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,

Washington, D.C., July 11, 1980.

Hon. JULIAN C. DIXON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on the District of Columbia, Committee on Appropriations,

House of Representatives.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: We recently provided you a report on our.observations on

the reported deficit in Distric't of Columbia government operations (GGD-80-85,
dated June 23, 19801. In the report we discussed three specific items and pointed out
that the District would not have to deal with the reported $284.4 million deficit
from a short-term cash needs point of view, but rather with a lesser amoudt, in the
magnitude of $90 million. However, one newspaper article was written in a manner
that impliedthat the General Accounting Office considered the accounting treat-
ment afforded these three items to be improper. We are writing to assure you that
such is not the case. The treatment afforded the three items was proper from au
accrual accounting standpoint. The items do not, however, represent an immediate
need for cash.

We hope that this letter clarifies any confusion that may Have resulted from the
incorrect implication that this Office was in disagreement with the presentation or
accounting treatment of the three items specifically discussed 4n our report.

If we can be of further assistance in this matter, please let us know.
, Sincerely yours,

WILLIAM J. ANDERSON,
Director.

Mayor BARRY. As of September 30; the GAO took the position
that the District needed $90 million: They did not address the $125
million projected potential deficit in 1980. When you combine those
two figures, you arrive at $215 million cash need which is what the
Mayor indicated Monday night.

Mayor BARRY [continuing]. Also, Congressman Barnes, we do
intend to meet with the Metro caucus, which you are a member of,
and Herb Harris, and Joe Fisher, and others, to talk about strategy
and tactics, to see; in addition to your seat on this committee, how
you can be helpful in 9.number of other areas. That goes beyond just
the budget situation, because, as you said, we' have to figure out

t
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how these jurisdictions support and help each other, and I know of
your commitment to the city. You were born here, even though you
are now in Montgomery County. At least you have a vote, so I
understand that.

Mr. BARNES. I will just say, I won't ask any questions at this
time, since the Mayor .and I have a meeting scheduled within the
next few days and will have a chance to talk about some dethils.

The category you said ranges from cautious to optimistic. I guess
I fall into the category of cautious: I think we have a real job
ahead of us to be able to implement any substantial portion of the
program-you-outline -in-terms-of -the-Federal-contribution-to-resolv,
ing the city's and the region's problem, and I regard it as a region-
al problem. Lam ready to roll up my sleeves and go to work with
you, and I again salute you for what I thought was an. excellent
speech, set in the right tone and direction. Let's get to work.

Mayor BARRY. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mayor, I know that you have a very busy

schedule, and if you want to withdraw at this point, we certainly
would liketo, on behalf of myself and members of the committee,
thank you very much for coming before the committee. I think
your contribution to these proceedings has been enormous.

Mayor BARRY. Let me thank you, Mr: Chairman, and also let me
say again. in closing, about the immediate situation, I don't think
we have manyoptions in the long run except for this problem to be
solved. I think it would be a. tragic situation for the Nation's
Capital, because of our inability to deal with this problem, that
wasn't created by any of us in this room, by itself; it was an
institutional problem, to go bankrupt. I think that would becan
you imagine here we are in the free world; the Nation's Capital
can't meet its bills, can't pay its people, and it is bankrupt? I can't
even see that. Btit that is where I am at this point.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to thank you very much, Mr. Mayor,
and hopefully the contribution of these proceedings will be to try to
make the point that it is not only Washington, D.C., but every
urban center in the United States are experiencing the very same
Thing. It may manifest itself in specific and unique ways in the
District of Columbia, but the generic problem is there, from the
few days of testimony that we have received.

Mayor BARRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

HOUSING

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Moore, I would like to ask 'a couple questions
with respect to housing. As Mr. ,McKinney indicates, it was a long
list, but I would like to go to just a couple.

In the previous days of hearings, a number of people have stated
that because of the rising cost of housingthe Mayor indicated the
average home in Washington, D.C., now costs $90,000 so that the
cost of purchasing a home has gone up immensely, and in many
major centers 'in the United, States, the issue of abandonment is
becoming an extraordinary question that people who can't afford
the homes or the buildings or the property simply walk away from
them.

Second, that the issue of affordable rental housing is beginning
to diminish in urban centers. My question is, No. 1, with resp6ct to
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the District of Columbia, are we experiencing abandonments in the ----'
District of Columbia? No. 2, are we exp fencing increasing difficul-
ty in securing affordable housing for eople, particularly those
persons earning, say, $20,000 and below?

Mr. MOORE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First,iet me comment on the question of abandonment, and let

i me redefine that. In some cities we are seeing increasing numbers
of owners walking away from units and leaving them up for tax
sales or for anybody else to grab. That is not the case in the
District. We have a substantial number of units being shut down,

not-any longer in the marketplace, but these owners are not walk-
ing away from those properties; they are paying the taxes. We have
had very few, less than 10 units in the last 3 years in the District
that have gone for tax saleS, and those that have gone, have gone
because the city had liens against the property and forced the sale.

So they may be walking away from them and shutting them
down, but they are keeping them for speculative reasons, particu-
larly in view of the increasing value of any house, whether it is
occupied or boarded up.

So that phenomena, where in some cities there are louses that
can be purchased for a thousand dollars, is not the case in the
District. In fact, our average acquisition of a boarded-Up house in
the District runs around $25,000 just to acquire it..

On the other question--

CONFISCATORY TAXATION OF BOARDED-OVER BUILDINGS

Mr. MCKINNEY. Could I interrupt for a moment? I wrote a letter
to the City Council about 4 years agoand I wondered if you
thought about thisand suggested that the City Council pass what
I call confiscatory taxation on boarded-over buildings and. empty
lots. In other words, not only are they a cause of great woe to the.
Chief, I am sure, because they become drug hangouts and garbage
dumps but also to the revenue chief because these buildings and
lots do not generate revenue or help with the housing crisis. If
something isn't done to the building, the lot isn't fenced up;
cleaned up, we have an increase in the real property tax by a
multiple of 5 or 10 and force the absentee owner to do something
with that property.

What would you think of that idea?
Mr. MOORE. I would support that. I think the speculative holding

of boarded:up property' and also vacant land is becoming an in
creasingly difficult problem in the District and certainly the Dis-
trict has to look to some type of policy and proFram through
taxation procedures to make it to their disadvabtage.,,

On the other hand, the Federal tax laws encourage the holding
on of vacant property because you can still depreciate it, whether it
is vacant land or vacant housing, so certainly the local level needs
to%move forward and there certainly nerds to be a change, I think
nationally, to bring these housing resources back .to the market-
plaCe.

RENTAL HOUSING

The second part of your question, Mr. Chairman, was on the part
of rental housing. There is a great difficulty throughout the coun-
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try. About 65 percent of all the rental housing starts in this coun-
try are no w,subsidized rental housing starts which give rise, to the

4 fact there is almost no privately financed unsubsidized rental hous-
ing being built in the country.

Now, a lot of people lay that at the feet of rent control here .in
the District, but that phenomena is nationwide, whether cities
have rent control or don't, and most of these do not.

In the District we estimate to construct a new rental unit with
today's inflation we would have to haye rent in excess of $425 a
month on that'unit, a one-bedroom unit at that price, to make it
economically feasible; that is without much profit. So the inflation
has driven the cost of rental housing so high that people who
would rent are now in the markpt for homeownership, because
they can purchase for a bit more than what they can rent. and it is
to their tax advantage. .

So we are forcing people to buy 'earlier in their lives; we are
forcing people to purchase, which, in effect, creates a demand that
drives up the prices, and I think that is more of the impact of the
$90,000 average home price irk the District, is the short supply and
the high' demand and 'inflation taken together have pushed it up to
about $90,000 for the average price of a house here in the District.

The CHAIRMAN. I- would like to pursue that with you for a
moment. If we look at the laws, the laws tend to support homeown-
ership. The laws tend not to support people who rent, people who
have rental property, or people who seek to build rental property.
Are we squeezing out the renter berause there is no support base
'in our society for the renter, or . ental property? What is the
dilemma? Are we pushing people toward homeownership as a way
of surviving, and if we are, what do we do with the people who
can't afford the $90,000-plus homes?

Mr. MOORE. We are, in er 't, Mr. Chairman, pushing people to
buy. That is where all the advantages are. That is where the
tax advantages are for the new homeowner and also for the owner
in the sense that one can convert an apartment building and pay
ordinary income on it as opposed to building new; so it is much
more to the advantage of a current owner to convert it to a condo-
minium or cooperative, pay 28 percent ordinary income, than to
move forward and try to overcome the great difficulties to finance
rental housing.

Now, we Nave a push, and we are pushing more people out of the
(homeownership range. As this demand builds up and prices esca-
late relative to demand, there are a narrow number of people who
now can afford the price of new houging at $90,000. There are no
programs in place for those peopk. in the middle. At the other end
of the spectrum, we have subsidized housing through section 8 and
public housing and even that in the Federal budget has been
reduced, so that the people in the middle have no resources and
people at the far, end of the scale who are poor have a diminishing
resource, and we are going to have a housing situation where only
the rich can afford any kind of housing, and who knows on today's
scheme what will happen to those who are less than high income.

The CHAIRMAN. So, on the one hand, with respect to, those per-
sons at the lower. end of the socioeconomic spectrum, we are cut-
ting back on subsidized programs. For those persons in the middle
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there are, no programs; the cost is driving them out of the private
homeownership market, and the laws are not supporting rental
units. Where are people going to live in tie future of Washington
or the future of the urban centers in the country?

,Mr. MooRE. That is part of the drain of the moderate middle
income out of the District, Mr. Chairman. In the surrounding coun-
ties there still are tract homes ,available in the $60,000 to $80,000
range, and those are diminishing, as we hear. For those people,
that is the only resource they have, is the option to move out of the
city, out of all cities. All cities, we have learned from the census,
are losing population-and losing-it-to -the-suburban arearso-we-are---
losing the people who pay the majority of the taxes. There are no
programs at this point in place that we have, and we are going to
have'a situation where the middle income and the poor are going
to be fighting over the same location, and inevitably the poor
person will lose. That is happening in some parts of the District at
this point where prices are being driven up in the $70,000 to
$80,000 range on a house worth $40,000 and certainly the lower
income employed person cannot intersect the market to get in the
older house, and if we have no intervention at the Federal level,
the situation will be exacerbated to'a national crisis over the next
5 years, more of a national crisis in proportion than it is now.

SENIOR CITIZENS PLIGHT

The CHAIRMAN. Most senior citizens tendto be on fixed incomes-
and each month an increasing amount of their monthly income is
going toward simply survivinghousing, food. How are senior citi-
zens surviving in Washington, D.C., given the picture that you
have just painted?

Mr. MOORE. Senior citizens are having it increasingly difficult on
a couple of levels. One is. the senior citizen homeowner. As we add
more taxation to the current burden, he has less ability to stay
where he is in his own home as real estate and sales and other
taxes continue. As the Mayor said, 38 percent of the income has to
generate all the taxes for the District, so that a senior citizen on
fixed income is hard-pressed to survive in a home that may have,
been paid for for the last 20 years. At the same time, those who are
in rental are in worse shape. As rental resources decrease the
number of rental units, there are more who are m6ving into room-
ing houses, and we are having greater problems in the District of
illegal rooming houses existing that we do not supervise because
we don't know about them until there is a problem. They are
finding more who double up and triple up and who are living in
worse circumstances than they were before. The other part of that
is I have been seeing in some areas, particularly around Capitol
Hill, where there- are some senior citizens still living and renting,
they are being displaced because that house they have been living,
in and renting for 40 years now is worth $80,000, as is, and almost
a week doesn't pass where I don't see some senior citizen set out on
the street in th6 near environs of Capitol Hill becauSe-the owner'
wants to, capitalize on the value of the house and no 'longer desires
to rent to that senior citizen.

We are building senior citizen housing as fast as we can. We
have about eight major projects underway, butthat will only take

,
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care of 10 percent of the people on the current waiting list. It takes
about, Tight now, 6 years for a person to come from the waiting list
into a unit at this pointa senior citizenbecause of the great
numbers there are and our inability to build as much as needed..

FEDERAL PROGRAMS RE HOUSING

The CHAIRMAN. What Federal programs are you presently ad-
ministering that you perceive to be helpful, or are there any Feder-
al programs at this point that are helpful, given the dynamics we
have begun to see in the last few years?

Mr. MOORE. Well:- most 51"t-he Federal programs we have are
helpful, except they are too few, and they are underfunded. The
section 8 program we are using, which pays rental assistance pay-
ments, is a very helpful program. The public housing program is a
very helpful program. However, it takes, with the number of regu-
lationsand I have been battling HUD on thisit takes us from
the time we apply about 14 months to get a project in the ground,
and it 'takes us about 14, months to complete it, so we are now
talking about over 2 years, getting close to 3 years, from the time
you start to work on a project to the time you occupy it, and by
that

'in
the costs certain12, have escalated, and we are subsidizing

rent in excess of $550 a month.
So, the programs are there, but the resources are diminishing

each year; the bureaucracy of getting through all the maze of
Federal regulations have increased substantially, and it is taking
us longer, so we wind up with less housing in a longer term and by
the time 3 years have passed, you have substantially more people
to serve than you had before.

The CHAIRMAN. Just one additional question: Brookings Institute
recently completed a study on housing problems in urban centers,
and their conclusion was that virtually nothing can be done. You
indicated that for the lower middle income there are no housing
programs. We started to think about that and said if you are going
to help, it might mean the Federal Government would be involved
in helping to subsidize incomes as high as $20,000 to $25,000 a year,
and you and I know, given this atmosphere, that is not about to
happen.

Given your expertise, what do you see as approaches that can
resolve these urban housing shortages?

RENTAL HOUSING DISINCENTIVES

Mr. MOORE. First, I think over the past' 10 years the Congress
has taken out much of the incentives of owning rental property. In
fact, it is a disincentive now The depreciation of rental property
has been severely constrained by recent tax amendments, so it is
not to anyone's advantage, the owner or investor, to build rental
housing.

That has to be put back, and, in fact, made more lucrative, not
only to build it but tax advantages of keeping it in the rental
housing stock. I think we have to take that direction.

Also, more,funds need to be made available to cities to acquire
both vacant land and vacant housing. In the District, as I said, we
have to pay. the same price as anybody else, and, when we buy
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boarded-up houses, it costs us the same as anybody, else. Even
though we may use eminent domain, the court requires fair market
value to be made. With $1 million we think we can acquire 300
houses.' Our total budget in terms of grants is $2 million, so we can
only acquire around 600 houses a year, single-family.

So we get the money back. It is not a question that money is loSt,
because we acquire houses, we rehabilitate them and sell them to
individuals and the money is returned. And if we had additional
substantial funds for the acquisition of this land, it would enable us
to move forward much faster.

'FEDERAL-ROLE IN HOUSING-
,

The other thing is that the program called Jenny Mae, the Jenny
Mae tandem program which provideS 7'/2 percent construction fi-
nance, has to be increased. It is-only $1 billion that was available
in fiscal year 1980. That should be more in the area of $10 billion.
It wad used up in 2 weeks. All the money was purchased out, and
many developers who wanted to build more rental housing couldn't
get there fast enough to do it. So we need to increase that amount
of money.

I guess finally we need, to decrease somewhat the Federal bu-
reaucracy and regulations that drive up the cost of housing. I will
give a couple examples. We are trying to develop a homeownership
development of modest income in Southeast of 150 units, and we
have gone all the way through the financing; we have the private
financing feasibility, and the Federal Government. HUD stopped us
from going to construction because they didn't like the size of the
alleys. The District requires the alleys be 12 feet wide. HUD .said
they wanted the alley 20 feet wide, so we have spent 3 months
arguing. with HUD, arguing whether the alley should be 20 feet
widetheir viewor meet the District zoning law, 12 feet widein
our view.

They said we have to set the houses back 20 feet from the street
on Martin Luther King Avenue. Every house 'on that avenue is

ilt almost to the street. They said we were vio14tipg some noise
iolations and required us to add another $1,200 to MTh unit provid-

ing more insulation. Most people who live on that street don't
suffer from noise pollution.

And so the building requirements an us exceed the building
requirement on the private individual which slows up the produc-
tion time and additionally costs more money, drives up the cost
horrendously.

Going to 20-foot-wide alleys will cost another $500,000, adding to
the burden of the homeowner. Setting the house back 20 more feet
from the street will add another $500,000, which will add to the
price of the house, and we keep bidding this price up and finally
wind up with our intentions of 'building a $50,000 235-house, and
instead building an $80,000 233-house, and the subsidy that will be
required from the Federal Government will decrease the actual
number of units we will be able to build.

There needs to be some concurrent reduction in some of these
more silly regulations and let local codes and zoning apply in all
cases. I think those things may help us to bring back rental hous-
ing in this country.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Moore.

RENT CONTROLS

I just have one additional question, Whether one agrees or dis-
agrees with the. issue of rent cont: o1 it manifesps itself around the
countrry, because people are concerned about the issue of afforda-
ble housing, and, you have indicated that is a significant and very
real issue..

I happen to believe that concern to rent control around the
country is a local manifestation of the need for a national policy in
the area of houSing, and certainly to addi ss the issue of affordable
housing in the urban centers of the United States. I would appreci-
ate it, without trying to pin you down on this controversial issue, if
you will give me your thoughts with respect to rent control and the
whole issqe of affordable housing-and available housing in urban
centers.

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Certainly the District has taken the position, the Mayor has, that

rent control is at best a temporary stopgap. It is not a solution, I
think all or us know. However, we have a situation where the cost
of housing has aceeded the incomes of people. The cost of housing
is rising almost twice as fast as the incomes, so each year the gap
widens for people to.be able,to maintain what they have in terms
of public policy.

I think it is., reasonable for public jurisdictions to therefore begin
to regulate that, begin to say there can be somafair return to
owners in consideration for the higher climb in their cost of housing
to the individual. We see it as a temporary process, and in our
proposals for this year we intend to begin to lessen the restrictions
on the market, to begin to provide for more opportunities to get
owners to get the equity returned, big to strengthen the protection
for tenants.

In the short term it is a reaction to'the whole economic situation
we are now in. ,Unemployment has increased, salaries have not
increased, the cost of housing has escalated, there are no tax bene-
fits to the owner of rental housing' or to those who rent:

We have created a situation where it is predictable that the
demand from city residents is going to be for control. The question
is how you get out of the control, and we are trying to address that
question. The first thing you have to do is more housing. I wish I
had been a better "student of Keynesian economics in college, but
the supply-demand factors say that we must increase the supply to
Slow down this rapid \escalation in cost. s

Second, is we have" to make it more advantageous, as I said, for
people to be renters as an option. I think we should have the
option of being a renter or owner, and the Government shouldn't
decrease that option. Many people still desire to rent, for mobility
purposes, for their own peculiar purposes, because they like other
people doing the maintenance rather than them doing it, and there
is much more to their comfort:

So that we have to come up with a long-term solution to our
housing needs in this country, or else you will see more cities
regulating more strictly, which will be to our own detriment na-
tionally over a period of 110 'to 12 years if we don't have a better
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and stronger national , policy on rental housing and housing in
general.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very, very much.
I would like to now turn to chief Jefferson for a few moments.
Chief Jefferson, a few days ago, we had as a witness the chief of

police of Atlanta, Ga., and I am sure you know him. He indicated
that the workload of the urban police departments in many ways is
impacted by the economic conditions, and that i§ as unemployment
increases, as inflation continues to skyrocket, with the cost of

_ living_ going up,_pressure of living in the urban community_is
increasing and that the workload of the police department will
increase because certain kinds of crimes then are on the increase.

f

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AFFECTING PROPERTY CRIME RATE

(a), Are you experiencing this in Washington, D.C. that is, any
increase in the crime rate in certain crimes as a result or the
economic conditions in Washington, D.C., and, (b) from your van-
tage point is the Police Department adequately manned to deal
with these pressures?

Chief JEFFERSON. Well, to the first part of your question, yes, the
city is experiencing an increase in crime.

The CHAIRMAN. What kinds of crime?
Chief JEFFERSON. The property crimes. The crimes against per-

sons we have been able to get a good handle-on. We have been able
to show a decrease in our crimes against persons each year, and
the crimes against persons are those crimes which most residents
have a fear of. They want to be able to feel free to walk the streets
without being assaulted, robbed, or what-have-you.

But there has definitely been an increase in our crimes against
property, the larcenies, the burglaries, and what-have-you.

We do feel that there is definitely a correlation between the
economic conditions of the cities that lead to that increase in the
property crimes. We also feel that in most instances police depart-
ments have been able to show that you can't really say whether
they are adequately manned because more and more police depart-
ments are being asked to perform non-police-related services.

Of all the city agencies, the Police Department is the only agency
that is open 24 hourb a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Some
people might disagree, because they say the Fire Department pro-
vides that kind of service, but the Fire Department operates only
upon a call. Police Ore put out on the street as a preventive
measure, and we find that more and more we have to address
problems of other city agencies because they are not open, and in
order to cope with that situation here in the District, we have
provided in each of, well, at least in six of our seven police dis-
tricts, neighborhood community relations units, and they are based
on an interagency cooperation concept.

We have one on 14th Street that ties in four of our city agencies
in the area where we feel the services of those agencies are in most
demand in that particular area. And this is the approach we are
taking in trying to address that particular problem.
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BUDGET CUTS AFFECTING POLICE

The CHAIRMAN. Some of the testimony that we received indicates
that cities are experiencing budget cuts, that with respect to the
police department the effect of those budget cuts are to cut back in
the areas of training, equ' inent, and ad.ninistrative support serv-
ices. Washington, D.C., s affected by significant budget cuts.
Where are those cuts ha ing to come in your department?

Chief JEFFERSON. For nately, we have not been in a position
where we have had to reduce the level of training. Insofar as our
equipment is concerned, we have had to cut back on equipment. In
order to hopefully forestall having- tn-fire-204-police-officers, I-had---
to look at the funds available in my agency and take moneys from
other personal services to try and hopefully avoid having to fire
201 police officers.

That meant we eliminated moneys available for the purchases of
automobiles' for the next fiscal year, for the purchase of uniforms,
purchase of ammunition, travel, moneys for education; and those
are the major areas where we have had to see a reduction in our
equipment. 0

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA POLICE AN COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. The Kerner Report that looked at the 1960's
specifically with respect to the issue of police community relations
indicated a need' for improved community relations, support serv-
ices and sensitivity training and training in these particular areas.

Mr. Pat Murphy, who is the president of the Police:Foundation,
and Mr. Knapper, who is the chief of police of Atlanta, both indi-
cated that in the period of fiscal conservative approaches that the
very first things that go out the window are the things that the
Kerner Report said police departments need in order to enhance
the quality of police community relations, that is, sensitivity train-
ing, training in the area of race relations, et cetera. Can you
comment on that? , .

Chief JEFFE4SON. Yes; I can. First of all, I would like to disagree
slightly. Police administrators in the past, even though there were
no fiscal problems they were facing, had a tendency to give less
priority to police community relations than should have been
given. Back in the 1960's, when we were having the problems in
the cities, most police departments formed units merely to address
those particular problems at the time, and as the cities began to
come back to a level where those problems decreased, then the
community relations units were either completely eliminated or
they were given the lowest of priority.

I am happy to s'ay that when I was appointed Chief of Police, one
of my first commitments was to see that community relations
enjoyed the high priority that I feel that it should, because haVing
come up during my rise in the Department as a police community
relations coordinator and seeing the benefits that accrue from
giving that top priority, because I don't feel that any one agency
should be left the responsibility of trying to regulate human behav-
ior, and that has been my commitment _to police community rela-
tions..1 have implemented programs here that I feel have had a
tremendous impact on the city insofar as the relationship between
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the police and con Mun ty. Ineach_one_ofmy--police-distrietsT-we
have a police community relations unit, we have a headquarters
community relations unit headed by an official of what I feel is the
commensurate rank that is going to give police community rela7
tions a priority that it should have.

In addition to those- units, I have a citizens' advisory council that
is a part of each one of the police districts. I also have a chief's
advisory 'council that is made up of the chairperson of each one of
the District advisory councils; there is a representative. for. the
senior citizens, a representative for youth, a re-presentative for
Hispanics, and a representative of the gay community, and we

. meet on a regular basis where we discuss the total picture of the 1.
city insofar as What, the police in the community can -do to continue
to foster good police community relations.

We work very closely in conjunction with the prograins that are -
funded by LEAA insofar as.,community-based crime prevention,c
programs. We have a very good program ih operation. As a matter
of faCt,'this was the Ark city that put the program into operation;
the officer' friendly program, :and we now have 'extended. that pro-
gram just from the elementary school., up into the high schools. We
have .a _number of police officers who work closely with the police
boys and girls,clubs here..In orderto determineWhether the detail-
ing:of these officers to the boys club was cost- effective, we did a
stud', and thatrstudy indicated to .us that in every area where
there was a police boys and girls club located within a 20-block
radius, -there was no juvenile crime. So 'we feel- it iscost-effective.

We have a program that allows the police- to 'become actively ^

involved in the schools. We have police assigned to the
schools as school board Patrol,coordinatorS and what- have -you and
work closely with the, schools.,

We have -programs in effect now that deal with crisis interven-
tion.'That is. an ongoing program that involves every member of
the department. We also have,,a -family disturbance intervention
program 'that deals with many Problems. We have found that in
the past police only had the. option in instances' of family distur-
bances to arrest Individuals. We reel that was not the answer, so
we work in conjunction with a lot of the other agencies so that we
have a referral program naw, so that if police officers ilspOnd on a
family disturbance and they find" out that the, reason for, the call is,
probably one where there_is a problem with the husband being
involved in alcohol, there is a referral service we can refer him to, ;

We feel that has been very effettiVe.
We have ongoing training in police community relations from an

inservice standpoint and from an experienced officer standpoint.
We. have a unit that deals primarily with all of our major or minor
,demonstrations. That has ongoing training. There is continuous
training for tht unit. It is a special operation unit in our, Special
events section,' so that we have trained officers so we don't allow
ourselves to get back into the posture that we were in in the late
1960's and early 1970's, when' we- had- the major demonstrations. .

here. We have a manual that- dictates the Way. these demonstra-
tions are handled.

So I think we have a very effective program that is ongoing in
the city.

-
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE

Chief Jefferson, I just have one additional question, and it goes to
the issue of the use of deadly force, and I would ask your com-,
m,ents. Do you think there is a need for Federal policy to.establish
standards for every municipality with respect to the use of deadly
force?

As you know, now it is each city council that determines the
policy .on the-use of deadly force, each department. Should that be
standardized? Should that be a national policy?

Chief JEFFERSON. Most definitely. I think that is one of the major
programs that is facil police administration throughout the
Nation, and I don't .knoW whether :You.'are aware of it or not, but
there is a program now that is being funded by LEAA that has the
participation of the International Association of Chiefs of Police,
the International. Sheriffs Association, and NOBLE, the National
Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives, of which I am
the national treasurer, and we are addressing that problem.

There are. two other programs that are being federally funded. I
think the. Urban League participates in one and the NAACP is
participating in another. NOBLE is so concerned with this partic-
ulai problem that at'the upcoming convention of the IACP we have
a _resolution that addresses that very same thing, the use of deadly:
force -

We feel that unless police administrators throughout the country
become aware of the, magnitude of this problem and on their own
do something to address the problem, we are going to have .a lot of
.situations like we had in Miami:

We also engage in. a joint project with theInternational ASsoci-
ation-of Chiefs of Police that addresses the accreditation of polibe
departments -nationwide, so I think that is: something that defi-
nitely should' be a national issue, and we should receive Federal
funding to _support the efforts in -the area of research and the

.programmic area.
The CHAIRMAN. Chief Jefferson,- I would like tothank you very

much for your response,to my questions, and Mr. Buford, Mr. Ford,
Mr. Moore, and Chief Jefferson, I would like to thank all of you for
your contribution.

What we are attempting to do at this point is to establish a
broad overview of Washington, D.C., and urban centers of the
Nation, and I would like to make two comments.

FEDERAL ROLES.

Fit-St, there are a number of questions that we certainly did not
have an opportunity to raise with you, and some of them we would'
like to raise- with you in writing; but, more importantly, as we
reflect on the overview' that we are establishing, what we want

thedo, as wi -..ry to search for solutions and an' appropriate role for the
Federal Government in Washington, D.C. specifically, and in the',
urban centers generally, we want to zero in on specific areas and, ,

begin to focus indepth. So I would anticipate at some point in the
future, as we continue these hearings, that we would have each of
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you some and spend a morning or a day with us as we begin to
deal in very specific terms with.these areas at some point down the
road.

What we are doing now is simply trying to develop a broad
persdective and you have contributed immensely -to that. We may
very well be submitting a few questions to you in writing, but what
I anticipate, more importantly, is that at some future time we will
come back together individually with you as we explore more in-
depth these problem areas in search of solutions.

On behalf of myself, the members of the committee and staff, I
thank you very much .for 'your contribution.

The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the committee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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PROBLEMS IN LTRIliAN CENTERSWASHINGTON,
D.C., AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

TIIURSDAY, JULY 24,.1980
/11.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.C.
, The committee met, pin-sue& to adjournment, at 9:50 a.m., in

room 1310, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Ronald V. Del-
lumi (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Dellums and Fenwick.
Also present: Elizabeth D. Lunsford, general counsel; Donn G.

Davis, Dietra L. Gerald, and Robert B. Brauer, staff assistants; James
T. Clark, legislative counsel; Hari-y M. Singleton, minority chief
Counsel; and Hugh 'Van A. Starkey, minority research analyst.

The CHAIRMAN.' The House Committee on, the District of Colum-
bia witl be- in order for the continuation ot hearings on the condi-
tiors of urban centers,,including'Weshington, D.C., and the Federal
Government's /role in solving these problems. Before introducing
cur first witness this .morning, the Chair would like to indicate
that we are/Planning to conduct two additional days of hearings on
July 30 and 31, and at that time tie expectlo hear from more local
people and tb conclude the gener.41 overview we have been develop-
ing with the testimony from several witnesses whose efforts to
solve urban problems are concentrated at the national level.

Our /first witness this morning is_Hbn....Charlene_Drew_Jarvis, a
member of the District of Columbia City Council, representing the
city's/fourth ward. -

Ms. Jarvis has long) been a civic activist with an outstanding
record of community service. Other efforts to aid her neighbors and
th city of Washington, D.C., have often come to public attention.

t is with a great, deal of pride and pleasure that I bring forward
o r first witness. Ms. Jarvis, on behalf of myself and the members
0. the committee and staff, we would like to welcome you, and you
may proceed in any fashion you deem appropciatel

STATEMENT OF' (MARLENE DREW JARVIS, MEMBER, CITY
COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ms. JARVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 'I am delighted to have
been asked to participate in these very important hearings on the
urban. crisis and the Federal role, and j certainly applaud the
chairman'6 efforts to once again raise-6ur level' of consciousness
about the plight of our cities.

(351)
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Although my testimony today will focus on the District of Colum-
bia, the problems of this city are not unlike those of many other
cities in the country, as you pointed out yesterday.

DISTRICT'S FISCAL CRISIS

The District of Columbia, like many of our major urban areas, is
experiencing a fiscal crisis in which expenditures are exceeding
revenues. Our problems in the District are compounded by an
accumulated deficit, including pension obligations which began
prior to our becoming a home rule form of. government. At that
time, we were on a cash basis of accounting, appropriate, for gov-
ernment agencies, but not at all appropriate for a municipal gov-
ernment.

We are now making the appropriate transition to an accrual
basis of accounting, but we must address both the accumulated
$248 million deficit and the current $125 million projected budget
deficit, and unfunded pension and Metro costs: Because of the city's
unique past and current relationship to the Federal GoVernmene;
because of the specific congressional prohibitions on the District's
revenue-raising 'strategies, and because of the absence of the kind
of industrial development that exists in bother major cities, our
solutions to our fiscal problems must depend heavily on the Feder-
al system.

However, the District accepts its responsibility to use every re-
source locally available to solve its fiscal problems:, A combination
of remedies has been suggested by' the Mayor and reviewed or
approved by the Council of the District of Columbia to address the
current budget deficit: reductions he government spendingthe
savings plan erfiployee layoffs, deferred capital improv,ements,
and increases in a limited number of taxes.

The city d6es not yet know how successful the savings program
agencies continue to overspend aS inflation rises, and there is a

$60 million decrease in anticipated revenues. Thus, the $125 mil-
lion projected deficit in fiscal year 1980 that will be rolled over into
the accumulated deficit may, in fact, be an underestimate.

In addition to local options already mentioned, there are, in
addition,' several oth6r options which we might pursue. We can
'develop reciprocal relationships with surrounding jurisdictions for
the collection of outstanding debts 'of- -various kinds, including
better enforcement of parking and traffic ticket reciprocity; levy
fees for the use of District facilities for nonresidents; and flat
limited bonds to-investors in the amount of the collectable out-
standing tax and user liabilities, repayment coming not from ap-
propriated funds but from delinquent taxpayers, themselves.

MAYOR'S FINANICAL PLAN

With respect to the accumulated and projected budget deficits, as
you know, the Mayor has pr6sented a financial plan which includes
the sale of long-term bonds to the Federal Financial Bank to meet
immediate cash needs, a 20-year $10 million budget set-aside to
meet the relo lining deficit, a hoped for agreement by the Federal
Government assume prehome rule pension liabilities, an essen-
tial fixed formula Federal payment, additional reductions in the
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work force, and elimination of some government programs and
consolidation of others.

The plan is a very tenuous one, both because it is so nonspecific
with respect to the severe reductions in city programs which are
going to be necessary and because so much of it depends on con-
gressional commitments which have not yet been. obtained.

For example, the Congress must allow, by charter amendment,
both a ieserve set-aside and the sale of long-term bonds to the
Federal Financial Bank, a resource that has formally only been
used for Government agencies. That process, and the necessary
legislative approval of the City Council, are time consuming. There-
fore, bond sales is an unlikely solution to our immediate cash
needs.

Further, the bond sales and the set-aside would require the Dis-'
trict to identify $30 million each year for at least 20 years. That
kind of-obligation must be considered very carefully. Both options
are potentially viable, nonetheless, and deserve careful further
study.

FEDERAL PROGRAMS

In the interim, our goVernment goes on trying to provide for
employment, housing, health, transportatidn and energy needs of
its citizens. Our ability to meet these needt has been greatly aided
by Federal block grants and other grants-in-aid, including general
revenue-sharing funds.

Because the District is regarded as both a city'and a State, we
find ourselves in danger of losing our State share of these funds.
General revenue-sharing funds are the cities' most flexible, predict-
able and indispensable source of Federal dollars. What is lost to the
States, we hope will now come directly to the cities when GRS is
re-enacted prior to its September 1980 termination date.

_Reauthorization is due also, for the community development
block grant,.UDAG, and EDA programs. These programs have beeti
a critical component of the District's neighborhood revitalization,
housing, and economic development strategies, and I therefore urge
this committee's support of their re-enactment.

The committee might also give serious review to the Kemp
Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Act, recently introduced in the
Hquse. Though this bill emanates from conservative Republican
tax reduction philosophy, its impact will be, or may be, on that

- group, the urban poor, black and unemployed, traditionally the
concern of liberal Democrats.

Because energy costs are so frequently mentioned as problems in
cities across the countryin the District much,of our supplemental
budget request and reprogramings have been to cover increased
energy costs--the Congress should 'enact legislation providing
direct assistAce to local governments for planningc and implement-
ing energy conservation and renewable resource development pro-
grams. r.

Finally, in the field of health care, new Federal initiatives may
be necessary to protect the health needs of the urban poor in cities
in which public hospitals and clinics are closing. A number of
financially strapped cities are -deciding to get Out of the delivery of
health care services and are transferring these functions to private
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health deliverers which do not have the same responsibility or
commitment to the poor as governments do.

In the District of Columbia, that situation has occurred with the
closing of the public health clinic with the highest utilization rate
in the city. That closure is now the subject of a court suit brought
by Neighborhood Legal Serviceson behalf of the poor.

Concern about the closing of hospitals, and the consequent
impact on the urban poor, was expressed at the Richmond Confer-
ence on the National Black Agenaa for the eighties. The committee
is urged to review the nationwide impact cf these c'oz,ures avid to
consider the Javits, bill, introduced in the Spate, to amend the
Social Security Act to provide for reimbursement reform with re-
spect to financially distressed hospitals,'

, Federal grant programs have not all been boons to cities. In the
District, for example, the Environmental Protection Agency re-
quires a level of water treatment which, according to local officials,
is too stringent, forcing the District to spend scarce dollars on
tertiary treatment because of the Federal Government's invest-
merit in the water treatment facility.

To further illustrate, the fair share housing program which gives
'housing grants to suburban jurisdictions to encourage an outmigra-
tion of the innercity poor are not working because transportation is
poor between the suburbs and city jobs.

Finally, policies which hfive encouraged urban sprawl have, inad-
vertently, contributed to the decline of the cities. Policiei counter=
productive to city development may be more easily identified now,
however, because of President Carter's executive orci...r requiring
urban impact analyses of new budgetary, legislative and regulatory
initiatives.

Mr. Chairman and members of is one final
issue I'd like to address, one which ; 1-A4-A-beet provided some of the
impetus for these hearings. Could a sparl; irmite, violence in Wash-
ington, D.C., as it did in Miarn; Tizkach:

The answer, of course, is but I n.14st' emphasize that:the
spark that ignited Miami violew:e was irk reality a belching confla-
gratjenthe exoneration of law e. nforcen,:mt officers who, by all

- accounts, violated every rule 7,f orollsiorclism and common hu-
manity in the treatment of, an the death of, an unarmee
man.

Many in the-black communit:; 1.ave -.arned, as a local columnist
has said, that "hope is simply deferred." A str,lAg
stimulus, indeed, is necessary ,. trigger such violence, -e
many have found their senses dolled by dashed expectaticw,s.
us hope that some realistic solutions to the problems of our
centers have beemid,,niified through these hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Jarvis, I wou'd like to thank you ve:,. amc
for your opening statemen

The Chair would yield to' the gentlewoman from New ci en,e:r
Mrs. FENWICK. Thank you., Mr. Chairman.
I wish that I had come in right at the beginning, h.:: I Hve had

an opportunity to go quickly through the beginning, la follow
very carefully what you have said.

I am interested, and before we go into the more serious, what is
more serious, but in any case to the city problems, I would like to



get a little more of your understanding of the Miami situation and
possible solutions to such a thing, to prevent the disappointment
that you spoke of that caused tragedy that we saw there.

M'4 14I

you outline what you lin is good about that and what

. .

-

bYoumentioned also this I; ban o s and Enterprise Zone Act.

effect it might .have? Would be the kind of thing that Might
have been useful in Miami, for example?

Ms, JARV.IS. think the situation in Miami was that the violence
that followed in Miami was precipitated by a very focused kind or
act. It was, as I said, an extreri i,. lack of professionalism and lack of
common humanity.

Mrs. FENWICK. The sense or not being represented by the officials
of the city? Because that wes one of, the probems in Newark.
There had been repeated con:plaints. about the feeling that the
officials of the city had no! ;:.w.sen fair or respectful, and then it
exploded because the comolaintl had been ii:;i7oFed.

Ms. JARVIS. Well, I thinlk was probably- rtruch more than that. I
mean we have come a long way in the filc.tory of the civil rights
movement to a point where such a thiup; zould happen in Miami;
then people look back over the 10 c c 20 or 30 years and they
shy, have we moved any fo,,her i.h41;. -;here we were when there
were actual lynchi-figs in the Souti-J. 'f'hat was just the most ex-
traordinary kind,of incident that occ...urred in Miami. al

I think it,swas not just that. It was fueled by a history of poor,
police community. interaction's; it was fueled\by the same kinds of
urban problems that exist in all cities around the country. There
are not enough jobs, not enough housing. Our young people are not
employed

'Mrs. FENVFICK. How will tia,is urban thing hell What would that
do, do you think?

, URBAN JO:1:i AND ENTERPRISE ZONE

Ms: JAavis. What the Urban Jobs and Ente .prise Zone Act
would do is essentially to identify the distresse areas of local
cities, arid, would move many Federal restrictions from those areas
so that businesses could easily come and,develop in\ those areas. It
would remove the Federal regulations that are so binding on the
developrhert of :)usinesses. It would, if local goverhmehts agree,
remove some 1)f.' the zoning regulations 'that perhaps trap business-
es which want tc develop. It would give certain kindS of tax bene-
fits, tax incenti.,:cs, including things like reductions in capital
gains.

I am saying that there are many ideas in this act \I think that
ought to be looked of very carefully. I don't really want, to be a
proponent at this poirtt,. I want to indicate that it is the kind of
strategy whilth we may have to develop an the cities, because one of
the critical things in the cities is the absence of jobs.
C"

MINIMUM WAGE FOR YOUTHS

Mrs. FENWICK. Yes, there 'was a very interesting article in the
New York Times. A black dnd Hispanic self-help group had gotten
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together with a little Federal and State money for equipment and
materials, and listed 10 government impediments to their program,
and one of them was the inability, when any funds from the
.Federal Government are involved, to pay less than the minimum
wage to a 17-year-old boy who has never worked before.

Now, do you share their view of that? Would you recommend a
subminimum wage for the very earliest beginning young people?

'Ms. JARVIS. In fact, I have voted on the City Council to do just
that, and it was a discussion in our council and has been a discus-
sion at the national level that goes on. It is one that the chairman
Mentioned yeste'rday in these hearings, when the Mayor was here.

I support less than minimum wage for 13-to17-year-olds.
Mrs. FENwick. Does the Mayor? What was his response,to the

Chairmant's question.
Ms. JARVIS. My recollection of his response was thatit was not

an answer that was a definite answer. I don't recall: But I think, as
I heard the Mayor, he indicated that one of his grave concerns was
the employment of adults, and that we should not have a _situation
occur where you have a youngster in a family able to find a job but
a father who is unable to find a job.

I 'am on record because I had to vote' on it in the Council, and I
lost.

Mrs. FENWICK. I see.
I wonder if you could tell me about the medical problems exist-

ing in the cities. I, know that is not your particular field, but it is
important.

Ms. JARVIS. Yes, as I indicated at the beginning of the statement,
I did that so you would know I do have some professional training.
I was trained as a (research scientist in the field of neuropsychol-
ogy, kw I have a doctorate `in that area, and I have some clinical
experience.

HEALTH CARE

The question of health care in the cities, I think, is a very
critical one as governments begin to retrench from the delivery of
services ,because of fiscal constraints. There are many kinds of
problems which have been identified, and there is a group, the
National Health Law .Center, which nationwide has been attempt-
ing to address the prOblems, and has brought it to the attention of
the. Secretary of HHS. So there are now some attempts to address
the problem in that department, but the kinds of problems that
occur are the closing of public health hospitals and the transfer-
ring of those services to the suburban areas, making 4t difficult for
the innercity residents to get to those services. ThO transfer of
public hospitals to private management, where the balance of the
figures at the end of the year is more important than actual
delivery of services to those in 'the cities who need them; the
takeover of public hospitals by medical schools is a problemthe
relocation, as I said, from innercity to the suburbs.

Mrs. FENWICK. In this excellent booklet of the.District of Colum-
bia Government, there is a list of some $82 million of expenditures
on the part of the FederaI Government for inpatient/outpatient
medical services, and so on.. Do you know anything about that?"Is
that accurate and well administered, and operating successfully?

Ms. JARVIS. I don't know'--
/

/.
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Mrs. FENWICK. Excuse me. In 1978, $59 million; 1979, $82,300,000.
Ms. JARVIS. For inpatient and outpatient?
Mrs. FENWICK. For inpatient. and outpatient medical services,

forensic services, narcotics treatment, specialized mental care for
children, and so on. Could you tell us something about the oper;
ation of those programs?

Ms. JARVIS. No, I really can't. I don't know what is incorporated
in that $82 million figure. I can't even te4 you whether or not
those are appropriated or Federal funds which are spent: The
District, of course, does° get a medicaid reimbursement from the
Federal Government.

Mrs. FENwICK. It is under the listing unreimbursable services
provided by the Federal Government in IV District of Columbia.

Ms. JAavls. I can't really speak to tha , Mrs. Fenwick, but I
would be glad to check on it andlet you know.

HOSPITAL OCCUPANCY

Mrs. FENwICK. It would be interesting. I would like to know how
it works, because, of course, what you say about city hospitals, is
true. I have been reading about New York; the sa e problems are
happening there. Their beds are not full, and the are trying to
close down some hospitals, and, of course, it is a gr at distress to
the people.

Ms. JARVIS. We don't have that problem in this city;our occu-
pancy rate for the hospitals, private and public, approaches almost
90 percent. That is too high, and, unfortunately, the Stahealth
plan, mandated by the Federal Government, and, in fact, is vvitten
by the Distribt officials with a great deal of interaction with\the
Federal Povernment, has taken suburban statistics about bedding
and combined them'with District statistics and has indicated tha
the District should have a reduction of more than a thousand beds.
If that happens, we will really be in critical shape in the District.

Mrs. FENwICK. How could they, with a 90 percent occupancy?
Ms. JARVIS. Because they have done regional statistics and have

underestimated populations and really used very bad statistics to
do that. With the closing of, our biggest public health clinic in the
District in the long term, what we are going to end up doing is
spending more money on inpatient services. I am convinced of that,
as I see what is happening to patients who formerly used that
facility. It is going to end up costing us in the long run more to
care for those patients.

Mrs. FENWICK." I think you are absolutely right, because the
clinic, which can take preventive medicine into account, often stops
people from ever having to go to the 'hospital.

Ms. JARVIS. That is right.,
Mrs. FENwICK. I agree.
Ms. JARVIS. In health care the situation is difficult because al-

though there are some disagreements about it, many jurisdictions
do not regard health care as an obligation of the State or the city,
as they regard some other kinds of government services as obliga-
tions, so that they retrench from health care, you know, and it
doesn't put them in any peril legally, by and large, and they can do
that. It is very difficult to win a suit--
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Mrs. FENWICK. I would be grateful to you if you can look into
this. it,is on page--

The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. FENWICK [Continuing].

-
Yes, of course.
The CHAIRMAN. My hought would be that the Director of the

Department of Human Resources would probably be a more appro-
priate person to answer that question. The Chair would certainly
be willing to submit the question to the Director. It is similar to
Members of Congress, Mrs. Fenwick, out of the several thousand
programs the Congress considers you and I don't have specific
information on some of them. It would seem to me this is a matter
that ought to be addressed more specifically, to the executive
branch of the city, and I would think maybe the Director- -

Mrs. FENWICK. Here is one of the most lively and intelligent
witnesses we have, who was trained in psychotherapy, and I
thought it would be particularly appropriate.

The CHAIRMAN. No problem. I would only suggest if you want
detailed information on it, you ought, to ask the person who adrhin-
istered the program.

Mrs. FENvviCx. I would love her opinion.
Ms. JARVIS. Thank you. I will certainly be glad to look into it.
But to correct the record, Mrs. Fenwick, my training is not in

psychotherapy. It is the physiological end of the field. So I meant
clinical neurological training.

Mrs. FENW1CK. Neurological rather than psychiatric; right?
Ms. JARVIS. I would be glad to find that information.
May I ask what budget year you are referring to?
Mrs. FENWICK. 1979. That was the $82 million.
The CHAIRMAN. Has the gentlewoman concluded her questions ?.
MTS. FENWICK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. First, for the record, Ms. Jarvis, I would appreci-

ate it if you would give the committee a general description of the
ward you represent in socioeconomic terms.

Ms. JARVIS. Yes, I represent ward 4, which is in the northern
part of the city, east of Rock Creek Park. It is a ward that is very
heterogeneous with respect to income and occupation, for there are
those who are on public assistance in the ward, and there are those
whose incomes are quite high.

We do not now have any public housing in the ward which I
represent. The general level of education in the ward is quite high.
The schools in the ward tend to be the better among the schools in
the city, and we do not generally in our ward experience the
intensity of the problems that are experienced in other wards of
the city.

We share all of the same problems, but not to the same degree,
so that many of the comments which I make are comments which
really refer to more depressed areas of the District of Columbia.

The CHAIRMAN. The latter statement anticipated my next ques-
tion, and that was, several days ago, we received testimony from
representatives from southeast, and the question I was going to
raise is to what extent dre the problems of the characteristics of
ward 4 different from the characteristics of the southeast, but I
think you have laid that out.
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So I would like, to go, then, to my next question, and, that is,
What do you perceive to be the pressing problems of your particu-
lar constituency?

Ms. JARVIS. In ward,4?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, in the areas of housing,14alth care, educa-

tion, employment.

EDUCATION AND SOCIAL SERVICES

MS. JARVIS. It is really difficult, to separate the constituencies in
the District because the problems really ,areishared. When we talk
about education, the educational system for the entire District
needs a great deal of attention. We are faced in the Dikrict with a
$35 million cut in the education budget, and that is going to impact
on every school in the city, including in My own district.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned, for example, that the schools in
your area tend to be, from your vantage point, better schools. Why
do you think that is the case?

Ms.JARVIS. Well, I think because the whole level of income and
education in the ward tends to be higher than in other wards in
the city, which means you have parents who, to a large degree, are
more advantaged, and they have a greater involvement with the
school system than perhaps parents in other areas of the city. And
there has simply been a history. of invohremerit in education.

But, as I indicatedthe ward is very heterogeneous;and while We
have very good schools, we also have the range, and we have some
schools which clearly are in need of the same kinds of support that
exist with schools in other areas of the city; that is, there, are a lot
of social service needs, and our' school system has come to be'
required to deliver a lot more than education to our students. They
have been required to deliver social services to intercede in fami-
lies where there is child abuse, to intercede in families where there
is mental illness, to intercede in families where there is not enough
money to get the youngsters to school with clothing; and sp those
problems exist in my ward as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We have a rollcall vote on, and the committee will stand in

recess for 10 minutes. We will be right back.
[Brief recess for Members to vote.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will continue its business.
Ms. Jarvis, before we left, I had asked you to outline for us the

pressing problem as you perceive them, and you had just begun to
talk about education, and I interceded and you may proceed.

Ms. JARVIS. I think, Mr. Chairman, I was indicatingyou had
asked the question specifically with reference to my ward, and I
had indicated that we have the 'same kinds of educational needs as
in the rest of the city, but perhaps not with the same intensity,
though our schools vary considerably in their excellence, and that
many of them require the same kinds of social services as are
required in other high-density, low-income areasmany social serv-
ices with respect to interventions, with respect to simple income
support, and that kind of thing, is, in fact, increasing in my ward,
which is somewhat disturbing, which means that the conditions of
poverty and the conditions which require social service support are
expanding in this city.

66-925 0 - 81 - 24 368
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DISTRICT HOUSING

The CHAIRMAN. You were present yesterday when the adminis-
trative people were testifying, and we got into this discusSion of the
housing problems and i.;;e whole issue of affordable housing in the
city, and Mr. Moore laid out some very devakating conclusions
when one looks at the housing problems in the District of Colum-
bia.

I would like for you to comment, if you would, on the general
issue of affordable housing in Washington, D.C., and in the course
of your remarks, I would appreciate it if you would comment' on
the whole question of condominium conversion and. your thoughts
about that and also how you perceive the issue of rent control
within the framework of the discussion of affordable housing.

Ms. JARVIS. Yes, clearly there is a crisis in housing in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, because the supply of both rental housing and
housing for purchaseas the supply of rental housing diminishes,
the supply of affordable housing diminishes, as those prices- in-
crease and people are simply not able to afford them.

RENT CONTROL

With respect to the whole issue of rent control and rental supply,
clearly in the District of Columbia we 'have produced many nonin-
centives for those who are interested in building rental housing to
get in the market, for whatever reasons, and those who are in the
market are getting out of the market, because of many of the
disincentives in the District, one of which is rent control.

We are in a predicament because we do have to continue to
control rents in the District, but, on the other haind, we do have to
provide some incentives for those who would build. Even if there
were a lot of building going on in,the District, even if there were
no rent control, units would be built that would rent for $400 to
$500 a month, which puts them out of the reach of many people in
the District of Columbia.

I think that we have got to liberalize our rent control laws. We
have done that to a certain extent in the legislation which is no(v
going to be considered before the Council. Oneof the things which
I supported was rent increases that were tied to the CPI. Whether
it is the CPI for rent or whether the CPI for all indices, is some-
thing that we have to consider.

We may, in the long run, have to look to vacancy decontrol, and
that is something that we will have to consider in the District of
Columbia, that, as units become vacant, that some of them are
decontrolled because we must increase "the 'supply. There is no
doubt that we have to increase the supply of affordable housing.

CONDOMINIUM CONVERSIONS

Condominium conversions have proceeded at a rather rapid rate
in the District of Columbia, and that is why we were forced to put
such severe restrictions on them.

There has been a recent study nationwide that shows that the
condo conversion craze that we have been talking about is not
exactly a craze, that there is a move toward conversions, and, as
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Bob, I thinkopointed out., there is a move toward conversions for a
number of reasons.

If there is no affordable rental housing, or if it costs as much to
rent as it does to purchase in terms of your monthly payments, you
might as well have equity in something, and if you want equity in
something, why not buy a condominium as well as a single-family
home.

So there is a-demand for housing. that has some equity in it, and
that is why we see conversions as a popular mode foi people who
don't want to live in homes and don't want to cut the grass and do
whatever else. So there is that pressure as well.

We have to keep the cap on rents in the District of Columbia,
and I don't see how we can get out from under any time soon,
except on a long-run basis, and we need to find ways of providing
incentives for landlords to stay in the business and who want to be
in the business. We have maybe 100 new starts in the District of
Columbia for rental housing,a hundred new units, and that is it.

We have provided so many disincentives that we have led people
into building office buildings rather than to building housing, so
our land, the very scarce land that we have, much of it which could
go to housing is hoW going to office buildings, so we are decreasing
that supply even more in the future because that land will then be
used.

IMPACT OF RENT CONTROLS

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just pursue a couple of comments you
made. With respect to rent control, is it your thought that rent
control is a part of the problem that diminishes affordable housing,
or,is rent control an expression of the problem of people being
priced out of the housing market?

One interpretation could be, as I listened to you carefully, that
you were suggesting that rent control may be one of those disincen-
tives. Another interpretation might be that rent control is an ex-
pression on the part of people at the local level to the national
housing crisis affecting virtually every city in. the United States.

There are two different ways to look at the-issile, and from the
*testimony we have received I am inclined-tosee rent control more
as an expression of the lack of national Policy in the critical area of
affordablc.! housing. The laws, Federal, State, as well as local laws,
tend not to support either living in rental housing units:mainte-
nance of rental housing units, management of rental housing units
or the building of rental housing units. The laws, tax laws et
cetera,. tend to support homeownership, condominium conversion.

Ms. JARVIS. Yes, I understand your question, and I guess your
question is: Is the decline of rental housing the result of rent
control, or do we place controls because of the decline of housing?

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Ms. JARVIS. And I think both of the above. I think that rent

control has contributed to the decline in the number of units
available as landlords have felt that this.is simply not a profitable
business for them, and they have gotten out of it. I think also
existing side by side are all of the social conditions that lead to
people being unable to afford housing which is available.

So the scarcity is both a result cf the economic conditions with
respect to landlords' willingness to be in the market, and it is also
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a result of the economic conditions in the country which put hous-
ing outside of the reach of many.

It is also, I think as you say, that there is no deduction to renters
on their income taxes, so there is more incentive for them to ,buy
than there is to rent, and I think that you are right, that we are
biased in that respect with respect to the laws. .

TENANT DISPLACEMENT

The CHAIRMAN. Could you comment briefly on displacment? Is
that an issue or problem in the fourth ward?

Ms. JARVIS. It'iS again not a problem that has the intensity as in
other areas of the city, but it certainly is a problem, and I have
worked very closely with four or five tenant organizations which
are attempting to purchase their buildings in an attempt to pre-
vent displacement. We have a la* which gives the right of first
refusal to tenants who want to buy their buildings, and it is very
ithportant that tenants understand how quicklythey need to move
to exercise that right, that as soon as they get a notice of intent to
sell that; the clock begins to move on therm, and that they have got
to exercise the right within that clock or they simply lose the
option to purchase.

That is why I have been so personally involved in the tenant
organizations that wish to purchase, because displacement is a
very, very real problem, and where do people ,go when they are
displaced? It is not the poor who are leaving the city. It is the
middle income who are leaving the city. Where do the poor go ?.
They crowd in with their mothers and grandmothers and aunts
and uncles and exacerbate the terrible social problems we have in
many areas of the city. They may, in fact,' go south, where many of
them have parents Or relatives still remaining. They go into more
substandard housing than they were in before; but they are still in
the city. There are many of them still in this city who are now
further impairing the quality of housing because of overcrowding.

So we have the problem in the ward, but we don't liave it to the
same extent, but to the extent that we can prevent displacement
anywhere, it is entirely important.

OVERCROWDED LIVING

The CHAIRMAN. This phenomenom of people doubling up and
tripling up as they. move about within the confines of the city
because they don't have the economic whereWithal to move out of
the city, I perceive to be a very significant problem.

A few days ago, I was talking with a woman who was discussing;
the Miami situation, and she said, if you look at this doubling and
tripling up, put"yourself in a situation where 10 or 12 people are
living in three rooms, would you literally go crazy; and my re-
sponse was eyes. So she said the expression of that is either you-
explode within the confines of-the home so.that those interpersonal
dynamics become tense and conflict- ridden, or you take it outside
and it explodes the way it exploded in Miami, because people have
to let off that tension some way as they continuf, to be stacked
more and more on top of each other.
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Ms. JAPvis.-It is something that has support in the literature. I
happen to know, a lot . about the animal literature, and if you
oveitrowd animals, you find the same kind of violence, the same,
kind of homicide,,that you find exists in our, cities. Overcrowding is
that kind of stimulus. '

The CHAIRMAN. So you are saying that, while it is not the degree.
of intensity of the overall city, the ward '4,problem of crowding is
not as intense as in other areas, but it is \ your testimony this is
becoming a significant problem among low-income people in the
DiStrict of Columbia?

Ms. JARvis. Yes, and it is becoming, a problem in my ward, and
that is distressing, because we are seeing things like evictions
much more often. The number of welfare families is on the in-
crease, and so it seems to be an indication of\a greater spread of
social disorder essentially in the city.

SENIOR CITIZENS' PLIGHT

The CHAIRMAN. 'What about senior citizens in that rege,-d? Are
you finding more senior citizens being displaced or a greater
number of senior citizens being defined as indigent as .a result of
the inflationary pressures on them?

Ms. JARVIS. Yes, there are some very sad storieq, many sad
stories, about senior citizens and their inability to stay many times
in homes which they, have paid for long ago, and now find theni-
selves unable .to stay in because of the increasing tax bite, property
tax bite, or whatever, even though we have tried, and hi-ve, in fact,
lowered the rate in the District of ColUmbia for single-family

> homes, but 'the fixed-income senior citizen homeowner is a concern
of mine, because that is a good part of my constituency in ward 4,
and the seniors are being displaced at a rather alarming rate.

It is a real question about what we can do in the long run to
s help, because one'in five by .the year 2000 will be over 65. It is a

whole population whose needs we clearly have to address now in
order to be able to be prepared for that.

FEDERAL HOUSINf; ROLE

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the Federal housing programs
support the displacement. of the poor by the middle-income per-
sons? What is your perception of the role of Federal housing pro-
grams in the District of, Columbia? Are they assisting and easing
the displacements, or are they contributing to-the displacement of
a certain segment of our society?

Ms. JARvis. I guess I have to say both of the above to that one,
too, because certainly the programs, the community development
block grant programs, UDAG programs, have been extremely help-
ful in neighborhood revitalizatibr, but to the extent that some
moneys have been made available to middle-income residents for
renovation =of homes in center cities that has exacerbated the dis-
placement problem, and I think that there has been some attempt
in the reauthorization of the commt nity development block grant
moneys to pUll that support away from middle income and make
sure that it is, in fact, targeted to low-income families who need
the help in revitalization and renovation.
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Certainly the moneys have helped. I am working with a tenant
group in toy ward where we have secured a commitment, Federal
commitment, of $3.1 million for renovation for a building that
tenants want to purchase. That is the kind of help that .the Federal
Government has been in housing.

But I think that there are indeed some policies which have aided
displacement, but that we have come to recognize them, and there
is a move to try to rectify those problems with the reauthorization
of both community de-elopment block grant and UDAG moneys.

PEOPLE PROBLEM OF THE CITIES

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you to respond to a rather general
assertion. A number of people who have come before the committee
have indicated that their assessment of the future of the cities of
this country is that if we continue down the .path we are presently
going, that the cities will end up cities of young people, senior
citizens, minorities, and well-to-do human beings. Do you perceive
that to be the future of Washington, D.C.,' given tfie"direction that
we are presently pursuing?
''Ms. JARVIS. Yes, I think statistically that is supported, that

indeed it is the middle-income person who is leaving the District of
Columbia and what we have is simply ,a declining tax base and
more lower income residents who remain.

In preparation for this hearing I talked to a lot of people both in
the government before and in the government now, and when I got
through a lot of those conversations, I had to sit backand recognize
that nobody knows what to do about the problems of the cities
because of the Ind of problem that you indicate, that those who '
are in the cities are not going to be self-sustaining, and those who
can help them. to be sustained are out of the city, and so more and
more the cities have to depend on Federal assistance to maintain

'just the *low level. of living that many of our citizens face in the
District of Columbia and other cities at large. I

We have at the same time a real Federal retrenchment. with
respect to moneys spent in the cities. There is a report"The
Federal Role in the Federal System." It is a massiveI don't have
it at hand, Mr. Chairmanbut it is the Federal role in the Federal
system which indicates that the Federal Government has just shift-
ed massive aid t the cities, counties, States, and that in the
opinion of those who did this report, it is too much and that there
needs to be some retrenchment; so we are facing that problem. We
are facing a greater need and a lesser willingness by the Federal
Government to participate in the problems of the cities.

I think that what is required is just a Federal recommitment to
the cities and to the needs of the cities, understanding that there. is
no easy solution that comes from within the States and the cities,
themselves.

IMPACT OF MIDDLE-CLASS PRESENCE

The CHAIRMAN. Let me try to tie my last question to a question
that I asked you earlier with respect to education. You mentioned
that your ward tended to be the "better schools" but within that
statement there were certain neighborhoods that tend to have
better schools than other neighborhoods in that ward.
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Based on observations and on testimony, my thought would be
that you might find the ,best schools where the middle-class fami-
lies tended to live in that ward. This it seems to me, means that if
the middle-class is the angry class, is the class that has .the capac-
ity t) challenge the institutions, and to make the institutions re-
sponsive, and is the class that feels a tremendous need to support
those institutions based on family, et cetera; that when they leave,
the institutions go down.

In those areas in Washington, D.C., where well-to-do people have
their children in private schools or middle-income families have
moved to the suburbs, it might be in those areas where people
fighting just, to survive and working every day, don't have the
capacity to make the institutions responsive; that it is in these
areas where we have a signifiLnt difference in thd schools.

What is your thought about that?
Ms. JARVth'. I think you are right. It is, by and large, the middle

clogs that recognizes its power to lobby and to affect Government
policy. It is also the middle class which is, by and large, future-
oriented, goal-oriented, so there are certain values that are inher-
ent that produce schools that are better. So I think when you lose
the middle class, you do lose a lobbying voice to a certain extent.

But I )think, as Mr. Buford pointed out yesterday, when people
are pushed so severely as they are being pushed in the District,
that you will hear ,the hue and cry from'those who have tradition-
ally not been a part of the lobbying system, and that we will hear
those voices in any number of ways.

There is still, however, a feeling of powerlessness I think that
pervades the whole of the community. I don't think that the feeling
of powerlessness is restricted to low-income people. I think that it
is a pervasive kind of thing that keeps even those who should ftom
impacting on the system which is so vital to their own future
development.

The CHAIRMAN. I just have a couple questions staff would like me
to ask with respect to private sector participation.

PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN CITIES
, . .

What particular means or programs would you suggest we use to
increase the involvement of the private sector in solving a number
of the major problems of the cities, and do they have an appropri-
ate role?

Ms. JARVIS. Certainly. I think that the private sector has an
investment in this city in the same way that all the rest of us do,
and that this city is an attraction to private industry. It is the
Nation's Capital; and there are many private enterprises that want
to locate in this city and in fact do, and who withstand what they
consider to be the disincentives to business development in the city,
which is high cost of land, the high cost of unemployment, the high
cost of workmen's compensationwe have tried to rectify that to a
certain extentand simply the extent to which they are placed at
a competitive disadvantage with respect to surrounding jurisdic-
tions in terms of their ability to locate and have costs that are less.

I think the private sector could do considerably more than it has
attrying to develop job options for our young people, that the
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*private sector job expansiirn has not been good, and that we might
look to that sector for th.:t kind of training.

There are programs that work. The Board of Trade has what it
calls a prep program in the i..chools, and it has young people come
into the various business .ind work in them and understand how
businesses are run and potentially then you have young people
who can be put to work in those same kinds of work environments,
so that there are some programs. But much too little:

The whole purpose of UDAG was to blend private and public in
building businesses in the .District' I can't, really tell you how
successful we have been in the District in using UDAG for that
purpose.

We can simply work with the private sector. For example, in my
tenants' groups, you know, I have gone to the banks and the
savings and loan institutions and said, look, we have here a group
Of low- and modera!e-income tenants, 250 units, maybd 500 people,
who are threatened with displacement, and what we need is, we
need some resources from the Private financial community to make
sure these tenants can buy, and I have gotten that kind of agree-
ment, so it just means. co:itinued communication, and sharing of
what is. clearly a concern that 'doesn't differentiate between the
business community mid the. Government. The city has to prosper

of us, ;Ind not just for the Government.
I guess the business community feels that the city has already

made too many demands of them, that when we increase taxes, it
is the taxes Jf th^ business community that 'we have increased
:other than the taxes of those who live in single-family dwellings,
and we just did that, and I know they havebeen over here to
indicate they are not happy about that kind of development, but I
think tl.at the privet ! sector could do much more than it has done
with respect to jobs, and it gets really doWn to basic economics.

If people have jobs, the city prospers because the spinoff from
that is just so tremendous. Business. prospers if people have jobs

.,beduse people purchase more from those businesses, and if we can
just expand that.job market in creative kindr of ways, that is, what
we need to do.

VOCATIONAL JOB TRAINING

The problem is that there is a mixmatch. We have more white-
collar kinds of jobs than we have people who are trained for white-
collar kinds of jobs. We have young people who come out of our
public school system who -simply cannot handle white-collar jobS,
and that is a very, very sad fact. I mean nc_ only are these
youngsters going to find it difficult to be employed, many of them
are unemployable. They don't have the kind of skills that this
market calls for, and that is why it, is going to be so important to
us for the future expansion of jobs in the city to match skills with
what is available, and to take a policy that Will expand those kinds
of job opportunities for which we have youngsters who can be
trained in them.

We don't have light industry. We could have light industry, and
we have not really gone the road, I think, to attract the kind of
light industry that we could have in this city and what remains of
the land that we have on which to develop it. So I think that a lot'
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more can be done to retain businesses that are here, and_ to encour-
age businesses to locate in the District

You know, we have a situation in v businesses' locate in
Pennsylvapia but their market, is in the V.. pct of Columbia', And
that is a very, peculiar system. So we need t,+! id ways_ of providing
incentives for them to stay in the city whet .eir market is, and
we have not clage a: good job of that, and we 1:;::;7 !. to.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you one addl.. question with
respect to the private sector. .

Given the present financial stress on the District
you see the private sector having more responsib 'an they
have had in attempfinii: to address the financial difficul , of the
District of Columbia? 'rou haik mentioned the busi.1,.. ',:t x; is
there any additional re, that one should ex. the
private ses.tor, given the incial problems of the Di.

Ms. JARVIS.. Well, the ..7ianr.ial problems of the. !ric-; ; 'a
history which' is really relat,.' eo the congressionn
and r think that much of : ::elution to our cur;
situation in the District hw to be accepted by :kte Federal
Government, which had sue in the development of the
history of this city.

We have to look to local as I indicated ir. ny testimf..ay,
and we are doing that;. we ioAing to local options. We ale
looking to additional taxes on business which we have done, but I
think we can't ask the buSiness community to shoulder the kind of
financial responsibility in which it had no partI mean it had no
part in the unfunded pension system; it had no partI was going
to say it had no part in creating the Metro cost, but it does prosper
by the extent to which we can improve that system.

So I don't think we should ask the business community to shoul-
der unfairly a financial situation in which it was really not a part
and parcel of making, that it ought to shoulder it to the same
extent the rest of us in the District of Columbia have to shoulder
it, and the rest should be shouldered by the Federal Government 'to
the' extent they were involved in ,helping to ci,:acerhater the
problem.

IMPACT OF METRO

The CHAIRMAN. One last question: When you mentioned
h" does your constituency regard,Metro? Is it useful to them?

JARVIS. No. I think that Metro is pe. eived as being a
:!,;hanism which allows suburbanites to. get in End: out of the city

quickly and which allows those who work in the downtown area to
Er:" 4.. around me ce easily in the downtown section, especially the

,..!tion of the city which isI am trying to describe it geographical-
which is south and we4t.
So I think that generally the, citizens whom I represent dorr't

perceive that Metro has been a boon to them. 41:77

The CHAIRMAN. So, as you mentioned earlier, that this is an area
where the premium is on white - collar employment, but there e a
number of people for whom white-collar employment is not appro-
priate or desired by them. Some 'people don't want to do white-
collar work. Is Metro not,* vehicle that allows thein to get from
the innercity into the suburbs where light, n-T.dium and heavy
blue-collar industry is?

1111.1
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MS, JARVIS. I don't think the system has been developed to such
an extent that is true. It may in the future be true as we develop
the system a l'qle better, and certainly there are some routes
along which that is possible, but I don't' see it as yet a fully
developed system that allows that kind of ease between the city
and the suburbs. That is why, as I mentioned, the fair share
housing program has not Worked. That is a program in which,
suburban jurisdictions are given housing grants to encourage the ,_

Outmig-ration of the poor from the center cities as a way.of decreas-
ing the density of the.lovv-income residents, but that doesn't work
because there is no transpirtation between the jobs which these
folks hold in the city, and the place where they are going to live in
Fairfax, or any of the other surrounding jurisdictions.

So I don't think Metro has inet the needs yet of those who are
seeking blue-collar employment and who would be moving from the
city into those areas, rather than frtinn the suburbs 'to white - collar
employment.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what I,. was trying to get-at, and I
appreciate your response to my question.

Are there any questions from counsel for the rthVority?......
Any questions' from staff'?
Ms. Jarvis, we would like to thank you for your presentation and

response to my questions. As I indiplted yesterday, we perceive
thd'se tit'st several dam of hearins: to give us a broad overview, and
then I think it is terribly iqipertant -.'.'at we begin to focus in. on a
number of the problems that cop front. people in the cities -in this
country, and this is otir.mode4 effort at trying to get the Congress
and the country to look at a very explosive set of issues, the
problems, that are gripping the peopi.- who live in the urban cen-
ters of this country.

And the whole premise of they hearings is.that what happens in
Washington, D.C:, in many ways is a precursor of what will happen
across the country. Many people 'tend to perceive Washi:_gtem as
some unique Rlace because it is a company town and the ....o:npany
business is government; that in f'r ale ways it is so thoroughly
unique that the problems are not applicable anywhere else. But I
see this as a major urban 7. %ropol!tan center with of the
critical problemsand if my colleagues are not prepared.to at least
begin to try to address the issues in the community in which they
find themselves living on a' fu'l-time ':hen what is going to
alloW. them to talk about helping )t.he: communities several thou-

miles away From here.
Ms..JARvis. I akree with you, Mr. Chairman. I might say Wash-

ington is unique in a couple of respects, and I mentioned those in
my opening.testimony_too. We don't have the kind of industry
which can support a job expansic n,-winch many other major cities'
doHouston, for example; and Houston doesn' iind itself in quite
the straits many other cities find thems.ves in because of that.

We also are limited, and I will just ma: r this stateinen' exr. ,Ain, in
the revenue-raising strategies which we ..an employ in the District
of Columbia, and we are limited in'a way that no other Puri diction
in the United States is limited with respect to thot strategies.

3
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So we find ourselves even in ,a more compromised position than
many of the other large cities because there are resources which
could be tapped which we can't get to.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I appreciate your presen-
tation and your contributions to these proceedings.

Ms. JARVIS. Thank you, Mr.-Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next, witness is Dr. Vincent Reed, superin-

tendent of education for the District of Columbia. We would like .to
welcome ,ypu before the committee. On behalf of myself and the
members of the comniittee and staff, I would like to welcome you
before the committee, and we are deeply appreciative that you are
able-to take the time'to come before our committee.

You may proceed in any fashion you deem appropriate: -

STATEMENT 0.14. DR: .VINCENT E. REED, SUPERINTENDENT OF ,

0 SCHOOLS, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
'Dr. REED. I did submit some material, and I am sure it arrived.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. And without objection, your total statement '

will be included in the record.
[The information appears on p. 384.] ,

Dr. REED. As we address the problems ,of the city, I feel strongly
that as far as Washington, D.C., is concerned, so goes public educa-
tion; so goes the city,. I see no way that as we talk about increasing
the tax base, as we talk about solving some of the other problems
of employment and preparing people for employment, if the school
system is not functioning to the point it is producing quality, then P
see a very dim fittiire for the city. sr

I want to talk to you in maybe a little different way, because, as
people appear before committees, they tend to say things that spell
out the company line. They tend to give you a presentation that
will be 46cepted .so they can get up and leave. Now, as the result of
that, m&t of these sessions are a waste of time.

Before I got to be Superintendent, .I had been in this- school
district 22 years, and I.have. been everything in the system from a
teacher right on through a principal and up through the top eche-
lon positions, and -I thought that I really knew the system, that I
knew how to manipurate the system, how to survive in the system.

:But after I got to be Superintendent, I found out I didn't know a
_ damn thing about the system.

D.C. SCHOOL SYSTEM

What is happening to education is far deeper than money and all
the other kinds of things you constantly hear about being the
problems. Let's take this system, for instance. '

Prior to my coming onboard, this school system had had eight
superintendents in 12 years, and because of that musical-chair
syndrome that had taken place, they left before they could find out
where the bathroom was, and the system had become a collection
of people who just survived. Everybody insulated themselves and
built little kingdoms so they could survive another superintendent
coming and going, and the system just deteriorated to the point
there was no systemic thrust, no sustained leadership, and, as a
result of that, no real progress along the lines of what we were
doing with the pre-K through 12th grades and what people were
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learning by the time they reached 12th grade and we were produc-

ing a large number of peop' out of the 12th grade that couldn't

function at the 12th grade lr-'el.
That doesn't mean all our youngsters fit in that category,

because many of our young people nne out of high' schools and

matriculate and are successful in la' ge universities and colleges all

over the world. But we have too many coming up who do not fit in

that category.
. When we first came onboard, we werdfaced with a problem of

terrible mismanagement and some of these statements may be self-

serving because I am now Superintendent, but you have' to under-

stand what this lack of leadership over a long peried)of time and I

am not blaming my predec6ssors, either; I am blanking the board,

because they are the ones who hired them and the ones who fired

them.
We had got to a situation where the management was almost ail.

We couldn t get teachers paid; we couldn't get them paid the right

amount of money; we couldn't get requisitions, orders, supplies

from the vendors to the warehouse 'or from the warehouse to the

school sites, and when you did, 'it was too late.

We had superintendents who came up here and. testified before

the subcommittees on the House and Senate side who admitted

they didn't know how many teachers we had in the 'system, em-

ployees in the system, all of that kind of embarrassing thing,

because they were involved and their energies were put foith to

surviving as a profession and not running' the system.

So we had to come to grips with that, and we had to make some

decisions along the lines of where are you going to go when it

comes to straightening out the -system or giving the system a

foundation to stand on regardless of who is superintendent.

SCHOOL MORALE

So we kind of put education on the backburner and stepped

talking about why our kids,are not achieving and concentrated our

efforts on, straightening out Management, because our problem, we

'felt, was if we didn't get people paid on time and other things

straightened out, there is nothing going to take place in the class-

room between the teacher and the kids, because if the teachers

don't get paychecks, for sor le strange reason they don't like it, and

when they don't get the right amount, .for some strange reason

they are upset. And all of ' :.t talks about the morale.

So as. we moved to deal with _hat, we had to look, at all the

graphs and other things that had ' Acen place because-there were

no checks anti balances in sys4...n. I am telling you this because

it is what happens to a schcoi system when these.kinds of things

are taking place and 75 percent of the things the Superintendent is

dealing with has nothing to do with education, because you are

thrown in a management rile where you Lave to manage, and you

don't have time to deal with those things that are.going to enhance

or advance or improve the quality of your program.

And I think that is what has happened all over this country in

large cities. As they get predominantly black, you have a succes-

sion of superintendents. What they usually do is stay with a'white

superintendent until you get to a deplorable situation, and: then
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put a black superintendent in who is supposed to be a messiah to
pull it out. They. are not in most cases people who come to those
positions with the experience which will enable them to pull it out.
The only reason we have had any measure of success in this town
is that I have been fortunate 'because I came from within the
system and had a better grasp on the system when I got to be
Superintendent than somebody they would bring in from the out-
side who would get into the political arena of this city and are
chopped up'before they can find out how to get back and forth
from home without being told how to go.

TEACHER SALARIES

I am not sure money is the real problem. You need s rvices. You
have to have money in order to.pay teachers. The avera e teacher's
salary in this town is $23,000 a year, which is one of-the best in the
country. Eighty-eight percent of our total budget is wr pped up in
paying people's salaries, and we recognize that as a fac . Until we
can straighten out some other things we are faced with we are in
serious trouble.

I have great battles with my board of education, and I can say
that publicly, oecause it happened in the public arena as late as .
last night, where the boards of education not only in Washington,
but all over the country have moved in to try to run the school
systems, and the board of education cannot run the sOiool system.
They have to hold the superintendent responsible.

As I talk to superintendents across the country, that seems to be
the biggest complaint they have. They are asked to'do a job; they
are held responsible for doing. the job, but, at the same time, the
control of the system is i,n ,somebody else's hands, probably 7, 5, or
11 people. That is impossible to deal with.

So those, to me, seem to be some of the greatest problems we
have along the lines of accountability. The whole business of insur-`
gence of community control of schools, and community people
hiring and firing principals and teachers who are responsible to
the superintendent in so many cases who does not have the respon-
sibility or not have the privilege_ rather, the prerogative, to hire
those people who he has .been responsible for or she has 'been
responsible for.

I am not sure I am coming across how I wanted to, because it is a
deep ingrown problem that nobody wants to surface, and nobOdy
wants to deal with it, because it smacks at somebody else's positiOn '

of how they stand. And most superintendents are deathly afraid to
say anything that may be viewed as negative, about the board of
education, because naturally the board Of education hires and, fires
them. But I think you have to take the attitude that the, life
expectantly of a large city superintendent is somewhere around 18
months. So when,you take the job, you know eventually you are
going to be fired, and you have to take it, understanding I am
going to do what I have to do unless they can get the six votes to
get me out of here.

And until we ,do that, I diin't think we' are going to save public
education. We have been very fortunate in the last 5 years; we
have made some small gains in improvement of our reading scores,
which seems the bottomline to evaluation of the system. And I am
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happy about that direction. I am not so happy; I am jumping up
and down because the gains have been very slight, but they have
been steady over a _period of 3 years, so it proves to us that with.
the right kind of educational program, and we put our CBC pro-
gram in fully this past September after 3 'years of phasing. The
innercity kids can be educated. Weknow if we put the program in
place and hold people accountable, you can educate young peop16

ti regardlesS of the socioeconomic background.
. So I am saying to you that if we can take the politics out of

education to the point that it doesn't interfere with itI am not
naive; I know you can't take it all outand you take the schoOl
system now running in the cities and put them in the hands of the
person supposed to be responsible for them, I think there is hope
and light at the end of the tunnel for saving public education in
this country. 1.-don't know of any city in this country where more
or less the public educational system is not the foundation of that/
city. If you want to save cities, and you can produce and reddce
that lack of credibility in the public, schools, you don't have ; to
worry about the middle class flight or white flight or other kinds' of
people running away from the cities, because I think quality educa-
tion is the answer to flight. People want to be in the city, I think
basically most people want to be in the city, but they feel they are
forced out because or the lack of education their young people are
going to receive.

Ms. Jarvis indicated a large number of young people coming; out
of the schools are not able to function at the 12th grade level,
which is very true. But, we have made great strides, I think, along
the lines of changing the mental attitude of teachers and staff

r, people and alga of students.
I will stop with that, and I am here to answer any questions that

- anybody has to address to me.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr.' Reed, I would like to thank you for al very

candid opening presentation.

QUALITY EDUCATION AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS

Let me start where you lea off, and I tend to agree with you that
in many ways the future of the cities are tied to the future of
public education. When you look at the data in Washingtori, D.C.,
it indicates a rather .small percentage of housing units in Wshing-
ton, D.C. are really family housing units, and that an overwhelm-
ing majority of those children who are in school in Washington,
D.C., are the children of families earning $10,000 and less, or
$35,000 and over,'and that there is an interesting disappearance of
families earning between $10,000 and $35,000 a year, bl ck and
white, who tend to, once they 'get married and begin o have
children, move out into the Virginia and Maryland suburbs ostensi-
bly for a number of reasons, one most important being "better
schools." -

You mentioned that if we have quality education, we d n't have
to worry about niiddle class flight into the suburbs. 0 e of the
questions that I have is, can you have quality education ith this
significant group of people out of the school system where the well-
to-do don't participate because they. send their children to Sidwell
Friends or other schools, middle clan people are in the suburbs,
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and the low inconie people, everybody in the family that can work
and get a job is out working, functioning, often having difficulty
either getting away from the job or making the system respond to
them, how do we get the quality education with such a significant
population of people outside? Which comes first, is the issue, I
guess, I am raising with you. '

Dr. REED. I feel if you can produce quality with what remainsIn
the city, yuu have a greater selling point than ever, because you
say to the people, if we can produce quality with these youngsters
who don't zlwve the advantages of some of those who left the city,
you know wliat we can do with the youngsters who bring to our
school system the advantages.

One of the things we have to face is that the social ills that
young people bring to schools, particularly inner-city youngsters,
are so massive sometimes that you have to deal with that before
You can even talk about education. I know some people I talk toI
talked to a guy on the radio a couple nights ago who disagrees; he
says that is a cop-out; that is an excuse. Mr. Chairman, anybody
who has been in the inner city for a long period of time, and we
talk about multiple living quarters as Ms. Jarvis talked, about
before families stacked on top of each other, those youngsters have
to bring to school with them large numbers of social problems that
will inhibit unlocking anything along the lines of education until
you can deal with that, or you have to deal with them smoothly.

I feel quality can be gained and maintained even with the resi-
due of what we are dealing with in the city and regardless of that
flight. I think with a good strong program that we have to demand
from young people and expect certain levels of achigvement be-
cause there is no greater enhancer of achievement than expecta-
tions. I think we have given up, and we have said to ourselves,
because these young people come to the school without these ad-
vantages, they can't learn or are only going to learn. so much. I
reject that, and we can show through the test 'scores, that has not
happened in the last 3 or 4 years, because those youngsters who
were showing low test scores have not reached the national norm
at this point, but have showed significant gains in that direction,
because we have done away with social promotions, the whole
feeling that you are paw, black and came from the ghettos, so we
don't expect anything.

We say you have to achieve in spite of that. I am not giving you
rhetoric. I feel you have to make sure that people know you expect
for them to achieve, and if they don't achieve, you are not going to
pat them on the back and pass them on, anyway. Youare going to
say you have to go back andthe system has to bring to bear on
that person additional help to make that person achieve, notwith-
standing the fact that we know some people are not going to
achieve. But I think most of them will, if you push them to the
point they have to achieve, because when they get out of school,
they are going to compete in a whole world, and they are not going
to compete in a black world; they are not 'going to compete in
anything but what the world is, and that is a multitude of all
people, and they have to survive. I think if you train them in an-
isolated clinical kind of situation,. they are going to be hard pressed
to deal when they get out of school.
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I feel we can produce quality with the youngsters left and that,
in itself, would be a clear indicator to people that the system is

o
viable, and if their youngsters come back with the advantages they
have, how much more we can do for them.

t

REDUCTION IN TEACHERS

The CHAIRMAN. You indicated, as I said, in rather candid fash-
' ion, that there are a number of problems that confront public

education in the District of Columbia, and that money may not be
the most significant of those problems.

But can you comment on the fact that given Washington, D.C.'s
present fiscal problems, it is requiring virtually all agencies, pro-
grams, public institutions in Washington, D.C., to cut back, includ-
ing the board of education. So my son comes home and says, "Pop,
I may not start school until Novembe,r." So that said to me that
limited resources does play a very specific and very real role in the
light of the children in Washington, D.C., who by virtue of limited
resources may be denied several' weeks or a few months of educa-
tion that ought to be their right.

Can you comment on that?
Dr. REED. Yes, sir. I think you misunderstood me. I didn't say

that the budgetary appropriation was not important. I say I am not
sure it is the most important thing when it comes to quality in
education. I would be the last one to sit before you or anybody else
and say that the revenue that is needed to run a system is not
important. It is vastly important.

We can go further than talking about delaying school openings. I
am in the process now, Mr. Chairman, of RIF ing 1,333 teachers
before September. I have already RIF'ed 800 as of this minute since
une-800 teachers out of the school system since June 30 to today,
NochiCh is less than one month.

I have cases wherein three different cases I know of the husband
and wife were RIF'ed on the same day, destroying the economic
base of a family. So I am not sitting here saying finance is not
important.

It deals also with supplies, those kinds of things you need in labs,
whatever they .nay be, specimens and other things. It is vastly
important. I am saying even with a ton of money,if you don't get
some of the other things in place, I don't see any chance for
quality. That is all I am saying.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you comment as to the effect of RIF'ing a
thousand teachers will have on the quality of education in the
.District of Columbia? If you go back to the comment from the
orevious question, and you indicated that the selling point for the
District is if we can achieve quality education with the people we
have in the system. Can that be done with the removal of a
thousand teachers?

Dr. REEb. Let me go back and tell you about increasing our test
scores for the lust 3 years. We got them out last week and were
very gratified. With the RIF'ing of a thousand teachers it says to
us that some of the younger, more vigorous physically dedicated
teachers are going toobie RIF'ed out of the system, because with
the it ewn set of uniariiilitOn and other variables that enter into
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the business of who is RIF'ed and who isn't, we are going to lose
young teache because every contract is built on seniority.

That is norto say more senior .teachers are not good. It says the
young teachers who have the physical stamina and dedication to
teach are going to be RIF'ed and the most disturbing point is they
are going to be RIF'ed and when they go outside of our doors, the
surrounding schools districtsand I don't blame them a bitare
soaking them up as fast as they can get them and put them in
their system. I, don't know that we can maintain the quality we
have been able to show for the last 3 years with that kind of
devastating cut.

I made this presentation to the city council, the mayor of the
city, and to both the House and Senate subcommittees, but to this
point it is to no avail.

Let me give you an idea about the financial problems. Maybe you,
know of them. To maintain in 1981 everything we had in 1980, our
budget would have 'had to jump from $247 million to $279 million.
With fuel oil going from 47 cents to $1.03, and other things which
have impacted on that escalation, we asked for $279 million. The
mayor originally set us at $252 million. Then the mayor came back
and took $8 million out of that $252, to knock us down to $244
million, so we are $5 million less than we were last year at the end.,
of the fiscal year with the escalation at the level I indicated to you
just now.

That is the reason we are cutting. We are cutting $39 million out
of Our 1981 appropriation, and that is the reason we are having to
RIF 1,333 pe.op:.3. It is devastating. I.can't sit here and tell you the
impact of that. We cut out coMpletely. programs 1:ske Driver-Ed, cut
back drastically on adult education, cut back on, counselors. I have
terminated 45 assistant principals, and we have had to cut across-
the-board to come up with that kind of devastating cut.

This school system has never, in the history of its life had to cut
$39 million at one time; never. And we are grappling with that
now. We are going to cut. I am going to have 1,300 people RIF'ed
by September 4, when school opens, but it is devastating.

The CHAIRMAN. Is the problem even further compounded by the
statement you made? That is, if you RIF a thousand people, and all
the ramifications of just RIF'ing a thousand people, if that thou-
sand tends to be the younger teachers, you know, I talk with
teachers, and the first 2, or 3 years out of school is when the
teachers-are-idealistic-anct-tend to challenge the system. You know,
they still feel assertive. But after about 2 or 3 years the system has
beaten them into submission, so they become part of the process of
an insulated system that is nonresponsive. -and nonsensitive and
insensitive. iso that the problem is further compounded by the fact
that in RIF ing a thousand teachers, you lose those people for those
brief few years who have the creativity and energy to really buck
the system andgo out there' and try to move beyond the inertia of
the bureaucracy that sets in on them.

Dr. REED. Y,3s, sir, you are absolutely right.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will yield to counsel to ask a couple

questions.
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAYOFFS

Mr. DAVIS. Dr. Reed, to continue with the questions related to
teachers being RIF'ed and overall reductions and the extent to
which those are taking place, would you tell us to what extent
administrative staff also are being RIF'ed, and is there any propor-
tionate ratio in proportion to the number of persons being lost who
are teachers?

Dr. REED. Yes, I cut $4 million out of administration at the tune
of something like 92 people. I cut 92 positions out of administration
from my office right on down.

Mr. DAVIS. Is that something which you expect will have a very
negative impact on the management problem which you outlined
at the beginning of your statement?

Dr. REED. Absolutely. You know when you talk about cutting
school !midgets from a political standpoint it sounds good to say cut
.everything exzept teachers; cut the fat cats downtown. Let me
explain when you cut the fat cats downtown, you cut services. We
have come a long ways in beefing up and shoring up our manage-
ment system, and personnel and management and delivery, and
everything else. This kind of devastating cut is going to put us in a
position where we will not be able to delivei services capably as we
have been able to do in the last 4 or 5 years, so it will have a great
effect on the ability to render services.

Mr, DAVIS. If I could back you up just a bit for the record, you
were saying a. while ago that students bring to the schbols a lot. of
sociologically determined problems, and I think some of us are
aware of that, but what .we usually hear, or have heard here piior
to your testimony, has a lot to do with what is perceived as the
negative impact on the community derived from the deterioration
of the educational system, and I seem to hear you saying a while
ago that yes, that is going on, but what people are not looking at
enough is what the education system is havingto deal with as a
result of other social problems.

Would you amplify on that a bit, so that we can get into the
record some sense of what schools are having to deal with which
perhaps has nothing to do with teaching?

FAILURE OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Dr. REED. It is easy to become a whipping boy for all of the ills of
young people. If a youngster comes out of the 12th grade or not, or
isn't progressive in school, it is usually labeled as the fault of the
school. It says the school is bad. But if you really look at it from a
pragmatic standpoint, in order to make any significant gains in
educating a young person, there has to be a unison between par-
ents, /the student, and-the school.

The thing I find lacking is, we have, unfortunately, too many
parents who do not involve themselves in what is happening in the
school; to make sure their youngster is involved, make sure what
courses they ore taking; take some time to visit the schools, to
check with teachers on attendance. It is a sad commentary. In two
ways it is a sad commentary when the parent comes in and says
my child was absent 45 days, and I didn't know it. Naturally I take
the blame for the school not reporting that situation to the parent,
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but, again, I have to stop and say, in 45 days your child has come
home and not mentioned to you they have been out of school, and
there is some responsibility there, too.

So I am saying it is a combined effort between parents, schools,
and the student in order to bring about some gains educationally.

The social 'ills I am talking about are those that are so severe
that young people are not mentally ready to talk about reading
and writing. They sit in class thinking about dealing with those
social problems during the school hours, and that is the kind of
hindrance I am talking about inhibiting young people, and some
young people come to school with those problems and are still able
to divide themselves during school time and show gains and prog-
ress during school, and others cannot.

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you.

VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Let, me ask another question which is somewhat related to what
we are talking about now, and also to 'the business of the loss of
personnel within the system.

We had a prior witness, Dr. Marcus Raskin, who put before us
what we took to be a fairly provocative and innovative idea. His
idea was that with these kinds of massive reductions in staffing of
the school systems that it may be time to start considering volun-
tary programs that will have professionals from the community as
well as parents voluntarily going into the schools and giving 2 or 3
hours here and there, or whenever they can, in some organized
way of course, just in order to enable the system to survive.

Is this something which has come to your attention in any way
before, the necessity to try to launch such an effort?

Dr. REED. Absolutely; 2 years ago, I organized a voluntary office7----

and staffed it. We went from something like 300 volunteers to
2,700, which we honored here at the end of the last, school year. I
don't think you can measure the value of voluntary service in the
schools. I don't think we could survive now if it wasn't for that
large number of volunteer parents. During the year before last,.
work stoppage with our teachers, without the response we got from
the community people who went in and held classes, and in some
cases very qualified people, themselves, because of their prior expe-
riences, we never would have survived that terrible time.

So I think he is absolutely right. The voluntary services we have
in this city are great. This city has more `resources than any other'
in the world I know. We have had to tap that. We have extensive
programs also with the community along the lines of executive
intern programs, students who work with the executive-type
people, and in so many cases it leads to a job. We have a lot of
community programs we operate in the school system. We are very
gratified that for the first time in the history of our school system
33 of your youngsters from one career center renovated an entire
house and sold it for $87,000 and -now we are doing the second
house and looking forward to doing some new houses in the future.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT SHORT PROGRAMS

Mr. DAVIS. We have had witnesses tell us again and again, Dr.
Reed, and ydu heard Ms. Jarvis say it this morning, I am sure, that
one of the biggest problems with our educational system is that
often it is totally out of sync with the demands of the labor market,
and we have heard that repeate

Would you comment on that? Te
that as a priority problem, and,
being done. in Washington to corre

ly since these hearings, began..
1 us, first of all, if you recognize
f so, what kinds of things are
t this problem?

Dr. REED. That has been a big gap, and we recognize that. To try
to offset that, we have involved the labor unions more and more in
our planning on our advisory council for career development pro-

*--graths. That way, we have some real expertise along the lines of
what is happening in the world of work.

he biggest problem we have found in the past is we have not
be n able, equipmentwise, to keep up with the advancement of
in ustry. If we buy a piece of equipment, we are socked in with4ito"
for 20 years. In printing, for instance, the printing industry acceler,
ated so fast, we were still teaching youngsters to handset camera,
and they were going from the camera to the press in the industry.
/ One other problem we have had in the past, which has lessened
somewhat, is the racist attitude of unions. They have not been
/op n to taking black kids OJT and training them. The Bricklayers

- / Un n has gone forward in that before Some of the rest of them. So
/ that as been one of the problems. Now, a lot of that has `nielted

/ down, and we are working with apprenticeship\ councils and other
groups, training young, people to be ready to step out and go OJT
even if not on a regular job. We are moving in the direction of
involving unions and labor people in the planning of the school and
asking them what should we be teaching in the area.

Our auto mechanics, if we are going. to teach auto mechanics,
they advise us we should teach combustion engines and other
things, rather than going back and doing like we had done in the
past. I think that has helped us to move and lessen that gap
between industry and the schools. Not to mislead you that we have
reached a point where we feel comfortable with it, but I think we
have lessened the gap. .

Mr. DAMS. Have you found private business and industry very
cooperative?

BUSINESS HELI.' TO SCHOOLS

Dr. REED. Very much so. And we have called them in,for other
things. I was having terrible problems 2 years ago transporting
handicapped children from the homesites to schools. We were ;tot
able, with the number of buses we had, to get the youngsters to
school on time. We were getting them to the schools at 10:30 in the
morning and picking_them vp at 1:30 to get them home. So they
had no time in school. We went to the Metro people and said, you
have the people with routing experience, can they sit down with
our people and show us how to do it, which they did.

We had trouble stocking the warehouse in a systematic way so
we would get_ goods in and out in a fashion. We went to the Giant
Food people and said, loan us your warehouse peop)3 to show us
how to do it; train our people., They did that. We have called eri

6
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peor le in the business community time and time again to aid us in
training people. Not to do it for us, but to show our people how to
do it so we can carry on. We are taking advantage of that.

Mr. DAVIS. You referred to the lag between what is being taught
and the actual demands of business and industry today. This raises
in my mind the question of how good a job is being done in the
vocational education area,-as that area, it would seem to me, is the
most fundamental to trying to keep up with developments in busi-
ness and industry, and making sure those skills that are being
taught are usable skills and not antiquated by the time they are
learned.

Dr. REED. What we are getting from the btisiness community
along those lines are particular trade ,areas. They are saying give
us the young .people with a basic 'foundation and let us take them
OJT, and we will go ahead and finish the training OJT rather than
you trying to turn out a finished product that is ready to step into
a full-time job. We have gone that route in working with the
unions. Our vocational schools' career development centers, we do
need to improve them. There is no question about that. They are
not up to par, but that is an area we are concentrating on, knowing
large numbers of our young people may not go on to higher educa-
tion and may need to get into the area of making a living.

Another thing that concerns us is that I feel basically everybody
should have some area, some second way of making a living, re-
gardless of whether he or she is going to college or not. Nowadays,
most of the youngsters, can't afford to go to college unless they
have a second job, so we need to give them something to make a
living with while they are in school; we are moving in that direc-
tion. That is an important area.

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That concludes my ques-
tions.

The CHAIRMAN. Counsel for the minority is recognized for the
purpose of asking questions.

Mr. STARKEY. Dr. Reed, it has been suggested by some that
because declining enrollment doesn't result in a commensurate
decline in .per-pupil cost because of the constant cost of maintain-
ing school buildings and salaries and whatnot, that schools should
share space with Government agencies or compatible commercial
operations in effect leasing unused school space.

wMy question is, would this interfere, in your opinion, with educa-
tional activities, or are there opportunities for expanding educa-
tional experience, say, high schoolers being interns in a Govern-
ment agency that is operating within that school?

Dr. REED. Well, along the lines of leasing buildings, we have
recommended to the board closing 22 buildings because of lack of
enrollment and building new buildings. We have leased those to
private organizations, and we have leased them to different social
orgauizations in the city. I don't see any interference. I think we
can work it out so there can be a smooth, harmonious kind of
relationship between industry and the schools along the lines of
training without interruption to the educational process.

We have done it with a group called Prometheans, a group that
is very successful in town, of professional men who have gone out
and got industries to adopt schools, and, as they adopt these

3 8e)
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schools, they lrs to their particular agencies for field
trips; they come f seminars on what it takes to rise to a
level of being elm that company, and that seems to work
very well. It becomez of the educational process rather than
an isolated, added-on t that could be disruptive. We have had
a lot of success with th...

Mr. TARKEY. Thank you, Dr. Reed.

CATIONAL EDUCATION

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. IR ped, some of our research indicates that the
District's investment ). vocational education is something that
tends to be less than at anys,other State, and that we tend. to
get less ,out of. it. Can sou comment as to why that is the case?

Dr. RE'KD. I think historically, Mr. Chairman, because you do not
have a large aitiount of industry in Washington, people seem to
feel that there is not a great need for training youngsters in
certain areas. If you go to Baltimore or Chicago, or St. Louis, where
you have a heavy industrialized city, where employment is availa-
ble upon graduation, then I think you have a greater intensified
program for vocational education.

Historically, in this system, it has not been that. As you know,
the largest category of employment, here is the District Govern-
ment, and they hire people who -have certain kinds of skills, filing,
typing, something like that; I think more or less semi-white-collar
kinds of jobs. So I think it is what we are living with because of the
history of this city. .1

Although we feel, and I feel personally, you should train young
people based on the national job market rather than the local job
market, because youngsters who are trained can relocate to work.
So you are slightly right about the small amount of money we are
now spending in vocational educatiop compared to school systems
of comparable size.

The CHAIRMAN. I just have one additional question, which is the
question I raised with Ms. Jarvis as well.

FUTURE OF CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM

A number of witnesses, as I indicated earlier, have stated to us it
is their belief that if we continued down the road we are going;
that the cities of America, including Washington, would end up
being cities of young people, senior citizens, minorities and well-to-
do people. I would like for you to comment to that from . your
vantage point in viewing the city as superintendent of education
and as a resident, and long-time resident; and, second, comment to
that in relationship to what you perceive to be the ramifications
for the school system, the future of the schools in Washington.

Dr. REED. Well, I think you are absolutely right, if we keep on
the course we are going now, your prediction. But, as I said earlier:
so goes the school system, so goes this city. I think the educators
have an awesome responsibility to eliminate that credibility gap
between the community and the public schools. Once that takes
place, and we are producing young people out of the 12th grade
who can function at the 12th grade level and can go on to the 13th
year if they are desirous of doing that, then we can change that

R9
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direction that you just mentioned, and we can keep people in the
city, because the city is viable, and they know their young people
can receive a quality education. I think the school system is the
answer to that possible plight; I really do.

ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The CHAIRMAN. My last question, then, is what do you perceive
to be an appropriate role for the Federal Government to play in
enhancing the quality of the education in the District that it is not
engaging in at this time or in a limited 'fashion?

Dr. REED. I think the Federal. Government, through its resources,
can looleat school districts along the lines of their uniqueness and
work with the Federal regulations so they will fit some school
districts because of their unique problems.

Let me give you an example: comparability for title I, for in-
stance. We are under court order of Hobson v. Hansen to equalize
expenditures in the school district, which almost works diametri-
cally opposed to. comparability. Now, as we go to the Office of
Education and say, look, you have to look at our other kinds of
problems because of this court decree and don't hold us to the
strict comparability kind of regulation you hold everybody elsewe
have been unable to get any consideration with that. I think that
'would help us do some things that we have not been able to do in
the past.

The regulations are supposed tofi everybody, and I understand
why, and I know you can t go aroun and give everybody its own
little unique comparability iegulatio , but we need some considera-
tion. I have talked to Secretary H fstedler about that along the
lines of things that can be .doneI think funding some programs
along the lines of allowing us to bring in the ware kinds of help.

SECURITY PROBLEMS IN D.C. SCHOOLS

For instance, one of the biggest problems in this city, Mr. Chair-
man, is security. This school system has no security program. We
have 200 schools in the heart of this city, and in so many of them
you can step off the sidewalk into the building, and you have
nobody inside that building to protect those people against an
outside intruder. We had a robbery in a school yesterday that we
have no control over, and I think we should look at some kind of
moneys that we could use above and beyond the base budget to
have a program that will secure the people that we have in our
schools.

The police department does not have the manpower and person-
nel to bring about the kind of security we need for 160,000 children
and an employment force of close to 12,000 people. I think the
'Federal Government should sit down with some local people and
talk about the kinds of things that. could be done to bring 'about
those kinds of things to make people feel better about schools. Our
schools are at the mercy of the thugs and hoodlums in this city.

The CHAIRMAN. We are at the point, from your testimony, where
the schools of this city need that level of security? If that is where
it is, then you know we have made a quantum jump in the nature
of education or the philosophy of education, or at least the philos-
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ophy of the atmosphere of education, because many people state
that good education cannot take place in an atmosphere that is
being policed, that that contradicts the notions of education. Are
we at a point where we have to move beyond that?

Dr. REED. We are at a point we have to deal with realism. We
have to be realistic about what is happening in the cities. That

Iphilosophy sounds good. But.when have kids being shot in schools
by outside intruders and teachers being mauled by outside intrud-
ers, and last year we had a young girl 10 years old taken out of the
building and raped. I don't have time for that rhetoric. We are
talking about bringing in protection for- those people. I don't have
anybody in my schools equipped and trained to handle somebody
who comes in with a weapon. Unfortunately, it has been the re-
sponsibility of administrators, but they are not there for-the pur-
pose of policing the school, but to be the educational leaders.

What happens is so many of them turn themselves, into police;
type people rather than educators, and that is one of the reasons
we have had a decline in education, because of this syndrome. If he
runs a tight ship, he has a good school. Mr. Chairman,..you can run
a tight ship with no education going on. I am concerned about the
fact we have put our people in that posture, from the fact they
have to protect the schools.

A person who comes into the school with a gun, only one person
I know can, deal with that person, and that is a policeman or
somebody else trained to deal with it. I am saying we have reached
the point where we have to be realistic about what is happening in
the cities and, as a result of that, bring to bear upon that problem
whatever services are needed.

The CHAIRMAN. Just take the last 5 years; have you seen a
significant increase in threats to teachers, to students, crimes
against persons, committed on school property, in the schools?

Dr. REED. In this city I have seen a slight decrease, and I will tell
you why. I think our drug problems reached a real peak about 4
years ago: Now I seem to see a lessening of hard drugs. We still
have the marihuana problems and the cheap wine and beer prob-
lems, but the hardcore smack and other kinds of hard drugs,- I
seem to see a lessening of that. As a result of that decline, which
we are very grateful for, I see a lessening of the kinds oattack we
were experiencing 4 or 5 years ago.

But' we are still at the mercy of those people who are not neces-
sarily dealing in drugs, but just come in to rob people. As I indicat-
ed to you, in one of the high schools yesterday, two guys chme in
with a shotgun and robbed three people late yesterday `akening.
Fortunately, nobody was there but the staff, and two of the staff
members were robbed. They may never catch them. I am' saying
they come and they go. But there is nobody there to protect the
people.

The fire marshals won't let you lock any. doors. I have-schOol
buildings with 85 and 90 exits to the street, and you cannot lock
any of them during the school day; so all of those doors are accessi-
ble. We have looked at all.kinds of ways of dealing with it, and we
finally have a piece of hardware we think will help us in that
direction, but you just don't have the right kind of protection.
Some school systems have gone into a large expense to hire guards,
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and they have guards stationed in the schools. I know Pittsburgh
and St. Louis have done it, and many other cities. We, at this
point, have not reached the point of putting that kind of money
into security.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any additional questions from staff?
Dr. Reed, we would like to thank you very, very much for your

presentation and contribution before this committee. If any addi-
tional questions occur to us, or we have-the need for hard statistics,
we would like to submit them to you in writing in the hopes you
would respond.

Dr. REED. I would be glad to.
[Dr. Reed's prepared, statement and attachments follow:1

t
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
co..ca OR TI-te 544.EFIWENOCNT

4C1E5IDENTIAL 131,1-1D,NG
415 12TH 571agI' N W
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July 22, 1980

Congressman Ronald V. Dellums

Chairman
Committee on the District of Columbia

Room 1310
Longworth Rouse Office Building
Wastlagton, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressmhn Dellums:

Thank you for providing the District of Columbia Public Schopls

with a forum to present to your Committee the attached statements

relating to education and its role in the urban community. I whole

heartedly endorse your attempt tr, get at the problems facing urban

education and urge you to do all in your power to enact legislation

that will prioritize the needs of our nation and accord public

education its rightful position in a democratic society.

VER:)dh

Attachments

Sincerely,

1."47 I
C

Vincent E. Read
Superintendent of Schools .
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Permit me to preface the following responses to your questions by

;

saying that the school system has attempted tc focus in on some major.

areas of concern and, of course, only superficially. We would welcome

the opportunity to explore, in greater depth the needs of urban schools,

and we would be very open to providing the Congress with.the opportunity

to develop a model system right here in the nation'A capital.

1. What are the critical problems facing the Washington. D.C. public
school system today?

The major 'problem facing the District of Columbia Public Schools is

its level of funding for 1981. The D. C. Public Schools needed at

least 278 million dollars tc 2,-,..intain the same level of operations

as it did in 1980, but with the budget cutbacks it appears that the

maxilum that we may expect is 244 milliOn dollars. This level of

funding has taken,a considerable toll on staff es well as other

resources. The schOol, system has had to release teacheri that have

been in the classroom for up to ten years, anctisre still have an

additional 8 to 10 million dollars to cuts. We,are frantically

looking for ways other than the release of personnel to pare down

to our 1981 level of funding, but personnel costs comprise 88% of

.

our total budget. A good 10Z of our total school staff will

ultimately-be impacted by this catastrophic cut in funds. Much of

the progress that we have made in the past three years could be

very seriously endangered because of the lack of services to our

students. It is ironic that when we are just beginning to make a

difference in student achievement that'this should happen.
.%.
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The schools of the District, just like the majority of other big city

school systems throughout the country, are suffering from an image

problem. Because of the focus that thikmedia places on the schools, all

that is publicized are the negative happenings; it is conceded we have

our shortcomings, but we do in a large number of instances succeed in

Providing a large number of students with the basic skills to become

contributing members of the community. The negative feelings engendered

by this image create a number of related problems that in turn become

selffullfilling. If our students think they are receiving an insufficient

level of teaching, they in turn will not expend their time and energy

needed to learn what is presented to them. In turn, teachers give up

because they feel that whatever they do is useless. Such concepts tend

to feed upon themselves and cause attitudinal problems that become

insurmountable.

Reduced enrollment figures also create critical economic and political

problems for thepublic school.. As the constituency of public education

grows smaller, so does its political clout. In turn, since funds are

usually appropriated by legislative bodies, the tendency to support
h

other government activities in preference_to education becomes more,

politically appealing.

As the number of students iu the public school continues to decrease,

so does the funding level. This approach to funding would make sense if

in thebeginningthe level of funding was appropriate to finance the

schools; but,-don't compensate for inadequate funding in the first, place

by making it more inadequate. Now, with reduced edfollmenti; should be

the time for us to finally catch up with providing adequate level of

educational services, but, instead, we are perpetUeting and promoting

the decline of free public education'in America.
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We must look at education as an interest bearing account where for

ev.;ty,dollar we put in,.we get a rate of return that makes Us, as a -

nation, grow healthier, wealthier and more politically and socially

aware of what the fUlfillments of the democratic process holds for

its practioners.

2. Several witnesses have suggested that the high unemployment problem

of minorities and teenagers can be addresed through an effort to

directly link occupational education and training programs to the

market. Is the D. C.. public school system attempting to make this

link between education and the labor market?

I certainly agree that a direct linkage between occupational education

and the training program to the labor market would have a positive

effect in reducing the large number of unemployed minorities and

teenagers in urban areas. It should be the concern of all vested

interest groups to reduce the rate of unemployment among our youth.

The schools should be joined in a partnership made up of unions,

industrial and commerical enterprises, other government agencies

and any other vested interest grdup to work cooperatively in facilitating

the transition of our youth from the world of education to the

world of work. Such concentrated cooperative use of resources

would distribute the cost of preparing individuals for work over a

wider range of vested interest groups. Employer; have facilities

that could in many instances be utilized in the vocational training

programs. This would free the school system from trying to duplicate

educational settings which in'many instances are antiquated and

unfunctional in favor of actual work settings. Employers would be

able to tailor train individuals tad in return accrue all the

pluses that come about, because of.the quality of employee they will

employ. Additionally, it is only fair that employers begin to

3
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share the cgst of the benefits they have bee reaping Over the

'years. Since schools train students at public expense so that

employers may utilize individuals who can read and write and

li

perform tasks which enhance the benefits for that enterprise, it is'

only fitting that all vested interest group should work together'

In the District of Columbia, we have a number of vocational eduCation(

training programs that are developing those linkages between the

school system and the labor market.

At the junior high schoollevel, work experience i8 available.to
/

introduce students to the demands of the labor market. Such experiences

are used to Make stEents aware of the jobs in the local labor market

and to help them make careerchoices. These-experiences come at a

time when the educator and the employer could be mutually supportive

of the student.

At the high school level, experiences in the labor market are an ,

integral part of the student's education. For,jobe in areas such
. .

as business education, health occupations and others where the tools

of the trade are changing much faster than the schools can acquire'

them, it is critical that students have training experiences'in the

labor market. Linkage arrangements here may be used to decrease

emmployers costs for training and re-:training of staff.
,

We are aware of the benefits of linkage with business,

industry and labor and, where possible, halve corked to make such

.

arrangements beneficial for our students.
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The majority of our occupational training programs are within our

Division of Career Development Programs. Primarily, through the

support of advisory council personnel, linkage arrangements have

served to ,stimulate the creation of new programs, increased services

to students and provide opportunities that facilitate the.Placement

of students in both training and Permanent employment situations.'

r--

One of our more innovative programs invoIyes_students in the renovation

of substandard housing in the city. A linkage arrangement with

the Washington Board of Realtors has enabled the schools to secure

work sites, equipment and material's. Students upon graduation,

are assisted in obtaining fulltime employment in the' construction

industry. Our ExperienceBased Career Education Program allows

students to combine classroom study with experience In career

settings as preparation for future jobs and careers. The placement

rate of graduates of this program is excellent.

I must mention, however, that the unemployment of minorities and

teenagers cannot be fully addressed by linkage arrangements.

Advanced technology has eliminated many jobs which, young persons

once held. Concurrently, older persons are permitted to hold jobs

much longer. This, in some instances keeps the young person out

of the labor market. There are other factors which will be mentioned

during this hearing.
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!. We are enclosing some articles from the Cincinnati Post that indicate

that regardless of the socio economic background or children that

urban education can succeed in teaching them the basics. Are

there illustrations of this kind of success in Washington, D. C.? .

My knower to question number three is an unqualified "yes". I very.

strongly believe that urban education not only can but unquestionably

must be able to succeed in teaching all children the basics regardless

of their socioeconomic background. The myth that because you're'

poor, it follows that you can't learn, Its a tenet proposed by those

that seek to foresake the millions of poor and minority students of

our country.- A mind,: is a mind, 15 a mind. Irrespective of the

physical location of a student, the basic capacities for learning

is there. The potential for mastery of the basic educational

competencies reside within each ' individual and each individual has

a potential peculiar to his being. It is the actualization of this

potential that may.vary from community to community. The environment

t.

0 the individual can either promote or hinder the function of

actualizing his potential. An urban poor child in the beginning

has the same basic in.iate relative potential as a child found in

whatever setting you Ash to describe (rural, snburban, etc.). The

development of that child will to a great degree depend initially

upon the family, lance the family is the primary source for transmitting

the value of culture and later, in formal setting, the public

schools. In many instances, major blocks of learning havi taken

place before the child enters school.. When the public schools take

over the formal education of a child, the schools must be able to

adequately identify and diagnose what levels of mastery have occurred

and determine what prescriptive offerings should be presented for

mastery by the student so that they will devdlop step by step the
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identified basic competence that will prepare them to become

.
contributing members Co the welfare of the community.

The urban schools must hive a well organized curriculum offering

, that is geared to take the student from where he/she is to where

the goals of the community dicte'.- he/she should be. Once the

school system knows what to. teach, then it must have an adequate

delivery system that will in the vast majority .of instances provide

a. graduating student with those saleable skills that will make him

a functional petson in the total society. .

The D. C. Public Schools over the past three Ars has endeavored

to develop a curriculum offering that has the capacity to provide

the student with those basic competencies needed to succeed

Additionally, we have undertaken to develop a delivery system that

will reach each student at his level of competency and move hroughhim rough

ehe prescribed educational program. To give you some insight into Our

Competency -Based Curriculum, I am submitting for your information several

attic/es. It appears that we have been able to halt the decline in test

scores in the District of Columbia Public Schools and we are turning the

system around. We have moved our students' test scores on the Compre-

hensive Test of Basic Skills closer Co the national norm. We are also

submitting for your information articles from the Washington Post which

speaks to our progress. We hope we will be able to sustain this pattern

of impro;rement, but with the drastic cut in the.budget we may be hard

pressed to meet our expectations.

66-925 0 - 81 - 26
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4. If you were able to dream about the ideal urban public school system

how would that system work, what would be its character and goals?

Let us look atquestion number 4 from several prospectives: funding,

management, supportive services, staffing (professional Et auxiliary),

facilities, curriculum, student participation, local, state and

federal government and the role of other publics.

The funding of public education in urban systems should be based

on educational need'and t political or economic determinators.

Each individual shoul he able to receive an educational offering

commensurate with Ms her educational needs, from prek on through

higher education, th academic and techniCal. I continue to

emphasize that education funds are a public investment in the future

of our country. I know it's not necessary to again point out that

- to support an individual in a penal institution costs some $54,000

a year while the per pupil cost in our public schools averages

$2,200 per year. Everyone knows the facts as they relate to the

learning power, tax paymentS,welfare savings, etc. that accrue to ar

community when its members are well educated; but still political

encumbents continue to close their eyes to the common sense approach

of putting the funds in at the beginning of an individual's development

so that down the road the society isn't overburdened with the cost

of past years neglect. The American people must come to the realization

that urban America is an integral part of the United States of

America and can't be factored out as a separate unrelated land

mass. All Americans have a vested interest in our country and what

happens to the least part of it happens to all of it.
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.0nce we base the funding of the school system on educational need,

then we can begin to manage, the educational institution on the

basis of identified educational needs of not only the local community

but also of the total nation. We can begin to develop those linkages

between the world of work and the schools based on the realistic

needs of the community and the nation and relate them to the natural

resources 'the youth of our nation) so that we can prepare them for

their right to share in the abundance of this nation. The management

of the school system will tie in with the total resources of the

community and thereby enable us to utilize in a more effective

manner the dollar allocation needed to meet the educational need of

each student.

The staffing patterns of both the administrative and classroom

instructional program could be altered so that new patterns of

educational delivery could take place. Instead of one teacher in

from of a group of 30 or 40 students directing the educational

program and limited by his/her finite capacity to be everything to

everybody, we could develop teams of instruction with teachers

acting as diagnosticians and prolAsing prescriptive remedies with

parsprofessional staff doing much of the nonprofessional operation.

The use of such a team should reduce the per pupil cost of education

and deliver a more tailormade educational program to the student.

School facilities could be efficiently utilized by the community,

and the community should be willing to provide for students the

total community as a classroom. Students should not be circumscribed

by the four walls of a building. The individualized instructional

program, as I envision it, would dramatically limit the use of

school buildings in the educational program. The community
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in turn could in many instances make usd of school buildings for

numerous other purposes.

Curriclum offerings should be prescribed on the basis of each

individual's educational need. Each student should have an educational

assessment madeof his needs. In turn the subject matter offerings

should be tailored to compensate for needed reinforcement and to

promote the progressive development of the mastery of basic compe

tencies needed to succeed in his/her field of endeavor.

The,student should play a more active role in the educational process.

As we have already seen, students teaching students can be a most

effective way of providing educationil service to students. Not only

_does peer teaching impart competencies to other students, but it

reinforces the competencies ofthe student who is doing the teaching.

Additionally, if we are true tthe concept of'a democratic society,

then more opportunities must be made available for students to actively

participate in the democratic process. Instead of doing lip service

to the inhtrent,principles
of'such a society, we need to practice

what we preach.

The total local; state and federal governments have a role. to pli;Y

in the educational development of tha student. Schools should not be

set aside as entities unto themselves but must be drawn into an active

partnership in a coopeAtive investment in the future of the community.

This tibias true not only for the governmental aspect of our society

but also for all die other vested interest groups that make up our

country: They should all'share in the investment since they'll all

be sharing in the interest that will be paid to everyone in the

long run./
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[The following news and other articles were furnished to the
committee by Dr. Reed:]

[From the Washington Star. July 9, 1980]

D.C. PUPILS SHOW GAIN IN TESTS

(By 'Charles McCollum)

District public school students in the third, sixth and ninth grades showed im-
provement over previous years on mathematics and reading tests given in May, but
their scores still fell below national levels.

According to a report issued yesterday by School Superintendent Vincent E. Reed,
the biggest gap between national norms and District scores is at the ninth grade
level. The national norm for both, mathematics and reading is 9.8. District ninth-
graders scored 7.3 in reading and 7 in math.

The test results are expressed in what are called Grade Equivalent units which
put the findings in terms of grade level and the month of the school year. That
means District ninth-graders are reading at a level of seventh grade plus three
months while the nation's ninth-grade students as a whole are reading at level of
the ninth grade plug eight monthsoalmost a 10th grade level.

The testswhich were first given in 1978also show that the city's third-graders
scored 3.3 in reading compared to a national norm of 3.8. At the sixth-grade level,
District pupils scored 5.8 in reading compared to 6.8, and 6.5 in math compared to
6.8.

Third-grade scores in reading have improved from 3 in 1978 to 3.2 in 1979 to 3.3
this year. Sixth-grade reading scores have gone from 5.1 in 1978 to 5.8 and the
ninth-grade scores from 6.8 to 7.3.

The mathematics scores have shown similar improvement. The third-grade results
have gone from 3.4,to 3.6 to 3.7, while the sixth-grade scores have risen from 5.8 to
6.3 to 6.5.

Only among ninth-graders has there been no improvement in basic math skills.
After going from 6.7 to 7 between 1978 and 1979, the level ofachievement stayed at
7 this last school yearin large measure, notes the report, because of problems in
math application.

School officials had hoped fora more dramatic improvement in the test scores.
They had set citywide targets for improving scores in both reading and math at all
three grade levels but only in math in the third and sixth grades were the target
levels reached.

Officials had hoped, for example, to boost reading scores among ninth-graders to
at least the eighth-grade level, but the test results actually showed no improvement
from 1979, when the students scored at the seventh-grade level.

But, as Reed noted in a letter to the board, "Student achievement scores in spring
1980 continue to show improvement over previous years."

Reed and other school officials take the test results very seriously, seeing them as
a reflection of the success of the city's new competency-based curriculum (CBC). The
improvement in test scores seems to indicate the new approach, which was phased
in beginning in the 1978-79 school year, has been at least partly successful.

In his letter, Reed noted thatin some subtestsDistrict students scored at or
above national levels. In math, for example, third-graders.a.acored at the national
level in concepts and sixth-graders scored above the norm in computation.

[From the Washington Post. July 9. 1980]

PUPIL TEST SCORES IN D.C. IMPROVE 2D STRAIGHT YEAR

(By 'Lawrence Feinberg)

' Average reading and mathematics test scores in WeshingtOn's public schools
improved' in 1980 for the second year in a row, following a decade of declining or
stagnant achievement.

The year-to-year gains were slight, and most students entering District high
schools remained far below the national norms on the standardized tests. But Supt.
Vincent E. Reed said he was encouraged by the change in direction.

"I'm not really satisfied," 'Reed said. "But I'm-glad we're moving now m the right
direction. We still have a way to go to get to the national norms, but we're moving."

Reed said the gains were a 'payoff" from the system's new competency based
curriculum, a step-by-step program to teach specific skills, which Reed promoted. He
also praised the hard work of students, teachers and administrators.
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According to the new report, third graders in the school system were just one
month behind the national horm in mathematics and five months behind in read-
ing.

In the spring of 1978, before the ,upswing began, D.C. third graders were four
months behind the norm inIdlath and eight months behind in reading.

The sixth grade showed similar improvements, gaining an average of five months
in both subjects in 1979 and another two months in 1980. The D.C. average for sixth-
grade mathematics this spring was three months behind the national norm and one
year behind the norm for reading.

For ninth graders, there was a three-month finprovement this year in reading
scores, but no change in math, following slight gains in both subjects in 1979. The
scores remained very low, with District students near the end of ninth grade placing
at the same level in math as students starting seventh grade across the nation. In
reading, the ninth graders were a little better, placing at the same level as students
nationwide who were three months into their seventh grade year.

Looking at ,the ninth-graders figures another way, the District ninth grade is still
3 years behind the national average in math and nearly 21/2 years behind in
readinio

/
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The national grade-level norms are based on the scores of a representative nation-
al sample of about 130,000 students tested in 1973, and have not been revised since
then. Thus, the scores do not reflect changes around the country since 1973, al-
though they do provide a consistent measure of achievement in Washington. The
scores are based on a 10-month school year.

The results released yesterday are from tests given in early May to all D.C.
students in the third, sixth and ninth grades. The multiple-choice exam, called the
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, was published by the California^Testing Bureau,
a division of McGraw-Hill Inc. It took about three hours to complete the tests.

In an interview, Judy Shoemaker, director of the test study group at the National
Institute of Education, noted that the gains reported by Washington schools are still
relatively small and should be interpreted cautiously. But she added: "Things look
like they are getting better. It looks like they are beginning to catch up every year.
. . . The deficit in some areas is still pretty alarming. The math [score] in ninth
grade is horrible. But at least the gap is decreasing, and that's a reason for the D.C.
schools to feel good.",

Several other big-dity school systems throughout the country, including those-in
Newark, New Orleans and Detroit, also have shown gains in reading and math in
the past two years, after slipping badly since the mid- 1960's.

Jeanne S. Chall, a professor of education at Harvard, said that nationwide the
improvement has been greatestNin the early elementary grades, as it was in the
District.

"There's been a real concentrated effort," she said, and it's beginning to pay off.
There's 'Sesame Street' on television. The children are being taught earlier with
Head Start and other prekindergarten classes.] And the schools are doing much
heavier teaching of phonics in early grades."

Chall said it is more difficult to raise the scores in junior and senior high schools
1 because their programs no longer concentrate on concrete skills and facts, and

questions on standardized tests require more analytical ability.
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"There may be some tendency [in the District] toward rote teaching [memoriz-
ing]," said D.C. Associate Superintendent James T. Guines, "and not enouffh concen-
tration in mathematics to applying concepts to different situations. We 11 have to
work on that some more."

But Guines said the competency-based curriculum,"which provides detailed lessons
for reading, grammar, math and'science from kindergarten through 12th grade,
probably helped improve achievement by giving teachers a clear idea of what they
are supposed to do. In each subject, children are supposed to move ahead to a new
skill only after passing a test showing they have mastered the earlier skills.

After three years of development, Guines said, the curriculum was used fin' the
first time in all the D.C. schools last year.

"Everybody out there knew what to do," he said, "as opposed to everybody out
e r e shooting from the hip. It's a big difference, I think, and it's paying of
Reed, who became superintendent in late 1975, said the higher test scores may

also reflect his efforts to make students more serious about their studies by giving
trophies and prizes for good attendance and high grades as well as for athletics.

At Reed's urging, the D.C. school board also has adopted a,checklist of "critical
skills" that all students will have to master before they can be promoted to the next
semester's work. The plan will, go into effect next fall' in the first throtigh third
grades.

Even though the school system is facing major budget cutsincluding teacher
layoffsfor next year, Reed said he believed the competency-based curriculum could
still be followed.

"The classes will be bigger, and we'll all have to work harder," Reed said, "but
we'll try to do it."

Reed said a detailed report, howing test scores for each elementary and junior
high school in the city, will be issued in about two weeks.

"It's very important to see how the individual schools are doing," Reed said.
"Publishing the school-by-school results improves motivation. We've tried to create
a competitive kind of atmosphere."

[From the Washington Post. July 10. 1980]

D.C. SCHOOLS ON THE REBOUND

Because bad raps and stereotypes tend to linger long beyond any basis thy may
have had in fact, the, latest news from the District of Columbia's public schools
should be shouted from the rooftops: the city's schools are showing signs of scholastic
improvement, with reading and mathematics test scores on the Increase for the
second year in a row. Yes, we all know that two' years isn't enough to retire the cup..
Still, the progress is significant and encouraging, and tremendous credit goes to
Superintendent Vincent E. Reedwho has been the driving force behind this
progress.

Dr; Reed is among the first to note that the schools still have a long way to go,
since average test scores remain below national norms. But after a decade of
declining or stagnant achievement, a two-year upswing has put the city's third-
graders just one month behind the national norm in math and five months behind
in reading; in 1978, they were four months behind in math and eight months behind
in reading. Sixth-grade scores gained an average of five months in both subjects
from 1978 to 1979 and another two months, by May of this year. This leaves these
test scores three months behind national norms in math and one year back in
readings. I

0 '
News from the ninth gale is worse: after. slight gains in both reading and math

in 1979, there was a three-month improvement hi reading scores this year, but no
change in mathand these scores are all distressingly low. It means that the
District's ninth grade is still 3 years behind the national average in math and

, nearly 21/2-years behind in reading. Greater emphasis on these higher grade levels
clearly is in order; it is not enough to celebrate improvements of younger children
while continuing to let the teens ers who are next to go into the working world do
so at terrible disadvantages they on t deserve.

.That there have been similar patterns of -score improvements in other big-city
systems does not diminish the story her me of this general progress may be due
to nationwide educational effortsSesa e Street, Head Start and so forth; but more
interesting is the fact that rriginy of th other school systems have done what Dr.
Reed has done here: put th# emphasis basic reading and maththe good old
phonics and numbersin a "competency-. . curriculum" that serves as monitor
and guide for teachers. The teachers, by t way, have not been undermining this

'
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program; not only did their union endorse it three years ago, but teachers were,
involved directly in its planning, as were principals.

This renewed education to the teaching of fundamental skills, coupled with more
efficient operations and a more disciplined atmosphere, has made a difference. But
there are plenty of gray clouds: sudden and severe budget cuts, however justified,
are causing disruption and low morale among principals, teachers and their dwin-
dling constituencyand the resurgence of bush-league behavior on the school board
is infuriating even the most die-hard defenders of suffrage at al,1 costs. So far,
Superintendent Reed has weathered it all with amazing patience and dedication.
For now, hope of any more improvements depends on keeping in public education
here tha.."fourth R"which stands for Reed.

{From the Washington Star. July 10, 1980)

A BETTER REPORT CARD

Not all the news about District schools is dismal. A new report suggests that more
city school-children are better able to read and reckon thane they were a year ago,
with younger students, making the most progress. Third graders in the past year.
have advanced to within a few months of the national norm in readingand
approach it in math. (In two math sub-categories, they exceeded the norm.)

Evesi(so, the one-year gains are not very largethe skeptical might esay that
things have gone from worse to bad. In the upper grades ,. the gains mean even
Tess' and' improvement of several months means far less progress for ninth-graders
than it does for third-graders. District ninth-graders are still nearly three years
behind the national norm in math.

The more hopeful view, however, is that city schools have had their worst day and
are rebounding. Sixth-graders who, in 1975, were reading nearly two years behind

the norm are now one year back. Similarly, ninth graders who were reading 3.4
years behind the north in 1975 and now 2.5 years back. And the city administration
has bravely made the national normnot a big-city normthe basis of comparison.

Why the turnaround? Much of the credit goes to the "competency-based curricu-
lum," which last year was applied in all district schools for the first time. The idea
behind the curriculum is elementaryto emphasize academic-subjects and regularly.
test p ipils on their mastery. It has been the approach of Superintendent Vincent E.

Reed to concentrate on traditional skillsand to promote uniformity in teaching,
textbooks and subject matter.

The city's average scores are, to be sure, only part of the story. the increases are
likely to vary greatly from school to school, reflecting different conditions in city
neighborhoods. Mr. Reed is aware that some schools are encouraged by the results
to do better and work harder while others are not. And it is hard not to be
discouraged by the continuing lag in the upper grades. How far behind will these
District students be when, in three years, they leave high school?

So the statistics are also frustrating, Even as thty.show progress, they bespeak
the need for stricter requirements, such as additional credits now required in high
school; and more innovation, such as Mr. Reed's "model high school" proposal,
which was foolishly rejected by the D.C. school board.

When the board turned down the model school, it worried that such an institution
would in some way_be "elitist'_'=as if it were elitisi to excel in school. Opponents of
the plan seemed to forget that if a model school could work in .one location, it
conceivably could do so in twoand more; that it might help students most able to
benefit while serving as a model for all schools.

The school, board can, of course, change its mind on this and other matters. We
can imagine no better incentive than this latest round of test scores.
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SPECIAL SECTION

The Competency-Based Curriculum

THE District of Columbia Pub-.
lic School's have taken a major

step in instructional innovation. In
the past. many developments in in-

\ struction have resulted mainly from
\ the initiative of individual instruc-

\tors; this has certainly been the case
in personalized instruction. Changes
in instruction and the consequent
benefjls have been limited to the
single classroom. Often only toler-
ance has been requested or expected
from administrations or central or-
wiring agents. However Vie Dis-
trict of Columbia schools have now
initiated and implemented a com-
prehensive. systemwide program in-
volving. competency-based instruc-
tion and testing. Commitment to the
program is total; by 1981 implemen-
tation throughout the entire system
still be completed.

Several individuals within the
school system have been asked to
contribute papers addressing vari-
ous aspects of the program. Some of
the articles refer to its goals and
philosophy. Some refer to the spe-
cifics of new program development,
implementation, and validation. A
final paper examines the new Com-
petency-Based Curriculum ICBC) ir.
the broader perspective of instruc-
tional innovation. If the articles.
taken as a whole, suggest common

THOMAS J. WERNER

Special Section Editor

themes to the reader: they may be
these: )1-Systemwide competency-
based instruction is the natural evo-
lotion of corimentation and dis-
cussion it ovative instruction
during the last 20 years. 2) Compe-
tenCy-based instruction beginning in
the earliest grades is far more logical
then competency-based testing in
the highest grades.
The first article describes histori-

cal and sociological aspects of
educition in the District of Colum-
bia. Superintendent Reed shows the
significance of instructional im-
provement by noting the relation-
ship between a city school system
and the city itself: the success and
effectiveness of one is intimately
tied to that of the other. Reed em-
phasizes a key theme in CBC:
testing is useful if it is systematically
related to effective instruction.

In the second article. Associate
Superintendent Guines discusses the
complex organizational develop-
ments which have made imPlemen-
tation of the new program possible.
The formation of special teams.
development and piloting of new

Th. author is gataarsh Asolsciait. Crntrr For
Polonalised Imtnsation. Crongelonm Uni-
versity. Washington, D.C. =7.

curriculum materials, extensive in-
formation dissemination and staff
development, and systematic man-
agement have" been required by the
tremendous scope of the project. A
point of particular interest for in-
structional developers arall levels is
Guines' emphasis on establishing
lines of communication and com-
mitment with all individuals and'
groups involved prior to actual ,

implementation.
Ford. Harbeck, Lewis, Stephens.

Turner, and White describe in detail
the theoretical foundation of the
curriculum, u well as the strategies
involved in specifying competencies
and organizing and structuring cur-
riculum development. The individ-
ual elements of the curriculum and
the means of assessment within the
program are discussed.

Program implementation on such
a large scale requires careful plan-
ning and organization. Aaronson,
Burnett, Gullattee. Simons, White.
and Wood discuss this aspect of the
program; they describe how infor-
mation dissemination and staff
development have been conducted
throughout all levels of the system.
They also explain the system by
Which these activities and program
implementation in general have
been managed.
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A central idea in the program is
that materials and activities related
to the furriculum are evaluated and

'revised based upon student perfor-
mance. Cooper explains in detail the
validation model of the program.
Validation efforts have already pro-
vided information about the validi-
ty of the new curriculum. Cooper
discusses the conclusions which can'
be- made about the effectiveness of
the piogram thus far.

Ir the final article, Werner and
Ruskin discuss the effect of this new
program on the field of instructional'
innovation. In light of such large-
scale development, many of the tlif

401

ferences separating individual in
structional methodologies seem
inconsequential. The emergence of
this new program should signal the
use of more generalizable models of
analytis, permitting study of a
broader range of instructional
systems and situations.

There are a number of people to
whom gratitude should be expressed
for their participation in the produce-
Lion of this section. haah W. Brown,
by her leadership and organization,
contributed immeasurably to the
section, as,she also has to the special
relationship between District of
Columbia Schools and Georgetown

Its Iota-nal of Personallud instruction 3:4, Winter 1978

University. Madlyn W. Calbert,
with editorial expertise, coordinated
the gathering and relating of materi-
als presented in the section. Ronald
M. Lazar provided advice and as.
sistance throughout the develop-
ment of the section; his judgment
and support have been greatly
valued and appreciated.

Both the District of Columbia
Public School System and George-
town University wish to thank the
Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer Folin-
dation and the Philip L. Graham
Fund for their support id this joint
activity toward educational im-
provement.
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An introduction to the Lompetency-

Based Curriculum

VINCENT E. REED

T HIS SPECIAL ISSUE of the journal
of Personalized Instruction affords

the District of Columbia School System
the valued opportunity to share with
others its experiences with the Compe-
tency-Based Curriculum (CBC). The
articles which follow describe the devel-
opment of an educational program de-

signed to meet the vailed challenges of a
large urban school system, and they
give the reader a view of the activities
engaged in by students, teachers, ad-
ministrators, and parents in their search
for quality education for all students in
the public schools of Washington,D.C.

The school desegregation decision of
1954 has perhaps affected our schools in
a unique way. for today, 93% of the
nearly 130.000 students enrolled in the
public. schools of the District of Colum-
bia are black, and it is not possible to
entertain the idea of effecting racial bal-
ance when there are no neighboring dis-
tricts, from which to draw students of
different ethnic backgrounds. In addi-
tion. the population served by the sys-
tem is largely poor. as determined by '
the Office of Education, ESEA Title I
guidelines. Given the unique historical
and sociological make:4p of Washing-
ton, our schools offer a challenging lab-
oratory for work toward educational
excellence.

This challenge was recognized and ac-
cepted as I assumed the position of Act-
ing Superintendent of Schools in Octo-
ber 1975. Specific goals set to. increase
the possibility of providing students a
high-quality education became a part of
the system's mission of-excellence. chi-
ciency, and effeitiveness.

Specifically, the mission led to the es-
tablishment of these four major goals: 1)
To promote academic excellence for the
attainment of knowledge. competencies,
and skills. 21 To ensure tilt active partic-
ipation of all components of the District

The author n Superintendent of School, for

thr District of Columbia. 415 12th Stmt.
NM., Washington. D.C. 20004.
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of Columbia'in the Implementation of a

systemwide liompetency:based curric-
ulum. 3) To develop a systematic plan
for thecontInuous assessment and eval-
uation of educational needs and
achievement. 4) To make significant im-
provements in the level of service and
the efficiency of operations In the major
support areas of management services
and to maintain those levels of support
services necessary to the mission of the
school system. -

The progress which has been made to-
ward these goah is reflected in the fol-
lowing articles which define clearly our
concept of a competency-based Durk-
slum. This concept has as a basic as-
sumption the belief that all children can
.learn and that the best possible program
is one that insures that they do learn.
This commitment so students spans' all
grades and situps, prekindergirten
through twelfth grade, as well as adult
and special education.'

In early planning, we made the choice
between competency-based testing and
a competency-based curriculum, prefer-
ring the latter and departing therefore
from the pattern established in more
than 30 states which have either passed
legislation or taken school board policy
positions endorsing competency-based
testing. These programs seem to place
emphasis on simply measuring the out
comes of schooling rather than on im-
proving the process of edufation. Many
states have had difficulty in defining
levels of acceptable performance and in
deilin3 with students who do not meet
them. The D.C. system, in keeping with
its philosophy, has elected to focus on
the procedures for effective instruction,
employing tests as an integral pact of the
instructional program to ellect im-
proved teaching and learning.

, ,
LPL has been a proem of developing

both people and produrtsdtaff devel-
opment services have been5teovided to
more individuals in the last three years
than ever before. in the history of the
D.C. schools. Our staff are extremely
well trained in the technology of CBC.
We have reached hundreds of adminis.

Oman. thousands of teachers, and
many parents. It Is our belief that the
psychology and, philosophy of CBC
must be shared with all members of our
community. We have even developed a
television course which has now been
approved for graduate credit at all area
universities. These efforts are beginning
to'bear fruit as we see administrators,
teachers,%ant) parents Ionising intelli-
gently on the Instructional needs of the
children of the District, With respect to
products, during the three -year period
we have developed cuiriculummaterials
in the priority.areas of reading, mathe
matIcsEnglishilangtage arts, and sci-
ence. In the second half of the,1978-79
school year we will begin curriculum de-
velopment activities In alhother subject
areas for classroom use In September
1979. As the reader-will learn, curric-
ulum development in CBC does not end
with materials production but rather In-
clude; a validation process' designed to
measure and incielse the effectiveness
of the materials. In addition we have de-
veloped a testing progrim, utilizing
both norm-referenced and criterion-ref-
!Fenced tests limed at measuring and
maximizing the effectivenessof Instruc-
tion. The normreferenced tests help,to
identify the strengthsand weaknesses bf
the entire system and report the results
of theprogram to the community. The
criterion-referenced tests help to locus
instruction on each child. They also
provide information to the parent about
erchild's progress with respect to the
curriculum. We feel that the D.C.
school system's testing program is

unique in its appropriate use and coor-
dination of a variety of testing proce-
dures. Such feedback and involvement
between parents and teachers is essen-
tial in maintaining the strong teacher -
parent relationship necessary for suc-
cessful education In a community.

A final comment is in order. Children
in school systems In America (and per-
haps the world!' experience . schooling
which is less than effective. It is diffi-
cult, hoWever, to' discover why educa-
tion does not succeed. A'search for the
Cause, of such failure is complicated.in-
volving .the teacher, principal, school
system. commit' ity,'and others. Parents
as concerned, consumers and taxpayers
are,becoming understandably frustrated
by ]he necessity of footing the bill for a
process which,does not produie accept-
able student perfotmance levels. Inef-
fective edutation is not: like a flawed
product which can be selected and Its
cost refunded. Effective education is a
necessity in establishing a quality of life
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REED

which is personally fulfilling. A good
education Is a necessity in a highly com-
plex and technological society. In the
District of Columbia we believe that
what students and teachers do in our
schools can and will affect the quality of
their lives. Toward that end, a modem
educational system must be based on a
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high level of performance and commit-
ment by all elements within the system.
Such a system permits and demands ac-
countability, starting with the board of
education and the superintendent, con-
tinuing through every central and re-
gional administrator, teacher and stu-
dent, and finally to the community at

The District of Columbia Public School
System addresses accountability through

a competency-based curriculum

IA.MES T. MINES

T FIE DEVELOPMENT of a compe-
tency-based curriculum ICBC) in

the public schools of the District of Co-
lumbia represents the culmination: of
several educational experiments and ex-
tensive systemwide planning and orga-
nization. The purpose of this paper is to
describe the past efforts to improve pub-
lic education in the District, the difficul-
ties encountered. and the resulting steps
taken toward the adoption and imple-
mentation of a CBC.

In 1069. the Amidon Plan. hailed as a
sound method for educating large popu-
lations of children in urban areas. was
ruled illegal by the courts. The plan had
become a means of merely tracking
students in lock-step courses of study
which neither challenged nor motivated
them. Following the court case, the
Board of Education of the District of
Columbia. led by Acting Superinten-
dent Benjamin Henley. directed the
school system to individualize instruc-
tion for every child This landmark di-
rective defined a target toward which
the school system has been continually
striving. As the reader will see in this is-
sue. this commitment to individualiza-
tion is the heart of CBC.

In 1970, Dr. Kenneth Clark's educe
tonal model. 'The Academic Achieve-
men' Plan.- was approved by the Board
of Education. The Academic Achieve-

ment Plan and CBC share several c,m-
mon features. This is not surprising: the
philosophy of individualization pro-
vides a broad framework from which
more than one specific educational
method can be built. During this period,
standardized testing procedures were
implemented for reading and mathemat-
ics throughout the system. In fact, by
1972. the D.C. public schools'were rec-
ognized as the first to have completely
developed criterion-referenced tests for
reading and mathematics; for grades 1-9.
This step toward criterion-referenced
testing was one of the major antecedents
of CBC. In retrospect. withott this prior
extensive development In testing, CBC
would have been considerably delayed
in both the formulation of its compe-
tency-based philosophy and in the im-

. plementation of the necessary testing
and validating procedures.

. Much can be learned from the even-
tual failure of the well-intentioned Clark
Plan. Problems were numerous, al-
though many were unrelated to the mer-
its of the plan itself. The most basic and
damaging fault in the implementation,of
the plan was the failure of Clark Plan
leaden to involve the supervisors, ad-
ministrators,and teachers' union repre-
sentatives who must, of necessity. pro-
vide leadership in the implementation of
any educational design, In addition. stu-

The author ls Ac. -late Superintendent. Of-
lice of instructional Program Development
and Services, Diarist of Columbia Public

Schools, 415 12th Street. N.W.. washintron,
D.C. 20034.
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large. It is our hope and belief that the
CBC approach will eventually be rec-
ognized not only as a viable strategy for
'revitalizing urban public education, but
also as a means of addressing and an-
swering the unique. individual needs of
all children. .*

dents, parents, and other concerned
members of the community were not
consulted about or even presented with

, the goals of the plan. The failure of the
plan made it obvious that merely imple-
menting any particular educational pro-
gram, no matter how well founded the-
oretically, is not sufficient. For any in-
novation to be successful. each and
every Individual Involved must be
drawn into both an 'understanding of
and a commitment to the program. This
lesson has never been forgotten in the .

D.C. public schools. As the reader will
see in other articles in this issue. secur-
ing the commitment of the many groups
involved in the public schools has been
central in the CBC movement.

In 1973. Superintendent Barbara Size-
more provided a system to more effec-
tively involve individuals at every level
of the school system by decentralizing
the educational organization. Each of
the six regions of the school system was
to be responsible for designing its own
program. within the system's oterall
educational objectives and goals. This
system did result in closer involvement
among teachers. administrators, stu-
dents. and parents. However, the diffi-
culty with this method of organization
was that the regions did not have suffi-
cient management capability to carry
out their educational plans. The individ-
ual regions simply did not have enough
resources to meet their needs. The result
was that the system managed to become
more responsive and baler able to listen
to the needs of the clients served,,but
lost the means to provide the reoffired
services. This has been another lesson
learned and remembered.

In October 1975, Vincent Reed was
appointed Acting Superintendent. Reed
made a commitment to the implementa-
tion of effective instructional practices
systemwide, competent organization
and management ofthe school system.
and increased effort to produce aware-
ness and commitment on the part of all
those involved at the various levels of
the system. As Acting Superintendent,
Reed was faced with a basic decision to
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choose between the rfating and measur-
ing of competent ies epreted of students
at various grattr levels (competency
bawd testing) and the curricular ap-
proach toward the acquisition of

rompetenaes in which the instructional
technology necessary to raise levels of
tested achievement is emphasized (corn.
prtencybased curricula/. Al ter careful
consideralion, the I) C schools chow
the latter and decided to implement the
Competency-Based Curriculum (CB°.

Reed and the D.C. Board of Educa
non tinnily initiated a Curriculum Ad.
visory Committee charged with the de-
sign of a comprehensive educational
program for all children within the
school system. Including special and
vocational students. this committee 're-
volved the Washington Teachers Union.
the Council of School Officers, school
system supervisory personnel. and con-
cerned community members The pur-
pow of the committer was to develop
appropriate educational goals to pro.
vide ,c locus and 'unificatton for all ele-
ments of the system in the effort toward
educational improvement. In April
1976. after extensive research and dis
cussion. the committee prevented Reed a
report entitled The Design for a Pre-
kindergarten through 12th Grade Corn-
peteneyBased Curriculum This doc-
ument. describing sequences of skills or
behavioral tasks along the prekintler-
gartenahrough.12thgracti continuum
in 14 subject arras. Income the basis for

all further curriculum development el
forts.

The Office of the Associate Superin
tendert' of Instruction was charged with
providing leadership in the development
of a full curriculum based on the 1976
committer document and managing its
implementation. A Competency-Bawd
Curriculum Coordinating Team.
headed by loan Brown of the Office of
Instruction. was created to plan, man
age, and 'assist in the actual implernenta
lion of CRC. A key theme in the nper
Joon of the C tmabng Team was to
include and involve all relevant parties
in a Varlet), of capacities. Shortly there
alter the Instructional Support Tram
was initiated and charged prarnarily
with providing support in the classroom

41
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ADDRESSING ACCOUNTABILITY THROUGH CRC

In tracticing teachers and maintaining
the Integrity of the various disciplines in
the school system during the transi-
tional period The year 19764077 was
declared J Year of Awareness The pur-
pose of the Year of Awareness was to
obtain professional( commitment from
all levels within the system with respect
to the theory and practices of CRC A
professional library was establIshed, re
search literature on CRC and related
methods was distributed. speakers and
consultants were Invited, workshops
were held. and every effort was made to
elicit the commitment 01 all involved
members.

The Feefure

Alter the Year of Awareness, teacher
training and curriculum development
began. Both of these endeavors began
'simultaneously and without strife. in
cheating the wisdom of developing sys-
temwide commitment before implemen-
tation. The first lets of curriculum mate-
rials were used in the classrooms of 20
pilot schools In the 1977.1978 school
year, Thew schools field-tested the cur-
riculum materials in the priority
of reading, mathematics, English,lan
guaKe. arts, and science.' The Inllowup
evaluation of the initial implementation
was petIttrIlleti by the California
Testing Bureau of tAcCrawHill. which
had developed the first commercial pub.
lir school criteriororeferenced tests in
reading and mathematics in the country
in 1970.1972 with the D.C. Public
School Sy'Xirm. The validation of the
English /language arts and science cur
riculum materials was performed by the
Division of Research and Evaluation of
the D.C. Public Schools. These ,tfort,
represented the first rigorous validation
of the new CRC materials.

The present school year (1978(19701w
considered to be the first year of actual
implementation of CRC in the D.C.
public schools. However. insplementa
tion real not be the only thrust of the
CRC movement during the year. Mai-

' Ronal action in other areas welt occur to
insure the maintenance and continuity
of the program throughout the system
river the ensuing years There will be
continued development of curricultlin

materials in the primary subject areas.
An additional 30, schools (prototype
schools! will utilize the curriculum ma-
terials which have been developed and
validated in the original pilot schools.
The Curriculum Coordinating Team
will direct the process of.'implernenting
the instruction specified In the cornet,-

trials in the classrooms of both
pile t an rototype schools. Testing
and issessment will provide continuous
fl k JS Ill the actual soident attain-
ment of objectives. One thousand or
more teachers will be involved this year
in this process of utilizing a totally new
curriculum to improve C1.155(00171 teach-
ing and Increase student learning. The
Division of K . h and Evaluation
and the California Testing Bureau will
continue their efforts in the validatton
procedure. It is our belief that this on.
going combination of development, irn
plernentation, and validation ;saw most
realistic method of producing a new Cu,
riculorn and obtaining unified proles-
atonal and community involvement

Although we feel that significant
achievements have been made thus tar.
we do not look upon CRC as a finished
or perfected program. The preparation
of relevant instructional materials. suc-
cessful classroom implementation, and
validation are dynamic. never-ending
processes system which is 4111.10 to
stagnate cannot truly br called "compe
tencybased- or.,-individualized.- With
the ever - growing support of, all seg-
ments of the educational community:
CRC will continue to be an esciting, ex-
panding movement. committed to the
uplifting of the rspectations, products
and standards of public education in the
District of Columbia

We have been extremely fortunate in
the faith and support of several local
foundations and organizations who are
interested in the future of District of Co-
lumbia youth and the quality of their.
education The avallabillty of inform,'
bona] vehicles such as the Journal of
Persooaliteel Instruction is both needed
and apprmated in permitting the es-
t flange of ideas and methodologies
among educational professionals. It is

Our hope to continue to contribute 'to

and brnelit from that es( flange
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The design and development of the
Competency-Based Curriculum

r VALERIA A. FORD. MARY B. HARBECK, ETHEL M. LEWIS
DOROTHY C. STEPHENS, HELEN W. TURNER. AND

MARY E. WHITE

CBC has been designed as a totally new pro
gram rather than as a revision or adaptation
ot an eluting ognon or package Cum,
Own development for the C8C program be-
gan by focussing on the nlentthranon of skills
areas and insiructIonal goals Behavioral ob.
recut,. related to the si ilk areas and insour
tonal goals were seers( tea in each field The
Scope and Sequence document Ian eatenstve
illting of these olnernven The behavioral ob
pertly,. were developed into instructional in.
adst 'h'Ea ttn Lc/ itnr arrr to' no tnal na sir

abr.-Jive a de...union of how the ob.
'relive it fa be achtet e and a way of eon
firming the a. snattnon of the skill desonhol
in the Arun-hoe Student achievement is mew
.red by three types of assessment pron..
Ares nonn refesenrol tests. criterion,'
erenred tests and assetsment tails within the
new eurrtrulurn

C

Kee words Competence.based curia-1.1am.

comaerenry.hased Inst.-own.
rurrirulum development. as

liniment

THE Competency-Based Curriculum
ICBCI has been designed as a

totally new program, developed to meet
the educational goals of the D.C. public
schools. Briefly described. the CBC in.
tructionai approach is a systematic
prixedure for identifying, developing,
implementing, evaluating. and revising
instructional strategies. materials, and
support services. coordinated and
directed toward identified educational
goals It is not an adaptation or revision
set any existing curriculum or package.
The purpose set this article is to trace
historically they reps taken by the school
system in developing the curriculum.
describe its components. explain the

theoretical underpinnings related to its
design. and provide. illustrative exam
pled from the curriculum,

The first step in the area of curricu-
lum development for the CBC program
was the formation of the Curl iculum
Advisory Committee in March 1976.
The committee was composed of subject
area supervisors from the school sys
tem. This committee, created by the Of-
fice of Instruction. identified five broad
skills ace. which together would serve
as the overall (Dein of the curriculum:

Cirmuniration Skills. Reading,
writing, listening. speaking. nonverbal.
visual.

Consumer /Producer Skills. Compu-
tation.' analysis. comparison/contrast.
planning. record keeping. fact/opinion.
understanding bias/propaganda, prod
act usage. employment skills. -

Analytical Skills. Classifying: 'se-
quencing: comparing and contrasting:,
retrieving information; drawing conclu-
sions: recognizing fact and opinion;
summarizing; finding main ideas; solv-
ing problems; organizing. collecting and
interpreting data.

Social and Political Skills, Decision
making. problem solving, analyzing in-
formation. exercising citizenship, inter
personal relationships. critical thinking.
group interaction.

SelfActualitation Skills. Self-evalua-
tion. selreliance. destiny Control. self
confidence, maintenance. sense of re-
sponsibility. empathy for fellow man.
creativity. positive habit formation.
values clarification. psychomotor skills.
choice making. self-selection:

Further guidance for curriculum de-
velopment was provided by planning
groups from each of the six administra
Live regions comprising the school sys-
tem. These groups were composed of an

V. Toni It member of the Division of Re-
search and [valuation, and M. B. Harbeck.
C, M D. C, Stephens. H. W. Turner.
and M. C. White ere members of the Olike of

Instructional Prggram Development and SET.
vices. District of Columbia Public Schools.
415 12th Street. N.W., Washington. D.C.
20204.
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administrator, teacher. student, parent.
and community representative from
each school. The groups adopted and.
listed according to priority a set of in-
structional goals which further delin
rated the skills areas lust mentioned. It
was decided that each student should
have: 11 a command of fundamental
communication skills: 21 a command of
the skills that constitute mathematical.
scientific, and technological literacy: 31
the ability to think crrtically. construc-
tively, and creatively: 41 the attitudes
and self-discipline necessary to meet
ever/day 'situations realistically: 51 a
command. of the skills that promote
sound physical, mental. and emotional
hialth: 61 an understanding and apprt
elation of intergr..up relationships and
acceptance of responsibility within the
group: 71 the skills and attitio..." neres
sary to 'planniKg one's future. 't the
ability to relate knowledge and capabil-
ities to individual needs and aspirations:
91 the ability to demonstrate marketable
skills which may lead to economic inde
pendence: 101 a command of the analyt-
ical skills which lead to sound consumer
practices: 111 the ability to use leisure
time wisely and constructively: 121 an
understanding of the cultural, eco-
nomic, and political backgrounds of the
peoples and nations of The world and
their interrelationships; 131 knowledge
of governmental proCesses and the im
plications of changing political times;
and 141 the knowledge. interpretation
and appreciation of literature and the
visual and performing arin--.

Subsequent work in forming the cur-
riculum was/guided by these specifica-
tions of skills areas and instructional
goals. Ins.ructional objectives related to
each skills area were defined in each
field by trams of teachers writing under
the supervision of personnel from the
Coordinating Team and the Instruction.
al Support Team,

Initially. a small-scalse curriculum
writing effort began on a parttime ba-
st's. Much of this work was done as in-
service activity by teachers after school.
and on weekends. The curriculum effort
was intensified during the summer of
1977. Approximately 200 teachers en-
rolled in a tuitionfree CBC curriculum
writing course for which in-service
credit could be earned. These teachers
received training in curriculum develop-
ment and participated in writing materi-
als in their content areas. The objectives
which resulted from these efforts specify
the student behaviors which are to be
acquired in the context of a respective
discipline and which contribute to the
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attainment of the instructional goals of
the school system The specification of
ituetto.es tor the new curriculum was
precedml and accompanied by both con-
sideration of student needs and study of
the ...tiding curriculum in the U C pub.
fie schools. curricula in other Jurisdic-
tions and emerging trends in instruc
tional design throughoat the...try

Following specification of °totem:es,
lour priority areas for curriculum on.
provemerit were established by the Su-
perintendent reading. mathematics Ace,

e. and English language arts. Prepa-
ration t cum, ilium materials based on
the yryitied obiectlyes in those area,
IVAN outuiteil in the summer 0! 2077
I. he corm ulum materials. designed to
teYelop and assess behaviors specified
in the obioe lives. were then published in
preliminary dratt form for the initial
trs-oul

the Instructional Triad

A highly intlionhal lacior in the devel-
opment ii) CRC was the consideration
if the Tyler model I or curriculum devel-
opment Tiler Q.) presented the follow-
ing questions as fundamental to every
curriculum effort It What educational
purposes does the sc haul seek to at tainl
21 What educational esprrienre, tan he
provided that are likely to attain these
purposes, 3t f low can these educational
esperiences be effectively organized) al
How can we determine whether these
purposes are being attained1

The initial Ohm in attending to these
tont erns was the identification of learn.
mg oiettives. These objectives were
then referred to for the selection of Ma-
ieria/s. organization.of content. devel-
opment of instructional strategies, and
prparatton of assessment tasks.

Under the CRC model. specified ob-
t...fives are developed into specific tasks, The behavioral objectives were care-

descriptions called instructional triads \ fully organized and coordinated in or-

The instructional triad, the basic \ der to transform numerous instructional
instructional unit in the CRC approach. Iliad, into a truly competency-based
represents more than simply a statement
of epecied learning outcomes. Each
Instruc bonal triad contains a specific
obit, live. a deem riphon of how the ob-
jective is to be achieved. and a way of
confirming the acqu.suion of the skill
described in the objective. Specifically.
each toad consists of three components.
the behavioral obiectIve. at least non
learning at tivit". and at least three
assessment tasks These three compon-
ents must be in performance agreement?
rhos means that the performance spec,
tied in the oblet !lye must be the per
tormance practiced during the Instruc-
tional activities and demonstrated on
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the assessment tasks. All three parts. in
performance agreement. are present in
each triad.

Although the utilization of behavior-
al objectives. instructional activities,
and assessment tasks is not. by itself. a
new. development in instruction, a de-
scription ot their definitions and forms
in CRC may serer to clarify the overall
approach.

Ifeharioral Objectives

The behavioral objective has four char-
acteristics. I1 it identifies the audience
a de.i.ription of the student for whom
the instruction is intended: 21 it specifies
the behaviorthe observable and mea
surable performance the learner is en.
',cited to ...doh& 31 it establishes the
conditions the materials directions
and restrictions provided foe the learner
at the time of assessment: and al it de-
fines the level of acceptable pinto:-
mance the criterion by which the
learner is lobe evaluated. The objective
must he specific and clear: that is, the
outcomes of instruction must be identi-
fied and the expected performance must
be described clearly enough to preclude
vagueness and misinterpretation. In or-,
der to avoid ambiguity. it is important
to select statements that accurately de-
crribe observable and measurable per-
formances. Cook and Walbesser ill sug-
gest that an effective means of getting
teachers to use unambiguous action

'verbs in the descripf ion of behavioral
objectives is to present them With a set
of defined words that describe the types
of performance frequently occurring in
classroom behavior throughout all
school grades and subjects. The set
which they propose is name, identify.
state a rule, order. distinguish. con-
struct. demonstrate. describe. and apply
a role

;

cu iculum. The organization was ac-
com ished by arranging hierarchies of
suborn nate objectives under terminal
objectiv Tertriinal behavioral objec-
tives rep' pt the most complex skills
that the learner is to acquire and are
supportive of the school system's goals.
The curriculum writers established these
objectives alter considering student
needs. reviewing existing materials, and
consulting experienced teachers, Subor-
dinate objectives. which describe the
preliminary skills necessary for learning
each terminal objective. were then con-
structed. The next step in organizing the
objectives was to construct a hierarchy

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF CBC

by arranging the objectives to show the
dependency among them. This hierar-
chy provides the user with a -learning
path" which includes three important
kinds of information for planning in-
struction: ll The comparative learning
difficulty of each objective. 21 The
dependency of mastery of one objective
upon the mastery of others. 31 The
point at which students are to begin.

Hierarchies were constructed for each
major skill in each subject area. For ex-
ample. the English language arts hier-
archy contains objectives for writing.
speaking, and listening; the elementary
mathematics hierarchy includes skills
related to such topics as sets, numbers.
and numeration. In establishing the
hierarchies, a conscious effort was made
to focus on useful. generalizable skills
that would provide students with ap-
proaches to new knowledge and change
ing situations encountered in the future.

The most extensive listing of the ob-
jectives in CBC is provided by what is
called the Scope and Sequence docu-
ment. This document is a compilation of
objectives for grades pre-kindergarten
through 12 in the priority areas of read-
ing, English 'language arts. mathemat-
ics. and science. For each priority area,
objectives which identify the major
skills or concepts to be acquired have
been listed and sequenced hierarchically
to establish continuous progress. The
document provides teachers with a

ready reference to the objectives, or
competencies. which are the foundation
of CRC. Essentially. the Scope and Se-
quence is a kind of road map for instruc-
tion.

The format of the document is essen
tially the same for each subject -in the
curriculum, Each priority area is prece-
ded by a preface describing the overall
goals of that subject. These goals. which
incorporate the respective terminal ob-
jectives, synthesize the desired out-
comes so that all teachers are aware of .
the ultimate goals of instructiOn. In ad-
dition, the prefaces recommend proce-
dures for effectively utilizing a partic-
ular segment of t heScope and Sequence. .4
Each priority, area '(except reading,
which is nonraded) contains suggested
grade-level placements to indicate when
a skill should be introduced, reinforced.
or mastered. Teachers are cautioned
that these indicators are highly flexible
and that their knowledge of an individ-
ual student's progress should be the ulti-
mate determinant of readiness. The con-
tinuous progress framework of CBC is
designed to allow students to proceed
through the sequenced sets of objectives
in accordance with their individual
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needs. rates, and learning styles. There-
fore. gradelevel placement of a given
objective simply represents the level at
which initruction on the objective most
frequently occurs.

Hierarchies 14 objectives hive been
identified for the major skills in the pri-
ority areas outlined.

Heading Reading readiness, word
perception. comprehension. study
skills

Engl.); langs., arts: Prektridergar
I en to Grade q t istening. speaking.
writing (grammar, ...se, mechanics.
composition). paragraph deselopment.
creative writing. literature. nonverbal
communication. mass media. study
skills. test- taking (grades 7-9). thinking
(grades:4i,

Enstio h. Grades 10.12. Writing,
speaking. listening. language develop-
ment. literature. study skills, media
analysis.

&wore. Primary and Intermediate
Grades Observing. measuring.' using
space tone relationships. inferring 'pre-
dieting, t oruniunicating. classifying.

Science honor High School. Commu-
nirations. measuring. classifying. or-
mutating 'hypotheses. identifying varia-
bles. interpreting data, experimenting.

Math. 'nutlet Prekindergarten to
Grade o Sets and numbers. numera-
tion, operations (whole numbers, com-- mon fractions. decimals). geometry.
graphing. measurement (customary,
metric), problem solving.

Muthernatics lialior High School.
Systems of numeration, whole numbers
and their properties, non-negative ra-
tional numbers, percentages, geometry
and measurement. introduction to alge-
bra. probability and statistics.

The Scope and,5equence document
provides a valuable means of informing
all traclr about CBC. During the
gradual implementation of CBC, only
those scat hers directly involved in lield
testink and collecting data are given the
lull set of curriculum waterials. The
Scoot. and Sequence. which has been
disseminated to all schools. provides ex-
posure to the curriculunl for teachers
working in s-.hools not currently imple-
menting CBC on a formal basis. Thus,
the Scope and Sequeitre is part of a mas-
sive. ongoing CRC staff development
program. permitting all teachers
throughout the system to have the op-
portunity to experience CBC on a more
informal basis. When using the Scope
and Sequence inforr. ally, teachers select
objectives which seem most appropriate
for their students, determine the stu-
dents' entry level or readiness for in-
struction on that objective by pre -test-

ing. design at least two instructional ac-
tivities involVing the practical applica-
tion of the skill. 'and provide at least
three opportunities for students to dem-
onstrate their attainment of the oblec-
live. In this way. all teachers and learn-
ers can become accustomed to CBC
gradually. As the curriculum develop-
ment effort continues. the Scope and Se
quence will undergo revisions based on
the findings of fieldtest data. Curricu-
lum plans also include the dissemination
of such a document for areas other than
the original priority areas. In short,
Scope andSequence provides the school
system with a means of unifying instruc-
tion and marshalling resources toward a
common goal, that et equipping stu-
dents with specified cr...petencies.

instructional Activities

To accompany the behavioral objec-
tives. instructional activities were de-
veloped which utilize the learner's pre-
requisite skills, provide the necessary
experiences and practice for the acquisi-
tion of the new objective, and involve at
least two different' sensory modalities
(visual, auditory, tactile, or kinesthet-
ic/. Each instructional activity must be
in performance agreement with the ob-
jective. Although the descriptions of
learning activities include suggestions
for specific teaching strategies. the focus
of this component is behavior to be ex-
hibited by the learner rather than on the
pedagogical style of the teacher. At least
two learning activities were prepared
for each objective, often Including both
classroom Ind homework experiences.
Each of the activity descriptions in-
cludes or implies the following aspects

"of an effective lesson: a) an imeresting
opening strategy to catch t 'attention
of the learner; b) a way of s ing the
objective in terms whit are under-
standable to the students: 21 a review of
homework or other previous activity, if
appropriate; dl provision for a review
of the prerequisite skills needed for
acquiring the objective; el presentation
ofthe new skill to be learned, including
a description of what the students are
to do to practice the skill being learned:
f a strategy for providing immediate
positive feedback and reinforcement of
the practice which his been done: g) a
plan for summarizing .what has been
learned and for looking forward to the
next steps.

Each activity is written in terms of
student behavior, thus emphasizing the
importance of student involvement in
learning. The two activities in each triad
are designed to complement each other,
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offer more than 'one sensory approach
to learning, and accommodate the dif-
ferent learning styles of students. Each

- activity is intended to appeal to learners
and provide specific practice for the
skill to be mastered. Ideas for these ac-
tivities came from the teacher/writers'
own experiences. journal articles, and a
review of national curriculum projects.
The descriptions of learning activities
of ten include background information
for the teacher, as well as suggestions
for classroom management strategies,
materials, nd equipment.

Assessment Tusks

The assessment tasks provide the learn-
ers with opportunities' to demonstrate
mastery of the specified performance
both to the teacher and themselves. The
natio e of an acceptable response must
be described clearly so that the teacher
can determine if the student has been
successful in acquiring the specified be-
havior. Each assessment task must be in
performance agreement with the objet=
tive. The greatest demand on the curric-
ulum writers was to produce three as-
sessment tasks in performance agree-
ment with each objective. The condi-
tions or settings of each assessment task
were designed to differ from those of the
practice sessions in order to minimize
the possibility that students will learn to
perform through memorized motions.
This aspect in the design of the assess-
ment tasks produces an ongoing crea-
tive challenge to the curriculum writers
to develop tasks which measurerthe gen-
eralizability of the newly acquired skill
while remaining in performance agree-
ment with the objective. The assessment
tasks are constructed in several different
ways' depending on the performance
specified in the objective. The skills in
many objectives are assessed by means
of pencil - and-paper items. Matching

/questions, for instance, are especially
suited to test the student's ability to
"identify." If an objective requires a per-
formance or demonstration on the part
of the student, the task must be per-
formed and rated by an observer. If a
product result's from performing a skill
le.g "to construct"), it is assessed as
evidenceof the student's proficiency.

Three consecutive successful demon-
strations are considered to constitute
mastery of an objective. The required
level of performance is specified for
each assessment task, permitting an ob-
jective determination of "successful" or
"not yet proficient" for each student.
The connotation of -failure" is not con-
sidered appropriate in the CBC model.
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Student Assessment

A critical consideration in curriculum
development has been methods of as-
sessing and enhancing student compe-
tencies. Assessment tools and. proce-
dures have become an integral part of
the CBC model. Currently, the aca-
demic competencies of students are de-
termined by the use of three types of as-
sessment procedures: norm - referenced
assessment. criterion-referenced assess-
ment, and validated CBC assessment
tasks These assessment tools vary in
content. evaluation time frames, and
methods of interpretation:

Table 1 illustrates the ways in which
the assessment t Gels used by classroom
teachers differ.

Norm- Referenced Assessment

The norm-referenced aspect of the as-
sessment program is designed to com-
pare the test performance of the Dis-
trict's students to # national sample of
students As Table 1 indicates. all.stu-
dents within a grade or class are exposed
to the same set of items. Students are
admmtstcred norm-referenced tests
which correspond t o their grade levels.

The school system uses the Comore;
hensive Tests of Basic Skills ICTBS), a
nationally standardized test published
by the California Testing Bureau /Isle-
Graw-Hill. to determine the achieve-
ment levels of its third. sixth and ninth
graders For several years prior to 1078.
the reading comprehension, reading vo-
cahulary. mathematic, computation.
and mathematics concepts and applica-
tions subtests were administered to stu-
dents In 1078. the language and science
saints were also administered to'stu-
dents in keeping with the system-wide
emphasis given to these content arras.
This test. which is given in the spring of
each year. indicate to what extent stu-
dents are achieving several general skills
measured by each subtrst.

Test information obtained from
norm-referenced assessment is used by

Tablet. Assessment plan
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school administrators and classroom
teachers for the following purposes: if
to compare the D.C. system's student
achievement with the student achieve-
ment across the nation; 21 to determine
the educational development of students
in order to adopt instructional programs
fitted more precisely to their needs and
abilities; -31 to diagnose strengths and
weaknesses in group performance
Iclasses, individual schools, and system)
in the subject areas tested: and 41 to as-
sess the effects of special programs and
innovations.

Criterion-Referenced Assessrnrnt

In addition to the overall achievement
indicators represented by norm-refer-
enced assessment, a more instruction-
ally based approach to assessment is
used. Criterion-referenced measures,
which are the products of specifically
stated behavioral opjectives, have
immediate implications for the instruc-
tional program and rate of student prog-
ress. Whereas norm-referenced mea-
sures assess differences between stu-
dents. criterion-referenced assessment
identifies an individual student's status
with respect to an established standard
of performance. The standard of perfor-
mance is usually a behavioralgobjective
which describes expected pupil changes
and criteria which determine whether or
not the expected pupil changes have oc-
curred.

Custom-made criterion - referenced
tests in reading and mathematics were
developed for the D.C. Public Schools
by the California Test Bureau in con-
junction with content specialists from
the school system. These tests. the Pre-
scriptive Reading Test IPRT) and the
Prescriptive Mathematics Test (PMT),
are administered io all students in the
regular instructional program in grades
1 through 0 in the fall and spring of each
school year. Because of the instruction)
nature of these tests, teachers are per-
mitted to select and administer the level
of the test which best corresponds to

Evaluation tornelearnes

All students evaluated
Assessment content al the same time

Same arms hull Norm referenced assessment
siudents on a
etas.. nr Made

Items dotter for CrioeroonielerenCed
students in a assessment
gradeorclasi

Time varies evaluation
CInVelY InlInwS srivtruction

Validated CBC assessment
tasks

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF CBC

each student's level of achievement. Un-
like the norm-referenced assessment
procedure in which the same test is ad-
ministered to all students at a given
grade level, any level of the PMT/PRT
can be administered to students regard-
less of their grade level. Level A of these
tests is associated with the first-grade
curriculum sequence. Level B with
Grade 2. etc. In those instances in which
a student's instructional level coincides
with the designated grade level, the stu-
dent is described as being tested "on-lev-
el" la difference between the two levels
is referred to as "out-of-level" testing).

The PMT measures a total of 518
mathematical objectives across all lev-
els. Groups of objectives are classified
into major categories of sets and num-
bers, numeration. operations and their
properties, problem solving and mea-
surement. and geometric concepts. Sev-
eral items are written to measure each
stated objective. A student must cor-
rectly respond to a specified number.of
items in order to demonstrate 'mastery
of an objective. This specified number
of items is referred to as the criterion.
Examples of objectives and criterion lev-
els from the PMT are shown in Table 2.

The PRT measures a total of 246 read-
ing objectives across all levels. Each
level of the PRT tests a series of reading
skills appropriate to the specific instruc-
tional curriculum for that level. Groups
of objectives are classified into three cat-
egories: word perceptiOn, comprehen-
sion and interpretation, and study./
reading. The construction of the I'RT is
the same as that for the PMT.

There are no time limits for the cri-
terion-referenced tests: students are al-
lowed sufficient time to demonstrate
their proficiency. The tests provide re-
ports which indicate to students and
parents which objectives were mastered
and which were not during the school
year. Teachers and building admin-
istrators are provided a summary of the
percentages of students mastering objec-
tives at each level. Fall-to-Spring com-
parisons indicate the degree to which an
individual student:class, or entire grade
level of students have progressed on
specific objectives, given a year of in-
struction.

Assessment Tasks

In order to make student assessment.,
more ongoing, less formally structured. '
and more in keeping with the compe-
tency-based curriculum. a third ap-
proach was added. Assessment tasks are
the third component of the instructional
triad, the basic instructional unit of
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Table 2. Examples of objectives and criterion levels hops the Prescriptive Mathematics Test

Oblectwe Criterion

The student will be able to add whole numbers with and without regrouping 3 items

The student will be able to identify different names foe the same number 3 items

CRC. Assessment tasks are adminis-
tered to students as the instructional
need arises. The assessment tasks differ
from criterionreferenced assessment in
that assessment tasks measure one ob-'
jective while the, criterionreferenced
tests measure several objectives at one
time. During the 1977-78 school year,
the first phase of a validation study of
the instructional triads was undertaken.
Data fpArn .the study indicated whether
or not the assessment tasks adequately
measured very specific objectives 1.3).

The three assessment-approaches dis-
cussed identify and interpret student
competency in three distinctive ways.
The norm-referenced CTBS identifies
broad areas of competency, and reports
the results comparing students to a na-

.

tional sample. while ihe CBC assess-
ment tasks are the resil of very specific
statements of the skills students are to
acquire at a pre-determined perfor-
mance standard. Criterionreferenced
assessment operates as an intermediary
approach between the broad area samp-
ling of skills by the C7BS and the very
specific sampling of competencies
through CRC assessmcnt. This type of
assessment Identifies skills to which
the curriculum specialists give priority.
All three types of assessment provide
the empirical approach which is central
to CBC.

In conclusion, it should be re-empha-
sized that the curriculum materials in
the CBC program serve as the basis for
instruction in D.C. schools by specify-

Staff development and
systematic management: Steps to

CBC implementation

JUDY U. AARONSON. DELORES E. BURNETT,
LATINEE G. GULLATTEE, MARION M. SIMONS.

E. LOUISE WHITE. AND JOHANNA S. WOOD

The initiation of CBC has required comPre-
heron.. staff development and a management
system to guide implementation. Staff devel-
opment and program Implementation have
been divided into Mire phases Phase I.
"Awarestris"119,6471 Phase II. -Commit.
mew '11977.781. and Phase III. 'implementa-
tion (19711-19111) A team approach lois beers
used in organizing staff development and
management Various types of instructional
media have been used in Information &sum
nation and training Internee courses on
CBC have been designed and conducted.
Staff development has been particularly em-

phsoised in pilot and prototype schools. The
management system is based on a manage-
menrby-olnectines approach which inte-
grates planning. implementation. and eval-
uation. The CBC Center has been established
to provide a professional environment for
staff development and coordination of sup-
port services and activities.

Key words Competency -based curriculum.
competincy.tased instruction.
staff development. manage-
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ing behavioral objectives, Instructional
materials and strategies. and means of
assessment. The systematic approach
inherent In CRC permits ongoing curric-
ulum development and revision. This
Insures that the curriculum is responsive
to student needs and abilities. Changes
in the curriculum are always significant.
goal-oriented improvements. Teachers.
administrators. parents, and students
continual& contribute to a system
which develops competent individuals.
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T HE INITIATION of the Compe-
1 tency-Based Curriculum (C130 in-

structional program in 1975 created im-
mediate needs for comprehensive staff
development and a management system
to guide program Implementation. The
purpose of this article os to describe the
team approach to staff development. the
phases of program implementation. and
the management-by-objectives system
designed to meet those needs.

Staff development in the CRC tech.
nology has been viewed as a major vehi-
cle for bringing about curriculum re-
form and instructional ihtprovement.
As a direct result. the delivery of a
planned program of in-service educe
Lion to the District of Columbia Public,
School System's total staff of nearly
10.000 persons has been a critical activ-
ity. The CRC program has been divided
into three phases: Phase I "Awareness"
11976-1977). Phase II "Commitment"
11977-19781. and Phase III "Implementa-
lion" (1978 9811.

Before a systematic program of staff
development could be planned, how
ever, it became clear that some organi-
zational changes were necessary. The
reorganization of existing staff in the In-
structional Services Division of the
school system was the first requirement.
From the Instructional Services staff, in-
dividuals were selected and assigned to
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two CBC teams, If a Coordinating
Team to provide the overall leadership
for the thrust. and 2) an Instructional
Support Team to provide technical as-
sistance to classroom teachers. The role
of the Coordinating Team is to provide
the overall lea'Clership and direction for
the development and implementation of
CBC. The role of the Instructional Sup-
port Tram is: to observe teachers during
classroom instruction and offer sugges-
tions for improvement; serve as trouble-
shooters with respect to competency-
bawd instruction in specific disciplines:
strengthen morale: provide leadership
in textbook selection committees: coor-
dinate many extracurricular programs,
and plan and direct activities such as
student exhibitions and professional
conferences. During the summer of
1976 the members of both team: re-
ceived intensive training in a two-week
summer program designed to develop
skills in group processes and in a sys-
tematic approach to curriculum devel-
opment.

Phase 1. Awareness

In the fall of 1976. the first step in
adopting CBC was to make all system

, personnel aware of 11 the need for
change. and 21 the direction of the
change. This section will describe the
formation of a new team. the use of a
team approach in information dissem
Mation. and the development of mate-
rials, activities. and courses about CRC
during the first phase. Phase I, -Aware-
ness." was launched. by the superinthn-
dent of schools in September 1976. at an
assembly of the system's approximately
7.000 teachers and 500 administrators.

It was from this group that 100 per-
sons were later selected to serve on a
third team. called the Implementation
Team Great care was taken to assure
representation on this tram from a
broad cross -section of administrators
and instructional personnel at all levels.
including representatives of regional
and central office personnel. Individual
school 'administrators, special subject
teachers counselors. librarians, as well
as personnel from the career develop-
ment and special education divisions.
special programs, andlederal protects
were included. In addition, representa-
tives Iron both the teachers' and offi-
ceri unions were represented. The Im-
plementation Team. which functioned
during the 10761077 school year. had
the trripithant task of assisting in the
mobilization of in.house expertise and
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resources at the grass-roots level. ,t
made possible the systemwide accep-
tance of the CBC program within only a
year's time.

To assure appropriate information
dissemination, the Coordinating Team
designed a comprehensive plan for staff
development to be implemented
through the unique threeteam organi-
zational structure. Each team worked
with different target groups to provide
information and training. The success of
this model can be attributed to two fac-
tors: 11 the use of a team approach. and
2) a multiplier effect. Initially. the Coor-
dinating Team and Instructional Stip-
port Team members were trained with
respect to the philosophical and
theoretical bases of the new approach.
Consultants from local colleges and uni-
versities provided workshops and sem-
inars on appropriate topics. Members of
these teams then served as the trainers
for the Implementation Team members.
Monthly meetings provided ongoing
staff development activities. The Imple-
mentation Team members, in turn.
served as trainers in their schools and
offices by disseminating CBC informa-
tion to fellow workers.

The use of various types of instruc-
tional media has been a key part of stiff
development related. to CBC. Because
prepared media packages were unavail-
able. the Coordinating Team collabo-
rated with the system's Educational Me-
dia Center to produce a series of CRC
instructional modules. A variety of me-
dia formats were used in the programs.
includingslide/tapes, videotapes, films.
transparencies. and multi-media kits
with printed guides. These modules
were used by the teams during training
sessions at individual schools. During
Phase I. team members served as

consultants at faculty and professional
development meetings and at region-
wide workshops devoted to CRC. Dur-
ing the49771978 school year, 131 pre-
sentations were made at schools and 25
workshops were held for regional per-
sonnel. The modules were vital means
of maintaining quality control in the
presentations. The publication of print-
ed materials was also an effective means
of delivering in-service education. "A
"CBC Notebook" on terminology and
methodology was published, with note-
book installments distributed on a

monthly basis to all school personnel.
Several brochures and leaflets explain-
ing CBC were designed and circulated
by the Coordinating Team.

Special CRC in-service courses were
designed for the school iystem during
Phase 1. During the summer of 1977. a
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course in curriculum writing was held
for more thari 200 teachers. Another in-
service course. -Foundations of Compe-
tency-Based Curriculum," was conduct-
ed concurrently to teach CBC technol-
ogy to school teams composed of ad-
ministrators and instructional personnel
from different 'subject areas (a special
section of the course was offered to se-
lected ESEA Title I supeGisory person-
nel. MI in turn conducted workshops
for Title I staff using the same tech-
niques and materials). By means of this
course, training was provided for more
than 2.000 staff members from nearly
200 schools during a fourweek period.
Performance data collected during the
course indicated that the participants
had achieved the desired objectives with
a high level of proficiency. Moreover,
evaluation reports indicated that the
summer programs had been highly suc-
cessful in developing positive attitudes
toward systematic instruction. An Ad-
ditional 'outcome of the summer pro:
gram was that every school developed a
CBC Building Plan (i.e., individual

..school plan). At another level. CBC Re-
gional Teams were formed as another
channel for staff development.

During Phase I. learning opportuni-
ties were also provided for the central
leadership teams. Before the opening of
the fall term, the members of the Coor-
dpoinrattTineg TeampaamrlicainpadtedInsitnruactrioetnra Speal

workshop on team-building with the
associate superintendent of instruction
and his staff. This workshop. jointly
sponsored by the school system and the
University of Virginia, provided train.
ing for central office personnel in group
processes, teambuilding. and manage-
ment-by-objectives.

Phase Ilt Commitment

The second pha5e of the CBC program
involved a televised course. media fes-
tival. the formation of a new team, the
development of a management system.
and specific training for pilot and proto-
type school personnel. The purpose of
these activities was to continue and ex
pand information dissemination. as well
as to elicit commitment by members of
both the school system and the com-
munity.

A televised course of 24 CRC lessons
was' designed for use during Phase II.
The in-service course was produced by,
the D.C. public schools in cooperation
with the University of the District of
Columbia, the University of Maryland,
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and WETA-TV, a public broadcasting
station. The course was broadcast over
the entire metropolitan Washington.
D.C. area to raise the level of parent
and cnrminunity awareness of CBC.
Seminars and workshops for parents
and community members were held in
the various regions in conjunction with
the TV course. The seminars and work-
shops were designed to comillement the
course by demonstrating the classroom
use of CBC, providing suggestions for
parental support of CBC at home, and'
delineating the benefits of CRC for stu-
dents. parents, and the community.

By means of videotape. two cycles of
the course have also been conducted for
the more than 700 teachers and admin-
istrators who earned in-service or grad-
uate credit for participation. Saturday
class meetings held in conjunction with
the course were conducted by the teams
during the first cycle and by regional
Personnel during the second cycle. Fu-
ture offerings. of the course as part of
staff development will be arranged
using videotapes and closed-circuit tele-
vision at selected schools.

A two -day. system-wide CBC Media
Festival was held in 1977 to highlight the
CBC approach through media, exhibi-
tions, and presentations of CRC rneth
ods. Open to all instructional staff. par-
ents. and community members. the fes-
tival pinvided opportunities for teach-
ers and schools to share ideas related to
CBC. The festival's theme, "Maximizing
CBC Through Media.' was chosen to
accentuate the importance of media in
the development of teaching strategies.
Festival activities included teaching
demonstrations. exhibits and displays,
and presentations of teacher-developed
instructional media in audio, visual:
and tactile modes. The festival provided
another opportunity to test the effec-
tiveness of the team approach. The festi:
val was planned. implemented. and
evaluated by a steering committee com-
prised of representatives from the areas
of art. media, communications. and li-
brary science under the overall direction
of the Cocirdinating Team. Participant
evaluations indicated that the grials
were achieved. An important factor in
the success of the 4estival was the coop-
eration and participation of central. re-
gional. and individual school personnel.

The introduction of the new CBC cur-
riculum in the pilot and prototype
schools required specific training I or

Their staffs. Since the validation of the
new curriculum in the pilot schools in
the areas of reading. English/language
arts, science. and mathematics was a
major activity during Phase II, taming

related to validation was conducted for
those 28 schools. Pilot school teachers
and principals received initial orienta-
tion in the validation process and partic-
ipated in subsequent bi-monthly sem-
inars.

During the summer of 1978. staff de-
velopment was geared to meet the needs
of the 28 prototype schools. On the ba-
sis of data derived from needs assess-
ments, a one-week Institute on Strate-
gies for Implementing Competency-
Based Instruction was designed And con-
ducted to assist prototype school staffs
in acquiring the skills, knowledge. and
competencies to implement CBC. TWO
sessions were held to accommodate 390
participants. Course content As cen-
tered around five areas: team-building
techniques. curriculum validation pro-
cedures, classroom management skills.
learning styles identification, and the
writing of action plans. At the end of the
30-hour course, each participating
school team had constructed an "Action
Plan" for the Implementation of CBC.

A new CBC team was formed during
the 1977.1978 year. The Instructional
Management Team was organized to
design and implement a management
system to support.the development and
use of CBC. The role of the new team
was to assist principals:assistant prin-
cipals, and other managers (such as
CBC :chairpersons and department
chairpersons) in the adoption of the new
instructional system and the comple-
mentary management system. The fol-
lowing is a description of the manage-
ment system used by the Instructional
Management Team during 1977.1978.

The Management System
. .

The management systems based on a
management-brobjectives iiMBO) ap-
proach to local' school planning. It re-
flects the CBC system by integrating the
elements of planning. implementation.
and evaluation.Che primary step in in-
itiating the management-by-objectives
at the local school level is the prepara-

' non of a CBC Action Plan. Each school
is requir to write a plan which identi-
fies its i ructional goals, objectives.
critical tax s.Sand evaluating procedures
for the acathmic year. The goals are
specified to respond to identified sys-
temwide. regional. and individual
school needs. A model of the Action
Plan cycle developed by the Instruc-
tional Management Team is shown in
the figure.

The principal in the CBC system is
viewed as the instructional leader Mille
school. Successlitl instructional lead.
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ership requires that the principal meet
certain criteria: a) demonstrate knowl-
edge of the elements in the CBC instruc-
tional system: b) demonstrate knowl-
edge of effective teaching practices; c)
provide leadership for implementing the
CRC instructional system In classroom
-teaching; and d) model systematic plan-
ning. implementing. and evaluation of
the total instructional program through
use of the Action Plan. Throughout the
1977-1978 school year. the Instructional
Management Team worked with prin-
cipals. assistant principals, and CBC
chairpersons throughout the school.sys-
tern in a series of workshops. clarifying
the use of the Action Plan and urging
the school managers to set goals, specify
measurable objectives and concentrate
on outcomes.

The CBC chairperson is considered
the liaison between the Instructional
Management Teri and the local
school. The CBC chairperson provides
Information and materials regarding
CBC to the school staff, leads the school
CBC team in planning staff develop-
ment, and prepares feedback on the stat
us of CBC implementation at 4he
schools. Members of the Instructional
Management Team have conducted a
number of workshops for CRC chair-
persons in areas such as understanding
action plans and developing teaching
strategies to respond to a variety of
learning styles.

Phase III: Implementation

Phase III of the CBC program is expect-
ed to cover a three-year period. 1978-
1981. By 1981. all schools will be using
the new approach. During the school
year 1978-1979. the focus of staff devel-
opment has been on strategies for imple-
mentation. Phase III has included the esr
tablishment of a CBC Center in the
school system. as well as continued staff
development and management activities
(with special emphasis on pilot and pro-
totype schools).

The CBC Center has been established
to prOvide a professional environment
for staff development. The Center is
wen as the vehicle through which a
broad spectrum of stall development
services and activities can be offered to
system Personnel. as well as to stndents.
parent groups. and interested commu-
nity groups. The Crow houses a li-

obrary, providing teachers, adminis-
trators. and parents with access to cur.
riculum guides. hooks. journals. medi
ated package., instructional kits. text-
books. workbooks, teachers' manuals.
and other instructional media. In addi.
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lion to providing space for staff offices.
classrooms. and training . and li-
brary, the Center is a setting for seminar
groups of teachers, administrators. par-
ents, and students. The Center staff
maintains the expertise of the Center
and continues in p.m professional de-
velopment by observing competency-
baied programs In other parts of the
country, conducting seminars and
workshops on CBC in other school dis-
tricts, participating in leadership train-
ing and continuing education programs,
and by involving themselves in educa-
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Performance
Ob)setives

I

Ilona' organizations and activities at the
local, national, and international levels.

Intensive instructional support ser-
vices are being extended to the pilot and
prototype schools. It should be noted
that the prototype schools have a dual
role, serving as sites for the
validated curriculum as well as demon-
stration schools where teachers. admin
ignitors. parents, and visitors can ob-
serve CBC practices. During Phase III.
assistance in staff development has been
provided to the 28 prototype schools
aiding in the implementation of their
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school action plans. Members of the In-
structional Management Teeth have met
with principals of prototype schools on
an individual basis and in sreall groups
and seminars, offering instructional
support in arear.tuch as team-building
ativities, utilization of criterion-refer-
enced assessment data, development of
new organizational patteins and open

'sting procedures, and the creation of a
climate for shared decisiori-making. An
ongoing program of staff development
is being provided by the Center staff for
resource teachers In the elementary
schools. and for teachers and depart-
ment heads In the secondary schools in
the f social studies, foreign Ian-
.guages. mathematics, English/language
arts, reading, and science. In addition, a
repeat of the Summer Institute on Strat-
egies for Implementing Competency-
Based Instruction will be presented in
the summer of 1979 for more than 300
city-wide staff.

Summary

The adoption of CBC has required
changes in the roles and functions of ad-
ministrative and instructional person-
nel. In-service education and systematic
management are viewed as vital links
between theory in competency-based in-
struction and actual instructional im-
provement, A continuous program of
in-service activities has been provided
by means of courses! demonstrations,
workshops, conferences, exhibits, dis-
cussions, displays of materials. insti-
tutes. and field trips. The adoption of a
management-by-oblectives system has
resulted in the gradual Implementation
of CBC within the school system. As the
District of Columbia public schools.
move toward full Implementation of a
competency -based curriculum ap-
proach, staff development and syste-
matic management will remain top priZ
orities. Without question. full imple-
mentation will require a continuous
program of carefully planned and cre-
atively designed staff development and
management throughout the school sys-
tem.
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The design and implementation of the
validation of the Competency-Based

Curriculum in English and science

MILDRED P. COOPER
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A N INTEGRAL PHASE of imple-
menting a new educational ap-

proach in large urban school system is
the conduct of various assessmenractiv-
Hies designed to determine. prior to full -
scale implementation, the efficacy of the
approach. Assessment activities rele-
vant to implementation of a competen-
crbased curriculum ICBC) in the public
schools of Washington. D.C., included
validation of the competency-based cur-
ticuFum materials and monitoring of
CBC implementation. The overall pur-
pose of these activities was to provide
the school System with information
about the validity of the CBC materials.

' The validation and monitoring activities
associated with the CBC implementa-
tion process in English /language arts
and science were assigned to the Divi-
sion of Research and Evaluation (ORE).
a part of the Of lice of the Superinten-
dent of the D.C. I'ublic Schools.

In this phase of the CBC implementa-
tion process. the DRE assumed the re-
sponsibility for planning. development

Thv authai Is Assotant Superintendent for
Research and Evaluation. Diurict of Cohan-

,

of appropriate strategies. instrumenta-
tion. conduct of curriculum validation
and monitoring activities. and the anal-
ysis and reporting of results.

Validation of English/Language Arts
and Science Curricula

. the task of curriculum validation in-
- valves an evaluation of both content

and process relative to CBC curriculum
materials. In this contest -content"
refers to subject matter of the curricula.
i.e.. English/language arts and science,
while -process" refers to the format of
the CSC approach. This format in-
volves structuring each learning event
as an instructional triad, which includes
a behavioral objective. two instruction-
al activities, and three assessment
tasks, and further structuring instruc-
tional triads into learning hierarchies
characterised by movement from simple
to complex behavioial objectives and
ending in a terminal objective.

The validation task was accomplished"
through: development of a curriculum
validation model: identification of
appropriate strategies; development of
instruments: conduct of the validation
in a sample of schools: data collection.
processing. and analysis: and interface
with other interested organizations and
groups.

Validation Design and
Development Process

In the summmer of 1977. the DRE
was assigned the task of validating the
CBC English/language arts and science
curricula. The assistant superintendent
in charge of the division established a
Validation Design Croup IVDC./ for the
purpose of developing a vaiiduiion
model, strategies. Instrumentation. etc.

The VDC was comprised of staff
of DRE, a representative of the Pupil
Appraisal Branch artist. Office of In-
struction, a representative of the Of lice

bia Pubic Schools, 415 12th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 201104.
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of Instruction ICBC). and consultants
with expertise in the field of curriculum
development and validation. (Subse-
quently. a repre-kenlative of the Divisiop
of Automated Information Services was
added to the VDC and became a perma-
nent member of the group.) The com-
mittee met almost daily during August
1977 to develop a validation model.

c strategies, task-completion target dates
and responsibilities, and instrumenta-
tion required to conduct validation of
the CBC English/language arts and sci-
ence curricula during the 1977-78 school r
year.

Validation Model. The CBC valida-
tion model developed during the course
of the VDC meeting was presented to
die CBC Coordinating Team and the
Office of histruction at the end of sum-
mer 1977 and was approved for use dur
ing the 1977-78 school year for validate

,ing the English danguake arts and sci-
ence curricula. The model, which is
presented in the figure. indicates the
flow of activities in three primary
validation design and development.
conduct of the validation, and process
ing and analysis of results. Tasks ac-
complished In each of these activity
areas included the following:

Validation design and development.
Assignment of tasks: development Of
validation strategies; design and pre-
test of instruments: design of pilot test
sample; review, revision, and dissem-
ination of curriculum materials: design
and provision of orientation for pilot
test parti5ipants: conduct of staff de-
velopment activities: design of continu-
ing validation plan.

Conduct of the Validation Data col
lection in pilot schools; classroom ob-
servations; interface with participants;
maintenance of quality control: periodic
provision of feedback information.

Processing and analysis of mutts.
Development of analysis plan; develop-
ment of reporting schema; development
of computer programs; processing and
analysis of data; provision of informa-
tion for curriculum modifications as
needed: reporting.

Design and development activities
were completed from July through Oc-
tober 1977- with the implementation of
the validation taking place in the
schools selected as the CBC Pilot
Schools from IU;svember 2: 1977 to
March 31. 1978. Processing of the data
occurred during the implementation'
phase in Vilot Schools and through the
middle of lime 1078. Final analysis and
reporting were carried on between the
first of May and the middle of July 1078
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figure. Content validation model for English/languags arts and science tten-etu

z \
19-t-t-CD-g-0)0-0-RED
0 00 (c) cp.® ® _

Validat.on Strategies. A critical step
in the implementation of the curriculum
validation model was the development
and adoption of strategies for conduct
of the effort. These strategies were de
veloped by the VDG during the design
phase. The validation }trategies in-
cluded specification of talks required to
complete the validation process success
fully. assignment of responsibilities for
the performance of tasks and subtasks,
and development of target dates for
completionof tasks.

The ORE developed a chart which in-
dicated tasks, responsibilities. and com
.pletion dates which comprised the CBC
curriculum validation strategies. The
division' had major responsibility for
completion of the curriculum validation
'effort. Other groups which were respon-
sible for completion of tasks or subtasks
were the CBC Coordinating Team. the
Pupil Appraisal Branch. the curriculum
writers. the Division of Automated In-
formation Services, and principals and
teachers in the Pilot Schools where the
validation was conducted. Validation
strategies were organized such that the
DRE not only had responsibility for a
majority of the tasks Involved.in the ef-
fort but also maintained quality control
over the entire English/language arts
and science validation through continu-
ous monitoring of all activities associ-
ated with the effort.

Instrumentation During the design
and development phase five instruments
were designed for use in the curriculum
validation. One of these instruments
was used for curriculum review prior to
implementation. one was for collktion

of information about teachers' previous
experience with CBC, and the other
three were data collection instruments
used during the conduct of validation
activities in the Pilot Schools,

Curriculum material review checklist.
The checklist was designed to permit
evaluation of the English/language arts
and science curricula prior to the field
test in the CBC Pilot Schools during the
1977-78 school year. Each of the curric-
ula was subjected to intensive review by
the CBC Coordinating Team. the cur-
riculum writers. subject-area specialists.
and staff in the DRE who utilized the
checklist to evaluate the curricula and to
recommend revisions and modifications
prior to implementation.

.The purposes of the review process
were: 11 To insure that each behavioral
objective was written correctly in that it
stated who was to perfurm. what was to
be performed, the conditions under
which performance was to occur. and
the criterion for successful performance.
21 To insure that. fur each behavioral
objective. at least two instructional ac-
tivities were included to provide alter-
native approaches to learning. 31 To in-
sure that, for each behavioral objective,
at leasEthree assessment tasks were in-
cluded and that each called for behav-
iors to be exhibited that were stated in
the behavioral objective. 41 To insure
that the criteria for acceptable perfor-
mance were clearly stated in each assess-
ment task and that the criteria were con-
sistent with those seated in the behavior-
al objectives. 51 To insure that the level
of reading difficulty was appropriate for
the Indicated grade level, 61 To insure

that each learning hierarchy included an
entry-level objective, enabling objec-
tives, and a terminal objective.

An additional purpose of the curric-
ulum review was evaluation of the
"power" of the instructional triads
which comprise the CBC curricula. This
task required that each triad be rated as
to whether it required Cher student
merely to identify or state a rule learned
previously, or to solve problems, or to
make inferences based on price team-
ing. Based on the review, a number of
revisions and modifications were made
in the English/language arts and science
curricula.

Teacher background form. During
the month prior to irplementation of
the CBC turricula. participating leach-
ers in the CBC Pilot Schools were re-
quested to complete a form indicating
the extent of their training in the CBC
approach, the extent' of their teaching
experience. and any CBC-related areas
in which they desired additional train-
ing. This form was developed by the
DRE at the request of the CBC Coor-
dinating Team and according to their
specifications. The purpose of the infor-
mation on the forms, which were col-
lected and tallied by the Coordinating
Team, was to assess the level of CBC

' training of the CBC pilot teachers. The
information collected was used by the
Office of Instruction to design staff de-
velopment activities during the valida-
tion period for teachers who were util-
izing the CBC curriculum.

CRC (time:Am validation observa.
tioo fern, The first of the.three valida-
tion data-collection instruments de.
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signed by the VDC was the observatinn
checklist. to be used by the principal for
a designee) in each CBC Pilot School tnr
observation of the CBC process in each
it the participating classrooms. Accord-

ing to the validation design. each par
ticipating teacher was to he observed a
minimum of four times between No
vember 1. 1977 and March 31. 1978.
The purpose of the instrument was to
determine the extent to which the CBC
approach was being utilized in each of
the classrooms participating in the CBC
curriculum validation. That is. the ob-
server was to measure the CBC process.
and the instructions specified that the *
instrument was not intended to evaluate
the teacher. the classroom. or the effec
'Nene,s of the CBC curriculum content.

During etch °beers at ion. the observ-
er was instructed to spend one period in
the participating classroom and to corn
oleic a separate checklist for each objec
live bring taught during the observation
triod Information to be collected in
o hided data on use of pretesting. pres-
ent e id varied instructional levels within
the classroom, utilization of the CBC tn
st ruc tional triad as specified by the CBC
approach. and the administration of
pert nreance assessment activities.
These data were to be transmitted to the
DBE as they were collected for process
ing throughout the validation effort

Teacher feedback form A second val-
idation instrument developed by the
VOG was the Teacher Feedback Form.
which was designed to collect informa
tom for assessing several aspects of the
CBC curriculum content from the per-
spective of the classroom teacher re.
Towable for preiaring and teaching the
CBC instructional wads. Teacher's were
reihoested to complete a feedback form
f ofeach of the instructional triads they
taught duridg the validation. Included
were ClUeStions designed to assess: time
required tnr materials planning. prepa
ration. atilt administration. teacher per-
rephuns regarding appropriateness and
clarity of the triads: student responses
to the CRC curriculum materials: and
possible additional or alternative active
sties which might enhance the effective-
ness of the material,. As with the oleser
v.gion checklist, <iota collection Inrms
were to be returned to the DRE as they
were completed.

Students. natticipation record The
final data collection instrument devel
oiled for CRC curriculum validation
was the students' participation recnrd.
This form was to be used for recording
partii ipating students' prngress on each
of tf e instructional triads to which they
.ere exposed during the class period.
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One form was to be completed for each
instructional triad, beginning with that
triad designated as the appropriate en-
trylevel point for participating class-
rooms at each grade level involved in
the validation II through 9 for English/
language arts and 1 through 7 for sci-
ence).

Data Analysis Plan. In conjunction
with the instrumentation task, a data
collection, processing, and analysts plan
was developed which would facilitate
efficient mansgemenkof the considera-
ble amount of informtion to be collect-
ed during the validation. This compre.
hensive plan was developed by the ORE
staff with assistance f:om the Division
of `l Automated Information Services

ltstentral components included
the following:

Data collection arrangements. To
facilitate analysis of the validation data
in the spring of 1978. the decision was
made to collect data on an ongoing basis
rather than at the end of the field test.
Consequently, arrangements were made
for school personnel responsible for
completion of the data collection instru-
rents (teachers in the use of the teacher
feedback form and the students' partic-
ipation record and principals or their
designees in the case of the observation
form) to transmit all instruments as they
were completed. The principal or des-
ignee in each school was responsible for
all data collected in that school. Teach-
ers were to place instruments in a boo os
they were completed: ana the principal
Inc designee) periodically packaged and
sent the instruments to DRE for Process-
ing.

Data processing. Prior to actual pro-
cessing of data. a uniform coding sys-
tem was developed for all curriculum
objectives regardless of subject area.
This procedure was necessary because
no consistent codes across subject areas
existed. The coding system developed
by DAIS with assistance frofn the DPE
was uniform across subject nd
consequently permits the addition, dele,
tMn. and revision of CBC curriculum
objectives as such steps might becnme
necessary in the future. The processing
plan stipulated that as data were re-
ceived at the DRE. staff would code ob-
"fives and otherwise prepare the data
for transmittal to DAIS.

According to the processing plan.
DAIS would receive coded data from
ORE and would thereafter have respon-
sibility for keypunching and automated
processing of the validation data. As
part of this function DAIS. in consulta-
nt, with the DRE, was.to develop all
computer programs necessary for later
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analysis of the data, as well as for main-
tenance of quality control, computa-
tion. and generation of computer data
printouts in a format appropriate for
analysis by the DRE.

Data analysis plan. The initial deci-
sion was made to aggregate the valida-
tion data such that they would be ana-
lyzed and reported by CBC behavioral
objective and rat by teacher, principal.
or school. This decision was based on
DRE's judgment that the validation was
to focus on CBC content and process
rather than on any potential variations
in approach to the CBC curricula.

Data lobe analyzed during this phase
of the validation included the following:
curriculum materials review data: puis-
sance index data: -sampling data; read-
ing emphasis data reading complexity
data; reading comprehension data:
teacher background data; teacher feed-
back data: classroom observation data.
student performance and attendance
data: hypothesis of learning dependency
data and hierarchy data.

Data analysis was to be directed to-
ward assessment of the extent to which
the CBC process was implemented in
the test sires, the\ extent to which the
CRC process was effective In encourag-
ing student learning, and the extent to
which the CBC English/language arts
and science curriculum materials con-
tributed to the learning of students in
those content areas.,

Selection of Sample. Another task
which formed a part of the design and'
development phase of the validation
was selection of a sample for participa--
urn in die field test of the CBC curric-
uia. P. total of 29 schools throughout

the school system were selected as Pilot
Schools for the test. The sample consist-
ed of 16 elementary schools, eight junioi
high schools, two senior high schools.
two career development centers, and
one special education school.

Following selection of Pilot Schools
to participate in the field test, a sam-
pling matrix was developed for selection
of classrooms and students in each of
the schools to participate in the valida-
tion of the curricula. In each ool one
Class was selected for Englis /language
arts and one for science at grade levels 2
through 6, and two classes in each
school for each curriculum at grade jr
elS 7,8, and 9.

Orientation of Participants. The final
task of the validation design Ind devel-
opment phase,was the provision of ori-
entation to participants. Several orien
tation Sessions were to be conducted for
participating teachers - and adrrods
orators in the Pilot Schools shortly be-
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fore the validation was tq begin on No-
vember 1. 1977.

The purposes of these sessions includ-
ed the following, I) explanation of the
validation strategies; 2) distribution of
data collection instruments; 3) instruc-
tion :n use of instruments; 4) distribu-
tion of data-collection schedule includ-
ing delineation of responsibilities: and
51 identification of resource persons
from ORE and the CRC Coordinating
Team ectiswere to be available for as-
sistance with any problems which might

elSe

In general. the orientation was pro-
vided. prior to implementation of the
curriculum validation. to all partici-
pants in order to facilitate efficient con
duct of the validation effort. Later. staff
development sessions were planned and
held

In summary, design and development
activities requisite to successful imple-
mentation of the validation effort were
conducted by the VDG and by the DRE
stall during the summer and fall of
1977 The considerable effort expended
on the design phase was critical to the
later efficient conduct of the large and
complex validation task itself.

Conduct of the CUP, IrlOinte Validation

The Initial phase of validation was
ptetest of the CBC curricula. Following
the pretest. the validation lest was con-
ducted between November 1, 1977 and
March 31. 1078. Additionally. a num-
ber of interface activities associated
with the validation occurred during this
period. An important component of the
validation period was that of reporting.
w:th the DRE staff developing periodic
status reports for the Superintendent of
Schools and for the CBC Coordinating
Team. The vurpose of these reports was
to intorm interested persons of the prop-
rest. of the validation. to describe any
problems which arm,: and the`methods
used for their resolution. and to provide
information about scheduling of future
events. In general. these reports contrib-
uted substantially to the coordination
and conduct of the complex validation
task in that they enabled the DRE and
others to monitor closely the accom
plishment of various tasks and subtasks

Monitor mg of the
Curriculum Validation

in addnwn to reporting and other qual-
ity control a tivittes associated with the
curriculum validation, the ORE was
specifically assigned the task of develop-
ing and implementing a CRC monitor
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ing plan. A number of different groups
had task responsibilities in the valida-
tion effort. For this reason. a carefully
designed monitoring effort was required
to assure timely and efficient task com-
pletion by all participating agencies.
This effort included development of a
validation monitoring plan. design of
appropriate instruments. and conduct
of militating activities throughout the
validation period.

Validation Monitoring Approach
and Instruments

The validation monitoring approach
was developed by the DRE staff in con-
sultation with the CBC Coordinating
Team and other groups who were to be
involved in the validation task (e.g..
DAIS. Pupil Appraisal Branch. etc.).
The approach included: creation of
schedules: assignment of responsibilities
for task completion: preparation for
monitoring of curriculum implementa-
tion. validation strategies, and evalua-
tion in the Pilot Schools; data collection
plans; and analysis and reporting tasks.

Instruments developed for use in
monitoring the CLIC curriculum valida-
tion included the CBC Curriculum Vali-
dation Observation Form and the CBC
Curriculum Validation Strategies Mont-
toting Form, The observation form was
designed to monitor, through direct ob-
servation in participating classrooms in
the Pilot Schools. the extent to which
the CBC curricula were being u: od in
the educational process.

The CBC Curriculum Validation
Strategies Monitoring Form was de-
signed to collect information on the ex
tent to which groups responsible for
various validation tasks were meeting
time sc! edules. completing tasks suc
cessf oily. finding it necessary to revise
task statements or completion dates.
and generally to follow the progress of
each validation task. Hence. the instru
ments were to monitor both the actual
implementation of CBC materials in the
Pilot Schools and the progress on asso-
ciated validation tasks by persons and
agencies responsible for those tasks.

Conduct of Validation Monitortng

Monitoring of the validation extended
throughout the school year. To monitor
CBC in the schools, the principals or a
designee visited each validating teach
er's classroom at least once during the
year to verify that the teacher was using
the CRC materials and approach. These
data were compiled and reported

The validation strategies monitoring
instrument was distributed to each
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group with validation task responsibil-
ity at least twice during the validation
development and conduct periods (Au.
gust-Ndvernber 1977 and January-Feb-
ruary 1978). The instruments were com-
pleted by task leaders and returned to
the DRE for analysts. The completed in-
struments inclUded all documentation
relevant to task completion or
postponement. Following receipt of
completed instruments, during each cy-
cle, the DRE staff analyzed the status of
all validation tasks and composed a
status report on validation tads comple-
tion for the Superintendent of Schools
and the CBC Coordinating Team. The
reports were Intended to inform deem.-
sionmakersof the progress of validation
as well as to provide information which
might be required for any necessary re-
medial action.

Validation Results

Overview

The validation plan for the English/lan-
guage arts and science curricula was or-
ganized into three phases: It prior to
distributing the materials for tryout. 21
during tryout in the Pilot Schools. and
31 time of revision after tryout. Prior to
trying out the materials a careful exam-
ination of format and organization was
made. During the tryout or field-test
phase in the Pilot Schools. information
was gathered on student acquisition of
each behavioral objective. evidence of
the CBC approach being applied, and
teacher feedback and comments on the
effectiveness of each objective. The revi
sion phase must be based upon the iden-
tification of material in need of altera-
tion or replacement as result of the
analysis \of the data. Because of the na-
ture of die CBC materials. four compo-
nents are subject to alteration or
replacement: behavioral objectives; in-
structional activities; assessment t
and hypotheses of learning dependency.
The validation results are intended to
provide the identification of the mate-
rials in need of revision or replacement.

The Learning Hierarchies

The instructional triads lone behavioral
objective. two instructional activities.
and three assessment tasks/ for each
strand or category within a curriculum
area have been sequentially arranged
from simple to complex to form learning
hierarchies. The learning hierarchy be-
gins with the entry level objective(sland
moves upward to the terminal obit.,
tivels). Data was collected and com-
piled. and statistics computed showing
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the number of students who attempted
the objective during validation. and the
percent of students who mastered the
objective by successfully completing all
three assessment tasks.

Each hierarchy is organized into units
of dependency called hypotheses of
learning dependency. or HIM. The
'principle applied to the design of every
HLD is that the immediate subordinate
objectives must be mastered before the
terminal objective can be mastered.

Analysts of the Instructional Triads

There are at least two choices in con-
structing a data analysis for each learn-
ing hierarchy in the English/language
arts and science materials. An analysis
could be mounted. triad by triad lie..
competency by competency', followed
by examination of each MD. A second
choice is to examine the validity of each
,HLD first. and then focus down upon
the instructional triads.

The second method was atiOpiEd since
there is a useful economy in it that is not
present in the first strategy. In the hier-
archy analysis. one or more unneeded
behavioral objectives may be,identifiesl.
The appropriate decision for treating an
unneeded behavioral objective is to
eliminate that .brhavioral objective and
Its associatod instructional triad from
the CBC instructional program. This is
the tactic whether the instructional triad
individually is successful or not. The
prime objective for each learning hier-
archy is to assist all students in the ac-
quisition of the terminal objectives) of
the hierarchy in the most efficient man-
ner possible. The economy of the HLD
analysis is achieved by not wasting time
analyzing an instructional triad wnich
has been establishes' as unnes4,1 in the
learning sequence.

Because the I undamertal organizing
element of each learning hierarchy is the
HUD. the HLD results are examined first
starting from the enfry revel and work-
ing up to the moral
Three relation .hins are examined for
each HID. Argo ley. ronsistenty. and
completeness The adequacy relation.
ship ratio assesses the correctness of the
inference. "If a learner possesses all of
the immediate subordinate behaviors of
the HLD and has been given two com-
plete instructional activities designed tor
aid the learner in the acquisition of the
terminal behavior of the HUD. then thr
learner will possess the terminal behave
or of the HID.' The t onsistency

IM and tValbevset flit to Meer
:4,.pionaintak. Beltsville Maryland tVal.
bes..er and A...Klatt, 1973 p 110
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tionship ratio assesses the correctness of
the inference, "If a learner possesses the
terminal behavior of the HLD, then the
learner possesses all of the immediate
subordinate behaviors of the HID."'
'The thiid relationship in an HLD,
completeness, assesses the correctness of
the inference .that the learner can suc-
cessfully enter the HLD at the prescribed
instructional level.'

The standard of .80 is established for
the desired level of each of the three re-
lationships within each Hr.b. This
standard is commonly used in the initial
validation of learning hierarchies. The
.80 level should not be viewed as the de-
sired level when the curriculum is finally
completed, because with the .80 stand-
ard. 20% of the learner population is
unaccounted for. Yet, for the first revi-
sion. .80 is quite workable. More severe
demands should be made on each HLD
with each new tryout, ultimately work-
ing to .95 or higher. Failure to meet the
established standard ,80 in this analysis,
on any one of the three relationships, in-
dicates that the HLD is in need of revi-
sion.

In addition to the analysis of each
HLD, an analysis is made of each in-
structional triad in which the behavioral
objective was not mastered by at least
80 percent 1.80 standard) of the
students. This is especially essential for
hierarchies with few HLD's. When it is
found that less than 80 percent of the
students have mastered an objective.
each assessment task and instructional
activity should be checked for: item er-
rors or poor items: performance agree-
ment of triad components; clarity
(teacher ratings); appropriateness
(teacher ratings>: power level (puissance
index); reading complexity (SMOG
made): and materials or equipment re-
quired for instruction.

During the school year 1977-78, the
CBC materials were validated, using the
methodological analysis described
above, in 21 D.C. elementary and ju-
nior high schools. Sixty-nine teachers in
grades 1-9 instructed approximately
1.300 students using the CBC approach
and newly developed English language
arts materials. Siety.eight teachers in
grades 1-7 instructed approximately
1.000 students using the CBC approach
and newly developed science materials.

The coefficients of the three criteria
adequacy consistency. and complete-
nessand the percentage of acquisition
of each objective were used as the basis
for identifying problem instructional',

Ibld r :21
'Ibid. n III
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triads and for recommending revision of
the English/language arts and science
curriculum materials. Of the approxi-
mately 184 instructional triads validat-
ed, using a combination of the analysis
strategies, a substantial number re-
quired no revision. For those instruc-
tional triads for which revisionas rec-
ommended, secondary data analyses
were done to identify the most likely
cause or causes for the need to revise.
This information was forwarded to the
curriculum writers who made the revi
shun,

Summary

An overriding concern throughout the
planning, conduct, and analysis phases
of the task of validation of the CBC ma-
terials in English/language arts and
science was that the effort be structured
so as to yield practically applicable, as
well as conceptually reliable, research
results. Hence, cluing the planning
phases particularly close attention was
paid to the potentialotaes of information
to he collected. In this rontedt, the study
focused on the provision of feedback in-
formation to curriculum ,we icing specie
ists. The information was collected, an-
alyzed. and reported in such a manner
as to facilitate its use for making nec-
essary revisions in materials already de-
veloped, and for guiding the develop-
ment of additional materials for use in
the D.C. public schools. It should be
noted that this objective was attained as
indicated by the fact that feedback in-
formation has been utilized by the cur-
riculum specialists in their ongoibit cur-
riculum development efforts.

A second major concern of the DOE
staff and others involved in the valida-
tion was the development of a replicable
curriculum validation model which.
with minor contextual alterations, could
be used widely for curriculum, valida-
tion in the future. Hence, the currirtilum
validation effort, in addition to meeting
the Objective of trying out the knglish,
language arts and science materials in
the schools. provided the opportunity to
develop and test a workable, ttplicable
curriculum validation model. Based on
analysis of the 1977.78 ell ort. the model
is, in the judgment of the DRE staff.
now opei atonal and available for
others to use in curriculum develop-
men. testing, and implementation ef-
tuts.

Findings

The CBC English language arts and f;ci-
enre curriculum materials developed by
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the District of Columbia schools were
validated in 21 elementary and Junior
high schools during the period from No-
vember 15, 1477 to March' 31, 1978.

This period of validation ar\unted to
approximately lo weel. ,nstructional
tine excluding holidays. Sixtynine
teachers instructed 1.2% students using
the CRC approach and newly - developed
langage arts materials. Sixty-eight
teachers instructed 1.588 students using
the CBC appr riach and newly developed
%ciente m..terials.

The ioelficients of the three criteria
adequacy. consistency, and complete-
nessand the percentage of acquisition
of ea h obis, tive were coil as the basis
or revision 01 the English 'language arts
and xience curriculum materials. Of the
approximately 184 instructional triads
validated. a substantial number
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required no revision. For those triad
components lound to be in need of alter-
ation. specifications for moditirations
were erurnerated. In addition, detailed
analyses were given for both an instruc-
tional and an HID in need of re-

Specific objectives requiring attention
in the revision process were identified
and commovica,ed to the curriculum
developers, who. 'as noted previously.
had already undertaken materials revi-
sion activities based on the findings of
this study.

Conclusions

Although, as previously indicated,
some revision and further development
of the validated materials may be te-
gutted, the general I inding of this study,
based on the validation results, is that

Some comments on the Competency-Based
Curriculum and personalized instruction

Tf 10M AS I WERNER AND ROBERT S. RUSKIN .

continsie to approach their work with
the seeming purpose of discrediting an
existing term of innovation rather than
building and enhancing that which cur-
rently extsts, There was a time when this
strategy was neededinstructional sys-
tems identified with every conceivable
acronym seemed to be presented almost
monthly to the educational.communil Y.
Most of these systems were highly idio-
syncratic to the developers own instruc
tional settings and experiences. and

Aunt often only anecdotal evidence
could be reported. Alter the glowing tes
tic:umiak subsided, an innovation
would often pale and vventiially dis
Appear under the weight if ^informal in.
vestigation.

We hope that these days are over. The
educational community has now be'
come sophisticated enough to be able to

lota,al R. S. Ruskin is Director of the Cen
ter for Personalised Instrationamt Editor of
the Journal

"r RADITIONALI Y. those in edit o
A rid positions at the /mono! of Per
-onlif :zed instruction have avoided us
ing the hnonal as a vehicle for nous
mg their con thoughts on instruction.

have felt chat to do so would be to
'obit p,sonal biases into a publication
who h should and has remained tree of
such Implicit control. This is not to
imply that we (hi not hay; strong feel-
ings About the course and doe:tion of
1(111,It tional innovation in American
and world education

Over the last three yews of the lour
cal seststente, we have seen all too td,
ten the constant 'rtnnkennon An the
wheel,- both in the toms of submitted
...parch and m the form of personal in

(miry. We have Aso noted with appre-
hension and. frankly,. some annoyance,
that some instructional innovators

T. I Werner Is Research Me:otlate. Center
tor Inatruction. Ceoneetown

Wavhincion. D Cr 10057. sect
heerron /411tor for this Issue of the

implementation ql the competency-
based curriculum is feasible. Among
0th...things, the validation study has
:ii.)inted out that: 1) the CBC materials
seem generally to appeal to both stu-
dents and teachers according to teacher
ratings; 2) while the CRC approach pro-
vides a useful instructional framework
for teachers. it also includes the latitude
I or the development and implementa-
tion of creative approaches to teaching:
and 3) by virtue of its structure, the
CRC approach provides students with a
clear understanding of the behaviors
they are expected to acquire. In sum-
mary, the CBC materials and approach
developed by the school system have the
potential to make a substantial impact
on the overall mproveinent of public
school education in the District of Co-
lumbia.

glean the best. of many forms of instruc-
tional innovation, pick what most meets
specific needs and goals, and, with rea-
sonable care, develop appropriate in-
structional systems.

It has bsen our intent in this special
section of th* Journal to explore corn-
monalities between two of the more
widely. used current torms .of instruc-
tional innovation. These systems, per-
sonalized instruction and competency-
based instruction, will be examined
through the specific description of one
of the nation's largest competency-
based programs, the District of Colum
bia Public School System's Compe-
tency-Based Curriculum (CRCI.

The purpose of this article then, is 1)
to note some nf the similarities between
CRC and personalized instruction and
to comment on the value of each system
for instructional developers: and 2) to
suggest wider use of an empirically ori
erred model for the analysis of both new
and existing instructional innovations.

The Competency-Based Curriculum

Although CRC has been examined in de-
tail elsewhere in this issue. it would be
worthwhile for the purposes of this dis-
cussion to describe is briefly. CBC is a
response by the District of Columbia
public schools to a mandate from the
D.C. Board ni Education to provide a
comprehensive instructional program
for grades ore-kindergarten through 12.'
enabling students to attain the rompe.
lencies necessary to function as success-
ful individuals. The large-scale goals of
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CBC are to focus on the abilities and at.
titudes necessary for students to func-
tion successfully: to translate those abil
sties and attitudes into performance
tasks to make instructional alternatives
available to students, and to develop in
each student a positive self-concept. The
school system has described five broad
categories of skills considered necessary
for successful living in the modern
World: communication skills, consum-
er/producer skills, analytical skills, so-
cial and political skills, and self-actuali-
zation skills. In addition, these categor-
ies hive been even more finely delineat-
ed into a set of educational goals for
each student. The school system has
produced ansentirply new instructional
program tb meet these needs.

Each behavioral objective in the new
curriculum is assigned at least two in-
structional activities and at least three
assessmcit tasks. This combination of
elements, called an instructional triad, is
the basic unit of instruction in CBC. The
new curriculum is actually a continuous
sequence of numerous instructional tri-
ads in each subject area. After specify-
ing behavioral objectives, the curric-
ulum materials describe ii, detail two in-
structional activities designed to foster
the acquisition of a specified skill. Each
description includes an overview of the
topic.' suggested teaching techniques,
learning )naterials needed. and exercises
for the students. The three assessment
tasks rofovide opportunities for students
to demonstrate their degree of profi-
ciency in the new skill. All three tasks
require the skill specified in the behav-
ioral objective.

Curriculum materials has e been pro-
duced and distributed to a percentage of
D C. teachers and serve as the basis of
classroom instruction. Instructional
techniques and strategies vary through-
out the curriculum. Many teaching
inethods are used. including group-ori-
ented and individualized instruction,
and Loth instructor- and student-pac-
ing. Instruction is transmitted through
the written word. oral presentations.
and audio-visuals and other media.
High criteria for performance are em-
phasized and are individually deter-
mined for each triad.,.

CRC represents a deliberate decision
by the D.0 public schools in favor of
competency-based instruction over
competency.based lesnos. Rather than
testing high school students prior to
graduation and presenting diplomas
contingent upon adequate performer, e,
the D.C. schools have begun teaching
competencies throughout all grades.
The basic theme of CRC is to teed corn-
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petencies rather than simply Mellore
their presence or absence, CBC is de-
signed to be a comprehensive, syste-
matic, empiricallybased instructional
program. Instruction and evaluation are
related to stated behavioral objectives.
Behavioral objectives. instructional ma-
terials and activities. arid means of as-
sessment are evaluated and revised on
the basis of student performance. Both
norm-referenced and criterion-refer-
enced tests are employed to measure
student progress and guide future in-
struction. Norm-referenced tests com-
pare the achievement of D.C. students
with all public school students In the
country. Criterion-referenced tests pro-
vide information about the effectiveness
of the curriculum by 'measuring stu-
dents achievement respect to spe-
cific competencies.

CBC and personal) instruction
share a number of common features. Al-
though direct comparisons are difficult
(because one .is a systemwide, public
school curriculum, while the other is a
system of instruction originally de-
signed for single-classroom implemen-
tation in higher education), a discussion
of their common aspects may provide a
common perspective.

First, both methods represent syste-
matic, empirical approaches to instruc-
tion. Objectives, or competencies. are
precisely specified and provide the basis
for both instruction and evaluation.
Materials. techniques, and components,'
are revised on the basis of student per-
formance, Second, individual attention
and instruction is critical ti the success
of each. Instruction is responsive to the
individual performance and progress of
each student rather than to the class or'
school "average." Grading on the
normal curve and competition among
students are deemphasized in favor of
high performance by each student with
respect to each objective. Criticism and
failure are avoided in each system and
replaced wijh encouragement for prog-
ress and opportunities for remediation
without penalties; positive rather than
aversive consequences occur during
learning. Evaluation is used primarily to
diagnose difficulties and permit the
demonstration of successful learning.
not to select. label, or categorize
students. Third. both systems are com-
mitted to instructing the "whole" stu-
dent. i.e.. arranging for student learning
in areas not commonly considered "cog-
nitive." Indeed, the stated goals of CBC
involve the development of a positive
self-concept in students, as well as com-
petencies in areas such as the arts and
consumerism. Personalized instruction
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also includes features such as student
proctoring and flexible pacing, which
are designed to develop studepts' social
and self-management skills.

A Challenging Environment

Instructional innovation in the public
schools should be of great interest to in-
structional designers at all levels of edu-
cation. The educational environment of
the public schools is varying and com-
plex. and in many cases the challenges
faced by Instructional developers in the
public schools are quite different from
those faced by professionals in other
levels of education, particularly higher
education. The solutions to instruc-
Ilona! problems In the public schools
should be of great value to all educators
because of the types of problems faced.
This section will present a brief discus-
sion of these special characteristics of
public education in the hopes of further-
ing the reader's understanding bolh of
CRC and of the problems associated
with public education.

It is unfortunate that public education
is often viewed simply as instruction in
the basic skills ("the three R's"). In real-
ity, the public schools are charged, ei-
ther formally or informally, withrbther
important tasks in addition to the teach-
ing of basic skills. The following ex-
amples may give the reader some insight
into the areas of behavior that are gen-
erally consideresa to fall into the realm
of public education. Our schools are
charged with providing children with
the basic socialization necessary to aca-
demic progress, e.g., how to sit still,
how to behave in a group. etc. In addi-
tion, communities often depend on the
public schools to contribute to the ethi-
cal development of its young people: in
teaching children not to cheat and to
help others in the school setting. Public
schools are often asked to accept the re-
sponsibility for teaching students about
national and cultural holidays, spon
wring and encouraging the appreciation
of art and music, and generally main-
taining interest in civic and cultural ac
tivities. Public schools must also pro-
vide extensive psychomotor training.
such as handwriting and enhancing ar
tistic abilities, as well as to design in-
struction related re-many important af-
fective objectives. e.g.. love of one's
country. respect for authority. etc.

Many instructional variables (partic-
ularly those related to individualization)
are affected by the public schools re-
sponsibility for the physical care of stu-
dents during the working day. For ex
ample. policies related to flexible
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pacing. such as withdrawals and in-
complete., become difficult to establish
or maintain in a school system which Is
responsible for a student's physical pres-
ence and well-being for several fixed
hours each day. Generally, a student
must' remain the responsibility of a
teacher in a public school regardless of
progress in a course: withdrawal or fail-
ing to complete a particular program of
study does not necessarily mean physi-
cal removal. from the class. Although a
student may earn free time through suc-
cessful performance in a program with a
flexible-pacing component, the student
must remain the school's responsibility.
Grading and promotional policies are
similarly affected. Mother type of
problem is that presented by the cam-
plea scheduling of classes necessary to
operate a public school efficiently. For
example, although a public school
would seem to offer substantial oppor-
tunities for cross-age tutoring, these
types of activities place tremenrious'
pressures on schedules which already
may be cumplicited. The organization
and policies wIfich are successful in sur-
mounting these problems would be
most useful to instructional developers.

Instructional development may be
greatly helped by the study of motiva-
tional factors offered by instruction in
the public schools. Public education
spans grades pre-kindergarten 'through
12, thus the ages of approximately 5 to
18. Motivational factors may change
dramatically during those years. In fact.
motivation may change significantly for
the same student in a matter of weeks or
days. This situation !i's quite different
from that in four-year colleges, - where
good grade:aid-free time usually serve
as constant and .powerful rewards for
the great majority of students. Much
may be learned if instructional devel-
opers in the public schools can become
sensitive to defining such changes In
motivation.

Instructional technology as a whole
may benefit .greatly from the experi-
encesences in. public schools wit system-

'wide implementation of inst sectional
change. Some instructional ystems,

such as personalized instructir have
developed through experimenta ton and
application by Individual instructora
However, the options for individual ex-
perimentation vary greatly in the dif-
ferent levels of education. Although col-
lege-level instructors may have the op-
portunify to alter Instructional design.
teachers in public schools are often
bound by the schedules and policies of
their individual schools. The organize:
tional framework of public schools
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often does not permit single-teacher,
single-classroom implementation. In the
public schools, most instructional inn°
vations may have to be comprehensive,
"from-the-top-down" movements in-
volving administrative and policy
changes. Instructional developers at all
levels of education should be able to
learn a great deal from the results of
such large-scale endeavors.

The Analysis of New
Instructional Technologies

The similarities between CBC and per-
sonalized Instruction described earlier
should encourage proponents to main-
NM interest in each system. In addition.
the authors feel that the development of
CBC presents an occasion for yet a larg-
er question. How should educators ana-
lyze and evaluate instructional systems/
It seems that many educators, when
confronted by a new system, check its
components against those of an estab-
lished system which they support, and
accept or reject the new system based on
the number of common features it
shares with Abe established system. We
contend that such point-by-point com-
parisons between the features of instruc-
tional systems tend to be simplistic and
unproductive. The most obvious reason.
for the contention is the existence of
such a large number of systems at pres-
ent. Since the early 1960's, numerous
acronyms representing specific systems
and methods have appeared on the edu-
cational scene (A-T, CAI, IPI, PI, and
PSI are a few.). Thus far, the highly
publicized -death" of programmed in-
struction IPI) has been the malor casual-
ty among them. Bat how is the educa-
tional community to respond to those
remaihing7 Expecting the gradual de-
mise of various Instructional systems
until only one system remains seems a
dramatic, but superficial and wasteful
endeavor. Even the perceived death of a
single method, programmed instruc-
tion, and the subsequent ignorance
about its beneficial aspects, hai slowed
the progress of instructional innovation.
Systems should not be allowed to die
unquestioned or without close examina
tion of what components may be appro-
priate to include in other instructional
programs. In any case, point-by-point
comparisons and rejections between fea-
tures of different systems should be di,-

iAuchmTutorial Instruction. (A1. Comput
erAmisted Instruction ICAD. Individually
Programmed Instruction IIPII. Programmed
Inonkaion (ph, and Personalized System of
Inuruction IMII
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carded an a means of analyzing instruc-
tion.

This is not to suggest that critical
analysis of instruction cease or that all
methods be universally accepted. The
following comment. by Sherman and
Ruskin, suggest an alternative means of
analyzing effective instruction which
takes Into account what Is known about
how Individuals learn:

When we focus on the individ-
ual, the conditions sufficient for'
learning turn, out to be surpris-
ingly simple. All that is necessary
for someone .to learn is: 1) a
clearly specified objective that is

'appropriate to the learner's an-
rent level of achievement; 2) OCCa
lions for the learner to respond to
the task: and 3) immediately con-
tingent consequences, providing
feedback as to the adequacy of the
ir-ponse. The process 1, that sim-
ple and it appears that when given

, those three conditions individuals
will learn, and learn effectively.

There must be a nearly infinite
number of ways to arrange the re-
lationship just descr1bed. Clearly,
all effective instructional systems
must accommodate individual
differences: but of the many sys-
tem. we might devise to meet the
basic requirements for learning, is
there any way to choose among
them/

If we add the stipulation that
we want students not only to
learn, but also to enjoy doing it.
then we mutt add a fourth re-
quirement. The system should
minimize or avoid punishing con-
tingencies end rely as much as
possible or: positive conse-
quences. This somewhat restricts
the system we might devise. but
the possibilities still are rrillny.

There is one last goal a success-
ful system should realize. Beyond
ensuring that the student learns.
and learns to love learning. he
should also learn how to learn.

This comment suggests that effective in-
struction involves several important as-
pects or components: a) a commitment
to empiricism: b) specification of what
Is to be learned; r) the use of positive,
rather than aversive, consequences: and
dl a supporting research base (implied
by an empirical approach).

Any row or existing instructional sys-

'Sherman IC and Ruskin RS Purpose and
polKies of the losimai of ro.000h,od lo
strurnon Journal of resonalor .1 Wolohan
1:7lo.lvla.p 8
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tem or method should be examined in
light of these aspects. Instructional de-
velopers should consider systems which
reflect these aspects as viable. A system
which does not reflect these components
may be operating with unnecessary su-
perstition in place of empirical verifica-
tion. This does not mean that any sys-
tem containing these components is per-
fect. However, such a system, by de-
sign, should continually Improve. The

, specific features of a given system, such
as the type of media used, the criteria
for performance, or the type and timing
of feedback, should be determined and
evaluated on the basis of the above-
mentioned features. The use of these as-
pects or components as a model for
analysts would permit communication
among and integration,of systems which
currently exist (for no particular reason)
as separate. distinct entities. It would
also reduce unnecessary debate con-
cerninespecific features which alter sys-
tems physically but make little func-
tional difference (selection of media
May in some cases bean example). .

In our opinion, these aspects of effec-
tive instruction require amore open
commitment to what might be called the
principles of learning or the principles of
behavior. The field of personalized in-
struction. and perhaps the entire field of
innovative instruction, is now sophis-
ticated enough to portray the theoretical
reasoning behind the design of instruc-
tional systems rather than sponsoring
superstitious acceptance or rejection of
them. An early reticence about describ:
ing the theoretical background of per-
sonalized instruction was both under-
standable and practical bet -.ow the
early users of personalized it . ,ction
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usually taught similar kinds of students
in similar kinds of educational settings.
At that time a thorough discussion of
the soecille features of a given system
was adequate to permit effective imple-
mentation. However, Instructional in-
novation is now occurring in
where instructional needs, populations
and environments vary greatly. More
sophisticated analyses are requited both
by instructional designers and by class-
room instructors. As educators plan In-
novative instruction for the 1980's:
these widely varying instructional sit-
uations demand the most generalizahle
models for analysis. In the future, the
phenomenon in which an instructional
package is tried and permanently reject-
ed because of temporary difficulty must
be avoided. Is should be made clear that
the functional approach. not the specific
features themselves, must serve in the
case of analysis or evaluation.

Two immediate advantages would re-
sult from this approach. First. an analy-
sis which permits the study of widely
ranging types of Instruction Would al-
low communication and cooperation
among the various., levels and branches
of instruction. Institutions in different
levels of education, such as higher edu-
cation and public education, could be-
gin mutually beneficial relationships in
the forms of shared conferences. Publi-
cations, and personnel. Second, such an
analysis would permit a more sophis-
ticated look at more established meth-
ods such as CAI. AN. and certain lec-
ture formats.. These methods and their
continuing development require careful

CornputerAssisted Instruction anJ
Audio-Visual Insttuction IAN/.
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evaluation. Automatic judgments be-
cause of differences in structure are not
appropriate. This is particularly true of
instructional systems' Involving hard-
ware: developments and advances hap-
pen extremely rapidly in this area and
require continual assessment. A more
sophisticated approach would allow un-
biased analyses of these systems and
their components.

Conclusion

We are not advocating a lowering of
standards in analyzing instruction.
Many types of innovative instruction
are weak and do not represent better
teaching. We are advocating a method
of analysis which provides a more aim-
prehensive, theoretically sound look at
irtstructional systets. If anything, this
analysis should create much higher
standards than currently exist in most
Instructional methods.

We also do not feel that this article
represents the loosening of standards to
include "anything new" or the haphaz-
ard varying of instructional coptnents
which all of us have resisted long. It
is a call to.identify openly the theoreti-
cal underpinnings upon which the "key
features rest.

Empirically based research and devel-
opment at the, public school level will
produce a most effective instructional
system in time, undoubtedly incorpo-
rating the best aspects of goth what we
now call personalized and competency-
based forms of instruction. ikis not im-
portant what we call the system that
will emerze. but how effective the meth-
od is in educating our youth.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
The committee will stand in adjournment.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the committee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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PROBLEMS IN URBAN CENTERS-WASHINGTON,
D.C., AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 30, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 in room

1310, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Ronald V. Dellums
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Dellums and William H. Gray
III.

Also present: Elizabeth D. Lunsfordi general counsel; Donn -G.
Davis, Dietra L. Gerald, and Robert B. Brauer, staff assistants; James
T. Clark, legislative counsel; Hugh Van A. Starkey, and Chris Jr
Daly; minority research analysts.

The CHAIRMAN. The Hou-Se Committee on the District will be
order for the continuation of hearings on the conditions of urban
centers, including Washington, D.C., and the Federal Government's
role in solving these problems.

We are continuing the effort to enlarge our perception of urban
problems by hearing from persons at both the local and national
level who have devoted special attention to the problems most
common to urban centers.

I would like to welcome my friend ancikr Californian, Repre-
sentative. Augustus Hawkins, on behalf of yself and members of
the staff and committee. We are deeply appreciative of your
coming before the committee and welcome you. You may proceed
in any fashion you choose.

STATEMENT OF HON. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE' OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have submitted a prepared statement to the committee which

will try to follow basically, but summarizing in some instances and
elabOrating in others.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you, Mr. Chair-
man, because of your own career, I believe, which is certainly
exemplary, .and I certainly wish to commend you on conducting
these hearings. Unfortunately, there is too much substance that
seems to be in hearings of this naure, and we seem to be carried
away, particularly the media, by that which is sensational, rather
than the real subsiance in society, and it is for that reason I wish
to commend you, because there is very little glory and honor and
prestige in doing what you are doing, but I think it is a 'commend-
able thing to be doing, and certainly wish to support your efforts.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr.-HAwiciNs. In many months we have been groping, as you

well know, for remedies to the serious economic problems facing us
as individuals, families, minorities, in the major cities throughout
America.

It seems to me, however, that we have been applying bandages to
conceal the wounds that have been-deliberately inflicted. And with-
out going too deeply into these bandaid programs, let me describe
what I consider to be the more basic defects in current economic
policies about which very little truth is being told. /

The fact of the matter. is it seems to be that /problems are not
nearly as complex and difficult as we are being led to believe. In
the past, we have met much more difficult problems and have done
a much better job than we are now,doing, and/I refer specifically to
the administrations of Franklin Delano'Roosevelt, to the problemi
faced by Harry Truman, and certainly to the challenges faced by
John F. Kennedy.

In a sense, If we did nothing more than simply stop doing the
things that are wrong, we would contribute a vast ?improvement;
and it seems to me that this doesn't/ take a lot of creativity; it
doesn't take courage; it really doesn't' take a lot of rhetoric, but if
we could just stop creating unemployinent, increasing prices, hand-
ing out tax gifts, miseducating the disadvantaged; and cutting back
on production, restricting the supply of goods and services, and
failing to utilize, our resources, /both our human as 711 as our
material resources. Some 14 million to:20 million Americans today
are either unemployed or pathetically underemployed. We hav,e
less than an 80 percent plant utilization in America. At a time
when we are talking about tax incentives to increase plants
throughout the country, we are not fully utilizing those that are
already in place.

There are two things, it seems to me, that combine to make ac5
situation of this nature possible. One, politics has been called the
art of obfuscation, and equally in ill use, economics has been re-
ferred to as a dismal science, and it seems to me that these two
defects gave been crossbred in order to carry on what I think is
both immoral and uneconomic and certainly, in many instances, an
unlawful exercise of authority.

Because from an economic point. of view, it makes no possible
sense not to fully utilize the resources at 'our command. To allow
millions of individuals to be partners in our society who produce
absolutely nothing, but who we attempt to maintain in income, is
not supportable by'any brand of economics, and certainly it seems
to me it should not be supported politically.

Recently we have committed two serious errors. We have covered'
up these political mistakes by trying to blame the failure on for-
eign competition, on OPEC, on tliv weather, and many times even
on the unfortunate victims of these 'policies. Now, obviously all
these factors have had some role to play, but we seem never to
reflect on the very policies that create the problems for which
those whom we elect to public office are responsible, and we don't
hold accountable those who make these policies.

But we have recently, as you well know, Mr. Chairman, indulged
in a. lot of rhetoric about balancing the budget, and in that way to
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somehow limit inflation. It was designed to remove the deficit, but
it is now obvious that it has created a deficit larger than what
might even IYave been anticipated, and yet there is very little
explanation of it now. The approach failed, but do we go- back and
admit that it is a failure; do we go back and say, look, in restricting
expenditures through the budget, were we wrong? No, we don't do
that. We just take this failure, and then we are going to cover over
that failure with another proposed failure, which is a tax reduction
program, and so it just seems to me that we are really not facing
the basic things that are wrong in the economy.

. HUMPHREY-HAWKINS FULL EMPLOYMENT BILL

Now, we discussed for several years, Senator Humphrey and I,
for at reast 21/2 years with the administration, both when President
Carter was-a candidate, as well as after he became President, in
1977, we discussed the question of clarifying the overall economic
policy, and we negotiated many differences; we made many
changes. As a matter of fact, there were those who said that
Senator Humphrey and I sold out; that we accepted too many
amendments; that we reduced the Full Employment and Balanced
Growth Act tb almost a nonentity, but the fact remains that it did
become law; the fact remains that the President did sign it; and the
fact is that we therefore entered into an agreement as to a clear-
cut national economic policy that is on the statute books; that is
not subjett to changes .from 'day today; that is not subject to what
happens between the White }Wise and Camp Dairid, or between
the House and the Senate, but which has been agreed to.

UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION

Now, I think it is important to understand what we agreed to.
We agreed that the mandated goals of achieving 4_ percent unem-
ployment and 3 percent inflation, both by 1983, were achievable.
We discussed this for a long time. There were those who said that
we could not achieve 4 percent unemployment as an interim goal
without inflating the economy, but we were able to convince the
administration and the Congress that we had done so under the
Truman administration, under more difficult situatiohs when tech-
nology was not nearly as developed as it is now; that in 1961, under
John F. Kennedy, that these goals, without being required by stat-
ute, were set as the objectives of his administration, and we
achieved the results much better than even these which were
inserted into the bill. An we debated about the time element. We
started out with 18 months and to make adjustment to meet the
President's desires, we made it 41/2 years, which would make it
1983.

And what has happened? The President recently modified the
timetables, unlawfully, because the act does not give him the au-
thority to do so, only to recommend; and he is traveling in the
opposite direction. It is the same as having possibly decided on a
trip from Chicago to New York and you travel westward to Denver;
it is just as silly as that. But you don't even travel in the right
direction.
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We agreed to prohibit the tradec#, to outright' declare unlawful
the use of the creation of unemployment in order to fight inflation,
and yet this is a main weapon whiCh has been used against infla-
tion.

AIMS FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

Third, we agreed to foster economic growth adequate to achieve
the mandated goals. Now historically on a long-range basis and
economic growth rate of somewhere between 4.4.and 5 percent has
beeh accepted by practically every economist as being the mini-
mum'average which is necessary for the growth of a nation such as
ours for' population-growth, alone as well as for _technological im-
provements.

But' what has been the result? Under this administration v;,e
'have had less than 1 percent growth on an annual average, and
now have negative growth. As a matter of fact, during the second
quarter of this year, it was down 9 percentage points.

FEDERAL BUDGET AND MONETARY. POLICY

Fourth, we agreed to make the Federal budget and the Federal
Reserve Board's monetary .policy compatible with the act's' objec-
tives, that is,. with achieving the goals: that would .be consistent
with the policies and goals of the. act.. And what have been the
results? We have had fiscal restraint, tight money policies and high
interest Otes.

'6 This has resulted from a Federal Reserve Board, a majority of
the members, as well as the chairman, have been appointed by this
adthinistration, so we assume they were named to carry out the
policy of this administration, but here is the Board which the
President, himself, has obtained control over because of his ap-
pointments, and yet it .has added to inflation; it has increased the.
deficit;. and it has deprived nus, including the cities, of much needed
revenues.

And, finally, we agreed if all of these policies which we had
agreed to, if they were not fully implemented and in operation
within 2 years after the signing of the act, which would be the end
of this fiscal year, that the innocent and neediest in our society
would not suffer' in consequence of it. Now, why is it that we are
not willing to say that if yOu give us the authority to make_policy,
and if you give to the private sector every type of assistance to do
the job, and we do all of the things that are necessary, that within
'a period of 2 years, if we fail, why 'is it that some unfortunate
individual who goes to the employment service looking for a job is
told that there is no such job available; why is it that that individu-
al, and millions such as that, must suffer as a result of those
policies?

STANDBY PROGRAMS

In the act originally, Senator Humphrey and I had civil penalties
in order to invoke in most instances where individuals responsible
for the policies failed to perform in accordance with the act. The
President objected to such mandates, and we said no, OK, then, in
its:place we will place these standby programs so that in the event
the job is not done within a period of 2 years, that these victims
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will not be the ones to suffer, and that is exactly what we placed
into the act.

But what has happened? At the end of that 2-year period, the
President has already recommended a reduction in these standby
programs that are in the act so' that, in effect, it is not only in
violation of the act, but it 'is, it seems. to me, one of the most
immoral and irresponsible possible approaches to what we would
think would be a very, very simple problem.

NATIONAL ECONOMIC EMERGENCY

Now, not content with this and in the consequence of such mis-
guided experience, we are now faced with a national economic
emergency, and we have to face, it seems to me, not as candidates,
not as people outside talking about what those who are in are not
doing. Most of us, including the President, are facing it as incum-
bents, in the office, and it seems to .me that we have to approach
this national economic emergency in terms of leadership that can
do something about it, and it seems to me it ill behooved us to be
criticizing those who,may ,be opposing us as to what is wrong with
.what they are advocating, if what we are doing is not obtaining
results.

ECONOMIC COMPARISONS, 1976 AND 1980

Now, what is the situation today, compared to what it was in the
.1976 elections, and in 1977, when the current administration
began, and when most of us also were in office.

In 1976, under the previous administration, that is, of President
Ford, the economic growth rate was 5.9 percent. Here it is we are
in a campaign challenging President Ford, and I was among those,
at a time when the growth rate of the country was 5.9 as compared
with a negative growth today, and we were recovering from a deep
recession in that year, as you will recall. In 1980, we have a
negative growth rate.

In 1976, the unemployment rate was 7.4 percent, and' it was
declining, and we were criticizing Mr. Ford because of the high
unemployment rate. It is now 7.7 and the President projects the
rate will rise to 9 percent and remain- at 8.5 percent for another
year.

Now that is substantially higher than the current rate, and it
certainly is more than 1 percent higher than. under the_ previous
administration that we.said was failing us.

These statistics, do not adequately describe the human and emo-
tional suffering that is caused by this lack of a healthy economy.
Prof. Harvey Brenner, of Johns Hopkins University, has-found that
a 1-percent increase that is what we are talking about now, an
added 1 percent, another 1 percent, and what it meansit 'means
according to his studies, and these studies, are backed up by the
National Institute of Health, by studies in Cook County, Ill., and
Ann Arbor, Mich., and others that time would not permit me to
elaborate on, but they are substantially backed up, that a 1- percent
increase in unemployment rate that we are, now talking about will
mean 20,210 deaths from cardiovascular disease, 495 deaths from
sclerosis of the liver, 920 suicides, 647 homicides, 4,227 first-admis-
sions to State hospitals, and 3,340 admissions to State prisons.
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Now, from an economic point of view, it means to the city as well
as to individuals, a loss of revenues. It means that inflation will
mean an increase in fuel cost and the other things that cities and
individuals buy. It means added expenditures on welfare and other
recession-related costs, and it means in terms of interest rates
which are being supported by the Fed and this administration, it
means a tremendous forfeiture of money which we can ill afford to
spend in this 'direction.

Furthermore, in 1976, inflation'was approximately six percent.
This prompted candidate Jimmy Carter to charge the Republicans
with mismanagement, and I quote him. He said:
' The Republicans have become 6 percenters on inflation. They ask us to accept
that rate, to think of-6 percent as normal, to be glad it isn't worse. But the fact is
that it is a terrible,-unacceptable rate, and that their own mismanagement has
caused it. The Republicans have tried to halt inflation by slowing down the econo-
my,by putting people out of workand that pOlicy has been a dismal failure.

Now that is quoting the President on precisely the type of poli-
cies that he is now using against not a 6-percent inflation, but an
inflation which, as we well know, is in the double-digit range, and
which is certainly going to remain there in the foreseeable future.

Upon assuming office in 1977, the PreSident did not hesitate to
advocate an economic stimulus program that included a rather,
substantial increase in public service jobs, in public works, in coun-
tercyclical revenue-sharing programs and various tax proposals.
And as we well know for a year and a half, almost 2 years, his
stimulus package worked very successfully, and they now take
credit for those successes that were accomplished as a result of
taking this decisive action in 1977.

And we might ask the question: why does he not have the
courage to offer a program today when conditiOns are much worse,
when we have 4 million more persons unemployed today than in
1977? We might better ask: why is he reducing those programs, the
very programs that he advocated in 1977, that succeeded, and why,
then, is he proposing a reduction in those programs today when the
!conditions are much worse?

ECONOMIC CONTROLS NEEDED

Mr. Chairman, on the next page and- a half I have outlined a
number of antirecession programs that I believe will help to meet
the' crisis in which we are now engaged, including. comprehensive
across-the-board controls. Now I know that therT are those who
very much are opposed to controls. However, we have indicated
that if the choice is between controls, on the one hand, and the use
of the tradeoff with all of the costs, economic and human costs
involved in a tradeoff, then it would seem to me that not only
would controls be more economically sound, b certainly more
morally just, and the, justice that would Lie evol ed as a result of
this certainly far outweighs the temporary dif L ulties with con-
trols.

Controls have, however, worked in the past. They worked unde
the Truman administration; they worked during the Koredt crisi
It all depends on the composition of, controls, how_broad they ar
the way they, are administered, and basically whether or not t
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controls are accompanied by also drastic changes in monetary and
fiscal policies that are compatible with the controls..

This was not done under the Nixon administration, because
Nixon didn't believe in controls, but they have worked, and we
believe they can work.

BALANCED GROWTH PROGRAMS RECOMMENDED

Now I have also attached to my statement a list of specific
immediate steps that can be taken to fight inflation and generate
economic growth at the same time, so that we don't have to make
the choice between one or the other. These objectives can be served
simultaneously.

As you well know, Mr. Chairman, these specific steps were sub-
mitted to the President by the Congressional Black Caucus. We
have yet to, have an answer from that particular conference. But
they merely indicate that there are specific steps that can be taken
and should be taken.

Let me just simply summarize in one or two paragraphs. What I
really have said in a sense, and I have directed it at general overall
economic policies, how they affect individuals as well as cities, and
it just seems to me that we have to stop talking about these
programs on a detached, isolated basis. They must be handled on a
comprehensive basis. It must be handled, it seems to me, within
the context of the overall economic policy, and it just seems to me
that our friends who are the governing heads of the major cities
throughout America have a tremendous responsibility.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Mayor Young, in Detroit, has a 29 percent unemployment rate in
his city. New York, under Mayor Koch, has the second or third
largest unemployment rate in the country. The same is true of Los
Angeles, and the innercity of,Atlanta and all the other cities, and I
might have included Washington, these governing heads who seem
so prone to go to the White House and to be entertained apparent-
ly have very little influence on current policies. They certainly
don't have any influence on the President, .because they are sup-
porting his policies, and yet find themselves in the embarrassing
situation of trying to apologize for the unemployment and the
other problems within their particular cities.

CHANGE IN ECONOMIC POLICIES

But in stimmarizing, what I have attempted to say is that the
first step needed is a drastic change in current economic policies
that have failed six times already. So there is no need talking
about individual programs, the youth initiative, or adding 100,000
or 200,000 jobs to CETA, or any of the other programs. There is no
need talking about programs; they are helpful, but the losses that
have been sustained as a result of the economic policies are so
great that these structural programs are insignificant; and those
who sell out these small favors, in my opinion, do an injustice not
only to their constituency, but certainly to the country.

The first step, therefore, I think is a drastic change in current
economic policies. We must have balanced economic growth if we
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are to reverse current trends. Balanced economic growth. means
basically that we have to improve consumer outlays; that means
the purchasing power of the average individual. This is two-thirds
of the components that go into the gross national product, so we
may provide some tax investments; we may provide some addition-
al public outlays, but two-thirds of the factors that influence the
general situation, that is, the gross national product, due primarily
to the fact that consumers have money in their pockets, and that is
what we have to concentrate on.

Finally, we must pursue a balanced economic growth not only to
bring us out of this recession, but also to address the structural
problems in our economy. In other words, we have to do both. We
cannot afford to address the problem of structural unemployment
with bad economic policies, bad monetary and fiscal policies, but
we have to do them both together, and unless we do them both
together, it seems to me that there is no future that is anything
Other than bleak.

Again, I wish to commend this committee because I believe that
this comrinittee is helping to turn this thing around, and I certainly'
want to express the appreciation of having this opportunity to
present my own views.

Thank you.
(Mr. Hawkins' complete statement follows, together with the

Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress study
referred to, entitled "Recessionary Labor Market Changes and Re-
medial Programs":]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS

In recent months in groping for remedies for serious economic ,problems facing
individuals, families, minorities, cities and others, we have literally applied band-
ages to conceal wounds that have been deliberately inflicted.

Before discussing these band-aid programs, let me first describe what I consider to
be the more basic defects in our economic policies, about which we haven't been told

the truth.
The fact is, solutions are not nearly as complex and difficult as we are told. A lot

of improvement could result, if only we would stop doing a lot of wrong things:
creating unemployment; increasing prices; handling out tax gifts; mis-educating the
disadvantaged; cutting production; restricting supply of goods and services; and
failing to fully utilize our resources.

Politics as profaned by certain irresponsible individuals has been called the art of
obfuscation.

In equal ill-use by some, economics has been referred to as "a dismal science.",
What we are suffering from no- in the mismanagement of the economy is a cross-

breed of these two defective approaches.
From an economic point of view, it makes no sense for an Administration in

power to create unemployment and lead us into a deepening recession because its
misdirected anti-inflation program hasn't worked.

It becomes equally reprehensible when these mistakes are covered-up by political
machinations in which the blame for failure is heaped on foreign competition,
OPEC, the weather and even the unfortunate victims of bad policies.

And then, to make the suffering more palatable, a host of cosmetic prOgrams are
instituted to buy-off political support with grants, contracts, jobs and other favors. It
is a well-publicized stunt of giving people back a small amount of what they are
rightfully entitled to in thy first place.

The fact is, free and open debate in and outside Congress,' on a national economic

policy preceeded the adoption of the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of
1978.

NATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY

As a result. we evolved a new and clear-cut overall national economic policy.

Among other things:
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1. We agreed that the mandated goals o4' achieving 4 percent unemployment and 3
percent inflationboth by 1983were achievable.

The Result: The President has modified the timetables and moved in the opposite
direction.

2. We agreed to-prohibit the trade-off as a means of fighting inflation.
The Result: The trade-off is the main weapon being used against inflation.
3. We agreed to foster economic growth adequate to achieve the mandated goals.
The Result: We have had less than 1 percent growth on an annual average, and

now have negative groWth.
4. We agreed to make the federal budget and the Federal Reser. J Board's mone-

tary policy compatible with the Act's objectives.
The Result: We have fiscal restraint, tight money and high interest rates . . .

which have added to inflation, increased the deficit and deprived us ,(including the
cities) of needed revenues.

5. Finally, we agreed that if the policies were not fully implement and in oper-
ation within two years; the innocent and neediest in our society would not suffer in
consequence of our failure. We agreed that stand-by last resort,programs would be
activated as needed.

The Result: We have had redistribution of income and wealth in the wrong
direction: diminishing real purchasing power at one end of economic scale and
windfall proEts at the other end.

Thus, on all scores, the Administration has violated the 1978 Act and in conse-
quence, has brought on what may become the worse economic 'recession since the
1930's.

Not content, however, with this disaster, matters are made worse by the recent
use of fiscal-restraint-to-achieve-a-balanced-budget policy, which as we had predicted
in various statements and reports to the House, has failed miserably.

Then, without admitting this failure, it is now proposed that we cover it tip with
tax reductions (the 11th such tax reduction since 19a3), that will in all probability
be as regressive as the 1978 Tax Act which President Carter signed two years ago.

In consequence of this misguided experience, we are now faced with a national
economic emergency that we should face as elected incumbents, rather than defer-
ring until next year, as if we are candidates that can do nothing until elected or re-
elected. Weincluding the Presidentare not the "out gang" seeking to "get in" to
clean up the mess that somebody else has made. Each of us is accountable for the
results of current policies, to the extent we support those who are defending the
current economic course.

ECONOMIC COMPARISONS, 1976 AND 1980

In 1976, under the previous Administration, the economic growth rate was 5.9
percent, and we were recovering from the last recession. Now, in 1,980, we have a
negative growth rate!

In 1976, the unemployment rate was 7.4 percent and declining; it is now 7.7
percent and the President projects the rate will rise to 9 percent and remain at 8.5
percent for another year!

These statistics do not adequately describe the human and emotional suffering
caused by the lack of a healthy economy.

Professor Harvey Brenner, of Johns Hopkins University, has found that a 1
percent increase in the unemployment rate means: 20,210 deaths from cardiovascu-
lar disease; 495 deaths from sclerosis of the liver; 920 suicides; 648 homicides; 4,227
first admissions to state hospitals; and 3,340 admissions to 'state prisons.

These are the human cots of a low or negative growth economy.
Furthermore, in' 1976, inflation was approximately 6 percent. This prompted

candidate Jimmy Carter to charge the Republicans with mismanagement. He said,
"The Republicans have become six-percenters on inflation. They ask us to accept
that rate, to think of 6 percent as normal, to be glad it isn't worse. But the fact is
that it is a terrible, unacceptable rate, and that their own mismanagement has
caused it. The Republicans have tried to halt inflation by slowing down the econo-
myby putting people out or workand that policy has been a dismal failure."

Upon assuming office in 1977, the President did not hesitate to advocate an
economic stimulus program that included: An increase of $4 billion in local public
works; an expansion of public service employment by 415,000 jobs; an expansion of
training and youth programs under CETA by 346,000 positions; an increase in the
countercyclical revenue sharing program; and 'various tax 7-roposals.

Why is the Administration, when faced with 4 million more Unemployed persons
now than in 1976, in opposition to using the ,ery programs that accounted for the
Administration's successes during its first two years in office, and for which they
take such glowing credit?

4 4 u
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WHAT WE NEED NOW

We must immediately initiate the proper monetary, fiscal and structural pro-
grams which faker balanced economic growth, full production, full employment and
price stability.

We must attack our problem on two frohts; however; both the short-term anti-
recessionary situation and the longer-term redirection of fiscal and monetary poli-
cies.

ANTI-RECESSION PROGRAMS

First, it is necessary to take immediate action to prevent a continuation of the
surge in prices. Compreheusive, across-the-board controls, if well administered and
accompanied by the propel monetary any fiscal policies, are a far better alternative
as a solution to inflation than massive unemployment and recession.

Additionally, at my request, the Congressional Research Service of the Library of
Congress has prepared an analysis of the ^haracteristics of the current recession,
the potential responses of income assistance programs, and a review of counter-
recessionary program-options. A complete copy of the study is included with my
statement for the record.

The CRS analysis points out that' while the increase in unemployment since
January is Centered on the automobile and construction industries., the underlying
rate of unemployment indicates serious structural problems. Thus, any job creation
proposals should include both countercyclical and structural components.

This means'that most of the layoffs which have occurred since January have been
layoffs of skilled, usually employable persons, who are mostly white males. Pro-
grams to re-employ these persons are different from programs to train, retrain, and
upgrade the structural unemployed, many of whom are minorities, the young, or
female, many of whom have yet to recover from the last recession.

Thus, in creating programs to address the cyclical unemployment of auto and
construction workers, we must not lose sight of the necessity of creating appropriate
spending measures to assist work force entrance and efforts for job permanence of
the structurally unemployed.

We must use the Federal Budget as the vehicle for achieving balanced economic
growth. The Federal Budget is the expression of our national priorities, and thus we
should rely on a balance between increased Federal spending activities and progres-
sive tax cuts which will add to the purchasing power of individual consumers in the
moderate and low-income range, as well as the use of some job tax credits, which
should be highly selective and very specifically targetted to structurally unemployed
people.

Such a program mix will reverse the recession, mitigate its impact on the nation's
cities in particular, and low and moderate income groups in general. It will also
provide the necessary first steps toward generating very specific steps to fight
inflation and generate balanced economic growth.

BALANCED GROWTH PROGRAMS

Also, attached to my statement and for inclusion in the hearing record, is a list of
program demands I and other Members of the Congressional Black Caucus submit-
ted to the President in an attempt to redirect the Administration's economic poli-
cies.

As you will note, we listed very specific steps for a full employment program,
covering the areas of energy, housing, food, health care, youth initiatives, and
specific anti-recession programs. As you know, Mr. Chairman, we have yet to
receive a response to our suggested alternatives.

Let me again re-emphasize that urgent action is needed nownot after the
elections.

The devastating human costs, as well as economic costs mount daily.
The first step needed is a drastic change in current economic policies that have

failed six times already. We must have balanced economic growth if we are to
reverse current trends. Balanced growth requires improving consumer outlays (such
as consumer purchasing power, which is responsible for two-thirds of the GNP, as
opposed to public outlays and private investment).

Finally, we must pursue balanced economic growth, not ohly to bring us out of
the recession, but also to address the structural problems in our economy so that all
people can benefit from prosperity, and can have equal access to the rewards of a
full employment economy.
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RECESSIONARY LABOR MARKET CHANGES AND REMEDIAL PROGRAMS

I. THE 1980 RECESSION; ITS EFFECT ON THE LABOR FORCE

January 1980 marked the peak of the Nation's most current economic expan

sion and'the beginning of its seventh postwar recession. Civilian employment,

however, did not peak until a month later in February. Since .the onset of the

recession (as of .June 1980) the number of individuals unemployed has increased

by more than approximately 1.6 million. Of these, about 4 percent reflect new

entrants and reentrants into the labor force, about 7 percent.job quitters,

more than 61 percent laidoff workers, and nearly 28 percent other job losers.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics survey of nonfarm employers shows that pay

roll jobs declined by nearly 1.1 million since the number of jobs peaked in

February. The increase of 158,000 jobs in the service sector was not nearly

enough to counteract the decline of 988,000 jobs in the manufacturing sector;

446,000 of these jobs or 45 percent took place in the transportation equipment,

primary metal and fabticated metal products industries. In addition, construc

tion payrolls have declined by 282,000 workers since February.

When the recession started, however, the Nation was suffering from sub

stantial structural unemployment. In January 1980 the overall national unem

ployment rate was 6.2 percent as opposed to 4.8 percent at the previous economic

peak in November 1973. The black and other unemployment rate was 11.8 percent

in January 1980.ae opposed to 8.9 percent in November 1973 and the black and

other teenage unemployment rate was 34.6 percent in January 1980 as opposed to

29.5 percent in November 1973. Even for whites the unemployment rates were

4 4
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CRS -2

/somewhat higher at the beginning of this
recession.than the beginning of the

1973-1975 recession. (Total white unemploiment rate in
January,1980 was 5.4

percent, in November 1973 4.3 percent; for white teenagers 14.0 percent in Jan-

uary 1980, 13.2 percent in November 1973). These figures indicate that those

groupsll who have historically suffered from high rates
of unemployment were not

aided. y the economic expanhion from
March 1975 to January 1990; instead, their

employment-situation actually deteriorated..
4

While the current economic downswing has
affected the more stable sectors

of the labor market, those
grOups with traditionally high rates of unemployment

will find their problems intensified.
For example, the black and other unemploy-.

ment rate has already climbed
1.8 percentage points from January to June 1980

(11.8 to 13.6 percent). In the discussion which follows, it is therefmte ex-

tremely important'to keep in mind the underlying structural unemployment problems

plaguing the Nation. While certain traditionally low unemployment groups may

be currently suffering from cyclical
unemployment, traditionally high unemploy- .

ment groups will find themselves at even. more of a disadvantage. ConsesueptlY,

any job creation proposal put
forth by the Congress, in order to be comprehensive

and responsive to American
werkers''needs, would include both countercyclical

and structural components.

A. Who Are the Cyclically Unemployed?

While the rolls of the unemployed
have increased by more than 1:6 million'

individuals since January, it is crucial, in terms of determining appropriate

policy measures, to disaggregate this group by age, set, race,'occupation, and

industry.
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1. Age and Sex

The number of unemployed teenagers
(16-19 year olds) increased by 155,000,

accounting for 9.8 percent ofithe January to
June increase in unemployment; the

number of 20 to 24 year olds unemployed increased by 344,000 (21.8 Percent of

the increase); the number of 25 to 54 year olds unemployed increased by 1,082,000

(68.4 percent of the total increase); and the number
of .55 year olds and over

unemployed actually decreased by 4,000. Thus, prime-aged workers (25 t 54

year olds) clearly constitute the
largest proportion of the increase in unem-

ployed workers.

The number of unemployed men (age 16 and over) increased by nearly 1.3

million since the beginning of the recession, or by 37.6 percent. Men aged 25

to 54, prime age males who experience the most stable employment patterns of

any demOgraphic group, increased their number of ...nemployed by 807,000 and

account for 63 percent of the male unemployment increase. Male youth tged

20-24 increased their number of unemployed by nearly one-third (278,000) while

male teenager': (16-19 year, olds) increasec their numbers of unemployed by

18 percent (144,000). What these statistics show is that prime age males have

borne the brunt of the recessian so far.

Unemployment for women 16 -old and over has increased by only 10 per-

cent (less than one third the percentage increase for
men) since January 1980

(303,000). While prime age females increased their number of unemployed by

just under 20 percent, they account for 91 percent of the increase in female

unemployment (276,000).; remale youth ages 20-24 increased their unemployment

by 9.7 percent (67,000)'and fecal teenagers by 1.5 percent (11,000). Thus,

similar to males, prime age female workers have been the hardest hit group

437.
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'2. Race
1

438
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Of the total increase in the number of unemployed since January 1980, 85

.
percerit have been whites and 15 percent blacks and others. White males 20 years

for nearly 60 percent'of the, unemployment increase since

fr'the recession began. bn the other hand, black males 20 years old and over

account for only 11.6 percent of the increase (their level of unemployment in-
.

creasing by nearly onethird since January). White females aged 20 years old

and over account for 15.4 peicent of-the unemployment increase (their unemploy-

ment level increasing by about one - seventh) and black females of the same age

group 3.4 percent of the increase (their unemployment level increasing by about

one-tenth). In the case of teenagers (16-19 year olds) whites accounted for

10.1 percent of the total increase, increasing their unemployment level by 13.5

percent while blacks actually reduced their number of unemployed by 16,000.

Thus, the recession to date has caused the most increase in unemployment among

white adult men.

3. Occupation and Industry

Workers in the construction and durable goods manufacturing industries

(such as automobiles, lumber, rubber, primary metals, and metal fabrication)

have accounted for more then 56 percent of the increase in the number of unem-

ployed individuals since January. Construction unemployed increased by nearly

50 percent while the number of unemployed durable goods workers increased by

approximately two-thirds. Nondurable goods manufacturing haanot been as,ea-

verely hit with its number of unemployed increasing by about 18 percent since

the recession began. All of the.remaining major industries have also increased

their number of unemployed except for government and agricultural wage and

salary workers. These include (in order of unemployment impact) finance and
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service industries, wholesale and retail trade, transportation and public and

utilities.

The concentration of joblessness in durable manufactuiing can be seen by

the unemployment rate changes for the large industrial States. Mithigan's

unemployment rate increased from 9.5 percent in January 1980 to 14.4 percent

in May 1980, the State's highest rate ever. However, the rate did decline

to 14.1 percent in June. New Jersey's unemployment rate increased from 5.4

percent to 8.4 percent, Ohio's from 6.1 to 9.4 percent, and Pennsylvania's

from 6.8 to 8.3 percent from February to May 1980. While both New Jersey and

Pennsylvania had unemployment rate declines in June (to 7.9 and 7.7 percent

respectively), Ohio's unemployment continued to climb to 9.7 percent in June.

On an occupational basis, blue-collar workers have been hardest hit by

unemployment. This group constitutes more than 75 percent of the workers who

have become unemployed since the beginning of the recession. Crafts and kindred

workers and nontransport operatives (primarily machine operators) make up the

vast majority of the unemployed blue collar.group.

B. Regional Shifts

From the trends discernible so far, there appears to be a shift in the

regions which will be hardest hit by the current recession as opposed to the

1973-1975 recession. These changes are primarily the consequence of industry

shifts since 1975. Reduced textile manufacturing (relatively sensitive to

cyclical fluctuations) and increased electronics manufacturing in the Northeast

have made this area less likely to suffer from as high a jobless rate as in the

1973-1975 recession. The current growth in micro computers and defense-related

hardware orders should keep unemployment fairly stable in this area. In addi-

tion autos, steel, rubber and residential construction -- the industries

4
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experiencing the moat difficulty so far -- are less important in New England

than nationally.

The Great Lakes or North Central region will clearly bear major portion

of the burden of the current recession. In May the unemployment rate in Michi

gan was 14.4 percent, the highest rate,recorded in the State since the Bureau

of Labor Statistics began gathering State data, and 9.4 percent in Ohio. These

States' heavy dependence upon automobile and other durable manufacturing will

make the impact of the recession here more severe than,usual .

The growth of mining in the mountainous State' of the West makes this'

region more sensitive to fluctuations in demand than it was five years ago. In

addition,housing starts for the first five months of 1980 at an annual rate

are about 50 percent or more below the number of starts in 1979. This decline

affects not only the West's construction industry but also impacts heavily on

the Pacific Northwest's lumber industry. The Pacific region's dependence on

cyclically sensitive heavy manufacturing industries, however, is low. Instead

the region has increasingly specialized in light manufacturing and particularly

the production of high technology goods. The worldwide demand for these goods

should aid the region despite the national downturn in manufacturing. Further

more, in the past California's diversified economy and Washington State's aero

space and defense industries have served to cushion the cyclical impact of

recessions on construction and lumber. This cushion is expected to aid the

region again during this recession.

As noted above the West and Mountain regions have bean experiencing employ

mre4 expansion as a result of mining and energy related development. Fast grow

ing areas often attract workers seeking job opportunities. To the extent that

the civilian labor force expands more rapidly than the number of jobs being

cleated, increases in unemployment will result. The Bureau of Labor Statistics

4 4;9
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has attributed some of the recent unemployment increases in these regions to

this phenomenon.

The South should also fare better dutIng thi5." recession than in the 1973-

1975 recession. During the earlier recession tui.t.dars in the South found them-

selves overextended and the construction d.clirn which took place impacted

rather heavily on them and An the region. Ti date, the Southern construction

industry has experiended less of a decline than hex' builders in other regions

of the country. Ccinsequetly, the growing lumber industry in the South will

not be as hard hit as, the lumber industry in the Pacific Northwest. In addi-

tion, the high levels of textile inventories ;Bich plagued Southern firms in

1973-1975 are not a problem this time

C. Sumaaa

In sum, the recession to data has impacted most heavily upon the motor

vehicle and construction industries. Given that many other firms furnish the

inputs and sell the outputs'of these two industries, the impact of the recession

will spread to they as wall.

Not surprisingly then, prime-aged workers (25-54 year olds) ac punt for

nearly 70 percent of the increase in unemployment since January 1980, and the

majority of these are white, male workeri. For the first time in nearly 20 years

the unemployment rate for adult, men is greater than the unemployment rate for

adult females. In September 1960 the adult male unemployment rate was 4.9 per-

cent and the adult female rate was 4.8 percent. InJune 1980 the corresponding

rates were 6.7 and 6.5.

.
These above characteristics are extremely important to bear in mind in the

consideration of.countercyclical policies to aid unemployed workers. Before

dlicussing alternative antirecession measures, it is important to.examine the

burden that unemployment'wonld puton those workers newly out of.work.

450
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D. Financial Burdenof the Recession

Cushions already exist in the economic system to help job losers avoid

extreme financial hardship. However, there is not currently any mechanism

available toldetermine which unemployed workers have some adequate protection

against recession and which will require COMIC types of additional assistance.

As noted above, a high proportion of the workers whohave lost their jobs

since January are in the automobile, steel, rubber, and construction industries.

Through the collective bargaining process workers in these industries, except -

construction, have negotiated supplemental unemployment benefits. In addition,

government benefits such as unemployment insurance, food stamps, Social Security,

Trade Adhstment Assistance and Medicaid have expanded in the last decade. Ft:.

nally, an increasing number of households have more than one worker` as result

of the large number of women who entered the labor force over the last decade.

I. Supplemental Unemployment Benefits

Automobile, steel, and rubber workers have negotiated contracts that in-

clude what are known as supplemental unemployment benefits or SUBS. These pro-

grams are applicable only to members of the United Auto Workers, the United

Steelworkeri, and the United Rubber Workers. Individuals who supply materials

to these workers are not covered by SUBs unless they are members of these unions.

While SUB provisions vary across industries, generally employers contribute

several cents for each hour worked into a special fund designed to supplement.

State unemployment insurance benefits during layoffs. The status of these funds,

however, differ across and within the three industries.

In the automobile industry SUB plans call for payment of an amount which,

when combined with State unemployment benefits, equals 95 percent of take-home

pay, less $12.50 per week for work - related expenses that are not incurred. An

auto worker must work one year after which fie/she becomes eligible for SUB

45/
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payments by beginning to accrue "credit unite." A half cladit is earned fOYeach

week worked, up to a maximum of 52 credit units. Typically, one credit unit is

spent for each weak of benefits rece
d, but if thmfund is -Low a greater num-

ber of unit; may be charged per we

The automobile.SUB-also has provision' allowing for a 20 percent reduction

in benefits if the fund should fall below a certain level. In early July Ford

Motor Company-announced 'St
woulilimit'its'SUB to its autoworkers with 10 or

more years of service. On July 3rd the fund contained'$6.9 million, down from

$64.3 million mid-May and $30.6 million at the beginning of June. 1/ The

rapid depletiIof the fund resulted primarily from the break in funding of

Trade Adjustment Assistance. Nov that.funding has been restored the Ford SUB

plan is nxTected to increase again because era usually will not draw SUB

during the weeks they receive trade adjustment kid, and workers mho receive

retroactive trade adjustment. checks are obligated to reimburse the SUB. funds

for overpayments. .

The SUB fund at Chrysler Corporation is again
functioning after going

broke last fall. The Chrysler SUB currently has $11.7 million, up from $5.9

million' in May. The fund was able to become solvent again when a large number

. ,

of laid-off workers ware certified as eligible for trade adjustment assistance.

The 20 percent reduction in benefits at Chrysler was taken off at the beginning

of June.

The General Motors Corporation SUB fund is still strong. At the beginning

of June the fund ha $237 million. Autoworkers also have two backup funds to

'assure benefits: 1) a Guaranteed Benefit Account funded at $200 per covered '

1/ Ford-UAW Layoff Fund to Discontinue Payments to Workers With Less

Than 10 years of Service, Daily Labor Report, Bureau of National Affairs,

No. 130, P.-11, 7/3/80.
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worker to ensure benefits for employees with at least AO years of service;

and (2) an Advance Credit Account of $100 per covered worker to shore up the

regular fund.

Both the rubber industry and the steel industry have SUB plans. The rubber

industry plan pays 80 percent of straight -time, pay, less unemployment insurance.

Employees become eligible after working one year by accruing one-fialc credit unit

for each week worked. Employees having less than 5 years of service are allowed .

to bond wp a maximum of 52 credit units, with the maximum increasing with longer

years of service (a 25 year employee may build up 208 credit units). When the

fund is in good shape, one credit unit is charged for each week of benefits .

received. During hard times, such as the industry is currently experiencing,.

theilnumber of credit units required periweek ranges from 1-1/2 to 7-1/2 based

on years of service.

The funds at the major tire' producers, however, are in poor shape. The ,

Uniroyal fund was depleted last year and the Firestone and.Goodyeargunds ran

out earlier this year. All three funds have, however, temporarily resumed Pay-

ments unaer a provision in the 1979 contract settlement requiring employers

to establish in each contract year a contingency fund equal to $122 per'em-

ployee when the regular fund level falls below 4 percent. Uniroyal; Firestone,

and Goodrich established and exhausted their contingency funds in 1979 and re-

established funds at the beginning of the second contract year in June. The

'new funds, however, are expected to last less than two months. B.F. Goodrich

has not had to establish a contingency fund as yet, but a prolonged downturn

in auto sales and in turn in the demand for tires will force them to.doso.

Some relief may bein sight for the rubber SUB funds. Recently 10,000

employees at these four manufacturers were certified as eligible to apply for

trade adjustment assistance according to union officials.

451j
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The steel industry similarly has a SUB plan. The plan pays 26 times an

employee's average straight-time hourly egrninge plus $1.50 for each-of up to

four dependents less unemployment compensation. Benefit levels are based on

the number of dependents ranging from $125 with no dependents to $131 with 4

or more dependents for weeks for which no UI is received. (Under the new agree-

ment those levels will rise to $166 and $206 on August 1.)

The duration.of benefits is not reduced ender the steel plans and employees

with less than 20 years of service can receive up to 52 weeks of SUB payments.

But the amount of benefits may be ,reduced to 60 percent of a full benefit when

the trust fund is between 25 and 35 percent magimum funding, to 30 percent when

the Crust fund is between'. 15 and 25 percent, and to zero when the fund position

is below 15 percent. Employees with 20 of more years of service are guaranteed

ti.o years of benefits and 4n:reduced payments regardless of the status of the

.01
fund.

Currently the basic steel fends are paying full benefits except for the

onecovsring former .Youngstown Sheet and Tilbe employees at Jones and Laughlin.

This plan.is paying only 30 percent of full benefits according to .union offi-
.

cials. Uhique to-the steel SUB plan is theprovision that trade adjustment

,
assistance benefits are not to be'deductedfrom SUB' payments during weeks cm-

ployees receive State unemployment insurance benefits. During weeks that only

trade adjustment benefits are received (no State UI benefits) an' amount equal

to the State benefit is deducted from the SUB payment.

2. Multiearner Families

In March 1979 nearly 60 perhent of all husband-wife family units had two

or more wage earners as compared to about 57 percent in March 1970. Both the
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husband and wife worked in 51 percent of these family units in March 1979 compared

to 45.7 percent in March 1970. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics the

increase'in multi-earner families is predominately due to increases in the number

and proportion of working wives. The number of married women in the labor force

has risen from 18.4 to 23.8 million between March 1970 and March 1979, a more

than 29 percent increase. Nearly 50 perce.nt of all wives were working or looking
.

for work in March 1979.

Since a large number of households now have more than oneArker, if one

becomes unemployed the economic hardship is not as grea6cs when only one family

member worked. Some analysts eatimatv that with the one income and UI benefits

the family will be able to maintain 50 to 75 percent of its preunemploYment

income.

4
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II. THE POTENTIAL RESPONSE OF INCOME ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

TO THE 1980 RECESSION*

A. Inttoduction

Significant chants in the post-World War II labor force, and the expaniion

of Federal income assistance programs may lessen the increased economic hardship

to be suffered by'kome unemployed workers in the 1980 recession. Other workers,

such as.inexperienckd youth, adult women reentering the labor force, or techno-

logically, structurally, or import displaced workers may experience prolonged

tidifficulty adjusting to changing economic conditions. This latter group of

workers has labor market problems even In good times, but recessions tend to

aggravate their difficulties.

One dramatic change inzthe labor force in the'last 20 years may cushion the

recession'svimpact on many/of the nation's 58 million. families. This change is

the rise in the proportibn of multiple earner, married couple families from

40 percent in 1958 to/60 percent or 28.4 million in 1978.,2/ As long as at least

one family. member remains employed, these families may still have roughly 50 to

75 percent of their pre-unemployment pc, income for up to 39 weeks. 3/

Moreover, because UI benefits are exempt from the Federal income tax on adjusted

Thiisection was prepared by Richard A. Robbie, Analyst in Social Legis-

elation, EuEifion-Hild-Public Welfare Division.

2/ Beverly L. Johnson,'"Marital and family characteristics of the labor

force7"//Monthly labor review, April 1980: 48-52.

3k Fdr example, suppose a husband ,earns $16,000 and his wife earns $8,000
/

per year. Thus, in 26 weeks he earns $8,000 an she earns $4,000. If he be-

comes/unemployed and receives UI at the average rate of 36 percent of gross
wages, he would get $2,880 in 26 weeks of U/ benefits. Added to theokife's

wages in this period, the family still has $6,880 or '57 percent of the previous

grog's earnings. If the family unemployment situation is reversed, the family

would have 79 percent of its previous gross earnings.

O
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gross incomes below S25,000 for married couples filing'jointly, these families

will have even higher percentages of their preunemployment net income 'available

to them.

Recent expansionC of the Unemployment Insurance (UI) and Food Stamp programs

will also help to lessen economic hardship. The UnemployMent Compensatiom Amend

ments of 1976 (P.L. 94-566) expanded coverage to Statelocal gOvernment and non

profit .organization wbrkera so that about 97 percent of all wage and salary workers'

are now covered by UI, an increase of about 13.percent. Moreover, there has been

a dramatic,increase in the rolls of the Food Stamp program for lowincome persons,

from 4.3 million in 1970 to 16.0 million in.1978.

There are; however, continuing gaps in income assistance coverage and eligi

bility. Although abo! 97 percent of wage and salary yorkers are covered by UI,

only about onehalf of the unemployed are eligible at a given time. 4/' Moreover,

she gap between the UI insured unemployment rate'ind the total unemployment rate

appears to hive widened between 1970 to 1978 from about 1.5 to 2.7 percentage

points. This has partly resulted from the 5 percentage point Indresse in the

proportion of youth and adult women in the lsbor4lorce, because they are less

likely to have the recent work experience necessary to qualify for UI when they

are unemployed.

If the 1980 recession is prolonged, workers on UI will begin exhausting their

benefits at a rate higher than the relatively low recent average of'about 27 per

. cent. These workers may be forced to rely on savings Or on income from other

,gamily members and other family resources.' If their savings and incomes from

other resources are quite low, they may qualify for.FoodStampa, Aid to Families

4/ The proportion of 'the labor force eligible for UI is positively related to

the unemployment rate. This relationship exists because the proportion of the un
employed who are laid 'off and hence, more likely to be eligible for UI, incr eeeee

with the unemployment rate.

4 5 /
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with Dependent Children; Medicaid; or State General Assistance (GA). In 25

States, hc..ever, there is no AFDC for poor children is families ulth two able-

bodied parents, even if one is unemployed.

B. Income Assistance Programs: Overview

Thiv,COngressional-Budget.Office (CM) hastecently estimated that a 1 per-

centage point Inc eeeee .in the unemployment rate leads to an automatic $5 to $7 bil-

lion in In Federal outlays. 5/ -About three-fourths of this increase rusults

from a rise in Unemployment Insurance (UI) outlays, which Is theprimary program

to help laid-off workers. Another one-tenth of the increase is added by FoodStamps.

The other major programs such as Aid to Familia. with Dependent Children (AFDC),

Medial:I; and Supplemental Security Income (SSI)mts, at beat, marginally re-

sponsive. Trade Adjustment Assistance has :lc:ellen regarded as-sensitive to

the unemployment rate until recently, %hen the 1980 riceislonbegan contempor-

aneously with layoffs partly caused by rising automobile imports. 6/

1. Unemployment Ins:ranee

The Unemployment insurance (UI) system was originally authorized by the Social

Security Act of 1935 to provide temporary and partial wage replacement to experi-

enced workers in covered industries. .The States administer their an programs, but

the Federal government maintains the State UI payroll-tax revenue accounts in the

Federal UI trust fund, and it dministration. States sat their own benefit

amounts and their benefit formulas usually replace about 50 percent of a workers

5/ United States Congress. Congressional Budget Office. Five-Year budget

projections: fiscal years 1981-1985. February 1980: p. 11. See pages 31-32 of

this import for a detailed examination of the relationship between the Federal

budget and the unemployment rate.

6/ Letter by Alice M. Rivlin, Director, Congressional Budget Office; to the

.Honorable Al Ullman, Chairman, Committee'on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Repre-

sentatives, June 5, 1980, p.* 1. 4
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gross average weekly wage up,to some State established maximum. Also, State pro-

grams usually provide .p to 26 weeks of beneficrandduring high unemployment periods

the Federal-State Extended Benefits (EB) program adds one-half of a worker', State.

UI benefit entitleint up to an additional 13 weeks. In calendar yea: 1978 about

;
$10 billion in UI benefits were paid to average weekly insured unemployed reci-

pients of 2.4 million at a rate of $84 perieek or about 36 percent of the average

..weekli covered wage:. Average potential UI duration (the average number of weeks

available) was 24.5 weeks and average actual duration (the average number of Weeka

of UI actually received) was 13.3 weeks. In June 1980, the Congressional Budget

Offioe (C110) projected UI outlays of about $16 billion in FY 81.

2. Trade Adjustment Assistance

o

Trade Adjustment Assistar7C'e (TAA) is authorized by the Trade Act of 1974

(P.L. 93-618). It provides Trade Readjustment Allowance (TRA), Training and Re-

lated Services, and Job Search and Relocation Allowances to workers unemployed as

a result of import competition. 7/ TRA supplements UI benufits up to the lower of

70 percent of a workers' average weekly r the average weekly manufacturing

wage (currently $269 or $13,988 annual. 1{^a 1t,. 'a can r(.. the benefits for

up to 52 weeks,;., TAA outlays were $269 mi,f,tvi to fY 79, but are expected to be

$1,444 million in FY 80 as a resul recent worker layoffs and TAA

certificStions. In FY 79 the avers,, 'lumbar of WTOrll iecelving benefits war
am

about 73.500. The average weekly bencf.It was $h& the average duration was 24.4

week.'., CIO his projected FY 81 out rya of WO an.

7/ A group orworkerenust peti.4.cu tug, -atary of Labor for certificati.
47orkers are certifiel as eligible if. (I) dockers have been separated from

their Jobe or are threatened with joy arrrticn; (2) sales or,produclion of

'firm has decreased absolutely; and (: - :eases in imports of articles "lIka r.

directly competitive with their firm's ,,roduct cortributed imporrantiy to

(2).
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In May 1980 the U.S. Department, et Labor.(DOL) estImateethat an unantici -'

pated additional 380,000 automobile w,rkers were certified for TAA duringF780.

Added to the existing 213,000 reciv14nts of TAA, this,aeant that the number of.

recipients had naasly.tripled in TM) to almostm600,000 workers.. post of these

workers received weekly UI.benoff-e? about $90 to $140, depending on their State

UI programs and whether they cnceie7 &pendent' allowances. Automobile workers

also -are Ilkelyto receive priv":0 supplemental nnemplcymmot benefits (SUB), which

usually combine, with Ul.to a:A amo,,,t equal to 95 Rercnot a the worker's previous

gross wages minus $12.50 for wtk erpenses not incorrect. 8/ The TRA is often not

paid, hovever,"until aftee orker. is back to wet in his previous job because

of time delays in the application at& eligibil'.ty t!ntermination process. 9/ When

the payment arilves, the :warm usnwllr rmul...,1 the worker to repay the SUB fund

with eta TRA. Consecluently, TE <a in t',v\e-, has become a refinancing mechanism

for SUB in the automobile industry.

3. Food,Stamps 10/

The Food Stamp program is authoric,,d by the Food Stimp Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-
\

113, as amended). The pcovetwattcmpt" to increaae food pnrchasing power of low-

income hoUseholds by vri.ntin4 v. federally funded monthly f d stamp allotment.

The maximum monthly a!).,,:tlent is adjusted,for inflation each ear and is now $209

.8/ Daily Labor tiport, Union sub funds once again tested by impact of re-
cession on U.S. indnut:ies, May 27, 1980, no. 103: Cl-C4. See pages 7-10 of this

\report for a discussion of SUB plans in the auto, rubber, and s eel Industries.

9/ United States Congress.. General Accounting Office. Re tricting Trade

Act Binefits. to Import-Affected Workers Who Cannot,Find A Job Ca' Save Millions.

January 15, 1980. .

L0/ Sre Stated States Congress, Congressional Research Servi e, Welfare

Reform BackgtJned papers: Data on Current Selected Programs, March 23, 1979 for

brief descriv,Inro, of the Food Stamp, AFDC, Medicaid, SSI, and CA Programa.
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for a fourperson household. Households must meet the following conditions: (1)

net monthly income (after certain income is disregarded) below the official Fed

eral poverty level; (2) liquid assets generally below $1,500; and (3) work regis

tration and job search activity of certain ablebodied household Members. The

program paid benefits of $5.2 billion to over 16 million persons at an average

monthly rate of $26 in FY 78. Continued growth and expectedresponaiveness to

the 1980 recession has led CB0 to project FY 81 outlays at $10.2 billion. 11/ '

4. To Families With Dependent Children

The Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program provides welfare

payments for needy children (and their mothers or other caretaker relatives),who

have been deprived of parental support or care becaqse their fatheri are cont;nu

ously absent from home (83.3 percent of the children), are incapacitated (7.7 per

cent), dead (3.7 percent), unemployed (3.7 percent and only in 26 State programs),

or their mothers are incapacitated, absent, dead, or unemployed (1.6 percent).

States define their own income ancrresource limits for family iligibilty and set

their own benefit levels. States either administer or supervise Iocaladministra

tion of their programs and the Federal government pays at least 50 percent of the

benefit costs with the poorer States receiving a higher percentage reimbursement

up to 78 percent in FY 1978. ;In July 1978 State monthly benefit guarantees for

a family of three varied fioM$88 in Mississippi to $477 in Suffolk County, New

York. About 3.5 million families or 10.3 million recipients received benefit pay

mehts of allost $11 billion in FY 78 of'whichssbout $6 billion was the Federal

11/ The statutory ceiling, however, is currently $9.7 billion.

I

ti
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share and the average,monthlybenefit was $256 per family or $86 per recipient.

CEO has projected Federal AFDC.outlays at $8 billion in FY 81.

5. Medicaid

The Medicaid program provides:: edical assistance to low-income person!, who

are aged, blind, disabled, or members. of families with dependent children. In-

dividuals receiving AFDC or SSI are "categorically" eligible. States design and

administer their own programa. The Federal government plys at least 50 percent

of the program cost with poorer States receiving higher percentage reimbursements

up to about 78 percent in FY 78. Over 21 million parsons receivy benefits sum=

ming to $19.3 billion in FY 78 of which about $10 billion was the Federal share. .

CBO has projected,Federal Medicaid outlays at about $15.8 billio in FY 81.

6. SnpplementalEecurity Income

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) is a--Federally administered program that

provides Income assistance to the aged, blind, and disabled. It.became ffective.

on January 1, 1974 under Title XVI of the Social Security Apt. The progra guar-

anteed monthly loWnefits of $189.40 for_ single persons and $284.10 for a marrie

couple during July 1978 to June 1979. Payment levels are adjusted annually for

the cost of living.. Twenty-five States supplemented the benefit guarantees from

$7 to $126 per month during this period., Eligibility is
restricted to persons

with assets less than $1,500 or $2,250 for married couples. The value of a per-

son's home, household goods, and an automobile are not included in assets. Total

benefits of $6.6 billion were paid to an average of 4.2 million parsons in FY78.

The average monthly benefit per recipient was about $131. CIO has projected SSI

outlays at $7 billion In FY 131.
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7. General Assistance

General Assistance (GA) programs are State and local designed, administered

and funded to provide assistance to persons ineligible for Federal assistance

to needy dependent children and the aged, blind, and disabled. Many States

refuse aid to employable persons and some States require employable persons

to work off their benefits. Statelocal expenditures in FY 78 or GA were $2.3

billion, including payments to medical vendors. Cash assistance want to a monthly

average of 807,000 persons.

C. The Response to nit 1974-1975 Recession

1. Automatic Responses

Except for UI and Food Stamps, income assistance progra'Ba were relatively

unresponsive to the 1974-1975 recession. This is not surprising because the

eligibility criteria for AFDC, Medicaid, and SSI exclude most recently laid

off workers. Since laidoff workers tend not to be poor, disabled, blind, aged,
so

or single heads of families with dependent children, the only programs for which

they usually qualify are UI and Food Stamps.

Figures 1 and 2 display the relationships of UI, AFDC, Food Stamps. SSI, and

Medicaid benefit payments to the total unemployment rate And the UIinsured

unemployment rate. In the bottom graph the insured unemployment rate is lower

than the total unemployment Cate because only about onehalf of all unemployed'

persons have enough recent employment and earnings to qualify.for UI benefits.

In the upper graphs, it is clear that UI outlays dramatically increase with an

increase in the unemployment rate and decrease with a decline in the unemployment

rate. This is true even when the temporary Federal Supplemental Benefits (FSB)

program is deleted, as shown by the solid line between FY 74 and FY 78. The

463
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FIGURE 1 BE1431T PAYMENTS IN INCOME
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS IN 1968-1978

FIGURE 2. UNEMPLOYMENT RATES IN 1968-1976
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Food Stamp. program aloe has a relationship with the unemployment rate,, but it is

partly distorted by Ilcresse in geographic coverage during the early 1970s,

the expansion to about one million people in Puerto Rico around the°time of the

1974-1975 recension, and a growing participation rate. The other programs appear

to have little relationShip to changes in the unemployment rate.

Since total benefit'payments in these programa equal,the product of the

average number of recipients and the average benefit per recipient, additional

insight can be gained by examining the trends in average recipients and benefits

in Figures 3 and 4. Much of the growth in UI benefits is explained by the dou-

bling of the average weekly benefit amount to $85 in 1978, but its response to the

1974-1975 recession is explained by a doubling of UI claimants from 1973 to 1975.

Because the number of AFDC families and recipients has remained relatively constant

since 1972, most of the growth in AFDC benefit payments seems to be explained by

the growth in average benefits per family or recipient. In contrast, much of the

growth in Food Stamp benefits during the 1970s.seems to bo accounted for by the

four-fold increase in recipients from about 4.3 million in FY70 to a peak of 18.5

million in FY 76. Moreover, during the 1974-1975 recession, over 4 million addi-

tional people received Food Stamp benefits.

2. Discretionary Responses

Two iaportant discretionary responses were enacted in the UI program on

December 31, 1974 in response to .the 1974-1975 recession (P.L. 93-567). First,

the Special Unemployment Assistance (SUA) program.wae
enacted, to expand coverage

to certain State-local government, nonprofit
organization, domestic; and farm ,

workers. Host of the workers covered under SUA were permanently covered by the

Unemployment Compensation amendments of 1978 (P.L. 94-566). Second, the Federil
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FIGURE 3. AVERAGE NUMBER OF' RECIPIENTS, IN
1968-1978
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Supplemental Benefits (FSB) program ultimately provided two-tiers of up to 13 ad-

ditional week. of UI benefits each for possible WaXimum duration of on' year

and 13 weeks. Thus, for a short period after the beginning otthe 1974-1975 re-

cession some workers could receive up to 26 weeks of regular State UI, 13 weeks

of- Federal -State Extended Benefits (ER). and 26 weeks of Federal Supplemental

Behefits. FSB expired, however, in FY 77. Since it was temporary program,

its outlays should be substracted from total 8I,out1;ys in Figure 1 to obtain

more accurate picture of the automatic response-of UI to the 197471975 recession.

3. The Receipt Of Income Assistance By Jobless Persons In 1975

Table 1 depicts the distribution of persons at least 16 years old who re-

ported in.Narch 1976 that they worked less than 50 weeks and either looked for

work or had been laid off in 1975 by receipt of income assistance and poverty

ratio. The receipt of income assistance is defined to include UI, Food Stamps,

AFOC, SSI, and possible combinations of these programs. The poverty ratio is the

person's family income divided by the official poVerty level for'hia family size,

which was $5,500 for an urban family of four in 1975: For example, four-person

urban families with incomes of $4,000, $5,500, and $11,000 would have poverty

ratios of 0.73, 1.00, and 2.00, respectively.

An estimated 16 million persons worked less than 50 weeks and either looked

for work or were laid off in 1975. About half were reported to have received

some kind of income assistance. 12/ Ninety-three percent of the 8.1 million per-

sons received either UI, Food Stamps, or both. About 69 percent received UI

only, 13 percent received Food Stamps only, and 11 percent received both. The

12/ The Survey of Income and Education (SIE) is the data source. Like all

surveys of this kind, the receipt of income assistance is underreported.
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remaining 7 percent mairly received AFDC, AFDC and Food Stamps, or AFDC, Food

Stamps,°and UI.

Eighty-seven percent of the 16 million people `ere not classified as poor

in 1975, despite experiencing' difficulty finding a job or being laid off. In other

words, only 13 percent of the 16 million persons were in families classified as

poor or had poverty ratios equal to less than 1.0. Moreover, only 25 percent had

poverty ratios equal to lees than 1.5.

Different pictures emerge when income assistance recipienti are compared

Ito nonrecipients. Twenty-one percent of the income aesistance recipients

were classified as poor compared to 11 percent for nonrecipients. Moreover,

35 percent of the income recipients had poverty ri Los equal to less than 1.5

compared to 22 percent for the nonrecipients. Sixty-one percent of the poor

income assistance reci:Lents were not receiving UI, however. About 5 percent of

these receiving UI only were classified as poor, while 53 percent of those who

received AFDC and Food Stamps were classified as poor.

D. Potential Responses To The 1980 Recession"

Potential income assistance program responses include strategies that could

begin wArking before the end of 1980 and those that probably could not be enacted

and implemented until late 1981, when most economists expect the economic recovery

ro be well underway. These latter strategies, such as short-time UneMployment

Compensation under thd%Shrmeder Bill (11.R. 7524) or Unemployment Cost Equalize-.

tion under the Davits Bill (S.825/H.R. 1572) most likely cannot be enacted and

implemented fast enough to have a,substantial effect on the 1960 recession, but

c

may be viable options to consider in planning for the next recession. This section,
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h4wever, discumset only'those options that an have dr(Immediate effect An the

1980 recession. They include: (1) relying only.on automatic responses; (2) ex

tending the maximum potential duration of UI benefits from 39.to.52 weeks under

the Brodhead Bill (H.R. 6540); (3) expanding the AFDCUP program under the House

' passed Social Welfare. Reform Amendments of 1979 (H.. 4904); and (4) providing

public service employment and/or training to longterm UI recipients or "exhaustees.".

;Host workers go back to work Oefore they exhaust their regulair UI benefits,

but the proportion that exhausts regular,154 benefit* increases during recessions

from about onefourth to twofifths. For example, during the brunt of the reces

aion,in 1975'the average actual .duration on 'regular State UI benefits (usually

provided up to the first 26 weeks) was still only two thirds o the average poten

tial duration of 24.3 weeks, yet 4.2 million workers or 37.8 percent of UI reci

&its exhausted their regular State benefits. This latter group of UI exhaus

tees has continuing reemployment problems, but generally is not poor.

The general evidence on longterm UI recipients and exhaustees in 1975 sug

gests that they tended to have, serious digicplties.findingreemployment, but were

not from poor families and hence, did not receive AFDC or Food Stamps at very high

rates. A study funded by the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) of 2,000 UI "exhaus

tees" in four major urban areas at the beginning of the 1974.1975 recession found:

(i) of those who had employment (elated health insurance over half had no health

insurance sometime after they lost their job; (2) only 7 percent eventually re

ceived AFDC and 25 percent received Food Stamps; (3) unemployment reduced their

average weekly family income from $271 or S14,092 annually to $178 or $9,256

annually; (4) twentyfour percent were reemployed four months after UI benefit

exhaustion, 14 percent' dropped ouof the labor force, and 61 percent were still

unemployed; and (5) the average ennuil normal income of the families was $10,000
1

4"-)
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or 77 percent of the
national median and nearly twice the 1974 official poverty

level. 13/

1. Relying on Automatic Responses

Relying on automatic responses means
that help would be available to most

laid -off workers under the existirr,
UI progrm for up to 39 weeks in most States.

Low-ircome persons with low assets
could get Food Stamps and perhaps other bene-

fits, but the main response
would be a $4 to $5 billion increase in UI for each

1 percentage point increase in the average annual unemployment rate. During the

last recession, an average of about 1.7 million additional unemployed workers were

aldrdby U1 in 1975, when the
Unemployment rate juuped 2.9 percentage points from

5.6 percent in FY74 to48.5 percent in FY7.

-. Extending UI Duration
.4

If the 1.80 ratal:1810n is
prolonged, UI exhaustees could be helped.by extend-

ing potential duration.
During the last recession this was done under the Federal

Supplemental Benefits (FSB) program. In 1975 a cumulative total of 2.8 million

persons received FSB i,taling $2.2 billion. A study funded by DOL of 12,000 FSR

reci,ients in 15 States during 1975 found in March 1976 that: (1) a typical FSB

recipimIt was out of work for 63 weeks; (2) of the 31 percent who were reemployed

mosthad lower earnings as a result of working fewer hours than on their pre -

une.ployment job; (3) seventy-seven
percent of the workel's families were not poor;

13/ Walter Corsen, et.al. Experiences of Unemployment Insurance Recipients

During the First Year After
Exhausting Benefits, Mathematica Policy Research,

Inc., August 1978, p. 35-37. The official poverty level oc an,urban Family of

For7 in 1974 was $5,038.

O
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but (4) an additional 10 percent would. lave been pm.. thout FSB and no substitute

income. 14/ 4'

The Brodhead Bill, H.R. 6540, would triggei on up to v-.!::!onal 13 weeks

of UI benefits in States with insured unemployment rates for -event

13-week period of at 1,- t 5 percent. Thus, 52 weeks of UI ben f:.. be

1.?

States. It would provide the al: . Ol-raittavailable in high unemp,:

amount as the States' pro... wo414 be funded from Feder.:. ..7 A,41.

Eligibility and 'qualificatlin r. r.; ..;.'ons of State. laws would iri 15.

cent of Labor has Provided.an coat estimate in FY87 5

assuming an average unemploymen: ".5 percent in FY81. 15/

3. Expanding the AFDC-UP

The House-passed Social Wa::Arr ::ftform Amendments of 1979 (H.i.A. 490k) 4,0,i14

expand the AFDC-UP program ti he 25 Stotes'ihat do not currently have this pre"

gram. This would provide assistance to two-- person families with unemployed par-

ents ineligible for UI or with UI benefitilower then the amount they would re-

ceive on,AFDC-UP.'In the latter case, AFDC-UP "Quid supplement the UI tenefits

up to the family's AFDC-UP guarantee level.

4. Foblic Serviee.Employment and/or Traini,p

A final option available would beemplopeot and training servitms under

Titles II Of.1 VI ,f the ComprehensiveEmoloyment and Training Act (CETA). Sknce

these services ate available only t low+income, unemployed workers, not all UI

14/ Waite: Corson, et.al. A study of recipients o' Federal supplemental
Lenefits 4nd special unemployment assistants, Hathemat'ct Policy Research.
Inc., January 1, 1977.

15/ The .stimste was based on economic assumptions developed by Do:a
Resources, Inc., not the Carter Administrat!on.

. t

A 1'4

4-1 t ar
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recipients or ewhaustecs would be eligible because their family incomes exceed

CETA limits. The most needy of the unemployed, however, would be helped, par- ,

ticularly if the number of positions in these piograms stern expanded in reponse,

to the recession. Another' strategy would be to directly appropriate funds for

training, job search, and relocation allowances under TM. Recently, h limited

amount of funds for these activities has been available through CETA Title III,

but only about 8,5610 tiersons inrollel in training in FY 78. 16/ Increasing fund.:

for these acti',:ries might help some nunpoor workers aejust to changed economic

conditions in their localities.

16/ U.S. Congress. Senate. ..omitted au firuz...:e. Subcommittee on Interna-
tional Trade. Trade Adjustment Assit! 'ct Prolram. Staff Data and Materials,
Committee Print No. 96-21, 96th Congv.,o, Session, July 1979. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. p. 12.
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III. THE FEDERAL BUDGET AND CHANCES IN THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATS*

In. times of receasion,che interrelationship between the Federal budget

And the unemployment rate becomes a topic of considerable interest. Policymak

ere want, to be able to anticipate the rise in budget outlays end fall in re

ceipts caused by a 1 percentage point change in the unemployment rate. As

will be shown, analysts have found that the budget is highly sensitive tp

changes in the Nation4a ecohbmic performance.

When the unemployment rate increases, budget receipts fall. Fewer taxes

are paid Sy unemployed ..individusls who experience a decline in income and'by

corporations tWat experience a decline in profits. (Profits may fall as unem

ployed consumers reduce their purchasing.) In addition, the decline in budget

receipts may be mord severe if employed individuals receive smaller wage in

creases because of the Nation's poor economic performance.

An increase in the unemployment rate also alters Federal spending. Outlays

for unemployment compensation rise. In addition, expenditures for food stamps:'

welfare, medicaid, and other programs increase.

A drop in revenues and arise in outlays caused by a higher unemployment

rate results in an increased budget deficit. Most economists would view this

rise in the deficit during a recession as desirable. Increased spending and

lower receipts can act as "automatic stabilizers" that cushion the impact of a

recession.

A recent estimate of the effect of the unemployment rate on the Federal

budget was prepared by the Congressional Budget Office.(CB0) in February 1980.17/

* This section was prepareid,by John D. Fisk, Analyst in Labor Economia.

17/ U.S.,Congressional Budget Office. FiveYear Budget Projections:
FiscarYears 1981-1985. February 1980.
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*Their estimates assume a 1 percentage pulnt rise in the unemployment rate for

calendar years 1980 and 1981 caused-by lower economic growth. 18/ Given this

tPcrease in the unemployment rate, the GongressionCY Budget Office estimated

that outlays in fiscal 1981 would.rise by $5 billion to $7 billion and receipts

in fiscal 1981 would fall by $20 billion to'$22 billion. 19/ The overall result

would be a $25 billion to $29 billion increase in the budget deficit. For

fiscal 1980, the Congressional Budget Office
estimated that the higher unemploy-

ment rate would increase outlays by about $4 billion and -would reduce receipts

by approximately $10 billion. 20/ Consequently, the fiscal 1980 budget deficit

would rise by'roughly $14 billion.

One important point about the Congressional Budget Office estimate is

worthy of note. The Congressional Budget Office assumed that the unemployment

rate in calendar year 1980 would be 7.0percent. 21/ In the past, it hasteen

found that the effect on the deficit of a 1 percentage point change in the un-

employment rate depends upon the initial level of unemployment. 22/ For higher

initial unemployment rates, 1 percentage point rise in the unemployment rate

tends to result in al.argeeincrease in the budget deficit. 23/ Consequently,; if

CBO' unemployment rate estimate is low, their budget deficit estimate for 1980

.wilkalso be low.

18/ Ibid., p. 10-11.

19/ Ibid.

20/ Ibid., p. 21, 37.

21/ Ibid., p. 3.

22/ U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Impact of.

Unemployment on the Federal D-"lit by Warren E. Fart; and Douglas Bendt. Wash-

ington 1976. p. 6-8.

23/ Ibid., p. 6.
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IV. COUNTERCECLICAL RESPONSES TO RECESSION

As the recession finally took hold of the American economy in early 1980

and as the rate of unemployment jumped from 6.2 percent in January to 7.8

percent in May, policies to aid unemployed workers have received increasing

attention. Earlier in this payer (p?. 13-30) existing income maintenace programs

were discussed that would lessen the financial burden of workers who have lost

their jobs as a result of the economic downturn. In this section p

which might be undertaken by the Federal Government to increase emp

oposals

oyment will

be discussed.

Any job creation proposal must be evaluated on both long and s ortrun

criteria. In the shortrun policymakers need to know: (1) the let number of

jobs created per dollar of expenditure (net jobs refers only to those jobs

which were created over and above those that would have existed without the

program); 1,2) the time needed for actual job creation; (3) the groups that

will benefit from the program; (4) the ability to'termlnate the Program when

the economy.turns around; and (5) the program's shortrun inflationary impact.

In the long run policymakers should be aware of a program's effect on infla

tion, effect on participants' wages and elploymeht stability, and effect on

productivity.

A. Income Tax Cuts

Reductions in Federal income taxes have been used to stimulate economic

activity several times during the past two decoder. The first large stimulative,

, This section was prepared by Donald W. Kiefer, Specialisy Taxation
and Fical Policy.

4"f r)
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tax cut was the $12 billion reduction
in Individual and corporate income tax

rates in 1964. This fiscal action, which is known as the Kennedy tax cut,"

was designed to stimulate the economy out of a sluggish growth pattern and

thereby reduce unemployment.
Additional stimulative tax cuts were implementid

in 1970, 1971, 1975, and 1978 (small tax reductions were also enacted in 1976

and 1977).

These fiscal policy actions have provided the opportunity for applied

research into the.economic effects of tax changes. This research combined

with the experience gSfried during the last two decades, has led to substantial
/

revisions In the thinking among,aconomists regarding
the efficacy of counter

cyclical tax policy. Economists have discovered that the difficulties involved

in forecasting the course of the economy, and even in definitively adsessing

its current status, are greater than previously realized. Furthermore, the

magnitude and timing of the economic effects of tax policy have been found to ;

be different than thought earlier.
Specifically, countercyclical tax cute have;

smaller stimulative effects than were anticipated in the 1960's, and the ef

fects aje protracted, reaching their peak during the Second or third year

after iacrossthe-
rion. In addition, the costs of creating jobs via acrossthe

board tax cuts have been found to be relatively high, in the range of $20,000:

to $30,000 per job. 24/ Furthermore, a significant portion of the increase

in CRP caused by a tax cut, especially in the later years of its effectiveness,

is the result of higher inflation, and not increased real economic activity.:

24/ Isabel V. Sawhill, Employment Subsidies and Tax Credits as a Response

to Unemployment, in Fourth Annuil Report to the President and the Congress of

the National Commission for Manpower Policy: 1979, p. 37.

4"-
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These results have impOrtant policy implications. First, it is probably

already too late for a tax cut to be effective ip moderating the 1980 recession.

The recession is widely forecast to end in the fourth quarter of 1980 or the

first quarter of 1981. If these anticipatibns are accurate, by the time a

tax cut can be enacted and implemented and begin to have any siinificant ef

fect, the recession will be over and recovery will have begun. Second, a

tax cut put into effect in 1981 will have its maximum stimulative effect in

1982 or 1983. Third, a tax cut, depending on its nature and the economic

circumstances, may have a significant inflationary impact, particularly in

the longer run, as its real stimulative effects dissipate. This fact, com

bined with the the second point mentioned above and the very high recent

ifination, may counsel caution regarding the magnitude of any countercyclical

tax reduction.

A recent simulation exercise by Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) examined the

likely economic effects of a $30 billion tax cut ($18 billion personal, $12 bil

lion business) implemented in January 1981. 25/ The DRI model currently fore

cants an end to the recession in the fourth quarter of 1980; hence the tax cut

in the simulation does not moderate the recession; it stimulates a mdr6 rapid

recovery. ,GNP grows somewhat more rapidly in 1981 and.1982 under the influence

of the tax cut; the unemploybent rate shows no significant effect until late

1982 when it is 0.3 percentage points lower than without the ,tax cut, an no

significant effect is observed on inflation through the end of 1982. 26/

25/ Rite, Douglas, Income Effects of a 1981 Tax Package, Data Resource.
U.S. Review, June, 1980, pp. 1.31-1.36.0

26/ The inflation effect is generally found to build more slowly and to
grow in later years as the real effects diminish. a

;
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H. A Social Security Tax Cut*

470

Recently interest has developed in cutting sncial security taxes, or

offering an income tax credit equal to'a percentage
of social security tax

payments, as a means of stimulating the economy.
The income tax credit ap

proach would avoid reducing the revenue
flowing to the social security trust

funds. One reason for interest in this approach is that social security taxes

have been the fastest growing element
of the Federal tax structure, and are

scheduled co increase again in 1981 A second reason is that cutting the so

cial security tax may be less inflationary than an income tax cut and may

even, under certain circumstances, reduce the inflation rate. A social se -,

curity tax cut would be expected to
have effects, similar to an income tax

cut in stimulating aggregate
demand and economic activity and thereby reducing

unemployment. However, since the employer portion of social security taxes

is a cost of doing buslness, and appears
(in the long run) to be substantially

paesed'on through higher prices, it is likely that a reduction in this .tax

would be less inflationary than.an income tax cut (in the long run). While

the evidence on this point is uncertain, it is also possible that under soma

economic circumstances a reduction in the social security tax may reduce the ...a

inflation rate (in the long run) because of the reduced employment coats.

Tax Incentives for Investment**

Tax incentives for investment are
often propotie-1 as ways of stimulating

the economy, increasing productivity and reducing unemployment. This effect

* TM: section was also prepared by Donald W. Kiefer.

** This section was prepared by Jane C. Cravelle, Specialist in Taxation

and Fiscal Policy.
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occurs through an increase in the demand for capital goods, induced by the tax

redo 'ion, which, like any other increased demand in the economy, expands income

and reduces unemployment through multiplier effects. Economists have generally

been critical, in recent years, of the use of an investment incentives as a

short-term stabilizer. -One of the principal reasons for these criticisms is

the relatively long lag between the granting of the incentive and the acyal

increase in demand for capital goods. Because of this substantial lag, an in-

vestment incentive may perform poorly as a stabilization device, having little

or no effect on aggregate demand during the time a stimulus is desired., and

perhaps causing a stimulus in demand during the'recovery period when it is not

needed.

Many economists have argued that investment incentives can have a substan-

tial impact :n the long run growth prospects of the economy and that growth,

rather than stabilization, should be the goal of such incentives. An investment

incentive has a "supply side" effect in that it may act to expand the size

of the capital stock and thus improve productivity in the economy. Some

economists have argued, however, that the increase in-business capital stock'

maj4come at the expense of other uses of funds such as consumer durables

(owner-occup,,d housing, automobiles, and other durable goods).* Thus the

relative benefits to society (or "trickle-down" effects) of,1,17reased pro-

ductivity (higher wages and lower prices) might be offset by'higher interest

costa which raise the price of housing and other consumer durables.

4 S

66-925 0 - 81 - 31
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If an i nt incentive is elected, then the particular type (10-5-3, 27/

increa's nt credits, shorteding of asset depreciation range (ADR) lives,

and indexing would have diff ial effects and can be evaluated according

to several criteria.N
(1) These options may vary,inmagnitude of effect and in the ease with

which the relative size ofthe package can be altered. 10-5-3 and indexation,

for example, sr. very expensive proposals which. have effects of very large

magnitude and whose magnitude cannot bi easily varied. The investment credit

sad expansion of ADR can be set to produce the desired magnitude of effects.

(2) The option. vary as to the kind of assets they favor, with the invest-

;
sent credit most generous to short lived assets, probablyaollowsd by indexa-

tlon,:then shortening or ADR lives and then by 10-5-3. Since the p tax

ley tends 'to di investment in favor of short lived , a proposal

which would involve &teal d depreciapitin or a proposal like 10-5-3 would

probably be superior' on.grounds of zeutrality.(or economic efficiency). How-

over, proposals which Sr. even sore consistent with a neutral tax systea could

be devised as well.

(3) The options have a different revenn lose pattern. The investment

credit results in a relatively smooth pattern cif revenue lose over time while

accel d depreciation is characterized by a very uneven revenue loss pattern.

(4). The options vary in their complexity and adman! aaaaa iv. costs.

Accelerated depreciation and 10-5-3 (especially the latter) would teed to

27/ Under this proposal non-residential buildings would be depreciated in

ten years (against an average of more than thirty years mow) and equipment and

machinery would be depr4ciated in five years (against an average of around

twelve years now). An optional three year life is allowed for the first

$100,000 of investment in cars and light trucks.

4 8..
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simplify the tax law, the investment credit would not have muCheffect, and

indexation would introduce additional complications.

D. Tax Incentives for Urben Job Creation

Recent legislation has been introduced to stimulate Job opportunities in

poverty stricken urban by providing tax incentives (H.R. 75%3 and S. 2823).

While devised as a structural program, the employment problems of inner city

residents are clearly exacerbated by economic downswings. Dap d localities

meeting certain qualifying criteria and agreeing to reduce property
taxes would

be certified by the Federal government as "Jobs and,Enterprise Zones." Social

security and capital, gains taxes would all be reduced in these tones. Business

taxes would be reduced also; however, Only for those firms which have 50 percent

of their employees residing within the tone.

Sponsors of the legislation estimate that the
IseasUra would cost the Federal
4

Government approximately $1 or $2 billion in lost revenues and would encompass

about 5 to 10 percent of inner city areas.
They expect revenues to be generated,

'however, from the personal and business taxes that would not otherwise exist if

the Jobs had not been created. If the final cost is $1 billion, the sponsors

note, this would be one-sixth the cost of CETA. No job creation estimates were

given by the sponsors.

E. Direct Job Creation Policies

Direct job creation policies may be defined as policies undertaken to In-

crease the demand for labof of specific groups experiencing high unemployment

or nonemployment.
Such,policAes may be directed toward the cycliially unem-

ployed as well as the structurally unemployed.
this paper limits itself to

countercyclical job creation although the structurally unemployed, who are

A82
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often made worse off during a'recession, may participate in opuntercyclical

job creation programs. 28/

Direct jcb creation programs may be implemented either /niche public sector

(public service employment), the private sector (employment subsidies) or both.

Current countercytlical public service employment (PSE) programs are ei.sentially

full (100 percent) wage subsidies.for the public sector (CETA, Title VI PSE) and
. -

the New Jobs Tax Credit was this Nation's first attempt at a countercyclical
I

isv

wage subsidysubsidy for the private sector. Both 'Public and private sector programs,

ho er, suffer from what has come to be called 'displacement.' This problem

results when employers use the subsidies to hire people that they would have

hied even if the subsidy Mould not have been given. In the public sector this

/
occurence isoften referred to as "fiscal substitution." In the private'iector

/i

t is commonly referred to as "windfall gain."

Public sector payroll savings, rerslting when subsidised workers are hired

in slots which would have been filled anyway, are generally used to improve the

condition of local government budgets in the short run and often allow the

local goverment to hold down sales or property taxes in the \longer run. In.

-....

the private lector the payroll savings in the short run may,result in an ex-
-',

pansion of output and in the longer run in lower prices. In either case, there

could be some reduction in inflationary pressures..s a result of lower taxes

or prices.

Generally speaking, the bulk of the funds initially 'gained" as a result

of displacement are eventually channeled back into the economy. If this does
o

28/ In a recent report to the Senate Budget Committee, the Congressional
Budget Office noted that mote then 95 percent of the people who are eligible for
CETI, Title II D public service employment (structural unemployment PSE) are.also
eligible for Title VI PSE (countercyclical unemployment PSE), and that more than
90 percent of those eligible for Title VI PSE are eligible for Title II D PSE.'
Employment and Training Reporter, Vol. II, No. 40, June 18, 1980, p. 1154.

0
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not happen as described *boob, then it ihould occur through reduced borrowing\

or increased capital spending in the public sector or higher dividend payments\
N.

or investment in the ptivate sector.

The issue of displacement is clearly important in calculatl%g the budget

costs per job created. The number Of jobs which would have been created even

in the absence of the program needs to be subtracted fiom th total number of
o

PSE or wage subsidy jobs to arrive at the net number of direc jobs created'

As noted above, howiver: monies "saved' from displacement usually find their

way beck into the economy and eventually create jobs.

1. Public Service Employment

,The first post-war countercyclical public service employment (PSE) program

was not Instituted until 1970 (Publli Employment Program). Currently Title VI

of the Coaprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA), as amended,

provides for countertyclical public service employment: This title calls for

PSE positions to be created, when the national rate of unemployment exceeds 4

percent.- Funding is to be sufficient enough to provide jobs for 20 percent of

the number of unemployed workers in excess
of 4 percent; or 25 percent of the

unemployed workers when the national rate,exceed, 7 percent. In fiscal year

1979 outlays for Title VI totaled $3,285 million. .

As discussed earlier, countercyclical PSE programs have traditionally been

directed towards those workers who are unemployed as aresult of lowdown in

1--

the national economy. In order to help these workers it is necessary to know

what regioro) of the country they're located in, their industries, their occu-

pations, and their socioeconomic group among other factors.' The first part of

this paper addressed these issues.
The recession to date has had the most

severe impact on white prime-aged males in the North Cintral and Crest Lakes

regions. Those unemployed are blue collar workers predominately in the motor
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vehicle, .
'on, steel, rubber, and construction industries. A

decision nus re PSE is used as a countercyclical Orestes, if this

group needs anal !actively. aided by PSE:

The cost per :ad under PSE remains somewhat controversial. The

point of debate is the :.0'131acemeni effect discussed earliet. Estimates for the

CETA.program before it was substantially revised for 1978 to reduce displacement

levels, run from 20 SO percent in the short tun (first year) and 80 to 100

percent iathe long ".e (after one ySar). No displacement estimates are avail-

able for the rooks.; ;....ograek.which addressed the displacement issue by re2trict-
,

ing enrollment to lo.-lecome applicants and the long tore unemployed, and by

limiting wages. Misusing that the displacement ranges from 30 to 70 percent,.

unpublished C80 estimates show that it costs between $10,000 and $20,000 (1978

dollars) to create person=yearof public service employment. If the revised

program- is successful in reducing displacement these costs will fall.

Countercyclieal PSE jobs have been'found to bare been created fairly

rapidly. To the extent that the PSE program is already on the books (e.g.

Title VI of CETA), progreas,can be started quickly since they only require_

expansion of current authorisations and appropriations and State and local

governments can use the funds directly for job creation. For example, the

number of PSE jobs was Inc d from approximitely 290,000 in early 1977 to

730,000 in early 1978, a 440,000 gain.ii one year. PSE is limited primarily

only by the speed with which State and localities can absorb additional job

14 'slots. Too rapid au expansion could, however, increase the displacement'

rate if the pressure to spend the fund. csuiem a larger proportion of .the cow

jobs created to be Jobe which woull have existed in any case.

Two types of lags exist after the funds have been appropriated -- admin-

istrative and implemental. The first leg refers to the time required to draw

,1

)4 5 t
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up regulations, to prepare project applicaticla, to process and review project

applicatiaps, and to allocate funds to successful sponsoring agencies. The

implemental lag reflects the time it takes for the allocated funds to be

actually spent, for jobs to be treated and filled. It should be fairly

clear that the more targeted the prograu becomes (e.g.,'for.workers unemployed

15weeksormoreandwhohaveincomesbowthe poverty level) and the more com-

prehensive the rules, the longer these become.

PSE programs are fairly easy to phase ownias a recession ends as-long

as thielags discussed above are short. If t e lags should be long, however, it

is quite possible that the PSE jobs would con inue into the upswing end may

prove to be somewhat inflationary. In the short run, however, vacancies will

be filled from the.locally unemployed and would of be inflationary. Job crea-

tion programs must also be.evaluated as to their longer run effects on partici-

. pants. While in the short run PSE jobs create e loyment' and generate income,

they do not nee aaaaa ily improve longer run employe
ility, productivity, or posE-

program wages. Although evaluations have suggested that these gains do occur,

methodological problems make these findings suspect 28./.

2. Wage Subsidies and Employment Tax Credits* e

a. Introduction

As part of an effort to combat the lingering eff cts of the' 1973-1975

recession, Congress enacted the New Jobs Tax Credit (P L. 95-30, Title II) in

May 1977. The New Jobs Tax Credit is an example of'an.employuent tax credit

or wage subsidy designed to reduce cyclical unemploymen . A wage subsidy can

28a/ See, for example, Charles R. Perry et al, Th Impact of Government

Manpower Programs, Industrial Research Unit, The Where° School, University of

Pennsylvania, 1975.

*" This section was prepared by John D. Fisk, Analy t in Labor Economics.
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be defined as a payment by the Federal Government to a firm or a credit against.

the firm's tax liability conditional' upon some feature of the fires employment.

b. The aromatic effects of a wage subsidy A

A wage subsidy or employment tax credit reduces a firm's employment coats

in theshorm run without reducing the income of the workers. In theory, 'dyer

labor costs would induce-firms to expand their production by hiring additional

employees. Ideally, lower labor costs would also encourage price restraint by

lowering the costs of production. A wage subsidy, therefore, la =onetime

viewed as a tool to'fight cyclical unemployment in a-manner that is less infla-'

tionary than other job creation tools.

The ability of a wage subsidy to increase employment while restraining .

Inflation may be less certain than the simple theory Indicates. During a busi-

ness doiaturu, employers may be reluctant to expand employment if the sales

outlook is bleak. This may be a particularly important consideration if the

wage subsidy is paid only for increases in employment above some base. (This

for of subsidy is known as a marginal wage subsidy.) During a recovery from

recession, the reluctance to expand employment may not axiat; however, a subsidy

available 0..ring the recovery period say create soma inflationary pressure by

increasing the deiand for particular groups of workers who are in short supply.

If a wake subaidy falls to induca'a firm to expand its employment above

the level that.would shave existed in,the absenceof the program, then a payment

to the employer would be a total windfall. (Normally, only part of the subsidy

would be a windfall.) ,In the cane of a total windfall, a wage subsidy might

have effects similar to a corporate Income tax cut. Consequently, indirect

in in employment and output eight still occur.

0

487 -
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c. The design of a wage subsidy

In addition to basic economic forcec,
design characteristics partially

determine the economic effects and
side effects of a wage subsidy. Design

options are numerous. Only a few important design
characteristics are discussed

below.

A wage subsidy can either be targeted on
specific demographic groups of

workers or industries, or can be a general subsidy aimed at a broad spectrum of

ployees., In the past, a
generll subsidy has been enacted to deal with cycli

cal mployment (the type of unemployment
problem which is being discussed in

this pape;),Targeted ibsidies have been used to deal with the problem of

structural unemploy nt. (The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit currently in effect

is an examp.e.)

. Marginal wage su idies that pay benefits only to firms that expand their

employmentcambe cOnCr sted'with wage
subsidies that pay benefits for a firm's

tot7.I employment A marg nalwage subsidy reduces, but does not eliminate,

windfall payments receive by firms for workers that would have bAn hired even

in the absence of the pr ram. Under a marginal subsidy, the
budgetary coat of

the employment stimulus
reduced; however, the administrative cost for employers'

and the Federal Govmrnmest#is increased.

The New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC)
'illustrates how past wage subsidies focus

ing on cyclical unemployment have been designed. The NJTC was both a general

subsidy aimed at a broad spectrum of
workers, and a marginal subsidy paying

benefits only for increases in employment above a base. In addition, the NJTC

was a capped subsidy that
limited the benefits that any one firMcould receive.

. 488
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d. Description of the new jobs tax credit

The NJTC allowed employers to claim a credit in 1977 and 1978 equal to

50 percent of the amount by'which unemployment insurance wages exceeded 102

percent of unemployment insurance wages in the previous year. 29/ 'Unemployment

insurance wages werm the first $4,200 paid to each employee. 30/ (For example,

a firm employing 10 workers and paying each worker $12,000 would have had unem-

ployment

-

insurance wages of $42,000, or 10 workers times $4,200 per worker.)

A number of additional restrictions limited an employer's ability to claim

the credit. First, the NJTC was not refundable, so firms with no tax liability

received no benefits. Second, the NJTC was a capped subsidy. No employer

could claim a credit that exceeded $100,000 per year, 25 percent of the firm's

unemployment insurance wages, or 50 percent of the difference between the

firm's total wages and 105 percent of the previous year's total wages. Third,

the amount of wages normally deducted as a business expense when computing

taxable income had to be reduced by the amount of the credit. Finally, firms

were able to claim an additional Credit subject to a number of limitations if

certain handicapped workers were hired. 31/

e. An evaluation of the new jobs tax credit

As the above description of the NJTC demonstrate', the NJTC was a highly

complex subsidy with restrictive eligibility. A number of experts have faulted

29/ In 1979, the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit replaced the NJTC.

30/ In 1978, unemployment insurance wages were the first $6,000 paid to

each employee, !unread of $4,200. The 11.17e,c4however, retained the old,p4,200

figure for purpose. of computing the credit.

31/ Hjorth, Roland L. New Jobs Tax Credit. Taxes -- The Tax Magazine,

v. 55, no. 11, November 1977: 707-714; U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on

the Budget. Tax Expenditures. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978.

p. 127-130. At head rot title: 95th Congress, 2d Session, Committee Print.

.

4 g
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the NJTC for this reasom..32/ A U.S. Census Bureau survey found that only 20. ,

percedt of all firma that knew of the NJTC's existence believed that they were

eligible to claim the credit. 33/

The Census Bureau survey also suggests that roughly three fourths of all

esployersvere unaware of the NJTC's existence. 34/ Lack of knowledge about

employment tax credits has been a constant 14oblem in othe7 U.S. wage subsidy.

programa,. To be effective, wags subsidies must be better publicized than they

have been In the past.

Even though many firma were unaware of the credit's existence, empirical .

Studies have found that the NJW Increased employment. 35/ John Bishop and

Robert Haveman of the Institute for R h on Poverty at the University of

Wisconsin tertatively estimated that the NJTC caused a net increase In employ-

.

sent between mid-1977 and mid -1978 of 150,000 to 674,000 Jobe in the conStruc-

.tian, wholesale, and retail iiltde Industries. 36/ Bishop and Haveman also found

a

32/ Testimony of Robert Eisner in U.S. Congress. Sedate. Committee on

Finance. Subcommittee on Administration of the Internal Revenue Code. Jobs

Tax Credit. Joint hearings, before the Subcommittee on Administration of the

Interdal Revenue Cods of the Committee on nuance and the Select Committee on

Small Business, 95th COngress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,

1978. Hearings held July 18 and 26, 1978; Hjorth, Roland 1.. New Jobs Tax

Credit, p. 707-714.

33/ U.S. Bureau of the Census.

Tax Tear. April 1978. Table 3.

34/ Ibid.: Table 1.

New Jobs tax Credit Survey Covering 1977

. .

35/. Perloff, Jeffrey H.and Michael L. Wachter. The New Join Tax Credit:

An Evaluation -of the 1977-1978 was. Subsidy Program. American Economic Review,

v. 69, no.1, May 1979: 173-179; Bishop, John and Robert Hayman. Selective

Employment Subsidies: Can Okun's Lay Be Remealed? American Economic Review,

v. 69, no. 2, May 1979: 124-130.

36/ Bishop, John and Robert Hayssen. Selective Employment Subsidies: Can

Okun's Law Be Repealed?, p..127. .

490
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that the NJTC caused prices in these industries to rise more slowly than they

would have otherwise. 37/

It is important to note that estimated increases in employment caused by

the NJTC occurred in the private sector, and occurred within a fairly.short

period of time after the credit's enactment.' Some polity makers view ,private

sector job creation as Particularly desirable because skills obtained in a -

subsidized private sector job may be easily transferable to an unsubsidized

job in the private sector, In the long run, the development of such skills

could tend to lead to higher productivity growth rates. The speed with which

employment increased is another feature of the NJTC which may be viewed as

desirable. Irwin Garfinkel of the Institute for R h on Poverty and,John

L. Palmer of the Brookings Institution have suggested that the timing of the

effects of a wage subsidy can be expected to be on a per with that of other

forms of general business tax cuts, perhaps somewhat quicker if a large portion

of the total subsidy induces additional employment." 38/

The NJTC subsidized some employment which would have occurred even in the

absence of the program. Employers, therefore, received windfall payments.

(Fiscal substitution in public service emplkeent is\is similar' phenomenon.)'

The extent of-these windfalls is measured by the displacement rate; or the

portion o2 the gross increase in employment which yould.heve occurred even if

37/ Ibid., p. 128-129.

38/ Garfinkel Irwin and John L. Palmer. Issues, Evidence, IndIeplica-

tions. In John L. Palmer, ed., Creating Jobs. Washington,' he Brookins

Institution, 1978. p. 9.

4 91
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the NJTC did not exist. (Windfall payments may still indirectly increase em-

ployment by stimulating aggregate demand.)

Estimates of the displacement rate in the NJTC,are conjectural. Tbe

Censu Bureau survey suggested that 75 percent of the firma who knew about

the NSTC and were eligilbe to receive itXerd it to increase employment which

vould'have taken place even without the program. ar European experience

\
with wage subeidies,similar to the NJTC suggests a displacement rate of over

50 percent, 40/

One of the most attractive features of the NJTC vas its reported low coat

per net job created, even though the displacement rate is estimated\to be very

large.- Although'a great.deal of
uncertainty exists about thecost par net job

for any empioyment stimulus program, rough
estimates have been prepared for the

.

NJTC. Isabel Sawhill, formerly director' of the National Commission for tinn-
;

power Policy, estimated that the cost per net job for the NjiC was approximately

$6,300. 41/ Her estInate includes only direct job creation, and ignorei'in-
.

direct inc eeeee e in employment that occur as the
effects of the credit work

39/ U.S. Census Bureau. NevJobs Tax Survey Covering 1977 Tax Year,,

Tabler.

40/ Ashenfelter,'Orley. Current European Manpower Policies. In Fourth

Annual Report to the President and OW Congress of the National Commission For

Manpower policy. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off. December 1978. p. 67=

68.

41/ Savhill, Isabel V. Employment Subsidies and Tax Credits As a Response

to Unemployment. In Fourth Annual Report-to the President and the Congress of

the National Commission For Manpower Policy.
Fashington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,

December 1978. p. 38. Savhill assumed an 80 percent displacement rate.

Est
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theixwaylthrolgh the oc000my. The Congressional budget Offic (CIO) has also

prAierad'ii estimate. They suggested that the cost per net job for the NJTC

warn $14,700 to 517,500. 42/ The CSO estimate Includes both direct and indirect

increases in employment. The disparity in these two figures indicates the weak

mess of these estimates, particularly when CSC assuied a much smaller displace",

mant rate than did Sawhill.

ft IMETI7.

Wage subsidies work by loitering Faber costa for employers. Lower labor

costs hopefully induce firms to expand employment whiia restraining inflation.

There is some evidence that the NJTC succeeded in increasing employment and

Joins inflation during th:ciecovery from the 1973-1975 ion. In

addition, the NJTC appears to.have had a relatively low coat per net job created.

Lack of knowledge about the program and an umwillingniam to participate, however,

limited the NJTC's effectiveness. Any futury,wage subsidy aimed at cyclical on-
,

employment eight be able to avoid these problems by vigorously publicizing the

program and by simplifying the design. A simpler design that eliminated ceps

on the subsidy, however, would tend to raise program costs. 4

2/ tinpublished,Congressional budget Office estimate prepared by Frank
Russek at the, request of Senators,Nelson, Haskell, and Hathaway. Russek assumed

a displacement rats of 23 to $2. percent but also added back jobs resulting from

the effects of increased aggregate demind generated by the windfall gains.

.C1i;--493
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F. Countercyclical Public Works jr

1: Economic Development Administration (EDA) Public Works

Over the pelt decade most public works projects and proposals have dealt

with rapid expansion of EDA-type public works. including construction, ranovaX

tion, or repair of local public works (severs, streets,
buildings, and ocher

public facilities.) One of the main objectives of such programs is to generate

employment, opportunities for workers in construction and related industries.

A $6 billion emergency public works program
($2 billion under 94th Congress

and an additional $4 billion under the 95th Congress) was designed specifically

as a countercyclical measure in fiscal year 1977. Ille.follakag disCussion is

based on preliminary results from an Economic Development Administration evalu-
.,

stion of this program. The Local5Public Works Capital Development and Inveat-

(pent Act (LFW I) was passed by Congress over President Ford's veto on July 22,

1k6and.became Title I of the Public Works Employment Act of 1976.

Under I.PW I EDA awarded over 2,009 trance
totalling $2 billion for State

and' local government public works projects designed to stimulate employment.

Funds were allocated among the States based on severity and magnitude of unem-

ployment and within States on the basis of a complicated allocation formula.

Due to the overwhelming response to this program (22,000 eligible appli-

, cations totalling sore than $20 billion were received) a continuation was proposed

by President Carter in his economic stimulus package. LPW II was passed by

Congress and signed into law on May 13, 1977! The new program, however, had

several changes to correct some of the problems encountered under the first

wave of funding.

In recent testimony before Congress, Robert 115.11, Assistant Secre-

tary of Commerce for Economic Development (June 17 before the Joint Economic

git094
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Committee), presented preliminary data from RDA's ongoing evaluation of the
0

LPR I and LPW,II programs. lamed on actual direct employment data througi

Dime:bet 1979, Hall projected that theme public works project. (10,616 in all)

provided employment for over 1 million perilous in the construction industry,

representing approximately 96,000 person-years of on-site employment.-43/ In .

4fr

addition to this-direct employment, pu6lic'works.projects generqe employment

in supply industries (indirect employment), and industries affected by increased

private sector consumption (induced employment). (These effects also occur in

PSE end private sector wage subsidy programs.) Hall estimated that en additional

66,000 person -years of employment were generated in'supply industries and another

193,000 to 222,000 were induced as a result of LPW I and II. In sum, the $6

billion countercyclical public works program is estimated to have created betsieen

355,000 and 384,000 person years of employment. Hall than went on to estimate

1

the cost of a person-Year of'employsent. If all employment effaces are taken

into account the average cost per person-yearof employment is estimated to be

between $15,500 and $17,000.1 On the other hand the average cost of a direct

person year of employment (on -site job) is estimated to be $62,500. The cost

per direct and indirect person-year is about $37,000.

Hall in his calculations has assumed no displacement. Some of those

e mployed on federally funded State and local public works projects, however,

would have been employed anyway on other public or private projects in the

absence of federal funding. It is necessary to estimate the extent of this

fiscal substitution and job displacement to arrive at the nmi/jobvireating

potential of the public marks program. (Fiscal subetitu on results when Federal

43/ A person-year tikes into account the fact that the average worker is

e mployed for a short time on one of these projects, approximately one month.

'7
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funds are used for a project that would have been funded by the State or-local

government in the absence of the Federal money. Job displacement occurs when

the Federally-funded proticts employs workers that would have been employed in

the private sector in the absence of the project.)

Estimates of the substitution and displacement effects show aide disparity

as they did for PSE programs. Displacement effects range from a low of 9 per

cent to a high of 65 percent in the short run and from 80 to 100 percent in the

Long run. If one were to assume a 25 percent displacement rate, the direct

person-years estimated tioy4iall would fall to 72,000, the indirect to 45,000

(assuming the ratio of indirect. to direct jobs remainathe same), and the induced

to 145,0? to 166,000 (assuming a eiployment multiplin of between 2.0 and 2.3):

Thus, the eve' person years of employment created, assuming a 25 percent displace-

ment rate, would range between 262,000 and 283,000.. The cost of a direct person-
.

year of employment created would than be more khan $83,000, of a direct plus

indirect person -year $51,228, and of a total person-year $21,000 to $23,000....

Win important to note those groups of unemployed who gain from public

works projects to determine if the program is meeting its policy objectives.

Of the million persons who are prOjected to have been employed as a result of

12W rand LPW II (recall that the average worker on these public works projects

was employed 3-1/2 weeks), two-thirds were skilled workers, 29 percent unskilled

workers, and 4 percent had clerical, service, or administrative jobs. Further-

more, the total wage payments to on-site workers.were only about 30 percent of

the total $6 'billion spent. Thus, this public works program did not greatly

aid unskilled workers and the majority of the' funds went to payments for other

than wages. '

LPW I and LPW II.projects provided construction employment primarily to

workers with strong ties to the construction industry. For most workers, LPW

66- 925.0 - 81 - 32

\.196...
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provided contiety of employment. Only 13 percent of those hired were unem-

ployed just prior to their LPN jobs; However, nearly 3 percent of all workers

were cut:played at'least once in the year, efore the LPN
hire, while 15 percent

were unemployed two or more times.

It is Important to note that
countercyclical public works programs do more

than just create jobs. They also produce necessary and long-lasting public

improvements in the form of, roads,
libraries, schools, sewer and water projects,

parks, and so on. These public works programs alio may offer local budgetary

relief. To the extent that LPN funds
allow local jurisdictrons not to raise

taxes or deter public services, they reduce the financial burdens which often

hit State and local economies during recessionary periods.

The tieing of LPN projects has been one of the major criticises waged

against these programs. Due to the lity to predict the length and sever-

ity Of economic downswings, and delays re lting from legislative, administra-

tive, and /Iplesental lags, the
stimulative effects of countercyclIcl public

o

works often and up being procyclical.
More specifically, data show that the

combined LPN I and II montbly outlays
peaked in the second quarter of 1978, three

yedreafter the trough of the 1973-1975 recession and well Into the economic

expansion. Likewise, direct program employeent which began in early 1977,

peaked in 1978 and continued into 1979. By the time these public works pro-

ject. were generating
employment, construction unemployment had nearly, halved

from about 20 percent to apptoxisately 10 percent.

.
The issue as to if the timing problems of public works programs reaping' in-

surmountable is highly controversial.
While some researchers have argued [heti

stand-by program which could be quickly
implemented and targeted at labor-

intensive public works projects would
greatly reduce the typical delays, others

ftp69'7
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note that the required planning,'the delays in securing materials and a labor

forie and the time it takes to complete such projects, would still cause LPW

projects to be procyclical. A recentOHB study 44/ Letimated that even if a
/

program similar to the recent LPW program were to be implemented exactly at the

beginning of the economic contraction, and that all projects were started 90 days

from implementation, less than one fifth of total program employment _and outlays

would be generated within an average cyclical contraction (the' average is just

under t year). If the implementation were delayed omujparter, it is estimated

that less than one tenth of project construction activities, 14 percent of total

program employment, and 18 percent of outlays would be in place before the down-

swing ended.

-Given that public works projects have been found to be procyclical, it is

not surprising that such projects say add to inflationary pressures. HOW) r,

since public works projects in the past have accounted for a relatively small

share of total construction spending, their inflationary impact has probably

been minimal. During the peak period of LPWI and II spending in the first'

nine months of 1978, monthly program outlays, according to EDA figures, aver-

aged less than 4 percent of the total velum of new non-residential construction

put in place. When the residential sector is included, LPW spending was only

1.8 percent of total spending. However, the availability of labor in the con-

struction industry may pose a problem, depending on the location of projects.

.In many *ream the construction induttry cycle does not coincide with the cycle

in total employment; in othe; it is less severe than the cycle in total

44/ Office of Management and Budget, Special Studies Division, Economics ti

and Government, "Public Works as Countercyclical Assistance," November 1979.

e IN
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employment. It is'in these areas where added demand for labor and maturials

-resulting from public works.projects may prove to be inflationary.

Public works programs have done littleto increase participants' employs-

lid productivity. This results primarily from the fact that the average

public works job is less than one month, long and that a large proportion of the

jobs go to skilled workers.
1.

2. 'Other Public Works

Numerous types of public works projects'are undertaken by the Federal gov-
t

ernment in.its normal courie of business which, if further funded, could,.be .

used as countcyclical programs. These include military construction, water re-

sources divelopmeet projects, the building of new national parka, the rebab111-

tation.and maintenacne of existing national parks, municipal sbwage treatment

plant construction, petroleum storage facility, construction, polite' facility

construction, railroad rehabilitation and improvement, highway bridge repair

and replacement, interstate highway repair and construction, airport conatrud-

tion and improvement, and Federal building design,'Construction and repair.

Another type of public works program would be'Pederal support for apartment
r

construction for low- tcimoderate -income families.

4-
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GS. Countercyclical Revenue Sharing*

1. Background

Periods of recession or downturns in g 1 economic activity can produce

strains in State and local government budgets. Revenues, such as sales and

income tax receipts, which are'sensitime to business trends, deCline or fail to

increase as rapidly as they had previously. At the same time, there is an in

d demand for Government services as joblessness rises. This combination

can produce deficits in State and local-government budgets and lead to actions,

such as raising taxes or laying off public employees and reducing public ser
/

vices, that could'exacerbate the decline in economic activity and hinder the

Federal Government's efforts to stabilize the economy.

Federal educe= for State and local governments during periods of economic

dnenturn is heightened by two recent trends in the Statelocal sector. First,

-the Stats'and local sector has been growing faster than any other major sector

of the economy since 1960, from 9.8 percent of GNP in 1960 to 13.9 percent in

er
1979. Second, Stateind local goyernmants' rcliance on personal and corporate

income taxes and on general sales taxes has inc d, from 47.9 percent of

Statelocil tax revenues in 1960 to 52.6 percent im:1978. 45/ Since these

sources of revenue are much more sensitive to fluctuations in national economic

activity than are the more traditional property taxes, cyclical downswings would

have a significant impact on stabilization policy, given the importance of the

State and local sector in the overall economy.

There are two interdependent objectives oppoderal countnrcyclicil aid to .

State and local governments. The first'objective is to counter the impatt of

. \
* This section was prepared by Stacey H. Kean, Analyst in Go7ermare Finance.

45/ 12 months ending June 1978. A

-r
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the recession
by minimizing

threffect of
State-local actions on

Federal fiscal

policy.
State and local.

governments are encouraged
to aid in national

stabili-.

ration policy and accelerate
their spending

in order to
hasten the economic

recovery. The second
objective is to cushion the

State-local sector
from severe

economic fluctuations
by

providing fiscal support
to partially

replace the State

and loCal revenue
loss caused by the recession.

Recent debate on the usefulness
of Federal Government countercyclical

assistale to the State and local
sector centers on

contrasting interpretations

of the actions of State and local.governments
during

periods of recession.

One interpretation
commonly known as the "perversity

hypothesis" holds
that in

time, of economic
downturn the State and

local sector
behaves in a procyclical

(destabilizing)
mariner, by raising

taxes and/or
reducing expenditures,

thereby

intensifying problems
associated with

Federal efforts to
stabilize the economy.

Thi second interpretation
of available

fiscal data attests
that State and local

governments'
behavior.is becoming

increasingly countercyclical
(stabilizing) as

State and local
governments apparently

driw down their
surpluses to maintain or

increase expenditures

duringhecessionery period R..

2. The Antirecession
Fiscal Assistaitee Program

Antirecession fiscal Assistance,
(ARFA) or countercyclical

revenue sharing

represented one
component of the.

Federal'Covernaent's program
to provide finan-

cial
assistance to State and

local governments
experiencing

budgetary problems

resulting from the 1973-75 recession.
Title II of the Public Works RePloyeent

Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-369)
created the

Anticline's/on Fiscal
Assistance.Program

which distributed
$1.25 billion in

Federal monies to
State and local governments

where the
unemployment rate

exceeded 4.5 percent
when the national unemployment

sal
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rate vas above 6;0 percent.
Originally authorized for only.ore year, ARIA was

extended at a level of $2.25 billion through the and of FY 78 by Title VI.of

the Tax Reduction and Simplification
Act.of 1977 (P.L. 95-30). The program'

expired at the and of FY 78; Congress did not pass extension legislation.

This program selectively
distributeeeergency aksistance in the form

of unrestricted' grants to State and local goverment' which had been,adversely

affected by sustained periods ofumemployment. One-third_of the available

funds were distributed.to State Governments and two-thirds to local ones.'

Recipient allocations were based on assigned.unemployment rates and general

revenue-sharing entitlements.
Unemployment rates were used as a measure of

how Severely a particular goverment was hit by the recession, and the general

revenue-sharing allocation was used to measure the size of a jurisdiction.

The effectiveness of the stimulus from a program such as this depends

upon when the fusids are distributed, what State and locargovernents do with

the money received, and how quickly the funds are expended. To servo as an

effective stimulus_ during a recession, the funds should be provided when the

economy iii weakening and creating conditions that force State and local govern-
.

meat' into destabilizing behavior.

The 'size of the stimulus depends upon what State and local governante do

with the money received. Hopefully, the fundi are used to expand. or maintain

public services. Yo the extent that such expansion or maintenace would not have

occured without the Federal funds, the monies will have a stimulative effect

through the i -11 purchases of these services. However, it is difficult

to assess precisely the direct impact of the funds because of'the.commingling

of Federal funds with State and, local funds. Fiscal substitution of Federal

funds for State-local funds may diminish the effectiveness of the program

a

o t o
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to encourage economic stabil/04 If State and local governments would have

done the same thing (by increasing
taxes rather than using Federal:funds) or,

if the grants are used
directly for tax cuts, the stimulative effect would be

smaller.

The funds may not be expended
but, instead, used to augment the budget

surplus of a jurisdiction, retire debts, or
reduce borrowing. Sy itself, this

does not mean that the program has little stimulative effect. By augumenting

the surplus,the Federal.funde
may enable local governments to avoid tax-

increases or expenditure reductions. Funds so used may reassure State and local

officials, encourage anticipation
of a return to more normal rates of growth in

revenues and thereby increase the pace of recovery.

The tiering of the recipient's responses is iheo,ieportant in determining

the stimulative Iffect.of the program.
The indirect stimulation of the economy

,through the State -local sector
is burdened by a number of built-in lags. Delays

may result from the collection of.daia from the potentially eligible jurisdic-

tions,,the calcuilations of program
allotments, the actual payment process and the

decision, ProcesX by the State and
local governments before the money can be

spent. While the law requires recipients
to obligate funds within six months,

thie'provides no guarantee of actual expenditure.
The status of its budget

VIII determine a recipient's response. If revenues are falling below planned

levels, then Federal funds are
likely to be spent more quitkly to meet budget

commitments that might otherwise have been broken. The knowledge orb ielief

that a Federal grant will'be
forthcoming may lead to an expenditure that-other-

wise would have been
cancelled or the retention of an employee who otherwise

would have been let go. On the other hand, a relatively comfortable local

fiscal situation may permit the augmenting of the surplus for
spending in some

f.
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Future period. 'Recipients that do not'haveen'imnediate need for the fund

may limit the intended tiselative effects on the economyand, perversely,

tmay actually inject the funds into the econosy at alater tine' when a more

restrictive Federal policy is appropriate.

According tameGeneral.Accounting Officd (GAO) study 46/ the majority of

antirecession funds used for salaries was allocated to fill'posItions normd4y

funded by other revenues: Soma layoffs vere-prevented. States and cities re-

ported some new hires, but cities were the) only governments planning to te'hirs

/
a sign Hunt portion previously laid4feemployees.

1

m
A recent Congres!ional Budget Office report 47/ anticipates that if

an antirecession assistance program is enacted, the funds

probably would be used mainly to offset revenue shortfalls
rather-than to increase state and local spending, particularly
in view-of the-sentiment to reduce the size of state end local

budgets as reflwctad in Propoaition 13. Of course, the impact

on the economy would still be expansive if.revanue sharing

helped maintain existing spending levels or generated tat

and local government tax cuts.

3. Current Legialation
.

The Carter Administration proposed and the 96th dongreas considered logio-

ation to re- establish the countercyclical revenue sharing progyam. However,

tha exigencies forfa balanced budget in fillies]. year 1981 caused the demise of

the proposal. The program was deleted from the President'a budget end not in-

cluded in the Congressional budget resolutions.

46/ U.S. General Accounting Office. Antiracessiou Assistance

An Evaluation. November 24, 1977%

47/ U.S. Congress. Congressional Budget Office. Entering-the 1980s:

Fiscal Policy Choices. January 1980..p. 69.

504
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The Senate passed S. 566 authorizing
both'anfirecession assistance to State

and local
governments when the national

unemployment rate reaches 6.5 percent

and targeted fiscal
assistance restricted to local governments only

with an on,

employment rate equal to or
in excess- of 6 percent.

The House pasied similar

legislation, H.R. 5980,
which was laid on the

table and S. 566 was passed in

lieu.

Thera is an important
difference between the

House and Senate bills con-

sidered. The House bill uses the change inGHP
and'real wages sod malaria. as

a triggering
mechanism 48/ while both the 'original program

and the Senate bill

\ use the unemployment rate
for this purpose.

Because a recession is
identifiedisincipslly by a decline in CUP, its

impact on State and local
revenues will be determined by changes in the major

components of QM and the
extent to which individual government.

tax those income sources.
Based on the sources of tax revenue used by State

and-locail governments, we would .expect
the impact of a recession on those gov-

ernments to be felt mainly through reduced
personal income.

Since wages and

salaries constitute
nearly two-thirds of

total personal income
(transfer pay-

ments and interest
income are the other main components), it

might be appro-

priate toapproxlmate
the change in personal

income by including any Changes

in wages and salaries
in an antirecassion

assistance formula.'

The use of unemployment
as a means of

allocating Federal assistance to

State and local
governments has come

under scrutiny, both as
a measure of re-

.

cession as well as a
community's fiscal stress

resulting from long-term economic

decline.

48/ A triggering factor
is an economic

variable closely related to changes

in overall economic conditions.

S -1
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Local rates Of,unamployment are of poor quality Ind reliability partic-

ularly

.,.

in communities with populations below 50,000. The composite techniques

by which local uneaployment statistics mre developed produce unreliable figures

principally because of the methods used to estimate th: amount of the labor .

force outside the unemployment insurance system and to break down labor market

statistics to smaller areas.,48a/

H. Job Sharing.

AnOthei*couptecyclical employment program which hes been receiving in-

.creasing attention is to encourage work sharing via jobless benefits to par-

tially unemployed. Individuals. In essence. these programsmould permit the"

payment of prorated unemployment insurance benefits to employees laid off for

a poition of the weak as a work -sharing {unemployment - sharing) alternative'io
/

total layoffs oi selected'employeas. It is argued that such programs would
I

redtitribute the Wrden of,recession and put a halt to the past.practice of

laying-off minorities, youth, and women first.

The program is,perceived as being-voluntary on the part of employers with

approval of the union required in shops with collective bargaining rep -

tion. To+date, both sides have voiced reservations about thitprogram, particu-

larly the unions. They see this form of countercyclical York-during as spread- ti

ing the 'misery' of.unamployment and undercutting the seniority system. 49/

,
48a/ See Martin Ziegler, Efforts to improve estimates of State and local

unemployment, Monthly Labor Bayley, Nov. 1977, p. 12-18? .

.

49/ Some unions wades Amalgamated Clothing and Textiles Workers Union,

the International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades, the International '

Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers, and the Adalgamated Meat

Cutters and Butcher Workman of North America have had work - sharing clauses of

one form or another 121 their contracts. SI& Collective Bargaining Negotiations

and Contracts, Basic Patterns Clause Finder, Volume 2, p. 60:301-602305, The

Bureau of flatland'. Affairs, May 20, 1976. e ai

;
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Currently only California allows'ihe payment of jobless benefits for

one or two-Idaplayoff per week. 50/ Some companies and industries outai4e Cali-

.fornia already use reduced workweeks instead of layoffs to reduce costs, but UI.

benefits are not paid. Cons omen Patricia Schroeder has introduced legiala-
. c

tion which would encourage other States to particpate in the program (H.R. 7529)..

If suc161 countercyclicel work-sharing program became widely utilized,

there would be less fu117tima unemployment, more workers Jould be able to re-

tain their jobs, continue development of their ;kills', and maintain most of

their income. It is also hoped that fringe betuyits would be continued While

the California program does not cospell employers tu maintain fringe benefits,

California officials know of no firms participating in the program that had

canceled or reduced these' benefits.

Employers would also benefit by partipating in the program to.the extent

that they save fht rehiring and retraining expenses that typically occur with

layoffs. Those employees who'find work elsewhere after they are laid off trey

never return to their former employers.

The program could also have other effectiw./t may put an end to the leer-
:

hired/first-fired policies of many firma thus aiding blacks, youth and women.

- It could reduce the need for other countercyclical measures The program has

some dra4backs as well. Since employersrare allowed-to retain their workers,

they may be more anxious to re.ort to cutbacks than cut coats other ways. Tho

last-hired/first-fired employment policy is not guaranteed to be broken down

50/ California changed its law in response to passage of Proposition 13 in

the summer of 1978. It was feared at that time that the reduction in State

revenues would cause a cutback in the public work force, and the new program

was enacted topprovide an alternative to layoffs.

aoc
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by this program. Firms say still lay off their new workers and apply a reduced

workweek to their-more senior and skilled employees. The seniority rights which

many workers have spent years to achieve could be easily abrogated the program.

The costs of a countercyclical work-sharing program "using shared unempley-

sent compensation remains uncertain. Several factors would affect the plan's

costs under the current Federal -State unemployment insurance system. In nearly

every State a company's UT tax rate is based on a host of factors including the

number of its employees who collect benefits and the amount of benefits paid.

Generally, the more an employer's workers collect in benefits, the more that

must be paid in UT taxes.

Th4, program discussed'in this section could increase the level of an em-

ployer's taxes. Low wage earners, often with short'work histories, are usually

the wicker, laid off and who collect benefits. Under thia program, however,

higher-paid workers with long work histories would be put on shorter hours

and receive benefits. Since benefit levels are bared on earnings and duration

of benefits on work history, those higher-paid workers participating in the

program would receive gresterrbenefits for a longer duration. Thus, UI outlays

will be larger t)an would have been the ease if low-wage,earners with short

work histories were laid off. These higher exianditures for UT benefits will

raise the amount of taxes an employer must pay into the UT system.

Also, since it is expected that fires will maintain fringe benefits, a

company would have topay more for them than if it laid off workers totally and

terelnaL,d their benefits., Furthermore, costs would increase bicause sosmwork-

.
ere who would have been put on shorter workweeks even without the program will

now be eligible to receive'benefits.- If more claims are filed as result of

the program, administrative costs would also rise.
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On the other hand, employers would also be able to reduce their costs.

Payrolls would be lower because wages of all their workers, not just the loser

paid ones, would'be reduced. They would also save rehiring and retraining costs

for employees'who were laid off and would not have Cline back.

.
All in all, the extent to which the added coats outweigh the added reduc-

time, or vice verse, is not clear. Each firm will have to carefully calculate

if the desribed countercyclical work-sharing program is a viable alternative to

full-time layoffs for its purposes. A complete evaluation of the California

program is currently underway which should give some bettei insights as to the

extent of its costs. A similar progral was tried in Canada in 1977-1979 but

the evaluation of the program was high controversial with the U.S. Department

of,Labor challengihg its validity. :

Implementation of this program, assuming it was enacted, should be rela-

tively fast. Employers would decide, within the prescribed rules and regula-

tions, when to put the program into effect for their firms. The program should

also yield long-run productivity gains by keeping a skilled workforce gainfully

employed. If the program encourages the retention of poor workers, however,

such productivity gains will be reduced. In the short-run the program should

have no inflationary impact as workers who would have been unemployed are being

partially retained by their employers. In the longer run the program may re-

duce inflationary pressures due to the fact that retained workers, will be more

productive.

s.
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V WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED

This report has identified the scope and nature of six major countercyc

lical employment programs and examined the available evidente as to their

(1) potential for job creation (including estimates, where available, on cost

per job created), (2) speed of job creation, (3) effects on program partici

pants, and (4) effects on veg.', prices, -and productivity in both the short

and long runs. As reviewed in the first chapter the cyclically unemployed are

unevenly distributed across sectors, occupations, ocioeconomic groups and

regions. It is important to have these facts because different progr.ru affect

different groups and within different time frames.

The second chapter discussed the existing Federal programs which may be

utilized to 1 he financial impact of being cyclically unemployed. The

most responsive program to acclimate downturns is the unemployment insurance (a)

system. As noted in the discussion, however, not all cyclically unemployed

have the use level or duration of benefits due tevarying preunemployment wag.--

levels and number of years workdd. Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) has come

to play a mayor role in this recession having been granted to 380,000 automobile

workers in FY80. While the food stamp program has also been shown to be some

what responsive to recessions, the other major income =Infer programs are, at

best, marginally responsive.

Chapter three briefly discussed the interrelationship between changes in

the unemployment rate and the Federal deficit. According to recent C80 esti

mates a 1 percentage point change in ,the unemployment rate (more specificall.!

from 7.0 to 8.0 percent) would increase the, budget deficit by'825 to $29 bil

lion. Five to seven billion dollars of this was attributed to increased

t 6519
pi:
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outlays (70 percent due to
increased GI expenditures) and

$20 to $22 billion

due to revenue losses.
CRS in an earlier work,

however, has noted that the

size of the'deficit
associated with a 1 percentage

point change in unemploy-

gent varies depending upon
the Initial rate of unemployment. The higher the

unemployment rate, the greater
the int eeeee .in the size of.the deficit.

A variety of countercyclical
employment' programs were

discussed in chapter

four.
Generally, there are two types

of programs -- direct and indirect. Pub-

lic service employment
(100 percent wage subsidization

in the public sector)

and private-sector wage
subsidization are forma of direct job creation.' Public

works is also a direct program
with jobs being created as a

result of increas-

ing expenditures on public works projects.
Public works programs also produce

public improvements in the form of roads, sewer and water projects, public

buildings, and the like. Tax cuts (personal,
business, and payroll) and coun-

tercyclical revenue sharing are
examples of indirect job creation. Countsrcyc-

lical work- sharing is a job maintenance program.

Of all the measures
examined, the least expensi and the most rapidly

implemented were PSE and
private-sector wage subsidies. PSE has clearly been

the more popular of the two in terms of Government support. However, current

Federal emphasis on private
initiatives (see, for example, the priori-

ties for job creation in
theBumphrey-Hawkins Act) may shift this balance.

In direct Job creation
pOl ties, one faces the problem of displacement

Federal funds being spent for
activities which would have taken place even in

the absence of the Federal program. The estimates for displacement
for coun-

\,,

tercyclical PSE, private sector wage subsidization, and countercyclical public

works vary widely.
Because of this it is extremely difficult

to compare the

° 511
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costs of creating a job across these programs. By juggling the displacement

rates one could "prove" that any given program is "better" than the rest.

Thus; no comparisons will be made in this paper.
Policymakers, hoWever, will

need to design their programs to minimize the displacement effects, as irithe

CETA revisions of 1918, in order to achieve the greatest employment impact for

, the monies spent.
Countercyclical revenue sharing may also cause State and

local governments to substitute Federal funds for projects which would have been

undertaken by the State and local' government regardless.

While PSE and wage subsidies may be targeted at_large groups,public works
,

programs are directed primarily towrd the construction AO its support indus-

tries. The choice'between PSE and wage 'Obsidian, since they can both be tar-

geted at the same group, depends upon the
preferences of the policymakers. The

costs per job created of the two programs are believed to be relatively similar

and the time for implementation.is shortest for these)two programs. Wage suboi-

dies in the past, however, have been inhigited by inadequate dissemination to

employers of the provisions of the law, overly burdensome administrative pro-

cedures, sad subsidies which were viewed as too smalll.by employers.

Economic theory suggests that the private-sector route would probably yield

a higher benefit-cost ratio. Private employers havein established production

process and marketing channel for the products produced, wh PSE programs

often are undertaken with no clear definition of the expected output and no

clear measure of productivity. On the other hand, public service employment

may fill some unmet public need
while subsidized private sector firms may dim-.

place other production of nonsubaidized firms.

Tax cuts are probably the least effectiive short-run employment-inducing

program per dollar spent. Since beneficiaries typically save a substantial
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portion of their tax cut, the job-creating impact is reduced and severely

delayed.

Countercyclical revenue sharing is not a direct job-creating program.

Rather, its purpose-is to lessen the impact of economic downturns on State and

local governments (allow them to maintain the level of current services) and to

influence thi State or locality to behave in stabilizing manner (eig. not to

raise taxes).

Countercyclical wOrk:sharing programs are geared toward worker retention.

While not directly job creation in intent, they do, if successful, prevent work

era from being,laid off full time. The experience with work-sharing programs

as a countercyclical tool in this nation is quite limited. Such programs are

quickly implemented. The costs of 'such programs, however, remain hypothetical.

In response to the current recession, policymker may choose one or more

of these programs to create jobs. (Of course, other programs exist which may be

.msre preferable to the decisionmakeze.) Two factors most be kept in mind, hOw-

vier. First, the average postwar recession has Dieted Slightly less than one

year. We are now six months into our current recession which suggests that if

any of these programs are implemented to reduce unemployment, it most be done

fairly rapidly or there is good chance that the program may end up being

,procyclical rather, than countercyclical. Second,'this recession so far has

centered on the automobile and its support industries. With the granting of

TAA benefits to autoworkers and the availability of SUS plans, these workers

may be able to "ride-out the storm" without much financial difficulty. Of

course, this assumes the recession will end in late 1980 or very early 1981.

q the extent that these workers currently suffering from the economic downturn

lire members of multierner families, the financial burden is also reduced..
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` The real economic problem facing
the Nation then; ulq be a structural one.

The problem of tructurally unemployed workers are
always exacerbated by eco

nomic downswings and it is perhaps in this area that job creation policies

should be focused. Some hers suggest that the current weakness of the

auto industry is a structural rather than a cyclical one. If these researchers are

correct, then a greater emphasis may need to be put Oa training and retraining

\ programs. Most likely, an ideal package would
contain job creation programs

for the structurally unemployed
and training retraining programs for

skilled workers who art losing their jobs aea result of structural changes in

the economy.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
my friend for awoutstanding and thorough statement. Most impor-
tantly, though, I would like to thank you for your candor, integrity
and courage at this particular moment in the history of this coun-
try.

I do have one question I would likt to ask; but, before I do, I
would like to make a comment. I appreciate the fact that in your
opening remarks you indicate that as we raise the issue of the
crisis in the cities and the:human tragedy that is taking place, that
there are no cameras and few press people here.

A few days ago, and in fact even this morning in the editorial
section.of the Washington Post, the so-called distinguished liberal
East Coast 'newspaper, I found that writers come here' and rather
than engage in credible journalism that deals with the controversy
of the human misery of unemployment, inadequate education, et
cetera, choose to become short-story writers and fabricate a story

so that two blacks could be placed in sensational juxtaposition
rather than to look at the serious tragedy of what is going on in
the schools of, Washington, and in the schools in other places.

We have incredible problems here trying to get people to address .

the reality that the cities in this 'country are in serious difficulty,
so I appreciate your candor.

I also tend to agree with you that there are a number of people
here supporting the policies of this administration that are wreak-
ing havoc on millions ofhuman beings and attempting to sell those
policies to the people who are hurting without having any influ-
ence in changing them. I think that is a great tragedy.

The question I have.deals with the statement you made .on page
2, where you say: "Thus, on all scores, the administration has
violated the 1978 Act and, in consequence, hail brought on what
may become the worst economic recession since the 1930's."

PRESIDENT'S ACCOUNTABILITY UNDER THE LAW

This is a twofold question: First of all, how can the President
violate the act without 'a response? Do we have an oversight re-
sponse? Do we have a way of challenging the President in legal,
statutory, legislative terms for failure to enact legislation, and if
we can, what are the dynamics that. we :Wave to put in place to get
that ball rolling? .511
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It seems to me that I remember once the. Congressional Black
Caucus held hearings on governmental lawlessness, where we
raised the questioq of administrative agencies failingt3 implement
the laws or follow the will and intent of Congress. If" your. state-
ment stands on its merits, and that is that the President has failed
to observe the law, then do we have a resource as Members of the
Legislature that passed the act?

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes; there is some congressional responsibility
involved in the act, itself. The Economic Report of the President,
which is required on an annual basis in January. of each year,
provides that the plan for that ensuing year must be submitted to
Congress and that the appropriate committees should take some
action on the plan. Now this has been done twice.

However, the committees, the appropriate committees of Con-
gress, have not seen fit to act as they are instructed to do under
the act and, here again, we have had a lack of accountabiliey,it
seems to me, on the part of the Joint Economic Cohunittee and on
the other committees to which the annual plan has been submitted
and `for which these committees-are responsible.

This is a little more dispersed than in the case of the President,
but the responsibility is still theie. Now, as to any legal steps that
can be taken,. there is nothing in the actas I indicated, we had
wanted to put in civil remedies in the act, but, unfortunately, we
were not able to sustain this. I doubt if'the act would have been
passed if we. had. But the act does provide a certain standard by
which the administration can,,be judged, and it was thought that
failure to live: up to these standards, to measure up to the stand-
ards in the act, would Provide some degree of political accountabil-
ity.

So, in the final analysis it is political accountability that is the
only weapon that can be used and that is why, as one of the
authors of the act, one who Is not personally disturbed with the
President in terms of his personal integrity but who differs basical-rly wit is policies, why I have taken the initiative to try to call
atte on to the lack of implementation and enforcement of the act.
I be that in the final analysis it is the voters of this .country
who have to decide whether or not the current policies are really
in violation of the .7t, and I think we can prove that and take the
necessary steps.

Other than that, I don't know of any other method we can use.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to take this opportunity to thank

my aolleagueagain. There is a vote on the floor which I ain sure
my colleague would like to make. I would Like _to thank you for
your courage and candor and continued advocacy on behalf of the
people, and your testimony is deeply appreciated, and we appreci-
ate your contribution. .

..

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, may I insert for the record, with
your permission, an article from today's Washington Post, entitled
"L.A. Blacks Are a World Apart," which describes the condition in

' the area of Watts, which is within my own district, -and I would
like to make that available for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered. We appreciate
it.

[The clipping referred to follows:]

i 5 1 5
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(From the Weehielfon Poet, July 30, 19801

L.A. BLACKS ARE A WORLD APART WATTS, 15 YEARS AFTER RIOTS, STILL FEELS
CUT OFF

(By Joel Kotkin)

Los ANGELES. The streets of Watts and the surrounding black community are
testament to how little has changed in 15 years since riots,devastated 150 square
blocks and killed 38 people here.

Despite the election in 1973 of a black mayor,- the expenditure of millions in
Federal funds, and years of effort by dedicated-community workers,-.-many vacant
stores and empty lots created by the riot remain.

As in,1965, scores of men, young and old, still-hang around the rib joints, bars,
and 'liquor stores, which are often virtually the only open businesses along what
were once flourishing commercial strips.

Unemployment, cited by the prestigious McCone Commission Report as one of the
prime causes of the Watts riots, is.now., brsome estimates, twice the level of 1965 in
the black community. Up-to a quarter of all adults and over 50 percent of youths

may be out of work.
And police-community relationsthe trigger of the 1965 4iotsare tense. The

5,500-member police force has been criticized for the fatal shootings of about 700
suspects since, 1974, although the number-of killings h tapered off lately. While
the Los Angeles Police Department does-not tend to shoot more often than other
big-city departments , -according to-a recent study, it does have among the highest
"kill ratios" per shooting in the .Nation. Over half the victims have been black.

Recent riots in Miami have focused renewed attention this- summer on ghetto
conditions in. the Nation's big - cities. Many-mayors across.the country are 'nervously
eyeing their inner city. neighborhoods. A lookat one of them reveals why.

Despite the presence of Mayor Tom Bradley, numerous other black elected offi-
cials and a large number of highly visible, .successful blacks in the local music and
movie industry, many of this city're500000 black peopleabout 17 percent of the
total populationsay they feel completely_ cut off from the . mainstream of Los
Angeles society.

Much of their resentment it; directed at the mostly prosperous, virtually all white
western and San Fernando Valley sections of the city where per capita income over
the last decade shot up three times as fast as in the ghetto. The contrast is stark
between Watts, with its rundown stores, vacant lots and lines of people waiting for
an occasional bus, and the wealthy white, communities on the west side, 5 to 10
miles away, with streets clogged with Mercedes,''Cadillacs and elegantly dressed

shippers.
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By Richard Furno--The Washington Post

"The people on the other side of town, the people who make the decisions, they
don't live here," said Shay Drummond, a 33-year-old. welfare recipient. "They go to
their parties, wear their jewels and all the while, we starve a little bit more. Well,
that's why people around here talk about striking back like we did before and they
did down in Miami."

Yet for many blacks in south-central Los Angeles, the whites in places like
,,Beverly Hills are too distant, too far removed to affett their daily lives. More direct
competitionfor housing; jobs, Federal dollarscomes from the city's burgeoning
Hispanic population. . ,

Since 1970, Los Angeles' Hispanic population has grown at a rate five times that
of the black community and now constitutes as much as 30 percent of the city.
Many of the new residents, including large numbers of illegal aliens, have moved
into the once virtually all black south-central area until today they make up one-
third of the ghetto's residents. ,

As in Miami, many block leaders accused the Hispanics of underbidding blacks
for jobsparticularly in the garment district, restaurant and other service occupa-
tionsand of being willing to pay more for rent.

"Landlords are willing to accommodate in relocating blacks in favor of Him:fan-
ics," said-Linda Ferguson, a blackllegal aid attorney. "Black people are aware of
this. It's easier to get mad at Mr. Gomez who took your apartment and your job at
the service station than it is to blame the folks on the other end of town."

There are already signs of intensifying black-Hispanic conflict throughout the
city, including a number of clashes between rival ethnic gangs. At the same time,
black leaders have vehemently opposed the counting of illegals in the city's census,
while some Hispanic. organizations have bitterly attacked Mayor Bradley for alleg-
edly favoring his own people over their cominunitY,.
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Illustrative of the resentment is Miry Henry, one of the city's most respected
black community, leaders. "This,country is declaring, openly and publicity, it doesn't
give a damn about us. They'll-bring in Vietnamese or the Mexicans, anything to
keep us down," she said.

Even Bradley, acknowledged to be widely popular in his native south-central
community, has come under increasing criticism by frdstrated black leaders like
Henry. They accuse the mayor of being unable to pump sufficient funds into the
community for the rebuilding of Watts, while promoting billion-dollar transporta-
tion plans favored by the city's business elite.

Bill Elkins, Bradley's top black aide, believes the mayor has unfairly had to bear
the fury generated by conditions beyond his control. Much of the trouble in Watts,
Elkins said for instance, stems -from the Federal Government's cutbacks in many
programsincluding a reduction over the last few years in summer jobs for youth
from 20,000 to 14,000.

"What you're seeing is a frustration from people who thought that when we
elected a black mayor he could raise a magic wand and change the system in five
years," Elkins said.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank'you.
The committee will stand 'in recess for 10 minutes.
[Brief recess for Members to vote.] -

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will'resume its business.
Our next witness is a distinguished colleague and friend, Robert

Garcia, of New York, a Representative of an urban area in that
city, and he is well known for his advocacy on behalf of the people
and his concern for the plight of the urban centers. I would like >to
take the opportunity to welcoine my friend and colleague before
the committee. You may proceed in . any fashion you deem appro-
priate.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT GARCIA, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM -THE STATE'OF NEW YORK

Mr. GARCIA. Before I start to read what we have put together on
my staff, I would fiist" like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, because

- you have always been on the right side of the issue as far as
conscience and as far as people are concerned, and you, like myself,
come out of a minority community; you like myself represent those
who come out of urban areas, and I think it is appropriate that we
sit here today in Washington, D.C., and the first witness this morn-
ing was Congressman Hawkins, who 'represents Wattsi in Califor-
nia, 'and the city of Los Angeles, and I come to you as a representa- °

tive of the South Bronx and the city of New York, and that is from
one coast to the other, and the problems are pretty much the same.

It is a different type of-Setting in L.A. as compared to New York,
but nevertheless the same type of poverty and the same type of
needs, and I commend you as the chairman of this committee for
holding these hearings, because when we talk about. America, as
far as I am concerned, the needs are most in the urban centers and
the'cities across America, and I appreciate the opportunity to come
before the District of Columbia, where we sit today and to talk to
you in terms of how I envision the problems of the cities, and how
we can help to respond to those problems, and Members of
Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. Ithank my friend.
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TOWARD A NEW FEDERAL ROLE IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Mr. GARCIA. Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a personal pleasure for
me to appear before you .and' your committee today in order to
discuss the general state of America's cities.

It is difficult, I think, to offer generalizationa about any subject
as vast and complex as is the American city. Were someone cheer-
ily to make the blanket statement that our cities are thriving, I
would walk with him through the rubble-strewn streets of my
congressional district, the South Bronx portion of New York City,
and point but many abandoned buildings, burned-out _businesses,
truant children, unemployed adults, dilapidated apartment -houses,
and dangerous street gangs.

If that same person were then to tell me with sadness that there
is no hope for these inner-city people, I would impatiently walk
with him to the numerous self-help projects scattered throughout
my district where the black and Hispanic poorso often denigrated
by those in no position to know themare in reality proving them-
selves to be the greatest and most unsung heroes of our age as they
refashion their community and rebuild their own lives brick-by-
brick and cinderblock -by -cinderblock.

Their heroism in the face of daily crime, a sick economy, bureau-
cratic inertia, and dogmatic and political attitudes toward them
would serve to inspire, I am sure, my companion.

If my companion, however, were to argue that such efforts were
doomed by the decline evident in all directions, I would walk with
him to the nearest subway, sidestepping the garbage, the alcohol-
ics, and the occasional drug addict, and ride the train for no more
than 5 minutes.

There, within the same city and less than 2 miles from the
devastated scene which earlier brought tears to his eyes, I would
watch my companion's eyes light up with astonished delight as the
two of us departed the subway in wondrously awesome and diverse
midtoWn Manhattan.

Once there, after walkinepast the continental sidewalk, cafes,
the modern skyscrapers, the chic plazas, the fabulously expensive
boutiques, the renowned museums, and the exciting Broadway
shows, if my companion were to State that my city was truly
wonderful, I would now take him bag to my district, force him to
watch a 50-year-old building bur the ground as a result of
arson, make him continue to watch in horror as teenagers and
young children hurl rock after rock at the arriving firemen, and
then ask him to tell me just how wonderful the city is.

Mr. Chairman, I have known for some time what my imaginary
friend has recently learnedit is as useless for any of us to speak
of an urban crisis as it is for us to speak of an urban renaissance. I
know that each of these phrases has been bandied about during the
course of these hearings and, frankly, I believe that each phrase is-
as emotionally charged as it is thoroughly void of intellectual sub-
stance.

This is not to say, of course, that our patent inability to charac-
terize the state of urban Ainerica must, of necessity, yield to an
inability on our part to analyze urban conditions. Far from it, Mr.
Chairman.--I do- believe,,- howeverf-that-itwe are to be true to the
spirit of our great urban heroes of todaythe inner-city residents

816
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who thrive on a spirit of community, cooperation, and enterprise
then wtemust be as precise as is pose:file in our thinking about
What the Federal Government can and cannot do to help our cities.

Specifically, we must understand that for certain policy purposes
the three areas visited by my imaginary friend -- tragically de-
clined, hopefully heroic, and fabillously excitingare part .of the
same economic entity and for certain other purposes the three
areas are absolutely unique.

As I shall explain in these remar ks, when viewed in the former
context, national economaic policy is of greatest significande. When
viewed in the latter context, targeted tax policy is of greatest
significance.

Jurisdictionally, of course, the three areas of my city a re part of -

the same metropolis, but I am referring to something more impor-
tant for our purposes; however. Each, seemingly different area is
part of the same economylocal; regional, and nationaland to
the extent that Federal economic policymakers devise policies
which pit city against city, State against State, and region against
region, all of our cities, States, and regions will lose.

When 'growth is encouraged in the Sun Belt through the reloca-
tion of businesses formerly located in the Northeast, when mayors
must devbte their time to lobbying. the Federal Government for a
share of scarce resources instead of governing, their comthunities,
when such policies as planned shrinkage gain currency in cities
which face opportunity losies instead of gains, then I submit that
all of our cities, large and small, are the losers despite any appar-
ent signs to the contrary in some of those cities.

PRINCIPLE OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT

The grda principle of urban developmbnt throughout the history
of the world I would argue, is that people move from areas of less
opportunity to areas of greater opportunity. I urge the members of
this committee to keep-this principle firmly in mind at all limes,
just as I urge my fellow members of the House SubcomMittee on
Housing and Community Development to do likewise.

I would contend further that the opportunities need not be eco-
nomic alone, or even 'primarily. How else can one explain .the
eag of economically comfortable Jewish scientists to depart
the Soviet I3nion for a rigorous life in Israel other than to conclude,
that freedom of religion and the right to practice freely their
profession is of utmost importance to them?

How else can of explain the boatloads of: Haitians and Cubans,
initially Viillingdth face difficult lives, who nevertheless surge into
our country, other than to conclude that we offer something which
these people never had? Indeed, how else can one explain in its
entirety the history of the United States and its cities, villages, and
towns other than by reference to this great principle which equates
urban development with opportunity development?

Permit me, Mr. Chairman, to state my point once again, for it is
crucially important. The great principle of urban development
throughout the history of the world is that people move_from_areas
of less opportunitkloareas of greater opportunity.

Let us not be so blinded by the modern alphabet soup of govern-
ment and its programs, vitally important as they areHUD, EDA,
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IRS, DOT, DOL, UDAG, CDBG, and so onthat we forget the
simple truth that the history of urban development is the history
of opportunity development.

To the extent that a Government' program increases the opportu-
nities of some or all Americans without correspondingly decreasing
the opportunities of any Americans, then that program has pro-
vided us with an example of the propei role of Governnient in
bringing about American urban development, that is, opportunity
enhancement not limited to a particular place but instead resulting
in enhanced opportunities facing the Nation as a whole. And, to
the extent that we pit any aggregation of, Americans. against an-
other, to that extent we have- American urban antidevelopmental
policies.

How do we attain the former and avoid the latter? This, it seems,
to me, Mr. Chairman, is the most significant question faced by this
committee. It requires a recognition by the members of this com-
mittee that the seemingly separate issues of urban redevelopment
and the ei2hancement of national productivity.` are exactly one and
the same.

We attain the former and avoid the latter approach by recogniz-
ing, that any policy which provides for the economic growth of our
entire Nation without accomplishing this at the expense of any
part of our Nation is by far the boldest, most innovative, least
costly; least bureaucratic; and most efficient urban policy this
Nation could possibly hope to devise.

There is only one way that the three very different areas of my
city which I described earlier can thrive simultaneously as they
frankly are not doing now: through national growth policies de-
signed to make all parts of our land, highly productive once again.
There is only one, way that my ci,?y and the midwestern farm areas
which feed it can thrive simultaneously as they frankly are not
doing now: through national growth policies designed to make all
parts of our land highly' productive once again.

And there is only one way that the South Bronxes of the United
States will ever be able to capture the enterprising spirit of their
residents whose affections for their homes is so great that, they
have not left them during these hard times, and I would like to
divert for a second, Mr. Chairman. One of the basic problems we
have in areas like the South Bronx and whether you talk about the
South Side of Chicago, or' Watts, or you talk about Liberty City in
Miami, the problem is that many people portray those of us who
come out of these communities and those who remain in those
communitiesand I blame the media for this, because the expo-
sure that the media gives these communities are, I think, probably
the biggest curse of allthey portray us as pimp's, prostitutes,
muggers,' and pushers. They never write about Mrs. Hawkins,
whose daughter graduated No. 1 from Columbia in the school of
nursing, or Mr. Torres, who was a busboy in the Longchamps
Restaurant in areas like across the street from city hall in New
York, whose son graduated from Columbia Law School. They don't
talk about that.

So it becomes increasingly difficult for us, Mr. Chairman, to"' try
and get into the press.the type of person who truly stays in spite of
all the odds, and you know it as well as I do; I don't have to tell
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you that, but I say that because we are placing this on the record,
and I think it is extremely important as this record goes forth that
the media has an equal, responsibility in talking about all the
people and not just some of the people.

As I was saying, many of the people, even during these hard
times have stayed: through national growth policies designed to
make all par4: of our land highly productive ones again.

This, then, Mr. Chairman, is the first reason for my identifica-
tion of urban development with opportunity development.

NATIONAL POLICIES TO BE FOLLOWED

What are some of the policies which must be followed if we are
to achieve these national growth policies? Mr. Chairman, I have
already stated that any policy which provides for the economic
growth , of our entire Nation without accomplishing this at the
expense of any part of our Nation is such a policy. A few specific
examples come to mind: .

Strict enforcement of our civil rights statutes provides for the
expansion of minority involvement in the Nation's economy and
does not require any lessened majority involvement.

Assistance by the Government of already existing regional indus-
tries, such as the auto industry, and the employment and business
spinoffs derived from such assistance, provide for the economic
growth of our Nation when such assistance does not mandate or
otherwise make more likely the shift of an industry from one
region to another.

Vigorous and fair enforcement by Government of both express
and implied contracts lawfully entered into by various parties pro-
vides for the mutual, cooperative economic growth of our Nation's
consumers and producers without resort, to the perversely competi-
tive either/or atmosphere which now characterizes public and legal
)discussion on this subject.

Government loans for new businesses provide for the economic
growth of our Nation when, combined with comparable private
sector-activity, all areas of the country are recipients of loans for
new commercial development.

Expanded urban homesteading, shopsteading, and lot-steading
programs provide housing, .jobs, and site preparation for further
developmental activitie4 in places where these now do not exist
without depleting scarde resources from other areas which may
also require additional housing, jobs, and site preparation.

Finally, a national development bank would go far toward pro-
viding credit to those living or working in areas which,, for the
most part, are not competitive with the recipients of credit from
more traditional sources.

It seems to me, therefore, that above all, the Federal Govern-
ment primarily must not view cities as places where the rich or
poor or middle class livespecially developing whichever program
it feels best suits the needs of a particular group, important as
these programs often arebut rather as places which require ex-
actly- the same levels of opportunity as are found everywhere else.

To the extent that there are discrepancies in the opportbnities
which exist within citiesas in my cityor among cities, suburbs,
and rural areas, to that extent our NEition as a whole is impover-

iP
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ished. When people migrate from one place to another solely be-
cause they face no opportunity for advancement of any sort where
they are, our Nation as a whole is impoverished by the lack of
choices offered its citizens.

But, to the extent that people migrate from one placb to another,
not because they face no opportunities where they are, but' because
they prefer instead the different opportunitied found elsewhere, our
Nation as a whole is enriched by its diversity of choice.

OPPORTUNITY DEVELOPMENT

In other words, Mr. Chairman, stated at its most basic, just as
the great principle of urban development is opportunity develop-,
ment, so, too, is the great principle of opportunity development,
private sector development. For it is only in the private sector that
any lasting sense of accomplishment and belonging will occur,' and
it is only in the private 'rector that assets may be accumulated and
a Nation's wealth created. -

Thus, although the maintenance of a vigorous, productive private
economy is critically necessary for all- Americans if our cities are to
thrive, in one respect it is even more necessary for the rural and
central city poor. For a prodtictive private sector represents the
only institution in society capable of permitting the poor to escape.
their poverty; a weak private sector simply does not offer them.
that opportunity:

It is for this reason that I place no stock in the limits to growth,
psychology which has attracted so many policymakers. Although I
will readily admit that we may at some point' run out Of certain
natural resources, I refuse to, concede for one moment that this fact
implies that we are running out of the human resources to find
substitute goods and thereby to enrich our lives.

To so imply would be tantamount to accepting that the poor
must remain poor forever because they were left out of the econom-
ic system when our g rowth allegecily began to be:limited, and this-- -
is something I will never do.

If there are no limits to our Nation's growth, and if the private
sector alone will provide the_opportunities for all citizens to better
theiraild ourlives by participating in this boundless growth,
how, then, do we more precisely orient our Nition's policies to
providing opportunities for the poor to participate in that system
and through their participation to develop the areas in which they
live?

I think the answer may be found by considering for a moment
that 'opportunity is truly a dual concept: it exists for people, and it
occurs in places. When the movies of the 1940's depicted the simple
country boy leaving home to make it in the big city, or when, e
movies of the 1970 s depicted the cynidal urban gentleman l"
home to find life's meaning. on a farm, the same basic fact underlay
both stories: an opportunity attracted a person, and the land upon
which the opportunity presentedltself benefited from the person's
presence. Thus, growth requires people to confront real opportuni-
ties, and those opportunities, to 'be acted upon, require a setting.

This is the second reason, Mr. Chairman, for my identification of
opportunity development - with urban development. The first
reason, you will recall, is that in all lands throughout the history
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of the world, people have migrated from areas of less opportunity
to areas of greater. oppoitunity. As opportunities in the cities devel-
op, the land within, develop as well.

Thus, the key to..urban.development is opportunity development,
specifically the development of opportunities within the private
sector.

KEMP- GARCIA BILL (H.R. 7563)

To that end, Mr. Chairman, I have introduced a bill which I.
would like to discuss briefly with you. That bill, the Urban Jobs
and Enterprise Zone Act of 1980, which is H.R. 7563, was drafted
jointly by.me and a:man who, in working. closely together with me,
has very 'quickly, become a good friend,7our colleague, Jack Kemp
of New'York. I shduld'point out that our mutual draft is a refision
of an earlier bill drafted by CongreaSman Kemp.

I suppose that 'it is unnecessary to remind- you that Jack and I
disagree on just about every possible issue. What we agree whole-
heartedly upon, however, is that the key to areawide redevelop-
ment is opportunity developmentor, more precisely, the reestab-
lishment of opportunity-producing incentives in areas where they
no longer exist, but once didand that it is.proper for Government
to provide incentives to attract businesses to areas which face
severe depression, unemployment, and poverty.

For that purpose, in a bipartisan-effort that has-Tapidly-attracted
many cosponsors from both partiesand been_greeted warmly in the
Nation's press, Jack Kemp and I have di-att.(' a 'hill wbieh, in its
essence, would permit. the most decayed, poorst, and most under-
developed areas of the country to lower a. host of personal and
business tax rates applicable within them in order to restore incen-
tives for economic activity. These incentives, suffice it to say, now
d_ o not exist in these areas for the most part.

Specificaliy, the Kemp-Garcia bill would
- Allow city and other local governments, including those in the

most severely, ,depressed rural and urban areas, to establish enter-
prise zones with Federal approval;

Require any eligible businesses within the zones which take ad-
vantage of the tax reductions to hire at least 50 percent of their
workers from within the zones.

I think what we mean to say in that part, Mr. .Chairman, is that
the original bill did not have the 50 percent requirement, and that
was something that I insisted upon in terms of the bill. My staff
and the staff of Congressman Kemp were working together on it.

To reduce- social security payroll taxes on zone employers and
employees to encourage hiring of youths and others in hard-core
unemployed areas, while providing simultaneously that any tempo-
rary shortfalls to the social security trust fund be made up through
general revenues:

Also, it would reduce capital gains taxes and provide faster de-
' preciation of business assets in order to encourage investment in

job-creating businesses within the zones.
Also, to permit the use of cash rather than accrual accounting

methods by small firms and an extension of the loss carryforward
from 7 to 10 years.

-Also, to allow the establishment of duty-free foreign trade zones
for the fabrication of imported and exported products.
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Safety and health standards would be maintained, of course, as

would all' existing social -programs and regulations. The hope of

this legislation, however, is that as the depressed areas encounter

enhanced economic opportunities, the residents of those areas will

be able to get off the welfare rolls and onto the payrolls.

Our bill is still undergoing changes as it becomes circulated more

widely to groups and individuals around the country and benefits

from.additional improvements. At some point, I would enjoy ap-

pearing before the House Ways and Means Committee with Con-

gressman Kemp to present a more systematic expbsition of our-bill.

We intend also to hold hearings on our draft law 'throughout the

Nation, thereby giving the people a chance to discuss its merits,

,.and when I say, hold, Mr. Chairman, if I may divert again, and I

am almost finished with my prepared portion, when I say hold
hearings, I intend not to hold these hearings in the city- halls and

in the Federal buildings. Our aim is to hold these hearings within

the communities, 'themselves, the communities that we look to
help, so that the input would not come from, once again, the .

bureaucrats, 'whether at the city or State level, but from the

people, theniselves, within these communities.
Nevertheless, whatever technical changes may take place in the

future, I believe strongly right now that this targeted tax-cut ap-

proach, when combined with the nondiscriminatory national

growth policies I discussed earlier, should. fcrm, and will form, the

basis for a new, more cogent Federal role in the redevelopment of

our Nation's urban areas. Only through the provision of economic

incentives, in areas where none presently exist will these -areas be

transformed from consumers of government services to producers

of wages and
Secretary of State Muskie" once stated when he was a Senator.

that:
The problem of the cities is perhaps the most critical domestic issue with which

.this country has been confronted since the Civil War, if not since the founding of

the Republic.

You and I both agree with that assessment, Mr. Chairman, but. I'

would add to it:
and its solution requires the exact same expansion of economic and personal

opportunity which led to the founding of the Republic and its explosion into great-,.

ness.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to thank my friend for a very
thoughtful and detailed statement.

I would like to go directly to page 11, of your statement, where

you specifically outline your bill, and ask you to elaborate on the,

provisions.
For example, what are enterprise 'zones, and c_n you give us the

rationale for them?
ENTERPRISE ZONES

Mr. GARoIA. Just let me backtrack, if I may. In 1948, when thi

Government in Puerto Rico changed from a territorial status to a
commonwealth, status, and when the governor was first elected,

they came in with what-they called Operation Bootstrap.

Operation Bootstrap made it possible for American industty to

go into Puerto Rico and, go into areas of the island in which they

S -r7
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were able to get the type of tax incentives and breaks that were
necessary for them to bring these .manufacturing sites down,, and it

proved to be very successful.
Let me give you some of the examples that they used in Puerto

Rico, which is what triggered this question of my thinking, be-

cause, frankly, I have had these conversations with Jack Kemp
very frank and open discussions. He is far to the right, and I am
far to the left, and how do these two people get togetherbut I.
would just like to add one note: All of us who have been op the left,

the cities are still in decay; all of us who have been on the right,
the cities are still decaying. So maybe if there is a marriage some-

how between the right and left, and maybe if everybody works
togetherindividually we failed, so let's give it a try, and lets see if4

both of us together can make something work.
But just.to continue, in the San Juan metropolitan area, what

they did there was any person who put a facility in there was given

a 10-year tax break, no payment to Federal taxes, and the Puerto
Rican Government was able to bring people in.

Now, when they went to the rural areas, out in, let's say, Fajardo

and places like that, they got a 20-year tax break, because those

were the areas they are trying to get people to stay in, and it was
turning from an agricultural society to a much more industrial
society, but the jobs were as needed in those regions as they were

within the metropolitan San Juan. So.that with the 20, -year incen-

tive as opposed to the 10 -year incentive, it proved to be very, very

successful. a

I am-not saying it cured all the problems ofPuerto Rico, because
there were still large groups from Puerto Rico migrating to the
United States, even during all of this, but just imagine if these
plants and factories had not been brought in, what would have
happened in terms of the migration between. the Commonwealth of

Puerto B o and the United States.
The pent is that when I speak of enterprise zones, my thinking

focuses in on those types of incentives.
If I may, Mr. Chairman, just to go a step further, this bill as it is

presently written is really for discussion only. This bill is not in its
final form. As I said, we are going to hold hearings, and I would
hope that we would have the input of people like yourself, other

persons who would be interested. I think one of the dangers, and I
have to be frank about this, one of the dangers when I first got
involved was because it was.Kemp, and I will tell you when per-

soils on my staff were asked, they said, well, Kemp and the red
'flag, but let me say on this :particular bill there is agreement in
terms of. the goals and aims, and I am in no waY whaTsoever
stating to Mr. Kemp that I am going to follow his philosophy or he

is going to follow mine, but in terms of jobs, the people in the
South Bronx don't give a damri, Mr. Chairman, whether it was
brought forth by Kemp or Garcia. All they want to do is work, and

that is the batornline.
So to that point, we are both in agreement 'on that, and I am

'happy to say every day we pick up more and more sponsors, from

both the left and the right side of our aisles, and both left and
right politically; so that maybe with this core section of peORle who

.
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are interested, and if we can work together, we, can get something
done in this next Congress. ram not sure, but it is atry.

And.I may strike out, but I want to strike out swinging; I don't
want-to strike out looking, and that is the difference,

So when you ask the question about what I consider to be the
enterprise zones, this is just an expression, but I would assume
those areas where the unemployment is double, the national aver-
age would be ;prime enterprise zones, because in my area, as in
your. area, the unemployment, while they talk about the national
statistics, mine is double and .triple that, so I would say that those
would be considerkd enterprise zones, where the unemployment

orate falls within that category.

BUSINESS INCENTIVES IN UpAN AREAS

The CHAIRMAN. So let me ask, is the major thrust of these
incentives to get businesses to move back into the urban areas or
to expand? Because if it is the latter, Mr. Hawkins' testimony
earlier this morning was that industry at . this moment is being
underutilized, and that to talk about incentives to eipand their .

'capability doesn't address the reality, because they are not fully
using present capacity at this moment.

Mr. GARCIA.. Well, I would say we are hopeful that we will not
take an industry that is located, let's say, in an area of the Bronx,
.that the plant is physically located in an area where the.employ-
ment rate is, let's say, less than the national average, but hat the
people who work there come out of communities like mine; in other
words, that they commute. I . would hope that that would not be
what we are trying to do.

What we are trying to do is 'Create a situation in which we can
get new business to establish themselves in .areas like the South
Bronx, to come in from scratch, and if a person is Ting to expand,
to come in.

Just let me give you an example, Bed-Stuy, in Brooklyn. When
Bobby Kennedy went in there backkin 1965, he was able to get the
IBM Corp. to come in- and open'what we call the cable-lacing plant,
and, as a former employee of IBM for many years, I can tell you it
is a helluva good'company W work for.-in terms of upward mobility,
and it has been proven time and time again with 'the people of Bed-
Stuy, who have been able to do so well that now they have moved
into better neighborhoods, all in BrbOklyn, and other people: are
now starting to economically 'move out. The point, is when ,Bobby
Kennedy did this, what he did was pick up the phone and said to a
couple of these people up in B4ston that he knewNick Katzen-
back we know is now the couilel for the IBM, Corp., but he had
that type of power to be ablefto say,' hey, we need Something in
Bed-Stuy.

I can't pick up the phone and say to IBM, or. Xerox, or RCA, yott
have to open up a plant in the South Bronx. The point is, by him
being able to do that, he brought the plant in. I can't do that. I
have to offer the incentives. I have to offer the, programs through
legislation to 'get people to eome intc the South Bronx. And, as I
said to you before, it-is hard.

You know L met not too long ago with the Xerox. Corp.; I think
I. am not surebut, anyway, the point is that one of the problems
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that they had was that they were afraid to send their' middle
management people into the South Bronx and the reasons why
they were afraid to send thein into the South Bronx was because of
all the negatives they read iiAd heard about the South Bronx, and
they figured it' was a war zone\ and they wouldn't put anybody in
there. These were the types es things that made it extremely
difficult to get the incentive; to\ get companies to move into the
South Bronx.

-

Sb what I hope to accomplish by offering them these types of tax
incentives is what I can't do because T have neither the ,power nor
the pull. I hope to do it by giving them from a monetary point
of view what I would cqnsider to be essential for them to be
interested.

MANPOWER

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just ask one additional question that I
think embraces a different philosophy than the one embraced in
this particular legislation. A number of people around the country
who have experience in the manpower field' have indicated consist-
ently that a society develops jobs not out of:a vacuum, but &society
develops jobs based on its commitment' to solve other human prob-
lems. , .

For example, if the society commits itself to deal kith the prob-
lems of the decaying Older cities, then in making a commitment to
solie that problem, it generates employment.

If' a society decides that it has to-deal with its energy problems
by developing greater, capacity in the area of mass transit, then
you create employment in the construction, the maintenance, oper-
ation and all the ancillary services that go into, that.

If a society addresses itself to the health needs of the -country, it
develops both professional and paraprofessidnal opportunities in
the area of health.- It goes' right across-the-board, and that philos
ophy says, if America commits itself. to solve the myriad of human ,

problems that it has; then it will create the necessary jobs kr its
society by virtue of dealing with those particular issues.

That is a very different philosophy than the philosophy in this
particular legislation, which says you can clevelop a jobs program
dealing specifically and exclusively in the private sector, by provid-
ing opportunities for the private sector to expand and ,in their
expansion yoreate employment and in creating employment you
create greater resources and the economy becomes healthier.

Those are two different conflicting philosophies, and I would
appreciate it if you would comment on it.

Mr. GARCIA.. You see, I disagree with you, Mr. Chairman. I think
they do complement each other, 'and I think without the govern-
ment's involvement or society's involvement in this articular case
we are' not going to be able to accomplish this. I m an, either one
of those two pieces not being part of this, forget it; Ou are right. I ,

would- agree with the expressions yon have just put forth.. My
thinking on it is that they are 'very much compatible and one
without the other .

The CHAIRMAN. They are not mutually exclusive, as you see it?
Mr. GARCIA. No; not at all.
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The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate my colleague's presentation, and I
wolisk-ireouiiii-WfOi-the minority has questions at' this
point.

Mr. DALY. No, Mr. Chairman. .

Mr.' GARCIA. You don't even want to ask anything about Kenji)?
The CHAIRMAN. D-es counsel have any questions?
Mr. Davis. N9, thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank my colleague very much, and thank you

for your contributions to these proceedings.
Our next witness this morning is Mr. William Ray, executive

director of the National Association of Communit3/Action Agency
Executive Directors. As I understand, Mr. Ray is accompanied by
Mr. Lawrence Wilson, chairperson of the organization's Urban
Committee, and executive director ^ of the Community Action
Agency in Topeka, Kans.; and Mr. John Kearse, executive director
of the Community Action Agency in Nassau Cdunty, N.Y.

I would appreciate it if you gentlemen wotild come forward, and I
would like to take the opportunity to welcome each of you and
thank you for joining us this morning.

You may proceed in any fashion you deem appropriate.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM RAY, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS, COMMUNITY ACTION/ AGENCY EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTQRS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY LAWRENCE
WILSON, CHAIRMAN, THE URBAN COMMITTEE, CAAMIA, AND
JOHN KEARSE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTO?, EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION OF NASSAU COIITY,
Mr. RAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is indeed a pleasure to

appear before your committee/ this morning. We are, of course,
from the community action world: The Com Agencyunity Action
Executive Directors Association is a profe ional association for

over 900 community action /agency executive directors around the
country.

I am accompanied today by Mr. .Wilson, from Topeka, Kans., and
Mr. Kearqp,,from HeMpstead, N.Y.

I first would like to say that it has been a pleasure listening to
the two prior witnesses and to announce that-my organization has'
just completed a voting analysis, and the three gentlemen, both the
chairman, Mr. Dellums; Mr. Garcia, and Mr. Hawkins were 100
percent scorers on that voting analysis.

The CHAIRMAN./I appreciate that, my friend.
Mr. RAY. So I am14d we are among friends today.

COMMUNITY ACTION. AGENCIES

As you know, community. action agencies were created 15..years
ago through the passage of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.

We are the primary locally based antipbverty 4etwork.
Our lead agency is the Community Services). Administiation, for-

merly the Office of Economic Opportunity. And our agencies ad-
minister numerous services to the poor, such as low-income energy
assistance programs, weatherization assistance pi9grams, senior .s
services, Head Start, and food and nutrition programs.

Our primary objective, though, is to create institutional change,
so that .low-income people can become self-sufficient members of.
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-our-Kiettor-`4.11e-yearsi-!ve-have-both-experienced-thCrWia icu-
lar problems of urban living and saw ways to alleviate the. hard-
ship brought about by massive unemployment, hunger, inadequate
housing, and poor health.

But from our vantage point, the overwhelming problem in our
urban centers today is povertyindividual poverty, institutional
poverty, and corporate povertyas cities can no longer provide aid
to distressed areas and distressed individuals." And with this in
mind, I would like to have Mr. Wilson expand upon his experiences
in Topeka,._Kans., and Mr. Kearse's from New York.

The CHAIRMAN.- Would the gentleman suspend for just a
moment? You mentioned the various forms of poverty, and I would
like to ask my friend before you go forward, do you include in that
list debt poverty? I have a feeling there are millions of middle class
Americans who. are . in several billions of dollars' worth of debt
poverty.

Mr. RAY. Certainly.
Mr. KEARSE. The credit problem is bringing us together.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE WILSON
Mr. WILSON. It is kind of interesting that about 3 weeks ago, I

was honored to testify befoie. the Government Operations Commit-
tee, and Chairwoman Cardias Collins asked me the same question,
the definition of individuarpoverty4Pnentioned in, my experiences
in the past I have come across_older people who had resources that
were into the hundreds of thousands of dollars, who were standing
in line to get, back at that time, commodity food, the forerunner of
food stamps, and we questioned this person. She 'said: "I can't
spend that money. I have to save that money until the hard times
come about."

That woman, in her mind, was, as poor as the- woman behind her
on welfare with seven kids, because she was psychologically poor.
We do face that.

I might like to comment on what I have heard. I, coming from
out in the Middle West, being still very naive, and thinking that
there is leadership here in Washington, D.C., to solve the great
problems that we have, I was very_encouraged to hear_ the presen-
tation made by Congressman Mawkins, and the energetic way that
Congressman Garcia is trying to get .the left and right to come
together for the middle problem, which is us.

Chairman Dellums and members of this Committee on the Dis-
trict of Columbia, thank you for inviting me to testify at this
hearing on the conditions of the urban centers, Washington, D.C.,
and the Federal role in assisting major urban-areas.

I am Lairrence C. Wilson.- Most people call: me Larry. I am the
executive director of Shawnee County CommUnity Assistance and
ACtion,, Inc., the CoMmunity Action2Agency serving Shawnee
County, Kans., with its administrative office located in Topeka,
Kans. The city and county is a Small urban area compared to
Kansas City, Mo., where I gained most of my practical experience
'in human service. But Topeka is the third largest city in the State
of Manses and 'also is in Congressman Jeffries 2d District. I wish
he were here this morning.
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____Th-nurpostokntr=a- randated=hrthe--Eccrnomic=Opporz
tunity Act of 1964 as amended thraugh July 6, 1976, which iS cited
as the Community Services Act or1974CSA. If I might"deviate, I
never bought into the community services. Economic opportunity is
the answer to the, question. It is still the basis by which we estab-
lish most of our values in this country.

The functions are clearly stated in the act under sections 210(a)
an l 212(b). lhave attached copiqs of those sections to your copies of

my presentation.
povEary

I an) here to testify that poverty, with a capital "P:', is the worst
problem` existing in our urban centers and, in the United States of
America 'today. The have nots will take it away from those who
have it if we get out of balance, and certainly when you are
running over one-third of the population being, in poverty, we are
close to being out of balance. I think that you see that in Liberty
City, and have we forgotten the late sixties and what happened
then ?.

One of the problems our agency has in carrying out its mission is
in encouraging, other federally funded agencies Sand programs to
deliver specific service to the poor, and to coordinate their services
in a united effort.

When one' reads section 212(b), it can be seen that the Federal
role of a cOmmunity action agency is only to plan, evaluate and
encourage coordination. It is difficult to encourage coordination
when those agencies plan and, implement their programs in a

. vacuum and do not consider all the problems a family might, have
to overcome to escape poverty. Where those agencies do consider
the total need of a family in the planning, they are restricted from
coordination by rules-and regulations.

I am riot. here to-knock any agency. or its -programs but .only-to
try and shed some light on, the problems that we in the field are
having in carrying out the legislation you passed designed to assist
people in escaping from poverty. Please keep in mind thit I have
the administrative responsibility to implement community action
programs as stated in section 210 of the Community Servicei Act
and for my agency, and the ftpiction as prescribed -in section 212(b).

IMPLEMENTING-COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAMS

I would like to give a specific example of what I mean,.and.I am
not being facetious in providing this example. I am trying to high-
light the problems as we see its at home in the field.

The Comprehensive Employment Training ActCETAprogram
at home is operated by a city/county consortium called the Depart-
ment of Labor Services, which submits to The U.S. Department of
Labor aplan to implement the various, titles under CETA. I might
add that the plan they submitted was an excellent one. But' it dealt
with only training people for some sort of job. What that plan did
not take into account was that there might be a need in that
family for elderly care,, child development, weatherization or home
rehabilitation, legal servicesother kinds of services you might
find if you do an adequate family assessment. of need. It also did
not consider whether there was enough money to pay to keep
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warm, or as it is now, to keep cool. We all know Congress devel-
oped legislation for programs to meet all the above-mentioned
needs. But Congress did not mandate coordination.

Another example is the Community Development Act imple-
mented by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. In
Topeka, the city submitted a- plan that involves the residents in
defined target areas in planning. the redevelopment of their neigh-
borhoods. Their planning even went so far as. to obtain approval
"from the city/county planning commission for a moratorium on
zoning in the neighborhoods until they completed their plans. This
is optimum in citizen participation. What was not included in that
plan was a way to assess what were the needs of the families in
poverty fitting in that neighborhood.

It appears to me that what has happened is that we have gotten,
legislation and appropriation for programs designed to assist people
who lack the wherewithal to compete in our society and then
designated to certain Federal agencies the responsibility for pro-
gram implementation, thinking that the problems will be adequate-
ly dealt with. The individual problem may be solved, but what
happens to the rest of the members in the family?

Let's take my first example of a person enrolling in a job-train-
ing program, and' suppose that that person is the head of a house-
hold. It will probably take that person 1 to 2 years to complete his
training. While this training is going on, the juveniles in his family
are becoming susceptible to peer pressure in the community and
that peer pressure will probably lead them into delinquency. Also,
let's assume that there is a pregnant member of the family, unwed,
who is concerned about the rats. in the house and the danger that
represents to the unborn child, Even if she is able, being a preg-

I nant woman in the seventh month, and the heat the 'way it is, if
she even lives through it, she is going to be awfully lucky at this
time.

The point is that when the guy finishes his training and is
employable, he finds that there are juvenile delinquents in the
family, an infant dead of rat bites, a female member suffering from
drug abuse and a society that expects him, not to be late for work.

The problem is that we are not using the system already legislat-
ed to coordinate planning to its fullest extent. The system is in the
Community Service Act. ,

NEED FOR COORDINATED PLANNING

I would recommend that coordinated planning be mandated for
all the Federal agencies having legislative responsibilites to serve
.the poor in urban and rural America. 1 know that community,
action agencies could be the best data-collecting mechanism in the
planning system through its capabilities of outreach and followup,
if there was a legislative mandate to do so. CAA'ET have, for the
past 15 years, been greatly involved injlelping the poor gain an
understanding of how .to obtain access on decisipnmaking through
participation. It would be something that we would be using that
we have developed in the last 15 years.

Finally, I would, like to submit a copy of a paper:entitled "Build-
ing Access to Decisionmaking for Low-Incont,1140ple." This very
well prepared paper may give further insights to the problems, as
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well as some solutions. The National Community Action Agency
Executive Directors AssociationNCAAEDA--sponsored the devel-
opment of this paper and was, in part, also supported by the
Community Service Administration. This paper was submitted to
the White House Conference on Families by NCAAEDA's project
director, Elizabeth A. Keith.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will become part of the
permanent record of this proceeding.

.[The information follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

The White House Conference on Families (OHCF) symbolizes a
special effort by the Carter Administration to reach out to all

Americans and listen to their needs and concerns. As families are the
basic unit of our society, a process that solicits the assessment and

opinions of-families seems a most appropriate' mechanism for examining

the state of the nation's major social, economic and political '

institutions.

In public opinion polls, community meetings, newspapers and

regional hearings, American families haye been expressing deep concern

about the issues which affect their lives. A recurring theme in all

areas is the overwhelming sense, of bewilderment families, experience
when they must deal with the institutions and structures of modern

society.

Bureaucratic procedures, insensitive professionali, and inap-
propriate policies and programs seem to unwantedly intrude on every-

day family life. Where programs are'supposed to assist families the

methods of hdlp may actually do more-harm than good. Income assistance

programs in many states still force parents to separate before their

children can receive assistanqe. Services are too frequently located
and delivered at places and times convenient for program administration

but not for access by service consumers. Aggravating these frustrations,
families say, is a feeling of powerlessness.

To assure that programs and policies do not intrude or exacerbate

probloms they aim to solve, families must involve themselves in the
planning, implementation and evaluation'of programs and policies which

aifect.their lives. A primary goal of-the White House Conference on
Families is the development of a process to facilitate such involvement.

But as Conference Chairperson Jim Guy Tucker points out in a message to
conference participants, the process of listening and involving families

does not end with the national meetings.

"In calling the White House Conference on
Families, President Carter directed that .

every effort be made to reach out to all
American so that we could listen to them --
and learn from them. This, I believe, we
have done successfully. But I want to remind
you that our gatOring together here does not
mark the end of an effort but the beginning of
and even larger and more challenging under-
taking -- the responsibility of translating this
Conference's recommendations into reality.1

Listening to .American Families

0, I.
(
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_ The responsibility for translating conference recommendations
into reality rests with families in their local communities. Though
recommendations on federal tax laws and funding priorities demand the

attention of national leaders, conference participants generally ex-
press needs and concerns which are best addressed at a local level.
In the following paper, "Building Access to Decision-Making for Low
Income People", Kelly, Lang and Margolin describe the various
situations and power structles families will encounter as they attempt

to gain more control of the ublic and private policy making proest.

By becoming more involved in public and private programs and
institutions, families are fulfilling their basic role as mediator.2
Families are one of the primary structures that stand between an
individual and society, giving stability to ones private life and
meaning and value to the public,aciivitles and associations. Berger
and Neuhaus suggest that as mediators families'(along with neighbor-
hoods, churches,and voluntary associations) alleviate the double crisis
of modern society by "reducing both the anomic precariousness of
individual existence in isolation from society and the threat of
alienation to the public order."3

The strength of familigs as a mediating structure lies in their
demonstrated ability to adapt to changing conditions. Their value to
public decision making rests in theiv proximity to where people live
-- i.e., at the place where sound policy making should begin. Many
programs and strategies are being suggested on how to use more effective-,

ly this natural role of families to improve the relevance and quality

of public programs.

Kenneth Keniston and the Carn,gie Council 'on Children in their .

classic, All Our Children, stress the need to strengthen the capacity

of families to act on their own behalf both as oare giver and advocates.
The,positive outcome is twofold. 'Families regain control of their own

lives, and public and private services benefit from greater input into

service plannint and evaluation. .

Family participation in decision making extends beyond the

policy and program levels. To be truly involved, families must be
able to make-decisons about what services they need and how theyocan

best use them. Access to decision making at*this level requires that

professionals relinguish some of their control of_the major social

services.

2 The Interim Report of the Family:rMpact Seminar .indentifies three

basic categories of family functioning: membership functions; economic

support and consumer functions; and nurturant, health, and socializing

functions. A fourth category of functioning, coordinati and

mediating is seen as essential to the successful executi of respon-

sibilities in the other areas.'

Be3 r er and Neuhaus, To Empower People, page 3.

,
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It Also demands that better and more
information be available to

families; and that families learn to use information to make critical

decisions.

.
Families must also learn how.the decision-making process works

and where the points of intervention exist. The following monograph

provides families and community workers with information about the

various types of decision-making processes that may exist in their

localities. By indentifying the locus and type of public decision-

making, families are better able to negotiate the process and effective-

ly express their needs and concerns. The paper specifically addresses

how various strategies include
low income people in the decision -

making process.

This paper is one of five commissioned as part of a special

project to assure that the concerns of low income families are included

in the deliberations of the White House Conference on Families. Re-

presenting the cooperative efforts of the National Community Action

Agency Executive. Directors Association (NCAAEDA) and the Community

Services Administration, this projebt also supports efforts to pro-

mote the participation of low income families in the local, state and

national Conference activities.

NCAAEDA represents the administrators of nearly 1,000 community

action agencies in cities and counties throughout the United States.

Since their authorization by the Economic OpportunityAct of 1964,

community,action agencies have been helping low income fami4es

participate in the economic and political life of their communities.

Special programs in health, housing, energy, employment, education,

food and nutrition are designed not only to mitigate the consequences

of poverty but also to eliminate its causes. As the national presence

and voice of the local agencies, NCAAEDA seeks to increase the-public

. awareness and understanding of the economic, social and politiCal

problems of poverty.

The Board of Directors and members of NCAAEDA would like to thank

' the Community Services
Administration for its support and interest in

this 'project.
Special thanks alsb goes to the ten state coordinators

who provided insight into the concerns of low income families and

helped these families bring their concerns to the attention of the

White House Conference on Families. We hope that this paper will help

families continue their involvement in public and private policy-

making initiated by the White House Conference ors Families.

Washington, D.C.

July 1980

Elizabeth A. Keith

Project Director

-
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BUILDING ACCESS TO DECISIOWMARING
FOR LOWINallEPECPLE

Rita Mae Kelly, Michael Lang, and Dorrie Margolin
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Forum for Policy Research and Public Service

Camden College of Arts and Science

ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the question of hog to build access points into

local decision-making processes for lowaincOne people. First, a review of

the factors likely to influence participation in the 1980's is presented,

including a brief discussion of the changing nature of the ecionamy, the

changing nature of the society, the type of decision-makingdominating in

the public sector, and the ourposes of participatico. SeocsS, the topic

of incorporating citizens into policy formulation is discussed. A typo -

ogy of four major stages upon citizen.participation and policy eking

formulation process is briefly described as is a model to evaluate the

impact of the four stages upon.citizen participation and Policy making.

Third, various strategies for incorporating the poor into results-oriented

decisiOnmaking '(implementation processes) are examined: Different strate-,

gies in the private, public, and nonprofit third sectors are analyzed in

terms of the methodology of the intervention used, the attitude underly-

ing the treatment, and the view calthe'poor promoted. Recamandations for

building access points and providing training for low-income citizens con-

clude the paper.

FACTORS INFLUENCING PARTICIPATION IN TEE 1980s

Participation of the poor in 'decision-making.has always been problem-

atic. In the 1980g and indeed the last two decades of the bientieth car

tury.there are numerous factors which might well reduce such participation

a 16
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and its impact further. Among the more important. of th 'factorsWhich

also will influence sharply the functions performed by familiesland neigh-

borhoods are the-changing.mature of the economy and of society: The type'

of decision-making dominating in the publiesector and the purposes of par-

ticipation also influence the potential of the poor to participate.

Changing Nature of the Economy
. .

The last quarter of the 20th century will see the economy in a constant

V flux. The costs of replacing outdated production facilities and of uxban

land in general had by the 1970s already driven many businehses from cities

to more rural areas where taxes and development costs were lower. Those

geographical areas that had earlier benefited from and become dependent

upon steel, automobiles and fossil fuel teohnologies suffer ever sharper

losses in construction, sales, and jobs. Long -term economic trends of 20

to.50.years, which reflect demographic and capital formation rilemaiena, are

likely to overwhelm local neighborhood and ethnic group efforts to improve

individual family well- being. Law - inane citizens will need. o compete for

jobs not Only with the better educated and more skilled middle and upper

classes but also with more efficient "robot" machines which will reduce

even further the saleability of physical and unskilled labor. The,poo

will also need to survive while the national government seeks-to adjust

C, its fiscal, monetary, and regulatory policies to suit continually :hanging

conditions. Hard times and additional resettle sent due to gentrification

and the energy crisis are likely to dislocate th6I0ower bases and leader-

ship cadrei of the poor developed in the 1960s and 1970s.

Changing Nature of Society

By the 21st century the rural, farm exodus to urban areas is likely

to be completed. While redistributions of people and opportunities,will

541
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continue, the &wives will be largely cpntained within and among urban

areas. Urban transformation will be less of a major issue; urban main--

tenanceof small as well as large areasis likely to be an increasing-

ly irprxrtant issue. Little is known about the needs and oasts of urban

maintenance other than that they are great and willAguire substantial

financial and human investment and that the pro;will be least technolo-

gically sophisticated in dealing with the problems.

With these economic and societal dhanges have come Changes in basi6

functions performed by the basic mediating units of society: the family

and the neighborhood. In an agricultural society the basic functions of

producing, socializing, and nurturing humans', and of producing as well as

consuming goods and services were performed by the family. With urbaniza-

tion,. and industrialization, most of the eccruric ons split off from

the family to larger-scale economic/business ons. Other family

functions spun off to the neighborhoods its schools churches, wards,

factories, and streets. The arrival of the poste post-

urbanized society will have additionri unknown Impacts an family and

the neighborhood! New atti' des toward the role of women, low fertility,

new technologies of reproduction, high geographic nobility, rapidly chang-

ing occupations and eoanomic institutions and the risipg cost of, energy

sources will have 'mg effects upon social control mechmbars and options

available to sec:Lays members. While society will still need these bot\sic
o

functions fulfilled, it is clear that no one national oancept of either

the family",or "the neighborhood" will be available as a valiorfoundation

for tolicy formulation.

542
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Type of Decision - Mitring Dominating in the Public Sector 4

In the 1960s policy makers stressed
responsiveness to theconcerns

of the poor, effectiveness in
delivering goals and services, and the re,

presentative nature of the decision-making and delivery systems. In the

1970s these emphases had given way to demands for efficiency, producti-

'vity in the public sector,
ipd:more professionalism and rationality and

less populism in decision-making. In the 1980s, because pf the state of

the economy, these 1970 =owns are likely to'oontinue. To the extent

that they do, the poor are likely to be further excluded from the decision

making process.

(Decision-making in the policy pitcess can follow one of three basic

models. Cne model is the centralized, "standardized criteria," model,.

which stresses rationality,
comprehensiveness, and technical criteria for

choosing among competing courses
of action and values. A second model is

the "disjointed-incrementalist"
approadh, whidh stresses gradual Change and

local self-determination as the result of a final compromise of many com-

peting interests. The-third badic model is the "mixed-scanning" alterna-

tive, which combines the
rational-canprehensive and "disjointed-incremen-

talist" approaches to produce a mix of fundamental and incrementaideoi-

sions. The mixed-scanningmodel, in our judgment; is the most effective

frame of reference for
building access points to the local decisior

making poxes for low-income families. This model will undeigird our pre-

sentation of different approaches tO citizen participation in policy for-

mulation and strategies for
involving low-income citizens in results-or-

,

iented decisionrmaking."-
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Purposes'of Participation

The methodologies and mechanism effective for participation clearly

depend upon ones purposes. In broad.terms, citizen participation in pub-

lic policy making involves goals
which either promote public policy educa-

tion and the development of
leadership potential or the creation of speci-

fic community changes. The methodologies appropriate for attaining these

goals are not necessarily
compatible, since the first is process-oriented.

and the second is results-oriented.

The goal of educating citizens and
decision-makers about public policy

requires incorporatinva representative
cross-section of the population in-

to the decision-Making iYstem and comprehensively identifying problems,

solution options, and probable impacts of choices. In the formulation of

family policy` public policy education
is likely to be the first goal of

citizen participation. Fam4ies with different structures (single parent/

two parent; nuclear/Pxtended; none
/one /two wage earner; orientation/pro-

-creation; primary /reconstituted; "de
facto" versus "de jure") and at

different stages of the life cycle (early family formati-On; families with

school-age children; with children in transition to adulthood; with no

child dependents;, with elderly dependents; or
aging families) will need to

share views on what public policy
regarding families is. useful in their

crnmunity..

The'overall consequences of such participation are
ueknon. The pro-

cess of such debates can lead to developing new leaders. Comprehensive

participation can also alter previous political patterns. Such discussions

might activate more women, minorities, and civic rather than politically-

oriented citizen groups, thus changing the relative importance of these

a
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groups in local community politics...The participatory process itself, with

a stress on articulation of views and leadership development, might be the

purpose.

The goal of creating specific changes usually requires more selective

citizen participation. Because technical and financial resources are need

ed to alter the policy problem, people -with leadership ability and access

to or coritrol over such resources become essential. Because consensus is

needed to implementlebjectives and even to establish specific policies,

like-minded
0
citizens are preferred. With the goal of promoting specifiC ;

.. _

policies, the broad-based constituency developed in the process-oriented

stage is likely to dissipate. Conflicts within the coMmunity might well .

arise.

/

INCORPORATIM CITIZENS INTO THE POLICY FORMATION PROMS

Different societal sectors provide diverse points of access to decision-

!raking, encourage different Methodologies for'interventiOn and lead to

various strategies for incorporating the poor into decision-making. Given

that the local arena is where the low-income people are most likely to have

an opportunity to participate and where the organizational foundations must

be laid for regional, state, and national paiticipation, We focus our atten-

tion upon local decision - making. We address the questions: First, how

might citizens be more effectively and consistently included in the policy

foimulation process: And second, What strategies have been used 'to incor-
,,

.porate low-income people into more results-oriented decision-making?

Pour Major Stages of Citizen Participation -

Citizen participation in public policy. formulation is a broad avenue

of endeavor. It includes a host of methodologies and techniques appropriate

4, r,
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to different stages of the public policy formulation process. To facilita-

te our analysis we have developed an idealized typology of four major stages

of decision-making in the Vocal urban policy formul4m process: the Goals

Stage; the Forum Stage; the Specific Plans Stage; and the Cnarrette Stage.2

This typolcilf makes it possible to relate distinct' citizen participation

methodologies to the Oprogriatestate of the policy process and to select

relevant evaluation strategies:

As Figure 1 shows, the four l.mti stages are characterized in terms

---of-their-sponsor,-format, md-technique3-Ciicitt2en-partizipation,

expected outcamas, nature of the decLsion-Making process, levels of citizen

'involvement and type of decision-naldny modelfundaMental (rational) oi .

incremental (disjoinied)--that is stressed.

This typology essentially follows thamixallscanning approach in that

it provides elements of a rationalistic as well as an incremental policy

process. The overall Plocess as outlined by the.typology is rational in

that it,mcves in a hierarchical faahionfram the general to the particular

in all phases such as information handled and geograPhictize of problem

definition. The process is also incremental in that it builds on citizen

participation as a critical'element of decisiarmaking in a pluralistic

society even if this tends to produce. ad hoc decisions. The broadest and

most general citizen participation.implied in the typology occurs at the

Goals Stage;. the narrowest and most specific interest-group participation

occurs at the Charrette Sta4e. Theoretically, policies should proceed

through all the stages if they are to be handled hierarchicallY and there-

fore yield the greatest results to both the policy makers and the citizenry.

/ . .
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The four stages of the urban policy process outlined in the typology

all exist. What does not exist is any concerted attempt to link these

stages in any kid of conscious decisiarmaking process. Usually urban

areas will utilize only one or two of these stages, mostly the Goals Stage,

and, of course, the tiedific PlaaPoraulation Stage. The least utilized

are the Charrette and Forum Stages. The latter is a newly emerging policy

tool with only several examples
existing nationwide.' The focus of our

analysis is to make a case for the consideration of all these stages as

key components for a decision tusking process that combines the strengths

of rationaliamwith the strengthPiof democratic inorementaliam

If a meaningful mixed-scanning approach is to exist, the fo tion'

of specific urban policies should entail citizen participation in all four

stages prior to any implementation efforts. Given this assumption, it.is

obvious that the outcomes of the previdui stages of participation =vibe

viewed as an input into the process variables and disposing conditions'of

the next stage. If no previous stage exists, Obviously that "lack" is an

input also.

A Model to Evaluate the Four Stages

implicit within the four-stage framework are criteria fOr success and

continuity of citizen participation. Given that the evaluation of thapoli-

cy formulation process can not impose external values, it is necessary to

use the values of citizens and sponsoring agencies as standards. In the

Goals Stage, concrete policy values will presumably be stated explicitly
. -

as part of the final product/outcome. These then became possible standards

by whiCh to evaluate the processes and outcomes of the other stages. The

success criteria of the Specific Plans and the Chsarrette Stages relate back
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to the Goals and Forum Stages.
The Goals and !Crum Stages, however, stress

amount and brehdth of involvement and
the process of citizen participation

more; that is, its representatives,
due process, and openness. In-addition,

the scope and canprehensiveness of
the final products are more stressed than

the utility, effectiveness,
and.acceptability of specific plans or projects,

to specific interest and/'r neighbarhood groups.

Figure 2 depicts the focus of
ennibmaticerrasidered appropriate for

each stage, the most appropriate
tiuing of an'evalnation in each case, the

basic "summon' criteria": to be strolled for eadh, and fornhanthe evabma-.

tiara cudht to be oonducted.: It is
assured that the evaluators will not set

their in or other external goals or valuesas substantive standards for

-euccess for apy stage.

one theoretical connection among the four stegesparticularlY their

sequential-and devalet:mental relaticeship
to earn other -- require an evalua-

tion framework for the entire four stages,.
that is, for the entire process

of citizen participation in/the urban policy clecizion-iskirri process.

STRATEGIES FOR INZCRPCSATING THE POOR7ERTD

rimuLs9,ciumrar, Lecram-trial c (DIRIDIMATICIO

It is clear that rib one pat approach or
strategy will suffice to ensure

low-inomma families meaningful access to the local decisiarneking promo'.

Rather, the evidence points to the need for a, variety of approaches designed

to focus on different access points having potential for affecting policy,

However, it must be made clear that while a variety of strategies are re-

quired, this does not imply
that,ill these are equally valuable to law -insane

families. Rather, each strategy' seeks to repress certain perceived imbalances

in the access to power. ,The nature of these
isbalanoes and the remedy for it

phi
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Goals
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MAJOR STAGES OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
IN LOCALURBN4POLICY FORMULATION

(2) (3) (4)

Usual Sponsor:

Forum Specific Plans Charrette

Public Agencies Nonprofit

and nonprofit bodies

bodies

Planning
agencies

Planning
agencies

Typical formats Continuous_ Continuous atages One -time- event 4

Most prevalent
methods and
techniques of
citizen participation

Large group
discussions
and debates

Large group Formalized

discussions processes;
And debates public hear-

, inge;
'PAC Meetings

Small-group
dynamics

Likely Outcomes: Generalized
macro-policy

Generalized
sub-macro
and micro
policy

Specific
sub-macro and
micro-policy

Specific Micro-
projects

Usual Decisionnaking
Process: Consensus Sectional Technocratic; _Consensus

conflict administrative;
electoral

Typical levels of
citizen involvement:

B

Experts;
Interest groups;
Wider community;
Local community;
Users

Experti;
Interest
groups;
Wider
community;
Local
community;
Users

Experts,' Experts;
Interest Interest groups;

eommunity;
*NriEr! Local community;
community;
Local Users
community;
Users

General Criteria: Majority agree; Majority agree, Majority agree;

Goals are basis Minority pro- Minority pro -

for policy, yet visions; vision; Goals

flexible Goals furthered. furthered; Many
Some specific specific plans
proposals in for majorities
furthering of and minorities.
citizen's goals

Majority agreei
Minority provisi:
Goal' Furthered;
Many specificila
site plazMing fo:
whom.

Typical decisionmaking Fundamental
model

Fundamental Fundamental
Incremental Incremental

Incremental

Note: Asterisk is used to denote emphasis
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FIGURE 2,
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CHARACTERISTICS OP A CONTINUOUS MODEL TO EVALUATE
THE POUR MAJOR STAGES OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

1

- (1) (2) (3) (d)

Goals Forum Specific Plaris Charrette

t

Evaluation Operutional Operational. Operational Operational

Functional Functional Functional Functional

Prigiimmatie Programmatic

Timing: Continuous Continuous One-time.avent

monitoring monitoring and related to

and relate stages I.and 2

to stage 1

Coe-time event
and related to
stages 1. 2
and

Auccess Criteria:
4

Per whom:

Xibunt And , Amount and

hreadth'of breadth of

involvtment involiement

and scope of and comprAen-
final product siveness of

' result

Plans "fit" to
stages 1 and 2

Project "fit"

to stages 1,
2. and 3

Participating
citizens and
sponsoring
agencies

%

Participating Participating Participating

citizens and citizens. span- citizens, spon-

sponsoring soring agencies soring age-cies,

agencies and and group; in and groups in

groups in stages 1 and 2 stages 1, 2 i 3.

stage I. .

Note; *statist is used to denote emphasis.
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STRATEGIES USED EXAMPLE

flan 3

POR INCORPORATING

LOW-INCCN: PEOPLE INTO DECIIIOOKAKINI

KETNODOIOGY/TYPE

OP INTEIVENTICV

ATM= UNOW ,

LYING TREATMENT VIEW Or POOR PROMOTED

PRIVATE SECTOR

Charitable by individual, Carnoqiel ford Dsvolopmental said Paternalistic

business, or foundatitns Poundqicei NM; Demonstration

%arm) IBM grant'

PUBLIC SECTOR

II

I

'Political system

Ra.prosentativ Co-optation Internal political Participatory

advocate

party works:

intervention Indirect

City Nall . Trims Social pliinning Paternalistic

Neighborhood

consolidation

Benign Neglect community DsyslOpont Stimulus-reopen,. Pontius Pilot

Block Grant spending

pathos

Voluntary/Civic

Comunley Organiza- TAnaits action External political Activist/

tion Strategies gro
intervention participant

Administrative PAC, Nee Watchdog, advisory Participatory/

Proceos Strategies Boards
Patornalistic
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Mixed view, disadvantaged

but capable of equality

with development

Political squall, yst

victOta of econcric system,

inlustics end ligsl dis-

crimination. c

Victims of market disequa-

librival social failures

Possible equals, pouibls

victims of economic

system, discrimination,

Wilt failures.

tray

Equal! dilsadvantaged
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FIGURE 3 continued

t

1

1 I

KEIWOMOY/TYPE ATTITUDE UNDER-
/

STRATEGIES USED EXAMPLE
OP INTIM/ICH

LYING MAWR 4 nu or POOR PROMOTED

THIRD SECTOR NW Fin

Noncommunity7based

Riddle -cies,

"Noble's. Oblige",

Legal StrAgey..

hit Shari . Raising socceadatica,
Paternalistic Disadvantaged need

Orporetice 1
J

upper -class help;

victim of injustice

e end discrimihation

Middle -claim . Octada Hilt Market intervention htarniliotio Market failures,

"Noblesse Obliger 'Savannah landluk

,

Economic Strategy
CorporstiCal rehab - .

1
'I

ilitation housing

oubridiSit,

,, .

Fautinity-nased,

to

Self-help, Independent
ity Development

Crissmots stntrol Participatory
Equal, prcaotars a Ai

corporate Strategy
Corporation 1= of policy formulation

con dignity and develp,

and implomentatico
sent
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varies widely,, It is our intention in this section to clarify the various

major strategies for involving low-incomesitizens in the decision-making

process. Tb this end, we have devised a typology coverning nine maj or strate-

gies (see figure 3). Theae strategies are listed according to the societal

sector being used to influence'poiicy making or outcomes. In the U. S.

market-based democracittemeare three sectors in whicli'citizens can parti-

cipate; the private, the public, and.the nonprofit third sector.

The Private Sector.

Lowincome. people, by the fact that they do not possess wealth, position,

and influence atikm relatively little capacity to use the Private sector alone

for their public policy purposes. Occasions do arise, however, when low-in-

come citizens and groups can use grantsmanship skills so that private sector

resources will be allocated for their purposes. As Figure 3 depicts, such

'private sector strateties are parternalistic, charitable, and based Upon a

mixed view of the poor: They are diiiadvantaged but capable of development

with seed money and outside help.

The 'Public Sector

The public sector, consists not only of the political system (the legis7

lative,. judicial, executive/administrative branches or goverment) but also, .

of the voluntary/ciiiic network of society. For public policy purposes the

voluntal.y/civic network is considered here aspart of the public sector be-..

cause of its intimate impact upon the political.system.

'The Political System

PoliLcal participation includes electoral pressure, campaign activity,

use of political parties, interest group tactiai-SUCIFes-lobbyimg...and_use___

of the courts to challenge policies (e.g., Hawkins vs. Shaw,4 a clasS action

suit brought by black residents in which the court held that town services

coiliainct be distributed on a discriminatory basis; and Serrano vs. Priest,5

in which the California State supreme Court held that the state must main-

o
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twin "fiscal neutrality" withdrespect to expenditures for schools) .

Because public,policy is develOped.and implementedat the nhtiakal,

state, regional and local levels,of goverment,.horizontal and vertical

linkages in the decision-making structure are critical. If the policy

formulators and implementors are outside the local level, then effective,

citizen participation will require an organizational network that coinci-

des with that of the policy actors. In other words, a local neighborhood

civic association concerned about family policy will not be effective at

the national and state level unless it has extensive horizontal and verti-

cal links throughout the political system. Flexibility and networking are

essential in the U. S. fragmented federal syst'n. Since to build such link-

ages- is' time-consulting and expensiA, existing organizations such as the'

Canny -pity Action Pgenqies which already have national andisiate networks

are. likely to became the mealani.ensfor low - income citizen participation

in this policy area.

Different kinds of skills are required for different kinds of parti- ,

cipaticn. In general, group activity (e.g., canpaign activity, voting,

and organizational participaticn) is more effective than individual act-

ivity (e.g., citizen-initiated contacts).
Yet Verba and Nie6 and Mladenka7

have found that a greater percentage of blacks contact the government on

a personal or family matter than on a connanual or social matter, and that

although the percentage of blacks who believe the governmentean solve

pressing personal or family problems is greater than for whiies,.a smaller

percentage of la/fEks contact the govenment (23% capered with 40%)..

Strategies for Incorporating the Poor into the'Local Political System

There are three basic strategies used to incorporate the poor into

decision-making by the political system: the Representative, City Hall, .

and Benign Neglect approaches. The Represe_ntativeStratejy is based on

04,
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abandoning notions of "virtual" representation and instead achieving in-
.

fluence via the election and/Or appointment of an area representative who

mirrors the characteristics of the specific subgroup insguestion; e.g. , the

poor. The strategy has several permutations, but the most discrete are:

(1) Loyal Party Nbrker--the representative Who seeks influence for his

grbup.by being a hard worker within tts keel party system; (2) the Advo-

.cate--the political outsider role aciopigd representatives who seek

change via verbal confrontation tectitm; and (3) the Co-opted --the repre-

sentative (usiially appointed) who is present merely in a token capacity

and enjoys no real power or authori.ty. All of these examples follow.the

internal political intervention methodology and see the poor as victims Of

discrimination. There usually is a paternalistic notimitioo to do something

for "my people."
,)

The City Hall Strategies ape the strategies that emerge fromthe Hous-

ing, Community Dwelt:sent, and Plannisg Departments of our large cities,

often in response to theoretical trial balloona expressed by academics.

Prominent maniples are the planning approaches known as "triage," nmei4p/
boxitood oonsolidation," and.lmarginal neiYWomdmoods.".Theseexamples/re,

fleet the current state of economic decline for in our urbaii areas'today.

Planners areas; n-,1 to come up with policy approaches for/dealig

withcontract,; eociv7mtlx: baser urban areas. oHowever, the re-

sult has been a vericz of it.11icies that, While having a physiCal plann.4

oamponcism,. At ham:, sccte...moonoMic planning. They often entail

immediate o> !.erictial Abana-,:-..rent of nsonivable" areas and' the Bel. '.time of

the viahle'ars will receive sca:ce renewal fundirl Ths

pact on poc uraigtiornoodo those who reside therein is intense.'

,.
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On the other him), theilanneriwould-dlaim that the quality of life for

the poor would 1". inproied if ally we could shuffle then aiciund to where

we can servioes f-urtherrrore,the higher rate of neighborhood ef,fici.-

ency could p-r_ .zyr increased benefits. But the fact remains that the plan-

ners are playie.6 Cod with peoples hares, neighborhoods; and liires to an ex-

tent heretofrze impossible* especially since this strategy implies a viers;

of the poor ttv Laing made tip of market dregs and social imxerpetents.

The Beo.itim Neglect Strategy reflects an essentially passive approach;

one that may -met to pressure but will never take the .41.t.istive. This

strategy is.einplwed-by Marty cities partiVarly in the spending of their

Ccmcninity Levelogrent Block Garet Here we me that acet of ,the

ironer ren staffing and a plethma of 'ad hoc small-scale projects that

txsually the result oflqtral neighborhood demands. Often no overall

puLtcy 4,,I.proa:h guides the );11:eiding pattern. The treatment of-the poor is

essentiallpme of "Irorki.s, rzoglect",utere an effective judgnent or baking

Of a .- "ribs, rU3petv..,11 in-favor of a.piecerreal arPiroach to individuals

and groupi expense of viable policy program.

The Voluntan,;',:ivic Network. The voluntary/civic network represents

a public, often rxri-political training ground and policy . Organize-
,

affiliation is a powerful predictor f political cipation.

Praroting.vert::: ripation by tio-inccse people through Mande citizen

dm-ticLir,ticO requirements for federal furids (e.g., parents members of

.J:t.v) care center boards) .and support for developing cccnnunal group con-

e :iousness will, in turn, prorate leadership and participation skills.

/Moog the more cannon strategies for incorporating the poor in e volurr

tary/civic network are comunity organization and administrative, process

strategies.
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The Comunity Organization Strategy is not self-contained but rather

covers a whole list of sub-strategies. They range the gamut from tradi-

tional social work group practice and self-help approaches all:the way to

advocacy and civil disobedience.8 All of these various sub - strategies'

share a-basic methodology: that of exerting pressure on the political

apparatus from outside the system. This strategy takes an activist approach

to the citizens by assuming each can offer something to theCNeralleffort.

While those involved in comunity organization efforts may.feel that the

poor are disadvantaged, or victimized by the societal context in which they

find themselves, by and large their primary viewpoint is based on seeing,

the poor as equals, either actual or potential. This is because the strar

taw is based on the conviction that giVen the same resources as the other

sectors of society (money, expertise, time) the poor can function at the

are level. Any deficiency (and there are many) in power resources, must

simply be made up in organizational hard work. The literature abounds with.

examples of successful caoninity organizations.' activities that involve

the poor. The problem is that the approach has only limited impact due to

a whole list of interdicting factors such aslcarpeting groups, insufficient

neighborhood support, and lack of ldhowledge regarding how to best utilize

scarce political resources.

The Administrative Process' Strategy seeks to gain influence via the

administrative process. Here we find the whole panoply of individual and

group reprdsentatives thattsit on Projedt Area ComMittees, Health Service

Agencies, and a host of other regulatory boards. The idea is to afford.

goverment agency clients, or those affected by agency P9licy, a say in

the ongoing deliberations about policy. Sherry Arnstein has characterized

these watchdog efforts ei being often largely symbolic and not synonymius

.

/,
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with's transferor sharing of real decision-making power. Rather, they are

often associated with a paternalistic approach to citizen participation. Same

studies, however, have shown such boaris to be effective within a local context.

As a result, it can be said that this strategy sees the poor variously as dis-

advantaged or as equals. The strategy places a premium of participatory skills

and opportunities that are often in shorter supply in low-inocre areas as can -

pared with middle-class areas.

The Nopprofit4Third Sector

The nonprofit third sector consists of noncommunity-based and cormunity-

based organiations incorporated by specific groups to achieve specific per-

t,

poses. The strategies associated with them include the nonconnunity-based,

middle class, "noblesse oblige" legal and economic strategies and thconrunity-

based independent carrunity corporate strategy.

The Noncommunity-based Strategies. The Middle-class "Noblesse Oblige"

Legal Strategy has a clear aura of a crusade surrounding it. This strategy

leads to efforts largely initiated and staffed by concerned middle-class

individuals who are committed to improvingthe lot of the poor. One pro-

minent example is that of the Fair Share Housing Corporation, a group which

had its origins in the landmark case of Mt. Laurel, New Jersey. (The case

knocked down exclusionary_ suburban zoning laws and mandated that suburban

counties had to plan for their "fair share' of low-and moderate-in cane hous-

ing.) The Fair Share Housing organization has been established td'help area

politicians,"planners, civic and religious groups in the ongoing planning

necessary for the fair share strategy to be effectively implemntid. Often.

th'ese organizational efforts are carried out regardless of the views of the

supposed beneficiaries. While not oleiming that the issues involved in fair,.

share housing strategies are_sbmple ones, it remains that the proponents of

46.10 040.
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the fair share conoeptmust often assume the role of

lievers.

. stic true be-

The Middle-class "Noblesse Oblige" Hamada Strategy involves many

efforts seeking to stoma unfetted market forces particularly in the hous-

ing area. Such groups as th; nonprofit Octavia Hill Foundationhave been

in existence for nearly 100 years dispensing housing for poor families well

below the prevailing rates. More recently, the private nonprofit Savannah

'Tanbark Corporation has been foamed with the goal of,ensuring the presser=

of lcw-inmme families in the rapidlyrommaging historic core of Savannah by

means of a large hoUsing subsidy program. itat is unique about both of

these housing strategies is that the organizations bey property outright

rather than rely on .the existing owners to participate voluntarily in a

low - inane housing effort. Clearly, this constitutes a maesive market in-

tarvention strategy. The goal of keeping the'presence of low-income fami-

lies in the central areas of our renewing cities is laudable, but clearly

implies a Vied of the poor as being marketlailures and more importantly

being incapable of organizing for their an seli-protection.

Community-Based Strategies

The Independent Corporate Strategy involves establiShing independent

corporate entities in low-income areas. Community Development Corporations

(CcCs), Conninity Action Agencies (CAAs), incorporated community day care

and women's groups are examples of oommity-hased nonprofit organizations.

They are essentiallyArcal, nonprofit corporations that embark on ecommic

or results-oriented ventures in fields as disparate as housing, restaurants,

light/heavyrmatnacturing, empaormab,rraining) and'caterercialjindustrial

development. The basic methodology is toutilize available grants and loans

to begin establishing economic enterprises capable of carpeting in the open

market and contributing to the local eomany. The basic treatment of the
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poor can can be 'termed participatory as each bilividual 1a seen as a po.ar.till

client, employee, neighbor, or bomatfaesber; Since the dm is local eccixo-

sic corporation, it has strong local ties. Its prinary.Viewor.the local poor

Trust betne based on equality.

.-

Skills NecIPA to Participate in the Nonprofit Third hector. The third,

sectornsaprofit strategies require that specific functions be performed by

Lao-bnapae amenity residents if their participation is to be assured and ,

effectimie. ActiVerrestership on the boards of directors is critical,? The

board members mot perform five funetbons in order to have. their participa-

tion matter: (I) provide advice and camel to the corporation'smanagament

that reflects low-Lam:me pexple's priorities; (2) be directly involved in

polky making; (3) supervise policy actrinistratilin and 'implementation; (4)

act to move executive directors who are notyxplementing mandatedpolicy

and to select directors who will listen to loo-inoare interest-al and (5)
0

exercise public leadership for the community. Sumh leadership includes

assisting in the fournation and developrent of oommunity opinions and genera-
.

Um, support for comenity programs and services.

COnclusicrill About the Utility of the Strategies

All the strategies presented here "work" in some fashion. Each may be

the best cne in a given context. All rant remain in our arsenal if a desire

zerbsos to mount an effective effort aimed at Increasing the influence of low

incoMe families: However, the varicus.approadtes While all good, very in one

important consideration; they are built upon different views of the poor.

This difference is not Crucial in the short run (vAven:results rather thah

processes are patrarunt) but become crucial in the long run when the effects

of paternalism socharacteristic of most of the strategies will take effect.

d k
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Local community development authorities and community leaders and groups,

responsible for working with the poor should have a clear-cut policy with

regard to the best nix of strategies to employ so as to best maximize re-

sults as well as maximize effective leadership and community development

processes.

CCNCIUSICHS AND RE021112IDATICHS

1. 13 enhance the participation of low-inoune citizens in the policy formu-

lation process, the mixed-scanning approach outlined in the four-stage typo-f

logy ought to be promoted and followed, This sequential approach to policy

formulation will lead to.an improved and.clarified;olicy planning process

more easily understood by experts and citizens alike, higher quality citizen

Inputs to policy makershigher satisfaction rates'amcnn participants and a

more sysEenotic and meaningful evaluation process. It will also promote

leadership training and cm:amity growth.

2. Low-income people should be made aware of the different points of access

to decision-making in all societal sectors and of how the different structures

are interrelated horizontally and vertically.

4

3. Specific training in'the participation skills required to participate

effectively in each sector should be provided.

4. Citizens whose policy views are not adopted in one sector (e.g., the

public sector) ought to explore pursuing them in the others while simul-

taneously working to change them in the initial sector:

5. Am closer monitoring of intervention
strategies needs to be conducted to

afford the local community and interested
others feedback regarding how their

dollars are being spent and to allow them to plan for both Short-term results

and long-term process.
This monitoring procedure need not be complex. Its

V
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purpose is to serve as a rough indicator of how a particular =enmity is

farina in their struggle for a degree of self-sufficiency. Its aim is to

gain an'appreaiatial.of the type of quality of decisions that affect the

low-incase neighborhood. It is assumed that the monitoring agency will

=pile these scores_ for all Major': programs that have an impact on the area.

/ .

(*hoe this procedure is underwax"lit wirl,halp the relevant agencies and com-

munities plan ahead so as to begin to maximize those intervention progress

that stress process over rCsultS. It 411 also prcrrote public policies that

follow a neighborhood weaning process whereby outside capital will have' a

=enmity building and not just a maintenance or replacement role.
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Mr. WILSON. Thank you, sir. I would just like, because of the
interest here, to include in my presentation the third paragraph of
the introduction: .

Bureaucratic procedures, insensitive professionals, and inappropriate policies and
programs seem to unwantedly intrude on everyday family life. Where programs are
supposed to assist families, the methods of help may actually do more harm than
good. Income assistance programs in many States still force parents to separate
before t.eir children can receive assistance. Services are too frequently located and
delivered at places and times convenient for program administration but not for
access by service consumers. Aggravating these frustrhtions, families say, is a feel-
ing of powerlessness. .

.t
That is why I submit this "Building Access to Decisionmaking for
ow-Income People." To 'me, a way to answer the problem is to
ave an informed, intelligent citizenry. When people know what

their rights are, and have a firm belief that their plight can 1?e

overcome by themselves, you know they will take those opportuni-
ties, and we have many examples,of people who have done that.

In listening to Congressman Garcia's approach to employment, I
would like to say that that is great, but we must take into consider-
ation what are we going to do with the total family.

FAMILY STATUS

Your staff has asked me to respond to a question, and I would
like to respond because I know you are pressed for time, and I
don't want to take too much of my brother's here, John Kehrse's
time, bat No. 5, you asked the question: I am particularly interest-
ed in your recommendations on page 4 of your testimony where
you recommend that coordinated planning be mandated for all the
Federal agencies having responsibility for serving the poor.

If we still hold the family unit as the most valuable thing that
we have in this country today, "then-we must put all our resources
to strengthen and to rehabilitate family units. We have. pm-rams
designed to help LEAA, HUD, CETA, Community Services Pidmin-
istration. It has been my experience that' when, we go in to

and
a

service to a family unit as a community action agency, and we do
an assessment of family need, we find that there needs to be legal
services; there needs to be a home; maybe there needs to be weath-
erization, job training, and so forth. We start one place; say, it is
with the health unit. We get the family into a health care pro-
gram; at the same time, we can't get the member, the head of the
household into a job-training program because the slots are filled
up.

At the same time, in weatherization, our crisis intervention pro-
gram, we can't get the people to receive funds because all the funds
have been used up and they were the last to get h there.

What I am trying to say is thht no one can apply enough of the
resources that are there. and available at the time necessary long
enough to move that family from dependency to where it can
compete in society. I am 'not as eloquent as the rest, and I can't put
it together. I aryl the guy who has to knock on the door on that
person's home and tell them, I am sorry, you are eligible for these
services but there are no more funds for it. I am the guy who
knocks on the door of the private sector or business and says we
need your help in this area, and he tells me, well, you have this
program over., here, you don't need my help, and he can't under-

...) i '
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stand that the program is at full capacity has a waiting line
for it.

Creation of jobs is a great thing and p robably No. but it has
been my experience that if the people do not ready themselves and
f amily units ready' therbselvbs for their ,new economic step, then
you are going to have a bigger problegi than you had before.

Its has always been my experience to see business locate in ghetto
areas. The business builds a beatitiful new plant there, and it has a
lot of jobs there, but the criteria for those jobs are so high that the
people living around that area can't have it, and what happens is
there is development in that area, the people who cannot meet the
criteria for the jobs are relocated someplace else, and the folks who
can meet the criteria move in, and we have new communities.

I have only been here a few d'ays in Washington, Er.C.,'and I fee
that same thing happening in the inner city. So I think you cannot
have one program to meet one specific' kind of need, and think it
going to_solye all of the problems, and' I think if we don't Sta t
coordinking our .Federal and private agency resources, we a e
wasting money and creating problems we will not be \able to solve.

, Thank you very much. Congressman.
[The attachment to Mr. Wilson's statement followSl.

0
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POWT.R.S AN-D trsc-rioNs Or COO:T.-r.-7 ArriO.N AGtCIMS
.

S Le. 212. (a) In order to carry out its 'overall respolsibility for

psprming coordinating. evaluating. and adnii.tisterIntz a Community'
nave authorityoeogram, a co qcommunity action ency mgt

untie( its charter or applicable law to receive and administer

funds under this title, funds and contributions from 'private or local

pubic sources whi.sh may be used in support of a community action

program, and funds uhder any Federal or State .kssis:ance program

pursuant to which a puklic or private nonproftt agency (as the case

may be) organized in accordance with this par. could act as grantee.

contractor . or sponsor of projecs appropriate for inolusionin a com-
munity action pr-grara. A community action agency must also be

empowered to transfer funds so received, and to delegate powers .

to other agencies, subject to tlie powers of its governing b-ofrd and.itr

overall program responsibilities. This power to transfer funds and
mdeleate powers must include power to make transfers and dele

gation, covering aoraponents ojec s in all cases where tins will

contri:,...e to elciency nd effects enes or otherwise further program

objectives.
(b) In exercisingit powers and carrying out. ::s overall responsi-

bility for a community action program. a community action agency

slall have, subject to the pit:poses of :his title, at leatt tie following
functions:

(1) running systematically for and 'evaluating the nrograrn;
including actions to developmfermation as to tne problems and
causes of poverty in the scommunity, determine how much and

effectively s5 stance is being provided`to deal with those
problems and Louses. and--estabhsli Prioriiies among projects.
activities and areas as needed for :Xe"..t.est ar.d most acient. use

resources.
21 Encouraging agencies engaged inacnvittes ressiecto

community action program to ilian for, secure and' .dminister as-
sistance aallible under title cr f. ore othe sources or. a
common or cooperative bests: providing rlarx.int or technical
a,s'sance to .those agencies;;anc cooperazion with .

community agencies and ofin:els. u-ndertak:ing actions to improve.
existing eloris to attack povberty,-such as improving dayto-day
counication. closing service gap,s, focus:sic resources or. th.v. ,

mos: nesdv. and providing aaditiona oppormnitiekto low-income
individuals for regular employment or pal-tic:pa:ion in the pro-
crams or.actiVizies for which :hoy community agencies and om-
dais are reePonsible.

(et Initiatinc and sponsoring proiects responsiv to needs of
the poor which-are no: otherwise bel'ne met. with p rzivuiRr, em-
phasis on providing central or cornrrion serrices that can be drawn
upon by a variety of relatzd programs. developing nevapprcaches
or new types of services that can be incorporated into other pro-
crams. anc filling gaps pending :he expansion or modification of
those programs. \

(4) ..-..stablishing effective procedures by which ;he poor and
area resident; concerned will be enab;ed ro irOuence siti..character
or programs affe-tut_ their Interests. rroriding for tl,leir reculnt
partic:pat:on in the imnlementation of those prorrams. and'pro-
vickpg technical and other support needed to enable the rorn- and
aeiamborhoo3 groups to secure on their Own behalf available as-
s:stance from nublie and priv se sources.:

(L) Jo;-;-,g rich and encouraging business. labOr. and other
private croups and organizations CO uhdertake. tcgether with
publicocials and agencies.. activitiesciMsurport of the commu-
iliac action program which will result is the additional use of
priVli,.e resources and ganahilities. with a view to such things as
aevescping new employment opnortuniti.s. stimulating' invest-
men: that will have a measurable impact in reducing poverty
among residents- of areas of eonce---atec poverty. and.providing
methc;ds by residents ofthose areas can work 4sith private
groups, firms. a:-.1,institutions ir. seeking,solutions to problems of
common concern.. I
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\ Ilt004-133

Sac. 210. (a) A comm. actior. agentv shall be a S:ate or politi-
cal subdivision' of a Statv ;rag elected'or duly aPpointed govern.
ing officials), or a combiz of such political .surodivi.sions, or a
public ar.private nonproil.. ,. ney or organization which has been
designated by a State or suc:- .:41tiell subdivizion or combination
of such subdivisions, or an In&,".., '.:Rial government, which .

(I). has the poafer and au..i: -;:y end will perform the functions

title, andtio s to assist in fulfilling the pua- .. c.-. : :, his

set crth in section 212,.inclunin , 'T 'nower'to enter into Om-
tra ts with public and private ...,:',a !"' ...gencies and organize-

4) is determined to be capable of :, . ag, conducting, ad-
mintsterinw and evaluating a cornmn.. ion 9rogram and is
otIrrently 'designated as a ceninvr:I. .on agency by the
Director.

arnmunity 'action program is a t.: . .: t.. . nd. operate

I_N which includes or is des.:-.,:." a.,... i.:;r'. e a 5.1'1m-A t..;:n-.
.' ,.. projects or components {1 proritiv. 1 St ,'. '.. mare of
.' .,"-:; and activities hiring a sm.. ' 't pe pc, ntiv.IlY major

on causes of poverty in tiat- .:::...tm..eity or theie areas
where. poverty ;s 3 C50.1.3Uiltrry acute N'oblam:

' y.. :: bas been. developed. ant' which orgarizPA and COM-

jir.... .5 corpponent projects and anivities, in a Intr.:let appro-
. or..-.' ,.t. carry put all the purpas,-. of this Cale; via

Iicli conforms to such other supplernanta7 criteria as
' ref. L-:0 nay prescribe consistent with tise purposes and
rrovlsions ca tl.is title. . .

1%.:
Come-nents of a community actio' r: program may be admin-

istered b".. the community tion at:env% where consistent wits sound
one:AEI:lent itanszement and applicable law. or by , other :latencies.

They is be prciects eligible for assistance under this title, or project
.S assisted from ether public or private sources: and they may he

either specially designee to meet local needs, or de-signed pursuant
to the eligibility standards of a State or Federsi pro..grain

inassistance to a particuiar hind of activity which will help n meeting
those needs. .

. e

,(c) For the purpose of this title, a community xaniy be a city, county,
> multicity. or multIcou.nty unit. an Indian reservation. or a neighbor-

hood or other area (irrespective of boundarigs or political subdivi-
sions) which provides a suitable organizational base .and possesses

commonality of interest needed for a community action program.
The Director shall consult with the ,,,eads of other Federal agencies
res.ponsible for programs relating to .work and training prom-at:v.
physical and ...conornic development housing. education. laealtli, end
other community services to encourage the establishment of coal:-
minous oi complementary 1.c:undo:nes for planning purposes rrnong

those programs and community action programs assiized under this
t it It. .

(d) The Director may`desir -ate and provide financial ascistance le
a public or private nonprofit aktncy as a'comtbunity action agency
in lieu of a community action airncy designated under subsection (a\
for activities of the kind descril ea in this title where he determines
(1) that the domnaunity action agency serrinc, the commvoity has
failed, after having a reasonable opportunity to do so, to bubmit a
satisfactory plan for a community action program which ineets.the
criteria for approval set forth in this title. or to carry out such an

satisfactory manner. ov (2) that neither the State nor any
quaiifiee politica: subdivision or combination of sne:i subdivisions is
wilfing.to be designated as the ccar'nunity tactic n agency for such
community or to designate. a _public Or Private. v.:profit agency or
organization to.he SO designated b7 the Director.,-,

,
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(e) No poll :al subdivision of a State shall be included in the com-
munity action prorani of a. community action agency designated
-under section 210(0 if the elected or duly appointed governing of-
.ficials of such political subdivision do not wb to be so included.
Seel; political subdivision. and arir public or private nonprofit organi-
ration or agency designated by i:. snail be eligible for desinnation as
a' community action avency on.the same basis as other polt:ical
divigions and their designees.

if) In carrYinz out his responsibilities under this part the Director
me, delegateSuch functions (other-than pclicymaking and

the final approval of artints_and Contracts; to a State. in accordance
with 'criteria and[guidelineS esiablisherl- by him: as.he'cleems r:ppro
prince. except that no each delegation shill ;mite place unless all the
community action agencies within such State formally indicate t"neir
approval of such proposed deiezatinn. except that whcilever such dele
;,tired functions include the authority to approve pro:zrams within
such State the Direetcr shall make available to the State. in addition
to an amonnt. not less than the amolmt made available to such State
for State ac,,eney assistance under section the pre: ions ftcal
year. an amount in each fiscal year eaaal :a State's sha..e`(as d-
:ermined bv the formula set forth in :lie I^:/71 secticr;

22.5(a :1 of. the atrarecate amour.: inae available riurinti fis-al

year entrma June SO. r the opera:Ma of regional 6:', -es ..2f the

Office of r.conomic -Opportunity.
r4 r C. =MI Er.ae:ecKFAUr.F; C. ei,;nt. Fe^. 74 S:n:.

amended Ilecerzt.er 1K7, f,:22. see. sm,,zded
sar 4. 747r. see. au-.etie! July c. 2P7m.14 e '7,, PO S.:a: $o?se

The CHAIrMAN. Thank you very much for an interesting presen-
tatibn. I will wait until we conclude with all the opening remarks
before we get to questions.

Mr. KeFrse?
STATEMENTOF JOHN HEARSE

KE.A11.4n. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee. My name is John L. Kearse, and I am the chief execu-
tive .officer the 7..coriomic Opportunity Commission of Nassau
County, In...., in Heirpstead,

The Econuic Opportunity Commission 'of Nrwsau County". it a
community action agency and had the distinction of being at the
same time a community development `cur ration, previously
funded under titIt VII- of the Commtutity- Services Administra-

.

tionCSA.
As I proceed with my testimony, you will see thatwe will appear

to be a mass; ConizadictOry factors and circumstances such as I
have described above. We did enjoy the distinction of being the ,
only community action agency in the country which was both
community a.;tion Ligo,.icy and a title VII community economic
development co-- -oration under the Community Servics Adminis-
tration--CS.A=legi 31ation until 1978.

Another seemingly apparent 'contradictory condition 'would be
the fact that I would be testifying before this committee today
regarding its concerns over the problems of the urban areas, when
in fact our. age ricy ap:1 program is in one of the clearly; identified
suburban areas of New York

I trust as we proceed with our presentation th.-it the coram#tee .

will understand more Ciearly why, in cr..1. -.Tinion, we die .eminent.,
ly qualified to participate in this- kind discussion and also why
we know that any deliberation regarding the crisis of the urban

t.. 1.7
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somecenters would be incomplete without some attention being paid to
its suburban surrounding areas.

I suspect that the committee already has this kind of insight into
the problems concerning it or else I would not have been. invited. I
would like to, commend you on your foresightedness in this regard.:
It' goes a long way toward rpstoring both my respect and confidence
in the Members of congrea as persons very much concerned with
trying to improve the quality of life for people in our American
society. There was a period of time when this was held in a very
questionable position by. me.

I entered into this field of human services in the year. 1967,
having quit out of frustration my employment with the State of
New York as a parole officer charged with the responsibility of
trying to enhance the reentry of convicted felons. back into the
mainstream of their communities. I entered the antipoverty field
with a kind of selfcommitment to give perhaps 3 years of my life to
this effort so that I would have made a contribution of trying to
improve `the quality of life for many of my brethren who have not
been as fO4unate as I, and then moving on to the furtherance of
my own self-interest as a family man. A. deviation from the state=
ment: I encountered exactly what my colleague was describing in
terms of the lack of coordinated efforts focused 'upon helping me to
achieve that task. The irony of the fact is that I came, I find,
unprepared today to respond' to a very, very important question,
and that is the question of coordination planning. Coordination is
mandated by law already. It is mandated in the CSA Act under
section 236. It is not implemented, nor is it monitored, nor is it
enforced.

POVERTY

It is not that there has not been an attempt on the part of the
legislative body to seek coordination between the various agencies
that somehow are perceived as serving the needs of the Poor,
because that, too, is a law, on the books. There is a law on ,,the
books which mandates that all Federal programs must state and
all applicants for Federal funds must state in their application how
their funds will affect the problems of poverty in areas being
funded.

Remembdr, we were fighting for the poverty clause in the plat-
form of 1976, the Spirit of 1976, and that clause came out very
quietly in the Federal Register, without any fanfare, but there it
said very specifically that any Federal agency providing funds to
any area out of any department or agency of the,Federal Govern-
ment must state how the funds they are putting out will impact
upon the problem of poverty in that funding.

It is -ignored..It is being entirely ignored. But it is a matter of law
today. I just wanted td get that on the record, because it bears
researching, but it also bears something else; it bears policing,
because certainly what we have been sharing here is the fact that
this is not enforced, definitely not enforced today.

I would like to go back to the statement.
Today is July 30, and I have not been able to extricate myself

from this work during the time between 1967 and the present. I
have stayed with this program _because of my
standing of .the fact that the community action agencies, maintai
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ing the closest contact with the people of need in most impover-
ished communities, through its mechanisms which provide those
individuals to be served with the opportunity to participate in
policy and delisio.nmaking: processes to develop plans by which to
change their' :ondition, is one of, if not the most viable mechanism
existing w:thin the human services field today. That has not
changed. I ..ave learned over time that people having.an opportuni-
ty to be involved i making determinations regarding their own
destinies are more Lummitted to seeing to it that those gains which
they achieve through their efforts because of their vested interest,
not only in terms of sweat-equity, but in terms' of actually being
the architects of those designs. They work harder to maintain those
gains.

It has been both an exciting and terribly frustrating period of my
life.

I would like to be presumptuous- enough to suggest to the com-
mittee to consider the following as a part of its concerns around
the urban problem by approaching them from a metro-urban per-
spective.

URBAN CENTER PROBLEMS

I would like to suggest that, part of the reason why we have been
unsuccessful in our attempts to solve the problems of the urban
centers per se, apart from the fact that there is no national policy

or commitment to do so, is due in part to the fact that we have
approached those problems from too narrow a perspective as to
what they really are and what the cause of those problems really,
are. ,

In our legislative and policymaking deliberations we as a country
have 'forgotten a very basic concept regarding the evolution of our
urban centers. We have:forgotten how they came into being. Think
with me if you will of a, group of circles within a circle as a
description of what constitutes most of our urban centers of today.
I have appended a rather simplistic diagram of this concept to
hopefully stimulate our thinking on this issue. That diagram is on
the following page. What it does is that it shows how cities are
born, urban centers are born. The core of that development is the
industrial center, the industrial or economic activity center. Closest
to it you will find those individuals who are the low-income work-

ers, because that is the less preferential area to reside in. It then
turns out to be the area in which they can afford to live.

In going further, to the next concentric circle, you find the blue-
c011ar worker, the middle management type individual, and you
find that they are able to afford a little better accommodations, so
that is whet they live.

Then you go to tl,e managers and the owners, in the last concen-
tric circle, and you nd much better accommodations because they
can afford th- car a.id the cost of maintaining those units in which
they live, anc therefore they live on the outer fringes. And some-
where in between the blue-collar 'and white-collar areas is the
suburban area I represent.

I would ako inject that tne service population which must exist,
within the circle of the white-collar community who are impover-
ished and segregated because, of the pattern of housing develop-
ment and attitude in this country, live in mean poverty. Poverty'
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for them is excruciatingly mean, because in that concentric circle
the cost of living is extraordinarily high; the cost of goods and
services is extraordinarily high, because the majority of the popula-
tion can afford it. Those who make their living by serving that
area, however, are forced to live within those same cost indexes in
terms of the same cost of services, same cost of living, which they,
of course; cannot readily afford.

Since the earliest days of our recorded history, we have identified
areas of high population concentration and economic activity as a
metropolis. Somewhere and soinehow, 'as it became more and more
necessary for the Federal Government to become involv in assist-
ing, and localities in dealing with problems, our legislative lexicon
dropped its reference to 'metropolitan areas and replan it with
urban and rural to distinguish areas of focus intent.

History snows us that according to the economic c clir- and
growth of the cores of economic activity that the second in inrist
circle would become more and more compressed and ov rcrowded
with these low-income workers until, perforce, the' pulation
would spill oven into the next circle. This movement frdm within
the core would set up a ripple effect which could not be contained
or held back.

The next circle would have to be revamped to accommodate new
housing demands and'service requirements. I don't wish to belabor
'the point,, but instead of government moving into the inner areas
to cleah up and repair the damage done by,the excessive forces of
overpopulation and overburdened services once the ripple effect
adjustments ,had taken place, these inner core areas were left in
their various states of blight and disrepair in the hopes that the
economic and industrial cores would consume or subsume them
through their growth.

In those areas where that was not an accelerated growth, low-
income people continued to develop. Unfortunately, blight is an
inexorable force which, when neglected, cannot be held in check. It
moved once again into the next circle and began to bring it down
again, thereby beginning a new ripple effectas the populace sought
to escape its forward motion. I want to make this relate to the,
District. We have here instead of an_industrial center, we have a
complex of governmental bureaucracy and agencies. It is the core
of this urban area. The next concentric circle would be taking a
stroll down to 14th -Street ,and keeing where the low-income poor
people were left to-. reside and the disrepair that continues to
rernain ikhis district.

You move further down to the next concentric circle, and you
will find Your middle- management 'people who can arTord to live in
a little better area such as Silver Spring, and you find that their
areas now are beginning to show the first signs of the pressure that
is being mounted from the inner core out toward Silver Spring.

You move past Silver Spring, and you come on the line of the
District, and you move across into Columbia, Md.; going the other
way you are going to be moving into Reston, and so forth, but you
will see this force'because of the fact that nothing is being done to
correct and repair the second concentric circle. It is beginning to
have a definite impact, negative impact, upon the succeeding con-
centric circles.

572
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Now, what is going to happen? Hopefully, or we were promised
after the riots of 1967 and 1969 that certainly the Nation's Capital ?

was going to put itself back into repair. We are now in 1980, and I

what wg see is the beginning of that renaissance, but what we are 1

always 'beginning to understand is that renaissance is a renais-
sance, because this is not an economic complex, but is, in effect, a I

&governmental. and bureaucratic complex; what we are seeing is
that the second concentric circle which would normally belong to
the low-income .individual who in our instanm is predominantly

1%3 minority folk, are being' forced out of that circle, the area is being'
repaired, but it is being repaired an,d rehabilitated in a way which 1

makes it impossible for those people who were, born, raised, and I

lived there, to remain there, because those same units that nobody 1

,bothered to help them -repair are suddenly being repaired by people 'I
-- who h.a.re found that the pressures have made their areas unattrac-

tive. so that they are coming back, the white- collar concentric circle
is coming back to the center of activity, and they are beginning to i
repair those units, and those units are, now being marketed at 1
prices in excess of $100,000, where poor people used to we. And I
certainly no poor person can afford to live there once t ey have
been rehabilitated.

All of the plans that have been put forward by the Di rict to,
mount a rehabilitation ,effort have failed. I am not going to say
they failed purposely, or otherwise; I am kist saying they have
Tailed. But suddenly now the white-collar element is coming back,

. :and that is beginning to work, and it is beginning to do the job, and
people are being forced out, and they are being forced out into the
next concentric 'circle, and we will see that next concentric circle is
going to be raving the same problems that 14th Street, et cetera,
used to'have. .

I

Unfortunately, as we look at the histOry of most of our metri
I

°-
urban areas in ,trouble today, we find that the next response was
from the economic and industrial core. They moved themselves
somewhere, near the outer urban circles, deserting what was the
core of the area, and promoting the development of a new set of
circular development. That is why I wanted to deviate from he
statement, because this application would have application in most
other areas as we know them in urban centers. But the District is

) .

different because of what constitutes its activity.
One again, I don't wish to belabor the development of wha,1 we

have/as our real problem today, the metro-urban areas. While the
ec'nomic and industrial circles are able to move with relative ase,
9fir human services support systems are unable to move as qui kly.

Mass transit cannot expand immediately to carry the low-in ome
laborers to worksites; social services systems don't move as ra idly
to relocate; police services cannot expand as rapidly as they s ould
and crimes increase; affOrdable housing is not immediately a aila-
ble; educational systems are not as easily duplicated.

Suddenly inadequate service .and life support systems become
even more inadequate and our metro-urban problems proliferate. I
don't wish .to falsely convey the 'notion- that I am discounting our
playing down the, high price which we, h'ave been, and continue to
be, willing to pay as a country for the maintenance of our racially

; t, -fr...
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discriminating systems mid its contribution to the problems we
have in America the Great.

All of this banter was to suggest that in order to solve a problem
one must be clear as to what it is and then a solution can be
developed by intervening at the proper place. I, of course; have a
biased opinion which guides me in my work. Simply .stated,
believe that metro-urban problems can best be solved by 'govern-
ment helping to break the historical evolutionary pattern. 'of the
concentric socioeconomic circles by going back to the deserted'cores
and empowering the deserted poor so that they are able to recreate
the industrial and economic activities which once gave vitality to
their areas, as they see fit. I was pleasantly surprised, though
somewhat shocked, at Congressman Garcia and his teaming dp
with Congressman Kemp. I know both of them from work experi-
ence, and he is right; they are oil and water in most instances. But
I was also pleasantly surprised to understand exactly what I am
§uggesting here is exactly what appears to be being suggested in
the piece of legislation they pre trying to put together. Ttie ques-
tion you raised, Mr. Chairman, regarding what enterprise zones
are, I ant suggesting where an enterprise zone needs to be placed. I
am further suggesting that there is a way in which to control that
because it doesn't necessarily. mean that the private sector has
their way in terms of coming back into the core areas. What it
means to me, and what I will certainly be trying to convince
Congressman Garcia and probably Congressman Kemp of, is the
fact that let's deal with the multinationals and our major corporate
structures, and say to them that in your expansion and conversion
designs we want you to relocate or locate your efforts in that inner
core. That is private sector expansion, but what I am also saying is
that is private sector expansion which is only coming in based on
the fact that they are going to train the people Who reside within
that area to become the future managers and operators of that
expansion operation as their contribution to the restoration of the
urban core centers.

IBM, certainly after it has done its job of expansiodand training,
as it has done in Bed-Stuy, that one small expansion of a plant,
doing one particular element of a job, does not make or break that
corporate entity, and they have begun to have discussions about
moving out and leaving that plant to the community, as the man-
agers, and working with them and guaranteeing them subcontracts
which will keep them in, business as a party of the corporate entity
and structure.

The private sector can do that..I see, too, that the new'enterprise
zones and other things, constitute what could become a Marshall
'plan for the prior in this country. I am not going to exclude the
Federal Government, because the Federal Government has a very
legitimate role and responsibility in terms of restoration of those
core, areas. Further on in my testimony I talk about how the
installation of 'a Federal 'operation promises . to be the catalytic
fofce which will restore the economic juices to what was a declin-
ing and deteriorating area within one of our communities. So the
Federal Government can very easily do that by placing one of their
offices in a detehorated core area ,and stimulate, if you will, the
reentry of other economic juicesl. into the arta, which will begin to

574 kf
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improve its economic base and to enhance that area and- give
people some incentives to help in that development, participate in
that development, and become, if you will, in my jargon, I talk
about coowners of their economic base.

I talk about Cie Federal Government, but I am also talking about
the State and local government. They can do those jobs in some of
our areas.

I am sorry to deviate so much from the statement, but that was
just so appropriate; as I said, I was surprised to have the Honor-
able Congressman make the presentation.

I want to go back and repeat what I am. saying. I am saying that
I believe that the metro-urban problems can best be solved by
government helping to break the historical evolutionary pattern of
the concentric socioeonomic circles by going back to deserted cores
and empowering the deserted poor so that they are able to recreate
the industrial and economic activities which once gave vitality to
their areas, as they see fit.

With that kind of vested interest the perpetual dependent will
become the self-sufficient independent generating most of the solu-
tions to their own problems. I also believe that agencies such as
mine, the community action agencies and community development
corporation dedicated .to helping people to help themselves with
their roots, organizational support, and deciiionmaking structured
so as to include the affected grassroot communities, is still 'the best
mechanism through which to accomplish these goals.

[Mr. Kearse's complete statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN L. KEARSE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ECONOMIC
OPPOOUNITY COMMISSION OF NASSAU COUNTY. INC.

July 30, 1980

GOOD MURNING M.R. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE CJMMITTEE. MY NAME IS

JOHN L. KEARSE, I AM THECHIEF EXECUTIVE CFFICER OF THE ECONOMIC OP-

PORTUNITY COMMISSION,OF,NASSAU COUNTY, INC., IN HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK..

THEECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION OF NASSAU COUNTY IS A COMMUNITY AC

TION AGENCY AND HAD THE DISTINCTION OF BEING ATTHE SAME TIME A COMMUN-

ITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PREVIOUSLY FUNDED -UNDER TITLE VII OF THE

COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (CSA). AS I PROCEED WITH MY TESTIMONY

YOU WILL SEE THAT WE WILL'APPEAR TO BE A MASS OF CONTRADICTORY FACTORS

AND CIRCUMSTANCE SUCH AS I 1MVE DESCRIBED ABOVE. WE DID ENJOY THE DIS-

TINCTION OF BEING THE ONLY COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY IN THE COUNTRY WHICH

WAS BOTH COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY ANU.A TITLE VII COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DE-

VELOPMENT CORPORATION UNDER THE COMMUNITY SERVICES_ADMINISTRATION (CSA)

LEGISLATION UNTIL 1978. ''ANOTHER SEEMINGLY APPARENT CONTRADICTORY CONDI- .

TIQN AWLD BE THE FACT THAT I WOULD BE TESTIFYING BEFORE THIS COMMITTEETO-

DAY REGARDING ITS CONCERNS OVER THE PROBLEMS OF THE URBAN AREAS, WHEN IN

FACT OUR.AGENCY AND PROGRAM IS IN OF THE CLEARLY. IDENTIFIED SUBURBAN

AREAS OF NEW YORK CITY. I TRUST AS WE PROCEED WITH OUR PRESENTATION THAT

THE COMMITTEE WILL UNDERSTAND MORE CLEARLY WHY, IN OUR OPINION, WE ARE EMI -

QUALIFIED TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS KIND OF DISCUSSION AND ALSO WHY WE

KNOW THAT ANY DELIBERATION REGARDING THE CRISIS OF THE URBAN CENTERS WOULD

BE INCOMPLETE WITHOUT SOME ATTENTION BEING PAID TO ITS'SUBURBAN SUAROUND-

INGS.

I SUSPECT THAT THE COMMITTEE ALREAD1 .HAS/THIS KIND OF INSIGHT INTO THE PRO-

nLEMS CONCERNING IT OR ELSE I WOULD HAVE NOT BEEN INVITED. I WOULD LIKE TO

COMMEND YOU ON YOUR FORESICHTEDNESSINTH/S REGARD. IT GOES A LONG WAY.TO-

,WARDS RESTORING BOTH MY RESPECT AND Mur-rmzE :N THE MEMBERS dF CONGRESS

.57r
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AS PERSONS VERY MUCH CONCERNED WITH TRYING TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE

FOR PEOPLE IN OUR AMERICAN SOCIETY.
\
THERE WAS A PERIOD OF TIME WHEN THIS

WAS HELD IN AVERY QUESTIONABLE POSITION BY ME.

INTRODUCTION

I ENTERED INTO THISFIELD OE HUMAN SERVICES IN THE YEAR 1967, HAVING QUIT

OUT OF FRUSTRATION MY EMPLOYMENT WITH THE STATE OF NEW YORK AS A PAROLE OF-

FICERCHARCED WITH THRE RESPONSIBILITY OF TRYING TO ENCHANCE THE RE-ENTRY

OF CONVICTED FELONS HACK INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF THEIR COMMUNITIES. I EN-

:

TERED THE.ANTI-POVERTY FIELD WITH A KIND OF SELF COMMITMENT TO GIVE PERHAPS

THREE (3) YEARS DF MY LIFE TO THIS EFFORT. SO THAT I WOULD HAVE MADE A

CONTRIBUTION OF TRYING TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR MANY OF MY BRETH-

EP.N. WHO HAVE NOT BEEN AS FORTUNATE AS I, AND THEN MOVING ON TO THEFURTH-
a"

ERANCE OF MY OWN SELF INTEREST AS A FAMILY MAN,

.
TODAY IS JULY 3U, 1980 AND'I'HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO EXTRICATE MYSELF

FROM THIS WORK DURING THE TIME 3ETWEEN 1967 AND THE PRESENT. I HAVE STAY-

ED WITH THIS PROGRAM BECAUSE OF MY UNCHANGING UNDERSTANDING OF:THE FACT

THAT ThE COMMUNITY ACTIpAGENCIES, MAINTAINING THE CLOSEST CONTACT WITH

THE PEOPLE OF NEED IN MOST IMPOVERISHED COMMUNITIES, THROUGH.ITS MECHANISMS

WHICH PROVIDETHOSE INDIVIDUALS TO BE SERVED WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTI-

CIPATE IN POLICY ANDDESCISION MAKING PROCESSES TO DEVELOP PLANS BY WHICH

TO CHANGE THEIR CONDITION, IS ONE OF, IF NOT THE MOST VIABLE MECHANISM EX-

TISTING WITHIN THE HUMAN SERVICES FIELD TODAY. I HAVE LEARNED OVER TIME

THAT PEOPLE HAVING AN OPPORTUNITY TO BE INVOLVED IN MAKING DETERMINATIONS

REGARDING THEIR OWN DESTINIES ARE MORE COMMITTED TO SEEING TO IT THAT THOSE

GAINS:WHICH THEY ACHIEVE THROUGH THEIR EFFORTS BECAUSE OF THEIR VESTEDIN-

TEREST,NOT ONLY INTERNS OF SWEAT-EQUITY, BUT IN TERMS OF ACTUALLY BEING THE

ARCHITECTS OF THOSE DESIGNS. IT HAS BEEN BOTH AN EXCITING AND TERRIBLY
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FRUSTRATING PERIOD OF My LIFE,

THE PROBLEM IN PERSPECTIVE

I WOULD LIKE TO BE PRESUMPTUOUS ENOUGH TO SUGGEST TO THE COMMITTEE TO CON-

SIDER THE FOLLOWING AS A PART OF ITS CONCERNS AROUND THE URBAN PROBLEM BY

APPROACHING THEM FROM A "METRO-URBAN" PERSPECTIVE,

I WOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST THAT PART OF THE REASON WHY WE HAVE BEEN UNSUCCESS-

FUL IN OUR ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF THE URBAN CENTERS, APART FROM

THE FACT THAT THERE IS No NATIONAL POLICY OR COMM/TOE T TO DO SO, Is.00E

IN PART TO FACT THAT WE HAVE APPROACHED THOSE PROBLE*FROM TOO NARROW A

PERSPECTIVE AS TO WHAT THEY'REALLYARE AND WHAT THE CAUSE OF THOSE .PRO-

BLEMS REALLY ARE. IN OUR LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY MAKING DELIBERATIONS WE

. AS A COUNTRY HAVE FORGOTTEN A VERY BASIC CONCEPT REGARDING THE EVOLUTION

Or OUR URBAN CENTERS. WE HAVE FORGOTTEN HOW THEY CAME INTO BEING. THINK

-

WITH ME IF YOU WILL OF A GROUP OF CIRCLES WITHIN A CIRCLE AS A DESCRIPTION

OF WHAT CONSTITUTES MOST OF OUR TAN CENTERS OF TODAY. I HAVE APPENDED A

RATHER SIMPLISTIC DIAGRAM OF THIS CONCEPT TU HOPEFULLY STIMULATE YOUR THINK-

ING Og TRIS ISSUE.

SINCE THE EARLIEST DAYS OF ouRRECORDEREDHISTORY WE HAVE IDENTIFIED AREAS

OF HIGH POPULATION CONCENTRATION AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AS A "METROPOLIS".

SOMEWHERE AND SOMEHOW, AS IT BECAME MORE AND MORE NECESSARY FOR THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT TO BECOME INVOLVED IN AsSIsTING,AND LOCALITIES IN DEALING WITH

PROBLEMS, OUR LEGISTATIvE LEXICON DROPPED ITS REFERENCE. TO METROPOLITAN

AREASAND REPLACED IT WITH URBAN AND RURAL TO DISTINGUISH AREAS OF FOCUS IN-

TENT. LETS LOOK FOP A MOMENT AT THE DIAGRAM.

A. THE INNERMOST CIRCLE REPRESENTS THE INITIAL CON-

Gj
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CENTRATION OF ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY,

B. THE NEXT CIRCLE REPRESENTS THE AREA OF LEAST DE-

SIRABLE RESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE, IN TERMS OF ITS

PROXIMITY TOTHE ECONOMIC AND INDUSTIAL CURE, AND

IT WAS HISTORICALLY LEFT-70 THE LOW - INCOME WORKING

CLASS,FOR OCCUPANCY

C. THE NEXT CIRCLE REPRESENTS THE NEXT INCOME LEVEL

(FLUE- COLLAR) AS THE RESIDENCE BECAME A BIT MORE

ATTRACTIVE AND FUNCTIONAL.

D. THE NEXT CIRCLE REPRESENTS THE WHITE-COLLAR IN-

COME LEVEL RESIDENTIAL AREAS.

E. AND FINALLY, THE ENSUING CIRCLE REPRESENTS THE

MANAGERS AN OWNERS RESIDENTIAL AREAS.

HISTORY SHOWS US THAT ACCORDING TO THE ECONOMIC CYCLING AND GROWTH OF ,

THE CORES OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY THAT THE SECOND INNERMOST CIRCLE WOULD BE-

.COME MORE AND MORE COMPRESSED AND OVER CROWDED WITH THESE LOW- INCOME WORK-

EPS UNTIL, PERFORCE, THE POPULATION WOULD SPILL OVER INTO THE NEXT CIRCLE.

THIS MOVEMENT FROM WITHIN THE CORE WOULD SET-UP A RIPPLE EFFECT WHICH COULD

NOT BE CONTAINED OR HELD BAck, THE NEXT CIRCLE WOULD HAVE TO EE REVAMPED .

TO ACCOMMODATE NEW HOUSING DEMANDS AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS. I DON'T WISH,

TO BELABOR THE POINT, BUT INSTEAD OF GOVERNMENT MOVING INTO THE INNER.AREAS

TO CLEAN UP AND REPAIR THE DAMAGE DONE BY THE EXCESSIVE FORCES OF OVERPOP-

ULATION AND OVERBURDENED SERVICES ONCE THE RIPPLE EFFECT ADJUSTMENTS HAD

TAKEN PLACE, THESE INNER CURE AREAS WERE LEFT IN THEIR VARIOUS STATES OF

BLIGHT AND DISREPAIR IN THE HOPES THAT,THE ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL CORES'

WOULD CONSUME OR SUBSUME THEM THROUGH THEIR GROWTH. IN THOSE AREAS WHERE

THAT WAS NOT AN ACCELERATED GROWTHv LOW-INCOME PEOPLE CONTINUED TO DEVEL-
%

OP. UNFORTUNATELY BLIGHT IS AN INEXORABLE FORCE WHICH, WHEN NEGLECTED,CAN-

a
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ED ONCE AGAIN .INTO THE NEXT CIRCLE AND BEGAN

AY BEGINNING A NEw RIPPLE EFFECT AS THE POP

ID MOTION.

UNFORTUNATELY, AS WE LO[ HISTORY OF MOST OF OUR METRO URBAN AREAS

IN TROUBLE TODAY, WE F1NL -HE NEXT RESPONSE WAS FROM THE ECONOMIC AND

INDUSTRIAL CORE. THEY MOVED ',.,:XSELVES SOMEwHEmE NEARTHE OUTER URBAN CIR

CLES, DESERTING WHAT WAS TME CORE OF THE AREA, AND PROMOTING THE DEVELOP

MENT OF A NEW SET OF C/RCL.AR.DEVELOPMENT.

ONCE AGAIN, I DON'T HIST'
JELABOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF WHAT WE HAVE AS OUR

REAL PROBLEM TODAY, THE "a:..'... URBAN AREAS". WHILE THE ECONOMIC AND INDUS

TRIAL CIRCLES ARE ABLE TO MOVE WITH REALATIVE EASE, OUR HUMAN SERVICES SUP

PORT SYSTEMS ARE UNABLE TO MOVE AS QUICKLY. MASS TRANSIT CANNOT EXPAND IM

MEDIATELY TO CARRY THE LOWINCOME LABORERS TO WORK SITES; SOCIAL SERVICES

SYSTEMS DON'T MOVE.AS RAP/DLY.TO RELOCATE;
POLICE SERVICES CANNOT EXPAND AS

RAPIDLY AS THEY SHOULD AND CRIMES
INCREASE:AFFORDABLE HOUSING IS NOT IMMEDIA

TELY AVAILABLE; EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS ARE NOT AS EASILY DUPLICATED ETC. SUD

DENLY INADEQUATE SERVICE AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS BECCM EVEN MORE INDE

guATE AND OUR "METROURBAN" PROBLEMS PROLIFERATE. I DON'T WISH TO FALSLY

CONVEY THE MOTION THAT I AM DISCOUNTING OUR PLAYING DOWN THE HIGH PRICE

WHICH WE HAVE BEEN, AND CONTINUE TO BE:WILLING TO PAY AS A COUNTRY FOR THE MAIN

TENANCE OF OUR RACIALLY DISCRIMINATING SYSTEMS AND ITS OONTRIBUTIONTO THEPRO

BLEMS WE HAVE IN AMERICA THE GREAT. .

ALL OF THIS BANTER. WAS TO SUGGEST THAT IN ORDER TO SOLVE A PROBLEM ONE MUST

BE CLEAR AS TO WHAT IS AND THEN A SOLUTION CAN BE DEVELOPED BY /NTER

VEHING AT THE PROPER PLACE. I OF COURSE HAVE A BIASED OPINION WHICH GUIDES
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M IN MY WORK. SIMPLY STATED I BELIM THAT METRO-URBAN PROBLEMS CAN BEST

BE SOLVED BY GOVERNMENT HELPING TO BREAK THE HISTORIAL EVOLUTIONARY PAT-4

TEM OF THE CONCENTRIC SOCIO-ECONOMIC CIRCLES BY GOING BACK TO THE DESERT-

ED CORES AND EMPOWERING THE DESERTED POOR SO THAT THEYARE ABLE TO RECREATE

THE INDUSTRIAL AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES WHICH ONCE GAVE VITALITY TO THEIR

AREAS, AS THEY SEE FIT. WITH THAT KIND OF VESTED INTEREST THE PERPETUAL

DEPENDENT, WILL SE BECOME THE SELF - SUFFICIENT INDEPENDENT GENERATING MOST

OF THE SOLUTIONS TO THEIR OWN PROBLEMS. I ALSO BELIEVE THAT AGENCIES SUCH

AS MINE, THE COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCIES AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORA-

TION DEDICATEDTO"HELP/NG PEOPLE TO HELP THEMSELVES" WITH THEIR ROOTS, OR-

GAN1ZAT/ONAL SUPPORT, AND DECISION MAKING STICCOAED SO'AS TO INCLUDE THE

Lia-ELnaiamssmarommirras, IS THE BESTMCWWLSWITERanitsRICH TO nommasimmx

FOALS.

AREAS OF antrrozo px-us

him THE PORCOOLNG OLT OF THE WAY, I SHALL NUA RESPaiD TO THE COMMITTEES QUESTIONS:

1. MAT HAS BEEN THE EXPERIENCE OF OUR
LGENCY IN ITS EFFORIS TO SHURE FEDERAL mwros

AND RosouRzes FOR USE AGAINST WIDE SPREAD CCHIJNITY PRCECEMS?

2

AS A CAA DIRECTOR FOR 10 YEAS, I
THINK THAT GOVERNMENT' WAS MORE HIGHLY RESPCNSIVE

TO IDENTIFIED WHITEN NEEDS IN THE PRE-REVENUE SHARING AND BIECK GRANT ERA

(PRE
TUDAY THE Cl As FIND THEMSELVES

ErrRERameiriNG WITH THEIR loon COVER:-

mars ci =RR SO-CALLED CEOs, MOST OF
WHCM WERE mum= OF THE VESTED EITEREsrs

OF GOVERNMENP TO CIRCUMVENT THE CAA
PROGRAMS, OR TO SATISFY, THE VESTED INTERESTS(..

OF A sma SUB-GROUP wrriaN CUR
COMMIES, FU ACCESS TO FUME TO CCMAT COM-

AMITY PROBLEM. THIS SITUATION, -OF REVENUE SHARING AND BIECKGRANTFLNDS FLOWING

BACK THROUGH THE HANDS OF LOCAL GCNERODME
BEFORE THEY BEGIN TO BE AVAILABLE TO THE
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AFFECTED COMNTITES, CONTRADICTS THE BASIC REASON FOR THE BIRTH OF THE ECCNCMIC

OPPORTINTLY ACT OF 1964 FETCH RECOGNIZED THAT FESCUFCES SHOULD FLOW DIRECTLY TO THE

AFFECTED POPULATION WITHOUT POLITICAL STRINGS.OR IMAIiMET. VIRILE CUR ACTOMS TO

FUNDS TO DEAL WITH sum SPREAD ccrtlicrr PROBLEMS HAS STEADILY DECREASED, IIMAL

GOVERNMENTS ABUSE OF FEDERAL FINDS CONTINUE TO BE PROVEN, BY CCMKTMES OF CONGRESS

AND THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE TO BE STEADILY INCREASING, E.G., CETA FINES USED

FOR POLITICAL JOB PATRONAGE PURPOSES OR TO CISCUMVENI. THE MAINIENANCE OF EFFORTS

PROVISIONS OF THE LAW. TNSTEAD OF UNEMPLOYMENT GOING CON, TT INCREASES. AFFIRM-

ATIVE Acrsz REQUIREMENTS ARE IGNORED WITH ND APPRD=ABLE ACTION stasurrm BY THE

DEPARDMENT OF LABOR TO CORRECT THESE CONDITIONS. GENERAL REVENUE SHARING:FUNDS

STATISTICS HAVE SUDAN THAT LESS THAN 1% OF THOSE FUNDS ARE APPLIED NATIONALLY TO THE

PROVISICN CR iMPROVIENI OF HUNAN SERVICES DELIVER( TO THE POOR. STUDIES HAVE ALSO

SliCWN THAT LOCAL GOVEEMINIS LAM THESE FINDS, WITH IMPUNITYTY TO ARTIFICIALLY IMPACT .THE

LOCAL TAX srsumuss EVEN WILE THEY ARE STEADILY INCREASING THEIR TAX RATES TO THEIR

RESIOENTS. HUD, COMINITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT FUNE6 ARE USED FOR EVERYTHING

EXCEPT THE DEVELOPMENT OF IOW AND MOTERATE =GC HOUSING FOR THE POOR AND ELDERLY.

THE BANDAID PROVISION, TO QUIET THE PEOPLE SNHOM THE FINDS WERE SUPPOSED TO BENEFfT, OF

URBAN DEVELOPMENT ACT/G4 GRANTS ISASUBTERFUGE IN THAT THEY CAN ONLY BE SUM=
FOR SERIOUS FUNDING CONSIDERATION BY COMMUNITY GROUPS, IF, LOCAL GOVERNMENT CON-

CURS AND SIGNS OFF, LEAA - CRIME PREVENTION, OSTENSIBLY THE PURPOSE OF

THIS LEGISLATION AND ITS.MASSIVE FUNDING, USED TO TOOL UP AND tram= TEE

ORNAMENPS AND ARSENALS s.-E HUMAN DESTRECTICN CAT PREVENTICN THIWCN FEAR AND

cavmazurr - NOT I:so:Anal AND PREVENTION.

LOCAL. GONER ENT MT THESE ELMS - - CAAS WITH 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AND EX-

PUTISE IMRE° THE HARD HAY, DO NOT:
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2. ARE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSES TO YOUR REQUEST FOR AID USUALLY PROPOR-

TIONATE TO THE SIZE OF THE PROBLEMS YOU ARE DEALING WITH?

CUR ONGOING EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN. THAT THIS FEDERAL covErozsarr RESPONSE TO REQUESTS

FOR AID ON MOST PROJECTS RAS BEEN VASTLY LESS THAN MAT IS NEEDED, FORCING US

70 WORK IN TIEFFICIENT AND COST CONSUMING PHASES OR SPURTS, E.G., OUR CDC IS

CURRENTLY WORKING ON A PROJECT TO RENOVATE THE CENTRAL PUBLIC MASS TRANSIT

BUS TERMINAL IN THE OCONTY...NdICH WE ONN. THIS FRamor, ALTHOUGH RECOGNIZ

AS TRE CENTER PIECE FOR THE ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS

DISTRICT OF A PREVIOUSLY DETERIORATING VILLAGE AND CONTIGLOUS AREA OF THE TOWN,

WS FUNDED INITIALLY BY FDA;- OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROJECTS, WITH A $500,000 GRANT

1

WITH A SUBSEQUE,IT AMENDMENT AGAINST AN INITIAL REQUEST,OF $941,646. IT WAS

ONLY AFTER THE PUBLIC BIDDING PROCESS THAT WE WERE SUCCESSFUL IN SECURING AN

AMENDMENT OF $250,750 AGAINST THE LOWEST SID.OF $816,000 FOR 'DE FIRST PHASE

CONSTRECITON arY: IRONICALLY, BECAUSE OF THE TIMING OF THE Amman BECAUSE

OF FDA BEING ON A CONTINUING RESOEVITON, THAT AMENEMENT HAS PREVENTED TIE RE-

LEASE-OF ANY GRANT FUNDS TOOATE, AND WE ARE 25% INTO THE CGNSTRLCTICN ON THE

PROJECT. THE AGENCY; WHILE BEING SENSITIVE TO THEE FACT THAT WE STRUGGLEDT3

Z A BONA-FIDE MINORITY' GENERALCONERACTOR AND THAT 55% OF THE SUB-OCNTRACTORS

API MINORITY NHO MIST BE PAID, HAS YET 70 RELEASE ANY FUNDS ON THE PROJECT.

YOU SEE, WE FURIYMMOOMPLICATED THINGS BY BEING SUCCESSFUL IN"SECURING THE

zrrEFEesr OF GSA TO RELOCATE AND CONSOLIDATE 7W3 AREA IRS micas INTO TIE

BUILDING IF WE. COULD DEMONSTRATE THE FISCAL CAPABILITY 70 SUPPORT THE BUILDING

BEFORE THEY SIGNED A LEASE INASMUCHAS THERE WOULD BE NO QUESTION OF OUR ABILITY

70 SUPPORT AND MAINTAIN THE BUILDING ONCE THEY SIGNED A LEASE AND MOVED INTO

THE BUILDING. (YOU EXPIAIN THE LOGIC...). THE IFS AS A TENANT WOULD MEAN

500 WORKERS caLING INTO THE AREA AND /NCRFASING THE TRAFFIC mad nrno.THE CEN-

TRAL BUSTIESS DISTRICT.
BECAUSE THIS EVENT WAS NOT A PARE OF CUR ORIGINAL SUB,
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ICSSICS, AND EVEN THOUGH IT mosmemnarccoo SENSE TO DO PARALLEL. CONSTRUCTICS

TO SAVE SENEY, sok COULD ONLY 0:Y34T TO ADDITICNAL FUNDING OF $288,000 CV A

PROJECIED ADDITIONAL cosr"or 1.4 MILLION. WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN FUMING

IIT;EIHER A CCNSORTIUM OF POUR BANKS TO PROVIDE A STANDBY COMMENT OF $1 MILLION

FOR THE IRS SPACE CMSTRUCTION...BUr CNLY AFTER NE ARE IN ramon OF GSA'S FINAL

LEASE %MICH HAS BEEN IN THEIR TYPING POOL, WITHOUT EL OM:NATION FOR CLOSE TO

2 1/2 EWERS. MEANhHILE, BEMUSE OF THE AREA UNDER CONSIDERATICS, GSA IS DE-

mANDING MANY EXTRAOPDISMAt AND COSTLY consracricv SLOIFICATICtS FOR THE rHalsorto

sucs.

3. IN THE ORDER OF THEIR SERIOUSNESS AND THE URGESCY OF THE NEED TO SOLVE THEM,

MiAT.ARE THE MAMA FACELESS YOU SEE IN YOUR cacalrrr AND ARE TRYING TO DEAL

A. INCREASED LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING (REHABLEZZATE EXISTING

NOOSING STOCK AT RESALE PRICES TARGET' POPULATION CAN AFFOR)).

B. IMPROVED PUBLIC MASS rrmsPorocicu THROUGH DEVLIOFTEN: OF PARA-

ITANSIT

C. INCREASED FUNDING FROM MEM GOVERNMENr AS LOCAL SUPPORT DIMINISHES

TO DILUTE OUR UFECTIVENESS.

D. Younieut mat ABUSE PREVENTICN AND EDUCATION (RISING INF= AND

AVAILABILTrY OF HARD DRUGS).

E. YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT AND CAMMMITRAININO.

F. FROVISICN OF SERVICES FOR AN INCREASDIG AND AGING SENIOR CITIZEN

POPULATION.

G. DEVEIEFSENr OF CAPAiILI. 170 METER moNoRrry oassizaTy OWNERSHIP AND

CONITOL OF THEIR E019CMIC BTSE.
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H. FU DING TO DEAL WITH INCREASING POPUIPCICN OF IMMIGRANTS FBas CENTRAL

AMERICA, SOUTH AMERICA, CLMA,HAITI AID CCIEli ISLANDS, AS WELL AS A NEW

WAVE OF EUROPEAN U4CH3RANTS.

I. FUNDS TO DEVELOP PROGRAMS TO ALLAY BUILDING RACIAL TENSIONS BETWEEN

BLACH AND %HITE YOUTH OF THE HAVE NOT" culmailBs.

J. FACELITAMIDTHE MEANIMETIL INVOLVEMENT AND PARCICIPATICN OF THE POOR

IN THE BecfsTal-MAKE IG Am POLITICAL STRLICIURES OF THEIR ocerwrrizs.

ARE THERE ANY VERY SOUS MCBEE:FS IIl YOUR CCNICITLTY WHICH YOUR AGENCY HAS NOT

BEEN ABLE TO APPRECIABLY DEAL WITH AT ALL BECAUSE IT'LALAS SUFFICIENT RESOURCES?

(IF SO), WHAT ARE THESE?

MST OF. THE ABOVE CITED PROBLEMS.

5. HOW DO YOU EXPECT YOUR PRESENT MOMS TO BE AFFECIED BY PROPOSED CUTS IN

FEDERAL PROGRAMS SHOULD THEY BE CARRIED CUT?

WE WILL BE FORCED TO DIMINISH OUR EFFORTS AND SUFFER DECREASED EFFECTIVENESS

AS A 01MCNITYADVOZATE TO HELP PEOPLE TO HELP THEM/ELVES. WE WILL BE DOR:ED

TO WITNESS A RETURN TO MERE 1E WERE BEFORE TEE 50'S AND WATCHILELPULSSLY AS

THE FLORMA AND KENLICKY INCIDENTSBORNE OF Ell/STRATTON AND DISILLUSICNEENT

CCME TO NEI YORK AND OTHER METRO -URBAN AREAS OF THIS COUNTRY.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR IIILDULCENZE.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kearse, I would like to, if we can,.since in
the final part of your prepared remarks, you focus on answering
the specific questions we raised earlier, now go to a few additional
questions. I would appreciate it.

Mr. KEARSE. Fine.
The CHAIRMAN. I would- like to start with you in terms of ques-

tions, Mr. Kearse, because I am anxious to ask you a couple ques-
tions since you worked with the Community Action Agency since
1967, which means that for 13 years you have seen the journey of
this agency, this program, this concept, and idea.

At one point, I don't know if it is still true or not; but I was the
only Member of Congress who worked with all of these great
society programs, pre-0E0, 1965, when we wrote the first San
Francisco Economic Opportunity Act, I was. a first-round concen-
trated employment program director; I worked with virtually every
single great society program of the sixties. I know why some of
them did work; I know why many- didn't work, but I would like to
get a sense from you, from your vantage point. How do you charac-
terize the journey of the community action agency? In 1965, when
Congress passed the Economic Opportunity Act, for 965, 1966, and
1967, there was a glimmer of hope in the minds of many, many
people around the country that (a) the Government was committed
to address their problems, and (b) that the people, given that
phrase maximum feasible partiCipation of the poor, that the people
would have an opportunity to take into their hands their own
destiny and 'use the resources to solve their problems.

I get the feeling,'and I am not on the front line any more, but I
get the feeling now that community action agencies in many ways
have been rendered impotent.

COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY

Mr. Wifson opened up talking about institutional change and the
need for it. I get the feeling that by legislation my colleagues ran
from the participation of people in the destiny of their lives be-
cause people began to organize and express themselves politically;
so we went from maximum feasible participation of the poor, to the
.Green amendment, which was one-third poor people, one-third city
people, and one-third corporate community, and as we have gone
along, we have taken this agency away from people and made it
more of a bureaucratic agency. In many communities it has become
an instrument of local government as opposed to a community
organization.

What is your thought about that and where has the community
action agency gone at this point, and if the community action
agency is not the agency that is an expression of poor people, is
there a Federal program or Federal agency where poor people are
able to express themselv.es and fight back on their behalf?

Either or both of you may comment.
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, you probably will get two different

points of view on that question. I became involved in -community
action on February 13, 1965. And you are absolutely right. I don't
say that we are impotent at this point in time. I think that what
we have to do as community action agencies is to take the' law as it
is now written and apply it in a different kind of way.
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And that different kind of way is when we started out in 1965
there were not those programs, legal service programs, health pro-
grams, so forth. All of those were part of the legislation to imple-
ment. We were using services by which to help people move from
poverty, to help people design programs to meet the local needs, .
different kinds of situations and strategies were developed, and we
came in and I guess were successful in demonstrating to institu-
tions that they needed to be responsible, the health institutions,
legal services institutions, and I can remember when we started
out with the manpower program and the Department of Labor told
us that problem didn't exist, and there was no way you could deal
with the structural poor, and we proved them different and prob-
ably embarrassed them to such an extent" that they now operate
the program in a different fashion.

Outreach from then to now has still been the heart and the basis
of a community action agency. Today, the service programs, those
programs that you have, we are still the one agency that identifies
the people who hgve the most need and deliver the people to those
services.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes,.I understand from 'talking with people, that
community action agencies at this point have done an extraordi-
narily capable job of administering the programs that have been
given to them and have gotten. those resources out to the people,
but' the impotency I .speak of doesn't have to do with the adminis-
trative capability or outreach 'capability but the lack of political
strength, because we virtually have written out maximum partici-
pation of the citizenry in using their political power to force insti-
tutions tn\yespond to them. That is the nature of the question.

Mr. WILSON. Yes, then we are impotent.
Mr. KEARSE. Excuse me.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The CHAIRMAN. Wh.gt do you see to be the nature of citizen
participation in ,the community action agencies at this point?

Mr. WILSON. Citizen participation works in two ways. First, in-
forming people as to their rights and the people informing the
people who have the respohsibility and control of the resources
what is needed.:That is citizen participation to me today. Citizen
participation is convincing the people on the local level that they
need to be more involved. That is what we have today.

I better let John, who is biting at the bit there--
Mr. KEARSE. I am not biting at the bit. I am very attuned to the

statement. It is one that we hire with on a daily basis, Where we
operate in Nassau, in that I have never been reformed in terms of
the reformation of the act. It has always been my contention and
continues to be my contention that we cannot purport to be advo-
cates of the people in a political and socioeconomic society such aS
the one in which we live today unless we have them participate as
active' participants; to wit, I have lying on my desk at this point
two letters from the regional office, indicating that we have some-
how violated the law because)we help people to participate in their
right to exercise their franchise of citizenship in casting their vote.

I have no longer than yesterday called a press conference against
our local representative who sits as a. part of this august, body,
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charging him with abuse and misuse of power as a representative
because of his own personal attitude and, problems with me as an

individual and perhaps some racial' problem in 'terms of attitude,

but that he was willing to sacrifice the' community's access to
millions of dollars in order to try and satisfy that paiticular kind
of problem that he was having with me as an individual. '.

I always believe that people need to be informed and tb that-end
we publish a newspaper and in that newspaper it tells/ the truth. It

tells people the things that the mass media will not' tell them. It
tells them the things they need to know and Understand if they are

to protect their interest in an articulate and effective way.
It is the organizing of people to protest' when protest is in order,

to do that within the system when that is possible, and to help-
them to arrive at the point where decisions are made that will
effect those kinds of changes in their lives.

We live in a hostile environment' politically; and attitudinally.

The best protection that' we can have is to be educated and in-
formed and united. To that end, I am, in our area, as a community

action agency, involving ourselves in dealing with trying to pie -

vent, if you will, the fragmentation of the community in terms of
ethnic attemptS by the political and power structure to separate
that community of people through ethnic' approaches as opposed to

conditional approaches to poverty. .

To that end, we insist that no public works money will flow into

that area unless we are a part of the decisionmaking process, in

terms of what is going to be done with that money, because cer-
tainly if they are coming in, they should be focused on the greatest

area of need- -
The CHAIRMAN. What is the response to that?
Mr. KEARSE. I used to have a community development corpora-

tion and a community action agency, we are currently in litigation

against CSA around that particular issue.
Mr. WILSON. You may not see us around this time next year. I

am reluctant to respond to some of the questions the way you
would like me to respond, Mr. Chairman. The risk involved, it is

not personal I .am concernedI have been taking risks for the last
25 yearsbut there is more at stake than just what I say. There is

a lot more repercussion. o
We have made the act work and hopefully in the best interest Of

the poor. We have informed the private sector and those in control

of the problem areas. Otte. of' the things I am finding in coming

here is that we have found all different kinds of ways to say poor

and povertydisadvanta 'edand it seems'like it is something that

you are not supposed to ay that it exists.

EFFECTIVE ADMINISTRATION

In answer to your question about effective'administration, we are

probably the only agency that has a 15 percent constraint We
cannot spend more than 15 percent of the total corporation money

in administration. We, by mandate in the law, have to be good
administrators 'in order to do that. We have problems when we

don't even get indirect cost rates fiom other kinds of programs, and

we are obligated, not obligated to the agency to run the programs,
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but obligated to the poor to run the programs by whichever means
.we can.

There are risks that have been put in. Economic opportunity is
still the name of the game. If we cannot create those opportunities,
if we cannot strengthen the families, then we cannot succeed.

We have been very successful. I think one of the problems that
we have today with maybe some, of the new legislators that are
coming on is they have not been able to separate the Community
Services Administration from community action agencies. True,
there are 900 community action agencies, and of that, 200 of them
are public community action agencies which come under the aus-
pices of city government, and they are usually in' the large metro-

, politan areas. The majority of them are like our agency in Topeka,
Kans., Nassau County, a $2 million agency, not a megabuck organi-
zation fighting the problem.

So I would say we are politically impotent. We are here trying to
encourage the legislators to take a look at the legislation as it
exists, to strengthen it. There is a role, because I don't think we
can roll back the clock, and I don't think you are going to get rid of
or put CETA into the legislation for community services, and so
forth, but I think there is a very meaningful role, and that role is
our doing the outreach and our doing the family assessments.

Now what that provides the legislature with is information as to
the impact that your programs are having in the community, and
you get that information from the recipients, which I don't see you
getting except for those few of us who are privileged to come to
testify before you, and we have the wherewithal to get here. But
you are not hearing the problems that a person has, saying we
need to have this to help us get over the hump, and they can't
have it for 12 months, and they are dead by the time it gets to
them. -

That is a very important role. It is still there. The purpose of the
act never changed. Thank you for not changing the purpose. You
might have changed the title, but you never changed the purpose,
even with the restrictions, but in the Community Action Act, it
says that CSA has a responsibility for coordinating; it doesn't say
community action agency, it says on the local level a community
action agency has to encourage that. If, on the other side, all the
rest of the Federal programs had to coordinate their planning, just
the planning, if there was a community human development plan
to be submitted for use of Federal moneys in a community, you
know, you would take one' giant step of zeroing the resources in to
solving the problem.

And I think with thatbecause I think that we have moved to a
time to where there is a political consciousness, and that there are
other kinds of organizations that don't have the constraints that
must assume the responsibility of carrying forth where that legisla-
tion is not provided for us any longer, though I would like to see it
back.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I notice that it is 12:30, and about time that we are going to have

to conclude the morning session of these hearings, but I would like
to first indicate that I appreciate the comments you made. Your
ability to respresent the views of local community people and to
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round out that aspect of our hearing. We simply have not gotten to
those .views yet, but I would like to ask you each to comment on
the last question, since I haven't invited your responses to the
questions that we gave you.

FISCAL CONSTRAINTS

As you know; we presently find ourselves in the throes of an
atmosphere of fiscal constraints, On the one hand, we have an
expanded military budget; we have a decrease in human services. I
would like to get from each of you, your comments with.respect to
what you perceive. to be the social and economic cost of this coun-
try moving in the'direction of greater fiscal constraint as it relates
to assistance to the human beings, and let's use Mr. Kearse's term,
in metro-urban areas of our country.

Mr. WILSON. I would like to say anarchy; that is what I see
happening. No. 1, the prime two programs that we need to concen-
trate and elevate in my community are elderly care and juvenile
delinquency prevention, and I take the position that strengthening
the family unit will help that, but we are losing the capabilities
and the funds by these cutbacks to deal with juvenile delinquency
prevention, and I am not talking about juveniles that are existing;
I am talking about the young people who are coming into it, who

. are losing sight of our family values, of our national values, who
don't even have families.

I would like to relate to you about afr'young boy 15 years old that
killed a man after robbing a store and he was asked the question,
"Why did you do it?" And he said, "He got in mY,way "

"Do you have any-remorse?"
. He' said, "No, I am sorry for the guy, but he shouldn't have-
gotten in my way."

There is no sense of values. We are cutting back on summer
recreation because of c ,fit. ,An 'example, the city of Topeka Recrea-
tion Department used to provide recreational services in the
summer for the housing authority projects. They cut the services;
we had to come up with a crash program and still could not meet
the need.

I see this as just that there are going tp be a lot of people who
are frustrated, who don't have it, and it is going to be a rebellion.
That is all I can see.
`The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if that really is an expression of contra-

diction to our national values, when our national values say that
killing is a fine thing, and we just call it war, and when we are in
the throes of hysteria of war, we say to young people, you should
register, that if necessary, you will be drafted; if necessary, we will
send you to fight and die in some war, Maybe our national values
do speak to violence, and maybe it does speak to death and destruc-
tion, and maybe what is happening is that these young people are
not now challenging our national values; maybe they are the prod-
uct of our national values. I don't know.

Mr. WILSON. Well, that might be what is real, but to me, I hope
it is not.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope so as well. My fear is that we have
reached to a point where this is the first generation in this country
that is afraid of its children, and I maintain that a society that

r
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ends up afraid of its children is a society on the verge of its own
chaos and its own destruction; this is just a notion I have.

I appreciate the fact that you zero in on this, because I think you
haVe zeroed in on a critical area of human development and
human evolution in our country-that I think many people are not
looking at. We are afraid of our children in this country at this
moment, and no generatioh prior to this has ever made that state-
ment.

Mr. WusoN Probably the only relevant people to society's needs
today are those that are under 7 years old. And we better take
time with them or two generations from now we won't have much.

The CHAIENAN. Mr. Kearse?
Mr. Kt AasE Mr. Chairman, I just would like to comment on your

prior question.
The CHAIRMAN. Fiscal constraint and the cost of society?
Mr. KEARSE. No, it had to do with the impotence of the communi-

ty action agency, the perception of impotence, and to stress that
the problem with the program t ay, I think, is that it is reexper-
iencing the problem that it expe enced in 1965, 1966, 1967. There

<was a sudden recognition of the fact that you can't suddenly em-
power people with resources and technology or knowledge and
expect that they are going to be Sag§ ed with the status quo. The
objective that they have in, mind is ganging and improving the

Cil

status quo.
The community action .agency, through the years, has been an

embattled program, basically because there has not been a re-
trenchment, if you will, from the original mission of the act in the
field, but there has been, without question, a retrenchment in
terms of commitment and resources on the part of the Federal
Government to support that system. 1

What this has wrought is that many of us have chosen different
roads to get to the same point. It is the reason why my colleague
he says Ips name is Larry; I call him Chapssits on that end of the
table an speaks very fervently about human services and their
delivery, and it is not that I am sitting at this end of the table in
disagreement with him at all; it is that the human service delivery
aspect has now been joined,or.enjoined, if you will, by the realiza-
tion in the field and in the communities that human services
without economic independence, stability and self-sufficiency, is
still only half of a loaf, and people have been looking for that loaf
that was promised to them with the pronouncement of the great
society program for over these past 15 yeafs.

What will happen to us if the proposed budgetary constraints are
in effect? My answer to that, when I got to that, and I .will stick to
it because it is very short and concise: We will be forced to dimin-
ish our efforts and suffer decreased effectiveness as a community
advocate to help people tb help themselves. We will be forced to
witness a return to where we were before the fifties and watch
helplessly as 'the Florida and Kentucky incidents of recent vintage,
born out of frustration and disillusionment, come to New York and
other metro-urban areas of this country.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to thank both of you very, very
much for Making a very significant contribution,. both intellectual-
ly and emotionally, to these hearings.. It ckeictibly important. I

86-325 0 - 81 - 38
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spoke about the sense of impotency of the agency and its inability
to move forward politically, because mj., jeagues have said this is
a democracy and you can participate in a bbdy politic, but not with
taxpayers' money. We really didn't mean that for you.

I think that is an unfortuhate reality, and I identify with that
becauSe we sit here and experience,our impotence. You know, room
1310 is off the beaten path, and you know, we are concerned about
sensationalism as opposed to the controversy of the human tragedy
that this committee is trying to open up, and we have to find ways
to invent controversy, when it seems to me that just the gtatistics
of the human misery in the damn cities of this country, as far as I
am concerned, is controversy enough.

But maybe, as Gus Hawkins said, we just have to keep on going
and maybe someday down the road some people will get smart
enough to realiie that we are talking about significant problems
here, and while it is not as sexy as the Billygate or a_ few other
things that members of the press are running around here report-
ing on in a regular way. Maybe someday they will find out that the
subject of these hearings are more important because they go to
the essence of the quality of human existence in this country.

I really apprecia your contribution to these hearings. Maybe
someday all of u '11 rise above our impotence and make this
country as great as it ught to be.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. C airman, you are not saying that the enemy is
within, are you?

I The CHAIRMAN. On that note the committee will stand ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee adjourned, to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Chair.]

11.
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PROBLEMS IN URBAN CENTERS-WASHINGTON,
D.C., AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER. 30, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

1310, Longworth House Office Building, lion. Ronald V. Dellums
(chairman of the committee)' presiding. ,

Present: Representative Dellums.
Also present: Elizabeth D. Lunsford, general counsel; Donn G.

Davis, Dietra L. Gerald, and Robert B. Brauer, staff assistants;
James T: Clark, legislative counsel; and Hugh Van A. Starkey,
minority research analyst.

The CHAIRMAN. The House Committee on the District of Colum-
bia will be in order for the continuation of hearings on urban
centers, including Washington, D.C., and the role of the Federal
Government in solving these problems.

Witnesses over these several days of hearings have included
national experts on the conditions of urban centers and representa-
tives of local government in the District,of Columbia and in other
cities.

Today's witnesses are from three community -base d organizations
in Washington, D.C. The first' witness is Mr. Joseph a Davis,
chairperson of the National Housing Task Force of the -Gray Pan-
thers. Welcome:-On behalf of the committee and myself, I wish to
thank you for coming forward. You may proceed in any manner
you wish.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH C. 'DAVIS, CHAIRPERSON, HOUSING
TASK FORCE, NATIONAL GRAY PANTHERS

Mr.' J. DAVIS. It is not often community organizations get an
opportunity like this. So often we will go to a hearing and the big
city officials will testify' for 3 hours. Sometimes we have to stay
there till 10 o'clock at night and we go home 'tired and run down.

I happen to be . retired from the NationalBareau of Standards.
Since then, I have written a couple of books abbut housing, and I
have a column in the Washington Star which comes out once. a
month on what to look for in buying a home.

My name is Joseph C. Davis, I am chairperson of the Housing
Task Force of the National Gray Panthers. I am also one of th'e two
coconvenors, cochairpersons, of the rocal organization of the Gray
Panthers of Metropolitan Washington. I am in a position, there-
fore; to see not only the housing situation from a local point of
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view here in the District of COlumbia, but from a national point of
view, especially in the big cities.

DISTRICT'S HOUSING SHORTCOMINGS

The District of Columbia, because of its peculiar situation, has
many special housing problems that other cities do not have. It is
dependent to a large extent upon revenues from the U.S. Govern-
ment, and its housing situation changes, to some extent, with the
mood of Congress. When Congress goes through a period of budget
cutting, as they are now, the housing in the District suffers propor-
tionately more than other cities which support themselves entirely
by local taxation. That is not really true, when you stop to think of
all the people who have been laid off from the steel mills. But you
can see what I am driving at, anyway. Our Mayor, regardless of
skill, outlook, and compassion or -lack of coriipassionlor the District
residents, is limited in his options, and the situation grows worse.

HOUSING SHORTAGE

Nevertheless, we have many problems that other cities have
dilapidated, boarded-up houses, escalating rents, rampant specula-
tion, hundreds of condominium conversions, unreasonable home-
owner assessments, and redlining, regardless of national law to
outlaw the practice.

As a result, there is an unconscionable displacement of poor and
middle-class people from the city, with a corresponding influx of
more prosperous people into the center city. The poorer folks who
are displaced consist mostly of minority peopleblacks and
Hispanicsbut many white folks are also feeling the sting of the
displacement evil.

Because of the low vacancy rate in the District less than 4
percentit is probably more like 2 percent, but that is all I can say
in public, percentthere is no place to go, and many leave the
city. Neighborhoods are broken up.

Broken. neighborhoods are especially harmful to older people.
They are used to local grocery stores, churches, and synagogues,
and friends who can help them in time of need.

There a woefully insufficient number of public homes for old
people nd many of those that exist are run 'down and falling
apa n my testimony, I say just 2 weeks agothis was supposed
to ave been given July 31; then' it was 2 weeks agoover 100
older residents jammed into the Mayor's office demonstrating
against their suffering because of lack of air-conditioning and lack
of security in their public housing. They won their case by going
down to the District Building, demonstrating and raising a little bit
of hell. Since this was written July ,31, something else has hap-
pened. It seems people in the Judiciary House, public housing for
old people, are frightened to death that their house is going to be
torn doWn and turned into an apartment hotel. As you all know, at
P Street and Masiachusetts Avenue, they are trying to change the
zoning so the apartments and buildings like. Judiciary House can
be changed.

This is a fight with which we are having a very difficult time.
This is happening maybe in other cities, too.
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I might say in the District Of Columbia, this is not in my testimo-
ny, but there is a penchant for apartment houses and everything to
do with the Convention Center. The Convention Center is not the
will of the people. The Convention Center is great for the hotel
owners and so on, and we would not mind it if the taxpayers did
not have to pay for the whole thing. Why dould not the hotel
owners pay for this center.

It would be impossible as well as ostentatious on my part, with-
out hours of research, to present all the causes and a comprehen-
sive cure for this horrible housing situation in the District of
Columbia and the country as a whole.

But I will make some suggestions both for the local Gray Pan-
thers and National Gray Panthers that may help:

RECOMMENDATIONS ,

From an overall point of view, the U.S. economy, if it is to
continue to exist, must temper its unmitigated drive for profits
with a number of softening measures, such as was done under
President Roosevelt in the New Deal days. We must change our
priorities and how our money is spent.

New housingpublic housing must be erected in all the cities
-as well as the suburbs. Some of the new marvelous techniques in
prefabricated housing could be employed. This housing could be
operated by tenant housing committees which set policy,manage,
and coordinate housing.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development and Con-
gress must change their perspectives, and not govern their policy
by guaranteed payments and financing for the developers and land-
lords.

Federally guaranteed mortgages to developers and landlords
have genauted much of the state of 'crisis in housing that we find
everywhere. I recall several years ago visiting a housing develop-
ment in the area of Minnesota Avenue in the District. Here were
about 30 small brick houses, well ,structured and with relatively
new roofs. But they were all deserted, and electrical equipment and
plumbing had been ripped out. There were signs of past living in
the houses: toys, old letters, shoes, and cans on the polished floors.
What had happened to these buildings? Why had this development
of new houses become .,a ghost town? And\ what had happened to
the families who had lived with their dreams and hopes in these
little homes?

The neighbors did not know. My friends did not know. But
gradually I put the picture together, all except where the families
had gone.

The original developer' had built this complex of houses with
guaranteed payment of mortgages by the GoVernment. He had
oversold the houses, promising the new owners everything regard-
less of their incomes. The inevitable happened. The owners' could
not make the payments; the residents were kicked out, and the
Government made the payments for them. The developer, happy
with his profits, abandoned the houses, and HUD with its cumber-
some bureaucracy and insensitivity never made use of the fine
structures and good roofs for homes for 30 families.
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SECTION 8 PROGRAM

The section 8 program, wherein a private individual owns an
apartment building and the tenant pays but 25 percent of his/her
income for rent, is another example of a giveaway to the landlords
and private interests. A landlord can 'give the worst, the most
measly service to the tenants, yet he is9assured of his rent by the
Government. Rent levels are not controlled by local laws or the
Government, and often they go sky high.

The section 8 program with all its evils and with all of its
benefits to the landlords is alWays in danger of being curtailed by
Congress. We, of course, despite the times and the penchant for
support of the profit interests, support this program because it
seems to be the best we can get.

SECTION 202 PROGRAM

The, section 202 program, the best of all the Government pro-
grams, which finances houses for the elderly, should be increased
at least by a factor of five' or six. Elderly people sometimes wait 3
to 5 years to get into any kind of public housing, sections 8, 202, or
otherwise.

It may be too much to ask in these times when the private sector
of our economy is king and private industry and consulting firms
are ripping off our Government by millions of dollars each year, for
Congress to underwrite a new public housing program, but at least
we can try. We can educate our leaders and the people to the need
for change, and to the possibility of disaster if we do not change.

Meanwhile, it appears that we must be forced to resort to stop-
gap measure's such as the following:

RENT CONTROL

While not a permanent answer, it has saved tenants in many
cities from skyrocketing rents. It is no answer to the problem, but
it is the best thing we have. Rent control, despite the propaganda
from landlords all over the country, is not the cause of the mam-
moth housing shortage. This, shortage is caused by inflation.. Costs

of construction materials, labor, and mortgage interest rates have
soared. Other causes are the baby boom of the 1950's and 1960's,
resulting in an unprecedented population growth in the United
States. Huge profits made in condominium conversion is another
reason that developers are not building new apartments.

It is of interest to note that, according to data published by the
National Association of Homebuilders, labor's share in housing
costs has, since 1949, decreased from 31 to 17 percent, and that
housing costs attributable to banking have increased from 5 to 11

percent. Costs attributable to the price of land have increased from

11 to 25 percent. When you hear these developers and landlords
talk and you heard Charles Wilson in this room talk about the
terrible housing shortage being caused by rent control,. let me tell
you, his argument does not hold water.

Rent control is not the cause of condominium conversion. Cities
such as Chicago, Detroit, and Tulsa, Okla., which have no rent
control laws, are suffering from an epidemic of condo conversion as
bad as, if not worse than, cities that have rent control.

7
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The District Of Columbia has had, since 1974, a moderite rent
control law. Despite its shortcomings and its lack of sufficient
funds for its adjudicating bodyRental Accommodations Office
(RAO) it has saved tenants thousands of dollars. It has also been
fair to the landlordstoo fair,, oftentimes, when landlords have
been allowed rent increases of as much as 50 percent in cases
where they claim hardship.

Our ocaI rent control law has two very important kingpin provi-
sions: One, protection for tenantsthose who form tenant unions,
and two, the right of first refusal, where tenants have the first
right to buy a Wilding.

CONDOMINIUM CONVERSIONS

National legislation controlling condominium conversion is a ne-
cessity. Condominium conversion in the District had been, until the
tenants won a series of moratoriums on conversions' and finally a
permanent law governing conversions, an extremely serious prob-
lem. Approximately 8,000 conversions occurred between 1977 and
July 1980. No one really knows where the displaced persons went.
Old women, many of them widows, were affected. These figures
give but a part 'of the picture. Lots of times these old widows will
pack up their things in cardboard boxes and just sit there. Two.
have been known to commit suicide in this aria. Nine thotsand
certificates of eligibility have been issued, and 6,000 applications
for conversion are pending. This totals 23,000 or almost 13 percent
of the rental units of the District.

Often tenants are caught in the pet of conversion displacement
two, maybe three times. There have been mental breakdowns, and
I mentioned one or two suicides, and at best, many elderly widows
pack their belongings in cardboard boxes and just sit in their
apartments, waiting for the inevitable.

Some fight back. Many tenant associations have been formed.
Some associations have won victories. Many have h_elped to get the
new condbminium law.

This new lawone of the best in the Nationhas two progres-
sive provisions which will protect the tenants: One, tenants vote
and decide whether a conversion takes place or not. Fifty-one per-
cent must approye or it will not take place. Two, old people, if their
incomes are less than $30,000 a year, can stay in an apartment as
renters if a conversion takes place. Incidentally, we are finding out,
although this is a new law; that the landlords are playing tricks,
the developers, They will put people in apartments about 2 or 3
months ahead of time before they are going to cause conversion to
take place and these people will go around and tell people they are
buying an apartment. This happened out there in Maryland at the
Promenade. Some of these stooges came in and took it to court,
they said, people have already bought an apartment and you have
to let this conversion go on. All kinds of tricks are going on.

Mr. DELLUMS. Will you explain that again?
Mr. J. DAVIS. If you read this article in the Washington Post last

week as to the Promenade apartment and the terrible time they
tare having, you will find this Invsco Corp., one of the largest
conversion developers in the United States, they rented these
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apartments, then when it came time to convert, these people went
around and sold everybody else on converting.

Not only that, when the tenant people took it to court, the court
says, well, you already have people who have purchased apart-
ments here,"so therefore your claim is not any good. These are the
kinds of tricks going on all over the city. We might have to get
some City Council person to change this law in some way.

A national condominium law is necessary. It should be enacted
soon, before thousands more people are moved forcibly from their
homes., Condominium conversion is the shame of the cities.

PUBLIC FUNDING FOR TEI4ANTS TO BUY APARTMENTS

Public funding for tenants who want to buy their apartments.
The District. of Columbia now has a, fund, some of which comes
from block grant money, that can be used by tenant associations
that want to kly their buildings. Thistype .of funding should be
instituted nationwide, with sufficient block grant money to support
it. Low-interest loans should be simple and easy to obtain.

PUBLIC HOUSING

_Generation of moneys for a massive program of public housing,
including special housing for the elderlyI keep saying this over
and over again, and I will say it again in an addendum I wrote.
Back in the 1930's, there was not this stigma,as to public housing.
Public housing is a dirty word now, and it should not be. Back in
Chicago where I lived, Joe Louis lived in public housing there,
everybody liked him, and it was not condemned and vilified by the
newspapers and the media. We can think of new terms, possibly, as
the years go by, during the next 10 years.of the 1980's. There will
never be enough money for housing if the defense budget keeps
escalating. I know the defense budget is a problem. We read in the
paper about the war in the (Near East. There are a lot of people
who say we have to build up our defenses. But if we keep on
escalating on both sides of the ocean, tere' will not be enough
money left for anything. Housing and social security will be affect-
ed; everything will be affeeted. It is like, a pond, the pond getting
smaller and smaller and still the same number of frogs in it. The
day will come when everybody will starve, not only the poor but
the otte,Fs as well. Regardless of how much we would like it, the
banking industry will not come up with low-interest funds,z for
public housing. The job will then fall to block grant funding.

But there will never be enough of this type of money as long as
the defense budget keeps escalating. We propose, accordingly, that
Congress begird thinking again in terms of SALT II, and that the
mayors and city councils start pressuring their Senators and Con-
gresspeople to return to the SALT II Treaty.

Before this treaty was derailed, the city councils of. Gary, Ind.,
Cleveland, Ohio, and Chicago, Ill., passed resolutions. supporting
SALT II. During the 1970's, the mayors of the big cities put pres-
sure on President Ford to limit the defense budget. No more. They
meekly fall in line with the contemporary race toward the destruc-
tion and ruination of the cities. In those days, the mayors would go
to President Ford and he would say, now look, you cannot upset
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the applecart, and they would back down. Now they are not doing
that. I cannot understand what mayors are thinking of, allowing
cities to get in the shape they are in. 1 . ,

The next is eliminatiow.of racism in housing In Detroit, I saw
the Ku Klux Klan walking down the street. They were beating
drums. They marched .for 4 hours, between Royal Oak and Detroit.

is ,corning back, and we just cannot let it happen. So this
racism that seems to be sweeping the country may be the start of a
bigger Ku Klux Klan.

.

( ELIMINATION OF RACISM IN THE HOUSING SCENE

Redlining'still prevails, bOth in the areas of banking, and insur-
ance. These could be curtailed by education and by firm prosecu-
tion of violators. We ,could 'probably have television programs,
could we not, where we could talk about racism. The television
prograins are full of things aboUt go join the Army, NIH; why not-
something about housing? .

In every city, low-cost housing, like a stepchild,. gets buffeted'
about by the respectable white citizens. These citizens, in their
testimonies, persistently come up with their dishonest and fantas-
tic excuses for not allowing low-cost housing in their neighbor-
hoods. They are trying to develop loW-cost housing at the Proyi-
dence Hospital area. I went there to hear this testimony. Every-
thing was going along fine, the architect told about thf4 kind of
housing can have,. it would

prosperous
modeled after the Friendship

housing project. Then the young prosperou.2 people got up and the
whole program was filled with these people saying the fumes from
the kitchen in these places would smell bad. What they meant was
they did not want black people in there: 7

To date, the Government does not help.. A hard -hitting series of
federally financed television programs would help to stop this type
of thinking and perverted action.

City mayors must put a lid on the millions of code violations, in
minority neighborhoods. I have a table here which you can read in
my testimony. It points out that housing units with one or more
major flaws. ,

G

TABLE,1.Housing units with one or more' major flaws
Percent

All races 9.7

Black 21.4
Hispanic (all) 18.5

Puerto Rican 27.7

Source: "How Well Are We Housed?", HUD, WM data.

"Minorities continue to have only limited access to housing out-
side of segregated areas," the Civil Rights Commission reported in
the 1960's. While-minorities make up at least 15 percent of the
Nation's population, they constitute only about 6 percent of the
suburban population. This should be changed.

ABANDONING BUILDINGS

Steps must be taken to cure abandonment of apartment build-
ings by landlords. While landlords used to get their profits from
the difference between rents and normal upkeep costs, now many
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"milk" the buildings; they pocket all the rents and stop making
repairs. They abandon their buildings, and the move strikes hard-
est at the minorities who have no place, to go. Added to this
intolerable situation, the landlords pay no taxes on abandoned
buildings, contributing to shrinking tax bases in the cities.

This is the end of the testimony I had for. July 31. Since then, I
discovered the city of Washington, has done something about the
abandoned, boarded-up houses, and I want to give the city some
credit. Now I am reading from the addendum.

At least a few things are being done in. the District of Columbia.
For various reasons, including the racist flight of white people to
the suburbs, about 5,000 boarded-dp houses existed in the District
of Columbia in 1975-79. Most were in the central city. All of these
occurred when houses for the poor and middle-income people were
woefully inadequate.

NEED FOR MORE VIDERAL PROGRAMS TO ASSIST LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS

This situation to an extent has improved since Mayor Barry
assumed office. in 1979. His administration designated 750 city-
,owned boarded-up houses for quick rehabilitation, and using sec-
tion 8 funds and section 235 interest programs, a small amount of
headway is being made toward producing shelter for our citizens.
An example is the Bates Street project. This is a street over in
Ward 6. I remember walking over there about 1976, something like
'that. You just cannot imagine 'the squalor. The buildings were
falling down, the windows were boarded up, but people were living
in them. This project involved a good economic mix of approximate-
ly 100 renovated homes. I am not sure it was exactly a hundred,
but on that order; 45 have been sold to people who lived in the
ramshackle old structures before renovation started; 54 have solar
hot-water heaters; 92 were, or will be sold at a market rate with
low interest rates. All should be completed by the first of the year.

However, this program will make but a small dent in the hous-
ing calamity in our city. There are still hundreds of boarded-up
houses left in the city, and many of these are being swallowed up
by developers and turned into super expensive houses foil the afflu-
ent people, many of them white, who are now willing to come back
into the citynot the same white peoplebecause it is fashionable
and they have easy,access to the subway.

GRAY PANTHERS RECOMMENDATIONS

The Gray Panthers believe that if the housing of the District of
Columbia is ever to be ample and suitable to the incomes of our
oitizens, it is necessary for:

Congress to focus in on the housing crisis in all the cities and to
quit worrying about fallacious arguments that rent. control causes
the shortage of housing and condominium conversions in the
United States. In focusing in on Ails crisis, the Members of Con-
greSs must consider the imperative need for signing the SALT II
Treaty, because the defense budget is rapidly depleting funds for
social needs, housing being one of the most needy. Ittlk
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We urge the Members of Congress to reconsider their prejudice -
against public housing without benefits to private industry.( Many
of us older people-.-and I have said it beforeI have talked here
about how public housing was not a dirty word in the 1930'scan
remember in the .1930's when public housing did not have a stigma
attached to it. Other countries of the world are not afraid of public
housing, and there are so many wonderful new techniques that can
be used for. mass production of buildings, such as prefabricated
methods. It wbuld not be necessary-to discard section 8 programs in
their entirety. All we are asking is that a well-thought-out program
for public housing be planned and implemented very- soon. Other-
wise squalor, crime, and hate will stalk the land.

ELDERLY HOUSING

In particular about 10 times more housing for the elderly than
we now have should be constructed. Although the section 202 pro-
gram is one of the best of the housing programs, we would like
more buildings liess than six stories in height with less concrete,
more plants and flowers, and with stronger security measures to
protect old people from robbery and mugging.

Appropriations for congregate housing should be increased by
four or five times. This type of housing makes provision for dining
rooms, laundries, medical services, and other necessities that the
202 housing does not have. For sure thousands of dollars, perhaps
millions 'of dollars, could be saved by 'municipalities and the Gov-
ernment by keeping ambulatory patients out of nursing homes.
Some experts estimate as much as 15 percent.

As Members of the Congress, please ligten to what Congressman
Rosenthal is Crying to say, he is saying the condominium, epidemic
is of major proportions. He wants a moratorium. It is hurting the
blacks, whites, Hispanics, everybody in the United States. It is not
only in' the District but in Chicago and many, many cities of the
country.

URBAN RENEWAL

Another thing I have here is some flyers that will be hitting the
streets pretty soon. The heading is urban removal:They sound
alike and, mean the same thing, urban removal and urban renewal.

In the Shaw area where they have the new school over there,
uban renewal came along and took away people's hbmes by emi-
nent domain. The last woman to stay there was Martha Brown.
She owned a little white'structure over there. She did not want to
let go because they only offered her $16,500. She did not let the
utility people in to shut her utilities off. Finally, the city said this
house is going to be torn down. So the Gray Panthers, the citywide
coalition, and other organizations came around 'and sat in that
house. Some of us handcuffed ourselves to the furniture. I brought
my 'medicine alongI have a little heart troublein case I had to
go to the judge; and people got on,the roof, too.

Two weeks after we started our vigil, they came at 6:30 in the
morning. They took the bulldozer and tore the house down. Martha
Brown has never received a cent for that hquse, and Giant Food
Store is on that land. I think thaw says, you- cannot take a
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person's land away by eminent domain without proper compensa-
tion.

I know you folks have been very good about not stepping into the
District affairs. That was shown by the Charles Wilson testimony a
few weeks ago. But we want you to know about this, so if you will
take some of these.

My last word is thank you very much. It is not very often that
people of the streets, city people can offer testimoy such as this.

Also, I did ,not touch on homeowners' problems. I happen to own
a home in this city, and the assessments in our city and other cities
are getting way out of proportion. We can get 'figures if you want
showing that the assessment for the men, and people owning office
buildings has not increased nearly as much as it has for the home-
owners.

Thank you every much.
Mr. DELLUMS. I would like to thank you for what I consider to be

extraordinary testimony, outstanding sensitivity, and to the point.:I
just wish all my colleagues Were here to hear your testimony
firsthand.

GRAY PANTHERS

I have a number of questions I would like to ask you. But first
let me begin by asking you about the membership of, the Gray
Panthers. For the record, to talk to some extent as to what the
Gray Panthers "are attempting to do both locally as well as nation-
ally, to address the housing needs Of the elderly in this country.

Mr. J. DAvis. The Gray Panthers has about 10,000 members,
approximately 110 chapters throughout the country. It is one of the
fastest growing organizations. '

In housing, we are doing: the: best we can. You must remember .
that all of us in our cities are deep into the struggles on condomin-
ium conversion and people being displaced. We hardly have time to
mount a nationwide struggle. What we are trying to do more than

-anything else is to impress on the public and the media the need
for more housing. We all know there is not enough. We all know
that.

It is sort of a copout in a way, but we are also promoting shared
housing, particularly in California. They have services in San Jose,
Calif., where people who want to share their home if they are
elderly can write into an agency and they will match people up. It
is more like matching than dating, but it is more sensitive than
that and you might be interested in knowing that men and women
will match you whether they are married or not. It serves as a
stopgap. We do not say this is an answer to the housing situation
in the United States.

I hope I have answered your question.

ELDERLY HOUSING

Mr. DELLUMS. On page 5 of your testimony, Mr. Davis, you
indicate that elderly people sometimes wait 3 to 5 years to get into
housing, section 8 or otherwise. What is the waiting time in" the
District of Columbia?

Mr. J. DAVIS. Over 10,000 families are on the public housing
waiting list, and the average waiting time is 5 years. Over 10,000
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families. You might ask me the next question, which I do not know
the answer to. We do not know where.these people live who are
waiting to get into those houses. I suppose they live with their
children. I do know they live in boarding houses down next to
Pride, in U Street. I have been in those places where roofs are
leaking. And they are boarding houses without meals. That is ,all
they are, rundown boarding houses. Some live in homes owned by
private individuals.

You have read in the paper about homes-for the older individ-
uals that have lots of times caught on fire and people have diea.
There' are a lot of these in the city. They are in other cities, too.
Lots of times they will take people out of the mental institutions
and put them with these older people. -

That is the best I can answer at the time.
Mr. DELLUMS. Can you give me some examples beyond thdge you

have just given to show how the elderly are coping with the short-
age of affordable housing here in Washington?

Mr. J. DAVIS. Well, they are just putting up with it. We find
people are calling the Gray. Panthers every day.. Our movement 'is
growing. People call up and say, "Can I join the Gray Panthers?"
Eut I would say most of them are absolutely resigned to the. situa-
tion. There are some mitigating circumstances. They do have these
senior citizen.. places. They will go to the senior citizen offices and
have a pretty good, meal. There are some section 8 houses, but I do
not know where the people on the waiting list go. I cannot tell you.
I think they are just absolutely hopeless. You go around, you give
talks to these senior citizen centers, they agree with you, what you
say, and they just sit there, then they say goodby, and that is all
there is to it. It is getting worse and worse, as you can well
imagine, as the poverty increases.

SECTION 8 HOUSING
1

Mr. DELLUMS. Have the Gray Panthers made any recommenda-
tions to HUD or Congress with respect to improving section 8
housing? .

Mr. J. DAVIS. Well, HUD is a very sensitive and cumbersome
outfit. Every time I get something from HUD asking me to join
something I throw it in the wastebasket. On the other hand, you
cannot 'blame HUD for all that is going on, the weaknesses in the
section 8 program and the 235 and 202 programs. You cannot
blame HUD for those things. I do not know what to say about
those things except to say let us stay away from them. We do not
have much credence in what they do.

HOUSING CRISIS NATIONALLY

Mr. DELLUMS. As I look at. the problems confronting the people
in- this country;--I- see housing- looming -as-perhaps the-most explo-
sive issue in America. I see an absence of Federal laws supporting
Federal housing. And I see rent controls as an expression pn the
part of local people for some kind Of help and some kind of policy
in this area While rent control may or may not be a specific
answer, it is people calling on the local level for a national policy
in what has become a national crisis.

6 04
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Mr. J. DAVIS. I agree 100 percent. It is just the grassroots crying
out for some help. I am always amazed at the Bronx, what is it up
there in the South Bronx, this rubble that keeps on existing and
the crime attendant to it, and the candidates they all go up and
pose in front of the South Bronx and nothing happens. This is
typical about what happens. Nothing happeps as to housing, and
people are crying out for something to happen.

It reminds me so much of about 15 or 20 years ago when I wrote
a letter to some Congressperson or Senator about the FEPC. Many
of the younger Members of Congress do not remember what the
FEPC was;- it was a law to protect the rights of black people in
employment and so on. I said in my letter, the FEPC, if you do not
keep it and vote for it, there will be terrible disaster in the street,

'there will be fires and people will explode, and it happened. I never
saved that letter. I wish I had. And that Congressman or Senator
probably gave me an informal answer. But that is the way I feel
now about the housing situation. I think as Congressman Dellums
says, it is explosive, anything can happen.

This business involying Martha Brown, it could cause, trouble in
the District of Columbia, and I .do not want to see it happen. We
have to stop it'before it happens.

Mr. DELLUMS. I tend to agree with you that rent control is not
the problem.

A few weeks ago one of my' colleagues offered an amendment on
the floor of Congress to a piece of housing legislation. It had to do
with new construction. It prohibits any jurisdiction'that has imply"
mented.a rent control measure from eligibility for this program.

I was literally overwhelmed by this amendment. On its face it is
Unprincipled and undernocratic. I never had the slightest thought
that this amendment would pass, but it did. I said on the floor of
the House that there are only' two' ways rent control measures
become realities: first, through the initiative process, or secondly,
through local governments, duly elected, implementing rent control
provisions. So why should we at the Federal level, if we 'are corn- .4
mitted to democratic processes, now penalize people at the local
level for attempting. to address this probleM with the limited re-
sources they have available to them absent a national policy?

The Congress has not found a way. to address this national policy
issue yet the measure to penalize local governments who enact rent
control passed.

When Members walked on the floor this is how the measure was
explained:. Vote against rent.control. So they voted against rent
control, but the amendment was unprincipled and undemocratic. I
am sure many of my colleagues, had no idea, but it was couched in
terms of "We must fight rent control."

In looking at the Federal tax laws, for. example, one finds that
ouFlaws-do not support theconstruction-of rental-housing, do-not-----
support ownership of rental housing or people Who live ih rental
housing. These laws serve as tax disincentives.,

Have the Gray Panthers explored this area? Have you made
comments or testified before other committees as to how in no way
the tax lawS support rental housing?
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Mr. J. DAVIS. No, we have not. As a matter of fact, we are so
busy we have no time to do things around the house, mow the
lawn, et cetera. There are just a few of us.

But I think we have to have a new set of people in Congress. I do
not mean to step on anybody's toes. In the 1930's when we had the
New Deal, all of a sudden people were speaking. Now it is the
extreme right wingers who are speaking, and the newspapers are
gobbling it all up.

I remember in the 1930's, regardless of,what you think, I was -
working in Sears, Roebuck selling shoes, going to graduate school,
and -everybody came in with a Landon button. I felt what is hap-
pening in this country, Landon will win by a landslide, and I got
up the next mowing and Roosevelt had won. Everybody was afraid
to wear the blue and white button. -

Then I went to the Railway Express and people were rejoicing
that Roosevelt had won.

After the election we got all sorts of things, SEC, social security
We will not have these things until the people elect new people.
These things will never come about and the Gray Panthers do not
have the timeI have a television set that has not been fixed for
11/2 years. My wife is after me. It has to come from having a new
set of ground rules.

Mr. DEL/Amis.,' agree.with you with respect to your analysis, the
impact of the military budget on our lives.

I find it very interesting, this month, Fortune magazine, the
magazine of 'the multinational corporations, makes the statement
gently, but interestingly enough they do make/the statement, that
if we continue to expand our military budget, this economy is going
to collapse. So for the first time, you now have members of the
corporate community, those outside the military-industrial com-
plex, not reaping the benefits of the many millions of dollars being
pumped into Trident submarines, for example, now realizing that
as ,you pump more resources. into -defense techniques, you build
teehniques that will ultimately either blow us off the face of the
Earth or the bottom drops out of our economy from the sheer
weight. I am glad, to see that corporate organizations have begun to
see that this road is the road to disaster.

Mr. J. DAVIS. I am so pleased that the black community is
'beginning to understand this. More and more you go around and
hear .talks by black leaders, and they talk about the military
budget. In. the 1960's we saw so many young whites out in the
streelkagainst the Vietnam war. Understandably the 'blacks were
not o there, because they were more vulnerable to punishment.
Now it has changed. The young blacks are talking- about the draft,
and am glad about it.

Mr. DELLUMS. Do you find HUD supports displacement of poor
and elderly who are living in rehabilitated housing in center cities
around the United States?

I-do-not-think-they are-the--eause--of it---They--am
in`sensitive and large and do not do much, but the programs they
have are stopgap' programs. You cannot blame them for that. It is
the temper of the times, and the ultraright has a lot to do with it.

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Davis, I would like to thank you. Any ques-
tions from the minority?
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RESIDENTIAL TAX RATES

Mr. STARKEY. You referred to the fact that residential tax rtes
have been increasing faster than commercial tax rates. at
become a problem for the elderly in the District to continue owning
their homes?

Mr. J. DAVIS. It is terrible. Out in Northeast. So many p ple
cannot keep up their high assesqments, and they are beginni g to
have to move out. Many of them are widows. It is bad now. The
Gray Panthers is in this utility struggle, also. We are getting new
members, peopYe who own a home in Northeast or Northwest, and
they will ask about utility and assessment rates, and we help them
as best we can.

Mr. D. DAVIS. Do you think that HUD, assuming it could do so,should
-design the types of housing you spoke of. What I want you to
respond to is whether you do not believe your lobbying activity
should center more on the lack of programs in HUD?

Mr.'J. DAVIS. Yes, I think they could give us more sectit 202
programs. However, HUD cannot do anything if Congress will not
appropriate more money.

At one time there was a threat of cutting off about $5 million for
the section 8 program. I think that has been tempered somewhat.
We cannot blame HUD for that. But you are asking more about
programs, and I guess we should think of more innovative pro-
grams. But right now we are so immersed in section 8 and getting
more public housing and so on that we have not thought about
that.

MIDDLE-INCOME HOUSING

Mr. D. DAVIS. Would you conclude that the Congress is paying
more attention to the problems asociated with middle-income hous-
ing?

Mr. J. DAVIS. My stand is you need it for both. It seems the
middle-income people are now becoming the poor-income people,
and you have to\protect both of them. This condominium thing is
an example of tht. The widows out on Connecticut Avenue are
suffering terribly. They seem to be middle income, but they are
living on the ragged \edge. They have maybe only $20,000 in the'
bank. I know that is what my wife and I have, $20,000 in the bank.
That does not, mean anything anymore. I do see' over and over
again talk about protection of the poor people, which I believe in
very much, but you have to start protecting the middle-income
people now in the 1980's.

Mr D. DAVIS. Would it,..in your opinion, be very effective if the
programs enacted by the Congress, designed by Congress and im-
plemented by HUD, gave more attention to keeping people in their
original neighborhood, rather than permitting this move to the
condominiums and the rental units, where it appears a number of
problems begin? Would it not be better if we concentrated on

plei n_theix_homes,wheretheya re --tobeginw
Mr. J. DAVIS. Most emphatically. There is a new program which

I have been invited to join, which I cannot because I am so busy,
neighborhood development program whidh speaks to that. It is just
awful for an old person to move, have to get new drapes, get her
furniture out of the house, pack her dishes up. I am 72 years old
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and I find it difficult to make adjustments, cannot do it any more. I
agree with you absolutely.

Mr. D. DAVIS. Thank you very much.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Davis, I want-to thank you personally and the

Gray Panthers for your contribution to these proceedings.
We perceive these hearings as the initial beginning of our in-

quiry. It is important that our colleagues throughout the country
know that many of those living in our cities arp expressing prob-
lems, and unless we address them sometime in the 1980's, all hell
will break out. So it is my hope we can use' this committee to
dramatize the conditions that confront the urban area here, as well
as throughout the Nation.

We thank you for your contribution. As we continue to refine
and expand these hearings, we will be calling upon you again.

Mr. J. DAVIS. Thank you for the opportunity. I have here "a
couple of documents which you folks might like to have.

Mr. DELLUMS. We appreciate it, and without objection it will,
become a part of the record of these proceedings.

[The information referred to is in committee files]
Mr. DELLUMS. Our next witness is Mr. Angel L. Irene, executive

director of the Council of Community and Hispanic Agencies. He is
accompanied by Mr. Alberto Gomez, housinevounselor for the
council. We were particularly interested in re riving testimony
from members of the Hispanic community in Washington, D.C, a
community which is one q3f the most active, vocal, and fast-growing
groups in the city.

We would like to welcome you, and you may proceed in any
manner you choose.

STATEMENT OF -ANGEL L. IRENE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
COUNCIL OF, COMMUNITY 'AND HISPANIC AGENCIES. WASH-
INGTON.' D.C.. ACCOMPANIED BY ALBERTO GOMEZ. HOUSING

COUNSELOR
Mr. IRENE. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee on the

District of Columbia, ladies and gentlemen, good morning.
On behalf of the Council of Hispanic Community and Agencies, I

wish to express our appreciation for giving us the opportunity to
inform you about one of the most serious problems facing our
community: the unemployment problem.

My name is Angel Luis Irene, executive director of the Council of
Hispanic Community and Agencies. The Hispanic Council, as we
commonly call it, is a nonprofit umbrblla organization that unifies
and coordinates the' work of 21 member 4kencies serving the Dis-
trict of Columbia Hispanic community. " -The. Hispanic Council also
serves' as a vehicle through which- the community, together with
the -agencies serving it, attempts to find solut,iops to social prob-
lems.

The HisPanic community of Washington, D.C., hils grown rapidly
_during_thelast:15 years 'Ft ls_ourcontention_that,_together--with--
this growth in popirlation, the Hispanic community has experi-
enced a growth in social and economic problems tolinclude a seri-
ous unemployment problem which has been overlooked or at best
poorly addressed by the Labor Department and the government of
the District of Columbia.
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We further contend that there are various reasons that make
this a very poignant problem.

When attempting to assess these factors, the first difficulty we

race is data
CENSUS COUNT OF HISPANICS

Up-to-date data on the Hispanic community in the District of
Columbia is extremely scarce. The 1970 U.S. Census, which .is

generally considered to practice extreme undercounting, places the

number of Hispanics in the District at 15,671. Hispanic community

agencies and the District of Columbia government in 1976, howev-

er, placed the number of Hispanics at well over 50,000. At that

time before Congress, they were using the figure 75,000, and I
believe some are CETA employees. It is estimated that there are
presently over 200,000 Hispanics within the standard metropolitan

area. Statistical data collected by the District of Columbia govern-
ment ignores, or simply does not bother to include, the Hispanic
community, even though our population grew over 65 percent from

1960 to 1970.
However, in order' to present the most accurate portrait possible,

we have drawn 1970 census data from census tract 2, 27, 39, and
40the Mount Pleasant, Adams-Morgan areawhere one of the

largest concentrations of Hispanic residents may be found. We also

used data from the latest and m_p mprehensive studies done

about the Hispanic community so

STATEMEN F NEEDS

According to studies done by th U.S. Congress, the unemploy-

ment of nonwhite Americans is the result of a number of reasons:
"S S * discrimination, education att inment and achievement and

the market situation * * *" (See footnq e 4, p. 603)

In the Washington, D.C., Hispanic co unity these, factors are
very much a reality. According to the 1970 census, 23 percent of all

District of Columbia Hispanics have completed high school. In
"Celisus tracts 38, 39, and 40, the figures for noncompletion of sec-

ondary-level education were 70 percent for Hispanics and 57 per-

cent for blacks. Furthermore, in 1970, 13.5 percent of all District of

Columbia Hispanics were living under poverty level, as compared

to 12 percent nationwide. Despite the considerable number of
Hispanics living in poverty, only 3.8 percent were receiving any

type of public assistance, including unemployment benefits.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The 1970 census findings indicated that the unemployment for

District of Columbia Hispanics was 18 percent. In 1971, the District

of Columbia Manpower Administration conducted a study on His-

panic employment-related problems. The DCMA summarized its
findings by reporting that the Hispanics often 'have to accept jobs

below the minimum -wageie-vel;--holcrtwo--or-three-jobs-ourrently,--
take positions below their level of training, cannot upgrade their
qualifications for lack of time, energy, or opportunity for advanced

training, and are often victims of exploitation and discrimination

by their employers:
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This data appears to be confirmed years later when the District
of' Columbia Washington Urban League conducted a citywide
survey called SOS '76. According to SOS '76, stable jobs at fair
wages is fundamentally r Hispanic problem. The survey concluded
that "Latinos were more likely than blacks to be unemployed
because of layoffs and budget cutbacks." That is 48 percent of
Latinos were unemployed because of layoffs compared to 28 per-
cent of blacks; 83 percent of the Hispanic population interviewed
said they could not find jobs because they lack training and experi-
ence; 79 percent of the Hispanics felt that they needed job training;
71 percent said they had not received job training in the past. Only
15 percent of the unemployed were receiving jobless benefits; 83
percent of those interviewed were not eligible for unemployment
benefits; 65 percent have been to the District of Columbia employ-
ment office, but 94 percent felt that they were not being helped to
find jobs.

For 55 percent of those Hispanics interviewed who had jobs,
stated that there were no other household members at work, and
about 85 percent of them said that they have to have more than
one job to make ends meet.

Furthermore, according to a 1979 survey titled "The Housing and
Demographic Characteristics of the Adams-Morgan/Mount Pleas-
ant Plannirw Area and Socio-economic Characteristics of its Latino
Community' Ofrepared for the Office of Latino Affairs and the
District of Columbia Department of Housing and Community De-
velopment, the unemployment in the ,District of Columbia Hispanic
community is as high as 16 percent, twice that of the city as a
whole. Over 90 percent of those unemployed are not receiving
.unemployment benefits. Hispanic families have a larger median-
size family than the rest of the community, and earn 51 per-tent
less than its white counterparts. Of all Hispanics interviewed,
abouy50 percent of them do not speak English well or none at, all.

The foregoing limited data should give you an idea of the unem-
ployment problem facing the District of Columbia Hispanic commu-
nity. On various occasions we contrasted black-Hispanics data to
further project the accurateness of, the problem; for if the unem-
ployment problem within the District of Columbia black communi-
ty is without question of crisis proportion, so is that of the Hispanic
community.

The District of Columbia Hispanic community has brought this
problem to the attention of the city administration and the District
of Columbia Employment Services Department in several occa-
sions. However, the city has failed to effectively deal with the
problem.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The District of Columbia Department of Employment Services
does not have the slightest notion about what 'should be done about
His. xp 01 a ion, e unemp oym -oss-unde r-
employment. Of over 1,300 employees, this department only has
seven Hispanic employees. The department lacks a program or
policy attempting to address this problem.

However, the lack of policies and programs addressing the prob-
lem of unemployment among Hispanics is not a problem unique to
the District of Columbia Department of Employment. The overall

I V
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government of the District of Columbia has failed to be an equal
opportunity employer for Hispanics.

In August 1971, former Mayor Washington committed the Dis-
trict of Cdlumbia into a program designed to increase the number
of Hispanics employed by the city government. At that time, ac-
cording to the 1971 staffing patterns report, Hispanics comprised
only 0.6 percent of the total District government work force. Today,
9 years later since the establishment of the program, Hispanics
constitute only 0.5 percent of over 40,000 employees comprising the
city's work force.

Thus, it is our contention the Hispanic worker cannot get jobs
within the District of Columbia government, and they are the first
victims of layoff;; and cutbacks in the Piivate sector. As a result, a
great number of Hispanics .are unemployed and underemployed.

CORRECTIVE MEASURES. RECOMMENDED

In view of the seriousness of this problem, we have categorically
asked" that at least the following corrective measures be undertak-
en by the responsible authorities of the city:

One, District of Columbia DOL should fund a 4-year comprehen-
sive bilingual bicultural employment and training center for Hi-
spanics.

Two, DOL should recruit and hire bilingual, bicultural staff to
serve the total population but available to service Hispanic's seek-
ing jobless benefit,. and employment.,

Three, DOL should 'hire Hispanics in top decisionmaking posi-
tions.-

Four, DOL should initiate a survey to ascertain the unemploy-
ment problem of the District of Columbia Hispanic community.

Five, the District of Columbia Office of Human Rights should
hire a top Hispanic, equal opportunity officeY who will bring all
heads of departments and agencies into compliance with the Equal
Opportunities Act.

At present, the Hispanic Council is seriously looking into the
legal resources available to our people, .since the District of Colum-
bia Employment Services Department has made no serious attempt
to solve the issue of unemployment among Hispanics.

Thank you. We would like to hear from Mr. Gomez, then we will
have some questions for you.

[Mr. Irene's prepared statement follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT BY ITIA COUNCIL OF HISPANIC COMMUNITY AND AGENCIES

r
THE D.C. HISPANIC COMMUNITY AND THE PROBLEM OF'AINEMPLOYMENT

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee.on the District of Columbia, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Council on Hispanic Community and Agencies, I wish to
express our appreciation for giving us the opportunity to inform you about one of
the most serious problems facing our community: the unemployment problem.

My name is Angel Luis Irene, executive director of the council of hispanic com-
munity and agencies. The Hispanic Council, as we commonly call it, is a non-profit
umbrella organization that unifies and coordinates the work of twenty-one member
agencies serving the D:C. hispanic community. The Hispanic Council also serves as
a -vehicle through which the community, together with the agencies serving it,
attempts to find solutions to social problems.

The Hispanic community of Washington, D.C. has grown rapidly during'the last
15 years. It is our contention that, together with this growth in population,. the
Hispanic community has experienced a growth in social and economic problems to
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include a serious unemployment problem which has been overlooked or at best
poorly addressed by the Labor Department and the government of the District of
Columbia.

We further contend that there are various reasons that make this a very poignant
problem.

- When attempting to assess these factors, the first difficulty we face is data
limitations.

Up-th-date, data on the Hispanic community in the District of Columbia is ex-
tremely scarce. The 1970 U.S. census, which is generally considered to practice
extreme under-counting ', places the number of Hispanics in the District at 15,671.
Hispanic community agencies and the D.C. government in 1976, however, placed the
number of Hispanics at well over 50,000. It is estimated that there are presently
over 200,000 Hispanics within the standard metropolitan area.

Statistical data collected by the D.C.. Government ignores, or simply does not
bother to include the Hispanic community, even though our population grew over 65
percent from 1960 to 1970?

However, in order to present the most accurate portrait possible, we have drawn
1970 census date from census tract 2, 27, 39, and 40 (the Mt. Pleasant/Adam`e
Morgan area) where one of the laYgest concentrations of Hispanic residents may be
found. We also used data from the latest and most comprehensive studies done
about the Hispanic community so far.'

STATEMENT OF NEEDS

According to studies done by-the U.S. Congress, the unemployment of non-while
Americans is the result of a number of reasons: ". . . discrimination, education
attainment and achievement and the market situation. . . ." '

In the Washington, D.C. Hispanic community these factors are very much a
reality. According to the 1970 census, 23 percent of all D.C. Hispanics have complet-
ed high school. In census tracts 38: 39, and 40, the figures for non-completion of
secondary-level education were 70 percent for Hispanics and 57 for blacks. Further-
more, in 1970 13.5 percent of all D.C. Hispanics were living under poverty level, as
compared to 12 percent nationwide. Despite the considerable number of Hispanics
living in poverty, only 3.8 percent were receiving any type of public assistance,
including unemployment benefits.

The 1970 census findings indicated that the unemployment for D.C. Hispanics was
18 percent. In 1971, the D.C. Manpower Administration conducted a study on
Hispanic employment-related problems.. The D.C.M.A. summarized its findings by
reporting that the Hispanics often have to accept jobs below" the minimum wage
level, hold two or three jobs currently, take positions below their level training,
cannot up-grade their qualifications for lack of time, energy or opportunity for
advanced training, and are often victims of exploitation and discrimination by their
employers.

This data appears to be confirmed years later when the D.C. Washington Urban
League conducted a city-wide survey.'

According to SOS '76, stable jobs at fair wages is fundamentally a Hispanic
problem. The survey concluded that "Latinos were more likely than blacks to be
unemployed because of layoffs and budget cutbacks." That is 48 percent of latinos
were unemployed because of layoffs compared to 28 percent of blacks; .8.3 percent of
the Hispanic population interviewed said they could not find jobs because they ack
training and experience; 79 percent of the Hispanics felt that they needed job
training; 71 percent said they had not received job training in the past. Only 15
percent of the unemployed were receiving jobless benefits; 83 percent of those
interviewed were not eligible for unemployment benefits; 65 percent have been to
the D.C. Employment Office but 94 felt that they were not being helped to find jobs.

For 55 percent of those Hispanics interviewed, who had jobs, stated that there
were no other household members at work and about 85 percent of them said that
they have to have more than one job to make ends meet.

1 "Counting the Forgotten". U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, April 1974.
Data on the Hispanic community is not provided in such District publications as: "Selected

Demographic Characteristics of D.C.," D.C. Office of Plannitig and. Management, November
1971; 'Demographic-Social and Health Characteristics," D.H.R., 1976; "Estimates PopuNtion-
Census Tract Supplement," Municipal Planning Office, 1973-74; "The People of D.C.," Municipal.
Planning Office 1973; The District s latest publication, "1985, A Look Ahead Population Fore-
casts." Municipal Planning Office, 1976, also ignores the Hispanic community.

"SOS 1976,' Washington Urban League, 1976 and the Adams Morgan Mt. Pleasant Hispanic
Survey, 1979.

.'"The Unemployment of Non-White Americans," U.S. Congress 1976.
"SOS '76," Survey conducted by the Washington D.C. Urban League.
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Furthermore, according to a 1979 survey titled the housing and demographic
characteristics of the Adams Morgan/Mt. Pleasant planning area and socio-econom-
fc characteristics of its Latino community prepared for the Office of Latino Affairs
and the D.C. Hispanic community is.as high as 16 percent, twice of that of the City
as a whole. Over 90 percent of those unemployed are not receiving unemployment
benefits; Hispanics families have a larger median size family than the rest of the
community and earn 51 percent less than its white counterparts; of all Hispanics
interviewed about 50 percent of them do not speak English well or none at all.

The foregoing limited data should give you an idea of the unemployment problem
facing the D.C. Hispanic community. In various occasion we contrasted black-
hispanics data to further project the accurateness of the problem for if the unem-
ployment problem within the D.C. black community is rithout question of crisis
proportion so is that of the Hispanic community.

The D.C. HispaniC community has broughtthis problem to the attention of the
city administration and the D.C. employment services department in several occa-
sions. However, the city has failed to effectively deal with the problem.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The D.C. Department of Employment Services does not have the slightest notion
about what should be done about Hispanic worker exploitation, the unemployment
and gross under-employment. Of over 1,300 employees, this department only has
seven Hispanic employees. The department lacks a program or policy attempting to
address this problem.

However, the lack of policies and programs addressing the problem of unemploy-
ment, among Hispanics is not a problem unique of D.C. Department of Employment.
The overall government of the District of Columbia has failed to be an equal
opportunity employer.

On August 1971, former Mayor Washington committed the District of Columbia
into a program designed to increase the number of Hispanics employed by the city
government. At that time, accor. ig to the 1971 staffing report, Hispanics com-
prised only 0.6 percent of the total district government workforce. Today, 9 years
later of the establishment of the program, Hispanics constitute only 0.5 percent of
over 40,000 employees comprising the city's workforce.

Thus, it is our contention the Hispanic worker cannot get jobs within the D.C.
government and they are the first victims of layoffs and cutbacks in thp private
sector. As a result, a great number of Hispanics are unemployed and underem-
ployed.

In view of the seriousness of this problem, we have categorically asked that at
least the following corrective measures be undertaken by the responsible authorities
of the city:

(1) D.C. DOL should fund a four year comprehensive bilingual bicultural employ-
ment and training center for Hispanics.

(2) DO should recruit' and hire bilingual bicultural staff to serve the total
populatid but available to service Hispanics seeking jobless benefits and employ-
ment.

(3) DOL sho hire Hispanics in top decision-making positions.
(4) DOL shoul itiate a survey to ascertain the unemployment problem of D.C.

Hispanic communit
( ) The Office of man Rights should hire a top Hispanic .equal opportunity

officer who will bring all heads of departments and agencies into compliance with
the Equal Opportunities Act.

At present, the Hispanic Council is seriously looking into the legal resources
available to our people, since the D.C. Empldyment Services Department have made
no serious attempt to solve the issue of unemployment among Hispanics.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT .

Our community has and will continue to search for alternatives and solutions to
all of our problems including unemployment which is considered by our community
as one of the three major problems we have next to housing and immigration.

The Hispanic Council with its small staff has searched for monies within diffe..ent
Federal government agencies. In dealing with the Federal Department of Labor we
are confronted with the frustrating exercise that the most available resources and
programs for which we, as a community could apply for, are being contracted out by
the D.C. Employment Services Department which serve as prime sponsor for all the
comprehensive employment training act programs. In the area of special projects
the Federal government is more interested in approaches of national scope, al-
though D.C. is unique in its political structure and demographic composition, very
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little has been done to make D.C. a testing center fOr pilot projects and new ideas.
In the case of the Department of Health and Human Services, we are confronted
with the same situation as with the Labor Department.

The Health and Human Services of the Federal government has initiated what
they call a Hispanic access initiative project. The project consist in ascertaining the
access Hispanics are having to social services available within those communities,
containing more than 250,000 Hispanics.

Again, although the .metropolitan Washington area has for a long time been
considered as a regional planning area with a council of governors comprising the
jurisdictions of Maryland, Virginia and D.C.; and although the local communities
and governments estimates, puts the Hispanic population well over the 200,000, the
ever growing Hispanic community of the metropolitan Washington will not be able
to benefit from this need assessment effort, due to some technicalities. Thus, it can
be concluded that very few Federal resources are being applied to the solution of
local problems. The local government has done little or nothing about those prob-
lems.

In the occasions, in which some resources are identified, the response of the
Federal government to financial requests is always in this proportion to the needs
being addressed.

All in all, the Hispanic Council and its members agencies are confronted with the
task of helping solve major problems in the area of housing, employment, education,
immigration, social services, health and others with very few local resources and
almost none from the Federal government.

The proposed cuts in Federal programs will make our community efforts more
difficult because the District Government will have less resources on top of its
present financial problems.

Thus, our community will receive less in the way of services and programs.
We trust that Congress will avoid punishing the needy blacks,, Hispanics, and

white families of our cities and that creative solution will be found AO' the problems
of the inner city. We believe that more help should be made available to community
based organizations (CBO) such as our Hispanic Council which is comprised by 21
community agencies and programs.

Let me end by saying that Hispanics want, just about what any other person
wants: A job, .respect and a fair opportunity in the community. The well being of
our people is a question of civil and human rights. We trust that those who are
responsible and concerned will help us better the life of our people.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ALBERTO GOMEZ

HOUSING PROBLEM

Mr. GOMEZ. As chairman of the Housing Committee of the Coun-
cil of. Hispanic Community and Agencies, I come before you to offer
several important points for you to consider and act upon as the
overall housing situation in the District of Columbia has reached
crisis proportion's. I am more concerned with solutions than the
problem itself. But I feel decent, safe, and affordable housing as a
goal is the dreaM of all Americans. It is also just that it be the
dream of all Latinos in the District of Columbia.

There are several ways to tackle the housing "problemthe obvi-
ous ones are "§ubSidies, new housing stock, and homeownership. I
will be elaborating on the different ways I feel subsidies, new
housing, and homeownership can 'be solutions to the problem we
have. have been involved in the housing struggle for. 6 years now
in these areas, and working with housing councils full time gives
me an opportunity to get deeply into the grassroots suffering of
renters, homeowners, and everybody else who is not yet a renter or
homeowner.

There are not enough apartment buildings in the District of
Columbia participating in the public. housing programs, and the
Office of Property Management can attest to thisthe backlog is
about 4 years; which 'means that people applying today may be
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called in 1983 if they are lucky. As I go on talking about dates, I
feel that dates such as 1977 and 1976and probably 1975 and 1976
are still very current. Only the problems remain the same in some
places, but in many other areas they have increased; 1980 may be a
very crucial point as to what many people may be deciding in the
next few days,. I would even say months. Because at this time,
Ad ms- Morgan has really changed. Section 8 is also in a jam.
Wishington, D.C., with a population of 700,000, receives 570 'slots
under the section 8 existing program. There are several kinds of
section 8, but this one only gets 570 slots in the District of Colum-
bia. For the purpose of -giving an idea of the disproportion in the
distribution of the section 8 allocations of slots, the city of Alexan-
dria with a population of 118,000 receives 150 slots on the first
fiscal year 1977, and this is an increase of 50 more for fiscal ybar
1978.

At this proportion, if 100 slots per thousand were allocated,
Washington, D.C., should receive 1,050 slots.

The section 8 office does not have data as to how many Latinos
have been. given certificates, and if they have been given certifi-
cates, how many have been able to find adequate apartments.

We will also be touching on the point of language disadvantage,
as people do not or could not express their basic needs as to the
health problem and the housing problem. Many people do not
know how to apply for an apartment, to ask for an application to
apply for an apartment.

WHO WERE THE POTENTIAL LOSERS IN THE STRUGGLE

In order to identify the population who was most likely to be
displaced by the rehabilitation/gentrification process in the desig-
nated HCS area, between 1970 and 1977, we used demographic data
from the 1970 census. We found that the census tracts comprising
this contained a higher percentage of low-income families, blacks,
Hispanics, the 'elderly, female-headed families, and renters, than
did the city as a whole. -

Unless counseled and organized, many of these people are unable
to resist the forces that lead to their displacement.

As we talk about Hispanics, I follow the guidelines of Congress-
man Garcia from New York. He said there should be in.the agen-
cies no more Puerto Ricans, South Americans, but Hispanics.
Among ourselves we can, tell the difference, but when it comes to
the Federal Government, I do not think the an tell the difference
between Cubans and Hispanics.

LOW - INCOME FAMILIES

One of the major finding's of the Urban Coalition study was:
In nearly all the neighborhoods surveyed, housing rehabilitation brought with it a

group of residents with different characteristics from those of the original residents.
They were almost always wealthier, and this difference in. income is the fundamen-
tal dynamic in the set of circumstances contributing to displacement.

To measure the percentage of the population who were low
income in 1970, we used the percentage of families whose income
was less than the HUD section 8 levels for low- to moderate-income
families.

d..

I. .1 1.1
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As can be seen from table 1, over half the families-in -the HCS
area fell below this low-income criteria. In the Shaw areacensus
tracts 47, 48, 2, 49, 2the income, of 7 out of 10 families was low
income by the HUD standards.

BLACKS AND HISPANICS

According to the Urban Coalition report:
Where socioeconomic 'differences coincide with racial or ethnic differences, whites

replace less affluent black or Hispanic Americans.

We have already seen the high proportion of 16w-income' people
who lived in the HCS area in 1970. In 1970, this area also con-
tained a higher percent of black residents than did the city as a
whole-82 percent as compared to 71 percentas well aithe city's
major Hispanic neighborhoods in Adams-Morgan and Mount Pleas-
ant.

THE ELDERLY

According to'the Urban Coalition report:
Almost 80 percent of the neighbochoods reporting elderly residents indicated a

decline in their numbers after rehabilitation whether they are homeowners or
renters they often are not able to cope with rapid Increase in housing costs.

As can be seen from table 1, the HCS area had a slightly higher
percentage of people age 65 and over in 1970 than did the city as a
whole. Several tracts within this area contained geriatric
ghettos, meaning concentrations of olden people. Census tracts 30,
30, And 43 in Columbia Heights, Adams-Morgan, and Dupont North
had the older, moderate-rent multifamily buildings inhabited by
alderly renters. Two of these tracts-40 and 43had more than
twice the elderly population than did the city as a whole.

r)'
RENTERS c

The Urban Coalition study, shows that as neighborhoods are re-
habilitated, renters are displaced as multifamily dwellings are- ren-
ovated for single-family use or sold as cooperatives: and condomin-
iums We are concerned with the older -council agencies, most
housi ag counseling services most Hispanics come to look for assist-
ance, especially counseling. There are many, many problems, a
little bit different and that aggravate the problems more than I
would say, those of any other regular white or black elderly person.
We serve mostly blacks, but we do have a lot of whites coming in.

Besides being difficult for them to locate any place, a room,
boarding house, or an apartment in any building, they, of Course,
do not know anything about section 202/8 that they may be able to
use and none of the other sections they may have liben able to use
before such as 236' or 235, and, by the way, 235 is not'functioning in
this. town.

In 1970, the District oF Columbia was a city of renters. Almost 72
percent of the housing stock was rental housing.

During .this same year, over 80 percent of the housing stock in
the HCS area were rental units. While several tracts in Blooming-
dale, Ekington, Brookland, and Edgewood-33.1, 33.2, 92 and 93
had a higher percentage of homecwners than did the city as a
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whole, in tracts in Adams-Morgan, Columbia Heights, Logan Circle,
and Shaw more than 90 percent of all units were rental.

FEMALE-HEADED FAMILIES

While female-headed households have not been singled out in
displacement studies as a group severely, affected by gentrification
as will be seen later in this report, the percentage of female-headed
households in a census tract is significantly correlated with dis-
placement.

This finding should not be surprising considering that female-
headed families are likely to be black, low income and a renter
population.

According to a recent HUD study, female-headed r households
must spend higher percentages of their lower incomes for olden
less-well-maintained housing thah the population 'as a whole. Close
to 90 percent in housing counseling services are women, and a lot
of them, about 60 percent, would be heads of household.

As can be seen from table 1, the HCS area had a higher percent-
age of female-headed families than did the District as a whole.

In 1970, about 25 percent of all District families were female
headed. In thig same year, in tracts in Le Droit. Park, and Shaw,
close to 40 percent of all families' were female headed.

In Slim, the elderly, ow-income blacks, Hispanics, and female-
headed families unless counseled and organized are not prepared to'
effectively resist displacement when gentrification begins.

We have had -a very hard time with the city and the Federal
Government with allocation of funds for counseling which is the
only viable alternative. When there is not enough housing you
-must know how what is available can be found.

There are examples of places that have been occupied without
properly educating prospective tenants and those places have been
half destroyed.

There is a place in New Yorknamed after a saintwith 1,200
units that were destroyed in less than 8 months. Everybody waS

taken out and then anybody" who wanted to apply had to go
through counseling sessions and be certified to be a renter.

Many people at that time did not know the real obligations or
duties of tenants.

Today the building is a success. Everybody is taking care of the
place. Everybody was counseled.

As we will see in the next section, this 'gentrification 'process is
increasing at a rate beyond the resources of many long-time resi-
dents of revitalizing neighborhoods. The rate of the process makes
a gentrification seem like a natural disaster rather than a man-
made social and economic process.

CONDO CONVERSIONS

A recent Washington Post article proclaims that 1978 "* * * is
turning into the year in which condominiums have finally arrived,
not only as housing, but an investment in real estate in major
urban markets around the country."
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I have a big file of newspaper articles for telling things to
happen. I have seen the same articles this year. In other words, it
is repeating and repeating itself all the time:

In the District, condominium conversion has been used by real
estate investors to increase profits in the face of rent control regu-
lation. Much of this condo. conversion has occurred in HCS tracts
north of Dupont Circle, in Adams-Morgan and Mount Pleasant.

While to number of condo conversion permits issued in the city
as a wholebetween 1976 and the first half of 1978 increased by
almost 400 percent, the increase in the HCS area was over 1,000
percent.

HOUSING DISPLACEMENT

The, displaced or "new urban nomads are the losers in the
struggle for the city's housing stock, the low-income black, elderly,
and female-headed households have few weapons to successfully
fight the rehabilitation/gentrification of their homes and neighbor-
hoods.

According to an advertisement for the Districl in a recent issue
of Time magazine, the new Barry administration states that, "In
1977, some 7,000 people left the District because of housing dis-
placement." n is not clear where this figure came from or how
reliable an estimate it is. Leaving the city may be the final step in
the displacement process.

Many people double up, two or three families move into a unit.
Of course, that is against regulations in the District of Columbia
but overcrowding is a ,very.common practice because there is no
place to go.

There is some evidence that people displaced from their homes
attempt to stay in the same neighbbrhoods, moving to even less
attractive dwellings or doubling up with friends and relatives in
even more crowded housing.

Given this evidence, this study examines several measures of the
'displacement, including evictions, notices to vacate for economic
reasons, decline in the housing stock and population decline.

EVICTIONS

Those renters who are actually. evicted from their homes by the
U.S. Marshal's Office represent only a' small portion of those who
are displaced because, of their inability to pay the rent.

Many people leave before they get evicted. It is a very shameful
thing. People don't like to lose things when they are put out in the
street.

In 1977, of 34,567 writs issued by the Ldlord-Tenant court, only
2,531 resulted in belongings placed on the street by the Marshal's
Office. Many of the remaining potential evictees undoubtedly left
in the night before the actual eviction took place. '

In 1977, in the city as a whole, approximately 1.3 percent of all
renters suffered the indignity of having their belongings placed on
the streets. ,In the HCS area the eviction rate was slightly higher,
1.6 percent.

As can be seen from table 3, there was a slight decrease in the
number of evictions carried out between 1970 and 1977 in the city
as a whole. During this same period, half of the HCS tracts showed
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V.

an increase, that is, again, Mount Pleasant, 'Adams-Morgan or
Northwest 1. ,

The greatest increases in evictions were in census tract 39 in
Adams-Morgan and census tract 44 bordering Logan Circle, both
areas with heavy gentrification.

NEW HOUSING STOCK

The new Director of the District of Columbia bepartment of
Housing and Community Development has expressed his 'plans of
removing the boards off -the Muses and building as a means of
creating new housing stock:

I believe this to be an exellent sign of positive change is also
hope that Latinos will have a fair share of the rehabilitated hous-
ing inventory.

The only problem we have is the community is being moved out
of the neighborhood and that is not happening only in Washington,
D.C., but I guess notices from many other cities where the same
thing is happening.

In the Hispanic community, besides the time one spends in the
neighborhood there are many other things that enter into play like
the stores where they speak Spanish, where they buy their food,
the restaurants, the churches.

I even have arguments with tenants who say they don't want to
go to the United States yet; they want to stay in Adams-Morgan.
They can go and work in the United States, downtown, and come
back to Latin America. where Spanish is spoken and people eat the
same and listen to the same music.

HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY

Relatively new legislation passed in the District of Columbia
increased the instrument that was so badly needed to alleviate the
intricate housing problems.

The District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency Act (2-291) of
November 1978 may be the answer to the alternative of home-
ownership and we Latinos want to have a direct impact as mem-
bers of the board of directors and advisory boards as we are enti-
tled by law as stipulated in the District of Columbia Law 1-86 and
as mandated in the Housing Finance Agency Act of .the. District of
Columbia.

I don't know what is happening with the HouSing Finance
Agency at this time. Nothing much has happened.

As we get an education for the labor market, renters and home-
owners must be offered the education necessary in order to become
better renters and better homeowners.;

The new administration must support the idea that DCCD should
continue to fund and expand the housing counseling program to
Meet the housing needs of the city's Hispanic residents and new-
comers which would: (1), assist in locating, housing; (2) maintain
current information on available rental housing in the city and
other housing programs that can benefit the communities; (3) edu-
cate Hispanics on their rights, the Code, and housing standards in
the District of Columbia and areas' of consumer concerns; (4) assist
Hispanic families interested' in becoming homeowners and/or any
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related, areas; and (5) assist Hispanics in learning how to use pres-
ent services and programs offered by DHCD.

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTERS

During the time of testimony for the community development
program, the Department filed a petition for $350,000 to be allo-
cated for counseling centers in the city. We would like to see that a
fair proportion is allocated to. help Hispanics specifically, because,
of the four housing and counseling services centers in the -city,
there is only one that has two bilingual counselors.

So out of four centers, one of the two counselors is actually not
there most of the time and is trying to do training so there is only
one functioning housing counselor.

In the economic aspect we realize that economic growth is para-
mougt to the solution of housing and social problems. Sometimes
for understandable reasons. Sometimes we think there is a lack of
understanding or probably not an appreciation that Hispanics can
take the initiative in economic development.

The changes we are experiencing in our community do neat have
the guidance of the District of Columbia government. The let them
do it and hands off attitude which has characterized the local
government has to come to an end.

We do not want handouts and tokenism, but participation on
District of Columbia decisions on policies and growth for our com-
munity.

The strategy to expand the economic base is to maximize re-
sources of the Latinos via shops and businesses in general with the
establishment of a community development corporation, that really
takes into account the needs of the Hispanics.

When, we presented one proposal we were presented with an-
other that Spanish could he a subcomponent. You have three com-
ponents and you can be component A-1 or B-1 or C-1. We don't
want to be subcomponents, we want to be major components.

This is feasible since we are close to four major hotels and in a
strategic position within District of Columbia.

The District of Columbia government cannot provide all' the
housing needed, but the government can provide funds for us to
plan the growth in the area together with other residents. We want
a, road map to avoid displacement and to expand our economic
base.

TOURISTS

Washington, D.C., is a city of visitors. According to the Hotel
Association of Washington, the National Park Services, and the
District of' Columbia Bicentennial Commission, 12 million visitors
come to Washington every year. They come to stay 4.2 days but
after visiting the White House and some museums they leave at
the end of 2.8 days. The District of Columbia loses 1.4 tourist day
times 12 million, that is to say, 16.8 million days a year.

We won't get it all in our community but we can certainly use
the benefits' of the employment and economic strength that may
result.

The CDC proposal is just thatbut the one we have right now is
the one where Hispanics would be a subcomponenta way for us
to determine what we want, need, and demand.
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It will be a beginning of a new era of cooperation between the
city's administration, a new City Council, find the Latino communi-
ty which has been subjected to so much discrimination in the past.

Wliat we want is fair.
What we ask is just.
What we envision is the seed which will represent unquantifiable

benefits to the city by resolving housing problems upgrading the
economy of the area; and above all, soften the resentment. we
Latinos have about the way our Government behaves toward us.
The time is for immediate action, not for promises, and for that we
will make a lot of people accountable; specifically the Congress.'

Our experience in the community is that our agency, which
offers most of the housing information assistance in the area, does
not receive adequate funding geared toward 'offering this valuable
service to the Hispanic community.

The city does not seem to take into consideration the difficulties
of serving a multicultural/bilingual community. The agency does
not have enough space and cannot afford any more.

Being an HUD-approved counseling agency, the best we can say
is that our funding is minimal coming from the city with provi-

. sions of zero dollars for Hispanics; nothing for training.
The city in its proposal has requested $315 million for counsel -'

ing; the Council of Hispanic Community and Agencies and Housing
Counseling Services,' Inc., hope that Hispanics will be kept in mind.

Otherwise, we will continue to see 'the community come out of
the neighborhood for the lack of proper assistance. This is a good
opportunity to say that like in other areas of the Nation, housing
projects, are far off and away from the neighborhoods in which
people live.

Frankly, to say that cuts will affect our level of services in the
community is like worrying about the future death of tha chicken
of the golden eggs before it ,is even born. We worry about not
having. We have had nothing much. Hopefully, we will be able to
drop the "nothing" and exchange the lonely "much" for something.

Thank very much for your kind attention.
[The prep red statement of Mr. Gomez follows:]

STATEMENT\ o' ALBERTO GOMEZ, ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF HISPANIC
1 COMMUNITY AND AGENCIES

D.C. HISPANICS AND THE HOUSING PROBLEM

As chairman of the Housing Committee of the Council of Hispanic Community
and Agencies. I come before you to offer several important points for ybu,to consider
and act upon.

HOUSING PROBLEMS

The over-all housing situation in the District of Columbia has reached crisis
proportions. Decent, safe, and affordable housing as a goal is the dream of all
Americans. It is also just that it be the dream of all Latinos in the Dist. Id of
Columbia.

There are several ways to tackle the housing problemthe obvious, ones are
subsidies, new housing stock and homeownership.

There are not enough apartment buildings in the District of Columbia participat-
ing in the public housing programs and the Office of Property Management can
attest to thisthe back log is of about 4 years; which means that people applying
today may be called in 1983 if they are lucky. Section 8 is also iu a jam. Washing-
ton, D.C. with a population of 700,000 receives 570 slots under the section 8 existing
program. For the purpose of giving an idea of the disproportion in the distribution
of the section 8 allocations of slots, the city of Alexandriae.with, a population of
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118,000 receives 150 slots on the first fiscal year 1977 and this is an increase of 50
more for fiscal year 1978.

At this proportion, if one hundred slots per thousand were allocated, Washington,
D.C. should receive 1,050 slots.

The section 8 office does not have data as to how many Latinos have bee given
certificates and if they have been given certificates, how many have bee able to
find adequate apartments.

WHO WERE THE POTENTIAL LOSERS IN THE STRUGGLE?

In order to identify the population who was most likely to be displaced by the
rehabilitation/gentrification process in the designated HCS area, between 1970 and
1977, we used demographic data from the 1970 census. We found that the census
tracts comprising this contained a higher percentage of low income families, blacks,

' Hispanics, the elderly, female headed families and renters, than did the city as a
whole.

Unless counseled and organized many of these people are unable to resist the
forces that lead to their displacement.

LOW-INCOME FAMILIES

One of the major findings of the urban coalition study, was "in nearly all the
neighborhoods surveyed, housing rehabilitation brought with it a group of residents
with different characteristics from those of the original residents. They were almost
always wealthier and this difference in income is the fundamental dynamics in the
set of circumstances contributing to displacement."

To measure the percentage of the population who were low income in 1970, we
used the percentage of families whose income was less than the HUD section 8
levels for low- to moderate-income families.

As can be seen from table 1, over half the families in the HCS area fell below this
low income criteria. In the Shaw area (census tracts 47, 48, 2, 49, 2), the income of

out of ten families were; low, income-by the HUD standards.

BLACKS AND HISPANICS

According to the Urban Coalition report, "Where socioeconomic differences coin -
de with racial or, ethnic differences whites replace less affluent black or Hispanic

Americans."
We have already seen the high proportion of low income people who lived in the

HCS area in 1970. In 1'970, this,area also contained a higher percentage of black
residents than did the city as a whole (82 percent as compared to '71 percent) as well
as the city's major Hispanic stithorhoods in Adarns-Morgan and Mount Pleasant. I

THE ELDERLY

According to the Urban Coalition report, " ost 80 percent' of the neighborhoods
reporting elderldy residents indicated a ecline in their numbers after
rehabilitation . . . whether they are homeowners or renters they often are not able
to cope with rapid increase in housing costs."

As can be seen from table 1, the HCS area had a slightly higher percentage of
people, age 65 and over-in 1970 than did the city as a whole. Several census tracts
within this area contained geriatric ghettos. Census tracts 30, 30, and 45 in Colum-
bia Heights, Adams Morgan and DuPont North had the older, moderate rent multi-
family buildings inhabited by elderly renters. Two of these tracts (40 and 43)-had
more than twice the elderly population than did the.city as a whole.

RENTERS

The Urban Coalition study shows that as neighborhoods are rehabilitated, renters
are displaced as multi-family dwellings are renovated for single family use or sold
as cooperatives and condominiums.

In 1970, the District of Columbia was a city of renters. Almost 72 percent of the
housing stock was rental housing. During this same year, over 80 percent of the
housing stock in the HCS area were rental units. While several tracts in Blooming-
dale, Ekington, Brookland and Edgewood (33.1, '33.2, 92 and 93) had a higher
percentnge of home-owners than did the city as a whole, in tracts in AdamsMorgan,

' Source: Home Counseling Needs in the North Central Area of Washington, D.C.by Hous
ing Counseling Services. Inc. March 1979.

t!V,:fi 22
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Columbia Heights, Logan Circle and Shaw more than 90 percent of all units' were
rental.

FEMALE HEADED FAMILIES

While female headed households have not been singled out in displacement stud-
ies as a group severely affected by gentrification as will be seen later in this report,
the percentage of female headed households in a census tract is significantly corre-
lated with displacement. This finding should not be surprising considering that
female headed families are likely to be. black,-low income and a renter population.
According to a recent HUD Study, female headed households must spend higher
percentages of then' lower incomes for older, less well maintained houstng than the
population as a whole.

As can be seen from table 1, the HCS area had a higher percentage of female
headed families than did the District as a whole. In 1970, about 25 percent of all
District families were female headed. In this same year, in tracts in Le Droit Park,
and Shaw, close to 40 percent of all families were female-headed.

In sum, the elderly, low income blacks,' Hispanics and female headed families
unless counseled and organized are not,prepared to effectively resist displacement
when gentrification begins.

As we pill see in the next section, this gentrification process is increasing at a
rate, beyond the resources of many long time residents of "revitalizing neighbor-
hoods.' The rate of the process makes a gentrification seem like a natural disaster
rathet than a man -mace social and economic process.-

CONDO CONVERSION S

A recent Washington Post article proclaims that 1978 ". . . is turning into the
year in which con ozpiniums have finally arrived, not only as housing, but an
investment real estate in major urban markets around the country."

In the District, condominium conversion has been used by real estate investors to
increase profits in the face, of rent control regulation. Much of this condo conversion
has .occurred in HCS tracts north of' Dupont Circle, in Adams-Morgan and Mount
Pleasant.

While the number of condo conversion permits issued in the city as a whole
between 1976 and the first half of 19.78 increased by almost 400 percent, the
nn'..-ease in the HCS area was over 1,000 percent.

HOW MUCH DISPLACEMENT HAS OCCURRED?

The displaced or "new urban nomads" are the losers in the struggle for the city's
housing stock, the low income black, elderly, and female headed households have
few weapons to, successfully fight the rehabilitation/gentrification of their homes
and neighborhoods.ACcording to an advertisement for the District in a recent issue of Time Maga-
zine, the new Barry administration states that, "in 1977 some 7,000 people left the
District because' of housing displacement." It is not clear *where this figure came
from, or how reliable an estimate it is. Leaving the city may be the final step in the
displacement process. There is some evidence that people displaced from their
homes attempt to stay in the same neighborhoods, moving to even less attractive
dwellings or doubling up with friends and-relatives in even more crowded housing.

Given this evidence, this study examines several measures of the displacement
including evictions; notices to vacate for economic reasons, decline in the housing
stock and population decline.

EVICTIONS

Those renters who are actually evicted from their' homes by the U.S. Marshall's
office represent only a small portion of those who are displaced because of their
inability to pay the rent.

In 1977, of 34,567 writs issued by the landlord-tenant court only 2,531 resulted in
belongings placed on the street by the marshal's office. Many of the remaining
potential evictees undbubtedly left in the night before the actual evictien took place.

In 1977 in the city as a whole, approximately 1.3 percent of all renters suffered
the indignity of having their belongings placed on the streets. In the HCS area the
eviction rate was slightly higher (1.6 percent).

Ai can be seenfrom table 3, there rVazi a slight decrease in the number of
evictions carried out between 1970 and 1977 in the city as a whole. During this same
period, half 'of the HCS tracts showed an increase.

The greatest increases in evictions were in census tract 39 in Adams-Morgan and
and census tract 44 bordering Logal Circle, both areas with heavy gentrification.
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SOME SOLUTIONS

New housing stock
The new director of the D.C. Department of Housing and Community Develop-

ment has expressed his plans of removing the boards off the houses and building as

a means of creating new housing stock. I believe this to be an excellent sign of
positive change. I0 also hoped that latinos will have a fair share of the rehabilitate
housing inventory.
Housing Finance Agency

Relatively new legislation passed in the District of Columbia creased the instru-
ment that was so badly needed to alleviate the housing intricate problems. The

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency Act (2-291) of November 1978 may be

the answer to the alternative of home ownership and we latinos want to have a
direct impact as members of the board of directors and advisory boards as we are
entitled by law as stipulated in D.C. Law 1-86 and as mandated in the Housing
Finance Agency Act of the District of Columbia.

As we get an education for the labor market, renters and homeowners must be

offered the education necessary in order to become better renters and better home-
owners.

The new administration must support the idea that D.C.C.D. should continue to

fund and expand fhe housing counseling program to meet the housing needs of the
city's Hispanic residents and newcomers which would:

(a) Assist in locating housing;
(b) Maintain current information on available rental housing in the city and

other housing programs that can benefit the communities;
(c) Educate hispanics on their rights, the code and housing standards in D.C.

and areas of consumer concerns;
(d) Assist hispanic families interested in becoming homeowners and/or any

related areas;
(e) Assist hispanics in learning how to use present services and progra

offered by D.H.G.D.
In the economic aspect we realize that economic growth is paramount to the

solution of housing and social problems.
The changes we are experiencing in our community do not have the guidance of

the D.C. government. The "let them do it" and "hands-off' attitude which has
characterized the local government has to come to an end.

We do not want hand-outs and tokenism, but participation on D.C. decision on

policies and growth for our community.
The strategy tpexpand the economic base is to maximize resources of the latinos

via shops and businesses in general with the establishment of 'a community develop-

ment corporation.
Thi. s reasible since we are close to four major hotels and in a strategic position

within D.C.
The ').C. government cannot provide all the housing needed, but the government

can piJvide funds for us to plan the growth in the area together with other
resuierts. We want a "road map" to avoid displacement and to expand au: mconomic

base.
Washington, D.C. is a city-of--visitorsr-aecording-ta-the Hotel Association of

Washington, the National Park Services, and the D.C. Bicentennial Commission, 12

million visitors come to Washington every year. They come 'to stay 4.2 days, but
after vi inj the White House and some museums they 'leave at. the end of 2.8 days..

D.C. lost 1.4 tourist day times 12 million that is to say 16.8 million days a year.
-We won't get it all in our community but we can certainly use the benefits of the

employment and economic strength. that may result.
The CDC proposal is just that: A way for us to determine what we want, need and

demarv' I.' will be the beginning of a new era of cooperation between the city's

admint- ...ion, a new 'city council and the latino community which has been sub-

jectPd so much discrimination in the past. -
*hat we want is fair.
'hat we ask is just.

What we envision iq the seed which will represent unquantifiable benefits to the

At), by resolving housing/problems upgrading the economy of the area; and above

all soften the resentment we latinos have about the way our government behaves

towards. us. The time is for immediate action not for promises and for that we will

make you accountable.
Our experience in the community that our agency (which offers most of the

housing information assistance in the area) does not receive adequate funding
geared toward offering this valuable service to the hispanic community. The city

r,6-5:S - Cl - 40
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does not seem to take into consideration the difficulties of serving a multicultural/
bilingual community. The agency does not have enough space/and cannot afford
anymore.

Being an HUD approved counseling agency, the best we/can say is that our
funding is minimal coming from the city with provisions of zero dollars for hispan-
ics; nothing for training. The city in its CDBC-6 proposal has requested $315 million
for counseling: the council of hispani^ community and agencies and Housing Coun-
seling Services, Inc. hope that hispanics will be kept in/mind. Otherwise we will
continue to see the community c.-e out of the neighborhood for the lack of proper
assistance. This is a good opportunity to say that like in other areas of the Nation,
housing projects are far off and away from the neighhbrhoods in which pel5ple live.

Frankly, to say that cuts will affect our level of services in the community is like
worrying about the future death of the chicken of the golden eggs before it is even
born. We worry about not having. We have had nothing much. Hopefully we will be
able to drop the "nothing" and exchange the lonely "much" for something.

Thank you very much for your kind attention./

TABLE 1.-THE PERCENTAGE OF THE POPULATION IN'DANGER OF BEING DISPLACED IN 1970 BY

CENSUS TRACT

Census tract

In percent

families with

HUD guides

People over
age 65

Black people
FeFemale headed

families

Renter

occupied
households

27.1

27.2
28........,..,........
29
30

33.1

33.2
34

36

37
38
39

40
*1
43

44

45

4t '
47

48 2.

.49.2

52.1

87.
92

93

HCS area.. .

'Total city... ...,

./.

48.2

41.9

52.7

50.3

42.7

41.8

64.0

72.2

55.9

64.3
46.0

36.0

58.5

50.6

650816-7

66.7

71.5

78.8

69.8

50.4

43.1

32.1

29.0
51.5

36.8

11,.2

8.2

7.2
0.4

9.5
10.3
10.5

10.3

0.8
4.5
9:1

13.1

17.3

9.2

19.1

10.1

10.9

9.2
.7.2

9.7

8.9

10.1

7.0

10.4
10.8

10.0

9.4

67.2
67.7
86.4
96.8
95.0
97.0
99.0
97.0
98.3
93.9
75.9
54.4

32.2
84.0
82.8
98.2
99.5
98.9
95.2
99.3
92.4

53.4
98.5

73.7

84.3

82.0
71 1

25.4

25.1

31.2
31.0
32.0
28.3,

34.3
,39.7

31.5
31.2
27.9
24.3
22.6
29.7

34.3
34.2

32.0
37.7
39.5
37. 2

29.7

24.2

30.0
22.4

23.4

29.4

25.3

,

'

86.0
72.5
89.4

69.7
86.1

53.5
60.2

80.5
88.5
92.9
92.8

85.1
89.0
91.9
89.7
82.9
J0.7

9.2
73.1

87.3-
91.5
96.0
63.5
66.1

47.4

50.8

71.5

TabSlesurcPeitIpS,40uiriealu of the Census. Census of Population and Housing 1910. Census Tracts. Final Reports, PHC (I) 226, Washogl6n. DC.
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TABLE Z.-THE ACTIVITY OF THE REAL ESTATE MARKET, 1970-77, BY CENSUS TRACT

Census IMO

' .

In percent Number of condo

Saes once.
. conversion permrIS first

1970
Increase in Increase in sales

Increase in . hall

sales mice' price. 19/4-77
number of

1970-74 sales 1976 i 1978

27 1

272
,28

29

$17,072
19,231

17.276
12,929

1442
: 74.2

35.6
59.0

1

,

40.7

106.6
53.1

36.0
s, \

-6.7
58.5
96.3
57.9

0

0

0

,0

,
, 0

88

31

0
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TABLE 2.-THE AtTIVITY'OF THE REAL ESTATE MARKET, 1970-77, BY CENSUS TRACT-Continued

Census tract.
Sales price,

1970

In percent Number of condo
CUMISiOn permits first

haltIncrease in
sales pace,
,1970-74

Inaease in sales
price, 1974-77

.1nah,ease ,14,

""""m "'
sales 1976 1978

30 15,258 28.8 47.0 16.9

33.1 13,282 48.8 62.3 42.1

33.2 12,916 25.4 14.9 14.3

34 10,585 52.1 33.3 63.6

36 11,292 19.3 15.0 141.6

37 14,602 55.8 16.7 141.1 40

38 11,534 100.0 , 43.8 150.0 1 3

39 24,642 64.5 50.8 471.4 1 21

40 33,501 11.7 41.3 43.8 12

42.1 . 15,378 107.3 90.7 440.0

43 16,058 51.9 60.3 313.3

44 11,425 40.5 31.0 646.2 4

45 10,810 68.2 38.6 281.8

46 10,102 27.1 70.1 93.9

41 92.1 600.0

48.2 5,500 '235.3 9.1 2,533.0

.49.2 34,641 =420 962 1,000.0

52.1 19,134 16.0 21.2 366.1

81 13,148 34.1 61.2 60.0

92 14,411 38.6 60.0 4.3

93 16,785 34.4 62.8 42.9

HCS area 15,493 % 16.4 25.0 111.5 6 89

Total city 26,025 . 54.6 50.9 42.5 1,08 2,32

Saint: Sales and Sales Price Informatio Unpublished Data, D.C. Municipal Planning Ofiice, Cando Conversion Permits, Unpublished Data, Rental

Accurunodations Office.

TABLE 3.-HOW MUCH DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN 1970-77, BY CENSUS TRACT

,'

Census tract

Percent

197197q -77

Notice to vacate In percent

1974 1977

Oan e in

ppulatiteion

1970-76

Change in
housing

41e

27.1 -3.1 0 .5 33.3 -4.6

.27.2 -2.0 3 16 1.5

18 -79.9 0 7 -1,5 , -2.8

29 23.8 0 5 -4.0 ' -5.3

30 -42.1 9 7 -9.1 -21.4

33.1 125.0 0 9 -1.1

33.2 100.0 2 . 3 3.7 -12.5

34 44.4 9 33 -5.8 -1.1

36 -2.1 1 2 -14.0

37 15.8 1 11 -10.8 -30.4

38 -42.3 0 2 -15.0 -20.0

39 143.9 2 51 -2.9

40. 19.0 2 21 -11.4 . 2.4

42.1 -23.1 19 38

44 216.1 0 18 -2.8 -9.1

45 133.3 0 6 -1.1

46 44.4 2 24 -4.2 -37.5

47

48.2
.,-----

6.3
-71.7

6

D

2

4

-5.2
13.9

-11.1
-6.8

49.2 -59.2 0 12

52.1 -11.4 0 13 -1.1

87 -36.7 -5 9 -2.9

92 18.8 1 1 -1.3

93 -4.5 0 3 32.6 57.5

626
Q cl
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TABLE 1.H0W MUCH DISPLACEMbIT. BETWEEN 1970-77, BY CENSUS TRACTContinued

Census tract

Percent
change in

victmns
1970-e 77

Notice to vacate

1971 1977

In percent

Change' in
nonwhite
population
1910-76

Change in
housing units

1970-77

HCS area 6.6 62 214

Total city 5.7 178 1,361 2.5 5.4
1.5

Sources: Evictio.4Unpublished Data U.S. Marshalls Office; Notice to VacaleUnpublished Data Had Nonwhite Population, 1976; Population

Estimates, Washington, RC.. Municipal Planning Office, October 1978: Rinsing Units-1977 Rousing Unit Estimate, Washington, D.C., Municipal

Planning Office, October 1976.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to thank you very much, Mr.
Gomez, for your opening statement, and both you, Mr. Irene and
Mr. Gomez, have given us very detailed and, pointed testimony.

I just have a few questions I would like to raise with

0 HISPANICS' LACK OF TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE

.First,-Mr. Irene, in your statement you say that 83 percent of the
Hispanic population interviewed said they could not find jobs be-
cause they lacked training and experience.
/ This was as a result of 1976 figures. In 1980, is this statement
toughly the same?

Mr. IRENE. It appears to be, the same. The studies are two differ-
ent ones and, therefore, did not follow* the same pattern of ques-
tions. However, based on the pattern that has been established
throughout since 1970 and the surveys we have conducted in the

. community informally, it indicates that prevails as being the same.

BILINGUAL PROGRAMS

The CHAIRMAN. Language is one of the significant barriers to
employment. The question I would raise is from. your vantage
point, are there an' programs designed to address that particular
probleirnin the District of Columbia?

Mr.' IRENE.- There are _in existence two programs: elementary
school that provides a bilingual program for children other than
Hispanics and recently this past year; fiscal year '1980, we got a
program in the community to provide 'assistance to youngsters that
have problems wilth classes in high school and they wre integrated
into the regular classes and were not in a`bilingual setting.

About 50 to 65 students, not only Hispanics are trying to benefit
from this pilot program.

The CHAIRMAN. You say 50 to 65 students?
Mr. IRENE. Yes. From 50 to 65 students. I believe that the total

figure was 65, as the target and they were able to. identify among
those who wanted to integrate themselves into this new program,
50 students.

There are some blacks and Chinese students whO felt the bilin-
ual alternative 'high' school was a better way of being able to go

through high school, and we are hopeful that this pilot project will
demonstrate 'that a bilingual setting is proper for those students
who have linguistic limitations and they will be able to perform
better and will be able to finish their high school.

627 "(le t' .
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The-CHAIRMAN. Those are the only two language programs in the
District of Columbia?

Mr. IRENE. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. So that for adult Hispanics in this community

there is no bilingual educational program, designed to be coupled
with vocational training?

Mr. IRENE. There is one English as a second language program
for adult Hispanics. The classes in those programs where we have
some of our membersthe Gala program for Hispanics, and one at
our Catholic Centerthey try to provide as many people as they
can GD and other adult education training, but it is very limited
because of the funding sources.

The CHAIRMAN. Approximately .how many people does this pro-
gram serve?

Mr. IRENE. In the Gala program there may be a thousand stu-
dents.

The CHAIRMAN. Would all those thousand students be receiving
bilingual?

Mr. IRENE. It is not bilingual. I am trying to explain. It is an
adult education which basically takes these children through to
English classes and is oriented toward non-English-speaking but it
is not bilingual. Bilingual education entails a different approach.

Mr. GOMEZ. It used to be called Americanization; now it is called
English as a second language.

Mr. IRENE. They are trained to learn survival skills, survival
language, basically.

The CHAIRMAN. Do I hear you saying that this training should
take place in a bilingual setting?

Mr. IRENE. Yes, 'sir. I think that it should take place there and
on a larger proportion than is being done right now. Right now the
adult education programs in the District' of Columbia schools were
cut, I believe, over 20 percent because of the city's financial situa-
tion.

One of the programs that was cut was the Hispanic program:
When the city cuts their budget, it cuts the budget across the
board: We that have so little get nothing because if the program is
funded at a small level, then they will cut it in half and what we
have left is almost nothing.

HISPANICS IN THE DISTRICT

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any figures on the number of His-
panic children who are in the District schools?

Mr. IRENE. My knowledge is that'the figures last year were over
2,000 Hispanics enrolled in the District of Columbia school system.
That was provided to me a year ago by the person in charge of the
Bilingual Division of the Public Schools of the District of Columbia.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned earlier in yotir testimony census
data in 1970. I would like to ask you a couple questions with
respect to the census data in 1980. Have you reviewed any of the
preliminary data from the 1980 census .on the growth of the His-
panic population in the District of Columbia?

r.- IRENE. Unfortunately, no. We haye requested information in
writing and by telephone to the District of Columbia full-time

mmittee. We have been requesting that information for over a
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month and we have yet to receive an answer either in writing orby telephone.
The lack of sensitivity of the mechanisms set up has been greatand there has been no response to our request.
The CHAIRMAN. So the great likdihood the: the same undercount

that you alluded to in 1970 would probabIS be the result in 1980?
Mr. IRENE. Probably so. Maybe larger, because while we werecondUcting the census count in the District of Columbia, and wehave gone out to .the community with a propaganda campaigntrying to convince people to come out and be counted, the INS

violated our agreement.
We were selling our basic argument that the Government wasnot going to prosecute; they were not going to be affected in,any

manner, and the Immigration Authorization Services conducted araid in a house of a family where people were documented, who
were arrested, taken downtown, handcuffed, and later on released.But in those days we were conducting immigration hearings and
the whole community learned about it and the reaction we gotafterward was as cold as ice by part of the community because theycould not believe us, the leaders of the community, and they have
never believed the Government.

So we feel that what would have been a partial success wasdoomed to fail because of a violation of an agreement between the
Immigration Authorization Service and the Bureau of Censusand
the Department Of Commerce.

The CHAIRMAN. When did this incident occur?
Mr.'IRENE. This was in. early June, the first week of June. We

sent letters to our Acting Commissioner of Immigration requesting
an immediate investigation. Two months later we got a lettertelling us he was going to request an investigation of the issue.We have attempted communication to obtain a followup but
there has been no response.

DISTRICT CENSUS COUNT

The CHAIRMAN. Can you make an estimate with respect to the
size of the undercodrit in the Hispanic community in Washington,
D.C.?

Mr. IRENE. At least it will be the same as 1970. According to thefigures at that time, and various documents, the black communi-
tyagain, we were never estimated as Hispanicsthe black com-
munity was estimated an undercount as 7.3 percent. I believe thatwill prevail in this census count, and based on the information wehave in our agencies, we average about 2,000 clients a year and wehave over 20 agencies, and based on our knowledge of the number
of documented residents that we have, we estimate that maybe
over 50 percent of the total community was not counted in thiscensus.

The CHAIRMAN. I assume your organization participated ini the
census count or member organizations to the council?

Mr. IRENE. The Hispanic Council and its members took th ini-tiative of trying to get our community to be counted. We were
never officially contacted by the District of Columbia Census fficerequesting our input or help in helping them set up the tisus
operation within the Hispanic community.
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We did try to get as much publicity out and we tried to have as
many community hearings and workshops trying to inform People.

As you know, education is one thing, propaganda is another. You
cannot convince,people in 4 or 5 months they should go out there
and allow themselves to be investigated or to be asked questions by
individuals who are foreigners to them.-

So we try what we call a propaganda campaign. We will never
call it an education program. You cannot educate them by just
putting out flyers in the community on something so foreign to
them as the questioks the Census was asking.

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
Sr*

The CHAIRMAN. For the record, would you explain why so few of
the respondents to the 1979 survey of the Hispanic community are
receiving unemployment benefits?

Mr. IRENE. I believe that the major problem is that of lack of
knowledge. According to the .976 survey of the Washington Urban
League, over 81 percent of the Hispanics interviewed at that time
stated they didn't know where to go for services.

If I recall correctly, over 76 percent, according to the 1979
survey, indicated the same, that they didn't know where to go.
Lack of knowledge by the community in helping to obtain the
services.

Two, those who attempt to apply for services of the, Department
of Employment Services are discouraged by the language barrier as
well as the lack of sensitivity on the part of the staff of the
Employment Service of the District of Columbia.

As I stated earlier, of over 1,300 employees, only 7 employees are
Spanish. A bilingual person is needed to help the to obtain thoSet
benefits.

Also, we believe it is due to the dependency of the extended
family policy where the people rely on each other and the goodwill
of the neighborhood for them to survive. That is very much of a
practice among Hispanics.

In essence, the District of Columbia Government has not done
much about it even though we have put before them the facts and
we have requested them to fund some of our programs.

There is always some cut somewhere and we are the ones that
get lens of anything.

I siffiply believe it is pure discrimination.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you Very much.
I am going to yield momentarily. to counsel to ask a few addi-

tional questions. I have an urgent matter to take care of and I will
be right back.

COUNSELING NEEDS

Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Irene, would you tell us some of the special ways
you have of getting to this large number of persons who are in
need of the kind of counseling youf organization offers, given the
problems, you have just cited with,,respect to the nonuse of services
like your own?

Mr. IRENE. As you may know, all immigrants' develop a culture,
it is a network' of communication within the community that is
beyond our control and we try to at all times remain informed

0330
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through the two newspapers we have.
the

the community that come
out on a monthly basis, through the churches and by word of
mouth.

Our agencies do not have the capability of handling a major
number of people. Most of our agencies' members have 50 percent
of them that do not have full budget at thq beginning of the-fiscal
year. Usually they begin with a partial budget.

We try to use as many mechanisms, basically personal contact,
and knowledge of some of the people that there are some agencies
available in the community and they are able to contact those
people.

Mr. DAVIS. Is it this part of your program that you would con-
sider most in need-of direct aid from the city, government?

Mr. IRENE. Yes, sir. I do believe that the informational referral
area, which has been one of the most lacking elements within the
District of -Columbia, would be one of the major areas the city
should concentrate their efforts on trying to inform people of the
availability of resources in order to resolve problems they may
have.

Mr. DAVIS. But at present I understand you to be saying you
receive no such aid, particularly in regard to your efforts to coun-
sel people respecting employment? You don't get any assistance
from the city's employment agency?

Mr. IRENE. No. We have advocated and we have requested the
city to initiate some programs but it seems we are not getting
through.

W e do advocate through the community and we try to maintain
as much volunteer effort out there in attempting to inform the
people of the services, but, again, if you go downtown, if you are
able to com,nunicate to a person that they are qualified to apply
for unemployment benefits and they go downtown and they find
that there is no receptiveness, there is nobody there that speaks
their language, they find themselves in this foreign worldnot
only Hispanics but the District of Columbia Employment Services
Department has lacked the sensitivity toward blacks and any other
person you will find the people will be discouraged and will not
participate.

FEDERAL GRANTS

Mr. DAVIS. Have you attempted-to try Federal grants for the
same kind of service?

-Mr. IRENE. Yes, sir. But usually the answer we get is,that the
District of Columbia already received the moneys for the area and,
therefore, we have to go through the District of Columbia Depart-
ment of Employment Services and what-they tell us is that basical-
ly the city is contracting out.

For instance, the CETA programs, the city is the prime sponsor
for all these programs. They don't contract out to community agenr
cies, community-based organizations that will have the capability
and sensitivity to provide services at lower cost or with more
effectiveness.

Mr. DAVIS. So the city, in this instance, is ari intermediary be-
tween you and the Federal Government and you think your ability
to attract the needed funds is short-circuited in that way?

±x`.'631
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Mr. IRENE. That is correct. We could do away with the District of
Columbia Department of Employinent Services and we will be
better off if the community will have direct-access to some of those
major funding sources that come from the Depaxtment of Labor.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. DAVIS. I want to shift the topic a iecond". I would like to ask
you about vocational education in particular and the integration of
bilingual programs into the city's vocational- education efforts or
the-lack-thereof.-

What has been your experience with the 'city's responsiveness
when it comes to putting the bilingual education program into its
vocational education efforts?

Mr. IRENE. Lack of sensitivity. The administrators of the prc,
gram do not see the importance of it. As I was saying, last year for
the first time we began the first program addressing youth from
the age of 14 to 17 that were quitting high school, and probably can
get some training or some career counseling that will put them
back into high school so they can finish.'

This program is a pilot project. This is not a permanent program.
Mr. DAVIS. Of all the problems you have cited, which I imagine

are not only endemiO to Washington but other major urban cen-
ters, from your knowledge, how would you compare the magnitude
Of these problems in the District of Columbia with the same in
other major urban centers?

Mr. IRENE. I' would say they are gs acute or more acute as in
other places.

The District of Columbia Hispanic community as opposed tq,,,
other national Hispanic communities is a very unique one. W,e,I
have representation from over 22 Hispanic countries. The closegf
community to our local community is that of San Francisco and it
does not get close since the majority and the economic control of
the city is controlled by the Chicano community.

In the District of Columbia most of the Hispanics come from
South 'America, from rural areas, and they face the uniqueness in
the employment market of the District of Columbia having a
market oriented toward Government; therefore, they don't have
the skills.

They find jobs mostly in the service areas. You will see Hispanic
faces in restaurants serving as busboys and some of them work in
the kitchens and in the hotel industry you will find a lot of Hispan-
ics on those jobs.

Sometimes they will find jobs cleani buildings at nighttime. I
am sure you have seen a few of them on Capitol Hill as well as
other buildings here.

Our community is unique in that it is not the kind of community
you will find in New York or Chicago or Phlladelphia or Los
Angeles' where a predominantly Hispanic groupPuerto Rican or
Mexicanwill have a dominant dynamic and will develop its politi-
cal force and strength based on the homogeneity of that group.

In our community we are dealing with a very diverse group.
The CHAIRMAN. Does counsel for the minority have any ques-

tions?
Mr. STARKEY. No.

c
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. -Irene.

I would now like 'to raise a few questions with Mr. Gomez.

As I said earlier, I thought the testimony of both of you was

outstanding in terms of the assessment of problem and in

terms of recommendation for the local as well as Federal Govern-

ment. -
We developed a few questions that I would like to ask you for the

record just to expand.
FEDERAL FUNDING

Has your-organization_been
involved in efforts to increase the

Federal funding of section 8 or -6111-&-HUD -public- housing -pro ---

grams?
Mr.,GOMEZ. Yes.,We have' organized workshops, conferences, we

have participated in some of them; too. We are members of other

organizations like the National Low Income Housing Coalition. Not

too long ago there were bills before Congress and we testified. It

has been a constant struggle. Either the organization, itself or

'thirough other organizations the National Federation of Housing

Counselors has- testified, and we are Members of that; through

many ways, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask you the same question I

asked Mr. Davis earlier.

HOUSING ,FOR ELDERLY AND POOR

Do you find that HUD relocation and other programs support

the displacement of the elderly and the poor?
Mr. GOMEZ. It is 'a little bit difficult. I would say, no, as long as

there is' housing, there is adeq'uate housing, the housing response

to the needs of the people would be a 202 building for the elderly or

,236 for lower income people, 234 if it is a condominium, and 236

being co-ops; I would say anything that .we can get along those

lines is fine.
I wouldn't blame that on the program itself only that the eco-

nomic situation of the country, the way interest rates are going,

spending in other areas, that affects the creation of more housing

but what we have, we have to counsel them properly, tell them it is

not always possible to halie a 202 building close to Capitol Hill.

If one day a Congressman wants to retire and wants to retire in

this building, if you can build oneit is very expensive to build.

They usually come in tandem 202/section 8; 202 creates the build-

ing and section 8 facilitates the payments.
If I had to counsel you and tell you, Mr. Dellums, I am sorry,..but

you spent 20 years on Capitol Hill and there is no building right on

Capitol Hill for you as a 202 applicant, but I do know of other

place which is very nice and I would like to take you down there

and show it to you, maybe- you will like it. Maybe it is far away

from the place' where you worked so hard, and you may like it.

I would say I am more concerned with other types of housing for

modem' te income pepple or public housing also. In a previous testi-

mony before the Department of Housing and Community Develop-

ment, they said there were no places in the Adams-Morgan/Mount

Pleasant area to create housing. I said there were plenty of places.

I presented a lease of 12 empty lots and 12 boarded-up buildings.
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they haven't gotten any of those. They have done nothing. But
they have reasons why not, they can always find a reason.

If we said we have 12 empty lots and we have 12 buildings, then
that would be the ideal thing, but if we cannot have it, I will
welcome housing anywhere.

But what we need is being able to educate those peoples .or
homes or apartments wherever they are.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask another question.

IMPACF QF RENT CONTROL

A dumber of my colleagues helieve the imposition in enactment
of rent control measures has contributed to the loss of new rental
housing. I tend to-believe the loss of new rental housing has to do
with"the fact that none of our tax provisions support the construc-
tion or the ownership of rental housing units, and that is the major
contributor to the loss of new rental housing units here and else-
where in the country.

.,

Do you tend to agree with the latter statement?
Mr. GOMEZ. I agree with it, but if I want to be honest I have to ,

say that rent control is not exactly the best solLtion. .

The best solutioA would be a matter of simple economics, supply
and demand. The more apartments available we have, then the
better off many people will be in a position to say, I don't want to
pay $300 for that apattmeni,, I can go around the block and get one
for $200. .

ThEin if we have more housing and if We use, more air space
instead of rehabilitating two or three row houses and putting in a
few families, why, not demolish those three homes that used a lot of
resources, money, and work, materials and all that, to put up .a
building and say we have a building here for 30 families, that
would be much better. .

That was part of some arguments that I h during the meeting1

called this summer by Marion Barry and the Department of Hour : --
ing Community Development, that we were not using correctly the
limited amount of land that we have in the District of Columbia.

On taxes, I agree it- would be, but landlords and developers will
alwayg find loopholes, to do things. The only resort the renters have
is rent control. I wouldn't say rent control is the ideal weapon to
fight displacement or the lack of rental housing itself.

NATIONAL HOUSING POLICY

The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe there is need for development for
national policy with respect to' the affoiTlable housing?

Mr. GOMEZ. Definitely. I would like to see this change in 1 year
only-and -hear Congress sa3r-the-priority-is-hdusing-this time; not
national defense. We have enough weapons to smash Russia '30,000
times and if We 'could jusCsay, let's stop one time, and we are not
going to have 30,000 times one, but we are going to have .only 1
year when we will say this year you have to live with your re-
sources, you people at the Defense Department, arKi now we are
going to pay attention to the housing needs, and say this is a wit'
also, but a lack of housing war.
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We want to create 500,000 units across the land, for ownership
and so many for rental.

When you see there are. only $800 million- allocated for housing
for the elderly and those are locations in 202 that have to be fought
by so many people all over the country, and when one single
project costs $50 million, you don't see many buildings cqming up
for.the elderly.

Section 235 is out Of place right now because the limits that were
put on that program are so high that you just cannot find any
$45,000 home in the. District of Columbia. The median price of a
home here is $98,000.

I helped people buy homes in Adams-Morgan for $17,000 4 years
ago. Now one is $90,000, and another is $70,000.

I say why didn't I buy one myself? I didn't buy one.
It is very, very sad, it is not the houses are in very good condi-

tion. It is pressure, pressure from everywhere.

CONDOMINIUM CONVERSIONS

The CHAIRMAN. I just have a couple additional questions, one
regarding the new condominium law. Do you think this last law
will assist in addressing an aspect of the displacement problem in
the District of Columbia?

Mr. GOMEZ. Yes. I would say yes, as long as there are govern-
ment mechanisms that will step in quickly to help those senior,
citizens who will stay there for life with subsidies, with all kinds of
assistance, with nurses who will be- able to visit them.

The way I see it, regardlegs of being able to stay in an apartment
for life, if they have to have some , kind of supporting se Ice,
elderly people are not all yery healthy. Some of them are. $ome
are very happy, some are sad. Sadness leads to illness and they
need someone to talk to them, to give them some supportive serv-
ices, nurses who can come and say this is your prescription.

There are many handicapped who have been living in those
apartments for a long time. As long as there are supportive serv-
ices and there are services readily available, not to fight for them,
but I can go to an office and say, here is the case of Mary Jones
and she is living in this apartment paying so much rent, making so
much money, we need so much money to pay her rent and they
say, fine, this gets priority.

Then I say 100 percent in that respect that bill is ideal. It is very
good. It is not perfect, like ally bill, but I could live with it.

EVICTIONS

The CHAIRMAN. One final question. You alluded to evictions in
your testimony. What happens to a person who is evicted in the
District of Columbia? Are there any emergency services? Do you .
provide any?

Mr. GOMEZ. There are organizations that specialize for storage.
We don't have ability for storage. We know of the organization that
may have storage or transportation available for the ones evicted,
then we contact those organizations And we arrange for transporta-
tion and for storage.
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We may be able to arrange for lodging, temporaiy housing 2 or 3
days while we are able to find something else somewhere else.

If we cannot, then that is the bad fate of the family. But that is
basically what we do. We don't have 'the resources 'to go out and
say, bring in your things:

If we find any legal resource, then we may be able to do some-
thing about it to stop an eviction. Right in the middle a it you can
do -that if you have adequate resources. Usually in the District of
Columbia people are evicted for nonpayment of rent. Nobody has
come to my office saying, I don't have any money to pay the rent.

--They are always short, because the people are always-asking-more
of them. If we can find the $30 that person needs, then we can stop
an eviction. _ .

- The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gomez, I -would like to thank you very much
for your response to my questions.

Mr. Irene, I thank you for your contributions to these proceed-
ings. It is extremely difficult for me to understand if a documented
survey indicates that 50 percent of the Hispanic community do not
speak the Enlgish language welland language is a major barrier
to employment yet; an exceeding small amount of resources goes
to provide language trainingwhere the priorities are.

Mr. Gomez, I certainly appreciate the sentiment of your state-
ment about waging war on the problem of housing. Unfortunately,
what that means is a massive re-education program for my .col-
leagues who perceive the Soviet Union the major enemy as opposed
to the enemy of poverty,, disease, inadequate 'housing, unemploy-
ment, racism, sexism, and classism.

It requires a major rethinking for my colleagues to understand
that our major enemy is not some group across the water that we
anticipate will engage in a nuclear exchange but the problem
confronting us is the fate of human beings.

I thank both of you for being involved.
Mr. GOMEZ. My message is if there would be a grateful America,

. well-housed and well-educated, they will have people to go and say,
we will consider your wars and see if they are really worth fighting
for, because if you have someone trying to send you to fight some-
where else, and you are fighting one here, then we are in that
shape.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank .you.
Our last witness is Mr. Mitch Snyder, spokesperson for the Com-

munity-for Creative Non-Violence, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Snyder, we would like to welcome you.

STATEMENT OF MITCH SNYDER, COMMUNITY FOR CREATIVE
NON-VIOLENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY MARY
ELLEN HOLMES AND JOHN DOE
The CHAIRMAN.. I would like to welcome-you. We have read your

testimony and found it extraordinarily sensitive and humanistic
and thoughtful and a great deal of compassion involved in the
statement.

1 just wanted to say that.
'Mr. SNYDER. Thank you. I appreciate that. We prepared a couple

of thoughts and reflections and, unfortunately, we put them on
paper. We really hate to do that. It is very unspontaneous but we

63 6
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felt a responsibility to say as clea y to yourselves and ourselves,
and people sitting behind us, what n ds to be said.

While it is always fun to wing it, it does not always' maximize
the potential of the situation.

7 I have been elected to share with you the thoughts that we have
put together and then any questions that you might have, Mary
Ellen or I will be more than happy to try to answer as best we can.

Actually, there are three members of the Community for Cre-
ative Non-Violence here: Mary Ellen and myself and a number of
others. We have a quorum. I am not sure you can say the same. I

___guess everybody had a lot to do. Hopefully, they will h_ear_Aaat_has____
to be sai secondor thirdhand.

The third member of our community is in.a little bag/ He goes
'everywhere with us. His name is John Doe. These are theicremated
remains of a human being, a man, who, last winter, homeless and
alone, .froze to death. He was listed as a John Doe.

,)

THE DESTITUTE AND HOMELESS

Twenty-nine others over the past 5 years have met the same fate
in the District of Columbiavictims of exposure, indifference, and
injustice.

Let the bones of this dead man then, provide the context and the
framework within which all that we say is offered.

Envision, if you will, an infinitely long line Of people, stretch-
ing-5, 10, 20 abreastas far as the eye can see. There are literally
millions of themmen, women, and children. Slowly, .painfully,
some walking, others shuffling, limping, crawling; they pass before
you.

These are our Nation's untouchables: America's pariah: invisible,
disposable, surplus.. They are the destitute homeless.

Some are old, all rags and bags, long hair and bushy beards
stained yellow with dirt. The pockets of their tattered overcoats
and their shopping bags stuffed and bulging with all the little
rubbish they collect and live on. Filthy and suffering. Bent aid
twisted by the downward curve of hunger, desperation, want.

Some are senile. Others alcoholic. There are the autistic, and
theme are those who talk to God, and to themselves. There are
many, who, without assistance, cannot even tie their own shoe-
laces.

There are the amputees, and the double amputees. There are the
lame, the halt, and the blind. Bodies broken, spirits equally
disfigured.

There are the displaced, the disenfranchised, the dispossesed
Madonnas, with child; for whom there is no' rest and no inn.

Some are children.. In a cruel, hard, violent, and selfish world,
left, alone, to become, themselves, cruel, hard, violent, and selfish.

Many are young. Mostly black. Or brown. Or Latino. Strong.
Willing. Able. Unemployed. Unabsorbed; Underdeveloped. Overex-
posed. Scarred, inside and out, with the jagged.Wounds of our dirty
little war and our dirty little world. Like a fuse, they burn, slowly,
surely, fueled by hate, bitterness, and fury.

This is the vast army of America's homeless: the progeny of our
ignorance, our indifference, our insulation, and our pathological
demand for conformity and productivity. They are a reflection of
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our unwillingness to confront difficult problems. We paint with
pride to our forefathers and mothers who fled religious persecution
and, in so doing, founded this Nation: Yet, only rarely does it occur
to anyone that running from injustice or oppression is not a virtue.
But run they did, and we have been chasing our .own tails ever.
since.,

Driven, by they know-not-what, the homeless are always on the
move: looking for all the necessities and prerequisites of life. They
are constantly running, hidin from the voice on high which de-

__crees:J-1Y-otr-doiffbelong here. You-don't-be ong. ere!-
be long! Move on! Move on!" Hungry, haggard, cold, lonely, fright-
ened, confused, helpless, hopeless, restless, ragged, empty, defeated;
begging, thieving, hawking, selling; silent, transparent, 'innocent
innocent! Innocentin utter and abject misery they continue to file
by.

Row after row, wave after wave passes, assaulting Our mind
until it., grows numb. Each is unique, yet all share a point of
commonality: there is no one, not church, nor,state, not you, nor I,
there is absolutely nobody who cares enough to reach out and to
bring them back.

And then, suddenly, instantly, everything fades into fear, for
they are staring at you. Looking into their eyes you know that "in
the souls of the people the grapes of wrath are filling and growing
heavy, growing heavy for the vintage."

HOMELESS COUNT'

How many people in the District of Co!umbia are homeless?
Thousands. How many nationally? M;Ilions. Of that much at last
we are certain.

Precisely how many? Who knows? Certainly not the Gover
ment. Nor the professionals. Not the religious ccImmunity. Not
even those who work with the homeless know for sure.

We have been told that in r -:ago there are approximately 1,000
homeless people. We have els. Jean told that in Chicago there are
nearly a quarter of a million homeless 'People. What do the experts
say? Those are the experts. .

In Manhattan, some claim there are less- than 10,000, while
others estimate more than 75,000.

In Baltimore? Take your choice: 320Or 8,000, depending on who
you ask.

Those who most directly s-rve District of Columbia's street
people were asked, "How many?" Their estimates range from. 300
to 15,000.

There is, however, general agreement in one area: the .number of
people on the street has increased dramatically.

Do you get the picture? The picture is, there is no picture.
We will discover how many people there were on the street, only

after they have come in.
District officials acknowledge:the existence of a few hundred

hard-core street people. "Hundreds," they say. "What's all this
nonsense about thousands?" they say. "Exaggeration! Rhetoric! Hy-
perbole!"they say. But, they also say, in liushed tones and only
when talking to each other, that more than 12,000 homeless 'men

4,1
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have passed through the city operated and funded shelters in 26

months! a
Why the reluctance on the part of Government to acknowledge

the dimensions, or, in some cases, the very existence of the prob-
lem? Simple: who's going to pay for the solution? Besides, as a local
judge once commented, the issue lacks sex appeal. WhO cares?
Who's shocked? Incensed? Where's the advocacy? The outcryl Then
too, the homeless themselves lack an'y semblance of power: they
don't vote,. or consume, they aren't organized; statistically, they
don't even exist.

Where do the homeless come from? Why are their numbers
growing? To those questions, at least, we can provide more defini-
tive answers.

Despite lingeiing images of street people as "dirty, laiy, drunken
burns,' those stereotypes bear little, if any, relationship to reality.
Nor are the labels "wino" or "tramp" just or accurate in describing
today's chronically homeless individual.

CONDITIONS CAUSING HOMELESSNESS

Sonie of the conditions contributing to the increase in homeless-
neSs are: First, double-digit inflation, especially as it impacts on
fixed incomes; second, unemploymentparticularly among minor-
ity youth where it is running between 40 to 60 percent; third, the
abysmal' failure of the deinstitutionalization of the Nation's Mental'
health system; fourth, the widespread shortage of affordable hous-
ing; fifth, the breakdown of traditional social structures, relation-
ships, and responsibilities, and sixth, the effects of the inflation/
recession/depression, coupled with an increasingly conservative
mood in the country and a corresponding decline in social spend -
ing.

The situation is simpleand dangerous: we continue to cut back

on basic services necessary for survival, while simultanequsly and
rapidly adding to the body of persons who must rely on those
services for their very existence. We would not be exaggerating in

describing the situation as criticaland explosive. We must con-
stantly, and forcefully, remind one another, before it is too late,
that those who have nothing, having nothing to lose. N,

We must also bear in mind that the problem of homelessness
cannot effectively be dealt with in isolation. It is merely symptom-
atic of a deeper, systemic ill: the inevitable contradiction inherent
in a society based on the fallacious supposition that through isola-
tion, competition, and self-interest, we build a better world.

In December 1976, when we opened our home to those in need of
:shelter, there were three existing facilities with a total of 174 beds,
including I0 for women. Currently, there are 500 beds for men, and
there is space for 122 women, with two additional 30-bed' shelters
for women scheduled to open within 6 weeks.

DISTRICT'S EMERGENCY SHELTOS ,

That's the good news. The not-so-good news is that more than $20
million a year in local and Federal funds is spent on
overinstitutionalization and the District's emergency shelter pro-
gram. The waste, both human and financial, is staggering: We
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have, with no success, consistently reminded the Mayor, City Coun-
cil, and appropriate DHS officials that. within 60 to 90 days the
figure could be cut 75 to 80 percent, with an increase in the quality
and the delivery of services.

The bad news is that by any rational and humane standards, the
conditions prevailing within the two municipal shelters for men
are completely intolerable and unacceptable. Yet, despite the
waste, the filth, the mismanagement, the theft, the dehumaniza-
tion, and the brutality, we fight to keep them open. Why?' Because
the alternative is much worse.

Obviously, something is very wrong. What is wrong is that the
chronically destitute homeless are missing persons: missing from
our consciousness, our deliberations, and our lives. Their suffering,
which should be most concrete and visible, has become abstract
and unseen. Therefore, the homeless find themselves, transparent
and alone, standing outside the range of institutional possibilities.

We have built a wall between ourselves and those who have no
place to lay their headg. That wall must come down, and it must
come down now. The homeless demand shelter, not excuses. They
demand dignity and not the demeaning that comes from sleeping
one the street. They demand that the insulation of our lives be
broken by payment,of the debt of our neglect. They demand that
here and now, in the wealthiest Nation on the face of the Earth,
basic shelter be recognized politically, philosophically, and pro-
grammatically as an absolute and inalienable human right.

, Since these are times of modest expectations, our goal is simple:
the creation of adequate, accessible space, offered in an atmosphere
of reasonable dignity, for every man, woman, and child who needs
and wants to get in off the street.

It has been our experience that neither commitment, nor creativ-
ity,' nor energy, nor any of the other resources necessary to facili-
tate the realization of that goal appear unless and until people
take it all very seriously and very personally.

We have come here today to educate, to incite, to beg, to plead,
to.do anything within our power to encourage you to do. everything
within your power to rid this Nation, now and for all time, of this
horrible human tragedy. For if you act intelligently, compassion-
ately, responsibly, humanely, and quickly, you will make a differ-
ence. That is the hope, the prayer, the expectation, and the
demand, that we have brought with us this morning.

Since Asheville, N.C., is one of the cities included in the report
which we have prepared for this committee, we thought it appro-
priate to conclude our testimony with a passage written by one of
Asheville's native sons, Thomas Wolfe: "You Can't Go Home
"Again."

On his nocturnal ramblings about New York, he would observe the homeless men
who prowled in, the vicinity of restaurants, lifting the lids of garbage cans and
searching around inside for morsels of rotten food. He saw them everywhere and,
noticed how their numbers had increased.

He found out the various places all over the city where such men slept at
night. "

It was his custom almost every night, at one o'clock or later, to walk across the
Brooklyn Bridge, and night after night, with a horrible fascination, he used to go to

' the public latrine or "comfort station' which was directly in front of the New York
City Hall. One descended to this place down a steep flight of stairs from the street,
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and on bitter nights he would find the place crowded with homeless men who had
sought refuge there. '

Most of them were just flotiam of the general ruin of the timehonest, decent,
middle-aged men,with faces seamed by toil and want, and young men, many of thpm
mere boys in their teens, with thick unkempt hair. These were the wander-
ers. who drifted across the land and gathered in big cities when the winter
came.

Here -in New York, to this obscene meeting place, these derelicts came, drawn
into a common stew of rest ancFwarmth and a little surcease from their desperation.
- George had never before witnessed anything to equal the indignity and sheer
animal horror of the scene. There was even a kind of devil's cpmedy in the sight of
all these filthy men squatting upon those open, doorless stools. Arguments and
savage disputes and fights would sometimes break out among them over the posses-
sion of these stools, which all of them wanted more for rest than for necessity. The
sight was revolting, disgusting, enough to render a man forever speechless with pity.

He would talk to the men and find out all he could about them, and when he
could stand it no more he would come out of this hole of filth and suffering, and
there, twenty feet above it,. he would see the giant hackles of Manhattan shining
coldly in the cruel brightness of the winter night. The Woolworth Building was not
fifty yards away, and a little further down were the silvery spires and needles of
Wall Street, great fortresses of stone and steel that housed enormous banks. The
blind injustice of this contrast seemed the most brutal part of the whole experience,
for there, all around him in the cold moonlight, only a few blocks away from this
abyss of human wretchedness and misery, blazed the pinnacles of power where a
large portion of the entire world's wealth was locked in mighty vaults '

I think the life which we have fashioned in America, and which has
fashioned usthe forms we made, the cells that grew, the honeycomb that was
createdwas self-destructive in its nature, and must be destroyed. I think these
forms are dying, and must die, just as I know that America and the people in it are
deathless, undiscovered, and immortal, and must live.

I think the true discovery of America is before us. I think the true fulfillment of
our spirit, of our people ' is yet to come, I think the true discovery of our own
democracy is still before us.

I think the enemy is here before us, too " I think the enemy is here before us
with a thousand faces, but I think we know that all his faces wear one mask. I
think the enemy is single selfishness and compulsive greed. I think the enemy is
blind, but has the brutal power of his blind grab. I do not think the enemy was born
yesterday, or that he grew to manhood forty 'years ago or that we began
without the enemy, and that our vision faltered, that we lost the way, and suddenly
were in his camp. I think the enemy is old as time, and evil as Hell, and that he has
been here with us froni the beginning. I think he stole our earth from us, destroyed
our wealth, and ravaged and despoiled our land. I think he took our people and
enslaved them, that he polluted the fountains of our life, took unto himself the
rarest treasures of our possession, took our bread and left us with a-crust, and, not
content, for the nature of the enemy is insatiatetries finally to take from us the
Crust.

I think the enemy comes to us with the face of innocence and says to us: "I am
your friend."

I think the enemy deceives us with false words and lying phrases, saying:
"See, I am one of youI am one of your children, your-son, yotir brother, and

your friend. Behold how sleek and fat I have becomeand all because I am just one
of you, and your friend. Behold how rich and powerful I amand all because I am
one of youshaped in your own way of life, of thinking, of accomplishment. What I
am, I am because I am one of you, your humble brother and your friend. "Behold,"
cries Enemy, "the man I am, the man I have become. the thing I have accom-
plishedand reflect. Will you destroy this thing? I assure you that it is the most
precious thing you have. It is yourselves,' the projettion of each of you, the triumph
of your individual lives, the thing that is rooted in your blood, and native to your
stock, and inherent in the traditions of America. It is the thing that all of you may
hope to be," says Enemy, "for" humbly"am I not just one of you? Am I not just
your brother and your, son? Am I no the living im gge f hat each of you may hope
to be, would wish to be, would desire for his ow ,,3 ould you destroy this
glorious incarnation of your own heroic self? If you do, then," says Enemy, "you
destroy yourselvesyou kill the thing that is most gloriously American, and in so
killing, kill yourselves."

He lies! And now we know he lies! He is not gloriously, or in any other way,
ourselves. He is not our friend, our son, our brother. And he is not American! For,



although he has a thousand familiar and convenient faces, his own true face is as
old as Hell.

Look about you and see what he has done.
I have one thing to add. I would scream,, except this is not the kind of place you

would scream. I translate into words thaC scream: This building is on fire. I do not
appreciate nor want any questions that do not reflect that this building is on fire.
These words are neither good nor bad to hear, nor do we need to be thanked for
them. We have streamed, and that is what we have brought first and foremost this
morning with the understanding that it is only when people become personally
involved and engaged and eliminate as best they can the walls and barriers between
themselves and the 'human beings we have come here to speak for. So first and
foremost, I will ask you and all those here to reduce some of those barriers by
spending time on the street, at the mercy,ef the elements and society. Then it will
become very^clear exactly what needs to Lo done and exactly what can be done.
Once you have seen that image, then you become :oily empowered to do something
about it. Until then, there is nothing either I ca.i bay or Mary can say. John is the
most eloquent person here today, the bones of one who died alone on September 27,
a feast day, "Slaughter of the innocents."

That is the message and request 1 bring you. I am somewhat
disappointed there are not more people lac -e today.

I also thank you for inviting us because we find we are not all
that popular anymore. People are somewhat hesitant to invite us
in because we have a 1-endency to both, not go*away and of coming
back at the most inappropriate times, in the most negative of ways.

Thank'you. .
Mr. DELLUMS. I respect your latter comment, and in that regard,

I will not, ask you any questions. I think we both understand why
there are not a lot of people here. That is because we tend to deal
in sensationalism. If Washington? D.C., explOded the same as
Miami, you could not get all the people in the room. The fact that
this issue is on the back burner is a clear indication why nobody is
here. This is our humble effort. I do not apologize to you or any-
body else. We made an effort to Address ourselves to the problem,
and we stand trying to make that statement as clearly and dra-.
matically as you did yourself. '

So, .1 stand'here eyeball to eyeball with you. We try to establish
this platform to educate people as powerfully as possible.

The assumption of your statement is that some of us have not
already experienced that. You do not know anything about my
past; you do not know a damn thing about ours, but we respect
each other because we are compassionate.and 'we care about indi-
viduals. So you do not need to prove that, and ,I do not need to
prove.that what we are doing here is trying to 'show our colleagues
that the problem is existent.

I have seen people dating out of garbage cans; I have cried while
driving down the street looking at that, and come back the next
day and here my colleagues argue to put more money into the MX
missile.

So, we offer these hearings and we-try to make this room, 1310, a
main street, but it is still a sideshow. Until it becomes a main
street, this country is not going to address human misery. It is our
effort take this mitt of the sideshow and make it a mainstream'
thing. We can redefine the nature of our enemy, which is not the
Soviet Union; we can redefine our power.

I respect what you say. In that respect, I will not ask any
questions, because your statement- has asked questions and an-
swered them.
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Mr. SNYDER. The question I would like to ask you, this is room
1310. I came from room 67 of the jail. I have been there for 3
weeks. I will be there for another 4. This room has so little rela-
tionship to that room. I am holding onto it. There is no relation-
ship.

The first time we bumped into each other was in Danbury; and
the. second time was in a tiger cage on the steps of the Capitol. I
know you are a decent man, and I know your constituency is
decent. I understand that. I also understand how seriously we are
taken, and I also understand we 'have a responsibility quickly,
being that this is the end of September going onto October, to walk
into room 1310 or 67 and say we have tried.

I am inviting you to make it more difficult for your colleagues to
go back to their well-proportioned homes and lives which are com-
pletely and utterly devoid of contact sufferings and realities, invit-
ing you to make it more difficult for them by sharing. We can all
share stories about the food w_ e have not eaten.

I am interested here, you have a great deal of power, not as a
Congressperson, but as a human being with access to resources and
other people who have resources and a fair amount of personal
control. I am asking you to spend some time on the streets of this
city with people, however long it takes before you understand that
this discussion is not enough. This dialog is not enough. This expo-
sure is not enough. Until with your own flesh, eyes, nose, and
senses, you do not just see somebody you do not know eating'from
a garbage pail, or until you spend the next 4 hours with that
person and know who he is; until you simply cannot walk away
and go back to business as usual, but you have to scream and yell.
Whether that is a couple of days or a week. But I am inviting you
to make it more difficult for yourself and other people to continue
with business as usual by seeing and feeling the experience of your
own flesh, exactly what is out there, the proportions of it, which
can only be seen from firsthand, and the injustice of it and the
need to do something. about it.

I do not accept the fact that the first cold night we have this
year, you are going to sit in your office and think in your guts and
bones of those human beings who do not have anything on their
backs. I feel that, until somebody hits the door with a short-sleeved'
shirt, even I cannot remember that unless I am confronted. with it
all the time. So no, the presence of the homeless is not as great as
it should be.

I know there are a lot of things that should be dealt with. Ilnow
there are thousands of people living in misery beyond description,
and you need to know that better. If you did, you would scream;
you would jump; you would do anything you would have to do to
make your colleagues and 'everybody else know it. You have a
greater ability to reach folks than I do. So I am inviting you,
begging and pleading with you to reduce some of that distance
between yourself and those people by spending some of your time,
with those folks regardless of how busy you are with others and
how important what it is that you are doing is. Do that, then call
the cameras together and see how many are willing to come to
listen to a Congressperson who says:
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I want to talk about a problem I just lived with. I was on those streets and I want

to tell you what I saw and I want to tell you that something is going to be done. I

am not going to let another day, week, or month go by.

That is what we are inviting you- to do.- We understand what it:
means personally and politically. And that is an invitation we will

extend to you..
Mr. DELLUMS. I accept the invitation..
I would like to thank all three of you for coming.
These hearings stand in recess.
[Whdreupon, afj2:30, the committee was adjourned, to reconvene

a the call of the Chair.] ..

[The following material was received for the record.]
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INT'RCOCerICN

BY

VERICN E. JORDAN, JR.

4

For black Americans the decade of the 1970's a time in which many

of their hopes, raised by the civil rights victor , the 1960's withered-

lk
away; a time in which they saw the loss.of much-o tun that seemed'

4 -

to be propelling the natirn along the road:to true r.all ifs

citizens. Within Black AMerica in the 60's there'had been eager anticipation

that racial wrongs might be -set right, a feeling that,perhape the nation was

at last serious about attackihg racism and poverty. The 70's however,

brought fOrth ih BlackAmerica a mood of disappointment, frustration and

, -
bitterness at promises made and prcm.i..Sei unkept.-

We were only.three years into the70's when Newsweek Magazine in a

cover story asked the qUestion. hihet Ever Happened to Black America?"

B',rely ten years after the March'on.Waihington its troubling conclusion was

"the greet surge that car'ied racial justice briefly to the top of the

nation's agenda in the 1960'd'haa-been stalemated -- by war, econdmics, the

flame-out of the Old civil rights doalition and the rise to pcweb4of-a,

New American Majority. Blacks and their special, problems have gene out of

fashion in government, politics and civil concern."

Little happened in the succeeding seven years to alter that assessment.

The Second Reconstruntion,'so well begun, was left uncOmpleted as attention

turned other matters and the problems that have traditionally, crippled the

majority .of black Americans over ruck of our history were lefttcifestedand

grow worse. The lesson of the 1970's was not so much that programs and

pOlicies fashltned to correct racial inequities failed. Bather, the lesson



was that the commitment of the American people to correct these inequities

failed as many of the successful programs and policies initiated in the 60's,

were allowed. to languish and die.

It is now the accepted tldng to talk of the failure of leadership in

the 1970's, of the erosion of public confidence in so many of our institutions

including the White House, the military, the CIA, the FBI, big business, the

schools and others, leaving the American people confused, resentful and all

too willing to seek an illusionary refugein a "new negativism" that when .

reduced to its basic elements simply stated.-- he who has keeps, and he who

has not, doesn't get. Perhaps leadership, both pUblic and private, did fail

' us, but to assign all our woes and tribulations to this factor is too aimplistic

a way to explain how in the brief span of ten years, we as a nation, managed to

undo:so many of the good things'we had achieved in the name of equality of

opportunity and the great American Dream.,

We might set,the beginning of the retreat in the late 1960's and early

in the 100's when "benign neglect" became the battle cry against the War on

Poverty, affirmative action and carpensatory programs. nerrign neglect" was

not the only villian but at the very least it came to represent a damaging'

philosophy of negativism. that was accepted by many Americans as an alternative

to the pOsitive actions that had been taken, primarily by government, to pro-

vide assistance to minorities and.the poor in their struggle to pull themselves

out of tne mud of economic deprivation.

The American people were tired and willing to listen to voices that

promdsed them a respite from change.- Vne:nation had gone through a period of

racial upleaval never before experienced; it was bogged down in a war it could

not win, women, Hispanics, native Adeiicans and others were clamoring for new

'rights; the cities were falling apart, or so it seemed, and in our foreign

affairs the rest of the wurld no longer, trembled when we spoke.

--r

811V
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.Mich of America wanted to slow things down and what that cost Black

America is shown in statistics from the beginning and at the end of the

1970's. ,Black income which was over 60% of white income in 1969, fell to

only 57% by the end of the decade. More blacks were poor at the end of the

70's than a' the beginning. The black middle-class, described as rapidly

expanding by some so-called experts, actually declined from 12% to 9% of all

black families during this period.

'
Statistics alone do not, tell the full story of what happened to Black

America in the 1970's for there were also'signs of further alienation from

the majority as black people sought jobs' that were not there, black children

left the public schools without the tools'that would enable them to compete

with others, government grew cold and indifferent, and hope for a better day

grew fainter and fainter in the hearts of many.

Not a lime of Progress

Not all of,the losses can be laid at the dcOrstep of "benign neglect"

or its off-spring "the new negativism," for certainly inflation and the

generally unfavorable.economic conditions throughout the decade played their

important/roles as well. Nor did all blacks lose ground. For many, new job

opportunities openPi up, fresh educational possibilities developed, better

housing and health care became availabie, and life was richly satisfying.

Nor,did.all_of_our allies turn -to other-interests. many of_them continued

tolicelieve in and work for equality of opportunity. But on balance, it is

Clear that with depression level unemployment and the majority of blacks on

/the lower rungs of the economic ladder at decade's end, the 70's were not a

/ time of progress within Black America.

In assessing "The State of Black America" as it was'in the 70's and

specifically a; it was in 1979 -- as this publication will do -- it should be

iii
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clearly understood that the State of Black America can never really be any

better than the State of America. Pik in yet another way, Black America is
,

so such a part of the totality of this nation that anything that affects

America must, by the very nature ofthis society, affectIlladk America as

well. ,

This fact of life is sometimes lost sight of as demonstrated in 1979 when

the legitimacy of the interest oflack Americans in the smoldering affairs of

.the'Vaddlel-Easewas called into question by same sources, bespeaking an attitude

that said in effect black peOple have no right to enter any public arena of dis-

-', cussion except that of civil rights'. Such an attitude is of course patently

ridiculous and a grOss affront to black Americans Whb have the right and indeed

the responsibility to concern themselves with every single aspect of this nation's

programs and policies, both foreign and domestic.

When American hostages were seized in Tehran, black Americans felt the

some need to speak out in support of their government as white'Americans. The

possibility of the onset of another "Cold War" or some. other response in the
-

wake of the Russian invasion of Afghanistan has just. as Ouch meaning for black

Americans as it does for whites, for everyone will haye to beat the cost of any

decision reached by Ourgovernment. And black Americans should, and in fact

Ast continue to involve themselves in mid-Eastern affiirs and in affairs in

all areas of the world fran humanitarian and practical considerations.

If blacks have had,little to say about the formulation of American foreign

policY in the past, one of the reasons has most certainly been the lack of an

available mechanism throUgh which their voices could be heard. TO rectify this,

we believe that a Black Foreign Policy Institute should be established at one

of the major black colleges for, the express purposes of undertaking research

and study into foreign policy froth a black persPective and providing information

410
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to Black America which would then forge its own-responses to foreign policy

issues. We believe further that the institute should be funded by American

philanthropy ')ind that it should be guided by an advisoly board or committee

that reflects the diversity of opinion within Black America.

Within this context it should be clearly understood that from time to

tire there will be disagreements on same issues among black Americans.. These

as'
disagreements should not, deLnapt, and will not damage the basic unity of blaCks

in their continuing struggle to achieve total equality. The black community is

not a monolith. It is made up of 26 million people who differ in regional

characteristics, ideological commitments, and economic interests. It is A
0 m

united to the extent that all blacks know we do not enjoy equality and that

we must continue to fight for our rightful place in the American Sun.

We recognize that there is room for disagreement abngpblack:leadership

but we face the 1980's united in our respect fdr each other and in our cane

mitment to work together to advance the cause of black Americans.'

Racism, Alive and Well

In 1979 Slack America learned once again -- as if it ever forgot -- that

racism, far from being dead, is alive and well in the AmeriCen body politic.

The most striking and indisputable piece'of evidence was the alarming rise

acts of violence directed against black people. These acts were not confined

to any one section of the country, and in fact seemed to occur with greater .

frequency outside the South. They reached their apex in Greensboro, N.C. in

mid-Navember when five people were murdered and several KU Klux nail renters

0111

were charged with their deaths. America should have been reminded by this

that once race hate is uncorked it is,almost impossible to put it back in the

bottle.
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It was-clear in 1979 that the Klan was on'the rise again. The Anti-
,

Defamation League of Sinai B'rith reported that while that despicable

organization represented only a "tiny fraction of the American people" it

was stranger in 1979 than it had been in the previous ter-years and its new

members Are younger and more prone to violence in keeping with the general

pattern, of Klan activity which consists of openly esoausing violence and the

staging of well publicized confiontationS.with black gioups.

Even more disturbing than the acts of violence -- for these were at-least

sporadic and exposed to public view -- was the subtle .kind ex! racism that

appeared to be gaining support throughout the year from "good people" who would

never think of vandalizing a home because its occupant was black, or burning a

cross. As one sociologist put the matter this "Polite" kind of racism produces

an attitude in which "whites seam increasingly cannitted to integration as an

ideal...but (are) increasingly reluctant to support the mechanics of inter-

gration: busing, or affirmative action or the building af public housing

in suburban areas."

,
This attitude was further reflected in a New York Times article of

December 3,1979, that reported both black and white ofticial4',ointing to

rising racial tensions in the nation's F,.:,chs ranging from/subtle social

factors to overt racism evidenced in ,.tji..ar.,c; twice tc 7-tally accepting

blacks in previously all-white neighlxv;o:!ds NA establishing racial quotas

'in rental housing.

Such manifestation of racism, CIWJT ir covert, should deeply

disturb all Americans. It was not :-.11 that Zor.:4 ,:go that the American people

allowed racism to run rampant thn r..s u tli.s r.0 11 leaving behind seas of

blood and mounds of broken bodies. .%.st. :,!..,a7y.are still haunts us, still

soils cur national honor.

651
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Do we really want this to happen agAL:.? ;It believe without reservation

t

that the vast majority of the American people do not. 'BUt we must also warn

that apathy and behind closed doors rreiTi: give tacit consent,to the cross-

burners, the vandals and the murdererf. Americans seriously concerned for the"

welfare of their country, now and in u future, must speak out against this

rising tide of hate before it succe&ls in plunging us balk into another

nightmare.

Nb other event stirred Black Amarica to such a degree in 1979 as the

resignation' of Andrew Young as the Alassador to the United Nations.

In one of the essays appearing in this volume a wise and astute observor,

Leslie Dunbar, discusses the ramifications of the pour.; It1.7.olnt at same

length. But at this point is ueem excper to acknowledge that the traditional

alliance between blacks and !ewe tmt had already 4741 strained over the issue/

of affirmative action was furLnar wea:iened in tnt wake of the incident. Efforts

to repair those,ties have been undertt.Y:en at b,:.tt the national and local levels

and they are bearing fruit. It, rain :`.ac: is -that blacks and Jews have too

much in cammon with one another to remain at ilds.\

What t.ould be helpful in enhancing je> :ilo is a recognition that

since the, Supreme Cburt has ruled so Neci,sely in f of affirmative action

in the Weber case, the time ha; ocee to end the debate over the subject that,

in sane instances; has split, thou two ca.- inanities. 'The 1:1.me has came for our

. Jewish allies to aecept his pr,:.:nciples enunciated by the urt's Weber majority

asthe basis for a rt.a.d ar. affirmative action that could supported by both,

Jews and blacks. TogAehar then we pan move on to other issues where we share

a mutuality of interest where we each can draw strength from the other.

652
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Survey Taken Among NUL Affiliates

Helpful in any examination of Black America is to discover how it feels

at certain important issues. TO secure this infornetion the National

Urbanteague-in late 1979 went to its 116 affiliates scattered across the

country with a series of questions.
Deeply immersed as they are in the ..

affairs of their local communities,
we believe the ,individuals who responded

are in an excellent position to accurately
read the mood of Black America.

This is what they reported.

QUESTION 1 - In the aftermath of the resignation of Ambassador

Andrew Young and subsequent events linked to that xesignation

has there been any change in the attitude of the following

groups (black leadership - average black individual) toward

the Jewish community?

Of the affiliates responding, 74%
reported that the attitude of black

leadership was Unchanged, 21% said it had worsened, 39 saw it as improved and

2% did not know. As for the average black individual, 10% said attitudes were

unchanged, 22% .repOrted them worse, and 3% had no evaluation.

A number of the respondents indicated
nedia coverage of the incident

tended to exacerbate thee situation giving rise to the belief that the JewiSh

community was involved in Mt. Young's resignation.

=STICH 2 In tie aftermath of the resignation of Ambassador

Andrew Young and subsequent events linked to that resignation,

hasthere been any change in the attitude of the following

groups within the Jewish community (Jewish leadership - Jewish

individuals) toward the black amimanity?-

Of the affiliates responding, 48% reported no change of attitudes among

Jewish'-leadership, 25% said it had worsened and 17% said they did not know.

On the question of individual Jewish attitudes,
52% reported no change, 18%

said attitudes had worsened, 3% said they had improved and 27% did not know.

viii :
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QUESTION 3A -If black- Jewish relations have been damaged

within your locality -- at the leadership level 7- how would

you describe efforts to repair that damage?

(Only those affiliates reporting damage were asked to respond

to questions 3A, 3B, 3C.) .

In answering this qUestion, 52% reported that there had been limited

efforts, 12% said there had been extensive efforts and 36% said there had been,

no efforts -- at the time the survey was madeN

QUESTION 3B - Who has been the primary instigator of such

reconciliation efforts?

A majority of the efforts -- 61% -- were attributed to joint undertakings
X

by both blacks and Jews, 29% reported'the leadership had come from the Jewish

crumunity and 7% said it had came tram the black oawmani

it had come from other sources.

QUESTION 3C - How would you describe the results of such

ciliation efforts?

A large majority -- 70% -- agree4 that it was too, early to tel 20% said

they had been successful and 10% described them as not too successful.

Three percent said

Report on Affirmative Action

QUESTION4 - How would you Characterize the degree of commit-

ment to affirmative action activities.in*1979 with the fol7

lowing institutions (business and industry, colleges and

universities, local government)?

The affiliates gave the following respons

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Moderate - 58%
Very little - 42%

ix
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

Moderate - 41% ;-

Very little - 59%

IDCALGOVERNMENT

Great Deal - 7%
Moderate - 41% I-
Very little - 42%

QUESTION 5 - Comparing 1979 to 1978,.has there been any

change in the degree of commitment to affinflative action

activities within the following institutions in the area

served by your affiliate?

The respodses '

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Less - lk%
More - 9%
The Saw - 59%

COLLEGES AND UNIVEMS1A1ta

less - 31%
more - 15%
The Same - 54%

LOCAL GOVERNMEND

Less - 24%
More - 20%
The Same - 56%'

QUESTION 6 -,Acts of violence against blacks -- such as cross-

burnings, vaqdalism -- have been reported on the increase of

the country. How would you assess the incidence-of such acts

in your locality over the past year?

Responding, 47% of the affiliates reported an increase in such acts, 21%

said they were at the same level, 5% said they were decreasing and 27% said

they posed no problem. .
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'The greatest increase was reported from the eastern section of the country,

followed by the central, southern and western states. Where increases were re-

ported they were generally linked to black families moving into previously all -

white neighborhoods. It was also reported that in a number of instances local

authorities tend to tkeat cross-burnings as youthful pranks.

QUESTION 7 - If your answer to the above question indicates

the presence of violence, at whatever level, to what do you

attribute such violence?

The largest percentage of respondents -- 368 -- attributed the acts to

organized hate group specifically the KKK, Another 30% linked than to

economic pres , 22% said they were the unorganized of individuals or

groups, 6% were not sure and 68 tied than to other factors.

An examination of the responses indicated a deep concern over the rise of

organized hate groups. In a number of instances, anti-black feeling was seen

growing out of the myth that blacks have been given all the opportunities and

ara.doing better than the,majority groups in this country.

Better Understanding Sought

To record the specifics of what happened in Black America in several

crucial areas and to interpret these events, the National Urban League asked a

group of recognized authorities to prepare papers in their specific areas of

knowledge for this, the fifth annual "State of Black America." These papers

follow and we thank the authors for their contributions.

We present these papers in the hope that they will help create a better

understanding of.the nature of life within Black America and thus encourage.

the adoption of programs and policies that effectively address the problems

and needs of this sector of our society. The papers, however, are the results

xi
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of the independent thinking of the authors and should not be construed as

representing the official positions of the National Urban League. Cur

recommendations appear later in this document.

Finally, it is not amiss to conclude this introduction with the observa-

tion that as the decade of the 1980's begins, America finds herself in a

Presidential election The black voter, as he did four years ago, can

have a decisive voice i.m this election, but we would suggest that any candidate

or political party would =Rea grevious error in taking the black, vote for

granted.

Our historical tradition and status as non-profit, non-partisan, tax

exempt social service agency precludes our endorsement or support of any

candidate or political party. We are comfortable with this because of.our

faith in the black voters and their ability to carefully consider both issues

and candidates and vote for what is in their own best interests. We only

caution that they not rush to judgment, but calmly and deliberately make their

choices.

At the same time, we urge black Americans to in&ease their voting strength

through registration, and most importantly, by voting. We urge than to become

totally involved in all political parties noting that cneof the few encouraging

developments of the 1970's has been growing evidence that in making political

choices, the black voter looks past party labels. We applaud this sign of

political maturity with the sure conviction that just as it is goOd for black

Americans, it is good for all Americans

Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.
President
National Urban League

January 22, 1980
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icon.= PIO3RIMS

By

Bernard E. Anderson

I. irnsoarrsot;

As the 'nation enters a new decade, it is useful to pause and consider

the experience of the recent past and the challenges intrediately ahead in

achieving equal opportamity in American economic life: At the beginning

of the 1970's, blacks stood poised in a posture of expectation following

notable victories against segregation and discrimination during the

heightened cottsciousnese of racial inequality sparked by the civil rights

movement. Ihe new Ilecade, however, brought a national nood that appeared

less hospitable to special efforts to improve the socioeconomic status

of the black ommunity.

Blades sag the ii.auguration of a national administration that appeared

to place their needs for.better jobs, better housing, better schools, and

,wider participation in 'the nation's ptiblic and private° institutions at a

lower point oh the' list of national priorities than was evident clui-ing

the latter years of the 1960 decade 'The call for "benign neglect" re-
.

placed the hope that "we shall overcome."

In such an environment, serious questions were raised about the

appropriate role of goverment in promoting racquaLity, the poten-
-

tially harmful effects cn other grows from efforts to assist blacks, and

the continuing significance of discrimination itself as a major barrier .

to black socioeconomic progress. Public advocates, sleeted officials,

and scholars in many fields vigorously debated these questions and often

were arced with sophisticated statistical and other empirical evidence.

0
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Yet despite the vigor of the debate, few indisputable answers emerged,,_

and the nation now continues to confront the difficult question of how,

and under what conditions, the blade American will pursue his continuing

quest for full economic citizenship.

In Short, as we enter the eighth decade of thoe'Twentieth Century,

the American people continue to confront the "problems of the color line:"

Despite numerous attempts to ameliorate racial inequality, including

broad initiatives through public policy, the goal of equality of economic

opportunity for black Americans continues to be elusive.

Mbst blacks enjoy better economic circuinstancesAdday than they did

'

in the past, but their positi:n remains markedly inferior to that of

most whites, and is far from secure. Although some blacks have achieved

notable economic successi'imemOhousands remain locked in the chains of

poverty. For most of them, the hope for a better life is still a distant

dream. Many others, while not in poverty, still face restricted opportu-

nities because of their race. The nation has not found the solution to

racial inequality in economic life, hit the continuing search for such

solutions should be high on the national agenda for 1980 and beyond.

Among the dhallenges blacks face at this time is the search for

clar:.ty concerning the real meaning of progress adhieved during the past

decade, and the identification of effective strategies for promoting

further gains. Has there been a "widening economic gap" between blacks

and whites?1 Do the trends observed during the past decade represent

simply an "illusion oeblack progress?"2 Have we in fact observed a

"declining significance of race" so that factors associated with social

class now loom larger than racial discrimination as barriers to greater

equal opportunity?3 These are some of the questions troubling black

6 5
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intellectual's and reMberd of the leadership class, and until such question's

are7kesolved, the momentum necessary for achieving sustained progress to-
.

ward eventual amelioration of racial inequality in American life will be

constrained. \

This paper\wiil summarize recent trends in economic progress among

blacks, focusinq'cn their ,employment and income experience. The disr

_cussion will also assess the linkage between public policy ..ha....olack

econcmia progress. Fiihally, come critical issues ,that might be signifi-

cant for the employment .and inc one position of blacks during the noxt

decade will be identified::

II. TRENDS. IN ECONOMIC PPOGFESS

A. Labor Force, Employment, and Unemployment

In late 1979: there werf12.4 million blacks in the labor force.

They held 11.1 million jobs, and 1.3 million were unemployed. The total

civilian labor force included 104 million. Total employment averaged

97.6 million, and unemployment was 6.0 milliOn. Thud, blacks comprised

12.0% of the lalbor,force, 11.3% of the employed, and 22.1% of the unemr

ployed.

Curing the 1970's there were divoogent trends between black men and

women in the 14bor force. The Labor force participation rates among

black men declined from 76.5% to 72.1%, increasing from 49.5% to

53.3% among black women.

Most of the decline of black Men.in the labor for was concentrated

among men aged 55 and older. But there was also a significant decline

among young black men, aged 18-24. No doubt the difficulty young blacks

face in obtaining jobs contributed to their discouragement from partici7
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gating in time labor market. This widely recognized national problem

affected black youth of both sexes but the participation rates fot young

waren'remathed about the same during the decade. In contrast, the parti-

cipation rates for white youth of both sexes increased significantly.

The decline in participation among older black men was a continuation

of previous trends, and was similar to the experience of older white men.

On the other hand, one major development during the decade was the cantinu-'

ing rapid growth of labor force participation among white women, especial-
a

ly married women. In the past, white women have had le's attachment to

the labor force than black warren. If the trends of the 1970's continue

however, the labor force participation rates of black and white woven

should converge, and be virtually equal in less than seven years.

B. Employment

Between 1970 and 1978, black employment grew fran 8.4 to 10.5

million, while total employment increased fran 78.6 to 94.4 million.

Thus, between two years, the share of total employment accounted for by

blacks as a group increased fran 10.7 to 11.18. The share of all jobs

held by adult black males, however, declined' slightly fran 5.7 to 5.58;

and that held by bladk teenagers remained unchanged at less than 18.

The adult white males' share of total' employment also declined, but

white females increased their share of all jobs fran 29.78 to 32.48.

Also, white teenagers of both sexes saw their share of jobs expand from

7.1 to 7.7%.

B. Unemployment

Throughout the decade, unemployment remained a serious barrier to

economic security for the black community. The average annual number
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of blacks)unemployed doubled from 750,000 in 1970 to over 1.4 million in

1978. Total unemployment during th'et.periqd increased by less than 508
A

(rom 4.0 to 6.9 million). Among blacks, wares experienced the4largest

rise in unemployment.

MUch of the job loss among blacks was experienced during the 1973-

.75 recession, the worst the nation saw in 40'yeals. Blacks lost their

.
jobs at almost double the rate experienCed by whitesbetweenthe third

quarter of 1974, and the second quarter of 1975, the worst part of the

recession. !loch of the job loss among blicks at that time can be attri-

buted to the high rate of layoffs in the mass production industries

where adisproportionate number of blacks were locarld. AOreover, as the

'recovery from the recession got underway, blacks were called back to

their jobs at a slower pace than whites. At the same time; unemployment

amonglolack_youth was rising at an alarming rate.

A closer look at the differential recovery of black and white

workers from the laet recession might beinst:ructike. Between 1975 and

1978, unemployment among whites dropped by about 1.7 million, while black

ynemployment remained virtually unchanged. A further examination of the

data ehows,however, that black adult women had the most persisteht pror

blemoof unemployment during the period, followed by a continuing rise

in unemployment among black teenagers.

These trends in the number oe:unemployed were reflected in the be-

havior of the black unemployment rate,during the decade. Between 1970

and 1978, the black unemplOyment rate increased from 8.2 to 11.98, and

was over 108 for five octile eight years. In contrast, the unemployment

rate among whites rose from only 4.5 to 5.28 during the decade, and was

at no time higher than 88. The comparative experience saw the 2:1 black
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white unemployment ratio retained through most of the decade w.:.th a sharp

rise during the 1973-75 rea,,,ion.

The experience for black youth was even more unfavorable. After

hovering in the neighborhood of 25%.for most of the 1960'S, the .black

teenage.unemployrent rate broke through the 30% ceiling ti-t 1971 and has

remained there since that time. The unemployment rates among young adult

blacks aged 20-24 aledged upward during the last severalayears above

levels observed in earlier periods. This development is the reverse of

the experience umong young adult whites whose unertplwrnent rate has

steadily declined since 1975.

C. Unemployment, Hardship, a d the Female Headed Household

Unemployment today while still undesirable, does not Carry the sane

threat of economic catastrophe experienoed by many persons during the

Great Depression. The modern welfare state provides many forms of income

Support fc persons temporarily out of work. Wbrkers in some industries

even receive company funded supplementary income assistance above unemr

ployment compensation benefits during Short periods of joblessness.

Despite these Jenefits,however, economic security still rests

la_gely with those fortunate enough to hold a full-time jab through most

of 'he year. This is especially true of blacks For example, although

27.8% of all black families lived in poverty in l974, only 11.4% of

blacks who were year-round, full-time workers liYed in poor families.

By 1977, the proportion of black full-time, full -year workers

in poor families had dropped to 7.3%. The comparable proportion for

whites was 4.3%

Many Cf such families are headed by bladk women.7 The double

663
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disadvantage Of being black and makes L.);., '1 women with disrupted

marriages theimost deprived group in our sociist7 ,)but three of every

five black families headed by waxen weLre living 'Airty,, Yet,. only

one of every five black families headed by a wanare .,irked full-time,

all year was living in poverty. The Message in these sic`'. ..e?:1A3 that

stable employment is a powerful: engine for economic securi., 'rty

among bladkrfamilies t nd Ly women will not be eliminated lc.: plc e,*

but set'' canno, 'oro achieve sustained econcind' 1 + 43

ways are found to reduce .!qack zimployment.

D. Occupational Trend4

Blacks entered the .1970 c r achieving measurabY gains in

technical, manage,rial and oti*.nwoollar jobs during t 1960's.

They had left low-paying jobs jr. efiri.cult...tre and household senrice at

'rate considerably greater thin tha4c,f whites.

During the 1970's, however, the pece of progress toward odupation-

al equality declined significantly. FOr example, the nuMberof black

professionals increased only half as fast d-lang.the 1970's as during the

previous decade 130% vs. 61% muds the same can be said of the expansion

into clerical jobs (120, vs. 608). Similarly, the growth of blade

employment in the skilled blue collar jobs was also half the rata_cb,

served during t:-9 previous decade. On the other hand, the movement out

of unskilleawork, cspacially pri.rate household employment, continued

at a rats similar to earlier years reflectiiig,'perhaps, the availability

of alteimative income support opportunitiedas well changing constver

demand and higher wages for household service.

Although blade occupaticaal status improved marginally during the
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decade, there .rts little improvement in relative income within occupational

groups. Between 1371 and 1975,-there was virtually no change in the ratio

of median earnir of bladk men to white men in managerial, professional,

and skilled craft jobs. The relative earnimspf black men in unskilled

blue collar jobs declined during the same period. Similarly in 1975,

bladk an had 56% of v.adian earnings reported by white women in the

professions, and 69r, of gedian earnings in clerical jobs, compared with

66% and 70% respectively in 1971: These comparisons illustrate the failure

of occupational progress 1:1 narrow significantly the black/White income

gap during the pat decade.

E. Imam Trends

In',1978, blacks had a median family inoare of $10,680 which, when adjusted

for inflation , represented a "real" gain 6% above 1977. In comparison,

real median income for white families was $16, 37O, a 2% gain over the pre-

vious year. Thus, tie average frmily enjoyed only 59 cents for

each dollar available to the aver whita family. for the pUrchase of

goods and services.

The gap between Wank ar0 white iwrily widened, during the

last decade, in contrast to ...Ammon imssions aon.) many dbservers.6

During the 1960's, the relative family income of blacks increased, and

reached 61% of white fam.'.1y income in 196:. Since that time, the,e 'Am

been a perceptible deterioration in n.l.ativc income position of blacks,

with the decline observed in all region of the nation, except the South.

For example, between 1969 and 1976, the .:'stio of black to white .

family income fell from.75 to t3% in the West; from 76 to 67% in, the Mid-

west; and from 67 to 61% in the NCI he6it. The black/White family income

65)
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ratio inched pp fray 57 to 59% in the South.

The decline in the relative'income position of blade families is

attribatab1e,lin part, to the sharp drop in meltiple earners among black

families; while ftMltipleearners among whites have steadily increased.

The worsening income.position is'elso relatived to the higher incidence

of tromployment amaigblaciu3. For the first half of the 'decade, the

number of whites employed year round in full time jobs increased twice

as fast as the number of blacks so employed: Similarly the number of \

)cladks ungimpIpyLd 15 weeks or more has increased steadily o7er'the past

five years.

F. Income Distribution

Within the bladkbommunity, family income has historically been less

equally distributed than white family income, but the differences between

the b groups have narrowed slightly over the last decade. The sluggish

economic growth during the 1970's arrested the inane gains many hoped

would cc* among blacks, and there is little evidence that progress

during the decade contrib'tikrto a signifidant decline in black poverty.

In 1978, 27.5% of the nation's poor populationwat bladk the comparable

ratio in 1969 was 29 %. ,' The proportion of all blacks below the poverty

level dropped steadily during the late 1960's and early 1970's, but

since 1972, the rate of escape from poverty has declined in an environ-

ment of slow economic,growth and higher than average rates of mei:ploy-

, vent.

III. PUBLIC POLICY AND BLACK E0340MIC PEOGIESS 2

The broad trends in the labor force status and income position of

the blade Community pretested above, illustrate the modest gains
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achieved during the past L.:. ..!ade. It would be incorrect to say there was

no improvement in the ec :vie status of blackS; some persons achieved

notable progress and moved closer the enjoyment'of economic security.

Such persons, however, represented the minority of blacks; for the comr

=nit/ as a whole, the decade, at best, was a standoff.

It is almOstas though blacks were like the Red Queen'in Alice in

Wonderland; they had to run fast, just to Stand,still. Despite greater

legal protection against discrimination, and wider opportunities in edu-

cation, black progress in thesAserican economy left much to be desired:

Part of the reason for this experience can be traced to unfavorable

changes in the American economy; perhpas as much, if not more, can be

attributed to the decline in national. commitment toward special efforts

to ameliorate racial inequality in American life.

A. Persistent Economic Travail

Throughout the 1970's, the nation was faced with economic conditions

t

incompatible with a sustained movement toward greater economic opportuni-

ty for blacks. The decade began with a serious problem of inflation

that lingered on and worsdhed,stbstantially during its last three years.'

The decade will also be remembered as the time when oil prices tripled,

causing the price of all petroleum-based prcduCts to rise sharply. During

the same time, prodUctivity fell to an all-time low, blocking any realis-

In an effort to correct what many considered persistent inadequacy

in economic performance, the Congress adopted the Humphrey - Hawkins Act,

formally labeled Full Employment andBalanced Growth Act bf 1978. The

Full Employment Act set a national foal of 38 unemployment for adults,

tic potential of achieving measurable gains in real income.

667
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and 4% 'for all workers by 1983; a rate of inflation of 3%, dropping

eventually to memo; an impromaot in the balance of trade; a balanced

federal, budget; and a limit an the growth of the'federal government

relative to gross national product (Q?). The ambitious goals were to

(,
to adhieved through a process ofpoordinated deCia in economic

policy involving the executive branch, Congress, and the ederal Neserve

Board. Although a timetable was set for achieving the 9 of the Act,

the President was given authority to modify the timetable if required by

economic-circumstances.

.
timbers of the bladk leadership were among the key advocates for the

adoption of ihe Humphrey-Hawkins Act, and for the election of a national

aohunistration that would implement it. The formidable challenge of

achieving full.emplOyment,
however,.provedmore.difficuit than many sus- '

pentad, and by late 1979, the nation seemed close to the brink of re-

cession, with little hope of Lowering unemployment and achieving other

goals of the Act in the immediate'years'ahead.

Pull employment is unlikely to be pursued vigorously in an environ-

ment of double digit inflation. The troublesare prOblemr as seen by many

economists is prolcdged difficulties in bringing inflation under control

and raising national productivity. for example, dveCiongressional Budget

Office; an economic forecaiting unit with a rectable record of accura

cy over the past several years, now forecasts real GNP growth rate!' at

'1.5 to 2.0% through the next decade.7 If this projection is correct,

the 1980's may.HOld even less promise than the 1970's for significant

and sustained black economic progress.
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b. EmplaYment and Training Policy .

One of the bright spots during the, past decade was the expansion of

al support for jobs programs to assist the economically disadvantaged.

19710, swill programs were funded at $1.4 billion: but by fiscal year

19 , the federal government planned to spend about $10 billion for these

purpose. A major addition to the., available resources was the $1 billion

Youth Employment and Demonstration PrOjects Act adopted in 1977. This; ,

act almost.dbubled the funddevoted to youth employment problems, and in
i

late 1979, discussions were underway to preserve and extend the special

. commitment to youth in 1980.8 During. tie past several years, employment '

and training programs have been directed irtareasingl/ toward minorities,

and.blacks have shared in the expanded resources. In 1978, blacks com-

prised one-third.of all participants in comprehensive employability'

development prograN, about one-fourth in public service jobs; and one -half

in summer youth emploiment programs.

Same critics havecomplained that employment and training programs

d000thing to improve the labor market experiences of their participants,

and. are, at best, expensive placebos in an economy of increasing distress.

Such momenta are inconsistent with the best evidence on the impact of

such programs,. especially that which is based on careful pivyasm evalu-

ation techniques.

Specifically, the best available suggest that blacks have g

;

measurable benefits fram participation in the Supported WOrk Program,

the Job Corps, Apprenticeship, Outreach, and tome skilled tr

grams linked with job placement.?'

The Supported Wbrk Programs.concentrated on welfare recipe ts, exr

offehders, ex-addicts, and young school drop-outs., About 10,0 persons,

,a
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85% of wtxmwere black and Hispanic, participated in the specially

signed programs during the past four years. Each group, except youth,

showed poet program earnings gainssignificantly greater than those of

similar persons who did notparticipate in the programs.10 Supported

Work offers no guarantee of success for_the most econornically.disadvan-
,

taged, but does Show benefite for many participants, especially long-term

welfare recipients.

Similarly, blacks who completed .3db,COrps programs in 1977 and 1978

Showed positive earnings gains compared with comparable non - participants.

,Black men reporded'average weekly earnings improvement .of $26 and black .

women, $20. While the gains for blacks were positive, however, they were

less than'gainh reported for white Job Cbrps oompletera-.11

Black women in the Work Incentive Programbetween 1974 and 1976,

reported annual earnings gainsrof $255 'fora O5Mbination of labor market

.

services, and $1357 per year for sdhlidiaed employment alone.
12

At the -

other end of the occupational hierarchy was the Minority Wren Employment

Program, which during the past eight years has placed abbut 1750 black

warren in managerial, professional, and beohnical jobs and increase&

their annual earnings, on the average, about $2,500.

It is important to call attention to this evidence because of its

implications for poli6Y directions, duriAg the next decade. The important

point is that federal jobs and training programs do not offer a ",guidk

fix" solution to all the nation's ills in unemployment,jdiscriminationr

and poverty. Such programs, however, have demonstrated a capacity to

improve the employment and earnings status of many participants, especial-

ly when. the prolams were carefully targeted to persons with .greatest

needs; were well managed; and were tailored carefully to tiie realities

t
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of the labor nerket.

In the 1980's, employment and traihing programs will continue to

play a major role in the social policy mix designed to reduce unemploy-

ment. This is especially true of youth employment programs. Black yoth

oantinue to have very high unemployment rates and the blade proportion of

the youth population is expected to increase during the next decade.

It is incumbent upon the black community to insist that a fair share

of employnent and. training program funds be targeted to the needs of the

black unemployed, especially youth, and that the programs with the best

performance records be expanded, while those offering no measurable

benefits be abandoned. It is equally important for bladks, as .a group,

to develop more institutional resources for evaluating the impact of such

programs so that black perspectives on program performance can be made

available to policymakers and opinion makers. Tbday, far bop muds time

and effort must be spent by black leadership to defend the legitimacy f

social action programs against the criticism of those, who in the interest

of "fiscal conservatism," advocate sharp reductions in federal expendi-

tures for jobs and training programs.

C. Anti-Discrimination Efforts

During the past decade, the role of the Equal Employment Opixa-tad-

ty Commission was enlarged, and the agency acquired stronger enforcement

powers to assault the remaining vestiges of race and sex discrimination

yl the labor oarket. EEOC now may initiate and pursue Court proceedings

based on its investigation of discrimination charges, and may direct its

resources against discrimination in state and local governments, educa-

tional in.titutions, and the federal goverritent itself.

671.
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The hew authority of EEOC, complemented by an enlarged budget, en-

abled the agency to accelerate its drive against discrimination, and same

notable victories were achieved. Fbremost among the victories was the

landmark settlement of a suit against AT&T'in 1973, which called for cash

p:..;sents in excess of $50 million in canpensatice for past discrimination

and as bonuses to minorities and warren, transfers to better-paying jobs.

The At&T accord became a standard for similar agreements that were nego-

tiated between EEOC and employers in the trucking, steel, and other in-

dustries.

Federal court review of employment discrimination cases weakened

some elements of the enforcement process, but strengthened others. On

the other hand, court decisions limited the potential for class action

suits, and placed constraints on the payment of attorneys fees and back

pay settlements. On the other hand, the Supreme Court in its decision

in Weber V. Kaiser Aluminum Cb., spoke loud and clear on the legitibacy

of private efforts to correct the present effects,of past discrimination.

The Weber decision offers as =Oh opportunity as private employers might

desire to move swiftly toward the design of special efforts to equalize

the occupational status of minorities in the work force in cases where

past discrimination, either within or outside the firm, has blocked the

advancement of blacks toward improved job opportunit4es.

D. The impact of Anti - Discrimination Efforts

Some have suggested that efforts to correct discrimination in the

labor-market,_while_laudable, bear no relationship to gains in the re-

--------

lative position'of blaCks.
Evidenbi-asseMbled in a study completed in

1976 casts doubt on that cOnclusion.12 The Study compares changes in

(
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blabk employment in firms reporting to EBDC, with black.employment trends

'inin the labor force as a whole. Although the compariaan does not offer a

rigorous test of the association between enforcement practices and employ-

ment trends, the evidence .1.s nonetheless, instructive. (Table '2)

Black employment in EEOC- reporting firms rose much faster than
. .

employment as a whole between 1966 and 1974. Ebr example, blac6 gained

23% of job growth in EEOC-reporting firms, as oampared with 15% in total.

Among white collar workers, black clerical and sales workeps increased

faster onIEECe- a rting payrolls than in other firms. In the profession-

al and technical fields, EECC data show blacks with a 14% gain in job

growth, as compared with 11% for the total growth of spch jobs. In con-

'trLst, there was a lag in job growth among blacks in managerial positions.

Tney accounted for 11% of the expansion of managers and officials in the

labor force as a wbole, but only :7% in the EEOC-reporting firms. Blacks,

however, showed a much larger share of new skilled blue collar and all

service jobs in the EBDC firms: 27% of craft jtbs,las (=pared with 15%

for all firms; and 26% of service fobs, as compared with 11% for all

employers combined..

This evidence suggests that firms subject to the reguirenents of

affirmatiVe action, and perhaps involved in the adjustment of claims

charging discrimination, acted in ways to produce greater occupational

upgrading among blacks compared with firms where equal employment

opportunity Concern was less important. A similar conclusion can be

drawn from other studies of this issue.13 Atthe same time, however, it

appears that the expansion is much slower in the managerial ranks of .

the corporate world than among job occupations at the lower end. This

means the task of occupational:upgrading for blacks remains considerable.14

S.0 73
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IV. WE ISSUES FOR 121E 1980's

'nicking ahead to the next decade, several potential issues emerge as

inportant determinants of movement toward int:roved eccocadc opportunity

for the black a: nasality. Although many forces will affect the pace of

progress for blacks in the lawrican =navy, three issues will need

special attenticn: 1) intergroup ccapetiticn in the labor market,

b) the emphasis of strategies cn race as °capered with social class die-

tincticos, and c) special efforts to reverse the steady ckwrarard drift

in the ecarxraic opportunities for black warren ding families.

A labor Market Caret/Um
Develcgrents in American labor markets are placing strains an the

capacity to create and sustain steady iriorovernent in the eta/colic status

of blacks. Although hard evidence often is not available, sufficient

Observations about current trends suggest reasons to be concerned about

the potentially unfavorable effects of =petition arralg the rapidly
I ,

growing numbers; of minorities, eaten, youth, and undocanented workers

participating in the labor market. Every effort ;hould be made to

acoormrodate the desireat7of all persais willing and able to work to be

caployed in jobs eamedurate with their abilities and experience, and

at fair rates of pay. The labor force participaticn rate of wane,

especially married white women has increased sharply, and pranises to

continue to rise. If anything, stronger measures should be taken to

assure the absence of discriminaticn.against waren so that their wages

will not be artificially constrained as a result of new fenale workers

being crowded into a narrow set of sex-segregated jobs.

At the same tine, it is important to assure that black workers

41'
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experience improvements in their occupational status at rates at-least'

commansurate with their overall participation in the labor force. Special

efforts might be regained to protect the access of minorities and,women

ooMbined to the highexpaying jobs in order to prevent competition between

the two Tram producing Inequities that are harmful to the interests of

either group.

Much the same can be said about the problem of undocumented workers.

Insufficient data are available to estimate the number of such workers now

participating in the labor market, but many observers are concerned that

job competition has been exacerbated by the rate of illegal immigration.

Efforts to better understand the meaning and economic consequences of. 6

illegal immigration should be high on the national research agenda in the

1980's, but even before the evidence is clarified, it will be useful for

black and Hispanic leaders to seek ways to prevent animosities and hosti-

lities between the two communities arising out\of perceived competition

over limited job rtunities.

The key to seeking ways for minimizing unfavorable intergroup labor

market competition is to recognize much of the current black unemployment

problem as a foilM of structural unemployment. Math of it rests upon

decisions by fins to 'rove out of urban areas, to mechanize production

techniques, 'to expendinteroational business activities, and to raise

their hiring standards in response to perceived expansion in the size of

labor supply. The inexorable force of such impersonal economic maximiz-

ing decisions can create disastrous consequences for black workers. In

recent weeks, for example, a major domestic steel manufacturer decided

to close ctun several facilities in the Midwest in order to cut produc-

tion costs. Such decisions display insufficient concern for the hammy.
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cost of business decisions, and in this case, is especially harmful to

blacks because they represent a sizeable proportion of employees in the

steel industry.

A second issue of'importance for the determination of strategies for

greater economic opportunity is the continuing debate over whether the

contemporarg786gelimic problems of: blacks is more a question of race or

class. ;There is no question'thatraca hasdeclined significantly- as a

.separate and distinct barrier to black enosnic progress in the labor

market. There is much evidence that many blacks with good.educational

credentials, solid work experience; and strong motivation are increasing-

ly experiencing gains in professional, managerial, and skilled jobs with

commensurate income gains.

' For example, the number of black faMilies with annual income of

$25,000 crappie increased to wore:thanone half million in 1977. This

number accounted for 4.28 of allNAmerican families with similar in

a bled( proportion of total whiCh almost doubled during the 1968 to 1977

decade. Viewed from another perspective, the growth in the rixdoer of

families in the.high income category (above $25,000) was three tines

faster among blacks (1571) as whites (521) during the decade. Although

such evidence does not suggest blacks have readtk the millenium of

affluence, it does suggest that many black families are beginning to

enter the income categories where Changes in life style and economic well

being are important.

On the other hand, blacks with poor educational attainment, poor

work histories, and limited motiviation have.found themselves increasing-

ly worse off.. NO one would suggest that racial discrimination no longer

exists, or that'all blacks who-are capable of occupational upgrading are

),



receiving the opportunities they cit. The issue is what strategies

are now likely to be most effective in 1..owing the remaining gap between

black and white income earning potential.

It is clear that a vigorous, hea.eny economy is a vital ingredient

for economic equality. Then, is the '-,ilure of national policy makers to

strenuously pursue full employment t- '.would benefit blacks an issue of

race or class? Is the continuing failure of many school systemsnto pro-

vide quality basic education for millions of black sdhcol children an

issue of race or class? Then also, is the growing flight: of black middle

income families from the central pities to suburban areas'seeking better

schools and security from clue a matter of race or class?

TheUe are troublesome questions that do not lend themselves to easy

answers. That seems dbvious, however, is that strategies that move be-

yond race as a central focus will become increasingly important in fontu-

lating effective rommaiies to the contemporary prdblems of blacks in the

American economy. Race discrimination alone is not the only barrier to

greater economic opportunity, and little will be gained by failing to

confrontIthe issues raised by the changing domain of opportunity for tne,

better prepared black workers, as compared with others who bemuse of

persistent unemployment, poor education, poor housing, negative attitudes

toward work and toward society at large have become increasingly isolated

from economic progresi.

Finally, the dreadful condition of families headed by bladk women

should be a matter of serious public concern. Part of the problem ,is

due to marital disruption:" proportian'ately more than twice as many bladk

as white waren were separated or divorced (19.9% compared with 7.4%).
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When a marriage is7broken, nearly half of bled( families are thrust into

poverty. In March, 1977, one of every three black families was headed

by a women. About three out of five of the black families with children

were living in poverty.

The women in many of such families are either unemployed Or concen-

trated in low - skill, low-paying occupatans. Many othersare confined to

welfare dependency. In fact, the major divergence between blacks and

whites with respect to a specific inoome.source in public assistance and

welfare. Blacks recieved 36% of the total welfare payments in 1974, as

comapred with 6.8% of total income and with 11% of the nation's,total

population.

Thus, while the vast majority of blacks as well as whites recieve

their income through work (about 83% of each group), blacks are dispro-

portionately subject to. welfare dependency. Stated differently, while

the number of whites receiving welfare exceeds the number of blacks so

situated, the incidence of welfare dependency is much greater in the

black community,and is concentrated among families headed by black women.

The major solution to this problem will be welfare reform which

emphasizes the preparation of more low - skilled black women for stable,

well paying jobs. As indicated earlier, the Supported Wbrk Program has

demonstrated the capacity to help achieve this Objective. Gains can

also be seen among some particpants in the librk Incentive Program (WEN)

Such programs Must be expanded, and additional efforts must be made to

eliminate sex discrimination. An added'ingredient for success in dealing

. with this problem will be the search for ways to reduce teenage child-

bearing among black youth. Such matters are not:within the,province of

eccnomists, but the ccnseguences of current trends are obvious to any

observer.
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V. SU141AFT AND OXICI0USICN

The review of employment and income trends during the past decade and

the identification of same critical issues that should be addressed during

the next decade, emphasize the continuing need,to place economic equality

near the top of the nation's social policy agenda in the immediate years

ahead. Despite the best hopes of those Who would like to see the nation,

deal effectively with "the problem of the color line,"disturbing inequali-

ties continue to exist between blacks and other in the American economy.

The nation has 'not yet found the way to obliterate such inequalities in

American life and some developments observed during the 1970's have raised

questions about the nation's will to do so.

After viewing the information developed above, the only reasonable

oonclusion that one can reach on the eve of a new decade is the same

that might have been expressed a decade ago, namely, apecial.efforts

directed toward blacks in the American work force will be necessary ,if

the gap in employment and income is ever to be narrowed and eventually

erased. Despite =forting hopes to the contrary, there is no process at

work within American society that
will lead inexorably to a steady and

continuing improvement in the relative economic status of the black

community.

The nation is now faced with a legacy of racism and distrimination

that was consciously developed overmany years. The effect of that

legacy will be minimized only through conscious, determined efforts that

reougnize race as a separate and distinct
determinant of the domain of

opportunity for millions of Americans.
Making race an irrelevant fao-
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to in the determination of emploirinant and earning oPportunities is a

. task that may be as difficult during the next decade as it has been in

every decade in the recent past. The challenge is great but the respcnsi-

, bility is clear; the only certainty is that the struggle for economic

equality will go on.

p
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Table 1

Employment Status of Blacks, 197? and 1979

Em lo eat Status Nov. 1979 1970

(Number in thousands)

Civilian Labor. Force' 12,392 9,197

Participation Rate 61.6 63.0

Employed 11,057 8,445

. Emplonent-population ratio 54.9 60.3

Unemployed 1,335 752

Unemployment Rate 10.8 8.2

Not in Labor Ferce 7,736 5,686

1/ Annual Average1970 and seasonally adjusted, Nov. 1979

2/ Civilian employmeneas a percentf the civilian non
- - institutional population (excludes

,o
Armed Forces)
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11.101111m1 IMI.011. =AMMER

4,660

41,739

12,338
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5,417

15,043

29,776

"i10477

13,919

4,380

10,145

8,588 10.5 31,603

2,971 7.1 14,668

970 7.9 3,833

2,387

1,446

379 4,2 3,127

214 4,0 2,714

1,414 9,4 4,994

3,748 12,6 14,515

874 7.6 4,227

2,041 14,7 7,413

833 19,0 2,875

1,863 18.4 2,420

4Mi=

3,484

0..1
868 5.9

180

73

107

88

149

451

2,043

293

1,165

585

10,5

3.1

7.4

2.8

5.,5

9.0

14,1

6.9

15.7

2%3

573 23,7

Reported to U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Ocertiesicn by firm with 100 or more employees,

Sourcer' U.S. Eepartsent of Wort Bum of Labor Statistics,
'IA) the President, ?gill 19751 Wei ?e15,

p..225; A-16, p, 221, and..Cr10, p. 347.
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(

,BLACK FAMILIES IN THE 1970's

By

Pbbert B. Hill

I. INTRocumm

The extent of black progress was a dominant -- and controversial --

the throughout the 1970's. Early in the decade, in fact, same ccrmentators

declared that blao:ks had made such "enormous" economic progress that over half

of all black families were now in the middle-class?' Other analysts asserted
c.

that the "extraordinary" progress of blacks suggested "a virtual collapse of

traditional discriminatory patterns-in the labor market."2 And still others

argued that the economic gap between blacks and whites had narrowed to such

an extent that class or econordc background is now a more significant deter-

minant of black life chances than race? important segments of the news media

regularly reinforced this belief in the "significant' economic progress of

blacks through numerous highly-publicized feature stories on the "new" and

"rapidly growing" black Tniddlerclassf

However, at the same time that the "enormous" economic progress of black

families was being trumpeted across this nation, the news media and 116y comr

mentators were decrying the "deterioration" of black families based on their

belief in a steadily increasing welfareLdlependent "underclass." The sharp

increase in the number of black families headed by en during the 1970's
)

was widely interpreted as the mid= contributor to the burgeoning black under-

class.5 The soaring uneMploymenft rates of black youth (at a time when jobless-

ness among white youth was dec)ining) was the focus of many feature stories

and research studies throughout the decade Many analysts viewed chronically

unemployed black youth as part of a "permanent" underclass.6
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Which belief is correct? Did black families make "enormous "-progress

over the past decade? Or did black families significantly retrogress? Did

they do both or neither? And what is the outlook for black families during

the 1980's? We will now attempt to determine the'factual basis for these '

beliefs by carefully examining the actual economic and social trends among

'black families during the '70's and assessing their implications for black

families over the next-decade.

II. THE ILLUSION OF BLACK PR:GRESS

However, in order to properly assess the nature and degree of mobility

among black families during the 1970's, it is essential that paicymakers,

media analysts, researchers and the general public are made aware of common

pitfalls in research strategies and analyses that have contributed to the

"illusion of black progress."7

In fact, because of the widespread acceptance of popular misconceptions -

about the extent of black progress, many. whites have been increasingly re-

sistant to efforts toward:racial equality. in the areas of education, employment;

housing and economic security. Since they do not believe that significant

racial barriers. currently exist, many whites feel that equal opportunity has

already been achieved and there is no need for special efforts on behalf of

blacks and other minorities. Thus, increasing numbers of whites aie'charging

"reverse discrimination" and are strongly resisting the use of their tax

.dollars for social programs on behalf of the poor and minorities. And, nost

significantly, growing numbers of legislators at the federal, state and, local

levels are supporting severe cutbacks in expenditures for jobe'programs, social

services, housing subsidies and other economic supports because they believe

that Umneployment has been significantly reduced and that blacks andother
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minorities have made significant econanic and social progress. For example,

despite spiraling inflation and persistently high unemployment, many respected

newspapers and legislators are opposed to an increase in food stamp expenditUres

because they believe that poverty has been virtually abolished in hrerica0

Thus, the controversy about the extent of black mobility over the past

decade is not merely of academic importance. On the contrary, widespread

acceptance of,"the illusion of black progress" is having major political and

econanic consequences for the well-being of blacks and other low - income gro6ps.

in this nation.

Three of the research strategies that have contributed to popular adz-
,

conceptions about the extent of black progress have been:

(a)' Focusing on the 1960's rather than t)e 1970's. /

(b) Failure to assess the impact of periodic recessions.

(c) Focusing on individual rather than family ocbility.9

A. FOCUSING ON THE 1960's

A major reason for differeet conclusions about the extent of black progress

is the use of data from different time periods. Mast 'of the studies heralding a

significant improvement in the econanic situation of blacks are based on data

from the 1960's rather than the 1970's. There is no question but that blacks

made significant social and econdmic gains during the '60's -- especially during

the latter half of that decade. ,

During the second half of '60's, blacks made major social and economic

advances in employment, income, education, voter registration, home ownership,

election to pr lir office and in the reduction of blacks id povertyl° Per example,

between 1963 and 1969, the unemployment rate-for blacks plummeted from 10.8% to

6.48, bringing the number of jobless blacks down from 664,000 to 570,000 -- its

.1

;687
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lowest level in modern times. At About the same time (from 1964 to 1969),

the ratio of black-to-white family income narrowed from 548 to 618 -- the

00'

smallest gap between black and white families since racial income data were

first collected by the Census Bureau. Similarly, by 1969, the number of black

families below the official poverty level (1,366,000) declined to its lowest

level In recent times.

1
Tbus, the statistical evidence is unmistakable black families did make

.

very. Significant economic progress durilg the 1960'E.. But what happened to

these advances during the 1970's? This brings us to the second deficiency in

many research analyses of black progress the failure to systematically assess

the impact of. periodic recessions on black mobility.

B. OMISSION CP IMPACT CF PECESSICNS

It is surprising to note that the impact of recessions is just as likely

to be omitted from research studies of black progress by economists as well as

from research by sociologists and other social scientists. In reading most

studies of black progr6s or black family "deterioration" over the past 30

years, one would never know that this nation had experienced a succession off

at least six recessions (1953-54,1957-58, 1960-61, 1969-74 1974-75, and 1979-

present).

Each of these recessions; hoWever, disproportionately undermined the social

/and economic gains of blacks. Before blacks had a chance tOrecover fax:lone re,

veqqion they were ;Ubjected,to another. As the Census Bureau's comrehensive

overview of black progress tram 1790 to 1978 revealed, economic recessions his-
.

torically eroded black advancement:

688 ,
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The,Great Depression substantially diminished
some of the gains (by blacks) male in the first
three decades of the 20th Century. For example,,
during the 1930'x,' the growth of the black labor
force was severely curtailed....

The Census Bureau began collecting income
tics by race oda continuous basis in 1947. Since
then, there has been overall moderate income growth
for black families, interrupted by several reces-
sions. Fran 1947 to 1969...the nost.pronoonced
upgrading (36% increase) is the income-levels for
blacks occurredduring the period of 1964 to 1969.
Increases,were noted during the 1947-53 and 1959-
64,,periods; however, little or no progress was node _
during the period fron1953 to 1959 as axe:suit of
the 1953-54 and 1957-58 rebessions.11

Consequently, an adequate.assesernent of the extent of black progress during

the 1970's must to a systematic analysis of the impact of two recessions

(1969-71.and 1974-75) -- all of their'"last hired, first fired" implications-

onblack:family stru , functioning and mobility.

At the same time that blacks'were disproportionately'affected by periodic

economic recession, they were also disproportionately subjected'to soaring in,'

nation. According to .classical economic theory, it is impassible to have high
0

levels of inflation and recession simultaneously. But, apparently, no one has

informed the American economy of this "fact:" Oln the contrary, while the total

number of unemployed persons in this nation jumped by 82% (from 4.3 to 7.8 millic

between 1973 and 1975, the cost of Aving.soared by 21%. And by the end of the

decade, two-digit inflation had become virtually a fixture of this economy. Thus

proper analyses of black progress must assess the dispropoitionate impact of in-
,

flation as well as of recessions on black families.

C. FCCUSIM CN INDIVIDML 143311th

A third practice of the proponents of "significant" black progress is to

focus on the economic advanaanent of black individuals rather than of black

1-L
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families. This has been mist evident in several studies highlighting. dramatic

economic gains of black women relative to white waren and, to a lesser extent,

of black men relative to white men. Without question, analysis of the econonic

gains of black and white individuals is clearly a legitimate and inportant area

of investigation.

However, such studies go beyond legitimate bounds when the nobility of

individuals is erroneously used as a proxy for inferring the mobility of family

units. For example, most studies of occupational nobility in the U.S. have

been invariably based on data confined to men. The exclusion of white women

from mobility studies may have had some historical justificatidn, since the

overwhelming majority of white families in the past had only one-earner -- a

male. But black families always have had a strong two-earners tradition. And

blaCk'women have continually comprised about half of the total black labor force;

Thus, studies of the occupational and earnings mobility of black men alone are

unreliable and invalid indicators of the actual extent of economic mobility in

the total black community.

Moreover, since the surge of white women in the labor force has transformed

the majority of white families into two- earner households, thereois no longer

any reasonable justification in using the economic nobility of white males as

the sole proxy for the mobility of white families. Furthermore, studies focusing,

on male mobility over-estimate-the actual extent of economic mobility in the U.S.,

since the occupational and earnings mobility of women invariably lags far behind

that of men.

It is also to infer that because the earnings gap between black

and white individuals may have narrowed, that there has been a similar narrowing

of the gap between the inunnes of black and white families. Individual mobility

0
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is not necessarily translated into family mobility. :In short, if one wants

to make generalizations about the progress of families, then family households

and not individuals should be used as the unit of analysis.

III. EHFLOYMENT.TSENES OF THE''70's , r.

A. Uhemplpyment.Patterns

We'will now examine'the employment patterns of black family heads during'

the 1970's. The comber of Unemployed black family heads almosttripled.(from
,f

122,000 to 343,000) between 1969 and 1978, while their unemployment rate more

than doubled (fran 3.5% to 8.3%). Although unemploymentamongfitite family

heads also rose over the decade because of two recessions, the increase was not

as great as it was among blade families. While the number of jobless white

heads of families almost doUbled (fran 631,000; to 1,457,000), their jobless

rate went up fran only 1.7% to 3.6%. Thus, the jobless gap between black and

white families widened fran 2.1 to 2.3 -- one of the largest gaps of-the decade.

Families headed by blade women were, apparently, one of the nest severely

impacted groups by the two recessions, since they experienced the.largest in-

crease in joblessness among family heads over the decade. In.1960, Only 38,000

or 5.68 of all black women in the labor force heading families we:re'unemPloyed,

but by 1978, five times as many (195,000) black women family heads were lobless,

-with their unemployment rate soaring to an alaiming high of 15.4%. At the same

time, unemployment among black pen heading families doubled (from 84,000 to

4148,000), raising their jobless rate fran 2.9% to 5:2%. On the other hand, the

jobless rate for white female family heads rose fran 3.6% to 6.6% betweeW1969

and 1978, while the unemployment.rate for white male family heads only went fran
4.

1.5% to 3.5%..
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B. EMployment Patterns

However, although unemployment among black families rose sharply over

the past decade, the number pf black family heads with jobs also increased..

The total number of employed black family heads increased 4% (from 3.4 to

3.7 million) between 1969 and 1978. Interestingly, all of this increase in

employment occurred among black female heads of families, since employment,

declined among black male family heads over the decade! While the number of

black female family heads with jobs jumped by 68% (fran 67,000 to 1,069,000)

between 1969 and 1978, the number of black male family heads with jobs fell

by 3% (from 2,766,000 to 2,698,000).

These opposing patterns of exployment were largely due to the, fact that

the proportion of black families headed.by waren sharply increased from 29% to

39% over the decade, with a concomitant decline in theproportioa of black

_families headed by men. But these patterns also reflect the greater surge of

uomen in the labor force during the 1970's. This can be seen in the similarity

of the employment patterns among white families. While the number of employed

white male family heads remained virtually unchanged (at 35.3 million) between

1969 and r1978, the number of whitelemale"family heads with jobs soared by 61%

(from 2.0 to 3.2 million). There was also a sharp increase in the proportion

(from 9% to 12%) af white families headsd laywomen over the decade.

C. Occupational Patterns

To what extent was the increase in emplayment in black families reflected

in upward nobility in jobs? There was indeed increase in the proportion of

black family heads in higher-paying and higher-s tus jobs -7 among both males

and-females. In 1970, the proportion of all black family.heads in higher-

paying jobs, such as managers (2%), professionals (8%) and craft (9%), was 19%.

0:1 re,

692
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By 1978, the proportion of black family heads in those jobs (managers 7- 4%;

professionals - 10%Cand craft - 9%) rose to ?3%. Among black female family .

heads, the.proportion in higher-paying jobs rose fram 14% to 17%, while the

proportion of black male family heads holding higher-paying jobaweat fan

24% to 28%.

' Them was also same increase in the proportion (fram 16% to 19%) of

1k black family heads in modexate7paying clerical (14% to 17%) and sales (re,

mailing at 2%) betweeh 1970 and 1978, But almost all of this increase occurred

among families headed by black women (from 24% to 30%),.since the proportion of

black male family heads in clerical and sales jobs rained the.same (at 10%).

However; despite some increase in the proportion of black family heads in

higher-paying jobs over the past decade, the overwhelming majority of black

family heads today are in lower-paying blue-collar jobs. In fact, the propro-'

tion of black family heads in lower-paying jobs (i.e., operatives, laborers,

service and farm workers) declined from only 64%. to 59% between 1970 and 1978.

Many rebent studiegpurporting,to show a sharp increase in the Proportion

of black families in the nmiddle-clase have committed the common fallacy of

equating white collar jobs with "middle-class" and most blue-collar jobs with

"working class" or "underclass." COnsevently, movement of individuals from

blue-collar to white-collar jobs is most often characterized as upward economic

mobility into the middle-class.

But the major error in placing all holders of white-collar jobs in the

economic middle-class is that only.a small minority of black white-collar'

workers have "middle-inoome" earnings. Only 30% of all black managers and 26%

of all black professionals in 1977 earned $15,000 or more a year, for example,

compared to only 11% of all black sales workers and 3% of black clericaliardcert

at such levels.
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s.\---ortions

At the same time, these analysts fail to point out that even larger

of blacks holding white-:Collar jobs make poverty-level wages.
,

.

For example, 67% of all black sales workers and 42% of all black clerical

workers had annual earnings under $6,000 in 1977. Similarly, 25% of all

black professionals and 29% of all black managers had poverty -level earnings.

In other words, there are just as many povs ery-level workers among blackqao-
4 -O

fessionals as there are (one-fourth) middle-income workers. Thus, one is no

more justified in characterizing all black professional workers as "middle-,

inooMe" as one would be in describing all of them as "low-income."'

.Moreover, movement from blue-collar jobs to white - collar jobs Should not

be arbitrarily assimed to be upward mobility, since many blue-collar jobs have
0

higher earnings than many white-collar occupations. For example, the proportiOn

of black workers earning $15,000 or more in 1977 was twice as high among craft-

workers (22%) than among sales workers (11%). And the proportion of middle-

income earners among black operatives (10%) was just as high as that among

sales workers and: three times higher thgm'among clerical workers (3%).

In'short, many studies reporting a recent "surge" of blacks in the

economic middle-class -- as a result of a sharp increase of blacks in white-

collar occupations -- greatly exaggerate black upward mobility because they

.
.

erroneously include the movement of blacks into low-income white-collar

occupations as well. To more accurately assess the extent of black upward

economic mobility,such studies should restrict themselves to the movement of

blacks into jobs with middle-income earnings -- whether white-collar.or blue-

oollar. Therefore, we will now examine a more accurate indicator of economic

mobility -- income and poverty trends.

694
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N. INCOME AND POVERTY TBENEG OF THE '70's

A. Income Gaj).

The widening unemployment gap between black and white families during

the 1970.'s led, as might be expected, to a widening of their income gap. In

1969, black families had a median income ($6,063) that was 61% of white family

median-inoome (k958). By 1978, the ratio of black family income ($10,879)

to white family income ($18,368) had declined to 59%. This widening income

gap occurred in all regions, except the South. While the black -to- white,

family income ratio renialned at 57% in the South between 1969, and 1978, the

gap widened in the Northeast (fran 67% to 62%), the Northcentral region (fran
-..

76%, to 72% and especially in the West (from 75% to 57%).

Between 1969 and 1977, the incase gap between black and white families

fell.fram 61% to 57%. Thus, it was only between 1977 and 1978 that there was

sane narrowing of this gap (fran 57% to 59%). Yet, as was noted, the income

gap by 1978 was still wider than what it was at the beginning of the decade.

This decline of black family income relative to white family inoone is

in part due to the sharp increasein.multiple earners among white families

during the 1970's, and the sharp, decline in multiple earners in black families.

Historically, black families had a higher proportion of two-earners than white

families. BUt, between 1569 and1978, the proportiOn of black families with
.e

two or more earners fell steeply fran 56% to 47%, while the proportion of

White families with two or more earners rose from 54% to 57%. Thus, today,

there are more two-earner white than.bladk families.

B. Impact of Inflation

What impact did inflation have on black family income during the 1970's?

Black families were disproportionately affected by the spiraling inflation of
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the '70's. 'While real whi:te family income (adjusted.for inflation in 1978

dollars) rose by 4% between ietween 1969 and 1978, real income among black

families barely kept up with inflations -- rising by only.2%..

Most of the gains in real Income among {slck -- and white -- families

or:curried in families headed by men. While real income among families headed

by black women fell behind inflation by 3%, real inoame among families headed

by black men rose sharply by 22%. Similarly: although real income among

families headed by,white)wonen declined by 1%, real iAccrmi in families

headed by white men rose by sa .12

A major reason why the income in families headed by men was able to

4Z,

keep up with inflation was the sharp increase in *king wives among both

blacks and tes. While the proportion of working wives in black husband-

wife famil es rose from 53% to 60% between 1969 and 1978, the proportion of

working wi in white husband-wife families jumped from 38% to 47%. In

fact,the presence.of a working wife is bemoaning essential for bledk and

white families in order to achieve or maintain an economically "middle-class"
o

standard pf

C. The Black Middle -Class

How did the black middle-class fare during the 1970's?; To what extent,

in fact, was there a surge in the size of the black middle-cabs?

Before we can answer these questions, however, we must have a definition.

of "middle-class" that can be subjected to statistical measurement: Chforar-

a

nately, most of the controversy around this subjecehas involved vague se,

ferences to various categories of blacks such as "bourgeoisie," "structurally

unemployed'," or."undexclass" without specifying the nature and size of euoh

groupings. One can hardly document the significant advancement of blacks
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_in.the middle-class if that group is ambigiously defined -- or not defined

at, al1.13

,

As noted Above, the most widely -used operational definition of " middle--

class" is to include all.persons holding white-collar jobs. But, as was

pointed out, such a definition includes large numbers of white-ohlar workers

with poverty-level wages. Mtverent into higher - status jobs, such es pro-

fessionals, sales, managers, eic.,,does not necessarily mean movement into

higher-paying jobs. Consequently; we contend that movement into a higher

paying jOb-- whether white7ooliar or blue - Dollar .should be used as the

basic criterion for assessing upward economic mobility.

Therefore, we iikOnnendthe use of the economic criteria provided by

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BIS) three standards of living for

families: higher, inteasmadiate and lower. Each year BIS prepares and

adjusts for inflation -- budget costs for "typical" urban families of four

at three different standards of living. The estimated food consunption

costs for families at the "lower" budget level, for example, are based largely

on the Agriculture Department's 'emergency food plan for poor'families, which

the Department concedes does not provide nutritionally adequate diets for

three-fourths of the families at that level. ,The intermediate or moderate

budget level, however, more closely approximates the standard of living of

the "aVerage".American family. Therefore, .the National Urban League Be-

Search.Department regularly classifies all families with incomes above the .

BIS intermediate level as "middle-income" or "economically middle-class."

10969, 24% of all black faMilies had incases above the)BIS inter-

nediate budget level of $10,064, while 25% of all black families-had incomes

above the BIS intermediate level of $18,699 in 1978. Thus, the proportion

of black middle- income families (adjusted for the impact of inflation)
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remained relatively unchanged at one- fourth. Similarly,. among whites, the

proportion of middle-income families remained Unchanged (at 498) over the

decade.

However( there was some increasein the proportion of upper-income black

families-by the end of the (Wade. Between 1969 and 1978, the proportion of

black families above the higher BLS levels (of $14,574. in 1969 and $22,420 in

1978) rose from 98 to 128. But this "rise" masks the fact, that 128 of black
;

families had incomes above the higher BLS level in 1972 aril1973.-- before

the corset of the devaStating 1974-75 recession. Since that time, the pro-

portion of upper-income black families steadily declined to 98 by 1977. In

other words, all of this increase in( the proportion of upper-income black

families really occurred over a one-year period (between 1977 and 1978) at

the end of the decade. Since a new recession began in 1979:and is expected

to worsen in 1980, it is very likely that, there may be sate shrinking of the

proportion of middle income and upper-income black families at the beginning

of the decade of the '80's.

D. Poverty Wends A

.
At thesame time that blacks are said to,be surging into the middle-class,

the proponents of significant black progress also contend that there is a grow-

ing -- and permanent -- bladk underclass. In order to account for these diver-,.

gent trends among blacks, the theory of two black societies has emerged and
_ ....

received widespread media acceptance, According to this notion, at the same

time that the economic gap between blacks and whited is narrowing, the cleavage

between the black middle -class and underclass is widening. Has the number of

lbw-income black families increased or decreased during th# 1970's? And to

what extent is there. statistical evidence to support this theory of a widening

economic cleavage in the black community? .

1 (i
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UnfortUnately, it has not been easy toverify the validity of the notion

of a growing black underclass because of the failure of many analysts to clearly

define the canposition and size of this-flunderclass." Since there is at least

consensus that poverty -level and welfarelamilies are part of this grouping,

we shall examine-thoac-patternsmong low-incase bladk families.14

Black thierolass

. There was indeed a sharp increase,inthe nutter of poor black families

during the 1970's, while the:number of poor white families went down. While

the number of poor white families declined by 2% (from 3,575,000 to 3,523,000)

..between 1969 and 1978, the number of poor black families rose by 19%, (from

1;366,000 to 1,622,000). ,However, since the. total.number.of black families

-increased just as fast,the proportion of all black families that are poor

remained unchangal.(at 28%) throughout the decade: On the other hand, the

proportion of poor white families declined from 8% to 7% between 1969 and 1978.

Because of, the sharp rise in the number of black families headed by

women, they accounted for all of the increase in the number of poor blaci

-families over the decade. While the number of poor black families headed by

men fell by 34% (from 629,000.to 414,000) between 1969 and 1978, the number of

-poor black familiPq headed by women soared by 64% (froS 737,000 to 1,208,000).

However, because the total number of blank f4milies grew faster than the

number of poor black families, the proportion of poor black families headed

by women went down Sian 53% to 51%, as did the proportion (from 18% to 12%

of.poor black families headed by men.

In shoat, if one useOthenumber of poor families as an indicator, there

is strong evidence to support the assertion that the number of bladk families
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in the underclass has significantly grown over the past decade. However,

using the proportion of poor families as the base, one would have to conclude':

that the percent of underclass black families remained unchanged throughout

the '70's. This latter conclusion also lends support to the nation of a

permanent -- and unchanging -- underclass among blacks.

To what extent do welfare trends among black families correspond to

these poverty patterns? ;There was indeed some increase in the proportion of

black families receiving public assistance during the decade. Between 1969

and 1977, the proportion of all black families receiving welfare rose from

18% to 23%. While the proportion of male-headed blade families receiving

public assistance declined from 10% to 7%, the proportion of female-headed

black families on welfare increased from 38% to 46%.

It should be noted, however, that these data strongly contradict the

popular belief that the majority of black families are dependent on public

assistance. Despite two devastating recessions during the 1970's less than

.one-fourth of all black families -- and less than one-half of all black

families headed by women -- were on public assistance by the end of'the.

decacie..

On'the contrary, the overwhelming majority of both male and female-

headed black families depend on earnings and not welfare as their primary

source of income. By 1977, 91% of male-headed black families and 68% of

female-headed black families relied on earnings income. Unfortunately, this

was a decline 'from the beginning of the decade when 93% of male-headed blick

families and 73% of Lemale-headed black families depended on their earnings.

Many analysts attribute the increasing poverty among blacks to the rise

in the number of black 'families headed by women.
This assertion is only partly

true. Amore accurate exp1anattai for the rise in poverty is the increase in

4 4
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thenumber of black families headed by unemployed women. Black families

headed by woman are finding it increasingly difficult to obtainneaningful

employment. In fact,' as was noted earlier, blade women heading families ire.

dime times more likely to be unexplored today (15.4%) than they were (5.6%)

at the beginriing of this' decade.

The disproportionate poverty status of families headed by black women

is primarily related to their unemployment status: Only 27% of employed

black women headinglamilies were poor in 1977,.coMpared to 75% of unemployed

black women heading families. Thus,the chances of blade women family heads

being poor continue. to be only ore out of fair -when they have jabs, but their

chances of being poor are three out of four when they are unable to obtain work.

Thus, there is a vital need for intensive governmental efforts to provide female

family heads with meaningful job opportunities in order to prevent thousands of

families from falling into poverty.

In sum, there is sting evidence to support the view that the niimber of

16W-income or "underclass" blade families has increased over the past decade,

while the proportion of low- inane black familiesrhas remained relatively

unchanged. However, since the prcpcmction of'middle-inoome black families,

remained virtually unchanged duringthe '70's, there does not appear to be

strong evidence for the notion of a wideahvi economic cleavage in the black

- community.

V. SOCIAL TRENDS AMNG MACK mum
The heightened economic insecurity from two ;6-cessions and record-level

inflation had some important consequences, for the functioning and stability

of both black and white familiea in America." One of the most visible mord-

1

7 01

°
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festations has been the rise in the number of one-parent families due to

divorce and separation'. Between 1969 and 1978, t)e total number of divorces ./

in'the U.S. almost doubled (from 639,000 to 1,128,000).

A. Single Parent Families

Contrary to popular belief, families headed by divorced. or separated

women increased faster among whites than blacks. The number of families

headed by divorced or separated wanen.increased twice as fast among whites

(by 121%) between 1969 and 1978 than among blacks (by 65%).

Moreover, while the number of families headed by widowed white women

declined by 3% between 1969 and 1978, the number of families headed by widowed

black women rose; by 15%. But, Most significantly, the increase in families

headed by single women was five tines greater among blacks (257%) than whites

(57%).
4(

A di pLovurtionate amount of the increase in single parent families was

due to a sharp increase in out-of-wedlock births among both black and white

young women over the decade. While the number of out -of- wedlock births by

black women increased by 49% between 1969 and 1977, the number of out-of-

wedlock births by' white women rose by 35%.

It should be noted, however, that because of overall declining fertilitY

rates of all women, the total numbai of live births to white women declined

by 10% between 1969 and 1977, while the total number of live births to black

women remained about the same (at 543,000) over that period of time. In

other words, the number of out-of-wedloCk births among both black and white

women grew at a muCh faster rather than the number of in-wedliock live. births.

This is why in several cities, such as Washington, D.C. and ChicagO, over

half of the total births of bier& women are out-of:wedlock.

702
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The increase in out- of-wedlock births is greatest and most severe among

teenagers. While the illegitimacy rate among black women 15-19 years old

rose from 90.6 to 93.3 for every 1,000 unmarried black women in this age

group between 1969 and 1977, the illegitimacy rate among white women 15-19

years old increased, ten times as fast, from 10.0 to 13.6 for every 1,000

unmarried white women in this age group. Nevertheless, the illegitimacy rate

among black teenagers is still more than six times greater than the rate among

white teenagers. 0
Moreover, contrary to popular belief, the overall illegitimacy rate'has

been steadily declining among black women, while steadil among

white women of child-bearing age. While the illegi rate among blaCk

women fell by 7% (fan 90.6 to 84.5 per 1,000 unmarried b women of Child-

bearing age) between 1969 and 1977; the illegitimacy rate white women

'rose by 2% (from 12.5 to 13.7 per 1,000 unmarried white women of child-bearing

age). But, once again, it should be noted that the overall illegitimacy rate,

for blackwomen is still six times greater than it is for white women.

The sharp increase in unwed teenage mothers among both blacks and whites

clearly indicates a vital need for more intensive family planning efforts as\
well as preventi sex education programs. Qne of the concerns about the in-

crease-in out-of births to young mothers is the extent to which such

families become habi lly dependent on public assistance. .

Contrary to the popular belief that.blackfamilies that receive welfare

remain on public assistance, black women heading families are less likely to

receive welfare the older they are. Less than half of black families headed

by women under 25 are on public assistance, compared to eboutone-fifth of

black families headed by women 55 years and. over. Most Significantly, black
.
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teenage mothers are least likely to be on welfare. Since the overwhelming

majority (858) of them live in extended family households, they often have

to rime away from relatives in order to qualify for many social services.

Such insensitive And anti- family policies should be modified in'drder to

reinforce and strengthen the informal, self-help supports to teenage mothers

provided by relatives.

B. Family Strengths.

A proper overview of black families during the 1970's it examine their

strengths as well as their weaknesses:, In 1971, the National Urban League Re-

search Department issued A monograph entitled The Strengths of Black Families.

That report focused on five positive attributes that characterized the majority

of low-income as well as middle4inoame families: strong kinship bonds, strong

work orientation, flexibility of family roles, strong achievement orientation

and strong religious orientation. These five factors have continued to be

major determinants of stability and'advancement among low-income and middle-

income black families during the 19704s15

Strong Kinslip Bonds

Perhaps the most influential factor over the past decade has been the

black extended family. Relatives provided many forms of mutual assistance

during the hard economic times of the '70's. This was reflected in the

sharp increase in "doubling-up" or the moving in of female-headed families

into the households of relatives during the 1974-75 recession. Between 1973

and 1975, the proportion of black children!living with their mothers in the

households of relatives jumped from 308 to in.

According ta conventional wisdaM; the extended family is supposed to

have virtually disappeared from the American scene. Nbt'only has this family

'66-925 0 - 81 - 45
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form not become extinct among black families, but there was a strong revival'

of the bladk extended family during the'1970's. While there has been a sharp

decline in'the comber of blabk families from different generations liVing in

the same households, the vital support provided by relatives living in different

households has not diminished.

For example, the proportion of black children informally adopted or

absorbed into, the households of grandpaients, aunts and uncles, and sisters

and brothers increased between 1970 and 1978 from 13% to 15%. Thus, there

are about 1 4 million bin& children living in extended family arrangements

today. And this does not include the millions of black children who reside

for Shorter periods of time with relatiVes who provide lowcost day care

services for parents who are working, temporarily ill or institutionalized

Mbreover, as the 1JL study, Informal Adoption Among Black Families (1977)

pointed out, by providing informal day care, foster care and adoption services,

black extended families have been instrumental in enhancing the social and

economic well-being of thousands of black families. For example, many teenage

mothers would not have been able to finish their schooling -- and many older,

single parents would not have been able to work -- had it not been for the

concern,and support of relatives. 16

Furthermore, during a decadeswhen child abuse has been rising sharply

among white families, the extended family network appears to be reducing its

impact in the blac,.. community. Since low-income and minority families are

c'73
;.7

over-represented in official statistics On abused and neglected ehildren, it

is widely-believed that bladk children are more likely to be abused than

white children. But systematic studies of child abuse have revealed that

child abuse is more likely to occur in white familielthan in black families

living in' similar or worse economic circumstances. The extended family
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serves as a buffer against child Abuse, since a potentially neglected or

abused child is often removed to a more wholesome environment. However, child

abuse is more likely to occur in families that are isolated from relatives.

Thus, the child abuse and neglect in the black community during the 170'sylis

lower than would have been expected on the basis of its greater economic de-

privation because of the extended family.17

It is important to note, however, that the Black extended family has

never been. restricted to blood relatives. It has always included "fictive

kin" or close friends who perform such roleias "granny," "auntie," or even

"mother" or "father" more effectively than natural kin. Such fictive kin

increasingly belong to black extended family networks in urban and northern

communities where families may live far distances from relatives,. Further-'

more, scholars Irudh as Harriet McAdoo have clearly Shown that extended

families not only enhance the functioning of low-income black families, but

middle - income families as we11.18

Wbrk Orientation

Despite two recessions and spiraling inflation, the work commitment of

black heads of families did not decline over the past decade. The sharp rise

in female-headed blacklamilies, for example, is commonly believed to.be due

to an increase in women who are not looking..for work. .But the fact is that

these women are more itorkoriented: the proportion ofsblack female fam4y

heads in theslabor force rose sharply from 51% to 56% between 1969 and 1978.

Or, conversely, the proportion of black female heads not working and not

looking for work dropped from 49% to 44%.

In addition, the American public still does not fully realize that

welfare is the last resort, and not the first, for the overwhelming majority

O.
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of black families
This'is why over three-fourths

(77%) of all black

families and over half (54%) of all black families headed by women today do

not receive any public assistance.
Mbrecwer,.00ntrary to popular belief,

.

half (45%) of all poor block families are not,,On welfare! Vey little

interest has been shown is
determining why over 700,000 blaCkfamilies that

are econcrmically
eligible far welfare do not receive any public assistance.

Some of these poor families, as
noted earlier, are being unjustly denied

vital social services because
they live in extended family households. But

closer observation reveals that
the strong-self-reliance of many of these

poor families cause them to receive economic support
from relatives and

friends rather than fran public welfare agencies

But there was one subgroup
in black families that experienced an extra- ,

ordinary amount of job
discouragement diking the 1970's -- black youth. The

persistent
unavailability of jobs forced many black youWavaxiwant employment

to give up actively seeking it. Thus, there was a marked decline.of black

young men in the civilian labrir force (i.e.,
either working or actively looking

for work). Between 1969. and 1978,
the pitpartion of blatk men, 18-19 years old, .

in the labor force declined
from 63%, to 60%, while the labor force participation.

rates of black men, 20-24 years
old, fell more sharply fran 84% to 78%. At the

same time, the
participation rates rose mangy/tate

men, 18-19 (from 66% to

73%) and among white
men, 20-24 (flan 83%. to 874) ,

Some canrentators contend
that the persistent high unemployment

levels

among black youth are primarily due\to educational deficiencies But research

studies consistently refute
the notion that lack of education is the primary

Eactarr, since job opportunities are greater
for white.youp with lower educa-

tional attainment.
Mbitehigh school dropouts have lower unenploymentrates
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(16.7%) than black youth with some college education (21.4%) and about the

same jobless rates (16.5%) as black college graduates.l9 .

Role Flexibility

All American families experienced greater flexibility and interchanging

of roles during the 1970's: mothers assuming some.of the traditional roles of

4ethers; fathers performing some of the traditional functions of mothers; and

children performing parental functions. This increased role flexibility and

adaptability was most evident in the growth of families headed by women who .

were the primary breadwinners of their households.

Ttaditionally, families headed by women have been characterized as "broken,"

"disbrganized" or "pathological. In fact, statistics related to female-headed

families are often simplistically used as "proof" of the "disintegration" of

black families. But it is erroneous'and unwarranted to prejudge the func-

tioning or Cohesion of a family solely on the basis of the number of heads of

households.

On the contrarY, many research studies have revealed that: (a) two parents

do not make a family intact any more than having one parent makes it "broken,"
P

and (b) that many one-parent families are more intact,than many two-parent

families. These findings are reinforced by the faCjat children are running

away faster from "intact" two- parent families in the suburbs than "broken" one-

parent families in'the inner-cities.
Furthermore, there must be some lack of

cohesion in many bor-parent families, since
about one-third of then end in

divorce or separation. Thus, the cohesion of a'family is determined by the

quality and intensity of the relationships among family members and not by

whether or not a father is present in the home. Because families are headed

,
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a

by female breadwinners is no justification for presuming their inability to

function effectively.

On the other hand, there appears to have been some diminution in the

traditional equalitarian sharing of roles in black families'as blacks have

moved up the educational and economic ladders The enhanced pcoupational

role of black women hasled to greater tension in male/female relationships,

especially among the middle-class. Many higher-educated black women observe

that many black men are resistant to 'adopting equalitarian role patterns. As
. .

a result, there was a

shops and publications designed to

women toward one another.

ing this, decade in conferences, work-
,

,the sensitivity of black men and

Achievenent Orientation

The strong achievement orientation in black families was evident in the

sharp increase in high school graduation and college enrollment among black

youth during the '70's. As the proportion of high school dropouts among black

youth, 18-24 years old', dropped from 33% to 25% between 1970 and 1978, thepro-

portion of black 1.outh graduating from high school rose from 44% to 48%.

Moreover, while only 35% of the bladk high school graduates in 1970 went

on to college, 42% of them went on to college by 1978; Thus, the proportion

of black 18-24 years old in.o011ege rose from 15% to 20% between 1970 and

1978. However, aiming white high school graduates, there was a decline in the

proparticn going to college (from 509 to 45%) between 1970 and 1978. Thim,

black high school graduates are just as likely as white high school graduates

to go on to college today.

0
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This strong achievement orientation of black. youth is just as prevalent

among those caning from one-parent families as it is .among those coming from

bao-parent families. Contrary.to patterns .among white youth, research studies

have consistently found that black youth fran one-parent families are just as

likely to go to college as,yOuth fran twp-parent families. These findings pro-

,'

vide further evidence against the popular presumption of the negative functioning

of families headed by women.20

Religious Orientation

Since a religious orientation or perspective is not readily amenable to

'quantitative measurement, it is not possible for us to be precise about its

influence on black families over the past decade.

Nevertheless, it appears that the black church continues to play a major

role in black communities across the nation. Each Sunday it continues to attract

the largest number of blacks at one time. In sate communities, cutbacks in funds

for social services and community action agenciet have led many -black churches to

assume their historical role as a key provider of social, psychological and economic

support to black families.

Moreover:the black ministry continues to be in the vanguard of the struggle

on behalf of blacks: Rev. Benjamin Hocks, Executive Director of,WCP; Rev. Jesse

Jackson, President of Operation PUSH;. Rv. Joseph LowerY, i'resident of SCLC;

Rev. Leon SulliOan, Chairman of 0/C, etc. However, this leadership is increasingly

being shared with growing numbers of black elected officials.

Overall, it pears that the religious factor has continued to exert the

same influence on blacks it has for decades..

71 0V"
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VI. SUMMARY

Sane of the highlights of our analysis of the econanic and social trends

among black families 6ring the 1970's are summarized as follows:

1. .The strong econanic gains Of black families dyring the
1960's were eroded by two recessions, record-level
inflation and t%a "benign neglect" policies of, the
Nixon-Ford Administrations.

2. The unemployment and income gaps between black and white
families widened during the While the unemploy-
ment gap between black and white heads.of -families
widened from 2.1 to 2.3 between 1969 and 19/, the ratio
of black to white family income fell from 6 to 59%.

3. Families headed by bladk women were one of the most
severely impacted groups over the past decade. Five
times as many black women family heads were jobless
in 1978 (195,000) than in 1969 (38,000), with their
jobless rate soaring from 5.6% to 15.4%.

4. Many studies reporting a recent "surge" of blacks in the

'of
middle-class -- as a result of a 'Sharp increase

'of blacks in white - collar occupations -- greatly wog- '
gerate black upward nobility because they erroneously
include the movement of blacks into low-income white-
collar occupations as well.

5. The prOportion of economically middle-class black families
did not significantly increase during the '70's, but re-
mained relatively unchanged. (be- fourth of all bladk
families had incomes above the Labor Department's inter-
mediste levels in 1978 and 1969.

6. There is some support for the notion of a growing -- and
persistent -- "underclass" among black families. While
the number of poor families among blacks increased by 19%
between 1969'and 1978, the proportion of poor black families
remained at 28%.

7. Silt we found no support for the belief in a widening econanic
cleavage in the black community, since there was no increase
.in the proportion of middle-class or lrzt-incare black families.

8. Black extended families continued to provide vitalr services in
such areas as day care, foster care, adoption and preventive
child abuse to one - parent and two- parent. families as well as
to middle - inane and low-income black families.
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9. Black families continue to be characterized by five

strengths: strong kinship bonds, strong work orien-
tation, flexibility of family roles, strong achieve -

mrnt strong religious'brientation.

VII: FORECASTS FOR THE 1980's

What'is the outlook for black families over the nest decade? Based on

our analysis of past and current trends, we offer the following forecasts:

1. Since the current recession is predicted to worsen
in 1980, it isxery likely that there will be at
least two recessions during the 430's. SuCh re-

curring recessions will undoUbtedly mean a con-
tinuation of-disproportionate high levels of

unemployment among black workers..

2. Slow job expansion can be expected to generate in-

creased competition for jobs from such emerging

'groups as white women, Hispanics and Asians.

Between 1974-77, blacks obtained only 5% of the

new jobs in private industry:" while over half.

(53%) went to whiee women, 26% went to white men

and 12% went of Hispanics. .

3: The nuMber of blacks in higher-paying and higher-

statusjohe such as managers, professionals and
craft should reach all-time highs over the next
decade: But the continuing soaring inflation is

expected to erode the living standards of aany
middle-income as well as low-imam.

4. The proportion of bladk.families headed by women
will continue to increase, but their adaptability
and capacity to function effectively will be

significantly enhanced.

5. Extended families will continue to play influential

roles in providing vital social and economic support

to middle-income and low - income black families.
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THE SERTE OF SOCIAL SERVICES IN THE BLACK COMKJUITY:
A 7EN TEAR PERSPECTIVE

. I. INEFOLUCTICN

By

Georgia L. McMurray.

-

For black Americans,the 1970"shave been marled by a public ambi-

-. valence and, ba.scre extent, resistance to extending the social and

eoonomic gains of the previous decade. Prtoposms.to eradicate poverty

-in tha-U.S. are given law priority now despitccntinuing evidence that

-poor-and PoinritypOrsons still have insufficient means to provide their.

food, *halter, clothing and health care. Two primary factors are contri-

bating to this shift.in the U.S. social policy agenda: the negative

impact of persistent inflation/recession and uremia/mkt and an,errerging

conservatism which encourages political leaders to limit the expansion,
or coverage of social programs..

Tne'1960's indee4preeented, a watershed in U.S. social policy.

It was through, the liar on Poverty legislation of the 1960's that black

Americans made major strides in improving their racial and economic:

status. Until then, publicly financed social servioes,.except for edu-

cation, were expected to be available only as a temporary measure when

,private means failed and until they could be Teinstituted. Because of

the demands for greatpr social equity for the poor generated in the 1960's,

a redefinition 'of pitlic responsibility for the poor occurred. This

redefinition was based upon a recognition that, with increasing urbani-

ratite and technological advancement in the U.S., many individuals, a

disproportionate number of Wmonwere black, now suffered the loss of

piivate supparteither faMilial or through epployment. FOr them, poverty
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had become a way of life. Despite the great spate of legislation enacted

at that time,- poverty fueled by racism and sexism persists in the U. S.

Because'of this, social services, including income and personal

support programs, housing, health, employment as well as education, are

increasingly viewed, particularly by black Americans, as necessary public

strategies for resolving .the continuing problems of econoinic dependency

and family instability. The eradication of pOverty continues to be deemed

a worthy public policy goal but the articulation of this in social legislaii61

over the past few years reflects this society's ambivalence about its

responsibility for the poor. Public programs for the poor and particular-

ly their goals have oft-tines been expressed in an inconsistent and some-

tines contradictory mummer. The experienoes.of the 1970's in carrying

forward the War on Poverty programs of the 60'shave made this goal con-

fusion explicit.

The rapid growth of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

in the 1960's, fjr example, due to Liberalized administrative procedures

and shifts in population distribution, triggered Congressional demands

to limit the program by forcing parents to work, but no adequate pro-

vision was-made to assure adequate Child-care or an increase in payments

at least up to the poverty level.despite the stated goals of the enabling

legislation. Similarly, Mbdicaid and Pedicare were enacted because of

the recognition that poor. health was an obstacle to economic opportunity,

and a contributing factor to the financial dependency of old age; yet,

the benefits of these two programs were limited to only certain groups

of the very poor or those 65 and over.

In part, the 1970's response to extending social legislation has

rested upon criticism About poorly - executed public' policy, providing a
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rationale for those opposed to social advancement to scuttle the hard-semi

policy battles of the yeare before. By the beginning of the 70's, demands

for fiscal accountability
through better

docummntation of paxxMosn effective-

ness were being translated into a Policy'hias against categorical programs

and culminated into the 1972 General Revenue
Sharing ActWhich, b' all

accounts, has been less redistributive to pcOr communities. This legisla-

tion which allocates over
$6.7 billion each year

to state and local govern-

ments has served to perpetuate discrimination
against minorities and has

resulted finally in leas money
being available to expand social services,

particularly cash assistance
and personal support programs

such as day

Even with the protracted debates over the purposes of social services

prOgramming, however,
expenditure outlays for the various

services have

grown and now
continue at over 506 of. the

federal dollar -- from 47% in

1972 to 52% iri 1974,
including Social Security benefits reflecting in-

`creased numbers of Social Security
beneficiaries as well as the rising

oust of medical care.
Black Americans are

major recipients of these

funds beCause they disproportionately
represented among the ranks of the

economically and socially
debilitated, the bo groups social services

have
traditionally been designed to aid:

In 197, for instance,

population (25.4 out of 260

of those with incomes below

black Amerbosnsuere
12% of the total U.S.

million persons) but
comprised over one-third

the poverty level. Thus, poverty continued

to be a criticardistinguishing feataire of the black experince in the U. S.

Over 7.7 million blacks, about one-third of the black
population, lived in

poverty compared to a rate of 9% for whites. In addition, blacks were

the most urbanized of
all ethnic groups im the U.S. Over 75% lived id
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metropolitan areas in 1978 and 55%.were in the central cities. Whe"

conoentrated in the cities or isolated in rural areas, the need aide,

'vete income, deoent:housing, assistance in caring for the young, the
*.

elderly or otherwise dependent has continued.

Black income generally did not rise during the latter part of the

. 1970's although two - parent family income increased slightly (4%). Many

of the black poor were Children and they usually lived in ere-parent

families headed by a woman. In 1978, 39% of the 5.8% millics.bladc fami-

lies were headed by a vaotan alone---an increase from 35% in 1975--and al-

most 50% of all black Children lived in these homes. Of the 1.6 million

black families below the poverty level in 1977,' 51% were headed.bywanan,

a rate that has remained constant for most of the 70's.

According to the U.S. Department of labor, in the 1970's, the great-

est percentage increase in ;woman's labor force partictpaticn occurred for .,

those with pre-school
dhildren,.andithe nuMber of women who were the only

wage earner in'the'family rose to highest level ever recorded in the

U.S. As of 1978,.16. 1 minim .amenwith Children-under age 18 were in

the labor force, an increase of 17% from 1970; for women with Children,

age.6 and under, the nutber totalled 5.8 million, a percentage increase

of 14% Ian 1970. Manyofthese working mothers were black.

Poverty associated with fonaleL-headed families now constitutes one

of the more complex and critical
public policy issues facing this society.'

The needs of these fmiiliPS should be deemed both irevdiate and long -

range and they bring the policy debates aroundSccial services into sharp

'relief; for instance, what should be the pUbliC stance toward working

mothers particularly those who axe single parents? What should be the

trade-off between income support and employment programs? What ebout,

0
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the provis of dhild care for working parents? b_- Should be the Pri-
? a

nary alien the dhild or the family? 'should Nona support for dhild

care be universally available -- similar to Nona education, or should it

be a welfare relatedpargram? Should the government foster the expansion

of supply Is well as the &amend for child care? Nowhere do these issues

become more critical than in discussions of welfare reform.

II. WELFARE.BEFORA

, By any rule or measure, no one is content with the current welfare

4Pate. Clients Jiew it as oppressive, bureaucrats considarit an adaini-

strative monstrosity and the public condemns its costs and coverage. Pro-

posals to reform the system over the past ten years have reflectedfthese,

various points of view. Early in the Nixon Administration, the ill-

fated Family Assistance Plan (H.R. 1) was proposed as away out of the welfare

mess. This plan set forth, for the first time, a national minimum standard

for assistance to be federally- financed and administered. After extended

debate over the low standard level, ($166 for a family of four)' the pro-

-..vision to force women with young children to work and the feasibility of

a federal assumption of the welfare program, the plan was abandoned.

Those provisions dealing with the aged, blind and disabled were folded

over into the federally administered'Sapplemental SeCurity Insurance.an-

acted in 1971. This program now hos 4.2 million recipients.

In 1974, Congress passed, through Senator Russell Long's urging,

parmigiana to locate and enfgrce "missing fathers" to support their

dm receiving AFDC,
1
Hailed as a cost containment measure by con -

servatives, this new mamximent to the Social Security Act (Title IV-D)

was viewed by others as undue harassment of families on AFDC or as a

Mi
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deterrent to otherwise eligible applicants. .'

No overall Strategy at the executive level to deal with welfare for

families with dhildorn was resumed, however, until 1976 when Presidentr
.

Elect Carter, those this issue as a top priority concern for his incoming

administration., An intensive study and out:read: strategy Was ioon.initi-

".ated to establish parameters for forthooming:welfare reform:proposals:

After considerable hoopla intemnmobs1 by a emir of delays, the plenums

finally revealed in 1977 calling for a massive /jobs and income program

dill 9030) by increasing to 1.4 million the number of publicly subsidized

jobs and extending supplemental assistance and tax credis to.the working

poor. Congressional resistance 16,the costs and extension of benefits Y---

brought the Carter plan to a halt.

During the debate, Vernon Jordan, President of the National Urban

ir
League, shatply critized the 1977 Carter plan as ill-conceived. In

keynote address before the League's annual conference, he pointed

"The basic outlines of the Administration's package have been

made public, and they indicate that a real dhange is not in

sight. Although the refbimwas to result in a system that
would be equitable, simple to administer, promote family sta-

bility, and help the poor, we are likely to have'to fight a

,plan that is ineguitible, an administrative nightmare, proptes

family instability and leaves many poor people worse off.

This plan familiars on major conceptual flaws. Am8ng than are

the mandates to keep a ceiling on costs no greater than present '

welfare-related programs, categorization of the poor, and a

Irk reguirement. Eudh measures would continue to stigmatize

- ___1 or_people while perpetuating, negative mrdAAbouth
the poor.

And a bad plan may be made even worse,. There was one proposal

r.) eliminate the federal housing subsidy program in order to

transfer the money to the welfare program, a step that makes

no Tense at all. It would have destroyed already under-funded

oral housing programs while farther=distorting welfare re-

.a n.' like or elements of the welfare reform plan, it:

.aould.tske from some poor people to give to. other poor people;

the core of the welfare reform proposal links work to,welfare,

and thus perpetuates the vicious myth that poor people don't

72
66-925 0 - 61 - 146..
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/
want to work. The fact is that poor people &want to work
and do work. The fact is that poor people are as/work-oriented
as middle class people."

T A much reduced Administration welfare reformtill has now passed the

House (HR 4904) and is before the Senate wheres chances for Eassage

are considered:to be less likely. The Carter/bill provides for a $5.5

billion welfare paCkage.WhiCh includes fiScalrelief to the States and

a natio:Alin:blintz:1 standard of 65% of level. Senator Long and

Repabusselot on the other hand, are pressing for a bloCk grunt approach,

to welfare reform whereby states saoild design their awn welfare plans

and no national eligibility or benefit standards would be established.

New Welfare System Propoeed .

In considering welfare reform, the National Urban League has pro-
/

posed five goals which Should characterize a new welfare system:
2

1. the system should be ade9uate, equitable and universal

2. the system Should be federally administered and funded

3. the benefits/Should not be work conditioned'

4. the benefits should be cash mother than in kind

5. the goal/of the new program should be income maintenance

Reviewing the new Carter welfare plan (HR 4904). within the context

of the NUL poSition, several shorter:clings can be identified. Most criti-

cally, welfareprograme for families with Children remain state -mini-

stared thus perpetuating the bureaucratic overlays which now Characterize

the current stetm. Administrative overhead costs for AFDC are almost-

7% three thm that of the Social. Security program which is federally

administered. Fiscal relief is granted to the states (rather than federal

assumption of funding) because of the anticipated reduction 'in assistance
0

oi
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as a result of the expanded jobs program (618,000 ..Jublic sector jobs) and

the increases in the federal matChing share. Public assistance is still

work-related with mandatory enrollment of all adult applicants/recipients

except single parents of Children 6 years of age, the second parent in a

be- parent family and the incapacitated. Poor two' parent families,

employed or not, are covered either thrqugh Aid to Families with Depen-

dent Children - Unemployed Fathers(AFDCLO for families with an Unemployed

.father in the home or by extension of the earned income tax credit.

.
Certainly the Carter plan does not provide the major overhaul the

welfare system so desperately needs. For the almost four million families

now'recetving AFDC, 50%. of wham are bleak, same relief may be offered

through the bill now under Congressional debate, particularly if they

reside in 13 southern states, including Louisiana, Whose coMbined food

'stamps and welfare benefits are below $4700 a year (65% less than the
40m4411.--

poverty rate). Those Who live in the urban areas of the Northeast will
.

do less well because their current benefit levels are generally at a par

with the proposed changes.

.Welfare reform is thus caught in a number of intractable issues:

Federal vs. states' rights, regional variation in cost-of-living, the

relationship of employment to economic solvency, the responsibility of

parents to support and care for their Children and, not least of all,

the cost.

Yet, in considering the complexity of these issues, the basic ques-

tion seldom emerges. Can the U.S. cammit itself to eradicating poverty

'particularly if this conditim is to be defined in relative rather than

absolute terms? Of course, a mirth= level of subsistence can be estab-

lished such as the poverty level below Whidh no individual or family

722
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would be allqued to exist. This perspectiveis reflected by and large in.

the recent welfare proposals. But there is another side of thequestion.

.Poverty can aled be considered as a "sylaptam of broad social inequality,

not as state in itielf."3 Viewing poverty-in relative terms, social prO-

grameuvuld have.tofdeal with distributional effects, i. e. alterimTmal-

distributica inxescurces and benefits among families in the U. S.

the National Urban_League because of its long and deep ommaitrent to

achieve socialrjusticemnd equity for black U.S: citizens hap maintained

tlalfare reform as a top program priority. In pressing its prCpoeal for

a:universal refundable credit income -tax, the NUL stresses the need for

a cleai.'reform of the welfare system to assure that no person in the U.S.

::has insane below the offiCial poverty line. the first line of attack

is, therefore, and rightly so, to be absolute poverty, but, hopefully,

,/
(in due recognition that this will not change the widening gap between the.,

poor and non-poor in the U.S.

The black ommsznity has not,until now, clearly identified its interests

-in dealing with the reative poverty that exists in this society. Closing

the economic gap, through explicit proposali to redistribute wealth as

incase in the U.S. las to'becare central to the black policy agenda. It

is contrary to the interest of most black Americans to support amtinued

taxation policies which leave capital gains and other measures of private

waaltnillatively untouched: Most alarming now is the concerted effort

to dercreaSe or even Teemov property from the - public tax rolls. 'Unless

the black commamity begins to speak more forthrightly on issues of.

taxation at the federal as well as state and local levels, public

resources for eradicating absolute:poverty mill continue to.

dwindle and opportunities to deal with the widening economic gap.will

723
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be lost.

III. SOCIAL SECON/TY REPORM

The bungee:rang criticisms of Social Security during the 1970's MS

'represented one of the more significant shifts in public posture toward

govenzmart programs to eradicate poverty; direct evidence that even the,

most worthy otsoCial programs can be questioned. Enacted in 1935, this

milestale legislation designed to minimize poverty among old and young

dependent persona bas.done just that; but, with increasing oosts and

expended coverage, Social Security is now under Wide attadc.

Over the years, and particularly between 1970 and 1976 in response

to the growing militancy of the elderly, Social Security,has been amended

to expand coverage, liberalize eligibility and raise benefits. As a

result of these changes, Social Security benefits, as of 1976, were paid

to 33 million persons with a cash benefit total of $76 billion (4.5% of

the Gross National. Product). Criticismsof the program first began to

surface because of expressed fears that expenditures would soon exceed

the income generated by employer/epployee contributions.. The reports

of the Social Security TustFund itself have projected that the reserve

Trust Funds would be exhausted bylthe 1980's.

lying theme concerns, boomer, are ideological strains as to

whethe Social Security should be an insurance or social assistance

pcqram, whether general revenues should be used to offset shortfalls

contributions,, or what the appr.opdate benefits should be.

\
Social Security Successful

Few can arqhm;hcmemer,about the success of Social Security. 'Through

this program, benefits are provided to retired workers, the permanently

724
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disabled and dependents, or survivors of insured persons. Social .

Security now constitutes the largest
category of income other than earn-

ings for low income families headed by men. Social Security alone has

reduced the poverty rate among the elderly from 59.9% to 21.5%. Coupled

with other social services programs,
'MI and veterans pensions, poverty

among the elderly fell from 29.5% in 1967 to 14.1% in 1977 compared to

14.2% to 11.6% in the same period for the general U. S. population. In=

eluding Medicaid, Medicare, and food stamps available to the elderly, the,

poverty rate among this group has dropped to an astonishing rate of 6.1%.

The black elderly poor are less well off as freer capita benefits .

received are lower reflecting a lifetime' of ing sporadic employ-,

ment. The relatively lower
participation of the blacks in old-age

benefits is somewhat offset, however, by the relatively higher number

of bled; families receiving
disability or survivor benefits because of

the earlier deattior impairment of the insured'worker. (rile expectancy

among blacks stillegs six years behind that of whites).

Despite the success of Social.
Security, there are demands now to

deal with the actuarial problems in the program. Partly as a response

to this as Fell as a calculated move to balance the 1979 federal budget,

President Carter proposed a series
of far-reaching changes in Social

Security, both as to coverage and benefits.4

The propmed changes relate to tie benefits and entitlements of

survivors, disability beneficiaries,
potential or actual recipients of

the minim= benefit, and to the death or funeral benefit. These benefits

are especially, important to the poor. The proposed cuts would impose

special hardships on persons
with lOw earnings and an families with

children. They discriminate against
blacks and other minority persons,

725
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.who, because of their lower life expectancy, depend on survivors/ bene-

fits to a greater extent and longer than whites. The elimination of

benefits for yOung.parents, when their youngest Child leaches 16 instead

of 18, would be especially harsh to the.nen-working poor, most of wham

have minimal education and training or are in poor health. For many of

the poorest, the c-off would mean either that the parent (usually a

mother) would be forted to apply for AFDC or general assistance or that

the 16 andit7 year old adolescent would be under pressure to seek paid

work to-help support the family. Similarly, the elimination, of benefits

for post - secondary students ages 18-22 mould prove difficult for blades

as .this.source of income has been used by many black youth seeking to
I

continue college. Reliance on a diminished Basic Educational Opportunity

Grant Program is no substitute. BERG annual payment is $1600 compared

to $2040 from Social Security.

Congress has already approved the proposal to place a ceiling on

- ?ability benefits at 80% of previous earnings. This may result in a

disincentive to the upward mobility of disabled workers and has come

under particular criticism.

Social Security, so deeply imbedded in the social legislative fabric

of the U.S:,reCeives relatively mild attention in its role as a major

deterrent to destitution and protra rty. It has been. taken for

granted. Now that its basic principles = creasingly being held up

to scrutiny, the black community will have to give greater priority to

this program to assure that long-established nefits especially as they

aid Black Americans are not seriously eroded.

726
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IV. PERSONAL SUPPORT SERVICES

The:need for personal support, someone to carelor a child while a

parent is away or an elderly or disabled person at home, is slowly being

recognized as a legitimate public concern. Until recently, such assistance

was expected to be provided through the family church or friendly neigh

bor. Voluntary social welfare agencies developed through the philanthropic

efforts of the well -to-do provided help to the most dire in need, usually

as a last resort. Until the entry of goverment into social services in

the 1930's, these agencies were the sole provider of social services in-

cluding cash assistance. Their philosophy reflected i liberal attitude

toward the poor but was restricted by class and religious bias which deemed

the lifestyle of the poor as unacceptable. New an array of personal support

services has developed under public and private auspices, many in less than

20 years, but the 19th Century philosophical orientation of the voluntary

sector still permeates the manner in which these services are delivered.

Even more critical is the fact.that the leadership of the social

service field, particularly the voluntary sector, is still maintained by

the white establishment. Moreover, sectarian interests tend to cloud any

attempt by the pUbr_c sector to deal centrally with dhild welfare and

family services. The black community's'effort to confront the philosophy

and control of the voluntary sector has been marginal. Sleek 'agencies

providing personal support services are practically non-existent in the

U.S. in the past ten years black social workers have organifed themselves

into the National Association for Sleek "%Joie]. Workers to prlide

a base for identifying the professional interests of the blade

' workers in the field. This organization has gained attention on

its protest against transracial adoption-but it has yet to take
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on the issU6a of who pontrols the delivery of social Services.

As.now delivered, personal support services cover many needs for

Children with or away from their families -- child care, foster case,

residential plaossent, adoption; for families -- homemakers, counseling,

information and referral; for the elderly cournmity centers, food

programs, heat care; but their availability and accessibility is still

limited despite their growth since the mid - sixties. Further, even the

growth has been unplanned, more a reaction to demand or pressure from

special interest groups rather than as a sygtematic public response to

the basic human needs personal support services should address. P'rt of

this is due to U. S. reluctance to develop formal:care systems forrfpar

that these will undermine individual or family initiative, and pact is

due to the cost. a
Kamerraan and Kahn in their analysis of social services in the United

States, state that despite the reluctance of this society to become more

directly a welfare state, "goverment efforts have had to expand because

voluntary effort could hardly; achieve fairness, coverage, financhrl.

.

efficiency, or even policy coherence on a larger scale.
6

Need For Support Services

The black community has a partidular need for personal support sex-

vices because of the economic deprivation whith is so mmch a part of in-

dividual and family circumstances. The needs-fall in three major areas:
.c.

support for families to care for their children, elderly or disabled

Neuters, support for the elderly to care for themselves; and support for

,families to increase their capacity to negotiate the broader Community.

Expanding gash assistance programs will only lest part of these.
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Increased demand, triggered by such an expansion will not necessarily

translate into an increased supply of.serVices, particularly those needing

to be tailored to deal with the complex needs many black families have.

Moreover, it is highly unlikely that cash assistance programs can be ex-

panded sufficiently to provide enough income to purchape the range or

,

quality of service required.

For many bladkworking.families, Child care looms au the major per-

sonal support service most in demand In 1978, 30% of black,families had
,

incomes of $15,000 and over. To a marked degree, increases in bladk-fami-

ly income have teen due to the' presence of a second wage-earner in the

home, the working wife. Bladk familieb with one wage-earner, male-headed,

had a median income of $9,219 in 1976; with the wife working this income

went up to $15,703; for female-headed households with no husband present,

the median income was less than $5,100. For the bladk family with a

single parent, employment is even more critical. Yet, because of ,the lack

of Child care, many black single parents most rely on AFDC which, outside

,of employment, is the largest source of income for families headed by

a woman. The, Urban Institute, in a recent publication, The Subtle

Revolution, estimates that 10.4 si112.en children undec the age of six, will

.
have mothers in the work force in 1990, oompared-with 6.4 million children

with working mothers in 1977, and that only 25% of mothers will be full-

time homemakers. By all accounts, the need for child care outside the

home will increase, not diminish, during the 1980's.
3

"st parents, black or white, rely-on private arrangements, either

family members, sometimes an older sibling, or a neighbor for child care

while they work. Most recent studies in day care report th4t such

are only marginally satisfied with this and prefer more formal

el
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arrangements for their pre-school as well as school -age children where

the need is equally important.'

The availability of licensed child Care centers and family day care

provider Is in the United States is suite scarce given the potential market

for such services.8 Many-families make a'number of serial arrahgements

for their young children each day to assure adequate supervision; for

example, part-time nursery school, Head Start, pre-kindergarten or sdhool

followed by a babysitter. In fact, sane analysts include the availabili-

ty of pre-school services in discussions about child care. A 1973 HEW

study, for-instance, showed that 70% of all child care expenditures by

government were work-felated. This occurs because government-financed

child care services are related to income and are provided primarily to

AFDC and low-income families. SUdh services are generally unavailable

to falilies where there aretwo wage-earners in the home because the

family income-usually exceeds the eligibility requirements.

In 1976, including Head Start, other pre- school programs as well

as child care services, over 1.2 million children were served. Yet,

including most pre-school services as available Build care may be mislead-

ing as these are more directly related to child develoiment goals and

diffuse the need for child care for working parents. One of the major -

controversies Of the 1970's has, in fact, been whether goverment should

encourage the expansion of child development programs. President Nixon

vetoed such legislation in 1971, the notion that such programs under-

tined the role of the family. ht of a child to.a full range of

developmental services*should be argued independently and not as a ser-

vice for working parents.' In the latter part of the 70's public demands

for either program have subsided even though.the need for them continues..

730
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Although the vast majority of blade children live with their own fami-

lies:.sone are not so fortunate and must be placed in foSter care or

adoption because of death or incapacity of their parents. As of 1977,

over 500,000 children lived outside of their own-families. A dispropor-

tionate number of these were, black (29%). Feoent,exposes'docu renting that

.children, _particularly older bladk children, ace languishing in foster

care far too long have SPSrked interest both.inespanding services to pre-

vent foster care placement and.in assuring planning for a permanent inhme

Should foster care be necessary.

Few Bladk Agencies

Most foster care and adoption services are provided either through

the public sector or by privatevoluntary,usually sectarian, agencies.

Black-controlled agencies in this field are minimal to non-existent despite

the large number of black children under care. The question of agency

auspices becomes crucial in considering personal support services for

children, families or the elderly because such supports deal with the

intimate details of intra-familial relationships and so should be sensi-

tive to the racial-ethnic and cultural framework in which these relation-

ships are nourished.

Contrasted with-the needs of Children.and families, the care of the

elderly has been of central concern during the 1970's. In addition to

the adjustMents in the Social Security psvp.dm, personal support services

haVe generally been expanded to this grOUplither ps a means for adjusting

to reduced living arrangements caused by a decrease in income upon re,

tirement, or as a way of minimizing the need for placement in a nursing

hone or other institution. In senior citizen centers which have grown

r-
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rapidly during this decade, meals, recreation, counseling and other

socialization services are provided as well as assistance in obtaining

health benefits, Social Security and other entiilarents. The Timber of

black elderly served through these centers,which.are located primarily

in urban. areas, tend tole low (11%). Eligibility repizementos for these

..senior citizen programs funded by the federal government are less stringent

thenahose !masted for child care, tiltre-trlfidening the pool of partici-

pation.in the programs, thus diliusingtheir impact and availability to

the biac4elderlypoor.

Home dare"forthe elderly, i. e., assistance in shopping, cooking,

personal:bare, is elsoOn.the increase. This:support is viewed as a

major deterrent to institutionalization partithlarly when provided as .

part of a hare health care program. Home care is also seen as a way of

alleviating other fa:idly weabers, usually the daughter, of providing

. -such care.endle especially relevant with the increased Timber of women

in the labOr'fOrae eliminating the availability of the family member to

perform daily tasks.

Given the growing population of elderly in the U. S.. and emir'

longevity, the need for home care will undoubtedly rise and bring into

sharp dehate.the'aPpropriate'rollnf goverment in prorbling a range. of

hate care services and their attendant costs in relation to the role and

responsitility of the family. .

Services to strengthen families generally, as apposed to individual

family rioters are prhnitiVein development in thi Erited'States and mostl.

available in the privets sector. By legislative mandate, services such

as counseling, information and referral shmild be available to families

an AFEC,as they are considered most in need for such support. They are

7 3'2
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1,

rarely.provided in the public assistance system, lioaever, and then only on

a sporadic basis.

Abet of the personal support services discussed above are financed

. through various titles of the Social Security Act and, until recently,

were directly ass9ciaiedwith.the provision of public assistance. The

1962 amenchents, for instance, expressly stated the federal interest in

strengthening family life as an economic incentive. In 1967, this policy

goal Jcame more explicit with the pasSage of the Work Incentive Pro,

gram and the provision, for the first time, for federal funding of a

range of non-cash social services (Title TV-A). Through these amend-

vents, the federal goverment setlhe stage for the major expansion of

social services which, by the early 70's, had grown at a phenomenal rate.

BY 1971, expenditures for Title IAA social services were $1.7 billion,

29% of which went for dhild care. This outlay was almost twice that of

the year before.- Because of this rapid growth as well as the Continuing

confusion about the purposes of social services, (i. e., should they be

work-related and targeted Only to the public assistance population, or

should they be extended to s(mpport or strengthen families generally),

the. Nixon Adoinistration moved to establish' restrictive regulations on

the use of federal funds. The resultant hue and cry created a political

climate for the passage of Title XX, the social services revenue shar-

ang act, even as a ceiling of $2.5 billion was being placed on its

-expenditures in October, 1972.

Title XX provides' block grants to states, which are required "to pre-

.

pare plans to assure the implementation of the legislation within its

stated goals. Title XX prograMs are mandated to provide for self-support,

to prevent, reduce, Or eliminate poverty; to: protect against child abuse
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and neglect; and to reunite families. Fifty percent of its

expenditures are to go to Public assistance recipients. with up

to 608 of the median income can receive free services,,and those with

incases up to 115% okthe median, can obtain services on a fee basis.,

airrently, Congress is omsidering legislation, HR 3434, which

would further expand the federal role in foster care and adoption as well

as provide for increased appropriation for Title XX. Generally, this

bill establishes a ceiling of $46 million on foster care maintenance

services and places emphasis instead', on prevention, reunification and

adoption services. The. Title XX ceiling would be raised. to $3.1 billion

in 1980 while continuing the $200 million earmarked for child care first

passed in-1975. 0

Although laudatory in its efforts vs improve foster care and increase

funding for social services, the legislation has no been seriously flawed

by asendsents on the AFDC piutp.dm which would restrict the income that work-

ing AFDC parents cap earn without being oenalized, eliminate these in-,

come disregards in calculating overpaysten# "re to unreparted earnings, and.

include the step parent's incase in determaing AFDC benefits relative

bathe household. All of these changes are viewed as oastpontaininent

measures - a recurring theme in welfare legislation - and are ,being conr-

sidered independently of the welfare reform bill, HR 4904.

Social serviDes/in the Lh States trlay, particularly Decagonal support

services are marked 14,fragmentation, lidk of coordination and poor

quality. Hioreover, the paucity of data on the kinds of persons receiv-

ing personal support services and the nature of the delivery'siiitem

creates major difficulties in planning more viable programs. There is,

conflict over eligibility requirements, agency
auspices, and the role of

I '
t,!.

yT
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'the federal government in financing and standards-setting.

The need of the black cammity for such services is paramount

whether itbe a teenage parent with young children, a workiMg family

with children, or an elderly. person wishing to remain at home. Pressure

to evolve a universal social service system tends to diffuse the parti-

cular needs of poor black Americans especially if the evolution of such 4.,

a system is unacoompaniea by a major infusion. of new fiords., Legislative

activity over the. past ten years suggests that major new funds will not '"N

be forthcaning in the near future.

V. HEALTH CARE

Prior to the 1960!s, publicly-supported health care was only an

incidental part of more general social or public assistance programs for

the poor, but with the War on Poverty, such services became an explicit

policy strategy to overcome economic deprivation. Legislation such as

Medicare and Medicaid was enacted to alter the supply and distribution

of medical services to the poor and elderly thus providing for more equal

access to health care.

Beginning in 1965 with an appropriation of less than $4 billion,

Medicare, a federally administered program to meet the varied medical

needs of the elderly, now exceeds $14 billion as of 1978.

Medicaid, a federal and state/local program, has had a comparable

rate of increase. Starting also in 1965 with a $1.5 billion spending

level, the program was expanded in 1969 to provide broad health coverage

tD children up to age21 from low-income families. As of 1976, Medicaid

reached over 24 million persons at an expenditure rate of $17 billion.

This increase in expenditures partly reflects the rising costs of
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medical care during the seventies (13% annual increase since 1974 because

of inflation). Because of. this increase, the expansion of both benefits

and coyerage lags with no consistent pattern of coverage in the various

states.

Both health programs provide a range of services, from in-patient

and out-patient hospital services to family planning, Yore health care

.

and nursing homes for the elderly and early and periodic screening, and

diagnosis and treatment for the young,but they are not routinely avail-

able throughout the U.S.

Eligibility, for Medicare is tied directly to Social Security (INSDI)

or railroad retirement benefits while Medicaid eligibility is linked to

pUblic assistance and is as complicated in its administration. Under

Medicaid, all families who recieve AFDC are automatically covered.

States may also elect to provide Medicaid benefits to SSI recipients

(all but 15 states do). In addition, 22 states cover the medically

needy as well as including, in 17 states, those Children in families

with income below the'AFDC eligibility level.

Despite the rise in public expenditures and benefit levels in these

two major health care programs, about 9 million persons are not yet

covered; for example, poor individuals in families who fall outside of

the AFDC eligibility requirements in a given state. The poverty families

in the rvial south are the hardest hit by this restriction. Medicaid

has primarily serviced the long-term health care needs Of the elderly.

Three out of five Medicaid patients are white, and, although Children

actually makeup 50% of the Medicaid'patient load, they receive only

18% of the their benefits.

Notwithstanding this limitation on coverage, particularly for black

. ,

66-925 0 - 81 - 47
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persons and pOor thildred, recent govuomment reports draw attention to

the improved access to health care for poor and minority persons as a

result of Medicaid and Medicare because of increased utilization rates,

Low-income persons not covered by these programs use medical services

less frequently.

important gape in coverage and service still remain, however, re-

lated primarily to the naldistribution of medical services in the U.S.

and their costs. Because of the dearth of physicians in low-income

cosamnities as well as the ladk of primary case facilities, blacks tend

to use outpatient ,hospital departments almost twice as much as whites

and, despite the expansion of public support for health care; many

- black persons, at least 161 in 1975, still have no regular source of care.

'Differences In Expenditures

In 1976 the peicapita public expenditures for health care in the

U.S. was $552 per year; for blacks, it was $224. In Medicaid, as an

example, payments to whites ware 74% higher than those paid to blacks,

primarily because of the utilization rate for nursing home services

whichlas four to five times higher for whites,due to discrimination

against black in nursing hems admissions Elderly poor persons in

Medicare, as another example, received reimbursement for medical ser-

vices equal to that of,one-half of that paid to those with higher income

and blacks particularly received lower reimbursement for physician ser-

vices because they use this service less regu,:arly.

Blacks bear a particular health burden because of the problems of

inadeguitte coverage and unavailable or inadequate care. The health care

status of bladks as measured by research indicators continues to fall

7 3 7
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helm/ that of whites. In 1979, forseicarpla, the life expectancy for

blacks was still less than whites. The infant morbti.ity rat for blacks,

ar.other indicator, is almost twice that Of whites, and th,- maternal.

mortality Fate three times as great. 'in 1973, three tine, more white

wcnen than black had prenatal- care and white women were rrorc :. likely to

begin such carein ,the first three nonthsof pregnancy (59% w.Lte and

45% black). These data highlight the needs of special groups within

the black cvommatity who require special: attentica in planning for the

expansion of health care services. Ana* these, are pregnant wanen and

young children. Their needs are urgent and cannot wait for .the-resolu-

tion of the U.S. debate on national health which inevitably

nax3t deal with the broader issues raised above.. In recognition of

these immediate needs., Congress. is currently weighing a child health

assurance bill (ER 4692) which would add 26 millibn needy children and

100,000 looi pregnant woman to Medicaid. This proposed program

would repiaoe 'the Early and Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment

Program (EPSDT) which reached only 25% of the children covered. Poor,

pregnant waren having their first child torid be covered for the dura-

tion of the pregnancy and for 60 days after child birth. Treatment for

children where medical problems have been found would be mandated

regardless of the stat's Medicaid plan. .

The absence of a viable maternal 'and child health pm...Jrara in the United

States is particularly critical for pregnant teenagers and young families

with children because of the continuing high rates of at7risk births

and poor health of children born to teenage Mothers. In the past tan

years, the =doer of birthi to teenage mothers has been on a steady

increase.

738
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Over 570,000 such births occurred in 1976, 28.4% of these were by

bladk women. The rate of births among teenagers 15 and under is five

times as much among blacks as it is among whites; for young bladk women

ages 15719 the rate is two times higher than their white counterparts.

The problem of teenage pregnancy and young motherhood needs imaadi-

ate public attention, from the expansion of preventive services to' the

provision of adequate health and social services,Should the young mother

elect to bear and keep her Child. The disproportionate representation

of bladk adolescents bearing Children needs to be a particular concern

of the bladk community. Besides the problems, inherent in children bear-

ing. Children, the probability is that these young families.conceived in

poverty will continue to live in deprivation. These are the families

that usually find themselves on the public assistance roles and remain

there.

HEW has indicated that teenage pregnancy is a top concern because

of its long term iMplications for child and family development. The

federal government is focusing on developing comprehensive services, but

the akiropriatiat of $15 million is limite4,given the need. In .1975,

out of the $9.4 billion spent on AFDC, for instance, about 50% went to

families where women had their first Child while teenagers. Most of

these young women start their families alone without completing their

sdhooling. In 1975, 53% of all out,of-Wedlodk births were by teenage

mothers. Their ability tq work is constricted given their limited

vocational skills and their need for child care is crucial shoUld they

wish to return to school, enroll in a training prograi or get a job.

As a preventive service, family planning is more routinelytvail-
,

able today than ten years ago. Publicly- supported services (in 1979,
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. $200 million was expended) are now being used by almost four million women

and most states now affirm the right of teenagers to picmide their own

consent for contraceptive help. Because of the protracted controversy

over medicaid- financed abortion, however, many poor women, including

teenagers are being denied the right of chdice as to whether to bear a

child or not.

The now highly pdblicized needs of teenage parents and children are

one of the more dramatic examples of how physical health, social and

income needs must all be considered in planning for the development of

comprehensive social services.

VI. NUTRITION

Like health care, food and nutrition have been viewed as major

opportunities to deal with economic and social deprivation in United States.

The food program; initiated or expanded in the 1960's -- school

feeding programs, food stamps, food supplements for women, infants and

children -- have all achieved a modicum of success in readhing the hun-

gry poor and particularly Children.

The national: sdhool lunch program, the oldest of these, provided

full or reduced price lunches to 12 million poor children in 1970,

three times the number served ten years previously. AlthOuy.tthe program

was modified to better meet the needs of poor children in the late 60's

by changing the stator formula requirerents, not all children on AFDC

participated in 1978. Of the 7.9 million on AFDC at that time, about two

million did not receive school lundhes. Part of the less than total

participation of AFDC children may be due to their failure to apply for

free lunch and thereby expose their welfare status. Because of this,

and( other rearms (primarily nutritional),
universal school lunch pro-

7 4 0
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grams have been advbaMaxiwithout a means test requirement. As a step

in this direction,the government TYYd spenda $600 million above the

$1.2 billion for poor dhildren's lunches to subsidize the school feeding

of over 26 million children

Unlike the school lunch program, school breakfasts Aaile been speci

ficallyprovided for the poor. The program was initiated in 1968 be-

cause of the felt concern that many children arrived at school hungry

and, therefore, could not concentrate on learning. Although the school

breakfast Program reached three million at a oost of $200 million in 1978,

the program retains controversia1 because, according to some,,it takes

away parental responsibility. School bodes ih,some localities have

been reluctant to take on the additional tasks reguirid to provide break-

fasts in school Special food programs are also provided to Children in

Head Start and child care programs, both of which serve a predaiinantly

poor pcpOlation. Again, the aim is to assure that poor children receive

at least one meal a day. In 1978, over three million weoe,reached by

these special programs.

Low income pregnant and lactating waren, infants and children up

to age 5 are also eligible for special food supplements through the W.I.C.

program set up iry 1972 to provide food assistance to a nutritionally-at-

risk population. Beginning with an appropriation of $12 million in'1972,

the program now reaches over two million persons at a cost of $750 million.

Tb assure that food is actually obtained, the supplements ,are purchased

by voucher or delivered directly.
dfr

By far, the food stamps program first enacted in 1964, has been one

of the most successful of the War on Poverty programs. Designedto

enable poor fkailies to Purchase more food with their normal expenditure

.4"
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.

on food, the program has used a vouCher rather than cash approadh. Sara

criticisms have been lodged against this because,voudhera limit the

Capacity of the food stamps recipient to spend his income. The program
.

appears well received, however. As of 1979, almost 19 mialion persons

were enrolled in. the program, a three millionrissfrom the year before

when the program was modified to restrict its benefits to specific poor

populations, to eliminate the cash requirement, and reduce the admini- '

strative costs.

In 1978, the budget for,the food stamp program was almost $6 billion
.

over twice as as was appropirated ten years ago. Despite this

increase; the program has yet to teach all who are eligible partiCular-

ly among the Llderly who are reticent in applying because they are fear-

ful of a welfare stigma.

The provision of food and nutrition programs offers a significant

variant in public policy. Unlike pOblic assistance or °the: social

service'aograms whiCh either pibvide cash, raiMburse or purdhase ser-

vice from a provider, food and nutrition programs provide commodities

directly or :authorise the use of voudtSrs to assure the.purdhase of
: .

food. The benefits 'of this approadn.are.many; the funds can more near-

ly be used for their: intended purpose, with voudWers, the consumer can

make markIt Choices but this depends upon a.easonable supply of goods, i

in this case, food. The Choice factor is limited, however, to the vou-

cher item and; for this reason, alternative strategies for alleviating

economic deprivatica including, most importantly, increased welfare

benefits whichwouldpermit'the family to make broad choices about its

income are orant..nUally advanced..

742
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VII. KEY ISSUES FOR THE 1980's

Few advances were made in social services 1979 although,the

issues oflqelfare reform and improved Child welfare and social services

:finally made their way to congressional debate. But even there legislative

developments are being hampered now through conservative efforts to.re-

strict their coverage by placing limitations on the use of public funds

for abortion in the proposed child health program; or by curtailing any

significant liberalization of the AFDC program.
.

During the coming decade, several kex issues to'the black oommunity

will undoubtedly surface in 'the public debate over social services. Of

overriding concern will be whether such services should be universally

available or: targeted to. special groups, such as the poor. Since blacks

are disproportionately represented among the poor, special assurance

will hay..: to be given to maintaining the gains already made. .Uhivesosal

sorisl services, if authorized, will require major new appropriations.'

As a public policy goal, such universality may have marked redistribut-
tive effects and deal more directly with the issue of relative poverty.

This is a long-term goal, however.,

For the 1980's, several issues, neverthelesso.sAould be-of importanoe-

the black community:

Benefits and Services

. Expanded welfare reform to assure a minimum standard of living
for all families at least at the poverty level

. Publicly - subsidised law cost quality child care - both pre-
school and after school for working families Whether one or two
parent household

. tbiVetsal aval_:able and aromas/bile; maternal and child health
,.ervices (to include children up to age 21)

. Expanded Medicaid Coverage to,inclbde all families with incomes

7 4 3
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up to the pa.rtylevel.

. Maintenance of benefits ad entitlements of survivors and
'recipients of the minimxn benefit under. the Social Security

. Program

. Development of personal support services to maintain as reunite
fAmilieq

The debate around these issues will dwell upon whether such benefits

and services Should be categorically funded or made available to the

states through revenue- sharing or Uri& greets; corollary to this will

be whether they should/be federally or locally administered or available

through the private/Sector (volutary, or prOprietary) by purchase of

service. The 'issue of cash or in-kind or voucher assistance hearalready

been mentioned./

lb a marked degree, b haveted in the past tan years from

public programs primarily set, at federal initiative airing the 60's

to eliminate poverty. These programs have been targeted to particular

groups,defined either by inane or special need (age, health status,

etc); Social Security programs enacted years before have followed es-

sentially the same principles and have been exemplary in their federal

administration.

These patterns of past will provide the direction for the

coming debate.: In these times of scarce budgetary resourbes and grow-

ing political conservatism, Choices among alternative patine policy

strategies will have to focus an those with the greatest needs first.

Public policies that assist the poor can promote other objectives as

well, as care and personal support setvices, and lay the

groundwork for expanding coverage to the general population. The issue

*440)for the 1980's may finally be grounded an whether the U.S. will sustain

.
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its current resoUroe consitment to the poor and not furthercesode the

nodest gains of the 60's.
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Footnotes

1
Russell, Lohg,,Senator, D.-La. is chairperson of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee,. the oversight committee for welfare legislation. ,

2 oar

Income Maintenance, The National. Urban League Position. Jbli, 1975.

FOr.,4 full discussion on absolute and relative poverty, see Delon,

Ridhard: Small,Futures, (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979).

4
P

Social Security was made a part of HEW in the early 70's and its'expen,
ditures and revenues were incorporated into the unified federal budget.

5
-7Wo federal committees -- the Advisory Council On Social Security, a Y

statutory body, and the Social Security Commission, appanted by Con-

gress axe reviewing the program gs awho4dand the Carter proposals

in particular. Their reports are expected in the near future.

6
Kamerman', Sheila B. and Kahn, Alfred J. Social Services in the United

States, Policies'and Programs. (Philadelphia: Temple University-Press,

1976).

7
Under $4,000, less than,2091.of black Children live with both parents; at

$15,000, most ,do (868).

'8Family day care provides care in a hat which is liomryedand'supervised

by public and private agencies.
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CONCIDSTONS AND RECCICENDATICNS

The common 'thread that runs through the papers that comprise the heart .

of "The State of Black imerica-1980P is an assessment of the decade of the

1970's as a time of retreat, retrenchment and lost opportunities in the long

struggle to create equality of opportunity in these United States. Black

America ended the decade in a less favorable position than it began the

70's. As it moves into the 1980's it faces the almost certain possibility,

to use the words of Ellis Cose, that it will be entering "a decade in which

blacks will be hard pressed to hold on to any of the tenuous gains of the

past."

Close was not alone among the authors of the preceding papers in fore7

casting' difficulties aheadtpr Slack America. his paper on '"Slack

Families in the 1980 Dr. Robert B. Hill said:

1

"Since the current recession is predicted to worsen in 1980, it is very

likely that there will be at least two recessions during the '80's. Such

recurring recessions will undoUbtedly mean a continuation of a disproportinate

high level: of unemployment among black workers."

Accepting these predictions as valid, and all available facts argue that

they should be accepted, it is clear that black AserAcans must move into the

1980's determiied not to relent an inch in,their continued agitation for

positive actions to close the econoMic gap betPeen whites and blacks. The

years ahead would be muds less difficulty such agitation was not needed,

but the plain fact is that relying on time alone to redress the scales of

justice has never proven very successful.i'As Dr. Beira& A. Anderson has

written in his paper on "Edonomic Progress:"

C 4: 749
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"The only reasonable conclusion that one can reach on the eve of a new

decade is the same that,might have been expressed a decade ago, namely,

special efforts directed. toward blacks'in the American work forge will'be

necessary if the gap in employment and inoome is ever to be narrowed and

everftally erased. Despite comforting to the contrary, there is no

progress at.work within American society that 11 lead inexorably to a

steady and continuing improvement in the relative economic status of the

black' community."

Therefore it is inctmbent upOn Black America.to continually'remind the

dation that the task of reconstruction is not yet over that special

efforts are still needed to assu26 that all Americans ha the same oppor-

tunities to develop to the maximum of their potential. We\ae under no

illusions that such efforts will not be resisted given the ripe of the new

negativism in this country and the growing, if mistaken belief, blacks

have made such great strides forward over the last few years that special

efforts on their behalf are no longer necessary, And yet we know that

g

unless these efforts are undertaken we will enter the 1990's and perhaPs

even the 21st Century, still lagging far behind the rest of the parade.. \\\

This does not have to be. We saw dramatic leaps in jobs, income and

other indicators of progress during the 60's. We saw that deprivation and

poverty can be 'successfully attacked if there is the will and the mantibrent

to do so. America would bewell advised to renew this will and casatment

in the 1980's for the serious problems that have been outlined in this

publication cannot be allowed to linger indefinitely. They nurture the seeds

of discord ant disunity. They cast' a pall of gloom over our future.

America should also be reminded that without changes that make better

use of the full himan potential of all people, national productivity and the

0

;
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economy will decline. Thus it is in the national interest that social

change be promoted in the coming decade.'

So that end, the National Drban,League has proposed a Black Agenaa

for the 1980's. It Should be noted, however, that the agenda is "black"

only in the sense that blacks are disproportionately poor. It is an agevia

that transcends race, sex and' region.. It is an4
agenda directed at helping

all of America's poor and'depritred citizens. It is an agenda that is in the

national interest.

It calls for full employment, aggressive pursuit of affirmative action,

an equitable income maintenance system to replace the present totally disas-

trous welfare system, a national youth development program, a national health

system and decent housing for all. Details'on these and other items on the

agenda appear in the recommendations that follow. 'For now, suffice it-to

any that this Black Agenda does not constitute an inpossible dream. Rather

it represents an opportunity to make the 1980'a a time of revival of America's

heritage of idealism and, its confidence in traditional values of justice,

,brotherhood and equality.

Not every area ofinportance to black Americans has been covered in this

report .-- space alone would preclude this from happening. Cne of the obvious

areas that has not been touched is that of the 1980 Census. in:the past,

census figures Cleve grossly undercounted the true number of black people in

the population resulting in the loss of federal aid to their communities,

since most formulas.for.such aid are based on census deprived population

figures.

These census figures are also used in reapportioning legislative dis-7:

tricts, from CtxxTresS on down to local city councils. This means Bade COn7
.

gxessicnal seats will be lost in areas where black predominate as black

."1
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_votes may be,diluted by the additiOn al suburban areas to existing urban

That is the likely outcome if the Census
undercounts black urban popu-

lations. This makes it in minority interests to insure the Census Bureau

gets. an accurate black and Hispanic count.

Mention should also be made of the urban environment in which so such of

Black America lives. Because of Black America's poverty, because of social

and economic disadvantage, blade Americans suffer disproportionately from

the degraded physical environment. As an example, black cancer rates are

rising faster than those for whites. For same cancers.black rates are 508

more that, for whites. It is no accident that cancer rates rise as blacks

perform the dirtest jobs in our society and arelocked intohe most polluted

neighborhoods.

Black health figures document the effects of polluticm'and stress caused

by the physical environment, blacks suffer from hypertension, heart and lung

'disease, and other physical and rental disorders directly-traceable not only

to the social and eoorramic environment in which they live, but also to the

physical. We believe that a camonalitY of interest exists between traditional

environmentalist groups and those interested in our urban areas and it would be

in the best interest of bothto join in malition efforts to clean up our cities.

REPORT ON 1979 REOZNMENDATIONS

In last year's. "state of Black America," a number of reoannendations were

made.\ Through the National Urban League's Washington Operations Office we

have reviewed those rgoarmendatians and were.encouraged to learn that in a

number of instances, action had been taken. A report on several of the

recartrendations follows:

65-925 0 - 81 - 48
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' THE ECONWY AND EMPIOYNENP

Rec.:Emendation: Federal job tre,Lning and job creation program that
would increase. earnings, productivity and tax

.
revenueeshould be expanded and not reduced.,

Action: 1 In 1978 the federal goverment spent $14,467,000,000
to fund 3,829,000 employment and training slots. In

1979 $15,622,000,000 was spent to fund 3;991,000 slots.
Thus there was a slight increase.

Reameendation: The Administration's efforts to curb escalating costs
Should be conceltrated on those items -- such'as food,
energy, health and housing costs -- that are staples

of low- and moderate-income faMily budgets. The
imposition of selective price ceilings would lower
the inflation rate while providing aid to inflation's

prime victims.

Action: The Administration's Anti-Inflation Program includes
guidelines only for the rate of increase on super-
market mark-ups on foodstuffs, automobile sales, rents,
and the profit structure in the oil industry.

Recommendation: Necessary cuts' in federal spending should be mode in
areas other than those that. are critically important
to the poor such as health, income maintenance, etc.

Action: The FY '80 Budget saw a very conservative Congress
still responding to a Proposition 13 mentality and
the perceived signal which that initiative and
similar ones purported to represent. The Administra-

tion's oudget also represented an effort at budget
balancing at the expense of domestic programs.

Recommendation: The trend of job movement bottle suburbs and the sunbelt
requires new policies that will make suburban job opportuni-
ties available to low- and moderate- .income families through '

housing piuyiams, improved public transportation and vig-

orous enforcement of affirmative,action.and equal opportunity

mandates.

Action: As part of the Urban Policy, Executive Orders were issued
requiring that whenever possible, federal buildings be
located in inner-cities and that Urban Development Action
Grants be given to projects that will produce jobs in the

inner-cities.

9
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-The Economy and Employment - continued

The National Urban League and other organizations are
in the process of working with the General Services
Administration, the agency responsible for carrying
out the Facilities Siting Executive Order, to determine

whether the Order is being carried out.

URBAN POLICY AND HOUSING

Recommendation: The federal goverment must adopt a stro ng anti-
displacement policy. Displacement must be con-
sidered as a negative impact to be guarded against
when designing and administering federal policies
and programs. Urban policy initiatives must be
amended to address displacement and to eliminate
its potential for contributing to the problems
of the urban poor.

Action: The Department of Housing and Urban Development re,
leased a report in November, 1979, stating that "no
person shall be displaced as the direct result of a
HUD or HUD assisted program or activity unless an
affordable, decent, safe and sanitary replacement
dwelling is available." Left untouched was the
larger problem caused by private displacement.

Recommendation: Specific proposals (omitted from the national Urban
policy),targeted at meeting the housing needs of the
poorand minority residents of cities must be in-
cluded in that policy and as a federal canuitment
toensure that all American families have the
opportunity to live in decent housing at affordable
prices.

The Administration has :roved to provide a slight in-'
crease in the number of subsidized housing units to
a 300,000 unit level. However, this level is only

half the units projected as minimum needs in the 1968,

Housing Act. The Administration did target available
units to most needy persons./-

Action:

EDUCATICE

Feammandation:, A long-term and consistent program of federal support
for histbrically black colleges should be developed
which takes into account the nature of the economically-
depressed student body which attends such schools.
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A directive ordering all-agencieg_twincreate '

assistance to historically black, colleges ups
signed by thePresident jn January 79. However,
as late as December 1979, no Cabinet Department had
in fact increased aid to-black colleges.

H2cant'endation: 'Hie federal government should develop an innovative
approadh through the Office of Education's Urban
High School Task Force to focus attention ondevel-
oping a definition of and a aFurement for 'Employ-
ability Skills" Which argl transferable in the market-
place in terms of both in-school preparation aryl on-
the-job training programs. - '

Action: The Vice President's /ask Farr. on Youth Unentoloyment

has addressed this issue. On January 10, 1980, the

isdministration announced a plan to spend $2 billion
more on programs to help uneiployed youth prepare for
and enteethe labor market.

Brown - 25 YeIrs Later

The past year also marked the 25th Anniversary of the Brown Decision which

ushered in a new era, striking down the .institution of segregation and laying

the legal, idealistic, and philosophic basis for the Second-Reconstructien.

That Reconstruotion was never completed and in assessing where blacks were, a,

quarter of a century after the historic decision, Vernon E. Jordan;' Jr., Presi-

dent of the National Urban League,'in his keynote address at the NUL's 1979

Annual Conference, had this Co say:

"Let ne say firmly and clearly: There has been progress; there has been
. .

tremendous change, and more black people find themselves in better circumstances

g4.

than at any time in our history. It world be dishonest to claim otherwise.

Blacks in high positions have proliferated. Blacks are in jobs: never before

open to us. Blacks are in schools and college!i that never allowed us through

their doors. ,
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" Yes, there has beep progress -- for some of us.

'"Does that progress justify the claim that our battles are over, that

the war is won? Does it justify claims that black probleMs are now based

on class, not race? Does it justify the view that black leadership is not
1

responsive to the changed national climate? And)dces it justify the claims

that affirmative action and minimum wage laws harm rather than help black

citizens?

"As much as we celebrate the progress ble,* people have node, we must

insist that the glass of our hopes is half-empty and draining fa'st.

The myth of black progress is a dangerous illusion used as an excuse

to halt further efforts to extend real progress to all of our people. The

myth of black progress illustrates the negative attitude toward blacks. It

purports to showthaf-blacks have made progress and those who have not have

only themselves to blame. It sanctions the vile myth that the poor are

really an underclass, incapable of being helped, unwilling to rise out of

their povery.

"Let us atknowledge the great ptu9L ss some of us have made. But at

the same time, let us recognize the true plight in which the vast majority

of blaCk'people find themselves."

It is to address that plight that the NUL makes the following reoomr.

mendations:

.

r
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RECCVMENCATICCIS

Employment and the Economy

1. The need for jobs in Black America remains crucial. While the

number of federal jollvtraining and job creation programs has shown an

increase over the past 12 months, the almost 25% unemployment rate among
.

blacks indicates that such programs must be substantially increased.

2. Private industry and specifically small and mid-sized businesses

where most of the nation's jobs: are located, should be encouraged through

such inducements as tax credits, to employ and train youth ..nd individuals

with limited job skills.

3. The Administraticin should implement the employment section of the

Humphrey-Hawkins Act and L'Ie Congress should Ithorize and appropriate the ,

monies necessary to reduce joblessness.

4. Hospital cost containment legislation should be passed immediately.

'5. The impact of higher social security taxes on the low - income worker

should be a matter of major concern and in any tax cutting-proposal, attention

should be given to this concern.

6. Given the unfavorable economic climate now present in America, tbs.,

Administration should re -think its decision to tighten the formulas under

which the unemployed can receive an additional 13 weeks of jobless benefits

beyond the normal 26 weeks. _With the change in the formulas, some unemplloyed

who would have received 9 weeks Of benefits will receive only 26 weeks.
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Affirmative Action

4
7. Positive incentAves to encourage compliance with affirmative action

laws and regulations as well as the negative hanctions already available (the

"carrot as well as the stick" approach) should be instituted.

8. There is serious concern that whatever gains have been made by minority

group members and women in recent years. will be lost during recessionary times.

Three'possibleoptions have been suggestedto minimize the adverse impact of a

recession: '1) work sharing; 2) 'instituting plant-wide seniority Systems; and

3) releasing employees at the rate proportional to their percentage in the

firm's work force. These should be considered by the private sector.

9. During the 1980's the federal goyernment should insure that affirmative

action guidelines be followed under the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act

of 1976 as fiendated. The anti94itedconstruction of Alaska natural gas

transportation system will offer 10- 4 ,000 employment opportunities over .the

next 3-4 years. The federal inspector should take affirmative action to insure

. -

non-discrimination in receivingiar paiticipating in any activity conducted under

the Act.,
\

10. With the Suprene Cburt'S sanction of voluntary affirmative action I

programs in the Weber Case, private empl\ oyers should now press ahead with broad

comprehensive affirmative action prograMs. The principles enunciated by the

Court in the Weber decision shoUl2be accepted by all, sectors within America

and affirmative actil should no longer be an issue dividing the black and

Jewish communities.

11. Title VII of the:Civil Rights Act of 1964 (and the 1972 axial Employ-

ment Opportunity Act) should be amended to include policies which address lay-

offs, and reductions-in-force inpdblic and private employment.

75
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Education

12. The. federal government should increase support to black researchers

apd linguists to encourage the examination of strategies to improve the

acquisition of language art skills in urban public echools. It is particularly

, imperative that 1 minority students aAre proficiency in standard English.

This must be accomplished in a manner which does not denigrate the language of

the students' home environment.

13. There must be a nationalmoratorium on testing programs. The federal

governm-t should target research fund; to help state and local school systems

develop test.ng programs which W:01 equitably delinu.te and help to evaluate

the r 'Rs, responsibilities and the performances of administrators and teachers

as well as students.

14. The federal goverment should provide funds to increase research and

demonstration efforts focused on the impooveneiA of motivational counselfng

programs in urban areas, particularly at the elementary and middle school leVel.

IS. Congress should insure that the new federal funding to increase the

basic skills of junior and high school students should be targeted only to those

r. systems and omit for those programs Which have been demonstrated as successful.

16. The President must confirm his on-going commitment to his Black

College initiative. 0.A long term and consiste program of federal support for

blaCk colleges must be developed. The federal government must continue to

provide support for such inso.tutions.in recognition of b.* the unique

historical role of these institutions and the economically depressed student

body which attends such schools.

17,, The federal government should not relent in its insistence that post-'

secondary institutions receiving federal monies, adopt and implement effective

. -

4
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affirmative action plans for..both faculty 2nd stwdents. In'tho ence,of

such plans,and documented results, federal funds should be withdra4.;

the institution.

18. ThdNatic_nal Fair HOusin g be, amended to incorpore:

adequate enforoaient procedures,, n-,nosed Fafr Housing Amencci...:t.

An affirmative action program should be e4 and Made active in all

housing markets,

19. Granting of federal funds for and oammunity deveLopmmt to

local governments should be conditioned on .0. 'lie involvement by those

governments of neighborhood groups in the planning and implementation of

neighborhood development activities. Suchinvolvemcnt can be okncestrated

by such actions as the localities providing resoUroet, and tedmical assistance

in, the organization of neighborhXd groups.

20. The existing Neighborhood Self-Help Development legislation should

be amended sc as to provide funds for planning and organizational activities

for neighborhood grrips. (These activities are a necessary prelude to'the

operation of programs by neighborhood groups under the Act, but present

legislation restricte! to rm.2.../ program funding) The amended legislation

should also include provisions allowing neighborhood groups to negotiate

dir-tly the federal rpverament for &livery of federal prno.yrans, such

as Se. 312 property improvement loans,.needed to implement re;ghborhood

self-1.177.r,Antplans.

2'. The urban policy of state governments should be designed to promote

the develophent of existing localities s i to discourage the 1.7,,,w1 of metro-

politan areas. States can do this by:

760
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a. Refusing to finance further sewer, water orhighway extensions
/

that are in conflict with regional development plans.

b. Prohibiting counties and mmicipalities from using their own tax

exempt bonds to finance sewer, water and road projects in conflict with

regional development plans. t .

c. Requiring* Public Service Commdssions to increase utility rates in

those fringe areas which tue costly to serve. hiswculd also ease the

burden on other utility consumers %.ho in effect subsidize services to these

fringe areas.

22. Federal, state and local govements should give priority to pro-

viding equity capital for the establierent and/or expansion of small

neighborhood businesses.

23. The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act should be reauthorized by COngress

and should be expanded and strengthened to reflect its experiences which have

shown that the present method of zollertKng data aV..%;.id and would be

substantially improved if data were'cx.qpiled at c! atral sourc-:. within regions,

rather than at individual institutions.

24. Ineal governments should ass legiA.ation that would enable tbem

to negotiate direct.lyIwith employers to provide Ali-0)-,,e conditions for the

expansion of employment in older'neighborhooes by e.granting of approptdate .

privileges li.e. the relaxing*of'Zcning standards).

25. HUD's Housing Counseling Progrvl, which has. proven to be successful,

should be expanded- to provide this service i '11 11.)eal hou4ng markets. At

idesent, the program only operates in 4'..1 of the cities HUD labels n3 dis-

tressed.

J)
. e. 7 S 1
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26. Attempts to decrease the federal commitment andfmcling of low

income housing assistance program (Section 8) must be halted. This program,

which provides rent subsidies to low,income families, has been attacked

through regressive regulations. Additional serious retrenChments must be

curtailed.

27. A moratoriumahoild be placeq on all condominium conversions. 1

The housing supply is already tight for low-income families, and the recent

spate of conversions is exacerbating the problem. Similarly, federal assis-\

tance Should be provided to low-income renters to enable them to bid on the

'purchase of units in which they, reside which are "going condo."

Social Welfare

28. The Senate should pass the limited "Welfare Reform Package" already

passed by the House of Pepiesentatives. It should protect the integrity ofk.

the package by approving a basic minimum benefit level at least as high as

that proposed by the President.

29. The Senate should expand uponthe House version of the bill to

include Medicaid coverage for all AFDC beneficiaries. This would give the

bill an additional universal feature and further support uniformity in

coverage and benefits and simplify administration.

30. The Administration should abandon its efforts to obtain decreases

in Social Security benefits. This reconnendation is supported by the

Advisory Council on Social Security.

31. The idministration should exert dramatic leadership to again make

financing for elective abortions available to Medicaid recipients. This

benefit is entirely. consistent with:reducing the mortality and morbidity

rates among infants and teenage mothers. It is also consistent with con-

trolling future welfare costs.
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32. Both the,pablic,and the voluntary welfare sectors should ogres-
.,

sively seek to expand the number of blacks serving on boards, omissions

and in top policy level staff positions in the human services field.

33. The federal, State and local governments 'Should do more to con-

tribute to an increase in minority adoptions by instituting programs thaA'

would iced to greater community involvement and which would enforce greater

accountability fran agencies.

34. More funding is desperately needed for research about handicapped ,

and/or older children and how to effectively recruit adoptive hOmes inthe

minority community to meet their needs.

35. The Administration and Congress should insure that the fedetal

budget contains sufficient funds for the efficient operation of welfare

programs. The lack of funds should never provide the basis for any con-

Siderations to evaluate program effectiveness, such as USDA's recent pro-
..

posed alternatives for reducing food stamp values.

Health

36. The Senate should move immediately to pass the Child Health As-

surance Program (CHAP). This bill is vital to the health of millions of

poor children.

37. The Congress should take definitie'action on a National Health

Insurance Plan. It shoula insure that .my plan provide for mandatory

coverage, comprehensive benefits, and assures e7 1 access to equality

health care for all Americans,regardlest, of economic conditionor place

(.;:e residence.

d o.

1
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38. Congress should enact, into law the Yenta' Health Systems Act.

-Energy

39. Low-income consumer and emaloyency assistance programs must be

expanded to shelter the poor and workix.g poor from the devastating effects

of ever ekraliting energy prices. A fixed pei-centage f government rommues

derived from increased energy taxes should be specifically earmarked for low-.

income assistance, especially for rising utility bills.

40. Our nation's energy conservation goals must effectively utilized

aS a vehicle for minority eaonomic and job developmental There must be assis-
.

tance to minority tisiness people to. enter the fields of weatherization, energy,

audits and solar installation.° This business developmelt should go hand in

hand with large scald'job trainingl:rograms in both the public and private

sectors to train minorities in these growing fields.e)

41. Weatherization of the homes of poor people must be a top priority as

a tool for shielding the poor.from rising energy prices.: Federal government

programs must broaden the base of calamity organizations eligible to receive
h 1

direct funds for economic and community developMent activities in the energy
4

field. For example, a community-based group engaged in housing rehabilitation

or construction should be eligible to apply to the Deparbment of Energy for

weatherization funds to ensure that the program reaches larger number of low-

income communities. PLL4Lam funding levels must mare realistiCally reflect

market costs.

42. There mustbe increased representation of the concerns/of minorities

and the poor at all levels of energy decision-making. The energy industry,

utilities and all levels of government must place more blacks andhminorities

in policy level positions;
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43, Energy education and awareness funds must be directed to lidnority\

'community organizations. These organitations are best equipped to explain

And get the energy conservation message across.

Crime

44'.. Alternatives to incarceration should be aggressively pursued as a

method of rehabilitation. These alternatives should have a specifiq f7is

on eduCation.and skills that will, increase the individual's employability

/
potential.

45. All political jurisdictions should initiate affirmative action in
1.

the field of criminal justice. The programs should be two-fold inInature.

First, a sincere effort should be made to recruit.minorities at entry level

positions in law enfOrcement, corrections and the courts. Second; methods

should be developed that will assure the involvement of minorities in all

the decision-makingliOceases of the criminal justice system.

Political Participation

46. A system of universal registration for Presidential and COngres-

sional elections that would enable a citizen to vote on Election Day by

appearing at the polis.withproper identification, should be adopted. The

syitem would bring into the electoral process many individualsinow excluded

because of registration procedures.

47. States Should be encouraged to use Election Day registrations for

state and local elections as well.

48. The IL.-11otiElg Rights Amendment must be ratified to ensure right-

ful and overdue representation for the District's disenfranchised residents.
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YCVTH DevEr.anIENT

49. Creation of a voluntary National You Service, open to all,.

but with emphasis on recruitment of economically disadvantaged

youth, to operate in conjunction with -- and not in competition

with: the voluntary military; volunteers to be guaranteed a

minimum period of paid eMployment training and educational experienx

designed'to equip then with skills and work habits required by

the economy. The registration, evaluitiOn and counseling of the

service would also serve to identify the skills and deficiencies

of young Americans and prescribe remedial or skill-enhancing

activities, plus offer factual inflammation concerning amide range

of services and training opportunities and the channeling of

resources into areas of national need.

(A more detailed list of Youth Develoyment,recximeridaticas is to

be found in.the NUL's publication, "To Be Young, Jobless and Black" )
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INTRODUCTION

For yealike National Urban Coalition and other urban advocates have sought the revitalization of Amer-
ica's declining cent. cities. For some the primary goad has been economic rebirth anchored in the stone,
steel and glass towers of rejuvenated central business districts. Others--the Coalition among them have in
sisted that increased attention must also be paid to those vital building blocks of urban life, the neighbor-

hoods in which the 24 .hour.a-day residents of cities live.

A stubborn, feisty neighborhoods movement, in which the Coalition and its affiliates have been intimately
Involved, has found new visibility and growing influence over the past few yeats. The imprint of this move-

ment may be variously seen in antiedlining legislation and executive initiatives at the national and local
levels, in the creation of the Federal Reinvestment Task Force and the National Neighborhoods Commis
sn,n, told inneighborhuod.centered programs launched by the Department of Dousing and Urban Develop-
ment, the Department of Commerce, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board and other Federal agencies as

part of the new national than

Private sector initiatives like- the Philadelphia NI,iitgage Plan, the new insurance industry program and pri '

vately.supported efforts in cities like St. Louis, Savannah, Oakland and Albturerque are providing oppor-

tunities for low income and minority residents to afford decent rehabilitated housing in the cities.

But there are few universally benign developments in 'urban-America. After decades of lamentation over the
flight of the middle class from center cities, a combination uf.circumstances cuncern over energy and
transportation, the' rising costs of new hl. sing in the suburbs and the emergence of a new breed of relay
tively well -off "urban pioneers" and developershas created an uneven but definite immigration of middle
class hunteownets and renters who are taking up residence in city neighborhoods that they and financial

instit.tiuns once shunned.

As this occurs, longtime poor, C' lderly, working class and minority owners and renters are being pushed, out

or bought out.

The benefits of, a strengthened tan base and of some gains in residential and commercial revitalization are
clashing with the depriwthon, frustration and anger of those who are becoming the new urban nomads.

Some are being displaced from establied neighborhoods which were socially, culturally and racially more
diverse than the intown suburban enclaves with which they arc being replaced.

Though the Coalition well knew how uncertain was the data base and how shifting and complicated the pat.

terns of disinvestment, reinvestment and displacement from one city to another, we embarked snore than
two years ago on aii attempt to do some fit st.stage charting of these phenomena. Through their cuopera

tinm-otir own affiliates. realtors, realtists, developers, financial institutions and associate in the neighbor.

hood tnovement helped make up for some of the handicaps imposed by the limited resources had avail-

ably for this project.

This report on our survey of what his been happening in 44 American cities is offered as a means of bring-

ing 0, the attention of policy-makers and the public some of the diniensions of ayeality whose economic, f,
political and human potential for good or ill should nut, we believe, be ignored.

,1011N 12 BUN I INC,
CHAIRMAN

66-925' 0 - 81 -

k.codt.D_
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The National Urban Coalition began a study of the twin phenomena, urban revitalization and displacement,
in the fall of 1976 with a grant from the McDonald's Corporation, The study grew out of the Coalition's
continuing interest in the revitalization of the cities and its serious concern about the impact of that revital-
ization on lungtime neighborhood residents. Thai cuncern was first expressed at a National Urban Coalition
Steering Committee meeting in May 1972 and was reinforced by the Coalition's May1973 conference,
"Revitalizing America') CitiesStrategies for the 70s."
The gual of the present study was to determine the scale, rate, cost and social implications of the neighbor
hood resitalizatiun, movement and to identify those urban areas in which there is need for public policy in.
tervention. Questionnaires were sent to city planners, realtors, Sealtists, public and private housing special.

\ists, and neighborhood representatives at the local level in 65 neighborhoods in 44 cities. The basic data for
the study were collected through December 1977. -

111edebate over the social implications of private market nekhborh I tesitalization tends to focus on the
quest On Of dislocation. Many community groups and some elected officials conteathat the restoration
movetnetit fosters dislocation and transforms hetergeneous central city neighborhoods, with a variety of in-
conies, age levels, and oceopat,ions, into sanitized blucks of middle to upper income professionals with simi-
lar occupationS'imil lifestyles.
It must be noted that displacement does not follow all revitalization efforts. At times the pruperty rehabili-
tated was vacant prior loathe rehabilitation. In a few instances, particularly where public fuiids were avail-
able, rehabilitation was undertaken by longtime residents who planned to remain in the neightibriould.

The Study Design

The study was designed to identify the following characteristics within specipc neighborhoods undergoing'
renovation: dale with historic designation; the numbers and types of residential structures within the area
of r ation; the rate of renovation; prices of unrcnovated structures compared to those of renovated
ones; ease of financing; and perhaps most important, the social, economic an4 racial characte s of those
moving in and of those moving out. s

Since so little of the revitalization. phenomenun'is actually documented, (on the national of the local level)
we felt it important to leant about each neighborhood surveyed from as many diffetent perspectives as ps.
sible. The 44 cities chiisen are those to which the NUC is linked either through an affiliate, associate, in
advocacy relationship.

Selected Characteristics of Cities Swerved

Although the cities surveyed do not represent a representative sample of all the cities in the United States.
they do include some of the largest citierin the countryNew York, Chicago, Ian Angeles, Philadelphia
and Detroit. 'they are located in various regions: the east and west coasts, the Sunbelt and the industrialized
Midwest.

hr 44 cities represent:
All cities with a population of a million and over.

52% of cities with populations betweco 500,000 and 1 million.

21% of cities with populations between 100,000 and 500,000.

1% of cities with populations between 25,000 and 100,01)0.

Ni. cities with populations beluw 25,000.

Poser's. Level

In 16% of the cities, 16.22% of the populatiun were below the poverty level.
In 30% of the cities, 11.15 %o( the population were below the poverty level.

In 36 %o( the cities, 6.10 %o( the popular' were below the poverty level.

In 18%.01 the cities, 1.5% of the population 'were below the poverty level.

(The national average for families below the poverty level living inside central cities was 11.8 in 1977.)

2
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"MAMA Ralf
The majority of ales surseyed had .86% vacancy rate.

I1 % had a I% sat ancy rate.

2% had a 10% sac:anus. rate.

(Ihe 11.11i1loal vacancy rate was 6%in 1977.)

m net 46 rnits
In 46% ol the cities. 50.73% of the units were owner-Occupied.

In 47% of the cities, 90-49% of the units were owner.occupied..

In 7% of the rities. 2029% of the units were owneroccupied.

rhr national average of owner occupancy in central cities in 1974,was 40.6%.)

Mates ,, how.. Market Rehabilitation

Althoough priSalf rehabilitation efforts within individual neighborhomds are determined in large part by the
neighborhood's particular characteristics, the Coalition survey revealed a pattern in such activities that is.
generally applicable. Four distinct phases of rehabilitation activity were identified when owner-occupants
mac the prime investors.

4

3

I he Siati.Up Phase

I he last group of investors (mostly owner-occupants) is attracted to theveighborhood. The rate and
0 ale of rehabilitation arc small and work may be centered around only a few blocks. Diversity of neigh.
bin hood life and loss cost of housing are two'of the most important attractions to prospective reno-
Vattgl.

I he Itots-In Phase

Rehabilitation activity spreads to surroundint areas and slowly increases in frequency. The negative at.
tributes which characteriac many inner city neighborhoods crime rate, poor schools, poor ser-
vices are still perceived to he present. But confidence in the investment value of the neighborhood
groom:, and increasing nurnhe^s of people "buy in."

the lakeOff Phase
Confidence in the neighborhood's future is established. As the number of people who have "hought.in"
reaches a certain level (a level dependent not only on the characteristics of the neighborhood but also
on the characteristics of the urhan market), the neighborhood is widely acknowledged to be "a good in.
sestment" and "a good place to live." People attracted to the neighborhood at this .;me seek more
security and status than previous groups. During this period' too, depending upon the metropolitan
housing market's ability to suppon it, speculative rehabilitation activity increases significantly. The
physical evidence of change is inescapable as rehabilitation activity gains momentum, and rehabilitation
of the entire neighborhood begins to appear inevitable. The maxiniiim displacement impact occurs dur-
ing this phase and the extent and ninircaof displacement become dramatically clear.

Fill In Phase

The "finishing touches" are put on the neighborhood. Those few.properties which remain unimproved
are I ght and improved. The propeny values of both renovated and unrcnovated buildings have
risen dramatically to reflect the established. investment value of the neighborhood and property tax
assessments rise to reflect this increased valuation. Related homeowner displacement is must likely late
in the take-off phasxand during'this phase.
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CHRONOLOGY OF REHABILITATION ACTIVITY

The Changing Face of Changing Neighborhoods

Unlike publicly financed urban renewal projects of the 1960s, privately financed urban improvement has no
easily delineated beginning. The process by which rehabilitation activity spreads through a neighborhood is
gradual and the process by which the indigenous population changes is as slow. Consequently, perceptions
if the nature of that change and its effect on people, are generally complicated. Ask people closely
associated with a neighborhood when private reinvestment first began there and their answers may cover a
period of years. "Activity first began eight years ago," a respondent may reply, "but thibig boom occurred
four to five years ago. Activity has tapered off considerably during the past year." This sense of two begin.
nings - one the period of initial investment and the Second a period of intense investment during which the
physical shape of the neighborhood begins to change dramatically is common. Not only do respondents
describe a similar pace in rehabilitation activity, they also ascribe roughly similar timing to the movement.

Though some city neighborhoods like Washington, D,C.'s Georgetown, Philadelphia'sSociety Hill, and San
Francisco's Presidio have been sewed for decades as desirable places in which to live, these bastions of the
middle and uppei.middle class have, until recently, been very few in number. The neighborhoods surveyed

Ay the National Urban Coalition were, as a rule, of a different generation.
Foun 1969 on, the incidence of rehabilitation work began to increase in urban areas. The phenomenon was
-tattoniside. from New York City to St. Louis to Atlinta to Oakland. Of those neighborhoods surveyed by
the National Urban Coalition, the vast majority (nearly 90 percent) reported the onset of rehabilitation,
activity only within the past eight years. The years 1969-1970 would seem to mark.the beginning of secoqd
generation rehabilitation in most cities.

tY

nt

Even so. a mote recognizable sarge of activity occurred in these same neighborhoods in tote past four to five

years. Just under two fifths of all neighborhoods reporting saw the beginning of rehabilitation during the

years 197.2.3. In Bridgeport's South End, South Bend's Park Avenue, Houston's Montrose, Albuquerque's
South Martineztown, Cleveland's Ohio City, Seattle's Capital Hill, San Antonio's King William, New

Orleans' City l'ark the list could go on respondents estimated that active rehabilitation began in their

neighborhood during those years.
In :alter neighborhoods, rehabilitation activity which began earlier underwent asudden spurt around 1972.
73. Among those areas are Dupont Circle and Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., Queen Village in
Philadelphia, Soulard in St. Louis, Federal Hill in Baltimore, and Rockridge in Oakland.

k.1
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SURVEY FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

The incomes of households moving into neighborhoods under privateaarket rehabilitation are higher than
those of the previous residents - but not always radically higher.
One of the major initial attractions of rehabilitated inner city housing has been economic. Such housing is
regarded not only as a good buy by affluent people who see the acquisition in part as a money making in-
vestment but also as "affordable housing" by others who might otherwise have not been able to buy. This
study found that the number of households with incomes of $10,000 4nd under decreased significantly
after rehabilitation, and that they were displaced by households with incomes in the $10,0020,000 range
as well as by those with incomes of $20,000 and over.. .

In nearly all the neighborhoods surveyed, housing rehabilitation brought with it a group of residents with
different characteristics from those of the original residents. They were almost always wealthier and this
difference in income is the fundamental dynamic in the set of circumstances contributing to displacement.
The inflation in costs, commonly associated with private market housing rehabilitation, is the one raecha
nism which seems to spur dislocation of low to moderate income neighborhood residents. When rehabilita-
tion work begins, renovators generally buy in at low market prices but interest in the neighborhood and the
attendant reinvestment begin to drive the cost of housing higher. The result may be rapid )nflation in the
cost of both unrenovated and of renovated properties. This inflation is in the interest of those who have in-
vested in the neighborhood, but it is not in the interest of thosrresidants =fixed or limited incomes. Be.
cause the price increases, soon reflected in rent increases, may be eitremely rapid, residents with low to
moderate incomes have a difficult time keeping pace.

Once rehabilitation is under way, the difference in cost between.anunrenovated single family house and a
comparable renovated house may be dramatic. These differences are often far above what respondents to
the NUC survey estimated to have been the cost of rehabilitation. In over half of the neighborhoods re-
porting, the price of a renovated house was more than twice the price of an unrenovated house; in over one-
fifth of these cases the cost was over four times greater. One neighborhood representative in Seattle's Capi-
tal Hill neighborhood reported that his neighborhood had seen the highest percentage per year increase in
housing costs of any neighborhood in the city. Yet the reported-$40,00060,000 or over selling price for a
renovated home in that area (over 200 percent more than the reported cost of a comparable unrenovated
house) is still well below the cost of renovated houses in some other cities.

Among those neighborhoods with high housing 'prices, are Houston's Heights area where few people who
have purchased unrenovated houses for $40,000 to 3130,000 are reported to be selling. In the Montrose
neighborhood of the same city unrenovated houses which sell for $40,000 to $50,000 are now reportedly
going for 375,000 to $80,000 renovated. In New Orleans' Coliseutn Square a houie reported to sell for
$40,000 unrenovated, sells for $150,000 renovated. In Columbus' Victorian Village the mark-up for a
$21,000 unrenovated house was reported to be around 400 percent. In New York's Boerum Hill, as well
unrenovated houses purchased in the $20,000 to 340,000 range were selling for between $75,000 to
$150,000 renovated. The Washington, D.C. market was generally higher than other cities, with renovated
homes in all three neighborhoods surveyed selling for more than $100,000. So too was the San Francisco
market where Mint Hill threeflats could be purchased for $40,000 to $504000 unrenovated and $175,000
to $215,000 renovated.
Neighborhoods with more modest price levels included Atlanta's Virginia Highland where a $50,000 un-
renovated house reportedly might sell for $40,000 to $50,000 renovated; New Orleans' Irish Channel area
where four years ago $12,000 was estimated as the purchase price for an unrenovated house now worth
335,000 renovated; New Bedford's West End where $12,000 would buy a house which might sell for over
$24,000 renovated; Pittsfield's Jubilee Hill where an $8,000 to $10,000 duplex might increase three times
in cost to around 328,000 renovated; and San Antonio's King William area where a $10,000 unrenovated
house might sell for between $30,000 and $40.000 renovated.

These price increases reflect high demand, but they also reflect the removal of certain factors which may
have depressed neighborhood housing price's below what they might have been M anothe; area. In some
instances, redlining has been an important factor in keeping prices depressed and sometimes persists even
after prices have increased. Among those neighborhoods surveyed by the Coalition, financing was generally
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reponed to be a problem until late i -ie. Even then, loans for purchase were much
more readily available than loans for 1. L.: instances where an interested financial ituti-
tution either underwrote the formation of L npany (Bridgeport People's Savings Bank in
Bridgepon's South End), or underwrote con n the community (Cardinal Federal Savings
and Loan in Cleveland's Ohio City), but these wen

Where respondents offered information about rem 'e levels seemed to be keeping pace with the
increases in housing prices. In Cleveland's Ohio City, . . ated two bedroom apartment which rented
for $60 per month was reported to cost 3350 per mono.. \ied.
In the Mint Hill area of San Francisco, tenants.in renovated &I..ling' were reported paying $125 per month

bedrooln prohibitively high rate for the families who had lived there previously.
In Washington's Dupont Circle area where rents have .kc.nocketed, a two-bedroom apartment which rented
for 3125 per month unrenovated was renting for $4t,1 tar month renovated. Even in Minneapolis' Stevens
Square where General Mills took an active part in rut.. .-Laion of multifamily buildings and where rent in
creases were held down so that longtime residents cos.i' Ilford to remain, $40 to $60 increases per month
were the rule in apartments which had cost around $1.10 per month before renovation.
As the Steven.; Square case demcnstrates, sonic . in rental levels is inevitable as landlords pus on
the initial cost of rehabilitation, the increased con is taxes, and, in many instances, the purchase
cost of the renovated or unrenovated structure. Above and beyond these necessary increases, however,
some landlords attempt to charge whatever the market will bear. And, in many neighborhoods undergoing
private - market rehabilitation, the market will bear considerably more than a moderate return on invest.
ment.

Proasssonats and white collar workers tend to displace blue-collar workers and the unemployed.

isThis ding 6 closely tied to the preceding one concerning the general increase in household income after
rant)' 'tation. Over 80 percent of the neighborhoods responding indicated that profeuionals and white-col.
lar workers lived-there after rehabilitation. This 80 percent compares with approximately,30 percent re-
sponding that professionals and white collar workers lived there before rehabilitation. On the other hand,
blue-collar worker are present after rehahilitation in only slightly over 15 Percent of the neighborhoods re-
sponding. But they were present in approximately 45 percent of the neighborhoods before rehabilitation. A
similar decrease in the presence of Me unemployed was indicated. Three percent of the respondil., neigh.
horhoods indicated the presence of unemployed residents after rehabilitation, while 25 percent hail indi
cited their presence before rehabilitation.

Since this study seems to indicate that lower income people and the unemployed (blue-collar workers and
those on fixed incomes) are being displaced by rehabilitation, it is legitimate to ask where they go, once
displaced. While there is no definitive answer to the question, it appears that there are two tendencies.
Many people, particularly those who have lived in a neighborhood for many years and have strong cultural
ties to that neighborhood tend to stay as close to the neighborhood as polsible. (This preference has also
been shown by families dislocated by public housing.) Somediaes, they move to surrounding areas, as yet
untouched by rehabilitation. Others tend to move to the older suburbs or to outlying neighboring com-
munities where low cost housing is available. .

. .

Frank Smith, Executive Director of the AdanU-Morgan Association, in Washington, D. C., an affiliate of the
NUC, is currently following three groups of families forced to mov- from one block in AdamsMorgan. He
is finding that all his subjects are moving within several blocks of their first residence and that their ratio-
nale for selecting homes nearby has mostly to do with desire to maintain community ties. Those whom
Smith has interviewed have cited family, organizational (church, school) and friendship ties as reasons for
staying '..:.: the neighborhood. For some of the old people, the friends near whom they wished to remain
were frequently the few friends they had left.

Those who leave the neighborhood entirely may be moving to older,lnnerring suburban communities. In
most cities, the progress of rehabilitation is not yet sufficiently advanced for trend of this kind to become
evident. Nonetheless, where social ties to neierborhood are either weak or where the cost of maintaining
them is too high, the low cost, of housing in nearby suburban communities may serve to draw low to moder-
ate income people outside city limits. Some observers in Prince George's County, Maryland, outside of
Washington, D.C., have begun to report this phenomenon, One observer in San Francisco said he t. Ight

1 .
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some of those displaced how the Mint Hill area were moving to Oakland. While it is unclear what proper.
Lion of this movement is "pull out" and what is "push out", it may be presumed that both forces are at
work and the phenomenon warrants further study. Whole metropolitan regions are potentially affected.

Both singles and couples without children as well as families with children arc moving into neighborhood;
under rehabilitation in significant numbers.

Of the neighborhoods respond; that indicated ptesence of singles and childless couples, 99 percent in
dicated an increase after rehabilitation. However, the study did not indicate that the singles and childless
couples were the only groups moving into rehabilitated neighborhoods in significant nutfibers, as slightly
over 40 percent of the neighborhoods which indicated the presence of families with children indicated that
their numbers had increased after rehabilitation. In many cases, the rehabilitated areas were composed of a
mixture of singles/childless couples and families with children.

Philadelphia's Cedar Park with its wide and large singlefamily. homes with yards and trees is an
example of a neighborhood which has attracted families with children. The home ownership rate is 'sigh in
this neighborhood which has been undergoing active rehabilitation for the past three years. Most new home:
owners are white, professional couples, about half of whom have children. The percentage of homeowners
-in the area is rising as abandoned homes are acquired from HUD and subdivided singlefamily houses are re.
turned to singleLimily use. Other neighborhoods now attractinetarnilies with children include St. Louis'
Lafayette Square and Indianapolis' Lockerbie Square.

The elderly ore most often displaced.

Almost 80 percent of the neighborhoods reporting elderly residents indicated a decline in their number
after rehabilitation. A high proportion of elderly Americans subsist on low or fixed incomes. Thus, whether

\ they are homeowners or renters, they are often not able to cope with a rapid increase in housing costs. In
some areas, there are "circuitbreaker" taxes to protect groups living on fixed inevenes from property tax
increases. This study indicates,.however, that this protection is not sufficiently widespread to avoid dip
placement. While economics appears to be a significant factor in displacement of the elderly, there are two
other important factors: (I) Death reduces the number of elderly and their homes are usually bought by
younger people, with or without children. (2) In some cases, where the numbers of elderlyalid not decrease,

they were in a certain sense displaced: they moved from their original homes as a result of rehabilitation
activity, but they moved to housing for the elderly often newly constructed subsidized high rises a in the
neighborhood.
many of the nsighborhoods undergoing rehabilitation were areas which had a significant elderly population
to begin with. Richmond's Fan area had the highest percentage of people over 65 years of age in the city. In
Cleveland's Ohio City, in St. Louis' Soulard, in Detroit's Indian Village neighborhood, there were high con
centrations of elderly residents. In Soulard the percentage was reported to be .40 percent of all neighbor.
hood residents. In Denver's Capitol Hill the percentage of elderly was well above the city average.

In these neighborhoods and in others the number of elderly citizens dropped substantially after rehabilita
Lion began. In some areas the problem was sufficiently pronounced to induce comment by all those inter.
viewed. New Orleans' Coliseum Square was one such neighborhood. While the elderly had always comprised
a substantial proportion of neighborhood residents, their continued presence in the community was seen to
he threatened. The elderly were reported renting rooms in "very rundown buildings." Few rental units were
left in the neighborhood, and since the qld people could afford only to rent, they were unable to locate
alternative quarters. Some people in thetbrrimisnity were concerned about the problem and were seeking
assistance for those who had been displaced. t

In Atlanta, in neighborhood after neighborhood, the tame phenomenon was reported. In the city as a
whole, one realtor estimated that those who lived in renovated properties were largely singles and childless
couples, and thatyfore renovation the people in those properties had, been chiefly the elderly.

In Houston's Heights and Montrose neighborhoods the proportion of elderly residents was reported drop-
ping dramatically. Ong developer in the Montrose area said there were very few old people left in that
neighborhood. In Detroit's Indian Village, where the elderly had occupied half the properties, a city official
estimated that older people comprised only onelenth of the population after renovation.

7 .
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In Detroit's West Canfield neighborhood the loss of elderly residents is clear. On one block fifteen formerly
single-family homes had been subdivided intoI50 small rental units, rented mostly to the elderly:he area
received historic designation and renovation began in 1969. On that one block no more than fight rental
units remain and the fifteen homes now house their owner.occupants. Gone are the elderly citizens an the
other renters who used to live there.

In other neighborhoods where rehabilitation activity is still relatively new and where there are high perCent-
ages of elderly people, some observers e'.pec: displacement of the elderly to increase. In the eastern part oN
Wilmington's North Hilltop area, where white middle-aged and elderly people comprised 63 percent of the
1970 population, private rehabilitation activity has been increasing. One city official wrote that while most ;
interest is now focused on large vacant structures which can be purchased for led than 35,000 and --I
"although no major population displacement has occurred to date, projections are that white, elderly home
owners on fixed income will increasingly receive offers to sell." Wilmington has a tax abatement program
for the elderly which excuses property tax on the first $7,500 of.assessed value for all homeowners over 65
years, and this mechanism was expected to be helpful in reducing pressure to sell.

Only where there was public construction of senior citizen highrises did those interviewed assume the con-
tinued presence 'of elderly people in the neighborhood. In a few neighborhoods, among them Richmond's
Fan area and :leveland's Ohio City, some older retired professionals were moving into the neightrrhood
but the overall neighborhood balance was nonetheless shifting toward youth.

Homeownership increases substantially: renters are displaced.

This finding, too, jibes with she increase in household income found in areas following Fehabilitation. Of
thelespondnnts in this study, about 98 percent who indicated a predominance of homeowners in thap
neighborhoods showed an increase in that group. About 95 percent of those indicating a predominance of
renters showed a decrease in that group after rehabilitation. The number of respondents indicating the

8,
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presence of owner/renter combination units was small; however, all of those indicated an increase following
relubilitation. This study found that the pattern yr rehabilitation and the pace of dislocation varied from
neighborhood to neighborhood dependent on a number of factors, but that an extremely important factor

was the mix of housing stock and the kind of tenancy associated with that housing mix.

I. The Single Family Dwelling Which Is RenterOccupierl

In many inner city neighborhoods, the once fine, huge, singlelamily houses abandoned by the middle and

upper vlasses as those groups left the city have been converted to multifamily dwellings and rented to low

to moderate income groups. This phenomenon has slccurred in all sections of the country, though the g-
imlet! housing stock may dale: from region to region from brownstones and rowhouses in many old

eastern cities to spacious detached houses in many midwecern and southern cities. In New York's Fort
Greene sect Ma, singlefamily residences were converted to rooming houses which shelteied large numbers of
single transients. In Indianapolis' Woodruff Place, a mix of blue collar workers with large families and single

transients lived in the large, old, rambling homes. In San Antonio's King William neighborho&l, large turn -

of- the-century homes, subdivided into small apartments, housed a similarly mitred population. Ilouses like

These, which are readily reconverted to single.family residences, are magnets for the first prospective rem
maim/ow:ter-occupants. Dislocation from this kind of housing occurs early in the rehabilitation cycle from

the startup phase through the takeoff phase. This is expecially true if.as in many of these neighborhoods,

the homes were originally built rot the wealthy and thus are not only soundly constnicted but have archi-

tectural value as well. As buildings are sold t 3 prospective renovators, renters hale little warning and little

choice but to leave. Owners have few econ-,inic incentives to continue to rent to low to moderate income

groups when property values are rising, rents are rising, and demand for single-family dw6Ilings is high.

In depressed inner city neighbodniods houses have sometimes been rented to the same runily for decades.
Residents of such neighborhoods may have a strong sense of attachment to the neighborhoodand little in.
west in moving away from the communik in which they have liv,ed.for yeirs.
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These houses, unlike those which have been subdivided, require no substantial alteration for immedine
occupancy by another family and, because they are not owner-occupied, the owner is usually more amen-
able to immediate sale. If the houses have escaped subdivision because they -are smaller than nearby houses
converted to multfarnify use, they may be less desirable to first -wave renovators. The relative pace of dis-
location front these two housing types will depend upon the housing mix in each neighborhood. As with
single family houses converted to multifaniily use, some owners may choose to continue to rent their
houses until relatively late in the rehabilitation cycle in order to garAr a higheLprofit. But for this type of
dWelling as well, owners have strong incentives eithe4 to sell or to rehabilitate and rent at a higher price.

Here too, the tenants rarely have any recourse when the houses they are renting are sold. Local ordinances
may provide some protection to the tenant. In Washington, D.C., the law allows tenants first option on the
purchase of the house in which they are living, but even those who have the capital to buy may not be
aware that the law exists. One Washington resident reported that when the home which he had rented for
eleven years was sold without his knowledge, he was told to keep the last month's rent and was given sixty
days to move. At first the agent for the new owner told him that he could move back after rehabilitation
work if he were willing to pay a, higher rent.

Then, after rewinding the offer by saying that the property would be rented to the owner's daughter, the
agent rented the house to an entirely different family at a higher rent. Such stones are not unusual. Long.
time renters may have few economic resources and little information on which to draw and thus little re.
course when the landlord wants them to move.

2. The Multifamily Dwelling Which Is Readily Converted To Single-Family Use Or Rehabilitated For Upper
Income Rental

In some cities, structures originally built to house two or more families may also We subject to early waves
of reinvestment. If the structure is readily convertible to single-family use it may be subject to rehabilita-
tion from the startup phase. For example, in New Orleans' Marigny and Irish Channel neighhorhoods
young singles and childless couples professional and white-collar workers have purchased and converted

-duplexes to single family use. In the Irish Channel area in the past three years of rehabilitation there has
been a significant decrease in the number of low income or unemployed tenants coinciding with the strong
increase in homeownership. As with housing which is returned to single-family use, rehabilitation and con.
version of multifamily buildings may mean summary displacement for those who were renting there.

Moderate sized multifamily structures which arc subject to conversion to single-family use are subject
to rehabilitation for high rentals. In neighborhoods where there is a mix of this type of building with single.
family dwellings, rehabilitation generally begins with investment in the single-family houses, but it may'
move later in the buy-in phase to smaller multifamily units. At this stage, owner-renovators may occupy
one unit and rent the others to generate extra income. In the take -off phase and later, these buildings may
be rehabilitated by investor-owners interested in immediate rental income and eventual sale profits. Here
too, those dislocated ire renters without much recourse as ownership is transferred and/or rehabilitation
begun.

An examine of a neighborhood composed primarily of two. and three-flats is San Francisco's Mint Hill.
Here, with few single-family houses to attract initial investment, start -up phase activity centered on these
multi -unit buildings. Young couples and groups of single men began investing limited resources in the neigh.
borhood about five years ago. These first ownpe.renovators generally purchased a three -flat, did the neces-
sary repAir work and occupied one flat,whiloienting the others. The funding was reporsed to be purely pri-
vate. About two years ago, those interviewed reported the onset of a wave of speculativerehabilitation. In
that part of Mint Hill undergoing the most intensive rehabilitation, prices were reported to have skyrock.
med. Recent purchasers were seen as investment oriented, and recent renters were described as groups Of
professionals able to split the cost of the high rents. One realtor reported that many displaced, minority,
lqw. income renters had moved to unrehabilitated apartments in the same area so that, while the overall
number of poor, minority residents had dropped somewhat, it had not yet dropped dramatically. One
neighborhood association representative reported that of the longtime property owners still in the area

, many were minority families, but expressed concern that the skyrocketing property values were placing
these buildings out of the range of most of these single income (amities.
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3. The Large Multifamily Dwelling

Because it requires a substantial investment, the rehabilitation of large multifamily buildings usually Occurs

relatively late in the rehabilitation cycle, well into the tpfteoff phase or in the fill-in phase. For this reason.

low to moderate income' residents most often arc reporfed to be occupying these buildings long after much
of the surrounding housing has been rehabilitated for new middle and upper class residents. In some cities,

like New Wark or Washington, D.C., rent control ordinances are in large part responsible for retarding rent

inflation and the conversion of these buildings.
Nonetheless, where the demand for such apartments exists, there are reports of large buildings in which
apartments 'are being rehabilitated either for rent or for sale. In Baltimore's extensively.renovated Bolton
MB, latidlords.are providing new kitchen appliances, new bathroom fixtures and new coats of paint and

renting to a new set of tenants. In Chicago's Hyde Park, a neighborhood which sawits first wave of cc
habilitation some fifteen years ago, the area is seeing a Second wave of condominium conversions. The large,

Li shaped apartment buildings. which were reported tia lave housed a significant population of low to mod-
erate income residents, have, for the past four to live years, increasingly been sold as cooperatives or con-
dominiums. Professionals end white-collar woilters, wlio work in Chicago's Loop, are reported to be buying

these apartments, thus joining the universitraf filiated professionals who have lived in Hyde Park for years.

In Washington, D.C.'s wellrenovated DUpont Circle area, a similar trend toward condominium conversion is

reported.
Because large apartment buildings house large numbers of people, renovation of these buildings can mean a

substantial and abrupt change in the overall characteristics of neighborhood residents, the arrival of many

new; more affluent tenants:and. the accompanying loss of a substantial component of the low to moderate
income community. For people displaced from large apartment buildings during the fill -in stage of rehabili-

tation, there may be little opportunity to find comparable housing nearby; and their departure may mark

the final opportunity for low income residents in that neighborhood.

11
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4. The OwnerOccupied Single-Family Dwelling

Single-family homes are a focus of interest in any neighborhood being rehabilitated. Init:ally this interest is
a boon to longtime hotneovmefs who suddenly find that their homes are worth more moneyand that there
are p`urchasers willing to pay the additional price. "Pull out" is thus more a factor than "push Out" in the
early stages of rehabilitition; hinneowners are choosing to sell and leave the neighborhood. Even so, they

'frequently have insufficient information available to gauge the market value of their homes or the cost of a
new home elsewhere. In the "buy-in", and, later, in the "take-off" phase, they may be subject to repeated
unsolicited offers to buy. There are-reptnu of low to moderate income residents selling their homes under
such pressure without realizing the high financial costs of replacement and the high psychological costs of
leaving established community ties. There are also reports of people who, having,sold precipitously, at.
tempted to repurchase their former homes.

1g2.411P4

NLYZ '1;e
.

,"Push-out" begins as the cost of maintaining a home becomes greater than low to moderate income home-
owners can reasonably bear. This can happen during the "take -off" phase when longtime homewoners may
be presented with citations for code violations which may have existed for years, but which,wcre ignored
until reinvestment focused more attention on the neighborhood and enforcement became more stringent.
The charge that different degrees of code enforcement are applied to different neighbcirhoods is not lightly
made but it was mentioned by survey respondent's in several different cities. Code violation notices can

. mean repair bills sufficiently high to make sale of the house the only readily available option to low income
homemehers.
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Late in the rehabilitation cycle, rising property values of both renovated and unrenovatcd homes in the im-
pacted neighborhood make:thc upward assessment of area property value'inevitable. An increased tax bill,
like the obligatdiy repair bill arising .from code enforcement, maybe the one additional expense which
makes the neighborhood too expensive for. the low income resident. In Baltiinore's Charles Village, one
neighborhood resident reported a 20 percent increase in the property tax assessment which followed a 70
percent increase in the assessment two. years before. In Philadelphia's Queen Village, an elderly owner re-
ported'that the 1977 tax assessment of $8,000 was approximately twice the 1974 assessment.

Inner-city residents with low or fixed incomyt are those least likely to bc.able to support increases of this
scale. This is true even if initial response to the increased housing values may be positive as with low int
come residents of St. Paul's Summit-University neighborhpod, whcrc rehabilitation is reported to have bccn
going on intensively? for the past tht cc to,four.yessrs. The Summit-University area, with its high percentage
of homeownership, is a community which should be watched for homeowner displacement in the next few
years. Already the perceotages of renters and of minorities in the:area are reported to be down as multi-
family dwellings have been converted to duplexes and single-family homes.

I
'

There isppeur to lit: more minorities living its neighbor-hoods helisre rehabilitation titan after. indicating di
.

plecesmist is taking place. however. a number of neighborhoods report n racial/ilk's:it mix is maintiNned.

Of the neighborhoods responding that indicated a minority presence about half indicated a higher number
present before rehabilitation. In 37 percent of the neighborhoods no Substantial change was noted in the
racial ethnic characteristics' of the residents. Thirteen percent Of rhe neighborhoods responding Mai-

all int:tease its the number of minority residents.

the esidence from these neighborhoods indicates that displacement of low to moderate income residents.
wilco: it occetrs, does not clearly. coincide:with racial or ethnic differences. Nonetheless, some inter-minor-
ity and mittority..Joomminority group tensions were observed.

it In many, instances, Icor:4 and cultural integration is accepted as a positive good by many who choose to re-
habilitakc the first houses in low to moderate income neighborhoods. They frequently cite as a reason for
their decision to live in, those neighborhoods the ready exposure to other life styles, the diversity of the
urban experience.

Nonetheless. r.nial and ethnic discrimination is still a fact of American life. It is a fact which explains the
4.ick of resources some innercity residents have at their disposal and the few options they have when they
must molt!. It is a fact represented by the inordinately high unemployment rate for black and Hispanic
AMericans, the disproportiomve gap betwecv median incomes for blacks and whites or Hispanics and
whites, and other less quantifiable. but no lesd tangible disparities bCtween available opportunity for white
and minority Atncricans.

Where socioeconomic differences coincide With racial or ethnic differences. whites replace less affluent
blacks or I lispanic Americans in such a way that the pattern of ncighborhomj change is clear. Neighborhood..
residents have only to look around them to sec who is newly-arrived and who is not. Houston's Sabine
neighbor) 1 is an opmple 011mm/complicated the question can be.in some urban areas. "This community,
located dose to downtown.' Houston. has been populated chiWly by Mexican Americans. In recent years,
white professionals have moved into the area to renovate houses, and they have been working to revitalize
the community. Their efforts ha;t: included formation of a community organisation called the Sixth Ward
Asslciation and application to state and national authorities for historic designation of the arca.

llonston is reported to have 'a -critical' housing shortage. The city also has a large number of Vietnamese
refugees, some of whom were originally settled in nearby Allen Parkway Village public housing; others
moved from colder parts of the clyuntry where they and the climate inhospitable. The Vietnamese are
moving into the Saltine area and into the adjacent first ward arca, replacing Mexican American and black
residents of the neighboring ward.

4
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Church groups have donated materials to the Vietnamese %Phu, by their owit labor, are reported to be mak
:Mg significant progress in upgrading area housing. The pyominantly white Sixth,Ward Association is at-
tempting to assist diem in finding housing in the area and is encouraging those who are currently renting to
buy. For those who wish to buy, redlining continues to be a significant problem.

Spine tension is reported between newly-arrived slightly more. affluent Vietnamese and the longtime
Mexican American residents. Meanwhile, the Sixth Ward Association, which has been supportive of.the first
group, is fighting battles on another front to stop bath commercial rezoning and speculative vnosrationpf
the neighborhood. Association members expect that speculative interest in the area will "-crease as a result
snit only of its recent historic designation, but Also as a result of downtown developm The Association
has attempted, without much success, to contact absentee landlords in order to offe t m renovation ser-
vices in exchange for an agreement not to sell for a given period of years and not to ai rents appreciably.
Association members fear that speculator interest in the area will inflate fhe cost o using there and will
drive both Mexican Americans am] Vietnamese out of the neighborhood. -.--

The dynamics of the situation are more complicated than in most cases surveyed. i rc current dislocation of
one group by another, only slightly more affluent, is supported by white neighbolhootl residents; the total
number of minority group residents is thus reported to be rising. Vet all these groups are threatened with.,
dislocation should commercial development extend into the community, or specidative activity raise neigh..
borhood housing prices substantially.

i
The pattern of racial change may be as complicated'as in

ti
the Sabine area or there may be no racial change

stall. A predominantly whitetneighborflood may emain all white or a predominantly minority neighbor
hood all minority. In most cases the incoming population is still, more affluent than the outgoing popula.
lion, but the differences between the two groups are mure subtle than in' acially changing areas.
Columbus' German Village, Indianapolis' Woodruff Place and Lockerbie Square are examples, of low to
moderate income white neighborhoods which are attracting white professional and managerial clasi resi
dents. This white.on.white replacement is most common in midwestern cities of moderate size but it is oc
curring across the country. In Mountain View, California, for example, young white families with incomes,
slightly below the cityinedian are replacing often older, less affluent white residents with fixed incomes.
And in Baltimore Fells Point and Federal Bill blue collar and white collar families are reported yielding to
professional and managerial level whites, many of whom are childless couples or single.

Minority group displacement by members of the same minority grOup was frequently reported by respell,'
dents in the cities studied, though both blacks and Mexican Americans were reported to be undertaking re,
habilitation work in some areas. Minority professional and managerial groups were usually buying into
proving neighborhoods in the company of whites of similar' income level. A notable' exception is
Albuquerque's South Martineztown. There the Mexican American community has been and continues to
be. predominant despite rehabilitation which has resulted in a slight increase in income levels and in the
numbers of childless couples and a slight decrease in the numbers of families with children and of elderly
people. Rehabilitation work in Detroit's Boston Edison neighborhood was also reported to be having little
effect on the racial balance in this predoMinantly black community.
More common were racially mixed neighborhoods which were seeing art influx of both white and black
renova t . In Atlanta's West End neighborhood middle class white and black families were reported re-
placing racially.mixed low to moderate income residents, many of whom were elderly. In Minneapolis'
Stevens Square the community still had a mixture of racial and ethnic groups with one respondent esti-
mating that the number of minority residents had risen since the rehabilitation began.

In San Antonio's Monte Vista neighborhood, while the overall number of Mexican American residents was
reported tin he down slightly, Mexican Americans were also among the higher.income residents movipg into
the community. One realtor estimated that family incomes, the Majority of which were below 415,000
prior to rehabilitation, were now mostly above that figure and that the majority of tamilieswith children
were sending them to private schools. The number of elderly people had been significantly reduced during
the course of rehabilitation activity..

i; 1.
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Some raciallYtnixed neighborhoods s ere reported to be experiencing white displacement of whites which
did not substantially alter otecrall racial characteristics of neighborhood residents. In South Bend's West
Washington Ilistorie District white owners wet e sail to be replacing white renters in the community, which
was estimated to be: roughly onethird minority.. At the same time, the number of owners was reported
rising, the inumber or eldefly falling, the number of single people and childless couples rising the overall

.income level rising as well: In Columbus' Victorian' Village white managerial and professional homeowners
were replacing white, low income, South App:Aaelnatt and student reiteis, while the area remained 15 per-
cent minority, 85 Ifcrcent majority:
In Richmond's Fan iteighbodunitl, which had had few minority residents prior to rehabilitation, respon
dents noted an increase. in the number of.hlacks, many Of them young renters. In New Orleans' Mid City
arch the number of blacks and I lispanics was reported to be up slightly even though these two groups corn
prise only a small percentage of community residents. In AtlXnta's Virginia Highland area white and black
professional and managerial residents were replacing middle income whites, among them blue rollar workers
and the elderly. minority population was estimated by respondents to be relatively small. `

The 5lission District in San Francists; is a acighborhond where the lines between grohps arc,cicarly drawn.
Site of the first settlement in the area, it has always been the home of Spanish-speaking people in the city.
I listorically it has also had the lowest percentage of home ownership olany section of the cityI5 percent
.o compared to a citywide average of 30 percent. Money to finance rehabilitation is generally tOtavailable to
community residents. according to one neighborhood representative, and the new owners who have suffi
dent capital to tehabilitate the reads Victorian three-flat structures, rent their apartments at a rate prohibb
Lively high for the Ilispanic families who once lived there. SiliCe the neighborhood has such a high renter
population, local groups, while sensitive lc the dislocation problem, are reported to be unclear about how
to go about buttressing the Hispanic presence there. ,:

In Albuquerque, in San Antonio, in Denver and in Houston people of Hispanic background are being tbs.
placed. In other odder urban areas, among them New Orleans, Philadelphia, New York and Washington,
D.C., the black pour have been forced to leave as whites moved into their neighborhoods. In some of these
cities disadvantaged blacks and Hispanics saw dislocation as closkly tied to racial In ethnic differences. One
black Philadelphia professional reported that an elderly . low income black woman who lived next door had
told him, "You watch; soon there won't be a,colored pet son living on this block." Therejs the perception
on the part of many minority group members that luaining rehabilitation means black orilispanic removal
by whites. Given the economic differences between these groups, this expectation has considerable basis in
fact. Lint, As this survey has shown, more work must be done before the racial/ethnic patterns that result
from private-market rehabilitation calibe more accurately identified,
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Location .-Is .a Factor.

Of those neighborhoods surveyed by the Coalition the vast majority (85 percent) were described as Incited
near the downtown areas. Other neighborhoods were located near major physical attractions or institutional
centers. For example, a considerable number of neighborhoods in which rehabilitation is occuring are lo-
cated near a university, ;unong them St. Paul's SummitUniversity, St. Louis' Skinker De Baliviere,
Richmond's Fan area. Baltimore's Union Square. and Philadelphia's Ceche Park. For those who rehabili-
tated homes in these neighborhoods. proximity to employment is reported to be a major attraction. The
savings were expressed both in economic termsthe savings in fuel and in time commutingand in terms
of the quality of life. Some of those interviewed spoke of convenience as a key consideration; ready access'
to urban intellectual and cultural resources was deemed as important as ready access to employment. The

,value placed on such access seems not only to draw initial interest in neighborhoods susceptible to rehabili
tation but also to sustain that interest.

Interest in Older Musing

'While inflation and the rise in new housing costs cannot be discounted, it is aho true that tastes in housing
have changed substantially in recent years. Older housing, abandoned by a previous generation of home-
owners, has recently come to be favored by many prospective buyers for the quality and durability of its
construction and for its architectural value. Clearly, the present-day cons of building a house with carved
wooden banisters nr stained glass are prohibitive. This is.the kind 0: housing which predominates in inner
city areas: The neighborhoods surveyed by the Coalitiop include some of the oldest in their cities. More
than half of those areas reporting were either designated historic by national, state or local authorities or

..were in the process of applying for such designation at the time they were surveyed.

a
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4
Resistance to Application; for Historic Designation

Two neighborhoods surveyed by the Coalition demonstrate the issues at stake in neighborhoods where ap
plication fur historic preservation has brought vocal resistance by longtime neighborhood residents. Those
areas are Denver's Five Points and Baltimore's Union Square where longtime residents haVe observed the ef
feels of historic designation in nearby neighborhoods dramatic increases in housing prices, increased num
hers of ,:rra,-ssionals moving in, and significant dislocation of low iticome people and have concluded that

such designatiOn would be harmful to their best intertsts.They do not as a rule share their affluent new
neighbors' enthusiasm for restoring houses to their original look. Many of them clearly cannot afford such
interests and thus cannot benefit from the .tax advantage granted property designated historic. Their resis
lance to historic preservation hecomes symbolic of their reslitance to change from outside forces.

In Denver's Five Points community, residents could look to Clements on one side and Curtis Park on the
other to see how private market housing rehabilitation in general and historic designation in particular were
changing neighborhoods. The issues of racial difference and historic designation were both present. In
Curtis Park, part of the neighborhood which, prior to rehabilitation, had a 50 percent absentee ownership
rate and a minority population (black and Mexican American) of roughly 80 percent numbers of low in
come minoritizs, especially blacks, had been falling since rehabilitation began. There was evident racial
tension between incoming and outgoing groups,

When proponents of historic designation suggested that part of Five Points between Clement and Curtis
Park bedesignated.historic, they encoontered opposition from a black businessmen's group and from some
area residents. Some observers concluded that the basic undeMg issues were economic. "The economics
of historic preservation work against low income people," asserted one community leader. And one city
official called it a class conflict which was more economic than racial. The businessmen's group were con
caned about who would control redevelopment of e Five Points area and how that development would
proceed through preservation or through reha tation combining clearance and construction. But
broader issues were also raised.

"Whose history is being preserved, and at whose expense?" asked one community leader. The businessmen's
group questioned whether historic preservation was in.the interest of people who were already living in the
community and it strongly objected to the way in which application was made and designation announced
without any notice to the impacted community ancrwithout any public review. One man commented that
the first time some Curtis Park residents discovered they lived in an historic area was when someone
knocked on their doors to offer them a $5,000 cashier's check to buy their homes. He advocated more
community control in the designation process public meetings on the question and neighborhood polls.

Residents of Baltimore's Union Square, like Denver's Five Points, have engaged in considerable debate over
the qiiestion of whether historic designation granted in 1970, should be extended from the several block
area, in which II. L. Mencken once lived. to include a larger portion of the neighborhood. The occasion for
community resistance was a hearing on this question by the Baltimore City Council.

The Coalition for Human Preservation put out a pamphlet entitled "Don't Let Historical Preservation Eat
Up Our Neighborhood." The pamphlet advised homeowners that' ahroval of historic designation would
mean increased property taxes and the possibility of code violation notices as a means of forcing them to
do exterior renottions or to sell. 1.1 advised renters that approval of historic designation would mean in-
creased rents, and, since those on low or fixed income would be unable to afford the increases, larger num-
bers of middle and uppermiddle income people who could afford the higher costs would move in. It ad-
vised that those who benefit from historic designation own a lot of property, speculate on real estate, mot
care more about building exteriors than people, and it emphasized a connection between historic preservi-
tion, speculatioletnd other commercial ventures.

At the time of the 1970 Census, Union Squaro was a principally white, low or fixed income blue collar area
which was 60 percent renter; the average income in this community was under $6,000 per year. The neigh.
BOrhood, within a mile of Baltimore's Inner Harbor area which is seeing considerable reinvestment, is also
near graduate schools of the University of Maryland and thus was of potential interest to young profession.
als.

Jteal estate transactions in the original historic area showed substantial profit taking by those who sold to
young professionals, and community leaders feared that a similar escalation of housing 'costs in the pro.

-posed historic area would price current residents out of their neighborhood.
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1 Dislocation was seen as a problem in Union Square, and one of those interviewed suggested that while it
was a problem in other Baltimore neighborhoods, those other areas had no central,issue to spark "needed
community organization." In Union Square, unlike Five Points, no racial differences separated new and old
residents, but racial concerns were important to longtime residents .1.000e low income level made alternative
housing difficult. Predominantly black housing projects were reported to be an alternative which poor, dis-
placed whites were unlikely to consider, and the amount of low cost private housing available was reported
to be limited.
To those who support historic preservation, community resistance to renovation work has come as some-
thing of a surprise, but scattered incidents.have been sufficient to make historic preservation for all neigh-
borhood residents the theme of some concerned preservation groups. One such project in Savannah, which
was supported by the National Endowment for the Arts; has drawn national attention. Given the large num-
ber of improving neighborhoods 'surveyed by the Coalition, strategies to make historic preservation work
for low income residents are badly needed.

The Role of Public Transportation

In some cities Public transportation patterns, which are useful predictors of development, play an impor-
tant role in establishing the location of rehabilitation areas and in sustaining the growth of rehabilitation
activity. In some neighborhoods, respondents to the Coalition survey mentioned easy access to public trans-
portation as one important factor in attracting investment to the area. The boom of interest in
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Washington's Capitol Hill, for example, was reinforced by the announcement that the new subway system
would give residents of that area ready access to downtown. New Orleans' Algiers Point was reported under-
going rehabilitation more slowly than neighborhoods on the eats bank and public transportation patterns
were given as an imponant reason.

Opposition to Rrnitali:alion

The feeling on the part of iongtittidlow income residents that they are being pushed out exists in a number
of communities, but has resulted in little organized effort on their part. The study noted an undercurrent of
tension throughout a number of the interviews.

_..

The most dramatic example of this tension and its possible impact on urhan areas comes from Philadel-
phia's Spring Garden neighborhood, for years the center of that city's Puerto Rican community. In the past
five years, since housing rehabilitation activity began in Spring Garden, the number of Puerto Ricans was re-
ported to be dropping, especially in the outlying sections of the neighborhood.
The May 1977 firebombing of a newly-rehabilitated home in the area gave rise to charges of Puerto Rican
resistance to the immigration of more affluent whites. Observers repon that whatever the circumstances of
that particular case, the potential exists for increased tensions between the two groups. The recently-
formed organization, El Comite del Pueblo, which is committed to upgrading housing conditions for Puerto
Rican renters referred to the twenty -year Puerto Rican presence in Spring Garden.
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The, Concern about the displacement of low income
residents has been noted elsewhere'. One neighborhood

association in Atlanta was so concerned about the problem some longtime renters were having in their at,

tempt to stay in the neighborhood that the association was actively seeking HUH Section 8 funds to help,

them. Similarly,' in Washington's Dupont Circle a
neighborhood group is reported to be advocating the use

of Section 8 funds in order to keep the area from "becoming a white collar ghetto".

Still, the external threat to the very existence of the neighborhood may unify longtime and newly: arrived

residents; especially homeowners, in resistance to commercial use zoning. In Houston's Sabine or in Wash.

ington's Dupont Circle areas, professional whites who had renovated homes in the area were leading the

fight to maintain the integrity of the residential neighborhood.

And while some low to moderate income residents* recognized a fundamental interest in this battle, their

sympathies were mixed. One elderly woman who had lived in her neighborhood for sixteen years said she

opposed the destruction of old houses and apartment buildings and parking lots, but she was, nonthelcss,

unpleasantly aware' that her allies in this fight were altering the face of her neighborhood in other ways.
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Financing Rehabilitation

Financing for rehabilitation in inner city neighborhoods comes from a variety 2f sources, public and pri-
vate. Private financing is often difficult to obtain in the early stages of revitalizatn.

According to a third of the sample of the cities participating in the survey, much of the financing of rehabil
itation appears to be from private sources. The breakdown of sources for construction and permanent fi
nancing in the neighborhoods were:

Predominantly banks 50%

Predominantly savings and loans 25%

A combination of banks and savings and loans 25%

In a majority of cases private mortgage insurance was either not available or was available on a lim
ited basis.
In two-thirds of the cases at the first stages of revitalization it was reported that the renovators had
difficulty getting the necessary financing.
In each city in this sample some fpnn of government assistance was available to leverage the private
financing.

Speculation

In cities which were experiencing wide spread'housing rehabilitation, in which many neighborhoods were
simultaneously undergoing iniprovement, the Coalition survey respondents noted significant speculative re-

habilitation. There seems to be a correlation between the amount of city-wide rehabilitation, the extent of
speculative rehabilitation, and the degree of awareness of dislocation as a problem. In those urban areas

with extensive rehabilitation, those surveyed frequently saw dislocation as a function of speculative activ.
ity. Like historic designation, speculative rehabilitation affects whole areas and represents athreat to the
integrity of the existing community which comes from outside the community. Speculative activity is im-
personal; monied forces appeal to manipulate the lives of those with little money who have lived in the
neighborhood and yet have no control over their future there.'
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Washington, D.C. is one city in which significant speculative rehabilitation is reported and where dislocation
is a subject of considerable concern to city residents. In the AdamsMorgan neighborhood speculators have.
simultaneouslyevicted large numbers of tenants in order to rehabilitate and sell the homes in which they
lived. Frank Smith, head of the AdamsMorgan Organization, has written about several notable eases in the
area: twenty-six properties on one block from which nineteen families or about fifty people were evictedi.
eight properties on another block from which about fifty people were forced to move, and still another
block involving twenty.six properties where about 100 people were evicted.

The wholesale removal of these low and moderate income residents was sufficient to alarm local opinion
and in one case, the Seaton Street case, a suit filed by the tenants with the assistance of the neighborhood
organization and an interested lawyers group resulted in theyopportunity for nine Seaton Street families to
purchase their hoines.'llesidents of the other two blocks were not so lucky. In one block, houses which sold
for 526,000 after a year's vacancy were sold; still unrenovated, several weeks later, for 565,000. This price,
as Smith pointed out, put the houses "forever beyond the financial reach of the average resident of the
neighborhood." .1

In a city like Washington racial differences combine with other issues to create a volatile political atmo
sphere. The City Council has discussed the possibility of a speculator's tax and the city's newspapers have
been full of stories about dislocation.

In city neighborhoods like Adams-Morgan, group evictions may be sufficient to bring to the attention of
neighborhood residents the widespread effects of housing rehabilitation. The cause of the problem may,

-in such instances, be seen as the greed of the speculators. In fact, while speculative rehabilitation may ag-
gravate dislocation, private market rehabilitation is the root cause, if the more subtle phenomenon.
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RECOMMENDED ACTION
4

The Coalition urges government at all levels federal, state, and local to devise strategies to minimise
the adverse effects of private,market housing rehabilitation. It recommends that government develop and
strengthen programs which provide financial assistance for housing rehabilitation by and for low income
residents through expansion of rehabilitation programs so that they can continue to occupy housing units
in improving neighborhoods. The present CommUnitY Development Block Grant, Homesteading; and Sec-
tion 8 substantial rehabilitation programs can melt part of this need on a national level. The new Federal
Home Loan Bank should prove a valuable tool for making residential and commercial revitalization funds
available in such areas.

Government at all levels federal, sate and local has an obligation to address the problem of dislocation.
This obligation exists not only because of this nation's announced commitment to decent housing for every
American, but because government, as well as the private sector, must take cognizance of the social and po
litical strains created by displacement caused by reinvestment and historic preservation.
People who are dislocated from improving neighborhoods do not vanish into thin air. Those who are poor
take their poverty with them when they move. An improving neighborhood in one part era metropolitan
area will probably mean declining neighborhoods elsewhere unlesi there is a prudent and creative policy.

Neighborhoods in decline yield a range of problems which are costly to solve and which plague urban
areas, problems which fester and are a continuing drain on the vitality of the whole city while they remain
unsolved. It would seem more expedient to. take steps now, while housing rehabiliation is not yet wide-
spread, to mitigate against the dislocation and embittering effects of this private market activity. If is
a matter of preventive medicine, an opportunity to achieve the goal set in the Housing and Community De-
velopment Act to encourage "the reduction of the isolation of income groups within communities and geo
graphical areas and the promotion of anincrease in the diversity and vitality of neighborhoods." ,
A still small but .lignificant trend to reinvestment in central cities and the return of what may prove to be a

nguard of the middle Class to central city neighborhoods encourage city :ifficials and others concerned
ut the viability andstability of America's cities, But the other side of the coin is that housing shortages

m an difficult times for those on the lowest end of the economic scale. Those who are denied adequate
h sing represent a potentially explosive political force. The amount of unhappiness and resistance which
alr d exists is amply evident in a number of the neighborhoods included in the survey.

As g ent begins to address this problem. one of the first requirements is to better test the models of
rehabilitation, and dislocation. More information is needed about how the mix of demographic, economic
and cultural factors influences the pace and scale of housing rehabilitition. There is also need for more data
on the effect of housing rehabilitation on urban neighborhoods, particularly how housing costs in improv-
ing neighborhoods compare over time to housing costs in the nation as a whole and to those in stable, dis-
advantaged neighborhoods.
Low to moderate income residents of improving neighborhoods need,more than anything else to have in-
creased choice in the face of rising housing costs. To this end, government strategies should include:.,
1. Improved access to information.

Housing counseling, for both homeowners and for tenants, has generally been successful. Low to moderate
income residents in the neighborhoods with significant housing rehabilitation activity need to know their
rights under existing law, and they need to know the kinds of resources housing and related social ser
vices available to them in their communities.
These resources differ from area to area. They may serve to help residents with the cost of rehabilitation as
in Houston's Sabine area where a church organization is making materials available to low to moderate in-
come residents who wish to rehabilitate their own homes and in Newark's Iron Boundneighborhood where
recent European immigrants have taken advantage of the Newark Housing Authority program in which re-
bates up to 30 percent of the value of improvements are granted for work 'approved and completed.
hi some cities particular financial institutions may have adopted criteria for mortgages or for rehabilitation
loans considerably broader than the criteria set by other competing institutions. Other local resources may
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not give tangible support for rehabilitation but they may contribute indirectly to that,end as with skills-

sharing programs or other cooperative arrangements.
In all localities; assistance with federal programs and grants is badly needed. For many low to moderate in-
come residents the HUD 312 loan and grant program is not easily accessible because the paperwork is so
complicated. Some disadvantaged urban residents do not even know that such programs exist and a strong
counseling effort would make them aware of these opportunity. /./
Housing counseling may also make disadvantaged urban residents more knowledgeable about maintenanceA
rehabilitation design, and repair contracting techniques and about the characteristics of the local housing
market.
To provide some of this needed information, the National Urban Coalition advocates that the federal
government broaden its program of community.based housing counseling centers to be run in conjunction
with state and local cd'Unscling efforts. Such centers would consolidate information useful to the host corn
munity and would make that information readily available to people in the community. This programneed

not cost very much money; federal funds might leveragestate and focal funds for the creation of storefront
offices with small staffs which might supplement state or local funds in those area whichalready have on-
going counseling facilities. Such centers might offer their facilities for various community-run self-help pro.
grams or courses. The emphasis would be on what people could do for themselves and how government pro.

grams could support their efforts.

2. increased resources for relsibilitation (direct and indirect. assistance).'

Housing rehabilitation conserves resources by making use of previous investment; it encourages growth of
small local firrns and the employment of unskilled and skilled workers, and it Its; .rs related reinvestment
properties. Further, housing rehabilitation represents a largely untappedmadtet in cities where convenient
commuting time has marked the limits of suburban housing development. r

RehabilitatitM should be as much an opportunity for those on low to inoderate incomes as it for those
who are more affluent. Here government ean"help by expanding direct and indirect assistance programs
strictly targeted to these groups. The National Urban Coalition supports direct rehabilitation grant and loan
programs aimed helping disadvantaged citizens, but more strongly recommends government programs
which leverage outside investment. These programs are often more effective and less efatly.

Because different strategies are needed in improving low to moderate income neighborhoods than are
needed in stable or declining neighborhoods, it is important to be able to distinguish between neighborhood
types. Government should identify crucial distinguishing characteristics and develop key indicators of each
neighborhood type so that government programs may be effectively targeted to specific problems. The. key
concern of low to moderate income residents in improving neighborhoods is being able to remain where

they have been living.

For disadvantaged homeowners in stich neighborhoods, the need is for longterm, low interest rehabilitatiOn
loans and for small gratitin-aid or loans, available on short notice, for repairs to bring homes up to code.
These homeowners also need property tax forgivencis protection which would shield them until the time of
sale from the Pill impact of rapid increases in property assessment.',
Fur disadvantaged renters in improved neighborhoods, the need is for rental subsidies; for renters of single-
family houses, combined purchase-andrehabilitationassistance programs sustained by firsturchase op.
tions, for low income tenants in larger buildings, the opportunity to form housing cooperatives and scat
teredsite public housing opportunities in thc, affected community. For tenants evicted from buildings un,

- dergoing rehabilitation, government funds should be made available to assist their relocation to comparable
housing at comparable price, and they should be given priority consideration for other government amis-
tance programs in'thc same neighborhood.
Where possible, government shotiid leverage private investment for such programs. For example, loan guar-
.* nt cc funds are less expensive and may prove a better catalyst for reinvestment than direct loan programs.
In some communities, nonprofit housing development corporations have proved effective in providing re-
habilitated housing fin low to moderate income residents. Govetament might offer incentives for private
investment in such corporations orit might proVide necessary start-up funds. .
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Onte a.,low to moderate income presence is established in:More affluent rehabilitated community, govern-
men4rograms should act to sustain housing opportunities there. Government might be guaranteed first
ptirchase option at a fair return on any house or coop apartment for, which it has provided, substantial fi-
nancial assistance so that that house or apartment may be made available to another low to moderate
income family.

-
3, Improved legislative protection for tie disathnntaged..

Local government should review those statutes which affect the rights of tenants in order to create Addit
tional protection for Weise who live in buildings which are subject to rehalailitatiOn. For example, when the
present owner intends to sell or rehabilitate,"local law should require written notice to all tenants substan-
tially inladvance of the intended sale or improvements. Firstgurchase options-to longtime tenants in single-
family houses ought to be required Ind perhaps even extended to tenants in duplexes.and other small multi-
family dwellings. A tenant should hive certain rights .to remain after rehabilitation work is completed, and
local jurisdictions should set ceilings on reasonable-rent increases based on the cost of completed improve-
ments.

0a.
4. Improved use of existing government programs and policies to promote neighborhood diversity.

Government programs and policies.should reinforce efforts to maintain diversity in areas undergoing re.
habilitation:

ItliD-owned abandoned housing which is scattered throughout deteriorated sections of most urban
areas is also found in some of the neighborhoods currently undergoing private market rehabilitation...
The federal government must act quickly,to return this housigg stock to private ownership. In im-
proving neighborhoods the housing may be rehabilitated and sold or rented to low to moderate in-

o. people who would not otherwise have the opportunity to remain in those communities. The
agent for purchase, rehabilitation, and sale or rental might be the city or it might be a private firm
which has agreed to limits on reasonable sale. or rental costs.

Urbln -homesteading and asis housing proems should be expandeA and made to dovetail with re-
habilitation assistance programs. A certain percentage of these housing opportunities should go to
low to moderate income residents with priority given to those displaced by private market rehabili
Cation. g

Private financial lend ing institutions in urban areas have a serious responsibility.to be more respon
sive to the communities in which they are located. Federal regulatory powers should be used to
compel responsible and responsive lending practices in all !cations of the city. The federal govern-
mint should also give incentives tolending institutions which institute special program, io provide
loans to a 'wider range of low to moderate income applicants. Such institutions miglitreceive pre-
ferential :nterest rates or special federal.depository status.

Before it is granted, historic degignatiOn should be reviewed for the impact it will have on the neigh-
borhood affected. Because such designation seems to promote private market rehabilitation activity,
such neighborhoods should simultaneously be deemed eligible for programs aimed at assisting low '

< to mode[ate income residents.

is Rapid escalation of neighborhood housing prices greatly increases. the pressurd:bn low to moderate
income residents. In cities like Washington, D.C. in which speculative rehabilitation is widespread,
government should act to moderate quick turnover and high profit taking through selective taxing
policies.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

During the course of this project, the National Urban Coalitiilm identified a number of areas requiring fur-
ther study in ordcr.to.assess fully the impact of private market rehabilitation on low and moderate income
persons and to understand more clearly the implications, that slch rehabilitation.holds for the future of
cities:Soine_we would hope to pursue, others might be ltioked into by government and others. The areas
include:

'"S

Impact of speculation on the displacement of low and moderate income resideths.

Relationship of tax policy to the rehabilitation of abandoned and other property.

Delineation of a pattern of rehabilitation activity phases, timing and duration and the impact
on residents during each of these phases. , e,

Eshmination of implications of rehabilitation for tax base increase or decrease in demand for
social services, property assessments and other like variables that make up the tax base.

Determination of where the displaied go and what their options are.
=tip

Analysis of areas where renters have the first right of return and of whether they exercise this right.

* A compilation of all majo udies of urban reinvestment and dislocation.

Solid documentation of the phases of neighborhood reinvestment and the corresponding effects on
neighborhood displacement.

Design and implementation of longitudinal case studies to track patterns of displacement in highly
impacted areas to determine the kinds and levels of support the displaced residents need.

, The systematic survey of a larger sample of cities to gather more conclusive data on all the phenom-
ena in question. .

On tile phenomenon of dislocation itself there should be more extensive study of the effect of dif-
ferent hbusing types(ind different tenancy on the numbers of people displaced from neighborhoods
being rehabiliated. One question of vital iinportance tit whole metropolitan areas is where displaced
people move and what factors govern their choices.

Other areas for further study include rcriew of the effectiveness of those remedial strategiesWhich

already esist. For example, the effect of circuit breaker taxes on the ability of low to moderate in.
come homeowners to remain in improving neighborhoods, the effect of first purchase provisions
and other local provisions designed to protect tenants in improving neighborhoods. Further, models
for remedial strategies have been suggested to or proposed by local governments. These should be

collected to be used as references by other jurisdictions which seek workable plans.
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CONCLUSION-

Private market housing rehabilitation is occurring in neighborhoods across the country and, where it occurs,
displacement of low to moderate income residents is a common, if little understood, problem. This study
has concentrated on neighborhoo,:s in which rehabilitation is generally being conducted by incoming
groups, where rehabilitation Closely follows purchase. The study has not touched at all- on neighborhoodi
where, thrOugh government programs, sometimes with .the support of strong community organizations,
local residents are rehabilitating their own homes.

The National Urban Coalition is concerned that professional and managerial groups will continue to move
to previously disadvantaged inner city neighborhoods, io the detriment of the current residents of those
neighborhoods. But the Coalition believes that this is nit the whole story. One way to moderate the nega
tive side clients of this middle class movement would be to provide a variety of low cost housing rehabilita-
tion loans and grants to low and moderate income people in all sections of our cities through a policy of
massive urban reinvestment. This approach may be foreclosed at present by economic and political realities.
ties.

Such a housing rehabilitation'pelicy could not only help neighborhoods help themselves but could trigger
otheP improvements. Capital so invested can revitalize the urban economy through increased jobs, taxes,
commercial development and local government vitjlity. And, as some neighborhood groups are demonstra-
ting, rebuilt homes and revitalized neighborhoods can reaffirm a sense of community.

The National Urban Coalition is deeply.concerned that housing rehabilitation and neighborhood revitaliza-
tion by and for all urban residents become a basic building block of national urban policy. The effort to re-
build our cities will dt.vend significantly on 'our ability to seize every opportunity to promote strong corn-

..munities which are racially, culturally and economically diverse.
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APPENDIX A

METHODOLOGY

the survey, based un an Urban. land Instittite survey of 1975, Was initially mailed out to re:
spondents in each of the 44 cities designated fur study.

The survey .was designed to determine, for each of the cities surveyed, the number, ocation;and

historic designation (if any) of those neighborhoods undergoing private market housing rehabili-
tation, the rate and duration of rehabilitation; the kinds of structures improved; the effect of re-

. habilitation on housing lirices; the.availability of financing; and the effect of rehabilitation on the
social, economic, and racial characteristics of neighborhood residents before and after rehabilita
tion,City officials in nearly 90 percent of the cities responded with an overview of activity in their

inner-city areas.

From the initial set of responses, a set of 65 neighborhoods was designated for study. Incities like
Atlanta, New York, New Orleans, Washington, D.C., and Denver, in which many communities are
undergoing some degree of rehabilitation activity, three representative neighborhoods were chosen.
The criterion for designati4 particular neighborhoodi was evidence of impact by private reinvest,
inent on luw to moderate income people. The next step was a phone call follow-up in which .epre-
sentaties of each of the respondent grdups city officials, neighborhood representatives, and
realtors were queried un the effects of private rehabilitation in these neighborhoods. In this

phase of the study thcCoalition collected inform:Ilion for each neighborhood on location, historic

designation, housing types and costs, the' duiation of rehabilitation, and its effects on demographic

characteristics.
1/4
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APPENDIX B

List of Cities Surveyed

Southern and Eastern Western

Atlanta
Baltimore
Bridgeport
Montclair
New Bedford
New Orleans
New York
Newark
Newburgh
Philadelphia
Pittsfield
Richmond
Washington. D.C.

'Mount Vernon
New Rochelle,
'White Plains
Yonkers
Wilmington

Nlithsestern

Chicago
Cleveland
Columbus,
Detroit
Flint
Gary
Indianapolis
Minneapolis

, Racine
St.-.Louis
St. Paul
South Bend

Albuquerque
'Denver

El Paso.
Eh:it's1;n
Loi Angeles
Oakland
Pasadena
San Antonio
San Francisco
Seattle
Sunnyvale

"Mountain View
" Palo Alto

Redwood City

'These four cities are covered by NLIC's Westchester County affiliate.

These four cities itre covered by NLIC's Stanford NlidPeninsula

Ns,
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Albuquerque Downtown
South Martineztown

:Atlanta

Baltimore

Midtown
Virginia Highland
West End

Union Square
- Federal

Fells Point

788

PPENDI X C

List of Neighborhoods Surveyed

Bridgeport South End

Chicago Near West
Lakeview (New Town)
South Shot!?

Cleveland Ohio City

Columbus Gernian Village
Victorian Village
Italian Village

Denver

Detroit

Ilouston

Five Points
(Clements and Curtis Park)
Capitol Hill
Washington Park (Vest /Speer

Indian Village
Boston Edison
West Canfield

Sabine
Heights
Montrose

Indianapolis Lockerbie Square
Woodruff Place

New Orleans Irish Channel
Coliseum Square
Mid City City Park

New York Boerum Hill
Park Slope
Fort Greene

Oakland Rockridge t
Pasadena Villa Park

Philadelphia Queen Village
Spring Garden
Cedar Park

Pittsfield Jubilee Park

Richmond The Fan
Church HIV

St. Louis Lafayette Square
Soulard
Skinker De Baliviere

St. Paul SummitUniversity

San Antonio King William
Monte Vista

San Francisco Mint Hill
Mission District

Seattle

South Bend

Mount Baker
Mann Minor/Madrona
Capitol Hill

Park Avenue
West Washington Historic
District

Minneapolis Stevens Square Washington, D. C. Adams-Morgan

Nlountain View Downtown
capitol Hill
Dupont Circle

Newburg!), East End

New Bedford

-

West End
County Street

797

Wilmington Boulevard
Midtown Brandywine
North Hilltop
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APPENDIX D

kaThe National Urban Coalition
1201 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036 202/331 -2400

SURVEY ON HOUSING RESTORATION

CITY

sEcTioN A. Unsubsidized Rehibilitation

31

I.. Do any areas of your city have older, deteriorated housing which is being renovated for marketrate
occupancy?

Yes No
(If yes, please continue with the surrey.)

2. Please give the mune, general !location, and a brief description of these areas. When did renovation
begin in each of tOern?

ti

(Please indicate those areas which have offitial historic designation, if any, and the kind of designation
given-. A map showing the' general location of rehabilitation efforts would be much appreciated, as
would any reports on the subject which might provide greater detail.)

Based on an Orban Land Institute survey, 1975.
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For the following questions it is often difficult to acquire precise statistics. We are interested in your broad
appraisal of the situation, so please estimate if you have no readily available data and (eel free to provide us

with your educated impressions.

3. That are the types and numbers of residential structures within definable areas of renovation? How

many have heen renovated?

Total of these, renovated

ShagleFamily
%

Multifamily

For what time periods are your estimates'

4. What would you say is the rate of renovation? (flow many structures per year are being rehabilitated?)

City -wide:

Neighborhoods:

-.5. a. What are typical prices of .unrenovated singre-family structures? (Specify neighborhood if that will

make it easier)

h. What are typical prices of renovated single-family structures?

6. Who is doing the renovation?

Prospect iVetwner-occupants

Private specula iVe Talt;ValOTS.

PriVate investor IT OV:110IS

Arc the proportions signific.lr tly different in any of the renovation areas?

799.
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7. What are number and characteristics of firms engaged in speculative renovation activity?

8. a. What are the characteristics of the people who live in renovated properties? (household
composition, occupational types, income, race, owner/renter status)

OCCUPANCY HOUSEHOLD OCCUPATIONAL ANNUALITAMILY SOCIAL GROUP

STATUS COMPOSITION TYPES INCOME

'% owner _% singles and Ils Professional % $ 0 5,000 .____% minority
childless couples

_% renter - .% white collar/ _% $ 5,000-10,000 ____% nonmin.orilY
_% families with managerial

% combined children % $10,00-15,000
owner/renter _% blue collar/

% elderly technical _% $15,000-20,000

_% vacant % unemployed _% $20,000 and over

b. What are the characteristics of the people who lived in these properties before renovation?
(household composition, occupational types, income, race, owner/renter status)'

a

9. What institutions are providing construction and permanent loans? How many?

33
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10. Do renovators express difficulty with the amount, availability or terms of financing?

11. Is private mortgage insurance available?

_ Yes, generally

Yes, in certain areas

No

12. Is new construction occurring along with renovation activity?

If yes, please indicate extent and kind.

SECTION B. Assisted or Subsidized Rehabilitation

1. Does your city government have a program or mechanism to assist or subsidize housing rehabilitation

for low and moderate income residents?

Yes No

(If yes, please describe briefly or enclose descriptive materials)

Number of units rehabilitated

Types of structures affected

Singlefamily

Multifamily

Are the units in scattered locations or concentrated in particular neighborhoods
(please check)

If the units are in particular neighborhoods, please indicate the general characteristics of those areas.
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2. Does your state government have a program or mt .nanistri to assist or subsidize housing rehabilitation

for low- or moderate income residents?

Yes No

(If yes, please describe briefly OT enclose descriptive materials.)

Number of units rehabilitated

Types of structures affected

Single-family

Multifamily .

Are the units in scattered locations or concentrated in particular neighborhoods
(please check)

If the units are in particular neighborhobds, please indicate the general characteristics of those areas.

Si
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THE COALITION NETWORK

Baltimore
The Baltimore Urban Coalition

Chicago
The Latino Institute
The Wood lawn Organization

Cincinnati
Community Action Commission of the

Cincinnati Area

Columbus
Columbus Metropolitan Area Community

Action Organization

Denver
Metro Denver Urban Coalition

Detroit
New Detroit, Inc.

Pant
Urban Coalition of Greater Flint

Gary
Gary Model Cities Housing Development

Corporation

Hammond. Indiana
Lake County Economic Opportunity.

Council, Inc.

Houston
Association for the Advancement of

Mexican Americans

Lakewood. Colorado
Western Services Systems Inc.

Minneapolis
Urban Coalition of Minneapolis

Montclair
Montclair Urban Coalition

New Bedford
Greater New Bedford Urban Coalition

New Qrleans
Metropolitan Area Committee

805

New York
New fork Urban Coalition

Newark
Greater Newark Urban Coalition, Inc.

Newburgh, New York
NewburghUrban Coalition

Oakland
New Oakland Committee

Pasadena
Pasadena Urban Coalition

Philadelphia
Philadelphia Urban Coalition

Racine
Racine Environment Committee,

St. Louis
Jeff-Vander-Lou, Inc.

St. Paul
St. Paul Urban Coalition

Sin Diego
Graduate School for Urban Resources and

Social Policy, Inc.

South Bend
Urban Coalition of St. Joseph's County,

Indiina

Stanford
Stanford MidPeninsula Urban Coalition

Toledo
The Economic Opportunity Planning

Association of Greater Toledo, Inc.

Washington, D.C.
AdamsMorgan Organization
Minority Contractors Assistance Project

Westchester
Westchester Urban Coalition, Inc.

Wilmington
Urban Coalition of Metropolitan

Wilmington, Inc.
38
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CORTRIBUTING TO THIS SURVEY WERE

SANDRA B. SOLOMON
ISAAC ADAMS
FRANCES PIIIPPS

M. CARL HOLMAN
PRESIDENT

SARAH S. AUSTIN
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Kithleen I)avid
Hilda James
Edward. Lieberman
Gertrude Marti!?
Russell Palmeri

Frances Phipps left the Coalition in October, 1977 to join the federal government.
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The Natiofial Urban Coalition

1201 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

The National Urban Cualit ion is an

urban action, aillueac), and information

organization which brings together rep

resentatIves of bnsiness, labor, and

minorities: Ma4U11: and leaden of civic,

eummunitscandreligiuuturpnitation$ to

improve Ille lives of urban residents and

stabilize and mitre central cities, The

Coalition works through a network of local

affiliates and couperat lug organizations In

more than thirty fillet loss the mono',

The Coalition's program and advocacy

concentration includes employment, mi.

twill urban policy, economic and busi.

nos development, urban rducaliun, and

housing and urban revitalization.

OffiCirs of the National Urban Cotillion

Pi'eaideni: h I : Carl Ilulman,,Co.Chuir

pewits: Andrew Henkel!, Aileen C. Her.

tinder, Sol M. Linowitt, James M. Roche,

Raul Ytaguirre, Viet Chairper.

ow William R. Chaney, Jew Hill, Jr!'

Seeman.: Myrlie Even. Nom Glenn

E. Watt'.
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i
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When the National Urban Co.

alition released its twoyear
study, Displacement: City Neigh.

borhoods In Transition, in July

1978, some people still denied

that displacement was occurring.

But now, from city to city across

the country, the evidence is clear,

An extensive study in Seattle, for

example, recently found that 25

percent of all renters, 27 percent

of all low income families, and 34

percent of all elderly people who

moved during the study period

did so because they were dis.

placed,

There is every indication that,

as more Americans thadever be.

fore reach the age of household

formation and as the supply of

new housing is quite simply in

adequate to meet the demand, the

less affluent will have an increas

ingly difficult time competing for

housing, Much of the demand is

for older housing in urban neigh.

borhoods, especially in neighbor.

hoods near downtown centers,

and that demand will be aggra

voted by energy shortagesnot

enough gas for cars, or fuel for

home heatingand.other re
source shortfallsnot enough
wood and other materials for new

home construction,

There is the sense that the tide

is changing for big cities, but
there is also the wellfoundeci ap

prehension among many long.

time urban residents that the tick

may sweep them and their neigh.

borhoods Lide, !n this period of

change, neighborhoodbased or

ganizations composed of people

who have a stake in their commu

11
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nity arc best suited to turn rein

vestment activity to the benefit or

all neighborhood residents, to

help build stable, economically

and racially diverse neighbor.

hoods from the revived interest of

the middle class and the corn

mitment.olongtime residents.

Out of the belief that the people

who actually live in the neigh.

borhoods experiencing change

are the people best Suited to de

sign solutions to lit the local pro. b.

lens, the National Urban Coali

lion, under contract from HUD's

Office of Neighborhoods, Volun-

,tary Associations and Consumer

Protection, has prepared this

handhook.,14 purpose is to help

community groups devise their

own solutions to the displace.

mem problems they face by giv.

ing them examples of what other

groups around the country are

doing successfully. It is possible,

as these groups .have demon.

strated, to protect and increase

. the supply of housing for area res

idents while nurturing the rein.

vestment which promotes

sounder, safer urban neighbor.

hoods.

M, Carl Holman

President

National Urban Coalition
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1 INT'RODIJCTION
The National Urban Coalition

has been hearing from people

around the countty....Aho

nize diluent are
being displaced as a result of in

creased housing costs but are at a

loss to know how to help, This

handbook is intended to acqUaint

neighborhood groups with strat

egics to minimize.the displace.

ment of low and moderate income

residents and to promote eco

nomic'and racial diversity in
Mei; communities, It gives

examples of what other neigh.

boyhood groups are doing to

increase opportunities for low

income housing in their com

munitiollt offers,a catalogue of

ideas,, Ebidy and disincentive

measur s neighborhood groups

can a te, and it provides a

list of decal programs which,

may used to counteract dis,

placement.

The word "displacement" is

often used these days todescribe

the situation in reinvested urban

neighborhoods.in which low and

moderate income residents are

forced, for want of economic re
sources or the knowledge of alter

natives, to leave their homes,

Reinvestment neighborhoods are

thoselin which older dwellings

are purchased andlor rehabili

toted, usually for middle or upper

income occupants. In many cases

public funds directly or indirectly

help fiance these improvements.

Of course, there has been another

kind of displacement goingon in

central city communities' for
years. Disinvestmentthe flight

of private capital, often coup

4
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aged and abetted by public
policieshas caused the dete

borhoods and, by making living

conditions intolerable, Las forced

residents out.

This handbook will emphasize

displacement caused by rein;

vestment, for it is a more recent

problem, one that low and
moderate income groups have

had little experience fighting.
Given the economic pressures

sometimes associated with rein

vestment, it is a problem which

may accelerate so rapidly that

there is little time to acquire the

necessary information and re

sources to help the less affluent

stay in their neighborhoods.

Nonetheless, strategies to

counteract displacement due to

reinvestment have borrowed from

strategies to counteract disin-

vestment. The objective is the

sameto provide housing oppor

tuni ties for low and moderate

income people in their, homy
communities. This handbook also

offers examples of ,strategies

which neighborhood groups hay

successfully pursued on behalf o

low and moderate income people

in disinvested areas, Many of

these strategies have the effect of

extending to people who would

otherwise lack. the means or the

opportunity of owning the house

ing in which they livean ap
proach which many observers

feel is finally the only wily ofpro,

tecting low and moderate income

people from reinvestment disc t

placement.

Both reinvestment and disin

00
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vestment may result in a shortage

of moderately priced housing; the

,,former when middle income

people move into housing once

y- laffluarailhe

latter when housink.once inha

bited by the less affluent is aban

cloned, either condemned as no

longer fit for habitation, or re

moved from the market by public

or private interests. Many ob.

.Servers feel 'that a shortage in

the general housing supply has,

resulted in the recent spurt of

investment in previously disin

vested :areas and that disinvest

meat, while It persiits as a for.

midable problem for cities, will

diminish as the,demarui for hous.

ing, fueled by the comingof.age

of the baby boom, continues to

increase. Clearly, in a time of

scarce resources, tow Income

people will have increased dial

culty finding adequateilousing at

an'affordable price anywhere,

k growing demand for inner

city housing signals an important

change for urban areas, many of

which steadily lost population,

businesses, and Jobs during the

postwar period. Many middle

class households moved to di

suburbs and left behind the poor,

the elderly, minorities, and the

working class. Job opportunities'

vanished apd unemployment

grew at a rate disproporonate to

the'rest of the country private

;';;.t
capital pulled out of urban bust. ,'

rases. Banks refused to lend to

hmeowners In ''redlined neigh.

borhoods, Public funds were mar.

shaded to subsidize the growth of

q."10, the suburb; and to level many

central city areas. These and

other kinds of disinvestment left

many urban neighborhoods in

poor repair, with limited oppor

---tunitiesititimpriyament7n----
Small wonder that when rein.

vestment began in certain city

neighborhoods it 'was enthuilas

tically welcomed by city govern.

tents because of the prospect of

Increased revenues for the city

and increased confidence in

neighborhoods. Many longtime

urban residents also welcomed

the rehabilitation of neighboring

houses. They were encouraged by

the imediate .improvements

by the improved city services, for

examplewhich accompanied

reinvestment.

However, there are increasing

reports from scatteredneighbor.

hoods in cities around the coun try

that rehabilitation of older hous.

ing, now occurring primarily in

theprivaie sector, 11 spurring a

rapid increase in neighborhood

housing prices and thus is forcing

many low and moderate income

people to leave their homes. They

0
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Are forced to leave for varying

reasons; a homeowner on limited

or fixed income*pressured to

sell at below.market,prices or

forced to sell because of increased

costs, either for repairs to bring

the house up to housing code

standards or for higher property

taxes: a tenant is forced, ,,to move

either because the rent is in.

creased after the house or apart

ment is rehabilitated or because

histher rental property is sold for

Owner occupancy or, for con.

dominiuni conversion,



Tie pattern's of displacement

are as varied as the neighbor.

hoods in which displacement

placement are as numerous,

Moreover, to add to the complex.

ity, disinvested and reinvested

neighborhoods exist side by side

in many cities, and effective strati

ogles to provide low !came hous

ing opportunities in one kind of

neighborhood may be totally inef.

(relive in another, The economic

pre sure is much stronger in rein

vesting neighborhoods, and hous

ing opportunities are accordingly

harder to provide in these areas.

But neighborhoods which are
successful both In attracting

affluent groups and in holding on

to those low income people who

want to stay will be able to create

a new kind of stability In ear

nomic diversity.

.Because neighborhoods and the

problems faced by their low in. apartment building to n.con. your neighborhood Is next to
come residents vary .so dra. dominlum or the reluctancy of a a rehabilitated n
matically, the best apprnacligkbanLtii-lend-Jo-Jowertin---L-,c arc t yourcommUnity

FLIttnititittilit acemiTifre'tinrusu. coniiilats tots. . eventually will begin to experi
ally devised at &neighborhood Neighborhood groups often cite reinvestment,
or community level. Neighbor- ghave an understanding of the Reinvestment moves in stages,
hood groups can tailor outside as dynamics ot. change in their A National Urban Coalition study,
sistance to suit the needs of their communities, a capacity for out Displacement:dry Neighborhoods
areas and package different kinds reach and innovative solution Transirion (July 1978), found
of assistancefrom federal, state, finding, and a base of support four phases of reinvestment ac
and local government and from from which to act. Armed with !Why and noted that it was in the
the public nonprofit and private information about the neighbor. third phase,' after confidence in
sectorsas part of a coherent hood, about available assistance, the neighborhood had been est&
neighborhoodbased strategy, and about the principal agents of fished and itau considered to be
Moreover, neighborhood groups change in the community 41ocal a fashionable ,place to live and
can act as brokers inside the real estate firms, financial insti therefore ti good investment, that
community to involve cunt unions, insurance companies, displacement increased dra.
neighborhood constituen in and local government), they may matically, In the Orly phases of
making that strategy work, deviseeifecgveitriligies tonitt..reinvestmen9t. is easier to devise .

are able to provide the dom.t i mile displacement with more in workable strategies too:nteract
home,situationoriented sight and sensitivity than other displacement because there. is
ing needed by low income public or private groups. leupreuure on the neighborhood
families and to respond quickly to What attracts reinvestment to housing market, If prices are not
such changes in Abe community some neighborhoods and not to badly Inflated and ((private mar
as the planned Conversion of an others? Studies of reinvesting ket demand' is only moderately

areas show that intensive re heavy, neighborhood groups may
habilitation occurs in neighbor be able to compete sucaufully to
hoods close to downtown, jobs, maintain low income housing
and shopping; close roan institu oppOrtunities, later, as a' neigh..
lion such as a university or a hos. borhood "takes off" or"heats up,"
pital; or close to an area of physi it becomes increasingly difficult
cal beauty such as a lake or a to marshal the funds necessary to
mountain, It occurs in neighbor prevent displacement.

hoods witkattractive, soundly Neighborhood groups should
built, older homes, often neigh. evaluate'the local housing stock
borhoods which have historic and see where low income hies-
character., It occurs along city ing opportunities can best be pre.
transportation lines where. in served. for example, if your
coming residents can either walk neighborhoid has a mixture of
or take public transportation to large multIly buildings and
work. singlefamily homes, you may

Reinvestment seems to start In choose to focus your limited re.
neighborhoods with several of 'sources on maintaining one or
these qualities and.then spreads two apartment buildingiasa way

outward in concentric circles. If Of helping the greatest number of

V



peolile. Low income ,residents

,....liaasaffteeotatagdaac-ini '
axe; depending on whether they

are cabers Or renters, The Na.

tional Urban Coalition study, and

virtually every other study, found

that renters are among the groups ,

most likely to be displaced when a

neighborhood begins to improve!

Elderly, minority,' and female

headed households are also fro

quently faced with such forced

moves.

Displacement of low income

people may occur in the earliest

stages without, anyone in the

neighborhood becoming con..

cerned. The Coalition found that

people tend to think about high

rents or high property tax as

sessments as their individual

problem, and that even once they

become aware that change is oc

curring, residents take a rather

fatalistic approach: they hope

that somehow the problem will ,

not touch them, Only when dis.

placement becomes. widespread

or when there are other related'

issues involvedlike intense

speculationdo local residents

begin to organize around the

issue oldisplacement,

The earlier you gain general ac

ceptance of, the idea that dis.

placement is occurring, howevir,

the sooner you can begin lo at

tract the assistance you will need

to permit low incomeresidents to

remain in their present homes,

Identifying the problem and

building support for your posi

tion are, of necessity, preliminary

to pursuing successful strategies

, to minimize displacement.



Anil Making the Case .0

Identifying Displacement

If you are. to take aduniage of

the upportUnities fur economic

diversity which reinvestment

provides, yott.must first esjablish

that reinvestment is occurring

and that it is having a detrimental

ellect on the neighborhood supply

of tow income housing, Thin you'v

must convince city officials, local

private interests, and nearby res

dents that 'Something needs to be

dune to expand housing opportu

nines for less affluent neighbors,

Fur many residents, ubservatidn

based on good coat= sense will

be sufficient to persuade them

that their neighborhood is chang-

ing. In fact, they will probably

understand that there is a prob.

km lung before you begin to act

on it. But for other people in the

city, you will have to make a gixid

case that people. an: being dis

placed and that this is a prubletn

or will become ne in the future,

You can use a number of the lot-

. lowing techniques to do so,

Direct Observatioa

If people in the. nei0iborhood

can see the.sigqs of change, then

your group will. he able' to bring

them to the attention of others as

well. Call on. people who have

been living in the neighborhood

for years and record their les

ti,mony about the physical and

social changes that have uo

curred. Then, based on their

servatiuns and on shared, insights

and opinions about the neighbor.

hood, km an information cam

8

paign, Take account of the "for.

sale 'signs and architects signs,

the. rehabilitation work in rug.

ress, and the finished homeslis.

cuss specific cases in which your

low income .neighbors were

forced to nose. Identify areas in

which diSplacement is must in'.

.tense and areas where you think

assistance could must usefully be

targeted.

Sates freads in the

Neighborhood .

Just bylookirig at the number

of local newspaper ads for real es

'tate sales you can get a sense of

whether housing is being bought

and sold at a diSproportionately

rapid rate. For example, the

number of listingi per weekday

fur your neighborhood may be

two or three normally, lf, how.

ever, you discover that the listings

have .increased steadily over\ a

period of recent months and that

advertised prices are rising

813
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rapidly, reinvestMent is probably

underway. You can demonstrate

patterns of intense sales activity

by charting the streets 'which

haje attracted the most interest.

One problem with searching

the newspaper, however, is that

during the earliest stages of qin

vestment sales may nut be ad*.

tised there at all. Real estate

'interests frequently sell houses

back and forth ,to.each olfher

without improving thOn.This is a

form of speculation. By the time

Jibe houses are advertised they

may already have been sold sev

eras times and the prices may be

substantially.inflated.by the in-

termediate .profittaking. Tenants

in your neighborhood may be

'aware that their building has
been sold becauie a new company,

collecis the tent or because the

rent is substantially increased.

But, if successive owners use the

same management company,

tenants may not have,any indica-

lion of change. City records arc

usually the best source for sales

activity iii your neighborhood.

Deed recurdations, the official

register for tratisler of property

ownership, provide the must use.

ful evidence of the sales trends in

your community. In most, the of

lice of the recorder of deeds keeps

an open record of these real estate

transactions in order to protect

sellers and buyers of real est a le as

well as participating financial in.

stitutions, Your ,group can train

neighborhood, workers to look up

the lot and square designations

which correspond with street ad-

dresses. In larger cities they need

only know how to use the local

deed recordation service like

the Lusk Real Estate Directory.

usually available in your local

I ibrary, The service lists the buyer

and seller, the price, the street ad.

dress, thedmortgage being fi.

nanced, ark the lending insfitu

Lion, With this kind, of research

you should be able to list and

track the transactions in the
neighborhood and arrive at Li

clear picture pf neighborhooir

real estate activity within a few

do 1
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months, You should also be.able tenants vacate 'simply 6e0se o

to observe repeated sales of a par sharp rent increases or failure of

titular piece of properly. When a the landlord to renew their lease.

house is' advertised tor sale In ileum eviction records are'only
your neighborhood, review this one source of information' about

history 01 that property to see displacement and. do not tell&
how much the price has whole displacement story,

creased. Property tax assessment When lonime neighborhood
records also will tell you a great residents are displaced, neigh.
deal about the neighborhoOd burhuod institutions often expe
market and about the housing rime a dramatic change in (heir

cost increases which local service populations. Church):
homeowners have been experi and other religious institutions
ming, Again, you will need the may lose their nu:mbembip,or,,

lot and square 4esignations of find that their .membership.

each property you want to mon is now making special trips back

inc in the assessor's records. In to the neighborhood to attend
'saw communities, there are list services. Check with church di.
ings of property tax alowssittents''' dais to see if attendance is suffer

in bmik form. These may he avail. ing and if they 'keep records of
able in she public library. where people are going.

Evido e of Arms

Eviction records are not as easy

to obtain as other records, but

theyspnivide invaluable evidence

of people who are being forced out

of their residences. In must cities

the landlord and tenant courts

keep'these records. You may have

to establish a relationship with a

tool law 'school, lawyer, or kiwi

services ItifiCe in order to win ae

cess to the files. In cities which

have rent control or .other

ants' rights hews on the hooks,

.eviction records may he more

readily available. Check with the

alike' which is assigned the re

ponsibility of enforcing those

rightsfor example, a rent con.

trol office would have records for

evictions from all units under its

authority, But remember most

Schools also may experience a

decline or a significant change in.

their student 4iody.. National
studio are linding that re
habilitating neighborhoods at

tract mostly young couples with

no children or with presch000

'Miro; they also find that
families with children tend

e moving out of the neighbor.

hood as rehabilitation progresses,

While school .data7like church

datawill not tell you whether
families haee been displaced,

they will indicate where former

residents of the community are

going, and they will provide dra

made evidence of neighborhood

change. You may want to Ind a

few families to see why five
moved and whether they think

their new housing and neighbor.

hoods are better or worse than

their old ones.
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City directories and inverse

telephone directories exist in
. marty community libraries. Each

provides listings. of most resi
'dents in your neighborhood.

Comparing listings from oneyear

to the next will give further oil

dence of who has moved,

Utility connections are another

source of information on movers.

Some gas, electric, or telephone

companies may share records on

service connections and diseon

nations for your neighborhood.

Postal service records at your

neighborhood post office may re.

'veal which households have filed

changefaddress forms. Ask the

postmaster if your group can have

access to the file of PS Forms 3575

for address changes in your
neighborhood. Though you may

be told that the federal Freedom

of Information Act' does not per

mit private citizens to 66 this, you

may be able to gain access with

the support of a public organiza

tion such as,a state university or

local government agency, Be per-

sistent,

Many displacement moves are

not due to eviction, and they look

on the surface, like any other

move. People decide,that their

rent is too high, so they'locate an.

other apartment and give notice,

Or, people decide their house is

costing too much to maintain and

tell their neighborslhey are mov.

Is for other reasonsIt's too
much, bother." Elderly people es-

pecially, but many younger
neighbors as Nell, may be too
proud to admit economic defeat,

Community groups recount.

10
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stories of people who had been ac
tive participants in the life of the

neighborhood who simply slip
away. By making it clear that dis-

placement is a neighborhood

problem, your group will be able

to encourage such people to seek

advice and assistance when they

can no longer make ends meet.

'I

b

Getting the Infonmtion referrals, Begin with several proj
/ I

Out

Gathering inform tion through

observation, data ollection; and

,ialysis will prov de you with the

tools you need tibroaden discus

sion of displacement. As you use

this material to educate and
mobilize other residents of your
city, you Mil probably want to
coordinate 'with your information

campaign a strategy for seeking

fundIngi. While the case studies in

this handbook show how neigh-

borbOod groups have packaged

, funds from different sources hi'

pt6jects which preserve the sup-

ply of low and moderate income

lousing, they do not always inch-

tate how groups first obtained the

seed money necessary to get prilj

ects under way, establish a track

record, and acquire the capacity

required to apply successfully for

government or private funding.

Active neighborhood groups are

probably already familiar with
many important, small-scale

fundraising techniquessoli-
citing small contributions from

Individuals: 'organizing block
parties, raffles, bake or rummage

saldispecial car wash or fixup
crews for hire; or soliciting in.

kind dortationOor example; the
.', printer or the stationer, who pro-

yides flyers or the merchants who

, donate the raffle prizes as a ges-
ttl

ture of'support for your group's

goals).

ect ideas suitable for funding,

then as yOu talk with people in

your city about displacement and

the projects you plan to initiate,

ask for advice about where to seek

funding and other non-financial

assistance. Community leaders

from local religious groups, busi-

ness limo and labor unions may

be able to help ,or to suggest

people in iheir networks who are

likely donors. Nonprofit corn-
. munity-oriented organizations,

some of which are listed in the

Appendix, may have affiliates or

members ri your city able to offer

technical assistance, support, or
information about people already

concerned abotit displacement.

Keep a card file on the people and

coups you contact with a list of

the referrals each contact gives

yam Make.a list of people, to be

approached with a note on what

you have been told they can offer.

Mobilizing Community Support

To acquire more sustained sup-

port, link your fundraising plan

with your igformation campaign,

building your network through
R.

4

By the time you have assem

bled materials to make the case

that displacement is occurring,

you also will probably have In-

volved a number of your neigh-

bors in the process, Gather, the

evidence your grapp has col-

lected: the photographs and
maps, the examples of longtime

residents threatened with dis-

placement. Locate low income

families with several children or
elderly people who have lived in

the area fora long period of time

and who have a history of paying

their rept and keeping their units

clean, but who nevertheless are

,
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facing-eviction:Ixampies-of--
people being forced to leave the

neighborhood for want of ecO.

nornic means illustrate the in.

equity of the situation and will

strengthen immeasurably the
other information you Wily have

gathered,A circular ora flyer may

be a good way to summarize the

sales trends and the forced moves

your research has uncovered and

to descrik the displacement oc

curring In the neighborhood.
Then contact other gratis in your

community and ask if you may

make, is presentation. Presenta

'41tins to existing groupsother
neighborhood organizations,

,':1 church groups, local business

: leaders, women's groupsare an

excellent way to begin to muster

support for the idea that,commu.

pity action is needed to preserve

opportunities for low 'income
pie who live in the neighbor.

If there are special Interco

group-rlike civil rights organs

?atlas', tenants' coalitions, or OP

ganizations that serve the elderly

in your area:-which are likely to

be espeCially, concerned about

',law income and minority groups,

then you should make a special

effort to appear before them with .

your displacement Information.

Such presentations are likely to

win you addition! support and as

SiStAnCe as new people become

concerned "about the problem.

Also each presentation will help

you know what additionalools'
and information are necessary to

make the most effective we.

Your group can also organize

informal tours of the neighbor.

I
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hood and share with community
and civic leaders the direct obser.
vation and oral histories Which
you have already shared in ydur
group. Invite people who might
be able to help you obtain the
necessary resources to fight dis-
placement. Use the tours as a way
of interesting key people in ar-
ranging a speech or other presen.
tation before their groups.

Appeal .to all residents in your
community. Although yo(i would
not be organizing around' the
question of...displacement, if you
did not perceive a threat to longs

+ time residents, it will best serve
ydur objective if your appeal is
positive. Long -time residents have

r a sense of at ttich men t to the
neighborhood which is built upon
shared experience and values.
This positive sense of community
can be communicated. You may
find thit your strongest allies in
the struggle to maintain eco-
nomic and social diversity in your
neighborhood are the first groups
of people who rehabilitated
houses In your area, who moved
there because they sought eco-
nomic and social diversity. Con-
centrate on question of fairness
and of rights. As you pursue these
strategies you will find that you,
may have the base for a new
neighborhood coalition to pre-
vent or minimize displacement.

Mobilizing Support in Your City
One you have identified

peopl who arelnterested in helj3-
Ing watch for and document dis-
placement, you may wish to
broaden your information cam..

'.12 ,

Intigif: Your first flyer may be ex-
panded to a newsletter or a spe- o

clal paper deacribing patterns of
nelghborhookl displacement.
Print the words of new and long-
time neighborhood residents and
community leaders in order to
build a sense of common objec-
tives, needs, and concerns. In
most cities there are citywide
housing coalitions and civic
groups which you can add to your
mailing list and keep regularly in-
formed about changes In your
neighborhood housing market.

Getting information out to the
general public requires use of the
media. As a general rule, the
media are interested in an exam-
pie of displacement, either a story:
told from a human interest per-
spective or from the perspective -
of conflicting or competing inter-
ests. Your neighborhood group
therefore, should try to publicize
those kinds of stories. .

Familiarize local reporters
with your neighborhood. Identify
the reporters most,Ilkely.tO write
aboutlour neighborhood by call-
ing the city's newspaper offices
and asking who covers focal hous-
ingstOrTiT.-Then contact these
reporters and let them know ydit
intend to keep them regularly
informed about .displacement in
your neighborhood and about the
kinds of strategies you .are sug-
gesting to minimize this problem.
Invite them to come and see the
neighborhood and share with
them the evidence you have
gathered. If they know about your
group, they. will be more likely to
respond when you want to pub-

ra
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I icize a particular displacement

Case or a new community re.

source,

Write ,rvss releases which will

interest thr media in displace,

mem, Remember, a dramatic

example is what the media will

need to illustrate the situation

which you have documentid. In

writing your press release, use the

example you have chosen to

dramatize the plight of the family

about to lose its home or apart.

met. If the family has a landlord

and that landlord has a history of

evictions and outstanding hous-

ing code violations, describe

these as well, Then include in.

formation about the neighbor.

hood as a Whole to make it clear

your group believes this example

is representative of a pAblem

generally faced by low income

residents. Weekly papers, often

short an copy, may print a press

release word for word, especially

it it is well written and compre

pensive.

Do not be reluctant to approach

any media outlet in your city. You

have an important and timely

story to tell, and most editors and

producers will be eager to feature

it. Send your press releases to

daily and weekly papers and to

television and radio news de.

paoments,

local television talk shows may

also be interested iti doing a seg

ment, on your neighborhood. A

letter to a local talk show pro-

ducer outlining the problem and

some of the possible solutions,

and identifying peoplecom-
munity leaders, local government

officials, eperjsin the field4-who

might be askect to participate In

the program, Is an excellent way

of informing the general public\ about displacement in your
`neighborhood. Producers may be

interested In the subject; but may

not have the time or staff to do

necessary,resiirch. If a eonsider-

able 'portian of their legwork is

already done, they are more likely

to schedule\ time for the subject.

Because television ,stations are

required to provide program-

ming timi for community service

features, they mcy be particularly

. interestedln airing your story.

City council hearings, commis.

sibn bearings, and other public

forums are used for impressing

upon' local elected officials the

necessity of bringing' public

sources to bear upon theproblem,

in the end, the d ispluernint issue

must' be recognized by city offi
dials if your neighborhood is to'

enlist their support in 'devising

local public policy and channel.

ing available resources necessary r,

to resolve the problem effectively.

Make a direct appeal to local offi.

cials'you'ihink might be espe.

daily sympathetic to your case.

Publicofficials must be convinced

by your research that there is a

displacement problem; they must

be persuaded by the broad bue of

;support for your coalition that a

solution is necessary.

The strength of your neighbor-

hood coalition, the media cover

age of your community, and the

citywide contacts you have made

should help your group obtain a

'commitment for action from your

local _government and from the

'Talc nonprofit and private sec;

tors, What, then, should your

group be recommending they do?

The following sections of this

handbook wilt give you examples

of neighborhood-bated strategies

to prevent displacement. These

strategies have been "tried and

tested" by neighborhood organi-

zations which have the capacity

to not housing programs, if your

group does not yet have the ca

pacity to administer such pro-

grams, you might share thetidea

mentioned here with, peak'

82

community development officials

or leaders of other neighborhood

groupsin your city who have

the expertise to advife you. Uni-

versity departments of sociology,

social work,urban'planning, and

public administration, as well as

law schools, will sometimes help

with neighborhood projects. Or

yoU might C005111,1 a national

nonprofit organization, often an

Umbrella for a network of neigh-

borhood groups, able to provide

you with the technigal assistance

your group needs.

4
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Strategies Involving

Charitable Institutions and

Their Networks

Charitable institutions are nat

ural and immediately accessible

allies for neighborhood groups.

Religious organizations in par

ticular, because they are often

cated in the community, may be

especially concerned with the

wellbeing of nearby residents

and with the future of the neigh.

borhood in general. Further, the

values to which they are commit.

ted are likely to make them con

cerned about protecting oppor

tunities for low and moderate in

come people. Your neighborhood

group may be able to interest

them in displacement as a hous

ing issue which vitally affects the

less affluent,

Developing Working

Relationships With Charitable

I nstinitionsOrganiting

Points

Contact representatives of

church and other religious and

charitable organizations in
your neighborhood to share

with them the inforination you

have compiled on displacement

and your assessment of priority

neighborhood needs (for exam

pie, increased homeownership

opportunities, affordable rental

units; or cooperatives for exist

ing residents):

Request a meeting with the

church council or the policy.

making board of the group to

solicit their support. Discuss

with them ways in which they

821

might assist your neighbor?'

hood group in the effort to min

imize displacement. Including

perhaps a joint request for out.

side support in the form of a

grant or loan to finance cooper

alive programs.

Identify an activist religious

leader, who might be interested

in helping four group put to:

gether a coalition of concerned

citizens gathered through reli

gious networks, committed to

common values of equal hotu

ing opportunity.

Investigate, other source; of

charitable funds. There are

foundations which give their

money exclusively to local.

causes, Ask your local librarian

for a listing of those founds

Lions, Staff members of local

foundations may be willing to

help your group devise an ap.

plication for funding. Repre

sentatives of your neighbor.

hood group should go speak

with them, prepared to de.

scribe the displacement preb

lem and the project they want

funded.

The following examples show

how two nonprofit organizations,

Jubilee Housing and St. Ambrose

Housing Aid Center, grew out of

the work of people affiliated with

religious groups; the former as a

direct offshoot of a church; the

latter organized around a net

work of religious activists. From

their base of religious support,

these groups have chosen to work

in specific neighborhoods,

around particular housing issues.

Jubilee has developed an ap.

Co1



,punch to financing housing

which includes private loans and

contributions from latlividuals

and groups, and St. Ambrose has

formed an alternative real estate

company to protect its low and

moderate income constituency in

Baltimore.

Strategy: Purchase apartment

buildings to provide cooperative

management and ownership op-

portunities for low,hrcome resi

dents; provide maintrunce and

property managment training.

Example: Jubilee 'Housing;

Washington, D.C. .,

Market: The WashingfiV,PA

housing market is areing)hel
must active the country, with

privatemarket housing rehabili

tation occurring in neighbor.

hoods all over the city. Washing.

ton's metropolitan Arcola& one of

the nation's highest median in.

comes and its private.sector em.

ployment market is bpoming.lhe

city continues to attract the pro.

fessional groups most likely to"
. undertake or support the re-

habilitation of inner ci ty property

and best able to absorb spiraling

housing costs Displacement, is

widely acknowledged as trserious

problem fur low and moderate in

come residents, especially for

tenants,

Neighborhood: Adams Morgan%

is among Washington's strongest

real estate sales areas. Property

voiles there have increased as

much as 300 percent over the last

three years, and they continue to

rise each year, creating ro.

port topic increases' in tax as.

scssments. Demand, for houses

and apartments in the neighbor.

hood has pushed rents higher, and

both homeowners and tenants are

beingd placed,Aneconomically,

cultura lv, and racially diverse

area w ere the minority median

income is still below the poverty

line, Adams Morgan is rapidly

being transformed into a middle

class enclave. Those displaced are

predominately black and His.

panic.

Organization: 'For many years,

the Church of the Saviour has

been working with low income

residents of the Adams Morgan

neighborhood 'in a variety of so

cial action programs. In 1973 it

extended this involvement to low

income housing., when it fomied

Jubilee Housing, Its nonprofit

housing corporation, Jubilee pm

chases apartment buildings with

contributions and belowmar.

ketinterest loans from in
dividuals and groups, and then

provides low income residents

with the opportunity to improve,

manage, and eventually become

cooperative ow ners of these prop-

erties. Acquisition and sub.,
sequent rehabilitation loans Mr

then repaid from the proceeds ol a

variety,of fundraising efforts,

$500,000 of which has come from

private donations. Jubilee nut

only provides housing to low in.

come people, but also offers them

training and participation in
housing management and main.

tenance. It is now in the process of

devising cooperative ownership

plans whereby residents and ,

Jubilee Housing will become co.

owners of multifamily buildings.

Thr group has thus far acquired

five buildings with a total of 185

units.

In addition to its housing pro.

gram, Jubilee and its parent or

ganization, the Church of the

Saviour, provide services that in

elude a health clinic, a Montessori,

nursery school, children's pro.

grams, a thrill shop, and a jobs

program. Through its neighbor.

hood coffee house and related ac

tivi ties, it is building a network el'

people with wide-ranging back.

grounds who are iictivt partici

pants in the community.

8 2 2

Jubilee usually sells the greater

part of the equity in these
buildingsup to 98 percent to

a partnership of high income

people who seek a tax shelter,

Under a litileused section of the

IRS code which enables investors

in low income housing to take an

accelerated depredation on their

investments; Jubilee obtains a

cheap source of investment capi

tal, Lately, Jybilee has begun to

secure loans under HUD's Section

312 program (see Appendix for

description) to help rehabilitate

its properties, The group has so

far converted three buildings

which include some 150 units,

Contact: John W. Branner:

Jubilee Housing, Inc.; 1750, Col.

umbia Road, N,W,; Washington,

D.C. 20009

Strategy: Expand ownership op.

pprtunitrls for low income re
titers: raw/de counseling; pack.

agequ ic, private, and non.

profit re meg compete with

r-profi real estate firms,

Era St. Ambrose Housing

Aid Cen er (SAHAC); Baltimore.

Maryland

Market Baltimore is a predom

inately blue-collar city in which

local government has done much

to boost investor confidence.

There are signs of reinvestment in

scattered neighborhoods, both

'white and black, and property

values in these communities have

been rising steadily as a result.

Increasing displacement of poor

families is occurring in a dozen or

so distinct neighborhoods adja

cent to the Inner Harbor Renewal

15,
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Area and to several of the city's

universities and parks.

Neighborhood: When It was

first organized, St, Ambrose op-

crated in a disinvested area,

Harwood, which only recently

began to experience some spill

over reinvestment from neighbor-

ing Charles Village. Privatetmar-

ket rehabilitation is increasing

and beginning to put pressure on

the neighborhood market.

Organization: SAHAC had its

origin in the civil rights and reli-

gious activism of the 1960s.
Founded by the Reverend Vincent

Quayle in 1972, SAHAC began as a

citywide information, counsel.

ing, and referral service for in-

div iduals and groups fighting dis

investment and speculation.

Later it publicly opposed redlin

ing and foreclosures on low in

come homeowners, In 1974

SAHAC formed its own real estate

company. Within two years it was

conaentratingits energies on sev-

eral low income neighborhoods,

including Harwood, with an em-

phasis on increasing low income

homeownership there.

Since June 1972 SAHAC has

helped over 1,000 low and

moderate income families

achkvc the security of homeown-

ership, The median sale price of

. the houses was $12,000 in 1973

and $14,000 in/1977. SAHAC's

home 'buyers are low and
moderate income black and white

families, During the year 1976

1977, 46 percent had incomes of

$10,N0 to $16,000, and :1 percent

had incomes of 55,000 to 510,000.

Blacks have outnumbered whites

16

in the SAHAC housing market on

a ratio of seven to three.

St, Ambrose has also under-

taken the following activities;

Counseling low and moderate

income families on the avail

bil it y of reasqnably priced

housing in the Baltimore area

and assisting with purchase

and mortgage arrangements;

Operating a real estate tom

pany which serves 'milks who

otherwise might not be consid-

ered suitable homeowners (for

example, SAHAC helps house:

holds with past credit problems

or records of interrupted, em-

ployment);

Providing delinquency and de-

fault counseling for Over 354

families threatened with fore-

closure (32.8 percent of the

families were reinstated and

27.1 percent were put on pay-

ment schedules); .

Providing emergency loanssfor

families about to be evicted and

helping low income homeown-

ers petition for reduced tax as.

sessments;

Purchasing homes from "land-

lords who want to sell immedi-

ately and holding those, limes

until mortgages can be ar-
ranged for low income buyers.

(SAHAC acquired' the capital it

needed to make these pur-

chases through loans from local

banks backed by private and re-

ligious groups); and

Working with the City of Balti-

more to provide repair grants

for elderly. homeowners in East

and Northast Baltimore, In
1977 SAHAC csta

own home repair operation. Its

staff includes a general contract

for and assistant, SAHAC sub.

contracts the mechanical work

and oversees three carpentry

crews, one consisting of neigh.

bor ood young men in training,

s range from light im
ovement to total renovation,

In 1979 St. Ambrose contracted

for over $750,000 mirth of

work.

,Through this network of sup.'

port from private, public, and fi-

nancial institutions SAHAC ad.

dr,sses the housing needs of

families for whom the private

market either cannot or 1011 not

provide shelter.

Contact: Father Vincent

Wyk; St. Ambrose HOusing Aid

Center; 321 East 25th Street; Bal

timore, Maryland 21218

Strategiellov9Iving

Private Sector Interests

Your neighborh000d group

should not only solicit the sup-

port of the charitable organiza

lions, it should also consider pur-

suing cooperative strategies with

.local financial institutions, busi-

nesses, and other forprofit corpo-

rations, Neighborhood groups

have been understandably hesi-

tant about "taking on" such
interests for fear they will be

overpowered by them. But pri-

vale sector interests do have a

stake in promoting stability in the

communities in which they are

located. Impress upon firms in

your area that reinvestment pre

sents an opportunity to create

economically and socially diverse
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s
private plans stress relocation

assistancefor many neighbor.

hood residents this approach is
b

among the least favored,

Finaneal institutions, which

neighborhood groups sometimes

view as part of the problem, may

also be enlisted to help minimize

displacement. Rapid!! reinvest.

lag curnmu es ususally attract

invesrmen b banks and savings

and loans. ' pig suing the ittis

egio, dove aped by neighborhood

advocates to prevent redlining,

your neighborhood group can

hold financial institutions ac.

neighborhoods and a stable
arcawide market, not just im

proved housing stock, and that

they have a responsibility to the

communities which support
them.

Large firms and other private

sector Interests are beginning to

support rehabilitation world and

Pre providing resources sufficient

to make a substantial change in

the communities thiy target for

assistance. if neighborhood

groups begin to work with these

firms or institutions early in the

planning process, reinvestment

may be made to work for th!

neighborhood as a whole. It is es

sentlal to be involved in the early

stages because once private re

habilitation plans are underway,

it becomes more difficult to influ

trice, them. Some private firms

arc now trying to devise anti

displacement strategies which

focus on cuuseling and un keeping

costs of rehabilitation loss so that

existing tenants can afford the

postrehabilitation rents, Other

824

countable for the kinds of loans

they are granting. Attempt to ne

gotiate an agreement whereby,

some portion of the institution's

loan funds is designated for low to

moderate income residents in

wrested in home purchase in co.

operative purchase, or in home

improvemmt financing, The rec

orris of these institutioas are now

available to yousee the section

of the Appendix on banking rtgu
lotions, ,

,

Developing Working

Relcnioctsliips with private

Scow InterestsOrganizing

Nuts

Compile a list of private sect

tor interests in your commu

nity that you think might be
will' ag to assist your group,

Consider developers, local In.

dustries, local or neigi.borhood

businesses, the Chamber of
Como , and local financial

,.institutions.

*Contact private firms or insti

t utions so you can,present them

with research on displacement

in your neighborhood and so

you can acquaint them with

strategies to prevent displace.

ment

4 Seek direct support for your ef

forts and/or propose a joint
project. Where applicable, offer

assistance 4 a liaison between

the private sector wrests and

neighborhood res Jug.

gest possible programs t at the

firm or institution might wish

to pursue on its own.

Acquire a working knowledge of

the Community Reinvestment

17



Act (CR A) and the Home Mort-
gage Disclosure Act IliMDA)---
sel Appendix so your group
can use these laws to obtalh
support from financial insti-
tutions in your area.
Approach local financial Insti:
autions with a laundry list of
loans or programs you wish
them to introduce or expand.
with an agreement or memo-
randum of understanding to
ensure ongoing consultation.
The following examples show

how Mo neighborhood organiza-
tions, the Stevens Square Com-
munity Organization and the
Adams Morgan Organization. are
working with private sector

-interests in their communities:
the former adiis'ing a for-profit.
corpocationowned development
firm on low income housing
needs: the latter working with a
neighborhood savings and loan to
make, financing more readily
available to low and moderate in-
come residents.

Strategy: Plat rehabilitation to
111filitIliZe tenant displacement,
expand rental opportunities for

expand ownership op-
portunities for tenants.
Example: Stevens Square:

Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Market: Minneapolis has an' ac-

tive housing market with housing
rehabilitation occurring in a
number of neighborhoods. A city
study found a fairly even split be-
tween privately and publicly
funded reinvestment. New con-
struction is occurring on a very
limited scale and is concentrated

18

P.6
in the downtown area where
highrise luxury condominiums
are being built. Overall, the mar-
ket is tight, with less than a 3 per-
cent vacancy rate for rental units.

Neighborhood: Stevens Squat'e
is a community .of 3,700 people
located just south of the down-
town district. Like many inner
city; neighborhoods, it has suf-
fered front poor maintenance, in-
adequate city services, and other
forms of disinvestment.

Two groups comprise muvh of
the neighborhood population
young, white, low income women
(35 percent). and the efilerl,, (47
percent). Most Stevens Sqlvare
residents are Not-. One-fourth of
the population earns less than
$2,000 per year and two-thirds,
less 'than $4.000. The predomi-
nately three-story, walk -up.
brownstone apartments have
many efficiencies and one-
bedroom units which are ideal for
small households.

Organization: In 1973 the Ste-
vens Square Community Organi-
zation (SSCO) was formed to help
preserve area housing and to
promote neighborhood diversity.
The following year it successfully
petitioned the city plannina
commission for funds to support a
comprehensive neighborhood

-plan. SSCO's strategy was to in-
crease use of vacant space and.
abandoned buildings. preserve
the brownstones, lower residen-
tial density. and provide adequate
social and environmental ser-
vices. The Stevens Square Design
Survey, which SSCO produced,
relied heavily upon information

825

provided by community resi-
dents.

Several years ago SSCO pur-
chased vacant. land in order to
build new privately owned rental
housing. The organization was
particularly interested in provid-
ing units for families not ade-
quately accommodated in the
area's predominately small
apartments. That plan was aban-
doned, however, and SSCO is now
discussing the possibility of pur-
chasing existing duplexes and
moving them into the area to
house larger families.'

Acanwhile. in 1972, Stevens
Court, Inc., a for-profit real estate
group, in which General Mills
holds a 51 percent interest, was
formal to pOrchase apartment
buildingseither those with high
vacancy rates or those that had
been abandoned. With additional
rehabilitation' funds from Gen-
eral Mills. Stevens Court then
remit:feted the buildings and put
them back on the market at rents
about 20 percent 'higher than Pre-
'rehabilitation levels.

Despite careful planning and
good intentions on the part of
Stevens Court to minimize dis-
placement. some residents, es-
pecially elderly pcdple,and un-
employed transients, could not
afford the moderate increases in
the rentsfrom $90 to $120 per
month for an efficiency unit. from
$130 to $180 per month for a one-
bedroom apartment. Stevens
Court Inc., provided some of
these residents with apartments
in nearby unrenovpted buildings
at comparable rents. In some in-
stances, internal rent subsidies
were arranged whereby older
tenants in a newly renovated
building .were charged lower
rentsand new tenants paid higher
rents. The total collected rents
thus covered maintenance and
other costs. In someunits,Section
8 subsidies (see Appendix) were
used.

Nonetheless, qeneral Mills re-
cently announced that Stevens
Cdurt, Inc., has continued to op-
cratc'at a deficit and is expected
to continue to do so for at least the
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nest five years. 11. may soil as

many as onelialf of its rental

units for condominium use as it

phases ulll Sonic ol its real titilltle

interests in the neighborhood.

Still, other investors in. Stevens

Court, Inc., seem ready to con

tinuc operating the remaining

rental properties, and the future

of the project remains uncertain.

The planning and the 'upgrad-

inrof housing in the area have

attracted middle class and pro.

fessional groups who can Alford

. higher rents, according to a study

commissioned to measure the

impact of %habilitation work on

the neighborhood. The study also

recommended that the corpora.

lion: work with community
groups to convert some Stevens

Court property to tenant owner.

ship. Negotiations with SSCO,

Common Space (a city.wIde co-

operative conversion group), and

several othergroupsnrrfresently

upderway, It appears likely that

SSCO and St urns Court, Inc.,

will work together to convert

some iliiiildings to cooperative

tenant ownership.

Contact: Kenneth Wik; Stevens

Square Community Organiza-

tion; One Groveland; Min.
nopolis, Minnesota 55403

%deg: Ensure Mai neighbor.

hood Iolanda! inset trues are

respot sire iv low incfme buyers:

elpati ownership opportunities

fur 1 . income tenants,

Example: Adams Morgan Or-

ganimion and Perpetual Federal

Savings and Loan; Washington,

D.C.

Marker: See above, p. If i

Neighborhood; Sec above, p. IS

Orguiliziniorli. The Adams

Morgan Organization (AMO),

hailed in 1972, is a community

organization .with an elected

council and more Ithan 3,000

members. From the start AMO

has been committed to sustaining

die diversity of the neighborhood

and to helping the less affluent

slay in their homes and apart

inents. On July 21,1977, AMO and

several other neighborhood

groups successfully completed a

"Loan Policy Agreement" with

Perpetual Savings and Loan, This

agreement ended a year of debate

and neguOation, which began

when Perpetual filed a branching

application with the Federal
Hume Loan Bank Board and

notice of this application ape

pored in an obscure sedan of a

daily newspaper.

Perpetual wanted a branch in

the neighborhood because of

creased middle class interest in.

the area, but AMO wanted to en

sure that the savings and loan

company would nut contribute to

the displacement already taking

place in the community. At issue

were Perpetual's lending prac

. flees, The issue was not redlining,

which occurs when a financial in.

stitution refuses to make loans in

a given geographic area
Perpetual wanted to lend. The

neighhorhttod group wanted to

ensure that it would lend to the

less affluent however.

AMO submitted a petition to

the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board to deny the application,

8 6

testified in opposition to Per.

petual, and organized meetings of

interested groups and individuals

in the area to be served by the

proposed braid office, The
neighborhood group said that the

past lending policies of the say-

ings and loan had not served the

home finance needs of the area's

low to moderate income families

and that this failure had undercut

opportunities for homeownership

by those residents. It also argued

that these policies had an unjusti-

fiably discriminatory impact
Tin the minority population of

the area and thus violated federal

civil rights laws. II cited the sae

logs and loan industry's poor

inner city lending %cold gen.

orally. Perpetual courted support

from local property owners, and

many of them filed letters and pa'

thins in support ofrthe

ing application. In so doing, they

clearly challenged the standing of

the community organization. The

community appeared divided

about whether. till welcome the

new branch,

To gather consensus in the

community, AMO, working with

the Washinitonbased Public

Intemst Research Group, eircu

1014 a draft 'loan p Airy agree.

mein and solicited suggestions

throughout the savings and loan's

"prime market area' for ways to

improve that ageement, It asked

Washington's locally elected

neighborhood officials, the Add-

spry Neighborhood Commission-

ers, to take over the negotiations.

And it aponsored a referendum

among its membership of morn

0,
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than 3,000 residents, The AMO

referendum asked, "Should Per

petual be allowed to locate a Smy

ings and Loan branch at 18th and

Columbia Road? YES

AMO

cim work out agreements to safe-

guard the community interest."

Nenty.eight percent of the vot

ers in the referendum said "yes,"

42 percent said "no," and 30 per.

cent said "maybe " This vote

give the organization the clear.

mandate it .needed to complet

negotiations with Perpetual, an

it provided convincing evidence

that AMO was negotiating in good

faith on behalf of the community.

The Loan Policy Agreement

commits Perpetual and the co,m

,munity to "work together to pio.

vide home financing opportuni-

ties to the lower and moderate in.

come and minority residents,"

and states their desire to main. 7

iain-the-soeial-and-economic-4
diversity of the prinie market

area.

Perpetual agreed to consio

applications for mortgages for the

conversion of apartment build

ings to cooperatives where a large

percentage of the tenants were in.

terested in purchasing their units,

A9d it agreed to offer FHA and VA'

l ?ans, with their lower dpwn

payment requirenients, to

homeowners in the area

The most important elements

of the agreements were the loan

counseling service and the
Branch Advisory Committee. The

!owl Counseling service provides

both pre- and postmortgag
counseling. When a loan is d

a
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nied., the bank is bound to inform

the applicant of his or her right to

appeal to the advisory conimit

tee, Perpetual is not allowed to

take any final action on a Mort-

gage loan denial until the coun

Kling service and the advisory

committee have completed their

review.

In addition to its appellate role,

the advisory committee oversees

the agreement and keeps Per.

petual and the community in.

formed about implementation of

the agreement. It has the right to

meet with a committee of the

Board of Directors of Perpetual

shotild it wish to do So.

Contact: Edward Jackson;

Adams Morgan Organization;

2311.18th Street, N.W.; Washing.

ton, D.C. 20009

Strategies Involving

Historic Preservation

e el

Historic designation of inner

city neighborhoods has been frt

quently associated with rein. -
vestment and, as far as many,

Neighborhood residents are con-

cerned, with reinvestment dts.

placement. Although it is contro.,

venial, historic designation may

provide neighborhood groups.

with an opportunity to impeovei

area housing for existing resi

dents. Proponents of historic

preservation are growing more

sensitive to the charge that pres.

etyationists have ignored the low

income community. In some

cities, they are working with
neighborhood residents, helping

them restore acid remain imhis.



kirk buildings.

Historic designation by guy..

eminent has as its objective is

conserve or restore huildiugs of

historic value. When a historic,

district is established, the area is

made subject to a legally binding

design review' process under

which denurption, alteration, and

construetion of buildings in the,

district are regulated. But desig

nation has been used by real es.

tate interests as a marketing tool

to attract middle income pur

chasers to inner city neighbor.

hoods. By Increasing demand,

this kind of promotion has been

regarded as one that has aggro.

voted the economic problems

faced by longtime area residents.

One disadvantage for less affluent

residents is that restoration work

may be more costly than the sim

pie rehabilitation necessary to

create safe, functional, and at.

tractive.housing.

au mtZge

historic disignatioiri that it may

broaden opportunities to attract

whet public or privaterrsources

whiCli have as their main °Wee.'

tive'expanded housing opportu-

nities for low and moderate in.

come people. Your group may

want, o advocate flexible applica

tion of code enforcement in his.

lode preservation areas and Ilex,

ibis zoning regulation so that

while historic structure's are pre.

served, they are also put to the

appropriate needs of existing

neighborhood residents. Neigh

borhoud groups may wish to ad.

vacate special exemptions in

local historic districts to allow

hem.to creak additional rg neighborhood conservation.

moderate income and el`diir The following three examples

housing opportunities thee. demonstrate how nonprofit
groups in Pittsburgh, San Fran.

.elsco, and Savannah are using

histuriC designation to protect

housing opportunities. fur exist.

ing residents a

Strategy: Provide existing resi.

dents, of historic areas with

catinseling and funds to repair

and restore their homes; expand

ownership opportunities for ton'

income misters.

Dewkspin' Working

Relationships with Historic

freseivation

InterestsOrganizing Points

$ Contact local historic preserva.

lion groups to determine what

kinds of areas and buildings are

eligible fur designation and to

obtain the information neves.

sary to assess whether designa.

lion will be beneficial to your

neighborhood. , Example: Pittsburgh History

Contact neighborhood groups and Landmarks Foundation;

in sections of your city that Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

have already received historic' Market: Pittsburgh's housing

deiignation to get the benefit of market is stable. While the city's

their experience, a populat ion is declining at a rate of

If your neighborhood has al. about 15,000 per year, the number

ready received historic &sig of households has increased, with

natiori, meet with the main a greater demand fur small,

proponents:of preservation in single.unit houses. flot:
four a 4han.mukprircrartrit ol.b1--7.a"Ee compared

5ensiti Kt to the housing needs of with those in other eities;. the av

existing residents and work erage real estate transaction in

with them to devise coopers 1978 was only $31,000, Resider!.

use strategies whirl. pro Hal reinvestment is occurring

lest the neighborhood supply of throughout the city, but is espe

moderately priced housing, wily concentrated on the Central

* Investigate whether your local North Side,

jurisdiction his Conservation Neighborhoods:, The Futinda.

Districts (an area that can re dun began its work in the Man

reeve historic district status chester neighborhood, and has

without historic significance), since undertaken projects in the

Neighborhood Special Dis. Mexican War Streets area and

tricts(an area with authority to most recently in Station Square,

supplement existing municipal where largescale restoration , of'

facilities)oor Special Review buildings fur commercial use is

DistricOlan area in which zon underway in the area adjacent to

ins regulations. are modified), the central business district.

or some other approach which , Organization: The Pittsburgh

goes beyond preservation to History and Landmarks Founda

'

lion has joined with.residents of

Manchester, the local Urban Re.

development Authority, and HUD

to profide funds fur home repair

and, community improvement.

One its main goals is.to pre.

serve historic houses for those

who already live in them.

In 1960 the Foundation began

to restore neighborhood build.

ings with the objective of main.

wining the economically and rit

daily diverse population there. It

has pursued a number of straw

gies: acquiring property owned

b.; absentee landlords, offering

lowinteortk loans and free claiign

assistanceiand making available

information on good restoration

work.

One 'important component of

the Foundation's work has been to

purehise and restore.abandoneci; . CO

houses through the federal leased
I-A

housinglsram, The.
lion obtains its financing on the

basis of a five-year loan from the

local Urban Redevelopment Au.

dully. Once the restoration is

lomplete, it leases the houses to

the Authority at a rate tihich

yields a positive return on its ini

lial investment in twelve to fif.

. teen years, Meanwhile, the Au.

thorny sublets the houses to low

income families at a reduced rate.

In effect, the Authority,is both the

"lending Institution" and the

"lessee:"

Wurk began in tht Manchester

neighborhood in 1964 when the

Foundation conducted a study of

Victorian houses on Liverpool.

Street. From the study came the

Foundation's first effort syith res.

° I 21
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Mate investment,

Organization: A coalition of

AtionAmericon groups, the
Chinator Neighborhood im
provement Resource Center, is

working to improve the housing

stock and living conditions. in
Chinatown and to preserve the

AsianAmerican commuttity

there,

The Resource Center has irk.

vanced an idea of historic preser

vation which goes beyond the
architectural concerns charge

teristic of conventional historic

preservation efforts, This exam

pie rnaj be be useful to othet^
community groups interested In

preserving traditional social and

cultural patterns in their 'neigh. .

borlioods,

In its tePort,"Displacementof
San Francisco Chinatown," the

Resource C1104115 the area"a

living historic neighborhood."
The community and historic na

tun can be found not only in wits

ornate parapets, pagoda rooftops

and narrow, quaint alleyways,"

bOtalso, the reports says, in "the

historic ond culturollichneu ,

embodied in the lifestyles of the'

residential community and in the

Unique services provided by the

solidi merchants of the neighbor.

hoods."

The Resource Center argues
that preservation of Chinatown is

important to the actual survival

of Chinatown's residents as well

as to the survival of the cultural

traditions they embody. Many

Chinatown residents, especially

the elderly, are constrained by

language and cultural barriers

from moving to other neighibc's

hoodq Dispersion of those :es

dentswhatever the benefits in

Improved housing for them

would result in the loss of. a

unique community,

the Center fought unsuccess4

fully to prevent demolition of the

Ipterpational Hotel, which was

leveled in mid1979, Many elderly

'Chinatown residents live lq uch

hotels. A description of one hotel

submitted to the National Corn.

Mission on NeighbOrhoods found

that 25 elderly people were living

on one floor in rooms, some win-

'clawless, measuring eight by ten

feet, Roomers slept on the floor

and shared common toilet, bath,

and kitchen facilitla, If these fa-

cilltleswererehabliludeld to meet

HUD standard' with a' private

kitchin and bath in each Ainit, the

number of residential units
would be reduced substantially,

Furthermoro, the cost of those re-

habilitated units would be in-

creased, and neighborhood
groups were concerned that more

people would be displaced as a

result,

In respo to this problem, the

Center acq a five-year MI*

,ter lease on he residential por

lion of a hot n Chinatown with

a provision permitted the

lessee to reha litate the dwelling

units. The stmet.level commer-

cial part of the building was not

included under file lease.ilsing

privately donited funds and
materials, the Center completed

12 units. Each pair ofrrooms share

a common bathroomind kitchen.

Except for about $4000 spent for

.1'

Atrukssional plumbing and 'elec.

tricel work, the Center's staff and

several yodng volunteers, some

from the building trades, , corn.

pitted all renovat ions, The Center

thanagis the residential section of

the hotel. and has an option to

renew its current role, No fed.

era! money was involved in this

.project, The result ii an improved

hotel in Chinatown, better hous-

ing for the twelve occupants and

an effort to preservelthe strong

Chinese cultural character of a

nationally known cominunity.

Under a contract from }BUD the

Resource Center Is continuing

comprehensive Community plan.

ning,for projects funded under

HUD's Community Development

Block Grant hogram. The Center

is also doinLfeoilbllIty studies on

new public ingopportunities

In the neighliorhoodis one way of

easing the housing shortage
there.

Conhict: Gordon Chin;

Chinatown Neighborhood 1m

provement Resource Center; 1441

Powell Street; San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia'94133

830

Strategy; ComlineConventional

and governmental financing to

purchase and restore multi-

family buildings for subsidized

low income occupancy; employ

neighborhood residents to do the

rehabilitation.

Example:. Savannah Land.

marks Rehabilitation Project;

Savannah, Georgia

Market; There is a great der

mend for housing in Savannah.

Prices for housing are rising
rapidly, and the overall market is

tight. The. current, vacancy rate

for rental units is less than one

percent and for single family
units it is' 3,5 percent, While the

city population has shown 'a
slight decrease in recent years.

Savannah's recent annexation of,

an area to the south of the city hos

compensated .for-the decline in

population.

highlIcehood: Savannah's Vic.

torlan District isa predominately

low income black neighborlod.

Only 20 percenfof the residents in

the 45.block area own their own

homes', many of them are elderly.

The area abuts the historic down-
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(own area from which thousands

of low income black people were

displaced In the 1960s 'when the'

Savannah Foundation restored

800 homes for occupancy by

middle class residents. Since.

then, a prominent her of the

Foundation helps: establish

'' SLRP in order to m imize dis.'

. placement in the Victorian Dis

trict. i

Organizmion: In 1978 the City of

Savannah received an Innovative

Projects Grant (see Appendix fur

description ol this and other HUD

programs) oi$160,000

for`

sub

contracted to SLRP for the re.

habilitation project. By February

of that year, SLRP had acquiied

Will-6 i lil iiigi i riWiergibor.
_

hood, Nine of them ire now re-

habilitated and 10 to;14 units are

currently being improved. The

Project's goal is to rehabilitate

600 units over the next 10 yearse.

Additional funding has come

from HUD loans and private

foundation support.

The Project acquires dete
rivaled houses with private sec

tor funds and then renovates

them with financing from HUD's

Sec& 312 Rehabilitation Loci

program, It also has plans to train

and hire workers from the com-

munity, paid with CETA (Cam

prehensive Employment' and

Itaining Act) funds, to do some of

the rehabilitation work,

After the houses are rehabili-

tated, SLRP plans to rent them to

people who qualify for HUD Sec.

lion 8 rent subsidies, with mem-

phasis on keeping current area

residents in the neighborhood.

24

Some of these renters, had been

paying as little as $50 per month

prior to renovation, SLRP Attends

to pay off hs loans In 10 years and

then move to some form of tenant

ownership.

The Project is. not itncentrat-

ing its purchases in one small part

of the Victorian District, Instead,

it is spreading its purchases and

its renovation efforts throughout

the neighborhood in the hope of

spauning rehabilitation activity

in order to improve the appear-

am and quality of housing in the

District. 11 successful, the work

will maintain a fixed income

presence in the neighborhood,

But 13y, attracting.othetreinmt..._

mint the rehabilitation may also

cause the area to "take off" and

promote displacement kif low' in-

come pepple not scheduled for'
SLRP 's renovated apartments.

Contact: Loy Beal: Savannah

Landmarks Rehabilitation Proj.

ect; 702 Eait Dtiffa; Savannah,

Georgia 31402

Strategies Involving t;

Federal Programs to

Stabilize Low Income

Housing

Neighborhood groups seeking

to preserve housing opportunities

for existing residents in reinvest-

ing neighborhoods face a`critical

problem: The very inflation in

housing costs which forces low

income residents out also makes

it terribly expensive foiLthe group

attempting to help chernrstay. In

the most vigorous stages of rein-

vestment, not only are prices

high, but the pace at which sales

occur can be very rapid.

_Neighborhood_group_sieem to

be most successful at helping low

and moderate income residents in

two situations: if they work in

outlying sections of a reinvesting

area where revitalization is in its

early stages, mil revitalization is

just beginning in their ommu

nity, The St. Ambrose Housin&

Aid Center in Baltimore is one

group which was able to compete

with rear estate interests for still.

inexpensive houses kecause it

began to organize early in the

. reinvestment cycle.

In most, cities rehabilitated

neighborhoods exist sidebyrside

with widespread disinvestment,

Disinvestment is still the most

visible urban problem, and most

federal, state, andlocal programs

still have the objective of combat-

ing blight by encouraging rein-

vestment. However, manyof the

same techniques ,fur the expan

don of low or Verge income

housing by nonprofit groups will

831

work in both kinds.of urban
neighborhoods. In a sense, re

habilitation by and for existing

residentsas. is most eco.

inimically feasible in .a disin.

vested areais the ideal solution

for displacement of any kind.

Applying Strategies to

Stabilize Low Incomi

HousingOrganizing Points

Contact neighborhood groups

working in 'disinvested neigh

borhoods in your city and so-

lidt from them advice on hovi

to expand the supply of low In.

come housing in your neigh.

'whoa. Review with them

fedcraLand.local_programs

which you might use, especially

in sections of your neighbUr

hood which are still in the early

stages of reinvestment. .

Determine the eligibility re-

quirements for these programs

to see if your neighborhood or.

ganization might successfully

apply. The nearest federal re-

gional office is a good place to

ask ffir such information (see

the Appendix for a lilt of the

offices and their addresses).

Talk to officers,of neighborhood

group's in your city who have

had experience with these pro-

grams and gain their insights.

This section describes .three

neighborhood groups that have

used the federal tools available to

promote redevelopment of their

. Visinvested communities. They

'have encouraged reinvestment by

providing low income housing

,which they own and Manage for

neighborhood residents, by at.
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!meting new employment oppor.

tunities, and by providing sup.

portive social services programs.

Some of their projects might well

be undertaken by groups in

neighborhoods experiencing

reinvestment, For many of the

groups that represent low, income

interests, the control andlor
ownership of land has become

key to maintaining economic
diversity in their communities.

Strategy: Rehahilitatdhomes for

low'r income ownership and
,

rental; attract employment op-

pornotititiand provide support.

ive services.

ExamplelefiNander.Lou,

St. 'Louis, Missouri

MiirketrA I thiiiigh-1 heel(TrOptr

, lation continues to decline in'St.

Louis and disinvestment is still,

widespread, especially on the

'north side Aof the city, consider.

able private rehabilitation ac- I

tivity is occurring in a number of

neighborhoods. Along with this

reinvestment activity, displace.

mem is also reported. The current

rental vacancy rate i44.9 percent, ;

the rate for single unit dwellinp

is lqwer at 2,3 percent. Local offi

vials attribute the continued"de.

cline in St, Louis' population in

part to black middle class exodus

from the city,

Neighborhood: In the mid1960s

Jeff.VanderLou, a black neigh.

borhoo4 north of downtown St,

Louis, seemed to be headed for

largescale demolition and urban

renewal. Plagued by severe disin-

vestment, over 75 percent of the

area was.unfit for its intended

4
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use. Additional negative, indices

such as high crime and unem-

ployment rates, and low educa-

tlonal achievement and Income

levels did not inspire a reversal of

this deterioration. At that time,

85 percent of the community was

owned or controlled by 13 real es-

tate dealers. Today the neighbor.

hood is being 'extensively re-

habilitated for existing residents

by the JeffVander-Lou organiza

lion, I,

Organization: JeffVanderLou,

Inc., was organized, with the ob.

Iflive of preserving its neigh-

ccirhood and improving the qual

ity of housing there. In 1966, when

St. Louis announced a major

bond issue to raise money for

nets-111)15500d Improvement7L

residents noticed that their area

was notably excluded as a poten-

tial recipient of these funds, They

concluded that their area was

scheduled for demolition and

began to organize against the

bond by investigating past uses of

city funds and holding meetings

around the city.

In 1967, with the irnmus pro.

vided by the bond issue, JVL

moved, to focus on housing code

' enforcement. By filing 1,200 in-

dividual housing code cam
plaints, JVL precipitated walk

ations with city officials and local

real estate firms and successfully

obtained u pledge from the city

that there would be no urban re,

newal in the neighborhood. With

the support it generated from pri.

vate organizations and the fed-

eral government, JVL was then

able to undertake the program. of
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housing rehabilitation and eco-

nomic development which it is

itill'plirruing today.

Jeff-I/andel .Lou 1st now re-

habilitating hundreds/of vacant

honks, It has completely re-
habilitated 334 units and has

built 75 new apartmOu units. The

BrOwn Shoe Company, attracted

to the area by IA, has built a

onemillionclollap/ plant in the

neighborhood, which provided

employment for/area residents,

The company's personnel office is

located in a community-managed

complex,,along with the JVL

hoising office and a child care

t center, Medical clinics have been

attracted to the area and a senior

citizen center provides a hot

program and alher services

to the area's elderly residents.

JVL's educatioi program in-
eludes the child care center and a

Cr.immunity Resource Center,

which gives academic credit in

communications' to high school

students and offers courses on

such subjects as bookkeeping,

"video tape in television produc-

tion, architectural drafting, and

graphic arts. JVL also has organ-

ized the Construction Manpower

Corporation, which teaches
neighborhood residents build.

ingtrades

JVL is scheduled to begin a

$3million project to build 88
units of scatteredsite housing on

land cleared by urban renewal in

addition to its 98unit; $3.1-
million housing rehabilitation

project already underway. The

neighborhood group Is rebuilding

much of the JVL area and It is

dping so primarily fur existing

residents, All the housing units

are fully occupied, and rent col.

lections are over 98 percent. JVL

manages its housing program on

a flexible rent scale ih order to

promote economic diversity.
"Some rents are as high as $265 per

month.

For neighborhood groups

disinvested areas adjacent t

i

reinvesting neighborhoods, JVL's

strategies have considerable

promise as a means of securing

low income opportunities

through rehabilitation, hew con

struction, and nonprofit man-

agement,

Contact: Macler Shepard;
JeffVanderLou, Inc.; 2754 Bacon

Street; Si, fouls, noulf-61

Strategy;, Expand rental oppor

amities for area residents
through rehabilitation and, new

construction; provide supportive

services.

Example: Inquilinos Boricuas

an Action, Inc. (IBA); Boston,

Massachusetts

Market: Boston has a healthy

housing market, one which is

characterized by decreasing

availability of moderately priced

rental housing. The overall va-

cancy rate has dropped eonsid-

trably over the past few years and

now stands at four percent. De-

mand for rehabilitated inner city

housing is high, and recently the

number, of condominium conver-

sions has been increasing. Areas

of intense rehabilitation activity

are the Waterfront, Back Bay, and

South End sections. The North
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End also has experienced spill-

over reinvestment from the
nearby Waterfront area. A reap

sessment ofi all city residential

propertythe first reassessment

in. yearsthreatens to raise sub-

stantially property taxes for low

and moderate income homeown-

ers, especially. fur those in re

vitalized areas. Condominium

conversion, which has begun to

occur in moderately priced
apartment buildings, may be felt

more severely in the future as

more rental units are removed

from the market.

Neighborhood: IBA's neighbbr

hood is located in the South End,

a section of Boston which is be-,

to see reinvestment. in

Esteareaia a adfr--
deteriorated housing and in-

adequate city services. Area resi-

dents were predominately low in-

come Puerto Rica4s and elderly

people. Today, the population of

the area includes Hispanics,

blacks, whites, and AsianAmeri

cans. Because of 1/3A's work,

neighborhood housing is greatly

improved, crime is Reduced, and

the area is cleaner and more !iv-

able.

Organization. IBA was organ.

ized in 1965 as an Emergency

Tenants Council, The Boston Re-

development Authority had plans

to demolish the housing on Par-

ce119," a 30acre plot in Boston's

South End Urban Renewal Area

and to convert the land to recrea-

tional and commercial use. The

organization took the theme "No

nos mutiaremos de la Parcela 19"

(We shall not move from Parcel

ft
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19), and concentrated its efforts

un preventing displacement and

improOrig area housing.

By 1978, IBA had rehabilitated

or built mak 700 unitsiof hous-

ing for area residents, including:

The rehabilitation of 71 rental

units and 136 public houSing

units for the elderly and for

families;

The construction of a 201unit

apartment building, Unity
Tower, kr elderly and disabled

residents, including health care

and other social service facili-

ties: '

The' construction of 181 mul-

tifamily units and two-family

p townhouses in a complex called

Viviendos La Victoria, which

faces 1BA's Plaza Betances, a

--PAitr4o-Rican-styleplaza4theclu
center of IBA's'building plan;

and

The rehabilitation of 36 vacant

'throughout

deteriorated.units scattered

throughout theneighborhoOd,

sl
IBA also offers community and

social services for ailea residepts

and fur other Bosfir resideffts,

Including:

Housing counseling to help res
idents locate adequate housing

at reduced cost,'.

Training, job placement, and

assistance in obtaining union

membership and permanent

payroll status for skilled and

semi skilled Hispanic con-

struction wooers in the city;

Housing management for IBA

buildings staffed by their resi-

dents;

Translation services specializ-

ing in health, education, val
fare, and law;

Bilingual, bicultural day care

with a center that serves 50

1141renunderfive-yearidage;

Security patrols to protect area

residents and to limit narcotics

traffic; and

Cultural activities 'o,sustain a

sense of identity and self-

esteem in. the Hispanrc com-

munity.

Initial financiiig to help under-

thke IBA's earlier projects came

from the Episcopal Church, local

private foundations, and anony-

mous donors. With these funds,

IBA was,able to secure federal as.

sistince. IBA is considering, as

well, financing from the Massa-

chusetts Housing FinanceAgency.

Under, a contract from HUD's

Office of Neighborhood Devel-

°punt,. IBA is expanding its

community services'outreach,

rehabilitating a church for cam-

munity use, undertaking a com

mercial revitalization project,

? /4N
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and continuing its Section 8 bons-

,ing program, In addition, a
neighborhood laundry has been

opened, and a closeckircuit tele-

vision system has been estab

lished to provide bicultural in-

formation to residents of some

IBA apartments,.

Contact: Jorge Hernandez;

Boricuas En Accion; 405

Shaumut Avenue; Boston, Mas-

sachmtts 02118

Strategy. Erpa.u: rental opportuni.

ties; attract ein.Lioyment °ppm;

nities and conmercial resources

for area resigents; provide support.

ive services.

Example: he Woodlawn Or-

ganizatiobi (T WM): Chicago,

nois

Chicago) to the north is experi-

encing a spurt of rehabilitation

activity and increased demand

for housing, which may soon spill

over into Woodlawn.

Organization: The Woodlawn

Organization (TWO), originally

the Temporary Woodlawn

ganization, came into existence in

1960 as an umbrella group for 10

community -based and civil rights

organizations concerned that

Woodlawn would become an

urban wasteland, its population

displaced. The organization grew

to 115 affiliated members, includ-

ing church groups, block clubs,

senior citizen groups, tenant or-

ganizations, and parent 'groups.

Its diverse membership and con-

stituent base have made TWO an

orlja n la ion-eOneeeneil-with-----
'.. many issues. Among them in its

early years were education, city

.:rvices, and unemployment. 9e

ginning with a strong' housing

program, TWO has moved to

unflertake revitalization of its

neighborhood commercial strip,

to generate employment op-

portunities for area residents, It

also runs a number of social scr

vices programs,

In 1970, TWO built a.$9,5 mil-

lion, 504unit, low to moderate

income residential development,

Woodlawn Gardens, financed

under HUD Section. 221(d)(3). Ii

continues to manage those units

through the Woodlawn Real Es.

tate Management Corporation,

which also manages other com-

mercial, institutional, and resi-

dential properties in the area,

TWO owns and operates a 101

_MarketMi10-4:hicago-has-a-

fairly active housing market, it is

not a "tight. one. The current va

cancy rate is 6.6 percen 7.5 per-

cent for rental units and two per.

cent for owneroccupied units,

There is currently significant pri-

yate market rehabilitation occur-

ping on Chicago's North Side and

some activity in the Mid-Central

and Smith Side areas.

Neighborhood: Woodlawn is a

badly disinvested neighborhood

on the South Side of Chicago that

has suffered extensive residential

displacement and commercial

deterioration. Abandonment has

lien severe over the past years.

Because of the efforts of TWO,

commercial activity is slowly
being restored and residential

opportunities improved. How
ever, middle-class Hyde Park

(home of the' University or

834
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unit Katteredsite,

multifamily project financed

with Section 236 funds and a

$3.4million development that

includes 87 units of low and
moderate income housing.

Assisted by the Illinois Housing

Authority and HUD;. TWO con.

strutted Jackson Park Terrace

Apartment', an $8,8million,
322.unit facility, which is eco

nomically and racially integrated

(64 percent' of the residents are

middle income and 20 percent re.

eel* public astittance). Con.
struction is now underway at

Park Shore Ent, which will have

205 units of housing for the eld

erly and 148 units of cooperative

housing for low, moderate, and

middle income people.

ained-ait

ally, a 15office medical center, a

theater, a newspaper and a print.

ing service, TWO t social service

programs include: a etoxifica

Lion center, the Woodlawn Early

Childhood Development Center, a

Juvenile Advocacy Program for

youths who are being supervised

by the courts, and a Child Abuse

Counseling Project.

Woodlawn may soon begin to

attract spillover reinvestment

from Hyde Park, Its northern

neighbor. TWO has not as yet

undertaken much rehabilitation

work, although plans are under.

way to begin work on some older

houses in the eastern section of

the neighborhood. Private rein.

vestment is, so fir, negligible, and

vacant and abandoned howl are

ilhsrealtztrIfinchalterrel
vestment does occur, the TWO.

ownedand.opersted houtingwill

serve at an anchor for existing

residents of the neighborhood,

Contact; Leon S. Finney; The

Woodlawn Orgtniution; 6040

South Harper Street; Chicago,

Illinois 60637

commitment of $12 million from

the private sector to rehabilitate

and convert a 305.unit, vacant

and vandalized hotel into facili

ties for the handicapped and the

elderly. Negotiations are cur
rently underway with HUD to ob.

lain an Urban Development Ac.

tion Grant for this project.

TWO complements its hbusIng

program with to array olfrellted

programs In crime prexention,

economic development; *youth

employment and training, filth

care, and education. Its security

patrol helps to reduce violence

and vandalism in Woodlawn

Gardens with a 40guard force .

drawn primarily from the Wood.

lawn area,

It has revitalized commercial

,, activity with a shopping center,

which gotta $10 million AMU.
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Stratelies to Minimize

Hardt lip Associated with

DisplacementCounseling
and Relocation

While this handbook em
phasizu strategies your group

might pursue to prevent dis
placement of neighborhood mi.

enu, It also acknowledges that

ever successful you are at

usf g these or other strategies to

broaden housing opportunities

for low income people, some

forced moves are bound to occur.

Your group may not have could.

ered how to help dis placed people

relocate.. Many neighborhood or

ganizations feel that if they dis

'cuss relouttion, they may encour

age the public and private sectors

p acerirent

relocation policies rather than

prevention policies. It may be

easier to relocate a family than to

prevent the circumstance which

force them to move.

Nonetheless, if your neighbors

are being displaced despite your

group's efforts to stop it, you may

want to investigate ways in which

ypu can provide them more in.

formation about their rights and

options. Counseling may.'save

your neighbors time, anxiety, and

money. It may also help them find

better homing than they would

have been able to locate without

assignee, Or it may provide
them with the information they

need to avoid being displaced at

all,

The following section discuszes

counseling as a strategy to inform

neighborhood residents about
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their rights under the law and

their options in the local housing.

market. It also notes some federal

and local approaches to reloca

tion assistance that your group

might want to pursue for your

community.

Counseling

Counseling Ic an activity that,

In many ways, is uniquely suited

to. neighborhood groups, and

many cities have used Commu

nity Development Block Grant

(CDBG) funds to contract with

them for counseling services.

With or without funding from

federal or local government, your

group should consider setting up

a displacement counseling pro.

Fr tone that
tion, fil offers help with re
location if necessary. The counsel

ins program provides a resource

center and focal point for other

antidisplacement activity.

Protection of Righu

Displacement counselors and

'volunteer legal advisors help prom

tect a neighbor's rights under the

law. For example, in a use in
which a tenant ,11 evicted, the

counselor may check to see

whether the notice to quit the
premises Is valid, whether' the

landlord has complied pith the

law, and whether there are

grounds for appeal or et:croent

that would permit the tenant to

stay in the unit. Or, for example,

in a cue in which a homeowner is

improperly coerced into selling

his or her home, the counselor

ma) check to see whether a bind.



ing contract does in fact exist and

whether the "salt" may be chal

lengA. Through counyling,
people who once might have

agreed to move because they klt

powerless to challenge a more.

affluent landlord or buyer, may

come to learn that they don't have

to move on the terms they have

been given. Public interest law

groupsprimarily neighborhood

legal services or the community

legal services programs run by

local law schoolsmay be willing

to assist your neighborhood
group in enforcing whatever laws

are on the books to-protect resi.

dents from displacement.

Relocation'AssiSla

4..1

activity, In some cities there has

been discussion about making the

private sector pay relocation as-

sistance when it causes displace-

ment, The District of Columbia

Rental Accommodations Act has

a provision that requires the land-

lord to pay the tenant relocation

assistance in the amount of $125

per room (In the unit tube con-

verted) when demolition or,sub-

stantial rehabilitation causes

eviction. Further, the law encour-

ages the landlord to help the ten-

ant find comparatily priced hous-

ing. If the tenant's rent increases

because of the move, the landlord

must pay the difference fur up tort

year. So far, however, there is

little evidence to indicate that

whether this would be in their

best interest. Sometimes a single

payment is more useful to tenants

than a few extra months in the

building! Sometimes it is in the

tenants' best interest to assert

their rights.

Cash settlements may I. sub-

ject to abuse, but they also may

broaden the options tenants have

when they are forced to move. If

such payments were more come

mon, neighborhoo: groups might

be able to supplement this money

with public or private low
interest loan or grant funds to

help displacedtenants purchase a

hoMein another neighborhood

if not in their own,

Displacement Impact Fund

Same-people4ave-suggested

that special funds should be re

tablished by local governments to

help *plc faced with displace-

ment because of private sector

rehabilitation. The idea would be

to set aside a portion of thiaddi-

tional real estate tax revenues

which the city receives as a result

of rising property values due to

reinvestment activity and to
channel those funds either to pre-

vent displacement or to help dire

placed people,' though no city has

yet adopted such if program, dis-

cussion of the stra tegstis growing.

information on Available

Housing

Counselors can help displaced

tenants and homeowners learn

what their opt ions arc in the local

housing market and what assist,

once is available to them, People

Counselors can also help pro- this law has been well enforced.

tett -the-rightitnelocation-assist--San-Francisco-frasi-similar-pro-7--
ance where it is provided under vision for relocation expenses.

the law. The federal Uniform Re-

location Act of 1970 makes Mora

lion assistance available to
people who are displaced as the

result of pniperly acquisition for

federally funded projet.s, but the

Act currently does not apply to

rehabilitation projects in which

federal funds arc only indirectly

involved; For example, when

Community Development Block

Grant Funds or Section 8 funds

are used to support private re-

. habilitation efforts, households

displaced by these activities cur-

gently are not eligible to receive

federal assistance. Modification

of the law to broaden its coverage

is being considered' in Congress.

Most displacement is occurring

not as a result of public sector ac-

tivity but, rather, private sector

Cash Settlements

In cities such as New York and

Washington, which by law pro-

vide a long waiting period be-

wen the date of the eviction
notice and the actual r Action (up

to.six months in some cases),

landlords are finding it expedient

!o offer a cash settlement to the

tenant who agrees to waive all

rights and move immediately. In

Washington, landlordsare alsoof-

fering cash settlements on similar

terms when they think a single

payment would be cheaper than

relocation assistance and where

they think the tenant does not

know the law,

Displacement, counselors can

advise tenants before they agree

to a ,cash settlement, about,
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who have had to sell their homes,

because of rising 'Costs may not

hay , a good sense of what it will

cost them to buy another house

elsewhere. Other displaced

homeowners may be older people

wlio want to move into an apart-

ment or housing for the elderly,

but who, because they have not

moved in years, are not aware of

all sources of information on
housing opportunities, This kind

of counseling can reassure such

people, who may be frightened Or

confused, by giving them a sense

of control over the task of finding

another place to live and a sense

of solidarity with other neighbor-

hood residents at a time when

they may be !Ming very much

alone.
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Strategies Involving Other

Neighborhood

OrganizationiCity.Wide
Coalition'

Your neighborhood group can

do much by itself to minimize

displacement, but its. effective.

ness can increise dramatically
through ,cooperation with other

groups whose neighborhoods are

also undergoing 'reinventment

and displacement, By joining
with other groups, the social,
economic, and political pressures

your group can muster on behalf

of its cause will be multiplied, Be.

cause various interests in your

city may not want to alienate
neighborhood groups, the corn

bined voices of residents from dif.

ferent parts of the city will
dramatize the critical nature and

extent of displacement and the

need to concentrate resources to

minimize it,

Clearly the potential exists for

rivalry or unhealthy competition

between neighboihood groups in.

tent on attracting scarce re.
sources, But in cities in which

such *Rim exist, they have ef
fectively worked to increase re

sources, to make local decision.

makers much more aware of the

needs of the neighborhoods, and

0 ,to strengthen participating
groups,

Clearly, too, the potential exists

for polarization along racial or

ethnic lines. This his already
happened in some cities. But the

broader the coalition of interests

brought to bear on a problem the

better the chances to devise

30

workable and lasting solutions.

Most dlocuulou of displacement

to dais hu come from groups rep.

resenting black, Hispanic,

AillnAmerican, and white

ethnic urban residents, These
.constituencies have more in
common on this issue than they

hive in conflict,

Coalitions can be especiAlly

teethe in penuiding government

to concentrate more public re.

sources on the prevention of dip

'placement, to devise more legal

protections for low and moderate

income home9neri and renters,

and to formulate citywide scam

vestment strategies that spread
rehabilitation activities more
evenly over the city. Coalitions

can also live neighborhood
groups the opportunity to shire

the experience they have ac.
quired from the situation in the

neighborhood,

Not only can they provide each

other with technical assistance,

they cAn undertake citywide re

uarc5oii the local housing mar.

ket. Experiences and research

that cut across racial and ethnic

lines and encompass different

kinds of neighborhoods will be all

the more persuasive,

A city.wide coalition may
choose to focus Its attention on

one central luue in to beginning.

In some cities where the shortage

of rental units for tow and
moderate income groups Is par.

ticularly acute, citywide ca
alitions have organized to pre.

serve and expand local housing

opportunities for tenants. These

coalitions 'are attempting to

counteract displacement caused

by condominium conversion,

highcost rehabilitation of

apartment buildings, conversion

of subdivided homes from apart.

menu back to singlefamily
dwellings,. and conversion_ of

buildings from residential to,
commercial use. Their tenant ad

vocacy is especially focusing on

improving protections for tenants

under local laws. Work with your

coalition to determine the urgent

displacement Imes in your city.

Building a CityWide

Coalition- .Organizing Points

To build your coalition, identify

other communities in which
reinvestment Is occurring, and

contact, neighborhood groups

In those areas, Some cities have

designated formal neighbor.

hood divisions with whtch
community organization' are

connected, In other chin, your

group may have to contact the

council member' of reinvesting

neighborhoods, pastors of
. churches In those areas, or

other knowledgeable tail fig.

urea able to give you a lead on

groups to contact. Do not be

discouraged if you have to ask

many different people before

you receive useful leads.

Particularly if reinvestment

displacement is relatively new

to your. city, the number of

people concerned about the
'hardship emu, tray be
small, Think cinch phone con.

fact as an opportunity for you

not only to

opportunity

others

who are active In this field, but

337
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to inform them about what is

happening in your neighbor.

hood, Your group may want to

forge an alliance with orgro-

lied groups in disinvested areas

since your objectives may over

lap substantiallyto protect
the interests of low and mod-

erate income people and to in.

crease housing opportunities

for them,

Contact local civil rights,

minority, or'ethnic interest

groups to share information on

displacement. If these organi.

zations are not already working

on displacement issues, they

are likely to be interested in

taking an active role in local

, advocacy.

Organize a meeting involving

representatives from these 'or

ganizations' and frinn ,ether

neighborhood groups, low in.

come advocacy groups, tenant

associations, legal aid organi.

nations, religious groups,

senior citizens groups, and so

on. In the first meeting identify

common issues and agree upon

a formal structure for the coali

lion. Identify other origaniza

lions to approsich about Purtic

ipal ion in this effort,

Consider alternative displace.

ment striitegies and discuss

what actions are needed to pur

sue them, Set cleartpriotities so

the coalition has a workable

agenda,

Determine which /people and

institutions are Most involved

, with reinvestment inyour city

and meet with them to inform

them about the ,,coalition's

agenda. Seek to build good

working relationships.

Once the coalition is organized,

publicize its activities4,e;
meetings with city officials;

fund raising drivesby con.
tacting loco? television and.

radio stations and Jocal

papers and Magazines.

Build an organizational record

by keeping minutes of the meet

ings the coalition holds, *,

The following examples of

citywide coalitions in,Seattle,
Washington, D.C., and Sari An.

tonio illustrate how effeove
these alliances can be once they

are organized. The Seattle Dis

placement Coalition and Wish.

ington's City.Wide' Hotising Co.

alition emphasize tenants' rights;

the former primarily th, ugh ad.

vocacy, the latter through advo

cacy, counseling, and -technical

assistance. San Antonio's Com.

'munities Organized for Public

Service has moved from advocacy

to running programs benefiting

low and moderate income sec,.

lions of the city.

Strat.r Organize a citywide ca

alinuti to.advocate tenants' rights

and preserve affordable *421

housing. "

Example: Seattle Displacement

Coalition; Seattle, Washington,

.Harker Seattle has an ex

tremely active ousing market

and a vet); low vacancy rate, Ac.

cordiog to a study conducted by

the city, roughly 20 percent of all

households which moved during

the past live years did sc involun

tarily; renters, particularly low

income and elderly renters, hare

*838
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bain especially affected by recent crowd allocation for housing
Inc las In rent level" inflation under the Community Develop.

in %.;i le family housing cow le mint Block Grant program (from

utinnted et 40 percent per year three.end.ons.helf million dol.

The current vacancy rots In Slit. Ian In 1979 to ell million dollars-

tle Is below two percent with in 1910),

lome,nelghbarhoode reporting The Coalition in 108 mice*
almoit np available housing, fully lobbied for a three.end.

Reinveetntent-and-ditfiscanntonsihetnioritribidiiiilnliiiiii
are occrins throughout the city. conversion moratorium that was

Shawl A million of .com. followed by A new city ordlnence

munity groups, rode tervice prtvidIng improved protection

agencies, and Individuals. for tennis affected by conver.
Organization; The Seattle DIP 'ion. Tenant and senior citizen

placement Coalition has involved. orienizatIons wm pe I lally

30 groups Working to minimize effective In coming rid
.displacement in that city. They this issue, Early In 197 he Dip

have addressed a broad taro of placement Coalition led a rue.
housing hews with the central careful' ,...rt to amend the city's
I .cue on regulatory policies that . n Housing. Ordinance to pro.

protect the supply of afford isle v deprotectlonfor theeldely and i
Will, perticulerly for tenants, families with children. Senior
The Coalition identifies pollen, citizens and famine' led this efa

that provide immediate 'co. fort to combat the serious prob.

nomic relief and help build.grue. lem of age and family dicrimina.

note involvement by the people tion In Seattle's very tight rental

threatened wkh displacement. market.

The coalition has taken an active Coalition Alit' to change the

kite In a number of hquintre. city's land use policies for single

lend news at the city level, in' family neighborhoods-89 pet.

eluding; condominium convey cent of the city's lind.areshave'
dons; rent Increases; demolition been lea successful, The Coll.
of structurally sound; affordable lion was asking that the city allow

housing; dlicriminatiouipinet "In.law" apartments In single.

the elderly and families with family homes (which could be a

children; and the impact of the particular benefit for the elderly),

cit 's new land use politic on Its and increased density on vacant

ability to provide and encourage lots for new, lot Income sub'.

an adequate supply of subsidized 'Wised units. Thus proposals

and low.cost housing in all parts were made to Increase the supply

of the city. of affordable housing in ell areas

Political pressure exerted by of the city end to help mitigate

the Coalition has resulted in in' dlipleoement pressures In al'.

.reuid city. attention to low in' ready overcrowded mu zoned

come hauling needs 1d an in. for multi family Use where new

32
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luxury development threatens ing convention', press confer.
the supply of affordable housing, emcee, ad hoc committees with

'Runtime on the part of home. city officials, mass mailinp,
cwnen to these proposals illur phone networks, and regular C.o.

trues the potential problems ss el Ilion wings,
iodated with chstilhg toning or Contact: David Bloom; Seattle

other local replations to permit Displacement Coalition; do Fre.

the'expansion_oLthelumber-of--moat-Public-Assaciationr619

low to moderate Income units. North 35th Street; Seattle, Wseh.

Neighborhoods slated to 'receive ingtan 98101

such units too frequently resist '
the Straw Organtri a city.wide co.

The Coalition now is actively Won to advocate tenants' rights

engaged In a clty.wide effort to and preserve afford,.11 rental

ban the demolition of structurally housing; provide tailed mkt.

sound housing, unless that hour anti to tenants' groups and in.

In, Is replaced by units of cam. dividital counseling.

parable cost and guilty, Demo. Example: City'Wide Housing Co.

Iltions have become a serious dls. alitlon; Washln ton, IC.

placement problem In Seattle ar ' Market: See above, p,15

dovelopment pressures have in. Stricture: Membership orgeni.

creased in recent years. Rents zitlon with I community policy

also have been indrauing on an board which governs the organ).

average of 20.30 percent per yeer nation between meetings, Among

Oleo 1977, and the Coalition le the membership are many tenant

.working on a growing campaign associations and block club.. The

to place a rent control initiative coordinating committee of

on the bellot In 1980, ceri.lelects and oversee. office

The Seattle Displacement Co. Ito,
'titian believes that, ultimately, Or:Ogaden: The City.Wide
the solution to Seattle's housing \ HousInrCoalitIon, which Was

Mgr will depend on involving in founded In 1974 by two neighbor.

the political process those people hood group', concentrates its
directly affected by the shortage, coelition.building efforts on
Only with this involvement does block clubs, norm: unions, and

the Cotillion expect to free the civic groups representing home.

trehnical,xontimic,andcolitical owner'. Its main objective is to

resources necessary to solve the promote a "atop people removal"

problem.Consequently,it uses all 'campaign in the Washington
effective means at its disposal to houtIng market were dispace

involve a broad range of citizens ment is common and where 73

and grassroots organizatidne in pircent of the households are
Its efforts.,These include mate ac. composed of tenants.

tione, conventional lob6ying, lb date the Coalition has sup.

dmonstrations, research, hour. ported rent control, the ,anti.

tip
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speculation tax, and a mink
lum on condominium conversion,

It also has instituted a "tenant

hotline to inform ti C. residents

of their legal rights, The Coalition

has publicized this information

resource service through public

--service announcements.on televi;

sion and ,radiu and notices in

newspapers.

The Coalition also offers tenant

information handouts that in

, elude lists of groups and associ

ations offering pro bono legit, us.

sistance, a onepage summary of

the rent control bill, and a sheet

on requirements of the D.C. hous

ing code and on what constitutes

a housing code violation. City.

Wide has run training workshops

for organizers of tenant groups

and offers short, easytoread

handouts an how to start and run

a tenant organization, It also pub.

lishes a general newsletter and

maintains a phone tree of key

Washington contacts,

Contact; Jimmy Garrett; City-

Wide Housing Coalition; 1346

Connecticut Avenue, N.W.; Wash.

'noting!) C 20036

Strategy: Attract support of neigh/

boyhood institutions; obtain !oda!

commitment for more equitable

distriburic' of public funds4nib

licks the issue,

Example: CommunitiesiOrgan

It ed for Public Service/(COPS);

San Antonio, Texas. /

Market; San Antonio is experi

encing an annual/increase in

population of about 1.67 percent.,

and housing dem'and has been

growing. Most of the increased.

t ;

I

population Is accommodated in

newly constructed housing; re.

habilita,tion activity, however, Is,

placement in the Mexic.anAmeri

can section of San Antonio..
Community leaders built the co.

a Titian around such issues as

street repair, neighborhood clean

up, skyrocketing utility costs, and

poor street drainage. This last

issue was especially Important to

area residents because every

large rainstorm resulted in flood-

ing, causing evacuation of some

area residents, and damage that

accelerated abandonment and

displacement.

By August 1974, COPS had or

ganized sev rat parishes around

the street rainage issue. A few

days befor they were to have a

meeting ith city officials a
rainstorm f cd some residents,

mit of their h es. This flooding

so galvanized community sup

port that large numbers of 'arca

residents attended the meeting.

COPS eventually convinced local

authorities to issue a $41million

locabond for neighborhood im

provement.

After this resounding success;

the first annual COPS convention

attracted 2000 delegates repro

senting 19 !: local COPS" or parish

organizations. Tliere, the coali

tint( unveiled a $100million plan

.to revitalize COPS neighbor-

' yhoods,

COPS 1r, s its own commu

pity organi. as and relies exciu

sively on neighborhood money

and institutions to acquire influ

vice over local decisionmaking.

The coalition has called atte'ntion

to city funding patterns. For
example, COPS criticized the city

for undertaking capital im

occurring in the

historic preservation areas, as

well as in other scattered areas.

The overall vacancy rate in San

--Antonioirslightlyiess than five

percent, To date, there has been

no survey or study of displace.

meat, There Is an adecate sup.

fly of moderately Priced housing

available, but the market for

lower income and rental units re.

pdrt Jiy is,tighter. Demand for

low income rental units in San

Antonio is high, in part because of

the growing inmigratIon of im

documented Mexican workers.

Structure: COPS is a coaRion of

organizations. Members pay an

nual dues ringing from $50 to

$2,000, depending on the size and

budget of the groups. These dues

provide the coalition with its an

nual $100,0043 opetating budpet.

The membership, mostly drawn

from the MexicanAmerican

Catholic parishes on the 'south

/and west sides of, San' Antonio,

also includes some PTAs, block

clubs, and church groups from

other parts of the city.

Run by an elevenmember

committee elected each year from

the 35 'participating church
pad ihes, COPS' funding is re

ceived primarily from private

chitritable sources, most notably

the Catholic Church, but also

from other area churches.

Organization: COPS was first

organized to counteract what

community leaders regarded as

spiraling disinvestment dis

0

provements on the North side of

town to the exclusion of the South

and West sides, As a result of this

kind al adEvacy, COPS success

fully obtained new schools,
sidewalks parks, and street sur

faces for its neighborhoods anti

redirected the use of Community

Development Block Gram funds

from large economic develop-

ment schemes in other lessneedy

parts of the city to COPS neigh

borhoods. By 1978, these neigh.

borhoods were receiving over

sixty percent of the city's block

grant funds. The coalition has

converted its community support

into majority representation on

the 'city council and thus has

gained substantial political
power.

COPS has plans fb inaugurate a

revolving loan fund to help pro.

mote housing rehabiletation by

existing residents, Beca of the

coalition's success in ttracting

investment to the South and West

sides of San Antonio, it may have

to turn its attent ions to protecting

the interests of low and moderate

income people in sections which

continue to attract reinvestment.

If so, the city-wide strategies

which served so well to reduce

disinvestment displacement may

work to help existing residents

preserve their housing Upportuni

tics.

Contact: Carmen Badillo;

Communities Organized for Pub

lic Service; 122 East Durango;

San Antonio, Texas
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Citywide coalitions of neigh.

borhood groups have been 1111

. crcasingly successful at impress

ing upon local government the'

necessity of treating neighbor

hood problems on a neighbor.

hoodby.neighborhood basis,

Also, they have realized the im

poqance of working to, provide

local goverment with an arsenal

of laws and pingrama which can

be combined to protect housing

opportunities forlow income:

people. Tgey offer advice bated on

practical experience with the

problems they seek to wive and,'

from that experience, they can,

advocate Innovative solutions.

There arc two fundamental ap

proaches to reducing reinvest

ment diiplacempt. The first pro.

vides subsidies for Icw income

people in reinvestment areas to

protect their interest in their

neighborhoods and homes. Sub.

sidie6 can be in the form'of direct

payments by local governments

to owners or renters or fit thelorm

of tax relief measures.

The second approach involves

establishing regulations and dis

incentives directed at slowing es

calating housing eviction),

and unscrupulouf real estate

practices associated with rein

vestment displacement. it pri
marily relies upon local govern

inept use of its police and, taxing

powers to madify negativehous.,

ing market trends..Shfclies have

indicated that the very speed with

which reinvestment occurs in a'

neighborhood has a lot to do, ith

the amount Of displacement that

occur Anxious tohold thente of

r

rehabilitation in check and opt!.

tially to limit the'number of evic

lions (tenants suffer dispropor

tionately when a neighborhood

"healsoup"), community groups

have. pressed for enactment of

regulations and disincentive

legislation, The examples cited on

the following pages are largely

the result of their efforts.

Legislation to discourage rapiU

inflation in housing costs is not a

cure for the problem of displace.

mem, It is merelya quick means

of slowing displacement while

more lastingsolutions are sought.

Your group should check the local.

laws already on the books, obtain

copies, of legislation cited below"

that is most readily applicable to

your city's needs, and advocate

the legal changes most promising

for your community.' The follow.

ing are brief descriptions of legis

lathe initiatives that have lip

tried or advocated in some cities.

d



Subildy Measures

Circuitbreaker lax 1.14

measures

Rapid reinvestment invariably

forces property valties, and often

property taxes, to 'escalate con.

siderably. Several states haye

passed enabling legislation undig

which local governments can ri.

duce the impact of galloping

taxes on lower income owner

occupants and, in some places, on

lower income renters, Typically,

the owner pays' the lull tax bill'

and the ten' , the full rent.7!
Later, howev , they receive a

portion of their tax payment or

rent back in the form of a check or

agehate on local income taxes.

Generally, income limits for par.

ticipation in these programs are

quite low, but many people are

unaware of their existence and,

hence, fail to apply.

Tat exemptions and abatements

Most loc9I governments grant

real,,estate tax exemptions or,

abatements to nonprofit organi

zations which omit- low and

moderate income housing. These

groups must conform to some

times rigorous accounting and

reporting 'requirements, but the,.

tax savings can bsignificant, es

pecially if they are passed on to

tenants in the (arm of lower rents,

Tax relief for repairs

In rehabilitating neighbor
hoods, low income homeowners

may be under piessure to repair

their homes in order to bring

I.

them into conformance whit the

hialsing code. But even if they can

meet the cost of the repairs, ,they

may he illequjpRed to meet th;

cost of)ths increased pniperty,as5

sessment which may result from

the improvements they ,,have

made, Tait relief, however, could

be extended by local governments

under authorizing legislation.
Where these measures exist, the

tax assessor's office may abstain

from reassessing eligible im
pro. ed properties for,a period of

years. Or, it may reassess the

property but spread the total im

pact of the higher taxes over see-

eral years, requiring a modest in.

crease in payments each year

until the owner is remitting taxes

,at the full assessed value, Such

arrangements have been worked

out trader several' local Neigh-.

borhood Housing Services pro

grams (e.g., Philadelphia, Wi

mington).

One example of stkha let rel

Icheme exists in St. Louis. An i

proved house in a certain area is

taxed at its prerimprovement
value for 10 years and at one-half

of its improved, value for the next

p years.

Tax relief for rehabilitation
undertaken by loW and moderite

income homeowners in reinvest

ment areas wyld provide ins
insulation against catastr4phic

tax increases tunitact as an incen-

tive to upgrade housing,

Reverse annuity mortgages

The reverse annuity mortgage

provides elderly homeowners

with funds to pay increased prop.

erty taxes or maintenance and

improvement costA It is not a

local government pgogram, but it

can be used in conjunction with

circuit breaker and, other tax re

lief measures. Uncle" this plan, a

homeowner borrows an amount

of money from a bank, mortgag.

ing his home to do so. The bank

{laces a first lien on the property

and the owner uses the money to

tact' taxes, repairs or mainte

nance, and monthly mortgage in.

stallments, If the (liner dies of

sells thc property, the bank will

recoup the outstanding loan print

cipal and interest, and the owner

or his heirs will receive the re.

mainder of the proceeds from the

sale.

The reverse annuity works very

similarly tot-second trust loan.lt

is 'feasihle in, neighborhoods ,

where property values have
grown significantly and the eld-

eriy owner's equity is high. If the

monthly repayment installments

are modest, the owner may have

no difficulty in meeting expenses.

However, it may be a risky ar

rangement unless the 'owner,

exercises real discipline and
places the large share of his loan

in an "emergency fund" in his

bank, drawing interest andimain

wining raservis for unforeseen ,

circumstances such as the lois of

a j0 or disability.

Assistance with repairs

Arran alternative to tax sub.

sidies, some cities offer to low in-

come people direct subisidies or

grants for hcime or re.
habilitation, They may also offer

technical assistance on home

maintenance. Ont,t way of provid

ing this kind of technical aid is

through skills'sharing. centers

operated by cu' munity groups

and funded by It I goiernment.

Local govern is can provide

direct support or repairs' by
busing Community Development

Block Grant funds to help elderly

or other low income residents in

reinvesting neighborhoods bring

their houses up to code standards.

The city of Oakland, California,

hires neighborhood youth to do

home repairs when the Owner

provides the materials, andit also

provides technical assistance and

advice on rehabilitation work to

interested homeowners, Workers

are Raid under the federal CETA

program. .

1. The Neighborhood Housing

Services program of the federal

government is another source of

home improvement funds and

expertise (see Appendix).

8.42.
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Regulations and

Disincentives

Rau Control

Rent control is a controversial

legislative measure which, typi

cagy, regulates this mount of rent

a landlord may 'charge tenants

and may also set other terms and

conditions for rent and eviction.

It usually allows the landlord a

set maximum rate of return on

investment With an allowance for

recovery of operating costs,

Landlords chug. that such
measures, by making it difficult

for hem to keep pace with spiral.

,Inioperating costs and still make

a profit, encourage poor maiute

nonce and may ultimately result

in withdrawal of the building
from the rental marketeither
through abandonment or con

dominium conversion, However,

for tenants who are threatened

with displacement because they

cannot dfford to pay higher rents,

rent control may help to prolong

the supply of moderately priced.

housing and protect their stake in

a particular rental unit,

In the District of Columbia, the

rent control law, newel in 1973,

allows an automatic pass
through foi operating caste and

provides landlords with a maxi

mum eight percent rote of return

on their investment. Landlords in

more affluent neighborhoods of

the city charge that rent control

keeps rents artificially low in
these desirable areas and thus

subsidizes the affluent. Many

claim also that rent control dis

36'

comes private 'construction of

new rental units, Nevertheless,

most new and substantially re

habilitated rental projects are

exempt from rent control in
Washington,

New York City maintains a pro.

vision which guarantees that tyre

former Occupant of a newly rem

vated apartment can move buk

In. However, the landlord is free

to charge II ligher rent. If the new

rents are within HIM inie mar.

ket guidelines, the tenth' may be

able to quaff/ for rental assist.

ante under the federal Section S

program (see Appendix),

Speculation huts

Speculation taxes are capital

gains taxes designed to reduce

profits on a real estate trestle

dons so that quick turnover and

excessive gains are discouraged.

The state of Vermont has an anti.

speculation law, designed to pro.

tect farmland from conversion to

recreation industry uses,

For cities experiencing rein.

vestment displaceinent, the ob.

*five of such a tax is to bolo
age rapid price increases on older,

unrenovated housing, The bill lot

this prolit.taldng is paid by the

ultimate purthasenthe housing

consumer and by the neighbors

whose property taxes may beard.

flak inflated. Speculation, by
speeding the pace of property

value gains, has been charged by

neighborhood groups with. in

creasing displaceMent.

The only such tax in this cow.

,v is in the District of Columbia,

The tax is applied to the profit

843

realized on a residentialleal.a.the-inactment-of-strleterzoning'
tate transaction. Unrehebilitated policies or a historic district ordi.,

properties are subject to the tax. ranee to protect 'the neighbor.

The shorter the owner's holding hood from certain kinds of land

period and the higher his/her use. Generally, these laws restrict

gain, the higher the wit he or she or preclude higher density build.

must pay, ings, such as apartments, from

being constructed, fA neighbor.

hood group is trying to encourage

a mix of housing types to sewn;

In some. cities, apartment modate lest affluent as wjl as

huildingsare being removed from affluent households, these laws

the rental market and converted can be very restrictive. Negotia

into condominiums. Large num t; on with the groups favoring low

hers of tenants are evicted, and density can result in com
the supply of low and mctderiti, prJmise which per* carefully

Income rental units is ,Torre sited And r 'anted multifamily.

spondhigly diminished. Seattle, buildings, however.

San Francisco, the District of Citizen groups in a number of

ColumSla, and other municipal'. reinvesting neighborhoods have

ties have laws to slow con takes an active Interest In the

dominium conversion, In some Za..ing Board and Board of Ad:

cities, conversion may take place justment and have even formed

only if the city.whie vacancy rate community advisory boards to

is above a specified level and if advise the city on zoning decr

apartments in the building to be, sions affecting their neighbor.

converted rent for more than a hoods, Sotpe Philadelphia nigh.

specified amount. These lawn borhoods have successfully set up

thus protect the supply of low and such panels.

moderate income rental housing, A number of community

and they trigger a morcorhim on in San Franclsoincluding

conxersions when apartments are neighborhood organizations,

in short supply. planners,,and historic preserve"

Condominium tinversion lrws don groupsjoined together to

usually permit tenants the "right pash for reducing zoned densities

of first refusal" orpthe purchale of in the whole city, to keep develop

tbelr own units and require sev ers from tearing down existing

eral months notice prior to evil: buildings. This kind of zonin&is

tion,The District ofColumbia law so restrictive, however, that it

encourages tenant purchase er, could make provision of addi

threatened buildings through eon tonal low and moderate income

operative arrangements., units difAcWt.

' Some ;deal governmentsfor
Zoning 'wire:Jos j example, Montgomery County,

Reinvest -r' .often stimulates Marylandare offering higher

Condominium convasion

rarainis
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dm,;ity IvInuaes to denlocperdi

wli . tit a certain percent.

egi: of thor units for low and

modaate income residents, Car

rigid tme step further, neighbor

hok might offer developers
Itiptrkl for ; zoning change to

. !em m,: increased density in ex.

ca,r .ige for an agreement that any

dr :lopment would include units

tow. income people,

Antisoliclaiort ordinances
t

Homeowners in reinvesting

rt.:Ighliorhoods nay be subject to

Poolcliation by real estate dealers

Lisring to buy their homes, The

speculators are able to look up the

name of the current owner and

the price he or the originally paid

line the bouse in a local real estate

Jietectory. Then they give the

.sviter an offer which, while it

tray be well ab.ove the original

purchase price, is ustu,liq, w:11

below the cured! maiier e,

Some real estate agems

DWners that their *party taxes

will climb rapidl or that their
home it in pio13!lon of the local

housing code. roti'll owners
may sell their 6o. at lower.

Illanmarket trttus, bullied by
tote rlealer's ,

Neighberhoa, !,coups may
wmt to v.,..ra their local v.

c:1 or nt to f,..oign anti.so 'ci.,

vp.!,,rt oiinoces that would
vi:Kosi for .real estate

dealer. to .; elicit business from

horsy: in reinvesting
I ;wrier certain Lir

cumstorK44

Without such ordinances,
ryie,!qr,rhood groups may be able

84
r

to go directly to local real estate

firms and ask them to agree not to

in their neighborhoods,

One group in Cleveland, sup.

ported by the state real estate

commission, was successful In'

obtaining an agreement from 42

local real estate films to halt all

forms of solicitation for a year.,

Marketing neighborhoods

One way of slowtoggiokthe

pace of reinvestmentdoes not in.

valve local legislation at all, By

marketing neighborhoods which

arc not yet experiencing rein.

vestment, a city can divert some

of the intense demand for housing

which so inflates housing prices

in reinvesting neighborhoods. In

effect, demand is spread over a

larger housing sup us reduc

ing price inflation iihdividual
wn disareas and slowing

placement,

Some neighborh coups are

apprehensive that by courag

ing more widespread reinvest

ment, cities will aggravate the

local displacement problem, But

whereloclil governments are
tailoring their marketing strate

Os to 'neighborhood organiza

buns so that groups in disinvested

areas assist in the preparatjon of

color posters, flyers, tours, and

; other material to promote rein

vestment, the active neighbor.

hood role in the formulation of

local policy may help to make this

strategy more acceptable:

0
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This handbook his attempted

to review some of the strategies

neighborhood groups around the

country are using to prevent or

minimize displacement, and
some of the federal and local pro- ,

grams and laws which are sup-

portive of the effort, it is by no

means an inclusive account, how-

ever, There are neighborhood
groups in every city, working

quietly and effectively to broaden

housing opportunities for low and

moderate income people,

The National Urban Coalition

and its affiliate network continue

to do program and advocacy work

on displacement and to gather

and disseminate information on

what other neighborhood group'

are doing as well. The Coalition

encourages your *group, to call or ,

write with information on the na-

ture o the4placement problem

In its Ares and on the strategic' it

.. Is pursuing to alleviate it.

HUD's Office of Neighborhood

DOelopment has initiated a Oro-

gram which _pairs neighborhood

groups in different cities so that

one group with greater experi-

ence advises another on how to

serve more effectively the inter-

ests of its community, For further

information on the office; see fol-

lowing page.

The effort to gather and dis-

seminate what neighbbrhood'
groups have been learning about

reinvestment and displacement

In their cities has just begun, but

as the cities continue to attract

new middle class resident: and

the reinvestment they bring,
sound information will be in-

creasingly important for low and

moderate income people. This

handbook is designed to help
neighborhood poops forge new

alliances with local public, pri-

vate, and nonprofit interests and

build stable, economically, and

racially diverse neighbor
hoods revitalization which

proves the quality of urban lifefor

all residents,

0
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APPENDIX
Federal Resources

The following is a selected list

of programs, must of which arc

federal, that may be used to im

prove housing opportunities for

existing residents of reinvesting

neighborhoods. There are, of

course, other, federal programs

that may be used to supplement

funds from these or from private

sources., for example, certain De.

part ment of Labor programs may

be used in conjunction with hous

ing programs to provide neces

sag labor for rehabilitation or

construction, ' '
Not all the programs men.

tioned below have strong records

of effectively minimizing dip
placement. In fact, because many.

V these programs promote rein-

vestment, some may have ac

tually contributed to displace.

ment in the past, Sensitivity to

the issue has been increasing,

however, and certain programs

have great promise for being

widely effective in expanding
housingopportunities for low and

\ moderate income people in rein.

\ vesting areas, Among the most

\promising are: the flexible Corn.

unity ; Development Block
G ant, the Section 8 and Special

Neighborhood Strategy Area, the

Inn native Projects Grant, and

the Section 312 programs. Neigh.

borh groups should work with

their I I governments to en

courage ore innovative ap-

proaches t application for this

federal assist nee,

846

Department of /lousing and

Urban Development

OFFICE OFNEIGHBORHOOD

DEVELOPMENT

Description: The Office of;

Neighborhood Development,

under HUD's Assistant ,Secretary

for Neighborhoods, Voluntary As.

sociations and Consumer Notre.

tion; has been given the lead role

by HUD in establishing a national

network of neighborhood self.

.help development organizations

and 'organizing and providing

support in areas of policy, fund.

ing; access to resources, and skills

development. The Office has

undertaken programs to increase

the number of neighborhoottor

ginizations and to build their ca.

pacify to work as equal partners

with local government and the

private sector in promoting the

revitalization of their corn.
munities.

Application: Planning grants,

training sessions aimed at in.

creasing management and pro.

gramming capacity and other

technical assistanceworkshops

and publicationsare available

to neighborhood groups through

the office of Neighborhood Devel

opment, The major resource,
however, is the Neighborhood

Self.Help Development Program,

Voluntary, nonprofit organiza

tions may receive grants and

other assistance for housing re

habilitation, adaptive reuse of

existing buildings, neighborhood

commercial revitalization, and ,

economic development, energy

conservation, and weatherization

projects. The program is designed
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to stimulate groups receiving IM

eistence to noire other resources

and thus suppleMent the money

they receive, No grant may un.

, dorlte the full cost of a project,
4 Contact: Director, Neighbor.

hood Infofmation Division;

HUD.Room 3172; Washington,

DO, 20410; (202) 735.9236

INNOVATIVE PROJECTS

GRANTS

Description: Grants are

awarded (under the Community

Development Block Grantdiscs
tionary fund) to local govern.
mint' to support "unique, In.
novistive and repliable" projects

which stimulant reinvestment
^without displacement, While

neighborhood groups are not ell.

Ole recipients for these rants,

they can work with local oslclals

to prepare proposals! and help op.

Irate funded projects,

kppHeotlor: Innovative grants

area designed "(1) to Inlet lower

income residents of revitalizing

neighborhoods to remain in those

neighborhoods by expanding the

housing resources available to

them; or (2) to provide housing

opportunities outside cities for

residents of revitalizing neigh.

borhoods who desire to move."

Cities have used those grants to

fund such projects as;

counseling programs for

homeowners. in revitalizing

neighborhoods;.

publiclprivate pro.

grams in which tenants fl
nuke, purchase, and rehabill.

tale homes In revitalielti
neighborhoods and

public/private nonprofit corpo.

ration sponsorship of mul.
Okay housing rehabilitation

projects,

l'he grants have also been used

to provide rent subsidies to ten.

ants in rehabilitated housing who

would otherwise be unable to if.

ford the higher costs, Unfortu.

nately, there is only limited fund.

ing available for the program.

Contact: Secretary's HUD Fund

Division; Office of Policy Plan.

ning; HUD, Room 7131; Washing.

ton, D,C, 20410; ( 102) 753.6092

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

BLOCK GRANTS

Description: The Community

Development Block Grant pro.

gram has as its main *objective

improving the living conditions,

expanding the economic oppor'.

tunities, and meeting the other

pressing community develop.
ment needs of low and mod to

income people, This multi.
purpose program is designed to

give cities, WATItICI, and states

federal funds Voiwb they can use,

without projett.hy.ProJect AP'
grovel, according to locally de.

termined needs, Most cities with

,populations over 50,000 receive a

set amount Of funds every year,

With its CDBG application, the

jurisdiction must submit a House

ing Auletalite Plan which in
eludes a projection of 161 hour.

Ing needs for the next three years

and describes the projects to be

undertaken to meet these needs,

The jurisdiction must also have a

citizen participation plan, and it

must hold public hearings both in

4

the formation of he housing plans

and in project review.

Application: Cities may wide

CDBG funds to support neigh.

borhood groups to carry out (I)

any activity for which the city

would be eligible end (2) ac.
tivitiee not otherwise eligible,

that are part of a community eco.

nomic development or neighbor.

hood revitalisition program.
CDBG funds may be used for a

wide varlety'of purposes includ.

In g property acquisition, re.
habilitation, and relocation ex.

poem It le important to influ
once the Housing. Assistance

Plans In order to lay the

groundwork for application of

CDBG funds to reinvestment.die.

placement problems in your
neighborhood, The HAP dote

mines how the city will use

other housing funds such as p

tic housing, Section 8, Section

312, Section 201, and Homestead.

ing funds,

CDBG fi., v . Atte uied to ex.

,pand low s 'Aerate income
housing opi , :unities in rein.

vesting neighborhood+. Groups

should make sure that hmlie alio.

cited to their neighborhOod ere

being directed toward meeting

the needs of existing residents.

While not all local gover, nmente

have records of.subcontracting

their CDBG projects to eighbor.

hood groups, the law permits
them to do so, ,

Contact: Community Develop.

ment: Director In the HUD arcs

office; or the Office of B16ck Grant

Assistance; HUD, Rriom 7182:

Washington, D.C.02010; (202)

6284755.

'URBAN DEVELOPM NT

AellION GRANTS

kerlption: Cities apply for
ban Development Action

G no on a projegt.by.project
ha le, Most activitiee eligible

under CDBG are alio permitted

under UDAG, but his targeted

program stresses gig leveraging

of private sector nvestment in

the projects it fun c UDAG can

be used for rthabi station of rel.

dentill areas r for nom
residential development projects

in dietrased area',
Application: H D is Interested

in receiving app) dons oriented

toward neighbo hood improve

ment, and It is providing techni

cal auistance that cities and

community.ba ed groups can
package neig borhood UDAG
project', U DAG funds can be used

to attract priv to investment in
urban neighborhoods and to sup.

1
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4 I lel,

port homeownership assistance homes,, multifamily buildlni

for low income Ma residents. As or nonsresidentielicommerci

with CDR°, it It important for property. Owners receive these

neighborhopd groups to perticl loans through a local public"

pate In the early planning stages
'agencyyndersontract with HUD.

of UDAG programs that will be The property to be rehabilitated

affectinheir community, must be located In aCDBG target

A major aim of UDAG has been area, Urban Homestesding,

to attract severel dollars of pri. Urban Renewal, or Code El

vale Investment for every dollar forcemint Arta:

of public investment Because- Appileation:-Stendarth -for

these ratios tend' to be highest In
financing under the Section 312

commerilei and office projects, program are more !legible than

HUD has favored downtown pre
those used by conventional lend.

pale, ers,14 that low Income people can

Neighborhood groups have more readily qualify, These loans

criticized. UDAG for being may be a great help to the low

a oriented toward downtown des
Income homeowner in a re

velopment where Its business re- vitalized neighborh who can

vitalisation project* sometimes not otherwise if' to bring his

seem to provide facilities andlot orherhome up tocodestadards,

services with little immediate The p m has recently been

benefit to low and moderate in

come residents, 'hey alto have

criticised the Addenty to define

any project not touted in thaws

busihess district as a "neigh

borhood project." HUD is eensi

live to them criticisms and, in re.

spout, has been making changes

In its administration of the pro.

gram,

Contract:. Community Develop-

mot Director In thi HUD area,

office; or the Office of Urban De.

velopment Action Owe; HUD,

Room 7238; Washington, D.C.

20410; (202) 7334284

SECTION 312 LOANS.

Description: The Section 312

program provides rehabilitation

loans at three percent interest
with repayment terms of up ton

.,years to improve single family

expende to place more emphasis

on multifamily rehabilitation,

Although the law/etre:set that

priority must be given to low and

moderate income groups, there

are no applicant income limita.

Lions for this program, One difil
culty for people with pressing

need of rehabilitation loans is

that the application process may

be lengthy,

Contact: Community Develops

'ment Director of the HUD Area

Office; or Director, Officeof
Urban Rehabilitation and Come

mu,nity Reinvestment; HUD,

Room 7168; Washington, D,C.

20410.

SECTION 8 SUBSIDIES,

Ductiptips: This program pro.

vides rent subsidies for low and

_moderate income tenants. Sub.

848
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sidies usually amount to the dif

Terence between unequarter Of

the tenant's adjusted intiume and

the rent charged. To qualify for

this program, an applicant's in.

come must be 80 percent or less of

the area's median income. In the

Section 8 existing housing pro.

gram, HUD provides a subsidy,

usually through the local public

housing agency, directly to the

eligible applicant's landlord. In

ihe Section 8 new construction

and substantial rehabilitation

housingprogram, HUD enters into

a contract with a prix to housing

developer who is planning new

construction or rehabilitation, to

.subsidize the rental payments for

eligible tenants in the building.

The Section 8 moderate rthabilita

lion progra'n requires higher

rents so that landlords can do a

moderate amount of rehabilita

Lion on the rental Units.

Application: Neighborhood'

groups in revitalizing areas can

help make tenants who are
threatened with displacement

aware that they may be eligible

for a Section 8 subsidy. Under the

Section 8 existing program, how.

ever, HUD will only subsidize

rents which fall within the fair.

market levels it sets, and the rent'

levels in the rehabilitated neigh.

borhoud may be considerably

higher. Your group may want to

advocate that the fairmarket

rent be raised in your area so that

your neighborhood will become

eligible fol. the Section 8 pro.

gram.

Under the Section 8 new con

stfuction and substantial re

42

habilitation program, nonprofit

neighborhood groups engaged in

development of a multifamily

building are eligible to apply for

Section 8 units.

Under the Section 8 moderate

rehabilitation program, the land.

lord applies to the !Y;lillic housing

agency with a po*,ikal to re-
habilitate units lot lotr.er 'income

families, Com munit,v groups and

tenants should make Ind lords

aware of the assistance available

under the program. In addition,

the public housing agency can

choose to target its moderate re.

habilitation units io an area un

dergoing reinvestment in order to

prevent displacement. Neighbor.

hood groups may wish tourge the

public housing agency to use the

moderate rehabilitation program

this way in their city.,

Contact: HUD Area Office; oe

Director, Section 8 Exsisting

Housing and Moderate Rehabili

tation Office; HUD, Room 6232;

Washington, DC 20410

SECTION 8 NEIGHBORHOOD

STRATEGY AREA (NSA)

PROGRAM

Description: Extra Section 8

substantial rehabilitation funds

were made available to local gov.

ernments for use in designated

neighborhood strategy areas

under &three. to fiveyear.com

prehensive housing and commu

nity development plan. The city

was required to target some of its

CDBG funds to the area. Under

the program, Section 8 funds

were provided fur the specific

neighborhood designated by

d

local government,

Applications In citizen partici-

pation hearings, neighborrhoud

groups could stress the need to

use NSA funds to minimize dis-

placement, The program requires

that local plans address this ques

tion. UnfOrtunately, this program

was of limited size and duration;

it had only one appl icat ion round.

Contact: Director, Rehabilita

lion Division; HUD, Room 6260;

Washington, D.C. 20410; (202)

755.5837.

URBAN HOMESTEADING

PROGRAM

Description: The Section 810

program transfers HUDowned,

vacant houses to local govern

merits for sale to the public at

nominal prices, sometimes as low

as one dollar. The buyer agrees to

make repairs necessary to bring

the house up to code standards

within 18 months and to live in

the home for at least three years.

Full title to the house is conveyed

only after these conditions are

met, Cities participating in the

program must demonstrate that

financial and technical assistance

and essential city services will be

available, to the homesteading

neighborhood. Section 312 re
habilitation loans may also be

provided to help homesteaders

make required repairs,

Application: With subsidies for

rehabilitation sufficient to bring

costs within the reach of low in.

come residents, the homestead.

ing program may help, to main
t n a mixed-income population

in a neighborhood. There are va

cant HUD.owued houses in some

of the neighborhoods now experi.

encing reinvestment. Neighbor-

hood groups may request a list of

such houses from the regional

HUD office, Moreover, on a lim-

ited basis, technical assistance is

being offered to dies interested

in undertaking multifamily
homesteading on multifamily

buildings. Neighborhood groups

may advocate that the home.

steading plans submi Red be their

local government to HUD include

prOvisions for outreach and sup.

port to lower income groups.

Contact: Community Develop.

mem Director of the HUD Area

Office; or Urban Homesteading

Division; HUD, Room 7174;

Washington, D.C. 20410; (202)

755.6935
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SECTION 202 DIRECT LOANS

Description: This progragpra

vides low interest loans for new

construction of housing for the

elderly and the handicapped
Section 8 funds may be coupled

with this program to subsidize

'11111.5.

Application:. Studies show that

elderly tenants are most often

displaced in areas undergoing re.

habilitation. Because. nonprofit

groups are eligible to build Sec-

tion 202 housing, neighborhood

groups may want to undertake

such a project In order to provide

replacement housing in the
neighborhood for elderly resi

dents who otherwise would be

forced to move. The groups may

apply dIkectly to HUD for fund.

ing, There is often a considerable

delay between application an
actual construction, however.

Contact: Housing Division Di

rector of the HUD Area Office; or

Direct Loan Branch, Assistant
Secretary for Housing; HUD,

Room 6136; Washington, D.C.

20410; (202) 755.6528

FHA MORTGAGE INSURANCE

PROGRAMS

Description: HUD's FHA pro

grams guarantee mortgages
made by private lenders for the

purchase or repair of multifeinily

or single-family properties.Some

FHA programs include a subsidy

to reduce the mat of borrowing

, for eligible. borrowers,

Application: Neighborhood

groups in reinvesting areas can

help make existing residents
aware of the program and put
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than in touihcull Ili, al 11.1111eis

Ile mist. 111 the pa pt w oil in.

olved, liovvev er, some finaiiiial

institutions may. have beenreltic.

la lit to tiller 'hese loans.

t'otaet: Federal Housing Ad.

ministration; 4,51 71h Street,

S.W.; Washington, D.C. 20410
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N'utonal Comma

Coopriatire llank (NOT)

Descripruc Cooperative pur

chase and rehabilitation of
apartment buildings by the
former tenants has proved to be a

promising means of fighting dis

placement and providing dwell.

iogs for soldier households (See

page 14 on Jubilee, Housing, for

example), In such arrangements,

the wants form a nonproth cor

',oration, obtain a !onne, and

purchase their building from the

landlord. Each tenant porehaieh

a share in the corporation and

makes monthly payments to ii. In

exchange, they each occupy a

unit, and they Wave a vote on all

matters in the corporation. The

payments they make 'cover their

share of the building's mortgage

and taxes, as well as maintenance

and repair costs. Coop owners

receive federal income tax &due

lions fur mortgage interest and

real Nate lilies they pay. When

an owner decides to move, hislher

interest can be sold to aAy usher

bum, as long as the newcoMer is

approved by the cooperative's

governing board,

The NCCB was established by

Congress in 1978 for,the purpose

of providing financial and lechni

assistance ku nonprofit coop.

eratives. The Bank is to make

loans at market interestlrates.to

cooperatives. In addition, an Of

lice of .§elfHelp and Technical

Assistance has been set up to give

financial and/or technical assist

ante to low income cooperatives.

Congress authorized $75 million

to the office for thre years. The

program is designed. to aid con.

851

stoner coups as well as housing

coops, By October 1983, up to 30

mum of the Bank's gross as- Is

may be used for loans to

coups,

AppIkatiow The Se1111elp of

lice will make capital investment

loans to eligible cooperatives

provided that their membership

is substantially composed of low

income p?rsons, that the prolect

will serve low income people, ur

that the coop needs more'caphal

than iI can pct from a ''bank or

'other sources. Ii must show that iI

can repay the loan' within 30

years. Coops which cannot pay

market interest rates because

they serve low inhume persons

May apply for "interest supple

merit payments" from the Self

Help office, Successful applicants

will pay interest on both their

capital investment loan and the

interest supplement payment.

(For more on housing coopera

see page 50).

Contact: Office of SelfHelp and

..TechnicaLAssistanp; National

Consumer Coop Bank; Washing,

ton Building; Suite 1046; Wash-

ington,D.C.20220; (202) 376.0731

Neighborhood

Service (NHS)

Dot plviiim; NHS, funned in

1974, is Lon'ently administered .

by the federal Neighborhood e
Reinvestment Corporation, The i.

program was based a success.

lul loud housing improvement cf.'

fort in Pittsburgh in the late
1960s, With federal and private

support it has spread lo 82 neigh

hurhoods in 7Q cities. One our.

pose of the program is to kring

owneroccupied htimes showing

the first signs of disrepair into

compliance with local huusin

codes,

An NHS board composes!

neighborhood residents, repro

sentatives of local financial insti

lotions, and other interested
community leaders must be es

lahlished before the corporation

will designate a new NHS area.

Once the commonly is targeted

for assistance a small neighbor,

hoodhasa office provides in

formation to people interested in

repairing their homes. The office

may also help eligible neighbor

hood residents obtain funds from

NHS's High Risk Revolving Loan

..,Fundi, repayment terms are

,



gauged to the recipient's ability to

pay svith a lien on the property is

a guarantee on the loan. While the

Neighborhood Reinvestment

Corporation does provide seed

money for new NHS's, it encour

ages local groups to seek founda

Lion, church, and local govern.

ment funds as well.

Application: NHS may be used

in some places to help elderly or

low and moderate income
homiowners avoid displacement

as the resultiof strict code en.

lircement, Through the technical

and financial assistance it pro.

vides, homeoWners md), be better

able to comply 'with' municipal

code reqoirtments and undertake

improvements they would

otherwise not have considered

possible. And through its media.

lion with local housing deplirt

ments, NHS may encourage in

application of, the housilig code

which concentrates on health and

safety rather than on appearance.

NHS's aims and accomplish
menu vary from city to city and

its effectiveness at minimizing

dispfacenent has varied as well,

Neighborhood organizations

should examine the program

carefully to detennini if it would

be helpful in, their community, '
Contact: Neighborhood Rein.

vestment Corporation; 1700 G

Street, N.W.; Washington, D.C.

1552; (02) 377.6360

Prograrris in Historic

Preservation

.
, 1

.Owner's tax bill.

Adaptive Yffisclecause new

construction is' so expensive

neighborhood groups and gov-

ernment agencies are turning to

conversion of nonresidential

buildingsfor example, viols,
wnrehouses, or office buildir

to create housing for the elderly

and for low and moderate income

families. Not only can sound,

older buildings be turned into

con\ (amebic multifamily house

ins, but lower renovation and

land acquisition costs result in

savings that can be passa' un to

the residents in the form of lower

ilents. When buildings of historic

or architectural merit are in.
volved, historic preservation

groups can be expected to lend

theirsupport,

The District of Columbia gov

ernment is planning to convert a

vacant high school to 145 sub-

sidized apartments for &elderly

and handicapped, Old mill build.

ings in Lowell and Peabody, Mas

sachusetts, have been converted

to attractive, safe and affordable

housing for elderly and low in.

' come families, Neighborhood

groups should consider this stmt

egy as a means of providing re-

plak ement housing for those

threatened by displacement.

Neighborhood groups iniy

overlook assistance from historic

preservat,lon programs becalm

they assume that such programs

contribute to displacement, in

fact, because o; the controversy

Over this question, some historic

preservation programs now have

antiedisplacement ipplications.

Among the strategies preserve.

t ion ists have pursued to maintain

less affluent households in re.

vitaltsing communities are ease

ment acquisition and adaptive

raise of older buildings. Both rely

on funds obtained from the pro.

gams discussed in this section,

supplemented by other govern

ment and private support.

Emma acrisitioNtow and
mqderattinCome homeowners in'

historic areas may be able to sell

legal title to the exterior (usually

just the facade) of their homes if

the building is deemed of historic

or architectural merit. In return

for an agreed upon amount, from

the purchaserthe government

or a private preservation group

the, homeowner am. not to
deface or substantially alter the

houie's exterior and agrees as

well to use part of the proceeds to

restore it according to specifi

cations set by the purchase The

homeowner may be able to use

some of ;he proceeds to bring the

house up to code standards or to

pay property taxes. Usually an

easement conveyance reduces the

assessed value of the property and

may therefore slightly lower th,

DEPARTMENT OF THE

INTERIOR

Description: The Department

administers the Historic Preser

vation GrantsinAld program
under the Heritage Conservation

and RecreatiOn Service, It pro.
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vides matching grains of up to'50

percent to states that prepare

statewide surveys and plans fur

purchase and development of

properties listed on the National

Register.

Application: The states, which

may transfer thqe fulds to local

governments, private mania.

Huns, or individuals, have been

spending an increasingly large

proportion of these I unds on

neighborhood conservation, Were

a neighborhood organizatiOn able

to center its rehabilitation effort

on property listed on the National

Register of Historic Places, these

funds could contribute to housing

and antidisplacement resources.

This program has been devel

uped specifically for preserving

historic places. Not only are

many itighborhoods withou,k

property listed on the National

Register, and therefore ineligible

for this program, but priority

concerns of neighborhood groups

fighting displacetnent might not

be in complete harmony with the

structure and goals of this pro.

gram. Nonetheless, it might be

useful under some circumstances.

Contact: Technical Preserva

lion Services Division; Heritage

Conservation and Recreation

Service; 440 G Street, N,W.;

Washington, D.C. 20243; (202),

343.7217

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING

AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Description7 The Historic Pres.

ervation Loan Program is In ex.

pansion of the HUD Title I pro-

gram. It provides FHA insurance

46

n

for loan financing, preservation.

Into( ation, or rehabilitation of

propel ties in 4istrict listed on

the National Register. These

loans may be used in coordina

tion with other HUD funds (for

example; Community Develop.

ment Block Grants may be used to

subsidize the interest on rehabili

Cation loans made by private

lending institutions).

Application: As with Historic

Preservation Grants. iAid,
neighborhood groups could find

this program very usefill in their

rehabilitation work if the prop.-

erty in question is on the Natilmal

Register,

Contact: John Brady; Director

of Title I Insured and 312 Loan

Servicing Division; Room 117.2;

Department of Houiing. and

Urban Development; Washing.

tun, D.C. 20410; (202) 756.6880

NATION4 TRUST FOR

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Descri)..ion: The Trust, a pri

rate, nongovernmental organi

zation, maintains several field

offices including dies in San

Francisco, Boston, Chicago, and

Oklahoma City. In addition to

providing technical assistance to

neighborhood groups, the Trust

administers the National His-

toric Preservation Fund, This re

vulving loan fund provides
lowinterest loans to nonprofit

organizations to improve prop.

ado on the National Register,

Loans, rangin from $25,000 to

$50,000, are used to acquire prop.

erty in conformance with prow

853

ration guidelines and standards,

As each loan is repaid, the money

can then be used to make other

loans.

'Application: Through this re-

volving loan fund, the Trust has

supplied money to purchase older

buildings, Generally, these build-

ings can be used for any compati-

ble purpose (including housing

forelderly and low or moderate

income people) as king as the

building's exterior does not vio

late preservatiop. standards.
Neighborhood groups might ex.

More the Fund as a source of

acquisition money to increase the

neighborhood supply of mode-

rptely priced housing.

Contact: National 'kust for His.

toric Preservation; 1785 Massa-

chusetts Ave., kW., Washington,

D.C. 20036; (202) 673.4000

INTERNAL REVENUE

SERVICE

Delcription: The Tax Reform

Act of 1976 was passed by Con

gross to remedy provisions of thei

Internal Revenue Service (IRS)

code which discriminated against

the p-eservation of some older

buildings. In effect, the old law

encouraged owners to tear down

older commercial struct.. es after

they had realized the major fi

nancial advantages of "acceler.

.
wed depreciation." Under the Tax

Reform. Act owners of certified

historic structures can deduct

over a five-year tax period the

cost of rehabilitating these build.

lags. ratItermore, the Act no

longer permits developers to de.

duct from their income tax habil-

ity the costs of demolishing 'a cer

tified histori'c structure.

Application. Neighborhood

groups can use the new provisions

to encourage the preservation of

buildings for low and moderate

income housing. Local organiza

tiuns should be sure that any'
buildings in their area that are

part of the National Aegisfer or a

state ur locally.designAted his.

lark &trio are considered for

use or adaptive reuse as housing. 'r
A recent survey by the U.S. Dc.

partnrnt of the Interior's Heri.

tae Conservation and Recrea-

tion service (HCRS) found that

projects which had' taken advan

tago,of the Tax Reform Act's pro-

. visions contributed a net increase

of 3,300 units of Itowing to the

nation. Abyt one-third of these

were designated' as low or mod.

crate income units.

Neighborhood organizations

may svant Au approach owners of

certified historic structures about

the tax advantages of rehabilita-

lion and the opportunity to use

thrSection 8 rental, subsidy pro.

gram to offer the rehabilitated

units to eligible low and mod-

crate income tenants.

Though the Act is administered

by the IRS, information on its

uses and applications to neigh..

borhood groups can be obtained

from IICRS.
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Banking Regulation

HOME MORTGAGE

DISCLOSURE ACT (IIMDA)

Description; IIMDA requires

despoitory institutions to sh?ws

where they make loans, what

types of loans they offer and whit

!oins they purchase. Congress in.

tendcl this legislation to enable

citizens to find out about the..
practices of their local le Aden.

Section 310(b) of the act states:

The purpose of Chit tills is to rrovide

the cilium and public offkilli of the

United States with sufficient informs-

lion to enable them to determine I

whetherdepository institution' an fill-

ins their Ali o= to serve the hous-

ing needs of the communities and

,neighborhoods in which they are k.,

cited and to mist public offielals In

their determination of the distribution

of public sector inveitmeris In i man-

ner designed to impnim the private In-

vestment environments

Application: This law, along with

the Community Reinvestment

Act, is a valuable tool for neigh.

borhood groups working to re

vitalize and stabilize their areas.

Information elicited under this

law can be used to help determine

the lending patterns of specific

institutions le relation to the

hobsing needs of particular
neighborhoods and in relation to

patterns of public revitalization

assistance. With this information,

neighborhood groups and in.

lerested citizens can 'encourage

lending itptitutions to provide fi

nancial assistance where the

have previously denied it and can

encourage responsible lending

practices in rivitalizing neigh.

borhoods.

HMDA requires, among other

things, that each lendel.iffected

by the law discl?se the number

and dollar amount of loans it

makes, and 'indicate by census

tract maps where these loans are

being extended, These reports

must be issued inpually on a

standard form and be available at

rich institution's main office and

at one branch office in each met.

ropolitan area. They must be

available no later than 90 days

after the end of the lender's fiscal

year. Each report must be avail

, able for five years. Both mortgage

purchase loans and home im

provement loans trust be re.

ported. '
HMDA covers banks insured by

the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation or the Federal Say.

f I

Ings & Loan Insurance Corpora

don and federal credit unions, ex.

'eluding those with less than $10

million in assets and those with

no offices in the census Burtiu's

Stapdard Metropolitan Statisti

cal Areas.

Using a neighborhood profile of

existing housing conditions, ad.

ditional housing needs, credit

availability, and unmet credit

and loan demands, neighborhood

pups can analyze the Icnding

information they obtain and hold

financial institutions accounts

ble for their practices.

COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT

ACT OF 1977 (CRA)

Description: This act is based on

the Congressional finding that

85 4

,federally regulated financial fn.

stitutions have an obligation to

help meet the credit needs of the

communities in which they are

chartered. The four federal agen

cies which regulate banking (the:

Federal Home Loan Bank Board,

the Coriptroller of the Currencx,

the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation, and the Federal Re-

serve Board) are directed by the

law to use their authority to en-

courage institution!, to help meet

local community, credit needs.

'these agencies must ages each

institution's record in meeting

the needs of its community and

then must take this record into

account before granting the insti

tut ion charters for expansion,

merger, establishment of a new

branch, or relocation, The CRA
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regulations, which are sically

the same for the four age cies, re

quire that each instil ion pub-

lish a CRA Statement hich in

qudes a map delineating the local

community, a list of sprcifit! types

of credit the lender is prcl e.red to

extend to the community, and a

CRA Notice (to be posted in. the

lubbv at each insrnotion office),

which, publicizes the availability,

of the entire CRA Statement.

Eich institlition also must mail-

tam a 'public file of all signed,

wring' comments received by

the institution,, and of the insti.

tuti.on's response to those corn.

mew,.
Application: Clearly this act,

greatly increases the opportunity

fur community groups to make

their concerns about an insti-

ttjun's lending practices knInvii

aad to seek improvement in those

practices by communicating an

1 institution's (ado e to meet

community credit reds to the

appropriate Idler 1 regulatory

agency Fair lendin practices are

vital for neighborh xl rehabilita-

lion activities, including those

meant preterit displacement.

The first point that neighborhool

grovps must recogniie, however,

is that institutions do not solicit

community interest in their lend

ing patterns. Neiehborhood

groups must initi.te the ex.
change, and CRA pridei them

with the Igtverage to do so.

One pat t of the CRA Statement

which neighborhood groups
should review is the institution's

map of the commUni.., which it

sers'es. Groups should make cer-
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taut that low and moderate in-

come areas are delineated on the

institution's map. Any di,,crepan-

des between the map and the ac-

tual demograpq of the areas

around a lending institution
should' be reported in the insti-

lotion's CRA public file. Fur-

thermore, community groups

should review CRA statements

(which must be open to the pub

lic) and comment on them. By

comparing the statements of ear;

loos lenders in their localitY,

neighborhood groups will be able

to judge which' (enders are must

responsive and which most unre-

sponsive to community needs.

Neighborhood groups may use

the CRA as a legal basis for dial-

0

lenging applications by uhre-

sr insive lenders who wish to

bit ach or 'merge, To do this

con,mulity groups charge the

Littler with failure to meet the

C.I? A obit; lam to "help meet the

c, heeds of local arm.
muMus." and ask that the fed-

eral regulatory agency involved

deny a charter for expansion at

least owil the lender adapts an

'affirmative lending plan. The

basic premises underlying most

challenges arc that: (1) there are

:sound credit needs. in. the cum

munity whiehre unmet; f2j the

lender's record shows that it is

failing to meet those needvz (3) the

lender has the capability to meet

those Inds,

.1

111rDrtnift.

Federal Regional Councils

Region I

Federal Regional Council of Nrw

England

Room E431

JFK Federal Building

Boston, MA 02203

(617)223.5421 '

Serving: Connecticut, Maine,

Massachusetts, New

Hampshire, Rhode Island,

Vermont

Region II

rleral Regional Council

Suite 3541

26 Fede'ral Plaza

New York, NY 10007

(212)264.8-68

Serving: New Jersey, New Yurk,

Puert Rico, Virgin Islands,

Region III

MidAtlantic Federal Regional

Council

Federal Building

600 Arch Street

Philadelrhia, PA 19106

(215) 5973653

Serving: Delaware, District of

Columbia, Maryland,

Pennsylvania, Virginia, West

Virginia

Region IV

Southeastern Federal Regional

Council

Suite 515

1371 Peachtree Street, N.W.

.Atlanta, GA 3009

(404) 526.2287 ,$

Serving: Alabama, Florida,

Georgia, Kentucky,

Mississippi, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Tennessee



1141ft V

Federal Regional Council

33th Floor

310 S. Wicker Drive

Chicago, IL 60606

(312) 353.5160 1961 Stout Street

Serving: Illinole, Indian., Denver, CD 80202

Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, (303) 327.2741

Wilconsin Serving: Colorado, Montana,

, North Dakota; South Dakota,

Southwest Federal Regional
Utah, Wyoming,.

Council Mallon IX

Room 9C2B Western Federal Regional

1100 Commerce Council

Dallas, TX 75101 P.D. Box 36098

(214) 749431 540Golden Gate Avenue'

Serving', Arkanus, ulslana,
Son Francisco, CA 94101

New Mexico, OM, Orni, Teas. (415) 3354970

Serving: Arlon*, California,

Hawaii, Nevada

Region X

tInrthwtet Fedc Rogioil,11

Council

1321 Second Aver,d:

Region VIII

Mountain ?line Federal

Regional Council

Rolm 14041

Federal Building

Isglon VI

Region VII .

Federal Regional Cguncil

Boom 634

601 But 12th Strut, '

Kam City, MO 64106

(816) 7584801

Serving: Iowa, Kansas, Mhsour,, ' Semitic, WA 911ini

Nebriska
(206) 399.0420

Saving: Alaska, fk:'.

Washington

Orginhitipnil Resource'
The National Urban Coalition

and its network of affillatn pro.

vide technical assistance on dip

placement. For Information cone

tact:

Nation:.' 1,iin Coalition

1201 Co''., .'!rut Avenue, N,W,

Wuhinmu,t, 20036

Telephones: '31.2400

HUD also skis , 'llowing

organizations In

this field:

National Asir of

Neighborhooc

1612 20th Strict,

Washington, D.C, LK.

Telephone: (202) 334.7,

National Veining and

Information Center

1123 W. Wuhington Blvd,

Chicago, Illinois 60607

Telephone: (312) 243.3035

Frail Institute Center for

Community rid

Enviknmental

Development !o

275 Washington Avenue

Brooklyn, New York 11204

Telephone: (Ill) 6214026

856
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t National Urban League

500 East 62nd Street

New York; New York 10021

Telephone: (212) 644.6500

Center for Community Change

. 1000 Wisconsin Avenue

WuhiXgtort, D.C.

Telephone: (201)338.6382,, ,

The tollaing organizations

have dliPlacementalated legal

information which may be

useful td neighborhood groups:

National Committee Against

DisCrimination in Housing

1425 it Street

'Washington, D.C.

Telephone: (20) 783.8150

Ceniir for hati?nakPolicy'

RcVlow

..thac University Law

yool

01141011, D.C. 10064

;. (202) 8323515

iicusin3 Law Project

; Aver.:e, Suite

;.1

h:! UllfIrrr15 94704

,r400
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Housing Cooperatives

'Cooperatives arc launched in a

variety of ways. Community or.

ganizers working with neigh.

burhoud groups,' churches, or

universities may Lontert

housing into cooperatives,

Technical assistance urganiza

tiuns may help tenants buy
existing housing fur cooperative

conversion by prOviding the

technical information needed fur

the conversion. Cooperative or.

ganizations including more than

on't.I. building may expand their

membership to new multifamily

dwellings and their residents, Or

technical assistance organiza

tiuns may, supervise the forma

tiun of a cooperative, from find.

ing an architect to financing
construction, The costs of con.

struction and of technical assist

ace become part of the cooper.

atix'e s long term mortgage.

Initial Organization

A group interested in coopera-
,

tive conversion, should assemble

all putential,members to Identify

their housing problems' the
building's physical defects ;' the

potential for being evicted ur dis-

placed, the amount of speculation

in their area, and the problems

with current management, If they

decide to thiganize. for cooperative

conversion they will need to set

up committees in legal educa

lion, financing, research, fundrais

ing, and building/rehabilitation,

50

Researching Resources and

ileum of Financing Conversion

The group wi.'1 need to gauge its

available resotirces, It can do so in

consultation with lawyers; em

since's; contractors, local, state,

and federal organization' and

the cooperative mbership it-

self. It must gat.,..' data on the

current condition of the housing

stock", rehabilitation needs and

priorities, far current income of

the residents sand what they will

be able to afford to contribute to

the cooperative), and the re-

quimments of lenders for the pur-

chase (,),f the property to be cut,

verted.

Financing alternatives mint

also be considered.'Under Federal

Housing Administrai'on (FHA)

Mortgage Imurance programs,

many cooperatives have be( a

able to,(inance acquisition and

rehabilitation of their buildings.

Section 213 tnot ig7ges r,re offered

at "market" interest rain with

terms of up to 40 years and down,

payment requirements of two

percent, Section 221(d)(3) offers a

below.market interest rate of

three percent and loans of up to

I00 percent with a 42.year term.

This program has be,,en ized sue-

cessfully for cooperative financ.

ing, but it has an income limit for

admissionlection 231 provincs

similar loans for housing to ac

commodate the elderly and the

handicapped. eciion 236 pro-

vides, loans to cooperatives, at

market interest rates plus a niort

gage insurance premium of one

half percent. Federal subsidy then

reduces the interest cost to coop-

erative metobers,by one percent.

The drawback l'af this program is

that residents living in Section

136 cooperatives Mg pay at

least 25 percent of their income

fur housing expeases.

Direct loans ais6are available

fur cooperative conversion. Sec.

tion 202 loans may be used to fi

nance formation of cooperatives

fur the elderly and fur the Nandi

capped. The program offtrs,
threepercent loans With ternis.ol

up to 50 yea's. HUDowned mul

tilamily developments. May be

sold ,for cooperative use under

Section 246. This program 'offers

100 percent financing at rates

gauged so that i urren? residents

can afford the necessary costs of

conversion. In .addition, HUD

may offer technical assistance

during the conversion pm es,

Rehabilitation loans arc avail.

able through Section 312. 111,:ie

loans are normally granted only

for housing located in designoter!

Com, nunitytevApment, Urbiin

Renewal, Mode! City and Home.

steadit,it areas, But this requite.

rent can bee waived if a loan

granted in areas other than these

aid in prei4:taing displace.

tnent of low and moderate income

people, These 16 as provid: up to

$100,000 at three percent interest

for ?it The number of units

in a biading tray not exceed 100

for Section

Fund! avail.aie through Com.

munity Development Block

Gra as and the Section 8 subsidy

pegram may be used for cooper.

ative conv,Tion. Other funding

sources are the Con.

857

sumer Coop 'Bank (soNagc 44),

State Housing Finance Agencies,

and the sale of tax exempt bonds

by local housing authorities for

the purpose of forming coopera-

tives. Charitable organizations

may also contribute kcoopera

live funds,

When considqing conven-

tional financing, i'ooperative or-

ganizations should realize that

loans du nut usually exceed ,80

percent 'of purchaselrehabil

itation price. Therefore, the coop.

erative must raise capital fur the

remaining 20 percent of costs. Fur

this reason, conventional financ

Mg often has been too expensive,

for cooperative budgets. Saings

and loan associations, how ser,

are now permitted to lend ul to

95 percent of costs to cooperative

corporations. Some tooperative

also choose to keep the exI.,:mg,

conventionally financed Imo on

rental buildings which they are

converting to cooperative owner:*

ship.



' .

'

kk
iropratle Budget

I
'After su'rveying financial re
soirees, the cooperative organ!

cation can better estimate its

ability to finance the cooperative,

given the income levels of the

members. It can then draw up

budget accounting for acquisi

don, rehabilitation, and operat

ing caw and determine both the

monthly charges to cooperative

members and the initial cash

needed for incorporation.

Negotiation with Lenders and

Closing

The cooperative then is ready to

submit preliminaryipplicationi

to the lenders and mortgage in

surer they have decided will best

accommodate their needs,

lowing this preliminary applica

tion, the cooperative may have to

meet additional reoirements set

by the lenders. If so, all residents

should be involved in the negot1

ations. Once the terms of financ

ing have been established with all

participating lenders, the coop.

erative must prove that there is

an adequate commitment to the

corporation by docuitenting that

90 percent of the units'have been

sold to cooperative members and

by placing the initial mem
bership fees in escrow (a special

type of reserve account). The ini

tial closing may,occur once the

commitment to the cooperative

has been demonstrated,

After the cooperatWe corpora.

tion has obtained a title, estab

lashed an interim 'board of di.

rectors, and signed regulatory

858

agreements, a construction loan

is issued and rehabilitation be.

gins. If occupancy of 95 to 97 per.

cent of the units in the coopers.

tive complex is sustained follow

ing completion of rehabilitation,

the final closing on the cooper,

rive conversion takes place, and

the construction loan is replaced

by a permanent loan.

Cooperative Managerpent

Following conversion the coop.

irativp will be managed by an

elected Board of Directors and by

committees in areas such as man.

igement membership, orienta

tion, properly improvement,

newsletter publication, coopers.

rive activities, and community re.

halms. The cooperative should

keep formal records of all deci

lions and expenditures. It will

need a manager who is reports'

ble for bookkeeping, bank trans.

actions, reporting to the Board,

supebising building mainte
mince, and collecting funds from

cooperative members. The coop.

trativeilnay choose to hire a pro

fessioMally qualified manager

who has had previous experience

in managing cooperatives.

Contact: National Associa

tion of Housing Cooperatives;

1828 L Street, N.W.; Washington,

D.C. 20036; (202) 872.0550
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[Excerpts from 0/81441 Science Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 1, Spring 1976]

Understanding Central

Cif), Hardship

RICHARD P. NATHAN
CHARLES ADAMS

There is a danger that the current, and justifiable;preoccupation'
with New York City finances by observers 'of the urban scene will cause them to
oveigeneralize: New York's fiscal ills have been chronicled in depth and classified
in full. But New York's problems are rioi those of every. city. For urban policy
makers, the cardinal:fact about United' States cities is that they are different. The
analysis in this article is part of an Ongoing examination of the problems pcicoii-
difions of local governments in the nation's larg1/4st metropolitan areas. We have,
focused here on central cities. Our primary interest is in.two characteristics of.
these .governments: (1) the seriousness of the social and economic problems
which they face, and (z) the extent of what might tecalled their political isolation
as.indicated by the popularior, size of central cities in relation to the population.
of the metropolitan area of which they are a part.

Such analysis is important ns an indication of both the extent of, and.rieed for,
fiscal and political arrangeinents for burden spreading in metropolitan areas. If
a particular central city is nearly es well or better off than its suburbs, techniques
to spread burdens within that metropolitan area will be less essential than in
cases where the central city faces.significant economk and social hardship relative
to its suburbs and 'Where it accounts for a relatively small proportion of the total
popula lion of its metropolitan area. The tarter cases are the ones we need to look
armust close:y in seeking relief measmes'for central cities.

RICHARD P. NATITAII is a senior ftliow at the lirookIngs Institution and directs the Incitu-
don's revenue sharing studies. He is the authot of ^lot that Iziled:.Nixorrand fly .0.rin-
istralive Presidency and the conuthor twith Allen P. N.:Intl:I and Susannah E. Calkins) cal Moni-
toring Re:3mm Sharing. CHAtLES ADAMS is a research' associate at Drookings.

Political Science Quarterly ViAume 91 Number 1 Silting 1976
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Many strategies arc available to relieve central city hardship. At the local level,
burden spreading can be achieved by consolidation; annexation; setting up spe-
cial districts to provide services on 'a regional basis; revenue sharing -within a
region as under the new Minneapolis -St. P/u1 plan; and various- other forms of

interloCal cooperation.
States 'governments, .too, can bring about burden spreading within metro-

politanregions. They can authorize commuter taxes; equable fiscal capacity and
service levels through st4te financial aid to local governments (both general

support and specificgrants for welfare, education, and other local functions);
directly assume certain functions; require regional action; expand county re-
sponsibilities; or in some cases facilitate (even-mand:ite)' consolidation or annex-
ation measures.

The federal -government can also help to equalize fiscal conditions within
metropolitan areas as a result of the way its.fiscal.subventions are allocated; or,

like the states, it too can require intergovernmental arrangements at the regional
level for particular-functions, such as transportation and health services. In ad-
dition, the federal government, as it has in recent years, can encourage the estab-

lishment of general regional planning and coordinating mechanisms as vehicles

for fielping to achieve greater burden sharing between central city and suburban

jurisdictions. -

We do not in this article draw conclusions as to where burden - spreading tech-

niques should be adopted or which ones will woke best. The aim so far has-been
to examine the conditions of local governments in metropolitan areas in order to
identify those areas which, because of central city hardship conditions, need to
be looked at most closelylo assess new and existing techniques to spread burdens

and equalize fiscal conditions.

INTRAMETROI'OLITAN AREA CON1PAMSONS

Intercity .omparisons of the severity of social and economic problems such Fs un-

employment, poverty, and crowded housing, can be made in either of two ways.
The most common approach measures conditions for individual cities compared
with each other, ranking the cities by levels of distress for die measures con-
sidered. Another approach, however, is called for if one is concerned with the
implications of social and economic problems- for the governance of individual
urban centers, and particularly the ability .of city governments to do something

about such problems. -

Geographically dispersed central cities compete with one another only in a
rather remote and long-term sense: In the short haul, each of them is much more.

intensively affected by whatever differences may exist in the severity of social
and economic problems within its own boundaries in relation to its adjacent
suburbs. In this context, what are needed are comparative data on the social and
economic hardship of the central city in relation to its own surrounding suburban

areas. Where the city-to-suburb hardship ratio is high and no structural measures

86
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be'en adopted to spread this burden, flight to the suburbs can be expected to
Irate and urban crisis conditions will deepen.

" -Av do the nation's largest central cities rank in these terms? Which of them
at. worst off as compared with their suburbs for various economic and social
indicators? In the metropolitan areaswhere the central city is most disadvantaged
relative to its suburbs, is the central city also isolated in terms of its relative size
nd its governmental_ structure? In an effort to answer these questions, we shall

with the most populous city in fifty-five of the nation's sixty-six largest
x..etropolitan areas. These arc standard metropolitan statistical areas (SNISA's)

in 1970 had populations of over 500,000, as geographicalldefined in 1972.1
A composite index.was developed, which expresses the city-s4m.rban relationship
for six measures available from the 1970 census:

1. Unemployment (percent of civilian labor force unemployed)
2. pependency (persons less than eighteen or over sixty-four years of age as a per-

cent of total population)
3. Education (percent of persons twenty-five years of age or more with less than

twelfth-grade education)
4. Income level (per capita income)
5. Crowded housing (percenr of occupied housing units with more than one person

per room)
6. Poverty (percent of families below 125 percent of low-income level)

City-suburban ratios were calculated for each measure. For per capita income
level, where a higher amount is a "desirable" characteristic, the suburban amount
in each instance was divided by the city-area amount. For each of the other five
items, involving "undesirable" characteristics, the city-area value was divided
by the suburban value.

The resulting ratios were standardized to give equal weight to each of these
comparative measures. These standardized ratios were then summed to derive a
set of composite index numbers which in turn were adjusted to a base level of
zoo.' Accordingly, a hardship index figure of over aoo in Table %, column A, de-
notes that the primary central city is disadvantaged in relation to the balance of
its SMSA:. the higher the figure the greater the disadvantage. A figure under 100
denotes that, on balance, 'the central city is better off than its suburbs in terms
of these six measures'

3 Eleven .SMSA's over soomoo were omitted from this analysis for the following reasons:
(a) Washington, D. C., because of its uniqueness as a combined state and local government;
(2) lloriOlulu and Jacksonville, becausetheir consolidated city-county governments comprise
entire SMSA's; (3) San Antonio, Memphis, and Nashville because the population of the cemrcl
city is more than three-quarters of that of the SMSA; and (4) five other areas where the most
populous central city has less than IS percent of the total SMSA population--Alb.ny-Schc-
nectady-Troy, Anaheim-Santa Ana-Carden Grove, New. .Brunswick-Perth Amboy-Sayerville,
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic. and Riverside-San Bernadine- Ontario.

2 The Appendix to this article explains the standardization prOccss used.
*Although the term, "hardship index," is used because we are interested in identifying

A? LI n
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As shown in Table 1, some comparative disadvantage is 'indicated for three-
fourths of the fifty-five cities examined. For more than one-fourth of them, an

index of zoo or more appears, denoting especially marked city-suburban diver-
gences. Near the top of the list are four of the six cities with more than 1 million
population: Chicago, New York, Detroit, and Philadelphia. Index figures for the

other two, Los Angeles .and Houston, indicate substantial equality between the
central city and suburban territory. Almost all of the relatively most disadvan-
taged central cities are located in the northeastern and north central regions.
Conversely, most of the cities which in terms of this comparative .index are better

off than the balance of their, respective metropolitan areas are in the South and

West.

Use of the Hardship Index

The' hardship index as constructed here is one among many approaches that

could be used to classify central city problems and conditions in relation to the

rest of their metropolitan area. The specific indicators used could be modified.
However, because it is reasonable to expect that these variables arz.. correlated

with other variables that might have been used, we believe the rankings presented
here would generalize to other sets of indicators. It should also be noted that
these rankings of the disparities ketween central cities and their suburbs. are
derived from norm-baged criteria. That is, cities and suburbs rank high and low
relative to other cities and suburbs, and not according to some absolute standard.

It should be noted that eight of the eighteen central cities listed in Table 1
which show up most favorably are in metropolitan areas defined by the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget as having more than one central city' Of the
forty other cities listed, only three (Minneapolis, Springfield, and Gary) are in
SMSA's with more than a single central city.

Findings Summarized

Examining the data presented in Table 1, a number of summary observations can

be made:
1. The most important point that emerges is that th,e relatively greater dis-

flvaritaged central cities are concentrated among older cities in the northeastern
and north central regions. In these two region's we find the most serious cases of
city boundaries established in the late nineteenth century that at the time re-
flected the extent of urban settlement but now encase only the poverty-impacted

core of a metropolitan area. Conversely, most of the central cities, which in terms

problem cases, cities and suburbs which rank well on the six indicators in this analysis should

not be considered as being in the hardship category.
4 Greensboro, Ft. Lauderdale, Seattle, Norfolk, Alentown, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and

Tampa.

,8 7 o
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TABLE 1

Index of Central-City Hardship Relative
to Baliince of SMSA and Selected Population Data

for Fifty-five of the Sixty-six Largest SMSA's

Primary Central
City of SMSA

Central
City

Hardship
Indexa

641

Number
of

County
Areas

in SMSAb
1111

SMSA Population, 1970

Total
1000)

fC1

Percent
Central

City .

Percent
Central
County

1E1

Region,

Newark 422 3 1,857 20.6 50.1 NE

Cleveland 331 4 2,064 36.4 83.4 NC

Hartford 317 664 23.8 NE

Baltimore 256 6 2,071 43.7 4a7d NE

Chicago 245 6 6,975 48.2 78.7 NC

St. Louis 231 7 2,363 26.3 26.3d NC

Atlanta 226 5 -1,390 35.8 43.7 S

Rochester 215 4 883 33.6 80.7 NE

Gary 213 2 633 27.7 86.2 NC

Dayton 211 4 850 28.6 71.3 NC .

New York 211 5 11,572 68.2 68.2d NE

Detroit 210 3 4,200 36.0 63.5 NC

Richmond 4 518 48.2 48.2d S

Philadelphia
z209
205 8 4,818 40.4 40.4d NE

Boston 198 2,754 23.3 26.7°' NE

Milwaukee 195 4 1,404 51.1 75.1 NC

Buffalo 189 2 1,349 34,3 82.5 NE

San Jose 181 1 1,065 41.9 100.0 W

Youngstown 180 2 536 26.1 56.6 NC

Columbus, Ohio 173 3 916 58.9 90.9 NC

Miami 172. 1 1,268 26.4 100.0 s
New Orleans 168 4 1,046 56.7 56.7d S

Louisville 165 3 827 43.7 84.1" S

Akron 152 2 679 40.5 81.5 NC

Kansas City, Mo. 152 8 1,254 40.5 52.2 NC 10

Springfield, Mass. 152 530 30.9 86.6° NE

Ft. Worth 149 2 762 51.6 94.0 S

Cincinnati 148 7 1,385 32.7 66.7 NC

Pittsburgh 146 4 2,401 21.7 66.8 NE

Denver 143 5 1,228 41:9 419d W

Sacramento 135 3 801 . 31.8 78.9

Minneapolis 131 5 1,814 24.0 52.9 NC'1

Birmingham 131 3 739 40.7 87,2

Jersey City 129 1 609 42.8 100.0 .NE
Oklahoma City 128 3 641 57.2 82.2 S.

Indianapolis 124, 8 1,110 67.1 71.8d NC

Providence 1211 913 19.6 63.6° NE

Grand Rapids 119 2 539 , 36.6 '76.2 NC

(SRst 17
4
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Index of Central-City Haydship Relative
to Balance of SMSA and Selected Population Data

for Fifty-five of the Sixty:six Largest SMSA's

Primary Central
City of SMSA

Central
City-

Hardship
Indexa

(Al

Number
of

County
Areas

in SMSAb
(B)

SMSA Population, 1970

Total
(000)

- Percent
Central

City
(01

Percent
Centri!

,County
(El

Region,
(F)

Toledo 116 3 693 55.4 69.9 NC

Tampa 107 2 ' 1.013 27.4 48.4 S

Los Angeles 105 1 7,036 40.0 ,100.0i W

San Francisco 105 5 3.110 23.0 23.0d W

Syracuse 103 3 :, 637 31.0 74.3 NE

Allentown 100 3 544 20.1 47.0 NE

'

Portland, Oreg. 100 4 1,009 37.8' 55.2 W

Omaha 98 3 540 64.3 72.1 NC

Dallas 97 6 1.556 54.3 85.3 5

Houston 93 5 1,985 62.1 87.8 ..§

Phoenix 85 1i 968 60.1 100.0 W

Norfolk 82 4 681 45.2 45.2d S

Salt Lake City , 80 2 558 31.5 82.2 W

San Diego 77 1 1,358 51.3 100.0 W

Seattle 67 2 1,422 37.3 81.3 W

Ft. Lauderdale 64 1. 620 22.5 100.0- S

Greensboro, N.C. 43 4 604 23.9 '47.8 S

SOURCES: Central city disadvantkie index calculated from data in U. S. Bureau of the Census,

County and City Data Book. 1972 (Washington, D.C., 1972), tables 2, 3, and 6: county areas

and population from U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972 Census of Governments, Vol. 1, Govern-
mental Organization (Washington, D.C., 19721, table 19.
*See definition in text.
bIncluding citycounties.
cNew England SMSA, comprising city and township areas, rather than entire counties.
dCitycounty.
*For New England SMSA's; the central county population figures are based on the following
county areas: Boston, Sulfolk County; Springfield, Hampden County; Providence, Providence
County. In the case of the Hartford SMSA, the associated county area extends over more than
one SMSA and the county population information was, therefore, not used.

f The Northeast includes all of the New England states plus New York, Pennsylvania, and New
Jersey. The north central region includes Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, Iowa, Missouri, North and South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas. The South includes Dela-
ware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North and South Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas. The West
includes Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Nev :, Mexico, Idaho, Utah, Arizona, Washington, Oregon,

Nevada, and California.

of this comparative hardship index are better off than the balance of their respec-
tive metropolitan areas, are located in the South or West.

2. In approximately half of these fifty-five SMSA's, the central city accounts
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for 4o percent or more of the population of the SMSA, which suggests that the
citizens of these units can have an important electoral influence on matters of
areawide concern, especially where there, is an overlying county government
which finances significant services.

3. Counties, as would be expected, have broader jurisdictions than cities. Only
three of what the Census Bureau classifies as the central county account for less
than.40 percent of the population of the SMSA. Thus, for both types of jurisdic-
tions (central cities and central counties) these figures suggest that central city
isolation is perhaps not as severe as the frequent stereotype.

4. Besides New York, fiVe other cities in the top two quintiles are combined
city-counties. There are altogether ten such combined city-counties in the table.
Among these units Without an overlying county, San Francisco and St. Louis
stand out as having the smallest share of the total SMSA population, 23.0 and
26.3 percent respectively.

5. Six SMSA's of over i million population are above zoo on the composite
index and at the same time account'for less than 4o percent of their SMSA

Theyare Newark, Cleveland, St. Louis, Detroit, Atlanta, and Philadelphia.
These are the most serious problem cases. All but Atlanta among these six central.
Cities lost population from 1960 to 1970.

U. At the other end of the spectrum, five SMSA's of over z million population
are zoo and under on the composite indexSeattle; San Diego; Houston; Dallas;
and Portland, Oregon.'

7. The top three cities in the tableNewark, Cleveland, and Hartfordshow
up clearly as problem cases in that, besides their hardship ranking, the central
city in every case accounts for less than 40 percent of the area's population, which
would be expected to weaken their influence in dealing with matters of areawide
concern. /

INTERNIETROPOLITAN ARCA COMPARISONS

The finpl point in this summary of findings raises an important issue. In' terms
of intrametropolitan disparities in hardship, Newark, Cleveland, and Hartford
rank highest. Yet urban experts whose expertise is based on the Tocqueville meth-
od of Irrirsiving enmoth:nn nreth5nri riiiforont motretpnlitzn nrole niti;r1r-

Iy'point Out that although Hartford does indeed 'nave pyoblems, the city does not
face as deep and serious a condition of urban blight as Newark or Cleveland.
There is no question but that this is true. A big part of the reason that Hartford
ranks third on the hardship index is that its suburbs are relatively well off.

To generalize from the Hartford case, because the composite index is con-
structed as a ratio of central city to suburban hardship, there are a variety of

Three consolidated city-counties of over soo.000 populationHonolulu. Jacksonville, cud
Nashvillearc eliminated from this analysis as they comprise all or nearly all the population
of their SMSA.
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possible situations that can exPlainr the ranking of a particular central city. For
example, city "A" might rank high, althinigh not at the top, in the composite,
index because it is extremely hard-pressed while its adjoining suburbs face only
moderate distress. Alternatively, city "13," as in the case of Hartford, could have
considerably less central city distress but much wealthier suburbs and end up
with the same, or close to the same, composite index as city "A."

The Use of Separate Indexes for Cities and Suburbs

To study these kinds oldifferences which underlie the hardttip index in Table %,
two separate indexes (similar to the composite index presented in *4e I) were
constructed, one for central cities and the other for suburbs. These two indexes

provide a basis for comparing central cities to one another and for comparing
suburbs to other suburbs, thus enabling us to analyze the reasons for the rankings

shown in Table i.
A major problem encountered in any effort to make intercity and intersuburb

comparisons is the necessity to account for regional cost-of-living differences.
Because of such differences, adjustments had tolie made in both of the incorhe-
related variables in the hardship index." These adjustments are based on the in-
dexes of family budgets compiled by the BureauNif Labor Statistics." Constructed
for various family structures and consumption standards, these-BLS indexes re-
flect differenc ?s in the sire of the budget necessary to achieve a specific standard

of living in forty urban areas in the United States. These budget size differences

among urban areas reflect both differences in the quantities of, goods and services
needed to achieve a specific consumption standard and differences in the cost of
these items. The most recent compilation is for autumn %973.

The cities and suburbs are ranked in Table ziin descending order according to
their level of relative hardship as Measured by the two interarea indexes. As
noted earlier, the data sources and'the standardization procedure used to con-
struct the intercity and intersuburb indexes are the same as those used to construct
JIe inisa-SMSA index. Unlike thi intra-SMSA index, however, the `values were

not normalized to a base of ioo, hence, the difference in numerical formats.
. .

THREE BASIC COMBINATIONS

Having compiled these,intercity and intersuburb indexes, it is possible to compare
the relative national rankings of the central 'city and its suburbs both within

6 In the case of the composite index as previously described, such adjustments were not made

on the assumption that, while cost-of-living differences may exist between cities and suburbs,

the nature of those differences would be reasonably uniform throughout the country.

See U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistirst. Handbook of Labor Statistics

1975-Reference Edition (Washington, D.C., 1975),, pp. 14215 and Tables 141-154. The way in

which'the BLS budget indexes were used to adjust the two income variables included in the

Interarca indexes is explained in the Appendix.
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TABLE 2

Interarea Hardship Indexes Comparing Cities to Cities and Suburbs to Suburbs

Intercity Hardship Index Intersuburb Hardship Index

City Hardship Index .Suburb 'Hardship Index

Newark 85.5 Birmingham 53.2.
St. Louis j 75.5 New Orleans 50.8
New Orleans 72.6 13 Salt Lake City 50.0
Gary 70.0 Jersey City 48.9
Miami 62.5 Tampa 47.6
Birmingham 61.8 Norfolk 46.3
Youngstdwn 60.3- Greensboro, N.C. 46.2
Baltimore 60.0 Phoenix,
Cleveland 59.6 Providence 45.5

-`- Detroit 58.6 Grand Rapids 45.3
Buffalo 57.2 41. Cincinnati 42.4

Jersey City 56.6 Gary 42.1
Hartford 56.2 Sacramento 40.8T
Louisville 559" Houston 40.3
Cincinnati 53.5 - Omaha 39.8
Providence 52.7 St. Louis / 39.7
Springfield, Mass: 52.0 Youngstown 39.4
Tampa 50.9 Syracuse 39.4
Sacramento 50.4 Springfield, Masi. 39.2
Grand Rapids ' ' 50.3 Louisville 39.0
Atlinta 60.1 San Diego 38.4
Philadelphia 50.0 la. Indianapolis 37.3,

Chicago 49.3 Toledo 37.1
Pittsburgh 47.1 Miami 36.9
Dayton 46.9 Portland, Oreg. 36.1
Rochester 46.3 Seattle 36.0
Richmond 462 Buffalo 35.4 .

Boston 45.8 Pittsburgh 35.1
New York Ft. Lauderdale 344
Akron 43.4 Los Angeles 33.9
Norfolk 43.4 Dallai 33.4
Ft. Worth 42.8 Detroit 31.3
Milwaukee <42.2 Akron 31.2

San Jose 41.9 Ft. Worth 30.3
Toledo 41.4 "-Allentown 29.8,
Syracuie 40.8 ,Oklahoma City 28.9
Indianapolis 40.3' Kansas City, Mo. 26.9
Phoenix' 40.1 Phi4dolphia 25.9
Kansas City, Mo. 38.9 San Francisco 25.7
Houston 38.2 Minneapolis 25.5
Los Angeles 37.9 Boston 25.3.
Portland, Oreg. 37.7 Richmond 24.9
Salt Lake City 31.6 Milwaukee ,. 24.5
Oklahoma City 35.5 / Baltimore 24.3
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

..Intirarea Hardship:Indexes Comparing Cities to Cities and Suburbs* to Suburbs

Intercity H.Ndship Index In rersubuth Hardship Index

City Hardship Index. t Suburb Hardship. Index

Omaha 35.3 New York
,

22.3
Columbus. Ohio 34.9 r Rochester 22.3
San Diego, 33.2

i
Dayton 22.1

Dallas 32.6 Denver 22.9
Denver 30.0 41in Jose 21.5
Allentown 29.1 -'Atlanta 21.0
Minneapolis 28.9 Chicego 20.5
San Francisco 28.8 Newark , 20.0
Seattle 28.5 Columbus, Ohio '19.5
Greensboro. N.C. 28.2 Hartford . 18.3
Ft. Lauderdale 24.0 Cleveland 15.5

SOyRCE: Calculated from data in U.S. Bureau of the Census. County and City Data Book, 1972.
NOTES: .

1. Cities aria suburbs are ranked in descending order according to the level of relative hardship
measured by the hardship i9dexes.

2. Suburb population is defined as the difference between 'the SMSA population and the popula
titan of the SMSA primary central city.

3. The data sources and standardization procedure used to construct the intercity and inter.
suburb indexes are the same, as those used to construct the inira-SMSA hardship index. See
the Appendix for a discussion. The refit4mrnts made to the two income variables in order
to reduce the effects of regional cost:of.Wing differences areLzIso explained in the Appendix.

,

SMSA's and among SMSA's. From here on, we distinguish between the Mira-
SMSA index as shown in Table land the two separate interarea indexes for cities
and suburbs. -In Table 3, the fifty-five SMSA's Pare arrayed according to three
types of relationship between the, two interarea indexes. The first relationship
(Type 1, Significant, Disparity, includes cases in which either the central city or
its suburbs ranks in the second or first-quintile on the interarea hardship index,
and where there is a difference of.two quintkgroups or more between the rank=
ings of the-central city and its suburbs on the 4wo interarea indexes. The second
combination (Type 2,'Both High) includes cases'in which both the central city
and its suburbs rank near the top (having the worst conditions) on the two
interarea indexes. The third combination (Type 3, Both Middle Quintile or
Below) includes cases in which both the central city and.its suburbs rank in the
middle or below on the two indexes:

Type .1: Significant Disparity

Altogether, there are eighteen Type 1.cases.Nine are SMSA's where the central
'city is in the second or first quintile (most adverse) on theintercity index. Seven,
of these nine SMSA's are above zoo on the composite index. These ar,e the most t
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TABLE 3

Quintile Rankings of Cities and Suburbs on the Individual
. Central City and Suburban Hardship Indexes:a /

Group t

Central cities
*coring 20b or
more on the
intra-SMSA
index

Group 2

Central cities
scoring between
100 and 200
on the
intraSMSA
index

Type lb Type 2C TyPe

Sub -

SMSA City urb
Sub-

SMSA City urb. SMS.A/
Sub-

City urb

Newark .1 5 St. Louis 2 Chicagol' 3 5
Cleveland 1 5 Gary.- 1, 2 Rochester 3 5'

Baltimore 1 4 DayLOn 3 5
Hartford 2 5 New `fork 3 5
Atlanta .,2 b- Richrtiond 3 4
Philadelphia 2 4
Detroit 1

Type lb Type 2= Type 3d

Sub- Sub- Sub-

SMSA City urb SMSA City urb SMSA City sirb

Buffalo 1 3 Birmingham 1 1 Akron 3 3

Miami 1 3' New Orleans 1 1 Pittsburgh 3 3

Indianapolis 4 2 YoungstoWn. 1 2 Boston 3 4

Syracuse 4 2 Cincinnati 2 1 Ft. Worth 3 4

Grand Rapids 2 1 Milwaukee 3 4
Jersey City 2 -1 Los Angeles 4 3
Providence 2 1 Toledo 4 3

Tampa 2 1

Louisville 2 2.
Kansas City,

Mo. '4 4

Sacramento 2 2 Oklahoma City 4 4

Springfield, San Jose 4 5

Mass. 2 2 Minneapolis 5 4

San Francisco 5 4
Columbus,

Ohio 5' 5
Denver .5 5

Group 3

Type lb Type 3d
a,

SMSA City
Sub-
urb ' SMSA

Sub-
City Orb

Central cities
scoring 100 of
less on the :nue-

Greensboro,
N.C.

Phoenix
5
4

1

1

I
Portland,

Orgg.'
Dallas

.. 4
5

3,
3

SMSA index Salt Lake City 4 Ft. Lauderdale 5 3

Omaha 5 2 Seattle 5 3

San Diego 5 Allentown 5 4

KOUttOn 4 2

Norfolk 3 1

&Rankings are on the basis of the quintile in which each city an suburb fell in the respective
intercity and intersuburb hardship indexes. Cities and suburbs coded 1 are in the top quinfte,

/ evidencing the highest degree of social and economic hardship.
bType 1 cases are characterized. as "Significant Disparity." Either the central city or its suburbs

ranked in the second or first quintile of the interarea hardship index, and there was a difference

877
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.serious hardship cases in drat both current social and economic conditions and
the dynamicsof growth in these regions are highly adverse for the central city.
As indicated earlier, it is in these metropolitan areas that flight to the suburbs is
likely to be exacerbated as out-migration from the central city causes a further,
deterioration in the social and economic condilions of the central city.

There are. also nine Type 1- cases where the opposite occurst-relatively poor
suburban areas adjoining relatively much better-off central cities. Two of these

. SMSA's (Indianapolis and Syracuse')8 nevertheless scored above zoo on the intra-
SMSA index. This can be explained by the fact that for the overall sample,
suburb,s'on average evidenced a lower level of hardship conditions than cities. In
the cases of Indianapolis and Syracuse, this served to offset the differences in city

, and suburban rankings reflected in the intercity and intersuburb indexes.
In terms of the dynarnici of central city hardship, the seven Type z central

cities scoring zoo or less on the intra-SMSA index can be said to be the best off
central cities of those analyzed: Greensboro, North'Carolina, heads this group
with the lowest rating (43).on the intra-SMSA index. Its central city is in the bot-
tom quintile among central cities and its suburbs (which include substantial rural
area) are in the top quintile on the intersuburb index. Two of the seven SMSA's
in this groupHouston and San biegoare over 1.11tillion poulation.

Type 2: Both High

The most interesting' findings for the interarea comparisons pertain to what we
have classified as Type z cases. Table 3 contains thirteen SMSA's where both the
city and its suburbs are in the second or First quintiles of their respective interarea
hardship indexes. These are cases of central cities, characterized by relatively ex-
treme hardship conditions, adjoining suburbs with similar characteristics. Be-
cause of these similarities, the intra-SMSA indeX tends to understate, and even
conceal, central city hardship. In eleven of these cases, a score of under 200 is

registered on the intra-SMSA hardship index. Two of these SMSA's, Birmingham
and New Orleans, have both their central ,city and suburban area in the top
quintile of the intercity and intersuburb indczez:. Even 'though the problems
caused by city-suburban disparitiCs would appear to be less serious in these cases,
the fact of central city hardship remains.

The two Type 2 cases scoring above zoo on the intra-SMSA index are St. Louis
s."

of two quintiles or more between the rankings of the central city and its suburbs on the two
interarea indexes.

cType 2 cases are characterized as "Both High. Both the central city and its suburbs ranked in
either the second or first quintile of the interarea hardship indexes, implying a relatively high

level of hardship for both aPeas.
dType,3 cases are characterized as -Both Middle Quintile or Below."' Both the central city and its
suburbs ranked relatively well on the interarea hardship indexes, each falling in either the third,
fourth, or fifth quintile.

8 The Indianapolis data here arc postconsolidation. The central city, as shown in tile I,Jy

accounts for 67.1 percent of the SMSA population.
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and Gary. In effect, while both city and suburb rank very. poorly in their respec-
tive interarea indexes in these two cases, the extent of the hardship evidenced by
the city dominates.

The thirteen Type 2 cases, with three exceptions, tic in closely to the generali-.
, zation.made earlier thai problem cases tend to ge located in the northeastern and
north central regions. The three exceptions are Sacramento, Birmingham, and
New Orleans.

4

Type 3: Both Middle Quintile or Below

There are twenty-four Type 3 SMSA's, where both the central city and its sub-
urbs are in the middle quintile or below on the two interarea indexes. This does
not mean that disparities are absent. To the contrary, five, of the SMSA's in this
group are zoo or above on the intra-SMSA index, including New York and Chi-
cago. These two SMSA's, plus Dayton and Rochester, have central cities in the
middle quintile on the intercity index and suburbs in the bottom quintile on the
intersuburb index. We would expect their central city hardship to be less severe
than that of Newark and Cleveland, yet the fact and dynamics of disparity exist
in all four cases.
- Fourteen Type 3 cases scored between 200 and zoo on the intra-SMSA index.
Among these, Boston is the standout case, scoring 298 on the intra-SMSA index.
Its central city is in the third quintile on the intercity index and is suburbs are in
the fourth quintile on the intersuburban index. Milwaukee is a close second on
this basis, scoring 295 on the intra-SMSA index.

Summary Observations

It is difficult to draw a sharp line between cases with and those without high levels
of hardship. Clearly in the hardship group are the seven Type 2 (Significant Dis-
parity) cases scoring above zoo on the intra-SMSA. inflex. Buffalo and Miami
probably should be added to this group. For these nineftases, the existence of a
relatively high level of hardship is shown by theintcrcity index, and at the same.
time the dynamics of disparities' as revealed by the intra-5MSA index signal a
potential worsening of the central city hardship level over time.

All of the Type 2 (Both High) case central cities evidence a high .degree of
relative hardship when compared to other central cities. However, because their
adjoining suburbs evidence similarly high levelsof hardship, he dynamics of

. hardship are less clear for these cases.
The five Type, 3 (Both Middle Quintile or Below) cases scoring over zoo

on the intra-SMSA index, and to a lesser extent Bostori and Milwaukee, A
evidence,significant hardship disparities between the central city and its adjoin-
ing While the level of relative hardship revealed by the intercity iridcx
may be characterized as moderate, the dynamics of hardship .revealed by the
intra-SMSA index are nevertheless unfavorable for these seven cases.
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`flit nerresult is that over half of the central cities in the SMSA's included
in Iltis analysis (in fact, twenty-nine cases) appear to face some measure of
relative hardship.

Moreover, from the population data provided in Table i it can be observed that
the twenty -nine central cities included in.the hardship group are politically more
isolated than the remaining twenty-six central cities studied. Only ten of the
twenty-nine hardship cities, or approximately 35 percent, account for 4o percent
or mule of their SMSA total population. This compares to sixteen out of twenty-

Or Gz perCent of the other cities studied. On average, the percent of SMSA
population accounted for by the central city is 35.9 percent for the hardship
group versus 12.5 percent for.the others. Vit

It should be reiteratedthat the term "hardship" does denote only relative
hardship as revealed by comparative data. Furkermore, comparisons among areas
on 111c. basis of a specific set of hardship iFdicators as presented here do not
necessarily reflect differences in actual levels of distress. The performance of city
government and the roles played by adjoining local governments, regional orga-
nizations, and state governments all have a bearing on how well specific "hard-
ship" situations are handed. Two cities or suburbs which rank closely in the
interatca hardship index may exhibit significant differences in terms of the actual
level of distress resulting from these conditions.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

At the height of the New York City fiscal crisis, it was important to point out, as
these data show, that a number of central cities face much More serious social and
economic problems than New York. This distinction between social, economic,
and rit.cal distress, is an important one.. Newark, New Jersey, ranks highest in
social and.econontfc distress, both in relation to its adjoining suburbs and to the
other. cities included in our analysis, yet Newark has a reputation for conservative
fiscal iiractices.

To a significant degree, the social and economic hardship conditions of central
cities hich we have focused on in this article are a function of governmental
structure. Ofen regarded as a dull subject and relegated to the academic sidelines,
the examination of governmental structure in relation- to economic and social
tOmlitions is essential for understanding and dealing with urban needs. There
are, In fact, increasing signs that the issue of whether the national government
should intervene in matters of local structure will become the central question of
domestic policy in the next decade. Reasons why this debate is likely to intensify
are not hard to find. Unless the federal government intervenes in 'some way in
structural matters, it is hard to see how national policy can on an equitable basis,
and nit a significant scale, deal with the social and economic problems of central

citie& Federal grant policy, assuming for the moment 'that a sizable amount of
new resources was available, may not be a good instrument for aiding central
cities on any kind of a general basis.

6%6-925 0 - 81 - 56 880
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The major barrier 'to federal action in this area is the dilemma of rewarding ,

laggards. In relation to the kinds of reforms' advocated for decades by "good-

government" groups (consolidation, annexatitni;and various other plans for re-

gional cooperation), a program aiding the central cities that are the worst off

would in many cases be.detrimental to precisely those metropolitan regions which

have done the.most on.their own to reform their governmental 'structure. licnce,

the question arises: If Jacksonville or Indianapolis deconsolidated'and,separately

incorporated their poverty-impacted core area, would they be able to receive aid,

()more aid, under a special federal program of grants to poverty- impacted core

cities? The nature of American federalism, with so many different governmental

constellations, greatly complicates the task of dertning a federal policy to deal

directly with cities on a generalized basis. Since our purpose is descriptive, ndt

prescriptive, we leave open the question of whether there should be a new federal

aid policy, or any other kind of policy, to ajd central cities facing serious social

and economic hardship conditions.*

METHODOLOGICAL APPENDIX

Table

The ratios in column A, Tables have been standardized to avoid giving undue weight-

to any of the six charadteristics. This was done by assigning a value of wo to the range

of variation in each of the six sets of ratios. For instance, for the crowded.housing ratio,

the highest and lowest cities are: Newark, 340, and Salt Lake City, 0.52. A value of

zoo was assigned to 3.40 and a value of o to 0.3z. The ratios in between these two are

assigned values from o to wQ using the following formula:

X = Y Yr') :oo'
max On

where: X = standardized ratio to be created

Y = ratios calculated from data in U.S. Bureau of the Census, County and

City Data Book, 1972, tables 3 and 6
= maximum value of Y
= minimum value of Y

To continue with the Newark example: its six separate standardized tatios were cal-

culated with the above formula; the ratios were then summed and the total divided by

6. This yielded the figure of 94.8. (If Newark had scored the highest on all six ratios,

this number would have been too by definition,) This operation Was repeated for all of

the cities, ending up with a composite index with values, ranging from 94.8 for Newark

to 9.6 for Greensboro.

The authors are indebted to Allen D. Manvcl, Robert D. Reischauer, Dan Crippen, and Handy

Hevener for invaluable help in developing the framework and originally assembling statistical

material presented in this article.
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For purposes of clarity, however, we wi.thed to display the disadvantage index so that
cities could be easily identified as -to whether they were worse off or better off than
their suburbs. To accomplish this, the composite index was adjusted to a base lintel of
zoo. The value, zoo, would be :n this new set the disadvantage index of a-city .whose
statistics are the same as its suburbs. On a standardized basis (from o to zoo), such a
city would score 22.44. (This is the mean of the standardized index obtained for a city
with a ratio of z.00 on each of the.six separate measures.) The central-city disadvantage
index of Newark thus becomes the ratio of 94.8 to 22.44 (times Zoo): 422.

Table .2

The adjustment to the per capita incocne variable is based on the BLS index Of annual
budgets at the'intermedfate level" of living fot a four-person Urban family. The family
unit around %Aidh this budget is constructed consists of an employed husband, aged
thirty-eight, a wife not employed outside the home, ;:nd two children, ages eight and
thirteen. The types of consumption, reflected in the budget include food, housing, trans-
portation, clothing, and medical care. `

This adjustment was made by dk iding the income variable for each City by its spe-
cific budget index. (For twenty-five of the cilies in our sample, direct budget indexes
were available from the BLS compilation. For the remaining thirty cities, estimates of
budget indexes were made on the basis of proximity to cities included in the BLS com-
pilation.) As a result, cities with a higher than aerage budget have their per capita
income measure reduced; the opposite occurs for cities with a..below-average budget.
Comparable adjustments were Made to the suburban per capita rzlcome variable in coin-
puting the intersuburb index. (The underlying assumption is that, while differences in
city and suburban budget size may exist, differences among suburban areas will corre-
spond closely with differences among cities.)

For the variable percent of families below 125 percent of the low -income level, the
BLS index of annual budgets at the "lower level" of living for a four-pertor. urban
family was used. There are important differences between theTlower and intermediate .

- budget levels in terms of the composition of spending as well as in the level of total
spending. For example, families in the lower-level budget group are all assumed to be

.tente(s.
Using the lower-level budget index, the percent of low-income families variable was

adjusted for both the city and suburban indexes by multiplying that variable by ea,:
lower-level budget indeic. The result was that cities and suburbs in'which the lower
consumption standard amid Iv financed at relatively less cost had the percent of low:
income families variable reduced, whcreps for hreas where it cost relatively more, an
upward adjustment was made to the percent of low-income families variable. .
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.The Prospects for Urban Revival

James W. Possett
and

Richard P. Nathan* b

The last few years.have seen a major shift in the rhetoric

surrounding public discussion of the future of older American cities.

By contrast with earlier prevailing wisdom, which had defined the

\,
oldercity as an obsolete economic life formonuchturre6t reporting on-.

urban conditions has been optimistic SOme,observers have.argued that

decreases in family size and' increases in energy.and housing costs have

4

made central cities more attractive places to live, and-point to increas-

ing levels of housing rehabilitation in many .cities as evidence that

households are alledy.moving in. Still otherobiervers_point to near

boom levels of downtown.tonstruction,- increased demand for office apace

at record rents, and the iuccess of such commercial developments as

Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco

*The authors are Research Associate, Ph.D. Program in Urban/and Regional

Plannirig,UniversityofMichigan andDireitlr,Princeton University, Urban and

Regional Research Center. We wish to acknowledge exemplary research

assistance from Jerry P. Cawley of Michigan and Arthur Maurice of Princeton,

help in obtaining information from Tim Jones of the Census Bureau, ibd

useful comments on an earlier draft from Thomas J Anton, Robert F. Cook

and Michael H. Schill. The research reporied in this paper was supported

by the Department. of Housing and Urban Development under Grant H2899RG

to the Brookings Institution: The views and opinions in this paper are

those of the authors and should not be attributed to HUD,'Brookings,

Michigan, Princeton or any other institution with which either of the

authors has been, is currently, or expects to be affiliated.

Submitted for publication in Roy.Bahl (ed) Urban Government Finance
In the 1980s (Sage Publications;. Beverly Hills, fovhcoming).
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and'Water Tower Plaza in Chicago as evidence that the economies Of many

older cities are beginning to revive./

/See, for example, T.D. Allman, "The Urban Crisis Leaves Town," Harpers
(December, 1978); Wolf Von Eckardt, "New Mood Downtown," Transaction (Sept-
ember- October, 1979) and ."Comeback for Cities, WOes for Suburbs," U.S.
News and World Report (March 24, 1980), p. 53-58)

In spite of these optimistic reports and the physical evidence

of construction in Baltimore's Inner Harbor and Chicago's North Shore,

a doubling of median office rents in Manhattan in the last five years,

and impressive amounts of housing rehabilitation in such areas as

Adams-Morgan in Washington and Queen Village in Philadelphia, it is

far from clear that many older cities have turned the corner or even

bottomed out. Some observers have argued that increased energy costs

will not make urban locations appreciably more attractive to either residents

or businesses, and may even result in increasedomovement out of cities./

/Kenneth A. Small, "Energy Scarcity, and Urban Development Patterns"
Department of Economics, Princeton UniVersity, 1980) processed

Several careful. studies in a number of cities from a variety of sources.

have failed to turn up much evidence of a "back to the city" or even

a "remain in theity" movement of any appreciable size. / -Further,

/See, for example, Kathryn' Nelson, "Movements Blacks and Whites Between
central Cities and Suburbs in 11,MetroPolitan Areas, 19f5-75," Annual
Rousing Survey_Working Papers: Report #2 (Office of Economic Affairs, Office

of Policy Development and Research, HUD), May, 1978; Larry Long, "Into
the Countryside and Back to the City," in Shirley Leiria and Daphne Spain
(eds.) Back to the City: Issues in Neighborhood Renovation (Bergamon Press,
1980). Larry H. Long and Donald 9. Dahmann "The City-Suburb Income Gap:
Is It Being Narrowed by a Back-to-the City Movement?" (Buteau of the Census
Special. Demograohic Analyses, CDS-80-1, 1980) For a detailed assessment of
the "gentrification" literatute. see Mi:hael H. Schill "Displacement
duced by Urban Reinvestme...t: A Research Strategy," (Policy Paper, Princeton
University Urban and Regional Research Center, forthcoming).

4
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it seems possible that the oft-noted reduction in urban hc:..ehold size

represents a postp2inemeneof marriage and child'beazinvrather than a

permanent shift in family patterns._ The 1980s may see an acceleration

of outmigration rates as the children oc the baby boom years move through

their own child bearing period./ Others have argued that
t

s

/Vincent Barraba, "The Demographic Future of the Cities of America"
Presentation before National Urban Policy Roundtable, February 7, 1980.

current booms in downtown construction and real estate, while positive

"in themselves, are only local improvements that at best have

little impact on the rest of the city and at worst have created

problems elsewhere by driving out smaller businesses unable to pay

increased rents,/ Advocates of downtown development respond to these

.../See George Sternleib and James Hughes, "Back to the Central City"
Traffic Quarterly, Vol. 33, No. 4, (October, 1979), p. 617-636 and Julia
Vitullo-Martin, "The Real Sore Spot in New York's Economy" Fortune,
(November, 19, 1979), p. 92-105.

claims by arguing that large anchor deVelopments are necessary

for other sectors to revive andthat this process is simply

not far enough along for these broader benefits to have appeared.

While there has been considerable debate about the current state

of American cities, there'is relatively little concrete information

about what has changed, and by how much. As we have argued elsewhere,

much of the debate over the recent past and future pf American cities

has been conducted in terms of archetypes rather than evidence. Examples

of rehabilitated neighborhoods in'Adams-Morgan and Capitol Hill in

Washington are countered with examples of residential displacement and

fuZher deterioration in Anacostia; and the West Side in Chicago is
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set against success stories in Lincoln Park and the North Shore.

.-, There is not much hard evidence, however, on how many housing units

have been rehabilitated in Adams-Mergari,' or in Washington as a whole,

how many people have been displaced from Capitol Rill into Anacostia,

or the effect of Water Tower Plaza on Chicago's retail sales. Evidence

on, the net impact, either positive or negative, of. the processes

under way in either of these or other cities is a scarce commodity,

and it is an open question whether such evidence is even collected.

This paper addresses three questions about the nature and direction

of urban chLge and the adequacy of .available information on trends

and conditions in cities.' In the first section we review the

moit current available evidence on the recent demographic and

economic history of older Americsalsities. Our conclusions here are

pessimistic there is little evidence, at least to date, that either

resident al or economic-revitalization has had any appreciable impact

on any a reciable number of older cities. The second section assesses

the adequa , reliability, and timeliness of available data on economic

and demographic trends in cities. Our conclusion here is also pessi-

mistitwelack the statistical capacity to say a great deal about

recent changes in cities; and it is unlikely that we will gain that

capacity in the future. Finally, we advance some.ideasabout the

questions future research on urban conditions should deal with and the

most useful types of information for answering them.
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Ishte..11_Cboolas_111-UzLen-246.1itioasa_1260d11/2"2

quintiles,

1960

II Urban I

II "Condition I

II Index* I-

I

Percent Ponl oation Chas& : Per Calt; Inoom

(1960 Dm lera)

1960 1770 1770 :775 I

Urban City I to to to to I 1757 190 1774

Conditions I(1960 1970 I 1970 1977 1975 ' 1977 I

Inden U I I (7) 18) (7)

II (1) (2) I (3) (4) (5) (6) I

ST LOUIS 1: 207.6 787.6 I -17.0 -13.9 -13.0 -1.0 I 1831 2726 4006

tOSTON II 201.0 193.2 I -8.1 -3.2 -.6 -2.6 I 1719 103 4157

MART II 196.3 207.0 I -5.6 -14.4 -10.6 -30. I :792 2492 3348

'BUFFALO 1193.9 244.1 I -13.: -1316 -10.4 -3.2 1 171: 2877 4207

PITTStUEGM Il 178.4 203.3 I -13.7 -12.9 -10.2 -2.7 : :945 3071 4435

CLE:ELAID II 177.9 2)5.7 I -14.3 -16.2 -12.8 -3.4 I :586 282: 2025'

11111.41iLFNIA 'I 155.2 ,168.5 I -2.7 -3.5 -S.S -1.? I 075 3217 4333

RCCEESTER II 166.2 187.9 I -7.0 -12.5 -9.1 -3.4 : '2058 3237 420

DETR3IT II 154.0 151.7 I -9.5 -13.3 -10.6 -2.7 I 2206 3232 4163

CIN2INNATI ji 145.: 147.6 I -9.9 -9.8 -3.0 -1.3 I 2042 3132 45:7

MINNEAPOLIS II 144.5 154.74 -19.0 .15.3 -11.7 -3,7 I 2247 3433 516:

DALTINCRE II 144.4 ' 153.9 I -3.5 -10.3 -5.1 -5.2 I 1947 2213 4330

DIT410241A' II 140.7 134.2 I -II S -5,4 -7.2 :X I 1037 2508

TOLEDO ' 140.2 102.9 I 20.3 -6.0 -5.1 -2.0) 2)03 ,3252 4571

LOUISVILLE 'I 1404 131.3 I -7.5 -9.9 .2.3 -3.3 ; :761 2na 4232

CNICACZ II 130.6 145.9 : -5.3 -3.4 -7.4 -1.0 1 2274 3:02 407

I: : KEW 0328682 II 130.6 137.4 I -5.4 -5.: -8.4 .2 I 17.1t) 2705 520

ST PAUL II 127.6 132.3 I -1.1 -14.b -9.7 -4.3- I 2173 3377 4931

086 1826 CITY 'I 127.5 117.3 I 1.5 -7.7 -5.3 -2.4 I . 2:0 3678 4739

KANSAS CITY II 124.5 102.8 I 6.7 -10.2 -7.3 -2.7 I 2:74 3327 4733

OAKLAND II 120.7 06.5 I -1.6 -8.0 -8.4 .5 I 2352 3516 5634

A6R04 II :13.5 130.6) -2.1 -10.7 -2.2 -2,6) 2122 3274 4314

PORTLAND II 117.5 112.4 I 7.5 .S -6.7 7.3 I 201 3t33 5:72

SA1 FRANCISCO II 1154- 116.4 I -3.3 -2.2 -64 -1.3 : 2710 4232 5370

MILWAUKEE II 105.6 127.1 I -3.3 -8.6 -6.9 -4.7 I 2104 3:34 4680

08606 I: 99.0 87.1 I 15.2 6.1 8.0 -1.7 I 2135 7439 4237

III CaelBUS I: 00.3 83.2 I 14.4 -1.5 -.8 -.7 I 104 3025 4333

MIAMI II 83.5 65.7 I ' 14.7 4.0 10.3 -6.3 1 1614 2321 4412

KENMS ') 83.3 46.7 I 25.4 7.0 7.6 1.4 I 1653 2703 4323

SA.4 ANTONIO II 20.0 68.1 I 11.3 23.7 20.2 3.4 I 1426 2421 360:

74141.8 " MI 27.7) -4.7 -7.5 -7.4 .3 : 2522 4382 5203

-1. DENUR 11 78.9 79.7,1 4.2 -6.0 -6.1 -1.9 I 2272 3234 0505

A ---------------------
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Iab1e_1.1CootinuedI1.Cbardis_In tirb2n Conditiorias_1760:1222

Quintiles.

II Urban I Percent Population Change

II Conditions I ,41960 Base Year)
,

II Index* I

I Per Wita Luca

:960 II i , I 1760 1970 1770 :773.

Ufban
-

City LI . I to to to '' to 1957 1969 1974'

COnl'Aroni II 1960 1970 I 1970' 1977 1975 1977

II I , 1 (7) (3) (9)

II (1) (2) I (3) 14) (5) 16)

II- + --

i

OKLAHOMA CITY

AILMTA
II 71.4

II 70.7

56.6 I 13.1

,67.0 I, 2.0

1.6

-16:5

-.3

-12.5

1.8 1731

-4.0 1 1732

3236

3156

4731

4527

N2P.F31K 1: 65.1 77.0 I 1.0_ -8.5 -7.0 -1.6 1 17:7 :772 4233

E2-OT 1014 II 64.5' 53.2 I 10.4 .77.1 -9.9 2.7 1 1945 3236 4527

TV BATON ( ;C55E 'I 61.1 47.5 I 8.9 93.3 .84.3 ,9.0 1 1157 2810 4187

LOS AN3ELES ," II. 57.9 51.1 I 13.6 -2.2 -3.6, 1.4 I 2624 3951 5277

:.U511 'I 57.3 27.7 I 35.0 38.3 26.4 11.8 I :653 2572 4377

SACR1MENT6 II 56:7 43.9 I 32.7 . 5.3 3.4 1.9 I Nia , 3383 4765

TULSA II 53.6 41.6 I 26.5 1.0 -.0 ' 1.0 I 2273 3492 6473

WICHITA II' 51)9 58.3 I 8.6 -3.4 -4.6 1.2 1.:077 3250 4951

CHARLOTTE II 51.0. 35.1 I 19.7 27.0 14,.9 ' 7.1 I 1970 3272 4926

Led3 II 50.4 . 54.5 I 4.2 -6.4 -4,7 .3 I 2453 3760 5652

EL PASO II 44.2 , 58.0 I 16.5 26.4 :2.9 3.5 :576 2390 3477

TAMPA II, 43.4 72.5 I.0 1.0 -4.7 .7 -5.6 I 17:0 2779 ;362

V

HOUSTON....e .........

CALLAS

40.2

.... I: 39.8

27.7 : 31.;

28.1 I 24.2

29.2

.0

10.1

. -4.6

19.1 1 62

4.7 I 217

3353

36c7

5:10

5755..
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Table 1

Sources: Population and Per, Capita Income, 1975: Office of Revenue

Sharing, EP 10 Tape. Population 1977: Office of Revenue Sharing;

Initial State 6 Local Data Elements: Entitlement Period 11. Housing:

U.S. Bureau bf the Census, U.S. Census of Housing, Volume I: States and

Small Areas, 1960 and 1970.

a. The 1970 index is computed from the followiag formula:

Mean per capita income 1970 Percent pre-1940 housing in 1970

Per capita income 1970-" % Mean percent pie-1940 housing in 1970

100 + rate of population change 1960-70
'100 + median rate of population change 1960-70

b. The 1960 index is computed fr6m the ssmdformula as the,1970 index

'using 1960 data. Population change was measured rom 1950 to 1960.

4

89
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Trends in Urban Conditions

In an earlier paper, we presented evidence on.cbsngei in the

concentration of urban problem conditions and economic growth over'the

1960's for approximately sixty of the nation's largest citien.1

(See Richard P. Nathan and James W. Fossett, "Urban Conditions-,-The Future
of the Federal Role" (1978) Proceedings of the 71st Annual Convention

'..of'the National Tax Association-Tax Institut* of America (Columbus, 1979),
p. 30-41.

In this paper, we examine more recent evidence on social and economic

trends in this-same set of cities in the 119708 to see whether the;

relative severity of urban problems or the level of relative economic

growth have changed.

. Much of our earlier writ has measured the I,evel of urban hardship

by the concentration of three variablescity age (as indicated by

the amount of older housing), population loss, and the concentration

of poverty. The first two columns of Table 1 combine these factors

ihtol"urban conditions indexes" for 1960 and 1970 for fifty-three

of the fifty-seven largest cities in the country. Per capita income .

has been substituted for percentage of population in poverty in both

years. Both indexes have been standardized to a mean of 100._f Cities

with indeX scores above 100 are "worse off" -- more distressed -- than

cities with lower scores.

IA number of objections have been lodged against this index, which
was initially developed by our colleague Paul R. Dommel. First, it has
been argued that the use of per capita income-understates the spread,

'between rich and prior cities relative to other measures such as the
percentage of the population below the poverty level. It, has also been
argued that figures fail to reflect regional variatigms in the cost of
living, and should be adjusted for price differences between cities.
We agree with both these objections in principle, but lack the infOr-
nation to accommodate them. There are no data available on how may poor
people lived in indiVidual cities in 1960 or on erica levels in all the
cities surveyed here over the past twenty years. A further objection
hafribeen lodged against the use of older housing, on the ground that t

=

F ?
9.0

a
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this.figure doesn't reflect levels of housing rehabilitation and is
hence Amplicitly biased toward* new construction as a measure of city

health. This objection is, in our view, misguided., The fraction of
older housing is intended es a proxy for the age of city capital
stock, which include§ such its as streets and sewers, rather than
a measure of the conditions of acity's housing. Cities with high
fractions of older housing might be expected to also have an older

capital stock.

Two general points suggest themselves. ,First, there is a sub-

stantial correlation (.96) bet%eert indexes in these two years; cities

with problem; in 1960, as measured by this index, continued to have

them through 1970. All of the twenty -five cities with index scores

above the mean in 1960 had scores above the mean in 1970, and all the

cities with index scores below the 1960 mean had similar scores in

1970.

Here importantly, there was an increasing disparity in the

concentration of urban problems over. the Ofzthe twenty-five

cities with index scores above the mean in 1960, sixteen Mel bscome een

more distressed as measured by this index in 1970. By contrast, of the twenty-

.eight cities with scores below 100 in 1960, seventeen improved their
ti

relative, position by 1970. The most distressed cities in 1960,accord-'

ing to this index, lost an average of 10 percent of their population

between. 1960 and 1970, while the populations ofthe least distressed

Cities grew, onsverage, by most 30 percent over this same period.

Similarly, per capita income in the most distress cities grew at a

slower rate during the 19608 than it did in more p osperous cities,

with the result that the income gap between more and ess prosperous

citie/increased. Quite literally, over this period the rich got

richer and the poor got poorer.
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Although the final verdict still is not in, the available evidence

suggests that this gap between rich and poor. cities has increased .

substantially during the seventies, particularly during the first half

of the decade. Columns 3 to 6 of Table 1 present information on

changes in population betneen 1960 and 1977 in these cities.

To make compaison easier, all these figures aF'e expFessed

as changis from 1960 populatioll..

Table 2 presents population change between 1960 and 1977 as a per-

centage of 1960 population for each quintile of.the 1960 urban conditions

index, arranged from most to least distressed. These figurei suggest

that cities clabsified as more distressed in 1960 lost a larger share

of their 1960 population between 1970 and 1977 than they did over the

sixties, while more prosperous cities grew at roughly the same rate

asibthey had earlier. Cities falling in the tc2 (most distressed) quintile

of the urban conditions index in 1960 lost an average of 10.1 percent

,i.)'§ 92
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Table 2. Average Population Change;
Population, by Quintile. on

Quintile; 1960
Urban Conditions
Index ' a 1960-1970

1960-1977, as Percentage of 1960
1960 Urban Conditions Index

Average Percentage Population Change

(1960 Base)

1970-1977 1970-1975 1975-1977

1 10.1 12.2 94 2.7

2 1.1 8.9 6.9 2.0

3 7.7 0.9 1.1 0.1

4 15.2 10.2 7.6
t.2.5

5 28.6 20.2 14.7 5.4

All cities 7.9 1.9 1.3 0.6

NOTES a. First quintile (most distressed): St. Louis, Boston, Newark,

Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Rochester,

Detroit, Cincinnati, Minneapolis.

b. Second quintile..L....Baltimore, Birmingham, Toledo, Louisville,

Chicago, New Orleans, St. Paul, New York City, Kansas City,

Oakland, Akron.

c. Third quintile: Portland, San Francisco, Milwaukee, Omaha,

Columbus, Miami, Memphis, San Antonio, Seattle, Denver.

d. fourth quintile: Oklahoma City, Atlanta, Norfolk, Fort Worth,

Baton Rouge, Los Angeles, Austin, Sacramento,,Tulsa, Wichita,

e. Fifth quintile (least distressed): Charlotte, Long Beach,

El Paso, Tampa, Houston, Dallas, San Diego, San Jose, Albuquerque,

Phoenix, Tucson.
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of their 1960 population' between 1960 and 1970. Between 1970 and

1977, they lost, on the average, an additional 12.2 percent of their

1960 populations. Cities in the bottom (least distressed) quintile

of the 1960 index, whose populations had increased an average of 28.6

percent between 1960 and 1970, experienced a further average increase

of over 20 percent of their 1960 populations between 1970 and 1977. In

short, at least in the aggregate, the rate of population loss in more

distressed cities over the seventies got worse, not better.

This disparity, in growth narrowed slightly between 1975 and 1977,

. o
the most recent period for which data are available Cities classified

as more distressed in 1960 lost an annual average of 1.37 percent of

their 1960 populations between 1975and 1977, a slight decline from the

1970-1975 period, when they lost an average of 1.89 percent of 1960

population. Cities in the second quintile of the urban conditions index

in 1960 lost an annual average of just.under 1 percent of 1960 population'

between 1975 and 1977 van improvement from 1970-1975, when the annual

population loss averaged 1 4 percent.

While theore distressed cities were losing pooulation,at a 'Inver
/'

rate the more prosperous cities were gaining it at a slower rate during

this period; they showed a drop in the rate of growth of about onequarter

- of a percent of 1960 population a year. In short, the disparity in pop-

ulation growth between more and less prosperous cities declined between

1975 and 1977 by almost 20 percent, from an annual average of almost 5

percent of 1960 population between 1970 and 1975 to slightly over 4 percent.'

Many inferenCes have been drawn from these figures. Some observers

L
have argued that the reduction in the rate of population

Yo.
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decline, in distressed cities is itself a favorable sign,

signalling a reduction in outmigration rates stemming from declines

is marriages and childbearing. Others have argued that the critical

variable in assessing trends in urban demography is no longer change

in the numbers of people, but rather change in the number of hOuseholds,

which is reported to be increasing in many cities. For both these

arguments, the conclusion is optimistic: In spite of the loss of popula-

tion, the number of households seeking accommodations has stayed level

or increased. As a result, both city housing markets and tax bases

may be reviving.

In our view, this scenario may be overly optimistic. First,

reports of the demographic rebirth of older cities appear

to be premature. The ratbpf population loss in the more distressed

cities does appear to have declined over the mid-1970s,

but these cities are still losin3 popula-

tion at a faster rate than during the 1960s. Of the twenty-two most

distressed cities in 1960, seventeen lost population between 1975 and

1977 at a faster rate than they did between 1960 and 1970. This deterioration

was particularly pronounced in several cities that have been labelled

by many observers, including us, as possible candidates for revival.

Boston, for example, lost an annual average of 0.81 percent of its.

1960 population over the sixties; between 1975 and 1977, it lost an
I

average of 1.3 percent per year. This contrast was even more marked

in Baltimore, whose annu 1 rate of decline increased by.o4r two percentage

points, from 0.35 percent ptryear the sixties to 2.5 percent between 1975

and 1977. The movement of people out of older cities may .

have slowed, bUt it has not stopped.

4 895
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Second. the increase in the number of households -- which some

say is the salvation of older cities -- does not appear to have been

large enough, at least to date, to maintain housing demands in more

distreAsed cities. Nationally, the number of householdslin all 243

central cities increased by 1.8 million, or 6.3 percent, between 1970

and 1977..../ We have no information on changes in this figure

./Sternlieb and Hughes, p. 630

for individual cities, and won't have any until reports from the 1980

census are available. It seems likely however, that most

of this increase occurred in more prosperous cities, where popul#tions

increased by 20 percent over the seventies, and in smaller central

cities not included in this study. Many of these smaller cities have

experienced population growth over the seventies compaiable with the

more prosperous cities reported here, and it seems likely that many

new households were formed in these places. There is no reason to

suspect that the forces producing smaller ImUseholds are limited to

more distressed cities, making it possible, if not likely, that house-

hold growth was distributed roughly in the same geographic fashion

as population growth. The growth.ln households in more distressed

cities has probably been relatively small, and may nct have

taken place at all in many cities.

A final reason for skepticism about prospects for residential

revival In distressed cities is that if there has'been an increase

in the number of households in older cities -- and it is worth

reemphasizing that we have no Information one way or the other on

this question -- the limited aggregate data available suggest the

896
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source of this increase'has not typically been professional couples

buying condominiums in Lincoln Park in Chicago or GS-11s moving into

group houses in Adams - Morgan in Washington. The household types

that have been expanding the most rapidly in both cities and suburban

areas have been femaleheaded and nonfamily households, both of which

characteristically have lower incomes.than more traditional households.

In addition, both the absolute numbers and the concentration of

individuals with incomes below the poverty level increased in central

cities between 1970 and 1977. While -we have no evidence for individual

cities on this question either, it seems at least a plausible inference

that many, if not, most, of whatever new households there may be in older

cities; are relatively poor./ While higher income, households

/Sternlieb and Hughes, P. 630-631; Shalala, Table. 11

may in fact be settling in some more distressed

cities, there is no evidence as yet to suggest that 'this movement has

been large enough'to.produce any net improvemnt.

vt

Trends in Urban Economic Growth, 1958-1977

The prospects for economic revitalization in older, more distressed

cities appear no more favorable. than those for major residential

improvement. Although the disparity in economic growth rates between richer and

poorer cities has narrowed slightly over the middle seventies, this

narrowing appears.to be due to a recovery from an extremely severe

economic slump in the late sixties and early seventies;' rather than

to any nascent revival. Jobs and economic activity

897'
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are continuing to leave more, distressed cities at a substantial

rate, albeit slightly slower than that experienced in earlier periods.

Our earlier wnrk has measured economic growth in cities by a

"composite economic indicator" This index measures growth in local output

in manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, and services, weighted

by employment in each sector, relative to the average change fdr

all cities. Column 1 of Table 6 displays this measure of economic

growth over the period 1958 to 1972. Like earlier indexes. this

measure has been standardized to a mean of 100, so that cities with

slow growth rates have higher scores.

While there are some differences between this measure of.economic

growth and the measures reported earlier, the overall pattern is very

similar. The composite economic indicator is correlated with the/.

1960 urban conditions index at..77 and with the 1970 index-at .80.

Not surprisingly, cities with slow rates of economic growth also tended

to have lower per capita incomes, larger concentrations of poor people,

and higher rateirof population loss.

These figures also reinforce the earlier argument that the

disparity between rich and poor cities increased over the sixties.

Cities with umTn conditions index scores in the top (most distressed).

quintile of th4960indexhadan average growth-rate score between 1958

and 1972 of over 200,suggestinga growthrateof less than halftheaverage for

all cities over this period. Cities witA 1960 index scores.in the

. second quintile had an_average growth score of just over 100, while

cities with 1960 index scores in the bottom three quintiles had

4
growth rates.above the average over this period.

This disparity in economic growth does not appear to have occurred

uniformly over time, but to have been concentrated during the latter
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part of this fourteen year period. Columns 2 through 4 in Table 4 report

composite economic indicator scores for individual cities for each

of the three periods defined by the Caning of Business. Table 5

combines these scores to-report average economic growth rate scores

for each quintileof the 1960 urban conditions index for each; four

1 to five year period and over the entire fourteen year period.

These figures indicate a convergence in rates of economic

growth between more and less prosperous cities'between 1958 and

1967, and a major divergence between 1967 and 1972. The average

economic indicator scores cities in the.topquintile of

the urban conditions index, with the exception of Newark, declined

s
between 1958 and 1967,. from 140 to 126, indicating a growth rate

between 1963 and 1967 closer to the national average in this period

than during the earlier period: While more prosperous cities 'grew

at even faster rates over this period, the disparity in economic

growth was smaller 'than that between 1958 and 1963.

The reasons for this convergence are easy to suggest. The period

between 1963 and'1967 fell in the middle of the most sustained economic

expansion in recent history. The average annual rate of growth in

GNP avec this period was 4.9 percent, with three of the four years,

showing growth rates of. over 5 percent. By contrast, average annual

growth in the 1958-1963 period was only 4.1 percent./ This relatively

/Citation to be prOvided.

high rate of aggregate growth appears to have had a disproportionately

avorable impact on the economies of more distressed cities.

By contrast, the disparity in economic growth rates between more

and les? distressed cities increased substantially between 1967 and
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Table 3

Sources: 1976 Value added: Bureau of Census 1976 Annual Survey of

Manufacturing, Table 2. Other,1977 figures: preliminary and final area reports
from relevant. 1977 Census of Business. All other data: County and City
Data Books, 1963, 1967, 1972,1977.

The composite economic indicator (CEI) is calculated according to

the following formula:

CEI
Average growth, sample cities

(PCVAM) *(PMFE) +(PCRS) *( PRSE) +(PCWS) *(PWSE) +(PCSVC) *,(PSVCE)

where: PCVAM percent change in
indicated period

PCRS percent change in
indicated period

PCWS percent change in
indicated period

PCSVC percent change in
indicated period'

PMFE, PRSE, PWSE, PSVCE

value added by manufacturing,
(e.g., 1958 -1963)

retail saies receipts,

wholesale sales receipts,

selected service receipts,

percentage of sum of employment
in manufacturing, retail sales,
wholesale sales, and selected
services employed in given sector,
during the initial year of a given
period

It was necessary to adjust the growth figures used to calculate the CEI
to eliminate negative numbers. A detailed list of the adjustments made

is available from the authors on request. ,
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Table 4. Average Composite Economic Indicator smut, 1958.1972, by Quintile on 1960 Urban Conditions Index ,

4

Quintile, 1960 Average Composite Average, Composite. Average Composite Average-Composite

Urban Conditions Economic Indicator = Economic Indicator Economic Indicator Economic Indicgor

Indus ' 1958.1972 1958.1963 1963-1967 1967-1972

/1 200 131. 130 187

2 103 101 106 99
OC

0
. , 46

3 81 98 \A la 69

.

4 N. 51 . N i 71 65
sf

5 Al l 71 73 50

SOURCE: See Table 4

a, Quintiles 1114 as Table 2

,
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1972. The average economic growth scores of cities in the top quintile

of the 1960 urban conditions index increased by almost 50 percent,

indicating a sharp deterioration in their relative economic performance.

By contrast, the average growth scores of cities in the lower

four quintiles declined, indicating an improvement in their

relative economic position.

This pattern of economic improvement in more distressed cities

between 1962 and,1967 and sharp deter
110

ioration in the next five years ,

is even.More pronounc:d when we examine-employment trends in the four

sectors contained in the growth index. Table 6 shows average total .

employment growth between 1958 and.1972 for the cities in each quintile

of the 1960 urban conditions index. Although total employment in all

cities srew at respectable rates betweeh 1963 and 1967, the biggest

relative improvement occurred in cities classified as most distressed

in 1960. These employment gains were wiped out in the succeeding

five-year period, when 'the mute distressed cities lost an average of

almost 15 percent Of 1967 employment. Employment in more prosperous

cities, by contrast, continued to expand over this period, in many

cases at, rates even higher than over the preceding five years.

The reasons for this sharp divergence in economic performance

between more and less prosperous cities are difficult to definerecisely.

Agregate economic growth over this period Was slow relative to the
, .. -

earlier period; annual GM? growth over this period was only about 3

percent a year, and there was a sharp, if relatively shoit, recession

in'1969-1970. Further, some of the cities falling into the top quintile

of the 1960 index -- Newark, Detroit, and Cleveland -- were the scenes of

major riots. These factors may have accelerated employment movement

already under Gay in these cities to produce this severe deterioration

in economic growth and employment.
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Table 5. Average Percentage Change in Total Employment in Major
Sectors, 1958-1972, by Quintile, 1960 Urban Conditions Index

Quintile, 1960
Urban COnditions
Indexa

Average

1958-1963

Percentage Change in Employment

1963 -1967 1967-1972 1958-1972

1 - 6.9 4.2 -15.0 -17.3

2 - 3.7 8.4 - 4.0 - 1.1

3
/

0.5 6.9 10.1 ' 16.3
1

4 4.6 21,2 . 16.3 50.4

5 17.5 ,. i1.9 .23.0 77.4

All Cities 2.4 12.0 4.4 23.5

t

SOURCE: See Table 4

a. quintiles same as Table 2.



As of this writing, information is just beginning to be available

that allows an ssssss ment of mo.a recent changes. Preliminary area

reports from the 1977 Census of Business are now available for most

cities for all sectors except manufacturing, and final reports are

out for many cities. Although we cannot assess recent-changes in detail

until all these data arc available, we can make some general conclusions

about ayinges over the mid to late seventies. Columns 5-8 of Table 4

provide the information available as of March 1980 on changes since 1972

in retail and wholesale trade, service, receipts, and watue added by manu-

facturing. All data are either preliminary or final figures from the

relevant 1977 census of business except for the value added figure. Be-

cause no reports, either final or preliminary, have yet been issued on

value added from the 1977 Census of Manufacturing, we are forced to use

1976 data taken from the Annual Survey of Manufacturing for that year.

Table 7 presents average changes in these measures for the quintiles of

--the 1960 urban conditions index. or purposes of comparison, comparable

measures arezalso displayed for 1967 to 1972.

These figures suggest that the economies of older cities did

improve over the middle seventies, but only relative to their earlier depressed

performance. The.disparity in growth rates between more and less prosperous

cities did narrow over this period, particularly in manufacturing and

wholesale trade. The disparity in the rate of growth between the

fastest and spwestgpowdngeeta_of,zitLes declined him over 65

percent in the'1967-72 period to less than 25 percent'in manufacturing.

The gap became narrower in both wholesale
4

and retail trade. The disparity between faster and slower growing cities

actually increased in services, but this increase probably reflects an



'able 6 Average Percent Change in Valtfe Added, Sales and Receipts 1967-1972 and 1972-1976/77, by quintile on 1960 UrbaM Conditions Inds*
in parentheses)

Quintile,
Value added by.
manufacturing Wholesale ealea1960

UC1 1967-1972 1972-1976 1967-1976 1967-1972 1972-1977 1967-1977
(1) (2) (?) (4) (5) (6)

Retail sales

1967-1972 1972-1977

(7) (8)

1967-1977

(9)

1967-1972

(10)

Selected ear ice
receipts

1972-1977 1947-1977

(11) (12)

00
CO
00

1

(n.11) 2.9 32.2 36.4 .5

2 \
(n..11) 19.4 35.4 62.5 22.2

.

. .

3

(n -10) 43.6 25.2 88.6 41.1

4

(n.10) 58.0 55.1 131.6 3910

5,
(n.11) 70.3 38.6 115.8 74.7

All Cities
(n -53) 38.0 38.1 80.8 34.7

31.4 32.4
"i

32.0 57.0

62.6 110.9

99.6 167.2

74.3 213.9

51.5 98.0

5.6

22.4

38.2

43.9

60.4

33.8

14.5

31.2

45.4

55.6

61.6

41.3

.

21.3

60.9

102.6

126.3

160.3

93.3

58.6

75.6

101.0

95.0

117.1

88.9

25.6

36.6

53.4

64.4

(79.6

50.8

100.8

144.0

208.0

:21.9

:86.9

190.0

OURCES: 1967-1972 data see notes to table 6.
1976 Manufacturing - Annual Survey of Manufacturing: 1976, table 2
1777 Sales and Receipts: Preliminary and final area report from relevant 1977 Census of Business.

Final figures have been used when availatle.
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expansion of coverage in the 1972 Census of Selected Services, when

several new industries were added./

services, dental' labs, engineering, architectural and land survey-
ing were added to the 1972 Census of Selected Services. These additions

account for approximately 15 percent of 1972 service receipts for most

cities. Further coverage changes were made in the 1977 Census of

Selected Services. In particular, coverage of tax-exempt establishments
has been expanded considerably and will be reported separately from tax-
able activities. No such distinction was made In the k972 Censds.' Since
complete data on Ax-exempt establishments were not available at the
time thisoartple was prepared, no attempt has been made to adjust
the 1977 figures for coverage changes. For further information on
the comparability queStJOh, see the appendexes to C.S. CeAsus of
Selected Services:, Volume VII: Area Statistics, 1972 and 1977.

Perfunctory examination suggests that the bulk of this "recovery"

was purely statistical, reflecting an improvement from a severely depressed,

base in more distressed cities. As columns 1, 4, and 7 of Table 7 indicate,

giowth in manufacturing and wholesale-and retail trade between 1967 and 1972

was extremely low in the'most distressed cities--lele than 1 percent in

wholesale trade and less then 3 percent-in manufacturing. Even

without price adjustments, five of the eleven cities in the top

quintile of the 1960 index proddced less in manufacturing output in

1972 than in 1967. Wholesale sales were low* irf 1972 than in

1967 in six cities in this group; 1972 retail sales were below 1967

levels in two cities. By contrast, growth rates in more prosperous

cities between 1967 and 1972 were quite substantial. Manufacturing Sutriut

grew by more than 70 percent in the most prosperous set of cities; whole-

sale sales expanded by almost 75 percent. The fact that growth' rates in

manufacturing and wholesale trade in these two'sets of cities were closer

AOS
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'together in the succeeding five-year period should noc be taken as

evidence of revitalization, but rather of a reduction in the rate of

growth (at least in manufacturing) in "more prospeieus cities and of a

modest recovery from an extremely depressed base in more distressed ones.

A more direct way of putting these figures in perspective is to

examine growth in these four sectors between 1967, the time when these

cities were the closest together, and 1977. These figures are displayed

in columns 3, 6,.9, and 12 of Table 7. The disparity in economic growth

between these groups of cities over this period was.substantial. Value

added increased by just over one -third in the most distressed cities

between 1967 and 1976; it more than doubled in the most prosperous

ones. Retail and wholesale sales grew by smaller amounts than manufac-

turing in the most distressed cities and by larger amounts in the

most prosperous places. The disparity in service receipts was smaller

than"in the other sectors, but this may have been; the result of a shift

in coverage rather than a difference in growth. A resolution of this

question will have to iwait-a full set of 1977 figures.

In'short, there was some increase in the growth rate in the economies

of more distressed cities, but only some. The disparity in growth rates

between more and less prosperous cities declined slightly over the

goalie seventies, but it was still substantial. Retail sales grew., on the

average, four times as fast in.the most prosperous cities as in the

most distressed, and the service receipts in rich cities grew almost

three times as fast as in the poor ones. Although these differences are

smaller than t ose of the 1967-1972 period, they can hardly be taken

as evidence of ommercial revitalization'in the more distressed places.

Trends in employment in these four sectors show a similar pattern.

We lick employment figures for'all four sectors for:all the

.C"



cities under onsideration here, but enough information is available on

enough cif to provide a reasonably clear picture of changes between

1972 and 1977. Available data are presented in Table 8; data

from the preceeding five years are listed for comparative purposes.

These figures show a familiar pattern--the race of decline slowed in

the most distressed cities, at least in manufacturing and wholesale

trade, as did the rate of growth in more prosperous cities in these same

sectors. The rate of. growth in employment in retail trade and

services in gore prosperous cities slowed as well, but the rate of job loss

in retail trade and services accelerated or remained about the. 1

same in the cities in the top two quintiles of the 1960 index.

As with the receipt numbers, we cannot separate out changes in service

employment due to shifts in coverage. However, other observers have reported

AnAreases in service jobs between 1§67. and 1972 An several of the cities

classified here as the most distressed controlling for shift in coverage./

/Varaiya and Wiseman, p._

in short, it seems reasonably clear that service employment in more

distressed cities increased betweon'1967 and 1972, and declined in the

succeeding five years. Local government employment, which also had been

increasing in more distressed cities over the late sixties. may Also

have declined clueing this period, even though millions of dollars for

public service employment were pumped into cities during this period.1

/See Richard P. Nathan et.al. Monitoring the Public Service Employment

Program: The Second Round (National Commission on Man Power Policy;

Washington, 1979), 0,11-13"and George E. Paterson "rascally Dist ee s e

Cities: That is Happening to Them" in Hearings Before Subcommittee

on the City of House Committee on Banking Finance and Urban Affairs;.

July 25, 1978.
r.
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Table 7 iv ee ee Change in Employment, 1967-197T, For Major Sectors, by Quintile of 1960 Urban Conditions Index
.(n.i.in parentheses).

Quintile', 1960

Urbaelboditions
Index

Total siployment

Manufacturing, holesale trade Retail trade Selected services four mentors

1967-1972 1972-1976 1967-1972 1972-1977 1967-1972 1972-1977 1967-1972 1972-1977 1967-1972 1972-1977

1 -72.6 - 9.1 -19.9 . -15.4 -11.3 -11.7 15.5 - 4.2 -15.0 - 9.4

.. C
2 -11.7 ' - 9.8 - 7.2 -16.1 - 2.0 = 2.8 22.8 6.0 - 4.0 - 7.3

, 7

3 2.4 - 3.8 3.6 2.3 11.4 8.5 37.1 16.6 10.1 N.A:h

4 13.6. 0 9.3 N:A.h 13.3 15.9 36.8 23.9 16.3 N.A.
__. if

:

5 20.3 2.1 19.9 18.6 25.3 21.3 33.6 N.A.* 23.0 N.A.h

All , -13.0 - 4.7 0.3 7.3 6.0 -32.6 9.2 4.4 N.A.

Sources: Slim Table 6.

nese than five cases. 1976-77 Eeployment figures for all four sectors are only available for only seven of the thirtyone cities in botttm three

quintiles.

\
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In short, employment declined in the most distressed cities fell between

1972 and 1977 at an annual'rate of about 2 percent, compared to declines

of 3 percent per year in the preceding five year.. This reduction in the

rateToI job lose,. however, was limited to manufacturing and wholesale

trade. The rate of job loss in retail trade in the most distressed cities

was slightly higher during the middle seventies than it had been during

the'preceding five years. Employment in services and government; which

had been growing over the late sixties and early seventies, declined over

this period.

The most optimistic-construction that can be placed on these figurei

is that economic conditions improved slightly in more distressed cities,

but only slightly. In these cities, during the mid-seventies rateeof

economic growth were slightly higher, and rates of job loss in some'sectors

lower, than earlier. But rates of growth were still lower.and rates of

Job loss'higher in these cities than in more prosperous cities.

This disparity was particularly pronounced in retaril trade and ser-

vices, sectors which many have identified as growth industries in declining .)/

cities. Growth in retail trade inrhe most prosperous cities was almost

four time. higherthan in the most distressed:: growth in service receipi

was three times higher. Emplgyment in retail trade increased by more

than 20 percent in the most,prosperouscities: it fell by almost 12 percent

in the most distressed ones.. Service employment grew at levels ranging

from 16 to 24 percent in more prosperous cities! it fell by over 4 percent

in the mosr'distressed ones. The gap in economic and employment growth

between rice and poccities may heVe narrowed slightly over the middle

seventies, but still remains substantial.

65-925 0 - 81 - $8



Reconcilihg these figures with the visag
,a

le evidence 6f increased /

economic activity in many downtowns is difficult, bdt several exolanations

can ! . advanced. One is that these figures from 1977 are simply too old

to capture a' recent upturn. A second possible explanation is that the

figures reported here are not accurate reflections of the state of affairs

in most cities, because in 1977 cities had still not fully recovered from

the recession of 1974-75. A third interpretation, which we favor, is

that torch current downtown activity represents economic gentrification --

the consolidation' of existing activity into a relatively few high rent

locations, accompanied by continued decline elsewhere.

Choosing between these interpretations or any of several others at

this point is largely a matter of faith rather than of evidence. But '

it is worth noting that an economic revitalisation of any consequence

in older, more distressed cities since 1977 would require a major

reversal of long-term trends of the sort that rarely happens.

This unfavorable picture persists even in the older cities ,-

Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia, among others -- that

we and other observers have identified as potential candidates for

"breaki4 out" of decline. The rateseof population loss in Baltimore

and Boston actually accelerated between 1975 and 1977. The rites of

4

income growth in Boston, /Chicago, and Philadelphia between 1970 end

1975 were below Average for the,mities retted here Perhaps more

importantly, between 1970 and 1975. transfer income -- social security,

unemployment, and welfare payments -- increased in all four of these

cities or the counties overlying them at a level substantially above

total income: This fact suggests that earned income such as wages and salari s
,

may have grown at an even lower rate_/ than the total income figures suggest.
.

s,411,3
.11
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/Testimony of Donna Shalala, Subcommittee on Revenue Sharing, Senate
/Testimony

Committee, March 13, 1979, Table 11.

Similarly, these cities' economic performance over the middle to

late seventies provides little support for hopes of imi4nding revival.

Table 9 displays changes in sales, receipts, value added, and employment

between 1972 and 1977 for each of these cities; for cities in each of

the top two, or most distressed, quintiles of the 1960 urban conditions

index; and for the entire set of cities reported here. These figures

provide little evidence that these cities are beginning to "break away."

Particular cities do show higher growth rates in particular sectors

than other distressed cities. But growth rates in these cities are

generally below those for cities in the scoond quintile of,the 1960 index

and are'Dithout exception substantially below growth rates for the entire

set.orerfies. Baltimore, Chicago, and Philadelphia had higher rates of

growth in retail sales-than cities. in the top quintile of the 1960 index.

However, the growth rate in Philadelphia, the highest of the three, was

more than ten points below the upeigeefor cities in the ,second quintile

and only slightly more than half the growth rate for all 53 cities. The

same holds true for service receipts in Boston -- they grei. at a rate

higher than the average for the most distressed cities, but slower than

the average for cities in the second quintile, and at only half the rate

of all cities taken together.'

Perhaps more importantly, overall rates of job loss in Boston, Baltimore,

and Philadelphia were above the average for other distressed'places.

More detailed figures show that the rates of job loss in retail and

service employment were slightly smaller for these cities than for

other cities in the first quintile of the 1960 index. In every case

914



;able 8. Economic Growth in Selectul Cities, 1972-1976/7

Manufacturing
Value Added

\1972..1976'

Retail sales

1972-1977

Wholesale aales

r 1972-1977

Selected service
receipts

1172-1177

!\

Total employnent
four sectors

1972-1977

Baltimore

Poston .

Chicago

Philadelphia

Cities in top (most distressed)
quintile, 10f0 Uqban Conditions
Index

Cities in second quintile. 1960
Urban Conlitions Index

Total, 53 cities

, f
\

\

33.3

1

15.8

22.8

10.4

12.i

354

38.2

-

'N

153

12.5

19.5

21.0

14.5

31.2

41.3

19.8

19.3

33.2

19.4

c.

31.4. .

32.0

51.5

20.9

37.5

18.7

26.8

25.6

36.6

50.8

\

-15.8

- 9.9

- 8.2

-15.1

- 9.4

/ N.A.*

Sources: See Table 6. .

*Not reported due to limited number of cases. See not\to Table 8.
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the rates of employment decline in these four cities were higher than

cities in the second quintile and considerably higher than the entire

set of cities reported here, in which employment in these two sectors

increased substantially.

Chicago, for example, had the smallest rate of retail job-loss of the

four cities -- 7.6 percent. This rate is considerably lower than the

average job loss of the most distressed cities (11.7 percent), but it

is almost five points higher than the average for the cities in the

second "quintile, of the 1960 index. Similarly, both Bost On and Chicago

experienced gains in service employment over this period of 0.4 percent.

Although this gain is higher than that experienced by other distressed

cities, where average service employment fell by over 4 percent, it is

over 5 percent lower than that experienced by the second quintile cities

(where' service employment grew by an average of almost 6 percent); and

considerably below the 10 percent average increase for all 53 cities.

In short, the cities alleged to be on the threshold of economic

and demographic recovery show little evidence of having begun this

process as of the late seventies. Residential rehabilitation and nen*

commercial developments have sprung up at various locations in these

cities. But these activities apparently are still too small to boost

the aggregate level of prosperity any of these cities. The overall

pattefn that emerges from these figures is one of isolated improvements

in 'a few "pockets of plenty," accompanied by continued decline elsewhere.
1

It might be
/argued

that this scenario is too pessimistic. More

r recent_Ligu , measured over a shorter time period than five years,

tsight show that hings'have improved in these places, or at least

bluit declining. r Several of the major developments th'at are alleged

No
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to serve as anchors 1.:r Nture improvement either were not open in

1977 or had not beer, operating long enough,to show any appreciable

impact on 1977 sales and receipts. In similar fashion, there have

been reports of increasing levels of housing rehabilitation of late in

such areas as Queen Village in Philadelphid and Lincoln Park in Chicago.

If measured more recently, these cities-might look better.

This alternative scenario is not impossible, but in our view it is

unlikely. The downward trend in employment and income in these

cities is strong enough and the rate of economic growth is small enough

that a sharp reversal of direction in less than three years is

highly improbable. Even if sales, rents, and employment have increased

at particular locations inside these cities, these gains may have been

offset by losses elsewhere it.the city, resulting in little or no net

improvement. Further, as Sternlieb and Hughes have noted, many of the

new commercial and office structures support fewer employees for a given

amount of floor space than do the older structures they replace,

suggesting that employment may have continued to decline even if sales

have gone up at particular locations./ There is, in brief, no

/Sternlieb and Hughes, p. 633-634

reason to suppose that more recent measurements would show that things

have gotten much better.

In sum, available evidence provides little cause for optimism

about the not-too-distant past of more distressed cities. Over the

middle seventies, people, jobs, and wealth continued to move out of

these cities and into newer, more prosperous ones. By almost any

treasonable measure of the prosperity of.places--levils of population,

7
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income, employment, economic activity, and concentration of low- income

household; -- more distressed cities were appreciably worse off in the

late seventies than they were ten years earlier, and more prosperous

cities were appreciably better off. Somerareas inside some older cities

may be reviving, but these revivals don't:,affect the overall trend.

Available evidence in'short, provides no support whitever for the notion

that the urban crisis is over, or has moderated to the extent that it

is no; longer a matter of legitimate governmental concern.

The Quality of Urban Data

AlthOUgh availOble data strongly suggest that whatever "revival" has

occurred to date, has been relatively limited, it would be premature

to.conclude that nothing of significance is happening in older cities.

This uncertainty is due, in large measu e, to a lack of current, reliable

information from which to judge how widespread signs of "revival" are

in any given city and whether reviving areas are increasing or shrinking

relative to declining ones. We know relatively little about changes

In cities,,either recently or historically, and it is unlikely that

this situation will improve much. Data published by various federal

agencies on city conditions are less comprehensive, statistically

aortal., collected less frequently, and published longer after collection

than information collected for counties and states. The federal

statistical system for cities is, in short, woefully deficient 'in

many ways.

8
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Fpur of these ways are especially important. The first, and

perhaps most important, is that the federal government collects and

publishes less information less frequently on individual cities than

it does on individual countries. This is especially of of economic

data--employment, income, establishments, paytolls, and a numLer of

other things. The Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of

Commei,,,e, for example, reports annual income for counties by both

place of work and place of residence, disaggregated by type of income

(wages and salaries, transfer income, etc.). and by major industrial

group, including federal, state, and local government. By contrast, the

only income data available for cities is the per capita money intone series

developid by the Census Bureau. This information is reported only by place

of residence and cannotbedisaggregated by either type or

source of income. No information is available on how much income is

earned in cities by those who work there, the relative size of various

types of income, or the importance of various industries as sources of

income.lj

/The BEA and ,Census use different definitions
of what constitutes income, causing their estimates of per-capita
income for a particular place to differ. The BEA figure is generally
higher, since it includes several varieties of imputed income, such
as.rent, which are excluded from the Census figure.

"

I
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This information gap is even larger in the reporting of economic

activity. The Census publishes annually, in the CoUnty Business

Patterns series, information on the nuAbers of establishments and employers

and the size of annual payrolls for twenty-two major inchatrial categories..

Employment by various local governments, which is not covered in tits

survey,is reported annually for metropolitan county 'areas in the

Local Government Employment in Metropolitan Areas series.

Neither of these series is published for cities. The only systematic

sources of" information on city economic activity and employment are

the censusesof business that we hava relied on in the earlier parts

of this article. These censuses are con cted every-five years rather

than annually, and the industry cove age is not as complete.' Government

employment, which is reported for metropolitan counties to the county

area level, is only available for the city gaVernment proper and not

for any overlying goyernments such as school districts or the county.

While we know, for example, how many employees of local governments work

in ttaricopa County, Arizona, we,do.not know how'many of'them work In

Phoenix. In short the federal government has no idea how many people .

work in individual cities at any given tale, and only makes a partial.

attempt to find out every five years. Estimates of resident employment .

are generated regularly as part of thel'procedure for estimating unemploy-

ment statistics, but these figures refer only to the employment

of people who live in cities, not work in them.

Relatively little information is collected on city economies

between censuses. Information on 'manufacturing value added and employ-

ment is reported yearly in the Annual Survey of Manufacturing. for cities

i,!920,
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with more than 20,000 manufacturing employees. Monthly retail sales

data are available for five or so of the largest cities. Department

store monthly sales are also reported for approximately fourty cities,

Apart from these figures, we know next.to nothing about what happens

in city economies between censuses.

The upshot of this deficiency is that we know a great deal more,

and more frequently, about economic conditions in small, rural couqties

than we do about comparable conditions in some of the natiqn's largest

cities. The best way to illustrate this is by example. Table 9

displays the most recent data available on population, income, employment,
:

and economic activity for two places: Washington County, Tennessee, a county

with approximately 80,000 people located in northeastern Tennessee, and

Chicago, the second larees; city in the country:As should be obvious,

the federal government collects more information more frequently about

Washington Coqnty than it does about°Chicago./ As of December 1979.

_/A word to the suspicious: neither of these places was chosen because
of statistical 'idiosyncracies that increases the available data for the

county and decreases it for the city. If we had chosen to play games
with the numbers, werwould have chosen one of the numerous large cities,
such as Newark, Phoenix, or Buffalo, which are not covered in the monthly
retail sales series, and would have picked a metropolitan county so that
we could list more recent county area government employment data, to name
but two examples. Both of these places were chosen more or less at random.

aggregate and per capita income were available for,1977 for Washington

County, and ,income information disagtregated several ways

was'available for 1976. By contrast, the most current income data
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Table 9. Population, Income and Business Data:
Washington County, Tennessee and Chicago, Illinois

Latest Year
Available

1978

Components of population change'.

Total change,
Births
Deaths
Net migration

Income
(BEA-place-of-residence)

1970 -77

Washington Latest Year
County Available Chicago

$3,000 1977
2

3,062,881-'

8,200 NA
8,600 NA
5,400 NA
5,100 NA

Total 1977
3

- $463m NA
per capita 1977 5,5559, Np

Derivation of personal- income by place of residence

Total labor and proprietors
income by place of work 1976

4
312,854 NA

Less: personal contributions
for social insurance by place
of work 17,192 NA

Net labor and proprietors income
by place of work 295,662 NA

Plus: residence adjustment 1,877 NA

Net labor and proprietors ifome
by place of residence 297,539 NA

Plus.:' dividends, interest 6 rent? 46,933 NA

Plus: transfer payments 69,854 NA

Personal income by place of residence 414,326 NA
Per capita personal income (dollars) 5,094 / NA
Total population (thousands) 81.3 NA

(BEA-placer work)

Wage and Salary 1976
4

$254m NA

Other labor 1976 . 23m NA

Proprietors 1976 36m NA

farm 8m NA-

non-farm 28m NA

By Indudery.

Farm 8,950

',Non-farm 303,904

Private 243,557

. Ag. Serv., For., Fish., 6 Other
s

563

Mining 0 .

Construction . 19,841

Manufacturing 93,967

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

'922.
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Latest Yea'r Washington ' Latest Year
Available County Available Chicago

Hon-durable goods
Durable goods
Transportation 6 publiC utilitles
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, and real
Services
Government and government
Federal, civilian
Federal', military
'State and local

Income (money income)
(Census-place of residence)

estate

enterprises

peecapita 1975
2

Business

Tocal Employment**
(week of March 12)

19775

Agricultural services, forestry, fisheries
Mining
Convect construction
General contractors and operative builders
General building contractors
Operative builders
Heavy construction contractors
Special trade contractors
Plumbing, heating, air conditioning
Electrical work
Masonry, stonework, and plastering
Masonry and other stonework
Plastering, drywall and insulation
Carpentering and flooring
Carpentering
Roofing and sheet metal work
Misr. special trade contractors
Structural steel erection
Manufacturing
Food and kindred products
Preserved fruits and vegetables
Canned fruits and vegetables
Grain mill products
Flour and other grain mill products
Bakery products
Bread, cake, and related products
.Beverages
Bottled and canned soft
Textile mill products
Knitting mills
Hosiery, net
Yarn and thread mills

35,463
58,504
11,490
23,324
38,771
8,769

46,832
60,347
26,621
1,243
32,483

3,913

24,400

31
(A)

1,607
634
'508

70

50
923
209
150
164
(B)
86

(C)
(C)

93
(C)

(B)

10,046
742
(C)

(C)

(B)

(B)

(E)

(E)

(C)

(C)

(G)

(B)

(B)

(G)

V

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

1975

NA

NA
NA

711PNA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA.

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

$4,984
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Latest Year Washington Latest'Year

Business Available Cc'IICY-- :Available Chicago

Throwing and winding mills (C) NA

Apparel and other textile products 1,114 NA

Man's and boys' furnishings (F) NA

Men's and boys' separate trousers (C) NA

Men's and boys' working clothing (8) r.
NA

Women's and misses' outerwear ' (B) NA
Women's and misses' outerwear, nec (E) NA

Women's and children's undergarments (C) NA

Women's and children's underwear (C) NA

Lumber and wood products (8) NA 1

Sawmill and planing mills (C) 'NA

Hardwood dimension and flooring .(C) NA
Furniture and fixtures .1,182 '

.. NA

_ Household_furnitare____________ 1,182. NA
Wood household furniture . (F) NA

Wood TV and radio cabinets (E) NA

Printing and'publishing 263 NA
Newspapers, (C) NA

Chemicals and allied products (B) NA

Rubber and misc. plastics products (C) )(A

Fabricetr.: tubber products, nec (C) NA

Stone, clay and glass products 211 NA.

Structural clay products . (C) NA

Brick and structural clay tile (C) NA
Concrete, gypsum, and plaster products (C) NA

Concrete.pioducts, nec 53 NA

Primary metal industries (C) NA

Blast furnace and basic steel products (E) NA

Blast furnace and steel milli (E) NA

Nonferrous foundries (C) NA

Nonferrous foundries, nec (C) NA
Fabricated metal products 499 NA
Cutlery, handtools, and hardware .286 NA

Hand and edge tools, nec 286 NA
Fabricated structural metal products (C) NA
Fabricated structural metal .(C) NA
Metal forgings and stampings (E) NA
Automotive stampings (B) NA
Machinery, except electrical 302 NA
Metalworking machinery (C) NA
Machine tool accessories (C) NA
Misc. machinery, except electrical (C) NA
Machinery, except electrical, nec (C) NA

Electric and electronic equipment 3,014 NA

Electrical Industrial apparatus , (F) NA

Industrial controls (F) NA

Household appliances (C) NA

Electric housewares and fans
1

(F) NA
Household appliances, nec (10, NA
Communication equipment . (C) NA
Telephone and telegraph. apparatus (C) NA
Initruments and related products (C) NA
Medical instruments` and supplies (C) NA
SurgiCal and medical instruments , (C) NA

924
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* -

Latest year. Washington Latest Year
Business . . Available ' County Available Chic
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries (C) NA
Miscellaneous manufaCturers (C) NA
Brooms and brushes (C) NA
Administrative and auxilliSry ) NA
Transportation and other public utilities 9 NA
Local and interurban passenger transit 60'. NA
Truckingand warehousing. . 373 s% NA
Trucking, local and long distance (E) \ NA
Communication 419 NA
Telephone communication 4 (E) NA
Radio and television broadcastiug (B) :NA
Electric, gas, and-sanitary servipes (B) NA
Gas production and distribution (B) NA

-,-Wholesale-Trade----- . 1,775 NA
Wholesale trade -- durable. goods 792 NA
Motor vehicles 6 automotive equipment 118 NA
Automotive parts and supplies 102 NA
Furniture and home furnishings 95 NA
Home furnishings (B) NA
Hardward, plumbing 6 heating equipment 210 NA
Hardware (C) NA
Plumbing and hydinitic heating supplies (B) NA
Machinery, equipment, and supplies 286 NA
Construction and mining machinery 61 NA
Industrial machinery and equipment 75 NA
Wholesale trade--nondurable goods 963 NA
Drugs, proprietaries and sundries (B) NA
Groceries and related produdts 534 NA
Groceries, general line 1 (E) NA
Dairy products .

(B) NA
Meats and meat products 52, NA
Farm-product raw materials 93 NA
Farm-product raw materials, nec 68 NA
Petroleum and petroleum products 94 NA
Petroleum bulk stations 6 tern4nals 94 'NA
Beet, wine,,and distilled beverages 93 NA
Beer and ale 93 NA

.Miscellaneous nondurable goods 73' NA
Retail trade 4,863 (see Retail Trade belOw)
Building materials and garden supplies 275 NA
Lumber and other building materials 157 NA
- General merchandise stores 807 NA
Department stores 597 c NA
Miscellaneous general merchandise stores (C) .' NA
Food stores 684 NA
Grocery stores 648 NA
Automotive dealers 6 service stations 876 NA

)

New and used car dealers 405 NA

Note: Ai 0-19; B:'20-99; C: 100-249; E: 250-499; T: 500-999; G: 1,000-2,499; .

H: 2,500- 4,999; I: 5,000-9,999; J: 10,000 - 24,999; K: 25.000-40,999;
L: 50,000-99,999; M: 100,000 or more

O
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Latest Year

Busi Available

,

Washington
County

.
.

Latest Year
Available. Chicago

. , .,

Used ear dealess 58 NA

Auto and home supply stores 189 NA t

Gasoline service stations " 208 NA

Apparel and economy stores
Women's ready-to-wear stored

(E)
P 117

NA
NA ; i ,

Shoe Stores " 63 NA
Furniture and home furnishings stores .224 NA
'Furniture and home furnishings stores 137 NA
Furniture stores 109 NA
Radio, television and music stores 67 NA
-Eating and drinking pieces 991 NA
Eating places 867 NA

---Drinkitig places -63 NA
Miscellaneous retail 548 NA
Drug storesand proprietary stores 156 NA ,

Liquor stores 1,111 NA
Miscellaneous shopping goods stores 156 NA
Retail stores, nee 77 NA

el Administrative and,auxilliary - (C) ,NA

Finance, insurance, and real estate 1,066 NA
Banking 407 NA
Commercial and stock savings bank 407- NA
Credit agencies other than banks 174 NA

--.- Savings and loin associations 74 NA

Personal credit institutions 89 NA
Insurance carriers 181 NA

Life insurance ,
160 NA

Insurance agents, brokers 6service 136 NA

Real estate 131 NA
'Real estate operators and lessors 80 NA o

. Services 4,126 NA (See Service
Industries
Below)

Hotels and other lodgi^g'places --
13d 'NA

Hotels, motels and to tat courts (C) NA ,

Personal services . 378 f NA
laundry, cleaning and garment services 88 NA
Dry cleening plants except rug 71 NA
Beauty shops

. 140 ,4IA

Funeral service and crematories 53 MA
Miscellanea ersonal services (B) NA
Business se. 811 100 NA
Services to ..ildings 57 NA
Auto repair, services, and garages 190 NA
Automotive repair shops 155 NA
General automotive repair shops 52 NA
Automotive repair shops, nee 83 NA:.
Miscellaneous repair services , 60 NA

Amusement and recreationserviees 140 NA
Misc. amusement, recreational services 00 NA
Health services 2,138 NA
Officiu'of ph!..icians 200 NA
Offices of dentists 100 . NA
Nursing and personal care facirities 175 NA 0.

9
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Latest Year
Business Available

Washingt6
County

'Latest Year
Available Chicago

Hospitals
Medical and dental laboratories
Health, and allied services, nec

4423.
52

(H) ,

NA .

NA
NALegal services

84 NAEducational services ' 72 NASocial services
244 NASocial services, nec

$ (C) NAResidential care
(C) NAMembership organizations
303 NACivic and social associations
78 NAReligious organizations

186 NAMiscellaneous services
128 NAEngineering_ 6_ architectural services 71 NAAccounting, auditing.4 bookkeeping
54 NA,,Nonclassifiable establishments

(B) NA
Manufacturinn

6

Employees' 1977 11,700
. 1976

7
381,600Production workers

-, 8,200 NA 245,700
Retail Trade s

(week of March 12)

Paid employees 1977 4,795 1977
9

178,336Building materials, etc.
283 NA 3,337General merchandise
800 NA 28,972Food stores
677 NA 23,096Automotive dealers ,

'Gasoline service stations 632
238

NA
NA

7,806
7,209Apparel end ace. stores

315 ...

NA , 14,086,Furniture, equipment, etc.
226 NA 51703Eating and drinking

1,014 NA 50;109Drug and proprietary
146 NA 8,395 ...Miscellaneous retail stores
391 NA 28,147

.
Service Industries
(week of March 12)

Paid employees 1977 1,271 11
1977 158,015Hotels, motels. etc.

188 NA 18,086Personal services
389 NA 16,062Business services
162 NA 74,313Auto, repair, services, etc. 156 NA 8,947.Miscellaneous repair services
80 NA 4,719Amdtement and recreation

105 NA 6,887Dental ,
withheld NA 700Legal services

84 NA 14,676Engineering, etc.
withheld NA 13 623.

(09',
r'
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, Latest Year Washington

Available County

Latest
t.,::ibl:r

Business .

5Annual Payroll** 1977 $213m NA
.Agricultoral services, forestry, fisheries 186 " NA
Mining (D) NA.

.C.

_Contract construction 16,415 NA
General contractors -and operative builders 5,491 NA

' General building contractors 4,571 NA

Operative builders . 499 NA

Heavy construction contractors 613 NA

Special 10,311trade contractors NA
Plumbing, heating, air conditioning 1,794

2,166
NA

Electrical work NA

Masonry, stonework, and plastering 1,138 NA

Masonry and othei stonework
(D) NA

Plastering, drywall and insulation 631 NA
D)

Carpentering and flooring
( NA

, Carpentering_____: ----- (D) NA
848

Roofing and sheet metal work. NA

Misc. special trade contractors
(D) NA

Structural steel erection
(D) NA

Manufacturing NA,

Food and kindred products
9131Z NA

Preserved fruits and vegetables CD) NA

Cannedfruits and vegetables
(D) NA

Grain mill products
(D) NA
(D)

Flour and ether grain mill products NA
(D)

Bakery products
. NA

ID)
. Biead, cake, and related products NA

Beveragei
(D) NA

Bottled and canned soft drinks
(D) NA 1

Textile mill products.
(D) NA

Knitting mills
(D)

NA V,
(D).

Hosiery, nee ',
NA

(D)
Yarn and thread mills '

NA
Throwing and winding mills

7,274
(D) NA

Apparel and other textile products NA

'Men's and boys' ftirnishings
(D) NA

Men's and boys' separate trousers
(D) NA

- Men's and boys' working clothing
(D) NA
(D)

Women's'and misses' outerwear NA

Women's and misses' outerwear, nee
(D) NA

Women's and children's undergarments
(D) NA

Women's and children's underwear (D) NA
(D)

Lumber and wood products NA
(D)

Sawmill and planing mills NA
(D)

Hardwood dimension and flooring
8,455

NA

Furniture and fixtures NA

(D)

8,455
Household furniture NA

Wood household furniture NA

Wood Wand ra 2,062dio cabinets NA

Printing and publishing NA

Newspapers
0 (D) NA

Chemicals and allied products
(D) NA

Rubber
(D)

and misc. plastics products NA
(D)

Fabricated rubber products, nee 2,109
NA

Stone, clay and glass products
NA

928
r r

66-925 0 - 81 - 59

Chicago
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Latest Year Washington ,Latest Year
Business Available. County Available Chicago
Structural clay products
Brick and structural clay tile (D) NA

Concrete, gypsum: and plaster prodUcts (D) NA.

Concrete products, nec
(D) NA

Primer.), metal industries .

507 NA

Bleat furnace and basic steel products
(D) NA

Blast furnace and steel mills'
(D) NA
(D) NA

Nonferrous foundries
Nonferrous foundries, nec

(D) NA

Fabricated metal products
(D) NA
606 NA

Cutlery, hand tools, and hardware
4,

Hand and edge tools, nec :

2,465 NA

Fabricated structural metal products
2,465 NA

Fabricated structural metal
(D) NA
(D) . NA

Metal forgi;gs and stampings
(D) NA

Automotive stampings,
(D) NA

rachinery, except electrical 3,140 NA
Metalworking machinery

(D) NA
Machine tool accessories

(D) NA
Misc. machinery, except electrical

(D) NA
Machinery, except electrical, nec

(D) NA
Electric'and electronic equipment 31,94) NA
Electrical industrial apparatus .. (D) NA
Industrial controls

(D) NA
Household appliances' .(D) NA
Electric housewares and fans (D) NA '

-Household appliances, nec (D) NA
COmmunication equipment (D) fiA
Telephone and telegraph apparatus (D) NA
Instruments and related products (D) NA
Medical instruments silt: supplies (D) NA
Surgical and medical instruments

t (D) NA
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries

-(D) NA
Miscellaneous manufacturers (D) NA
Brooms and brushes" .. (D) NA
Administrative and auxilliary (D) NA

10,863Transportation and other public utilities 10 NA
Local and interurban passenger transit 366 NA
,Trucking and warehousing

. 5,40 PA
Trucking, local and long distance (D) NA

' Communication 4,446 NA
Telephone communication (D) NA
Radio and television broadcasting , (D) NA
Electric, gas, and sanitary services (D) NA
Gas production and distribution (Ti) NA
Wholesale trade 18,72? NA
Wholesale tradeL-durable goods 8,765 NA
Motor vehicles 6 automotive equipment 1,215 NA
Automotive parts and supplies 1,013 NA
Furniture and home furnishings 848 NA
Home furnishings (D)

2,663
NA

2Hardward, plumbing 6 heating equipment NA
Hardware . " (D) NA
Plumbing and hydronic,heating suppliea (D) NA
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1

Lstest Year Waishlagton

"12t.Business Available C4
Machinery, equipment, and supplies ,3,145
Construction and mining machinery 823
Industrial machinery and equipment 655
Wholesale trade--nondurable goods
Drugs, proprietaries and sundries

9,964

(D)
Groceries and related products'
Groceries, general line J

Dairy products
15.34j

k' (0)
Meats and meat prziuc:A. 405
Farm - product raw mate-:i:ds 286
Farm-product raw materials, nec 188
Petroleum and petroleum products 1,108
Petrdleum bulk stations 6 terminals
Beer, vine, and distilled beverages

1,102
1,450

Baer and ale , .

Miscellaneous nondurable goods
Retail trade .

, 1,1;53.04

4
ilding materials and garden supplies

s and other building materials 1,566
'. 11

1::94

al merchandike stores 5,503,
Department stores
Miscellaneous general merchandise stores

4,M

Food stores .

Grocery stores 4,149
Automotive dealers 6 service stationstation:. 92::
Pew and used car dealers 4,792

Latest Year
Available Chicago

NA
NA
NA.

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
'NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

**Note A: 0 -19; B: 20-99; C: 100-249; Es 250-499; r: 500 -999; G: 1,000-2,499;
H: 2,500-4,999; I: 5,000-9,999; 4: 10,000-24,999; K: 25,000-40,999;
L: 50,000-99,99?; M: l000po or more

Used car dealers : 642
Auto and bogie supply stores 1;702

Gasoline service stations '1,039

Apparel and economy stmes (0)

Women'e ready-to-wear stores 594

Shoe stores 361

Furniture and home furnishings stores 1,609

Furniture and home furnishings stores 1,138

Furniture stores 910

Radio, television and music stores I 384

Eating and drinking places 4,671

Eating places. 4,211

Drinking places 339

Miscellaneous retail * 3,069

Drug stores and proprietary stores 972

Liquor stores .
643

Miscellaneous shopping goods stores 851

Retail stores, nec 261

Administrative and auxilliary (0)

Finance, insurance, and raal estate '9,930

Banking 3,311

NA
NA
NA,
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
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Latest Year
Business Available

Washington
County

Latest Year
Available Chicago.

Commercial and stock savings bank 3,311 :NA
Credit agencies other than banks 1,894 HA
Savings and loan associations 829 NA
Personal credit tnstitutions 965 NA
Insurance carriers 2,181 NA
Life insurance 2,065 NA
Insurance agents, brokers 6 service 1,344 NA
Real estate 717 NA
Real estate operators and lessors 411 NA

.Services 30,206 . NA (See Service
Industries
Below)

Hotels and other lodging places 671 NA
Hotels, motels and,fourist courts (D) NA
Personal services 1,855 NA
Laundry, cleaning and garment services ' 368 NA
Dry cleaning plants except,rug 295 NA
Beauty shops 715 NA
Funeral service and crematories 400 NA
Miscellaneous personal services (D) NA
Business services 1,053 NA
Servites to buildings 402 NA
Auto repair, services, and garages 1,436 NA
Automotive repair shops 1,316

1.
NA

General automotive repair shops 319 NA
Automotive repair shops, nec 638 NA
Miscellaneous repair services 566 NA
Amusement and recreation services 683 NA

Misc. amusement, recreational services ' (D) NA

Health services 18,582 NA

Offices of physicians 4,594 NA

Offices of dentists 1,038 NA

Nursing and personal care facilities 1,063 NA
Hospitals 10,864- NA
Medical and dental laboratories 446 NA
Health, and allied services, nec (D) NA
Legal services 639 NA
Educational services Z. 516 NA
Social services 1,077 NA
Social services, nec (D) NA
Residential care (D) NA
Membership Aanizations 1,612' NA
Civic and social associations 510 NA
Religious organizations 712 NA
Miscellaneous services 1,391 NA
Engineering 6 architectural services 976 NA
Accounting, auditing 6 bookkeeping 404 NA
Nonclassifiable establishments (D) NA



Latest Year

Business Available

...Manufacturing6 (millions of dollars)

Payroll 1977

Production wages

Retail Trade
8 (millions of dollars)

Payroll 1977 31.5

--Building materials, etc 2.3

General merchandise , 5.7

Food stores 4.2

Automotive-dealeri 7.0

Gas. service stations 1.2

Apparel and acc. sores ' ,1.7

Furniture, equipment, etc. 1.7

Eating and drinking 4.6

Drug and proprietary 1.0

Miscellaneous retail stores 2.2

Service Industries10 (millions of dollars)

Payroll 1977 8.2

Hotels, motels, etc. .9

Personal services 1.9

Business services 1.1

Auto. repair, services, etc. 1.2

Miscellaneous repair services .6

Amusement and recreation 4
Dental withheld

Legal services .8

Engineering, etc. withheld

923/

Washington Latest Year

County__ Available Chicago

109.9
61.9

Number of Establishments 1977
5

1976
7 5,154

NA 2,695

1977
9 1,292

NA 22.5
NA 193.9
NA 193.1
nA 112.2
NA 40.5
NA 106.3
NA 61.5
NA 238.2
NA 54.7
NA 256.3

1977
11 1,813

NA 120.6
NA 166.9
NA 816.0
.NA 91.0
NA 60.0
NA 73.4
NA, 7.5
NA 254.0
NA 27:$.4

1,639 NA

Agricultural services, forestry, fisheries 12 NA
Mining NA
Contract construction 220 A
General contractors and operative builders 76 NA
General building contractors 44 NA
Operative builders . 12 NA

Heavy construction contractors 10 t:/.

Special trade contractors 134 NA
Plumbing, heating, air conditioning 28 NA

Electrical work 18 NA

Masonry, stonework, and plastering 34 NA

Masonry and other stonewcrk 22 NA

Plastering, drywall,aqd insulation NA

Carpentering and flooring 11 NA

Carpentering 9 NA

Roofing and sheet metal work 11 NA

Misc. special trade contractors 11 NA

Structural steel erection 1 NA
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Latest Year

Business Available

Washington
Comfy

Latest Year
Available Chicago

Manufacturing . "103 NA
Food and kindred products 13 NA
Preserved fruits and vegetables 1 NA
Canned fruits and vegetables 1 NA
Crain mill products 2 NA
Flour and ocher grain mill products .. 1 NA
Bakery products 2 NA
Bread, cake, and related products , 2 NA

_Beverages 3 NA
Bottled-and canned soft drinks 3 NA'
Textile mill products 4 NA
Knitting mills . 1 NA
Hosiery, nee 1 NA
Yarn and thread mills
Throwing and winding mills

2

2

NA
NA

Apparel and other textile products 7 --NA
Hen's and boys' furnishings 3 NA
Men's and boys' separate trousers 1 N40
Men's. and boys' working clotting
Women's and misses' outerwear -

2

1

NA
NA

Women's and misses' outerwear, nec 1 NA
Women's and children's undergarments
Women's and children's underwear

1

1

NA
-NA

Lumber and wood products 11
Sawmill and-planing mills 5

.NA

NA
Hardwood dimension and flooring 1 NA
Furniture and fixtures 7 NA
Household furniture 7 NA
Wood household furniture 2 NA
Woold TV and radio cabinets 1 NA
Prrnting and publishing 10 NA
Newspapers 2 . NA
Chemicals and allied products -3 NA
Rubber and misc. plastics products . 4 NA
Fabricated rubber products, nec 2 NA
Stone, clay and glass products 8 NA
Structural clay products 1 NA
Brick and structural clay tile 1 NA
Concrete, gypsum; and plaster products 6 NA
Concrete products, nec 3' NA
Primary metal industries 2 NA
Blast furnace ant basic steel products.

'Blast
.1 NA '

furnace and steel mills . 1 NA
Nonferrous foundries 1 NA
Nonferrous foundiies, nec 1 NA
Fabricated metal products 9 NA.
Cutlery, hand tools, and hardware 3 NA
Hand and edge tools, nec 3 NA-

e Fabricated structural metal products 2 NA
Fabricated structural metal 1 NA,.
Metal forgings and stampings 2 NA'

.., Automotive stampings 1 NA
Machinery, except electrical 7 NA
Metalworking machinery 2 NA
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. Latest Year Washington . ,

County

Year
Available

Business Available Chica go

Machine tool accessories -
Misc. machinery, except electrical

1 NA

Machinery, except electrical, nee S

4 NA

Electric and electronic equipment
4 NA

Electrical industrial apparatus
6 NAs,

Industrial controls
1 NA

NA
Household appliances
Electric tiousewc:es and fans

3 NA
2 NA'

Household appliances, nee' 1 NA
Cemmusication equipment 1 NA
Telephone and telegraph apparatus 1 NA
Instruments and related products 3 NA
Medical instruments and supplies 2 NA
Surgical and medical instruments 2 NA
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries NA

Misellaneous mannfatur..rs 3 NA
Brooms and brushes . 1 NA
Administrative and auxilliary 3 NA
Transportation and other public utilities 43 NA

Local and interurban passenger transit 3 Ni

Trucking and warehousing 28 NA

Trucking, local,andlong distance' 26 NA

Communication 7 NA

Telephone communication 3 NA

Radio and television broadcasting 2C- ' NA

Electric, gas, and sanitary services 3 ' NA

Gas production And distribution 1 " NA

Wholesale trade 136 NA

Wholesale trade--durable goods 79 NA

Motor vehicles A automotive equipment 16 NA

Automotive parts and supplies 11 NA

Furniture and home furoishings 7 NA

Nome furnishing;; 3 , NA

Hardward, plumbing 6 heating equipment 7 NA

Ha-dware 2 NA

Plumbing and hydronic heating supplies 2 NA

Machinery, equipment, and supplies 33 NA

Construction and mining.machinery 4 NA

Industrial machinery and equipment 4 NA

Wholesale trade -- nondurable goods 59 NA

Drugs, proorietaries and sundries J 2 NA

Groceries and related products 19 1A

Groceries, general line 5 NA.

Dairy rroducts
3 NA

Heats and meat products 6 NA

Farm-product raw materials
8 NA

farm-product raw materials, nec S NA

Petroleum and petroleum products J
10 NA

Petroleum bulk stations 6 terminals 9 NA

Beer, wine, and distilled beverages 5 NA

Beer and ale
S NA

Miscellaneous nondurable goods .
8 NA,

Retail trade
, 482 NA

Building materials and garden supplies 27 NA
...

Lumber and other building materials 11 .- NA

Y, 3 4
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Latest Year---
easiness Available

WashingtOn
County

Latest Year
'Available Chicago

General merchandise stores
Department stores
Miscellaneous general merchandise stores
Food stores
Grotery.stores

.6
6

5

58
51

NA
NA
NA
NA.

NA ,
Automotive dealers & service stations' 100 NA
Nev and used car dealers 13 NA

NA
Used car dealers
Auto and.home supply stores
Gasoline service stations

12

13
57

y

NA
NA
NA

Apparel and economy stores
Women's ready-to-wear stores
Shoe stores
Furniture and home furnishings stores

44

14

13
37

NA
NA
NA
NA

Furniture and name furnishings stores
21 NA

FUrniture stores
15 NA

Radio, television and'music stares .

1 NA
Eating and drinking places. NA
Eating places 72 l NA
Drinking places 13 NA
Miscellaneous. retail 104 NA
Drug stores and proprietary stores 1p NA
Liquor stores 21 NA
Miscellaneous shopping goods stores 32 NA
Retail stores, nec

' 24 NA
Administrative and duxilliary 8, NA
Finance, insurance, and real estate 182 NA
Banking 27 NA
Commercial and stock savings bank 27 NA
Credit agencies other thari banks 28 NA
Savings Jnd loan associations

5 NA
Personal credit institutions 21 NA
Insurance carriers 17 . NA
Life insurance 14 NA ,

Insurance agents, brokers & servi:e 39 NA
Reel estate 57 MA
Real estate operators and lessors 42 .NA
Services 440 NA (See Service

Industries
Below)

Hotels and other lodging places 7 NA
Hotels, motels and,tourist lures 6 NA
Personal services 77 NA
Lacndry, cleaning and garment services 19 NA
Dry cleaning plants except rug . 9 NA
Beauty shops 41 / 'NA
Funeral service and.crematories 6 N^
Miscellaneous personal services 4 NA
'Busincm services 28 NA
Services to buildings - 7 NA
Auto repair,: services, and garages 40 NA
Automotbve_repair shops 34 NA

-General automotive repair shops 14 NA
Automotive repair. shops, nec 11 NA
Miscellaneous repair services 21 NA
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Latest Year
Business .

Available
Washington
County

Latest Year
. Available. Chicago

Amusement and recreation services
Misc. amusement, recreational services
Health services

18
6

103

NA
NA
NA

Offices'of physicians 46. NA
Offices of dentists . 33 NA.p

Nursing and personal tale facilities 5 NA
Hoepitels 4 NA
Medica1 and dental laboratpries 4 VA
Healthyand allied services, nec 3 NA
Legal services 33 ..NA

Educational services 6 NA
Social services 12 NA
Social services, nee' 10 NA
Residential care 2 . NA
Membeiship organizations 64. NA
Civic and social associations 13 NA
Religidus organizations 27 NA
Miscellaneous services ' 26 NA
Engineering 6 architectural services 16 NA
Accounting, auditing 6 bookkeeping 11 NA
Nonclassifiable establishments 18 NA

Manufacturing
1

Establishments 1977 113 NA

Retail Trade
8

9
.Establishments 1977 738

_
'1977 20,256

Sole proprietorships ' 425 NA 10,418

Partnerships , .35 NA 1,617

Establishments with payroll 491 NA 13,502

Building materials./etc. 31 NA 386

General merchandise 14 NA- 286

Food stores /

/
Automotive dealers

56
43

NA
NA

1,625
462

Cas, service stations $6 NA 1,095

Apparel and ac. stores 45 NA 1;509

Furniture, eqUipment etc. 41 NA 798

Eating and drir'..ing 89 NA 4,145

Drug and propt tary 15 NA 800

.Misc. retail stores 89 NA{ 2,418

Service Itu1ustries
10

Establis/ments '1977 583 1977
11

24,834

Sole-proprietorships 442 NA 16,665-

Partnerships 49 NA 2,033 _

Establishments with payroll, 254 NA 10,738

Hotels, motels, etc. 7 NA 224

Petsonal services 78 NA 1,959

Bu'siness services 32 NA 3001
Aato, repair, services, etc. 38 NA 1;226

Misc. repair services 23 NA 564

Amusement and recreation 22 NA 577

3 NA 96/Dental
Legal services 33 NA 2,194

Engineering, etc. 18 NA 397

936



Business

Manufacturing Data
6 (millions of dbllars 6 hours)

(general)

1977

Value added
Man-hours

Cost of materials
Value of shipments
New capital expenditures
End-of-year inventories 1976

7
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Latest Year Washington Latest Year

Available County Available Chicago

Sales Data (millions of dollars)

Retail TradO

Receipts (all estab) 1977

Building materials, etc.
General merchandise
Food stores
Automotive dealers .

Gas. service stations
Apparel and acc. stores
Furniture, equipment, etc.
Eating and drinking
'Drug and proprietary
Misc. reatil stores

Service Industriesi°

Receipts (all estab) 1977

Hotels, motels,' etc.
Personal services
Buslness services
Auto. repair, services, etc.
Misc. repair services
Amusement and reareation
Dental -

Legal services
Engineering, etc.

15.4 1976 475.1

s ' $243.9 NA $9,863

24.8 NA 11,302

488.7 NA 21,121

12.8 ' NA 459,000

62 II A 2,745

t--
937

281.0
12

1979 10,413

28.4 c 19779 231.3

37.8 1979121979 2,658

53.4 NA 1,755

70.9 NA 1,216

19.0 NA 542.9

13.0 NA . 672.9

13.4 NA 440.1

18.4 NA. 1,018

6.7 NA 392.3

19.9 NA 1,561

29.1
11

1977 5,121

3.5 NA 369.0'

5.6 NA. 368.0'

3.4 NA 2,018

5.7 NA 392.8

2.3 NA . 1,8.1

withheld. t, 347.9

withheld t.. 18.7

3.3 NA AI 881.6

2.3 NA 547.1
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Motes to Table 10

General note: Table, 10 presents the'most current data available on a

regular basis from the federal statistical system tor the four areas of

population, income, business and employment. 'Decennial c8nsua material ,

from 1970, because of its age, is excluded. Also'excluded are the

various -state and private sources of local area statistics which, while °useful

in specific Instances, 46 dissimilar in method, making comparative amalysis

between localfiles and sources impossible.' Data are current as of December

1979.
. ,

1. Current Population Reports. Federal-State Coo,erative Program for
Population Estimates% Estimates of the Population of Tennessee Counties'
and Metropolitan Areas, July 1, 1977 (Revised) and1978 (Provisional).
August 1979. (Commerce-Bureau of the Census)

2. General Revenue Sharing Initial State and Local Data Elements
Entitlement Period 11. August 1979. (Treasury-Office ofRevenue
Sharing) . ,

3. Survey of Current Business. April 1979. (Commerce-Bureau 'of Economic

Analysis) 0

Local Area Personal Income, 1971-1978'7 Augtst!1978. (Commerce,Bureau

of Economic Analysis)

5. County Business Patterns. June 1979.. (Commerce-Bureau of the Census)

1977'ehnsus of Manufactures (Preliminary Report). Geographic Area

Serieg. Oat. 1979. (Commerce-Bureau of the Census)

7.' Annual Survey of Manufactures. Statistics for States, Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Large Industrial Counties and
Selected Cities, February 1978. (Commerce-Bureau of the Census)

8. 1977 Census of Retail Trade. Geographic Area Series. Tennessee.
a August 1979. (Commerce- Bureau of the Census;

9. 1977 Census of Retail Trade. Geographic Area Series. -Illinois.

June 1979. (Commerce-Bureau ofthe Census).

10. '197) Census of Service Industries. Geographic Arei Series. Tennessee:

Jan.- 1980. (Commerce-Bureau of the 'Census)

11'. 1977 Census of Service-Industries. Geographic Area Series. Illifiois.

Jan. 1980. (Commerce-Bureau of the Census)

12. Current Business Reports. Monthly Retail Trade. Feb. 1980. (Commerce-

Bureau of the Census)
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available for Chicago was the money income figure from the 1975 census of

business. '.Similarly, 1978 population data were available for Washington

County; the latest population figure fot Chicago was for 1977.

a great deal of.information on 1977 employment, establishments, and pay-

rolls was available fdt the county but not for the city when these figures

were gathered. Althrugh some of these 4igures will become;available for

Chicago when`the full reports from :Ike 1977 'ensures of business are're-

Ileased, it is worth noting that the 1977 county figures have been out, as

of this ,:titing, for almost a year'; and 1978 figures will begin to be

available in'the spring of 1980. The next installment of information on.

e
Chicago's economic conditions,mith the exceptions noted above, won't be.

available until results from the 1982 census of business are released.

In summary, we know a great deal less about city economies than

we do about the counties that contain them and'about rural counties.. Fur-

ther, data are collected at less frequent intervals for cities than for

counties. The only set of°citiet for which we have information comparable

to that available for counties are those:dozen or so cities that through

political or legal idiosyncracies have also been recognized as counties

by the Censu,

The rco..7s, that i be drawn about the relativ.t

merits-of 41.i:y r.rrd data is that many of the city nuetts are

softer -,11 cnmparahir county data. The procedures by w' :al they

are cons;L:Icted cal w.re heavily on imputations, interpolations, and

,proration;: tecadqvC, of various sorts than do'the procedures by which

comparaL'.., nowaty are constructed. Many ei the data elements

required novsLt,,.:. the figures of interest to students of city

conditions for counties, but nrt cities. Accordingly,
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. .

city figured tanc, be estimated from county dita rather than being

measured directly. In any cases this'estimation is done on the basis

of .tensus relationships, which means that splits between a

city and balamce of a county are made on the basis of relationshipst

that may 1-..7 as much as ten years old, 'We attempt :in; judgment.on the

extent-es 4irection of the bias introduced by this sort oproceduFe;

but it 5e,::..us reasonable that data developed without the use of these

sorts techniques -are preferable to those that require them.

argument'is best made by example. County population. estimates

are averages of three separate methods. All thre rely on vital

otatist.4As--records of birtn.7,..ind deaths--which, to the best of our know -

lodge.; are universally avairable for aunties. Avariety of different

laf6rmation is used tr. r:itimate net migration. The resulting estimates

are "harp'' enough produce not only 'estimates of total pdpulation,

butalst eitimat.:4 populationchange'components -- births, deaths,

migzmionF bre published with the population figures.

By conr.:-,t, city population is. estimated by a singli procedure that

telies less N:avily on cityrspecific data. Because vital statistics are

not gentrqly available fotgcitieS, county births and deaths 5ust be

?rotated down to individual cities, using relatio\nships derived from

its IWO census. Net migration is estimated using duly one of the

sorces available for counties--a series of tabuil[ions from IRS data

derived from individual tax returns. Estimates of t e components of

population change are not published for"cities.

Similar procedures, again relying on benchmarks from the 1970

census, are used to estimate residential 'employment an unemployment

in cities. The entire set of procedures used to caXcul to these rates

has come under considerable attack of. late...../ We do not Irish to join

940.
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/For a complete descriptiolt and a lengthy critique of procedures used
to estimate these rates, see Presidential Commission on Employment and
Unemployment4tatistics, Counting the Labor Force (Washington, 1979).
Several studies, relying on survey results, have argued that current
procedures severely underestimate urban unemployment. See, for example,
"Surveying Unemployment in Cleveland," (Planning and Research Staff, .

Western Resource Area Manpower Consortium; November,1977) *and Tetrence
Jones, et.al., "Measuring Unemployment in the City of St. Louis,"
(University of Missouri; processed, 1975).

this onslaught except to note that, with the exception of a relatively

few cities fo which current unemployment claims data are available

or for which e employment can be estimated more directly from informa-

tion gathered from Current Population Survey figures, both city employ-

ment and unemployment figures are constructed almost totally by splitting

up various county figures on the basis of various relationships drawn

from the 1970 census. Although the county figures are themselves partly

constructed by similar procedures in many cases, both county claims'

and, establishment employment information, which are used in constructing

rates,are available fairly quickly and for almost all counties in

the nation. In short, the county rates tan be judged to be "harder"

than the city rates.

A slightly different.prerationing technique is used to calcu-

late city per-capita income figures. Similai procedures are used

to.estimate city and county income for several different. sources

,.
of income, but city-level information is generally not available

for payments made by a number of income transfer programs such as'aecial

security, AFDC, general assistance, and various federal and military

pension programs. Ingrmation on payments under these programs which
. .,.

amount to as much as 30 percent of total income in some areas, 'is*almost

universally available at the county level. Income from these programs

is prorated to'citres under the assumption that City transferipayments

have grown at the same rate as county payments.

9 4 1
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A third shortcoming of existing data that makes concluSions

about urban conditions difficult to make is that a great deal of

information required to make these conclusions is not collected at

all for individual places except during the decennial census. For

example, informationon the numbers of households of various sizes,'

types, and income levels, and the numbers and relatiVe concentration

of the poverty population are only available every ten yearsfoT

individual cities. Although some of this information is reported

for cities .in the aggregate approximately eery three years in the

Characteristics of. the Metropolitan and Nonmeppolitan Population

' series, these 'figures are of relatively little help in attempting

to gauge changes in indiviudal cities.

A fourth difficulty with the'existing federal statistical System

on cities is thatit takes an extremely long time to 0 oduce,those .

data that it does collect. Most'of the series we have r ferred to take

at least two years to produce; for several series, the lag between

collection and publication is e4en longer. As of March 198 complete

area reports at the city level are not yet available for the Ce sus of

Manufacturing. The most recent information available on city popu tion

is three years old, the most current income data for cities is five

c years old. Information on city government finances and employment is

just now coining out for the 1978' fiscal yegr. The only series for which

reasonably current figures are available is residential employment

and unemployment, which is available through 1979 for cities that

serve as prime sponsors of the Department of Labor's CETA program.

In short, the most current diagnosis in any detail we can offer of

-conditions in particular Cities-is from two to five years old;

for some important particulars, our information dates frcm 1970.

t'
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The final, and perhap6 most pessimi coaclusion.about

1
the current state of federal statistics on citie.i is that con

ditions are unlikely to improve much anytime soon. The Census

Bureau currently conducts a cooperative program with state governments

to improve the quality of county population estimates; no comparable

effort is underway for cities. Perhaps more importantly, planning

for the 1985 middecade census currently calls only for the preparation

of detailed population characteristics down to the individual

SMSA, 'rather than the city, leve. This decision not only means

that much information of interest to students stf cities will continue

to be available only every ten years, but also that intercensal data

will continue to be generated by benchmarks that may be quickly

outdated and misleading. In similar fashion, the Department

of Labor has announced only relatively limited changes to date in the

manner in which unemployment data are generated, in response to the

criticisms leyied by the Levitan Commission./ These decisions, among

/See the Interim Report of the Secretary of Labor on the Recommendations.
of the National Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics
(March, 1980).

4

others, together with the problems outlined above, lead us to echo

,Scnator Moynihan's complaint:

All the numbers I have used here are official; but
let me say right off that they are incomplete. We haven't
anything like the data base we want. For three years I
have been talking to Cabinet officers about this, asking
their departments' help. (You never do anything about a
problem in Washington until you learn to measure it.) I

have been met with incomprehension and near total failure
to respond. It is:as if someone called at the Labor De
partment in 1934 suggesting that the Bureau of Labor
Statistics begin measuring Unemployment on a regular
basis...only to have Madame Perkins ask, "Why on earth
would anyone want to keep count of the number of persons
out of work?"/
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/Daniel P. Moynihan, "What Will They do for New York?" New York Times
Tlagazine, (January 27, 1980).

..)

Conclusions -- The Urban Research Agenda

The earlier parts of this paper examined both what available

7..dhta suggest about the extent of urban "rvitalization" and the limita-

tions of existing information about trends and conditions in cities.

Our conclusions on:both these questions have been negative. Available

evidence shows relatively few signs-of incipient revival in any

appreciable number of older cities, but the data are old enough and

flawed enough to make any conclusions shaky at best.

In this sec4on' we suggest some ways to examine the changes

allegedly now occurring in many cities. In our view, -the next major

round of.urban conditions research should focus on the information

44-- collected in the 1980 census, which will begin to be available at

the city level in late 1981'and at the subcity level in early 1982.

Three lines of investigation strike us as potentially productive;

The first is frinkly retrospective. The scenario outlined in

the first section of this paper about the demographic shift allegedly

underway in cities needs to be tested and its significance assessed

for individual places. As noted earlier, aggregate changes in either

the number of househblds or income levels do not appear t,:. have been

big enough to indicate widespread residential revival, but the picture

for individual cities might be more fayorable. In any case, a con-

siderable amount of descriptive research needs to be done on shifts

in houaeholdoformation and migration patterns over the seventies in'

individnal cities.

1, 944
66-925 0 - 81 = 60
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Second, researchers should examine the relative size of areas inside

cities that can beldeemed to have "revived" since 1970. The 1980 data

provides an opportunity to dfsaggregate below the city level and develop

taxonomies of urban (territory that might be used to judge the significance

of residential revival. Block group or tract date might be used to identify

areas where median income and housing values have gone up'and where changes

have occurred in rocial and demographic composition. These areas might

then be compared in size and population to areas that have declined by

similar criteria. This type of anlaysis would allow an assessment, on

a better empirical basis than has been available to date, of the size and

significance of residential "revival" in individual cities.

Third, urban researchers should assess changes in the social and

economic disparity between central cities and their suburbs since 1970.

In an earlier article, one of us found that older metropolitan areas were

likely to manifest the classic "doughnut" pattern of a poor core city

surrounded by wealthy suburbs. A, replicatiolof this analysis with 1980

/Richard P. Nathan and Charles F. Adams, "Understanding Central City
Hardship," Political Science Quarterly.

data might show some reductiwas iz thiz ;..:tern in some places; perhaps

prosperous groups are no longer moving out as much and poorer groups are

moving out more than in the past. Several observers have noted a recent

increase in the suburbanization of minority populations in some cities,

resulting in the formation of poorer suburbs. In similar fashion, 1980

data may show that more prosperous cities, which appeared well off relative

to their suburbs in 1970, may have lost ground relative to their suburbs

over the seventies due to a decline in annexation and an increased

-concentration of lower income groups.
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